*THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA*

George Washington (1732-1799), Commander in Chief of the Continental Army (1775-1783) He presided
over the Constitutional Convention of 1787, which devised the form of government still in use in the United
States today and wrote the constitution under which it still carries out its functions. He was elected the first
President of the United States (1789-1797), and is still popularly known as the Father of His Country, an
allocade awarded him in his own lifetime. Henry Lee, his fellow Virginian, encapsulated his life in a fitting
eulogy at his death, calling him “first in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his countrymen.”
Below is the overall table of contents for the United States. However, only the text items for 148.37 to 163.1
have been compiled in this file. The remaining texts will be found in files 187b, c, and d respectively, proportionally divided in order to accommodate certain software limitations in Windows connected with
pagination. The entire table of contents has been retained here in order to display the completed literature.
*ALABAMA*
(Page 28)—148.37 Excerpt from Memories Of Childhood’s Slavery Days: “Recollections Of A Happy
Life”\fn{by Annie L. Burton (1858-c.1910)} nr. Clayton, Barbour County, Alabama, U.S.A. (F) 2
*
(29)—132.151 Alabama Sketches\fn{by Ruby Pickens Tartt (1880-1974)} Livingston, Sumter County, Alabama,
U.S.A. (F) 7
*
(34)—109.184 The Little Wife\fn{by William Edward March (1893-1954)} Mobile, Mobile County, Alabama, U.S.A.
(M) 6
1920
(39)—148.116 The Bottomless Well\fn{by Walter S. Terry (1921- )} Huntsville, Madison County, Alabama, U.S.A.
(M) 7
1

*
(45)—116.87 Smorgasbord\fn{by Tobias Jonathan Wolff (1945- )} Birmingham, Jefferson County, Alabama, U.S.A.
(M) 6
*
(52)—116.356 Excerpt from Her Work: “Bad Girls”\fn{by Harryette Mullen (1953- )} Florence, Lauderdale County,
Alabama, U.S.A. (F) 1
*ALASKA*
(53)—198.53 1. The Mountains That Clapped Together 2. How The Little Owl’s Name Was Changed. 3. How The
Mouse And The Flea Became Fast Friends 4. Mr. Crow Takes A Wife 5. Mr. Crow And The Mussel 6. Mr. Crow
And The Whale 7. How The Sea Gulls Learned To Fly 8. How the Ptarmigans Learned To Fly 9. How Mr. Crane’s
Eyes Became Blue 10. How The Foxes Became Red: Ten Folktales\fn{probably by a single Eskimo informant of Charles
Edward Gillham (1898- ), born in the latter quarter of the 19 th century, or slightly earlier} near or at Hooper Bay, Wade Hampton
Census Area, Alaska, U.S.A. (M) 18
1920
(75)—132.43 Two Old Women: An Alaska Legend Of Betrayal, Courage And Survival\fn{by Velma Wallis
(1963- )} Fort Yukon, Yukon-Koyukuk Census Area, Alaska, U.S.A. (F) 22
*ARIZONA*
(96)—152.117 Excerpt from Geronimo: His Own Story\fn{by Geronimo (1829-1909)} No-doyohn Canyon,
southeast Arizona, Graham County?, U.S.A. (M) 14
*
(111)—149.73 The Return\fn{by Estelle Armstrong (late 19th century?- )} Colorado River Region, Coconino County?,
Arizona, U.S.A. (F) 1
*
(113)—149.43 Five excerpts from Sun Chief: The Autobiography Of A Hopi Indian\fn{by Don C. Talayesva (1890after 1940)} Old Oraibi, Navajo County, Arizona, U.S.A. (M) 10
1920
(123)—54.112 Excerpt from The Seal Of Frog Island\fn{by Marian Rumsey (1928- )} “the rugged gold-mining
region of Arizona,” Gila County?, U.S.A. (F) 2
*
(125)—114.227 Mansion, Magic, And Miracle\fn{by Lewis B. Horne (1932- )} Mesa, Maricopa County, Arizona,
U.S.A. (M) 5
*
(131)—166.104 1. Buckskin 2. Homecooking 3. Story Power: Three Short Stories\fn{by Elizabeth Woody (1959- )}
Ganado, Apache County, Arizona, U.S.A. (F) 6
*ARKANSAS*
(137)—198.143 Excerpt from The Lambs: A Story Of Pre-Victorian England\fn{by Katharine Susan Anthony (18771965)} Roseville, Logan County, Arkansas, U.S.A. (F) 10
*
(148)—133.95 1. The Lion And The Cowboy 2. Old Master Takes A Trip 3. Planting Salt 4. Colored Man, Jew,
2

And White Man 5. On The Cooling Board 6. Three Wishes 7. Baptizing A Hard Candidate: Seven Folktales\fn{by
Wilfred Winfrey (1891- )} Camden, Ouachita County, Arkansas, U.S.A. (M) 2
1920
(150)—133.113 Death Of A Country Doctor\fn{by Mary Myrtle Medearis (1915-2012)} North Little Rock, Pulaski
County, Arkansas, U.S.A. (F) 11
*
(162)—167.146 Parakeets\fn{by Kevin Brockmeier (1972- )} Little Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas, U.S.A. (M) 2
*CALIFORNIA*
(165)—253.149 Excerpt from Vignettes Of Early California: Childhood Reminiscences Of Juan Bautista
Alvarado\fn{by Juan Bautista Valentin Alvarado y Vallejo (1809-1882)} Monterey, Monterey County, California, U.S.A.
(M) 13\fn{One of the last governors of Alta California (when it was part of the Viceroyalty of New Spain and the Mexican republic, an
enormous area consisting of modern California, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, western Colorado and southwestern Wyoming), Alvarado belongs
to a group of transitional individuals, living (in order) under the Spanish Empire, the United Mexican States and the United States of
America. Captured at the outset of the war with Mexico in 1846, Alvarado spent the remainder of the conflict on his estate in Monterey. He
was offered the governorship of California after the war, but declined it, retiring to his wife’s family estate at Rancho San Pablo in 1848.
“Alvarado’s adobe house,” says W, “at the foot of Alvarado Street in downtown Monterey, survives as a California Historical Landmark.
Alvarado Street in San Francisco’s Noe Valley is named after him. Portions of the Rancho San Pablo adobe are incorporated into the
current City of San Pablo government campus and Alvarado Park within Wildcat Canyon Regional Park is named in his honor.” It was in
Monterey that California’s first theater, first brick house, first publicly funded school, first public building, and first public library were
constructed. It also housed California’s first printing press, from which issued California’s first newspaper, The Californian. The city was
also host to California’s first constitutional convention: W/H }

*
(178)—1.170 The Sacrificial Altar\fn{by Gertrude Atherton (1857-1948)} San Francisco, San Mateo County,
California U.S.A. (F) 11
(189)—160.57 Excerpt from A Vagabond Trouper\fn{by Jefferson De Angelis (1859-1933)} San Francisco, San Mateo
County, California, U.S.A. (M) 10
*
(198)—160.19 Excerpt from The Roar Of The Crowd: The True Tale Of The Rise And Fall Of A
Champion\fn{by James J. Corbett (1866-1933)} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California, U.S.A. (M) 10
*
(208)—107.275 The Heathen\fn{by Jack Griffith London (1876-1916)} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California,
U.S.A. (M) 15
(216)—152.89 Excerpt from My Life\fn{by Isadora Duncan (1878-1927)} San Francisco, San Mateo County,
California, U.S.A. (F) 12
*
(228)—198.19 Excerpt from The Venables\fn{by Kathleen Thompson Norris (1880-1966)} San Francisco, San Mateo
County, California, U.S.A. (F) 10
(238)—131.101 Laughter\fn{by Charles Caldwell Dobie (1881-1943)} San Francisco, California, U.S.A. (M) 7
(246)—133.8 The Two Deaths Of Kaspar Rausch\fn{by Hans Otto Storm (1885-1941)} Bloomington, San
Bernardino County, California, U.S.A. (M) 13
(259)—160.1 Excerpt from Off With Their Heads!: A Serio-Comic Tale Of Hollywood\fn{by Frances Marion aka
Marion Benson Owens (1888-1973)} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California, U.S.A. (F) 9
(268)—132.12 Excerpt from Kiss Hollywood Good-By\fn{by Anita Loos (1888-1981)} Mount Shasta, Siskiyou
County, California, U.S.A. (F) 19
*
(286)—160.137 Excerpt from Three Flight’s Up\fn{by Sidney Coe Howard (1891-1939)} Oakland, Alameda County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 13
(299)—54.115 Excerpt from Blue Barns\fn{by Helen Sewell (1896-1957)} Mare Island Navy Yard, Mare Island, San
Francisco, San Mateo County, California, U.S.A. (F) 1
3

(300)—201.60 Excerpt from The Shutter Of Snow\fn{by Emily Holmes Coleman (1899-1974)} Oakland, Alameda
County, California, U.S.A. (F) 10
*
(309)—115.85 1. The Making Of The World I 2. The Making Of The World II 3. The Flood 4. The Bewitching Of
Sun 5. Walking Skeleton I 6. Walking Skeleton III 7. A Visit To The World Of The Dead 8. The Burning Of
Coyote 9. Coyote And His Sister Robin 10. Jackrabbit And Coyote 11. The Coyote Called Another One 12. Prairie
Falcon’s Adventures 13. Measuring Worm Saves Prairie Falcon 14. Prairie Falcon, Crow, And The Oriole Sisters
15. Bear And The Fawns 16. The Water Snakes 17. The Hornets, The Ground Squirrels, And Prairie Falcon 18.
Buckeye And Chaparral 19. Butterfly And Hummingbird 20. Red Ant And Black Ant 21. Wild “Shrimp” 22.
Salamander And Fish 23. Yellowjacket And Blow Fly 24. Post Oak And Bull Pine 25. Soap Root And Water
Snake: Twenty-five Folktales\fn{by Mrs. Molly Kinsman Pomona (before 1918- )} Madera County, California, U.S.A.
(F) 21
(330)—115.106 1. The Story Of A Girl Ghost 2. The Adventures Of Haininu And Baumegwesu II 3. Baumegwesu
And Coyote 4. Coyote Who Married His Daughter 5. Prairie Falcon’s Contest With Meadowlark 6. How Gull
Became Dove: Six Folktales\fn{by “Chipa, an old man” (before 1918- )} Madera County, California, U.S.A. (M) 10
(340)—115.116 Walking Skeleton II: A Folktale\fn{by “Singing Jack, an old shaman” (before 1918- )} Madera County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 4
1920
(343)—110.176 The Leader Of The People\fn{by John Ernst Steinbeck (1902-1968)} Salinas, Monterey County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 7
(350)—133.142 That’s What Happened To Me\fn{by Michael Fessier (1905-1988)} Angeles Camp, Calaveras
County, California, U.S.A. (M) 3
(353)—111.182 The Summer Of The Beautiful White Horse\fn{by William Saroyan (1908-1981)} Fresno, Fresno
County, California, U.S.A. (M) 4
*
(357)—48.66 Counterclockwise\fn{by Elisabeth Larsh Young (1910-1999)} Long Beach, Los Angeles County,
California, U.S.A. (F) 12
(368)—112.144 The Heart Of The Afternoon\fn{by Elizabeth Clark (1913-1996)} Los Angeles, Los Angeles County,
California, U.S.A. (F) 2
(370)—136.1 Midnight Blue\fn{by Ross MacDonald (1915-1983)} Los Gatos, Santa Clara County, California, U.S.A.
(M) 15
(384)—112.207 The Tea Time Of Stouthearted Ladies\fn{by Jean Stafford (1915-1979)} Covina, Los Angeles
County, California, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
(390)—44.179 & 46.206 1. Seventeen Syllables 2. The High-Heeled Shoes: Two Short Stories\fn{by Hisaye
Yamamoto (1921-2011)} Redondo Beach, Los Angeles County, California, U.S.A. (F) 9
(399)—47.133 Beachhead In Bohemia\fn{by Willard Marsh (1922-1970)} Oakland, Alameda County, California,
U.S.A. (M) 4
(403)—114.143 The New Atlantis\fn{by Ursula Koeher Le Guin (1924 [W says 1929]- )} Berkeley, Alameda County,
California, U.S.A. (F) 12
*
(415)—48.244 The Gift Bearer\fn{by Philip Francis O’Connor (1932-2008)} San Francisco, San Mateo County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 12
(425)—137.60 Holy Water\fn{by Joan Didion (1934- )} Sacramento, Sacramento County, California, U.S.A. (F) 3
*
(427)—137.38 No Name Woman\fn{by Maxine Hong Kingston (1940- )} Stockton, San Joaquin County, California,
U.S.A. (F) 5
(433)—137.73 Excerpt from Dessa Rose: “The Wench”\fn{by Shirley Anne Williams (1944-1999)} Bakersfield, Kern
County, California, U.S.A. (F) 3
*
(436)—137.63 Excerpt from The Gifts Of The Body: “The Gift Of Hunger”\fn{by Rebecca Brown (1956- )} San
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Diego, San Diego County, California, U.S.A. (F) 5
*
(441)—135.27 Shipmates Down Under\fn{by Michael Byers (1969- )} San Francisco, San Mateo County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 15
*
(456)—169.101 Excerpt from Eragon\fn{by Christopher Paolini (1983- )} Los Angeles, Los Angeles County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 14
*COLORADO*
(470)—152.110 Excerpt from The Day Of The Saxon\fn{by Homer Lea (1876-1912)} Denver, Denver County,
Colorado, U.S.A. (M) 7
*
(477)—152.74 Excerpt from Father Struck It Rich\fn{by Evalyn Walsh McClean (1886-1947)} Denver, Denver
County, Colorado, U.S.A. (F) 15
(491)—165.1 Excerpt from Floating Island\fn{by Anne Parrish (1888-1957)} Colorado Springs, El Paso County,
Colorado, U.S.A. (F) 11
1920
(503)—44.145 & 112.190 My Brother Down There\fn{by Steve Frazee aka Dean Jennings (1909-1992)} Salida, Chaffee
County, Colorado, U.S.A. (M) 16
*
(520)—115.233 Private Debts/Public Hearings\fn{by Kent Haruf (1943- )} Pueblo, Pueblo County, Colorado,
U.S.A. (M) 6
*
(526)—44.222 Excerpt from Room Of One’s Own: “Where I Work”\fn{by Ann Cummins (1954- )} Durango, La
Plata County, Colorado, U.S.A. (F) 4
*CONNECTICUT*
(530)—105.258 Love Versus Law\fn{by Harriet Elizabeth Beecher Stowe (1811-1896)} Litchfield, Litchfield County,
Connecticut, U.S.A. (F) 16
*
(545)—106.227 Excerpt from Dream Life: A Fable Of The Seasons\fn{by Donald Grant Mitchell (1822-1908)}
Norwich, New London County, Connecticut, U.S.A. (M) 7
1920
(553)—111.196 The Nightingales Sing\fn{by Elizabeth Parsons (1909- )} Hartford, Hartford County, Connecticut,
U.S.A. (F) 6
*
(559)—131.90 Battling Against Castro\fn{by Jim Shepard (1956- )} Bridgeport, Fairfield County, Connecticut,
U.S.A. (M) 7
*DELAWARE*
(566)—166.66 Excerpt from Nick Of The Woods\fn{by Robert Montgomery Byrd (1806-1854)} New Castle, New
Castle County, Delaware, U.S.A. (M) 24
5

1920
(590)—168.111 Excerpt from I’m On My Way But Your Foot Is On My Head\fn{by Patrice Berry (1960- )}
Wilmington, New Castle County, Delaware, U.S.A. (F) 21
*FLORIDA*
(610)—164.102 Excerpt from A Visit To The Philadelphia Prison\fn{by Robert James Turnbull (1775-1833)} New
Smyrna, Volusia County, Florida, USA. (M) 7
1819
(616)—161.131 “The Defense of the Red River”\fn{by Edmund Kirby Smith (1824-1893)} St. Augustine, St. Johns
County, Florida, U.S.A. (M) 4
(620)—200.12 Excerpt from Florida Breezes; or, Florida New And Old\fn{by Ellen Call Long (1825-1905)}
Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
(625)—200.154 Excerpt from Penny Lancaster, Farmer\fn{by Elizabeth Whitefielde Bellamy (1837-1900)} nr. Quincy,
Gadsden County, Florida, U.S.A. 11
*
(637)—159.1 Excerpt from Wild Work; The Story Of The Red River Tragedy\fn{by Mary Edwards Bryan (18461913)} Lloyd, Jefferson County, Florida, U.S.A. (F) 10
*
(646)—159.150 Excerpt from The Autobiography Of An Ex-Colored Man\fn{by James Weldon Johnson (18711938)} Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida, U.S.A. (M) 13
*
(659)—273.161 Excerpt from Blood Of The Lamb\fn{by Charles Henry Baker, Jr. (1895-1987)} Zellwood, Orange
County, Florida, USA (M) 16
(674)—159.18 Excerpt from Strange Fruit\fn{by Lillian Eugenia Smith (1897-1966)} Jasper, Hamilton County,
Florida, U.S.A. (F) 9
1920
(684)—149.116 The Apostate\fn{by Lillian Barnard Gilkes (1902-1977)} Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida, U.S.A.
(F) 10
(693)—159.10 Excerpt from The Stars At Noon\fn{by Jacqueline Cochran (1906-1980)} nr. Muscogee, Escambia
County, Florida, U.S.A. (F) 8
*
(701)—112.247 The American Sickness\fn{by Jose Yglesias (1919-1995)} Tampa, Hillsborough County, Florida,
U.S.A. (M) 5
*
(706)—113.213 The Artificial Moonlight\fn{by Donald Rodney Justice (1925-2004)} Miami, Dade County, Florida,
U.S.A. (M) 7
(714)—48.44 An Evening Performance\fn{by George Palmer Garrett (1929-2008)} Orlando, Orange County, Florida,
U.S.A. (M) 5
*
(718)—116.176 Wayne In Love\fn{by Padgett Powell (1952- )} Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida, U.S.A. (M) 4
(722)—164.43 Excerpt from The Front\fn{by Patricia Cornwell (1956- )} Miami, Dade County, Florida, U.S.A. (F)
10
*
(732)—168.25 The Barn At The End Of Our Term\fn{by Karen Russell (1981- )} Miami, Dade County, Florida,
6

U.S.A. (F) 7
*GEORGIA*
(740)—105.174 Excerpt from Georgia Scenes, Characrters, Incidents, Etc., In The First Half Century Of The
Republic: “The Militia Company Drill”\fn{by Augustus Baldwin Longstreet (1787-1837)} Augusta, Richmond County,
Georgia, U.S.A. (M) 3
1819
(743)—106.244 Excerpt from Bill Arp—So-Called: “Bill Arp Addresses Artemus Ward”\fn{by Charles Henry
Smith (1826-1903)} Lawrenceville, Gwinnett County, Georgia, U.S.A. (M) 2
*
(744)—107.131 How Mr. Rabbit Was Too Sharp For Mr. Fox\fn{by Joel Chandler Harris (1848-1908)} Atlanta,
Fulton County, Georgia, U.S.A. (M) 9
(745)—148.38 Excerpt from Reminiscences Of My Life In Camp: “Thoughts On Present Conditions”\fn{by
Susie King Taylor (1848-1912)} nr. Savannah, Chatham County, Georgia, U.S.A. (F) 2
*
(747)—131.69 The Rollicking God\fn{by Nunnally Johnson (1897-1977)} Columbus, Muscogee County, Georgia,
U.S.A. (F) 6
1920
(754)—48.37 A Day In The Life Of The Boss\fn{by Hugh Geeslin, Jr. (c.1923- )} Cuthbert, Randolph County,
Georgia, U.S.A. (M) 7
(760)—113.226 A Good Man Is Hard To Find\fn{by Mary Flannery O’Connor (1925-1964)} Savannah, Chatham
County Georgia, U.S.A. (F) 12
*
(768)—160.97 Excerpts from In Love & Trouble: 1. “To Hell With Dying” 2. “The Welcome Table” 3.
“Everyday Use”\fn{by Alice Malrenoir Walker (1944- )} Eatonton, Putnam County, Georgia, U.S.A. (F) 13
*
(777)—(783)—149.163 The Fix\fn{by Percival L. Everett (1956- )} Fort Gordon, Columbia County, Georgia, U.S.A.
(M) 8
*
(784)—167.148 The Complaint\fn{by Judy Budnitz (1973- )} Atlanta, Fulton County, Georgia, U.S.A. (F) 5
*HAWAII*
(788)—163.14 Excerpt from A Brief History of the Hawaiian People\fn{by William De Witt Alexander (1833-1913)}
Honolulu, Honolulu County, Oahu Island, Hawaii, U.S.A. (M) 22
1920
(810)—199.10 Excerpt from Song Of The Exile\fn{by Kiana Davenport (1940- )} Kalihi, Honolulu County, Oahu
Island, Hawaii, U.S.A. (F) 23
*IDAHO*
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(833)—149.3 Four excerpts from Cogewea: The Half-Blood\fn{by Humishuma aka Christine Galler (1885-1936)} “near
Bonner’s Ferry”, Boundary County, Idaho, U.S.A. (F) 13
1920
(845)—172.1 Excerpt from Leaving The Land: A Novel\fn{by Douglas Unger (1952- )} Moscow, Latah County,
Idaho, U.S.A. (M) 13
*ILLINOIS*
(859)—133.133 The White Battalion\fn{by Frances Gilchrist Wood (1858-1940)} Carthage, Hancock County, Illinois,
U.S.A. (F) 3
*
(862)—107.232 Papago Wedding\fn{by Mary Hunter Austin (1868-1934)} Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois,
U.S.A. (F) 2
*
(863)—131.11The Believer\fn{by Madge Jenison (1874-1960)} Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 7
(870)—54.98 Excerpt from Master Simon’s Garden: “The Edge Of The World”\fn{by Cornelia Lynde Meigs (18841973)} Rock Island, Rock Island County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 5
*
(875)—136.110 Nobody Say A Word\fn{by Mark Van Doren (1894-1972)} “on a farm near Hope”, Vermilion County,
Illinois,” U.S.A. (M) 3
(877)—110.138 The Killers\fn{by Ernest Miller Hemingway (1898-1961)} Oak Park, Cook County, Illinois, U.S.A. (M)
5
(882)—136.64 The Hemlock Tree\fn{by James Vincent Sheean (1899-1975)} Pana, Christian County, Illinois, U.S.A.
(M) 6
1920
(888)—110.222 Diary Of A Trip To California: May 21 to September 1, 1925\fn{by Horace Swanick Bradley (19032000)} Sandwich, De Kalb County, Illinois, U.S.A. (M) 17\fn{ My father:H}
*
(905)—112.213 The Valiant Woman\fn{by James Farl Powers (1917-1949)} Jacksonville, Morgan County, Illinois,
U.S.A. (M) 4
*
(909)—115.119 Great Barrier Reef\fn{by Diane Laim Johnson (1934- )} Moline, Rock Island County, Illinois,
U.S.A. (F) 9
(918)—137.119 Desert Matinee\fn{by Jerry Bumpus (1937- )} Mount Vernon, Jefferson County, Illinois, U.S.A.
(M) 6
*
(922)—131.48 Digging\fn{by Elleuora Beth Lordan (1948- )} Pekin, Tazewell County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
(929)—131.108 Red Moccasins\fn{by Susan Power (1961- )} Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
(935)—168.5 Valets\fn{by Rattawut Lapcharoensap (1977- )} Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, U.S.A. (M) 6
*INDIANA*
(942)—138.53 Excerpt from Ben Hur; A Tale Of Christ: “How Quintus Arrius Defeated The Pirates”\fn{by
Lewis Wallace (1827-1905)} Crawfordsville, Montgomery County, Indiana, U.S.A. (M) 5
8

*
(947)—107.233 Excerpt from Penrod: “The Boy Penrod”\fn{by Newton Bruce Tarkington (1869-1946)} Indianapolis,
Marion County, Indiana, U.S.A. (M) 11
*
(958)—51.139 Excerpt from Downright Decency: “The Former Time”\fn{by Caroline Dale Snedeker (1871-1956)}
New Harmony, Posey County, Indiana, U.S.A. (F) 4
*
(962)—137.96 Cincinnati And I\fn{by Emily Kimbrough (1899-1989)} Muncie, Delaware County, Indiana, U.S.A. (F)
4
1920
(966)—110.190 Lead Her Like A Pigeon\fn{by Mary Jessamyn West (1902-1984)} Vernon, Jennings County, Indiana,
U.S.A. (F) 4
*
(970)—133.124 La Bataille Des Fleurs\fn{by Anthony Ostroff (1923-1978)} Gary, Lake County, Indiana, U.S.A. (M)
6
*
(975)—131.32 The Secret Of Cartwheels\fn{by Patricia Henley (1947- )} Terre Haute, Vigo County, Indiana,
U.S.A. (F) 6
*
Please go to file “U. S. A. 187b, Finished” where the second part of this menu—retained here for display
purposes only—becomes operational with the texts of items 198.40 (Indiana) through 163.1 (New York).
198.40 Excerpt from We’re In Trouble: “In The Event”\fn{by Christopher Coake (1971- )} Indiana, U.S.A. (M) 10
*IOWA*
136.16 Pigs Is Pigs\fn{by Ellis Parker Butler (1869-1939)} Muscatine, Muscatine County, Iowa, U.S.A. (M) 5
*
136.70 I Hear You, Mr. And Mrs. Brown\fn{by Josephine Herbst (1892-1969)} Sioux City, Woodbury County, Iowa,
U.S.A. (F) 4
1920
199.31 Excerpt from The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance\fn{by Dorothy Marie Johnson (1905-1984)} McGregor,
Clayton County, Iowa, U.S.A. (F) 10
*
172.14 Excerpt from What’s Eating Gilbert Grape\fn{by Peter Hedges (1962- )} West Des Moines, Polk County,
Iowa, U.S.A. (M) 12
*KANSAS*
133.136 Dishes\fn{by Agnes Mary Brownell (1856 [W says 1874]- 1921)} Concordia, Cloud County, Kansas, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
91.33 The Story Of Aqua Pura\fn{by William Allen White (1868-1944)} Emporia, Lyon County, Kansas, U.S.A. (M) 3
*
198.1 1. The Hottest Guy In The World 2. Butch Minds The Baby: Two Short Stories\fn{by Alfred Damon Runyon
(1880-1946)} Manhattan, Riley County, Kansas, U.S.A. (10)
9

1920
148.11 Excerpt from Maud Martha: “Helen”\fn{by Gwendolyn Brooks (1917-2000)} Topeka, Shawnee County, Kansas,
U.S.A. (F) 1
*
198.79 A Mussel Named Ecclesiastes\fn{by George Dickerson (1933- )} Topeka, Shawnee County, Kansas, U.S.A.
(M) 10
*
116.238 Unified Front\fn{by Antonya Nelson (1961- )} Wichita, Sedgwick County, Kansas, U.S.A. (F) 6
*KENTUCKY*
164.25 Excerpt from Historical And Revolutionary Incidents Of The Early Settlers Of The United States,
With Biographical Sketches Of The Lives Of Allen, Boone, Kenton, And Other Celebrated Pioneers\fn{by C.
W. Webber (1819-1856)} Russellville, Logan County, Kentucky, U.S.A. (M) 11
*
198.117 Excerpt from The Alaska-Klondike Diary Of Elizabeth Robins, 1900: “Nome: Arrival And Reunion
With Raymond”\fn{by Elizabeth Robins (1862-1952)} Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky, U.S.A. (F) 15
*
198.20 Excerpt from Stonewall Jackson, The Good Soldier: A Narrative\fn{by Allen Tate (1899-1979)} Winchester,
Clark County, Kentucky, U.S.A. (M) 10
1920
133.145 Ben\fn{by Pati Hill (1921-2014)} Ashland, Boyd County, Kentucky, U.S.A. (F) 7
*
135.10 Chiromancy\fn{by Max Garland (1950- )} Paducha, McCracken County, Kentucky, U.S.A. (M) 5
*
134.147 Mr. Sumarsono\fn{by Roxana Barry Robinson (1968- )} Pine Mountain, Bell County, Kentucky, U.S.A. (F)
10
*LOUISIANA*
172.162 The Mulatto\fn{by Jean Francisco Louis Victor Séjour Marcou Ferrand (1817-1874)} New Orleans, Orleans County,
Louisiana, U.S.A. (M) 9
*
107.92 Belles Demoiselles Plantation\fn{by George Washington Cable (1844-1925)} New Orleans, Orleans County,
Louisiana, U.S.A. (M) 8
*
107.161 Excerpt from Sonny: “A Christmas Guest”\fn{by Ruth McEnery Stuart (1849-1917)} Marksville, Avoyelles
County, Louisiana, U.S.A. (F) 3
1920
110.186 A Summer Tragedy\fn{by Arnaud Wendell Bontemps (1902-1973)} Alexandria, Rapides County, Louisiana,
U.S.A. (M) 4
*
115.193 The Beach Party\fn{by Shirley Ann Grau (1939- )} New Orleans, Orleans County, Louisiana, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
10

172.149 Excerpt from Liquor: A Novel\fn{by Poppy Z. Brite (1967- )} New Orleans, Orleans County, Louisiana,
U.S.A. (F) 13
*MAINE*
206.191 & 105.237 Excerpts from Outre-Mer: 1. “Martin Franc And The Monk Of Saint Anthony” 2.
“Jacqueline” 3. “The Sexagenarian” 4. “The Notary of Périgeux”\fn{by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-1882)}
Portland, Maine, U.S.A. (M) 11
1920
135.42 Bob Darling\fn{by Carolyn Cooke (1959- )} Portland, Maine, U.S.A. (F) 7
*MARYLAND*
163.129 Narrative Of The Life Of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave\fn{by Frederick Douglass aka Frederick
Augustus Washington Bailey (1818-1895)} nr. Easton, Talbot County, Maryland, U.S.A. (M) 35
*
136.89 Forgiveness\fn{by Lizette Woodworth Reese (1856-1935)} Huntingdon, Calvert County, Maryland, U.S.A. (F) 3
*
109.190 They Can Only Hang You Once\fn{by Samuel Dashiell Hammett (1894-1961)} St. Mary (St. Mary’s City?),
St. Mary’s County, Maryland, U.S.A. (M) 6
1920
152.38 Excerpt from Lady Sings The Blues: “Some Other Spring”\fn{by Billie Holiday (1915-1959)} Baltimore,
Baltimore County, Maryland, U.S.A. (F) 5
*
131.75 Life-Story\fn{by John Simmons Barth (1930- )} Cambridge, Dorchester County, Maryland, U.S.A. (M) 5
*
115.244 A Night’s Work\fn{by Jaimy Gordon (1944- )} Baltimore, Baltimore County, Maryland, U.S.A. (F) 8
*MASSACHUSETTS*
105.141 Excerpts from The Coquette; or, The History Of Eliza Wharton, A Novel Founded On Fact\fn{by
Hannah Webster Foster (1758-1840)} Salisbury, Essex County, Massachusetts, U.S.A. (F) 11
1819
259.108 Excerpt from The Stories Mother Nature Told Her Children: 1. “The Hidden Light” 2. “How The
Indian Corn Grows” 3. “Water-Lilies” 4. “The Story Of The Amber Beads” 5. “Sixty-Two Little Tadpoles”
6. “Golden-Rod And Asters” 7. “The New Life”\fn{by Jane Andrews (1833-1887)} Newburyport, Essex County,
Massachusetts, U.S.A. (F) 7
*
107.116 A Capillary Crime\fn{by Francis David Millet (1846-1912)} Mattapoisett, Plymouth County, Massachusetts,
U.S.A. (M) 8
*
109.203 The Sunday Menace\fn{by Robert Charles Benchley (1889-1945)} Worcester, Worcester County,
11

Massachusetts, U.S.A. (M) 4
1920
136.137 Down In The Reeds By The River\fn{by Victoria Lincoln (1904-1981)} Fall River, Bristol County,
Massachusetts, U.S.A. (F) 8
*
137.90 The New Snobbism\fn{by Joseph Russell Lynes, Jr. (1910-1991)} Great Barrington, Berkshire County,
Massachusetts, U.S.A. (M) 6
*
136.34 Fox And Swan\fn{by John Clarke l’Heureux (1934- )} South Hadley, Hampshire County, Massachusetts,
U.S.A. (M) 7
*
166.40 Excerpt from Caucasia\fn{by Danzy Senna (1970- )} Boston, Suffolk County, Massachusetts, U.S.A. (F) 10
*MICHIGAN*
169.88 1. The Origin of the Robin 2. Moowis, the Indian Coquette 3. Mishösha, or the Magician and his
Daughters 4. The Forsaken Brother 5. The Maid of Taquimenon 6. The Origin of Corn 7. The Three Cranberries 8.
The Little Spirit, or Boy-Man 9. Peboan and Seegwun (Winter and Spring): Nine Folktales\fn{by
Bamewawagezhikaquay (“The-sound-the-stars-make-rushing-through-the-sky”) aka Jane Johnston Schoolcraft (1800-1842)} Sault Ste.
Marie, Chippewa County, Michigan, U.S.A. (F) 13
*
199.164 Excerpt from Apache\fn{by Will Levington Comfort (1878-1932)} Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo County, Michigan,
U.S.A. (M) 8
*
108.171 Haircut\fn{by Ringgold Wilmer Lardner (1885-1933)} Niles, Berrien County, Michigan, U.S.A. (M) 5
108.192 Old Man Minick\fn{by Edna Ferber (1887-1968)} Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo County, Michigan, U.S.A. (F) 9
*
131.120 Mrs. Drainger’s Veil\fn{by Howard Mumford Jones (1892-1980)} Saginaw, Saginaw County, Michigan,
U.S.A. (M) 11
1920
148.56 Fugue For Harmonica\fn{by Allan Seager (1906-1968)} Adrian, Lenawee County, Michigan, U.S.A. (M) 2
*
134.61 Main Street Morning\fn{by Natalie Levin Maines Petesch (1924- )} Detroit, Wayne County, Michigan, U.S.A.
(F) 6
*
148.58 Stealing Cars\fn{by Theodore Weesner (1935- )} Flint, Genesee County, Michigan, U.S.A. (M) 13
*
131.18 The Courtship Of Widow Sobcek\fn{by Joanna Higgins (1945- )} Alpena, Alpena County, Michigan,
U.S.A. (F) 8
*
148.29 Quilting On The Rebound\fn{by Terry L. McMillan (1951- )} Port Huron, St. Clair County, Michigan,
U.S.A. (F) 8
*MINNESOTA*
149.16 1. The War Maiden 2. The Singing Spirit: Two Short Stories\fn{by Ohiyesa aka Charles Alexander Eastman
12

(1858-1938)}

“near Redwood Falls,” Redwood County, Minnesota, U.S.A. (M) 7
*
108.176 Young Man Axelbrod\fn{by Harry Sinclair Lewis (1885-1951)} Saux Centre, Stearns County, Minnesota,
U.S.A. (M) 7
*
51.134 Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs\fn{by Wanda Gág (1893-1946)} New Ulm, Brown County, Minnesota,
U.S.A. (F) 5
1920
114.187 The Dignity Of Life\fn{by Carol Bly (1930-2007)} Duluth, Saint Louis County, Minnesota, U.S.A. (F) 10
*
160.163 Excerpt from Lake Wobegon Days\fn{by Garrison Keillor (1942- )} Anoka, Anoka County, Minnesota,
U.S.A. (M) 11
*
165.21 Excerpt from The Center Of Winter: A Novel\fn{by Marya Justine Hornbacher (1974- )} Minneapolis,
Ramsey County, Minnesota, U.S.A. (F) 15
*MISSISSIPPI*
160.9 Excerpt from Panola, A Tale Of Louisiana\fn{by Sarah A. Dorsey (1829-1879)} “on her father’s plantation near
Natchez,” Adams County, Mississippi, U.S.A. (F) 10
*
133.62 1. Who Ate Up The Butter? 2. The Bear Meets Trouble 3. The Bear In The Mudhole 4. Playing Dead In
The Road 5. The Rabbit And The Dog 6. The Deer Escapes From The Fox 7. Fox And Rabbit In The Well 8. The
Bear And The Rabbit 9. The Farmer And The Snake 10. The Buzzard Goes To Europe 11. Lazy Buzzard 12. Bee
And The Dirtdauber 13. The Preacher And The Guinea 14. Efan And The Painter 15. Hog Jowls 16. Efan Prays
17. Eating Further Up The Hog 18. Planting Corn 19. John, The Bear And The Patteroll 20. Efan And The
Dumplings 21. Why The Negro Has Kinky Hair 22. Jake In Heaven 23. Nicodemus From Detroit 24. The
Monkey And The Colored Man 25. How A Hoodoo Doctor Works 26. My Uncle And The Two-Headed 27. Aunt
Carolyn Dye 28. The Feather-Breasted Man 29. My Uncle’s Mojo 30. Two Hoodoos 31. The Hotel Room In
Greenville 32. The Ghost Train 33. Willie Sees A Hant 34. The Hobo And The Spirit 35. Skin, Don’t You Know
Me? 36. The Mermaid 37. Mangelizing 38. How Hoodoo Lost His Hand 39. St. Peter And The Stone 40. How
The Peckerwood Came To Be 41. Why The Jews Don’t Eat Hog 42. Zacharias And The Sycamore Tree 43.
Samson And The Anvil 44. Ben Weatherby Curses God 45. Simon Fishing On Sunday 46. The Devil’s Daughter
47. The Snake And The Baby 48. The Greasy Man 49. The Flying Man 50. Curing The Thrash 51. Burning A
Murderer 52. Killing Colored Brakesmen 53. Embalming A Live Man 54. A Drunkard’s Doom 55. When A
Robbery Backfired 56. The New Dance Step 57. A Fine For Killing Two Negroes 58. Old Misery, The Mule And
The Buggy 59. Haunted Castle 60. The Bootlegger 61. The Monkey Who Imitated His Master 62. The Animals In
Night Quarters 63. The Lucky Shot 64. Dead-Shot Ben Jackson 65. Brother Bill 66. Turning The Buffalo Around
67. The Fast Runner 68. The Lazy Men 69. Aunt Dinah 70. The Gallinipper 71. The Clever Chinch Bugs 72. Hell
On Gums 73. Blow, Gabriel, Blow 74. What Did Paul Say? 75. Abraham, What Is Thou Got In Thy Bosom? 76.
Swimology 77. Uncle Bill Objects 78. The Irishman And The Frogs: Seventy-eight Folktales\fn{by James Douglas
Suggs (1887-1955)}Kosciusko, Attala County, Mississippi, U.S.A. (M) 33
*
109.219 Red Leaves\fn{by William Cuthbert Faulkner (1897-1962)} New Albany, Union County, Mississippi, U.S.A.
(M) 13
1920
135.102 The Optimist’s Daughter\fn{by Eudora Alice Welty (1909-2001)} Jackson, Hinds County, Mississippi, U.S.A.
(F) 48
13

*
55.15 Revenge\fn{by Ellen Gilchrist (1935- )} Vicksburg, Warren County, Mississippi, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
135.74 The Rest Of Her Life\fn{by Steve Yarbrough (1956- )} Indianola, Sunflower County, Mississippi, U.S.A.
(M) 12
*MISSOURI*
211.94 Tom Sawyer\fn(by Mark Twain aka Samuel Langhorne Clemens (1835-1910)} Florida, Monroe County, Missouri,
U.S.A. (M) 94
*
107.154 The Story Of An Hour\fn{by Katherine Chopin (1851-1904)} St. Louis, St. Louis County, Missouri, U.S.A.
(F) 1
*
132.86 Excerpt from Daughter Of Earth\fn{by Agnes Smedley (1892-1950)} Osgood, Sullivan County, Missouri,
U.S.A. (F) 10
1920
136.28 A Stop On The Way To Texas\fn{by Ward Allison Dorrance (1904-1996)} Jefferson City, Cole County,
Missouri, U.S.A. (M) 6
*
136.119 The Butcherbirds\fn{by Esther Patt (1914- )} St. Joseph, Buchanan County, Missouri, U.S.A. (F) 5
*
132.136 Living To Be A Hundred\fn{by Robert Boswell (1953- )} Sikeston, Scott County, Missouri, U.S.A. (M) 9
*MONTANA*
201.186 Excerpt from The Life Story Of A Great Indian\fn{by Alaxchiiaahush aka Many-achievements, or Plenty-coup
(1848-1932)} The-cliff-that-has-no-pass, nr. Billings, Yellowstone County, Montana, U.S.A. (M) 8
1920
168.18 O Tannenbaum\fn{by Maile Meloy (1972- )} Helena, Lewis and Clark County, Montana, U.S.A. (F) 7
*NEBRASKA*
159.59 Excerpt from Miss Morissa: Doctor Of The Gold Trail\fn{by Mari Sandoz aka Mary Susette Sandoz (1896-1966)}
nr. Hay Springs, Sheridan County, Nebraska, U.S.A. (F) 10
1920
116.98 Dog’s Lives\fn{by Michael Bishop (1945- )} Lincoln, Lancaster County, Nebraska, U.S.A. (M) 9
*NEVADA*
152.60 Excerpt from Life Among The Piutes\fn{by Sarah Winnemucca Hopkins (1841/44-1891)} Humbolt Sink,
14

Churchill County, Nevada, U.S.A. (F) 14
1920
200.64 Excerpt from Nevada’s Paul Laxalt: A Memoir{by Paul Laxalt (1922- )} Reno, Washoe County, Nevada,
U.S.A. (M) 14
*NEW HAMPSHIRE*
199.38 Excerpt from Female Quixotism\fn{by Tabitha Gilman Tenney (1762-1837)} Exeter, Rockingham County, New
Hampshire, U.S.A. (F) 15
1820
48.207 & 175.182 1. With Ché In New Hampshire 2. Excerpt from Affliction: A Novel\fn{by Russell Banks
(1940-)} Barnstead, Belknap County, New Hampshire, U.S.A. (M) 15
*NEW JERSEY*
105.163 Excerpts from Religious Experience And Journal Of Mrs. Jarena Lee\fn{by Jarena Lee (1783-c.1849 or
later)} Cape May, Cape May County, New Jersey, U.S.A. (F) 4
138.58 Excerpt from The Red Rover: “The Red Rover And The Royal Caroline”\fn{by James Fenimore Cooper (17891851)} Burlington, Burlington County, New Jersey, U.S.A. (M) 12
1819
107.246 The Open Boat: A Tale Intended To Be After The Fact; Being The Experience Of Four Men From
The Sunk Steamer Commodore\fn{by Stephen Townley Crane (1871-1900)} Newark, Essex County, New Jersey,
U.S.A. (M) 11
*
137.76 Excerpt from Plum Bun\fn{by Jessie Redmon Fauset (1882-1961)} Fredericksville, Camden County, New
Jersey, U.S.A. (F) 4
*
109.174 Big Blonde\fn{by Dorothy Rothschild Parker (1893-1967)} Long Branch, Monmouth County, New Jersey,
U.S.A. (F) 10
1920
136.92 Christ In Concrete\fn{by Pietro di Donato (1911-1992)} West Hoboken, Hudson County, New Jersey, U.S.A.
(M) 7
*
47.130 Athens, Greece, 1942\fn{by Vahan Krikorian Gregory (1927- )} Pompton Lakes, Passaic County, New Jersey,
U.S.A. (M) 3
*
134.26 Surviving Adverse Seasons\fn{by Barry Targan (1932- )} Atlantic City, Atlantic County, New Jersey, U.S.A.
(M) 20
*
136.41 The Magic Apple\fn{by Penelope Street (1944- )} Long Beach, Monmouth County, New Jersey, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
149.111 Kavita Through Glass\fn{by Emily Ishem Raboteau (1976- )} Princeton, Mercer County, New Jersey,
15

U.S.A. (F) 5
*NEW MEXICO*
149.66 The Creation Of Life And The Origin Of Evil\fn{by “a group of Acomas visiting Washington” (before 1928- )}
Acoma Pueblo, Valencia County, New Mexico, U.S.A. (M) 7
1920
49.52 The Rug\fn{by Meg Mullins (1972- )} Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, New Mexico, U.S.A. (F) 8
*THE EMPIRE STATE: NEW YORK’S NATIVE AUTHORS, SELECTED BY COUNTY OF BIRTH*
105.167 Excerpt from Rip Van Winkle: A Posthumous Writing Of Diedrich Knickerbocker\fn{by Washington
Irving (1783-1859)} 128 William Street, Manhattan Island, New York County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 7
*
175.110 Excerpt from History Of The American Colony In Liberia From December 1821 To 1823\fn{by Jehudi
Ashmun (1794-1828)} Champlain, Clinton County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 17
105.186 Meetings With Sojourner Truth\fn{by Sojourner Truth (c.1797-1883)} “on the Hardenburg farm in Rifton in
what was then Swartekill hamlet,” Ulster County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 7
1819
159.82 Excerpt from Eighty Years And More Reminiscences 1815-1897\fn{by Elizabeth Cady Stanton (1815-1902)}
Johnstown, Fulton County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 12
160.29 Excerpt from Summer Rambles In The West\fn{by Elizabeth Fries Lujmmis Ellet (1818-1877)} Sodus Point,
Wayne County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 9
106.218 Excerpt from Franklin Evans: or, The Inebriate, A Tale Of The Times\fn{by Walt Whitman (1819-1892)}
West Hills, nr. Huntington, Suffolk County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 9
*
159.163 Excerpt from Fanny Crosby’s Life Story By Herself\fn{by Frances Jane Crosby aka Fanny Crosby (1820-1915)}
Southeast, Putnam County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 14
163.1 Excerpt from Autobiography Of Edward Austin Sheldon\fn{by Edward Austin Sheldon (1823-1897)} Perry
Center, Wyoming County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 14
Please go to file “U. S. A. 187c, Finished” where the third part of this menu—retained here for display
purposes only—becomes operational with the texts of items 202.1 (New York) through 132.124 (Oregon).
202.1 Excerpt from The Foe In The Household\fn{by Caroline Chesebro’ (1825-1873)} Canandaigua, Ontario County,
New York, U.S.A. (F) 36
160.89 Excerpt from All’s Not Gold That Glitters; or, The Young Californians\fn{by Emily Bradley Neal Haven
(1827-1863)}Hudson, Columbia County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 8
*
206.148 Excerpt from Hit\fn{by Mary Edwards Walker (1832-1909)} Oswego, Oswego County, New York, U.S.A. (F)
10
162.61 Excerpt from The Story Of A Border City During The Civil War\fn{by Galusha Anderson (1832-1918)}
Bergen, Genesee County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 13
165.47 Excerpt from Some Mistakes Of Moses\fn{by Robert Green Ingersoll (1833-1869)} Dresden, Yates County,
New York, U.S.A. (M) 10
162.10 Excerpt from Four Years In Successia\fn{by Junius Henri Browne (1833-1902)} Seneca Falls, Seneca County,
16

New York, U.S.A. (M) 34
193.76 Excerpt from A Glimpse Of India\fn{by Clara A. Swain (1834-1910)} Elmira, Chemung County, New York,
U.S.A. (F) 27
159.36 Excerpt from Camp-Fire And Cotton-Field: Southern Adventure In Time Of War\fn{by Thomas Wallace
Knox (1835-1896)} Pembroke, Hamilton County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 11
159.27 Excerpt from Samantha At Saratoga\fn{by Marietta Holley (1836-1949)} nr. Adams, Jefferson County, New
York, U.S.A. (F) 9
159.47 Excerpt from Camping And Tramping With Roosevelt\fn{by John Burroughs (1837-1921)} Roxbury,
Delaware County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 12
166.153 Excerpt from Random Reminiscences Of Men And Events\fn{by John Davidson Rockefeller (1839-1937)}
Richford, Tioga County, New York U.S.A. (M) 10
*
164.88 Excerpt from Time Exposure\fn{by William Henry Jackson (1843-1942)} Keeseville, Essex County, U.S.A. (M)
14
160.38 Excerpt from Raleigh Westgate; or Epimenides In Maine\fn{by Helen Louise K. Johnson (1844-1917)}
Hamilton, Madison County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 10
199.80 1. Aly Baby 2. Teeny Piggy 3. The Secret Room 4. Wolf of the Greenwood 5. The Rosy Story 6. The
Golden Bull 7. In Giant Land 8. Lazy Maria 9. King Crooked Chin 10. “Take Crouse” 11. The Onion Story 12.
Two Whitecaps and a Redcap 13. The Pea Story 14. She Had The Grit: Fourteen Folktales\fn{by Aunt Jane Buell
aka Jane Brink (c.1847-after 1914)} Conesville, Schoharie County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 20
161.36 Maverick\fn{by Mary Hallock Foote (1847-1938)} Milton, Saratoga County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 8
*
206.95 The Diary Of Elizabeth Fletcher\fn{by Elizabeth Fletcher (1851-1913)} Mecklenburg, Schuyler County, New
York, U.S.A. (F) 24
134.110 The Eve Of The Fourth\fn{by Harold Frederic (1856-1898)} Utica, Oneida County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 7
*
152.132 Excerpt from My Life’s History\fn{by Grandma Moses aka Anna Mary Robertson (1860-1961)} on a farm near
Greenwich, Washington County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 14
162.1 Excerpt from My Summer In A Mormon Village\fn{by Florence Augusta Bailey (1863-1948)} Locust Grove,
Lewis County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 10
162.146 Excerpt from Through The First Antarctic Night: 1898-1899\fn{by Frederick Albert Cook (1865-1940)}
Hortonville, Sullivan County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 12
152.48 Excerpt from White Orchids\fn{by Grace Livingston Hill (1865-1947)} Wellsville, Allegany County, New York,
U.S.A. (F) 12
161.23 Excerpt from My House Of Life: An Autobiography\fn{by Jesse Belle Rittenhouse (1869-1948)} Mt. Morris,
Livingston County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 10
*
206.32 Excerpt from Memoirs of Li-Hung-Chang\fn{by William Francis Mannix (1873-1920)} Malone, Franklin
County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 9
160.67 Excerpt from My Thirty Years In Baseball\fn{by John J. McGraw (1873-1934)} Truxton, Cortland County,
New York, U.S.A. (M) 13
159.141 Excerpt from Daddy-Long-Legs\fn{by Alice Jane Chandler Webster (1876-1916)} Fredonia, Chautauqua
County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 9
*
193.66 Excerpt from Quest, A Novel\fn{by Katharine Newlin Burt (1882-1977)} Fishkill, Dutchess County, New York,
U.S.A. (F) 10
266.15 1. October 1st, 1917 2. October 8th, 1917 3. October 22nd, 1917 4. October 22nd, 1917 (2) 5. October 23rd,
1917 6. November 6th, 1917 7. November 12th, 1917 8. November 19th, 1917 9. November 25th, 1917 10.
December 3rd, 1917 11. January ?, 1918 12. January 28th, 1918 13. February 4th, 1918 14. February 14th, 1918 15.
February 18th, 1918 (2) 16. February 25th, 1918 17. February 27th, 1918 18. March 4th, 1918 19. March 11th, 1918
(2) 20. March 16th, 1918 21. March 18th, 1918 22. April 1st, 1918 23. April 5th, 1918 24. April 7th, 1918 (2) 25.
April 8th, 1918 (2) 26. April 15th, 1918 27. April 21st, 1918 28. April 22nd, 1918 29. April 25th, 1918 (2) 30. April
28th, 1918 31. May 12th, 1918 32. May 20th, 1918 33. May 27th, 1918 34. May 29th, 1918 35. June 3rd, 1918 36.
June 6th, 1918 37. June 10th, 1918 38. June 12th, 1918 39. June 17th, 1918 40. June 19th, 1918 41. June 24th, 1918
17

42. June 25th, 1918 43. September 23rd, 1918 44. October 7th, 1918 45. November 18th, 1918 46. December 2nd,
1918 (2) 47. December 8th, 1918 48. December 15th, 1918 49. January 13th, 1919 50. February 3rd, 1919 51.
February 10th, 1919 52. February 17th, 1919 53. February 24th, 1919 54. March 3rd, 1919 55. Old Comrades 56.
Untitled Christmas Poem: Fifty-four Letters and Two Christmas Poems\fn{by Mrs. Mary Calista (Whittemore) Nichols
(1885-1953)} Hebron, Washington County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 37
159.124 Excerpt from Behind The Ballots: The Personal History Of A Politician\fn{by James A. Farley (18881976)} Grassy Point, Rockland County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 8
*
161.8 The Party Next Door\fn{by Ernest Brace (1893-1970)} West Winfield, Herkimer County, New York, U.S.A.
(M) 6
149.126 A Wreath For Toni\fn{by Dorothy Thompson (1894-1961)} Lancaster, Erie County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 8
260.34 What Santa Claus Is\fn{by Charles W. Howard (1896-1966)} Albion, Orleans County, New York, U.S.A. (M)
-1
1920
162.80 Excerpt from Bringing Up The Rear\fn{by Samuel Lyman Marshall (1900-1977)} Catskill, Greene County, New
York, U.S.A. (M) 11
136.99 Enter Daisy; To Her, Alexandria\fn{by Charles Cooke (1904-1977)} Cooperstown, Otsego County, New
York, U.S.A. (M) 4
136.103 A Pair Of Shoes\fn{by Max White (1906- )} Auburn, Cayuga County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 3
161.84 Excerpt from The House Was Quiet And The World Was Calm\fn{by Helen Bevington (1906-2001)} Afton,
Chenango County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 11
*
112.175 The Magic Barrel\fn{by Bernard Malamud (1914-1986)} Brooklyn, Kings County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 8
193.118 Excerpt from The Ragman’s Son: An Autobiography\fn{by Kirk Douglas (1916- )} Amsterdam,
Montgomery County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 26
161.68 A Sound In The Night\fn{by Ruth Margaret Hershberger (1917- )} Philips Manor, Westchester County, New
York, U.S. A. (F) 6
160.150 Mr. Costello, Hero\fn{by Theodore Hamilton Sturgeon (1918-1985)} Staten Island, Richmond County, New
York, U.S.A. (M) 13
*
193.144 Excerpt from Live From Golgotha: The Gospel According To Gore Vidal\fn{by Eugene Luther Gore Vidal
(1925-2012)} West Point, Orange County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 13
136.47 The Aescaulapians\fn{by Marvin Mandel (1927- )} Rochester, Monroe County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 10
114.155 & 161.1 1. Moon 2. Excerpt from The Promise\fn{by Chaim Potok (1929-2002)} Bronx, Bronx County, New
York, U.S.A. (M) 15
*
164.14 Excerpt from The Mists Of Avalon\fn{by Marion Zimmer Bradley (1930-1999)} “on a farm,” Albany County,
New York, U.S.A. (F) 11
135.1 Oh, The Wonder\fn{by Jeremy Larner (1937- )} Olean, Cattaraugus County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 9
115.179 Four Summers\fn{by Joyce Carol Oates (1938- )} Lockport, Niagara County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 8
161.50 The Woman Across The Street\fn{by May Dikeman (c.1940- )} Baldwin, Nassau County, New York, U.S.A.
(F) 6
294.22. 1. The Shepherd’s Watch 2. A Letter of February 9, 2016 3. Excerpt from Pages From A Golden Life 4.
“A Last Tree Standing” 5. All He Said Was “Yes.” 6. Oh, Those Headaches 7. Return To Church\fn{by Alan De
Wolfe (1941- )} Corning, Steuben County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 13
161.95 Excerpt from Park Lane South, Queens\fn{by Mary Anne Kelly (1949- )} Richmond Hill, Queens County,
New York, U.S.A. (F) 16
*
161.56 Breed\fn{by John Thomas Sayles (1950- )} Schenectady, Schenectady County, New York, U.S.A. (M) 12
135.86 Queen Wintergreen\fn{by Alice Fulton (1952- )} Troy, Rensselaer County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 4
175.127 1. Excerpt from When You Are Engulfed In Flames: “The Smoking Section” 2. Excerpt from Holidays
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On Ice: “SantaLand Diaries”\fn{by David Sedaris (1956- )} Binghamton, Broome County, New York, U.S.A. (M)
41
161.74 You’re Ugly, Too\fn{by Marie Lorina Moore (1957- )} Glen Falls, Warren County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 10
*
164.1 Excerpt from Speak\fn{by Laurie Halse Anderson (1961- )} Potsdam, St. Lawrence County, New York, U.S.A.
(F) 13
134.135 Forever Overhead\fn{by David Foster Wallace (1962- )} Ithaca, Thompkins County, New York, U.S.A. (M)
3
*
264.230 1. What of Fame 2. The Unanswerable? 3. The Tears in Cupid’s Eyes 4. Cupid’s Smile II 5. Untitled 6. From
First Glance 7. Or My Soul 8. When I Do Kiss U 9. The Sun and the Moon 10. So I Say GOODBYE 11. Forever and Today
12. The Rose That Grew from Concrete 13. IF I Fail 14. The Power of a Smile 15. Government Assistance or My Soul 16. A
River That Flows Forever 17. Tears of a Teenage Mother 18. Things that Make Hearts Break 19. No-Win 20. Carmencita of
the Bronx! 21. Wife 4 Life 22. Life Through My Eyes 23. The Eternal Lament 24. What Is It That I Search 4 25. Black
Woman 26. And Still I Love U 27. Elizabeth 28. Tears from a Star 29. March 1st—The Day After April 30. Love Within a
Storm 31. Jada 32. 2 People with 1 Wish 33. Hours Pass By 34. For Mrs. Hawkins 35. Can U C the Pride in the Panther 36.
The Promise 37. In The Event of My Demise 38. God 39. What Can I Offer Her? 40. Sometimes I Cry 41. STARRY Night
42. The Fear in the Heart of a Man 43. If There Be Pain … : Forty-three Poems\fn{by Tupac Amaru Shakur (19711996)} East Harlem, New York County, New York, USA (M) 10
164.109 Excerpt from Pushing 30\fn{by Whitney Gaskell (1972- )} Syracuse, Onondaga County, New York, U.S.A.
(F) 8
*
178.176 1. Lydia And The Dare 2. The Hurricane Ballet 3. The House Across The Street 4. The Post Office: Four
Short Stories\fn{by Juliet Downie (c.1994- )} Corning, Steuben County, New York, U.S.A. (F) 8
*NORTH CAROLINA*
106.145 Excerpts from Incidents In The Life Of A Slave Girl\fn{by Harriet Ann Jacobs (1813/15-1897)} “nr.
Edenton,” Chowan County, North Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 10
106.162 Excerpt from Some Adventures Of Captain Simon Suggs, Late Of The Tallapoosa Volunteers: “Taking
The Census”\fn{by Johnson Jones Hooper (1815-1862)} Wilmington, New Hanover County, North Carolina, U.S.A.
(M) 2
*
107.203 A Municipal Report\fn{by William Sidney Porter (1862-1910)} Greensboro, Guilford County, North Carolina,
U.S.A. (M) 7
*
133.100 1. Belling The Buzzard 2. Grandma Goes Crazy 3. The Dry Birth 4. Why My Nose Is Squashed 5.
Becoming A Two-Head 6. Return Of My Mother From The Dead 7. A Dream Of Mother 8. My Conversion 9.
Buried Treasure And Hants 10. The Witch Store Robber 11. The Cat-Witch 12. Hunting Possum On Sunday 13.
The Snake And The Baby 14. Buzzard’s Grease 15. Grandmother Whipped 16. The Prison Farm 17. The Man
Who Sold His Wife For Beef 18. Dies After Bath 19. The One-Legged Grave Robber 20. Young Man In The
Morning: Twenty Folktales\fn{by Mary Richardson (1874- )} “between Wilson and Selma on a farm,” North
Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 8
*
198.134 The Gift\fn{by Sandra Alexander aka Mildred Alexander Lewis (1888- )} North Carolina, U. S. A. (F) 9
1920
110.157 An Angel On The Porch\fn{by Thomas Clayton Wolfe (1900-1938)} Ashville, Buncombe County, North
Carolina, U.S.A. (M) 4
47.163 The Game\fn{by Frances Gray Patton (1906-2000)} Raleigh, Wake County, North Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 9
*
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148.81 The Motion Of Forgetfulness Is Slow\fn{by Charles Edward Eaton (1917-1997)} Winston-Salem, Forsyth
County, North Carolina, U.S.A. (M) 4
*
135.59 Send Me To The Electric Chair\fn{by Clyde Carlyle Edgerton (1944- )} Durham, Durham County, North
Carolina U.S.A. (M) 4
*
49.48 Billy Goats\fn{by Jill McCorkle (1958- )} Lumberton, Robeson County, North Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 4
*NORTH DAKOTA*
200.17 Excerpt from Letters of John B. Flanagan\fn{by John Bernard Flanagan (1895-1942)} Fargo, Cass County,
North Dakota, U.S.A. (M) 23
1920
131.26, 200.40 & 206.57 1. Scales 2. Knives 3. Snares 4. Excerpt from Tracks\fn{by Louise Erdich (1954- )}
Wahpeton, Richland County, North Dakota, U.S.A. (F) 25
*OHIO*
149.87 1. To an unnamed British authority (c.1810) 2. To the Osage (1811) 3. To the Choctaws and Chickasaws:
Three Speeches\fn{by Tecumseh (“Cougar-crouching-for-his-prey”), Chief of the Shawnee (1768-1813)} nr. the site of what
would become Springfield, Clark County, Ohio, U.S.A. (M) 3
1819
107.65 The Coup de Grace\fn{by Ambrose Gwinett Bierce (1842-1914?)} Horse Cave Creek, Meigs County, Ohio,
U.S.A. (M) 2
91.17 & 199.112 1. The Stirring Off 2. Pontiac’s Lookout: Two Short Stories\fn{by Mary Hartwell Catherwood (18471902)} Luray, Fayette County, Ohio, U.S.A. (F) 13
*
96.1 The Scapegoat\fn{by Paul Laurence Dunbar (1872-1906)} Dayton, Montgomery County, Ohio, U.S.A. (M) 5
54.114 Excerpt from Pita’s Painted Pig\fn{by Elizabeth Morrow (1873-1955)} Cleveland, Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
U.S.A. (F) 1
*
1.181 T.B.\fn{by Fannie Hurst (1889-1968)} Hamilton, Butler County, Ohio, U.S.A. (F) 24
1920
137.124 Little Baseball World\fn{by Robert James Lowry (1919-1994)} Cincinnati, Hamilton County, Ohio, U.S.A.
(M) 8
*
148.12 Recitatif\fn{by Toni Morrison (1931- )} Lorain, Lorain County, Ohio, U.S.A. (F) 9
48.108 The Burning\fn{by Jack Andrew Cady (1932-2004)} Columbus, Franklin County, Ohio, U.S.A. (M) 5
*
148.25 1. The Zulus 2. Under The Rose: Two Short Stories\fn{by Rita Frances Dove (1952- )} Akron, Summit
County, Ohio, U.S.A. (F) 4
*
49.35 What I Saw From Where I Stood\fn{by Marisa Silver (1960- )} Shaker Heights, Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
U.S.A. (F) 7
20

*
167.153 Procreate, Generate\fn{by Anthony Doerr (1973- )} Cleveland, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, U.S.A. (M) 9
*OKLAHOMA*
132.31 Excerpt from There’s Not A Bathing Suit In Russia & Other Bare Facts\fn{by William Penn Adair Rogers
aka Will Rogers (1879-1935)} Claremore, Rogers County, Oklahoma, U.S.A. (M) 12
*
268.58 Quotations Of Sanapia, Comanche Medicine Woman\fn{by Sanapia (1895-1968)} Fort Sill, Comanche
County, Oklahoma, USA (F) 7
1920
112.169 Let Nothing You Dismay\fn{by Allen McGinnis (1914- )} McAlester, Pittsburg County, Oklahoma, U.S.A.
(M) 6
*
116.200 Under The Roof\fn{Kate Wheeler (1955- )} Tulsa, Tulsa County, Oklahoma, U.S.A. (F) 10
*OREGON*
149.57 An Indian’s Views Of Indian Affairs\fn{by Inmuttooyahlatlat (“Thunder-traveling-over-the-mountains”) aka Chief
Joseph (1841-1904)} Wallowa Valley, Wallowa County, Oregon, U.S.A. (M) 9
*
173.184 Excerpt from Footprints\fn{by Kay Cleaver Strahan (1888-1941)} “lived in Portland”, Multnomah County,
Oregon, U.S.A. (F) 14
1920
132.124 The Model Chapel\fn{by Sister Mary Gilbert aka Madeline De Frees (1919- )} Ontario, Malheur County,
Oregon, U.S.A. (F) 7
*
Please go to file “U. S. A. 187d, Finished” where the fourth part of this menu—retained here for display
purposes only—becomes operational with the texts of items 176.38 (Oregon) through American Samoa.
176.38 Excerpt from The Crimson Sword\fn{by Eldon Thompson (1984- )} Gaston, Washington County, Oregon
U.S.A. (M) 15
*PENNSYLVANIA*
105.152 Excerpts from Arthur Mervyn; or Memoirs Of The Year 1793\fn{by Charles Brockden Brown (1771-1810)}
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 11
1819
137.43 Life In The Iron-Mills\fn{by Rebecca Blaine Davis (1831-1910)} Washington, Washington County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 17
106.261 The Widow’s Cruise\fn{by Frank Richard Stockton (1834-1902)} Blockley (now part of Philadelphia),
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Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 7
*
107.302 The Survivors\fn{by Elsie Singmaster Leware (1879-1958)} Schuylkill Haven, Schuylkill County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 3
*
149.134 Splendid With Swords\fn{by Wythe Williams (1881-1956)} Meadville, Crawford County, Pennsylvania,
U.S.A. (M) 14
*
110.129 Shock\fn{by Marian Anderson (1897-1993)} Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 2
110.131 The Devil And Daniel Webster\fn{by Stephen Vincent Benét (1898-1943)} Bethlehem, Northampton County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 7
1920
137.104 Excerpt from We Shook The Family Tree\fn{by Hildegarde Dolson (1908-1981)} Franklin, Venango County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 4
138.6 The King’s Daughter\fn{by Gladys L. Schmitt (1909-1972)} Pittsburgh, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania,
U.S.A. (F) 6
*
138.18 Oreste\fn{by Henry Shultz (1913- )} Hanover, York County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 14\
*
137.115 The Horse Like September\fn{by Paul Griffith (1921-1983)} Huntingdon, Huntingdon County,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (M) 4
*
138.76 Run, Run Away, Brother\fn{by John Campbell Smith (1935- )} Scranton, Lackawanna County, Pennsylvania,
U.S.A. (M) 7
*
116.183 Winter Barley\fn{by Andrea Lee (1953- )} Philadelphia, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
131.38 Undertow\fn{by Jennifer C. Cornell (1967- )} Berwyn, Chester County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (F) 10
*RHODE ISLAND*
166.10 Memoirs of Elleanor Eldridge\fn{by Frances Harriet Green (1805-1878)} Smithfield, Providence County,
Rhode Island, U.S.A. (F) 20
*
273.106 Excerpt from The Manner Is Ordinary\fn{by John LaFarge, S.J. (1880-1963)} Newport, Newport County,
Rhode Island (M) 30
1920
273.77 Excerpts from The Edge Of Sadness: A. “The First Four Chapters” B. “The Speech In Chapter
Ten”\fn{by Edwin O’Connor (1918-1968)} Provincence, Providence County, Rhode Island, USA (M) 28
*
273.136 1. Joelle’s Mother 2. Escapes 3. Dropping Bombs 4. Total Cave Darkness 5. An Ornithologist’s Guide To
Life: Five Short Stories\fn{by Ann Hood (1956- )} West Warwick, Kent County, Rhode Island, USA (F) 25
*SOUTH CAROLINA*
182.101 Excerpts from The Counterfeiters\fn{by Henry Junius Nutt (1797-1837)} “on the borders of Pacolet River,
22

Union District,” Union County, South Carolina, U.S.A. 13
1819
105.230 Those Old Lunes!\fn{by William Gilmore Simms (1806-1870)} Charleston, Charleston County, South
Carolina, U.S.A. (M) 7
*
132.1 Excerpt from Bright Skin\fn{by Julia Mood Peterkin (1880-1961)} On a plantation nr. Flat Rock, Laurens
County, South Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 11
1920
137.84 Two excerpts from Like One Of The Family\fn{by Alice Childress (1920-1994)} Charleston, Charleston
County, South Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 1
136.124 Robot\fn{by Guy Mattison Davenport, Jr. (1927-2005)} Anderson, Anderson County, South Carolina, U.S.A.
(M) 13
*
116.120 Soon\fn{by Rosa Pam Durban (1947- )} Aiken, Aiken County, South Carolina, U.S.A. (F) 9
*SOUTH DAKOTA*
132.65 1. Iktomi And The Ducks 2. Iktomi’s Blanket 3. Iktomi And The Muskrat 4. Iktomi And The Coyote 5.
Iktomi And The Fawn 6. The Badger And The Bear 7. The Tree-Bound 8. Shooting Of The Red Eagle 9. Iktomi
And The Turtle 10. Dance In A Buffalo Skull 11. The Toad And The Boy 12. Iya, The Camp-Eater 13. Manstin,
The Rabbit 14. The Warlike Seven: Fourteen Folktales\fn{by Zitkala-Sa aka Gertrude Bonin (1876-1938)} Yankton
Sioux Reservation, Charles Mix County, South Dakota, U.S.A. (F) 21
1920
199.179 Excerpt from Long Way From Home; Growing Up In The American Heartland\fn{by Tom Brokaw
(1940- )} Webster, Cass County, South Dakota, U.S.A. (M) 20
*TENNESSEE*
107.147 Excerpt from In The Indian Mountains: “Electioneerin’ On Big Injun Mounting”\fn{by Mary Noailles
Murfree (1850-1922)} Murfreesboro, Rutherford County, Tennessee, U.S.A. (F) 7
*
152.1 The Triumph Of Shed\fn{by Virginia Frazer Boyle (1863-1928)} nr. Chattanooga, Hamilton County, Tennessee,
U.S.A. (F) 4
*
132.145 Child Of God\fn{by Roark Bradford (1890-1948)} “raised on a cotton plantation in the Nankipoo-Knob Creek
area,” Lauderdale County, Tennessee, U.S.A. (M) 6
1920
133.1 Roof Sitter\fn{by Frances Eisenberg (1913- )} Knoxville, Knoxville County, Tennessee, U.S.A. (F) 7
*
134.46 The Acts And Monuments\fn{by John William Corrington (1932-1988)} Memphis, Shelby County, Tennessee,
U.S.A. (M) 15
*
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131.134 Finding Natasha\fn{by Madison Smartt Bell (1957- )} Nashville, Davidson County, Tennessee, U.S.A (M) 7
*TEXAS*
116.314 Excerpt from Interwoven: A Pioneer Chronicle: “The Stone Ranch”\fn{by Sallie Reynolds Matthews (18611938)}a ranch “on the Clear Fork” near Fort Griffin, Shackelford County, Texas, U.S.A.(F) 4
*
116.310 Excerpt from A Stove-up Cowboy’s Story: “Heading For The Setting Sun”\fn{by James Emmit McCauley
(1873-1924)} “in Anderson County, Lone Star State, close to Palestine”, Texas, U.S.A.(M) 4
116.321 Excerpt from The Wind\fn{by Dorothy Scarborough (1878-1935)} Mount Carmel, Smith County, Texas,
U.S.A. (F) 6
*
133.32 The Contract Of Corporal Twing\fn{by Solon K. Stewart (1883-after 1931)} Brackettville, Kinney County,
Texas, U.S.A. (M) 7
116.337 Excerpt from No Quittin’ Sense\fn{by C. C. White (1885-1974)} “in the center of the Piney Woods of East
Texas,” Nacogdoches County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 3
116.318 Excerpt from The Great Plains: “The Texans Touch The Plains”\fn{by Walter Prescott Webb (1888-1963)}
Catharses, Panola County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 3
116.335 Excerpt from Cow People: “Bogged Shadows”\fn{by J. Frank Dobie (1888-1964)} Three Rivers, Live Oak
County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 2
109.128 The Jilting Of Granny Weatherall\fn{by Katherine Anne Porter (1890-1980)} Indian Creek, Brown County,
Texas, U.S.A. (F) 4
116.331 Excerpt from My First Thirty Years\fn{by Gertrude Beasley (1892-1955)} Cross Plains, Callahan County,
Texas, U.S.A. (F) 4
116.327 The Bride\fn{by Hallie Crawford Stillwell (1897-1997)} Waco, McLennan County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 4
148.99 The Ill Wind\fn{by Robert Robinson (1899- )} Texas, U.S.A. (M) 3
1920
110.195 Roses\fn{by Margaret Alexander Edwards (1902-1988)} Childress, Childress County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 8
*
112.217 The Crime\fn{by Georgia McKinley (1917- )} Dallas, Dallas County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 6
*
138.35 The Girl At Cabe Ranch\fn{by A. C. Greene (1923-2002)} Abilene, Taylor County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 5
138.40 North Of The Big River\fn{by Elmer Kelton (1926-2009)} Andrews, Andrews County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 4
134.67 Trip In A Summer Dress\fn{by Annette Sanford (1929- )} Cuero, Dewitt County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 4
*
138.44 Excerpt from The Last Picture Show\fn{by Larry Jeff McMurtry (1936- )} Wichita Falls, Wichita County,
Texas, U.S.A. (M) 4
*
134.103 Unknown Feathers\fn{by Dianne Benedict (1941- )} Houston, Harris County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 7
138.48 Why Texas Is The Way It Is\fn{by Betty Sue Flowers (1947- )} Waco, McLennan County, Texas, U.S.A. (F)
3
*
116.340 Excerpt from The Liars’ Club\fn{by Mary Karr (1955- )} Groves, Jefferson County, Texas, U.S.A. (F) 2
*
134.139 The Prophet From Jupiter\fn{by Tony Earley (1961- )} San Antonio, Bexar County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 8
*
168.1 Hard Core\fn{by Gabe Hudson (1971- )} Austin?, Travis County, Texas, U.S.A. (M) 5
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*UTAH*
165.68 Excerpt from The Life Story of Brigham Young\fn{by Susan Young Gates (1856-1933)} Salt Lake City, Salt
Lake County, Utah, U.S.A. (F) 13
*
198.190 Excerpt from Mountain Time\fn{by Bernard DeVoto (1897-1955)} Ogden, Weber County, Utah, U.S.A. (M)
11
1920
198.74 Sand\fn{by Wanda Burnett (1907- )} Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, Utah, U.S.A. (F) 7
*
132.131 Milk\fn{by Ronald F. Carlson (1947- )} Logan, Cache County, Utah, U.S.A. (M) 5
*VERMONT*
169.17 The Condition of Greece in 1827 and 1828\fn{by Jonathan Peckham Miller (1796-1847)} Randolph, Orange
County, Vermont, U.S.A. (M) 65
1820
170.79 1. The Canada Geese Quilt 2. The Night The Bells Rang: Two Short Stories\fn{by Natalie Kinsey-Warnock
(1956- )} Newport, Orleans County, Vermont, U.S.A. (F) 18
*VIRGINIA*
162.140 Excerpt from Memoirs of the War in the Southern Department of the United States\fn{by Henry Lee
(1756-1818)} Dumfries, Prince William County, Virginia, U.S.A. (M) 6
1819
165.127 Excerpt from Behind The Scenes: Thirty Years A Slave And Four Years In The White House\fn{by
Elizabeth Hobbs Keckley (1818-1907)} Dinwiddie Court House, Dinwiddie County, Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 29
*
54.126 Excerpt from Two Little Confederates\fn{by Thomas Nelson Page (1853-1922)} Oakland Plantation,
Beaverdam, Hanover County, Virginia, U.S.A. (M) 4
*
107.266 Jordan’s End\fn{by Ellen Anderson Glasgow (1873-1945)} Richmond, Richmond Independent City, Virginia,
U.S.A. (F) 9
1920
134.71 Shadrach\fn{by William Styron (1925-2006)} Newport News, Newport News Independent City, Virginia,
U.S.A. (M) 11
135.24 Complicities\fn{by Alice Boyd Adams (1926-1999)} Fredericksburg, Fredericksburg Independent City,
Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 3
*
131.4 Past My Future\fn{by David Huddle (1942- )} Ivanhoe, Carroll County, Virginia, U.S.A. (M) 7
25

*
166.1 Excerpt from Laughing In The Dark: From Colored Girl To Woman Of Color—A Journey From
Prison To Power\fn{by Patrice Gaines (1950- )} Quantico, Prince William County, Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 9
*WASHINGTON*
149.85a The White Man Will Never Be Alone\fn{by Sealth, or Si-hai, Chief of the Suquamish and Duwamish (c.1780-1866)}
on or near Blake Island, Kitsap County, Washington, U.S.A.(M) 2
1819
149.85 A Yakima Creation Account\fn{by Coteeakun, son of Chief Kamiakin (before 1884/85- )} central Washington,
U.S.A. (M) 1
*
171.112 Excerpt from The Singing Creek Where The Willows Grow: The Rediscovered Diary Of Opal
Whiteley\fn{by Opal Irene Whiteley (1897-1992)} Colton, Whitman County, Washington, U.S.A. (F) 33
1920
132.96 Excerpt from How I Grew\fn{by Mary Therese McCarthy (1912-1989)} Seattle, King County, Washington,
U.S.A., (F) 11
*
115.239 Bad Company\fn{by Tess Gallagher (1943- )} Port Angeles, Clallam County, Washington, U.S.A. (F) 5
*
50.140 Excerpt from The Toughest Indian In The World\fn{by Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. (1966- )} Spokane,
Spokane County, Washington, U.S.A. (M) 6
*WEST VIRGINIA*
137.68 The Doomdorf Mystery\fn{by Melville Davisson Post (1869-1930)} Romines Mills, Harrison County, West
Virginia, U.S.A. (M) 5
*
137.1 Excerpt from The Patriot\fn{by Pearl Sydenstricker Buck (1892-1973)} Hillsboro, Pocahontas County, West
Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 37
1920
116.157 Waiting For Trains\fn{by Richard Currey (1949- )} Parkersburg, Wood County, West Virginia, U.S.A. (M)
5
*
116.180 Something That Happened\fn{by Jayne Anne Phillips (1952- )} Buckhannon, Upshur County, West
Virginia, U.S.A. (F) 3
*WISCONSIN*
107.191 Mrs. Ripley’s Trip\fn{by Hannibal Hamlin Garland (1860-1940)} West Salem, Lacrosse County, Wisconsin,
U.S.A. (M) 6
273.178 & 198.10 A. Excerpt from Little House In The Big Woods B. Excerpt from Little House On The
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Prairie\fn{by Laura Ingalls Wilder (1867-1957)} “in a Wisconsin log cabin,” nr. Pepin, Pepin County, Wisconsin,
U.S.A. (F) 15
*
138.12 Old Bill Bent To Drink\fn{by Ben Hur Lampman (1886-1954)} Barron, Barron County, Wisconsin, U.S.A. (M)
6
1920
136.106 A Russian Idyl\fn{by Frederic Prokosch (1908-1989)} Madison, Dane County, Wisconsin, U.S.A. (M) 4
*
148.108 A Birthday Present\fn{by Anne Sayre (1923-1998)} Milwaukee, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, U.S.A. (F)
6
*
116.244 Sculpture I\fn{by Angela Patrinos (1963- )} Wisconsin, U.S.A. (F) 6
*WYOMING*
159.105 Excerpt from Black Elk Speaks\fn{by Black Elk (1863-1950)} “along the Little Powder River (thought to be
in the present-day state of Wyoming)”, Campbell County, Wyoming, U.S.A. (M) 19
1920
171.163 Excerpt from Blue Skies, No Fences: A Memoir of Childhood and Family\fn{by Lynne Vincent Cheney
(1941- )} Casper, Natrona County, Wyoming, U.S.A. (F) 20
*THE DISTRICT OF COLOMBIA*
165.58 Excerpt from The Autobiography of Peggy Eaton\fn{by Margaret O’Neale Eaton (1799-1879)} District of
Columbia, U.S.A. (F) 10
1820
175.57 1. For You 2. The Train to Lo Wu: Two Short Stories\fn{by Jess Row (1974- )} Washington, District of
Colombia, U.S.A. (M) 19
*THE COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO*
155b.1 Excerpt from Luz y Sombra\fn{by Ana Roqué (1853-1933)} Aguadilla, Puerto Rico, U.S.A. (F) 13
153.90 Excerpt from La Charca\fn{by Manuel Zeno Gandía (1855-1930)} Arecibo, Puerto Rico, U.S.A. (M) 5
1920
5.59 Champs\fn{by Pedro Juan Soto (1928-2002)} Catano, Puerto Rico, U.S.A. (M) 2
*
96.96 Flight\fn{by Mayra Santos-Febres (1966- )} Carolina, Puerto Rico, U.S.A. (F) 5
*THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS*
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118.63 The Exiled Sister And Her Son: A Folktale\fn{by Pia (1901- )} Saipan Island, Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, U.S.A. (F) 3
2020
178.73 Excerpt from We Drank Our Tears: Memories Of The Battles For Saipan And Tinian As Told By Our
Elders\fn{by Juan Camacho Diaz (1929-after 2004)} Garapan Village, Saipan Island, Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands, U.S.A. (M) 3
*THE TERRITORY OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS*
270.11 Excerpts from five articles by E. W. Blyden 1. Mohammedanism in Western Africa (Methodist Quarterly
Review, January, 1871) 2. Mohammedanism and the Negro Race (Fraser’s Magazine, November, 1875) 3. The
Mohammedans of Nigritia (Christianity, Islam and the Negro Race, London, 1887) 4. Islam In The Western
Soudan (Journal of the African Society, 1902) 5. The Koran In Africa (Journal of the African Society, 1905)\fn{by
Edward Wilmot Blyden (1832-1912)} St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, U.S.A. (M) 18
1920
97.80 Lahida The Cat\fn{by Patricia Margaret Nelthropp Fagan aka Patricia Fagan (c.1950?- )} St. Thomas, Virgin Islands,
U.S.A. (F) 5
*THE TERRITORY OF GUAM*
174.49 Merizo Village Journal\fn{by Jesus C. Barcinas (c.1895?- )} Merizo Village, Guam, U.S.A. (M) 27
1920
206.157 1. Resurfacing 2. By Any Other Name 3. Sand 4. Flightless Bird 5. Goddess 6. Yes, I am. 7. Apostle’s
Creep 8. Chirika’s Pepper Plant: Eight Short Stories\fn{by Tanya Chargualaf Taimanglo (1974- )} Guam, U.S.A. (F)
27
*THE TERRITORY OF AMERICAN SAMOA*
144.74 Fiti Au Mua: A Folktale\fn{by Tofo (before 1871- )} Fitiuta, Ta’u Island, Manu’a Islands District, American
Samoa (M) 1
1920
271.1 Excerpt from The Binding\fn{by Fa’alologo Filloon (1962- )} Leone Village, Tutuila Island, Western District,
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Burton (1858-c.1910)}

nr. Clayton, Barbour County, Alabama, U.S.A. (F) 2

… The memory of my happy, care-free childhood days on the plantation, with my little white and black
companions, is often with me. Neither master nor mistress nor neighbors had time to bestow a thought upon us,
for the great Civil War was raging. That great event in American history was a matter wholly outside the realm of
our childish interests. Of course we heard our elders discuss the various events of the great struggle, but it meant
nothing to us.
On the plantation there were ten white children and fourteen colored children. Our days were spent roaming
about from plantation to plantation, not knowing or caring what things were going on in the great world outside
our little realm. Planting time and harvest time were happy days for us. How often at the harvest time the planters
discovered cornstalks missing from the ends of the rows, and blamed the crows! We were called the “little fairy
devils”. To the sweet potatoes and peanuts and sugar cane we also helped ourselves.
Those slaves that were not married served the food from the great house, and about half-past eleven they
would send the older children with food to the workers in the fields. Of course, I followed, and before we got to
the fields, we had eaten the food nearly all up. When the workers returned home they complained, and we were
whipped.
The slaves got their allowance every Monday night of molasses, meat, corn meal, and a kind of flour called
“dredgings” or “shorts”.\fn{There is a reference to this in Tom Sawyer, in the text of a juvenile doggerel exchanged between Huck
Finn and Sawyer, in which “injun-meal shorts” are referred to. } Perhaps this allowance would be gone before the next
Monday night, in which case the slaves would steal hogs and chickens. Then would come the whipping-post.
Master himself never whipped his slaves; this was left to the overseer.
We children had no supper, and only a little piece of bread or something of the kind in the morning. Our dishes
consisted of one wooden bowl, and oyster shells were our spoons. This bowl served for about fifteen children, and
often the dogs and the ducks and the peafowl had a dip in it. Sometimes we had buttermilk and bread in our bowl,
sometimes greens or bones.
Our clothes were little homespun cotton slips, with short sleeves. I never knew what shoes were until I got big
enough to earn them myself.
If a slave man and woman wished to marry, a party would be arranged some Saturday night among the slaves.
The marriage ceremony consisted of the pair jumping over a stick. If no children were born within a year or so,
the wife was sold.
At New Year’s, if there was any debt or mortgage on the plantation, the extra slaves were taken to Clayton and
sold at the court house. In this way families were separated.
When they were getting recruits for the war, we were allowed to go to Clayton to see the soldiers.
I remember, at the beginning of the war, two colored men were hung in Clayton; one, Cresar King, for killing a
bloodhound and biting off an overseer’s ear; the other, Dabney Madison, for the murder of his master. Dabney
Madison’s master was really shot by a man named Houston, who was infatuated with Madison’s mistress, and
who had hired Madison to make the bullets for him. Houston escaped after the deed, and the blame fell on
Dabney Madison, as he was the only slave of his master and mistress. The clothes of the two victims were hung
on two pine trees, and no colored person would touch them. Since I have grown up, I have seen the skeleton of
one of these men in the office of a doctor in Clayton.
After the men were hung, the bones were put in an old deserted house. Somebody that cared for the bones used
to put them in the sun in the bright weather, and back in the house when it rained. Finally the bones disappeared,
although the boxes that had contained them still remained.
At one time, when they were building barns on the plantation, one of the big boys got a little brandy and gave
us children all a drink, enough to make us drunk. Four doctors were sent for, but nobody could tell what was the
matter with us, except they thought we had eaten something poisonous. They wanted to give us some castor oil,
but we refused to take it, because we thought that the oil was made from the bones of the dead men we had seen.
Finally, we told about the big white boy giving us the brandy, and the mystery was cleared up.
Young as I was then, I remember this conversation between master and mistress, on master’s return from the
gate one day, when he had received the latest news:
“William, what is the news from the seat of war?”
“A great battle was fought at Bull Run, and the Confederates won,” he replied.
“Oh, good, good,” said mistress, “and what did Jeff Davis say?”
“‘Look out for the blockade. I do not know what the end may be soon,’” he answered.
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“What does Jeff Davis mean by that?” she asked.
“Sarah Anne, I don’t know, unless he means that the niggers will be free.”
“O, my God, what shall we do?”
“I presume,” he said, “we shall have to put our boys to work and hire help.”
“But,” she said, “what will the niggers do if they are free? Why, they will starve if we don’t keep them.”
“Oh, well,” he said, “let them wander, if they will not stay with their owners. I don’t doubt that many owners
have been good to their slaves, and they would rather remain with their owners than wander about without home
or country.”
My mistress often told me that my father was a planter who owned a plantation about two miles from ours. He
was a white man, born in Liverpool, England. He died in Lewisville, Alabama, in the year 1875.
I will venture to say that I only saw my father a dozen times, when I was about four years old; and those times
I saw him only from a distance, as he was driving by the great house of our plantation. Whenever my mistress saw
him going by, she would take me by the hand and run out upon the piazza, and exclaim,
“Stop there, I say! Don’t you want to see and speak to and caress your darling child? She often speaks of you
and wants to embrace her dear father. See what a bright and beautiful daughter she is, a perfect picture of yourself.
Well, I declare, you are an affectionate father!”
I well remember that whenever my mistress would speak thus and upbraid him, he would whip up his horse
and get out of sight and hearing as quickly as possible. My mistress’s action was, of course, intended to humble
and shame my father. I never spoke to him, and cannot remember that he ever noticed me, or in any way
acknowledged me to be his child.
My mother and my mistress were children together, and grew up to be mothers together. My mother was the
cook in my mistress’s household. One morning when master had gone to Eufaula, my mother and my mistress got
into an argument, the consequence of which was that my mother was whipped, for the first time in her life.
Whereupon, my mother refused to do any more work, and ran away from the plantation. For three years we did
not see her again.
Our plantation was one of several thousand acres, comprising large level fields, upland, and considerable
forests of Southern pine. Cotton, corn, sweet potatoes, sugar cane, wheat, and rye were the principal crops raised
on the plantation. It was situated near the P— River, and about twenty-three miles from Clayton, Ala.
One day my master heard that the Yankees were coming our way, and he immediately made preparations to get
his goods and valuables out of their reach. The big six-mule team was brought to the smoke-house door, and
loaded with hams and provisions. After being loaded, the team was put in the care of two of the most trustworthy
and valuable slaves that my master owned, and driven away. It was master’s intention to have these things taken
to a swamp, and there concealed in a pit that had recently been made for the purpose. But just before the team left
the main road for the by-road that led to the swamp, the two slaves were surprised by the Yankees, who at once
took possession of the provisions, and started the team toward Clayton, where the Yankees had headquarters.
The road to Clayton ran past our plantation. One of the slave children happened to look up the road, and saw
the Yankees coming, and gave warning. Whereupon my master left unceremoniously for the woods, and remained
concealed there for five days. The niggers had run away whenever they got a chance, but now it was master’s and
the other white folks’ turn to run. …
132.151 Alabama Sketches\fn{by Ruby Pickens Tartt (1880-1974)} Livingston, Sumter County, Alabama, U.S.A. (F) 7
It had rained just enough to make the red clay roads slippery and to give the Negroes an excuse to quit work.
Near the base of a sprawling hill wooded with loblolly pine and young cane, my Ford slipped off into the ditch.
Close by a group of Negroes had congregated in a small log cabin. They were singing and I sat for a while and
listened.
Joshua was de son of Nun,
God was wid him ’til his work was done;
God open de window and begin to look out
And de ram horn blowed an’ de chillun did shout.

Standing in the dog-trot of the cabin was a huge Negro man with solid sloping shoulders and a wide mouth
held tight at the corners. His fiery eyes were set in a long curiously modeled head covered with kinky hair. A
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scrawny dog, the kind that almost all country Negroes have, cringed and fixed his eyes on him as if he saw things
invisible to me.
I walked up to the house. The man looked for all the world like he might be in league with the devil, and but
for a slow confident smile which was a trifle belated for my comfort, I might have sought help elsewhere. While
the other men pushed my car back on the road, he just watched and talked.
“You see, Miss, I didn’t come up ’round here in dese red hills, an’ I ain’t no help in dis sort of mud. Ole
Marster used to say, red clay was a sign of po’ white trash an’ I b’lieve him. Dis here ain’t nothin’ but a old
throwed-away road nohow. Don’t nobody never work hit no more.
“You see I come from ’round Brown’s Chapel, an’ I come up de hard way, what I mean I jes’ had a hard time a
eatin’ and a wearin’, too. Does you know, Miss, dat de first greens I ever et was wild pepper grass outer de field?
An’ de first milk I ever drunk come from a deer my mammy raised when old man Boyd killed hits mammy? First
cornbread I ever et was a ash cake made in a pone an’ put on de brick ’fore de fire an’ my mammy knock ashes
over hit like roastin’ ’taters? First pants I ever wore to church was made out of burlap dat Mammy dyed with red
oak bark. First hat I ever put on my kinky head was made out of pasteboard an’ she dyed hit too. An’ man was I
dressed up!
“And my shoes?
“Us pappy killed a yearlin’ an’ all us little chilluns wore shoes made out of de hide from de small part of de
yearlin’s legs, de middle size chilluns’ shoes was made from de hide in the middle of de yearlin’s leg, an’
Mammy’s an’ Pappy’s shoes was made from de thigh. But I had a uncle an’ there warn’t no part of dat yearlin’s
hide what was big enough to make him no shoes. Yes, ma’am, dat Nigger had de biggest feet I ever is seen on
nobody. Why his feet was so big once when de back water come up ’round his house an’ his skiff got loose, an’ hit
look like him an’ his whole family going to drown in spite of everything, he jes’ put his ten chilluns an’ his wife in
one of his shoes, then got in hisself an’ rowed’ em all to de bank.
“Dat same Nigger had de biggest teeth I ever seen in all my life. One day he was jes’ settin’ down on de
gallery, idle-like, doin’ nothin’ when he heard a mighty roarin’.
“‘What’s dat?’ he asked. One of de chillun hollered back,
“‘Hit’s a storm.’
“‘Don’t get skeered,’ he told ’em. ‘Jes’ you an’ your mammy an’ all de rest crawl in dis here hollow tooth ’til
hit blow over. Ain’t nothin’ goin’ to hurt you.’ An’ in dey got, den he crawled in with ’em, an’ soon as de wind an’
de rain ceasted, dey all come crawlin’ out dry as a bone.
“I tell you there warn’t nothm’ that Nigger couldn’t settle, an’ when he come to die the Society had to buy him
three coffins. Dey buried his body in one, an’ his feet in de other two.
“He sho was a right smart size Nigger. He’s dead now, but before dey buried him his folks put a chain ’round
one of his teeth an’ hitched the other end to a mule, Old Dolly, an’ de ’lasses mill, an’, Miss, I never seed such a
tooth in all my born days as come out dat Nigger’s mouth. Hit was mighty nigh dusk ’fore dey got to de end of de
roots, an’ dey started pullin’ ’bout sun up. I wants to tell you there was enough of dem dere roots to put posts
’round a ten-acre field.
“When dey all seed dat, dey decided to pull some more. Well, Miss, dey made house blocks out of some of de
smallest ones, took some more an’ made de sills, took his jawbone an’ made walls, took de top of his skull an’
made a roof, split open his nose and used one nostril for a stove pipe an’ one for a chimney, took his neck an’
stuck hit in de groun’ for a well, made windows out of his ears an’ used his eye balls for de window panes to see
out of. Den him an’ his whole family moved back in de house an’ hit hadn’t cost him a cent.
“Yes, ma’am, dat was ’bout as talented a job as I ever seed. Jes’ shows you what a man can do if he uses his
head. I forgot about de paint he made out of de rest of dem teeth. He dried ’em in de sun an’ beat ’em up an’ made
de prettiest white paint you ever seed. Painted de house inside an’ out, an’ hit sho’ was a pretty thing if I do say so
myself.
“He’s de sensiblist Nigger I ever knowed, an’ was he stout! Dey tells me hit took three women to nurse him
when he was a baby. His mammy nursed him ’til she went blind, his auntie nursed him ’til she went crazy, an’ he
give his grandmother fits.
“’Course I didn’t know him den so I can’t say ’bout dat, but I sho’ knowed ’bout all dat other. Yes, ma’am,
God moves in his misery, His wonders to perform, an’ I ’spect hit am true.
“Oh, yes, I left out of dere after my uncle died, hit was so lonesome like, an’ I went a ramblin’. Dat’s how
come I’m down here.”
By now my car was back on the road but I was not ready to leave.
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“I’d like to hear some more of your experiences,” I said to the Negro.
“Jes’ call me Rich,’ he said. “I’m Richard Amason, but don’t nobody call me dat. Mostly dey say I’m frenzyminded, but I ain’t, but dat gal of mine settin’ yonder by dat sweet gum is. She calls herself Ophely King Jesus,
but dat ain’t her name. Hits Lucile. I don’t know how come she say Ophely, ’less hits whiskey. She was a mighty
midnight rambler an’ whiskey drinker, an’ ’fore dat she was fat an’ fine an’ muffle-jawed. White folks want to put
her in jail, but bein’ shut up like dat’ll aggravate anybody. Whiskey done hit, but now she done come back home
where she can get back to drinkin’ pot licker an’ eatin’ heavy greens. An’ she getting’ healthy an’ fat again. You
see if you is brought up on branch water, you better continue on in prayer an’ drink branch water, ’cause cistern
water will kill you sho’ as you’s born. Take a mule off grass an’ feed him heavy corn an’ you’ll kill him sho’.
Folks ain’t no different from animals, jes’ harder headed.
“No, ma'am, I ain’t frenzy-minded, ’cause I ain’t never had a lick on my head to give me hit, or no sprung
ankle, no mashed toe or nothin’ to make me crazy. I jes’ cross-talks folks, an’ my brain dances, but I ain’t told you
’bout dat turkey my uncle had is I?
“Miss, dat turkey was so tall he could reach de throne of God an’ get a biscuit an’ put hit in his lef’ hind
pocket.”
Rich stopped. I looked at him inquiringly. He held out his hand.
“The Bible say praise de bridge what puts you safely ’cross, Miss, and it’s sho’ly right dat you help dem what
put your car back on de road. But hit also say dat a Nigger in hand is worth ten in de field, and I sho’ is done help
you. Help dis old frenzy-minded Nigger, please, Miss.”
I had long ago learned the magic-like results of a dime or so on a Negro, but I had given all of my change to
the men who had helped with the car.
“Come over to town,” I said to Rich. “I have some clothes which may fit you, and a pair of shoes which I
believe you can wear.
“Hush yo’ mouth, White Folks, an’ me barefooted, I’ll sho’ be dere. ’Sides I got a good job over in town, when
I takes a notion to do hit. Mister Simpson done wants me to dig him a well. Hit pays thirty-five cents a foot, and
left to my jedgment. ’Twixt dat foot—he held up a foot about fifteen inches long—an’ my jedgment, ain’t no
tellin’ how deep dat well goin’ to be.”
At five o’clock the next morning Rich was at my back door. From appearances he had again “come up de hard
way.” His clothes were torn and his legs and face badly scratched.
“’Twarn’t quite daybreak, Miss,” he mumbled, “so I reckon I must of went to de wrong house an’ dem folks
must of thought I was stealin’ ’cause dey sicked dat big brindle dog what I didn’t know dey had on me, an’ I took
out through de brier patch. ’Kin dis old critter run? I tells you, Miss, I ain’t askin’ nothin’ to wait on me. I jes’
ducked my head an’ sailed through dat kitchen window same as if hit had been left open, I must of been flyin’ but
I felt like I was starin’ where I was at.
“Dats how come I don’t like red clay mud. Lawd Jesus, I says, when I got in dat road, please up dis old
Nigger’s feet out of dis here clay, ’cause if you does he kin sho’ put ’em down again.
“’Bout dat time I pass Yellow Creek an’ dere was Simmy, de one what helped you with de car when you was
stuck, ridin’ little Dolly to de lodge. Dat boy left me at home in de field before sun down, an’ he hadn’t got dere
yet. I sho’ was glad I warn’t bothered with no mule, Simmy, he hollers at me an’ wants to know where I’s goin’.
“‘Ain’t goin’ no place, I’s comin’ from somewhere,’ I says. ’Dat was de truth, ma’am, ’cause I was flyin from
dat dog an’ comin’ to you for protection. If dat brindle dog had ever put dem teeth in me, I wouldn’t need but one
more clean shirt.”
Rich glanced around cautiously.
“Miss, in case dat man was to overtake me somewhere and put me in jail, please, ma’am, come an’ get dis old
Nigger, all bent with rheumatiz and can’t hardly move, an’ bail him out of dere. An’ if he asks you where you
reckon I got dat chicken I put under your step … but, shucks, ain’t no white man goin’ to ask where no Nigger got
no chicken. I hope hit ain’t dead, but I specks I held him a little too tight ’round de neck.”
Rich sniffed and wiggled his nose.
“Yes, Miss, de chillun of de darkness is wiser den de chillun of de light. Ain’t dat de truth, Miss? I ain’t never
felt so good nor had so less in my life, an’ if I could get a cup of coffee with some future to hit, an’ dem clothes
you said you had, I wouldn’t feel so exasperated inside. I done decided hits a good idea to put ’em on over dese
here, hits safer dat way, for ain’t nobody goin’ pick up dis Nigger’s tracks, an’ if I meets dat man what sicked dat
brindle dog on me, all he goin’ be doing is jes’ fallin’ behind, ’cause de Lawd done heard me once an’ de Bible
says He will again.
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“Miss, I feels sad about not helpin’ you yesterday with yo’ car, but, Miss, I’s got rheumatiz, an’ all I needs is
jes’ some inspiration like dis here brindle dog, den can’t nobody beat Old Rich.”
*
Bing, an Elder in the Sinner’s Friend Colored Baptist Church, lives near the line between Sumter and Narketa
counties, close to a fellow elder, Dink Yarborough. Last summer the Baptist Association met above Narketa at
Electric Springs, Mississippi. Bing was lamenting his lack of a way to go when Dink told him that his brother,
Shug, had a car and would take them for two dollars. Bing told Dink to have the car at his house by five the next
morning so that they could be at the meeting by nine; it closed at two and he wanted a chance to talk with the
brethren and sisters. Bing was in Livingston recently and told me about the trip.
“Well, Miss Ruby, dey got to my house a little late dat 'mornin’, which I sorter ’spected an’ allowed for. When
I went to de car and started to get in, Shug, he say,
“‘Y’all, have to push me off.’
“Me an’ Dink started pushin’ an’ dat car shot off liken a fire cracker, an’ I asks why. Dey say hit back-firin’.
An’ I told ’em I didn’t like a car which back-fired, but us’d push an’ hit would back-fire, an’ us’d jump, den push
some more. After while I got tired pushin’, an’ I ’cided I’d go back home, but when I looked round, ’twas so far
back I allowed I’d push some more.
“Den on de front seat I seed a chair, an’ I asks Shug what was de chair for? An’ he say for to sit on when us
fixes punctures. An’ I asks if he ’specs to have punctures, an’ den he say,
“’Spec? Hell, I knows we will.’
“Twan’t no use to ask, for ’bout dat time us had four punctures at one time, an’ Shug, he got out an’ Dink an’
me pulled off an’ pumped up de tires, whilst Shug was a-settin’ down fixin’ de punctures. Den us push to ’long
’bout two-fifteen, when de ’Sociation is done broke up an’ folks was leavin’. Shug he say,
“‘Well, us is here, so pay me.’ An’ I say,
“‘Pay, hell, nobody ride but you.’
“Just here I ’minded Shug that the road from Narketa to Electric Mills was pretty hilly and asked if we
couldn’t ride down the hill, and he say,
“‘Hell, no, dis car ain’t got no brakes.’
“So us had to hold her back goin’ downhill.” Remembering that the main road to Electric Mills ran through the
business section of Narketa and that a longer road circled the town and rejoined the highway, I asked,
“Bing, how did you go through Narketa?” And the spontaneous reply was,
“Miss Ruby, us went through a-pushin’.”
*
“I never was in debt but once in my life. I come over to de sto’ ever once in a while, an’ I always made enough
to pay up. Mr. McMillan at de bank say,
“‘Josh, yo’ cotton shine mighty bright on yo’ debt this year, an’ I believe you’s goin’ pay out.’
“An’ I always did ’cept once.
“But it’s another time what I’s goin’ tell you ’bout, when I come over to town to have a settlement. An’ I paid
out all right; but I didn’t clear but a nickel. I never will forget it. I sorter hated to go home. Alice was a good
woman an’ mothered my sixteen chillun, an’ us never had a cross word. She told me to fetch her some snuff when
I left that mornin’, an’ I jes’ natcherly hated to face her.
“Dere was a clearin’ ’bout a quarter of a mile (fur as from here to de long bridge down dere); an’ dat mornin’ I
seed Alice come out de door an’ shut it an’ come on down de road to meet me. She met me right at de little plum
thicket, with two or three new plum toothbrushes in her mouth jes’ ready for that snuff. An’ de fust thing she
asked was,
“‘Josh, is you made dat settlement all right?’
“‘Yes,’ I say, ‘I made de settlement all right.’
“She stopped me right dere.
“‘Don’t tell me nuthin’ else,’ she said. ‘’Jes’ git down off’n dat hoss.’
“She could jes’ taste de snuff, look like. So I got down off my hoss an’ I told her ’bout how we jes’ cleared a
nickel. I didn’t look up, but I knowed she was upset. Then she say,
“‘Did you get me some snuff?’
“An’ I told her no; then she wanted to know if I got me some tobacco; an’ I told her no, that she couldn’t chew
tobacco an’ I couldn’t dip snuff, so I didn’t get nothin’, I jes’ brought her de nickel and she could say what to do
wid it. So she say,
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“‘Give it to me, an’ I won’t spend it till you say so, and you don’t spend it till I say so.’ An’ I handed her de
nickel an’ she say,
“‘Come on an’ we’ll go to de house an’ I’ll get you some breakfast.’ (I come to town early dat mornin’ to make
de settlement.) While we was walkin;’ to de house she say,
“‘I’ll fix a way to get you some tobacco an’ me some snuff. Jes’ put de hoss in de stable but don’t take de
saddle off; jes’ take de bridle off.’
“She got some corn an’ called de chickens. I did what she said. I hung de bridle on de horn of de saddle an’ I et
my breakfast, an’ she caught eight old hens. I brought dem here to town an’ sold ’em to Mr. Dick Arrington for
two-bits apiece. Den I took dat money an’ got two-bits of flour and a dime’s worth of coffee; an’ got me a plug of
tobacco, an’ got her some snuff. In dem days dey had snuff in big old jars, an’ you could buy a nickel or a dime’s
worth. An’ I got Alice a dime’s worth. Den I went back home.
“De next week dey summons’d me to come to court. Dat day I sold de fust cotton seed I ever sold or saw sold
to Mr. Dick Arrington. He give me a pair of plow shoes, an’ give me a pair for Alice. Dat’s what he give me for de
cotton seed.
“Durin’ de next week dey summons me to court again. It was mighty cold. It looked like de cold wind would
cut my shanks off when my britches leg come up, ridin’ dat hoss. I had good shoes (dem plow shoes what Mr.
Dick give me), but you see I didn’t have no socks.
“Dere was a merchant here named Mr. Zimmons, an’ I went in his sto’ an’ bought me a pair of socks. Dat was
de last of de hens. I went ’round back of de sto’ an’ put on one of de socks. An’ it come to me dat Alice was out
home an’ didn’t have no stockin’s, an’ me here puttin’ on socks. I jes’ took dat sock off. You know people wore.
long blue coarse socks in dem days. I went back in de sto an’ asked Mr. Zimmons would he swap me a pair of
stockin’s for de socks, an’ he say,
“‘Yes, I’ll do dat.’
“An’ he took de socks an’ throwed dem under de counter, an’ give me de stockin’s. Dis is a fact, Miss Ruby,
an’ if you ever heard de truth, I’m givin’ you de truth now. I put de stockin’s on an’ come on back to de stove to
get my feet warm. An’ dat evenin’ when I went on back home I put my foot out thiser way for Alice to see my
stockin’s on, an’ she looked at dem an’ say,
“‘You bought you some stockin’s, didn’t you?’ An’ I say,
“‘Yes,’ an’ stuck my other foot out. An’ she say,
“‘Pull ’em off, Josh.’
“An’ I took de stockin’s off. An’ Alice say,
“‘Sunday is my meetin’ day.’ (You see I belongs to de church here in town but she belonged to de Christian
Valley church.) An I handed her de stockin’s. An’ she didn’t put ’em on, she put ’em up.
“Sunday come an’ she went to church an’ wore de stockin’s. Next Sunday was my Sunday here in town. So I
put de stockin’s on an’ wore ’em over here. Fust an’ third Sundays was my days to wear ’em, an’ second an’ fourth
was hers down to Christian Valley. An’ we wore dem stockin’s all dat whole year, Miss Ruby, an’ when she would
come back from church she took ’em off, an’ when I come home on my Sundays I took ’em off. Us jes’ wore ’em
on Sundays.
“Well, we worked it all dat year till one day we had a mix- up. Dey had de annual joint meetin’, an’ everybody
come to Christian Valley church to divide up an’ separate, or join up together. Well, dat fixed it. Me an’ Alice both
knowed us both couldn’t go. So I went, an’ dat lef’ Alice at home an’ without no stockin’s. We had a good meetin’
dat day, singin’ an’ tellin’ what de Lord done for us. An’ I forgot ’bout Alice till us was leavin’.
“’Bout dat time de preacher steps up to me an’ asks how was she. So I told him she warn’t doin’ so well. Den
he says he believed he’d jes’ drop by an’ see ’bout her. You see, he was her preacher, he warn’t mine. Well, warn’t
nothin’ I could think of to do but jes’ let him go. But all de way home I was worried mightily.
“De house warn’t no piece off de road an’ Alice seen us comin’. Hit had two doors in front an’ Alice was
standin’ in one of ’em; but when us turned in off de big road, I see her go to de back. We had a little center table in
dem days settin’ in de front room, holdin’ de hymn books. So I jes’ told de preacher to go in dere an’ make hisself
satisfied, an I’d go an’ help de old lady. An’ dere was Alice, jes’ standin’ in de kitchen door beckonin’ to me like
dis.
“An’ I knowed what she wanted. I pulled off de stockin’s an’ Alice put ’em on. I reckon he wondered what
took her so long. I told her jes’ tell him I’m out in de barn feedin’ his hoss. An’ to dis day he don’t know we jes’
had dat one pair of stockin’s ’twixt us, an’ we was changin’ ’em.
“We ginned our cotton dat fall, an’ I went to de trunk an’ got out dat nickel. I never seed one turn black befo’.
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Alice took it, an’ I put two bales of cotton in de wagon, an’ Alice climbed on top of de cotton an’ us come to town.
We sold de cotton, put dat nickel wid it an’ had a settlement. Dis time de good Lord favored us, an’ we had
enough to pay out of debt an’ get me some long blue coarse socks an’ Alice some pretty stockin’s.
“Yes, Miss Ruby, de Lord been mighty good to me an’ Alice. We both is had a pair of socks an’ stockin’s
apiece since dat year.”
109.184 The Little Wife\fn{by William Edward March (1893-1954)} Mobile, Mobile County, Alabama, U.S.A. (M) 6
Joe Hinckley selected a seat on the shady side of the train and carefully stowed away his traveling bag and his
heavy, black catalogue case. It was unusually hot for early June. Outside the heat waves shimmered and danced
above the hot slag roadbed and the muddy river that ran by the station was low between its red banks. “If it’s as
hot as this in June, it sure will be awful in August,” he thought. He looked at his watch: 2.28—the train was five
minutes late in getting out. If he had known the 2.23 was going to be late he might have had time to pack his
sample trunk and get it to the station, but he couldn’t have anticipated that, of course. He had had so little time
after getting that telegram from Mrs. Thompkins: barely time to pack his bag and check out of the hotel. Joe
loosened his belt and swabbed his neck with a limp handkerchief. “It don’t matter so much about the trunk,” he
thought; “one of the boys at the hotel can express it to me, or I can pick it up on my way back.”
Joe noticed that one end of his catalogue case protruded slightly. With his foot he shoved it farther under the
seat. It was a battered, black case, made strongly to withstand constant traveling, and re-enforced at its corners
with heavy copper cleats. One of the handles had been broken and mended with newer leather. On the front of the
case there had once been stamped in gilt the firm name of Boykin & Rosen, Wholesale Hardware, Chattanooga,
Tenn., but time had long since worn away the gold lettering.
The telegram had upset Joe: it had come so suddenly, so unexpectedly. He felt vaguely that somebody was
playing a joke on him. He felt confused and helpless. It was difficult to believe that Bessie was so desperately
sick. He sat for a time staring at his finger nails. Suddenly he remembered an appointment at four o’clock with the
buyer for Snowdoun and Sims and he rose quickly from his seat with some dim idea of telephoning or sending a
message to explain his absence. Then he realized that the train was already in motion. “I’ll write him a letter when
I get to Mobile,” said Joe to himself; “he’ll understand all right when I explain the circumstances. He won’t blame
me for breaking that date when I tell him about my wife being so sick.” He sat down heavily in his seat and again
looked at his hands.
Ahead of him two young girls were leaning out the window and waving to their friends. Their eyes were
shining and their cheeks were flushed and they were laughing with excitement at the prospect of going away.
Across the aisle sat a gaunt farm-woman. Her red-veined eyes protruded. Her neck was swollen with a goiter.
In her arms she held a bouquet of red crêpe-myrtle which was already wilting in the heat. Beside her she had
placed her straw suitcase and several bulky, paper-wrapped parcels. She gazed steadily out of the window as if
afraid that someone would catch her eye and try to talk to her.
It was very hot in the coach. The small electric fan at the end of the car droned and wheezed sleepily but
succeeded only in stirring up the hot air.
Joe took from his pocket the telegram that he had received from his mother-in-law and read it again:
J. G. Hinckley, American Hotel, Montgomery, Ala. Come home at once. Doctor says
Bessie not expected live through day. Will wire again if necessary. It was a boy. Mother.
Joe’s hands clenched suddenly and then relaxed. It had all happened so suddenly; he couldn’t quite get it
through his head, even yet. He had taken a buyer to lunch that day and they had laughed and talked and told each
other stories. Then at two o’clock he had gone back to the hotel to freshen up and the clerk had reached in his box
and taken out the key to his room and the telegram. The telegram had been waiting for him for two hours the clerk
said. Joe read it through twice and then looked at the address to make sure that the message was really for him. He
hadn’t understood. Bessie was getting so nicely—she had had no trouble at all—and the baby wasn’t expected for
a month. He had arranged his itinerary so that he would be with her when the baby was born. They had gone over
all that and had arranged everything. And now everything was upset. He thought: “I was out talking and laughing
with that buyer and the telegram was waiting here all the time.” That thought hurt him. He stood repeating
stupidly: “I was out laughing and telling smutty stories and that telegram was here all the time.”
Joe leaned his head against the red plush of the sea. He felt numb and very tired. At first the signature
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“Mother” had puzzled him. He couldn’t understand what his mother would be doing in Mobile with Bessie; then
he realized that it was Bessie’s mother who had sent the telegram. He had never thought of Bessie’s mother by
any name except Mrs. Thompkins.
When he had married Bessie her mother had come to live with them as a matter of course. He was rather glad
of that arrangement; he was really fond of the old lady in an impersonal sort of way . Then, too, it was pleasant for
Bessie to have someone with her while he was on the road. His work made it impossible for him to get home
oftener than every other week-end, and many times it was difficult for him to get home that often, but he had
always managed to make it, one way or another. He couldn’t disappoint Bessie, no matter what happened. Their
year of married life had been the happiest that he had ever known. And Bessie had been happy too. Suddenly he
had a clear picture of her lying on their bed, her face white with suffering, and a quick panic gripped his heart. To
reassure himself he whispered: “Those doctors don’t know everything. She’ll be all right. Mrs. Thompkins was
just excited and frightened. Everything’s going to be all right!”
Ahead of him a white-haired old gentleman opened his bag and took out a traveling cap. He had some
difficulty in fastening the catch while holding his straw hat in his hand, but his wife, sitting with him. took the bag
and fastened it at once Then she took his hat and held it on her lap. The wife was reading a magazine. She did not
look up from the magazine when she fastened the bag.
Down the aisle came the Negro porter. He had a telegram in his hand. When he reached the center of the coach
he stopped and called out: “Telegram for Mr. J. G. Hickley!” Joe let him call the name three times before he
claimed the message. The porter explained that the telegram had been delivered to the train by a messenger from
the American Hotel just as the train was getting under way. Joie gave the porter twenty-five cents for a tip and
went back to his seat.
The country woman looked up for an instant and then turned her eyes away. The young girls giggled and
whispered and looked boldly at Joe, and the old gentleman, after settling his cap firmly on his head, took a cigar
from his case and went to the smoking-room.
Joe’s throat felt tight and he noticed that his hands were shaking. He wanted to put his head on the window-sill
but he was afraid that people would think him sick and try to talk to him. He placed the unopened telegram on the
seat beside him and stared at it for a long time. At last he re-read the first telegram very slowly. “It must be from
Mrs. Thompkins, all right,” he thought, “she said she’d wire again if—” Then he thought: “It may not be from
Mrs. Thompkins at all; it may be from somebody else; it may be from Boykin & Rosen about that cancellation in
Meridian. That’s who it’s from: it’s from the House, it’s not from Mrs. Thompkins at all!” He looked up quickly
and saw that the two young girls had turned and were watching him, making laughing remarks to each other
behind their hands.
He arose from his seat feeling weak and slightly nauseated, the unopened telegram I his hand. He passed
through several coaches until he reached the end of the train and went out on the rear vestibule. He had a sudden
wish to jump from the end of the train and run off into the woods, but a brakeman was there tinkering with a red
lantern and Joe realized that such an act would look very strange. When the brakeman looked up and saw Joe’s
face he put down his lantern and asked: “Are you feeling all right, mister?” Joe said, “Yes, I’m feeling all right but
it’s a little hot, though.” Finally the brakeman finished his job and left and Joe was very glad of that. He wanted to
be alone. He didn’t want anybody around him.
The rails clicked rhythmically and the wilted country-side flew past. A little Negro girl … in a patched pink
dress … ran down to the track … and waved her hand. A lame old country man … ploughing in his stumpy field
… pulled up his mangy mule … to stare at the passing train. The rails clattered and clicked and the train flew over
the hot slag roadbed. “There’s no need of going so fast,” thought Joe, “we’ve got all the time in the world.” He
felt sick. In the polished metal of the car he caught a distorted glimpse of his face. It was white and terrified. He
thought: “No wonder that brakeman asked me how I was feeling.” Then he thought: “Do I look so bad that people
can tell it?” That worried him. He didn’t want people to notice him or to talk to him. There was nothing that
anybody could say, after all.
He kept turning the telegram over in his hand thinking: “I’ve got to open it now; I’ve got to open it and read
it.” Finally he said aloud: “It’s not true! I don’t believe it!” He repeated these words a number of times and then
he said: “It’s from the House about that cancellation in Meridian—it isn’t from Mrs. Thompkins at all.” He tore
the unopened telegram into tiny bits and threw the pieces from the end of the train. A wind fluttered and
shimmered the yellow fragments before they settled down lightly on the hard, hot roadbed. He thought: “They
look like a cloud of yellow butterflies dancing and settling that way.” Immediately he felt better. He drew back his
shoulders and sucked in lungfuls of the country air. “Everything’s all right,” he said. “I’m going home to see the
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little wife and everything’s all right.” He laughed happily. He felt like a man who has just escaped some terrible
calamity. When he could no longer see the scraps of paper on the track he went back to his seat humming a tune.
He felt very gay and immensely relieved.
Joe reached his seat just as the conductor came through the train. He nodded pleasantly as he gave up his
ticket.
“Don’t let anybody talk you out of a free ride,” he said.
“No chance of that, Cap!”\fn{Slang for ‘Captain’.} said the conductor.
Joe laughed with ringing heartiness and the conductor looked at him in surprise. Then he laughed a little
himself. “You sure are in a good humor, considering how hot it is,” he said.
“And why shouldn’t I be in a good humor?” asked Joe. “I’m going home to see the little wife.” Then he
whispered, as if it were a great secret, “It’s a boy!”
“That’s fine, that’s simply fine!” said the conductor. He put his papers and his tickets on the seat and shook
Joe’s hand. Joe blushed and laughed again. As the conductor moved off he nudged Joe’s ribs and said: “Give my
regards to the madam.”
“I sure will,” said Joe happily.
Joe was sorry that the conductor couldn’t stay longer. He felt an imperative need of talking to someone. He felt
that he must talk about Bessie to someone. He looked around the car to see if he knew anybody on the train. The
two young girls smiled at him. Joe understood perfectly; they were just two nice kids going on a trip. Either one,
alone, would never think of smiling at a strange man but being together changed things all the way around. That
made it an exciting adventure, something to be laughed over and discussed later with their friends. Joe decided
that he would go over and talk to them. He walked over casually and seated himself.
“Well, where are you young ladies going?” he asked.
“Don’t you think that you have a great deal of nerve?” asked the black-eyed girl.
“Sure I have. I wouldn’t be the best hardware salesman on the road if I didn’t have a lot of nerve,” said Joe
pleasantly.
Both of the girls laughed at that and Joe knew that everything was all right. He decided that the blue-eyed girl
was the prettier of the two but the black-eyed girl had more snap.
“We’re getting off at Flomaton,” said the blue-eyed girl.
“We’ve been in school in Montgomery,” said the black-eyed girl.
“We’re going home for the summer vacation.”
“And we want the cock-eyed world to know we’re glad of it!”
Joe looked at them gravely. “Don’t make a mistake, young ladies; get all the education you can. You’ll regret it
later on if you don’t.”
Both the girls started laughing. They put their arms around each other and laughed until tears came into their
eyes. Joe laughed too although he wondered what the joke was. After a while the girls stopped laughing, but a
sudden giggle from the blue-eyed girl set them off again, worse than before.
“This is awfully silly!” said the black-eyed girl.
“Please don’t think us rude,” gasped the blue-eyed girl.
“What’s the joke?” asked Joe, who was really laughing as much as either of the girls.
“You sounded so—so—” explained the blue-eyed girl.
“So damned fatherly!” finished the black-eyed girl.
They went off into another whirlwind of mirth, laughing and hugging each other. The old lady across the aisle
put down her magazine and started laughing too, but the woman with the goiter held her bouquet of crêpe-myrtle
rigidly and stared out of the window.
Joe waited until the girls had exhausted themselves. Finally they wiped their eyes and opened their vanity
cases to look at themselves in their mirrors and to repowder their faces. He said:
“Well, I guess I ought to sound fatherly: I just got a telegram saying that I was a parent for the first time.”
That interested the young girls and they crowded him with questions: they wanted to know all about it. Joe felt
very happy. As he started to talk he noticed that the old lady had been listening and that she had moved over in her
seat in order to hear better. Joe felt friendly toward everybody: “Won’t you come over and join us?” he asked.
“Yes, indeed,” said the old lady and Joe moved over and made a place for her.
“Now tell us all about it!” demanded the blue-eyed girl.
“You must be very happy,” said the old lady.
“I sure am happy,” said Joe. Then he added: “There’s not a whole lot to tell except that I got a telegram from
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Mrs. Thompkins—Mrs. Thompkins is my mother-in-law—saying that Bessie had given birth to a fine boy and
that both of them were doing just fine: the doctor said that he’d never seen anybody do so well before, but of
course my wife wanted me to be with her and so I just dropped everything and here I am. You see Bessie and I
have only been married for a year. We’ve been very happy. The only bad thing is that I don’t get home very often,
but it wouldn’t do to have everything perfect in the world, would it? She sure is the finest little wife a man ever
had. She don’t complain at all about my being away so much, but some day we hope to have things different.”
“There isn’t anything nicer than a baby,” said the blue-eyed girl.
“What are you going to name him?” asked the old lady.
“Well, Bessie wants to name him for me, but I can’t see much sense in that. My first name’s Joe and I think
that’s a little common, don’t you? But I’ll leave the naming part up to Bessie. She can name him anything she
wants to. She sure had been a fine little wife to me.”
Joe started talking rapidly. He told in detail of the first time he had met Bessie. It had been in the home of Jack
Barnes, one of the boys he had met on the road, and he had been invited over for dinner and a little stud poker
later. Mrs. Barnes didn’t play poker so Bessie, who lived across the street, had been invited over to keep Mrs.
Barnes company while the men played. He had liked Bessie at once and the boys had kidded him about not
keeping his mind on the game. He had never told anybody this before, but when the boys started kidding him he
made up h is mind not to look at Bessie again as he didn’t want her to think that he was fresh, but he couldn’t stop
looking at her and every time he caught her eye she would smile in a sweet, friendly sort of way. Finally
everybody noticed it and they started joking Bessie too, but she hadn’t minded at all. He had lost $14.50 that
night, but he had met Bessie. You couldn’t call Bessie exactly beautiful but she was sweet and nice. Bessie was
the sort of girl that any man would want to marry.
He told of their courtship. He quoted whole paragraphs from letters that she had written to prove a particular
point which he had brought up. Bessie hadn’t like him especially, not right at first, at any rate; of course she had
liked him as a friend from the first but not in any serious way. There were one or two other fellows hanging
around, too. Bessie had a great deal of attention; she could have gone out every night with a different man if she
had wanted to. Being on the road all the time had been pretty much of a disadvantage. He didn’t have an
opportunity to see her often. Or maybe that was an advantage—anyway he wrote her every day. Then, finally,
they had become engaged. She hadn’t even let him kiss her until then. He knew from the first that she would
make a wonderful little wife but he was still puzzled why a girl as superior as Bessie would want to marry him.
He talked on and on, rapidly—feverishly. He told how he had once determined not to get married at all, but
that was before he had met Bessie. She had changed all that. Two hours passed before he knew it. His audience
was getting bored, but Joe didn’t realize it.
Finally the old gentleman with the cap came back from the smoking-room and his wife, glad of a chance to get
away, made her excuses and went over to sit with him. Joe smiled and nodded, but paused only a moment I his
story. He was in the midst of a long description of Mrs. Thompkins. Mrs. Thompkins wasn’t at all like the comic
supplement mother-in-law. Quite the contrary. He didn’t see how he and Bessie would get along without her. To
show you the sort of woman she really was, she always took his side in any dispute—not that he and Bessie ever
quarreled! Oh, no! But occasionally they had little friendly discussions like all other married couples, and Mrs.
Thompkins always took his side of the argument. That was unusual, wasn’t it? Joe talked and talked and talked,
totally unconscious of the passing of time.
Finally the train reached Flomaton and the porter came to help the girls off with their bags. They were very
glad to get away. They were getting a little nervous. There was something about Joe that they couldn’t understand.
At first they had thought him just jolly and high spirited, but after a time they came to the conclusion that he must
be a little drunk, or, possibly, slightly demented. For the past hour they had been nudging each other significantly.
Joe helped them off the train and on to the station platform. Just as the train pulled out the black-eyed girl
waved her hand and said: “Give my love to Bessie and the son and heir,” and the blue-eyed girl said: “Be sure and
kiss the baby for me.”
“I sure will,” said Joe.
After the train h ad passed the girls looked at each other for a moment. Then they started laughing. Finally the
black-eyed girl said: “Well, Bessie certainly has him roped and tied.” The blue-eyed girl said: “Did you ever see
anything like that in your life before?”
Joe came into the coach again. “Just a couple of nice kids,” he thought to himself. He looked at his watch. It
was 5.25. He was surprised. The time had passed very quickly. “It won’t be long now before I’m in Mobile,” he
thought.
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He went back to his seat, but he was restless. He decided that he would have a cigarette. He found three men in
the smoker. One of them was an old man with a tuft of gray whiskers. His face was yellow and sunken and blue
veins stood out on his hands. He was chewing tobacco gravely and spitting into the brass cuspidor. The second
man was large and flabby. When he laughed his eyes disappeared entirely and his fat belly shook. His finger nails
were swollen and his underlip hung down in a petulant droop. The third man was dark and nervous looking. He
had on his little finger a ring with a diamond much too large.
They were telling jokes and laughing when Joe came in. Joe wanted to talk to them about Bessie, but he
couldn’t bring her name up in such an atmosphere. Suddenly he thought: “I was laughing and telling smutty
stories with that buyer in Montgomery and the telegram was there all the time.” His face contracted with pain. He
crushed the thought from h is mind. Quickly he threw away his cigarette and went back to his seat.
A bright-skinned waiter came through the train announcing the first call for dinner. At firs Joe thought that he
would have his dinner on the train as that would break the monotony of the trip and help pass the time, but
immediately he remembered that Mrs. Thompkins would have dinner for him at home—a specially prepared
dinner with all of the things that he liked. “I’ll wait until I get home,” thought Joe. “I wouldn’t disappoint Mrs.
Thompkins and the little wife for the world after they went to all that trouble for me.”
Again he felt that curious, compulsive need of talking about Bessie to someone. He had a feeling that as long
as he talked about her she would remain safe. He saw the old lady and her husband in their seat eating a lunch
which they had brought and he decided to go over and talk with them. “Can I come over and talk to you folks?”
asked Joe.
“Certainly, sir,” said the old gentleman with the cap. Then, in order to make conversation he said: “My wife
has been telling me that you are going home to see your new son.”
“That’s right,” said Joe, “that’s right.” He started talking rapidly, hardly pausing for breath. The old lady
looked at her husband reproachfully. “Now see what you started!” her glance seemed to say.
Joe talked of his wedding. It had been very quiet. Bessie was the sort of a girl who didn’t go in for a lot of
show. There had been present only a few members of the family and one or two close friends. George Orcutt who
traveled a line of rugs out of New York had been his best man. Bessie was afraid that someone would try to play a
joke on them: something like tying tin cans to the automobile that was to take them to the station or marking their
baggage with chalk. But everything had gone off smoothly. The Barneses had been at the wedding, of course: he
had met Bessie in their home and they were such close neighbors that they couldn’t overlook them, but almost
nobody else outside the family was there.
Then he told of the honeymoon they had spent in New Orleans; all the places they had visited there and just
what Bessie had thought and said about each one. He talked on and on and on. He told of the first weeks of their
married life and how happy they were. He told what a splendid cook Bessie was and what an excellent
housekeeper, how much she had loved the home he had bought for her and her delight when she knew that she
was going to have a baby.
The old gentleman was staring at Joe in a puzzled manner. He was wondering if he hadn’t better call the
conductor as it was his private opinion that Joe had a shot of cocaine in him. The old lady had folded her hands
like a martyr. She continued to look at her husband with an “I-told-you-so!” expression.
Joe had lost all idea of time. He talked on and on, rapidly, excitedly. He had got as far as Bessie’s plans for the
child’s education when the porter touched him on the arm and told him that they were pulling into the station at
Mobile. He came to himself with a start and looked at his watch: 7.35! He didn’t believe it possible that two hours
had passed so quickly.
“It sure has been a pleasure talking to you folks,” said Joe.
“Oh, that’s all right,” said the man with the cap.
Joe gave the porter a tip and stepped off the train jauntily. As he turned to pick up his bag he saw that the
woman with the goiter was staring at him. He walked over to the window that framed her gaunt face. “Good-bye,
lady; I hope you have a nice trip.” The woman answered: “The doctors said it wasn’t no use operating on me. I
waited too long.” “Well that’s fine!—That sure is fine!” said Joe. He laughed gaily and waved his hand. He picked
up his bag and his catalogue case and followed the people through the gate. The woman with the goiter stared at
him until he was out of sight.
On the other side of the iron fence Joe saw Mrs. Thompkins. She was dressed in black and she wore a black
veil. Joe went over to her briskly and Mrs. Thompkins put her arms around him and kissed him twice. “Poor Joe!”
she said. Then she looked at his smiling, excited face with amazement. Joe noticed that her eyes were red and
swollen.
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“Didn’t you get my telegram?” she asked. Joe wrinkled his brow in an effort to remember. Finally he said:
“Oh, sure. I got it at the hotel.”
“Did you get my second telegram?” insisted Mrs. Thompkins.
She looked steadily into Joe’s eyes. A feeling of terror swept over him. He knew that he could no longer lie to
himself. He could no longer keep Bessie alive by talking about her. His face was suddenly twisted with pain and
his jaw trembled like a child’s. He leaned against the iron fence for support and Mrs. Thompkins held his hand
and said: “You can’t give in. You got to be a man. You can’t give in like that, Joe!”
Finally he said: “I didn’t read your telegram. I didn’t want to know that she was dead. I wanted to keep her
alive a little longer.” He sat down on an empty baggage truck and hid his face in his hands. He sat there for a long
time while Mrs. Thompkins stood guard over him, her black veil trailing across his shoulder.
“Joe!” she said patiently. … “Joe! …”
A man in a dirty uniform came up. “I’m sorry, Mister, but you’ll have to move. We got to use that truck.” Joe
picked up his catalogue case and his bag and followed Mrs. Thompkins out of the station.
1920
148.116 The Bottomless Well\fn{by Walter S. Terry (1921-
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Single file they walked down the rocky trail that he had not traveled in thirty years—not since he was Carol’s
age. Carol followed a few steps behind him and Mike, Carol’s shadow, placed his tennis-shoed feet deliberately
where hers had been.
“How much farther is it, Daddy?” Carol said in the measured tones of her solemn adolescence.
David looked around at her, seeing the brisk movement of her bare legs under a body thinning out but still
retaining a residue of little-girl plumpness.
“You tired?”
“I wish I had a horse,” she said.
“Let’s rest,” Mike said with his eight-year-old’s directness. The children selected rocks on either side of the
trail and sat.
“Horse,” David said. “Are you still on that horse kick?” Carol drank from her canteen.
“I’d take care of it,” she said solemnly. “Feed it.”
“Living on a mountaintop is not the same as living on a farm,” David said.
He pulled a flashlight out of one hip pocket and a half-full bottle of beer out of the other. He used his thumb to
remove the pressed-back-on cap. He sat drinking the beer and looking out into the mountain forest. Red and white
oaks, hickory and sweetgum trees provided a lush canopy of June foliage over their heads. The earth smelled dank
and musty from a recent rain.
It won’t carry me, he thought. I should’ve brought the flask But Grace had been worried-worned-worried, as
usual. (“Surely you don’t need to drink on a hike with the children.”) He didn’t bother to remind her that his
drinking was deliberate, calculated, and always under control when he wanted it to be. (It’s no worse than any
number of other things that we bribe our senses with in an effort to make life more bearable. Why don’t we give
them all up: coffee, cigarettes, rich foods … copulation?)
“We could keep it in the garage in the wintertime,” Carol said. “When you build it, I mean.”
David glanced sharply at her to see if he could detect any hint of innuendo in the “when you build it.” Her face
was solemnly inscrutable.
I wouldn’t put it past her, he thought. If he had slowed down in his initially ambitious house-building project it
was because every human machine must slow down as it approaches its death. He was on the brink of forty, not a
golden thirty-two as he had been when he had started the project. He was flat tired; and the spirit of adventure and
personal accomplishment in the beginning had given way to a drudgery that he found increasingly difficult to
force himself to.
“Horse,” he muttered. “Carol, every twelve-year-old girl in the world wants a horse. It’s tied in with their
sexual development."
“Daddy,” she said evenly, “I just want a horse.”
“What’s ‘sexy devilment’?” said Mike, chewing a leaf. David laughed.
“Good paraphrasing, boy.”
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“You wouldn’t understand,” Carol said quietly.
“I don’t,” he replied. “What’s ‘parapraising’?”
At Flint Arsenal, in the valley and beyond the town, a static test rocket rumbled. David listened, automatically
counting off seconds, trying to determine which one it was. The sound ended abruptly. He shrugged.
Whatever it was it didn’t blow up.
A deep silence enfolded them. Not even the buzz of a cricket was to be heard. The children appeared to be
awed by it, cutting their large, children’s eyes slowly from side to side as they drank from their canteens.
David arose, shoving the flashlight back into his pocket and pitching the empty beer bottle into a clump of
bushes. He belched, wryly twisting his face at the memory of a rebellious stomach.
“We’d better get going if we want to see this hole in the ground.”
They started down the trail again. His mind turned to things he should be doing—like installing the kitchen
cabinet doors.
Grace has been waiting six years, with her groceries showing … Hell, I should be hiking with my daughter and
son; I haven’t got around to that either. I can’t remember the last time, or even if there was a last time. First too
busy, then too tired.
He thought again of the left-behind flask: instant energy; instant optimism; fountain of youth. He wished
fervently for a good stiff optimistic drink of deliberately calculated bourbon.
The trail took a sharp turn to the left, becoming steeper. At the end of the turn Bottomless Well came into View.
David saw that there were the remains of a barbed wire fence around the site and, nearby, a small stone house that
the CCC\fn{The Civilian Conservation Corps, an attempt by the Federal Government, then under President Franklin D. Roosevelt, to
provide Federally-subsidized jobs for a veritable army of homeless and jobless men and women, the product of massive factory closings
and home foreclosures which resulted in the Great Depression. } had built, so he had heard, back in the ’thirties. There once

had been plans to build an access road to the site and make it a public attraction. The plans had for some reason
fallen through and only the fading ghosts of human meddling remained.
The opening of the “well” proper, essentially a vertical-running cave, was at the center of a large depression in
the ground, a sinkhole. There was an old theory that the “well” extended all the way down through the mountain
and connected with great limestone caves under the town of Garth at the mountain’s foot. In support of this theory
was the legend of the duck that had been dropped into the hole, reappearing a week later much ruffled but alive
out of Garth Spring, which flowed under the town and out at the bottom of the hill on which the town was built.
However, recent exploration by local spelunkers had failed to find the legendary passage and they had daily
reported its bottom to be some three hundred feet into the rocky bowels of Buena Vista Mountain.
David extended his arms in warning as they approached the funnel-shaped depression. The walls of the funnel
descended at a forty-five-degree angle to the dark opening of the “well.”
“Take it very easy,” he said.
He had forgotten what a treacherous thing this hole in the ground was. The mouth of the crater was roughly
circular and perhaps sixty feet across. The “well” opening at its bottom was more irregular in shape and about
twenty feet across at its widest point. Someone had rolled a hickory log across the opening—not too long ago,
judging by its sound appearance. David guessed that the log had been a part of the spelunking activity; certainly,
without it, it would be hard to imagine what they would have secured a line to. Other evidence of activity at the
site was a set of crude dugout steps leading down the earth bank of the funnel to the near end of the log.
David picked up a small stone and pitched it toward the opening. After a prolonged silence, there was a faint
clink, another silence, then another clink; after that it was difficult to tell whether you heard anything or not.
“Moses!” Mike whispered. “It must be a thousand feet deep!”
“Bottomless,” Carol said. David glanced at her, wondering at the solemness of this little person he had sired.
He could never help suspecting a precocious sardonicness, or at least satire, in her consistently restrained manner
and speech.
“The folks who went down there say it’s about three hundred feet.” David addressed the remark to Mike.
“Down. Then a short tunnel to the side.”
“The length of a football field,” Carol said, as if to herself.
“I’ll take you down,” David said, “but one at a time. I couldn’t watch both of you at once.” He gazed at them,
almost selecting Mike first out of spite. “You first, Carol.”
“All right.”
“Mike,” David said, “you stand right there. Don’t you move until we come back up.”
“Yessir.” They had to duck through the barbed wire to get to the steps leading down. David went first, keeping
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his body low and back-leaning, insisting that Carol do the same. At the log they stopped and cautiously peered
over into the chasm, with their hands on the end of the log for support. The walls of the hole, though generally
sheer, were broken at irregular intervals by narrow, rounded ledges of stone. The flashlight beam was able to
probe only a feeble distance into the darkness.
David picked up a pebble and tried to direct it so that it would miss the ledges and free-fall as far as possible.
As he let it go he counted “one-thousand-one, one-thousand-two …” He heard a clink after about a three-second
count. He struggled with some mental arithmetic and discovered to his irritation that he had forgotten how to
figure it.
Rotting innards and mossy brained. It would be difficult to convince anyone that I was ever a paratrooper or
that I’m supposed to be an engineer. I don’t know that I could convince myself . For Carol's benefit he muttered a
guess.
“Hundred feet maybe. There must be a prominent ledge at about that level.”
She gazed solemnly and silently into the blackness of the hole. He tried other trajectories and finally counted
better than four seconds before the first sound, this time a distant splash.
“About two hundred and seventy or eighty feet if you disregard drag,” Carol said, after a moment of silence.
Drag, schmag! Shades of the space age! Yet he could not help feeling an obscure admiration for her, maybe
even pride.
“I think we still haven’t reached bottom,” David said.
“That’s possible,” Carol said gravely.
“Would you like to try?”
“All right.”
She tried several times, but her throwing arm was not as good as her physics.
“Let’s let Michael,” she said finally.
*
He was in the process of turning when he heard the sodden cracking of rotten wood and Mike’s sharp cry. The
fence post that he had been leaning against had suddenly snapped and Mike was plunging down the steep side of
the funnel six feet to one side of where David and Carol were crouched.
Instantly David launched his body in a horizontal line of motion, striking dank earth flat-out, skidding across
and down, even in this paroxysm of motion, outraged, thinking:
My God, I might have known he’d do that.
His hands clutched at the earth and closed on tenuous sassafras roots. His motion stopped coincident with the
impact of Mike’s body from above. His own body shifted downward with the impact and in slow, creeping motion
moved to within inches of the brink of the “well.” His face was pressed into the earth and his body felt so poised
on the edge of further movement that he wondered if he dared speak. He tried it.
“Mike?”
“Dad?” He could feel the trembling in Mike’s body, hear it in his hushed voice.
“Get hold of something, boy.”
“I’m scared to move.”
“Move real slow. Get hold of a root.”
“I can’t—”
“Do it!”
“Dad.” Carol spoke as if in the imminence of a snake’s strike. “You’re mighty close to the hole, Dad.”
“I know, I know. I know that. Get a stick, Carol. A strong one. Long enough. Hurry!” He heard her quick steps
up the side of the funnel, soon after heard the snapping of a branch up above.
At least I can depend on her not to get a rotten one. He felt the faintest shifting of the earth beneath him.
“Hurry, Carol!” He still did not dare try to move his head in an attempt to look for her.
“I’m here,” she said after a moment.
“Brace yourself good on the log and reach out with the stick so Mike can grab it.”
“All right … Here, Mike—grab!”
“I … can’t,” Mike said. “I’m scared … Dad?”
“Do it, Mike. You’ve got to do it.”
He felt a slight, tentative movement as Mike extended a hand toward the stick.
“All right,” he heard Carol say. “Now the other hand … slowly … Got it?”
He felt Mike nod, then felt the boy’s weight slowly coming off his body.
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“I’ve got you,” Carol said. “You dig your feet in as best you can and I’ll do the pulling.”
He felt Mike’s body complete its departure from his and simultaneously the strained damp earth released from
the underlying rock and David went over the chasm’s brink in a twisting, arching motion, then falling feet-down
and spread-eagle. He hit the first ledge in approximately this attitude but leaning slightly forward so that the
impact was distributed fairly evenly along his thighs, belly and chest and the undersurfaces of his arms. He hit
clawing and scrabbling for a purchase on the damp stone. He pressed his body to the stone and felt the final
momentum of his fall come to a slithering tenuous halt on the rounded contour of the ledge. It was only when his
motion stopped that he was aware of the shrill screams from above.
In his delicate balance on the ledge he couldn’t bring himself to use his lungs, from which most of the air had
been forced by his flat impact against the stone. Then he could not forestall the reflex any longer. In a raucous
inhalation he sucked in air and felt a slight downward shift of his body. He dug his fingernails into the stone,
bringing the slithering motion to another perilous halt. His feet in this last movement had left the rock and
projected out over the chasm below. His hands had found some small cross-rowing ridges in the stone, but his
fingers already had begun to ache, all the strength of his body, it seemed, concentrated at their stiffened tips.
“Daddy! Daddy! Oh, Daddy, Daddy!”
He recognized through his stunned senses the terror-stricken voice of Carol. He steeled himself for an
answering call. He didn’t know whether or not he could talk at all or, if he did, whether he could do it without
destroying his pitiful purchase on the ledge.
“Daddy!” Now he could distinguish both their voices, and with that he had his first real knowledge that Mike
had not fallen too. It at least gave his plight some meaning. He imagined them crawling out on the log, or
venturing upon the treacherous slope of the funnel in an effort to see him.
“Carol,” he said in a hoarse whisper. His fingers remained clamped to the stone.
“Mike? Can you hear me?”
“Yes, Daddy. Yes.” They, too, were whispering, as if they were as aware as he was of his delicate balance on
the ledge.
“Carol, don’t endanger yourselves. I’m all right. But … listen, honey, Mike, I’m going to need help. Fast as
you can.
I don’t know, I don’t … I couldn’t possibly hang on long enough.
“Mike?”
“Yes, Daddy?”
“Mike, do you think you could find your way home?”
“Yessir! I’ll … find it.”
“Listen carefully, boy. Tell mother to call the spelunkers.”
“Cave explorers,” he heard Carol say.
“Yes. Tell them your daddy … tell them I’m in a deep hole-Bottomless Well. They know about it. Need rope,
climbing equipment.”
“Yessir.” His voice sounded steady enough under the circumstances.
“Daddy,” Carol said, “I can see you. Can you hang on?”
“I don’t … I don’t know … Mike, you hurry. Follow the path … Carol, you stay here with me?”
“Yes, Daddy, I won’t leave.”
“Go now, Mike …”
“Yessir!” His voice was already receding.
“Carol?”
“Yes, Daddy?”
“Is Mike gone? … Tell him to take care, and tell him … tell him … that I love him.”
“All right, Dad—” Her voice broke off abruptly.
My God, have they heard it from me so seldom?
He thought he felt a slight creeping of his body on the stone and made a special effort to check his handhold,
looking carefully at each of his fingers in turn. His hands looked spatulate and froglike on the rock, the tendons
showing through flesh like taut cables. Oddly he was not afraid, at least at that moment he wasn’t. He felt a
profound animal alertness the like of which he couldn’t remember having felt since his combat days. He also felt
the beginning of a kind of tender sadness that he would have found impossible to define.
In the waiting silence he took time to try to assay his position—and his chances of survival.
At least as a paratrooper, he thought wryly, I’ve had some training and experience in the business of falling.
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It’s not as new to me as a lot of other things are.
He calculated, from the feel of the fall and from an educated guess as to which of the pre-observed shelves of
rock he had hit, that he had fallen twenty or thirty feet. He was most certainly bruised and abraded but, as far as
he could tell, unbroken—except maybe for a cracked rib or two. With a keened inner ear he tried to plumb the
sounds and feelings of his insides, but he could not penetrate the numbness.
He turned his thoughts to the almost inevitable next fall. Movement upward to a safer and less demanding
perch was unthinkable; his first effort would certainly send him plunging again. And yet he was certain too that he
could not hang on for the hour or maybe two that it would take for help to come. . . . That is, if it came at all. It
was his sad admission that he did not know how much trust he could place in Mike because he had not, as far as
he could recall, ever before tested his trustworthiness.
He was suddenly aware of motion on the rock. Focusing his eyes, he saw that it was a small spotted
salamander waddling by not three inches from the end of his nose. Fascinated, he watched its progress across the
ledge. To the salamander this stone, in this hole in the ground, was a native dwelling, a place where all the vital
functions of life were carried out. Here in its home he, David Masters, homo sapiens of sorts, waged a ludicrous
war of survival—an injured, out-of-place animal, clumsy, clinging with desperation to the alien rock.
I wonder how the salamander would do in my world? No worse than I have-ill-adapted, sick at heart—
desperately clinging to unsubstantial things like self-pity, infidelity … alcoholism. Yes, I’m that too; I would have
called it any word but that, but that’s what I am.
He felt the slightest giving of his body on the stone—a concession to gravity, a low coefficient of friction and
fatigue. He tightened his fingers.
It would be nice to know what’s directly below, he thought. I don’t remember, or the light didn’t shine down
that far. He thought of the flashlight in his hip pocket.
Go ahead, Dave boy, pull it out and shine it down there where you’re gonna be. Enlighten yourself. Go ahead.
He clutched the stone, letting the first wave of hysteria wash over him and then, recognizing it, putting it aside
for the moment.
Perhaps a lucky fall and a kinder ledge down there? … Or death. He let himself think about that rationally.
Why not? He’d already accepted it. He’d been killing himself for years. The stone could be no less kind in its
infliction of death. In fact, it undoubtedly would be more merciful—certainly without rancor …
Let go, you idiot! You’ll never have a better chance.
“Daddy?” He curved his aching fingers into the unyielding stone.
“Yes, Carol?”
“I’ve got a grape vine. I’m going to let it down and swing it over to you.”
“Honey, honey Carol—”
“It’s very strong, Daddy. I had to chop it off at the bottom with a sharp rock.”
“Carol—”
“Daddy, I'm letting it down. You’ll feel it touch your back in a minute.”
Tears flowed from his eyes and salted the stone under his cheek. He tried to look up but couldn’t complete the
effort. He felt something brush his right shoulder like a warm caress.
“Carol—” He choked on the word. “Honey, how have you got it tied?”
“I tried to tie it around the log, Daddy, but it’s too thick; I can’t bend it enough.”
“Carol, honey, don’t bother, don’t—”
“Daddy, I’ve got my legs wrapped around the log. I can hold it, I can.”
“No, Carol darling. I'd just pull you in. Besides, you couldn't possibly pull me up."
“I could hold you till they come.” He tried to stifle his free-flowing tears.
If only I could give my life meaningfully for her, he thought with hopeless regret.
“No, Carol, I don’t think I could let go to reach for it anyhow. Now you pull it on back up, honey.” It seemed
he could feel the vine receding from him and it made him feel infinitely lonely.
“Carol?”
“Yes?” He could hear the helpless defeat in her voice.
“Thank you, darling I love you.” It was getting easier to say.
Unexpectedly, as if he had been struck a sudden blow from above, his grip failed. He slid off the ledge and fell,
essentially in the spread-eagle attitude of his earlier fall. He had no time to resign himself to anything before his
extended legs smashed again into merciless stone. He hit differently this time, less flat, taking a large part of the
impact on one leg; sharp pain in that leg informed him too that he had hit with more damage to himself than
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before. But again, before sliding over the new precipice, he flattened himself to the rock and brought his motion
to a stop. His purchase was somewhat better, more secure, than before, but his strength had been greatly sapped
by his previous effort.
“Daddeeeeee!” He heard the wail from above, profoundly regretting the ordeal of terror he was inflicting on
her. He laboriously sucked air into his lungs.
“Carol. I’m … all right, honey. I’m on another ledge. I … might be able to hang on.”
“Daddy, I can’t see you anymore!”
I know. Much darker. So this is the way it ends. Maybe befitting enough: swallowed up by the boyhood
mountain that he loved. Determined he had been to return to gentle Garth and its magnificent mountain—Buena
Vista—and on an expansive wooded lot build a fine house with his own two hands and his native intelligence—a
house with a fieldstone fireplace big enough to warm a man’s soul, and massive oak beams, like security itself,
overhead. Then live an active, creative, meaningful life, full of good cheer, with Grace—and with the most
wondrous children of their flesh … And they lived happily never after.
“Daddy?” He had to think a moment, then gather himself.
“DADDY!”
“Yes, yes, Carol. I’m here.”
“Oh.” A silence. “Daddy, will you say something every now and then so I’ll know you’re all right?”
“Yes, honey. I’m sorry. Every minute I’ll tell you I love you. Okay?”
“Oh, Daddy, Daddy. I feel so bad.”
He thought he felt something splash down upon him and momentarily clung to the belief that it was her tears.
It was as if she had touched him and he felt less lonely. He let a delirium wash over him.
Ah, such golden dreams!
But he pooped out, got diverted and perverted—overly involved with failure and preoccupied with advancing
years; blighted with cynicism, infidelity, mistrust and nuclearitis.
(At least I built, I mean completed, the fall-out shelter. I finished it, no doubt, because it sickened me. Its
typical of my recent attitude and behavior) …
“I love you, Carol,” he called up to her.
“I love you, Daddy,” she called back.
If we love each other why haven’t we shown it? What have we been doing all this time? A far cry, David, from
the Golden Man with his Golden Dream. Where did the degenerative process start? … Who knows? … It seemed
that cause and effect were lost in a hopeless tangle of negativeness. Golden Man, after two wars and much
searching, returns to Garth with his Golden Wife to work at the thing he had been trained to do: engineering.
Maybe that was it; maybe there had been too many years and too many other things between the learning and the
doing. Maybe some obscure incident he couldn’t even remember had conveyed that to him and started a chain
reaction of doubt. At any rate, he had failed to secure the feeling or competence and of being respected in his
profession. And the lack of these things, which had been a basic part of his plan and a basic part of his need, could
have started a pattern of defeat in him that he could never overcome …
And Garth. What had happened to his beloved Garth? No longer quiet, no longer a sleepy Southern town, no
longer the embodiment of a boyhood memory. It was not even called Garth anymore but names like “Space City”
and “Rocketville, USA.” Not a town at all anymore, but a mad-house of bustle and outrageous growth and profit
and spoilage. At least that's the way he had looked at it, even if it and its missile business, its dynamic Flint
Arsenal, had provided him with the means to return …
Man-o-man! … I could use a drink. As he pressed his life-worn flesh to the deathless stone, he thought in
another flash of hysteria:
Wouldn’t it be something if I, needing a drink now maybe for the first time in my life, really needing it, had the
flask, miraculously unbroken, in my hip pocket … and not being able to get to it. Needing it just like I need that
flashlight and both of them a million miles away on my butt. A perverse laughter bubbled in him.
The next fall caught him almost unaware of its occurrence. In midair, as he sank again into the abyss,
realization struck him and instinctively he: made an effort to control the attitude of his body. He hit jarringly on
his legs and his right hip and sank wearily into a broken heap on the new ledge. His senses were dulled almost
beyond physical pain and in one sense he was filled with a fatal hopelessness; yet as he felt himself slipping once
again over an inevitable brink he clutched the impersonally sadistic rock and, momentarily at least, found a
purchase. Through his shocked senses he listened for sounds from above.
Thank God. I don’t believe she even knew about that one.
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“Carol?” His voice floated up through the tube of stone.
“Yes, Daddy.” Her voice sounded small and weary—weary beyond her age.
“Carol … it is perfectly natural for a girl of any age to … to want a horse.”
“Daddy … don’t—”
“You’re a good girl, a good person, Carol. You ask for little. You’ll have your horse … Tell Mother—”
His senses blackened and with infinite sadness and regret he slid off into his waiting void, even in his delirious
exhaustion clutching for some useful and substantial handhold; and then, not finding it, falling, trying to orient his
plunging body into some rightful order of descent.
*
He opened his eyes to a spot of light directly above; bending into the light was a hallucination, then another.
Sudden memory signaled a sharp warning to his brain, spurted adrenalin into his veins. His arms moved like
pistons, hands clutching at stone. They found no substance and he knew he was falling again. His body twisted in
an effort to gain the proper attitude of falling; sharp pains shot through his legs.
“He’s conscious, Ben. Help me hold him.” Reality returned to his brain and, more slowly, to the desperate
reflexes of his body.
Conscious? Conscious of what? … Oh, yes … He felt firm hands restraining his arms.
“It’s all right, fella. Just take it easy.”
In one arm he felt the distant prick of a needle. He looked up at the owner of the voice, a bespectacled face
loosely attached to a small wiry body. He slowly let out his taut breath.
“So … I finally stopped falling.” His voice sounded hollow and hardly recognizable as his own.
“You did. It’s a fairly broad shelf. Covered with several inches of silt, luckily for you.” Another face leaned out
of the shadows.
“My hat’s off to you, mister. It’s bad enough coming down here on a rope. You must be living right.”
In a distant comer of his mind David heard the ring of ironic laughter. The bespectacled man, apparently a
doctor, listened to his chest with a stethoscope. He nodded.
“We’ll hoist you up now.”
*
“My family? Grace?”
“They’re up there.” His memory leapt.
“Mike?” The doctor chuckled.
“You mean the new sprint champion of Tuscahatchee County? I don’t believe a Sherman tank could remove
him.” David and the doctor gazed at each other.
“You’re pretty busted up, but as far as I can tell there’s nothing we can’t patch.”
David looked up at the rough circle of daylight above him. He felt an old identity flowing into him like the
return of a benevolent ghost.
“Doctor,” he said, smiling with a new inner bearing that was at once profound and risible, “what’s it like on the
outside?” The man smiled back at him.
“You’ll soon be finding out.”
“Doctor,” David said, “you can say that again.”
116.87 Smorgasbord\fn{by Tobias Jonathan Wolff (1945-

)}

Birmingham, Jefferson County, Alabama, U.S.A. (M) 6

1
“A prep school in March is like a ship in the doldrums.” Our history master said this, as if to himself, while we
were waiting for the bell to ring after class. He stood by the window and tapped the glass with his ring in a
dreamy, abstracted way meant to make us think he’d forgotten we were there. We were supposed to get the
impression that when we weren’t around he turned into someone interesting, someone witty and profound, who
uttered impromptu bons mots\fn{Clever remarks.} and had a poetic vision of life.
The bell rang.
I went to lunch. The dining hall was almost empty, because it was a free weekend and most of the boys in
school had gone to New York, or home, or to their friends’ homes, as soon as their last class let out. About the
only ones left were foreigners and scholarship students like me and a few other untouchables of various stripes.
The school had laid on a nice lunch for us, cheese soufflé, but the portions were small and I went back to my room
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still hungry. I was always hungry.
Snow and rain fell past my window. The snow on the quad looked grimy; it had melted above the underground
heating pipes, exposing long brown lines of mud.
I couldn’t get to work. On the next floor down someone kept playing “Mack the Knife.” That one song
incessantly repeating itself made the dorm seem not just empty but abandoned, as if those who had left were never
coming back. I cleaned my room. I tried to read. I looked out the window. I sat down at my desk and studied the
new picture my girlfriend had sent me, unable to imagine her from it; I had to close my eyes to do that, and then I
could see her, see her solemn eyes and the heavy white breasts she would gravely let me hold sometimes, but not
kiss … not yet, anyway. But I had a promise. That summer, as soon as I got home, we were going to become
lovers. “Become lovers.” That was how she’d said it, very deliberately, listening to the words as she spoke them.
All year I had repeated them to myself to take the edge off my loneliness and the fits of lust that made me want to
scream and drive my fists through walls. We were going to become lovers that summer, and we were going to be
lovers all through college, true to each other even if we ended up thousands of miles apart again, and after college
we were going to marry and join the Peace Corps and then do something together that would help people. this was
our plan. Back in September, the night before I left for school, we wrote it all down along with a lot of other
specifics concerning our future: number of children (six), their names, the kinds of dogs we would own, a sketch
of our perfect house. We sealed the paper in a bottle and buried it in her backyard. On our golden anniversary we
were going to dig it up again and show it to our children and grandchildren to prove that dreams can come true.
I was writing her a letter when Crosley came to my room. Crosley was a science whiz. He won the science
prize every year and spent his summers working as an intern in different laboratories. He was also a fanatical
weight lifter. His arms were so knotty that he had to hold them out from his sides as he walked, as if he were
carrying buckets. Even his features seemed muscular. His face was red. Crosley lived down the hall by himself in
one of the only singles in the school. He was said to be a thief; that supposedly was the reason he’d ended up
without a roommate. I didn’t know if it was true, and I tried to avoid forming an opinion on the matter, but
whenever we passed each other I felt embarrassed and dropped my eyes.
Crosley leaned in the door and asked me how things were.
I said okay.
He stepped inside and looked around the room, tilting his head to read my roommate’s pennants and the titles
of our books. I was uneasy. I said, “So what can I do for you,” not meaning to sound as cold as I did but not
exactly regretting it either.
He caught my tone and smiled. It was the kind of smile you put on when you pass a group of people you
suspect are talking about you. It was his usual expression.
He said, “You know Garcia, right?”
“Garcia? Sure. I think so.”
“You know him,” Crosley said. “He runs around with Hidalgo and those guys. He’s the tall one.”
“Sure,” I said. “I know who Garcia is.”
“Well, his stepmother is in New York for a fashion show or something, and she’s going to drive up and take
him out to dinner tonight. She told him to bring along some friends. You want to come?”
“what about Hidalgo and the rest of them?”
“They’re at some kind of polo deal in Maryland. Buying horses. Or ponies, I guess it would be.”
The notion of someone my age buying ponies to play a game with was so unexpected that I couldn’t quite take
it in. “Jesus,” I said.
Crosley said, “How about it. You want to come?”
I’d never even spoken to Garcia. He was the nephew of a famous dictator, and all his friends were nephews
and cousins of other dictators. They lived as they pleased here. Most of them kept cars a few blocks from the
campus, though it was completely against the rules, and I’d heard that some of them kept women as well. They
were cocky and prankish and charming. They moved everywhere in a body with sunglasses pushed up on their
heads and jackets slung over their shoulders, twittering all at once like birds, chinga this and chinga that. The
headmaster was completely buffaloed. After Christmas vacation a bunch of them came down with gonorrhea, and
all he did was call them in and advise them that they should not be in too great a hurry to lose their innocence. It
became a school joke. All you had to do was say the word “innocence” and everyone would crack up.
“I don’t know,” I said.
“Come on,” Crosley said.
“But I don’t even know the guy.”
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“So what? I don’t either.”
“Then why did he ask you?”
“I was sitting next to him at lunch.”
“Terrific,” I said. “That explains you. What about me? How come he asked me?”
“He didn’t. He told me to bring someone else.”
“What, just anybody? Just whoever happened to present himself to your attention?”
Crosley shrugged.
I laughed. Crosley gave me a look to make sure I wasn’t laughing at him, then he laughed, too. “Sounds great,”
I said. “Sounds like a recipe for a really memorable evening.”
“You got something better to do?” Crosley asked.
“No,” I said.
2
The limousine picked us up under the awning of the headmaster’s house. The driver, an old man, got out
slowly and then slowly adjusted his cap before opening the door for us. Garcia slid in beside the woman in back.
Crosley and I sat across from them on seats that pulled down. I caught her scent immediately. For some years
afterward I bought perfume for women, and I was never able to find that one.
Garcia erupted into Spanish as soon as the driver closed the door behind me. He sounded angry, spitting words
at the woman and gesticulating violently. She rocked back a little, then let loose a burst of her own. I stared
openly at her. Her skin was very white. She wore a black cape over a black dress cut just low enough to show her
pale throat and the bones at the base of her throat. Her mouth was red. There was a spot of rouge high on each
cheek, not rubbed in to look like real color but left there carelessly, or carefully, to make you think again how
white her skin was. Her teeth were small and sharp looking, and she bared them in concert with certain gestures
and inflections. As she talked, her little pointed tongue flicked in and out.
She wasn’t a lot older than we were. Twenty-five at the most. Maybe younger.
She said something definitive and cut her hand through the air. Garcia began to answer her, but she said “No!”
and chopped the air again. Then she turned and smiled at Crosley and me. It was a completely false smile. She
said, “Where would you fellows like to eat?” Her voice sounded lower in English, even a little harsh, though the
harshness could have come from her accent. She called us fallows.
“Anywhere is fine with me,” I said.
“Anywhere,” she repeated. She narrowed her big black eyes and pushed her lips together. I could see that my
answer disappointed her. She looked at Crosley.
“There’s supposed to be a good French restaurant in Newbury,” Crosley said. “Also an Italian place. It depends
on what you want.”
“No,” she said. “It depends on what you want. I am not so hungry.”
If Garcia had a preference, he kept it to himself. He sulked in the corner, his round shoulders slumped and his
hands between his knees. He seemed to be trying to make a point of some kind.
“There’s also a smorgasbord,” Crosley said. “If you like smorgasbords.”
“Smorgasbord,” she said. She repeated the word to Garcia. He frowned, then answered her in a sullen
monotone.
I couldn’t believe Crosley had suggested the smorgasbord. It was an egregiously uncouth suggestion. The
smorgasbord was where the local fatguties went to binge. Football coaches brought whole teams there to bulk up.
The food was good enough, and God knows there was plenty of it, all you could eat, actually, but the atmosphere
was brutally matter-of-fact. The food was good, though. Big platters of shrimp on crushed ice. Barons of beef.
Smoked turkey. No end of food, really.
She was smiling. Obviously the concept was new to her. “You—do you like smorgasbords?” she asked
Crosley.
“Yes,” he said.
“And you?” she said to me I nodded. Then, not to seem too wishy-washy, I said, “You bet.”
“Smorgasbord,” she said. She laughed and clapped her hands. “Smorgasbord!”
Crosley gave directions to the driver, and we drove slowly away from the school. She said something to
Garcia. He nodded at each of us in turn and gave our names, then looked away again, out the window, where the
snowy fields were turning dark. His face was long, his eyes sorrowful as a hound’s. He had barely talked to us
while we were waiting for the limousine. I didn’t know why he was mad at his stepmother, or why he wouldn’t
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talk to us, or why he’d even asked us along, but b y now I didn’t really care. By now my sentiments were,
basically, Fuck him.
She studied us and repeated our names skeptically. “No,” she said. She pointed at Crosley and said, “ El
Blanco.” She pointed to me and said, “El Negro.” Then she pointed at herself and said, “I am Linda.”
“Leen-da,” Crosley said. He really overdid it, but she showed her sharp little teeth and said, “Exactamente.”
Then she settled back against the seat and pulled her cape close around her shoulders. It soon fell open again.
She was restless. She sat forward and leaned back, crossed and recrossed her legs, swung her feet impatiently. She
had on black high heels fastened by a thin strap; I could see almost her entire foot. I heard the silky rub of her
stockings against each other, and breathed in a fresh breath of her perfume every time she moved. That perfume
had a certain effect on me. It didn’t reach me as just a smell; it was personal, it seemed to issue from her very
privacy. It made the hair bristle on my arms. It entered my veins like fine, tingling wires, widening my eyes,
tightening my spine, sending faint chills across my shoulders and the backs of my knees. Every time she moved I
felt a little tug, and followed her motion with some slight motion of my own.
When we arrived at the smorgasbord—Swenson’s, I believe it was, or maybe Hansen’s, some such hones
Swede of a name—Garcia refused to get out of the limousine. Linda tried to persuade him, but he shrank back
into his corner and would not answer or even look at her. She threw up her hands. “Ah!” she said, and turned
away. Crosley and I followed her across the parking lot toward the big red barn. Her dress rustled as she walked.
Her heels clicked on the cement.
You could say one thing for the smorgasbord; it wasn’t pretentious. It was in a real barn, not some quaint
fantasy of a barn with butter-churn lamps and little brass ornaments nailed to the walls on strips of leather. At one
end of the barn was the kitchen. The rest of it had been left open and filled with picnic tables. Blazing light bulbs
hung from the rafters. In the middle of the barn stood what my English master would have called the groaning
board—a great table heaped with food, every kind of food you could think of, and more. I had been there several
times, and it always gave me a small, pleasant shock to see how much food there was.
Girls wearing dirndls\fn{A type of dress style with tight bodies, low neck, short sleeves and gathered skirt .} hustled around
the barn, cleaning up messes, changing tablecloths, bringing fresh platters of food from the kitchen.
We stood blinking in the sudden light. Linda paid up, then we followed one of the waitresses across the floor.
Linda walked slowly, gazing around like a tourist. Several men looked up from their food s she passed. I was
behind her, and I looked forbiddingly back at them so they would think she was my wife.
We were lucky; we got a table to ourselves. On crowded nights they usually doubled you up with another
party, and that could be an extremely unromantic experience. Linda shrugged off her cape and waved us toward
the food. “Go on,” she said. She sat down and opened her purse. When I looked back she was lighting a cigarette.
“You’re pretty quiet tonight,” Crosley said as we filled our plates. “You pissed off about something?”
I shook my head. “Maybe I’m just quiet, Crosley, you know?”
He speared a slice of meat and said, “When she called you El Negro, that didn’t mean she thought you were a
Negro. She just said that because your hair is dark. Mine is light, that’s how come she called me El Blanco.”
“I know that, Crosley, Jesus. You think I couldn’t figure that out? Give me some credit, okay?” Then, as we
moved around the table, I said, “You speak Spanish?”
“Un poco. Actually more like un poquito.”
“What’s Garcia mad about?”
“Money. Something about money.”
“Like what?”
He shook his head. “That’s all I could get. But it’s definitely about money.”
I’d meant to start off slow but by the time I reached the end of the table my plate was full. Potato salad, ham,
jumbo shrimp, toast, barbecued beef, eggs Benny.\fn{ Eggs Benedict.} Crosley’s was full, too. We walked back
toward Linda, who was leaning forward on her elbows and looking around the barn. She took a long drag off her
cigarette, lifted her chin, and blew a stream of smoke up toward the rafters. I sat down across from her. “Scoot
down,” Crosley said, and settled in beside me.
She watched us eat for a while.
“So,” she said, “El Blanco. Are you from New York?”
Crosley looked up in surprise. “No, ma’am,” he said. “I’m from Virginia.”
Linda stabbed out her cigarette. She had long fingernails painted the same deep red as the lipstick smears on
her cigarette butt. She said, “I just came from New York, and I can tell you that is one crazy place. Just incredible.
Listen to this. I am in a taxicab, you know, and we are stopping I this traffic jam for a long time and there is a
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taxicab next to us with this fellow in it who stares at me. Like this, you know.” She made her eyes go round. “Of
course I ignore him. So guess what, my door opens and he gets into my cab. ‘Excuse me,’ he says, ‘I want to
marry you.’ ‘That’s nice,’ I say. ‘Ask my husband.’ ‘I don’t care about your husband,’ he says. ‘Your husband is
history. So is my wife.’ Of course I had to laugh. ‘Okay,’ he says. ‘You think that’s funny? How about this.’ Then
he says—” Linda looked sharply at each of us. She sniffed and made a face. “He says things you would never
believe. Never. He wants to do this and he wants to do that. well, I act like I am about to scream. I open my mouth
like this. ‘Hey,’ he says, ‘okay, okay. Relax.’ Then he gets out and goes back to his taxicab. We are still sitting
there for a long time again, and you know what he is doing? He is reading the newspaper. With his hat on. Go
ahead, eat,” she said to us, and nodded toward the food.
A tall, blond girl was carving slices of roast beef onto a platter. She smiled at us. She was hale and bosomy—I
could see the laces on her bodice straining. Her cheeks glowed. Her bare arms and shoulders were ruddy with
exertion. Crosley raised his eyebrows at me. I raised mine back but my heart wasn’t in it. She was a Viking dream,
pure gemütlichkeit, but I was drunk on Garcia’s stepmother, and in that condition you don’t want a glass of milk,
you want more of what’s making you stumble and fall.
Crosley and I filled our plates again and headed back.
“I’m always hungry,” he said.
“I know what you mean,” I told him.
Linda smoked another cigarette while we ate. She watched the other tables as if she were at a movie. I tried to
eat with a little finesse and so did Crosley, dabbing his lips with a napkin between every bulging mouthful, but
some of the people around us had completely slipped their moorings. They ducked their heads low to receive their
food, and while they chewed it up they looked around suspiciously and kept their forearms close to their plates. A
big family to our left was the worst. There was something competitive and desperate about them; they seemed to
be eating their way toward a condition where they would never have to eat again. You would have thought that
they were refugees from a great hunger, that outside these walls the land was afflicted with drought and
barrenness. I felt a kind of desperation myself; I felt as if I were growing emptier with every bite I took.
There was a din in the air, a steady roar like that of a waterfall.
Linda looked around her with a pleased expression. She bore no likeness to anyone here, but she seemed
completely at home. She sent us back for another plate, then dessert and coffee, and while we were finishing up
she asked El Blanco if he had a girlfriend.
“No, ma’am,” Crosley said. “We broke up,” he added, and his red face turned purple. It was clear that he was
lying.
“You. How about you?”
I nodded.
“Ha!” she said. “El Negro is the one! So. What’s her name?”
“Jane.”
“Jaaane,” Linda drawled. “Okay, let’s hear about Jaaane.”
“Jane,” I said again.
Linda smiled.
I told her everything. I told her how my girlfriend and I had met and what she looked like and what our plans
were. I told her more than everything, because I gave certain coy but definite suggestions about the extremes to
which our passion had already driven us. I meant to impress her with my potency, to inflame her, to wipe that
smile off her face, but the more I told her the more wolfishly she smiled and the more her eyes laughed at me.
Laughing eyes—now there’s a cliché my English master would have eaten me alive for. “How exactly did
these eyes laugh?” he would have asked, looking up from my paper while my classmates snorted around me. “Did
they titter, or did they merely chortle? Did they give a great guffaw? Did they, perhaps, scream with laughter?”
I am here to tell you that eyes can scream with laughter. Linda’s did. As I played big hombre for her I could
hear her saying, Okay, El Negro, go on, talk about your little gorlfren, how pretty she is and so on, but we know
what you want, don’t we?—you want to such on my tongue and slobber on my titties and lick my belly and bury
your face in me. That’s what you want.
Crosley interrupted me. “Ma’am …” he said, and nodded toward the door. Garcia was leaning there with his
arms crossed and expression of fury on his face. When she looked at him he turned and walked out the door.
Her eyes went flat. She sat there for a moment. She began to take a cigarette from her case, then put it back
and stood up. “Let’s go,” she said.
Garcia was waiting in the car, rigid and silent. He said nothing on the drive back. Linda swung her foot and
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stared out the window at the passing houses and bright, moonlit fields. Just before we reached the school, Garcia
leaned forward and began speaking to her in a low voice. She listened impassively and did not answer. He was
still talking when the limousine stopped in front of the headmaster’s house. The driver opened the door. Garcia
fixed his eyes on her. Still impassive, she took her pocketbook out of her purse. She opened it and looked inside.
She meditated over the contents, then withdrew a bill and offered it to Garcia. It was a one-hundred-dollar bill.
“Boolshit!” he said, and sat back angrily. With no change of expression she turned and held the bill out to me. I
didn’t know what else to do but take it. She got another one from her pocket and presented it to Crosley, who
hesitated even less than I did. Then she gave us the same false smile she had greeted us with, and said, “Good
night, it was a pleasure to meet you. Good night, good night,” she said to Garcia.
The three of us got out of the limousine. I went a few steps and then slowed down, and began to look back.
“Keep walking!” Crosley hissed.
Garcia let off a string of words as the driver closed the door. I faced around again and walked with Crosley
across the quad. As we approached our dorm he quickened his pace. “I don’t believe it,” he whispered. “A
hundred bucks.” When we were inside the door he stopped and shouted, “A hundred bucks! A hundred fucking
dollars!”
“Pipe down,” someone called.
“All right, all right. Fuck you!” he added.
We went up the stairs to our floor, laughing and banging into each other. “Do you fucking believe it?” he said.
I told him I didn’t.
“Well, neither do I. I don’t fucking believe it.”
There didn’t seem to be much to say after that. I would have invited Crosley in, but to tell the truth I still
thought of him as a thief. We laughed a few more times and said good night.
My room was cold. I took the bill out of my pocket and looked t it. It was new and stiff, the kind of bill you
associate with kidnappings. The picture of Franklin was surprisingly lifelike. I looked at it for a while. An
hundred dollars was a lot of money then. I had never had a hundred dollars before, not in one chunk like this. To
be on the safe side I taped it to a page in Profiles in Courage\fn{By John Fitzgerald Kennedy (1955)}—page 100, so I
wouldn’t forget where it was.
I had trouble getting to sleep. The food I had eaten sat like a stone in me, and I was miserable about the things
I had said. I understood that I had been a liar and a fool. I kept shifting under the covers, then I sat up and turned
on my reading lamp. I picked up the new picture my girlfriend had sent me, and closed my eyes, and when I had
some peace of mind I renewed my promises to her.
We broke up a month after I got home. Her parents were away one night, and we seized the opportunity to
make love in their canopied bed. This was the fifth time that we had made love. She got up immediately afterward
and started putting her clothes on. When I asked her what the problem was, she wouldn’t answer me. I thought , O
Christ, what now. “Come on,” I said, “What’s the problem?”
She was tying her shoes. She looked up and said, “You don’t love me.”
It surprised me to hear this, not be cause she said it but because it was true. Before this moment I hadn’t known
it was true, but it was—I didn’t love her.
For a long time afterward I told myself that I had never really loved her, but this was a lie.
We’re supposed to smile at the passions of the young, and at what we recall of our own passions, as if they
were no more than a series of sweet frauds we had fooled ourselves with and then wised up to. Not only the
passion of boys and girls for each other but the others, too—passion for justice, for doing right, for turning the
world around—all those come in their time under our wintry smiles. But there was nothing foolish about what we
felt. Nothing merely young. I just wasn’t up to it. I let the light go out.
3
Sometime later I heard a soft knock at my door. I was still wide awake. “Yeah,” I said.
Crosley stepped inside. He was wearing a blue dressing gown of some silky material that shimmered in the
dim light of the hallway. He said, “Have you got any Tums or anything?”
“No. I wish I did.”
“You too, huh?” He closed the door and sat on my roommate’s bunk. “Do you feel as bad as I do?”
“How bad do you feel?”
“Like I’m dying. I think there was something wrong with the shrimp.”
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“Come on, Crosley. You ate everything but the barn.”
“So did you.”
“That’s right. That’s why I’m not complaining.”
He moaned and rocked back and forth on the bed. I could hear real pain in his voice. I sat up. “Crosley, are you
okay?”
“I guess,” he said.
“You want me to call the nurse?”
“God,” he said. “No. That’s all right.” He kept rocking. Then, in a carefully offhand way, he said, “Look, is it
okay if I just stay here for a while?”
I almost said no, then I caught myself. “Sure,” I told him. “Make yourself at home.”
He must have heard my hesitation. “Forget it,” he said bitterly. “Sorry I asked.” But he made no move to go.
I felt confused, tender toward Crosley because he was in pain, repelled because of what I had hard about him.
But maybe what I had heard about him wasn’t true. I wanted to be fair, so I said, “Hey, Crosley, do you mind if I
ask you a question?”
“That depends.”
I sat up. Crosley was watching me. In the moonlight his dressing gown was iridescent as oil. He had his arms
crossed over his stomach. “Is it true that you got caught stealing?”
“You fucker,” he said. He looked down at the floor.
I waited.
He said, “You want to hear about it, just ask someone. Everybody knows all about it, right?”
“I don’t.”
“That’s right, you don’t.” He raised his head. “You don’t know shit about it and neither does anyone else.” He
tried to smile. His teeth appeared almost luminous in the cold silver light. “The really hilarious part is, I didn’t
actually get caught stealing it, I got caught putting it back. Not to make excuses. I stole the fucker, all right.”
“Stole what?”
“The coat,” he said. “Robinson’s overcoat. Don’t tell me you didn’t know that.”
I shook my head.
“Ten you must have been living in a cave or something. You know Robinson, right? Robinson was my
roommate. He had this camel’s hair overcoat, this really just beautiful overcoat. I kind of got obsessed with it. I
thought about it all the time. Whenever he went somewhere without it I would put it on and stand in front of the
mirror. Then one day I just took the fucker. I stuck it in my locker over at the gym. Robinson was really upset.
He’d go to his closet ten, twenty times a day, like he thought the coat had just one for a walk or something. So
anyway, I brought it back. He came into the room while I was hanging it up.” Crosley bent forward suddenly, then
leaned back.
“You’re lucky they didn’t kick you out.”
“I wish they had,” he said. “The dean wanted to play Jesus. He got all choked up over the fact that I had
brought it back.” Crosley rubbed his arms. “Man, did I want that coat. It was ridiculous how much I wanted that
coat. You know?” He looked right at me. “Do you know what I’m talking about?”
I nodded.
“Really?”
“Yes.”
“Good.” Crosley lay back against the pillow, then lifted his feet onto the bed. “Say,” he said, “I think I figured
out how come Garcia invited me.”
“Yeah? How come?”
“He was mad at his stepmother, right? He wanted to punish her.”
“So?”
“So I’m the punishment. He probably heard I was the biggest asshole in the school, and figured whoever came
with me would have to be an asshole, too. That’s my theory, anyway.”
I started laughing. It hurt my stomach, but I couldn’t stop. Crosley said, “Come on, man don’t make me
laugh,” then he started laughing and moaning at the same time.
We lay without talking for a time. Crosley said, “El Negro.”
“Yeah.”
“What are you going to do with your C-note?”
“I don’t know. What are you going to do?”
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“Buy a woman.”
“Buy a woman?”
“I haven’t gotten laid in a really long time. In fact,” he said, “I’ve never gotten laid.”
“Me either.”
I thought about his words. Buy a woman. He could actually do it. I could do it myself. I didn’t have to burn like
this for month after month until Jane decided she was ready to give me relief. Three months was a long time to
wait. It was an unreasonable time to wait for anything if you had no good reason to wait, if you could just buy
what you needed. And to think that you could buy this—buy a mouth for your mouth, and arms and legs to wrap
you tight. I had never considered this before. I thought of the money in my book. I could almost feel it there. Pure
possibility.
Jane would never know. It wouldn’t hurt her at all, and in a certain way it might help, because it was going to
be very awkward at first if neither of us had any experience. As a man, I should know what I was doing. It would
be a lot better that way.
I told Crosley that I like his idea. “The time has come to lose our innocence,” I said.
“Excactamente,” he said.
And so we sat up and took counsel, leaning toward each other from the beds, holding our swollen bellies,
whispering back and forth about how this thing might be done, and where, and when.
116.356 Excerpt from Her Work: “Bad Girls”\fn{by Harryette Mullen (1953Alabama, U.S.A. (F) 1

)}

Florence, Lauderdale County,

There were always bad girls. Fast girls. Girls who were “developed” at thirteen. Who surprised everyone with
their sudden lovely breasts when other girls their age were still wearing undershirts. Who learned early how to
take what God gave them and use it in devilish ways. They noticed how men would look at them, and they
thought it gave them power they could use for themselves. They were hot enough to set a man on fire. They were
the girls who most often got into trouble. Whose mamas never taught them better or who were just wild and fast
and wouldn’t listen.
The bad girls wore tight clothes and high-heeled shoes and smeared bright lipstick on their little girl faces.
They streaked and tinted their hair and grew their fingernails long and pointed. Wore a different color of nail
polish on each finger. They smoked cigarettes. They went to dances and stayed out late. Even in church they were
giving some boy the eye. They had stiff bras that pointed and pushed out. Made you think about what was inside
their clothes. The bad girls always sat with a boy in the balcony of the theater. When the movie was over, they
would have to smooth their rumpled and disheveled clothing, pat down the mussed-up hairdo. They let the boys
feel on their ass when they slow-danced. They were like bitch dogs, letting the boys sniff between their legs.
The fast-tailed girls were the bad examples that mothers preached against. The ones who broke their mamas’
hearts. Who ran off and were never mentioned by their families anymore. They were the bad crowd it didn’t do no
good to run with. They were girls with a bad reputation. Girls no decent boy would be seen with. Girls who
sneaked around at night doing sinful and nasty things. And it was going to ruin their lives. No one would want
them after all the boys had “run through” them. They were girls who had cheapened themselves. Young Jezebels.
Sluts, strumpets, whores, trollops, low-down dirty gals. Girls who would lie down anywhere, any time, for
anybody. Who left their scent in the grass. Who were fucked behind bushes and in the back-seat of cars. Who
would just as soon hike their dresses up in an alley or a dark hallway ‘cause they wore no drawers, and so they
were always ready. They were young tramps. Girls who could be had “for a fish sandwich and a bottle of orange
soda water.”
Some of them had big legs and creamy skin. Brown, wavy hair tied back in a long ponytail with a red ribbon.
Gray-green cat-colored eyes. Others were smooth, deep-black satin and thin as knife-blades. Their smiles cut a
slice of flashing white in their nighttime faces. The whites of their eyes, rolling sad and slow in the dark face,
could, without warning, slash at you suddenly with a cutting glance. Some were chubby brown girls with dimples
or charming gaps in their teeth, who already looked maternal as hens. Who soon would have babies their mamas
would raise.
The bad girls would go on welfare, or they might get involved with a pimp or with drugs, or both. They would
make some more babies for their mamas to raise. Some of them would end up dead. Shot in the head by a crazyjealous man or some man’s jealous wife or stabbed in some free-for-all in some low-life dive. They might get
picked up for shoplifting or hustling or writing bad checks. Some would go from man to man, collecting scars as
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they once had collected high school class rings from boyfriends, chunky, oversized rings strung on a chain around
their neck.
They might shack up with a man who was as beat down and desperate as they were. They might live in
alcoholic squalor in some low-rent, one-room apartment, or run-down, evil-smelling shotgun house. But no one
expected that they would ever marry or prosper. It was agreed they would live lives of sin and shame. It was
assumed they would never be happy. Certainly they had no respect—from others or for themselves.
And if one of them, grown up now, was seen walking down the street, shaking her behind and looking good in
a tight purple dress, walking like she knew she was the finest-looking thing on the sidewalk, it was, “Well, it just
ain’t caught up with her yet.”
Or if she was heard laughing with a man, her gold tooth flashing as she held on to her drink in the Green Parrot
Lounge or the China Doll Club, laughing a clean laugh with no sharp edges and fully enjoying the sound of her
laughter, then it was, “Well, she’s laughing now, but wait and see, there will come a time …”
If somehow she got her hands on some money and opened her own club or beauty shop or steam table
cafeteria, it was, “Where she get the money from to go into business for herself? Couldn’t be any kind of honest
money behind that.”
Even if she finally settled down and married some man who didn’t know or didn’t care what she had been—
some hard-working man who took in all her bastard children and brought his paycheck home every week. And
even if she started going back to church again regular and joined the choir and tithed every Sunday, still the
matrons, wearing pastel hats covered with chiffon flowers, would circle the preacher after the service and see to it
she never hovered too close to the Reverend. Never shook his hand too long after a sermon on the wages of sin.
*ALASKA*
198.53 1. The Mountains That Clapped Together 2. How The Little Owl’s Name Was Changed. 3. How The
Mouse And The Flea Became Fast Friends 4. Mr. Crow Takes A Wife 5. Mr. Crow And The Mussel 6. Mr. Crow
And The Whale 7. How The Sea Gulls Learned To Fly 8. How the Ptarmigans Learned To Fly 9. How Mr. Crane’s
Eyes Became Blue 10. How The Foxes Became Red: Ten Folktales\fn{probably by a single Eskimo informant of Charles
Edward Gillham (1898- ), born in the latter quarter of the 19 th century, or slightly earlier} near or at Hooper Bay, Wade
Hampton Census Area, Alaska, U.S.A. (M) 18
1
Every springtime, when the ducks and the geese migrate northward from the United States and Mexico, to
raise their little ones in the great flats up by the Bering Sea, the Eskimo children watch anxiously to see how
many of them come back. Sometimes one will hear a little boy say,
“Look at the poor geese; they look so tired. They probably had to fly very fast to get by the Clapping
Mountains.”
The Eskimo people at Hooper Bay found out about the Clapping Mountains, many, many years ago, only by
accident. They had noticed for years that sometimes the ducks and the geese and the swans were very plentiful;
then, other years, they were quite scarce. The. people always wondered what happened to all the birds that had
gone south the fall before. The Eskimos have no place to go to get meat, and in the springtime they are often very
hungry.
It is at this time, usually, that the geese and the ducks come. Often they save the Eskimo people from starving.
There is nothing else for them to eat, unless they are lucky enough to a get a seal. So each year the little children
always watch to see if many birds come back from their winter trip in the United States. They always say,
“We hope the birds can get by the Clapping Mountains, so that we can have enough to eat.”
The Clapping Mountains were discovered by an old Eskimo man and an old Eskimo woman who lived over by
the Kashunuk River. One summer, as they were out picking salmon berries so that they could make Eskimo ice
cream in the winter, they heard a funny little cheeping noise. It came from a tussock of grass.
“What can that noise be?” the old man asked his wife. “It sounds like some little bird peeping.”
“I can see nothing,” the old lady said. “Do you suppose it could be a ghost?”
They listened again, and looked toward the bunch of grass. As they looked, out walked a young Canadian
goose. He was hardly larger than a big robin and his black-olive back was covered with soft downy feathers. It
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was almost like fur, soft and fluffy. Right up to the little old woman came the little goose, peeping brokenheartedly as he waddled through the grass.
“The poor little bird is lost,” said the old man. “We will take him home with us and feed him some nice goose
grass, which grows in the Kashunuk River.”
So Twaddles, as the Eskimos called him, came to live with the old lady and the old man. He grew very fast on
the goose grass the people gave him. As he grew up, he taught the old man and the old woman how to talk the
language of the Canadian geese. He told them how his mother and father had been killed by bad foxes right in
front of his eyes and how he had hidden for two days afterward. He had been so afraid that he was crying when
the old people had found him.
When fall came, the young goose was quite large. Sometimes he would fly around the igloo, but he always
came back to the old people. Often, though, he would talk of the time when he would have to leave them to
migrate to the South with the other birds. The old people felt very sad about his leaving, but they knew the very
cold weather would be bad for their pet. When all the streams froze over he could not get his favorite goose grass
that grew by the banks.
One day Twaddles flew out over the tundra to practice flying and to make his wings strong for the long flight
he must make to California for the winter. He was gone a very long time, and the old people were afraid he had
left or that some hunter had shot him. However, late in the evening he returned and with him came another nice
Canadian goose—a young lady goose who was very shy and afraid of the people at first. Her name was Waddles.
She was a very fat young bird.
The old man and the old woman treated her just as they did Twaddles. They talked to her in the language they
had learned from him. Soon they were fast friends and the two geese decided they would fly to California
together. As both of them were young geese, they decided to wait until a flock of Canadian geese came by; then
they would go with them. They were sure there would be some old gander in the bunch who would know the best
places to go, where the goose grass was nice and thick and where the hunters were not too numerous.
One. night it was clear and cold. In the morning Twaddles and Waddles saw the first ice they had ever seen
along the edge of the Kashunuk River. Somehow they knew the time was about right for them to go, and they told
the old Eskimos that when the next bunch of geese came by they would fly up and ask them if they could fly
along. They would not stop to say good-by, but next spring they would be back to tell them all about the things
they saw in the United States. They ate a lot of nice goose grass so that they would not be hungry, and kept
watching the sky to the north to see if there were any Canadian geese coming their way.
In the afternoon Twaddles saw a large flock of geese approaching. They were white-fronted geese, so he and
Waddles did not try to go with them. The Canadian geese and the white-fronted geese do not talk the same
language, so they thought it would be better to wait. Another flock of birds passed, but they were white snow
geese. They watched the birds as they sailed out of sight and Waddles sighed,
“I hope we did not wait too long.”
She had no more than said this when they heard the call of the Canadian geese. A flock of about a hundred
birds was coming close. Twaddles and Waddles called a hasty good-by to their Eskimo friends and flew up to
meet the birds that were rapidly approaching.
A large gander was flying at the head of the geese. Strung out behind him, in a V-shaped formation, came the
rest of the birds. Twaddles spoke to the old gander.
“May we fly along with you as you go to the South? We are young geese and do not know the way.”
“Certainly,” said the big gander. “You may go behind and fly at the rear of the flock with the other young
geese. We are going to California for the winter. But where is your father and mother? Why are you alone while
you are still so young?:
Then Twaddles told the gander of the bad fox. The old goose nodded his head.
“Yes, I know; many of our people are taken each year by the foxes. Now drop behind, you two young geese. I
am very busy up here at the head of the flock. I must not only watch out for hunters but also break through the
clear frosty air, and that is hard work. You will find that it is much easier to fly in the rear.”
So Waddles and Twaddles dropped back to the end of the flock and talked to the other young geese. They were
all very excited at taking such a long trip. They seemed to be awfully nice young geese and they would often sing
as they flew. Their song sounded a bit like
“Honk-honk-uroonk—uroonk. Honk-honk—uroonk.”
Once as they passed over a town the old gander called back that it was Bethel, Alaska. Then they saw large
mountains. One of the older geese said the highest one was Mount McKinley. It was over twenty thousand feet
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high and over a hundred miles away. He said that he did not think even the strong old gander could fly over the
top of it because the air was so thin.
About once every hour another old gander would change places with the one flying at the head of the Vformation, for it was very hard work to break the air. One time the old gander to whom Twaddles had first spoken
came back to fly with them and talk to them. He was surprised to hear Twaddles had been raised by the two old
Eskimos and that they had learned his language. Then he asked Waddles, who her father and mother were and
how it happened that she was alone.
Waddles said that when she was about a month old she was swimming in the Kashunuk River, with her
brothers and sisters and her parents. Suddenly, she said, two large glaucous gulls dived down from the sky upon
them. Two of her brothers were captured by the gulls. The rest of them dived under the water, and when she came
up she was entangled in the grass and could only get her head out. The gulls swooped back again at the rest of her
brothers and sisters. Her folks were very busy fighting them away and drifted downstream. That was the last time
she ever saw any of her people. Finally she got free from the grass, by cutting it off with her strong bill. Then she
was lost and did not see anyone else until she met Twaddles.
The old gander told them that the trip they were making was a very hard one.
“The hunters are not so bad,” he said, “but we are always afraid when we go between the Clapping
Mountains.”
“The Clapping Mountains!” cried Twaddles. “What are they?”
“They are two high mountains that are very close together,” the old gander said. “All of the birds who fly south
must pass between them. Every little while they clap together, just as you clap your hands, and anyone caught
between them is crushed to death,”
“How horrible!” said Waddles. “Why can’t we fly around the two bad mountains and escape such a danger?”
“Maybe we could,” said the old gander. “But none of the birds ever do. The Great Spirit wants us to fly
between the two mountains.”
“Does the Great Spirit want us to be killed?” asked Waddles, for she was a very practical young goose. “I
would not think he would wish such a thing to happen to us.”
“The Great Spirit is good,” said the old gander. “But he wants us to fly between the Clapping Mountains to test
us and make us strong. Any geese that cannot fly fast will be crushed. Those who can escape are strong, and their
children will be strong too. If we did not have the Clapping Mountains, it would not be long until all the geese
were weak and frail. Then the foxes would catch us and the glaucous gulls would kill us. Soon there would be no
geese left.”
When all the young geese were quite tired, the old gander sailed downward and alighted on a sand bar out in
the middle of the river. There was nice goose grass growing on it and all the geese ate their supper greedily, for
they were very hungry. Then they squatted down on the soft sand. They were very tired and were soon fast asleep.
Twaddles did not know that the old ganders took turn about during the night to watch for anything that might
harm them. Sometimes large owls might bother them, or mink, or other animals that could swim to the sand bar.
They were in no danger from foxes, at any rate, for foxes hate to get their tails wet.
They were up early the next day, and had more goose grass for breakfast. Then all the geese started off again.
That night they stopped on another sand bar.
The next day they came to the Clapping Mountains. The old gander alighted near a bunch of white-fronted
geese, on a sand bar just about half a mile from the mountains.
“We will stop here, like the other geese,” he announced, “and get a good rest. You may all watch the
mountains, too, and see just how they work so that you will know just how fast you must fly to get: through.”
They all gazed at the two mountains with their flat straight sides so close together. Suddenly they shook
slightly, then came together with a quick, hard “smack.”
Twaddles and Waddles shuddered, and the other young geese looked frightened. Then the old gander spoke.
“I have been through the Clapping Mountains twenty times,” he stated quietly. “This will be the twenty-first
time. You all follow me closely after we get rested, and we will dash through right after we see them clap
together.”
The Canadian geese squatted on the sand bar and rested. They saw the mountains clap together several times.
After that they were not so afraid. Soon they saw the old gander of the white-fronted geese nod to his flock, and
away they went to fly between the Clapping Mountains.
“Do not watch them,” the old gander cautioned. “If some of the white-fronts are caught, it will make you feel
very bad. Look the other way, and we will pray that all of them are strong so they may fly fast and escape.” After
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Twaddles and Waddles had heard the mountains clap twice more, the old gander spoke again.
“Now we will go,” he said quietly. “Remember to follow me closely right through the middle air path between
the mountains. Fly very fast.”
The wise old bird sprang easily into the air, and the rest of the flock followed him. Straight toward the narrow
pass between the Clapping Mountains he flew. As the Canadian geese got almost to them, so close that they were
only a few yards away, the two mountains came together with a terrific bang. :
“Now,” shouted the old gander, “after me, and fly, fly fast!”
With a great burst of speed he dashed forward. The other geese followed close behind, flying as hard as they
could. Poor Waddles, she felt so fat and slow on the wing that she wished she had not eaten so much of the nice
goose grass during the summer.
“Faster,” urged the old gander. “There is not a moment to spare!”
Onward swept the geese, their wings going so fast they were almost a blur in the clear cold air. Some of the
younger geese were dropping behind, Twaddles felt sure; but he did not dare to look. They were almost through
the mountains when poor Waddles gave a frightened squawk. She had strained a muscle of her wing, so hard was
she working, and she started dropping behind.
Twaddles was greatly frightened, for he liked Waddles very much. Quickly he dropped back behind his friend
and, putting his strong bill beneath her poor wing, pushed as hard as he could, and flew with all his might.
Suddenly he saw the mountains move slightly. With it. tremendous shove he and Waddles popped out into the
clear sky again as the mountains came together with a terrible thud, not five feet behind Twaddles’ tail.
“My, that was a close call,” Twaddles panted. “How art: you, Waddles? Does your wing hurt badly?”
“It is very sore,” she answered. “I can fly all right now that we do not have to go so fast. But oh, Twaddles,
there are some of those very young geese who did not make it.”
“I know,” Twaddles replied. “But it was the wish of the Great Spirit. Maybe he has other plans for them. Now
we must not think of it. We will never be afraid of the Clapping Mountains again, for he has allowed us to get
through this time while we are so young. When we return from California next spring, we will be still stronger
and can fly faster.”
Twaddles and Waddles did come back north the next spring, as all birds do. They had a delightful time and
flew straight back through the Clapping Mountains without mishap. Late one evening they saw the Kashunuk
River and alighted near the igloo of the old Eskimo man and the old Eskimo woman. My, how glad the old people
were to see them!
In the language of the Canadian geese Twaddles told the old people of their trip to California and about the
Clapping Mountains. So it was that the other Eskimo people learned of the terrible mountains that all the birds
must pass between. For the old Eskimo man and woman told all .the people they knew about the strange things
Twaddles told them. That is the reason why, even today, at Hooper Bay near the Kashunuk River, the little Eskimo
boys will say,
“Look at the poor geese flying. They are very tired after coming between the Clapping Mountains, where they
had to fly so fast.”
2
Every spring in Alaska, a little owl would come north with the other birds. It was a tiny owl and flew
noiselessly over the tundra on its soft, downy wings. At first the Eskimos called him Anipausigak, which meant
“the little owl.” Later, after the Eskimos knew more about the bird, they called him Kerayule, which means in
their language “the owl that makes no noise when he flies.”
In the very early days, before the white men came to Alaska, the Eskimos had no matches and it was very
difficult for them to have a fire. Also there was very little wood in the Eskimo country.
One spring there was one family living all by themselves that had a bit of fire, but there was no place where
they could get any if this went out. In the middle of the igloo was a pit, or hole, in the floor. Here a tiny little fire
was kept burning at all times. Always someone watched it and tended it. The smoke went curling out of the
window in the top of the igloo.
In this igloo were a little boy and a little girl with their mother and father. All times of the day and night
someone had to stay in the house and watch the tiny fire. One day when the little girl was all alone—her folks
were out hunting seals—some bad people came to the igloo.
“Oh, so you are all alone, little girl,” one of them said. “I suppose you are watching the fire so that it does not
go out?”
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“Yes,” said the little girl. “It would be very bad if we lost our fire. We would be very cold and would have
nothing to cook by. I must watch it carefully so that when my parents come home there will be a warm house here
to greet them.” The bad man laughed.
“You will not have to watch your fire any more, little girl, for we have no fire in our igloo and we are going to
take yours with us.”
How frightened the little girl was and how badly she felt to think she was going to lose the fire! She thought
quickly.
“Can’t I make you some fire on another stick, Mr. Man?” she asked. “Then you can take it with you and I will
still have some left for my mother and father and my little brother when they come home from hunting seals.”
“I haven’t time to wait for you to make new fire,” the bad man said, “and, besides, I do not care if you are cold
and hungry.”
With that he grabbed the fire and went away with it, leaving the poor little girl crying and all her fire gone.
When the mother and father and little brother came home they found the igloo cold, and the little girl told them
what had happened. Hastily the father took his bow and arrow and set out to the igloo of the bad men to get his
fire. When he got there, however, he found that they had two men who guarded the fire day and night. They were
big men and had big spears, and bows and arrows too. So the poor man could not get his fire away from them. He
begged them to let him have just a little of it to carry back to his wife and children, but they only laughed at him.
So for several days the good Eskimos had a terrible time. 1t was very cold and they could not make a fire with
anything. At last, one night, the father Eskimo thought of a plan. He called for the little owl, Kerayule, who makes
no noise when he flies.
“Please, little owl, will you help us?” the Eskimo man asked him. “You see we have no fire, and we are cold.
Please will you get our fire back for us from the bad men who took it away?”
“How can 1 do that?” asked the little owl. “I would like to help you, but they have spears and bows and
arrows. Besides, they are much stronger than I am. Just how do you think I could get the fire?”
“You make no noise when you fly,” the Eskimo man replied. “They will not hear you coming in the night. Also
you can see in the darkness, and you can go straight to their igloo. The window in the top of it will be open, and
you can look in and see how you can get the fire for us.”
“I never thought of that,” said the little owl. “I think, maybe, I can get the fire for you. I can see in the darkness
and I make no noise at all when I fly.”
So the little owl set off through the dark night to the igloo where the bad men lived. Carefully the owl flew
over the igloo and he did not make a sound. He looked into the window in the top where the smoke came out. He
saw the fire—just one small stick burning in the fire pit. Also he saw one of the bad men sitting by it. He seemed
to be asleep. The little owl hovered lower and alighted without a sound on the edge of the window.
Silently, like a great soft feather, the little owl fluttered down into the igloo. Right by the fire pit, the little owl
landed on the floor and the man did not see him. Maybe he was asleep, but the owl was not sure. Hopping softly
across to the stick of fire, the little owl took the unburned end in his mouth and, with a great flutter, flew straight
up through the open window in the top of the igloo.
As he did, the man awakened. He grabbed his bow and arrow to shoot the little owl, but was too late. Out into
the night sailed the little owl, through the black darkness. He flew straight to the igloo of the good Eskimos. The
children were watching for the little owl, and soon they saw the fire come flying through the black sky.
“Look!” shouted the little girl. “See the sparkling fire coming!”
And to this day the Eskimos at Hooper Bay call the little owl “sparkling fire owl,” or Kennreirk in their
language. Sometimes in the sparkling fire owl comes to Hooper Bay and hovers around the people, they will
listen closely to see if they can hear him make any noise. Sometimes—very rarely—he makes a little snapping
with his beak, or a flutter with his wings. If the people can hear him make any noise they are very glad, for that is
the best of good omens. They say the little sparkling fire owl is sending them good luck. If they go hunting they
are sure to get a seal, or an eider duck, or a fat fish.
The Eskimo people love the little sparkling fire owl because he brings them good luck and, too, when they see
him they know the springtime has come to stay.
3
Once upon a time, many, many years ago, before the white men came to Alaska, there lived a mouse and a flea.
They were the best of friends. Each had his igloo and lived alone, though they often visited each other. There were
no other animals close by for the mouse and the flea to talk to, and they really spent too much time together.
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When spring came, after a hard winter, each of them would be thoroughly sick of the other. When the flea was
away hunting, the mouse would often think how much he detested Mr. Flea. Then he would go over to the flea’s
igloo and chew his snowshoes all to bits, or maybe he would take Mr. Flea’s bedding and tie it in hard knots.
Sometimes he would take the firewood and throw it out in the snow, or do anything mean that he could think of to
his friend.
Mr. Flea would return home and find that everything he had was in ruins. He would be very put out about it;
and just as soon as Mr. Mouse left his igloo to go out hunting, the flea would do something mean to him..
Sometimes he would put mud in Mr. Mouse’s tea pail,\fn{ The Eskimo custom of drinking tea was brought to them by the
Russians, when Alaska was a Russian colony } or maybe he would put a piece of bark over the stovepipe so that when the
mouse started a fire he would almost choke to death with the smoke. One time Mr. Flea even put a lot of tiny fleas
in Mr. Mouse’s bedding. Poor Mr. Mouse was scratching for months trying to get rid of them.
Mr. Mouse had a burrow down toward the seashore. He had spent much time in building it and it went along
just beneath the grass, like an arbor. He could go down and see the ocean whenever he wished, and the owls,
hawks, and foxes could not see him. He was very proud of his grass tunnel and often bragged about it.
One time when Mr. Flea came home and found that the mouse had chewed up everything in his house, even
the quilts on his bed, he was very cross. Just as soon as the mouse went hunting the next day, Mr. Flea worked as
hard as he could tearing down the beautiful grass tunnel Mr. Mouse had built. Upon his return Mr. Mouse came by
the seashore and went into his tunnel, for a large white owl had been trying to catch Mr. Mouse all winter.
“Now I am in my nice tunnel,” he said to himself. “The old owl cannot see me tonight.”
Mr. Mouse went hopping merrily toward his igloo. Suddenly a cold wind hit him and he looked up over his
head. There was no grass arbor above him and he could see the stars.
Just then the big owl swooped down. Mr. Mouse had to drop his bow and arrow and scamper as fast as he
could to keep from being caught. He got home all out of breath and very angry with Mr. Flea.
“I’ll fix that old flea this time,” Mr. Mouse muttered as he boiled his teakettle. “I’ll sneak over to his igloo and
scare him most to death.”
As soon as it was quite dark, Mr. Mouse took off his boots and crept over to the igloo where the old flea lived.
Very quietly the mouse crawled up on the top of Mr. Flea’s house and opened the window. There, inside, he saw
Mr. Flea fast asleep and snoring very loudly. As silently as possible Mr. Mouse got an old washtub and filled it
with rocks; then suddenly he threw it right down into the flea’s igloo and, at the same time, yelled just as loud as
he could.
What a clatter and bang the old washtubful of rocks made! Poor Mr. Flea gave the biggest jump that he ever
gave in his life. He was so frightened he jumped clear out of his skin, and three of his legs came right off.
“Ouch!” Mr. Flea cried, for it hurt when his legs came off. “Oh, that terrible mouse! He did this to me—
frightened me so badly that I jumped clear out of my skin.”
Mr. Flea started to work trying to get back into his skin, for it was quite cold and very stiff and hard to get into.
At last he got it back on. Then he put back one leg, then another leg, and at last he got the third leg put back into
place.
“I will get even with that old mouse,” he said. “I’ll scare him so badly that he will never bother me again.”
So the flea waited. He stayed awake all night, and just before daybreak he crept over to the igloo where Mr.
Mouse lived. Mr. Flea had taken off his boots so that he would not make a bit of noise. He went up on the top of
Mr. Mouse’s house and opened the window real quietly; then he peeked in. There lay the old mouse sound asleep
and he was snoring very loudly. Mr. Flea smiled to himself and went down to the beach to get a great big
bucketful of mud.
Again Mr. Flea crawled up on the top of Mr. Mouse's igloo. This time he had the big bucketful of mud with
him. Taking good aim, the flea threw the whole bucketful of cold, wet mud right down on top of Mr. Mouse’s
head. As he did so, he shrieked just as loud as he could, and yelled,
“High water—the ocean is coming.”
Poor Mr. Mouse was frightened even more than Mr. Flea had been. He was sure the ocean was coming right
into his igloo and that he was being drowned in mud. Pawing at the bucket over his head, he gave a tremendous
jump and, when he did, he jumped clear out of his skin, just as Mr. Flea had done, and two of his legs came off.
His tail came off, too.
Then Mr. Mouse saw what had happened. Mr. Flea had frightened him so badly with only a bucket of mud! He
tried to get back into his skin, but it was cold and stiff and he could get just partway into it. The flea watched him
through the window in the top of the igloo and laughed as he saw him struggling to put his skin back on. Mr.
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Mouse worked hard, but he had got very fat during the wintertime and he just could not get into his skin at all.
Finally he looked up at Mr. Flea and spoke.
“I guess I am going to die, because I cannot get my skin on again. Also, two of my legs are where I cannot
reach them; and my tail is over there in the corner, under the bed. I guess it is just as well. We were once great
friends and now we cannot get along together. Good-by, Mr. Flea; I think I shall die.”
When Mr. Flea heard this, he stopped laughing.
“What will I ever do without Mr. Mouse to talk with?” he wondered.
Hurriedly he went down into the igloo and helped Mr. Mouse get into his skin. The flea pulled as hard as he
could and finally Mr. Mouse got back into it, though he felt very tired. Next, the flea got Mr. Mouse’s tail out
from under the bed and put that back on him, too. Then he got him his two legs and Mr. Mouse pulled them back
into place.
“Whew!” said Mr. Mouse. “That was a close call. If you had not helped me, Mr. Flea, I would have died very
quickly.” Mr. Mouse shook hands with Mr. Flea and said to him,
“Let’s never fight with each other again. We were made to bother people, but not each other. Whenever I can, I
will chew up the things that belong to people; and whenever you can, you can bite people and get into their hair.
But never shall we bother each other again.”
Mr. Flea agreed that what Mr. Mouse had said was right. They lived close to each other in their own igloos but
never annoyed each other again.
Mr. Mouse and Mr. Flea had spent too much time together. That is why they had such terrible fights.
“Short visits make long friends.”
4
Once upon a time there lived an old crow. He really was not a bad fellow, but he was rather proud and puffed
up about himself and he thought he was very wise. Mr. Crow was as black as coal and in those days he had a long
tail about which he was rather vain.
He was unhappy, though, for he did not have a wife. Several of the birds he asked to marry him had refused.
“We know you are quite wise, Mr. Crow, but you are such a greedy bird. We like grass and tender roots to eat.
You hunt old dead things along the beach and you seldom eat the nice food we do. No, Mr. Crow,” the birds
replied, “we do not want to marry you.”
So Mr. Crow was sad as fall came on and he saw the birds leaving to go south. He could see long strings of
geese and other birds as they headed south, driving their bird sleds through the sky. He looked up, and coming
right over him were Mr. White-fronted Goose and his family. The old gander was in front, pulling, in the harness
and, behind, his wife held the handle bars of the sled. The children were riding.
“Hello there, Mr. White-front,” the old crow called. “Have you any daughters who would like to marry? I am
looking for a wife and I would like to go south for the winter.” Mr. Goose looked down at Mr. Crow, but he kept
on pulling away at his sky sled.
“No, Mr. Crow,” he replied, “my daughters are rather young to marry. Besides, you do not eat the things we do
and you would always be away, hunting along the seashore. That is a lovely boat you are building, but our girls do
not need a boat; they can all swim.”
So the white-fronted geese went on their way. Mr. Crow continued to work on his boat. He had an adz, a queer
tool that all the Eskimo people use. They can take a round log and chop along it and make it up into boards. So the
old crow worked on as another flock of geese came by. They were emperor geese, and Mr. Crow looked up at
them. The old gander was pulling the sled arid he leaned into the harness, for he was very strong. In the sled his
one child, a girl goose, was riding. His wife was riding on the runners and holding the handle bars. They were
really a beautiful family, with their pretty pearl-gray backs and their white heads flashing in the sun.
“Hello, Mr. Emperor Goose,” the old crow called to the family. “That is a beautiful daughter you have. Do you
think she would care to marry me? I would like to go with you to the birdland for the winter.”
Mr. Emperor Goose looked down at Mr. Crow, and the girl goose blushed.
“I do not know, Mr. Crow. Maybe it will be all right if our daughter is willing. That is a fine kayak you are
building; but she really needs none, for she can swim very well.”
The old gander stopped near the igloo to talk it over. He took off the harness he wore while pulling the sky
sled, and sat down on the grass.
“What do you think about it, Mamma?” he asked Mrs. Emperor Goose.
“I suppose it is all right,” she said, looking at Mr. Crow and his long tail. “He really is making a lovely kayak
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and he would not be such a bad-looking son-in- law. I am afraid, though, he would have trouble keeping up with
us as we go to the birdland for the winter. We go very fast, for our sky sled is not heavily loaded. What if he
should fall off as we cross the big wide ocean?”
“Oh, I am quite strong,” Mr. Crow bragged, and he arched his long tail as he saw that Mrs. Goose had noticed
it. “I can pull the sky sled, myself, and I will not get tired when we cross the big wide ocean. Just wait until I put
on my parka and my water boots and close the igloo door. I am all ready to leave.” Mr. Crow was so excited that
he worked quickly.
“What a lovely goose girl the young Emperor woman is,” he thought.
How he would show off before them when he took his turn pulling the sky sled! Soon Mr. Crow was all ready.
“You had better ride behind on the runners and hold the handle bars,” Mr. Emperor Goose told the old crow. “It
is really quite hard work and I do not think you are strong enough to do it.”
“Nonsense,” said Mr. Crow, putting on the harness. “I will pull the sled through the sky, and you ride on the
runner, Mr. Goose, and hold to the handle bars.”
Mr. Crow set off as fast as he could go. He wanted to show the young goose girl how strong he was, and he
pulled as hard as he could.
“Mercy,” said Mrs. Emperor Goose, “we certainly are going fast! We should be to the big wide ocean tonight if
we go this swiftly. Mr. Crow is really quite strong.”
So the old crow pulled all the harder. The goose girl and her mother rode on the sky sled, and Mr. Emperor
Goose held the handle bars and rode on the runner. They passed several families of other birds who were not
pulling their sky sleds so fast. All of them were surprised to see Mr. Crow doing all the work.
After quite a distance the old crow grew tired. He had never been so fagged out in all his life. He was sorry,
now, that he had not let Mr. Emperor Goose pull, in the harness, and his wings hurt so that he could hardly go
another foot.
“Here, Mr. Crow,” the Emperor Goose said, “let me pun the sky sled.”
“Oh, I can pull it, Mr. Goose,” and the old crow spurted up a bit. “I really am very strong. I think I can pull the
sled clear to the land where the birds live.”
He pulled all the harder, but he was getting very weak. At last the old gander went up and took the harness
from Mr. Crow.
“You ride behind and hold the handlebars,” he told him. “I will pull the sky sled for a while.”
Poor Mr. Crow was so tired he was almost dead. His lovely tail, which had streamed out behind, now drooped
down. He hung on to the handle bars; and Mr. Emperor Goose went like the wind. Soon they came to the big wide
ocean and started right across. When they were half way, Mr. Crow was still gasping for breath.
Suddenly they hit a rough cloud of air and the sky sled gave a terrible bounce. The poor old crow fell right off
behind. He was so tired that he could not even say a word, and on went Mr. Goose with the sled. Mrs. Emperor
Goose and the daughter were looking ahead, enjoying the ride. They did not know that Mr. Crow had fallen off
right over the big wide ocean.
The old crow flapped as hard as he could to keep from falling into the big wide ocean. His beautiful tail was
drooping and he was very weary.
“Goodness,” he said, “the goose people do not know that I have fallen off the sled and they are going on
without me. I do not think I can ever fly the rest of the way across the big wide ocean.”
Mr. Crow flapped his tired wings as strongly as he could, but he kept getting lower and lower in the sky. Soon
he was only a few feet above the waves and he knew that soon he would fall right in if he did not flap his wings
harder.
“Oh, I am going to drown,” he thought, “and I was just going to marry the beautiful goose girl. Why did I ever
act so foolish and try to pull the sky sled so fast?”
As he got closer down to the water, Mr. Crow looked ahead. He could still see Mr. Emperor Goose pulling his
sled, and right beneath him he could see the shore of the big wide ocean. If he could only fly a little farther! Mr.
Crow flapped and flapped, but he just could not make it. At last a big wave touched his wing; then another
touched his tail and—kerplop!—the old crow fell right into the water. The shore was only a few feet away.
How Mr. Crow did wish that he had learned to swim like the geese! He went clear under and down to the
bottom. Giving a kick with his feet, up he came again. The salty water from the big wide ocean got into Mr.
Crow’s nose and went down his throat. He choked terribly. Down he went and up he came again. He had salty
water in his eyes and he was gasping. Surely, now, he would drown.
Just then a big wave larger than the others washed Mr. Crow right out onto the sand. Hastily he dragged his
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long wet tail up away from the edge of the water.
For a long time Mr. Crow lay on the sand and gasped for breath; the water in his mouth tasted very bad and he
had a stomach-ache. At last he sat up, took off his parka, and wrung the water out of it. Then he shook the water
from his long tail and felt better. He rested again, then jumped into the air and followed along in the tracks that the
sled had made in the sky. He must catch up with Mr. Goose and his lovely daughter.
After some time Mr. Crow saw the emperor geese. They had stopped their sled down near a lot of other birds.
He saw the white-fronted geese, the snow geese, and the black brands. Even the little sandpipers were there with a
tiny sled, and Mr. King Eider Duck had a very fancy one made of walrus ivory.
“We were worried about you, Mr. Crow,” Mr. Emperor Goose said. “What happened to you? I could not turn
my sky sled around, for we were over the big wide ocean. I knew that one so strong as you could get here all right
by himself.”
The old crow did not tell Mr. Emperor Goose what had happened, for he was rather ashamed of the way he had
acted. Instead he asked,
“What are all of these birds waiting here for? Why don’t we go ahead to the south?”
“It is the Canadian geese and the curlews,” Mrs. Emperor Goose answered him. “They are always late, and
each year we have had to wait for them here. You see, we all try to meet here and fly through the Clapping
Mountains together.”
Poor Mr. Crow, he was so tired! And when Mrs. Emperor Goose spoke of the Clapping Mountains, he felt
worse.
“Heavens,” he thought, “I forgot all about the Clapping Mountains. They are likely to catch me this time,
because I am so tired 1 cannot fly very fast.” At last Mr. Emperor Goose grew impatient.
“I think I will go ahead,” he told his wife. “I am tired of having to wait every year for the Canadian geese and
the curlews.” So Mr. Goose put on his pulling harness and Mrs. Goose and the goose girl got into the sled.
“We must fly very hard,” Mr. Emperor Goose said. “You, Mr. Crow, hold the handle bars, but do not ride on
the runner. You had better flap your wings and help me to make more speed.”
Away they went like the very wind. Mr. Crow did the very best he could, but he could only flap feebly along.
“Hurry faster, Mr. Crow,” the Emperor Goose called back. “We will be sure to be caught in the Clapping
Mountains.”
The big gander pulled very hard and Mr. Crow, hanging on to the handle bars, could not even fly hard enough
to keep up. His long tail streamed out behind, and he was badly frightened. Just as Mr. Emperor Goose got
through the mountains, they began to tremble; in a second they clapped together as hard as they could. Mr. Crow
gave a terrible squawk, for his long tail was caught between the straight walls. They cut his long feathers off
short, so that he did not have any more tail than a chicken.
How foolish Mr. Crow felt with his beautiful tail gone! The goose girl even laughed, and that made him feel
more silly than ever.
“If you ask me,” said Mr. Emperor Goose, “I think it helps your looks decidedly not to have that silly tail
waving out behind. What good is it anyway? It is only in the way and you could never swim with it on.”
So the old crow felt a little better and he found that it was easier to fly, too. Mrs. Emperor Goose even started
asking him about Hooper Bay, and the goose girl smiled at him. When they reached the Aleutian Islands, Mr.
Emperor Goose said that this was the place they would spend the winter. As soon as Mr. Crow had an igloo built,
a great feast was held and Mr. Crow and the goose girl were married. Mr. Crow, by this time, had almost forgotten
all about his nice long tail that he had lost up in the Clapping Mountains, and the other birds didn’t seem to notice
it at all. Ever since that time, the crows have had short tails.
It is good for one always to try to pull his share of the load, but he should not be so silly as to think he can do it
all.
5
There is a funny kind of shellfish, called a mussel, that lives along the seashore in Eskimo land and that the
people often hunt for food. Usually it stays in the rocks; but when no one is around, it comes up to the surface—
out of the hole in which it lives. The Eskimos have a way of catching this queer animal. They watch, and when
they see it they put a stick right through a hole in the middle of it. then the mussel closes up tight around the stick
and they can pull it out of the place where it has been hiding. They call it a funny name which means “the animal
that squeezes together.”
One fine day as Mr. Crow was walking upon the beach and looking for something to eat he suddenly spied Mr.
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Mussel sunning himself. Mr. Mussel did not know that anyone was near and the round hole in the middle of him
was wide open.
“My,” thought the old crow, “it will be easy for me to catch him! But I must get a stick.” He looked over on the
bank of the river and saw some sticks, but, being such a lazy bird, he did not want to walk over to get them.
“I think I can catch him without a stick,” Mr. Crow said to himself. “I will just stick my foot through the hole,
and then, when he closes up and squeezes on that, I will jerk him right out and eat him.”
Mr. Crow slipped up carefully and suddenly stuck his foot right into Mr. Mussel’s round mouth. Of course Mr.
Mussel closed up just as quick as he could—like a steel trap, and he was very strong.
“Ouch!” the old crow cried.
He pulled as hard as he could, trying to drag Mr. Mussel out of his den so that he could eat him. How the old
crow did pull! But he could not make Mr. Mussel come out. He tugged and he jerked, cawing loudly as he did so.
But the harder he pulled the more it hurt his foot and the tighter Mr. Mussel held on to him. At last Mr. Crow gave
up. It was just as if he were caught in a trap and he began to worry about how he might get free.
”Please, Mr. Mussel,” he said, “let me go. I was only fooling when I stuck my foot into your mouth. Please let
me go and I will never bother you again.”
“You were trying to catch me so you could eat me,” the mussel replied: “You wanted to eat me up. Now I am
going to hold you here until the tide comes in, and then you will drown.”
“Oh, do not do that!” The old crow was very frightened now. “If you let me free, I will give you my uncle’s
fine parka.”
“I don’t need a parka, for I live in the water,” replied Mr. Mussel. “I am going to hold you here until the
tidewater comes in, to punish you.”
“Please don’t do that,” the old crow begged. “I will give you my uncle’s kayak, and all of his harpoons, and his
bow and arrow. Please let me go, Mr. Mussel. I was only playing when I stuck my foot into your mouth.”
“It will do you no good to beg, Mr. Crow. What do I want with a kayak and harpoons? I am no hunter.” And
the mussel tightened up, pinching the crow’s foot harder than ever.
“I will never let you go, because you wanted to eat me up, and now the tide of the ocean will get you.”
Mr. Crow was more frightened than ever, for the tide was starting to come in and he knew Mr. Mussel was
telling the truth. He would be drowned. He begged as hard as he could.
“I will give you my uncle’s igloo to live in,” bargained Mr. Crow. “And you may have his kayak and his parka,
as well as his harpoons and bow and arrows. Besides, I will give you his four pokes filled with seal oil.”
Mr. Mussel dearly loved seal oil.
“Will you be sure to give me the seal oil?” he asked the old crow. “I do not want the igloo nor the parka, for I
live in the water. The harpoons and the bow and arrows, and even the kayak, will do me no good, for I am no
hunter.”
“Certainly,” said the crow. “And I will give you a lot of blubber too, and all of my uncle’s Eskimo ice cream.”
Mr. Mussel loved Eskimo ice cream, and blubber too.
“All right, then,” he said. “Be sure that you bring all the food to me right away.”
Then he opened his mouth slowly, and Mr. Crow pulled out his foot just as the high tide started rolling in from
the ocean.
“Mercy, how you hurt me, Mr. Mussel!” Mr. Crow rubbed his foot and limped out upon the bank.
“Of course it hurt, for I am very strong,” the mussel replied. “Really, I should never have let you go; but I do
like seal oil and Eskimo ice cream, and especially blubber. Now hurry—get them for me, Mr. Crow.”
The bad old crow looked down at Mr. Mussel and smiled.
“Really I cannot get all of those things,” he said. “I would be glad to if I could. You see, Mr. Mussel, I have no
uncle.”
With that Mr. Crow flew away.
“What an awful liar you are, Mr. Crow!” the mussel called after him angrily.
And Mr. Mussel was right. Usually when people promise you too many things they are telling lies, even as Mr.
Crow was.
6
Early in the Springtime when the old crow came back to Hooper Bay from the Aleutian Islands of Alaska,
where he had spent the winter, he felt very tired. He had had a hard trip flying up the coast, for it seemed the wind
never blew the way he wanted to go and there was very little to eat. At low tide he flew along the bare sands of
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the Bering Sea, watching for any scraps he might find. About all the old crow found were a few old torn cods that
had washed up on the beach and a few very poor clams that had been left by the high tide. He watched the eider
ducks diving for shellfish, and the seals as they caught fat herring. Often he called to them and asked if he might
have a bite of their food, but they paid no attention to him at all.
As the old crow flew up the coast, he wished he might find a whole mountain of food that would last for many
months. He was really very greedy, so he wished for piles of meat so high he could not fly to the top of them.
Now most people, when they want a great deal, seldom get anything. But in the case of the old crow this was
not true. As he flew, wearily and slowly, around Dall Point, there he beheld a most marvelous sight. It was a dead
whale washed up on the beach. He flew to it hastily and saw that none of the other animals had found it, for there
was not a bit of it eaten. Greedily he started tearing at the meat until he had eaten all be could possibly hold. Then
he sat down upon the sand to rest and think about how he was going to keep all the other animals in the
neighborhood from eating on the whale. He wanted every bit of it for himself.
Suddenly he had an idea, and the crafty old bird sat back and smiled to himself. He did not have long to wait
before several hungry wolves came down the beach.
“Hello, wolves,” called the crow. “Do you see the nice whale that I just found? Why not come up and eat all
you want? I am sure there is a plenty for everyone. I am not very hungry, so I do not want any.”
The leader of the wolves snuffed at the whale suspiciously. He knew that the old crow was a very greedy bird
and never gave anything away. The fact that he wanted the wolves to have part of it did not sound just right.
“What is the matter with the whale?” the leader of the wolves growled. “If it is so good, why do you want us to
have it?” He glanced sharply at the old crow.
“Well,” said the crow, “I did not think it would hurt big strong animals like you. A fox did eat some when I
first came here—you can see where he tore off strips of the meat—and he died. But big strong wolves would not
be so easy to kill. 1 do not think it will hurt you at all.”
“Oh,” said the wolf, “I was afraid something like that was the matter. Where is the fox that died?”
“The sea washed the poor fellow away,” the crow said mournfully. “And now won’t you try some of the nice
whale meat? 1 am sure all of you will like it.”
“Certainly we will not eat the stuff,” snapped the leader wolf. “You are an awful scoundrel to suggest that we
get poisoned. We will tell everyone we meet about how you tried to get us all killed.”
The wolves trotted away from Mr. Crow angrily, and the sly old bird smiled. He knew he would not be
bothered by anyone else wanting to eat his whale, for the wolves were great travelers and would tell all the
animals about the poisoned whale.
The next day Mr. Crow ate another big meal of whale meat. As he finished, a seagull flew by.
“Hello, gull,” the crow called. “Will you have some of my nice whale meat?”
“Certainly not!” the gull screamed back at the crow. “We heard about the poisoned whale and the fox that died.
We do not want any of your old whale meat.”
The gull flew away, calling Mr. Crow a murderer and a scamp. For several more days no other animal or bird
passed by and Mr. Crow ate as much as he could hold every meal. One afternoon, as he was sitting by his whale
and deciding where he would build an igloo, a lady mink came by. She was a very beautiful, sleek creature and
Mr. Crow thought that he had never seen anyone so lovely.
“Oh,” said the lady mink, “what a nice whale you have here, Mr. Crow. Do you mind if I have a piece of it for
my supper? I have not been able to catch any fish or ptarmigan today and I am very hungry.”
Mr. Crow looked at the lady mink. She was not very big, so he knew she would not eat much. Also Mr. Crow
was very lonesome without any other animals around, and the lady mink was very beautiful. Suddenly a great
idea came to him.
“Certainly you may have all the meat you wish, Miss Mink,” he cawed to her. “I have told all the other animals
that the whale is poison, and now none of them ever come around here any more.. Why do you not build a nice
little igloo here? 1 will build one, too, and we can live right by the whale and eat it all up.”
“I think that would be very nice, Mr. Crow.” Miss Mink smiled at him. “Certainly we can eat here for a very
long time if we are not too greedy. I think I will build my igloo of driftwood right there on the beach, above the
high tide!”
So Miss Mink set to work and Mr. Crow helped her. She built a snug little mink igloo upon the beach, on the
nice smooth sand. They used driftwood for the top and the sides and covered it all over with sod. When they had
finished, Miss Mink had a cozy little house just like an Eskimo igloo; only it was much smaller.
Mr. Crow then said he thought he would build his igloo. He was such a selfish old bird that he thought he
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would build his house out of whale meat. Then he could lie in bed, when the weather was bad, and eat part of the
inside of his house. So he set to work, making the sides of his house and the top of it from the big ribs of the
whale. He left the meat on the bones, and the big pieces looked like great sides of bacon as he chopped them out
with his ax.
When Mr. Crow finished, his house was quite large on the outside—being all made of whale meat—but it was
very small inside. The old crow had used pieces of meat that were so thick there was hardly any room in the house
at all. He could barely squeeze inside and set up his bed. However, that was just as Mr. Crow had planned it; for
now he could lie in bed and reach up and peck off choice bits of meat from the ceiling or from the walls. Even the
floor was made of whale meat and often the old crow ate right from the floor.
Miss Mink was disgusted with the old crow for being so greedy and eating up his own igloo. But she said
nothing.
The lazy old crow would spend most of his time in bed; and several times a day he ate all that he could hold.
Miss Mink told him one time that it would be better for his health if he got out and exercised as she did. She often
spent the whole day out on the tundra gathering berries and mouse food, so that in the wintertime she could make
Eskimo ice cream. The berries were salmonberries, or maybe blueberries. The mouse food was tapering little
sweet roots that the mice had dug and stored in their nests. Miss Mink hunted in the storehouses of the mice, just
as the Eskimos hunt in them, and then she stored the sweet roots away for the hard winter to come. The poor mice
would have to work and find more roots, or they would have little for their winter’s food.
Mr. Crow made daily trips to the whale, but there was not much meat on it any more. He hung strips of the
blubber inside his house and ate that also. Now his igloo was much larger inside, because he had eaten away so
much of the meat. There was only a thin shell of the whale meat left, and the big ribs were white and bare of meat.
Miss Mink kept telling the greedy crow not to eat so much or they would not have enough left for the winter.
Then one day, as Mr. Crow was peering around in his house trying to find another single scrap of meat to eat
off of the walls, a heavy wind sprang up. It blew so hard that it tore two great holes in the thin walls of Mr. Crow’s
igloo. That night he was very cold.
The next day the old crow had a terrible cold and Miss Mink brewed him some bitter tea, which she made him
drink although he did not like it. Then Miss Mink looked over Mr. Crow’s igloo, and when she saw how the bird
had eaten up his own house she was thoroughly disgusted. However, she did feel a bit sorry for him; so she told
him to move over and live in one end of her igloo, as two families of Eskimos often do.
Mr. Crow packed his things in an old sealskin poke and rolled up the reindeer skins that he used for his bed,
and moved them over into Miss Mink’s house.
Miss Mink’s house was nice and clean and she immediately set out to make Mr. Crow a bit more orderly with
his things. She did not let him eat all the whale meat that he wanted each day, but, instead, she gave him what was
enough for him and had an equal amount for herself.
Mr. Crow did not like that and complained that he was practically starving. But Miss Mink was firm, saying
that she was sure they could not get through the winter if they were not careful. Miss Mink also insisted that the
old crow chop wood for the fire. The weather was already getting cold and the birds were leaving to go south and
fly down through the Clapping Mountains. Mr. Crow thought of going south; but as the whale meat still seemed to
be holding out rather well under Miss Mink’s management, he decided to stay through the winter.”
What a winter it was! Mr. Crow said he never knew there was so much snow in the world as there was at
Hooper Bay. When the sea froze over solid and the igloo was buried in snow, he complained bitterly because he
had to dig out the doorway so that they could get out. He just seemed never to have enough wood cut, and Miss
Mink was always making him bring more snow in to melt so that she could have fresh water for her cooking and
washings.
The mink lady would often make them Eskimo ice cream, but there never seemed to be as much as Mr. Crow
wanted. All the Eskimo people know how to make this kind of ice cream and it is really very good for them.
Probably some little boys and girls would not like it very well. First she took about a quart of seal oil and heated it
on her little fire. Into this she put about a teacupful of tallow. Then after both had melted she took it off the fire,
and when it cooled a bit she stirred it with her hands and added lots of beautiful white snow. She stirred very last
with her hands, and the mixture soon became creamy. When it was quite thick she would put in about a quart of
berries. She used salmonberries, or blueberries, or wild cranberries, or a hard round blackberry that grows at
Hooper Bay. If she wanted to make it especially nice, she would add a little mouse food to it.
Mr. Crow was very greedy whenever they had Eskimo ice cream, and he was never satisfied. One evening as
he watched Miss Mink make up a whole bowlful for their dinner the next day, he thought of a plan to get all of it.
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He told her that he was going out to chop some wood. Mr. Crow went to the porch of the igloo and put on his
parka; then he got his ax and stepped out into the snow. He did not go out to the woodpile, however, but stood for
a long time behind the igloo where the wind did not blow on him, and waited.
After about half an hour he tiptoed back to the porch door and opened it as quietly as he could. Then he
disguised his voice and called out in a low, hollow tone,
“I am a ghost, Miss Mink, and I came for the Eskimo ice cream.”
Miss Mink was almost scared out of her wits, for all the people in the North believe that there really are ghosts
that come around in the night and look into your windows. She grabbed up the whole bowlful of Eskimo ice
cream and threw it right out the door onto the porch. Then she jumped into bed and covered up with blankets.
The old crow laughed to himself as he gobbled up the Eskimo ice cream just as fast as he could. Then he
stepped quietly outside again, and he did cut a little wood before he came back to the igloo.
Miss Mink stayed under her blankets for quite a long time; then she sat up and listened. All she could hear was
Mr. Crow chopping wood. She peeked out of the porch door and saw the empty bowl. She picked it up and, when
she looked at it, saw that all over the bottom of the bowl were little round holes like those Mr. Crow made with
his bill. Now Miss Mink was sure the old crow had been the ghost. It made her very angry, but she didn’t show it
when he came in with a small armload of wood.
“It took you a long time to chop such a little amount of wood,” she said. “And while you were gone a ghost
came and took all of my lovely Eskimo ice cream.”
“Mercy!” said Mr. Crow, acting very surprised. “Was it a real ghost? I think I will get into bed and cover up
with my blankets.”
And so he did; but Miss Mink noticed that he did not seem to be very worried, and he soon was snoring loudly.
The next evening Miss Mink made another big bowlful of ice cream, and when it was all done Mr. Crow said,
“I think I will go out and stack some of my wood. It seems a nice night to work outside."
He put on his parka and went out into the snow. Miss Mink watched him go and smiled to herself. After the old
crow had been out in the cold about half an hour, he opened the door quietly and came in on the porch. In a low,
hollow tone he called,
“I am a ghost, Miss Mink, and I came for the Eskimo ice cream.”
This time Miss Mink was not frightened. She reached down into the fire pit and picked up a round heavy stick
of wood with fire on one end of it and threw it out the door onto the porch as hard as she could. It was very dark
out there, so she could not see what happened. But Mr. Crow knew, for it hit him straight in the eye. After some
time Mr. Crow came in, and Miss Mink looked at him.
“Oh, Mr. Crow,” she said, “what happened? You have a black eye. There is no one here you could have been
fighting.”
“A stick of wood flew up and hit me in the eye when I was chopping,” Mr. Crow stammered.
Miss Mink said no more about it. She knew that she would have to watch Mr. Crow very closely or he would
eat up all their food at one time and then they would starve.
In a few more weeks the Bering Sea was clear of ice, but there was hardly a thing left to eat. One day Mr.
Crow said to Miss Mink,
“I have an idea how we can get a lot to eat. We will invite the seals to come to a party, and when they get here,
out on the shore, we will pick up heavy clubs and whack a few of them on the head. Then we will have plenty of
meat.”
Miss Mink was shocked at such a way to treat guests.
“How are we to see the seals, Mr. Crow?” she asked. “Shall I dive down and see them and invite them up to tea
Wednesday?” Miss Mink really thought she would dive down and warn the seals, but Mr. Crow thought he could
do things better than anyone else.
“I will swim down and invite them, myself,” he said. “I want to be sure that they come, for I am terribly
hungry.”
“But crows cannot dive,” Miss Mink told him. “You have so many feathers on you that, if you jumped into the
water, you would never be able to go under as I can. You know I can dive just as well as the seals.”
“Fiddlesticks,” said the old crow. “I know how to go under the water. I will just tie a rock around my neck so
that I will go down real quickly. Then when I want to come up I will untie the string.”
So Mr. Crow got a good heavy rock and a rawhide string. Then he went out on the point where the water was
deep and where the seals all lived. He tied the rock around his neck and left the knot loose, and in he jumped.
Miss Mink watched from the door of the igloo.
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Mr. Crow did not know that when the rawhide string got wet it was very slick and hard to untie. And he did not
know that the water was very cold, so that his claws would be so numb that he could not untie the string anyway.
Miss Mink stood by the door of the igloo and watched for several minutes. But she never saw Mr. Crow again.
After a while she went inside and cut off a nice steak of whale meat from a large piece she had hidden under her
bed, for the hungry days that she was sure would come, and prepared her supper.
“He was too greedy,” she said to herself that evening as she fixed a nice bowl of Eskimo ice cream. “Maybe it
was better that way.”
Carefully she locked the porch door. Then she closed the tiny curtain in the little window in the top of her
igloo, for she did not want any ghosts looking in on her.
7
Long before the white men came to Alaska, the Eskimo people had some strange ideas about birds and
animals. They thought that they were all people, and merely dressed to look like the animals whose clothes they
wore. Some people dressed like bears, and wore bearskin parkas. Others wore parkas of gull-skins, and they
looked like gulls. Others might be dressed in ptarmigan clothes, or sealskins, but the Eskimos thought of them all
as real people living the same as they did.
Near a small creek up at Hooper Bay lived a man and his wife and three tiny baby girls. They wore sea-gull
clothes, so they were known as the sea-gull people. They had dipping nets and caught blackfish and whitefish. Mr.
Sea Gull was such a good hunter that he often brought home ducks and geese and other birds. He was always
bringing home some unexpected thing to eat. Sometimes he would even find a dead seal upon the beach.
After some time Mr. Sea Gull began to make longer hunting trips than usual. He would not bring home nearly
as much to eat. He would come in very tired and be moody. Mrs. Gull noticed a great change in him.
“What can be the matter with you?” she asked Mr. Gull one day. “Once you were always near here working
hard and bringing us nice things to eat, but now you are gone for a very long time, and bring us hardly anything. I
have not seen you smile for days. Are you tired of me and the little girls?”
“Oh, I guess I am just glum,” Mr. Gull would reply. “It seems to be very hard to get food nowadays. I travel far
and I get so tired of walking and hunting. But 1 am fond of you, my dear, and of the little girls.”
Mrs. Gull did not know that her husband had found other people to talk with. In a kashim,\fn{A special house,
restricted to men and boys, where males gather for sweat baths, to smoke, to tell folktales, and to essentially wile away the long and
monotonous Arctic days} in a distant village, he would visit sometimes for days, and he would be so busy talking that

he would forget to come home. So Mr. Gull would be gone longer than ever and Mrs. Gull was very worried, for
there was little to eat. One day when Mr. Gull left his igloo to go hunting, his wife spoke rather sharply to him.
“1 do hope you will not be gone so long this time,” she said. “It is all that I can do to find enough fish for the
little girls, and their clothes are getting very ragged. I have had to gather berries for them when you were gone,
and the children do not care for such things. Do try to get home a little sooner and bring some wild game.”
Mr. Gull was quite ashamed. He knew that he had been neglecting his family, so he decided that he would not
go near that village again. Instead, he went another way and he traveled very far. He walked and walked and at
last, when he was so hungry that he thought he could not take another step, he saw an igloo. There was smoke
coming out of the chimney.
“Ah,” he said to himself, “there is someone at home there. Maybe they will give me something to eat.”
So he knocked on the door and a woman opened it. She was dressed in a mink-skin parka.
“Come in,” she told Mr. Gull. “You look tired and hungry. Can I fix you a bite to eat?”
Without waiting for him to answer, she put a great pot of blackfish on the stove to cook. My, how good they
did smell to the gull man. Mr. Gull sat down to the table and he ate so much he thought he would burst. It would
seem that he had. never had anything to eat before in his life. While he was eating, the lady in the mink parka
talked to him.
“When you leave my house,” she said, “if you think I am a real person, turn around and look back at me after
you have walked for fifty steps. Be sure to look at me over your right shoulder.”
So Mr. Gull finished the last of the blackfish. He was so full he could hardly walk, but he took his bow and
arrow and left. He walked slowly, thinking about what the lady in the mink parka had told him. He counted his
steps carefully and when he had taken fifty he turned his head and looked back, over his right shoulder.
Gracious, he was surprised! For, instead of a lady standing in the doorway of the igloo, he saw a mink, and she
was dancing.
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“What in the world!’ thought Mr. Gull. “That was not a mink who cooked the blackfish for me. I wonder what
is the matter with me. 1 must be imagining things.”
He hurried on as fast as he could, still thinking what a queer thing it was for a lady to turn into a mink. He
traveled very far this time and soon he was as hungry as ever. How he did wish that he were home with his wife
and three little girls, so that he could get something to eat.
“Mercy,” he said to himself, “I am about to starve. I am so weak that I do not think I can walk over that next
hill.” Then he looked ahead and saw an igloo with smoke coming out of the chimney.
“Ah,” he said, “there is someone at home. Maybe they will give me something to eat.”
So Mr. Gull went up and knocked on the door. A woman answered it. She was dressed in a reindeer parka.
“Come in,” she told Mr. Gull. “You look tired and hungry. Can I fix you a bite to eat?”
Without waiting for him to answer, she reached under the table and got a large wooden bowl. In it she put
many different kinds of moss and some dried grass that looked like hay. Mr. Gull looked at this queer food.
“I am sorry,” he said, “but I have never eaten any food like that before. I am very hungry. Can you fix me some
blackfish or seal meat? That is what I always have at home.”
“Then you should stay home and get that kind of food,” the lady snapped at him. “What are you doing so far
from the water where the fishes live, which you like so much? It seems to me you should be back there where you
belong. Why, I wouldn’t be surprised if you even had a wife and children who needed you to care for them.”
Mr. Gull knew this was all too true, and he got up from the table to leave. Then the woman dressed in the
reindeer-skin parka spoke to him.
“If you think I am a real person, after you have taken fifty steps from here turn your head and look back. Be
sure to look over your right shoulder.”
So Mr. Gull started slowly away. He was so hungry and weak that he could hardly walk. After he had taken
fifty steps, he turned his head and looked back over his right shoulder. My, he was surprised! In the doorway of
the igloo was a lady reindeer. She was standing on her hind legs and dancing.
“What in the world!” thought Mr. Gull. “That was not a reindeer whom I talked to. I must be imagining
things.”
He hurried on as fast as he could, still thinking what a queer thing it was for a lady to turn into a reindeer. He
traveled more slowly this time, because he was so hungry. At last he felt that he could not go over the next hill in
front of him, because he was so tired and weak. He was just going to sit down and rest when he saw an igloo
ahead. There was smoke coming out of the chimney.
“Ah,” Mr. Gull said to himself, “there is someone at home there. Maybe they will give me something to eat.”
So he knocked on the door and a woman opened it. She was very dark-skinned and had black feet. There were
five little babies just like her in the igloo.
“Come in,” she told Mr. Gull. “You look tired. and hungry. Can I fix you a bite to eat?”
Without waiting for him to answer, she took a big bowl of wood from beneath a grass mat and started mixing
something in it. Mr. Gull looked at her closely. He did not know what kind of parka she and the five little children
were wearing. Then the woman handed a smaller bowl of the food to Mr. Gull and a little one to each of her
children.
It was queer food. There were funny white roots and a lot of chopped green grass. It was really a kind of salad.
Mr. Gull had never eaten such food before, but he was very hungry; so he decided that he would try it. He took his
spoon, like the five little children, and swallowed all the food. It did not taste very good to him, because the roots
were quite bitter.
No sooner had he eaten the bowlful than his stomach began to ache terribly. He felt that he was going to be
sick. The dark woman spoke to him.
“When you leave here,” she said, “if you think I am a real person, turn around and look back at us after you
have walked fifty steps. Be sure to look back over your right shoulder.”
So Mr. Gull took his bow and arrow and left right away, for his stomach burned him terribly and he felt that he
was going to be really ill. He walked for fifty steps; then he turned his head and looked back, over his right
shoulder. Was he surprised! Instead of the woman and the five little girls whom he had eaten with, he saw a
Canadian goose and five little geese.
“What in the world!” thought Mr. Gull. “That was not a goose who fed me. I must be imagining things.” He
hurried on as fast as he could, though his stomach hurt so badly.
“Oh, I wish I were home,” Mr. Gull almost cried. “Why did I ever leave my dear wife and the three little girls
to go so far? I could catch plenty of fish at home. Oh, my stomach! Why did I ever eat that goose food?” On he
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walked and, besides feeling bad, he was very hungry.
“I cannot go much farther,” he said to himself. “If I could just have some good food, I would get well and I
would be strong. Then I would go back to my wife and baby girls, and I’d never leave them again.”
He was just about to sit down and give up when he looked ahead and saw a little stream. It was not very wide,
but it was full of blackfish and small whitefish. .
“If I could just catch some of those fish,” thought Mr. Gull, “I think I would be well again and strong enough
to go home to my dear wife and my three little girls. But I have no net, and the fish are so tiny I cannot shoot them
with my arrow.”
He watched the little fishes and got hungrier all the time. Suddenly he thought of a plan to catch some of them.
Pulling back the hood of his parka, he stepped astride the little stream and, putting his mouth into the water, he
scooped them up as fast as he could. Sometimes Mr. Gull would catch a little blackfish, though usually he got
more water than anything else.
But he kept at it. Once he captured a small whitefish; it was larger than the blackfish and tasted very good.
Though Mr. Gull caught many little blackfish, they were so small that he could not get filled up. He was still
hungry, but his stomach was not aching any more. At last he sat down on the bank of the stream to rest.
“How foolish I am to leave such a fine home and my loved ones!” he thought. “I could have plenty of food if 1
were there; for the little creek has lots of blackfish and whitefish, and I could catch them in my dipping net. 1
wonder how my little girls are, and my dear wife. Maybe they are hungry without me to catch fish for them.”
The more Mr. Gull thought about it the sadder he became, and he wept. Then he sang a song:
Oh, I am coming home to stay,
And never again will I go away.
I’ll catch you fish and seals for meat;
I’ll chop lots of wood and we’ll eat and eat.

Mr. Gull was still hungry, but he set off for home as fast as he could go. He never had been so lonely before.
He walked on and on. But now that he was going home, he did not seem to be as tired and hungry. as he had been.
Finally he came to the little creek at Hooper Bay, and he saw his own igloo. There did not seem to be anyone
around it.
Softly he stepped up on top of it so as not to wake the children, and he peered into the window in the top.
There were his dear wife and his three daughters inside, all fast asleep.
“Goodness, how glad I am to see them!” Mr. Gull peeped into the window a second time.
“I wonder how I had better awaken them? If I slip softly into the house my wife will think I was trying to get
in without waking her up, and she will be angry. Maybe I had better make a loud noise and frighten them. Then
when they see that it is only I they will be glad.”
So Mr. Gull opened the window in the top of the igloo and gave the loudest squawk he had ever given in his
life. Straight up into the air jumped the gull’s wife and his three daughters. They were so frightened that they flew
right around in the igloo, then out of the door—and away they went as fast as they could go.
“Mercy!” thought Mr. Gull. “I had no idea I would frighten them so badly. They can fly—they’ve never done
that before. Maybe they are never coming back. I must fly after them, for I love them more than anything else on
earth.”
So Mr. Gull spread his wings and went after them. He found that he could fly too.
And since that day all gulls have been able to fly. The little Eskimo children up at Hooper Bay sometimes look
at the gulls and say,
“If Mr. Gull had stayed at home you would still be people, the same as we are. Then you would not need to be
robbing our fish nets and eating the eggs of other birds. Poor gulls, you have a very hard life.”
Nearly all men love their wives and their children very dearly, but sometimes they forget about them when
they are out with other men.
8
Up in Alaska, when the world was very new, there lived a ptarmigan. He was a beautiful bird, - looking a great
deal like a grouse except that he was snow-white. The Eskimo people think that the Crow Man made him when he
made the world near Hooper Bay. They called him Akizigirk.
One fine day in early spring the ptarmigan was sitting on a little grass hummock and looking toward the
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mountains. He had little to eat and was all by himself.
“I wonder who I am,” he asked himself, “and how I came to be here? How am I supposed to make a living,
and what am I supposed to do in this queer world?”
The ptarmigan was very hungry. He looked around and found some blackberries and ate them. Then he found
some willow buds and some new green willow bark, which he ate too. As he looked down from the little grassy
hummock, he noticed that a stream of water was running very near.
“Surely,” thought the ptarmigan, “there must be many kinds of fishes in there. I think I will make a net and
catch some of them.”
Taking the bark of the willows, Mr. Ptarmigan wove himself a nice fish net. Then he walked down to the bank
of the stream to look it over. It was very deep and looked quite cold. He shuddered, for he could not swim.
“I must make myself a kayak,” he said. “Then I can set my net and catch the fish.”
So he built a little boat of bark and put it into the little stream. When he tried to get into it, it tipped with him
and he was frightened.
“Suppose I upset the kayak,” he cackled to himself. “I cannot swim and I surely will drown.”
Mr. Ptarmigan thought a long time; then he suddenly decided upon a fine plan for making a life preserver.
Around his neck, just beneath his skin, Mr. Ptarmigan had a large sack. All ptarmigans have one of these; they are
called crops. In this sack they often carry willow buds and berries.
“I shall fill my crop with foam from the water,” thought Mr. Ptarmigan. “It is very light and floats easily. If I
should upset my kayak, I will float, too, and not drown.” He went to the bank of the little stream and, finding
some nice light foam, he ate all he could of it and filled his crop full.
“Now,” he said, “I will set my net and see if I can catch some fish.”
Mr. Ptarmigan got some sticks and, putting his net into the kayak, he paddled out into the stream and spread
his net, holding it up in the water with the sticks. Soon he had so many fish he could hardly get them back to the
shore. He sat down on the bank of the stream and looked at them. Then he began to cry.
“What am I to do with all these fish?” he wailed. “I cannot eat so many. Here I have a kayak and this old net,
and my crop is filled with sea foam. There should be someone with me to help me with my work and to make
dried fish. Surely there must be someone else in the world besides me. I think I will take a walk to see if there is
someone who would like to live with me and help me.”
Mr. Ptarmigan took his handkerchief and blew his nose; it was very red from crying. Taking his walking stick,
he started walking across the tundra. Before leaving he emptied out his kayak and hung up his fish net. He walked
very far, because he did not know how to fly. Sometimes he stopped and ate a few blackberries, and one time he
found some mouse food. He liked the sweet little grass roots and ate as many as he could. Late in the evening he
saw some other people. Going up closer to them, he saw that they were white and most of them appeared to be
young ladies. Each one wore a pretty white kuspuk and the hoods of their queer clothes were brown.
Mr. Ptarmigan stared in amazement. They all had red eyebrows!
“Mercy, but you are funny-looking!” he gasped. “You have red eyebrows, and your toenails are very long.
Why do you have that funny-looking brown hood on your white kuspuk? I think you are the funniest looking
people I ever saw.”
Mr. Ptarmigan began laughing at them. It was really quite rude. The young ladies looked at Mr. Ptarmigan
quite coolly. Then one of them said,
“I suppose you think you look better? Why do you laugh at us? Your eyebrows are red, too, and you have a
brown hood on your kuspuk the same as we have. In fact, you look exactly like us.”
Then the girls laughed at Mr. Ptarmigan. He looked very foolish; but he still did not know that he looked like
these people, for he had never seen himself.
“You should go down and look into the mirror lake,” one of the young ladies told Mr. Ptarmigan. “Then you
can see that we are telling you the truth.”
So Mr. Ptarmigan went to the little mirror lake, and the nice young lady ptarmigan showed him where he could
stand on a rock and see himself in the clear water.
“Heavens!” said Mr. Ptarmigan, taking a look. “I do look exactly like you folks. We must be the same kind of
people. I am very sorry I was so rude; but, you see, I’ve never known who I was, or where I came from. I did not
even know that I was a ptarmigan.”
So the young lady ptarmigan and Mr. Ptarmigan walked back to the other birds on the hill.
“This is my father,” the nice young lady ptarmigan said.
“How do you do?” Mr. Ptarmigan bowed to the old ptarmigan. He could not think of anything else to say.
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“How do you do?” the old ptarmigan replied. “Where do you come from, young man, and why are you here? I
understand that you have been laughing at my daughters and think they look funny.” The old ptarmigan glared at
Mr. Ptarmigan.
“I am very sorry I was so rude,” Mr. Ptarmigan said. “But I did not know I was a ptarmigan and I did not know
what I looked like. I come from over that hill and I was looking for someone to help me. I would like to have one
of the young ladies here for my wife.”
Old Mr. Ptarmigan cackled a little and cleared his throat. He really liked the visitor very much.
“How can you take care of one of my daughters?” he asked. “Do you have plenty of food where you live, so
that she will never get hungry?”
“Oh, certainly,” replied Mr. Ptarmigan. “I have a fine fish net and a kayak. I have so many fish that I cannot eat
them all. There are many blackberries where I live, and the willow buds and the mouse food are everywhere. It is
really a fine place to live and there is a great deal to eat.”
The old ptarmigan was greatly impressed. He had never heard of a ptarmigan who had a fish net. Then he
nodded to the nice young lady ptarmigan and she went over and stood by Mr. Ptarmigan’s side.
“I give you this young lady for your wife,” the old ptarmigan said. “I want to tell you, though, that you must be
good to her. You must never laugh at her red eyebrows, or at the brown hood on her kuspuk again.”
Everyone laughed and Mr. Ptarmigan felt a wee bit foolish, for he knew he had made an awful mistake besides
being quite impolite.
That evening Mr. Ptarmigan and the nice young lady ptarmigan were married by the ptarmigan minister. They
stood by the pretty mirror lake, and old Mr. Ptarmigan gave the bride away. The other young lady ptarmigans
carried bouquets of willow buds and little snow flowers. It was a very beautiful wedding! The next day as Mr.
Ptarmigan was about to leave to go to his home with his wife, the old ptarmigan said,
“I think my wife and I will go with you. I am so interested in all of the food at your house.”
So the four of them set out, and Mr. Ptarmigan had his father-in-law and his mother-in-law living with him,
too. Mr. Ptarmigan put out his fish net again, just as soon as they got home. The young lady ptarmigan liked the
place very much. She cut the fish into strips and hung up the nice whitefish to dry, so that they would have plenty
of food in the wintertime when the snow was deep. The old ptarmigan and his wife liked the country, too. They
would cackle a great deal and were very excited about all the fine food they saw. They ate a lot; but it made no
difference, there was so much.
The fish were easy to catch; but the willow bark that Mr. Ptarmigan used was not very strong, so he invented a
fish trap to use instead. He made it of willow switches and it looked long and round like a banana crate. Inside of
one end he built a little gateway, like a funnel. When the fishes came to the trap, they would swim into the open
willow crate and right on through the funnel. When they tried to swim out again, they would never find the small
opening that they had gone through and they would be caught. Mr. Ptarmigan caught a great many fish, and even
to this day the Eskimo people use a trap exactly like the one Mr. Ptarmigan made.
One day Mr. Ptarmigan noticed that his wife was making a lovely nest, and soon she began laying pretty
ptarmigan eggs in it. Every day she laid an egg until the nest was full and there were nine eggs in all. Then, after
all the eggs were laid, she sat upon them all day long.
"Mercy,” Mr. Ptarmigan told her, “you must not sit there all day long. There is fish to be dried and mouse food
to gather for the winter. What is the matter with you, anyway, sitting there so lazy all day long?” His wife only
smiled at him.
“My mother can fix the fish and hunt the mouse food,” she said. “I must sit here on these beautiful eggs and
keep them warm.”
Poor Mr. Ptarmigan cackled a great deal as he went about his work, and he wondered if his pretty wife was
losing her mind.
“Why,” he wondered, “did she want to sit upon the eggs all the time? She had been such a good, hard-working
wife.”
Then one day Mrs. Ptarmigan called her husband to the nest. He heard a queer cheeping noise. She got up from
on top of the eggs, and he looked down at where the noise was coming from. His eyes almost popped out of his
head. There were no eggs left in the nest at all—only the shells—but in place of them were nine fuzzy brown baby
birds. Mr. Ptarmigan gave the biggest cackle he ever made in his life.
“Merciful goodness!” he said. “What are these funny-looking little creatures?”
“They are baby ptarmigans, you foolish thing.” Mrs. Ptarmigan smiled at him. “Are you not proud to be a
father?”
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And Mr. Ptarmigan was proud! He ran cackling to his father-in-law to come see the children. He was so
excited that he forgot to look at his fish trap.
Each day he went to see the little children in the nest and each day he grew prouder. He would swell out his
chest and puff up his throat and cackle a great deal. Soon, too, the babies became larger, and they were very
naughty and often ran away from the nest to hide in the tall grass.
One day one of the babies was missing. They could find him no place. Mr. Ptarmigan looked a long time but
could not find a trace of the youngster. The next day another baby ptarmigan was missing. They could find him
nowhere after searching thoroughly. The parents became alarmed and were afraid all the babies would disappear.
One day as Mr. Ptarmigan was sitting on a hummock of grass, wondering where the babies could possibly have
gone, he heard a rustle of wings. Right before his eyes a large cruel jaeger\fn{ Any of several of large, strong, rapacious,
gull-like birds, having hooked bills and webbed, and known for harassing weaker birds until they drop or disgorge their prey } swooped
down and grabbed one of the baby ptarmigans and started to fly away with him. Mr. Ptarmigan was so excited
that he gave the greatest cackle he had ever given in his life and jumped straight up into the air very high. As he
did so, he moved his wings and could fly. He went straight after the bad jaeger and he was so fierce that the cruel
bird dropped the baby ptarmigan.
Mr. Ptarmigan had been so upset that he did not even realize that he could fly until it was all over. He carried
his baby back to the nest, and then he told the other little ptarmigans and his wife what had happened. As he told
them about the bad jaeger that swooped down from the sky, the little ones and Mrs. Ptarmigan got so excited that,
when Mr. Ptarmigan jumped into the air to show them how he had gone after the jaeger, all of them gave a jump,
too. Even the tiny baby ptarmigans jumped right into the air just like their father, and they all could fly.
Ever since that time all ptarmigans have been able to fly. Even the babies only a few days old can fly just like
their parents. The duck and goose babies cannot do that. Even baby songbirds, like the thrushes and robins, must
grow up before they can fly; but all the ptarmigan people can fly when they are quite small.
One never knows what he can do until he tries.
9
One bright morning in early August, Mr. Crane just did not know what to do with himself. He was really
getting impatient after his long summer with Mrs. Crane up on the tundra, near Hooper Bay. They had raised two
fine children who were now half as tall as Mr. Crane himself, and growing like weeds. It had been interesting for
Mr. Crane standing around on guard while Mrs. Crane sat on here two eggs; but when the little reddish youngsters
hatched out, Mr. Crane felt that the youngsters paid more attention to their mother than they did to him. Of course,
this was as it should be; but Mr. Crane felt a bit lonesome now, nevertheless.
The little ones were out taking a walk with Mrs. Crane. They were funny-looking children because they had
such long, wobbly legs. Mrs. Crane said that they must walk lots and stay in the sunshine so that their legs would
be strong. The sun rays would make them healthy. She knew that the little cranes would have a hard trip when
they migrated south that fall. They must be quite strong of wing when they flew between the mountains that
clapped together.
Mr. Crane was a great deal like lots of fathers on Sunday afternoons. They do not have to go to their offices
until the next day and they just do not know what to do with themselves. Mr. Crane walked far out across the
tundra until he came to the Kashunuk River. He was tired of walking and he was not very hungry. Sometimes he
stopped and ate an especially ripe fat salmonberry, but he was just not interested in anything.
It would be so nice, he thought, when they reached the South in the fall, to see some other Papa Cranes and
have something to talk about besides babies, and eggs, and nests. As Mr. Crane walked slowly along trying to
think of something to do, a funny idea came to him.
“I wonder,” he said to himself, “how it would be to try to walk around without my eyes. I wonder if I could
find any salmonberries.”
Right then Mr. Crane did a very foolish thing. He took out his large brown eyes and laid them on the clean
white sand on the edge of the Kashunuk River. It seemed awfully dark to Mr. Crane as he stood there, but he was
not afraid. He said to his eyes,
“Now you watch very close, eyes; if you see any people coming, or anything that might harm me, be sure to
call out quickly. I will come and put you back in again. I am going to try to see if I can find salmonberries without
my eyes.”
Mr. Crane walked away from the river, feeling his way cautiously. Soon he felt a salmonberry with his foot and
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he ate it, but it was green and puckered up Mr. Crane’s mouth just as if he had eaten a persimmon.
“Whew!” Mr. Crane said to himself. “That was not very good. I am so glad I have eyes I can use when I want
to eat.” Just then he heard his eyes callout,
“Hurry back, Mr. Crane, and put me into your head again. I see a big skin-boat coming, and a lot of kayaks.
Hurry, Mr. Crane, or it will be too late.”
Mr. Crane ran as fast as he could toward where he heard his eyes calling him. He tripped once over a low
willow vine and fell flat and skinned his big long nose. But the eyes kept calling to him to hurry, and soon he got
to the river and put his eyes back in again. He looked, quickly, up the river, but he saw nothing except some old
pieces of grass floating down the stream.
“You foolish eyes,” he told them, “that is only grass floating in the river. It is not kayaks and a big boat at all.
Now don’t you call me again unless you see something that might harm me.”
He removed his eyes again and laid them on the clean white sand on the edge of the Kashunuk River. Back Mr.
Crane went on the tundra again, and once more everything was all dark. He felt around for more berries. This time
he picked one and ate it, but it was too ripe.
“Whew!” said Mr. Crane. “This berry tastes terrible; it is almost like a rotten apple.” Just then he heard his
eyes calling him again.
“Please hurry fast, Mr. Crane. I see a big skin-boat and many kayaks coming. Do hurry, or it will be too late to
save me. They are coming very fast and they are getting very close.”
The eyes were excited and Mr. Crane felt certain that this time there really were many people coming.
.Running as fast as he could, he went toward his eyes. He stepped—plop!—into the Kashunuk River and got his
feet wet because he could see nothing. Hurriedly he waded back to where the eyes were calling and put them in as
quickly as he could.
He looked out on the river. There he saw only some old sticks floating down the current of the river. He was
very angry with his eyes.
“You foolish eyes, I told you not to call me unless you really saw someone coming. Now do not bother me this
way again.”
Mr. Crane took out his eyes the third time and laid them on the clean white sand on the edge of the Kashunuk
River; then back he went to the tundra, and everything was dark again. This time he found a round hard berry; he
was sure it was a blackberry, but he could not see it. He put it into his mouth—it was a round pebble and Mr.
Crane almost broke his beak when he bit into it.
“Whew!” said Mr. Crane. “It is fine that I have eyes or I might be eating pebbles all the time.” Just then he
heard his eyes calling.
“Oh, hurry, hurry, Mr. Crane! I really see lots of people. They have a big skin-boat and there are lots of kayaks.
Do run fast, Mr. Crane, or they will be here and take me away.” The eyes sounded very excited, but Mr. Crane
paid no attention to them.
“Those foolish eyes!” he said to himself. “I suppose they see some more grass in the river, or maybe some
sticks floating.” Mr. Crane kept on hunting around without his eyes, trying to see if he could find a really nice
berry.
“Oh, hurry faster, Mr. Crane!” the eyes called to him. “The kayaks are almost here and soon it will be too late.
Please hurry, Mr. Crane.”
“Rubbish,” thought Mr. Crane. “The eyes are fooling me again.” Then he listened; it sounded as though the
eyes were farther away.
“That sounds queer,” Mr. Crane thought. “The eyes sounded as though they are farther down the river than
where I left them. I guess I had better go see what is the matter.” Mr. Crane started walking back toward the
Kashunuk River.
“It is too late, Mr. Crane,” the eyes called. “They have already taken me. Now they have me in the big skin
boat and 1 am going down the river with them.”
The voice sounded very far away. Poor Mr. Crane ran after them and called for them to give back his eyes, but
the people only laughed.
“We will keep these eyes ourselves, Mr. Crane,” they answered. “You did not think much of them anyway, for
you left them lying on the sand by the bank of the river.” So they paddled away, for Mr. Crane could not see to
follow them.
“What will do, now, for eyes?” Mr. Crane was frightened. “I wonder if I could use berries for eyes.”
He reached around on the tundra and felt two round berries. He picked them and put them in his head.
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“My, it looks dark with these berries for eyes!” thought Mr. Crane, and he took out one and looked at it. The
berry was a blackberry. Mr. Crane could hardly see through them at all. He hunted around and found two red
cranberries.
“Maybe these will be better,” he said, and put them . into his head.
“Gracious,” said Mr. Crane, “how funny everything looks through these cranberries. The sky is red and the
tundra is all red, too. Even the water in the Kashunuk is red. I do not think I like cranberries for eyes.”
So he looked around for something else, and he picked two salmonberries. Mr. Crane put the salmonberries
into his head.
“Whew!” he said. “This is a funny color, too. Everything I look at seems to be an amber color, about like
wearing yellow sunglasses. I do not think I like salmonberries for eyes. I must find something else.”
So Mr. Crane traveled quite far over the tundra until he came to a nice patch of pretty blueberries. Some of
them were quite a light-blue color.
“Maybe these will be just what I want.” Mr. Crane picked two nice round ones. “I shall try .these and see how
they will be for my eyes.”
He took out the salmonberries and threw them away. Then he put in the nice round blueberries.
“My,” he said, “but these are fine! They are just as good as my other eyes. Things look about the right color
too.” Right away he started across the tundra, where he saw Mrs. Crane walking with the children.
“Where have you been?” Mrs. Crane looked at him sharply. “I think you should help watch the children more.
They are getting into everything now.” Then she looked at his eyes.
“Mercy,” said she, “what happened to your eyes? They were brown, but now they are blue. That is the
strangest thing I ever heard of.”
Mr. Crane told her what a foolish thing he had done and how his eyes were taken by the men in the kayaks.
Since that time, many, many years ago, the Mr. Cranes all have blue eyes. Also they are very careful to help the
Mrs. Cranes mind the children until they are big enough to fly, and often Mr. Crane takes one of them for a nice
healthful walk while Mrs. Crane takes the other. The Eskimo people all notice this and remark about what a nice
father Mr. Crane is. He always has one of the babies with him, and Mrs. Crane always has the other.
10
In the olden days the foxes were all white. Their beautiful coats were just the color of the snow in the
wintertime, and they could slip about over the frozen country without any of the other animals being able to see
them at all. Sometimes they would catch the ptarmigans or the big Arctic hares, and they were especially fond of
mice.
Usually the little mice lived beneath the snow and rarely came out into the winter cold. They ate the nice grass
seeds and stayed safe and warm beneath the cold white snow, just as did the little Eskimo boys and girls in their
igloos. But when the snow melted off and the summertime came, the little mice did have to come out on top of the
ground to gather more grass seeds and mouse food for their next winter’s supply. It was then that they were afraid
of the foxes and usually stayed quite close to their burrows so that they could dive into them just the minute a fox
appeared.
One nice August day when it was not very cold, Mrs. Winnie Mouse looked out of the doorway of her little
mouse igloo. Down on the hillside she could see some very :fine grasses waving in the breeze. They had already
ripened, and she knew that there were several nice basketfuls of good food her little children would enjoy during
the hungry cold winter months to come. She looked anxiously around to see if there could, by any chance, be a
fox in the neighborhood. After carefully peeking out in all directions, she decided that it was safe to go after the
beautiful grass seed.
Putting on her kuspuk, she took her little basket and, after telling the children to stay close inside, walked
briskly down the hill. Little Tom and Mary Mouse peeked after their mother and called to her that they would
stand in the doorway of the igloo and keep a good lookout for the fox. If they saw him, they would squeak just as
loud as they could.
Mrs. Mouse soon was quite busy picking out the fattest of the grass seeds. She was really like a farmer
harvesting his grains. She did a lot of good, too, for sometimes when the grass seeds were not plentiful, some of
the ones she had gathered the year before would grow from her burrow. Her cousins, the squirrels, often buried
acorns in the same way. When they forgot to dig them all, often oak trees would grow up to furnish other squirrels
with nice acorns to eat.
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When the lady mouse had filled her basket as full as she could get it, she hung it on her arm and started
walking briskly toward the igloo, where she had left little Tom and Mary. She did not think of the fox, for she was
sure that her children would see him, if he was about, and shout to her.
But they had grown tired of watching and were down inside of their house again. They were playing a funny
little game with a wild cranberry seed-rolling it across the floor like a rubber ball, trying to see who could come
the closest to old Grandfather Mouse’s whiskers while he lay curled up on the floor asleep.
As Mrs. Mouse walked through the tall waving grass, she suddenly had a feeling that something was wrong.
She stopped and listened, saying to herself,
“I am not the only one here, for I hear something.”
She started walking faster than ever, carrying her basket on her arm. She was limping a bit as she walked, for
the dry grass cut her legs above her boots. As she hurried on she suddenly heard singing, and she knew somebody
was near. She was badly frightened. Then she almost fainted as she saw a big bad fox grinning down through the
grass at her, his wicked slanting eyes gleaming. She heard him sing:
The mouse’s legs are raw and sore;
Her eyes are black and small.
And now I’m going to eat her up,
Short little tail and all.

Poor Mrs. Winnie Mouse, she trembled all over; but she was very brave. Setting her basket down, she said to
the bad fox,
“I see you, Mr. Fox, and 1 do not like your song. How would you like me to sing you a song? I am sure 1 could
sing a better one.”
The cruel fox was sure that Mrs. Mouse could not get away from him and it made him laugh to see her shaking
in her funny little Eskimo mouse boots, which did seem a bit too large for her.
“All right, Mrs. Mouse,” said the fox. “Let me hear you sing a better song.”
He did not notice that the little mouse was still walking ever so slowly on toward the place where her tiny
burrow was hidden in the tall grass. Then Mrs. Mouse began to sing, still moving slowly, until she was almost at
the doorway of her tiny igloo:
The fox has slanted, crooked eyes;
His cloak is white as snow.
Now, good-by, Fox. You won't eat me,
For in my house I go.”

With that, Mrs. Mouse dived headfirst down into her tiny burrow and rolled clear across the floor of her houseright over old Grandpa Mouse, who was still asleep upon the floor. He jumped up badly frightened.
Outside, the bad fox had sprung at Mrs. Winnie Mouse when she had finished her song. It made him very
angry to have anyone speak of his crooked, slanting eyes, and he wanted to eat Mrs. Mouse so badly! He had
bumped his nose on the tiny mouse doorway when he tried to nip Mrs. Mouse’s tail as she dived safely down
below, into the ground.
Never had the fox been so vexed in all his life. To let the little mouse outwit him made him blush with shame.
He started turning red in the face; then his beautiful white coat began getting red, too. Soon he was red all over.
All this happened a very long time ago, before the white men came to Alaska; but to this day all of Mr. Fox’s
children are still as red as he was, and it is very easy for the mice and the ptarmigans, and the big Arctic hares, to
see them as they slip across the snow.*\fn{ Charles Gillham collected most of these tales from a single male source, probably born
at Hooper Bay, Alaska, whom he interviewed when stationed there as an agent of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service early in the 20 th
century}

1920
132.43 Two Old Women: An Alaska Legend Of Betrayal, Courage And Survival\fn{by Velma Wallis (1963- )}
Fort Yukon, Yukon-Koyukuk Census Area, Alaska, U.S.A. (F) 22
The air stretched tight, quiet and cold over the vast land. Tall spruce branches hung heavily laden with snow,
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awaiting distant spring winds. The frosted willows seemed to tremble in the freezing temperatures.
Far off in this seemingly dismal land were bands of people dressed in furs and animal skins, huddled close to
small campfires. Their weather-burnt faces were stricken with looks of hopelessness as they faced starvation, and
the future held little promise of better days.
These nomads were The People of the arctic region of Alaska, always on the move in search of food. Where
the caribou and other migrating animals roamed, The People followed. But the deep cold of winter presented
special problems. The moose, their favorite source of food, took refuge from the penetrating cold by staying in
one place, and were difficult to find. Smaller, more accessible animals such as rabbits and tree squirrels could not
sustain a large band such as this one. And during the cold spells, even the smaller animals either disappeared in
hiding or were thinned by predators, man and animal alike. So during this unusually bitter chill in the late fall, the
land seemed void of life as the cold hovered menacingly.
During the cold, hunting required more energy than at other times. Thus, the hunters were fed first, as it was
their skills on which The People depended. Yet, with so many to feed, what food they had was depleted quickly.
Despite their best efforts, many of the women and children suffered from malnutrition, and some would die of
starvation.
In this particular band\fn{Part of the Gwich’in band, one of eleven distinct groups of Athabaskan Indians, found in the western
interior of Alaska along the Yukon, Porcupine and Tanana Rivers; the Gwichin band ranges in a territory roughly circular in a 100 mile
radius with its center at Fort Yukon.} were two old women cared for by The People for many years. The older woman’s

name was Ch’idzigyaak, for she reminded her parents of a chickadee bird when she was born. The other woman’s
name was Sa’, meaning “star,” because at the time of her birth her mother had been looking at the fall night sky,
concentrating on the distant stars to take her mind away from the painful labor contractions. The chief would
instruct the younger men to set up shelters for these two old women each time the band arrived at a new campsite,
and to provide them with wood and water. The younger women pulled the two elder women’s possessions from
one camp to the next and, in turn, the old women tanned animal skins for those who helped them.
The arrangement worked well. However, the two old women shared a character flaw unusual for people of
those times. Constantly they complained of aches and pains, and they carried walking sticks to attest to their
handicaps. Surprisingly, the others seemed not to mind, despite having been taught from the days of their
childhood that weakness was not tolerated among the inhabitants of this harsh motherland. Yet, no one
reprimanded the two women, and they continued to travel with the stronger ones—until one fateful day.
On that day, something more than the cold hung in the air as The People gathered around their few flickering
fires and listened to the chief. He was a man who stood almost a head taller than the other men. From within the
folds of his parka ruff he spoke about the cold, hard days they were to expect and of what each would have to
contribute if they were to survive the winter. Then, in a loud, clear voice he made a sudden announcement:
“The council and I have arrived at a decision.” The chief paused as if to find the strength to voice his next
words.
“We are going to have to leave the old ones behind.”
His eyes quickly scanned the crowd for reactions. But the hunger and cold had taken their toll, and The People
did not seem to be shocked. Many expected this to happen, and some thought it for the best. In those days, leaving
the old behind in times of starvation was not an unknown act, although in this band it was happening for the first
time. The starkness of the primitive land seemed to demand it, as the people, to survive, were forced to imitate
some of the ways of the animals. Like the younger, more able wolves who shun the old leader of the pack, these
people would leave the old behind so that they could move faster without the extra burden.
The older woman, Ch’idzigyaak, had a daughter and a grandson among the group. The chief looked into the
crowd for them and saw that they, too, had shown no reaction. Greatly relieved that the unpleasant announcement
had been made without incident, the chief instructed everyone to pack immediately. Meanwhile, this brave man
who was their leader could not bring himself to look at the two old women; for he did not feel so strong now.
The chief understood why The People who cared for the old women did not raise objections. In these hard
times, many of the men became frustrated and were angered easily, and one wrong thing said or done could cause
an uproar and make matters worse. So it was that the weak and beaten members of the tribe kept what dismay
they felt to themselves, for they knew that the cold could bring on a wave of panic followed by cruelty and
brutality among people fighting for survival.
In the many years the women had been with the band, the chief had come to feel affection for them. Now, he
wanted to be away as quickly as possible so that the two old women could not look at him and make him feel
worse than he had ever felt in his life.
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The two women sat old and small before the campfire with their chins held up proudly, disguising their shock.
In their younger days they had seen very old people left behind, but they never expected such a fate. They stared
ahead numbly as if they had not heard the chief condemn them to a certain death—to be left alone to fend for
themselves in a land that understood only strength. Two weak old women stood no chance against such a rule. The
news left them without words or action and no way to defend themselves.
Of the two, Ch’idzigyaak was the only one with a family—a daughter, Ozhii Nelii, and a grandson, Shruh
Zhuu. She waited for her daughter to protest, but none came, and a deeper sense of shock overcame her. Not even
her own daughter would try to protect her. Next to her, Sa’ also was stunned. Her mind reeled and, though she
wanted to cry out, no words came. She felt as if she were in a terrible nightmare where she could neither move
nor speak.
As the band slowly trudged away, Ch’idzigyaak's daughter went over to her mother, carrying a bundle of
babiche—thickly stripped raw moose hide that served many purposes. She hung her head in shame and grief, for
her mother refused to acknowledge her presence. Instead, Ch’idzigyaak stared unflinchingly ahead.
Ozhii Nelii was in deep turmoil. She feared that, if she defended her mother, The People would settle the
matter by leaving her behind and her son, too. Worse yet, in their famished state, they might do something even
more terrible. She could not chance it.
With those frightening thoughts, Ozhii Nelli silently begged with sorrowful eyes for forgiveness and
understanding as she gently laid the babiche down in front of her rigid parent. Then she slowly turned and walked
away with a heaviness in her heart, knowing she had just lost her mother.
The grandson, Shruh Zhuu, was deeply disturbed by the cruelty. He was an unusual boy. While the other boys
competed for their manhood by hunting and wrestling, this one was content to help provide for his mother and the
two old women. His behavior seemed to be outside of the structure of the band’s organization handed down from
generation to generation. In this case, the women did most of the burdensome tasks such as pulling the wellpacked toboggans. In addition, much other time-consuming work was expected to be done by the women while
the men concentrated on hunting so that the band could survive. No one complained, for that was the way things
were and always had been.
Shruh Zhuu held much respect for the women. He saw how they were treated and he disapproved. And while it
was explained to him over and over, he never understood why the men did not help the women. But his training
told him that he never was to question the ways of The People, for that would be disrespectful. When he was
younger, Shruh Zhuu was not afraid to voice his opinions on this subject, for youth and innocence were his
guardians. Later, he learned that such behavior invited punishment. He felt the pain of the silent treatment when
even his mother refused to speak to him for days. So Shruh Zhuu learned that it caused less pain to think about
certain things than to speak out about them.
Although he thought abandoning the helpless old women was the worst thing The People could do, Shruh
Zhuu was struggling with himself. His mother saw the turmoil raging in his eyes and she knew that he was close
to protesting. She went to him quickly and whispered urgently into his ear not to think of it, for the men were
desperate enough to commit any kind of cruel action. Shruh Zhuu saw the men’s dark faces and knew this to be
true, so he held his tongue even as his heart continued to rage rebelliously.
In those days, each young boy was trained to care for his weapons, sometimes better than he cared for his
loved ones, for the weapons were to be his livelihood when he became a man. When a boy was caught handling
his weapon the wrong way or for the wrong purpose, it resulted in harsh punishment. As he grew older, the boy
would learn the power of his weapon and how much significance it had, not only for his own survival but also for
that of his people.
Shrub Zhuu threw all this training and thoughts of his own safety to the winds. He took from his belt a hatchet
made of sharpened animal bones bound tightly together with hardened babiche and stealthily placed it high in the
thick boughs of a bushy young spruce tree, well concealed from the eyes of The People.
As Shruh Zhuu’s mother packed their things, he turned toward his grandmother. Though she seemed to look
right through him, Shruh Zhuu made sure no one was watching as he pointed to his empty belt, then toward the
spruce tree.
Once more he gave his grandmother a look of hopelessness, and reluctantly turned and walked away to join the
others, wishing with a sinking feeling that he could do something miraculous to end this nightmarish day.
The large band of famished people slowly moved away, leaving the two women sitting in the same stunned
position on their piled spruce boughs. Their small fire cast a soft orange glow onto their weathered faces. A long
time passed before the cold brought Ch’idzigyaak out of her stupor. She was aware of her daughter’s helpless
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gesture but believed that her only child should have defended her even in the face of danger. The old woman’s
heart softened as she thought of her grandson. How could she bear hard feelings toward one so young and gentle?
The others made her angry, especially her daughter! Had she not trained her to be strong? Hot, unbidden tears ran
from her eyes.
At that moment, Sa’ lifted her head in time to see her friend’s tears. A rush of anger surged within her. How
dare they! Her cheeks burned with the humiliation. She and the other old woman were not close to dying! Had
they not sewed and tanned for what the people gave them? They did not have to be carried from camp to camp.
They were neither helpless nor hopeless. Yet they had been condemned to die.
Her friend had seen eighty summers, she, seventy-five. The old ones she had seen left behind when she was
young were so close to death that some were blind and could not walk. Now here she was, still able to walk, to
see, to talk, yet … bah! Younger people these days looked for easier ways out of hard times. As the cold air
smothered the campfire, Sa’ came alive with a greater fire within her, almost as if her spirit had absorbed the
energy from the now-glowing embers of the campfire. She went to the tree and retrieved the hatchet, smiling
softly as she thought of her friend’s grandson. She sighed as she walked toward her companion, who had not
stirred.
Sa’ looked up at the blue sky. To an experienced eye, the blue this time of winter meant cold. Soon it would be
colder yet as night approached. With a worried frown on her face, Sa’ kneeled beside her friend and spoke in a
gentle but firm voice.
“My friend,” she said and paused, hoping for more strength than she felt. “We can sit here and wait to die. We
will not have long to wait. Our time of leaving this world should not come for a long time yet,” she added quickly
when her friend looked up with panic-stricken eyes. “But we will die if we just sit here and wait. This would
prove them right about our helplessness.”
Ch’idzigyaak listened with despair. Knowing that her friend was dangerously close to accepting a fate of death
from cold and hunger, Sa’ spoke more urgently.
“Yes, in their own way they have condemned us to die! They think that we are too old and useless. They forget
that we, too, have earned the right to live So I say if we are going to die, my friend, let us die trying, not sitting.”
*
Ch’idzigyaak sat quietly as if trying to make up her confused mind. A small feeling of hope sparked in the
blackness of her being as she listened to her friend’s strong words. She felt the cold stinging her cheeks where her
tears had fallen, and she listened to the silence that The People left behind. She knew that what her friend said was
true, that within this calm, cold land waited a certain death if they did nothing for themselves. Finally, more in
desperation than in determination she echoed her friend’s words,
“Let us die trying.”
With that, her friend helped her up off the sodden branches. The women gathered sticks to build the fire and
they added pieces of fungus that grew large and dry on fallen cottonwood trees to keep it smoldering. They went
around to other campfires to salvage what embers they could find. As they packed to travel, the migrating bands
in these times preserved hot coals in hardened moose skin sacks or birchbark containers filled with ash in which
the embers pulsated, ready to spark the next campfire.
As night approached, the women cut thin strips from the bundle of babiche, fashioning them into nooses the
size of a rabbit’s head. Then, despite their weariness, the women managed to make some rabbit snares, which they
immediately set out.
The moon hung big and orange on the horizon as they trudged through the knee-deep snow, searching in the
dimness for signs of rabbit life. It was hard to see, and what rabbits existed stayed quiet in the cold weather. But
they found several old, hardened rabbit trails frozen solid beneath the trees and arching willows. Ch’idzigyaak
tied a babiche noose to a long, thick willow branch and placed it across one of the trails. She made little fences of
willows and spruce boughs on each side of the noose to guide the rabbit through the snare. The two women set a
few more snares but felt little hope that even one rabbit would be caught.
On their way back to the camp, Sa’ heard something skitter lightly along the bark of a tree. She stood very still,
motioning her friend to do the same. Both women strained to hear the sound once more in the silence of the night.
On a tree not far from them, silhouetted in the now-silvery moonlight, they saw an adventurous tree squirrel. Sa’
slowly reached to her belt for the hatchet. With her eyes on the squirrel and her movements deliberately slow, she
aimed the hatchet toward this target that represented survival. The animal’s small head came up instantly and as
Sa’ moved her hand to throw, the squirrel darted up the tree. Sa’ foresaw this, and, aiming a little higher, ended the
small animal’s life in one calculating throw with skill and hunting knowledge that she had not used in many
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seasons.
Ch’idzigyaak let out a deep sigh of relief. The moon’s light shone on the younger woman’s smiling face as she
said in a proud yet shaky voice,
“Many times I have done that, but never did I think I would do it again.”
Back at the camp, the women boiled the squirrel meat in snow water and drank the broth, saving the small
portion of meat to be eaten later, for they knew that otherwise, this could be their last meal.
The two women had not eaten for some time because The People had tried to conserve what little food they
had. Now they realized why precious food had not been given to them. Why waste food on two who were to die?
Trying not to think about what had happened, the two women filled their empty stomachs with the warm squirrel
broth and settled down in their tents for the night.
The shelter was made of two large caribou hides wrapped around three long sticks shaped into a kind of
triangle. Inside were thickly piled spruce boughs covered with many fur blankets. The women were aware that,
although they had been left behind to fend for themselves, The People had done them a good deed by leaving
them with all their possessions. They suspected that the chief was responsible for this small kindness. Other less
noble members of the band would have decided that the two women soon would die and would have pilfered
everything except for the warm fur and skin clothing they wore. With these confusing thoughts lingering in their
minds, the two frail women dozed.
The moonlight shone silently upon the frozen earth as life whispered throughout the land, broken now and then
by a lone wolf’s melancholy howl. The women’s eyes twitched in tired, troubled dreams, and soft helpless moans
escaped from their lips.
Then a cry rang out somewhere in the night as the moon dipped low on the western horizon. Both women
awoke at once, hoping that the awful screech was a part of her nightmare. Again the wail was heard. This time,
the women recognized it as the sound of something caught in one of their snares. They were relieved. Fearing that
other predators would beat them to their catch, the women hurriedly dressed and rushed to their snare sets. There
they saw a small, trembling rabbit that lay partially strangled as it eyed them warily. Without hesitation, Sa’ went
to the rabbit, put one hand around its neck, felt for the beating heart, and squeezed until the small struggling
animal went limp. After Sa’ reset the snare, they went back to the camp, each feeling a thread of new hope.
Morning came, but brought no light to this far northern land. Ch’idzigyaak awoke first. She slowly kindled the
fire into a flame as she carefully added more wood. When the fire had died out during the cold night, frost from
their warm breathing had accumulated on the walls of caribou skins.
Sighing in dull exasperation, Ch’idzigyaak went outside where the northern lights still danced above, and the
stars winked in great numbers. Ch’idzigyaak stood for a moment staring up at these wonders. In all her years, the
night sky never failed to fill her with awe.
Remembering her task, Ch’idzigyaak grabbed the upper rims of the caribou skins, laid them on the ground and
briskly brushed off the crystal frost. After putting the skins up again, she went back inside to build up the
campfire. Soon moisture dripped from the skin wall, which quickly dried.
Ch’idzigyaak shuddered to think of the melting frost dripping on them in the cold weather. How had they
managed before? Ah, yes! The younger ones were always there, piling wood on the fire, peering into the shelter to
make sure that their elders’ fire did not go out. What a pampered pair they had been! How would they survive
now?
Ch’idzigyaak sighed deeply, trying not to dwell on those dark thoughts, and concentrated instead on tending
the fire without waking her sleeping companion. The shelter warmed as the fire crackled, spitting tiny sparks from
the dry wood. Slowly, Sa’ awoke to this sound and lay on her back for a long time before becoming aware of her
friend’s movement. Turning her aching neck slowly she began to smile but stopped as she saw her friend’s forlorn
look. In a pained grimace Sa’ propped herself up carefully on one elbow and tried to smile encouragingly as she
said,
“I thought yesterday had only been a dream when I awoke to your warm fire.”
Ch’idzigyaak managed a slight smile at the obvious attempt to lift her spirits but continued to stare dully into
the fire.
“I sit and worry,” she said after a long silence. “I fear what lies ahead. No! Don’t say anything!” She held up
her hands as her friend opened her mouth to speak. “I know that you are sure of our survival. You are younger.”
She could not help but smile bitterly at her remark, for just yesterday they both had been judged too old to live
with the young.
“It has been a long time since I have been on my own. There has always been someone there to take care of me,
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and now …”
She broke off with a hoarse whisper as tears fell, much to her shame.
Her friend let her cry. As the tears eased and the older woman wiped her dampened face, she laughed.
“Forgive me, my friend. I am older than you. Yet I cry like a baby.”
“We are like babies,” Sa’ responded. The older woman looked up in surprise at such an admission. “We are
like helpless babies.” A smile twitched her lips as her friend started to look slightly affronted by the remark, but
before Ch’idzigyaak could take it in the wrong way Sa’ went on.
“We have learned much during our long lives. Yet there we were in our old age, thinking that we had done our
share in life. So we stopped, just like that. No more working like we used to, even though our bodies are still
healthy enough to do a little more than we expect of ourselves.”
Ch’idzigyaak sat listening, alert to her friend’s sudden revelation as to why the younger ones thought it best to
leave them behind.
“Two old women. They complain, never satisfied. We talk of no food, and of how good it was in our days
when it really was no better. We think that we are so old. Now, because we have spent so many years convincing
the younger people that we are helpless, they believe that we are no longer of use to this world.”
Seeing tears fill her friend’s eyes at the finality of her words, Sa’ continued in a voice heavy with feeling.
“We are going to prove them wrong! The People. And death!” She shook her head, motioning into the air.
“Yes, it awaits us, this death. Ready to grab us the moment we show our weak spots. I fear this kind of death
more than any suffering you and I will go through. If we are going to die anyway, let us die trying!”
Ch’idzigyaak stared for a long time at her friend and knew that what she said was true, that death surely would
come if they did not try to survive. She was not convinced that the two of them were strong enough to make it
through the harsh season, but the passion in her friend[‘s voice made her feel a little better. So, instead of feeling
sadness because there was nothing further they could say or do, she smiled.
“I think we said this before and will probably say it many more times, but yes, let us die trying.”
And with a sense of strength filling her like she had not thought possible, Sa’ returned the smile as she got up
to prepare for the long day ahead of them.
*
That day the women went back in time to recall the skills and knowledge that they had been taught from early
childhood. They began by making snowshoes. Usually birchwood was collected during late spring and early
summer, but today the young birch would have to do. They didn’t have the correct tools, of course, but the women
managed with what they had to split the wood into four parts each, which they boiled in their large birch
containers. When the wood became soft, the women bent it roundish and pointed at the tips. Putting two of these
half-rounded sides together, the women awkwardly drilled many little holes into both sides with their small
pointed sewing awls. The work was hard, but despite their aching fingers the women continued until they finished
the task. Earlier, they had soaked the babiche in water. Now they took the softened material, sliced it into thin
strips, and wove it onto the snowshoes. As the babiche hardened with a little help from the campfire, the women
prepared leather bindings for their snowshoes.
When they finished, the women beamed with pride. Then they walked atop the snow with their slightly
awkward but serviceable snowshoes to check their rabbit snares and were further cheered to find they had caught
another rabbit. The knowledge that a few days before The People had tried to snare rabbits in the area without
success made the women feel almost superstitious about their good luck. They went back to the camp feeling
lighthearted about all that had been accomplished.
That night the women talked about their plans. They agreed that they could not remain in the fall camp where
they had been abandoned, for there were not enough animals on which to survive the long winter. They also were
afraid that potential enemies might come upon them. Other bands were traveling, too, even in the cold winter, and
the women did not want to be exposed to such dangers. They also began to fear their own people because of the
broken trust. The two women decided they must move on, fearing that the cold weather would force people to do
desperate things to survive, remembering the taboo stories handed down for generations about how some had
turned into cannibals to survive.
The two women sat in the shelter, thinking about where to go. Suddenly Ch’idzigyaak burst out,
“I know of a place!”
“Where?” Sa’ asked in an excited voice.
“Do you remember the place where we fished long ago? The creek where the fish were so abundant that we
had to build many caches to dry them?” The younger woman searched her memory for a moment, and vaguely the
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place came to mind.
“Yes, I do remember. But why did we not ever return?” she asked.
Ch’idzigyaak shrugged. She did not know either.
“Maybe The People forgot that place existed,” she ventured.
Whatever the reason, the two women agreed that it would be a good place to go now and since it was a long
distance, they should leave at once. The women yearned to be as far away as possible from this place of bad
memories.
The following morning they packed. Their caribou skins served many purposes. That day, they served as
pulling sleds. Taking the two skins off the tent frame, the women laid the skins flat with the fur facing the snow.
They packed their possessions neatly in the skins and laced them tightly shut with long strips of babiche. They
fastened long woven ropes of moose skin leather onto the front of the skin sleds, and each woman tied a rope
around her waist. With the fur of the caribou hides sliding lightly across the dry, deep snow and the women’s
snowshoes making the walking easier, the two women began their long journey.
Temperatures had dropped, and the cold air made the women’s eyes sting. Time and time again, they had to
warm their faces with their bare hands, and they continually wiped tears from their irritated eyes. But their fur and
skin clothing served them well, for cold as it was, their bodies remained warm.
The women walked late into the night. They had not gone too far, but both were bone-weary and felt as though
they had been walking forever. Deciding to camp, the women dug deep pits in the snow and filled them with
spruce boughs. Then they built a small campfire, reboiling the squirrel meat and drinking its broth. They were so
tired they soon fell asleep. This time they did not moan or twitch but slept deep and soundlessly.
Morning arrived, and the women awoke to the deep cold surrounding them while the sky above seemed like a
bowl of stars. But as the women tried to climb out of their pits, their bodies would not move. Looking into each
other’s eyes, the women realized they had pushed their bodies beyond their physical endurance. Finally, the
younger, more determined Sa’ managed to move. But the pain was so great that she let out an agonized groan.
Knowing this would happen to her, too, Ch’idzigyaak lay still for awhile, gathering courage to withstand the pain
she knew would come. Finally, she, too, made her way slowly and painfully out of the snow shelter, and the
women limped around the camp to loosen their stiff joints. After they chewed on the remaining squirrel meat, they
continued their journey, slowly pulling their laden toboggans.
That day would be remembered as one of the longest and hardest of the days to come. They stumbled numbly
on, many times falling down into the snow from sheer fatigue and old age. Yet they pushed on, almost in
desperation, knowing that each step brought them nearer to their destination.
The distant sunlight that appeared for a short while each day peeped hazily through the ice fog that hung in the
air. Now and again, blue skies could be seen, but mostly the women noticed only their own frosty breath coming
in thick swirls. Freezing their lungs was another worry, and they took care not to work too hard in the cold and, if
such work was unavoidable, they wore a protective covering over their faces. This could cause irritating side
effects, such as frost buildup where the covering brushed against their faces. However, the women did not notice
such minor discomforts compared with their aching limbs, stiff joints, and swollen feet. Sometimes even the
heavy sleds seemed to serve a purpose by keeping the women from falling flat on their faces as they pulled
onward with the ropes wrapped around their chests.
As the few hours of daylight slipped away, the women’s eyes readjusted to the darkness that began to enfold
them. But they knew that night had not yet arrived and that there was still time to move. When it became time to
camp, the women found themselves on a large lake. They could see the outline of trees along the shore and they
knew that the forest would be a better place to camp. But they were so exhausted they could go no farther. Again
they dug a deep pit in the snow, and after snuggling down and covering themselves with their skin blankets they
were soon asleep. The thick skin and fur clothing held their body heat and protected them from the cold air. The
snow pit was as warm as any shelter aboveground, so the women slept, mindless of freezing temperatures that
made even the most ferocious northern animals seek shelter.
The next morning, Sa’ awoke first. The long sleep and cold air cleared her mind considerably. With a twisting
grimace she stuck her head out of the hole to look around. She saw the outline of trees on the shore and
remembered how they had been too tired to complete their crossing of the lake.
She got up slowly, not wanting to disturb her friend’s slumber and knowing that with a wrong move her
stiffened body would lock up and refuse to go farther. A smile hovered around her lips as she thought of how she
and her friend had complained loudly and often of their minor aches and pains a few days before, and of the
walking sticks they had used until forgetting them at the camp the day before. Slowly stretching in the chilly air,
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she made a mental note to remind her friend of this when the right time came. They could laugh over the fact that
for years they had carried those sticks around to help them walk better and now, somehow, they had managed
many miles without them. Putting on her snowshoes, Sa’ walked about to loosen the stiffness in her sore joints.
From within the snow pit, Ch’idzigyaak looked up at her more agile companion who slowly circled the shelter.
Ch’idzigyaak was still tired and feeling miserable. But she knew she must do her best to stand beside her friend
through this hardship. She had lived long enough to know that if she gave up, her friend would give up, too. So
she forced herself to move, but the pain that filled her body made her lie back down, and let out a deep sigh.
Sa’ saw that Ch’idzigyaakwas having a hard time, so she reached down to help her climb out of the pit.
Together they grunted, struggling to move. Soon they were walking again, and kept right on going until they
reached the edge of the lake. There, they built a fire and, after eating some of the rabbit meat they had carefully
rationed, they returned for their sleds and resumed their journey.
The frozen lakes seemed endless. Struggling through the many spruce trees, willow thickets, and thorn patches
that lay between the lakes wore the women out until they felt as if they had traveled many more miles than they
had. Despite having to make many detours around obstacles, the women never completely lost their sense of
direction. Sometimes, fatigue clouded their judgment, and they found themselves straying slightly off course or
going in circles, but they soon found their way again. In vain, they hoped that the slough they sought would
appear suddenly. Indeed, there were times when one of them would fantasize that they had reached their
destination. But the constant reminders of the intense cold and aching bones brought them quickly back to reality.
On the fourth night, the women almost stumbled onto the slough. Everything around them stood shrouded
under silvery moonlight. Shadows stretched beneath the many trees and over the slough. The women stood on the
bank for a few moments, resting as their eyes took in the beauty of that special night. Sa’ marveled at the power
the land held over people like herself, over the animals, and even over the trees. They all depended on the land,
and if its rules were not obeyed, quick and unjudgmental death could fall upon the careless and unworthy.
Ch’idzigyaak looked at her friend as Sa’ sighed deeply.
“What’s the matter?” she asked.
Sa’s face creased in a sad smile.
“Nothing is wrong, my friend. We are on the right trail after all. I was thinking about how it used to be that the
land was easy for me to live on, and now it seems not to want me. Perhaps it is just my aching joints that are
making me complain.” Ch’idzigyaak laughed.
“Perhaps it is because our bodies are just too old, or maybe we are out of shape. Maybe the time will come
when we will spring across this land again.”
Sa’ joined in the joke. Such musings were meant only to lift their spirits and the women knew that their
journey was not over, nor would their struggle for survival become easier. Although they had grown soft in their
old age, Ch’idzigyaak and Sa’ knew they would pay a high price of hard toil before the land yielded them any
comforts.
The two women walked down the winding slough until they came upon a large river. Even in times of cold
weather, the swishing undercurrents of the river eroded the ice and made it thin and dangerous to walk on. The
women realized this as they carefully inched their way across the quiet river, keeping their senses alert for the
sound of cracking ice or any hint of steam rising from between the ice chinks.
When they finally reached the other side, the tension and fatigue left both women mentally and physically
drained. With what little energy remained, they numbly set to the task of building yet another overnight shelter.
*
Nights past when they had managed to build shelters were nothing compared to this one, for the women were
so tired they could barely move. In blind determination they stumbled about gathering spruce boughs for their
beds and large chunks of wood for the campfire. Finally, they huddled together and stared as if hypnotized into
the large orange blaze they ignited from the live coals carried from the first campsite. Soon they slipped
mindlessly off to sleep. They did not hear the lonesome howl of a distant wolf, and before they knew it the cold
air of morning brought them back to their senses.
They had fallen asleep leaning against one another and somehow managed to stay in that position all night.
Because they were sitting up on their legs, the women knew getting up would not be easy. They sat still for a long
time. Then Sa’ made an effort to rise, but her legs had lost their feeling. She grunted and tried again. Meanwhile,
Ch'idzigyaak closed her eyes tightly and pretended to be asleep. She did not want to face the day.
Sa’ gathered a little courage to force herself to move, but the aches in her bones proved to be too much for her
this time. Again they had pushed their bodies beyond their limits. Without meaning to, Sa’ let out a painful moan,
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and she felt a great urge to cry. She hung her head, defeated by all they had been through these past few days, and
the cold made her feel even more despair. As much as she wanted to, her body would not move. She was too stiff
Ch’idzigyaak listened lethargically to her friend's sniffles. She was amazed that she could sit and listen to Sa’
cry and feel no emotion. Perhaps it was not meant for them to go on. Perhaps the young ones were right—she and
Sa’ were fighting the inevitable. It would be easy for them to snuggle deeper into the warmth of their fur clothing
and fall asleep. They would not have to prove anything to anyone anymore. Perhaps the sleep that Sa’ feared
would not be so bad after all. At least, Ch’idzigyaak thought to herself, it would not be as bad as this.
Yet, for as little will as her older friend had, Sa’ possessed enough determination for both of them. Shrugging
off the cold, the pain in her sides, her empty stomach, and the numbness in her legs, she struggled to get up and
this time succeeded. As had become her morning habit, she limped around the campsite until feeling slowly began
to course through her bloodstream. When the circulation returned, there was more pain. But Sa’ concentrated her
attention on gathering more wood to build the fire. Then she boiled a rabbit head to make a tasty broth.
Ch’idzigyaak watched all this from between narrowed lids. She did not want her friend to know that she was
awake, for then, Ch’idzigyaak felt, she would be obligated to move, and she did not want to move. Not now and
not ever. She would stay exactly as she was, and perhaps death would steal her quickly away from the suffering.
But her body was not ready to give in just yet. Instead of slipping blissfully into oblivion, Ch’idzigyaak suddenly
felt the urgent need to relieve her bladder. She tried to ignore this, but soon her bladder could wait no more, and
with a loud grunt she felt her bladder letting go. In quick panic she jumped up and headed for the willows,
startling her friend.
When Ch’idzigyaak came out of the willows looking slightly guilty, Sa’ tilted her head in wonder.
“Is something wrong?” she asked. Ch'idzigyaak, feeling embarrassed, admitted,
“I surprised myself by how fast I moved. I did not think I would be able to move at all!”
Sa’ was thinking of the day ahead.
“After we have eaten, we should try to move on, even if we go only a little way today,” she said. “Each step
brings us closer to where we are going. Although I do not feel good today, my mind has power over my body, and
it wants us to move on instead of staying here to rest—which is what I want to do.”
Ch’idzigyaak listened as she ate her portion of the rabbit head and broth. She, too, felt like staying there for a
while. In fact, she desperately wanted to stay. But after putting aside her foolish thoughts, she felt ashamed and
reluctantly agreed they should move on.
Sa’ felt a slight disappointment when Ch’idzigyaak agreed to resume their journey, wondering if deep within
her she had hoped Ch’idzigyaak would refuse to move. But it was too late for second thoughts. So both women
tied the ropes around their thin waists and pulled onward. As they walked, they kept their eyes open for signs of
animals, for their food was nearly gone, and meat was their prime source of energy. Without it, their struggle
would be over soon. Sometimes, the women stopped to discuss the route they had chosen and to ask themselves if
it was the correct way. But the river led in only one direction from the slough, so the women walked along the
riverbank as they kept a lookout for the narrow creek that would lead them to a place remembered for its plentiful
fish long ago.
The days dragged on as the women slowly pulled their sleds across the deep snow. On the sixth day, Sa’, who
had grown accustomed to staring dully only at the path ahead, happened to glance up. Across the river she saw the
opening to the creek.
“We are there,” she said in a soft, breathless voice.
Ch’idzigyaak looked at her friend, then at the creek.
“Except we are on the wrong side,” she said.
Sa’ had to smile at her friend, who always seemed to find the negative side of a situation. Too tired to offer a
lighter point of view, Sa’ sighed to herself as she motioned to her friend to follow.
This time the two women did not worry about hidden cracks beneath the ice. They were too tired. Mindless of
the danger, they crossed the frozen river and kept right on going up the tributary.
The women walked until late that night. The moon slowly emerged over the trees until it hovered above them,
lighting their way along the narrow creek. Although they had walked more hours than they had on earlier days,
the women continued on. They felt sure the old campsite was near and they wanted to reach their destination that
night.
Just about the time Ch’idzigyaak was ready to beg her friend to stop, she saw the campsite.
“Look over there!” she cried. “There are the fishracks we hung so long ago!”
Sa’ stopped and suddenly felt weak. It was with great effort that she stood on her shaking legs, for a feeling of
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somehow coming home suddenly overwhelmed her. Ch'idzigyaak moved closer to her friend and gently placed an
arm around her. They looked at each other and felt a surge of powerful emotion that left them speechless.
They had traveled all this way by themselves. Good memories came back to them about the place where they
had shared much happiness with friends and family. Now, because of an ugly twist of fate, they were here alone,
betrayed by those same people. Because they were thrown together in hardship, the two women developed a sense
of knowing what the other was thinking, and Sa’ was usually the more sensitive one.
“It is better not to think of why we are here,” she said. “We must set up our camp here tonight. Tomorrow we
will talk.”
Clearing the bitter emotion from her throat, Ch’idzigyaak heartily agreed. So, with slow, dragging movements,
the two women climbed up the low bank of the creek and walked to the campsite, where they found an old tent
frame that they used for shelter that night.
Though their clothing shielded them from the awful cold, the caribou skins did a better job. Coals from the fire
pulsated amidst the ash all through the night and kept the shelter warm.
Finally, the morning cold seeped through, and the women began to stir. Sa’ was the first to move. This time her
body did not protest so much as she moved about the shelter, placing the wood they had gathered the night before
on the tiny embers still burning in the fireplace. After a few moments of softly blowing the dried sticks, a flame
began a gentle dance as it spread onto the bundle of dry willows. Soon the shelter was warm and glowing.
That day, the women worked steadily, unmindful of their aching joints. They knew they would have to hurry to
make final preparations for the worst of the winter, for even colder weather lay ahead. So they spent the day piling
snow high around the shelter to insulate it and gathering all the loose wood they could find. Then without resting,
they set a long line of rabbit snares, for the area was rich in willow, and there were many signs of rabbit life.
Nighttime had arrived when the women made their way back to the camp. Sa’ boiled the remains of the
rabbit’s innards and the women feasted on the last of their food. After that, they leaned against their bedding and
stared into the campfire.
The two women had not known each other well before being abandoned. They had been two neighbors who
thrived on each other’s bad habit of complaining and on sharing conversations about things that did not matter.
Now, their old age and their cruel fate were all they had in common. So it was that night, at the end of their
painful journey together, they did not know how to converse in companionship, and instead, each woman dwelled
on her own thoughts.
Ch’idzigyaak’s mind went immediately to her daughter and grandson. She wondered if they were all right. A
surge of hurt streaked through her as she thought about her daughter again. It was still hard for Ch’idzigyaak to
believe that her own flesh and blood would refuse to come to her aid. As the self-pity overwhelmed her,
Ch’idzigyaak fought the tears that threatened to spill from her eyes, and her lips formed a thin, rigid line. She
would not cry! This was the time to be strong and to forget! But with that thought a huge single tear dripped
down. She looked at Sa’ and saw that she also was lost deep in thought.
Ch’idzigyaak was perplexed by her friend. Except for a few moments of weakness, the woman next to her
seemed strong and sure of herself, almost as if she were challenged by all of this. Curiosity replaced her pain and
Sa’ was startled when Ch’idzigyaak spoke.
“Once when I was a little girl, they left my grandmother behind. She could no longer walk and could hardly
see. We were so hungry that people were staggering around, and my mother whispered that she was afraid that
people would think of eating people. I had not heard of anything like this before, but my family told stories of
some who had grown desperate enough to do such things. My heart filled with fear as I clung to my mother’s
hand. If someone looked into my eyes, I would turn my head quickly, fearing he might take notice of me and
consider eating me. That is how much fear I had. I was hungry, too, but somehow it didn’t matter. Perhaps it was
because I was so young and had my family all around me. When they talked about leaving my grandmother
behind, I was horrified. I remember my father and brothers arguing with the rest of the men, but when my father
came back to the shelter, I looked at his face and knew what would happen. Then I looked at my grandmother.
She was blind and too deaf to hear what was going on.”
Ch’idzigyaak took a deep breath before continuing with her story.
“When they bundled her up and put her blankets all around her, I think Grandmother sensed what was
happening because as we began to leave the camp I could hear her crying.”
The older woman shuddered at the memory.
“Later, when I grew up, I learned that my brother and father went back to end my grandmother’s life, for they
did not want her to suffer. And they burned her body in case anyone thought of filling their bellies with her flesh.
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Somehow, we survived that winter, though my only real memory of that time was that it was not a happy one. I
remember other times of empty stomachs, but none as bad as that one winter.”
Sa’ smiled sadly, understanding her friend’s painful memories. She, too, remembered.
“When I was young, I was like a boy,” she began. “I was always with my brothers. I learned many things from
them. Sometimes, my mother would try to make me sit still and sew, or learn that which I would have to know
when I became a woman. But my father and brothers always rescued me. They liked me the way I was.”
She smiled at her memories.
“Our family was different from most. My father and mother let us do almost anything. We did chores like
everyone else, but after they were done, we could explore. I never played with other children, only with my
brothers. I am afraid I did not know what growing up was about because I was having so much fun. When my
mother asked me if I had become a woman yet, I did not understand. I thought she meant in age, not in that way.
And summer after summer, she would ask me the same question, and each time she looked more worried. I did
not pay much attention to her. But as I grew as tall as my mother and just a little shorter than my brothers, people
looked at me in a strange way. Girls younger than me already were with child and man. Yet I was still free like a
child.”
Sa’ laughed heartily as she now knew why she received all those strange looks from people then.
“I began to hear them laugh at me behind my back and I became confused. In a way, I did not care what people
thought about me, so I continued to hunt, fish, explore, and do what I pleased. My mother tried to make me stay
home and work, but I rebelled. My brothers had taken women, and I told my mother she had plenty of help, and
with that I would escape. When my mother turned to my father to discipline me, I would show up with a huge
bundle of ducks, fish, or some other food, and my father would say, ‘Leave her alone.’
“Then I grew older, beyond that age when women should have man and child, and everyone was talking about
me. I could not understand why, for although I was not with a man and having children, I was still doing my share
of the work by providing food. There were times when I brought more food than the men. This did not seem to
please them. About this time in my life, we experienced our worst winter. It was cold like this.”
Sa’ motioned with her hand.
“Even babies died, and grown men began to panic, for as hard as they tried they could not find enough animals
to eat. There was an old woman in our group whom I rarely noticed. The chief decided we had to move on in our
search for food. There was a rumor that far away we would find caribou. This excited everyone.
“The old woman had to be carried. The chief did not want this burden, so he told everyone that we would leave
her behind. No one argued, except me. My mother tried to stifle me, but I was young and unthinking. She told me
that this was to be done for the sake of the whole group. She seemed like a cold, unfeeling stranger as she tried to
talk me out of my protest, but I angrily brushed her off.
“I was shocked and furious. I felt that The People were being lazy and were not thinking clearly. It was my job
to talk some sense into them. And being who I was, I spoke up for the woman whom I hardly knew existed until
then. I asked the men if they thought they were no better than the wolves who would shun their old and weak.
“The chief was a cruel man. I had avoided him until the day I stood before him and shouted angry words at his
face. I could see that he was twice as angry as I was, but I could not stop myself. Even though I knew that the
chief disliked me, I argued on, not listening to him as he tried to answer my accusations. His action was wrong,
and I meant to make it right. As I continued to talk, I was unaware of the shock that awakened the group from its
malnourished lethargy.
“A fearful look fell upon the chief’s face and he put his large hand over my mouth.
“‘All right, strange young girl,” he said in a loud voice that I knew was meant to humiliate me. I could feel my
chin go up farther so that he could see that I remained proud and unafraid. “‘You will stay with the old one,’ he
said.
“I could hear my mother gasp, and my own heart sank. Yet I would not yield as I stared unblinkingly into his
eyes. My family was deeply hurt, but pride and shame kept them from protesting. They did not want a daughter
who would take such a stand against the strong leaders of the group. I did not think the leaders were strong. The
chief acted as if I did not exist after that, and I was ignored by everyone else except my family, who begged me to
apologize to the leader. But I would not give in. My pride grew with each moment the others pretended I was not
there, and I continued to plead for the old woman’s life.”
Sa’ broke into laughter at her impetuous youth.
“What happened after that?” Ch’idzigyaak wanted to know.
Sa’ paused as she deeply inhaled the pain from those long-ago memories. Continuing in a subdued voice, she
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said,
“After they left, I was not so brave. There were no animals to be found for miles around. But I was determined
to show what could be done by my good intentions. So the old woman—I never did know her name, for I was too
busy trying to keep us alive—and I ate mice, owls, and anything else that moved. I killed it, and we ate it.
“The woman died that winter. Then I was alone. Not even my pride and usual carefree ways could help me. I
talked to myself all the time. Who else was there? They would think I was crazy if The People returned to find me
talking to the air. At least you and I have each other,” Sa’ told her friend, who nodded in wholehearted agreement.
“Then I realized the importance of being with a large group. The body needs food, but the mind needs people.
When the sun finally came hot and long on the land, I explored the country. One day as I was walking along,
talking to myself as usual, someone said,
“‘Who are you talking to?’
“For a moment I thought I was hearing things. I stopped in my tracks and turned slowly to find a big, stronglooking man with his arms crossed, smiling at me in a bold manner. Many feelings ran through me at that
moment. I was surprised, embarrassed, and angry all at once.
“‘You scared me!’ I said, trying to cover up my real feelings. Because my cheeks were burning, I knew I did
not fool him, for his grin grew deeper. He asked me what I was doing out there alone, and I told him my story. I
felt at that moment that I could trust him. He told me that the same thing happened to him. Only he was banished
because he was foolish enough to fight over a woman who was meant for another man. We were together a long
time before we became a man and woman together. I never saw my family again, and it was years later that we
joined the band.
“Then he tried to fight with a bear and died. Foolish man,” she added with grudging admiration, as a deep
sadness weighed down her face. It was the first time Ch’idzigyaak saw her friend so sad, and she broke the silence
by saying,
“You were luckier than I, for when it became apparent that I was not interested in taking a man, I was forced to
live with a man much older than me. I hardly knew him. It was years before we had our child. He was older than I
am now when he died.”
Sa’ laughed.
“The People would have chosen a man for me too, had I been with them much longer.” After a momentary
silence, she continued.
“Now here we are, truly old. I hear our bones creaking, and we are left behind to fend for ourselves.”
The women fell into silence as they struggled with their emotions. They lay on their warm beds as the cold
earth trembled outside. They thought about the experiences they had shared. As they fell into an exhausted sleep,
each woman felt more at home because of her new knowledge of the other and because each had survived hard
times before.
Days shortened as the sun sank deeper under the horizon. It grew so cold there were times when the women
jumped as the trees around them cracked loudly from the cold pressure. Even the willows snapped. But as the
women settled down they also became depressed. They feared the savage wolves that howled in the distance.
Other imagined fears tormented them as well, for there was plenty of time to think as the dark days drifted slowly
by. In what daylight they had, the two women forced themselves to move. They spent all their waking hours
collecting firewood from underneath the deep snow. Though food was scarce, warmth was their main concern,
and at night they would sit and talk, trying to keep each other from the loneliness and fears that threatened to
overcome them. The People rarely spent precious time in idle conversation. When they did speak, it was to
communicate rather than to socialize. But these women made an exception during the long evenings. They talked.
And a sense of mutual respect developed as each learned of the other’s past hardships.
Many days went by before the women caught more rabbits. It had been some time since they had eaten a full
meal. They managed to preserve their energy by boiling spruce boughs to serve as a minty tea, but it made the
stomach sour. Knowing it was dangerous to eat anything solid after such a diet, the two women first boiled the
rabbit meat to make a nourishing broth, which they drank slowly. After a day of drinking the broth, the women
cautiously ate one ham off a rabbit. As the days passed, they allowed themselves more portions, and soon their
energy was restored. With wood piled high around the shelter like a barricade, the women found that they had
more time to forage for food. The hunting skills they learned in their youth reemerged, and each day the women
would walk farther from the shelter to set their rabbit snares and to keep an eye out for any other animals small
enough to kill. One of the rules they had been taught was that if you set snares for animals you must check them
regularly. Neglecting your snare line brought bad luck. So, despite the cold and their own physical discomforts,
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the two women checked their snares each day and usually found a rabbit to reward them.
At nightfall, when their daily chores were completed, the women wove the rabbit fur into blankets and
clothing, such as mittens and face coverings. Sometimes, to break the monotony, one would present a woven
rabbit-fur hat or mittens to the other. This always brought wide smiles.
As the days slowly passed, the weather lost its cold edge, and the women savored moments of glee—they had
survived the winter! They regained what energy they had lost and now they kept busy collecting more firewood,
checking the rabbit snares and scouting the vast area for other animals. Though the women had lost the habit of
complaining, they grew tired of the daily fare of rabbit meat and found themselves dreaming of other game to eat,
such as willow grouse, tree squirrels, and beaver meat.
One morning, as Ch’idzigyaak awoke, she felt something was not quite right. Her heart pumped rapidly as she
slowly got up, fearing the worst, and peeked out of the shelter. At first, all seemed still. Then suddenly she spotted
a flock of willow grouse pecking at some tree debris that had fallen not far away. With trembling hands, she
quietly got a long, thin strand of babiche out of her sewing bag and slowly crept out of the tent. Selecting a long
stick from the nearby woodpile, she fashioned a noose at the end and began to crawl toward the flock.
Nervously, the birds started to cluck as they became aware of the woman’s presence. Knowing that the birds
were about to take fight, Ch’idzigyaak stopped for a few minutes to give them time to calm down. They were not
too far from her now, and she hoped that Sa’ would not awake and make a noise that would scare away the birds.
With knees aching and hands slightly trembling, Ch’idzigyaak slowly pushed the stick forward. Some grouse
excitedly flew away to another patch of willows nearby, but she steadfastly ignored them as she continued to lift
the stick slowly as the remaining birds walked about faster.
Ch’idzigyaak concentrated on the grouse closest to her. It made small movements towards the noose, its head
nodding back to front. As the birds started noisily to run and fly off, Ch’idzigyaak shoved the noose forward until
the bird’s head slipped right into it. Then she jerked the stick upward as the bird squawked and twisted until it
hung motionless. Standing up with the dead grouse in her hand, Ch’idzigyaak turned toward the tent to find her
friend’s face wreathed in smiles. Ch’idzigyaak smiled back. Looking into the air, Ch’idzigyaak took note of a
warmth in the air.
“The weather gets better,” Sa’ said softly and the older woman’s eyes widened in surprise.
“I should have noticed. Had it been cold, I would have frozen in my position of a sneaky fox.”
The women found great laughter in this as they went back into the shelter to prepare the meat of a different
season to come. After that morning, the weather fluctuated between bitter cold and then warm and snowy days.
That the women did not catch another bird failed to dampen their spirits, for the days gradually grew longer,
warmer, and brighter.
*
Soon winter was gone and the two old women spent more time hunting game. They feasted on the feisty little
squirrels that bolted from tree to tree and on the flocks of willow grouse that seemed to be everywhere.
With the warm days of spring came the time for muskrat hunting. The women long ago had been tutored in the
skills and patience required. First, special nets and traps had to be made. A willow branch was bent into a circle
and bound securely at the ends. The women wove thin strips of moose leather into the frames until each formed a
crude but sturdy net. Then, on a sunny day, they set out in search of a muskrat tunnel.
They walked a long way before they came to a cluster of lakes with signs of muskrat life. They picked out a
lake with little black lumps of muskrat houses still showing on the rotting ice. After locating the muskrat tunnel,
the women marked each end of the underground pathway with a stick. When the stick moved, it meant a muskrat
was coming through the tunnel and when it emerged from the opening, one of the women would snatch it with her
net and end its life with a blow to the head. The first day, the women caught ten muskrats. But they were worn out
by the stress of bending down and waiting, so the walk back to camp seemed long.
The spring days brought little time to talk or to reflect on the past as the women kept busy catching more
muskrats and some beavers, all of which were smoke-dried for preservation. Their days were so full they hardly
took time to eat, and at night they slept deeply. When they decided they had caught more than their share of
muskrat and beaver, they packed everything and hauled it back to their main camp.
Still, the women felt vulnerable. The area was rich in anima life now, and they felt in time other people might
come. Normally, other people meant their own kind. But since being left behind on that cold winter day, the
women felt defenseless against the younger generation and had lost trust that they knew they never could regain.
Now, suspicion left them wary of what might happen if anyone were to come upon them and find their growing
store of food. They talked about what they should do, and in time they agreed they should move to a place less
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desirable—a place other people would not wish to explore, perhaps a place where it would be hard to manage the
mighty swarms of summer insects.
The women did not relish having to face the many bloodthirsty mosquitoes that awaited them in the thick
willow bushes and trees. But their fear of people was greater. So they packed all they had and began the
unpleasant trek to the hiding place. They decided to work in the heat of the day when mosquitoes seemed to hide.
At night, they sat near a smoky fire to protect themselves. It took days to transfer the camp, but at last, the women
stood by the creek and took one last look around, wishing a wind would blow away any hints of their presence.
Before deciding to move, the women had torn large amounts of birch bark from the trees. Now they recognized
their mistake. Although by habit they took pieces of bark from trees spaced far apart, the women knew that any
alert eye would take notice of this detail. But they also knew that nothing could be done about it, and in
resignation they left the camp for their less desirable place within the thickets.
The two women spent the remaining days of spring trying to make their new camp more hospitable. They put
up their shelters under the deep shade of tall spruce trees and hidden among many willows. Then they found a
cool spot where they dug a deep hole that they lined with willows. There, they laid their large cache of dried meat
for the summer. They also placed a few traps atop the ground to scare off any sharpnosed predators. The
mosquitoes were everywhere, and as they worked, the women relied on long-used methods of shielding
themselves to keep from being eaten alive. They hung leather tassels around their faces and their thick clothing to
keep the small insects from biting into their skin. When it seemed as if they would be carried away, the women
covered their skin with muskrat grease to repel the masses of flying pests.
Meanwhile, they charted a small hidden path to the creek where they got their water and, with summer nearly
upon them, made their fish traps. Once the traps were set, the women had no trouble catching fish and found they
had to move nearer to the creek to keep up with the task of cutting and drying. In time, a bear began helping
himself to the fish the women had stored. This worried them, but in time they reached an unusual agreement with
the bear. They carried the fish guts far from the camp where the greedy bear could laze about and eat at his
leisure.
Too soon, the sun lay orange and cool on the evening horizon, and the women knew summer was dwindling.
About this time, the spawning salmon began to find their way up the little creek, much to the women’s pleasure,
and for a short while they were busy with the reddish fish meat. The bear disappeared from the area, but still the
women disposed of fish innards far down the creek. If the bear did not eat them, the ever-present ravens would
devour them soon enough.
The women also were frugal, and they preserved many inside parts of the fish for other uses. For instance, the
salmon intestines could be used for containing water, and the skin was fashioned into round bags to hold dried
fish. These tasks kept them so busy they were up from early morning until late at night, and before they knew it,
the short Arctic summer passed, and fall crept upon them.
When the season changed, the women retired from fishing and hauled their large supply back to the hidden
camp. There they found a new problem. They had collected so much fish that there was no place to store it, and
with the approaching winter there was no shortage of small animals searching for winter food. Eventually, the
women made standing caches for their fish, and they placed great bundles of thorns and brush beneath them to
discourage animals from bothering the fish. Perhaps this method worked, or perhaps it was just their luck, but
animals kept away from their caches.
Far behind the camp was a low hill that the women had not had time to explore. One day, with their summer
hunting finished, Sa’ found herself wondering what bounties might lie on that hill or around it. So she took her
spear and bow and the arrows the women had made, announcing that she would visit the hill. Ch’idzigyaak did
not approve but could see that her friend would not be deterred.
“Just keep the fire going, and your spear nearby, and you should be safe,” Sa’ said as she set out, leaving
Ch’idzigyaak behind shaking her heard in disapproval.
It was a day of abandon for Sa’. She felt light-hearted for the first time in more years than she could remember,
and like a child, she grasped greedily at the feeling. The day was beautiful. The leaves were turning a brilliant
gold and the air was crisp and clear as Sa’ all but skipped along an animal trail. From a distance, one would not be
able to see that Sa’ was an older woman, for she looked lithe and energetic.
When she reached the top, she gasped in surprise. Before her lay vast patches of cranberries. Sa’ dropped to
her knees and began to scoop handfuls of the small red fruit, stuffing them into her mouth. As she gorged on this
delicious food, a movement in the nearby brush made her freeze instantly.
Slowly, Sa’ forced herself to look toward the sound, imagining the worst. She relaxed when she saw that it was
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only a bull moose. Then she remembered that this time of year a bull moose could be the most fearful animal on
four legs. Usually timid, the bull moose in his rutting stage was no longer afraid of man or of anything else that
moved or stood in his way.
The moose remained still for a long time as if he were just as surprised and undecided about the small woman
who stood before him as she had been about him. As her pulse slowed almost to normal, Sa’ imagined the
delectable taste of moosemeat during the long winter months ahead. In another moment of unthinking craziness,
she reached for an arrow from her pack and placed it in her bow. The moose’s ears flipped forward at the
movement, then it turned and ran in the opposite direction just as the arrow landed harmlessly on the soft ground.
Pressing her fate, Sa’ followed. She could not run as strongly as when she was young, but with something that
looked more like a limp than a jog, Sa’ was able to pursue the large animal. A moose can outrun a human any time
unless, of course, there is too much snow. But on a snowless day like this, the moose sprinted far ahead as Sa’,
gasping for breath, barely caught a glimpse of his large hind-end disappearing behind the brush. The big bull
stopped many times, almost as if he were playing a game with Sa’, and just when she almost caught up, he would
saunter far ahead once more. Normally, a moose will run as far as he can from any predator. But today, the moose
did not feel much like running, nor did he feel threatened, so the old woman was able to keep him in sight. She
was stubborn and would not give up, although she knew that she was outmatched. By late afternoon, the moose
seemed to grow tired of the game as he watched her from the corner of his dark round eyes, and with one flip of
his ear he began to run faster. Only then did Sa’ admit to herself that there was no way she could catch it. She
stared at the empty brush in defeat. Slowly she turned back, thinking to herself,
“If only I were forty years younger, I might have caught him.”
It was late that night when Sa’ returned to the camp where her friend kept watch by a large campfire. As Sa’
sank wearily into a bundle of spruce boughs, Ch’idzigyaak could not help but blurt out,
“I think many more years were taken from me while I worried for you.”
Despite the admonishment in her voice, Ch’idzigyaak was deeply relieved that no harm had come to her
friend. Knowing that she had been foolish, Sa’ understood what her friend had been through and she felt ashamed.
Ch’idzigyaak handed her a bowl of warm fish meat and Sa’ ate slowly. When a little of her strength returned, Sa’
told Ch’idzigyaak how she spent the day. Ch’idzigyaak smiled as she envisioned her friend chasing the longlegged bull, but she did not smile too broadly for it was not in her nature to laugh at others. Sa’ was grateful for
that, and then, remembering the cranberries, told her friend about the great find and they both were cheered.
It took a few days for Sa’ to recover from her adventure with the moose, so the two old women sat still and
wove birch bark into large round bowls. Then they went back to the hill and gathered as many berries as they
could carry. By that time, autumn was upon them and the nights became chillier, reminding the women that there
was no time to waste in gathering their winter wood supply.
They piled wood high around their cache and shelter, and when they cleared all the wood from the area around
the camp, they walked far back into the forest, packing in more bundles of wood on their backs. This went on
until snowflakes fell from the sky, and one day the women awoke to a land shrouded in white.
Now that winter was near, the women spent more time inside their shelter by the warm fire. Their days seemed
easier now that they were prepared.
Soon the women fell into a daily routine of collecting wood, checking rabbit snares, and melting snow for
water. They sat evenings by the campfire, keeping each other company. During the months past, the women were
too busy to think about what had happened to them, and if the thought did cross their minds, they blocked it out.
But now that they had nothing else to do in the evenings, those unwelcome thoughts kept coming back until soon
each woman began to talk less as each stared thoughtfully into the small fire. They felt it was a taboo to think of
those who had abandoned them, but now the treacherous thoughts invaded their minds.
The darkness grew longer, and the land became silent and still. It took much concentration for the two women
to fill their long days with work. They made many articles of rabbit-fur clothing such as mittens, hats, and face
coverings. Yet, despite this, they felt a great loneliness slowly enclose them.
*
The chief stood surveying his surroundings with eyes made a little older by deep sadness. His people were in a
desperate state, their eyes and cheeks sunk low in gaunt faces and their tattered clothing barely able to keep out
the freezing cold. Many of them were frostbitten. Luck had gone against them. In desperation, still searching for
game, they had returned to the place where they abandoned the two old women the winter before.
Sadly, the chief remembered how he fought the urge to turn back and save the old ones. But taking them back
into the band would have been the worst thing for him to do. Many of the more ambitious younger men would
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have seen this as an act of weakness. And the way things had been going, The People would have been easily
convinced that their leader was not dependable.
No, the chief had known that a drastic change in leadership would have proved more damaging than the
hunger, for in times when a band is starving, bad politics lead only to further disaster. The chief remembered that
moment of terrible weakness when he had almost allowed his emotions to ruin them all.
Now, once more, The People were suffering, and this winter found them on the verge of hopelessness. After
turning their backs on the old women, The People traveled many hard miles before coming on a small herd of
caribou. The meat sustained them until spring when they began to harvest fish, ducks, muskrats, and beaver. But
just when they regained their energy to hunt and dry their food, the summer season ended, and it was time to think
of moving toward the place where they would be able to find winter meat.
The chief had never known such terrible luck. As they traveled, the fall season came and went, and once more
the band found itself nearly out of food. Now the chief looked at The People wearily with a feeling of panic and
self-doubt. How long could he hold out before he, too, became lost in the hunger and fatigue that undermined his
decisions? The People seemed to have given up trying to survive. They no longer cared to hear his lectures,
staring at him with dulled eyes as if he made no sense.
Something else that troubled the chief was his decision to return to the place where they had left the old
women. No one argued as he led them here, but the chief knew they were surprised. Now they stood looking
around as if they expected something from him, or expected to see the two women. The chief avoided their eyes,
not wanting them to know that he was as confused as they were. There was not a single sign that anyone had been
left here. Not one bone gave evidence that the old ones had died. Even if an animal had stripped their bones of
flesh, surely something would have been left behind to show that humans had died here. But there was nothing,
not even the tent that had sheltered the women.
Among The People was a guide named Daagoo.\fn{ This was also the name of one of the minor characters in Moby Dick.}
He was an old man, younger than the two old women, but still considered an elder. In his younger days, Daagoo
had been a tracker, but the years had dimmed his vision and skills. He observed out loud what none of the others
would acknowledge.
“Maybe they moved on,” he said in a low voice so that only the chief would hear him. But in the silence, many
heard him and some felt a surge of hope for the women many had loved. After setting up camp, the chief
summoned the guide and three of his strongest young hunters.
“I do not know what is going on, but I have a feeling that all is not as it appears to be. I want you to go to the
camps near here and see what you can find.”
The chief was quiet about what he suspected, but he knew that the guide and the three hunters would
understand, especially Daagoo, for he had watched the chief from season to season and had come to know what
the man was thinking. Daagoo respected the chief and realized that he suffered from self-loathing because of the
part he had played in abandoning the old women. The guide knew the chief despised his own weakness, for it
showed in the hard lines of bitterness etched on his face.
The old man sighed. He knew that soon the self-hate would take its toll, and he did not like the thought of a
good man such as the chief being destroyed this way. Yes, he would try to find out what had happened to the
women, even if the effort was wasted.
Long after the four men left camp the chief stared after them. He could not find a definite reason why he
wasted precious energy and time on what might be a futile effort. Yet he, too, had a strange feeling of hope. Hope
for what? He had no answer. All the chief knew for sure was that in hard times The People should hold together,
and last winter they had not done so. They had inflicted an injustice on themselves and the two old women, and he
knew that The People had suffered silently since that day. It would be good if the two women survived, but the
chief knew the odds weighed against that hope. How could two feeble ones survive freezing cold without food or
the strength to hunt? The chief acknowledged this, yet he could not still the small speck of hope that sprang from
months of hardship. Finding the women alive would give The People a second chance and that, perhaps, was what
he hoped for most.
Each of the four men was conditioned to run long distances. What took the two women days to travel to the
first camp the year before took the four men a single day. They found nothing but endless snow and trees. The trek
taxed their limited energy, and they decided to spend the night there. When the first hint of morning dawned, the
men were up and jogging once more.
Daylight was fading when the men arrived at the second camp, and the younger men saw no evidence that it
had been used in a long time. Impatience began to overtake them. They had been trained from childhood to
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respect their elders, but sometimes they thought they knew more than the older ones. Although they did not say so
out loud, they felt precious time was being wasted when they should be hunting for moose.
“Let’s turn back now,” one of the young men suggested, and the others agreed quickly.
The guide’s eyes lit up in amusement. How impatient they were! Yet Daagoo did not criticize the others for he,
too, had been impatient as a young man. Instead, he said,
“Take a closer look around you.”
The young hunters looked at him impatiently.
“Look closely at those birch trees,” Daagoo insisted, and the men stared blankly at the trees. They saw nothing
unusual.
Daagoo sighed, and this caught the attention of one of the younger men, who tried again to see what the old
man saw. Finally, his eyes widened.
“Look!” he said, pointing to an empty patch on a birch tree. Then they saw that other trees spaced widely
throughout the area had been stripped carefully, almost as if done intentionally so that no one would notice.
“Maybe it was another band,” one of the men said.
“Why would they try to hide those empty spots on the trees?” Daagoo asked.
The young man shrugged, unable to find an answer. Then Daagoo gave them instructions.
“Before we return,” he said, “I want to search this area.”
Before they could protest, the guide pointed them off in different directions.
“If you see anything unusual, come right back here and we will go together to see what it is.”
Tired as they were, the men began their search, although they were sulky and did not believe that the two
women still lived.
Meanwhile, Daagoo set out in the direction he believed the two old women might have taken.
“If I were afraid to be found by The People who left me to die, I would go this way,” he muttered to himself.
“It is a senseless direction because it is far from water. But in winter they would not have to rely on the river, so I
think they might be this way.”
Daagoo walked a long distance into the willows and beneath the tall spruce trees. As he trudged farther and
farther over the snow, he felt weary and wondered if he was doing the right thing. How was it possible to believe
that two old women could survive when they, The People, barely made it through that winter? Especially those
two women. All they did was complain. Even when little children were hungry, the women complained and
criticized. Many times, Daagoo expected someone to silence them, but that had not happened until the day things
had gotten out of control.
Daagoo began to feel they were on a useless hunt. The two women must have gotten lost and died along the
way. Perhaps they had tried to cross the river and drowned. As Daagoo thought about all of this, he became more
doubtful with each negative thought.
Then, suddenly, he smelled something. In the crystal-clear winter air, a light scent of smoke drifted past his
nose and was gone. Daagoo stood very still as he tried to catch the scent once more, but there was nothing. For a
moment, he wondered if it had been his imagination. Perhaps a summer fire nearby had left its lingering smell in
the air. Not wanting to believe that, the old man backtracked slowly until once again he caught the scent. It was a
light smell, but this time Daagoo knew that it was no remnant of a summer fire. No, this smoke had a freshness
about it.
Excited, he tried walking first in one direction, then another until the smoke grew stronger. Convinced that it
came from a campfire nearby, his face crinkled into a broad grin as a certainty filled him—the two women had
survived.
Daagoo hurried back to get the young men who were waiting as impatiently as before. They did not want to
follow when he beckoned, but reluctantly, they followed Daagoo into the night for what seemed a long time.
Finally, the guide held out his hand signaling them to stop. Lifting his nose, he told them to smell the air. The
hunters sniffed but did not smell anything.
“What is it you want us to smell?” one of them asked.
“Just keep smelling,” Daagoo answered, so the men sniffed the air again until one exclaimed,
“I smell smoke!”
The others walked around sniffing the air with more interest now until they, too, smelled it. Still skeptical, one
of the younger men asked Daagoo what he expected to find.
“We will see,” he said simply as he led them farther toward the smoke.
The guide's eyes strained into the darkness looking for the light of a campfire. He saw nothing but outlines of
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spruce trees and willows. Aided by the small lights of the many stars above, Daagoo saw that the snow was
untrampled. Everything was still and quiet. Yet, the evidence of smoke told him that somewhere near someone
was camping. As sure as the blood raced through his veins, the old tracker was now confident that the two old
women were alive and at that moment, close. He could not contain his excitement, turning to the younger men
and saying,
“The two old women are near.”
Chills ran down the spines of the younger men. They still did not believe that the old ones had survived.
Cupping his hands to his mouth, Daagoo called the women’s names into the velvet night and identified himself.
Then he waited, hearing only the sound of his own words swallowed by the silence.
*
Ch’idzigyaak and Sa’ had settled down for the night. As usual, after doing their daily chores and eating their
supper, the two women sat and talked over their fire. They spoke more of The People these days. Loneliness and
time had healed their most bitter memories, and the hate and fear born from last year’s unexpected betrayal
seemed to have been numbed by the many nights they spent sitting and listening to their own thoughts. It all
seemed like a distant dream. Now, with their bellies full, the women found themselves in the comfort of their
shelter speaking of how much they missed The People. When they ran out of conversation, the women sat silently,
each wrapped in her own thoughts.
Suddenly, out of the stillness, the women heard their names called. From across the campfire, their eyes met,
and they knew what they heard was not their imagination. The man’s voice became loud, and he identified
himself.
The women knew the old guide. Perhaps they could trust him. But what of the others? It was Ch’idzigyaak
who spoke first.
“Even if we do not answer, they will find us.”
Sa’ agreed.
“Yes, they will find us,” she said as her mind raced with many thoughts.
“What will we do?” Ch’idzigyaak whined in panic. Sa’ took a while to think. Then she said,
“We must let them know we are here.” Seeing the look of hysteria enter her friend’s eyes, Sa’ hastened to say
in smooth, confident tones,
“We must be brave and face them. But my friend, be prepared for anything.” She waited a moment before she
added,
“Even death.”
This did not comfort Ch’idzigyaak, who looked as frightened as her friend ever had seen her. The two women
sat a long time trying to gather what courage they had left. They knew they could run no longer. Finally, Sa’ got
up slowly and went outside into the cold night air, hollering rather hoarsely,
“We are here!”
Daagoo had been standing patiently, alertly, while the young hunters eyed him in doubt. What if it were
someone else? An enemy perhaps? Just as one of the men was about to voice doubts, out of the darkness they
heard Sa’ answer.
The old guide’s face broke into a wide smile. He knew it! They were alive. Immediately, they headed in the
direction of the sound.
The cold air made the woman’s voice seem close, but it took the men some time to reach the camp. Finally, the
men approached the light of the campfire that had been built outside the shelter. Standing by it were the two old
women armed with long, sharp, dangerous-looking spears. Daagoo had to smile in admiration of the old women
who stood like two warriors ready to defend themselves.
“We mean you no harm,” he assured them. The women stared at him defiantly a moment before Sa’ said,
“I believe you come in peace. But why are you here?”
The guide stood a moment, unsure how to explain himself.
“The chief sent me here to find you. He believed you were alive and told us to find you.”
“Why?” Ch’idzigyaak asked suspiciously.
“I do not know,” Daagoo said simply. Indeed, he was surprised to find that he did not know what he or the
chief thought would happen once they found the two women, for it was obvious that the women did not trust him
or the other men.
“I will have to return to the chief to report that we have found you,” he said. The two women knew this.
“What then?” Sa’ asked. The guide shrugged.
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“I do not know. But the chief will protect you no matter what happens.”
“Like he did the last time?” Ch’idzigyaak asked sharply.
Daagoo knew that if he wanted to, he and the three hunters easily could overtake these two women and their
weapons. Yet, he felt his admiration grow stronger because the two women were ready to fight whatever they had
to face. These were not the same women he had known before.
“You have my word,” he said quietly, and the women could feel the magnitude of what he said as they stood
still a long time.
Sa’ noticed how worn and weary the men looked. Even the guide who stood proudly had a destitute look about
him.
“You look tired,” she said in a grudging tone. “Come inside,” and she led them into their spacious and warm
shelter.
The four men entered the tent cautiously, knowing that they were not welcome guests. The women motioned
them to sit down, and after the men were seated around the warm fire, Sa’ dug around in the back of her bedding
along the tent wall and pulled out a fishbag, handing a portion of dried fish to each of the men. As the men ate the
fish, they looked around. They could see that the women’s bedding was made of newly woven rabbit fur. The two
women looked to be in better shape than The People. How could that be? After the men ate their dried fish, Sa’
served them boiled rabbit broth, which they drank gratefully.
Meanwhile, Ch’idzigyaak sat to the side staring rather balefully at the hunters, making them feel
uncomfortable. With astonishment, the men realized these two women not only had survived but also sat before
them in good health while they, the strongest men of the band, were half- starved.
Sa’ also stared at the men as they ate their food. She noticed that they tried to eat slowly, but now that they
were in the light, she could tell from their lean faces that they had not been eating well. Ch’idzigyaak noticed this,
too, but her heart was filled with resentment at this unwanted intrusion, and she did not feel pity. When the men
finished their food, Daagoo looked at the women expectantly as he waited for them to say something.
For awhile no one broke the silence. Finally, Daagoo said,
“The chief believed that you survived, so he sent us to find you.”
Ch’idzigyaak let out an angry grunt, and when the men turned to her, she gave them a mean look and turned
her face away. She could not believe that these people had the nerve to search for them. Surely Sa’ could see that
they were up to no good. Sa’ reached out and patted her friend’s hand consolingly, then turned to the men and said
simply,
“Yes, we have survived.”
Daagoo’s mouth twitched in amusement at Ch’idzigyaak’s wrath. Yet Sa’ seemed not to hold too much of a
grudge, so he avoided the glaring eyes of Ch’idzigyaak and spoke to Sa’ instead.
“We are starving, and the cold gets worse. Again we have little food, and we are in the same shape as when we
left you. But when the chief hears you are well, he will ask you to come back to our group. The chief and most of
The People feel as I do. We are sorry for what was done to you.”
The women sat silently a long time. Finally Sa’ said,
“So you may leave us alone once more just when we need you the most?”
Daagoo took a few minutes to respond, wishing the chief was there to answer, for the chief was more
experienced in answering such questions.
“I cannot say that it will not happen again. In hard times, some grow meaner than wolves, and others grow
scared and weak, like I did when you were left behind.” Daagoo’s voice filled with sudden emotion at those last
words, but he steadied his voice and continued.
“I can tell you one thing right now. If it ever does happen again, I will protect you with my own life as long as
I live.”
As he spoke, Daagoo realized that in these two women, whom he once thought of as helpless and weak, he had
rediscovered the inner strength that had deserted him the winter before. Now, somehow, he knew that he never
would believe himself to be old and weak again. Never!
The younger men had sat quietly and listened to the exchange between their elders. Now, one of them spoke
out in a youthfully passionate voice,
“I, too, will protect you if anyone ever tries to do you harm again.”
Everyone looked at him in surprise. Then his peers also vowed to protect the two women, for they had been
witness to a miraculous survival and had regained a stronger sense of respect for the old ones.
The women could feel their hearts soften at these words. Still, there was distrust, for, though they believed
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these men, the women were unsure about the others. The two women huddled together for a private conference.
“Can we trust them?” Ch’idzigyaak asked.
Sa’ paused a moment, then nodded her head and said softly,
“Yes.”
“What of the other people? What if they knew of our caches? Do you think they will hold back when they see
all our food? Look how hungry these men are. Last year they did not respect us. Here you are willing to let them
come to us! My friend, I fear that they will take our food from us whether we like it or not,” Ch’idzigyaak said.
Sa’ already had thought of this, but she was not afraid. Instead, she answered,
“We have to remember that they are suffering. Yes, they were too quick to condemn us, but now we have
proven them wrong. If they do the same thing, we both know that we can survive. We have proven that much to
ourselves. Now we must put aside our pride long enough to remember that they are suffering. If not for the adults,
then for the children. Could you forget your own grandson?”
Ch’idzigyaak knew her friend was right, as usual. No, she could not be so selfish as to let her grandson go
hungry when she had so much food to eat. The men waited patiently as the two women whispered between
themselves. Sa’ was not through talking, for she knew that Ch’idzigyaak still harbored fear about what was
happening and needed confidence to face the future.
“They do not know we have done well for ourselves,” she said. “But tomorrow in the daylight they will see,
and then we will know if what they say is true. But remember this, my friend. If they do the same to us again, we
will survive. And if they truly mean what they say, then maybe we will always be a reminder to them in harder
times ahead.”
Ch’idzigyaak nodded in agreement. For a moment, seeing these members of the band, she felt her old fears and
forgot her renewed strength. She looked at her friend with great fondness. Sa’ always seemed to know the right
thing to say.
In the shelter that night, the two women and the guide exchanged stories while the younger men sat in
respectful and attentive silence. The old man told all that had happened after The People left the two women
behind. He spoke of the ones who had died. Most were children. Unshed tears glistened in the old women’s eyes
as they listened, for they had loved some of these people, and the children were among their favorites. The women
could not bear to think of how much the children might have suffered before they died so young and so cruelly.
After Daagoo finished his story, Sa’ told him how they survived. The men sat with mixed emotions. The story
she told sounded unbelievable, yet the women’s very presence was evidence of its truth. Sa’ did not mind the look
of awe she saw in the men’s faces. She continued telling her story as she looked back into the eventful year she
and Ch’idzigyaak had shared. When she ended her story by telling them of their many food caches, their visitors’
eyes became alert.
“When we heard your voice the first time, we knew we could trust you. We also knew that since you were able
to find us in the night that it would take little time for you to find our food caches, too. That is why I am telling
you now. We know you mean us no harm.”
Sa’ spoke directly to Daagoo.
“But what of The People? If they can do such a thing as leave us behind, then they will have no feelings about
taking what is ours. They will think of us again as weak and old with no need for our large caches. I do not blame
them now for what they have done to us, for my friend and I know what hunger can do to a person. But we have
worked hard for what we have, and though we knew it would be too much for us to eat during the winter, we
stored it anyway. Maybe it was because we thought this might happen.”
Sa’ paused to consider her words carefully. Then she added,
“We will share with The People, but they must not become greedy and try to take our food, for we will fight to
our deaths for what is ours.”
The men sat in silence listening to Sa’ speak in a strong and passionate voice. Then she laid down their terms:
“You will stay at the old camp. We do not wish to see anyone else but you,” Sa’ motioned to Daagoo, “and the
chief. We will give you food, and we hope The People will eat sparingly in knowledge of harder times to come.
This is all we can do for you.” The guide nodded in acknowledgment and said in a quiet voice,
“I will return with this message to the chief.”
After they said all that had to be said, the women invited the men to sleep on one side of the shelter. For the
first time in a long time, the women felt themselves relax. In those long months they feared many things. Now
their visions of wolves and other predators faded away, and the women fell into a worry-free sleep.
They were no longer alone.
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*
Before the men left the next day, the women packed large bundles of dry fish, enough to restore The People’s
energy for travel.
Meanwhile, the chief waited anxiously. He feared that something had happened to his men, yet hope kept
intruding on that thought. When the men returned, the chief quickly gathered the council to hear their story. The
guide told the stunned people what they had discovered. When he finished his story, he told them that the women
did not trust them and did not want to see them. Daagoo told them of the terms the women had set. After a few
minutes of silence, the chief said,
“We will respect the women’s wishes. Anyone who disagrees will have to fight me.” Daagoo was quick to join
in,
“The young men and I will stand by you.”
The council members who had suggested abandoning the two old women were deeply ashamed. Finally, one of
them spoke.
“We were wrong to leave them behind. They proved it so. Now we will pay them back with respect.”
After the chief announced the news to all, The People agreed to follow the rules set by the two women. After
their energy was restored by the nourishing dried fish, The People began to pack, for they could not wait to see
the two women. In this time of hardship the news of their survival filled the band with a sense of hope and awe.
Ch’idzigyaak’s daughter, Ozhii Nelii, wept when she heard the news. She had believed her mother to be dead
but knew, despite her own overwhelming relief, that her mother would never forgive her. Shruh Zhuu was so
ecstatic that, when he heard the news, the young boy immediately gathered his things and was ready to go.
It took the band quite a while to reach the camp where the bark had been stripped off the birch trees. The chief
and Daagoo had gone ahead to meet with the two women, and when they arrived at the women’s camp, the chief
had to contain himself from embracing them.
The women eyed him with distrust, so they all sat down to talk instead. The women told the chief what they
expected from The People. He responded by telling them their wishes would be obeyed.
“We will give you enough food for The People, and when it becomes low, we will give you more food. We will
give you small portions at a time,” Sa’ told the chief, who nodded his head almost humbly.
It took another day before the band reached the new camp, unpacked and set up tents. Then the chief and his
men arrived with bundles of fish and rabbit-fur clothing. Daagoo had hinted boldly to the old women of the poor
condition of the band’s clothing after he spotted their large collection of rabbit-fur garments. The women both
knew they never would use the many mittens, head coverings, blankets and vests they had made in their spare
time, so they felt obligated to share with those who needed them. After The People settled down in their new
camp and their bellies no longer cried for nourishment, they became more curious about the two old women. But
they were forbidden to go near that camp.
The colder days came and stayed a long time, and The People carefully rationed the food that the old women
shared. Then the hunters killed a large moose and hauled it many miles back to the camp where all rejoiced at the
good fortune. All this time the chief and the guide took turns making daily visits to the women. When it became
apparent that the two women also were curious about The People, the chief asked permission for others to visit,
too.
Ch’idzigyaak was quick to say no, for her pride was the strongest. But later, the two women talked about it and
admitted to themselves that they were ready for visitors. This was especially so for Ch’idzigyaak, who missed her
family terribly.
When the chief arrived the next day, the two women told him of their decision, and soon people began visiting.
At first they were timid and unsure. But after a few visits, they all talked more easily, and soon laughter and lighthearted chatter could be heard from inside the shelter. Each time the visitors came, they brought the two women
gifts of moosemeat or animal furs, which the women accepted gratefully.
Relations became better between The People and the two women. Both learned that from hardship, a side of
people emerged that they had not known. The People had thought themselves to be strong, yet they had been
weak. And the two old ones whom they thought to be the most helpless and useless had proven themselves to be
strong. Now, an unspoken understanding existed between them, and The People found themselves seeking out the
company of the two women for advice and to learn new things. Now they realized that because the two women
had lived so long, surely they knew a lot more than The People had believed.
Visitors came and went daily from the women’s camp. Long after they left, Ch’idzigyaak would stand and
stare after them. Sa’ watched her and felt pity for her friend, for she knew that Ch’idzigyaak expected to see her
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daughter and grandson, but they did not come. Ch’idzigyaak harbored a secret fear in her heart that perhaps
something bad had happened to them and The People did not want to tell her, but she was afraid to ask.
One day, as Ch'idzigyaak gathered wood, a young voice behind her said softly,
“I have come for my hatchet.”
Ch’idzigyaak stood slowly and the wood in her arms fell unnoticed to the ground as she turned. They stared at
each other, almost as if they were in a dream and could not believe what they saw. Faces wet with tears,
Ch’idzigyaak and her grandson stared at each other in happiness, and no words seemed worth speaking at that
moment. Without further hesitation, Ch’idzigyaak reached out to embrace this young boy whom she loved.
Sa’ stood by smiling at the happy reunion. The young boy looked up to see Sa’ and went over to her and gave
her a gentle hug. Sa’ felt her heart swell with love and pride for this youngster.
Still, Ch’idzigyaak wondered about her daughter. Despite all that had happened, Ch’idzigyaak yearned to see
her own flesh and blood. Being the observant one, Sa’ knew this was why her friend seemed sad despite their
good fortune. One day after another of the grandson’s visits, Sa’ reached over and grasped her friend’s hand.
“She will come,” she said simply, and Ch’idzigyaak nodded her head, although she did not quite believe it.
Winter was almost over. A well-trodden path lay between the two camps. The People could not get enough of
the women’s company, especially the children, who spent many hours laughing and playing in the camp while the
old women sat beside their shelter and watched. They were grateful to have survived to witness this. No longer
did they take each day for granted.
The young grandson came every day. He helped his grandmothers with their daily chores as before and
listened to their stories. One day, the older woman could wait no longer and finally found the courage to ask,
“Where is my daughter? Why does she not come?” The young boy answered honestly.
“She is in shame, grandmother. She thinks that you have hated her since that day when she turned her back on
you. She has cried every day since we parted,” the young boy said as he put his arms around her. “I am worried
about her, for she is making herself old with grief.”
Ch’idzigyaak sat listening, and her heart went out to her daughter. Yes, she had been very angry. What mother
would not be? For all those years she trained her daughter to be strong, only to find the training had been for
nothing. Yet, Ch’idzigyaak thought to herself, she is not to be blamed for everything. After all, everyone had
participated, and her daughter had acted out of fear. She had been frightened for her son’s and mother’s lives. It
was as simple as that. Ch’idzigyaak also acknowledged that her daughter had been brave to leave the bundle of
babiche with the two women. To have left a thing of such value with old ones thought to be near death would
have been seen as a foolhardy waste.
Yes, she could forgive her daughter. She could even thank her, for she decided that had it not been for the
babiche, they might not have survived. Ch’idzigyaak broke out of her thoughts as she realized that her grandson
waited for her to say something. Putting her arms around his shoulders she patted him gently and said,
“Tell my daughter that I do not hate her, grandson.”
Relief flooded the boy’s face, for he had spent months worrying about his mother and grandmother. Now,
everything was almost the way it once was. Without further encouragement, the boy gave his grandmother an
exuberant hug before he bolted out of the shelter and ran all the way home.
He arrived at the camp breathless. Bursting in on his mother, the excited youth said in between gasps,
“Mother! Grandmother wishes to see you! She told me there are no hard feelings!”
Ozhii Nelii was stunned. She had not expected this, and for a moment her legs became so weak that she had to
sit down. Her body trembled, and she looked once more at her son.
“Is this true?” she asked.
“Yes,” Shruh Zhuu replied, and his mother saw that he spoke the truth.
At first, she was afraid to go, for she still felt guilty. But at her son’s gentle insistence, Ozhii Nelii gathered
enough courage to take the long walk to her mother’s camp with her son at her side.
When they arrived, the two old women were standing outside the shelter, talking. Sa’ saw the visitors first, then
Ch’idzigyaak turned to see what caused Sa’s silence. When she saw her daughter, her mouth opened but words
would not come out. Instead, the women stared at each other until Ch’idzigyaak walked to Ozhii Nelii and
embraced her tightly, weeping. All that had stood between them seemed to vanish with the touch.
Sa’ stood with her arms around Shruh Zhuu, tearfully watching mother and daughter find the love they thought
was lost forever. Then Ch’idzigyaak turned and walked into the tent, returning with a small bundle that she
pressed into her daughter’s hands. Ozhii Nelii saw that it was babiche. She did not understand until Ch’idzigyaak
leaned forward and whispered something into her daughter’s ear. Ozhii Nelii looked surprised a moment, then
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she, too, smiled. Again the women fell into one another’s arms and embraced.
After everyone had been reunited, the chief appointed the two women to honorary positions within the band.
At first, people wanted to help the old ones in any way they could, but the women would not allow too much
assistance, for they enjoyed their newly found independence. So The People showed their respect for the two
women by listening to what they had to say.
More hard times were to follow, for in the cold land of the North it could be no other way, but The People kept
their promise. They never again abandoned any elder. They had learned a lesson taught by two whom they came
to love and care for until each died a truly happy old woman.
*ARIZONA*
152.117 Excerpt from Geronimo: His Own Story\fn{by Geronimo (1829-1909)} No-doyohn Canyon, southeast
Arizona, Graham County?, U.S.A. (M) 14
In the beginning the world was covered with darkness. There was no sun, no day. The perpetual night had no
moon or stars.
There were, however, all manner of beasts and birds. Among the beasts were many hideous, nameless
monsters, as well as dragons, lions, tigers, wolves, foxes, beavers, rabbits, squirrels, rats, mice, and all manner of
creeping things such as lizards and serpents. Mankind could not prosper under such conditions, for the beasts and
serpents destroyed all human offspring.
All creatures had the power of speech and were gifted with reason.
There were two tribes of creatures: the birds or the feathered tribe and the beasts. The former were organized
under their chief, the eagle. These tribes often held councils, and the birds wanted light admitted. This the beasts
repeatedly refused to do. Finally the birds made war against the beasts.
The beasts were armed with clubs, but the eagle had taught his tribe to use bows and arrows. The serpents were
so wise that they could not all be killed. One took refuge in a perpendicular cliff of a mountain in Arizona, and his
eyes (changed into a brilliant stone) may be seen in that rock to this day. The bears, when killed, would each be
changed into several other bears, so that the more bears the feathered tribe killed, the more there were. The dragon
could not be killed either, for he was covered with four coats of horny scales, and the arrows would not penetrate
these. One of the most hideous, vile monsters, Nameless, was proof against arrows, so the eagle flew high up in
the air with a round, white stone, and let it fall on this monster’s head, killing him instantly. This was such a good
service that the stone was called sacred!\fn{ A symbol of this stone is used in the tribal game of Kah, discussed later. }
They fought for many days, but at last the birds won the victory. After this war was over, although some evil
beasts remained, the birds were able to control the councils, and light was admitted. Then mankind could live and
prosper. The eagle was chief in this good fight: therefore, his feathers were worn by man as emblems of wisdom,
justice, and power.
Among the few human beings that were yet alive was a woman who had been blessed with many children; but
these had always been destroyed by the beasts. If by any means she succeeded in eluding the others, the dragon,
who was very wise and very evil, would come himself and eat her babes.
After many years a son of the rainstorm was born to her and she dug for him a deep cave. The entrance to this
cave she closed and over the spot built a camp fire. This concealed the babe’s hiding place and kept him warm.
Every day she would remove the fire and descend into the cave, where the child’s bed was, to nurse him; then she
would return and rebuild the camp fire. Frequently the dragon would come and question her, but she would say,
“I have no more children; you have eaten all of them.”
When the child was larger he would not always stay in the cave, for he sometimes wanted 'to run and play.
Once the dragon saw his tracks.
Now this perplexed and enraged the old dragon, for he could not find the hiding place of the boy; but he said
that he would destroy the mother if she did not reveal the child’s hiding place. The poor mother was very much
troubled; she could not give up her child, but she knew the power and cunning of the dragon, therefore she lived
in constant fear.
Soon after this the boy said that he wished to go hunting. The mother would not give her consent. She told him
of the dragon, the wolves, and serpents; but he said,
“Tomorrow I go.”
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At the boy’s request his uncle (who was the only man then living) made a little bow and some arrows for him,
and the two went hunting the next day. They trailed the deer far up the mountain and finally the boy killed a buck.
His uncle showed him how to dress the deer and broil the meat. They broiled two hind quarters, one for the child
and one for his uncle. When the meat was done they placed it on some bushes to cool..
Just then the huge form of the dragon appeared. The child was not afraid, but his Uncle was so dumb with
fright that he did not speak or move.
The dragon took the boy’s parcel of meat and went aside with it. He placed the meat on another bush and
seated himself beside it. Then he said,
“This is the child I have been seeking. Boy, you are nice and fat, so when 1 have eaten this venison I shall eat
you.” The boy said,
“No, you shall not eat me, and you shall not eat that meat.” So he walked over to where the dragon sat and
took the meat back to his own seat. The dragon said,
“I like your courage, but you are foolish; what do you think you could do?”
“Well,” said the boy, “I can do enough to protect myself, as you may find out.”
Then the dragon took the meat again, and then the boy retook it. Four times in all the dragon took the meat,
and after the fourth time the boy replaced the meat he said,
“Dragon, will you fight me?” The dragon said,
“Yes, in whatever way you like.” The boy said,
“I will stand one hundred paces distant from you and you may have four shots at me with your bow and
arrows, provided that you will then exchange places with me and give me four shots.”
“Go,” said the dragon. “Stand up.”
Then the dragon took his bow, which was made of a large pine tree. He took four arrows from his quiver; they
were made of young pine tree saplings, and each arrow was twenty feet in length. He took deliberate aim, but just
as the arrow left the bow the boy made a peculiar sound and leaped into the air. Immediately the arrow was
shivered into a thousand splinters, and the boy was seen standing on the top of a bright rainbow over the spot
where the dragon’s aim had been directed. Soon the rainbow was gone and the boy was standing on the ground
again. Four times this was repeated, then the boy said,
“Dragon, stand here: it is my time to shoot.” The dragon said,
“All right, your little arrows cannot pierce my first coat of horn, and I have three other coats—shoot away.”
The boy shot an arrow, striking the dragon just over the heart, and one coat of the great horny scales fell to the
ground. The next shot another coat, and then another, and the dragon’s heart was exposed. Then the dragon
trembled, but could not move. Before the fourth arrow was shot the boy said,
“Uncle, you are dumb with fear; you have not moved; come here or the dragon will fall on you.”
His uncle ran toward him. Then he sped the fourth arrow with true aim, and it pierced the dragon’s heart. With
a tremendous roar the dragon rolled down the mountain side—down four precipices into a canon below.
Immediately storm clouds swept the mountains, lightning flashed, thunder rolled, and the rain poured. When the
rainstorm had passed, far down in the canon below, they could see fragments of the huge body of the dragon lying
among the rocks, and the bones of this dragon may still be found there.
This boy’s name was Apache.\fn{The name means enemy.} Usen\fn{God.} taught him how to prepare herbs for
medicine, how to hunt, and how to fight. He was the first chief of the Indians and wore the eagle’s feathers as the
sign of justice, wisdom, and power. To him, and to his people, as they were created, Usen gave homes in the land
of the West.
*
The Apache Indians are divided into six sub-tribes.\fn{ Mostly the various bands and local groups of the Chiricahua Apache; one
such band being sometimes (and confusingly) called “the Chiracahua.” } To one of these, the Bedonkohe, I belong! Our tribe
inhabited that region of mountainous country which lies west from the east line of Arizona, and south from the
headwaters of the Gila River.
East of us lived the Chilienne Apaches. Our tribe never had any difficulty with them. Victorio, their chief, was
always a friend to me. He always helped our tribe when we asked him for help. He lost his life in the defense of
the rights of his people.\fn{Apparently he was killed by Mexican troops in 1880 after several months of running warfare .} He was
a good man and a brave warrior. His son Charlie now lives here in this reservation with us.
North of us lived the White Mountain Apaches. They were not always on the best of terms with our tribe, yet
we seldom had any war with them. I knew their chief, Hashkaaila, personally, and I considered him a good
warrior. Their range was next to that of the Navajo Indians, who were not of the same blood as the Apaches. We
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held councils with all Apache tribes, but never with the Navajo Indians. However, we traded with them and
sometimes visited them.
To the west of our country ranged the Chieahen Apaches. They had two chiefs within my time, Cosito and
Codahooyah. They were friendly, but not intimate with our tribe.
South of us lived the Chokonen (Chiricahua) Apaches, whose chief in the old days was Cochise, and later his
son, Naiche.\fn{Their last hereditary ruler.} This tribe was always on the most friendly terms with us. We were often in
camp and on the trail together. Naiche, who was my companion in arms, is now my companion in bondage.
To the south and west of us lived the Nedni Apaches. Their chief was Whoa, called by the Mexicans Capitan
Whoa.\fn{He dies in 1883, according to his son Asa (mentioned below) of a heart attack .} They were our firm friends. The land
of this tribe lies partly in Old Mexico and partly in Arizona. Whoa and I often camped and fought side by side as
brothers. My enemies were his enemies, my friends his friends. He is dead now, but his son Asa is interpreting\fn
{Translating.} this story for me.
Still the four tribes\fn{Bedonkohe, Chokonen, Chihenne, and Nedni.} who were fast friends in the days of freedom,
cling together as they decrease in number. Only the destruction of all our people would dissolve our bonds of
friendship.
We are vanishing from the earth, yet I cannot think we are useless or Usen would not have created us. He
created all tribes of men and certainly had a righteous purpose in creating each. For each tribe of men Usen
created He also made a home. In the land created for any particular tribe He placed whatever would be best for
the welfare of that tribe.
When Usen created the Apaches He also created their homes in the West. He gave to them such grain, fruits,
and game as they needed to eat. To restore their health when disease attacked them He made many different herbs
to grow. He taught them where to find these herbs, and how to prepare them for medicine. He gave them a
pleasant climate and all they needed for clothing and shelter was at hand.
Thus it was in the beginning: the Apaches and their homes each created for the other by Usen himself. When
they are taken from these homes they sicken and die. How long will it be until it is said, there are no Apaches?
*
I was born in Nodoyohn Canon, Arizona, June, 1829. In that country which lies around the headwaters of the
Gila River I was reared. This range was our fatherland; among these mountains our wigwams were hidden; the
scattered valleys contained our fields; the boundless prairies, stretching away on every side, were our pastures; the
rocky caverns were our burying places.
I was fourth in a family of eight children—four boys and four girls!\fn{ The Apache consider the number four a number
of destiny and of magic.} Of that family, only myself, my brother, Porico,\fn{ White Horse.} and my sister, Nahdaste, are
yet alive. We are held as prisoners of war in this Military Reservation.\fn{ Fort Sill.}
As a babe I rolled on the dirt floor of my father’s tepee, hung in my tsoch\fn{Cradle.} at my mother’s back, or
suspended from the bough of a tree. I was warmed by the sun, rocked by the winds, and sheltered by the trees as
other Indian babes.
When a child my mother taught me the legends of our people; taught me of the sun and sky, the moon and
stars, the clouds and storms. She also taught me to kneel and pray to Usen for strength, health, wisdom, and
protection. We never prayed against any person, but if we had aught against any individual we ourselves took
vengeance. We were taught that Usen does not care for the petty quarrels of men.
My father had often told me of the brave deeds of our warriors, of the pleasures of the chase, and the glories of
the warpath.
With my brothers and sisters I played about my father’s home. Sometimes we played at hide-and-seek among
the rocks and pines; sometimes we loitered in the shade of the cottonwood trees or sought the shudock\fn{A kind of
wild cherry.} while our parents worked in the field. Sometimes we played that we were warriors! We would practice
stealing upon some object that represented an enemy, and in our childish imitation often perform the feats of war.
Sometimes we would hide away from our mother to see if she could find us, and often when thus concealed go to
sleep and perhaps remain hidden for many hours.
When we were old enough to be of real service we went to the field with our parents: not to play, but to toil.
When the crops were to be planted we broke the ground with wooden hoes. We planted the corn in straight rows,
the beans among the corn, and the melons and pumpkins in irregular order over the field. We cultivated these
crops as there was need.\fn{ A nomadic people, these Apaches did settle for periods of time in a particular locale, and could easily
have learned methods of cultivation from the Mexicans.}
Our field usually contained about two acres of ground. The fields were never fenced. It was common for many
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families to cultivate land in the same valley and share the burden of protecting the growing crops from destruction
by the ponies of the tribe, or by deer and other wild animals.
Melons were gathered as they were consumed. In the autumn pumpkins and beans were gathered and placed in
bags or baskets; ears of corn were tied together by the husks, and then the harvest was carried on the backs of
ponies up to our homes. Here the corn was shelled, and all the harvest stored away in caves or other secluded
places to be used in winter.
We never fed corn to our ponies, but if we kept them up in the wintertime we gave them fodder to eat. We had
no cattle or other domestic animals except our dogs and ponies.
We did not cultivate tobacco, but found it growing wild. This we cut and cured in autumn, but if the supply ran
out the leaves from the stalks left standing served our purpose. All Indians smoked—men and women.\fn{ And not
in large pipes, but in the form of cigarettes, made by rolling the tobacco in wrappers of oak leaves. } No boy was allowed to smoke
until he had hunted alone and killed large game—wolves and bears. Unmarried women were not prohibited from
smoking, but were considered immodest if they did so. Nearly all matrons smoked.
Besides grinding the corn\fn{By hand with stone mortars and pestles .} for bread, we sometimes crushed it and soaked
it, and after it had fermented made from this juice a tiswin, which had the power of intoxication, and was very
highly prized by the Indians. This work was done by the squaws and children.
When berries or nuts were to be gathered the small children and the squaws would go in parties to hunt them,
and sometimes stay all day. When they went any great distance from camp they took ponies to carry the baskets. I
frequently went with these parties, and upon one of these excursions a woman named Chokole got lost from the
party and was riding her pony through a thicket in search of her friends. Her little dog was following as she
slowly made her way through the thick underbrush and pine trees. All at once a grizzly bear rose in her path and
attacked the pony. She jumped off and her pony escaped, but the bear attacked her, so she fought him the best she
could with her knife. Her little dog, by snapping at the bear’s heels and distracting his attention from the woman,
enabled her for some time to keep pretty well out of his reach. Finally the grizzly struck her over the head, tearing
off almost her whole scalp. She fell, but did not lose consciousness, and while prostrate struck him four good licks
with her knife, and he retreated.
After he had gone she replaced her torn scalp and bound it up as best she could, then she turned deathly sick
and had to lie down. That night her pony came into camp with his load of nuts and berries, but no rider. The
Indians hunted for her, but did not find her until the second day. They carried her home, and under the treatment
of their medicine men all her wounds were healed.
The Indians knew what herbs to use for medicine, how to prepare them, and how to give the medicine. This
they had been taught by Usen in the beginning, and each succeeding generation had men who were skilled in the
art of healing.
In gathering the herbs, in preparing them, and in administering the medicine, as much faith was held in prayer
as in the actual effect of the medicine. Usually about eight persons worked together in making medicine, and there
were forms of prayer and incantations to attend each stage of the process. Four attended to the incantations and
four to the preparation of the herbs.
Some of the Indians were skilled in cutting out bullets, arrow heads, and other missiles with which warriors
were wounded. I myself have done much of this, using a common dirk or butcher knife.
Small children wore very little clothing in winter and none in the summer. Women usually wore a primitive
skirt, which consisted of a piece of cotton cloth fastened about the waist, and extending to the knees. Men wore
breach cloths and moccasins. In winter they had shirts and leggings in addition.
Frequently when the tribe was in camp a number of boys and girls, by agreement, would steal away and meet
at a place several miles distant, where they could play all day free from tasks. They were never punished for these
frolics; but if their hiding places were discovered they were ridiculed.
*
To celebrate each noted event a feast and dance would be given. Perhaps only our own people, perhaps
neighboring tribes, would be invited. These festivities usually lasted for about four days. By day we feasted, by
night under the direction of some chief we danced. The music for our dance was singing led by the warriors, and
accompanied by beating the esadadedne\fn{Buckskin-on-a-hoop.} No words were sung—only the tones. When the
feasting and dancing were over we would have horse races, foot races, wrestling, jumping, and all sorts of
games.\fn{I.e., gambling-games.}
Among these games the most noted was the tribal game of Kah\fn{Foot.} It is played as follows. Four
moccasins are placed about four feet apart in holes in the ground, dug in a row on one side of the camp, and on
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the opposite side a similar parallel row. At night a camp fire is started between these two rows of moccasins, and
the players are arranged on sides, one or any number on each side. The score is kept by a bundle of sticks, from
which each side takes a stick for every point won. First one side takes the bone,\fn{ A symbol of the white rock used by
the eagle in slaying the nameless monster, mentioned previously. } puts up blankets between the four moccasins and the fire so
that the opposing team cannot observe their movements, and then begin to sing the legends of creation. The side
having the bone represents the feathered tribe, the opposite side represents the beasts. The players representing the
birds do all the singing, and while singing hide the bone in one of the moccasins, then the blankets are thrown
down. They continue to sing, but as soon as the blankets are thrown down the chosen player from the .opposing
team, armed with a war club, comes to their side of the camp fire and with his club strikes the moccasin in which
he thinks the bone is hidden. If he strikes the right moccasin, his side gets the bone, and in turn represents the
birds, while the opposing team must keep quiet and guess in turn. There are only four plays; three that lose and
one that wins. When all the sticks are gone from the bundle the side having the largest number of sticks is counted
winner.
This game is seldom played except as a gambling game, but for the purpose it is the most popular game known
to the tribe. Usually the game lasts four or five hours. It is never played in daytime.
After the games are all finished the visitors say, “We are satisfied,” and the camp is broken up. I was always
glad when the dances and feasts were announced. So were all the other young people.
Our life also had a religious side. We had no churches, no religious organizations, no Sabbath day, no holidays,
and yet we worshiped. Sometimes the whole tribe would assemble to sing and pray; sometimes a smaller number,
perhaps only two or three. The songs had a few words, but were not formal. The singer would occasionally put in
such words as he wished instead of the usual tone sound. Sometimes we prayed in silence; sometimes each one
prayed aloud; sometimes an aged person prayed for all of us. At other times one would rise and speak to us of our
duties to each other and to Usen.\fn{The Apaches recognized no duties to any man outside their tribe; consequently it was no sin to
kill enemies or rob them. But if they accepted favor from a stranger, or allowed a stranger to share their comforts in any way, that stranger
became, by adoption related to them, and they had to recognize duty to that stranger .} Our services were short.

When disease or pestilence abounded we were assembled and questioned by our leaders to ascertain what evil
we had done, and how Usen could be satisfied. Sometimes sacrifice was deemed necessary. Sometimes the
offending one was punished.
If an Apache had allowed his aged parents to suffer for food or shelter, if he had neglected or abused the sick,
if he had profaned our religion, or had been unfaithful, he might be banished from the tribe.
The Apaches had no prisons as white men have. Instead of sending their criminals into prison they sent them
out of their tribe. These faithless, cruel, lazy, or cowardly members of the tribe were excluded in such a manner
that they could not join any other tribe. Neither could they have any protection from our unwritten tribal laws.
Frequently these outlaw Indians banded together and committed depredations which were charged against the
regular tribe. However, the life of an outlaw Indian was a hard lot, and their bands never became very large;
besides, these bands frequently provoked the wrath of the tribe and secured their own destruction. .
*
When I was about eight or ten years old I began to follow the chase, and to me this was never work. Out on the
prairies, which ran up to our mountain homes, wandered herds of deer, antelope, elk, and buffalo, to be
slaughtered when we needed them. Usually we hunted buffalo on horseback, killing them with arrows and spears.
Their skins were used to make tepees and bedding; their flesh, to eat. It required more skill to hunt the deer than
any other animal. We never tried to approach a deer except against the wind. Frequently we would spend hours in
stealing upon grazing deer. If they were in the open we would crawl long distances on the ground, keeping a weed
or brush before us, so that our approach would not be noticed. Often we could kill several out of one herd before
the others would run away. Their flesh was dried and packed in vessels, and would keep in this condition for
many months. The hide of the deer was soaked in water and ashes and the hair removed, and then the process of
tanning continued until the buckskin was soft and pliable. Perhaps no other animal was more valuable to us than
the deer.
In the forests and along the streams were many wild turkeys. These we would drive to the plains, then slowly
ride up toward them until they were almost tired out. When they began to drop and hide we would ride in upon
them and, by swinging from the side of our horses, catch them. If one started to fly we would ride swiftly under
him and kill him with a short stick, or hunting club. In this way we could usually get as many wild turkeys as we
could carry home on a horse.
There were many rabbits in our range, and we also hunted them on horseback. Our horses were trained to
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follow the rabbit at full speed, and as they approached them we would swing from one side of the horse and strike
the rabbit with our hunting club. If he was too far away we would throw the stick and kill him. This was great
sport when we were boys, but as warriors we seldom hunted small game.
There were many fish in the streams, but as we did not eat them, we did not try to catch or kill them. Small
boys sometimes threw stones at them or shot at them for practice with their bows and arrows. Usen did not intend
snakes, frogs, or fishes to be eaten.\fn{A cultural taboo.} I have never eaten of them.
There were many eagles in the mountains. These we hunted for their feathers. It required great skill to steal
upon an eagle, for besides having sharp eyes, he is wise and never stops at any place where he does not have a
good view of the surrounding country.
I have killed many bears with a spear, but was never injured in a fight with one. I have killed several mountain
lions with arrows, and one with a spear. Both bears and mountain lions are good for food and valuable for their
skin. When we killed them we carried them home on our horses. We often made quivers for our arrows from the
skin of the mountain lion. These were very pretty and very durable.
During my minority we had never seen a missionary or a priest. We had never seen a white man. Thus quietly
lived the Bedonkohe Apaches.
*
My grandfather, Maco, had been our chief. I never saw him, but my father often told me of the great size,
strength, and sagacity of this old warrior. Their principal wars had been with the Mexicans. They had some wars
with other tribes of Indians also, but were seldom at peace for any great length of time with the Mexican towns.
Maco died when my father was but a young warrior, and Mangus-Colorado became chief of the Bedonkohe
Apaches. When I was but a small boy my father died, after having been sick for some time. When he passed away,
carefully the watchers closed his eyes, then they arrayed him in his best clothes, painted his face afresh, wrapped
a rich blanket around him, saddled his favorite horse, bore his arms in front of him, and led his horse behind,
repeating in wailing tones his deeds of valor as they carried his body to a cave in the mountain. Then they slew his
horses,\fn{So that their spirits could be free to accompany him in the next world.} and we gave away all of his
other property, as was customary in our tribe,\fn{ For the Apache do not keep any of the property of a deceased relative, thinking
that otherwise the children or other relative of one who had much property would be glad when their own wealthy father or relative died. }
after which his body was deposited in the cave, his arms beside him. His grave is hidden by piles of stone.
Wrapped in splendor he lies in seclusion, and the winds in the pines sing a low requiem over the dead warrior.
After my father’s death I assumed the care of my mother. She never married again, although according to the
customs of our tribe she might have done so immediately after his death. Usually, however, the widow who has
children remains single after her husband’s death for two or three years; but the widow without children marries
again immediately. After a warrior’s death his widow returns to her people and may be given away or sold by her
father or brothers. My mother chose to live with me, and she never desired to marry again. We lived near our old
home and I supported her.
In 1846, being seventeen years of age, I was admitted to the council of the warriors. Then I was very happy, for
I could go wherever I wanted and do whatever I liked. I had not been under the control of any individual, but the
customs of our tribe prohibited me from sharing the glories of the warpath until the council admitted me. When
opportunity offered, after this, I could go on the warpath with my tribe. This would be glorious. I hoped soon to
serve my people in battle. I had long desired to fight with our warriors.
Perhaps the greatest joy to me was that now I could marry the fair Alope, daughter of No-po.. so. She was a
slender, delicate girl, but we had been lovers for a long time. So, as soon as the council granted me these
privileges I went to see her father concerning our marriage. Perhaps our love was of no interest to him; perhaps he
wanted to keep Alope with him, for she was a dutiful daughter; at any rate he asked many ponies for her. I made
no reply, but in a few days appeared before his wigwam with the herd of ponies and took with me Alope. This was
all the marriage ceremony necessary in our tribe.
Not far from my mother’s tepee I had made for us a new home. The tepee was made of buffalo hides and in it
were many bear robes, lion hides, and other trophies of the chase, as well as my spears, bows, and arrows. Alope
had made many little decorations of beads and drawn work on buckskin, which she placed in our tepee. She also
drew many pictures on the walls of our home. She was a good wife, but she was never strong. She followed the
traditions of our fathers and were happy. Three children came to us—children that played, loitered, and worked as
I had done.
*
In the summer of 1858, being at peace with the Mexican towns as well as with all the neighboring Indian
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tribes, we went south into Old Mexico to trade. Our whole tribe (Bedonkohe Apaches) went through Sonora
toward Casa Grande, our destination, but just before reaching that place we stopped at another Mexican town
called by the Indians Kaskiyeh. Here we stayed for several days, camping outside the city. Every day we would go
into town to trade, leaving our camp under the protection of a small guard so that our arms, supplies, and women
and children would not be disturbed during our absence.
Late one afternoon when returning from town we were met by a few women and children who told us that
Mexican troops from some other town had attacked our camp, killed all the warriors of the guard, captured all our
ponies, secured our arms, destroyed our supplies, and killed many of our women and children. Quickly we
separated, concealing ourselves as best we could until nightfall, when we assembled at our appointed place of
rendezvous—a thicket by the river.
Silently we stole in one by one: sentinels were placed, and, when all were counted, I found that my aged
mother, my young wife, and my three small children were among the slain. There were no lights in camp, so
without being noticed I silently turned away and stood by the river. How long I stood there I do not know, but
when I saw the warriors arranging for a council I took my place.
That night I did not give my vote for or against any measure; but it was decided that as there were only eighty
warriors left, and as we were without arms or supplies, and were furthermore surrounded by the Mexicans far
inside their own territory, we could not hope to fight successfully. So our chief, Mangus-Colorado, gave the order
to start at once in perfect silence for our homes in Arizona, leaving the dead upon the field.
I stood until all had passed, hardly knowing what I would do—I had no weapon, nor did I hardly wish to fight,
neither did I contemplate recovering the bodies of my loved ones, for that was forbidden. I did not pray, nor did I
resolve to do anything in particular, for I had no purpose left. I finally followed the tribe silently, keeping just
within hearing distance of the soft noise of the feet of the retreating Apaches.
The next morning some of the Indians killed a small amount of game and we halted long enough for the tribe
to cook and eat, when the march was resumed. I had killed no game, and did not eat. During the first march as
well as while we were camped at this place I spoke to no one and no one spoke to me—there was nothing to
say.\fn{The Chiricahua considered emotional demonstrations unbecoming, since anything deeply felt cold be translated into action .}
For two days and three nights we were on forced marches, stopping only for meals; then we made a camp near
the Mexican border, where we rested two days. Here I took some food and talked with the other Indians who had
lost in the massacre, but none had lost as I had, for I had lost all.
Within a few days we arrived at our own settlement. There were the decorations that Alope had made—and
there were the playthings of our little ones. I burned them all, even our tepee.\fn{ A thing he was not tribally compelled to
do.} I also burned my mother’s tepee and destroyed all her property.
I was never again contented in our quiet home. True, I could visit my father’s grave, but I had vowed
vengeance upon the Mexican troopers who had wronged me, and whenever I came near his grave or saw anything
to remind me of former happy days my heart would ache for revenge upon Mexico.
*
As soon as we had again collected some arms and supplies Mangus-Colorado, our chief, called a council and
found that all our warriors were willing to take the warpath against Mexico. I was appointed to solicit the aid of
other tribes in this war.
When I went to the Chokonen (Chiricahua) Apaches, Cochise, their chief, called a council at early dawn.
Silently the warriors assembled at an open place in a mountain dell and took their seats on the ground, arranged in
rows according to their ranks. Silently they sat smoking. At a signal from the chief I arose and presented my
cause. as follows:
”Kinsman, you have heard what the Mexicans have recently done without cause. You are my relatives—
uncles, cousins, brothers. We are men the same as the Mexicans are—we can do to them what they have done to
us. Let us go forward and trail them—I will lead you to their city—we will attack them in their homes. I will fight
in the front of the battle—I only ask you to follow me to avenge this wrong done by these Mexicans—will you
come? It is well—you will all come.
“Remember the rule in war—men may return or they may be killed. If any of these young men are killed I
want no blame from their kinsmen, for they themselves have chosen to go. If I am killed no one need mourn for
me. My people have all been killed in that country, and I, too, will die if need be.”
I returned to my own settlement, reported this success to my chieftain, and immediately departed to the
southward into the land of the Nedni Apaches. Their chief, Whoa, heard me without comment, but he immediately
issued orders for a council, and when all were ready gave a sign that I might speak. I addressed them as I had
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addressed the Chokonen tribe, and they also promised to help us.\fn{ Two notes read: From the moment the command for
war is given with the Apaches everything assumes a religious guise. The manner of camping, cooking, etc., are exactly prescribed. Every
object appertaining to war is called by its sacred name; as if, for instance, in English, one should say not horse, but war-horse or charger;
not arrow, but missile of death. The Indian is not called by his ordinary name, but by a sacred name to which is subjoined “brave” or
“chief” as the case may be. Geronimo’s Indian name was Gokhlayeh, but the Mexicans at this battle called him Geronimo, a name he has
borne ever since both among the Indians and white men. | Such specialization within the culture (a vocabulary of almost one hundred warrelated terms has been collected) tells us much about the old Chiricahua way and its major emphasis.}

It was in the summer of 1859, almost a year from the date of the massacre of Kaskiyeh, that these three tribes
were assembled on the Mexican border to go upon the warpath. Their faces were painted, the war bands\fn{ Strips
of buckskin about two inches wide fastened around the head .} fastened upon their brows, their long scalp-locks ready for the
hand of the warrior who would overcome them.\fn{ At this time the Mexican Government offered a reward of $100, $50, and
$25 in gold for the scalps of warriors, women and children, respectively .} Their families had been hidden away in a mountain
rendezvous near the Mexican border. With these families a guard was posted, and a number of places of
rendezvous designated in case the camp should be disturbed.
When all were ready the chieftains gave command to go forward. None of us were mounted and each warrior
wore moccasins and also a cloth rapped about his loins. This cloth could be spread over him when he slept, and
when on the march would be ample protection as clothing. In battle, if the fight was hard, we did not wish much
clothing. Each warrior carried three days’ rations, but as we often killed game while on the march, we seldom
were without food.
We traveled in three divisions: the Bedonkohe Apaches led by Mangus-Colorado, the Chokonen Apaches by
Cochise, and the Nedni Apaches by Whoa: however, there was no regular order inside the separate tribes. We
usually marched about fourteen hours per day, making three stops for meals, and traveling forty to forty-five miles
a day.
I acted as guide into Mexico, and we followed the river courses and mountain ranges because we could better
thereby keep our movements concealed. We entered Sonora and went southward past Quitaro, Nacozari, and
many smaller settlements.
When we were almost at Arispe we camped, and eight men rode out from the city to parley with us. These we
captured, killed, and scalped. This was to draw the troops from the city, and the next day they came. The
skirmishing lasted all day without a general engagement, but just at night we captured their supply train, so we
had plenty of provisions and some more guns. That night we posted sentinels and did not move our camp, but
rested quietly all night, for we expected heavy work the next day.
Early the next morning the warriors were assembled to pray—not for help, but that they might have health and
avoid ambush or deceptions by the enemy.
As we had anticipated, about ten o’clock in the morning the whole Mexican force came out. There were two
companies of cavalry and two of infantry. I recognized the cavalry as the soldiers who had killed my people at
Kaskiyeh. This I told to the chieftains, and they said that I might direct the battle.
I was no chief and never had been, but because I had been more deeply wronged than others, this honor was
conferred upon me, and I resolved to prove worthy of the trust. I arranged the Indians in a hollow circle near the
river, and the Mexicans drew their infantry up in two lines, with the cavalry in reserve. We were in the timber, and
they advanced until within about four hundred yards, when they halted and opened fire. Soon I led a charge
against them, at the same time sending some braves to attack the rear. In all the battle I thought of my murdered
mother, wife, and babies—of my father’s grave and my vow of vengeance, and I fought with fury. Many fell by
my hand, and constantly I led the advance. Many braves were killed. The battle lasted about two hours.
At the last four Indians were alone in the center of the field—myself and three other warriors. Our arrows were
all gone, our spears broken off in the bodies of dead enemies. We had only our hands and knives with which to
fight, but all who had stood against us were dead. Then two armed soldiers came upon us from another part of the
field. They shot down two of our men and we, the remaining two, fled toward our own warriors. My companion
was struck down by a saber, but I reached our warriors, seized a spear, and turned. The one who pursued me
missed his aim and fell by my spear. With his saber I met the trooper who had killed my companion and we
grappled and fell. I killed him with my knife and quickly rose over his body, brandishing his saber, seeking for
other troopers to kill. There were none. But the Apaches had seen. Over the bloody field, covered with the bodies
of Mexicans, rang the fierce Apache war-whoop.
Still covered with the blood of my enemies, still holding my conquering weapon, still hot with the joy of battle,
victory, and vengeance, I was surrounded by the Apache braves and made war-chief of all the Apaches. Then I
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gave orders for scalping the slain.
I could not call back my loved ones, I could not bring back the dead Apaches, but I could rejoice in this
revenge. The Apaches had avenged the massacre of Kaskiyeh. …
*
All the other Apaches were satisfied after the battle of Kaskiyeh, but I still desired more revenge. For several
months we were busy with the chase and other peaceful pursuits. Finally I succeeded in persuading two other
warriors, Ahkochne and Kodehne, to go with me to invade the Mexican country.
We left our families with the tribe and went on the warpath.\fn{ During the interim, Geronimo had married again .} We
were on foot and carried three days’ rations. We entered Mexico on the north line of Sonora and followed the
Sierra de Antunez Mountains to the south end of the range.
Here we decided to attack a small village. (I do not know the name of this village.) At daylight we approached
from the mountains. Five horses were hitched outside. We advanced cautiously, just before we reached the horses
the Mexicans opened fire from the houses. My two companions were killed. Mexicans swarmed on every side;
some were mounted; some were on foot, and all seemed to be armed. Three times that day I was surrounded, but I
kept fighting, dodging, and hiding. Several times during the day while in concealment I found a chance to take
deliberate aim at some Mexican, who, gun in hand, was looking for me. I do not think I missed my aim either
time.
With the gathering darkness I found more time to retreat toward Arizona. But the Mexicans did not quit the
chase. Several times the next day mounted Mexicans tried to head me off; many times they fired on me, but I had
no more arrows; so I depended upon running and hiding, although I was very tired. I had not eaten since the chase
began, nor had I dared to stop for rest.
The second night I got clear of my pursuers, but I never slackened my pace until I reached our home in
Arizona. I came into our camp without booty, without my companions, exhausted, but not discouraged. The wives
and children of my two dead companions were cared for by their people. Some of the Apaches blamed me for the
evil result of the expedition, but I said nothing. Having failed, it was only proper that I should remain silent. But
my feelings toward the Mexicans did not change—I still hated them and longed for revenge. I never ceased to
plan for their punishment, but it was hard to get the other warriors to listen to my proposed raids.
In a few months after this last adventure I persuaded two other warriors to join me in raiding the Mexican
frontier. On our former raid we had gone through the Nedni Apaches’ range into Sonora. This time we went
through the country of the Chokonen and entered the Sierra Madre Mountains. We traveled south, secured more
rations, and prepared to begin our raids.
We had selected a village near the mountains which we intended to attack at daylight. While asleep that night
Mexican scouts discovered our camp and fired on us, killing one warrior. In the morning we observed a company
of Mexican troops coming from the south. They were mounted and carried supplies for a long journey. We
followed their trail until we were sure that they were headed for our range in Arizona; then we hurried past them
and in three days reached our own settlement.
We arrived at noon, and that afternoon, about three o’clock, these Mexican troops attacked our settlement.
Their first volley killed three small boys. Many of the warriors of our tribe were away from home, but the few of
us who were in camp were able to drive the troops out of the mountains before night. We killed eight Mexicans
and lost five—two warriors and three boys.
The Mexicans rode due south in full retreat. Four warriors were detailed to follow them, and in three days
these trailers returned, saying that the Mexican cavalry had left Arizona, going southward. We were quite sure
they would not return soon.
*
Soon after this\fn{In the summer of 1860. } I was again able to take the warpath against the Mexicans, this time
with twenty-five warriors. We followed the trail of the Mexican troops last mentioned and entered the Sierra de
Sahuaripa Mountains. The second day in these mountains our scouts discovered mounted Mexican troops. There
was only one company of cavalry in this command, and I thought that by properly surprising them we could
defeat them.
We ambushed the trail over which they were to come. This was at a place where the whole company must pass
through a mountain defile. We reserved fire until all of the troops had passed through; then the signal was given.
The Mexican troopers, seemingly without a word of command, dismounted, and placing their horses on the
outside of the company, for breastworks, made a good fight against us. I saw that we could not dislodge them
without using all our ammunition, so I led a charge. The warriors suddenly pressed in from all sides and we
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fought hand to hand. During this encounter I raised my spear to kill a Mexican soldier just as he leveled his gun at
me; I was advancing rapidly, and my foot slipping in a pool of blood, I fell under the Mexican trooper. He struck
me over the head with the butt of his gun, knocking me senseless. Just at that instant a warrior who followed in
my footsteps killed the Mexican with a spear.
In a few minutes not a Mexican soldier was left alive. When the Apache war-cry had died away, and their
enemies had been scalped, they began to care for their dead and wounded. I was found lying unconscious where I
had fallen. They bathed my head in cold water and restored me to consciousness. Then they bound up my wound
and the next morning, although weak from loss of blood and suffering from a severe headache, I was able to
march on the return to Arizona.
I did not fully recover for months, and I still wear the scar given me by that musketeer. In this fight we had lost
so heavily that there really was no glory in our victory, and we returned to Arizona. No one seemed to want to go
on the warpath again that year.
*
In the summer\fn{1861.} with twelve warriors I again went into Mexico. We entered Chihuahua and followed
south on the east side of the Sierra Madre Mountains four days’ journey; then crossed over to the Sierra de
Sahuaripa range, not far east of Casa Grande. Here we rested one day, and sent out scouts to reconnoiter. They
reported pack trains camped five miles west of us.
The next morning just at daybreak, as these drivers were starting with their mule pack train, we attacked them.
They rode away for their lives, leaving us the booty. The mules were loaded with provisions, most of which we
took home. Two mules were loaded with side-meat or bacon; this we threw away.\fn{ The Apache had never eaten bacon
and would not do so; for the animal was taboo. The Chiricahua knew of the wild hog—the peccary—and had seen it eat reptiles, which
were taboo: therefore, by extension, all pigs were taboo for them. } We started to take these pack trains home, going northward

through Sonora, but when near Casita, Mexican troops overtook us.
It was at daybreak and we were just finishing our breakfast. We had no idea that we had been pursued or that
our enemies were near until they opened fire. At the first volley a bullet struck me a glancing lick just at the lower
corner of the left eye and I fell unconscious. All the other Indians fled to cover. The Mexicans, thinking me dead,
started in pursuit of the fleeing Indians.
In a few moments I regained consciousness and had started at full speed for the woods when another company
coming up opened fire on me. Then the soldiers who had been chasing the other Indians turned, and I stood
between two hostile companies, but I did not stand long. Bullets whistled in every direction and at close range to
me. One inflicted a slight flesh wound on my side, but I kept running, dodging, and fighting, until I got clear of
my pursuers. I climbed up a steep canon, where the cavalry could not follow. The troopers saw me, but did not
dismount and try to follow. I think they were wise not to come on.
It had been understood that in case of surprise with this booty, our place of rendezvous should be the Santa
Bita Mountains in Arizona. We did not reassemble in Mexico, but traveled separately and in three days we were
encamped in our place of rendezvous. From this place we returned home empty-handed. We had not even a partial
victory to report.
I again returned wounded, but I was not yet discouraged. Again I was blamed by our people, and again I had
no reply.
*
After our return many of the warriors had gone on a hunt and some of them had gone north to trade for
blankets from the Navajo Indians. I remained at home trying to get my wounds healed. One morning just at
daybreak, when the, squaws were lighting the camp fires to prepare breakfast, three companies of Mexican troops
who had surrounded our settlement in the night opened fire.
There was no time for fighting. Men, women and children fled for their lives. Many women and children and a
few warriors were killed, and four women were captured. My left eye was still swollen shut, but with the other I
saw well enough to hit one of the officers with an arrow, and then make good my escape among the rocks. The
troopers burned our tepees and took our arms, provisions, ponies, and blankets. Winter was at hand.
There were not more than twenty warriors in camp at this time, and only a few of us had secured weapons
during the excitement of the attack. A few warriors followed the trail of the troops as they went back to Mexico
with their booty, but were unable to offer battle. It was a long, long time before we were again able to go on the
warpath against the Mexicans.
The four women who were captured at this time by the Mexicans were taken into Sonora, Mexico, where they
were compelled to work for the Mexicans. After some years they escaped to the mountains and started to find our
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tribe. They had knives which they had stolen from the Mexicans, but they had no other weapons. They had no
blankets; so at night they would make a little tepee by cutting brush with their knives, and setting them up for the
walls. The top was covered over with brush. In this temporary tepee they would all sleep.
One night when their camp fire was low they heard growling just outside the tepee. Francisco, the youngest
woman of the party (about seventeen years of age) started to build up the fire, when a mountain lion crashed
through the tepee and attacked her. The suddenness of the attack made her drop her knife, but she fought as best
she could with her hand.
She was no match for the lion, however; her left shoulder was crushed and partly torn away. The lion kept
trying to catch her by the throat; this she prevented with her hands for a long time. He dragged her for about 300
yards; then she found her strength was failing her from loss of blood, and she called to the other women for help.
The lion had been dragging her by one foot, and she had been catching hold of his legs, and of the rocks and
underbrush, to delay him. Finally he stopped and stood over her.
She again called her companions and they attacked him with their knives and killed him. Then they dressed her
wounds and nursed her in the mountains for about a month. When she was again able to walk they resumed their
journey and reached our tribe in safety.
This woman (Francisco) was held as a prisoner of war with the other Apaches and died on the Fort Sill
Reservation in 1892. Her face was always disfigured with those scars and she never regained perfect use of her
hands. The three older women died before we became prisoners of war.
Many women and children were carried away at different times by Mexicans. Not many of them ever returned,
and those who did underwent many hardships in order to be again united with their people. Those who did not
escape were slaves to the Mexicans, or perhaps even more degraded.
When warriors were captured by the Mexicans they were kept in chains. Four warriors who were captured
once at a place north of Casa Grande, called by the Indians Honas, were kept in chains for a year and a half, when
they were exchanged for Mexicans whom we had captured.
We never chained prisoners or kept them in confinement, but they seldom got away. Mexican men when
captured were compelled to cut wood and herd horses. Mexican women and children were treated as our own
people.\fn{Asa, son of Whoa, remembers a captive Mexican girl who used to play with the Apache children, but was finally exchanged.
At this time, another of Geronimo’s wives and her child were killed; thenceforth, until he became a prisoner of war in United States
custody, he kept two wives. He might have had as many wives as he wished, but he said that he was so busy fighting Mexicans that he
could not support more than two.}

*
In the summer of 1862 I took eight men and invaded Mexican territory. We went south on the west side of the
Sierra Madre Mountains for five days; then in the night crossed over to the southern part of the Sierra de
Sahuaripa range. Here we again camped to watch for pack trains.
About ten o’clock next morning four drivers, mounted, came past our camp with a pack-mule train. As soon as
they saw us they rode for their lives, leaving us the booty. This was a long train, and packed with blankets, calico,
saddles, tin-ware, and loaf sugar. We hurried home as fast as we could with these provisions, and on our return
while passing through a canyon in the Santa Catalina range of mountains in Arizona, met a white man driving a
mule pack train. When we first saw him he had already seen us, and was riding at full tilt up the canyon. We
examined his train and found that his mules were all loaded with cheese. We put them in with the other train and
resumed our journey. We did not attempt to trail the driver and I am sure he did not try to follow us.
In two days we arrived at home. Then Mangus-Colorado, our chief, assembled the tribe. We gave a feast,
divided the spoils, and danced all night. Some of the pack mules were killed and eaten.
*
This rime after our return we kept out scouts so that we would know if Mexican troops should attempt to
follow us. On the third day our scouts came into camp and reported Mexican cavalry dismounted and approaching
our settlement. All our warriors were in camp.
Mangus-Colorado took command of one division and I of the other. We hoped to get possession of their
horses, then surround the troops in the mountains, and destroy the whole company. This we were unable to do, for
they, too, had scouts. However, within four hours after we started we had killed ten troopers with the loss of only
one man, and the Mexican cavalry was in full retreat, followed by thirty armed Apaches, who gave them no rest
until they were far inside the Mexican country. No more troops came that winter.
For a long rime we had plenty of provisions, plenty of blankets, and plenty of clothing. We also had plenty of
cheese and sugar.
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*
Another summer\fn{1863.} I selected three warriors and went on a raid into Mexico. We went south into
Sonora, camping in the Sierra de Sahuaripa Mountains. About forty miles west of Casa Grande is a small village
in the mountains, called by the Indians Crassanas. We camped near this place and concluded to make an attack.
We had noticed that just at midday no one seemed to be stirring; so we planned to make our attack at the noon
hour.
The next day we stole into the town at noon. We had no guns, but were armed with spears and bows and
arrows. When the war-whoop was given to open the attack the Mexicans fled in every direction; not one of them
made any attempt to fight us.
We shot some arrows at the retreating Mexicans, but killed only one. Soon all was silent in the town and no
Mexicans could be seen.
When we discovered that all the Mexicans were gone we looked through their houses and saw many curious
things. These Mexicans kept many more kinds of property than the Apaches did. Many of the things we saw in the
houses we could not understand, but in the stores we saw much that we wanted; so we drove in a herd of horses
and mules, and packed as much provisions and supplies as we could on them. Then we formed these animals into
a pack train and returned safely to Arizona. The Mexicans did not even trail us.
When we arrived in camp we called the tribe together and feasted all day. We gave presented to everyone. That
night the dance began, and it did not cease until noon the next day.
This was perhaps the most successful raid ever made by us into Mexican territory. I do not know the value of
the booty, but it was very great, for we had supplies enough to last our whole tribe for a year or more.
*
In the fall of 1864 twenty warriors were willing to go with me on another raid into Mexico. There were all
chosen men, well armed and equipped for battle. As usual we provided for the safety of our families before
starting on this raid. Our whole tribe scattered and then reassembled at a camp about forty miles from the former
place. In this way it would be hard for the Mexicans to trail them and we would know where to find our families
when we returned. Moreover, if any hostile Indians should see this large number of warriors leaving our range
they might attack our camp, but if they found no one at the usual place their raid would fail.
We went south through the Chokonen Apaches’ range, entered Sonora, Mexico, at a point directly south of
Tombstone, Arizona, and went into hiding in the Sierra de Antunez Mountains. We attacked several settlements in
the neighborhood and secured plenty of provisions and supplies.
After about three days we attacked and captured a mule pack train at a place called by the Indians Pontoco. It
is situated in the mountains due west, about one day’s journey from Arispe. There were three drivers with this
train. One was killed and two escaped.
The train was loaded with mescal, which was contained in bottles held in wicker baskets! As soon as we made
camp the Indians began to get drunk and fight each other. I, too, drank enough mescal to feel the effect of it, but I
was not drunk. I ordered the fighting stopped, but the order was disobeyed. Soon almost a general fight was in
progress. I tried to place a guard out around the camp, but all were drunk and refused to serve. I expected an
attack from Mexican troops at any moment, and really it was a serious matter to me, for being in command I
would be held responsible for any ill luck attending the expedition.
Finally the camp became comparatively still, for the Indians were too drunk to walk or even to fight. While
they were in this stupor I poured out all the mescal, then I put out all the fires and moved the pack mules to a
considerable distance from camp. After this I returned to camp to try to do something for the wounded. I found
that only two were dangerously wounded. From the leg of one of these I cut an arrow head, and from the shoulder
of another I withdrew a spear point. When all the wounds had been cared for, .I myself kept guard till morning.
The next day we loaded our wounded on the pack mules and started for Arizona.
*
The next day we captured some cattle from a herd and drove them home with us. But it was a very difficult
matter to drive cattle when we were on foot. Caring for the wounded and keeping the cattle from escaping made
our journey tedious. But we were not trailed, and arrived safely at home with all the booty.
We then gave a feast and dance, and divided the spoils. After the dance we killed all the cattle and dried the
meat. We dressed the hides and then the dried meat was packed in between these hides and stored away. All that
winter we had plenty of meat.
These were the first cattle we ever had. As usual we killed and ate some of the mules. We had little use for
mules, and if we could not trade them for something of value, we killed them.
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*
In the summer of 1865, with four warriors, I went again into Mexico. Heretofore we had gone on foot; we
were accustomed to fight on foot; besides, we could more easily conceal ourselves when dismounted. But this
time we wanted more cattle, and it was hard to drive them when we were on foot. We entered Sonora at a point
southwest from Tombstone, Arizona, and followed the Sierra de Antunez Mountains to the southern limit, then
crossed the country as far south as the mouth of Yaqui River. Here we saw a great lake extending beyond the limit
of sight.\fn{The Gulf of California.}
Then we turned north, attacked several settlements, and secured plenty of supplies. When we had come back
northwest of Arispe we secured about sixty head of cattle, and drove them to our homes in Arizona. We did not go
directly home, but camped in different valleys with our cattle. We were not trailed. When we arrived at our camp
the tribe was again assembled for feasting and dancing. Presents were given to everybody; then the cattle were
killed and the meat dried and packed.
*
In the fall of 1865 with nine other warriors I went into Mexico on foot. We attacked several settlements south
of Casa Grande, and collected many horses and mules. We made our way northward with these animals through
the mountains. When near Arispe we made camp one evening, and thinking that we were not being trailed, turned
loose the whole herd, even those we had been riding. They were in a valley surrounded by steep mountains, and
we were camped at the mouth of this valley so that the animals could not leave without corning through our camp.
Just as we had begun to eat our supper our scouts came in and announced Mexican troops coming toward our
camp. We started for the horses, but troops that our scouts had not seen were on the cliffs above us, and opened
fire. We scattered in all directions, and the troops recovered all our booty.
In three days we reassembled at our appointed place of rendezvous in the Sierra Madre Mountains in northern
Sonora. Mexican troops did not follow us, and we returned to Arizona without any more fighting and with no
booty. Again I had nothing to say, but I was anxious for another raid.
*
Early the next summer\fn{1866.} I took thirty mounted warriors and invaded Mexican territory. We went south
through Chihuahua as far as Santa Cruz, Sonora, then crossed over the Sierra Madre Mountains, following the
river course at the south end of the range. We kept on westward from the Sierra Madre Mountains to the Sierra de
Sahuripa Mountains, and followed that range northward. We collected all the horses, mules and cattle we wanted,
and drove them northward through Sonora into Arizona. Mexicans saw us at many times and in many places, but
they did not attack us at any time, nor did any troops attempt to follow us.
When we arrived at our homes we gave presents to all, and the tribe feasted and danced. During this raid we
had killed about fifty Mexicans.
*
Next year\fn{1867.} Mangus-Colorado led eight warriors on a raid into Mexico. I went as a warrior, for I was
always glad to fight the Mexicans.
We rode south from near Tombstone, Arizona, into Sonora, Mexico. We attacked some cowboys, and after a
fight with them, in which two of their number were killed, we drove all their cattle northward. The second day we
were driving the cattle, but had no scouts out.
When we were not far from Arispe, Mexican troops rode upon us. They were well armed and well mounted,
and when we first saw them they were not half a mile away from us. We left the cattle and rode as hard as we
could toward the mountains, but they gained on us rapidly. Soon they opened fire, but were so far away from us
that we were unable to reach them with our arrows; finally we reached some timber, and, leaving our ponies,
fought from cover.
Then the Mexicans halted, collected our ponies, and rode away across the plains toward Arispe, driving the
cattle with them. We stood and watched them until they disappeared in the distance, and then took up our march
for home.
We arrived home in five days with no victory to report, no spoils to divide, and not even the ponies which we
had ridden into Mexico. This expedition was considered disgraceful. The warriors who had been with MangusColorado on this last expedition wanted to return to Mexico.. They were not satisfied, besides they felt keenly the
taunts of the other warriors.
Mangus-Colorado would not lead them back, so I took command and we went on foot, directly toward Arispe
in Sonora, and made our camp in the Sierra de Sahuripa Mountains. There were only six of us, but we raided
several settlements (at night), captured many horses and mules, and loaded them with provisions, saddles and
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blankets. Then we turned to Arizona, traveling only at night. When we arrived at our camp we sent out scouts to
prevent any surprise by Mexicans, assembled the tribe, feasted, danced, and divided the spoils. Mangus-Colorado
would not receive any of this booty, but we did not care.
No Mexican troops followed us to Arizona.
*
About a year after this\fn{1868.} Mexican troops rounded up all the horses and mules of the tribe not far from
our settlement. No raids had been made into Mexico that year, and we were not expecting any attacks. We were
all in camp, having just returned from hunting.
About two o’clock in the afternoon two Mexican scouts were seen near our settlement. We killed these scouts,
but the troops got under way with the herd of our horses and mules before we saw them. It was useless to try to
overtake them on foot, and our tribe had not a horse left.
I took twenty warriors and trailed them. We found the stock at a cattle ranch in Sonora, not far from Nacozari,
and attacked the cowboys who had them in charge. We killed two men and lost none. After the fight we drove off
our own stock and all of theirs.
We were trailed by nine cowboys. I sent the stock on ahead and with three warriors stayed in the rear to
intercept any attacking parties. One night when near the Arizona line we discovered these cowboys on our trail
and watched them camp for the night and picket their horses. About midnight we stole into their camp and silently
led away all their horses, leaving the cowboys asleep. Then we rode hard and overtook our companions, who
always traveled at night instead of in the daytime. We turned these horses in with the herd and fell back to again
intercept anyone who might trail us.
What these nine cowboys did next morning I do not know, and I have never heard the Mexicans say anything
about it; I know they did not follow us, for we were not molested. When we arrived in camp at home there was
great rejoicing in the tribe. It was considered a good trick to get the Mexicans’ horses and leave them asleep in the
mountains.
It was a long time before we again went into Mexico or were disturbed by the Mexicans.
*
About 1873 we were again attacked by Mexican troops in our settlement, but we defeated them. Then we
decided to make raids into Mexico. We moved our whole camp, packing all our belongings on mules and horses,
went into Mexico and made camp in the mountains near Nacori. In moving our camp in this way we wanted no
one to spy on us, and if we passed a Mexican’s home we usually killed the inmates. However, if they offered to
surrender and made no resistance or trouble in any way, we would take them prisoners.
Frequently we would change our place of rendezvous; then we would take with us our prisoners if they were
willing to go, but if they were unruly they might be killed. I remember one Mexican in the Sierra Madre
Mountains who saw us moving and delayed us for some time. We took the trouble to get him, thinking the plunder
of his house would pay us for the delay, but after we had killed him we found nothing in his house worth having.
We ranged in these mountains for over a year, raiding the Mexican settlements for our supplies, but not having
any general engagement with Mexican troops; then we returned to our homes in Arizona. After remaining in
Arizona about a year we returned to Mexico, and went into hiding in the Sierra Madre Mountains. Our camp was
near Nacori, and we had just organized bands of warriors for raiding the country, when our scouts discovered
Mexican troops coming toward our camp to attack us.
The chief of the Nedni Apaches, Whoa, was with me and commanded one division. The warriors were all
marched toward the troops and met them at a place about five miles from our camp. We showed ourselves to the
soldiers and they quickly rode to the top of a hill and dismounted, placing their horses on the outside for breastworks. It was a round hill, very steep and rocky, and there was no timber on its sides. There were two companies
of Mexican cavalry, and we had about sixty warriors.
We crept up the hill behind the rocks, and they kept up a constant fire, but I had cautioned our warriors not to
expose themselves to the Mexicans. I knew that the troopers would waste their ammunition.
Soon we had killed all their horses, but the soldiers would lie behind these and shoot at us. While we had killed
several Mexicans, we had not yet lost a man. However, it was impossible to get very close to them in this way,
and I deemed it best to lead a charge against them.
We had been fighting ever since about one o’clock, and about the middle of the afternoon, seeing that we were
making no further progress, I gave the sign for the advance. The war-whoop sounded and we leaped forward from
every stone over the Mexicans’ dead horses, fighting hand to hand. The attack was so sudden that the Mexicans,
running first this way and then that, became so confused that in a few minutes we had killed them all.
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Then we scalped the slain, carried away our dead, and secured all the arms we needed.
That night we moved our camp eastward through the Sierra Madre Mountains into Chihuahua. No troops
molested us here and after about a year we returned to Arizona.
*
Almost every year we would live a part of the time in Old Mexico. There were at this time many settlements in
Arizona; game was not plentiful, and besides we liked to go down into Old Mexico. Besides, the lands of the
Nedni Apaches, our friends and kinsmen, extended far into Mexico. Their chief, Whoa, was as a brother to me,
and we spent much of our time in his territory.
About 1880 we were in camp in the mountains south of Casa Grande, when a company of Mexican troops
attacked us. There were twenty-four Mexican soldiers and about forty Indians. The Mexicans surprised us in camp
and fired on us, killing two Indians the first volley. I do not know how they were able to find our camp unless they
had excellent scouts and our guards were careless, but there they were shooting at us before we knew they were
near.
We were in the timber, and I gave the order to go forward and fight at close range. We kept behind rocks and
trees until we came within ten yards of their line, then we stood up and both sides shot until all the Mexicans were
killed. We lost twelve warriors in this battle. This place was called by the Indians Sko-la-ta.
*
When we had buried our dead and secured what supplies the Mexicans had, we went northeast. At a place near
Nacori Mexican troops attacked us. At this place, called by the Indians Nokode, there were about eighty warriors,
Bedonkohe and Nedni Apaches. There were three companies of Mexican troops. They attacked us in an open
field, and we scattered, firing as we ran. They followed us, but we dispersed, and soon were free from their
pursuit; then we reassembled in the Sierra Madre Mountains. Here a council was held, and as Mexican troops
were coming from many quarters, we disbanded.
*
In about four months we reassembled at Casa Grande to make a treaty of peace. The chiefs of the town of Casa
Grande, and all of the men of Casa Grande, made a treaty with us. We shook hands and promised to be brothers.
Then we began to trade, and the Mexicans gave us mescal. Soon nearly all the Indians were drunk. While they
were drunk two companies of Mexican troops, from another town, attacked us, killed twenty Indians, and
captured many more! We fled in all directions.
*
After the treachery and massacre of Casa Grande we did not reassemble for a long while, and when we did we
returned to Arizona. We remained in Arizona for some time, living in San Carlos Reservation, at a place now
called Geronimo.
In 1883 we went into Mexico again. We remained in the mountain ranges of Mexico for about fourteen
months, and during this time we had many skirmishes with Mexican troops.
In 1884 we returned to Arizona to get other Apaches to come with us into Mexico! The Mexicans were
gathering troops in the mountains where we had been ranging, and their numbers were so much greater than ours
that we could not hope to fight them successfully, and we were tired of being chased about from place to place.
In Arizona we had trouble with the United States soldiers and returned to Mexico.
*
We had lost about fifteen warriors in Arizona, and had gained no recruits. With our reduced number we
camped in the mountains north of Arispe. Mexican troops were seen by our scouts in several directions. The
United States troops were coming down from the north. We were well armed with guns and supplied with
ammunition, but we did not care to be surrounded by the troops of two governments, so we started to move our
camp southward.
One night we made camp some distance from the mountains by a stream. There was not much water in the
stream, but a deep channel was worn through the prairie, and small trees were beginning to grow here and there
along the bank of this stream.
In those days we never camped without placing scouts, for we knew that we were liable to be attacked at any
time. The next morning just at daybreak our scouts came in, aroused the camp, and notified us that Mexican
troops were approaching. Within five minutes the Mexicans began firing on us. We took to the ditches made by
the stream, and had the women and children busy digging these deeper. I gave strict orders to waste no
ammunition and keep under cover.
We killed many Mexicans that day and in turn lost heavily, for the fight lasted all day. Frequently troops would
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charge at one point, be repulsed, then rally and charge at another point. About noon we began to hear them
speaking my name with curses. In the afternoon the general came on the field and the fighting became more
furious. I gave orders to my warriors to try to kill all the Mexican officers. About three o’clock the general called
all the officers together at the right side of the field. The place where they assembled was not very far from the
main stream, and a little ditch ran out close to where the officers stood.
Cautiously I crawled out this ditch very close to where the council was being held The general was an old
warrior. The wind was blowing in my direction so that I could hear all he said, and I understood most of
it.\fn{Geronimo had a fair knowledge of Spanish.} This is about what he told them:
Officers, yonder in those ditches is the red devil Geronimo and his hated band. This must be his last day. Ride on
him from both sides of the ditches; kill men, women, and children; take no prisoners; dead Indians are what we want.
Do not spare your own men; exterminate this band at any cost; I will post the wounded to shoot all deserters; go back to
your companies and advance.

Just as the command to go forward was given I took deliberate aim at the general and he fell. In an instant the
ground around me was riddled with bullets; but I was untouched. The Apaches had seen. From all along the
ditches arose the fierce war-cry of my people. The columns wavered an instant and then swept on; they did not
retreat until our fire had destroyed the front ranks.
After this their fighting was not so fierce, yet they continued to rally and re-advance until dark. They also
continued to speak my name with threats and curses.
That night before the firing had ceased a dozen Indians had crawled out of the ditches and set fire to the long
prairie grass behind the Mexican troops. During the confusion that followed we escaped to the mountains.
This was the last battle that I ever fought with Mexicans. United States troops were trailing us continually from
this time until the treaty was made with General Miles in Skeleton Canyon.\fn{ This was the final surrender of Geronimo:
August, 1886.}
*
During my many wars with the Mexicans I received eight wounds, as follows: shot in the right leg above the
knee, and still carry the bullet; shot through the left forearm; wounded in the right leg below the knee with a
saber; wounded on top of the head with the butt of a musket; shot just below the outer corner of the left eye; shot
in left side; shot in the back. I have killed many Mexicans; I do not know how many, for frequently I did not count
them. Some of them were not worth counting.
It has been a long time since then, but still I have no love for the Mexicans. With me they were always
treacherous and malicious. I am old now and shall never go on the warpath again, but if I were young, and
followed the warpath, it would lead into Old Mexico. …
149.73 The Return\fn{by Estelle Armstrong (late 19th century?- )} Colorado River Region, Coconino County?,
Arizona, U.S.A. (F) 1
The old squaws, sitting squat on the platform beside their mounds of beadwork, looked at José as he swung
himself from the day coach of the Overland and nudged each the other in derision of his uniform and close-cut
hair. Sitting there with their cheap, gaudy strings of beads held up to catch some unwary tourist’s eye, their hair
long and dank over shapeless, ugly shoulders, their grimy faces impassive with the peculiar expressionless stare
of the hopeless, the old women seemed the very incarnation of the spirit of ridicule against which nearly every
returned student is pitted on his return from school to his reservation home.
The innate hatred of the older Indians for the white man’s dominating activity, with its resulting absorption of
their own purposeless lives, eggs them on to use in retaliation the only weapon left them, often undoing by their
witless ridicule of returned students what years of study and careful training has inculcated. For you may beat an
Indian in a fair fight and he will respect you; you may cheat him in a horse trade, if you can, and he will be wary
of you; but expose him to ridicule before his peers and he is your enemy forever; for ridicule of his person is one
thing which nature has not fitted an Indian to bear.
The evil potency of this enervating criticism is recognized by every educator of our Indian youth who had
watched the returned student conquer or be conquered by it. And it is because this spirit of ridicule is not an
attribute of any particular tribe or locality, but is common to every clan, whether of valley or mountain or barren
plain, that I select the homecoming of José as typical of many such that I have witnessed, and having witnessed
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have marveled, not at the half failure sometimes resulting but at the optimism that dared to expect success.
José had been but an indifferent student at best, mastering the intricacies of the sixth grade in his nineteenth
year, the fifth and last of his term at Carlisle. But balanced against his poor classroom record was his good
conduct as a student, his industry in the workshop, and his ability as an officer of Company C. In fact, he was an
average student among the full-bloods, who, as a rule, do not take kindly to books and abstruse problems but with
their hands do well and faithfully what is given them to do.
José had been fourteen years old when he left the hot Arizona reservation on the Colorado and the five years
had wrought many changes in the dark-skinned boy who, at nineteen, walked with head and shoulders erect and
saw that his shoes were duly polished and his clothes and nails immaculate. For at fourteen Jose had slouched and
shoes were unknown and clothes a concession to encroaching civilization, which he had detested. Of his early
home life he had but confused memories and from his parents he had received no word in all the five years. The
remembrance of the squalor and meanness of his early years had faded from his mind and his thoughts of home
were a misty background of idleness and freedom against which his present life loomed portentous and grim.
And now the same forceful hand which had so deliberately taken him from his home five years before was as
calmly replacing him in the groove nature had fitted him to fill, after having done all in its power to make him
unsuited for it. If José had been given to ponder on the reason of things he might have questioned the wisdom
which had separated him from his natural environment to teach him customs and habits which rendered that
environment detestable, only to return him to it. Happily, José had no such questioning—he was going home;
home to his kindred and early playmates, to the misty memories of his boyhood home.
Home! He had come to it at last, with the tropical sun beating down upon him and a strange sinking in his
heart at the sight of the leering squaws at the station.
He gripped his suitcase and elbowed his way through the crowded platform, thronged with travelers, Mexicans
and men of his own tribe, the latter in corduroys and light shirts, their long hair bound at the neck with gay
kerchiefs and decorated at waist and elbow with strips of calico of many colors. They turned to stare at him,
insolently noting his smart uniform, his cropped hair, his general well-groomed appearance, breaking into loud
guffaws at his expense as he passed them. Among their number were two of José’s early playmates, with whom he
had swam the eddying Colorado in former days, sounding each treacherous sandbar and skirting dangerously
close to the seething whirlpools; but he passed them now with no sign of recognition, failing to understand that
one of the boyish anticipations of his homecoming had vanished in that chorus of rude laughter.
As he climbed the steep hill which skirted the Colorado and hid from view the reservation of his people, José
felt his pulses bounding rapidly. He had not expected his parents to meet him at the train. They were very old, had
been old when José left five years before, and had many sons, of which he was the youngest. Without thought he
took the old path which led to his father’s hut, the dust which lay like powder on every bush and shrub stinging
his eyes and throat. He found himself wondering if his father’s home was like the open, grass-thatched hovels
which he passed, around which naked children stopped their play to stare at him and mongrel dogs challenged
him from a safe distance. His uncertain memories of home had been largely of the freedom and unrestraint of
former years and they had dealt kindly with the poor hut and the deprivation which had also been his portion.
An old woman raised her head from the pot of soup she was tending over a small open fire and watched him as
he approached, and José recognized his mother. Old and bent with many years, her hair matted above her sunken
eyes, her only garment a shred of filth that stopped above her knees, her inhuman hands ending in talons, the
mother sat and watched her son draw near. The accents of his native tongue came instinctively to José’s lips and
he spoke hesitatingly—
“Mother.”
The sunken eyes lighted as she bent near that her dim vision might view this stranger son, and voiceless the
mother held him and gazed long at his altered features and alien clothes. Then, tottering to a prone form lying in
the sand by the side of the hut, she spoke, and her words roused the wasted figure of José’s father. With palsied
hands he shaded his eyes as he looked at his son, then rising slowly and with difficulty, his raiment a loin cloth,
his gray locks streaming over his shoulders, and yet with dignity withal, he extended his hand in welcome.
As in a dream José sat down on a nearby log and gazed about him. He saw the mean hut in its squalor and
poverty; the heaps of rags in the sand on which his parents slept; the open fire over which hung the kettle of soup
containing the coming meal; the sand and greasewood glaring in the July sun. He saw the Colorado with its
treacherous gleaming quicksand and, just beyond, the vicious frontier town, flaunting its vice so shamelessly, and
then his gaze wandered back to the form of his mother as she bent again over the pot of soup.
*
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Four years had passed and again the July sun beat down on the familiar scene as I looked from the car window
as the Overland pulled in for a stop of ten minutes. We “took on water” here and as I idly watched I recognized in
the stalwart figure running down the platform with a length of hose our friend José.
Hastily making my way outside I called to him and as soon as his work permitted, he came, doffing his cap and
hesitating to give me his hand in greeting, soiled as it was from his recent labors. His overalls and working shirt
were neat and whole, his hair closely cut, and his face showed no signs of dissipation beneath its grime and sweat.
He looked as I believe he is, an honest youth engaged in honest work, and my heart rejoiced for him.
“Oh, yes,” he replied to my question, “of course I am married. We have a child a year old and we are getting
along just fine. I work over here at the railroad every day,” and he called goodbye as our train got under way.
Consider, you who feel called upon to judge him, to measure him by your standards, of which he falls so far
short; over against your pride of birth, your mother’s prayers, the sense of honor inborn, your mental capacity of
assimilation, I place the forms of Jose’s parents—the squalor of the mud hut, the unbridled license of his early
years, the frontier town with saloon doors always open, the pointing fingers of the leering squaws—and I
challenge you to declare his education vain or to proclaim his life a failure.
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… My earliest memories of my real grandfather, Homikniwa, are full of kind feelings. I slept with him much
of the time. In the mornings before sunrise he sang to me and told me stories. He took me to his fields, where I
helped him to work or slept under a peach tree. Whenever he saw me make a circle on the ground he stepped
cautiously around it, saying that he had to watch me lest I block his path with my antelope power. He kept
reminding me of this power. He also took me through the fields to collect healing herbs. I watched him sprinkle
corn meal and pray to the Sun god before picking off leaves or berries or digging medicine roots. Whenever
mothers brought their sick children to our house, I watched him take their pinches of meal, step outside, pray, and
sprinkle them to the Sun god, moon, or stars, and to his special medicine god. Then he would return to the patient,
blow upon his hands, and begin his treatment. He was respected by all. Even Mr. Voth, the missionary, came to
him to learn about plants and herbs. He taught the white man many things. He also taught me almost all I ever
learned about plants.
Mr. Voth and the Christians came to Oraibi and preached Jesus in the plaza where the Katcinas danced. The old
people paid no attention, but we children were told to accept any gifts and clothing. Mr. Voth never preached
Christ to me alone but talked to us in groups. He said that Jesus Christ was our Savior and suffered for our sins.
He told us that Jesus was a good shepherd and that we were sheep or goats. We were to ask Jesus for whatever we
wanted. Oranges and candy looked pretty good to me so I prayed for them. I said,
“Jesus, give me some oranges and candy.”
Then I looked up into the sky but I never saw him throw anything down to me.
Mr. Voth claimed that our gods were no good but the old people pointed out to us that when the Katcinas
danced in the plaza it often rained. Even as a child I was taught that the missionaries had no business condemning
our gods and that it might cause droughts and famine.
When I began to run around, I first wore shirts, without pants, which the missionaries gave us. We were told
that Whites (Bahanas) did not like to see us naked. But we boys went without clothes most of the time unless
someone warned us that Whites were climbing the mesa. We were always on the lookout for them. One day my
father made shirts for my brother and me out of a couple of flour sacks. There was a beautiful deer’s head printed
on the backs. The other children stared at us with eyes shining, while we felt happy and up-to-date. But I was
careless, and my mother sometimes scolded or spanked me for getting my clothes dirty. I did not seem to mind
dirt.
In the summer Katcinas with great heads and fine clothes came into the plaza and danced. They almost never
spoke but sang a great deal. An old man, called the Father of the Katcinas, sprinkled corn meal upon them, and
our mothers carried loads of food to their resting place just outside the village. My father and others dressed as
clowns and played funny jokes in the plaza. The Katcinas usually gave us gifts. At about sundown the old man,
their “Father,” asked them to go home and send us rain. They marched away toward the San Francisco mountains
in the west. Everybody knew they were spirit gods.
In late summer when I was perhaps four, the men in the Snake and Antelope societies placed signs outside their
kivas and our parents warned us to stay away. For several days the men came out in fancy costumes, lined up, and
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marched off the mesa in search of snakes.
I wished to follow them and was told that some day I might be chosen as a Snake man. In the evenings the
people told how many snakes had been caught and that some were large rattlers. We knew snakes were spirit gods
who bring rains and never harm anyone with a good heart. We were told never to act silly and scream or yell like
Whites when a snake goes toward them. My grandfather said that such foolish behavior spoiled the ceremony.
When snakes were pleased with their treatment they were quiet and would bring rain as a reward.
On the last day of the ceremony great crowds of Whites and strange Indians came to Oraibi. They climbed over
housetops, stood in doorways, and crowded into the plaza near the Snake kiva to see everything. Late in the
afternoon the Antelope men entered the plaza in fine costumes and marched around the Snake house (kisi) four
times, stamping their feet before it. Then the Snake members, painted and finely dressed, came with lively steps
and circled the kisi in the same manner. Soon they were dancing with big live snakes in their hands and between
their teeth. Some snakes wriggled and stuck out their tongues but others were quiet. My grandfather said later that
dancers with the best hearts had the quietest snakes.
When the serpents were placed in a circle on the ground they ran in every direction before the snake catcher
could get them. Some Whites yelled and jumped back shamefully. A bull snake came toward me at the edge of the
plaza. I did not cry but I was ready to run when the snake catcher picked it up. He was brave and had a good
heart. I wanted to be a Snake man …
One winter morning in February I saw a tall, strange Katcina (Hahai-i) coming into the village from the north
side, blowing a bone whistle and uttering a long drawn “Hu-hu-huhuhu.” When he entered the plaza women and
children threw pinches of corn meal upon him and took springs of green corn and of spruce boughs from his tray.
Two other Katcinas joined him near the kiva. Some men came out of the Powamu kiva where they were holding a
ceremony, blew tobacco smoke on the backs of the Katcinas, and sprinkled them with corn meal. A number of
different Katcinas, some running cross-legged (huuve), came through the streets handing out gifts. Some of us
received bows, arrows, rattles, and Katcina dolls (tiku). Other Katcinas came into the village bringing bean
sprouts in baskets. We were in the plaza watching them.
Suddenly my mother threw a blanket over my head. When she uncovered me the Katcinas were all gone and
the people were looking up into the sky and watching them fly about—they said. I looked up but could see
nothing. My mother laughed and said that I must be blind.
I later saw some. Giant-like Katcinas (Nataskas) stalking into the village with long, black bills and big sawlike teeth. One carried a rope to lasso disobedient children. He stopped at a certain house and called for a boy.
“You have been naughty,” he scolded. “You fight with other children. You kill chickens. You pay no attention
to the old people. We have come to get you and eat you.”
The boy cried and promised to behave better. The giants became angrier and threatened to tie him up and take
him away. But the boy’s parents begged for his life and offered fresh meat in his place. The giant reached out his
hand as if to grab the boy but took the meat instead. Placing it in his basket, he warned the boy that he would get
just one more chance to change his conduct. I was frightened and got out of sight. I heard that sometimes these
giants captured boys and really ate them …
As far back as I can remember, I noticed that my father, mother, and grandfather would take a little food before
eating and put it aside. They said that it was to feed the Sun and other gods who protected us. Sometimes I heard
them speak to these gods, inviting them to eat. They were especially careful to do this on dance days. Whenever
my father asked the gods for anything, he fed them first. Sometimes he would take a bit of food, step outside and
throw it to the Sun, then ask for something. We were told that there was no need to speak out loud in thanking our
gods at the three daily meals. We could pray in our hearts:
“Now this meal is prepared for me. I will put it into my body to make myself strong for work. May my Spirit
Guide protect me. …”
By the time I was six, I had learned to find my way about the mesa and to avoid graves, shrines, and harmful
plants, to size up people, and to watch out for witches. I was above average height and in good health. My hair
was clipped just above my eyes, but left long in back and tied in a knot at the nape of my neck. I had almost lost
one eye. I wore silver earrings, a missionary shirt or one made of a flour sack, and was always bare-legged, except
for a blanket in cold weather. When no Whites were present, I went naked. I slept out on the house-top in summer
and sometimes in the kiva with other boys in winter. I could help plant and weed, went out herding with my
father, and was a kiva trader. I owned a dog and a cat, a small bow made by my father, and a few good arrows.
Sometimes I carried stolen matches tucked in the hem of my shirt collar. I could ride a tame burro, kill a kangaroo
rat, and catch small birds, but I could not make fire with a drill and I was not a good runner like the other fellows.
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At the races people teased me and said that my feet turned out so far that I pinched my anus as I ran. But I had
made a name for myself by healing people; and I had almost stopped running after my mother for her milk. …
A few years before my birth the United States Government had built a boarding school at the Keams Canyon
Agency. At first our chief, Lolulomai, had not wanted to send Oraibi children, but chiefs from other villages came
and persuaded him to accept clothes, tools, and other supplies, and to let them go. Most of the people disliked this
and refused to cooperate. Troops came to Oraibi several times to take the children by force and carry them off in
wagons. The people said that it was a terrible sight to see Negro soldiers come and tear children from their
parents. Some boys later escaped from Keams Canyon and returned home on foot, a distance of forty miles.
Some years later a day school was opened at the foot of the mesa in New Oraibi, where there were a trading
post, a post office, and a few government buildings. Some parents were permitted to send their children to this
school. When my sister started, the teacher cut her hair, burned all her clothes, and gave her a new outfit and a
new name, Nellie. She did not like school, stopped going after a few weeks, and tried to keep out of sight of the
Whites who might force her to return. About a year later she was sent to the New Oraibi spring to fetch water in a
ceremonial gourd for the Ooqol society and was captured by the school principal who permitted her to take the
water up to the village, but compelled her to return to school after the ceremony was over. The teachers had then
forgotten her old name, Nellie, and called her Gladys.
Although my brother was two years older than I, he had managed to keep out of school until about a year after
I started, but he had to be careful not to be seen by Whites. When finally he did enter the day school at New
Oraibi, they cut his hair, burned his clothes, and named him Ira. In 1899 it was decided that I should go to school.
I was willing to try it but I did not want a policeman to come for me and I did not want my shirt taken from my
back and burned. So one morning in September I left it off, wrapped myself in my Navaho blanket, the one my
grandfather had given me, and went down the mesa barefoot and bareheaded. …
In May we had a Decoration Day celebration. We stuck little flags in our caps, took bunches of flowers, and
marched out to the graves of two soldiers who had come out here to fight the Hopi and had died. On June the
fourteenth my father came for me and we returned home, riding burros and bringing presents of calico, lamps,
shovels, axes, and other tools. It was a joy to get home again, to see all my folks, and to tell about my experiences
at school. I had learned many English words and could recite part of the Ten Commandments. I knew how to
sleep on a bed, pray to Jesus, comb my hair, eat with a knife and fork, and use a toilet. I had learned that the world
is round instead of flat, that it is indecent to go naked in the presence of girls, and to eat the testes of sheep or
goats. I had also learned that a person thinks with his head instead of his heart
By the end of summer I had had enough of hoeing weeds and tending sheep. Helping my father was hard work
and I thought it was better to be educated. My grandfather agreed that it was useful to know something of the
white man’s ways, but said that he feared I might neglect the Hopi rules which were more important. He
cautioned me that if I had bad dreams while at school, I should spit four times in order to drive them from my
mind and counteract their evil influences.
Before sunrise on the tenth of September the police came to Oraibi and surrounded the village, with the
intention of capturing the children of the hostile families and taking them to school by force. They herded us all
together at the east edge of the mesa. Although I had planned to go later, they put me with the others. The people
were excited, the children and the mothers were crying, and the men wanted to fight. I was not much afraid
because I had learned a little about education and knew that the police had not come without orders. One of the
captured boys was Dick, the son of “Uncle Joe” who had stirred up most of the trouble among the hostiles. I was
glad. Clara, the granddaughter of Chief Lolulomai, was also taken. The Chief went up to Mr. Burton, who was
writing our names down on a piece of paper, and said,
“This girl must be left here until she is older.”
She was allowed to return to her mother. They also captured my clan brother Archie, the son of my mother’s
sister, Nuvahunka. When Mr. Burton saw me in the group, he said,
“Well, well, what are you doing here? I thought you were back in school at the agency.”
I told him that I was glad to go with him. This seemed to please him, and he let me go to my house to get my
things. When I returned with a bag of fresh peaches, I discovered that they had marched the children to New
Oraibi to be placed in the wagons. I followed and found my grandfather in a group near the wagons. When I
noticed how crowded the wagons were, I asked Mr. Burton if I might ride a horse. He sent me with Archie, Dick,
and my grandfather to ask the police. Two of them were my clan uncles, Adam from First Mesa and Secavaima
from Shipaulovi. I walked up to Adam, smiling, shook hands with him, and introduced my clan brother Archie.
“You don’t need to fear us,” said my uncle, “we are policemen.”
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I asked him whether Archie and I might ride double on horseback to the Agency. They laughed and said that I
had a brave heart. They warned me that the hostiles might follow us on the road and give battle, but they were
only teasing.
Within a few days the teachers gave us a test on the multiplication tables and sent me back from the sixth into
the fourth grade. Ira, my brother, was put in the second grade and we were given part-time jobs in the bakery.
Besides going regularly to classes, we joined athletic clubs and debating societies, and attended many socials,
including square dances. I was also taken into the Y.M.C.A. by two Hopi boys, Adolph Hoye and Harry McClain,
who led me into a room and had me sign my name before I knew what I was getting into. I had no idea that I was
committing myself to Christianity. They had me attend the meetings every Thursday evening and gave me a prize
for learning the names of all the books of the Bible. They also urged me to memorize Scripture verses, which I did
during the week ends, and won a Bible.
At the Y.M.C.A. meetings we were expected to stand on our feet and testify for Jesus Christ. I prepared a little
sermon which I could get up and repeat:
“Well, my partners, I am asked to speak a few words for Jesus. I am glad that I came to Sherman and learned
to read and cipher. Now I discover that Jesus was a good writer. So I am thankful that Uncle Sam taught me to
read in order that I may understand the Scriptures and take my steps along God’s road. When I get a clear
understanding of the Gospel I shall return home and preach it to my people in darkness. I will teach them all I
know about Jesus Christ, the Heavenly Father, and the Holy Ghost. So I advise you boys to do your best and pray
to God to give us a good understanding. Then we will be ready for Jesus to come and take us up to heaven. I don’t
want any of my friends to be thrown into the lake of hell fire where there is suffering and sorrow forever. Amen.”
At that time I was half-Christian and half-heathen and often wished that there were some magic that could
change my skin into that of a white man,
I learned to preach pretty well, and to cuss too. The Hopi language has no curse words in it. But at Sherman
even the Y.M.C.A. and the Catholic boys cussed like hell. At first so much of it made me tired; but when I got into
the habit myself it was all right. When I wanted anything I would say, “give me that Goddamn thing.” But I soon
learned when and where it was appropriate to curse …
*
… I could not put off initiation into the Wowochim. My father, grandfather, and two great-uncles urged me to
forget about school and become a man. They said it would please the gods, prepare me for ceremonial work, put
me in line to become Chief of the Sun Clan, and fit me for a higher place in life after death. Talasvuyauoma, the
big War Chief, advised me-to join the men’s society without delay. My ceremonial father, clan fathers, mother,
godmother, clan mothers, and other relatives encouraged me; and they implied that any boy who did not seek
membership in the Wowochim proved himself to be either incompetent or kahopi. They said that only hopeless
cripples like Naquima or young men who had been spoiled by Christianity failed to take this important step into
manhood.
The seventh day was spent in paho making. After prayers to the Sun god and breakfast, the men let down their
long hair. We all undressed except for the loincloth or, in some cases kilt, arranged ourselves in rows in the lower
section of the kiva, and began making pahos with feathers, native string, herbs, and willow sticks. I had never
done this work before, and had to be instructed by my ceremonial father, who spoke in a whisper because of the
presence of ancestral spirits. I made first the prayer arrow, then soft prayer feathers for my Guardian Spirit, the
Spider Woman, Masau’u, the Twin War gods, the sun, moon, stars, and all the springs, oceans, and rivers about
which I had heard. Then I made prayer offerings for the Six-Point-Cloud-People, for our dear ones who had
recently departed, and for all the other spirits that I could remember. I also made them for all the members of my
family, my special friends, the livestock, dogs, cats, houses, trees, and other objects of value. I thought about each
god, spirit, person, or object while I made a paho for him. I learned that this is the most important work in the
world, that the gods and the spirits are holding out their hands for pahos, and that if the Soyal should fail, life for
the Hopi might end. We were instructed to keep our minds pure and filled with these thoughts while we worked
and wished strongly for rain, good crops, and long life. If a sexual thought had come into my mind, I would have
tried to free myself of it and would not have mentioned the subject to a fellow member even to relieve him of
hiccoughs—an excellent remedy on other occasions.
When the pahos and the prayer feathers were finished, they were placed on the floor, where a little honey was
spat on them and the makers smoked over them before tying them into little bundles and hanging them on the kiva
wall. When our work was over at sunset—for it is a rule that paho-making must cease at that hour—we swept the
floor, gathered up the trash carefully, sprinkled it with corn meal, and threw it into a gully, where the rains could
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take it into the valley over our farms. We had worked all day without eating, and the Special Officers had eaten
nothing since the night before. When we had finished our lifeless meal, food was brought for the priests, and we
sang, as on other nights, while they ate. Then we practiced our Katcina songs and dances, keeping an eye on the
Great Dipper stars.
Some Soyal members set to work making hihikwispi (something to breathe upon), consisting of four cornhusks
tied at tip and stub on a string, about twelve inches apart. At the point of every husk was fastened an eagle prayer
feather, together with a feather of six other birds. The four husks were placed one within another, the long string
folded into the upper one, and the packages put away for use the next day.
When the Great Dipper stars reached the appointed position, we sang our prayer songs again for two hours as
on the preceding night, with the women participating. I was so tired and drowsy that they called me sleepyhead
and poured water on me to keep me awake until the ceremony was completed.
Before dawn we took our prayer offerings to our relatives who had washed their heads and were ready with
happy hearts for the Paho Planting ceremony. At sunrise the entire village, including babies on their mothers’
backs, assembled at the east edge of the mesa, thrust many hundreds of pahos into the ground, and sprinkled them
with meal. The people who belonged to my father’s clan placed their pahos at a spot called Bow Height
(Awatobi), because the Sand Clan came from Awatobi, a village now in ruins. Many men and boys, including
myself, placed pahos on the Antelope shrine in order to have success in hunting.
As we returned to the village, one could see hundreds of willow switches standing three or four feet high with
seven or eight turkey, hawk, eagle, or other soft feathers attached to them three or four inches apart. No chicken or
crow feathers were ever used. Fathers who had sons less than a year old planted little crooked pahos for them in
order that they might thrive, be happy, and live long. Most of the prayer feathers were fastened to the long sticks
for our departed dear ones. The short double pahos were made for all the dead and for the Six-Point-Cloud-People
who send rain. It is our belief that the spirit gods and our ancestors come with outstretched hands, seeking pahos
in exchange for the blessings of health and long life, and that if they find none they turn away sorrowful. We
know that they take with them only the souls of the pahos. …
I had learned a great lesson and now knew that the ceremonies handed down by our fathers mean life and
security, both now and hereafter. I regretted that I had ever joined the Y.M.C.A. and decided to set myself against
Christianity once and for all. I could see that the old people were right when they insisted that Jesus Christ might
do for modern Whites in a good climate, but that the Hopi gods had brought success to us in the desert ever since
the world began. …
*
… One evening in November 1 made a great mistake. We had an ice-cream and cake party in the Department
of Domestic Science. After the refreshments and while we were having a good time with the girls, Hattie came to
me looking sad and said,
“I have bad news from home. Our older sister, Viola, passed away about a week ago.” When 1 asked her how
this happened she said,
“Viola had a baby after three days’ labor but retained the afterbirth. During the night my father stepped outside
and saw a woman fleeing with a cotton mask on her face like a person dressed for burial. He overtook her and told
her that she must be the witch who cast a spell on our sister. At first she denied it, then begged him to keep her
secret and offered him a string of beads and sexual favors as rewards, but warned him that if he reported her to the
people he would live only four more years. He returned to the house and tried to shake the afterbirth out of our
sister—until she died in his arms!” I hung my head in grief and anger at this news and cried,
“These Two-Hearts want to kill us so they may live. That witch might as well kill us all and be done with it. I
don’t care if she does kill me, I am a single man and have no children.” Hattie was frightened and said,
“Don’t say that. She may kill you. Those are careless words that may cause you to get sick.”
They did.
I asked the disciplinarian if 1 might be excused from the party because I had heard of the death of a clan sister.
As I left the disciplinarian said,
“Don, don’t make yourself too sad.”
“I will not,” I replied, “we all have to die.”
I had caught a cold and could not sleep. I tried to work next day but had to give up and go to bed, feeling first
hot and then cold. Our assistant disciplinarian arranged for me to enter the hospital.
They took me upstairs, put me to bed, felt my pulse, examined my chest, and took my temperature. My head
ached and I got worse from hour to hour. At the end of a week they moved me to the second floor near the office
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of the head nurse where I stayed for a month. In late December they put me on a ward with very sick boys who
were not expected to live, said that I had pneumonia, and placed my name on the danger list. The head nurse said
to the doctor,
“Don is very sick; nothing helps him. If you agree, we will give him some whisky in orange juice.” I did not
want to take liquor, but with my life in despair they propped me up in bed, held a cup to my lips, and said,
“Don, you are getting cold; this will warm you.”
It did. I got drunk, acted crazy, cursed freely, and said shameful things to the nurses. When I awoke in the
morning Ollie Queen was watching over me. She was a pretty Hupa Indian from California whom I had courted
several weeks.
I grew steadily worse and could barely speak. Boys and girls came to cheer me up. The pain in my chest was
dreadful. I spat blood and could take no food, except a little milk through a glass tube. I refused to eat and told the
nurses to leave me alone, for I wanted to die and get out of pain. They cried and begged me to live, praising my
name highly. But my feet were already getting cold.
I began to think of the Two-Hearts and to review all that I had heard about them. I knew that they were very
unfortunate but powerful people, members of every race and nation, organized into a worldwide society in which
they spoke a common language, and that they were able to postpone their own death by taking the lives of their
relatives. I understood that Hopi Two-Hearts were leaders of this terrible society, that they held their underworld
convention at Red Cliff Mesa northeast of Oraibi, and that Two-Hearts in Oraibi were probably the worst of the
lot. I realized that they were mean, fussy, easily offended, and forever up to mischief. I knew I had been careless,
had spoken rashly, and had probably offended some of them.
On Christmas Eve, Lily Frazer, an Indian girl of some other tribe, stayed away from the entertainment to watch
over me. She was not my sweetheart but my best friend—a sort of big sister—who seemed to look out for me. We
had exchanged gifts and done other favors for each other. She spoke tender words and begged me to get well.
I was very restless, and at about nine o’clock in the evening I looked at the door transom and saw movements.
Four Hopi boys peered through the glass and made funny faces at me. A fifth face appeared, looked at me
strangely, and drove the others away. The four faces were those of my schoolmates and the fifth was that of Frank
Siemptewa, the husband of Susie and the Chief’s lieutenant at Moenkopi. I felt angry but helpless.
Then I saw a tall human being standing by my bed in Katcina costume. He was well dressed in a dancing kilt
and a sash, was barefoot, and wore long black hair hanging down his back. He had a soft prayer feather
(nakwakwosi) in his hair and carried a blue one in his left hand—blue being the color which signifies the west and
the home of the dead. He wore beads and looked wonderful as he watched me. When the nurses brought food, he
said,
“My son, you had better eat. Your time is up. You shall travel to the place where the dead live and see what it is
like.”
I saw the door swing slowly back and forth on its hinges and stop just a little open. A cold numbness crept up
my body, my eyes closed, and I knew I was dying. The strange human being said,
“Now, my boy, you are to learn a lesson. I have been guarding you all your life, but you have been careless.
You shall travel to the House of the Dead and learn that life is important. The path is already made for you. You
had better hurry, and perhaps you will get back before they bury your body. I am your Guardian Spirit
(dumalaitaka). I will wait here and watch over your body, but I shall also protect you on your Journey.”
The pain disappeared and I felt well and strong. I arose from my bed and started to walk, when something
lifted me and pushed me along through the air, causing me to move through the door, down the hall, and out upon
the campus in broad daylight. I was swept along northeastward by a gust of wind, like flying, and soon reached
the San Bernardino Mountains. There I climbed a corn-meal path about halfway up a mountain and came upon a
hole like a tunnel, dimly lighted. I heard a voice on the right saying,
“Don’t be afraid, walk right in.”
Stepping in through a fog and past the little lights, I moved along swiftly, finally came out upon a flat mesa,
and discovered that I was walking near the old water holes out on the ledge at Oraibi! Very much surprised, I
thought,
“I will go home and get some good Hopi food.”
As I entered the door, I saw my mother sitting on the floor combing my father’s hair. They just stared at the
door for a moment and then turned back to their interests. They didn’t say a word, causing me to wonder sadly. I
walked about the room for a minute and then sat down on a sheep pelt by the stove to think. I said to myself,
“Well, perhaps my grandfather will come and give me food.”
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After about an hour of silence, my grandfather did come in, stared at me for a moment, and said nothing, but
he sat down opposite me and dropped his head as though worried. Then I thought to myself,
“They don’t care for me. I had better go and leave them alone.”
When I arose to leave they didn’t even look up or say goodbye. I walked out by the dry basin near the Oraibi
Rock. There was a little stone wall on the rim of the dam. A large lizard ran along the ground and into the wall. As
I drew near I saw peeping out from the rocks an ugly, naked woman with drawn face and dry lips. She looked
tired, half-starved, and very thirsty. It was my old grandmother, Bakabi, my mother’s mother’s sister. Since she
was still living, I didn’t know how her spirit could be on its way to Skeleton House, but I think my Guardian
Angel placed her there to teach me a lesson and to show me that she was a Two-Heart. She said,
“My grandson, will you please give me a drink?”
“No, I have no water,” I replied.
“Well, please spit in my mouth to quench my thirst?” she pleaded. I said,
“No, I have nothing for you. Are you the one I saw as a lizard?”
“Yes, my father is a lizard and I have two hearts.”
“Then I will have nothing to do with you, for you killed our sister!” I said.
“I am one of those who are killing your people,” she answered, “but I am not the one who killed you. From
here to the House of the Dead you will see people like me who can take only one step a year over a path of
sorrow. Please let me go along with you. You have only one heart and will arrive safely.”
“Never mind,” I said, and hurried along, for I had no time to monkey with a witch.
I moved along quickly, touching the ground only in spots until I came to the west point of the mesa. Along this
way I saw many faces of Two-Hearts who called out to me for food and drink, but I had no time for them. When I
reached the foot of Mount Beautiful, the Judgment Seat, I looked up and saw nice regular steps about twelve feet
wide and twelve feet high, of a red color, and reaching like a mighty stairway to the highest point. I started to
climb but seemed to float up on air, just touching my feet lightly on the top step. There a bell rang from the west
side so clearly that I heard echoes out among the mesa walls.
As the ringing grew louder, I looked and saw a man climbing up the mountain from the west, dressed in a
white buckskin, wearing a horn, and holding a spear and a bell. It was a Kwanitaka, a member of the Kwan or
Warrior society, who watches the kivas during prayers and guards the village to keep out strangers and let in the
dead during the Wowochim ceremonies. He came up to me but did not shake hands, because he was now a spirit
god and doing police duty directing good people over the smooth highway and bad people over the rough road to
the House of the Dead. He said,
“My boy, you are just in time, hurry! Look to the west and you will see two roads. You take the broad one, the
narrow one is crooked and full of rocks, thorns, and thistles; those who take it have a hard journey. I have
prepared this broad road for you. Now hurry and you will find someone to guide you.”
I looked to the left and saw a wide road sprinkled with cornmeal and pollen. On the right was a narrow path
about a foot wide and very rough. Strewn along the side were Hopi clothes that had been dropped by Two-Heart
women who had received them from men with whom they had slept. I saw naked, suffering people struggling
along the path with heavy burdens and other handicaps such as thorny cactus plants fastened to their bodies in
tender places. Snakes raised their heads along the edge of the path, sticking out their tongues in a threatening
manner. When they saw me looking at them they dropped their heads, but I knew they could bite anyone that they
did not like.
I chose the broad road to the left and went along swiftly, almost flying, until I came to a large mesa, which I
shot up like an arrow and landed on top. There I saw on my left summer birds singing and flowers in full bloom.
Moving rapidly, I passed along the edge of Cole Canyon with its steep white walls which I had seen before on my
way to Moenkopi. In the distance were twelve queer-looking striped animals chasing one another. As I drew
nearer I saw that they were clowns (tcuka) who had painted their bodies with black and white stripes and were
joking and teasing one another. The leader—who was of the Eagle Clan, which is linked to my Sun Clan—said,
“My nephew, we have been expecting you. It is late and you must hurry. We think you will return, so we will
wait here for you. Your Guardian Spirit is protecting you, but you must hurry back to your body. You may live a
long time yet if you get back.”
Somewhat frightened, I sped along to the left, reached the top of a steep mesa, and sort of floated down. Before
me were the two trails passing westward through the gap of the mountains. On the right was the rough narrow
path, with the cactus and the coiled snakes, and filled with miserable Two-Hearts making very slow and painful
progress. On the left was the fine, smooth highway with no person in sight, since everyone had sped along so
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swiftly. I took it, passed many ruins and deserted houses, reached the mountain, entered a narrow valley, and
crossed through a gap to the other side.
Soon I came to a great canyon where my journey seemed to end, and I stood there on the rim wondering what
to do. Peering deep into the canyon, I saw something shiny winding its way like a silver thread on the bottom, and
I thought that it must be the Little Colorado River. On the walls across the canyon were the houses of our
ancestors with smoke rising from the chimneys and people sitting out on the roofs.
Within a short time I heard a bell on the west side at the bottom of the canyon and another one somewhat
behind me. The same Kwanitaka who had directed me on Mount Beautiful came rushing up the cliff carrying a
blanket and dressed in a cloak and buckskin moccasins as white as snow. Another Kwanitaka came rapidly from
the rear, ringing his bell. The first one said,
“We have been expecting you all morning. This partner and I have raced here for you. I won and you are mine.
You have been careless and don’t believe in the Skeleton House where your people go when they die. You think
that people, dogs, burros, and other animals just die and that’s all there is to it. Come with us. We shall teach you a
lesson on life.”
I followed the first Kwanitaka to the southwest and was trailed by the second who kept off evil spirits. We
came to a house where we saw a Kwanitaka in red buckskin moccasins making red yucca suds in a big earthen
pot. Nearby was another Kwanitaka from the west in white moccasins making white suds. Each one stirred the
suds with a stick, causing a vapor to rise like a cloud. Then one of them said,
“Now we are ready, take your choice. From which pot will you be washed?”
I chose the white suds.
“All right, you are lucky,” said the Kwanitaka. “It means that you may journey back along the Hopi trail and
return to life.”
I knelt down so that he could wash my hair and rinse it with fresh water. Finally he said,
“Get up and come along. We must hurry because the time is going fast.”
The Kwanitakas led me southwest toward the smoke rising in the distance. As we drew near I saw a great
crowd of people watching a fire which came out of the ground. On the very edge of the flaming pit stood four
naked people, each of them in front of another individual who wore clothing. On the north and south sides stood a
naked man in front of a clothed woman, on the east and west sides a naked woman in front of a clothed man. I
could see these people as plain as day, even their private parts, but I did not know a single one of them. They had
been traveling for a long, long time at the rate of one step a year, and had just reached this place. I noticed on the
ground paths leading from four directions to the hole. Nearby I saw another Kwanitaka tending the fire in a
deeply tunneled pit like that in which sweet corn is baked.
“Look closely,” said a Kwanitaka. “Those in front are Two-Hearts. They killed the people standing behind
them and now it is their turn to suffer. The crowds of people have come from the House of the Dead to see the
Two-Hearts get their punishment. Look!” Then he called out,
“Ready, push!”
The woman on the north pushed her Two-Heart into the pit, and I could see the flames lap him up, sending out
rolls of black smoke. Then the man on the west pushed over his naked woman, and the woman on the south
shoved in her man, causing great volumes of smoke to rise out of the pit. Finally the man on the east pushed in his
girl and the work was done. No Two-Heart said a word; it seemed they had no feelings. The Kwanitaka said to the
people,
“Now go back where you belong.”
“Now, my boy,” said the Kwanitaka to me, “come and look into the pit.”
I stepped up close to the rim and saw an empty hole with a network of two-inch cracks broken into the walls
through which flames of fire were leaping. In the center at the bottom were four black beetles crawling about, two
carrying the other two on their backs. The Kwanitaka asked me,
“What do you see?”
“Beetles,” I replied.
“That’s the end of these Two-Hearts,” said he, “and the fate of all their kind. They will stay there as beetles
forever, except to make occasional visits to Oraibi and move about the village doing mischief on hazy days.”
The Kwanitakas then took me back over the course that we had traveled until we came to the steep ledge
where the road had ended. I had stood there before, looking across the canyon to the opposite wall where the
people sat on their housetops. Now the canyon was full of smoke, and when I peered down I saw a gruesome
creature in the shape of a man climbing the cliff. He was taking long strides with his shining black legs and big
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feet; an old tattered rag of a blanket was flying from his shoulder as he approached swiftly with a club in his hand.
It was big, black, bloody-headed Masau’u, the god of Death, coming to catch me. One of the Kwanitakas pushed
me and cried,
“Flee for your life and don’t look back, for if Masau’u catches you, he will make you a prisoner in the House
of the Dead!”
I turned and ran eastward, while they pushed me along with their wands or spears so that I rose about six
inches from the ground and flew faster than I had ever traveled before.
When I reached Cole Canyon the clowns were waiting for me, standing in a straight line facing west with their
arms about each other, as children do in playing London Bridge. As I approached them at full speed, they cried,
“Jump, Masau’u is gaining!”
I jumped and landed on the chest of the leader, knocking him down. They all laughed and yelled, seeming not
to mind, for clowns are always happy. They said,
“You just reached here in time, now you belong to us, turn around and look!”
I looked west and saw Masau’u going back, looking over his shoulder as he ran. Then the leader of the clowns
said,
“Now, my nephew, you have learned your lesson. Be careful, wise, and good, and treat everybody fairly. If you
do, they will respect you and help you out of trouble. Your Guardian Spirit has punished you so that you may see
and understand. Lots of people love you. We are your uncles and will see that no harm comes to you. You have a
long time to live yet. Go back to the hospital and to your bed. You will see an ugly person lying there, but don’t be
afraid. Put your arms around his neck and warm yourself, and you’ll soon come to life. But hurry, before the
people put your body in a coffin and nail down the lid, for then it will be too late.”
I turned and ran quickly, circling back to the mountains through the tunnel and over the foothills to the
hospital. I entered quickly and saw my Guardian Spirit and a nurse at the bedside. He greeted me kindly and said,
“Well, you are lucky, and just in time. Slip quickly under the cover at the foot, move up alongside your body,
put your arms around its neck, and be still.”
My body was cold and little more than bones, but I obeyed the command and lay there clinging to its neck.
Soon I became warm, opened my eyes, and looked up to the ceiling and at the door transom. Nurses were about
the bed, and a head nurse was holding my hand. I heard her say,
“The pulse beats.”
I thought I heard bees buzzing, but it was the music of a band, for it was Christmas morning and students were
marching from building to building singing carols. I said,
“Father, mother.” A nurse said,
“Here we are.” The head nurse said,
“Sonny, you passed away last night, but did not cool off quite like a dead person. Your heart kept on beating
slowly and your pulse moved a little, so we did not bury you. Now we will get the credit for saving your life.” All
the nurses shook hands as if I had been away for a long time, and said,
“We worked on you because your parents did not know that you were sick and we wanted you to be able to
return to them. We love you more than the other boys and girls because you are kind-hearted and act like a
brother.” Ollie Queen, my best girl, took hold of my hand and with tears in her eyes said,
“Well, you have had a hard time, but you have come back to life. Now I shall keep you always.” The head
nurse said,
“We ordered your coffin and perhaps it is now on its way, but you won’t need it. Look what Santa Claus
brought you.”
At the foot of the bed were lying gifts of candy and fruit, a uniform suit, and a bouquet of flowers. I found that
my face had been washed and my hair combed in readiness for the coffin, and that the new suit was to have been
my burial shroud. I felt grateful but took pity on myself and cried, saying in my heart,
“I have learned a lesson and from now on I shall be careful to do what is right.”
When the nurses had given me a good massage to warm and limber up my body, I begged for food and
received a little milk and toast. I grew dizzy and pleaded for more food even in small quantities, but the nurses
patted me on my shoulder and told me to wait. At noon they gave me a good square meal, which made me feel
perfectly well. After lunch my Guardian Angel appeared to me and said in a soft voice:
“Well, my boy, you were careless, but you have learned a lesson. Now if you don’t obey me I shall punish you
again, but for only four trials—then let you die. I love you, and that is why I watch over you. Eat and regain your
strength. Someday you will be an important man in the ceremonies. Then make a paho for me before all others,
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for I am your Guardian Spirit that directs and protects you. Many people never see their Guide, but I have shown
myself to you to teach you this lesson. Now I shall leave you. Be good, be wise, think before you act, and you will
live a long time. But I shall hold you lightly, as between two fingers, and if you disobey me I will drop you.
Goodbye and good luck.” He made one step and disappeared.
Then I saw a soft eagle prayer feather rise up from the floor, float through the door into the hall, and vanish. I
spoke out loud,
“Now my Guide is gone and I shall not see him again.”
“What guide?” asked the nurse sitting by the bedside.
“The Guide who protects me and brought me back to life,” I answered.
“You act crazy,” she replied. “We protected you and brought you back to life.” I didn’t argue about it but just
asked for more food.
That night Ollie Queen sat in a rocker by the bed and watched. She said she was afraid I might die again, and
waked me ever so often to see if I were all right. Next morning I felt better. Chief Tewaquaptewa visited me in the
hospital, and when I told him about my death journey he said it was true, for those were the same things that the
old people said they saw when they visited the House of the Dead. …
*
In May 1909, Ira and I were sent with others to Hazel Ranch, where we worked pitching hay for board and $2
a day. On the second day our superintendent came and told us to go back to Sherman and prepare to return to
Oraibi. In the evening of the third day our boss wrote our checks, hitched his team to the buckboard, and took us
back to school. We had a bath and packed our things to start for Oraibi.
Early next morning … we boys walked to Arlington station, while the girls came in wagons. I went into the
packing house and bought a gunnysack full of oranges for ten cents.
When the train came we got on board with all our possessions. There was a crowd of us, enough to fill twelve
or fifteen wagons. My girl, Mettie, got in a seat with Philip from Second Mesa. I sat in my seat alone and ate
oranges. Later, when I went to the toilet and returned, I found Irene of the Masau’u Clan in my seat. She was the
granddaughter of old Chief Lolulomai and a pretty girl. I had paid no attention to her in school. But I knew, of
course, that Sun Clan boys often married Fire Clan women. Ira was already going with a Fire Clan girl. I sat down
beside her and treated her to some oranges from my gunnysack. While we were eating I joked with her a little and
asked her if she would think of becoming my wife some time. She laughed and said,
“Well, if Mettie doesn’t get you I may, but you will have to drop her first.”
I liked Mettie far better.
As we got off the train in Winslow we found our relatives with their wagons to meet us. A man who looked
like a Navaho and was dressed “sporty” came along asking for Chuka. Coming up to me, he said,
“I am Frank, the new husband of your sister Gladys. I have come to take you to Shipaulovi.”
I hated to go with him because I had planned to travel in the wagon with Mettie. After lunch I asked,
“Well, brother-in-law, when are we leaving?”
“Tomorrow,” he answered. “I will have a white man in the morning to take to Hopiland.” …
After supper some of us walked back to town, went through the stores that were still open, and then went to a
movie. When we came out I told them that I was going to the Oraibi camp, and followed along behind a bunch of
girls who were returning from the show. At the camp the men had a big bonfire and were dancing their Katcina
dances. I had been out of this for three years and did not know the tunes. We stayed up until after midnight. …
After breakfast we hitched up and drove to the depot to meet our white passenger, Mr. Kirkland, who was a
carpenter on his way to Hopiland. I did most of the talking with him because I could speak better English. We
loaded our wagon and started along the old trail. Frank had a good trotting team, and by noon we reached the
foothills of the mesa south of the Hopi Buttes, where we stopped for lunch. After eating we started again and
drove up on the shelf of the mesa, and crossed on the east side near the spring, where we camped for the night.
After supper I talked with the white man about my schooling and how we played football and beat most of the
schools in southern California. I talked until he seemed tired. Then we lay down and Frank began teaching Ira and
me the Long Hair Katcina song.
As I lay on my blanket I thought about my school days and all that I had learned. I could talk like a gentleman,
read, write, and cipher. I could name all the states in the Union with their capitals, repeat the names of all the
books in the Bible, quote a hundred verses of Scripture, sing more than two dozen Christian hymns and patriotic
songs, debate, shout football yells, swing my partners in square dances, bake bread, sew well enough to make a
pair of trousers, and tell “dirty” Dutchman stories by the hour. It was important that I had learned how to get along
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with white men and earn money by helping them. But my death experience had taught me that I had a Hopi Spirit
Guide whom I must follow if I wished to live. I wanted to become a real Hopi again, to sing the good old Katcina
songs, and to feel free to make love without fear of sin or a rawhide. I wondered where Mettie and the Oraibi
party were camping that night and made up my mind to see more of her among our own people.
1920
54.112 Excerpt from The Seal Of Frog Island\fn{by Marian Rumsey (1928- )} “the rugged gold-mining region of
Arizona,” Gila County?, U.S.A. (F) 2
… John lived far out to sea on Frog Island, almost three hundred miles from the mainland. He lived with his
mother and father in a stone blockhouse which was the bottom of a big lighthouse. John’s father was the
lighthouse keeper, and his job was to keep the light blinking steadily night after night.
The island was well named, for from a ship in the distance it looked just like a big frog sitting quietly on the
water. But its shores were rocky and dangerous to the ships that sailed up and down the coast, and for this reason
they always watched for its warning light as they passed close by at night.
John was seven years old. For all those years he had never lived on the mainland, but he went there once in a
while to see his grandma, who lived in a busy little town. When he returned to Frog Island, John was always glad
to see it loom up in the distance. Father, who would be waiting on the beach in the surf, would go as far out as he
could to help them land. It was always a good feeling when they got ashore and Father had his arms around him
and his mother.
Then John always helped the Coast Guard men and Father as they floated in the drums of kerosene from the
boat. The kerosene was used as fuel for the big light, and John helped roll the drums down the beach to the small
fuel shed back of the lighthouse where they were kept.
The lighthouse on Frog Island was extremely old. It was tall and white and stood on the highest part of the
island which, from a distance, was the frog’s head. The big light was three hundred and eighty steps up from the
living room; John counted them each morning as he climbed up with Father to tend the light. First Father turned it
off, and then they began the hour’s work of polishing the lens.
Father had taught John every important thing about the light. He showed him how to wind the mechanism that
kept the big machine revolving and how to fill the lamp by hoisting a small barrel of kerosene up the outside of
the lighthouse on a little crane. He and Father polished the hundreds of prisms that reflected the light. This was to
keep the soot and smoke from darkening the lens. Then, when they were finished, John helped Father clean the
windows in the tower that the light shone through. John could see every inch of Frog Island from way up there.
Sometimes he could see a freighter pass close by or even an airplane overhead.
One afternoon John was walking on the north side of the island. He had spent the morning fishing, and now he
scrambled around big boulders, making his way to the water to catch a few crabs in his bucket. Suddenly he heard
a seal bark somewhere up ahead.
He hurried on, jumping from boulder to boulder, and climbed to a large pointed pinnacle of rock to look
around. He could see no sign of a seal, so he hurried on, peering behind piles of kelp and inside little caves. Then
he stepped out on a little sand beach, and there it was, the smallest seal John had ever seen. It waddle out from
behind a clump of seaweed, trying to get to John, but finally it fell in a tumbled little heap.
John ran to the baby seal and gently reached down and patted its furry brown head.
“Hello, there,” he said. “Where did you come from?”
It shook and quivered under his hand. Its little nose was running, and it looked up at him helplessly;
“Well,” John said, “I can’t just 1eave you here. You must have lost your mother .”
But what could he do with it? He didn’t know a thing about seals, especially baby ones. There was just one
thing to do. He took the frightened baby in his arms and carried it home. It was a long walk and, with the little
seal trying to wiggle under his jacket to get warm, it took him a long time. He wasn’t sure what Mother and Father
would say when they saw it.
He opened the door and tiptoed in.
“See what I found!” he said.
Mother looked up and let out a little squeal, and Father dropped his book.
“Can I keep it?” asked John. .
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“I suppose so,” said Father, recovering from his surprise. “But it’s so small it probably won’t even be able to
eat.”
It was true. The baby seal had to learn to drink milk. Then Mother made a mash of milk and oatmeal and put
pieces of fish in it. The seal liked that.
In a few days John discovered that the little seal ate more and more. It became his job to catch the fish to go in
the mash, and Father kept adding more of them to the little seal’s food. Then to give him an added bit of energy,
he gave him some of John’s vitamin drops. Each day the seal seemed to grow stronger, until one day he jumped
out of John’s arms when he carried him down to the beach.
“Arf! Arf!” he barked, and bounded off ahead in big slithery leaps.
But the seal never went out of sight of John or his parents. It was as if he had decided to adopt them as his own
family. John named him Albert, and in just a few days the little seal knew that was his name. All John had to do
was call, and in a few seconds Albert would give him an answering bark.
Albert grew and grew. He learned to catch his own fish. Since he was such a smart seal, John taught him some
tricks. Albert learned to balance a big beach ball on his nose and many other tricks.
A trick Albert loved was rolling on the kerosene drums. Up he would leap to a drum lying on its side. Away it
would roll, while Albert balanced himself on top. Father did not like this trick.
“John, you’re not to let that seal in the kerosene shed at all,” he said. “It’s very dangerous with all the fuel
stored there.”
But every time someone forgot and left the door ajar, Albert slipped into the shed. Rolling on top of one drum,
he kept banging it into the others until someone heard the noise and came running out to rap him on the nose.
Father always shook his head and frowned, and John scolded Albert until he drooped away to hide.
Then one night Father woke up suddenly. John, too, woke up, for he had heard the clank-clank of the drums as
Albert rode on top of them in the kerosene shed. Too sleepy to get up, John hoped his father did not hear. But
Father had awakened for a different reason. Far in the distance he had heard the whoo-whoo of a ship blowing its
horn. Although he also heard Albert playing on the kerosene drums, he hardly gave him a thought.
Father jumped out of bed. Why was the ship blowing its horn? It was not a foggy night. Again he heard the
deep voice of the ship, closer this time. Quickly he ran to the door and looked up. His breath stopped short for a
moment. The big light was out!
“John,” he shouted, “get some more kerosene. The light may have a leak.”
He and Mother began to run up to the tower.
John took a lamp out to the shed and hung it on the door. Opening one of the drums, he filled a bucket with
kerosene and started back to the house. Out in the darkness, the ship was blowing her horn as if calling to the
light. The captain knew the island was near, yet there was no warning signal.
Up and up ran Father and Mother. Somehow the light must be relit before the ship ran aground. Never before
did the three hundred and eighty steps seem so long. Louder and louder came the sound of the ship.
Then Father reached the light. It was dark and black and of no use, and he would have to light the small
emergency lamps. After that he would try to light the big light with the kerosene John was bringing. Mother’s
hand shook as she reached for the matches to help him. They could see the lights of the ship still coming toward
them.
Far below them in the shed, Albert had just fallen off a kerosene drum. It rolled against the door, and the lamp
John had left hanging there fell to the floor in flames.
Albert barked and scurried out of the shed. In his hurry he knocked over the open drum of kerosene. It spilled
out into the fire, the kerosene burning with a terrible roar. The whole shed started to go up in flames, and the smell
of fuel oil and burning wood reached John as he raced toward the house.
“Albert!!” he screamed, running back toward the shed. It had turned into a white-hot torch, and John stepped
back as the heat hit his face.
Suddenly Albert came waddling up to him, and he caught the shivering seal in his arms.
“Oh, Albert!” he said thankfully. The two of them stared in terror at the burning shed. The whole island was
alight with the flames.
High above, Father stopped trying to light the lamps, and Mother began to cry with relief at what she saw out
on the sea. The captain of the ship had seen the flames and was turning away from the island just in time.
Later Father found a broken fitting on the light, which was the reason it had gone out. Sitting in the kitchen,
the family listened on their radio to the ship as it made its way up the coast. The captain praised Father for his
quick thinking in burning the oil drums. He said he was sending word to the Coast Guard, recommending that
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Father be awarded a medal for saving the ship and the lives of the crew.
Father patted Albert’s head.
“The medal ought to be his,” he said. “Playing in the kerosene shed was foolish, and we must never let him do
it again. But this time I’m glad he was there. He saved the life of everyone on that ship.” …
114.227 Mansion, Magic, And Miracle\fn{by Lewis B. Horne (1932(M) 5

)}

Mesa, Maricopa County, Arizona, U.S.A.

1
They said our valley had the softened light of England. That’s why they were coming from Hollywood to make
the film. Perhaps they were right if they caught us in the spring before the sun turned brazen and the desert dried
to rattlesnake weather. For in the spring, when the desert was flowering and fragrant, the evenings sweater-cool,
there was a gentleness in the blue sky, a serenity in the air that suggested some greener land that few of us ever
thought of and none had ever seen. During World War II, distances challenged and evoked dream. We were
isolated. We had, if not the shape, at least the feel of a hamlet or a dingle. To the south was the wide irrigated mesa
where the town spread out, to the east the mountains, large and varicolored and hauntingly shaped, to the north the
river bed, wide and sandy.
Near that river bed, even in spring, no one could have found the landscape of an England. In two places it
served as the town dump. Beyond the dump that flashed sunlight into the eyes rolled the sand, throwing back like
a reflection the sky’s heat. For the sky was metal there, the mountains across the way sharp in upheaval. But the
movie—it was bout a conscientious objector in England—was not to be shot on the river but on the edge of the
mesa. Near the Hill.
Any road coming off the mesa came downhill. But only the single paved road to town came down the Hill.
There looking out over the alfalfa fields, the citrus groves, the farms and pasturing cows, advance crews built part
of an English mansion. You drove toward it, looming large and dark, and looking at it hard enough imagined
yourself in another place. But as you started up the Hill, it compressed, and you saw as you passed that the men
had built a façade. Even if you drove up Lee Hiram’s road and looked close it looked real. The windows worked.
The big front door opened and shut with luck and hinges. The shrubs were real. Wide gravel walks crossed the
front and a lawn was planted. But behind the front were braces and supports, the extra boards and materials.
We rode up there on our bikes one day—Ken and William Conner and I—hoping to get some scraps of wood.
But there was a guard. He sat in the shade on a pile of boards behind the façade. He wore dress-slacks—not a
uniform, not Levis—and a short[sleeved sport shirt. He smoked a cigarette fiercely and spoke so rapidly we could
hardly understand him, so acidly he might have been angry.
“What?” Ken said.
“Boysmndre?” His mouth was wide, a thin and rubbery line with a twitch to it. He scarcely parted his lips.
“Yeah, we live around here,” said William. “We came to see if we could get some of those scrap boards.” The
man uttered that they weren’t his to give away. We asked when the movie stars were going to come. He didn’t
know and he didn’t care that he didn’t know. He was bored, had to stay up all night. What were they going to do
with the mansion when it was all over? Blow it up. In the movie it was supposed to get bombed. Real airplanes?
War so close to home? “I want to see that,” said William as we rode away.
On the Hill we coasted down. Faster and faster across the little ridges of tar. Bumpbumpbump. The speed
frightened towards the bottom. Suppose the machine failed and came apart? Suppose a tire blew? Fear increased
exhilaration. “We’ll have to find out when they’re going to bomb,” said William as we coasted together again at
the bottom of the Hill. “I want to see that.”
Looking back at the mansion, I said, “Yes, we sure will,” for from this distance the mansion made you feel
again you were in another place. Except for thinking of the guard. We wanted the scraps for a magician show we
were readying, fixing a stage in our storeroom next to the chicken pen. No help on the Hill.
“Let’s try the dump,” William said. “There ought to be some stuff there.”
Close to the river the ditches got shallower, the big cottonwoods gave way to mesquites, and we found
ourselves panting the last half-mile through powdery dust the tire wheels tracked deeply. Oh, the heaps of papers,
sofa cushions, car seats, radio shells—all the cast-offs from the town and valley. “There’s nothing here,” said Ken
abruptly. “Let’s go back. It’s too hot.”
“Just wait.” We worked through piles, burning our fingers if we touched metal. In one spot were old toys we
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had thrown out during one of Mom’s cleanings. Beyond the dump was the sand, bright enough to make you
squint, and beyond that rocks and hills as red and raw as a sore. I said, “How long would it take to walk to those
hills?”
“You’d dry up.”
The danger intrigued. “Half day?”
“Don’t expect me to go along,” said William.
“Take a canteen—”
“Not me,” said William.
Like a movie. I’d be a prospector struggling, a lone cavalryman crawling … The water hole at last—ah! I
pulled up my shirt and wiped away the sweat. How ugly the dump was! “Let’s go,” I said. “Aren’t you guys
thirsty? What you going to find in this dump?”
“William kicked over an old radio. Its insides glittered. “We’ll have to figure out how to get some stuff from
the Hill, I guess.”
“With the guard?”
“I’ll figure something out.”
2
The storeroom that we were using barely kept out the rain and dust. It protected from no heat. We found mice
in its corners, saw a garter snake once slide under its floor. One midnight my father even shot a skunk there after
the chickens. The family trusted nothing of delicacy or value in it. But for the magician show no ordeal dissuaded.
With old pull-down blinds we covered the walls of our stage area. We stitched together rips and nailed the long
rolls across the bare boards. A quilt from William’s mother, cotton spilling out, patchwork unpatching, got pinned
to a line of baling wire for a stage curtain. We tacked black paper to a table, hiding it from top to floor, and sawed
and hinged a small trapdoor in its top.
William Conner was the magician, while Ken and I managed the mechanics of the performance. I crouched
beneath the table to pull on the trapdoor and make a Buddha-like incense burner disappear. Ken from the other
side of the stage pulled invisible threads and strings that gave life to a blue rope-snake, caused a flower to grow,
handkerchief to float—such illusions we could create!
But what a great illusion, I thought, had the people from Hollywood managed. Then we came back from the
dump, I could see from the western sunlight burning through the door behind me every nail on the blinds, every
thumbtack on the black cardboard covering the table. Even the name spread across the back wall, shiny as it was,
looked shabby.

MISTOFO THE MAGICIAN
I can remember coming home from town in time for milking and Ken and William saying, “Hey, look what we
did.” With the same sun pouring on the wall, the letters had shown up as gold. Pure gold. Sabu might have
discovered it in a sunken treasure cave. “Where’d you get it?” The dump, they said. Used Christmas wrapping
paper. Up close you could see ragged edges from the dull scissors, paper so brittle it might tear, color flaking off
in tiny chips. But back away and—MISTOFO, it glowed.
But what about now? Shabby. “Hell,” I said to myself, turning to go put on my milking clothes. Still, if we
cold get some boards, William Conner insisted, we could raise the stage, paint it maybe. Something as good as the
mansion on the Hill. What fantastic feats we could perform with an area open below! But the guard, what about
the guard?
“Let’s go up there again,” said William one evening a few days later. “We’ll scout.” The guard was sitting on
the front step of the mansion. He smoked his cigarette, peering out over the valley, eyes squinted against the sun,
lowering to his left. When he stood as we approached, I saw that his trousers bagged because his legs were too
thin to assert themselves, his arms were red-haired bones coming from his shirt sleeves, his neck a piece of food,
pale and petrified, raising his head with a rubble of features. I hadn’t remembered him being so small. He said
something like, “Back, huh?”
William asked about the boards but he still didn’t know. Didn’t know who to ask, a man like him, all he did
was put in his time, don’t ask no more of him. “Can we scout around?”
“Stay out of them shrubs if you do. My ass if you break them shrubs. They start shooting soon.” A spurt of
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words, face grimaced. Smoke hazed his face, flowing from his mouth and sifting double-plumed from his nose.
We followed William. I’d like to have walked through the doorway, but the watchman sat again, staring down
at Lee Hiram’s farm. William went from one spot to the next, up behind the façade, down to a mesquite along the
road. He stood, musingly, peering through half-closed eyes.
“What d’you think?” asked Ken.
William nodded as a submarine captain might or a commando surveying his field of operation. “Yeah,” he
said. “We might make it.” Back at the porch he said ostentatiously, “Too bad none of them boards is available.”
“Up to me they’d be yours. But this country—Roosevelt and the rich they got everything sewed up. I don’t
give a shit if you take the boards.” Bad talk. The three of us looked at each other. A spy? “Who lives in that place
down there?” He nodded at lee Hiram’s farm. “A regular beaver, ain’t he. Been going like crazy—whole yard full
of kids. Everyday.”
“He works hard,” I said. “And all his nine kids, too.” The Hiram kids were propped up as models for us too
often to be praised lavishly. But defense of our valley’s honor was another thing. They put their shoulders to the
wheel, worked with a will like there was only today. Et cetera. “And Ronnie Hiram used to be scoutmaster.” We
praised him, though we weren’t yet old enough to be scouts.\fn{ Scouting was originally intended for boys 11-14 or 15; this is
what the author means (as is said at the end of this tale) for Cub Scouts had been started for younger boys in 1912, and that organization is
nowhere mentioned in this story.}

“One of them, huh?”
“He’s in North Africa now,” I said. “Fighting for the country. He’s Lee Hiram’s oldest boy.”
“A brave soldier, I expect?”
“He’s stopping Rommel,” said William. That’s the way the magazines and the newspapers described it. “Well,
Dad,” we had read in Life, “we stopped the best they had.” Not as famous as Guadalcanal, El Guettar still flashed
in our minds.
Smarting with indignation, we coasted down the Hill, shadows long as a cloud’s across Lee Hiram’s field. He
and Bob, the boy next in age to Ronnie, were bringing the milk cans out for the creamery truck. Lee Hiram was
tall and cadaverous. But strong—everyone knew that. Old as he looked. We waved as we winged by. “What d’you
think of that guy?” said William as we started pedaling again.
“Probably a spy for the Germans,” said Ken. “You see how he watched Lee Hiram’s place?”
As the home of the valley’s one military hero, the Hiram farm took on strategic import. We were proud of
Ronnie. None of us doubted he would come home like Barney Ross with medals flashing. Besides his mail was
getting censored.
By the churchhouse where William Conner turned to go home, William outlined his strategy. We’d go up to the
mansion about sundown. One of us would talk with the guard while the other two snuck off the boards we needed.
Hide them in Lee Hiram’s ditch and come back with the car that Ken and I were learning to drive. I was unsure.
“That old fart has eyes in the back of his head.”
“Okay. You do the talking then,” said William, “and Ken and me will get the boards. We aren’t afraid.”
Afraid! The suggestion rankled. I was brave as Ken or William Conner.
But the next evening the cast arrived. Filming began at once—an alfalfa field was turned into a haying
countryside, an adobe house transformed into an English cottage. It took a whole afternoon for Helmut Throne to
hop a fence and greet a hayer. It took another afternoon for him to approach a cottage, scattering carefully
gathered white chickens. I would sit I the shade of a tree and dream myself into some vision at one with the
camera’s, and then our valley was England. The blue sky softened, the white clouds blazed less fiercely, and their
air to my skin was momentarily damp.
“Hell,” said William a couple of weeks later. “People all over the place.”
But the weekend following was quiet. Saturday night we biked to the mansion. William told me, “You just
keep talking, keep his attention. Ken and I will do the rest.” Talk about what?
“Where your buddies?” He sat like a scratchy-winged spirit, brooding. Seeing him against the dark mansion
with the pinprick shade-and-glow of cigarette in the shadow, I felt disoriented, in another place far from home.
The lights of Lee Hiram’s house—kids bathing for Sunday School next morning—was a comforting anchor, a
grip for me in the dark drift I moved in. “Buddies not with you?”
When the lie that blocked my throat broke loose, it came in as swift a cataclysm as his own question. “Stayed
at home.” I listened hard for Ken and William. The cigarette seethed. Frightened of the silence, I engaged the
enemy. “What do you do when they’re shooting?”
“Sleep,” he said.
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“You don’t watch the movie stars?”
“Shit.” I was about to say something else when the words shot out like dozens of small rocks, as though
designed—I thought—to wound. “Look, boy, I have to work for my wages. Movie stars. I seen plenty of them.
And what are they? People—like you and me. Only shit, they ain’t as good. That Flake woman—beautiful, you
think? Well, let me tell you, boy, I seen her drunk as a skunk many a time.”
“Awww—”
“Drunk as a skunk, I tell you. Why didn’t they finish up this afternoon? You want to know why? Because when
she got out here, she was too loaded to stand up. Fell down over there by them flowers. Drunk, I tell you. If I got
drunk on the job, you know what would happen, don’t you? Sure you do. I got to work for my grub.”
“Well, she is beautiful.”
“You seen her when she gets out of bed in the morning, before she gets that hair combed?” I was silent. I
couldn’t tell whether I really heard skittering sounds or not. The guard asked, “What’d you say that old man’s
name is down there?” He spoke as though he referred to an antagonist. “The one with all them kids.”
I told him and he wanted to know what Lee Hiram did for a living.
Farms.”
“Bigger fool him. Much money in it?”
My dad worked in town, farmed on the side, so I couldn’t say. “He works hard,” I said.
“You told me that already. Does he make any money?”
“He has nine kids.”
“Eight,” he said. “You told me one of them’s off fighting Roosevelt’s war.”
“He’s a good man,” I said. “He pays his tithing. Nobody’s ever heard him cuss. He’s a good Mormon.\fn{ A
member of the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-Day Saints, to give it its official title.} And besides he’s a Patriarch.”
“What’s that?” I told him about Patriarchs in the Church and about Patriarchal Blessings. He chuckled. “The
things you people believe.” He pitched his cigarette into the darkness.
“Don’t you believe anything?”
“Sure,” he said. He lit another cigarette. “Whatever I can see. These eyes right here—” he gestured at two gun
muzzle cavities above the match light—“they see, then I believe. They don’t—” The smoke he blew out touched
my eyes and nostrils, its smell rubbing my lungs with brown fingers. “Look, somebody dies—he goes to heaven
or someplace else, right? The ticker stops and he goes, one way or another. That what you say?”
“Something like that.”
He shook his head. I could see that much. “No sir. Down there he goes, back into the old mother, that’s where
he goes. I seen. You ain’t never seen a dead man, have you? Didn’t think so. That’s all he is. Dead. Bleed him out.
Dead, dead, dead. Good for fertilizer, that’s all. Cremation for me and let the old wind take me. I’ll never know no
better. Just what we see, buddy, what we see. That’s it. The cemetery—it’s a compost heap. The whole shitting
earth’s a cemetery.”
“That’s not what Lee Hiram says in church,” I said, standing. Surely William and Ken had finished.
“Just what I see,” he said. “What I hear.” He called after me. “That’s all you know, buddy.”
William and Ken were waiting for me on the road. “Did you do it?” I asked.
“Sure,” said William, full of braggadocio. “What’d you think we did?”
“I think he heard.”
William was skeptical. “Why didn’t he say something then?”
I didn’t sleep well. I took my bath for Sunday but I felt smudged with the guard’s cigarette, colored with the
taint of his words. I didn’t feel any better for lying to him, stirring up some of my own internal sediment, except I
told myself he deserved it. What treasure did he with his smoking nostrils guard anyway? What business had he to
make fun of the Hirams, of all of us in the valley?
All he same I wished we’d not take the boards. I wished I hadn’t stood on the Hill in arm’s reach of the man. I
could sense those eyes up there looking out across the valley, not with interest or liking or love, not with boredom
or dislike or hate, but with indifference—looking out as though we and everything else in the valley were dross.
Next morning before Sunday School we drove up, the three of us, spruced in white shirts and slacks. Ken was
at the wheel, barely able to see over the hood. No traffic on the roads then. There were not any boards in Lee
Hiram’s ditch either.
“Where the hell they gone?” asked William.
“He’s got them back,” I said. I replied quickly as though I already knew it.
They didn’t believe. “He came down after we left. I know he got them,” I said, itching all over with smoke.
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“He must of heard you like I said last night.”
“Why didn’t he stop us then?”
“He didn’t want to,” I said. “Don’t you see? He wanted to let us go as far as we would. If we did that—?”
What, I wondered. If we did that then—? It came on me. “We’re as bad as he is.”
I couldn’t get him out of my mind. He squatted behind my eyes, bony, as though stripped of all superfluous
beauty-making flesh. Body had no beauty, any more than the rive bed or the out-used discards in the dump. He
had only the essentials of energy and matter, being and bone. Nothing extra. I had said we were as bad as he. But
what did that mean? Our stealing? It was wrong, yes, but we knew it. He didn’t care, was no guard against moral
decay. What then? If doing wrong meant nothing, neither then did doing right. That was it.
William and Ken were eager to get on with the magician show. Without more preparations. But what kind of
entertainment would that be? “We got what we need,” said William. “The disappearing Buddha, the snake, the
floating handkerchief—”
“Hell,” I said. “You won’t fool anybody.” I didn’t ask the big question: Why do you want to fool anybody?
“We fooled your sisters.” William was right. Melissa and Jane, the two youngest in the family, had jumped
with such curiosity that we previewed a growing flower. They blinked at its miraculous rising on Ken’s black
string.
“Sure,” said Ken. “Melissa and Jane were tricked.”
“That was before,” I said.
“Before what?”
“Before—” I felt afire, flaming inside as well as out. “Look” I said. “We were going to do things to the stage,
right? Now we can’t because of—because of that old fart at the mansion. What kind of show can we put on now?
We can’t play tricks—not good ones—unless we have the right stuff. It’s not worth it.”
“You were ready before.”
“That was before,” I said. “Before we found out how to do it better.”
William cussed. “Tell you what. Let’s go to the dump again. See what we can find. If we don’t find nothing—”
The dump seemed closer this time. The dust on the road powdered our sweaty skin. At the river even William
could see it was hopeless. The sun drained away color so that the bare heaved-up plain of garbage smote us. Our
old toys. Discards. Paraphernalia shucked off. Superfluous relics of a brighter time, living time—now rubbish. We
tried to salvage something. But we burned fingers, cut knees, without reward. “Shit,” said William finally, “let’s
go.”
Irritated that we’d come for nothing, wanting to say I told you, I pedaled back silently, fiercely, hoping Ken or
William would say something, hoping they would give me an excuse to swear. But they huffed up the dirt road as
silently, as fiercely—perhaps as despairingly—as I.
3
And then as news of the Tunisian campaign dropped away for the question of where and when and how
southern Europe would be attacked, word came of Ronnie Hiram’s death. My father brought the news home from
work. Probably an accident, I thought. After he’s been in battle, performed bravely, even heroically—probably a
jeep had overturned, a rifle misfired, something hideous that would taunt the Hirams and the rest of us for all that
Ronnie had been and done.
In the midst of that news—all of us sitting at supper with no great desire to eat—William called. “Hey,” he
cried, “they’re bombing tonight.”
“Haven’t you heard?” I told him above the murmur of voices at the table. He was silent. “You still going?” I
asked finally.
“Probably not. You?”
“No.”
Later while Ken and I were milking, Maud Conner called for the Relief Society. She wanted Mom to help with
a meal for the Hirams.
Shy, Mom wanted someone to go with her. Because Dad was irrigating and I was the oldest, I was chosen. It
was dark when we started off in the car, a kettle of soup beneath my feet, two loaves of bread warm between us.
When we turned in to Lee Hiram’s place, Mom asked, “What’s that racket?” I remembered the bombing. Flares
burst. Two large searchlights speared the sky. In brief flashes the mansion was lit up, smoke drifting across it. A
voice squawked from a loudspeaker.
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Mom muttered to herself and told me to take the bread while she carried the soup. Lee Hiram came in from the
bedroom. Tall like Ronnie. For all the severity of bone and structure, his face had a gentleness to it. His mouth
was wide with no tightness against the teeth. His eyes were large and pulled down slightly on the outer corners,
tempering his weather-blown skin with sadness. His forehead was tall.
Mom handed over the food. They’d already eaten, he said. Two of the girls put the soup in the fridge.\fn{ The
text has: frig.}
“If we can help—”
“We’re grateful. Very grateful.”
He knew we were anxious to leave. At the door Mom said, “Give Jenny our love.”
“Yes, yes.” He looked up at the Hill. “They’re very busy up there tonight.”
“I don’t know why,” Mom said suddenly in a voice untypical of her. “I don’t know why these things happen.”
Lee Hiram patted her hand as though she were the one who needed comforting. “It tests our faith, doesn’t it?
Severely,” he said. He looked towards the Hill. The booms and yells beat against us. The spears of light leaned
from one side of the sky to the other. We heard a scream. “Remember us in your prayers,” he said as he turned
back into the house.
That night in bed I wanted to pray. Help Lee Hiram, I wanted to ask. And Sister Hiram. Help all the Hirmas in
—I picked up words from Church—in their hour of distress, in their hour of need. But I was stopped by a vision
of the guard. He stared out over the valley. I wasn’t going to ask him. Not pray to him. Sitting there in the middle
of all that racket, in the middle of bombs falling and houses crumbling, and bodies exploding. With his cigarette,
not caring. Sitting there—as I tried, as we all tried, to sleep.
4
The bombing was the last big scene. The rest of the film would be shot in Hollywood. Monica Flake and
Helmut Throne left. William wondered what would happen to the mansion, but I didn’t care. I’d have been happy
had it really been bombed. But that, too, was a fake. The façade stood just as regally against the sky as ever.
I went up there by myself after the memorial service for Ronnie. The thought that the guard might know how
Ronnie Hiram died—plainly, without glory, as I thought—humiliated me.
“What you back for?” This time he came around the end of the façade, buttoning the fly of his trousers, having
urinated. “Don’t know nothing about those boards. Tell your buddy that. How many times you gonna ask?”
“I just came to look around.” Would he taunt me about the boards we’d taken? Had I thought a moment I’d
have known. He didn’t need to say anything: neither side would admit what it had done. To do so would make the
incident a friendly jest. The guard had no friends. Of that I’m sure. I didn’t want him for a friend.
“Been a lot doing down there lately.” He nodded toward Lee Hiram’s farm.
He wouldn’t ask me what. So I said, “His boy got killed.” He squatted on the steps without saying anything. So
I went on: “He got killed in action—at El Guettar. That was the big battle. He was a hero, a real hero, like—like—
You read about them. That was the kind of hero he was. Defeating Rommel’s army.”
“All by his self?” Like a single eyebrow raised.
“They did—all of them. They stopped the best they had. And Ronnie was one of the best.”
“You know a lot about it.”
“Sure,” I said. “Didn’t they call Lee Hiram from Washington?”
He didn’t blink. “Roosevelt his self, huh?”
“Okay, don’t believe me. You don’t have to believe me if you don’t want to. But I say somebody from the
Secretary of the Army—not the Secretary himself—but somebody from his office—”
“Okay, okay.” It sounded like -kay, -kay, ticks in the throat. “He’s better off for it anyway. All them kids. Better
off anyway.” He continued speaking, looking out over the valley—across Lee Hirma’s fields and orchard, over the
cottonwoods lining the distant road, out to the low rim of mountains that looked so large and barren from the
dump on the river. He muttered away. Something about kids, families, wives. He’s had wives, two of them—one
an alcoholic, one a nympho. “D’you know what that means, nympho? You’ll find out. Have a daughter in Frisco,
working in the shipyards or some damn things, screwing around, making hay out of Roosevelt’s war. Raised her
by picking fruit with the Okies, doing God knows what, and look at it, piss on it, what d’you get for it? C’mon,
what d’you get? Not one goddamn thing. Your soldier boy. What does he get? Tell me that. What does he get?”
“He’ll get a medal,” I cried. “You wait and see.”
“I don’t wait for nothing, buddy.”
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I looked at the mansion. They would be tearing it down soon. Already it looked morose. The stone covering
was pulling off to show lathe underneath. Shrubs and grass were yellowing. Already—shabby. I thought of our
magician’s stage—shabby. Of Ronnie Hiram—not shabby. It couldn’t be. But somehow rotten, wrong, that he
should be killed, something miserable that took the prime out of what you looked at, drained the green, discolored
the sky.
There was no joy to coasting down the Hill. No excitement. If only the bike would come apart, pitch me end
over end into the Johnson grass, riding like a wave the big sob I could feel building up in my chest.
As I came to the bottom of the Hill, nearing Lee Hiram’s fence, I saw his two youngest playing near the ditch.
No water ran in it. But as I tore forward, the smallest ran into the road. I cold see our paths colliding, my own
trajectory leading to explosion. I yelled, twisting my wheel.
I thought for a moment I did fly. But I spilled into the irrigation ditch, bicycle on top of me. The sky pulsed a
moment. The abrasions on my skin, hidden under clothes, burned. As I untangled myself I found a large rent in
my Levis. My nose dripped blood.
A handkerchief appeared. Lee Hiram’s. His face was above me. He helped pull off the bicycle. “You all right?”
he said. “Elly should have known better. I was just coming to get her. She really should know better.”
Sister Hiram appeared. She was heavy, without shape, her hair pulled back into a low bun. “What’s the matter,
Lee?” she kept saying s the older of the two children cried again and again that Elly had run into the road. Lee
Hiram explained; so they both helped me up. I was embarrassed by their concern.
More of the kids came out. Sister Hiram insisted I come in for a minute. One of the kids wheeled the bike
which seemed not to have been hurt, and I sat at the kitchen table while Sister Hiram squeezed a lemon for
lemonade. She even got the cubes from the fridge. “Please,” I said. “I’m all right.”
“Any boy likes lemonade on a hot day.” Lee Hiram and his wife sat at the table with me. Finally Sister Hiram
said, “You were one of Ronnie’s scouts, weren’t you?”
“No, ma’am,” I said. “I’m not twelve yet.”
“That’s too bad,” she said. “I’m sorry you didn’t get to know him.”
“Yes,” said Lee Hiram. “Mama and me—we know that there are more important things for him now.” He went
on to say that it had been hard, especially at first, but they knew the Lord had need of special souls.
“Yes,” I said. I was anxious to speak a truth. “All us kids liked him. Whether we were scouts or not.”
Lee Hiram smiled. A quiet smile. Resigned, pleasant—even happy. Register of his belief and faith. As though
he knew something, had seen something face to face, for all that what was a part of the best was killed. With the
trust he revealed, he looked as old, as ageless, as Abraham might. Hadn’t angels visited that ancient Patriarch?
Hadn’t he triumphed over ordeal?
Coming out of Lee Hiram’s driveway, I looked back at the Hill. There was the mansion. From here it looked
real, two infant clouds riding above it. Real—the way it looked down across the valley. Like it was really
someone’s house. I could believe in it with pleasure because tomorrow the guard would be gone. I could smile
even. Not the way Lee Hiram smiled. Lee Hiram had a special smile, so special, so miraculous, I could never
match it. But I could smile and think of the magician’s show, still ready to start. Sure. We could baffle the kids—
William Conner, Ken and I—we could create a mystery. Great, I thought. Great. To think of them, all of them,
smiling wide-eyed with wonder.
166.104 1. Buckskin 2. Homecooking 3. Story Power: Three Short Stories\fn{by Elizabeth Woody (1959Ganado, Apache County, Arizona, U.S.A. (F) 6

)}

1
Buckskin was a yellowish-tan behemoth, a ’6 Galaxy 500 automobile. The family loved her. We still talk about
the beast with affection. At best, she carried us all up the deeply rutted, dirt road on the mountainside to Lester’
remote cabin with ease. No dragging on bottom, the springs agile and strong. At worst, her transmission linkages
popped out of place, once during a manic Seattle rush hour crisis.
When this happened, Leslie would have to coast to a stop, jump out, hoist the hood, reach into the engine,
balance on her solar plexus, skirt and legs up in the air, and pop the mechanism into its socket, check the hanger
wires, then run like crazy back into the driver’s seat.
The name Buckskin was chosen, not to honor our Native American heritage, but because she was a bona fide,
temperamental, restless warhorse, an Indian car. In that legacy, she had to earn her name.
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Buckskin was faithful, with a face that only a mother could love, big enough to haul four thirty-gallon garbage
cans, and on occasion two or three generations of Palmers. The Palmers are big, no matter the age or gender (I am
a good example of our size: six foot four inches, long black hair and round, a mountain of womanhood 1 have
heard from my admirers—big, brown, and beautiful).
But back to my love story.
*
This is a story of love between a family and a car. Brief, true, and bittersweet, like all those sad occurrences
when people meet their match and circumstances wrench them apart.
Buckskin was a “spirit” car. When one of us was blue—like Leslie, or Sugar Mom, or Tone, or Gladys (better
known as Happy Butt)—we would plan a trip to a powwow or celebration, load up all the camping gear, dance
outfits, cans of oil, in the massive space of the trunk, gas up, and go. Nothing but a song and prayer, and the
ingenuity of our collective genius, the product of the “make do” school.
You see, when we first acquired Buckskin, we had been carless for years. Tone said,
“Yeah,” she's going to be a collector’s item one of these days. She’s a tank. A good old-fashioned American
gas-hog. God love her! Now we can go anywhere!”
Of course, he was the first to groan when her parts started to wear out and drop off. Like any mechanic’s bread
and butter, her parts wore out or dropped off at inappropriate times. Tone and I were driving down “Sideburn”—
the nickname we had for Burnside—during another typical Northwest squall, and Buckskin flipped off her wiper,
driver’s side. I clutched the seat, and Tone hollered as he looked at me,
“Now what?”
“Pull over, Tone. We can’t drive without a wiper, ’less you want to stick your head out,” which was our
previous solution in cars back.
Tone ran and picked up the wiper. We weren’t savvy enough to all of Buckskin’s ways then, so we didn’t have
any hangers in the car. I had a buckskin tie holding my hair, so I offered it to Tone. He rigged up a tie for the
wiper. When we related the incident to SugarMom, who was angry, waiting downtown in the rain for us, she
exclaimed in merriment,
“Buckskin! Yeah, that’s a good name for her. What a gal!”
SugarMom’s mood changed for the better by the event of Buckskin’s naming. So Buckskin became a character,
well known, and all on her own. We learned how far we could go on the gas gauge’s “E”. We lovingly cleaned her
carburetor so she wouldn’t stall. The kids squealed with delight as she backfired, resounding in the streets like a
shotgun,
“Look at all the birds take off!” We offered everyone a ride who needed one, a ride they would never forget.
She could go with ease down the freeway to Celilo Village at eighty, no problem, nondescript, maybe even
invisible to the “smokies” (state patrol). She even had a sister car at Ace Wrecking Yards to donate parts to her in
emergencies. One of our many Indian mechanics said,
“The way her vinyl top is ripped off, it looks like Buckskin has a giant skid mark on top. Ha, ha, ha!”
Since he was laughing at her and not with her, we dropped him off our list of mechanics. Eventually, he just
left town.
Buckskin became a celebrity.
*
Sadly, the most important trip was the trip that did her in. She came through for us, even though her front end
was going out. We needed to go to Lewiston, Idaho, to rescue Leslie from out-of-state justice. We drove carefully,
made it in time to hear the police chief testify to Leslie’s actions that led to her arrest. It was hard not to burst into
outrage as he exaggerated a description of Leslie screaming a karate yell, leaping ten feet to kick the officer in the
groin, and finally slash him with her house keys. Of course, Leslie was acquitted since they had no evidence of a
lethal weapon, and we rode home, triumphant, in Buckskin, laughingly teasing Leslie, calling her “Leslie Lee”
after Bruce Lee.
Buckskin was with us “all the way,” as they say on the rez-a true-blood. So it hurt when we realized that we
couldn’t keep her any longer. Too much of our energies were tied up in willing her to keep running, so we could
keep on with our rescue missions when one of our clan needed help. We had to trade her off at Chevy Town.
SugarMom cried.
Months later, Leslie reported a resurrected Buckskin to us, her whereabouts, in which direction she was
heading. Always, we could tell it was her by the Indian head decal on her backside. It was like a tattoo of a past
lover’s name. It did take years to forget her faithfulness, in spite of her temper, backfires, and flat tires.
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*
We have a Toyota now, White Buckskin ’89. You have to count the clicks in the automatic transmission to get
in gear, tell the passengers as fast as you can: Don’t roll the window down any farther than half, because the door
pops open and you could roll out. The “ejector seat,” we call it. If you don’t like your date, you can just ask him
to roll down his window and then turn sharply to the left. When SugarMom brought her home, Tone said,
“God, love ’em! Now we can go anywhere on a tank of gas!” Happy Butt said,
“Oh jeeze, SugarMom, you bought a ‘pop-together car,’” as she kicked the small tires and fingered the bumper.
White Buckskin is an Indian car, though. A few more years and she will be broken in, just the way we like it.
2
The flat teeth of the morning sun chew at the blisters of the old tar-papered house. In the garden that thrives
under a cloak of sagging cheesecloth, the grasshoppers pose on the promise of a meal.
Granma is framed in the kitchen window as the tongues of curtains remain out from the morning breeze. Even
with the hollyhocks’ colorful bonnets, up tight against the wall, the house can appear as barren as a piano without
ivory.
There is a swarm of colors about the screen door, of calicos, tabbies, sylvesters, and blackies. They mew for
their meal, in a chorus. As I turn back the covers from my floor bed, I hear humming and a spoon scratching the
sides of a pan.
Watching the swill of leftovers sop up the milk, Granma turns to take the pan to the cats, twenty-some wild
ones. She is pleased to see me up so early and smiles a toothless greeting.
“Hi, honey, got to feed my livestock.”
She sings her good-morning almost, in the sweet, high-voiced, rhythmic dialect of Warm Springs English that
sounds Indian. She is no bigger than five feet and no more than ninety-eight pounds. I see her hook the cats in her
path expertly with her toes to flip them aside, with a dancer’s grace. I once had balked at Granpa’s joke about
putting up little goal posts in the yard, for Granma to improve her “cat-punting.” That was some years ago. Now, I
am oblivious to her harmless way of walking through the fur mass of cats that stay for the one meal and all the
mice and grasshoppers they can eat in the garden.
As I settle at the table, I think of the music my grandmother makes, which evokes some aspect of the world I
had forgotten since my last visit. Like toads slurping up great moths at night, or the ripple and tumble of water
over the rocks in the river, that is how her songs sound to me. I breathe in the sweet smell of old age that lingers
after my mother’s mother. The Nivea, the cleanliness of air-dried cotton, the oiled hair. I notice two plump
rainbow trout on the counter and move to clean them. She returns quietly, upon seeing me work, tells me,
“You can fry up those fish. Someone brought them over real early. One relative I don’t know at all. All these
kids look like strangers to me. I guess it’s just old age that makes me forget how many of all you kids there are.”
She laughs a little as she looks to my response out of her eye-corners, sitting behind her coffee at the table.
“Oh, Granma,” I say, and catching her mood, tease back, “I know you have to remember me. If not for my
family resemblance, then just for the trouble you had to take to wind me so you could catch me and make me
come inside from playing.”
I eye her, likewise with cornered eyes. I see her catch her coffee in her lips, in an effort to keep from spitting
the liquid and by laughing encourage me. She responds quickly saying,
“Your mother could outrun me.” Usually, she ends this comment about my mother’s great speed in childhood
by saying that she was “just too tired to whip her for her naughtiness.” Listening to the house groan in the ceiling,
Granma changes the subject to the building of our ranch house up Tenino Valley.
“Your grandfather’s people made that old ranch house over there. All from one tree. All the people came to do
what they could. Pound the nails. Split the wood. The women butchered and barbecued the steers. Everyone
helped then. They drug the tree there by horse team. Those days our people knew how to do everything for
themselves. Not like nowadays, where we have to hire big shots to come in and boss us around.”
The pan snaps from the wet skin of the fish as I begin to fry them up. I know that she did not witness the
building of this ranch house. She has only merged her stories with my grandfather’s, a merging they wanted,
symbolized by the two cedar trees that they both planted, side by side, when they married. Saying to each other
that these trees would grow together, like they would, intermingling their roots and branches as one, while still
letting the winds of life blow between them. I say, to bring her back to the moment,
“These are pretty trout, Granma. About as good as the ones we used to catch, that would make Granpa so mad,
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when I was a kid.”
Granma reaches up to arrange the fold of her navy blue western bandanna on her head. It is folded, tricornered
and knotted on top. She tilts her chin upward.
“Oh, how he would get mad. He always said I had more luck than sense. I had a good dream about him last
night. That he and I and Baby were fishing. Baby and I caught a fish, and then we were jumping up and down
around it, squealing. Granpa said we were scaring away his fish. He always wanted the fish to just jump on his
hook.” I laugh,
“Granma, I must have been that baby. Sometimes I wish that we had some poles, so we could fish. But then,
we never did learn how to tie a good knot for the hooks. Oh, how we chased the grasshoppers for bait. You
laughed so hard at me, jumping as hard as the bugs. We just had to sit down in the cheat grass and hold our sides
and our dresses close to our legs, so the grasshoppers wouldn’t jump up on them. But what really got Granpa was
the fish we caught, and you would just flip them up in the air behind us. He said that was no way to treat a fish.”
Granma, nodding her head, continues the reminiscence.
“We only used a pin hook and bait. He had to spend our money on the fancy lures, the steelhead poles. He had
his science and some notion that he treated the fish better when he made some big game out of it. We just needed
fish for our table, not for bragging. Your Granpa was a good man, even though he had a soft heart about killing
things, like the deer.”
*
The heat intensifies outside and the “hotbugs” sing their legs into a zzzzing without pause. Granma sips her
coffee, intermittently stirs the spoon in her cup. She eyes the spiral and begins to dream, like she dreams during
the day, between words.
These stories of old days are magical. I’m gullible and young enough to still believe in magic. The magic is
this soft rumble of blood-life, laughter, our great heart under the land. I hear that great tree and the cedars breathe
through this house, too, on occasion. Up the valley, I can see the mountain hold a cap of a cloud. That mountain is
as storied as our lives.
He walked, lived, and lusted after a young woman mountain, fought with Wy-East for her in a time way before
the Changer came to have all this chaos beaded up into some monstrously big Dreamer design. The design I only
sense from the perspective of a bead. Sometimes I dream of this. I see segments of this power hanging from the
hands of old ladies as they dance at gatherings.
When I told my boyfriend this, he just said I was too way-out for him. That’s how he seems to be anymore.
Despite all his singing, sweating, he’s too heavy with war and struggle to see the story. Yet, love always seems to
knock men down to drag them back to these houses of magic. Just like love knocks us down and pulls us out to
the sticks, to follow that guy. Keep an eye on him, just in case something might take him away by terrible magic.
Yes, the age of the Changer has passed, but the bloodline is still with us, and the inspiring thread of women’s
labor, the beads, the Great Transformer, and the talk of love. The Beautiful Woman in Earth still whispers into the
ears of her children.
“Owww-witch!” I holler, as the grease sizzles on the skin of my hand. The fish get one last bite on me.
“Watch your cooking. You might just get as bad as me. I never got the hang of cooking on electric stoves. I
always cooked on wood stoves or campfires. The first days I was married to your grandfather, we lived in a tent to
put his brother through college, you know.”
“Yeah, Gram. But I think it isn’t your cooking abilities I inherited but the old Dreamer brain. I wasn’t thinking
about the fish in the pan.”
At this point she chuckles deeply, nodding her head, which turns her bandanna a nudge-worth out of place. A
meadowlark tinkles a song from the yard. She tilts her head, so her bandanna looks correct, and says,
“He sings about the rain that will come soon. Of course, in Indian he makes his song. That’s why it is so
beautiful to me.”
She taps her finger on the handle of her eternal coffee cup. She waits, as she always waits, in a meditation. She
waits through her chores. She waits for her children to come and visit as I visit, answering her call for company.
As I pull out the enamel, shallow-bowled dishes, I remain quiet so as not to interrupt the thoughts I see about
her, probably a prayer. She responds to me out of courtesy, since her thoughts linger over her long life and the
memories that are so necessary.
I again think about the music I hear. I hear songs in my dreams. Which is unusual, since I do not know any
songs, or even know Indian. I think of it as this, the music comes from the tapping of her finger, beating out the
occasional soft song. The way a river sounds while we fish, and the sound of the life—dragonflies whirring by,
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singing to me—the music mingles and makes these songs that sound through my dreams. Maybe I catch the hum
of the mountain over there too.
He’s waiting, you see, to get involved with that fiery young woman he sees at the corner of his eyes. Mountain
love is a real shaky, fired-up affair. They push up great hilly ranges, bed over the lakes, rub up against each other
so wildly that it takes years to cover up all that passionate rumbling and love talk. Once my grandmother said that
her great-great-grandmother and aunt had to run their horses into a lake and cover themselves with wet hides to
keep from getting burned. The water was so hot, it took all their courage to stay put. I believe that was the last
rumble before the mountains curled up for a good sleep.
When I told one of my science teachers about this, he said that these stories are just myth, not fact, and that
mountains don’t love or even erupt anymore. I believed him until Mount St. Helens erupted. It erased all innocent
belief in the fable of absolutes in science for me. Thank goodness I had heard some fact about those mountains
way before I entered school. I give my grandmother her share of the fish, and she says as she always says,
“Oh, honey, that is too much. Put some back. I’m not company.”
“Eat, Granma, we have plenty for many lifetimes over.” I settle my body down to savor the fish.
“You know, I sure miss Granpa. I miss his whistling in the mornings. When you and him would cook together.
You remember that?” Granma retorts,
“I have spent half of my life cooking for all of you. But it was your grandfather who could cook the best. He
knew all the dishes of this and that. Just like he knew all that wild music. High-why-ahn, I think it was called. He
was a great jokester. You tell a story as tall as he could, but I always thought you hung around him too much.” I
smile, then say,
“You both were pretty wild examples for me to follow. I think a lot about how you two would play in the
kitchen, while you cooked what you called a farmer’s breakfast, the potatoes, ham steaks, eggs. Between flipping
over the food, you would dance to Western music on the transistor radio, the jitterbug, the Charleston. Yeah, I
remember how you two carried on while you thought I was still asleep.”
I smile thinking of how agile Granma was, dancing, diaper pins on her dress, blue tennis shoes toeing in and
out. Granpa, twirling her around, in his sleeveless white undershirt, pants always neatly belted, with a smile wide
in pleasure, watching Granma’s face spin like a light in the early dawn. Granpa had a grin so wide it was as if it
could go halfway around his head, especially when he had Granma going or had her aggravated from teasing her.
Then he’d grin all the more while he sweet-talked his way back into her good humor.
“It seemed that you always ended up your dancing with a good fight, boxing, with your dukes curled over. You
always won with your Appalachian apple cut, half a wind up, a quick strike to Granpa’s glass jaw. Then you’d
grab his pants seat and have him at your mercy. He’d holler, ‘I give up, honey! I give up, I’ll marry you!’”
We both laughed a great laugh at the memory. Granma tucked the trout meat into a pouch in her soft cheek,
tilted her chin toward me, and said in a quiet, matter-of-fact tone,
“Your grandfather didn’t marry me for my homecooking. I thought you always knew that.”
3
Dad was a Christian man. He never said much about hardcore Christian things—not like my friends at the
gospel church—except that his Bible was his way of talking with the divine. It seemed that he never much cared
for us kids packing up to go with Mom to the traditional doings or healings. He knew we always fell asleep on the
floor under the benches before anything started up or really got going. It’s just that this outdoors man believed
mystery was everywhere.
He was the kind of man who loved to sleep out, and then big old bull snakes or bullfrogs would climb up on
his chest for the night. Probably to see where all the earth-shaking vibration was coming from. Daddy snored
loud. He would even wake himself up yelling, “What’s that?” and gently push away whatever creature had
decided to curl up on him. He would tell us about it, later. He’d say,
“It was so surprised to see itself sleeping on a man.”
That’s his way of story.
“If you do need to tell a story,” Dad would say, “it’s best to leave some holes in it, somewhere.” It’s easier that
way, since most of us know the story by having heard it before, or by having been there when it happened.
There were times when I was a kid, I’d be pulling my wagon to the woodpile. Dad would be standing there
with Mom’s Christmas axe, looking at the horizon. He would ask,
“Henry, did you see anything unusual?”
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I would look at him, his dark plaid Pendleton shirt over his thermals, his work boots stitched up and tied in
beautiful bows, his wavy black hair poking up from the rim of his stocking cap. I would look at his pressed gray
twill pants, the Bulova watch on his left hand, and the wood axe handle in the right, the split wood on each side of
the chopping block. None of this was strange at all. I would shake my head and say,
“No, Daddy.”
His face would tense. Then he would say something that would make my hair and scalp wiggle (he never
spared me the details).
“You didn’t see that man on horseback ride through here?”
I would say no, very gently, and pick up the wood to load into my red wagon. I pulled it back to the porch,
looking everywhere, just in case I could catch a glimpse.
He was a man who by blood had this real strong visionary streak that never stopped reminding him of who he
really was. He was not crazy or mean. In fact, his gentleness and smarts brought to him many devoted friends. He
said there were angels and there were miracles occurring every day (but not at the rate the Catholics claim).
Mom was a bit more dramatic and strong-voiced about visions. She would have had no problem sitting in a
Buddhist monastery, davening\fn{Bowing back and forth rapidly, movement associated with ecstatic communion with the Divine:
H} in a synagogue, or ringing bells in a Shaker church, just so long as they were speaking about God. She was a
great feeler. She always knew when deer would be coming. She didn’t like handling a rifle, so if we needed
venison, Daddy was the one who went to where it was supposed to be and brought it home to serve at the big
dinner for a naming or celebration.
I was used to her way of knowing my thoughts and answering them, whether I asked or not. I always counted
on her being direct and on the mark, more or less. She could say anything important in five words or less. Dad
was the mystery. Sometimes he just made a story.
I can’t complete one of them whole, because I’ve forgotten some part for the sake of sparing myself from the
vision coming to me. I have his blood moving through my heart, changing from red to blue. Man to woman, light
and dark, this is the blood of nature. This is the story his mother taught him.
In the summer Dad and Mom would send me out to summer camp up at Bald Peter. They would leave me there
with all the other reservation kids to learn the “way of the woods.” We called it the “sticks,” a term left over from
the old trade language of the river, Chinook Jargon. I thought it was a strange language, with its pidgin French and
English mixed with other Indian languages. Dad talked it, along with the other complete languages that sounded
pretty much like the land. The sounds made me think of mountains and wind, the echo of water, sharp angles and
stops of the high desert light, and whisper of trees. It was in the sounds of language that I first heard about the
“unknowable.” Later, I learned about the “unknowable people,” like the Stick Indians and the Bigfoot.
In our camp teepees at night the others would rev up and tell stories. The scary ghost stories were the leadup to
the eventual face-to-face personal accounts of Stick Indians. How they were almost stolen by a Stick Indian when
they were bad to their parents. It seemed that all the kids had run into them at the creek. I would listen and wiggle
deep into my sleeping bag, clutching small pieces of fir needles from the outdoor mattress under me, the sweet
smelling fir boughs.
By morning I would forget it all in the excitement of camp. Things were always happening, like the time a
porcupine walked into the girls’ outhouse. The youngest and prettiest counselor ran out, screaming, holding up her
unzipped jeans. We chased that porcupine right out of camp. There were salamanders to watch out for and catch at
the swimming hole, and the chipmunks were always ready to be chased.
I made up stories about all these events. Mom and Dad liked my description of the small sweathouse, and of
the squirrels playing, and how we would sometimes cook over an open campfire. I learned that the potpourri
smell of strawberries in the woods meant little treats, if you looked for them and picked them. The creek was too
cold this high up to have trout, but we saw one once. It was the only one. We wouldn’t have fished for it even if
we’d had our poles. Dad once told me,
“If you act like a fool out in the sticks, harm could come to you pretty quick. But to play is a natural thing, like
those squirrels; everyone learns from happiness in some way.”
Dad said that I may not have played hard enough yet. One day after I came back from camp I said to Dad,
“Stories always hit me strong.”
I paused, the silence unusual in the usual noise of supper, utensils on plates, the talk. Dad said,
“Don’t think bad of the unknowable, especially its people. Those disturbing stories you heard are not the whole
story. Those ‘wild-looking’ people saved my life once. If you are good, they can help you. You’re innocent and
watched over, anyway. Don’t be afraid. Of the woods, especially, because that’s our home too. We may live in
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town now, but we used to be there—wherever we needed to be to get our food and our medicine. I’ll admit Indian
medicine is powerful. Your aunty saved me with her medicine she made.”
I nodded, remembering the story. Dad looked at my mother for approval. Her nod made him continue,
“I used to make fun of those little people stories. Too much, I guess.
“1 worked out at CCC\fn{Civilian Conservation Corps; a program begun with Government funding during the 1930’s to provide
work for unemployed men.} Camp before I settled into being part of a family with your mother and her people. We’d
tell scary stories to the white guys who never heard of the stick people before. Just to spook them. I never
believed them, though.
“I was foreman and took the guys out for a hike. We made fire trails, sometimes we even had time to hunt for
game. One day, on such a hike, I showed off and hung up a wild turkey in a tree, saying real loud,
“‘For the little people!’
“I looked at the men, checked their faces to see what effect I’d had on them. It’s bad to brag, worse to lie. As
we walked, I felt kinda strange. So, I sent them on ahead. I stayed back, feeling worse. I was lost and it started to
snow! Then I did what is the worst thing to do in such a situation: I lay down to sleep, feeling warm. Snow and
cold can do that to you.
“Well, I woke up in the dark on fir boughs under a lean-to, next to a fire. The fire had meat staked over it. It
smelled good. I looked around, felt eyes looking at me, and jumped up real quick. I ran and ran. Right down the
hill, right to camp. I had no trouble with my sense of direction then.
“I never told anyone about it except your mother. The guys ribbed me about hiking around all night like some
kind of Bigfoot. Bigfoot’s another story, though.”
Mom chuckled. She bent over to me and said,
“These very small and very large people are powerful in their way. They whistle too, Sonny. They help good
hunters and you never know. Just be good to everyone and all things. You’ll make it all right. You’ll learn to love
those mountains, if you don’t have fear rattling in your mind, confusing you. You haven’t yet heard the whole
story.”
*ARKANSAS*
198.143 Excerpt from The Lambs: A Story Of Pre-Victorian England\fn{by Katharine Susan Anthony (1877-1965)}
Roseville, Logan County, Arkansas, U.S.A. (F) 10
London Temple has long stood like a wrinkle of age on the face of the city. Even as far back as the year 1764
—the year with which this story begins—it was regarded as a monument of London’s antiquity. Then and for long
afterwards—in fact, until World War II destroyed a part of the immemorial pile—it has stood as an indestructible
symbol of the nation’s great age and long history .
It then formed a shut-in world surrounded by a Chinese wall of its own. Architecturally it stood aside from the
rest of London; it was governed by its own laws and used a legal language heard nowhere else.. The English
sunshine fell with a special sparseness in the courtyards and on the terraces, while dark walks which never saw
the sun’s rays led to secret enclosures. The sundials, tombstones, and terrace steps seemed to grow out of the earth
on which they had reposed so long. Only the English sparrows and the English ivy, of the type which Americans
know so well, suggested that life still renewed itself within this stone-and-mortar monument of the past.
For centuries the Temple has been identified with the institution of the law. Under a worldly Henry VIII it
passed from religious to legal hands. Retaining its cloistral atmosphere, it became a monastery for barristers. By
the skilful methods of their profession, the lawyers acquired the Temple property for practically nothing and
converted it to their own use, with all its churchly privileges, special rights, and exemptions retained. The tenants
in their black gowns and wigs seemed not so different from the religious Templars as might have been expected or
perhaps desired. They received their clients in the ancient church, among the images of saints and Crusaders and
stained-glass windows. Many a tough customer must have been surprised to find himself welcomed in these
hallowed surroundings. A somewhat monklike atmosphere prevailed in the lawyers’ institution, where sacredness
and worldliness found ample room to dwell side by side.
Around the middle of the eighteenth century there resided in the ancient Temple one Mr. Samuel Salt, a typical
member of the legal fraternity. Mr. Salt possessed considerable prominence in the social and political life of his
day. He figured as a successful practitioner of the law, attaining the highest dignity of his profession, that of a
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Bencher in the Temple; and he also sat for several terms as a member of Parliament. Besides all this, he served as
director and governor of some thirty boards and corporations. Consequently Mr. Salt was a man of much business
and a centre of much quiet personal influence.
In politics Mr. Salt was a Whig. One may assume from this and from other circumstances of his life that he
was a man of democratic principles. Like most Whigs of his age, he believed that people should content
themselves in the station to which God had called them, though he shrewdly observed that they were all pretty
much the same under the skin. A man of culture and kindness, and withal an agreeable specimen of his class was
the said Mr. Salt.
His most marked peculiarity was his sustained persistence in the single state. Yet he was not actually a
bachelor, but a widower instead, of such long standing that he had acquired the reputation of being unmarried.
The legend ran that Mr. Salt, as a sensitive young husband, had lost his wife in childbed and had been so affected
by his loss that he had ever afterwards abjured matrimony. He was nevertheless a good liver, a frequent diner-out,
and the recipient of flattering attentions from the ladies. It may be that he simply preferred the comforts and
conveniences of a settled bachelorhood to the uncertainties of a second marriage.
Mr. Salt mixed politics with society in the best manner of his class. By maintaining social connections with
preferred stock society and wealthy county families he could always exert an influence without over-troubling
himself. He was to all appearances an easy-going man. His only other marked peculiarity was that in consequence
of remaining single he maintained his tenancy of the Temple chambers for practically all his life.
Like all gentlemen of his rank, Mr. Salt kept a valet. It has been said that no man is a hero to his valet, but Mr.
Salt was an exception to the rule. It happened, however, that he was no hero to the son of his valet. Charles
Lamb’s portrait of Samuel Salt reduces his character to a minimum. The shy Bencher in leading-strings in The
Essays of Eli is hardly the adequate portrait of a man who survived as a successful lawyer and politician.
However, this surely not unusual English gentleman would scarcely have been remembered until now but for the
accident that his valet was the father of the gifted Charles Lamb.
*
At a comparatively early stage of his life Samuel Salt took into his employ a small, lively, able young man by
the name of John Lamb. It was the beginning of a master-and-man relationship that was to last all their lives.
Samuel Salt and John Lamb were genuine friends. One can imagine the egregious puns that were made in that day
of punning on the Salt and Lamb combination. Though widely separated in station, both were superior specimens
of their kind and respected each other as such. Squire and servant, they clove to each other loyally till death at last
parted them. John Lamb, who was twenty-one when he entered Salt’s employ, had previously been a footman in
the glittering city of Bath. His prospects as footman had been affected by the law against public gambling which
had been clapped down on that city in 1745. A host of gentlemen and servants had fallen along with the great
Beau Nash. An enterprising character, which our young man assuredly was, would naturally have turned to fresh
pastures soon after this. In fact, he enters our history by becoming the employee of Samuel Salt in the very next
year.
Salt’s servant had already developed what might be called his philosophy of life. He had lived in the most
vivacious city of England during its greatest glamour and elegance. Here he had learned not to take life too
seriously and to consider mirth and amusement as among the legitimate aims of mankind. Where he got the
elementary education on which his philosophy was based has not been handed down to us. But it is certain that he
was not a Puritan by nature, and it is probable, not by training. The Bath footman owned and read Butler’s
Hudibras and Steele’s Guardian and cultivated the writing of satiric verse. He evidently possessed a more
cultured background than his humble employment would suggest. The facts might have been once ascertained by
his son’s biographers, for John Lamb had married sisters living in London and they must have left a line of
descendants. But dull fact-finding was beneath the dignity of the biographers of early days. All that we know
positively is that John Lamb was a young man with a surprising amount of education for a servant when he
entered Salt’s employ.
A reserved and sedate personality, Mr. Salt probably liked a cheerful domestic about him, especially one whose
high spirits and good fun did not interfere with the respect he owed his master. For the valet had acquired in Bath,
along with his philosophy of merry living, the chief of all virtues in the English servant, faithfulness to his betters.
Charles Lamb afterwards averred that John Lamb was a man of incorruptible zeal and honesty.
For quite a long period of time—somewhere around fifteen years—the Whig lawyer and his valet jogged along
comfortably together. Salt’s laziness converted Lamb into a valued factotum; and, though he was, strictly
speaking, only a valet, Lamb functioned as a .lawyer’s clerk and scrivener. His son says that he helped Salt with
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his law cases. In time Lamb was additionally employed, at Salt’s instigation no doubt, as waiter in the Benchers’
dining-room of the Inner Temple. In this capacity he served acceptably and became in due time the head waiter.
An intelligent quick fellow, industrious, assiduous, he throve under the Bencher’s patronage and seemed, at the
age of thirty-six, to be settling down into a successful imitation of his master’s bachelor life. He alternated
between Salt’s private chambers and the Benchers’ Commons like a jolly lay brother among the legal prelates of
the Temple.
*
Then in the year 1761—the year in which his early idol, the gallant Beau Nash, was gathered to his fathers—
John Lamb suddenly took unto himself a wife.
His choice was a country girl. The marriage probably came about in this wise.
Mr. Salt frequently visited at the homes of county families; on such visits he was naturally attended by his
servant. One of his friends, Mr. William Plumer, a fellow Whig and Parliament member, maintained a fine
ancestral seat called Blakesware, near Widford, in Hertfordshire. The Plumers were rich gentlefolk and lived in
splendid style in a grand old Jacobean house. The housekeeper, Mrs., Elizabeth Field, of whom her grandson
afterwards said: “If she had a .failing, ’twas that she respected her master’s family too much,” had visible reasons
for her great respect. Mrs. Field had an only daughter, also Elizabeth, and it was this daughter whom John Lamb
married in 1761. In attending Samuel Salt on his visits to the Plumers, the valet had met his fate on the
Blakesware backstairs.
The courtship would have been brief, for the journey from London to Widford was long and could not be often
repeated. It would also have lacked no item of romance. John Lamb’s poetic sense would not have neglected his
supreme opportunity. The wedding, which took place in the spring, would have been very gay and pretty. In John
Lamb’s poem “The Sparrow’s Wedding,” he introduced a deal of fluttering and twittering on the day of the
nuptials. At any rate, the union was approved by the respective employers and the marriage took place without
separating the bridegroom from the Temple.
The bride, Elizabeth Field, was a shadowy person and was destined to remain a shadowy person. To this day
almost nothing is known of her. Her son, Charles Lamb, wrote that she was tall and handsome and bore a striking
resemblance to Mrs. Siddons. But no one has confirmed this. She was taller than her husband and about ten years
younger than he. She laid some strange claim to a gentility outranking her husband’s. To all appearances John
Lamb and Elizabeth Field were equals. What her real character was—whether she was bright or stupid, talented or
humdrum, educated or otherwise—is something now impossible to know. There is a strong suggestion that she did
not love her two younger children, that she loved only her eldest. In general, she remains a mere outline, without
substance or essence, with no more personality than the ancestors in a typical genealogy.
The beneficent Mr. Salt expanded his establishment to include his valet’s family. The Lambs were installed in a
set of Temple chambers beneath those he occupied. Here they lived through sickness and health, through
childbirths and child-buryings, through storm and shine, for the next thirty years. Mr. Salt continued in his
bachelor establishment above, while below seven children were born and crowded into the equivalent space.
Four of them were scarcely baptized before they were carried out to the Temple Churchyard. Only three lived
to grow to maturity in the cramped, slum-like quarters. The youngest child was so rickety that he was actually
lame, a palpable disfigurement that he never outgrew. If disharmony prevailed in the household, as it did, this
condition of congested existence only served to increase it.
Yet a stable family life, based on a reasonable security of life’s necessities, continued on in the Lambs’ narrow
chambers. The bond seems to have borne a considerable pressure of spiritual disorder. The presence in the family
of John Lamb’s elder sister, Sarah Lamb, became a source of daily friction. Aunt Sarah, or “Aunt Hetty” as she
was called by the Lamb children, was not a total burden, for she had a small annuity and paid board to her brother.
But Sarah Lamb and her sister-in-law habitually disagreed.
“They made each other miserable for full twenty years of their lives,” wrote Mary Lamb afterwards.
The children naturally took sides in the domestic conflict. One needs no actual data to infer that the husband
and brother, John Lamb, a modeller in wax, a satiric versifier, a playboy by temperament, was helpless between
the two women. Looking backward, Mary Lamb declared that the strain had been unnecessary.
“A little frankness and looking into each other’s character at first would have spared all this, and they would
have lived as they did, fond of each other for the last ten years of their lives.”
One may be allowed to doubt a little the great harmony of this Indian summer. At any rate it came too late to
help the growing children. In the words of a notable psychiatrist, the home had been “the usual, unhappy, strifestricken atmosphere in which the delinquent grows up.”
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*
The three Lamb children who survived infancy were all unusually gifted. It is interesting to speculate what the
other four might have become if they had lived. The entire seven were baptized and christened in the Round
Church of the Temple. John Lamb, the eldest, was born in 1763, in the same year as the Prince of Wales, the
future turbulent Regent, who was to outlive him by several years. John was eighteen months older than Mary
Anne, who was born December 3, 1764. That was the year in which Hogarth died. Charles, the next surviving
child and the youngest of the Lambs’ progeny, was born February 10, 1775. Oliver Goldsmith had just been
buried in the Temple Churchyard. John and Mary Anne Lamb must have seen Goldsmith often in the Temple and
have been impressed by his funeral, attended by the great Burke and Reynolds.
Anything more alien to childhood than the environment in which the Lamb children grew up can hardly be
imagined. They could venture upon the terraces provided that, on the approach of a Bencher, they could render
themselves invisible. They could play in the churchyard, learning to read from the tombstones, if they could do it
silently.
Mary Lamb used this experience afterwards in a short story. Little Charles, under her tutelage, learned his
alphabet from the gravestones before he could speak. It was Charles who, out of his accumulated acquaintance
with gravestones, one day asked his sister:
“Mary, where are all the naughty people buried?”
Toys they knew only from the toy-shop windows. The roar of the lions in the Tower hard by satisfied their
most natural childish interest.
But as long as their father continued secure in his position as waiter, or “pannier,” as he was called, they were
fairly happy little Cockneys. About the time of Charles’s birth, John Lamb was advanced to the place of first
waiter. According to the tales and essays of Charles Lamb, the pannier’s family fared. well as to food. His Aunt
Sarah embarrassed them all at the table one day by saying to a guest:
“Do take another slice, Mr. Billet, for you do not get pudding every day.”
Aunt Sarah also boldly carried viands from the Temple to her nephew while he attended Christ’s Hospital. This
was the extra fare which Coleridge, a hungry fellow pupil, so bitterly begrudged him. Young Charles thus
acquired early in life a connoisseur’s palate that he never lost.
There were other valued perquisites of their father’s position. Mr. Salt allowed them free access to his library.
Mary Lamb, according to Charles, “was tumbled early, by accident or design, into a spacious closet of good old
English reading, without much selection or prohibition, and browsed at will upon that fair and wholesome
pasturage.” Her brothers were tumbled into the same storehouse.
The young Lambs were childish enough to select books with pictures and with contents that read like stories.
Joseph Glanvill’s Witches and Witchcraft, Stackpole’s History of the Bible, and Foxe’s Book of Martyrs formed
their favourite reading. Nothing more cheerful or entertaining was to be found on Mr. Salt’s bookshelves. One
would have searched in vain for Shakespeare’s plays. The cultured world still waited for these same Cockney
children to grow up and teach it that Shakespeare’s plays are delightful and amusing literature.
The Lamb children went to school early. Either Mr. Salt or John Lamb saw to that. They attended a day-school
in Fetter Lane, a dingy, one-room building in a rear court, with sloping desks and leaden inkwells, conducted by
the “Eminent Writer and Teacher of Languages and Mathematics, William Bird.”
“I well remember Bird,” said Charles Lamb forty-five years afterwards. Lamb must needs have become very
famous in the meanwhile to speak so familiarly of the imposing person who had presided over his schooldays. In
his recollections Bird lingered as a mild-mannered, heavily-built man, wrapped in a gorgeous Indian dressinggown, a favourite costume with schoolmasters of the period. Lamb remembered him furthermore as “something
of a gentleman,” and, what is of much more importance, as “a humane and judicious master in the main.”
Exceptional schoolmaster that he was, his only famous pupils were the pannier’s children from the Temple.
Bird’s “eminent writings” have unfortunately not been preserved. But they must have given him an aura not
unappreciated by the quaint little wiseacres from the Temple.
Mary Lamb did not go to school as early as her brothers. It is not on record that John Lamb the younger
attended Mr. Bird’s a academy; but at the tender age of six he had been prepared for Christ’s Hospital in some
primary school, and it was probably Mr. Bird’s. Little Charles was certainly introduced to Mr. Bird’s discipline at
the age of six.
Mary’s formal schooling was an afterthought. In her own words, she was a “big girl” when she went to Bird’s
school for instruction. Her spelling and her grammar had already settled into an imperfect state which always
afterwards defied complete rehabilitation. Fortunately Charles, who had been one of Bird’s best grammarians and
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spellers, remained always close at hand to prevent Mary’s weakness from becoming too prominent.
Just why Mary Lamb and sundry other girls were admitted to this temple of learning is not quite clear. She was
one of a class of “young ladies” regularly instructed in the afternoons after the boys had been finished off in the
mornings. That a day-school for girls flourished in the London of that date seems surprising. The education of
girls was still a delicate and private matter. The only radical intellectuals among the women of the time were the
hostesses known as the Bluestockings, social leaders who had introduced literary conversation instead of cardplaying in their drawing-rooms. Some vague influence emanating from the Bluestocking group may have touched
the humbler portions of London. Mary’s schoolfellows could not have been ladies, or they would have been
taught in boarding-schools or at home by governesses.
It is baffling to know that Mr. Bird’s group passed out of existence with Mary Lamb as its only representative
to leave a mark on her time. The great adventure of the school for Mary was the enjoyment, for the first time in
her life, of the society of girls of her own age. She had her first taste of youthful companionship. The girls were
not backward in adopting the practices of the day-school boys. They led their special instructor, one Benjamin
Starkey, a sad life.
“If any of the girls,” wrote Mary in after years, “who were my school-fellows, should be reading through their
aged spectacles, tidings of their youthful friend, Starkey, they will feel a pang, as I do, at ever having teased his
gentle spirit.”
The harassed teacher at last ran away. But he was caught and brought back by his father, who by the laws of
1775 owned him and had apprenticed him firm to schoolmaster Bird.
“The girls,” said Mary, “his tormentors, in pity for his case, for the rest of the day forebore to annoy him.”
Mary’s good times, even though at the expense of this poor martyr, are pleasant to contemplate. She shared a
life in the school that might have saved her from much ultimate suffering had it only lasted long enough. The few
months that she spent under Mr. Bird—the only schooling she ever had, by the way, left a strong trace on her
mind and character. It wove a thread in her wayward fate that was not easily broken and that followed perceptibly
along through the pattern of her years.
After he had known Christ’s Hospital, Charles Lamb was prone to look down upon the advantages of Mr.
Bird’s teaching. But for Mary it was heaven to learn the rudiments and be taught like the boys. The high light of
her schooling was a performance of Addison’s Cato, given by the older boys. The players were coached by the
girls’ teacher, Starkey, and the girls were allowed to look on.
*
Both of Mary’s brothers were enrolled in Christ’s Hospital. This opportunity was opened to them by
scholarships, which they received through Samuel Salt’s influence. Mr. Salt was one of the Hospital’s governors.
First John and then Charles Lamb passed eight years in the historic foundation. For Mary there was unfortunately
no such possibility. After Mr. Bird came dreary retirement to housework and needlework and immurement within
the dull walls of the Inner Temple tenement.
When John Lamb donned the Bluecoat, his father signed his petition, and Samuel Salt’s name appeared as
sponsor. Charles’s petition, presented twelve years later, was signed by his mother, Elizabeth Lamb, and Timothy
Yeats appeared as his sponsor. Mr. Yeats is known to have been a friend of Salt’s. There must have been some
reason for the change. Perhaps the Bencher hoped that the second petition would not be recognized as coming
from him and from the same family. One biographer has suggested that it may have been unusual for Christ’s
Hospital to favour one family twice in this way.
Some reason must also be found for the fact that John Lamb’s connection with the school was never spoken of
by Charles or his acquaintances. That he too was a Christ’s Hospital boy is a recent discovery of literary research.
He remained, however, a Bluecoat for eight years, and was no doubt a creditable scholar. It seems odd that this
item should have escaped notice so long in all the volumes that have been written about the Lambs.
Charles Lamb’s life in Christ’s Hospital is fully described in his writings. A tiny boy of seven, he was clothed
in the Bluecoat uniform with knee-breeches and long yellow stockings. The bared heads of the Hospital boys
further distinguished them from the toppered lads at Eton. For eight years Charles had no other life than that of his
school. He fulfilled his duties to the extent of becoming a Deputy Grecian—this being next to the highest rank in
the school, that of Grecian. He always cherished the belief that but for his unfortunate stammer he would have
been a Grecian, a student trained cost-free at a university to become a clergyman.
It is possible that, aside from his stammer, there were other reasons that unfitted him for the Grecian dignity.
The Lamb family of the Inner Temple might have been too well known by this time to be looked on as promising
material for the production of a clergyman.
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Charles’s elevation to the rank of a Bluecoat did not fail of its impression on the womenfolk at home. He was
to write some lines on the memory dedicated to his Aunt Sarah. .
I have not forgot
The busy joy on that important day …
How thine eye perused him round and round,
And hardly knew him in his yellow coats,
Red leathern belt, and gown of russet blue!

In another poem, “A Sister’s Expostulation on the Brother’s Learning Latin,” he indicates that Mary had been
envious of his scholarship:
Shut these odious books up, brother—
They have made you quite another
Thing from what you used to be—
Once you liked to play with me—
Now you leave me all alone,
And are so conceited grown
With your Latin, you’ll scarce look
Upon any English book …
Rather than we will fall out,\fn{Replied the brother}
If our parents will agree
You shall Latin learn from me.

It seems then that Mary learned some Latin from her brother Charles, as she had already, in all probability,
learned some from her brother John. With two brothers in Christ’s Hospital, who came home for frequent
holidays, she early acquired some erudition at second hand. She afterwards said that she had taught herself Latin,
which probably means that she attacked it more seriously later on in life.
The headmaster of Charles Lamb’s school was the notable James Boyer. Boyer was the bewigged schoolmaster
of Elizabethan tradition, who for some unexplained reason always carried a carpenter’s rule in the pocket of his
black gown. He became a historic, English pedagogue, who should be ranked along with Roger Ascham and
Thomas Arnold. Unlike Arnold and Ascham, however, he builded better than he knew with humble material. He
travailed mightily, sparing neither rod nor abuse, little dreaming that the fruit he tended was one day to fall so
ripe, so perfect, and so beautiful to the English ground. The gypsy-dark, wild-eyed, Charles Lamb, the slackmouthed, high-browed Samuel Coleridge, and the ethereal-looking Leigh Hunt were all to be the proofs of his
tutorial skill.
Coleridge gives us this description of Boyer’s training methods:
At the same time that we were studying Greek tragic poets, he made us read Shakespeare and Milton as lessons: and
they were the lessons too, which required most time and trouble to bring up so as to escape his censure … In our own
English compositions … he showed no mercy to phrase, metaphor, or image, unsupported by sound sense, or where the
same sense might have been conveyed with equal force and dignity in plainer words. Lute, harp, and lyre, Muse,
Muses, and inspirations, Pegasus, Pamassus, and Hippocrene, were all an abomination to him. In fancy I can almost
hear him now exclaiming, ‘Harp? Harp? Lyre? Pen and ink, boy, you mean! Muse, boy, Muse? Your nurse’s daughter,
you mean! Pierian Spring? Oh, aye! The cloister-pump, I suppose!’

It was an original teacher in that age who, while forcing Greek and Latin down young Englishmen’s throats,
taught them that equal discipline was required for the mastering of their own tongue. It was also unprecedented to
look backward over the heads of Burke, Pope, and Johnson, the reigning idols of the time, and point to the true
gods of English literature, Shakespeare and Milton. Boyer’s real service was to teach the beauty, grace, and charm
of simple and unstrained language in a Johnsonian age. It is possible to trace the influence of his courage in the
essays of Lamb and Leigh Hunt and in the poetry of Coleridge.
*
The cultural atmosphere of the Lambs’ own fireside must have been pretty Hogarthian. They lived gaily and
simply. Mrs. Lamb, a maidservant related to farmer-folk, left no indication that she was educated above her class.
All that we positively know of her is that she could sign her name. The late E. V. Lucas, the distinguished
authority on the Lambs, mentions this in his biography of Charles Lamb, noting that Mrs. Lamb signed her son’s
petition for entrance to Christ’s Hospital. But in his facsimile of that document her signature does not appear. In
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the absence of almost all information about Mrs. Lamb, even her handwriting would have been something. But
Lucas failed to contribute it.
John Lamb was, as we have seen, a man of native talent, which he expressed in various ways. His verses made
a strong impression on his children, and Charles Lamb never outgrew his early over-estimation of his father’s
poems. Miss Sarah Lamb is described by her nephew as “forever” reading “good books.” Her favourite good
books were The Imitation of Christ and the Roman Catholic Prayer Book. Charles Lamb said that she never read
any secular literature. Her general education may have been slender, but she had, according to Charles, that to
compensate which is sometimes much better: a native endowment of common sense and shrewd wit. Charles
credits his aunt with a fine gift for repartée. Though he gives no examples, this is easy to believe. He was himself
inspired by some strong example to develop himself in this direction. So swift and shrewd was his repartée that
his friends sometimes declared that his sayings were richer and wiser than the things that he wrote.
Sarah Lamb, a humble woman in manners and appearance, possessed a decided personality. What her nephew
tells about her leads one to speculate about her origin. She and her brother had belonged to a family that abode in
a solitary, remote, desolate fen somewhere in Lincolnshire. John Lamb told his children that he had never seen the
inside of a church until he was seven years old, the reason being, as he said; that the roads were so bad and the
church was so far away. Except for Aunt Sarah, Papa, an aunt living in Southwark, and an unnamed “wealthy
relation,” none of this Lincolnshire family enters the Lambs’ picture. The children knew nothing about their
northern ancestors; at least they told nothing about them. If the family had a secret, it was well kept. But Aunt
Sarah’s history suggests that there might have been one and what it might have been.
An elderly woman like this Lincolnshire spinster does not capriciously and of her own choosing take to daily
and hourly reading of the Roman Catholic Prayer Book, pursuing such devotion to the exclusion of almost every
other occupation. Sarah Lamb persisted in reading her prayers, says Charles, all day long and far into the night,
“although admonished daily concerning their Papistical tendency”—admonished, no doubt, by her Anglican
sister-in-law. When the children wanted Aunt Sarah to read the books in Mr. Salt’s library, she refused and called
these works “nasty books.” True, she went to the Protestant church on Sundays. After a while she discovered the
rising Unitarian movement and transferred her Sunday attendance to the Unitarian chapel. But her weekday
devotion to her Catholic Prayer Book continued undiminished. Charles’s summing up of his aunt’s religion was
this:
“With some little asperities in her constitution … she was a steadfast, friendly being, and a fine old Christian.”
The unavoidable inference is that Sarah Lamb had been brought up in the Roman Catholic faith and that, more
loyal than her brother, she continued the practice of her religion in spite of obstacles. Her concealments were
doubtless for his sake, since he could never have held his humble sinecure in the Temple Commons had he been a
Roman Catholic. His sons would not have been eligible for Christ’s Hospital scholarships. Neither would they
have been, eligible for the positions in the South Sea House and India House which Mr. Salt afterwards procured
for them.
All this was to be changed during the lifetime of Charles and Mary Lamb; but the generation to which their
parents belonged still suffered from the most drastic disabilities. No young man could go to the university or
practice law, no old man could bequeath property, if he was a Catholic. Under the circumstances it is quite
understandable that the Lambs, supposing they were Catholics, would have tried to conceal it.
Sarah Lamb’s steady persistence in her religion at home may well have been at the bottom of the trouble
between herself and her sister-in-law. A domestic religious war would go far to explain the contentious home
atmosphere. When, as a mature author, Charles Lamb wrote about his aunt, he referred to her religious habits as a
mere personal detail. He seemed to be really unaware that her religious leanings, as he described them, might
have had any serious significance. Equally, Mary seemed to be unaware that her mother’s and aunt’s differences
were more than a simple misunderstanding of each other’s temperament. It is quite possible that neither Charles
nor Mary, as children, ever fully grasped that Papa’s side of the family was Catholic, assuming that it was so, and
that this blank in their young intelligences was never afterwards filled out. There are childish beliefs and
convictions in everyone which no amount of adult knowledge and experience avails afterwards to correct. Charles
and Mary Lamb were especially prone by temperament to such charming but often misleading survivals.
Aunt Sarah’s “Papistical tendencies” might also account for Charles’s childish illusion that she was a witch.
This secret fear took hold of his mind at the age of six, and his resulting condition reached the acuteness of a
nervous breakdown. The climax of his state is related in detail in his story, “The Witch Aunt.” Seeing the old lady
reading her prayers late at night, he was suddenly seized by an uncontrollable idea.
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A confusion was in my head, who it was I had seen that night:—it was my aunt, and it was not my aunt—it was that
good creature who loved me above all the world, engaged at her good task of devotions—perhaps praying for some
good to me. Again, it was a witch—a creature hateful to God and man, reading backward the good prayers; who would
perhaps destroy me. In these conflicts of mind I passed several weeks, till, by a revolution in my fate, I was removed to
the house of a female relation of my mother’s … It is impossible to say how much good that lady … did to me by
changing the scene … I soon learned to laugh at witch stories; and when I returned … to our own house, my good aunt
appeared to me in the same light in which I had viewed her from my infancy, before that foolish fancy possessed me, or
rather, I should say, more kind, more fond, more loving than before.

To a child nourished as Charles Lamb was on Foxe’s Book of Martyrs and on Stackhouse’s Story of the Bible, a
witch could not have seemed much worse than a Papist. If his affectionate and devoted aunt had to be assigned to
either category, he would have trembled equally at its wickedness. But either idea was naturally too repellent for
his sensitive, loving heart to bear, and all the distressful symptoms which are described in “The Witch Aunt” were.
the result.
Mary Lamb too passed through a nervous crisis, similar to her brother’s. She relates it in one of her best known
and most admired stories, “The Young Mahometan.” A little girl, Margaret Green, had stumbled on a book called
Mahometanism Explained. She had anxiously concluded after reading it that she was a Mahometan. But she kept
the discovery to herself. The painful part of the matter was that her mother, not being a Mahometan, could not be
saved.
“My anxiety on this subject threw me into a fever,” Margaret says. She became so distressed that she awoke in
the night and begged her mother to “be so kind as to be a Mahometan. I tried to explain the reason of my request,”
she adds, “but it was in such an incoherent manner that she could not at all comprehend what I was talking about.”
A physician was called, and he came accompanied by his very kind wife. They took the little girl home with them
for closer observation of her extraordinary malady. By sane and cheerful conversation Margaret Green was
induced to reveal her secret and was finally sent home “perfectly cured.”
Owing to the frankness and intimacy of the material of these stories, “The Witch Aunt” and “The Young
Mahometan,” they have been accepted as personal confessions. It must be more than a coincidence that both
Charles and Mary Lamb as children were nervously upset and rendered panicky by a secret about religion.
Charles was fearful about his aunt, and Mary about her mother; so that both parties to the family contention were
represented in their creations. There must have been an intense secret interest in religion in these children to force
them into fantastic formations so definite and long-enduring.
*
The children of the Temple were as familiar with the Drury Lane Theatre as with the sound of Bow Bells. A
Mr. Fields, who was Papa’s friend and possibly Mamma’s relation, conducted an oil business in Holborn and had
a contract to supply the theatre with lights. He received a generous supply of free tickets and shared them
openhandedly with the drama-loving Lambs. The children began going to plays when they were six years old.
Mary and Charles both remembered the first plays they ever attended and the blissful excitement they
experienced. Six-year-old Charles was present at a performance of Artaxerxes.
“It was all enchantment and a dream. No such pleasure has since visited me but in dreams.”
He sat through the pantomime intensely solemn, too young to laugh. The oil man’s free tickets introduced him,
to Congreve’s Way of the World and other eighteenth-century dramatizations of Bath school morality. Christ’s
Hospital, however, rescued him from this stimulating diversion by refusing to allow him inside of a theatre for a
term of eight years.
Mary Lamb’s first play, at the age of six, was Congreve’s Mourning Bride. She was embarrassed when, on
talking the play over with Papa the next day, she made a slight mistake about the plot. With no Christ’s Hospital to
interfere, Mary’s theatre-going continued on uninterruptedly from then. She went through all of Congreve and the
other contemporary idols. At an age when other girls would have been playing with dolls, she was sitting
entranced before the sophisticated characters of The School for Scandal.
Charles Lamb commented in later life on how little of all this stage-world had been understood by himself and
his sister. He thought the experience had nevertheless .been splendid for both of them. He little considered that
either the strenuous trying to understand or the passive acceptance of the mystery had been equally bad for their
childish feelings and sympathies.
*
Fortunately for English literature, the precocious Lambs had an antidote to the theatre in their life in the
country. There they knew cows and daisies, sheep and pastures, orchards and wheatfields. Charles and Mary could
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never have written their delicate poetry without the hours they had spent in the green gardens of Blakesware.
Without this acquaintance with natural beauty, they could never have been the bold pioneers in the true criticism
of Shakespeare which they afterwards became.
The children \of Elizabeth Lamb were often invited, by permission of the Blakesware country gentry, to stay
with her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Field. The housekeeper’s grandchildren were pleasantly familiar with the Plumer
manor house, its parks and its gardens. John, the eldest, was allowed to ride the Plumers’ spirited horses. It was
probably here at Blakesware also that John acquired the taste for fine paintings which made him something of a
connoisseur in his later years. Mary, who was a big girl before Charles came into the world, spent long months as
a child alone with her grandmother. But according to her recollections, embodied in her stories, her grandmother
paid her very little attention.
The lady of the manor, the last of the Plumers to reside at Blakesware, showed the child an occasional
kindness. In particular she praised Mary’s reading, announcing positively within Mary’s hearing:
“I never heard a child read so distinctly.” While the aged Mrs. Plumer was talking of her needlework and the
elderly housekeeper was prosing about the marriages, births, and deaths in the Plumer family, the little girl
wandered alone about the premises.
“I used to long to have a fairy’s power,” she relates, “to call the children down from their [portraits] to play
with me. One little girl in particular … I often invited to walk … with me, but she still kept her station—one arm
around a little lamb’s neck and in her hand a bunch of roses!”
Mary, standing before the portrait, would so gladly have exchanged places with the little girl’s pet.
Another work of art that held her spellbound was a tapestry representing the story of Hagar and Ishmael. She
rehearsed to herself daily the details of the Biblical history. At other times she stationed herself before the heads
of the twelve Caesars that hung about the hall. She climbed upon a chair to study their faces until she knew every
feature by heart. On one and the same day she played at being a petted, beautiful Plumer heiress, a tragic and
outcast Ishmael, and a magnificent Caesar. All these ravishing adventures could be repeated in fancy the next day,
and the next, and the next.
Old Mrs. Plumer, blind and a recluse for years, died at last when Mary was thirteen. For the next fourteen years
the housekeeper, Mrs. Field, remained in sole charge of the mansion. The place stood untouched with all its
furnishings, careless evidence of the wealth of a great Whig landowner. During this time Mrs. Field’s youngest
grandson, Charles Lamb, became acquainted with its tapestries, paintings, and gardens as intimately as his brother
and sister before him. He was more inclined than they to regard these things as his own, in spite of his
grandmother’s frequent reminders to the contrary.
There were children’s toys left lying about in the deserted house which he looked at but did not touch. In truth
Charles was not tempted. to play with toys when he had fine tapestries and Hogarth drawings to enjoy. Only once
did the little food-loving Charles fall so. low as to be tempted by a peach on the garden wall. It is the sole instance
of anything approaching a depredation on the part of the housekeeper’s grandchildren.
In their reminiscences Mrs. Elizabeth Field is sometimes described as a pretty harsh old lady. Charles’s chief
complaint was that she blew powdered sugar into his eye, pretending to remove a fly. His other complaint, that
she scrubbed him on Saturday nights with Witney flannel and strong soap, is related with a humorous
exaggeration that leaves the cruelty of the performance somewhat in doubt. Mary remembered bitterly how her
grandmother would sometimes say to her:
“Polly, what are those poor crazy moythered brains of yours thinking always?”
To Mary, who was always thinking of herself as Cresar, Ishmael, and a beautiful heiress, this was naturally, an
insulting question. But Mrs. Field must have liked her daughter’s children well enough, since she had them with
her for long months of the year. They continued to visit Blakesware as long as she lived. Charles’s last stay there,
a memorable one for him, took place when he was seventeen. This was just before his grandmother died and
during her last long illness. Perhaps the worst that may be said of her is expressed in the words of Mary Lamb,
who said, as she herself approached the end of life:
“Old people are so stupid.”
All things considered, Blakesware was probably the more wholesome and inspiring of the two childhood
homes of the Lamb children.
*
The birth of Charles Lamb coincided with the beginning of a period of war excitement in England. An
atmosphere of stress and strain mounting to hysteria continued long to rack the mind of the general public. It was
one of those seemingly endless ordeals through which whole nations have to pass at apparently preordained
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intervals. Just two months after Charles Lamb drew his first breath, the Battle of Lexington boomed forth the
beginning of a prolonged revolutionary era, the repercussions of which he was to feel practically all his life.
England was not again to know for a generation the sensations of peace and security.
For many years public opinion wavered between the two warring factions. The great Whig leaders, Chatham,
Burke, and Fox, led a well-organized sentiment on behalf of the Americans. The unfortunate German who sat on
the throne and espoused the cause of the English crown had these subjects to combat as well as the organized
malcontents beyond the seas. The Whigs won in the end and George III succumbed to a psychosis. His disease
may be regarded as a result and a measure of the degree of the existing excitement. A brief term of harassed
readjustment followed and then the French Revolution again shattered all peace.
What had happened during the American wars was but a prelude to the chapter of emotion that followed. The
half-broken Whigs broke utterly under the storm, and a final split in the anti-Georgian party shattered English
stability like an earthquake. It was not long before the grand climax, Napoleon, lifted his head above the horizon
and brought the greatest of all periods of terror upon the English. Not again till the monster was chained at St..
Helena, and then but slowly, did the agonizing public tremors subside.
All this from the beginning to the end took up about fifty years. Not only Charles Lamb but also his sister
Mary and his brother John were fated to spend the greater part of their lives in this difficult half-century. These
London-born children belonged to what we have learned in our time to call significantly the war generation. Mary
and John were approaching adolescence when the American Revolution began. Their childish eyes must have
seen, perhaps with suitable curiosity, the portentous figures of Benjamin Franklin and Tom Paine coming and
going in the Temple. Charles was entering adolescence when the French storm broke. His weak form must have
trembled with the feudal reverberations around him. All three reflected in their lives the difficulties of their era.
*
When Charles Lamb was sent to Christ’s Hospital, Mary Lamb was seventeen. The moment marked a lull in
the national excitement. The American war had been finally and definitely lost and the political turmoil had
momentarily quieted. Charles’s departure for boarding-school followed upon the heels of the treaty of peace.
Mary spent her next few years in pining for her playfellow. With three women in the house—herself, her mother,
and her aunt—she had little to do.
She was old enough to have her future settled, but no doors opened outward for her. If she had been intended
for domestic service, it would have been the proper time to start this career. But genteel occupations had been
planned for her brothers, and Mary also apparently expected something better than domestic service. She was
vaguely headed for the ultimate distinction of becoming “Miss Lamb.”
But this could not last forever. A timid and bookish young woman, without social classification of any kind,
she probably had small chance of marriage. Even the most impractical family—and the fantastic Lambs were not
altogether impractical—could see that Mary would have to earn her living. Within another three or four years, at
the age of twenty or thereabouts, she began working at the trade of seamstress.
Mary would certainly have liked to be a teacher had there been any way into the profession open to her. There
was a dame school in the Temple or near by kept by a Mrs. Elizabeth Reynolds, which little Charles Lamb
attended for a short time. Mary knew Mrs. Reynolds, an odd little woman with an impediment of speech, which
could have done the stammering Charles no good at all, except that it formed the basis of a permanent mutual
sympathy. The only alliance between Mary and Mrs. Reynolds was one of friendship.
Instead of following in Mrs. Reynolds’s footsteps, Mary turned to sewing. Her childish picture of the kind,
elegant, needlework-loving Mrs. Plumer presumably weighted her choice. Mary became a dressmaker, or a
mantua-maker, as the trade was called in those days.
She could not have succeeded at this work without considerable ability. Paris set the fashions then as it has
done since. The elaborateness of French styles was such that it became one of the causes of the French
Revolution. The concoction of a fashionable dress, or even of a headdress of expensive materials, required a high
degree of skill and efficiency. This skill and efficiency Mary achieved sufficiently to earn her living. She had
served some kind of apprenticeship, whether long or short, successfully, and had found the means of marketing
her labour. It shows a surprising early level of adjustment in a life that was later on to deviate so far from
normality.
The ominous side of the picture even then was that Mary did her work at home. Her dressmaking went on in
the same narrow chambers in which the whole family lived. Home work in London was common, of course; but
in that ingrowing, shut-in, excitable household it added another element of stress and strain to the existing tension.
A glimpse of the Lambs at this time, however, shows them enjoying a reasonably peaceful and progressive life.
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The oldest boy, John, had left Christ’s Hospital at fifteen and had been for several years at the South Sea House.
According to Charles Lamb’s description of this institution, it offered a sad career from the point of view of the
mettlesome youth that John Lamb is said to have been. The South Sea “Bubble” had burst for many thousands of
people, but it still had meager dividends for certain preferential investors.
For one thing, it gave poorly paid employment to stockholders’ protégés whom they did not otherwise know
where to place. Samuel Salt was one of these preferred investors. Young John Lamb, with the beard just sprouting
on his face, was sent to work with dull, somnolent old bachelors. But the employment was genteel and the pay
was sure.
Charles Lamb had meantime progressed to the middle of his course at Christ’s Hospital, with the presumption
that he would eventually follow further in his brother’s footsteps. His future was similarly assured. Mrs. Lamb’s
health was good. John Lamb the elder was still a robed pannier, only slightly bent with age, the active chief of the
other Temple waiters. His amiable patron, Mr. Salt, was growing older, yet he kept his practical affairs in order
and his financial fields as well tended as ever. Business went on as usual in London, strangely undamaged by the
American war, and the well-heeled Mr. Salt may be assumed to have enjoyed his share of the general prosperity.
*
Yet there were occasional faint presagings of a new dawn in the world, while ominous forewarnings of change
crept even into the Benchers’ corner. In the year 1786 Salt succumbed to a severe illness. He was nursed by Mrs.
Lamb, with great “care and attention” as the Bencher noted and as one likes to remember, for the records of Mrs.
Lamb’s kind acts are more than sparse. Under her nursing Mr. Salt recovered his health completely. But the
seriousness of his illness reminded him that his years were numbered.
The Bencher made his will. He left £500 in South Sea stock to his “servant, John Lamb,” and £200 separately
to his servant’s wife. His generosity was not immoderate in view of the facts that John Lamb had served him well
for forty years and that Salt was a bachelor without near relations. But that was his testament and the legatees
were all too soon to reap its benefits, such as they were.
Public events were thickening unpleasantly around the aging barrister’s head. The Whigs had been reduced to
a party of minor political influence. After many inside years Salt and his friends were left on the outside
struggling to get in. According to Charles Lamb’s portrait of Salt in the “Old Benchers,” he was gently stubborn
about his politics.
Many a sarcastic growl did [Coventry, the Tory] cast out … at the political confederates of his associate [Salt],
which rebounded from the gentle bosom of the latter like cannon-balls from wool.

But Salt was getting a bit old now for the outside struggle. In May 1789 came the assembling of the French
States-General. We are told that this was not at once realized as a shock in England. But the fall of the Bastille
followed in July; the King and the royal family were forced to return to Paris from Versailles in October; and the
Declaration of the Rights of Man was proclaimed in November.
By this time the news had got around and the reaction was terrific. Anxiety had quickened to terror; and terror
to panic. To an aging man, strongly set in his opinions and unchanging by temperament, the ensuing turmoil in
England must have been an ordeal.
At the beginning of the summer of 1792 Salt fell ill again; and in July, with London still aghast at the
incredible mobbing of the Tuileries, the Bencher died. For the Lambs his death piled a personal crisis on top of
the social crisis.
For several months past, the aged Mrs. Field at Blakesware had been sinking to the grave with cancer. One
month after Salt’s demise the old lady died too. Her body was borne with great respect to the Widford village
churchyard, and the manor-house, which had sheltered the Lamb children, was closed forever.
Thus simultaneously they lost their two guardian angels in the secured classes. Income, home, and the balance
of old and fixed associations crashed all at once. The warp and woof of their whole existence were suddenly rent
asunder.
The Lamb family left the Temple for a life of banishment and exile. John Lamb had lived in the enclosure the
greater part of his life and his children had there grown to maturity. It had been their home for two generations.
But the Corporation of the Temple was not a personal overlord like the benign Blakesware owners who had
allowed their aged housekeeper a home in which to spend her declining years. The elderly waiter had to strike out
now into new paths.
A fateful migration led him and his family to No. 7 Little Queen Street in near-by High Holborn. There they
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settled down in respectable but cramped lodgings.
The house into which they moved has been long since wiped out by London street-widening operations. The
scene of the most painful chapter in their lives does not now survive. …
133.95 1. The Lion And The Cowboy 2. Old Master Takes A Trip 3. Planting Salt 4. Colored man, Jew, And White
Man 5. On The Cooling Board 6. Three Wishes 7. Baptizing A Hard Candidate: Seven Folktales\fn{by Wilfred
Winfrey (1891- )} Camden, Ouachita County, Arkansas, U.S.A. (M) 2
1
The Fox was beat up by a Lion. And he wanted to get even with the Lion. He was laying down by the side of
the road, and he saw a cowboy come along riding a horse. He had a .45 on his right side, he had a .45 on his left
side, and he had a .45 Winchester across his saddle. Then the Fox crawled off and met this Lion, and asked him,
had he ever seen a Man. So the Lion told him no. If he did see one he would roll his hair over his head and jump
to him and tear him to pieces.
“Okay,” the Fox said. “You come with me in the morning and I’ll show you a Man.”
So he placed this Lion in the middle of the road, and he laid beside the bushes. The cowboy rode up the road
and the Lion saw the cowboy. He rolled his hair up over his head and made for the cowboy. The cowboy took his .
45 from the left side and shot the Lion in the left side. The Lion grabbed a handful of leaves and stuck it on the
wound. The cowboy drawed the gun from the right side, and hit the Lion in the right side. That turned the Lion—
he wheeled and run. There was a hill he had to go up and over, and as he was going over the top, the cowboy shot
him with the .45 Winchester.
He just made it to his den. When the Fox came by, he was laying there grunting and aching with pain. The Fox
asked him, innocently,
“What’s the matter? Did you see the Man?” Lion said,
“Yes. He pulled out something and throwed it and hit me in the left side. And I grabbed some leaves and stuck
it on my left side, and made towards him. He throwed something with his right hand and hit me on the right side.
And I wheeled and run.” And he says,
“You know that little hill I have to go over? Just as I went over that hill he throwed up something and it said
Sshow. And my tail flew up, going over the hill, and he cut me a brand-new ass.”
2
Old Marster had this main fellow on his farm he put his confidence in, John. Old Marster told him he was going
away on a trip, and he’d be gone for three weeks. He packed his bags and left. So when John figgered Old Marster
had left, he goes around and invites all of the friends and all of the hands that was on the farm. And he kills up a
couple of sheeps, a couple of hogs, bakes a gang of cakes, and told them,
“We’re going to have a big flangdang.”
When the company begin to pour in they start a regular old barn dance. And John was calling the sets:
All over there come over here,
All over here go over there,
Won’t that be gitting t-h-e-r-e.

After a while his wife discovered Old Boss had come in. Old Boss had got him a partner and started to dance.
He’d smutted\fn{Blackened} his face, and when he began to dance he sweats, and when he sweat you could see
white streaks on his face. So John’s wife says,
“John, I believe that’s Old Boss done come in.” John tells her,
“Go on old lady, go on; you don’t know what you talking about; I’ll haul off and knock a brain outa you.”
But as Old Boss danced and sweat his skin showed up more and more, and John discovered too it was Old
Boss. So John said,
“Wait a minute, I got something to tell you all: you all get outa here the best way you can, ’cause I’m going out
the chimley.”
3
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He was one of them smart guys y’know. Anything Mahster wanted to know he’d tell him. So he says,
“Old Mahster, I’d like to go out tonight. How about letting me go?”
“No, you’d better stay here tonight; I got lots of work laid out for you.” Next morning when Old Mahster got
up he says,
“John, you ketch the mule over there, and saddle up my horse.”
So they gets on the horse and mule, and rides around over the farm, which has quite a bit of vacant land, till
they come to a small empty place of about ten acres. So he says,
“John, suppose we plant some peas here, do you think they’ll grow?”
“Oh, yes, they’ll come up.” Old Mahster stood there, and looked around, he’s thinking it over, and so he asks,
“How about planting some corn in that space over there?” John says,
“Oh that would be fine.”
“Now John, since you know everything,” he says, “if we plant some salt in that spot over there, do you think
it’ll grow?” John says,
“Yes, Mahster, I was just thinking about that.”
4
There were four fellows, the Jew, I-talian, a white man, and a colored man. They was all four buddies. So they
were sitting down talking one day, and this colored fellow says,
“Let’s make a pot; the first one dies gets five dollars apiece to carry him across Jordan.”
Well, in about a couple of months this I-talian died. So the colored fellow told them,
“Boss, let’s go and give our I-talian friend this five dollars.” The Jew says,
“B’jesus, how can we give him the five dollars; he’s dead and in the box.” So the white fellow says,
“Oh, that’s easy, just follow me and I’ll show you what to do about it.”
So they line up and go in. The white fellow taken out his billfold, pulled five dollars out, and dropped it in the
box. So the colored man he was next; he taken his billfold out, and drops five dollars in the box. And the Jew he
was last. He reached out and got the ten dollars was dropped in the box, and wrote the I-talian a check for fifteen.
5
This humpback died, and the people came over to wash him up, clean him up, lay him out on the cooling
board. So he couldn’t lay flat on the board and he lay with his head up and his feet up. Other fellow said,
“Tell you what, we’ll tie him down, put a string around his head and another around his neck.”
And they got out on their knees, begin to pray over this feller. And the string from his neck broke and that
made him set up, just like a man sitting up you know.
So one guy happened to look up and he seen him sitting up, so he went on out the door. The next guy, he
happened to look up, so he went on out, eased out the door. So finally the whole bunch got out and left nobody
but the preacher.
So he was still down on his knees praying. And when he said “Amen” and raised up, he looked right into this
dead fellow's face. So he jumped up and grabbed at his pistol, put it on this fellow and said,
“Lay down or I’ll kill you again.”
6
There was a cowboy, and he wanted to be a strong man. So he saddled his horse and went down the street
riding along. A snake crossed the path before him, and he taken his gun out to shoot it. So the snake says,
“Mr. Cowboy, don’t shoot me, and I’ll make you any deal that you want me to.” So the cowboy says:
“All right. Make me three wishes.” The snake tells him,
“Go ahead and wish.” So the cowboy says:
“I wisht I had muscles like Joe Louis.\fn{ Aka Joseph Louis Barrow (1914-1981), professional boxing Heavyweight Champion
of the World (1937-1949).} And I’d like to have features like Clark Gable.”\fn{ Aka William Clark Gable (1901-1960),
American actor.} And he says, “I’d like to be as strong as this stud I’m riding.” So the snake says,
“Okay, you go home, go to bed early, get up in the morning and see if you’ve got your wishes.”
So the cowboy got up the next morning; he throwed his bathrobe back; he says,
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“I got the muscles like Joe Louis.” He looked in the mirror, and he says,
“I got the features like Clark Gable.” Then he pulled his bathrobe back again and looks down. He says,
“Well, I’ll be durned; I forgot I was riding a mare.”
7
There was a preacher running a revival, and he had several candidates to join the church. And so he told all the
candidates to be ready Sunday; he was going to have a baptizing.
So he baptized all of ’em and they come out praising the Lord. The last one he had to baptize was one of them
stubborn-head guys. So the preacher raised his right hand and said,
“I baptize this my brother in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost.” And the fellow come up
wiping the water out of his face. And so they carried him down again.\fn{ Suggs explains: “The preacher and the deacon
get one on each side.. The preacher gets hold of the chest and one arm, and the deacon the other arm, and they carry him backwards in the
water.”} And the candidate goes down again, and the preacher blesses him. When he comes up the second time the

deacon says to him,
“Say something, say something.” So the candidate; asks him,
“What shall I say?” He tells him,
“Say, ‘I believe.’” So the preacher raises his right hand up the third time and says,
“I baptize this my brother in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost.”
When he comes up the third time, wiping the water off his face, he says,
“I believe, I believe.” And the preacher says,
“You believe what?” And he says,
“I believe yo sons of bitches is trying to drown me.”
1920
133.113 Death Of A Country Doctor\fn{by Mary Myrtle Medearis (1915-2012)} North Little Rock, Pulaski County,
Arkansas, U.S.A. (F) 11
I was fifteen the winter that my father died. Little Doc, my brother one year younger, stood at the foot of the
stairs that evening, one hand leaning against the banister post. He had come from upstairs. The living-room where
we sat, we three sisters, was peaceful and full of busy thoughts. Night had crept into the room. The firelight and
the lamp on the desk made the only light. Melie Kate studied at the desk, her nine-year-old head bent over
arithmetic problems. Ruth, seven, sat cross-legged in front of the fire. Her head leaned against my knees as she
read her lesson aloud for the third time.
Suddenly I became aware that Little Doc was still standing at the staircase. A pounding flame roared through
me, and I turned to him with an effort. His tall figure stood silent. He nodded only once: a world crashed to bits.
My eyes followed him, unable to pull away, as he walked across the floor and into the dining-room. The door
closed softly and my thoughts were left behind.
My thoughts! I must find the answer now to the question that had lain dormant until Death had brought it to
life. What do the four of us do now? Where do we go? Futile now to hold for Mother’s return in time.
“Four more months,” the letters from the sanitarium always said.\fn{ A tuberculosis sanitarium is meant; they were very
common at one time.} “Maybe six months. Maybe a year. You must make other plans.”
Yes, I must think now. How does one begin thinking again when seemingly the very essence of one’s life has
suddenly been dissolved? For six long months—summer and autumn—the warp in the woof of my daily living
had been the thread of Father’s life; that life being consumed so mercilessly by a strange brain disease. Even in
sleep, the conscious mind had slept while the subconscious kept guard for the slightest stir in the next room. The
very heart-beat of the day had been Father. Father waiting so childishly patient for the smallest pause in the day’s
chores.
“Read now.” Shakespeare, Cervantes, Arabian Nights, Pickwick Papers.
“Read Shelley tonight, Mary. Adonais.” That horrible line—
and cold hopes swarm like worms within our living clay.
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“Father, don’t make me read that again. It has the feeling of putty—lifeless, encasing putty.”
Those hours of reading were finished. Death, with a touch of his blasting finger, had erased all pages of books.
I sat unmoving; a clear, cold feeling surrounded me. I looked down from a high ground; aware of no thoughts,
only sensory touches to my being. The dry crackling of the flames. The drone of Ruthie’s voice. The weight of her
head against my knees. The soft markings of Katie’s pencil with the chewed eraser. A rain crow mourning in the
woods. The shouting stillness of the Presence upstairs. The dirge of the dialing phone in the other room.
Two thoughts entered slowly and heavily. Melie Kate and Ruth. One can live with Aunt Melicent, the other
with Uncle Eldon. Uncle Eldon, with his quick intellect, must understand that Ruthie’s stolid ways of thinking
take patient thoughtfulness. Aunt Melicent mustn’t guide Melie Kate’s musical fingers too much; her shyness is
like a sensitive plant. Little Doc and I can decide later where we can go.
“Six more months,” the letter always said. “Maybe a year. You must make other plans.”
Melie Kate yawned and stretched like a cat. Ruth’s voice paused in midsentence as she turned a page.
“Ruthie”—my voice was cracked and dry—“Ruthie—sit here by me. The light’s bad there.”
*
Early in the dawn of the next morning the wagons began arriving. The first one creaked beneath my bedroom
window in the last shadows of the night. It stopped in the road outside. Hushed voices blended with the crunch of
footsteps on the frozen ground and the leathery clink of the horses’ harness. Farmers taking produce to the town
curb markets, I thought. They often stopped to water their horses from the trough that Father had built in the
corner by the oak tree.
The stars were still out when the second wagon groaned into the yard. Footsteps stamped on the crusted
ground and up the steps of the front porch. A door opened, and the footsteps muffled into the house. Strange! I
walked to my bedroom door and to the top of the stairs. A cadence of whispering voices came from below. Busy
voices. A head came around the corner of the staircase and seeing me, the rest of the body followed. Fat old
Fraulein from across the road.
“Ah, Miss Mary, the dust that you’ve let lay in this house. It can’t be here when the Doctor gets back. Tell me
where the cloths be.”
“In the closet under the stairs,” I answered. “Who else is there?”
“Come down for yourself if you can’t be sleeping. They’re people from back country.”
People from back country! Ten and twenty miles back country! Four hours ride in their creaky wagons—and
here they were in the dawn. What manner of grapevine had sent the news of the death of their Doctor so quickly?
I knocked on Little Doc’s door. No answer. He must be downstairs with Fraulein and the hushed voices. I
hadn’t undressed; back to my room for shoes and a sweater and I was downstairs too. I stood by the banister, the
same place that Little Doc had stood the evening before. Fraulein had found the dust-cloths; she was in every
corner at once, dust flying from the whirling cloth in her hands. Little Doc stood by a great bearded man at the
front door. A man from the back country. His heavy mackintosh dripped with snow and his boots were wrinkled
and smelling of oil.
“I heerd about Big Doc,” he said, his enormous hands twisting his stained hat. “We brung turnips.”
I held out my hand. He crossed to me in two great strides.
“I’ll get you a spade,” Little Doc said. “You can bury them in the back yard if you’ve time.”
They went through the door toward the kitchen, Little Doc’s tall lankiness coming only to the huge Pole’s
shoulder. Two women sat by the fireplace.
“I’m Hank Farris’ wife,” one said. I remembered. Hank Farris worked on the railroad.
“Hank blowed the whistle three times when the train come by tonight, and we knowed Big Doc was dead.
Berta and me thought you’d be needing someone to do the cookin’.”
“It’s kind of you. There’s no bread.”
“We brung bread,” Berta said. “Eggs, too.”
By ten o’clock that morning the yard was full of wagons and battered trucks from back country. People from
the town hadn’t arrived yet. It was too early.
The sun shone gloriously and warm. Horses stamped and whinnied in the woods where they were tied.
Indoors, the atmosphere was charged with the bustle of busy people. A warm odor of fresh bread came from the
kitchen. Fraulein darned socks in the dining-room.
“I found these in the basket on the sewing machine,” she said reprovingly; a finger through a hole in the toe.
“Little Doc’s, too.”
A young Polish girl with old-woman eyes pushed a plump infant toward me.
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“This is Mary Kate Ruth.” Mary Kate Ruth, named for the three daughters of the country doctor, who had
taken the young mother into his house one midnight when a hospital couldn’t be reached in time. The baby had
been delivered on the long table in the living-room.
“Not one cry from that mother,” Father told us afterward. “She looked at me with those suffering eyes and
said, ‘Don’t worry, Big Doc—we won’t wake your babies.’” Those anguished fingernails had left deep scratches
on the varnish of the table.
I turned away and stood in the doorway to the living-room. Around the fireplace were the men from the back
country. Their pipes were lit.
“See this thumb? Thar’s where the buzz saw went clean through it. Big Doc stuck it back on and danged if
they didn’t grow smack together again.”
The thumb reached down with a forefinger and struck a match on the brick fireplace. A haze of smoke spiraled
toward the ceiling.
“It’s mighty funny,” said a gaunt man with a black beard. “I always thought if Doc ever died it’d be of
pneumonia. He never buttoned that overcoat of his’n. Never wore no gloves neither. Wife’d say, ‘Git in here, Doc,
and stick them hands in this hot water.’ Doc’d laugh and say, ‘Now, tush, Miz Arrington, you know I cain’t
breathe when my hands got gloves on ’em. They can’t feel,’ he’d say. ‘Might as well be dead hands.’”
Jake Granther propped a booted foot on an andiron.
“When Doc gouged a bullet out’n that laig he lamed me a poem.” He spat thoughtfully into the fire. “Mighty
educated man, Big Doc was. Poem went, ‘Tobaccy is a dirty weed. I like it. It makes you thin, It makes you lean,
It takes the hair plumb off your bean, It’s the worst damned stuff I’ve ever seen. I like it.’”
Fraulein brushed past me toward the men at the fireplace.
“Up, Jake. Big Doc’s coming home.”
Jake’s foot came off the andiron and he looked toward the window. A long black car was driving into the yard.
The men rose and turned toward the door. The man with the scarred thumb knocked his pipe against the
mantelpiece.
A song soared upward. A song in my heart. No song of grief; a song of love. Love for a roaring train that
plowed through the night, trumpeting to the countryside that Big Doc, with his rough kind hands, wouldn’t be
knocking at their doors any longer. Love for an inarticulate Pole, whose sympathy lay in turnips buried in the frost
of the back yard. Love for Fraulein’s hands that brushed away the dust; for long scratches on a table; for bread
and eggs in the kitchen. Where was the problem that had weighted down my heart? There was no problem. Big
Doc had released us. Released the four of us to find our life together. The four of us were one.
Melie Kate stood in the doorway with me. Ruth touched my sleeve.
“Aunt Melicent’s car is coming up,” she said, close to me. “Sister0—wherever you’re going, I’m going too.
The words of the eternal Ruth. I couldn’t see her; a fog was between us. I could only hear Little Doc’s voice in
the distance, speaking the words for me.
“Yes, Ruthie. No one’s going anywhere. We’re staying here.”
*
It was the last Sunday in May. There was a cool smell of hawthorn in the air; and spring grass, and new mint
leaves by the back porch steps. The sun was molten, pouring through the open windows of the living-room into
oblong blocks of yellow warmth. I sat on the floor in the block by the bookcase, looking through Mother’s
scrapbook. Funny! You’d never think Mother was sentimental. There was an old recital program, dated from a
year when she was Molly Hendricks, and up on one corner was her handwriting,
“Dr. Robert Anderson sat across to the left. I think Smike’s hands must have looked like his.”
A door slammed upstairs. Little Doc called “Sister!” but I didn’t answer. He tore down the stairs, pausing at the
landing to clear the last five steps in a leap that jarred the whole house. He yelled out the side window.
“Sister! Hey, Sister!” Without looking up, I said,
“I’ll laugh the day you fall from the top to the bottom.”
“You’ve got a long wait then, Sourface,” he answered pleasantly. “Get up and find Melie Kate and Ruth. We’re
going on a picnic.”
“Who said so?”
“Mother did.”
I looked up at that. We hadn’t been on a picnic since Father had died, and Mother had been home for four
spring Sundays with not a word for a picnic before. Then I remembered. Ruth’s eighth birthday! It was two days
past, yes, but a picnic on a birthday Sunday was tradition. I closed the scrapbook and scrambled to my feet.
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“All right, I’ll find them. You get the basket.”
The two little sisters were making a hospital among the roots of the big oak tree in the far corner of the yard.
“Come on in, Katie and Ruth. We’re going on a picnic.”
Melie Kate’s eyes shone. She was on her feet in an instant, but Ruth kept stolidly carving steps out of a tiny
clay hillock.
“Come on, Ruthie.”
“In a minute.” We waited impatiently.
“Hurry, Ruthie!”
“I can’t hurry. There’s been a wreck and I’ve got to get these steps finished before the ambulance gets here.”
“It’s the door to the operating-room,” Melie Kate explained.
“Well, we’re going on in,” I said. “You’ll get left.”
Melie Kate took my hand and we ran across the yard. “It’s a hash picnic,” I called back from the porch.
The picnic basket was on the kitchen table, and Little Doc pulled the lid over the top as Melie Kate and I came
through the door from the dining-room.
“I’ve already put in my part,” he said. “I’m going to the attic and get the water jars.”
“Wait for me,” I called after him. “Here, Katie. Quick! You wait in the dining-room until I put my hash in the
basket. You can fix yours while I’m helping Little Doc.”
I pushed her into the dining-room and closed the door. Then I hurried toward the back porch for the box of
marshmallows behind the flour bin in the pantry. Mother stood at the back porch table, turning to glower and
brandish the carving-knife as I opened the door.
“Here, young lady! Scoot! No looking in on a hash picnic.” I closed the door quickly.
“Oh dear!” There was a jar of pickled watermelon rind on the top of the cabinet, so I dropped that in the basket
and covered the top again.
“All right, Melle Kate.” She opened the door so quickly that I suspected an eye at the keyhole. I glared sternly,
but her face was candid and inquiring.
“Children who peek get thrown in the creek,” I sang as I raced up the stairs after Little Doc.
But something had happened to Little Doc. He wasn’t laughing any more. His face was expressionless, and he
stood far off behind his eyes and mouth. He spoke shortly,
“You don’t need to help.”
“But I always help you” He had the two jars in his arms and started downstairs.
“Aren’t you driving?” he asked over his shoulder.
“Yes. Mother doesn’t feel well enough yet.”
“You’d better get the car out, then, and let me do this.”
“It’s in the driveway,” I answered in a small voice, but I knew that wasn’t right. Little Doc didn’t want me to
help him. “Guess maybe I’d better see if Ruthie’s come in though.”
Ruthie had come in, so I took the car keys out of the wooden shoe on the mantelpiece and sat in the car to wait.
It gave me time to think about that stony look on Little Doc’s face. I had time to think about it all the while that
we drove through the town and out the Conway Pike toward our old picnic grounds. I didn’t even argue when
Melle Kate suggested the two poplars by Cricket Creek. I was remembering the times that I had run against that
look of Little Doc’s during the past few months. We would be having such fun together, the two of us, and then
suddenly without a breath of warning, he would back off. Far off, behind an impenetrable wall. Oh, Little Doc,
what’s happening? You never shut doors on me before!
We reached Cricket Creek, and Little Doc rolled two big stones in front of the back wheels to keep the car
from rolling away. Father had started that. One day he had squinted at the two front headlights and said,
“That critter’s got a wicked eye. I don’t trust just brakes to hold it.”
Mother and I spread the tablecloth under the two big poplars, and Melie Kate and Ruth scampered off for
stones to weight the corners down. Little Doc pulled out the back car seat for Mother to sit on.
“I love hash picnics,” Mother said. “Remember what happened the first one we ever had?”
They would never let me forget it! I had told each of the others that I hoped someone would think to put in
tuna fish sandwiches because I liked them so much—and everyone had put in tuna fish sandwiches. Thirty-four
tuna fish sandwiches, and one pickle that Mother had remembered.
Little Doc grinned at me and I grinned back. Why, nothing was wrong! It must have been my imagination—
that tone in his voice before. Someone had to see if the car was ready! I called happily,
“Hey, Katie. A stone here.”
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“It’s coming,” Mother said dryly. It was coming, clenched in both of Melie Kate’s arms. She ran in a beeline
for me, Ruth close at her heels, a stick in her hands and fury on her face.
“I saw it first!” Ruth yelled. “I saw that rock first!”
I held out my hands for the stone, and Little Doc took the stick from Ruthie’s stubborn hands.
“We’ll use this to roast marshmallows,” he said. “Go back and get three more.”
“No. Wait!” Mother sat on the car seat. “Let’s open the basket. We can get the roasting sticks later.”
We sat around the tablecloth in tense excitement. Mother was maddeningly slow in taking the lid off. She
pulled out a brown-paper sack, peered deliberately inside.
“That’s not fair, Mother. What’s in it?” Solemnly she turned it upside down.
“Knives!” We all groaned.
“And glasses.”
“ONE glass.”
“That’s Ruthie’s,” I said gaily. “Lazy thing. Serve her right if everyone had to eat just what they brought.”
Mother unwrapped sandwiches.
“Look! Corn bread and onion sandwiches. That’s Little Doc’s.” Melie Kate pealed with merriment.
“He’s got jelly on the corn bread, too. That’s terrible.”
“Oh, I don’t know. I like it. Anyway, look at yours.”
We always recognized Katie’s sandwiches; the bread was ragged on the edges where she pulled the crusts off.
“How did Melie Kate get in my family of crust-eaters?” Mother asked. “She’ll make sissies out of all of us.”
“What’s Sister’s hash?”
“Marshmallows.” Little Doc smirked.
“Always marshmallows.”
“No, it isn’t!” A blank silence from all four.
“No marshmallows?”
“Nope!” I was smug. “I won’t be taken for granted any more.”
“Doesn’t really matter,” Little Doc said. “You always ate all of them anyway.”
Mother finished emptying the basket of her apples, and the stalk of bananas and thick ham sandwiches.
“This is the last of the ham,” she remarked.
A shadow brushed out gaiety. Jess Arrington from the back country had brought us that hog the day that Big
Doc died. I reached for one of the sandwiches with the ragged edges. Suddenly a sharp whack and a surprised
howl of pain from Melie Kate. The stick was in Ruth’s hands.
“It was my stone,” she explained.
“All right, Ruth! That’s enough!” Mother picked up two of the ham sandwiches and a banana and put them in
Ruthie’s hands. “Go behind that hickory tree to eat your lunch.”
Ruth scuffed forlornly toward the tree. None of us said a word. In a moment she had turned and flounced back
to the table. She picked up the glass, turned on her heel, and marched primly behind the tree.
Little Doc looked at Mother.
“We’ll have to forgive her. She’s the only one who brought a glass.”
Melie Kate sighed decisively. “Yes. Guess we will.”
“No we won’t!” Mother was firm. “She sits right there until we’ve finished. We can drink out of the fruit-jar
lids.”
“They leak,” Melie Kate said hopefully, but Mother handed the jar of watermelon preserves across to Little
Doc.
“See if you can open this with your scout knife. I can’t budge it.”
It wasn’t long until the last sandwich was finished, and the last apple rolled surreptitiously to Ruth, who still
sat behind the hickory tree. I sat waiting for Little Doc to suggest that we go down the road to find a persimmon
tree to shake down. Always after a picnic, Little Doc and I went on foraging journeys together. Once we had
found an Indian burial mound. Once we had caught eighty-two crawfish in the shallow creek. That was the day
that Father and Melie Kate and Ruth had come marching down upon us, blowing shrilly on three willow whistles
and ordering immediate release of the eighty-two prisoners of war. Under their stern eyes we had been forced to
empty the rusty cans of their scratching, clawing captives, and watch them scuttle away under pebbles and black
roots. Then Father had turned and started off with his long swinging stride.
“Follow in my footsteps, men,” he called back, and Ruth looked at the distance between his seven-league
footprints.
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“But Father, you don’t make many.”
That humorously gentle expression as he looked at her. Then an abrupt blow on his whistle and they were
piping through the trees again.
Little Doc got to his feet at last, and I rose with him.
“Guess I’ll go down to the creek and skip stones,” he said, not looking at anyone. “Come on, Melie Kate and
Ruth. I’ll show you how.”
It was a long second before Melie Kate scrambled to her feet and ran after him.
Ruth’s head poked inquiringly from behind her tree.
“Go on, Ruthie,” Mother said softly, and the two little sisters copied Little Doc’s long awkward strides down
the path to the creek.
I didn’t want to stand there, too big and too clumsy, an empty feeling in my hands, but I couldn’t seem to sit
down either. Mother stood with me.
“There might be cattails up the creek, Sister. We can clear this up later.”
I followed her through the trees and up the side of the creek. We gathered great armloads of white haw-apple
blossoms and long feathery grasses.
“Look, Sister—”
A wide bare space between the trees was a carpet of tiny blue star flowers. Mother’s voice was warm and
happy as it always was when we were wandering through the woods.
My heart was miserable. I wanted to ask her something, but what could I ask? “Mother, doesn’t Little Doc
want me to help him any more?” That wasn’t it. Little Doc was my brother; we always worked together. “Mother,
I don’t believe that Little Doc wants me for his best friend any longer?” I couldn’t say that out loud. Not even to
myself. Little Doc and I had never talked about being friends; our feeling was too deeply wedged in to be poured
into an empty shell of words. It had begun far back in Clendenin School, when a third-grade boy had smashed a
Valentine box that I had made, and Little Doc, only a second-grader, had kicked him in the shin until it bled. Little
Doc had been beaten up, and afterward we had walked the six blocks home together, not saying anything. We
couldn’t. You can’t talk about a feeling like that.
Mother and I lay on our backs beneath a giant maple tree and looked up through the depth of green leaves. The
clear feeling of space was comforting. Mother’s voice seemed to come from nowhere.
I wish I knew what to say to you, Sister.”
I lay still; I should have known I wouldn’t have to ask.
“Do you know what the word jealousy means?”
I shook my head. “Little Doc isn’t jealous of me, if that’s what you’re saying.”
“No, he’s proud of you—”
“And I’m proud of him, Mother.”
Words wanted to tumble out now.
“He’s the only boy in school who’ll graduate when he’s only fifteen. And when Frank picked him to work in
his grocery store this summer, I was so proud that I hurt inside.” The feeling came back, just remembering it.
Mother said,
“Remember the day that he got a bonus from the Gazette for having the only hundred per cent paper route in
town?”
I remembered. Father had said, “A job well done,” and Little Doc had sat in his place at the head of the table
that night. After supper when we went into the living-room, I had sat at the piano and played every piece that I
had ever learned.
“That was one sort of jealousy,” Mother said.
“Oh, no, Mother! No it wasn’t! Little Doc had done his job well and I wanted to show that I was doing mine
well too.”
“That’s what I mean, Sister. Sometimes people don’t know when they’re jealous, and I don’t believe that Little
Doc knows right now that he’s got a kind of jealousy for you. But he has. He’s trying to push you away from him,
because you’re standing in a place that he wants.”
I started to speak, but Mother put her hand over my mouth.
“Little Doc wants Big Doc’s place. You’re the eldest, you see, and when the four of you stayed there all these
months waiting for me to come home, you had to be the head of the house. You had to be the leader. I know what
a load of responsibility fell on you. I’ve never quite been able to tell you how very proud I’ve been.”
My throat ached at her words, but I couldn’t understand her. True, my word had always been the final one, and
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I had done the speaking for the four of us, but Little Doc and I had always made the decisions together. He had
done as much as I. After a time Mother said,
“Maybe, Sister, you could give your place to Little Doc now and take a place with me, would you? If you’re
going to be a piano teacher in my place some day, it’s time you learned to keep lesson books and had a pupil or
two of your own to supervise. You can have your place, Little Doc can have his—not too close together”—I felt
that she was groping for something—“Anyway, the head of a family should be a man. Little Doc’s our man now.”
It was good to lie like a part of the warm hard earth, the sun making little golden feathers of .light through the
dense leaves overhead. I took a deep breath of contentment and relief. “I could die here,” I thought happily.
“Sister!” Mother spoke sharply and sat up. “I smell wild plums.” I sniffed the air.
“That's only spring.” She walked quickly to the creek.
“Come here. Just come here and look.” I groaned and rolled over reluctantly. Mother was jubilant.
“Can’t fool this nose of mine.”
Down the three-foot bank, nearly hidden by brush, was a thicket of wild plum bushes.
“We’ll have wild plum and apple jelly until I’m gray-headed. What can we put them in?”
I was excited with her.
“There.” A lard bucket lay at the foot of the bank. “You start picking and I’ll go back for the picnic basket.”
I started on a run, past the maple tree, over the carpet of blue star flowers, on through the woods toward the
two big poplars. My heart was light and the sun was warm. Little Doc stood near the poplar trees.
“We found wild plums!” I shouted.
He didn't move. Just looked at me, a tight look on his face, his open scout knife in his hands. Then I saw Melie
Kate. She lay on the car seat by the picnic basket, her body racking with sobs, a deep gash in the calf of one leg.
“A rattlesnake,” Little Doc said. “I had to cut it.”
I looked at him numbly.
“That’s what Father would have done,” he said. “I made a tourniquet and sucked the poison out.”
He closed the knife with a snap and picked up one of the empty water jars.
“Get some water out of the creek and bathe her head.” He looked around.
“Ruthie!”
She wasn’t in sight, but behind the hickory tree was a frightened little voice.
“Come here, Ruthie. I want you to go after Mother.” He turned to me. “Where is Mother?”
“Up the hill. She can find her if she follows the creek.”
The sunshine looked queer, and something in my stomach made me turn and walk blindly toward the creek. I
filled the water jar and turned back. The world was stabbed with stars and darkness. Then my forehead was wet,
and Little Doc shook me gently.
“Sister! Sister!”
“I’m all right—”
“I’m sorry, Sister, but you’ll have to go after Mother. Ruth won’t know what to say.”
He helped me to my feet.
“What can I say?”
“Say that Melie Kate is sick and I think we ought to get back right away. Be careful not to scare her. She isn’t
well herself yet.”
I dazedly picked up the jar. He took it from me.
“I’ll get that. You go on.”
I turned and walked shakily up the creek bank again. Soon I ran. It was so far.
Mother’s face was shiny and perspiring, and the lard buckrt was full of wild plums.
“Sister. What’s happened?”
My eyes always gave me away.
“Nothing much, Mother. Melie Kate’s ill and Little Doc says we ought to leave right away.”
My eyes must have said more. Mother climbed quickly up the bank, and I had time to pick up the bucket of
plums before we started back together.
Little Doc had everything ready. Melie Kate was propped up in the back seat of the car, her face tear-stained
and pitifully frightened. Mother got in and held Melie Kate’s head in her lap. She looked at the bleeding leg with
the two ominous punctures.
“We’ve got to get a doctor,” she said quietly.
What doctor? Father had always been our doctor.
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“What doctor, Little Doc?”
“Doctor White,” he said.
Of course, Doctor White. Father had begun practicing with Doctor White when he had first come to town
twenty years before. It couldn’t have been anyone else. My stomach felt queer again. My hands were clammy.
“I can’t drive,” I thought desperately. “I can’t drive. I’m shaking all over.” I started blindly around the car, but
Little Doc brushed me aside.
“I’ll drive.” I looked at him in bewilderment.
“You don’t know how.”
“Yes, I do. Frank’s been teaching me in his delivery truck. I’ve been driving wholesale loads from the
warehouse for him.” He sat in the driver’s seat and I got in gratefully beside him.
“Wait a minute,” Mother said. “Ruthie.”
She held the back door open. Ruthie dumped the big white rock on the floor by Mother’s feet, then climbed in
the front seat between Little Doc and me.
A relaxed sense of peace stole over me. Everything was all right. Little Doc was driving fast and surely, and
Doctor White was waiting at the other end. Everything was all right now.
I turned and looked at Little Doc. His eyes were straight on the road ahead, and his chin was set as firmly as
Big Doc’s ever was. Mother was right! He had Big Doc’s way! I hadn’t seen it before. How incongruous and
strangely pathetic Little Doc looked to me in that one brief moment. Little Doc and Big Doc: the crooked cowlick
and boyish mouth, the set of the chin and the bony, gentle hands.
Ruth leaned over and spoke in my ear.
“I just remembered, Sister. Melie Kate did really see that rock first. When I looked at it I was looking sort of
sideways. I mean I wasn’t looking right straight at it, I think.”
I squeezed her hand tight.
Then it was evening. The sun had left the living-room, and I sat on the floor by the bookcase again, Mother’s
scrapbook on my knees. Little Doc made a fire of kindling wood in the fireplace, against the evening chill.
Mother came from the kitchen and stood in the doorway.
“I’ve been thinking, Little Doc. Now that you’re working at Frank’s, you’ll be needing a door key. You’d
better take your Father’s. It’s upstairs in the top bureau drawer.”
She went back to the kitchen, and Little Doc propped the poker carefully against the fireplace before he went
upstairs.
I turned a page to an old recital program of Mother’s pupils. There, third down the list was Elizabeth Walker’s
name. Elizabeth Walker had grown into Mrs. Thomas now, and her little Elizabeth was old enough to go to
school. Maybe she would take piano lessons. Mother had said that I might have a pupil or so of my own this
summer. I’ll ask tomorrow.
Upstairs a door closed. All at once I realized that I sat tense; listening for something. Waiting for something
that I couldn’t place.
Little Doc came down the stairs, each step firm and steady, one right after the other. He paused at the landing. I
heard the keys jingle as he fixed them in his pocket. He said,
“Think I’ll go up to Frank’s and see when he’ll be needing me to work.”
He started down the last five steps. A stumble, a thudding crash, then silence. I knew what had happened, but I
couldn’t move. My eyes couldn’t come away from the recital program. In a moment he got up and walked slowly
to the front door.
“I won’t be gone long. I’ll come back and beat you at checkers.”
I turned a page.
“You just think you will. Don’t hurry, though. I’m going to look through Mother’s lesson books while you’re
gone.”
As I spoke, I knew what Mother had groped for. Little Doc in his place. I in mine. Parallel, but a space
between.
“Well”—Little Doc still stood at the door—“so long—Mary.”
I didn’t want to say it, but he was making me.
“So long, Robert,” I said.
*
Big Jake Granther stood at our side door. The dust of the back country was on his faded jeans, and his face was
brown from the hot June sun.
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“Good morning, Mr. Granther,” I said. “It’s been a long time since you’ve knocked at our door. I hope all are
well at your house.”
“All are well,” he answered. “How are your folks?”
“All are well, thank you.”
He leaned one bony hand against the door casing.
“Could I have words with Miz Doc?”
“She’s giving a piano lesson.” Beyond him, and parked by the side of the road, was his wagon loaded high
with melons for the curb market. A half-hour wait might mean loss of the early morning customers.
“Wait a moment. I’ll call her. Please come in.”
“No, thank’ee. I’ll wait here, ma’am.”
When Mother came in from the living-room, I walked back to the kitchen and closed the door. Something in
Jake’s manner had made me vaguely uneasy. It might have been his odd request to speak with Mother. Those
weather-beaten faces at our side door had always meant, “I want Big Doc—tell him Ezzie’s baby’s a-bornin’.” It
was the town faces at the front door that asked, “Is your Mother in? I want to see about piano lessons.” But then it
might have been the unfamiliar look in Jake Granther’s eyes when he spoke to me. A keen, straight look.
The kitchen door opened and Mother stood there.
“Mary, how old are you?”
“Fifteen. You know.”
“Are you old enough to be a teacher?”
“A piano teacher?” My heart was a triphammer.
“You were only fourteen.”
“Yes.”
Her eyes were through me now. She must have seen that little pigtailed girl of years ago, riding off down the
road on the brown horse, Penny, a music roll tied to the saddlehorn.
“Yes. Well!” She spoke briskly. “The people around Zion Hill have bought an organ for the church and they
want someone to show them how to play it. Jake Granther’s come for you. He says there are six to take lessons
until you have to come in for school again.” She hesitated.
“It’s twenty miles back country.”
I knew what she meant. Twenty miles back country, with the rutted roads and uncertain trips to the curb
markets, might mean a month before I could get home again. I nodded my head.
“I’m already fifteen, Mother.”
She closed the door and her footsteps went straight back to the side door. I sat still, afraid to move. This was
the moment that I had known would come since the first time I had sat on the fourth step behind the banisters to
hear Mother give a piano lesson. A voice at the door had finally come for me! I had thought it would be the front
door, though. No matter. It had come. And what a teacher I would be! My pupils would practice faithfully, and I
would never let them make a mistake. I would have my own lesson book, and sit on the porch after supper to
mark down the day’s lessons. I might even ride a horse now, as Mother had done. I would wave from the road as
we went by, and the people in the houses would wave back.
“That’s Big Doc’s gal,” they would say. “I hear she’s most as good as her Ma a-teaching.”
A little shiver went down my spine.
Mother stood in the kitchen doorway again.
“You’ll have to do your own packing, Sister. I teach until after two this afternoon, and Jake’s coming for you
as soon as he’s sold out at the curb market.” Her eyes were soft and her mouth had a quirk to it.
“You may use my big suitcase this time. It’s under the quilts in my closet.”
The sun was two hours past our chimney when Jake Granther returned for me. He swung Mother’s big suitcase
into the back of the empty wagon, and pulled me up to the high seat beside him. The family stood in a row to see
me off. The two little sisters, Melie Kate and Ruth, were wide-eyed with awe at my close proximity to big Jake
Granther with the black beard. Little Doc, home from his job in Frank’s grocery store in honor of the occasion,
was stolidly expressionless at my leaving first for the first time. He handed me his beanshooter; the old one with
the three nicks on the handle for the three boys at school who had tried to take it away from him.
“Here. It’s good luck.”
Mother put a small gray ledger in my lap. My lesson book! A lesson book and a beanshooter!
“I know how David felt,” I said, and I laughed with excitement. That rocky dirt road ahead was the road to my
Glorious Adventure.
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But look! Coming down that road was a small figure with a music satchel in its hand. Mother’s two o’clock
pupil. Goliath! Suddenly the adventure dropped away and hard panic was there from underneath.
“Mother.” I gripped her hand tightly. “Mother, I’ve never taught before. How will I know?”
Mother’s other hand pulled my head down to hers.
“Don’t you worry, Sister. You’ll know.” Her voice was soft, but her eyes looked as my heart felt.
“You’ll know,” she said again.
Jake Granther flipped the reins and clucked to the horses, and we were bumping down the rutted road. I
clutched my lesson book and Little Doc’s beanshooter, and looked straight between old Samson’s ragged ears.
The road ahead was still a rocky white curve. Heat rays made shimmering will-o’-the-wisps. In my chest was a
shriveled lump where a moment before had been a full-blown balloon of excitement. Suppose I couldn’t teach
after all? Suppose I couldn’t even begin a lesson? Oh, surely I should know that. That fourth step behind the
banisters had a worn spot on the varnish from the years that I had sat there, listening to the lessons that Mother
had begun and ended. Only now all those lessons seemed to have rolled into one big lesson—no beginning, no
ending. Just pieces from one whole. After a long time I leaned over and asked of Jake Granther’s profile.
“Am I to live at your house?”
“Yore Ma said to. My house is easy walkin’ to the church house, and thar’s where you’ll be teachin’.”
His elbows leaned on sharp bony knees, and suddenly I had a picture of rows of grizzled Ichabod Cranes, at
rows of organs, long grasshopper legs doubled up until their knees bumped the bottom of the keyboard with every
pump of the pedal. I leaned over again.
“Will I have any boys to teach?” Jake thought for a moment.
“Jess Arrington’s young’un aims to take. He’s got a hawg of his own to pay with.”
He turned then, and his eyes twinkled at me.
“I got a girl yore age.” Mother had told me what to say.
“I’ll teach her then for my board.”
“We was aimin’ fer her to take,” he answered. “We got pertaters and peanuts extry.”
“Well, my father said you’ve got another girl. I’ll teach her for them.”
We must have gone a quarter of a mile before he answered that.
“Her name’s Dorcas. Her ma died when she was borned and she ain’t right in the haid. She sings funny-like.”
He jerked impatiently on the reins and squinted at the blinding sun.
“If them horses git a-movin’ we’ll git thar ’bout sundown.”
The road wound on, and the sun dipped lower. Jake Granther had said right. The wagon topped the rise of Zion
Hill as the last red and gold ribbons streaked behind the hickory grove. A great field of cotton stretched on either
side of the road, and upon the side of the next hill was a small white house. Jake pointed a gnarled finger at the
fields of curved green rows.
“Thet’s my ground,” he said. “My pa give it to me when I was eleven y’ar old.”
The clean brown smell of fresh earth was in the air.
“It smells good,” I said. He looked over the new-turned furrows, and pulled out his snuffbox.
“Hit was a day like this’n the first time I ever plowed thet ground. Pa brung me out to thet fence yonder and
hitched up the team and said, ‘This field’s yom, Jake, soon’s you larn to plow it.’”
He stopped, and I felt that he wanted me to say something.
“You must have been proud, Mr. Granther.”
He chuckled.
“I was skeered. Skeered plumb holler, I can tell you.” He chuckled again. “Pa’d planted corn thet spring and
them little green shoots was no taller’n my elbow. They kept a whisperin’ as plain like. ‘Don’t git thet iron tooth
too clost my roots,’ they said, ‘don’t you let it git too clost.’”
His face became grave, and his hand still held the unopened snuffbox.
“Sometimes I wisht I could remember the feelin’ I got thet morning when Pa walked down thet road and left
me thar all by myself. Everybody ought to remember the feelin’ they git the first time they start workin’ their own
ground.” He shook his head.
“I git thinkin’ most back thar sometimes, and then, piff! Hit goes through. Like leanin’ on a fence post and it
ain’t thar. Then I git to thinkin’ maybe thar warn’t no beginnin’. Maybe I was born in plowin’.”
I wanted to say something, but then I saw the other white building that I hadn’t seen before.
“That looks like a church,” I said. Jake nodded.
“Reckon thar’ll be quite a meetin’ thar tonight, too. Folks thought you might play the orgin fer ’em.”
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Something inside me turned sickeningly. Oh, not so soon! Let me wait until tomorrow! Let me wait right here
until tomorrow! But the wagon rumbled on, past the church, past the field, and up the road to the house on the
hill.
*
We walked down the hill after supper. Gert, who was my age, and Dorkie, the queer one, were with us this
time. It was dark, with white scaly clouds in a still sky.
“Mackerel sky,” Jake said. “Rain tomorrer.”
We walked down the road, past the field, and up the path to the whitewashed, one-room church house. A
wagon was drawn up by the well.
“Hit’s them Bascoms,” Gert said disdainfully. “They’re allus fust come.”
The Bascoms sat in a long row on the second bench from the front. They had lit the four wall lamps, and a dim
yellow light filled the square church room. Heavy green curtains had been pulled in front of the pulpit to make the
room into a meeting-house. Jake strode up the aisle.
“Miz Bascom, meet Big Doc’s gal.”
Mrs. Bascom smiled carefully, and Mr. Bascom leaned over the bench to shake my hand in a horny grip.
“Pleased to meetcha, Teacher.”
The four little Bascoms stared as one great solemn eye. Granny Bascom leaned her hands on her cane and said
doubtfully,
“She hain’t so big.”
“Thet’s ’cause she don’t eat nothin’,” Gert explained loudly. “Shoulda seen her at supper. Two biscuits and a
spoonin’ of grease beans. She won’t git no man thet’a way.”
They all laughed, and Gert smiled archly in her wisdom.
I went up to the organ. It stood shiny and new against the thick green curtains, the lid thrown back waiting for
me. I sat on the bench and pressed my fingers down on the cold white keys. There was no sound. The four little
Bascoms giggled in whispers.
“Teacher fergot to pump it.”
My feet fumbled for the long flat pedals, and I pumped them with all my might. A great roaring chord swelled
out, and echoed back in overtones from the walls. Another chord, softer this time, to swallow the shakiness in my
hands, and then a melody. Any melody. Anything to start thinking in.
In a moment I felt safer; wrapped round in the music from the “looking over” that had already begun. I played
carefully; nothing too far away from these people, nothing condescending. Mendelssohn's Spring Song; The Lost
Chord. The plantation songs, a hymn or so. I turned around.
“What’s your favorite, Granny Bascom?”
Her rheumy eyes were misty.
“The Old Rugged Cross. Thank’ee kindly.”
She hummed it in a quaver as I played it.
“And yours, Mrs. Bascom?”
“The Jericho Road, maybe.”
“I don’t know that one. Is there music?”
Jephtha, Jess Arrington’s young-un, had come in. He propped a hymn book on the scrolled rack in front of me,
and held a lamp by my left shoulder to light the pages of notes. I heard Granny Bascom humming again.
“Sing, Jephtha, you and Gert. Let’s all sing.”
Jephtha and Gert started with me, and the four little Bascoms burst out in the middle of the second line. It was
when we reached the last verse that I became conscious of other voices than the Granthers and the Bascoms in the
singing back of me. I heard a horse neigh in the woods; a wagon creak up to the well. We finished the hymn, and a
strange voice called out,
“Sweet Hour of Prayer.” I was glad that I knew that one without music.
Under the voices was the sound of more wagons in the yard, and coughing motors of rattling trucks. Footsteps
clumped up the three plank steps and down the bare boards of the aisle. Long, heavy boot strides, and short lighter
steps. Jephtha turned the pages for another hymn and whispers came from the front row.
“How you payin’ Teacher?”
“Perserves. I done canned thirty-six quarts. How’re you?”
“I got money.” Incredulous whispers swooped down like bees.
“Where’d you git it?”
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“I chopped cotton,” defiantly. “Pa said I could spend it fer anything. Look! I got blood blisters.”
I played quickly; quickly, to drown something that seemed to I cry out. My fingers wouldn’t stop now. The
music rolled on; the rhythm grew broader as more voices came in with more footsteps. Jake Granther sang
mightily,. his heavy boots beating time on the bare planked floor. Dorkie, the queer one, stood against the side of
the bench at first, her strange high voice weaving a silver thread in the heavy-woven voices from the benches.
Soon her head leaned full against my shoulders, but it was vaguely comfortable to play that way.
The words of the song, “And Isaiah said, ‘Ho, all ye that thirsteth, Come ye to the waters’”—these people sang
for music as they sang for rain. Jake Granther had said that six had planned to take lessons, but the room was full
of children’s voices. What would they get? I would ask the minister if I could have a meeting every Tuesday
night. A singing meeting. I would take no pay for that. They could call it a Singing Practice, if they wanted to, and
sing all their hymns and folk songs. I could teach them songs that I knew. Perhaps the one that my father loved to
sing on cold winter evenings.
Jaybird sitting on a crooked limb,
I cocked my gun and I shot at him,
Said he, “Young man, don’t you do thet agin’.”
Yip, yi,
Yip ti yi,
Eat pa’ched corn and sit by the fire

Yes, they would like that one.
“Play two-hunderd-six, Teacher. We got a quartet fer it.”
The four little Bascoms stood by the side of the organ and opened their mouths like sparrows.
“Just like a tree-ee, that’s planted by the wa-ters …” they sang.
Dorcas sat on the bench by my right arm now. Her odd-shaped hands were on the keys an octave above mine,
and her fingers followed the pattern that mine were making.
“Can you play, Dorkie?”
“She picks ’em out,” Jephtha answered by my ear. “I heerd her after preaching last Sunday.”
“Will you play this, Dorkie, and let me rest awhile?”
She didn’t look up. I slid down the bench, and she put her hands where mine had been. Not a break in the
rhythm. The four voices sang on. Nothing had changed. A strange, prickling feeling crept over me. Somewhere,
sometime, that had all happened before. The room, the music, the twisted hands—it was happening ahead of me.
Part of my dream, perhaps.
In a blinding flash I saw it again. It wasn’t a dream. I was looking down on it; looking down from between
banister posts. It was Mother at the piano, playing on and on, and behind a chair was a cowering little boy with
vacant eyes. The room fills with music, and the little boy creeps closer until he stands at Mother’s elbow.
Suddenly his hands crash down on the keys.
“Can you play, Rickie?” That furious pounding.
“This is horses!” he shrieks. ‘Someone hurt them!”
Mother reaches down and holds his hands tightly in hers.
“It’s over now.”
That deafening silence and the stillness of the small figure.
“It’s over, Rickie.”
“My name’s Dorkie.”
I looked down. I was standing by the bench, and my hands gripped Dorkie’s until the knuckles were white. The
room was still. The singing had stopped, and that voice in the silence was mine.
I knew what came next. I turned.
“I want to teach you a song that I know. A song that Big Doc used to sing.”
The rows of faces smiled; brown, weather-beaten faces, small eager faces, old, wrinkled faces.
“I want the men on this side of the aisle and the women on the other.”
There was a scrambling for seats. The four little Bascoms tumbled over each other and shrilled excitedly.
Granny Bascom picked up her cane and hobbled across the aisle. Jake Granther stood in the doorway. His hands
were in his pockets, and his eyes watched the crowding people. I wanted him to look at me. I wanted to cry out,
“Look, Jake Granther! Look what’s happened! I’m teaching! I’ve always known how to teach. Remember
what you said to me this afternoon? You said, ‘Everybody ought to remember the feeling they get the first time
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they start plowing their own ground.’ I want to remember this feeling all my life. It began just a moment ago. It
began with Dorkie’s head on my shoulder. No! No, it was Dorkie’s hands on the keys of the organ.”
Strange, twisted hands—Rickie’s hard pounding from a hurt heart—eyes behind the banisters, and another
little girl riding down the road on a horse named Penny—it twists far, far back—I can’t touch it any longer.
“It’s too far back, Jake, and I’m too tired to find it now. Later I’ll think back—”
Dorkie’s eyes were big and black in front of me. I put my hands on the keys again.
“Listen, Dorkie. Listen closely. Watch my hands and pick this out.
Jaybird sitting on a crooked limb,
I cocked my gun and I shot at him

167.146 Parakeets\fn{by Kevin Brockmeier (1972- )} Little Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas, U.S.A. (M) 2
Once there was a city where everyone had the gift of song.
Gardeners sang as they clipped their flowers.
Husbands and wives sang each other to sleep at night.
Groups of children waiting for the school bell to ring raced through the verses of the latest pop songs to get to
the pure spun sugar of the choruses.
Old friends who had not seen each other in many years met at wakes and retirement parties to sing the
melodies they remembered from the days when they believed there was nothing else in the world that would ever
grip their spirits so and take them out of their bodies.
Life was carried along on a thousand little currents of music, and it was not unusual to hear a tune drifting out
from behind the closed door of an office as you passed, or even from the small back room of the art museum,
which was almost but never quite empty. The people of the city did not always sing with great skill, but they sang
clearly and with a simplicity of feeling that made their voices beautiful to hear. And because they loved what they
sang, no matter how painful or melancholy, a note of indomitable happiness ran through their voices like a fine
silver thread.
In this city there lived a mute, the only person who was unable to lend his voice to the great chorus of song that
filled the air. The mute had spent his entire life in the city, and everyone from the members of the school board to
the stock boys at the grocery store knew who he was. In some communities there is a man who sells whistles by
the courthouse or paper kites down by the river. In others there is a woman who decorates her home with
multicoloured lights and streamers every holiday. Usually these people are no more than small figures at the
periphery of everyone’s attention, but when they die, it can be more surprising than the death of a prominent
leader or a renowned artist, because no one has ever regarded them carefully enough to consider what their
absence might mean.
The mute was of that age where his hair had turned white and his shoes no longer seemed to fit him properly.
Some of his neighbours believed he was deaf—an understandable mistake. He was not deaf, though, only mute,
and from time to time he liked to sit in a chair on his front porch and listen to the people around him chatting with
each other as they took their afternoon walks. They would say things like,
“I’m telling you, buddy, the second my pension kicks in, it’s off to the tropics for me.” And,
“Peter asked me out for dinner tonight, dear thing. I think he’s finally going to pop the question.” And,
“That’s the deaf man, Sarah. He can’t hear you,. but that’s no reason you can’t be friends with him. Why don’t
you go wave hello?”
It comforted him to listen to these conversations. He had never married or fathered children, and behind the
door of his house, there were only the quiet tapping of his footsteps and the endless chirping and fluttering of the
parakeets.
The mute had gotten his first pair of birds when he was still a young man, purchasing them from a pet vendor
he met in the city park. One morning he had seen them preening and tilting their heads in the sunlight, and that
was all it took. The colour of their feathers seemed to call out to him: the jewel-like greens and yellows of their
wings, the shaded blue around their necks, but most of all the lovely soft purple above their beaks. It was not until
he released the parakeets into his living room and watched them hop from the back of the chair on to the curtain
rod, and from the curtain rod on to the shelf beside the mirror, that he felt something slipping loose inside him and
realized how much he had needed their companionship.
One of the parakeets turned out to be a male and the other a female, and soon he had five birds to take care of.
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The next year he bought two more from the pet vendor and watched another three hatch from their eggs. It wasn’t
long before he had so many birds that he knew he had better make new arrangements for them.
He hauled the good furniture out of the parlour and attached dozens of little swings, perches, ladders and
mirrors to the walls. He put a wooden gate in the doorway. He even installed a pair of recessed skylights in the
ceiling so that the birds could watch the shadows of the clouds move across the floor. In the end he believed he
had managed to create the kind of space a parakeet might enjoy.
He loved each and every one of his birds, and as the flock grew in size, he learned various tricks to distinguish
them from one another. It was only from a distance, he realized, that their bodies seemed to blur together in a
single shifting net of brightly coloured wings and tails. When you looked more carefully, you noticed that one of
the birds had a particular way of tucking her head under her wing while she ate. Another liked to stand by the
window after the sun went down, pecking at her reflection in the glass. Another wore a set of markings on his
back that looked like two-day-old snow with dapples of wet grass beginning to show through. Every bird was
unique.
He enjoyed watching their lives play out inside the walls of his house, and he took tremendous satisfaction in
being able to feed and take care of them. It felt good to be needed by something with a working voice and a
beating heart. He often wondered if the other people in the city knew how much happiness a creature so small
could bring.
*
When did he first start giving the birds away as presents? No one could remember, least of all the mute. But a
time came when he might be expected to turn up at any public celebration with a bamboo cage in his hands and a
bag of fresh seed in his pocket, smiling and nodding in that richly communicative way of his. He became a fixture
at birthday parties, baptisms, inaugurations and weddings. There was always singing on such occasions, of course,
a boundless wave of pop songs and old standards. As he listened to all the love and sorrow wrapped up inside the
harmonies, he wished more than anything that he could join in, but the only thing he had to offer was his
parakeets. With every bird he gave away, he included a set of instructions that ended with the sentence,
“Parakeets are natural mimics, and if you treat your bird as you would a human being, it is likely that he or she
will learn how to talk.”
Some of the people who accepted the birds from him were busy or practical-minded sorts who had little
interest in keeping a pet, but were too polite to tell him so. They stowed the parakeets away in a dimly lit corner
of their spare bedroom, or even set them loose in the woods at the edge of town. Others appreciated the birds as
no more than a spectacle or a diversion, something to feed every morning and take out whenever they happened to
grow bored. Only a few cherished them as much as the mute did. Still, most of the people who kept the birds were
able to teach them such simple phrases as “Good morning,” “What’s your name?” and “I love you.”
A number of the birds were clever enough to learn a more complicated set of expressions: “It’s a cruel, cruel
world,” for instance, and, “How about this weather we’re having?”
One man successfully showed his parakeet how to say “I prefer the music of Brahms” whenever anyone turned
on the radio.
Another taught his bird to say “Hubba-hubba” every time a red-headed woman came into the room.
There was one particular bird who was able to reproduce almost any sound he heard, but when his owner
coached him to repeat the phrase “I don’t understand the words they’re making me say” he refused to utter so
much as a syllable.
*
For every parakeet the mute gave away, two more were born into his parlour. Some of the birds died of illness
or old age, but there were always new birds to replace them, and the flock showed no sign of diminishing. It
began to seem to the mute that the rules of time had been suspended inside the aviary; or if not suspended, then at
least reshaped. When he brought his first pair of birds home from the city park, they had not been much older than
children, he now realized—and neither, for that matter, had he.
Then something changed, and he began to settle into the rhythm of his days and nights. His grandparents died,
and later his parents. The long history of a lifetime fell into place behind him. And the birds, it seemed to him,
were still not much older than children.
Sometimes he stood at the gate, watching them flit about between their perches, and allowed his mind to
wander. He couldn’t help thinking of his childhood, particularly those times when he would sit at the back of his
classroom during choir practice. He remembered what it was like to listen to everybody singing, to feel the music
scaling and building inside him, higher and higher, climbing towards the open air, until it became so powerful that
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he was almost sure it would not give way this time, though invariably it did. He used to shut his eyes and sway
back and forth behind his desk. Anyone could see what was happening to him.
The truth was that he, too, had the gift of song—it was just that he could not make use of it. One of his
teachers had the idea of giving him a tambourine to shake, and that helped for a while, but the rattling sound it
made was not quite what he was looking for. Later he thought about learning to play a real instrurnent—a flute,
maybe, or a clarinet—but as it turned out he did not have the talent for it.
The mute gazed at the birds until his memory faded away. Then he went to the front porch to wait for his
neighbours to take their afternoon walks.
*
No one who has ever lived closely with a flock of birds and come to know their eccentricities could say that
they are not intelligent. The parakeets were curious about this man who never spoke, who filled their seed dishes
every morning and fed them sweetcorn, grapes and chopped carrots in the evening. Sometimes he stood behind
the bars of their cage with a faraway look in his eyes and made a sound like the wind puffing through a long
concrete pipe. Sometimes he fluttered his fingers at them, giving a friendly chook-chook-chook noise with the tip
of his tongue. What did these activities mean?
The birds studied the mute as though he were a puzzle. And because they had always understood the world
best by participating in it, after a while they began to imitate him. They mimicked the clang that went echoing
down the hall when he dropped a pot in the kitchen. They jingled like a pair of silver bells when his alarm clock
went off in the morning. They duplicated the sound of his footsteps tapping across the wooden .floor, the sigh that
came from his chair when he sank into the upholstery and even the small back-and-forth sawing noise of his
breathing as he drifted off to sleep.
The mute noticed the various sounds the birds were making, and occasionally he said to himself, “That was me
popping my knuckles just now,” or, “That was me slicing this apple in half,” but generally speaking the thought
did not occur to him. He had never listened as carefully to himself as he had to other people. He began to imagine
that the reason the birds were raising such a commotion was because they were restless or unhappy, and
eventually he decided to move the aviary’s gate to the end of the hall so that they would have more room to
spread their wings. A few weeks later he moved the gate again, this time into the entrance of the dining room, and
a few weeks after that he installed it in the area between his study and the master bedroom. Finally, the only
spaces he had left for himself were the kitchen, the bathroom and the sitting room by the front door, where he
managed to squeeze not only his lamp and his bed, but also the smallest of his dressers.
He never would have believed that a houseful of birds might be enough for him one day, and yet here he was,
an old man, and though he had longed for many things over the years, and had sometimes, like everyone else, felt
an overwhelming sadness he could not explain, he had also experienced periods of great calm and radiant joy, and
he did not believe that his life had been empty.
*
One morning he was cleaning the dishes when his heart gave out. There was no pain, just a sudden flooding
sensation in his arms and legs that made him feel curiously light-headed. What was this? he wondered. What was
happening to him? He sat down on the floor, lifted his hand for a moment and then he closed his eyes.
*
Perhaps it was later that day, at the banquet in honour of the mayor’s wedding anniversary, or perhaps it was
the next afternoon, when the butcher’s son finally graduated from law school, but it did not take long before the
people of the city began to ask themselves where he had gone. They had grown accustomed to seeing him at one
social occasion or another, making his way through the crowd with a handmade bamboo cage and the chattering
little bundle of a parakeet.
A few people thought to wonder if he was all right. They told a few others, who told a few more, and soon they
all gathered together and set off down the road towards his house. They knocked on the door. When he did not
answer, one of them said, “He probably doesn’t hear you, remember? The man’s always been deaf as a post,” and
so they tested the knob and found it unlocked.
None of them had ever been inside the house before. How could they have guessed how many parakeets there
would be, or how their voices, calling out in mourning or celebration, would fill the air? In a thousand different
tones, a thousand different inflections, they reproduced all the sounds of the mute’s daily life, from the steady beat
of his footsteps to the whistle of his coffee pot to the slow, spreading note of his final breath.
It sounded for all the world like a symphony.
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*CALIFORNIA*
253.149 Excerpt from Vignettes Of Early California: Childhood Reminiscences Of Juan Bautista
Alvarado\fn{by Juan Bautista Valentin Alvarado y Vallejo (1809-1882)} Monterey, Monterey County, California, U.S.A.
(M) 13\fn{One of the last governors of Alta California (when it was part of the Viceroyalty of New Spain and the Mexican republic, an
enormous area consisting of modern California, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, western Colorado and southwestern Wyoming), Alvarado belongs
to a group of transitional individuals, living (in order) under the Spanish Empire, the United Mexican States and the United States of
America. Captured at the outset of the war with Mexico in 1846, Alvarado spent the remainder of the conflict on his estate in Monterey. He
was offered the governorship of California after the war, but declined it, retiring to his wife’s family estate at Rancho San Pablo in 1848.
“Alvarado’s adobe house,” says W, “at the foot of Alvarado Street in downtown Monterey, survives as a California Historical Landmark.
Alvarado Street in San Francisco’s Noe Valley is named after him. Portions of the Rancho San Pablo adobe are incorporated into the
current City of San Pablo government campus and Alvarado Park within Wildcat Canyon Regional Park is named in his honor.” It was in
Monterey that California’s first theater, first brick house, first publicly funded school, first public building, and first public library were
constructed. It also housed California’s first printing press, from which issued California’s first newspaper, The Californian. The city was
also host to California’s first constitutional convention: W/H }

My name is Juan Bautista Valentin Alvarado y Vallejo. I was born on February 14, 1809, in Monterey, the former
provincial capital of the two Californias, Upper and Lower. My father came to Upper California from Lower California
at the beginning of the present century, accompanying Governor Don José Joaquin de Arrillaga as a sergeant aide-decamp. His name was Francisco Alvarado.
Shortly after his arrival in Upper California, my father married Doña María Josefa, daughter of Don Ignacio Vallejo,
sergeant of the cavalry company stationed in the Presidio of Monterey; and I was my father’s first and only child. Two
months after my birth he died in Mission San Luis Obispo, at the age of thirty-three. He had been carrying and delivering
orders from the governor as far as the port of San Diego and was on his way home when he died as a consequence of a
rapid fever that took his life in a very short time; and although my mother, as soon as she learned of his illness, rushed
from Monterey with me in her arms, she was unable to see him again, for when she reached Mission San Miguel
she received the sad news that the mission fathers of San Luis Obispo had buried him. The inhabitants of
Monterey were greatly distressed by this unfortunate event, for my father was held in high esteem by all,
especially by his fellow soldiers and companions in arms.
Five years after she was widowed, my mother contracted a second marriage with Don Raimundo Estrada, soldier of
merit in the company that garrisoned the Presidio of San Francisco, and brother of Don José Estrada, lieutenant
paymaster of the company stationed in the Presidio of Monterey. I was raised in the home of my grandparents, who were
extremely fond of me and who did all they could to assure me the best possible upbringing.
Before he died, my father left with the mission fathers of San Luis Obispo an order to the paymaster of the company
of Monterey, Don José Estrada, asking that he help my mother to sell his horses and his saddles and other trappings,
and that he turn the proceeds of the sale over to her so that half might be hers and the other half might be set aside and,
at her discretion, given to me once I had reached a suitable age. In the execution of this wish, six hundred pesos were
collected. My mother took her part and deposited mine with the paymaster’s office. Considering the age at which my
father had died, the short time elapsed since his arrival in Upper California, and his military rank, her situation seemed
an excellent one in those times.
*
In those days it was very difficult for soldiers to obtain land; and when, after many years of service, one of them
came to merit this favor, he also needed the protection of the missionaries, for all the lands were monopolized by them
and by the government. The former used to maintain their right of occupation by setting up small ranches with a few
sheep and a handful of Indians; the latter relied on the vast, endless extension of what were called ranches of the
Royal Domain,\fn{Ranchos Reales were established to support the presidios; soldiers, active and retired, were assigned to agricultural
and herding duty on rotation, as were nearby mission Indian neophytes. This latter service, along with demands for mission produce by the
military, was a principal cause for friction between the military government and Franciscan missionaries in California } adding to them

those which were set aside for the use of the horses of the presidio garrisons.
In the presidios it was forbidden to build a house outside the walls; only an occasional disabled soldier was
allowed to do it at a distance of a mile or half a mile, and then without being granted any proprietary rights, and so he
could not consider himself the owner of the land. Other men disabled in service went off to settle in the towns, where
they were given a plot of land two hundred yards square, and only of this concession did they consider themselves
to be the owners.
The King of Spain never sent to his colonies any skilled workmen who might build up the industry of the country,
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never sent teachers for the education of the youth, nor endowed physicians for the presidios, except in Monterey, where
they sent one who held his post in the garrison company and was a member of the Governor’s general staff. The schools
were taught by some soldier or other who hardly knew how to read and write and who had been educated by some friar,
so that most of his learning consisted of knowing, and teaching his pupils to know, prayers, and the study of books of
mysticism and catechisms of Christian doctrine; and that was the extent of the education of the children, including the
author of these pages.
The missionaries cleverly had masters of every mechanical and industrial craft brought in; they trained the Indians and
then they stocked their trading posts with the products of these craftsmen and sold their manufactured goods to the whites,
who were called “rational people”\fn{Gente de razón, persons who spoke, dressed, acted and are as Europeans, and who were
established Christians, notwithstanding their ethnic or racial background } in those days. Thus all the money which proceeded from
the annual accounts sent by the paymaster general for the payment of the garrison companies ended up in the missions,
without anyone ever finding out to what use this capital was put.
In this way the King of Spain maintained his moral and physical force in the colonies, so as to display his power,
with the support of the clergy, the strong arm of his sovereignty and his absolutism, without providing for the
immigration of industrious men or artisans who would have made the country more prosperous, fearful as he was that
outsiders would give the inhabitants new ideas that might disturb or modify the established order.
The clergy was alike jealous of its power and wealth, and fearful of the spread of ideas that might check the
power of religious superstitions. All of this held back the progress of the province.
*
After the capital, Monterey, was captured and burned by the naval forces of Bouchard, which were called the
patriots of Buenos Aires, all the families that lived in the presidio scattered and took shelter in the missions, except
those who lived in two small ranches belonging to two disabled veterans, who, as a very special reward for their
services, had been allowed to settle about a mile from the post, because it was forbidden to build outside the walls.
These families were not disturbed by the invaders. My mother and the family of my grandfather Vallejo lodged in
Mission San Juan Bautista.\fn{French-born Hippolyte de Bouchard and English-born Peter Corney, ostensibly aiding the cause of
independence with letters of marque from José de San Martin and the insurgent government of Argentina, raided Spanish ports on the Pacific
coast of South America, reaching Monterey with the frigate Argentina and Santa Rosa (Libertad), respectively, on 20 November 1818.
Forewarned by Captain Henry Gyzclaar of the U.S. brig Clarion on 8 October, Governor Pablo Vicente de Soli ordered defense precautions
and planning for the evacuation of coastal areas to interior missions. The report of the sentinel at Point Pinos on 20 November resulted in the
preparation of artillery under Ensigns Manuel Gómez and José Estrada who delivered fire to the ships on the following morning, causing
heavy damage to the Libertad. Under a flag of truce, Joseph Chapman with two sailors came ashore and were arrested. Bouchard, with
heavier armament and some 285 men to the eighty at the presidio, demanded surrender, but Soli rejected the demand and ordered civilians to
missions Soledad and San Juan Bautista. The next morning Bouchard sent nine boatloads of men ashore, forcing the retreat of Soli, who fired
his magazines, spiked cannon and removed the provincial archive. For four days Bouchard killed livestock, ruined gardens and orchards,
sacked the presidio, destroyed arms, and, after setting fire to roofing and the esplanade, set sail for the south. Attacks at El Refugio on 2
December, Santa Barbara on 9 December and San Juan Capistrano on 14 December caused little damage, and although Bouchard had caused
some destruction to the housing at Monterey, by April 1819 the evacuated families had returned}

On this occasion I joined my mother to accompany her wherever my stepfather might take her for the time being. I
was eleven years old, and my mother had three little half-brothers of mine who could be of no help to her; and so I told
my grandparents that I was leaving them, and they agreed, recognizing that I was behaving like a good son under those
circumstances.
My stepfather was a famous hunter and had good friends in the countryside, and for this reason he had two good
shotguns of the kind that were then in use. Don Ignacio Ortega, one of the ranchers who lived near Mission San Juan
Bautista, invited him to come to his ranch for some time to hunt bears, which were very abundant and which were doing a
great deal of damage to his livestock; and he offered him food and lodging for his family.\fn{Black and grizzly bears were
extremely common throughout California in the early nineteenth century, but with the expansion of livestock raising, hunts such as the one
described herein virtually eliminated the latter and severely depleted the former } My stepfather considered this to be a very

profitable deal; and when he consulted my mother and me, it was jointly decided to accept Don Ignacio’s invitation,
on condition that the skins of the bears would belong to us and that Don Ignacio would supply the old mares that we
would need as bait for those beasts. These conditions were accepted by the rancher, who immediately sent some
oxcarts to take us to his ranch. With this help we undertook the trip, carrying along our household furniture, which we
had salvaged in the stampede from Monterey caused by Commander Bouchard.
As for me, I was delighted to become an apprentice rancher, because up to then I did not know how to ride a horse or
do farm work; and bear-hunting also appealed to me, since the skins were sold for six to ten pesos each, depending on
their quality, to the captains of the ships that brought the annual accounts. They took them to the coast of Mexico, where
they sold them at a great profit, because they were used to decorate saddles and riding chaps, for which the Mexicans
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prepared them so as to make them very black and very pliable.
We reached Don Ignacio Ortega’s ranch, which was called San Ysidro. This old man had a family, horses, and much
other livestock, and he gave us a lodging suitable for bear hunters. He had four children, one son and three daughters, of
whom the eldest was married and the other two were young girls about ten or twelve years old. The son, who was grown
up, kept busy riding around the countryside very early in the morning. The two younger daughters were beautiful girls,
very fair-skinned and with hair that reached almost to their knees; their names were Antonia and Clara. Their father was
of pure Castilian blood, a tall man, very good-looking and with excellent manners. In a word, it was a family of the
highest class, but country-bred.
The girls performed all the domestic chores of the house; they also used to milk the cows early in the morning, once
a day, as was the custom. My mother received part of the milk from each day’s milking and wanted to help those
children in this task. She ordered me to accompany the girls to the corral every morning to assist them in their work,
because that way I would learn to do the milking; and I prepared to do it. I went to the corral for the first time, but I had
to take off my shoes and roll my pants up to my knees, because the corral was very muddy; and the girls did likewise,
lifting up their dresses.
I took my lasso to rope the cows by the horns, because the custom was to tie them to a post. Then their legs were
tied at the knees (this was called apialar), and right away the calf was brought out of the shed and allowed to suck the
first milk. The calf was then quickly taken away; and we milked what they called the apoyos (the second milk), which,
of course, was the one that had the greatest fat content and the best taste.\fn{ This method of milking is still widely employed in
rural Mexico to prevent the loss of drop calves while still producing sufficient milk for domestic use and for limited sales to collective dairies}
*
Among the dairy cows there was one wild one of which the girls were very much afraid, because more than once they
had had to escape from her by climbing the corral fence. When she was in a bad mood, she would not let herself be
milked, but charged at them with her horns until they let her alone and gave her her calf, even though she had the best
and most abundant milk of the whole herd.
The girls told me about this before I entered the corral and warned me to be very careful. They said their older
brother had punished her often to tame her, but that he had never had any success. I put on a show of bravery and told
them that if they liked I could tame the cow, and we entered the corral.
As soon as the cow saw that I was getting ready to use my rope, she headed toward me to gore me; but I had
taken the precaution of going over by the corral fence, and so I had time to climb up. The cow’s horns came up
hard against the fence a little below my feet, and then she went off with the other cows. The girls, who were near
me, had done the same as I; and then we got down, and I told them my plan for taming that cow. I said,
“We’ll catch her and tie her up well by all four legs; and then I’ll bring a saw I have and we’ll saw off her
horns right up close to her ears so she’ll have no way of goring anyone; and when the cow finds herself without
her natural weapons, by instinct she ought to lose her wildness, because it’s the horns she depends on to attack us.
Without them, what will she do, when she has only her muzzle to butt us with? She can’t kill us that way.” The
younger sister, Antonia, said,
“And how will we rope her afterwards, to milk her?” I answered,
“By the neck; because when the cow sees that if she pulls, she chokes herself, she won’t do it, and then she’ll
obey the lasso.” Antonia kept on raising objections and said, “What will my daddy say?”; and I answered,
“I think he’ll approve, provided he values the safety of your lives more than the horns of a cow.” Now Clara,
Antonia’s sister, who had kept quiet during this whole conversation, spoke up and said,
“My daddy has gone to Mission San Juan, and we don’t know when he’ll be back. There’s no way of handling this
cow. You’ve already seen, Antonia, how she was going to kill this boy who has so generously come to help us milk; and as
for us, how often have we just barely escaped from being tossed up and gored by her horns? I like the plan, and we’re going
to carry it out; I’ll be responsible for all the consequences, and my daddy will approve it. I’m very sure of that, and this cow
has to be tamed.”
I liked this determination of Clara's, and we got ready to carry out my plan. I therefore told the girls,
“You two climb up on the fence with your ropes, and I’ll bring in the cows so that they pass right by where you’ll be
sitting. You’ll lasso the wild cow and wind the end of the rope around one of the fence posts, and then we’ll easily do
the rest.”
They did as I said, and very soon the cow had been lassoed and the rope tied to the fence. Then we brought her up
close to the fence post and tied her four hooves close together, and I went for the saw and started the operation, not
without some difficulty, because the animal was trying hard to defend itself, though in vain. I brought a knife, and with
it I trimmed the edges of the stumps of her horns so that she could do no damage with them if she butted anyone.
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This way of handling the cow occurred to me because I remembered what the soldiers in Monterey did when they
brought bulls into the square for some cape work, and how they cut off the tips of their horns with a saw. We released
the cow, and she went off to join the others without threatening us in any way.
The following day we went to milk, and we noticed that the cow did not charge us but just fled from us as though
she were instinctively afraid that we would do something else to cut off some other part of her; and the result was that
she became the best cow of the lot, the gentlest, and the best milker.
*
Soon I learned to lasso cows and calves and to milk, and since the winter nights are long and we were in the month
of December, I used to stay in Don Ignacio’s house a good part of the night telling stories to the girls, because I
remembered many of the stories that the boys used to tell in school. Most of them were tales from The Arabian
Nights, which they greatly enjoyed hearing and to which I used to make some additions of my own; and they would
beg me to be sure to come every night, because, apart from the story-telling, they wanted me to give them some
lessons in reading and writing, since at that age I could already write a good letter and knew some arithmetic.
On this ranch, as on all the others, there were many dogs that were barking all the time, especially at night; and this
was the ranchers’ best way of guarding against attacks from the Indians, who were constantly trying to steal their horses.
For this reason also they built their corrals very close to their houses, so that all their broken and useable horses could be
shut up there at night and protected from Indian attack. Once, when I was in the most exciting part of a story, the dogs
were barking a great deal, and Don Ignacio said,
“Somebody’s out there.”
He and his son-in-law, Julian Canna, and his son Quintin took their shotguns and went out on foot to reconnoiter in
the direction in which the dogs were barking. Soon we heard some shots, and we kept still and were a bit afraid. After a
little while Don Ignacio and his two men came, and he told us,
“They were Indian horse thieves, and they were heading for the corral where the animals are kept.” I asked him
how he could know just by the barking of the dogs that it was people who were approaching the house; and he
answered me,
“It’s very easy to tell that; and we ranchers all know by the barking whether it’s people, bears, wolves, or
coyotes. When it’s a wolf or a coyote, the dogs bark as they head toward it; if it’s a bear, they bark without
advancing or retreating; and when it’s people they bark in fear and draw back toward the house in search of
protection.”
My house was right next to the rancher’s; and I went to tell my mother that now I knew what the dogs were
barking at during the night, because Don Ignacio had taught me.
*
On the days when the rain did not keep him at home, my stepfather used to scout the countryside to choose the best
hunting posts so that the hunt could begin as soon as the worst of the winter was over. He had a very trustworthy horse
that he called Coyote and that he always took on all his hunting expeditions. It was so used to gunfire that he could shoot
over any part of its body without its making the slightest movement. He always kept it in the house and was so
concerned about its fodder and water that he would not eat until Coyote had eaten. He gave it sugar candy, tortillas, and
other food from the kitchen; and so this animal always stayed close to the house, and if it did wander, it would only be a
little way.
My stepfather began by having me mount Coyote, and then he took one of the ranch horses and told me that he would
lead me to the place where he was to begin the hunt. We reached the edge of a wood, about a league from our house,
where there stood a sturdy live oak all by itself; and my stepfather told me,
“This is the starting point for our operations. I’ve already made a wattle, or platform of woven twigs and
branches, in this tree. When I decide on the right days, you’ll bring me out here, leave me, and then go back home; and
at a set time, you’ll come for me again, because the bears usually come out of their lairs at nightfall, so that there is no
point in waiting for them once it gets very late. The wattle has been set on two branches of the tree, and the palisade has
been firmly lashed on. I’ll have to spend whatever time is necessary on the platform with my two guns, and the bait for
the bears has to be down below. That way I shoot from very close to the animal, so that my shots hit right by the foreleg
and enter the heart. Just the same, when you come to take me home, don’t come up close to the tree. You will whistle to
me from a distance, and I’ll answer you; and only if I do, can you come as close as you like.”
All these instructions, together with those he gave me at home, taught me what I had to do in this bearish enterprise.
We returned home very late, and my mother asked me what I thought of the bear business; and I told her that I already
had all my instructions and that I was determined to go ahead with it, since this business was lucrative and was going to
make some money for us to take back to Monterey.
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*
One day when there was no firewood in the house, my mother asked me whether I thought I could go on the horse
Coyote to drag a load of wood up from the nearby creek; and I answered her that I could, because I thought that would be
the simplest thing in the world. I had seen Don Ignacio’s son-in-law drag up loads of wood, I told her, and had noticed
carefully how he tied up the load and then pulled it with his rope; and I said that there was no need for my stepfather to be
doing this, since he had enough to do scouting the countryside to set up his bear-hunting stations. My mother accepted
my offer, though she told me to be very careful, since I would be doing this for the first time.
I saddled Coyote and prepared my rope, along with another loop which, as I had seen, was used to tie together the
ends of the load; and I went off to the woods by the creek, which was not more than a mile from our house. I started to
collect the thinnest pieces of wood and to set them apart in one place to form the load; and when I thought there was
enough, I started to make a pile, and with my loop I tied the ends together; and when everything seemed satisfactory, I
tied my rope to the head of the load and mounted the horse. I tied the rope tightly to the saddle-horn; and then, before he
began to pull, Coyote took a few steps backward toward the load of wood, and the rope slipped between his legs. I did
not notice this from the saddle. I gave him a sharp blow with the whip to start him moving, and he reared up so angrily
that I flew some three feet into the air above the saddle and landed on his rump. Then he reared again and threw me
altogether, and I fell, this time onto the wood.
Coyote started to run, since no one held his bridle; and I clung to the load of wood without being able to move one
way or another unless I wanted to risk falling off and getting hurt. Consequently I decided to take my chances and hold
on where my bad luck had placed me.
Coyote made a desperate dash toward the ranch houses, pulling me along on top of the load. The horse was used to
going to the house whenever he might find himself free to choose his own direction. As he was coming up to the buildings, Don Ignacio, who happened to be standing in his doorway, saw what was going on and told my mother, who
rushed out of her house frightened by the idea that an accident had befallen me. The horse came up to the door of the
house, with me on top of the wood, unable to move.
Don Ignacio seized the horse’s reins, and my mother came to help me down from the load of wood, asking me
whether I was hurt. I answered her that I was not, that I had only scratched myself on the wood. Don Ignacio told
me,
“You must not tie your rope firmly to the saddle horn, but just loop it around a couple of times so that you can
loosen it in case of an accident like this. Remember that as part of your training as an apprentice rancher.”
*
To practice my horsemanship I saddled Coyote every day and rode to the next ranch, called Las Animas, which
belonged to Don Mariano Castro, the brother of Don Francisco Castro, owner of Rancho San Pablo. In those days
Don Mariano Castro was the richest landowner of northern California. He enjoyed my frequent visits and always
urged me to be sure to come to his ranch every day I could; and in fact he had two little colts brought from his herd,
perhaps two years old, and of the best quality that he had, and gave them to me as a present so that I might break
them in, because he did not doubt, he told me, that they would turn out to be excellent horses.
I thanked Don Mariano; and, very happy with this gift, I tied the colts together by the neck and took them home.
Our neighbors, among them Don Ignacio, came to see the present, and they all agreed that the colts were some of
Don Manano’s finest stock.
I was very much pleased to find myself the owner of two beautiful horses, but I kept thinking of the blows they
would give me before I had them tamed. While I prepared to ride them I got them accustomed to Coyote. He and the
colts became so used to being together that they would never be apart. To start the taming I asked Julián Cantúa, Don
Ignacio’s son-in-law, for directions; and he told me that the best way to begin breaking them was to take them along
the creek to a large pond with a very sandy shore. There the colts would be unable to run, and so they would have to
accept the taming more quickly; and if they threw me, I would not be hurt so much if I fell on the sand. He gave me a
rope halter to put on them with the usual blinders, and he accompanied me in person to start the breaking.
We went to what seemed to me the most suitable place. There we put the halter on one of the colts, Canna covered
his eyes, and I mounted.
As soon as the colt’s eyes were uncovered, he began to rear. The first time I stayed on the colt; the second time I
went up in the air; the third I landed on the ground. Then Cantha asked me,
“What do you say?”
I got ready to mount again, because my fall onto the sand had been completely painless; and at this point Cantha
prepared for me what the ranchers called a metepié, which was a strap that ran under the front legs of the animal and
then came over its back to tie on the rider. In this way, since the colt was already tired, I was able to stay up and not fall
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to the ground. We followed the same procedure with the other colt and then returned home.
The next day I went through the whole process by myself, and in a week I was riding my horses to Don Mariano’s
ranch. He was very glad to have given me so good a present, and pleased to see how quickly I had tamed the animals.
*
Early in February we began our hunting operations; and so my stepfather spent the day cleaning his guns and preparing
the ammunition, and I saw to it that Coyote was well saddled and fed. Don Ignacio had a mare taken out and killed,
according to my stepfather’s instructions, beneath the platform in the tree. Everything was well prepared.
We set out at sundown, with my stepfather in the saddle and me behind him; and he told me once again, as he had
before, how I was to come for him at midnight, and how, before coming up to the tree, I was to whistle according to his
instructions and then wait for his reply. My stepfather climbed up to his platform, which I would say was no more than
eight feet above the ground; and I went home, to return at the time agreed on. He had chosen the second quarter of the
moon so that I could have good light in which to get used to night riding.
Although at my age it was difficult to undertake so unaccustomed a chore, I got up at midnight to fetch my
stepfather, because I was anxious to know the results of the first night’s hunting; and so I started off on Coyote at a full
gallop. Before reaching the tree I whistled as agreed, and he answered me; and hearing that, I pushed on as much as I
could, because the horse balked at going up to the tree, as if something were holding it back. My stepfather climbed
down and came straight toward me; and I asked him,
“How is our business doing?” He answered me,
“Just fine. I’ve killed three very big bears, the kind that does so much damage attacking Don Ignacio’s cattle. Let’s
go now, and we’ll come back tomorrow to skin them.”
The next day we took our knives and went to skin the bears. Don Ignacio went with us and was greatly pleased with
the success of the first night’s hunt, because he could tell that the dead bears were some of the old ones that hunted
down and destroyed his cattle. My stepfather told me that the skinning had to be done without detaching the claws from
the hides, because this increased the value of the skins when the Mexicans made their chaps, letting the natural claws of
the bearskin hang down from the bottom part of those chaps.
Once we had stripped the bears, we laid the skins on a sledge of green boughs; and with Coyote pulling the sledge,
we took them to our house. Then we immediately washed them very well with water in order to get rid of all the ticks
and other creatures there might be on them, and we stretched them on a square wooden frame to keep them good and
clean.
My stepfather told Don Ignacio that that night he would not go to the platform but would let the bears come and eat
the whole mare without the least interference, so that they would grow confident (this he called baiting the bears); but
that the next day he should put out another mare in order to continue the hunt. In the course of the month of February,
and following this strategy, my stepfather killed, in that first place, twenty-five bears; and when he saw that he had to
find another location, because the bears were not coming any more, he chose a new spot some two miles from the
ranch houses. I was delighted with the building of this second platform, because it was closer to home, and so my
nocturnal voyages would be shorter; but at any rate, patience was the word if we were to keep making money, and so I
decided to work harder and more diligently. In this second hunting post I proposed to my stepfather that I go with him to
the blind to see how he killed the bears; and he answered me,
“You’ll have to be very calm and brave to do that, because you have no idea what it’s like in these places the first time
you do it. Bears are very cautious, and they have a very sharp sense of smell and hearing, and they observe everything
very carefully before coming up to the bait. When the bear draws near, you have to keep absolutely still, because at
the slightest suspicion of danger he’ll run off and won’t come back, even if that means going hungry.”
After telling me these things and giving me due warning, my stepfather agreed to take me with him to the
blind; and we climbed up into the tree, asking Julian Cantta to bring Coyote at midnight to take us home. I had
along a blanket which my mother had given me to wrap myself in, because it was very cold. After night had fallen
my stepfather said to me,
“There comes a bear.”
As I said before, this platform, like the earlier one, was probably no more than eight feet above the dead mare;
and looking at the way it was made, I thought the bear could smash it with one blow of his paw. This thought was
very vivid in me as I saw that beast draw near the tree, and right away my whole body began to shake with an
uncontrollable fear. My stepfather touched me with his hand and in a very low voice told me,
“Keep still.”
But I could not help it; panic had seized me, and my fear grew as the bear drew nearer; and as a result, the branches
supporting our blind were moving in a way the bear could clearly hear, just as my stepfather had told me. The bear
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seemed to be coming up with a good deal of suspicion, because he stopped several times, which showed that he
suspected danger in the place where the dead mare, the bait, was lying. The bear stopped some twenty paces from us,
because the leaves of the tree on which we were sitting kept moving with the trembling of my body. He moved in
circles around the tree, and in my fear I came to believe that he was looking for a way to attack us on the tree and
preparing to climb up the trunk of the oak. My stepfather did not for a moment stop watching these movements; and at
last the bear withdrew without coming to eat any of the bait, and my stepfather said to me,
“We’ve lost a fine skin.” Very soon after this a female bear began to draw near us with two little cubs; and my
stepfather told me,
“This female is going to replace what we’ve lost with the male. She’s coming with her hungry cubs and won’t pass
up a chance to eat, or take notice of any danger.”
To be sure, as soon as the bear came close to the bait and the cubs smelled the dead mare, they moved ahead of their
mother to start eating; and, either because she was as hungry as her cubs, or because she saw that they met with no
obstacle, she advanced to the spot with no caution whatsoever. At this point my stepfather got ready to shoot in spite of
the fact that I kept on trembling, though less violently than when the male bear had come. The shot was true, for it
entered by the foreleg and hit the heart, instantly killing the bear.
When they heard the noise of the gunfire, the cubs fled a short distance off; but, seeing that their mother was not
following them, they came back to the bait. Now I recovered my spirit; and, once rid of the fears which had gripped me
earlier, I said to my stepfather,
“Don’t kill them; let’s catch them alive and take them back to the house.” But he answered me,
“They’re already too big and would defend themselves against us if we tried to do anything like that, and I couldn’t
be sure that they would not bite us and also scratch us with their claws, enough to lay us up in bed for a while. They
have to be killed, so that when they’re grown up they won’t destroy Don Ignacio’s livestock.”
And at that point he fired on one of the cubs and killed it. The third bear drew back a bit; but seeing that his mother
and brother were not following him, he came back and kept on eating, while my stepfather reloaded his gun; and at
the end, all three bears had been instantly killed. Just then Julin Canna came with Coyote, and we went back to the
house. I told my mother the whole story of what had happened at the hunting blind, leaving out nothing; and she
said,
“Now you know how to kill bears; you’ve satisfied your curiosity, and it would be better for us to pay Cantúa to
go at night for your stepfather. You’ve lost a lot of sleep, and you’re not used to this kind of work. I’m afraid
you’ll get sick. You’d better help me with other things, without having to go after bears.”
My mother therefore made an arrangement with Julián Cantúa and paid him for the hard job of staying up
those cold nights, so dangerous for a young child like me.
*
Once freed from the arduous work of bringing my stepfather back from the blind on those cold and sometimes
stormy nights, I had more opportunity to help my mother with the domestic chores, since Cantúa, by his contract with
my mother, had also taken on the obligation of helping during the day to skin the bears and stretch the pelts, so that I
had no more to do with bears. Now I went back to milking the cows with Clara and Antonia, who were pleased to see
me back at my first job and told me that the wild cow had kept up her good behavior; and to prove it they lassoed her
and milked her, producing an abundance of milk, more than from any other cow.
The next day, as usual, I went back to Don Ignacio’s house in the early evening; and the girls were delighted to
have me telling them stories again, but first they wanted to know about my adventures in the bear hunt, which
showed me that they already knew something about them. I agreed to their request and began immediately to give
them an exact account of everything that had happened to me in the nights and days of my absence, adding that
the skins we had taken and those we might still take we would sell at a good price in Monterey to the next ship to
come with the King’s accounts, a ship that was expected in a few months.\fn{ Royal economic control over California was
exercised by the accounting house of the Naval Department of San Bias established in 1768; in theory, ships were to provide goods for Alta
California on a regular basis, but weather and war prevented this, and the system was, generally, a failure }

“Now that we have them clean and well cured, and intact with all their claws, which, according to my
stepfather, make them more valuable, we are going to make money. For the time being the skins serve as my bed,
because I have about a dozen piled one on top of the other under my mattress.” When I had finished my account
of the bears, which greatly pleased Don Ignacio and his wife, Antonia began to speak, as though by arrangement,
and said,
“If bears had no defense other than horns, like cows, you’d tame them all, since you know the way.” At this
Don Ignacio said,
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“It seems to me that in Antonia’s words there lies another story which must be very interesting and which I’d
really like to hear.”
I was on pins and needles, and I saw that Clara was signaling to me that she would explain Antonia’s encomium of
me; but I thought at that moment that I ought to give Clara the means and the courage for an explanation, because I
understood at once that Don Ignacio knew all that had happened with the wild cow. Therefore I decided to go ahead
and say,
“Clara is the one who has to explain this matter, because since she is the eldest of the family, she has been
exercising all the authority of her parents while they were away for a few days, as it is customary in our families that
when the parents are away, the oldest child has all the authority.” At this point Clara began to explain what had
happened with the cow whose horns I had sawed off, as I have described it above; and when she had finished, her story,
Don Ignacio said,
“I’m glad that a way to tame that cow has been found. I hadn’t thought of this method, which is of course the most
appropriate; and I am satisfied that you are no longer in danger when you go to milk.” That was the end of that night’s
stories; and I went home to sleep on my bearskins, which were as soft as the best spring bed you could find in the
city of San Francisco.\fn{Alvarado refers to the San Francisco of the 1870s; in 1818 it was not a city and beds did not have springs }
*
The San Ysidro River or Creek flowed very close to the ranch buildings; and the women washed clothes in it,
using strong boards that they set over the water along the banks, propped up on stout stakes. One day my mother
told me,
“I’m going to the creek to wash; but here close to the buildings there is no place to do it fast and easily, so we have
to go farther upstream to where the creek is narrower and therefore deeper along the banks, which will give us better
places to set up our laundry.”
We went on the horse Coyote to look for the place that would best suit my mother, and we dragged the board behind us
to set it up in the most appropriate spot. My mother noticed that there was a good place on the other side of the creek, and
we decided to go to work there. The creek was perhaps five feet deep in midstream.
We crossed to the other side and found a fine place, and there we set up the board with shelter from the wind, and with
plenty of water. My mother was very satisfied and told me,
“Now we’ll go for the clothes.”
We returned to the house and loaded the horse with the clothes that were to be washed and also with some ribs of
mutton, tortillas, etc., for our lunch; and then we went once more to our creekside laundry. I tied the horse to some bushes
and took off his bridle so that he might graze. While I collected dry wood and made a fire to roast the meat and prepare
our snack, a noise came from the woods and so frightened Coyote that with one strong pull he broke the halter by
which he was tied and ran off. The meat was roasting, and I said to my mother,
“It’s a bear. What shall we do?” My mother told me very calmly,
“We’re going to cross the creek. Climb on my shoulders and hold on to my hair and don’t let go.”
Thus we threw ourselves into the river; and when we were in the middle of the stream the water already reached my
mother’s neck, while I, holding on to her hair, was higher up because otherwise I would have drowned in the strong
current; but my mother was a very spirited woman, and we successfully reached the other bank, from which we ran on
as fast as we could toward the buildings. As we drew near them we met my stepfather, who was riding Coyote at a full
gallop, suspecting some unpleasant event. He saw us all wet, and we told him what had happened, and he said,
“Come home and change your clothes, and I’ll go to your washing place to bring all the things that are there and see
what’s happened. It was a great mistake for you to go so far into the woods and so far from the house in a place where
there are bears and wolves, when you could have done it here close by where all the other women do their washing.”
My stepfather came back with all the clothes and the board and told us,
“You’ve had a miraculous escape from the bear. No doubt it was hungry and gave up following you in order to eat
the lunch you had there. That’s what the footprints show very clearly. It even ate the soap that you took along for the
washing. Right now I’m going to set up a washing place here close by where there is no risk of bears, and tomorrow
you can go wash without worrying; and it would be a good idea to have everything ready, because in a week we’re
leaving for Monterey. My brother has written me that two of the main barracks of the presidio have been finished and
that he is going to set up the paymaster’s office, which has been totally disorganized with all that has happened
since the fire;\fn{The fire set by Bouchard; Monterey was virtually rebuilt by April 1819} and he insists that I go there soon.”
This was very good news to me and especially to my mother when we had just escaped from the jaws of the
bear. The next day I prepared one of my horses to take the clothes to the washing place that my stepfather had set
up, and we went to the creek with all the other things we would need. We found everything in the best possible
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condition. From time to time I mounted my horse and rode around the area where we were, and this made my
mother feel more secure.
In the afternoon we left, and I loaded the wet wash onto my colt; and on our way we came into a blackberry
thicket, and as the path was narrow, one of the brambles caught the legs of my horse, who reared so vigorously that
I went flying with the wet wash and everything and landed in the middle of a bramblebush, into which I sank in
such a way that I could not move. My mother ran to help me, and, not without some difficulty, succeeded in
making an opening, through which she pulled me out, all covered with thorns. The horse ran home, and we left the
wash for my stepfather to collect later.
*
The next evening I went to pay a farewell visit to the family of Don Ignacio, who already knew, from what my
stepfather had told them, that we should soon leave the ranch. All our conversation concerned what had happened
at the creek with the attack of the bear; and they showed much concern about this, as well as delight at our
miraculous escape from the claws of that beast. I also told them of my fall into the brambles, and they said they
were sorry that I should have suffered so many misfortunes since coming to their ranch, beginning with the adventure
of the wild cow; and they wished us well for the future.
Don Ignacio said that he was pleased to have had such good neighbors and that my stepfather’s bear-hunting had
been very useful to him, because now he did not find two or three of his animals dead in the fields every morning, as he
had before. All that trouble had stopped since my stepfather had killed all the predatory bears that had been in the habit
of destroying his livestock. Then he gave me several yards of fine cloth from San Fernando in Spain,\fn{ A famous textile
factory established in 1705 near Cádiz; this industry was highly protected in Spain } for a suit for me; and in those times that was a very
valuable present, because such goods were rarely imported into California unless they had been specially ordered by
the paymasters of the presidio garrisons.
The next day I went to take leave of Don Mariano Castro and to thank him for the horses he had given me; and
when I arrived at his house mounted on one of them, he asked me whether I was pleased with the present, and I
answered him that I was so pleased that I was coming to take my leave of him and thank him for that token of his
esteem.
“All right,” said Don Mariano, “now I’ll tell you what I had in mind when I gave you that present, and you will be
very pleased to learn what perhaps you have not heard from anyone else. In 1808 I had a dispute about the boundary
between this ranch and the mission lands of San Juan Bautista; and the governor, in order to make a final decision,
appointed your late father, Sergeant aide-de-camp Francisco Alvarado, to come in person to examine the land and give
a fair and impartial report. The mission fathers have had a great deal of power and influence with the government in all
such matters; but your father did his duty in all good conscience and reported in my favor, and the dispute was decided
with a confirmation of my claim. Now, in addition to the horses I gave you, take these hundred pesos to buy clothes
and to return to Monterey to continue your studies, since I think there is no longer any danger of the rebels’ returning.”
Since I had never before seen so much money at one time, I thought that Don Mariano must have made a mistake in
counting the hundred pesos and that he was giving me more than twice that much; and just in case this might be so and
he might have second thoughts, I tried to take my leave of him as soon as possible and galloped off on my pony as fast as
he could go; and from time to time I looked back to see whether some servant of Don Mariano’s was following me to
call me and recount the money. That, however, was not the case, and I arrived home with my colt dropping from
exhaustion. My mother was frightened and asked,
“What’s happened to you? Your colt is all worn out, and you seem scared. Has something happened to you?
Did you meet a bear?”
“No, mother,” I answered her, “I’m carrying a lot of money that Don Mariano gave me, and he told me that my father
saved him from losing almost half his ranch in a dispute he had with Mission San Juan Bautista in the year 1808.” My
mother answered,
“That’s true; I know that story.” And I said,
“Mother, count my money.” My mother counted it and said,
“It’s a hundred pesos.” I was a little saddened by this, because I was wishing it would be more, for I had
already begun to know greed.
At home everything was ready for us to begin our trip. The following day we loaded forty bearskins on a cart, and
another cart carried the family; and we arrived safe and sound at Mission San Juan Bautista, where we still found the
family of my grandfather Vallejo, waiting for their lodgings in the presidio to be finished.
*
We were getting ready to go on to Monterey when the majordomo of the Mission, Don Joaquin Soto, came to ask me
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to be godfather to a son that his wife had borne, and whom he wanted me and an aunt of mine, Prudenciana Vallejo, to
sponsor in baptism. I accepted this invitation on condition that I could get permission from my mother, whom I told
about it at once; and she said that I had been right to accept, since the majordomo, by reason of the post he held, was one
of the most important employees of the Mission and was considered a respectable person, along with his family.
I therefore told my mother that she should instruct me in what I was to do, since I knew nothing about baptisms, and
all I had seen was that in Monterey the godparents tossed out a lot of money along the whole way from the church to the
parents’ house. If I had to do the same, that would be the end of the money Don Mariano had given me and of my share
in the bearskins, leaving me as poor as before, since in Monterey I had seen a Spaniard throw out peso coins on both
sides of the way from the church to the mother’s house, and I could not do that without bankrupting myself. My mother
answered,
“It’s true that some people have done that, when they have a lot of money and want to spend it in showing off;
but that’s not the custom here in the Mission. That kind of thing only goes on in the capital, among the upper crust;
but there’s no call for it here. If we take twenty pesos and get the father to change it into cuartillas, it will be
enough for what they call dar el bolo, that is, giving a little gift to the relatives and friends of the family who
come to the baptism. The custom will be observed if you give one cuartilla to each one, and you’ll still have
plenty left.\fn{The cuartilla was a paper script used on the frontier as a means of producing fractional currency; it was generally the
equivalent of a quarter of a peso}
“As for what you must do in the baptismal ceremony, you must be the bearer of your godson’s name. His
parents must choose it, and you have to give it to the baptizing priest when he asks what name shall be given to
the child. Then, when the baptismal water is poured on the child, you have to hold his feet; and when the whole
ceremony is over, you and the godmother carry the child and hand him to his mother, and for this occa sion you
will compose an eloquent speech, the gist of which should be the wish that the child may lead a happy life, and
so forth.”
All the instructions my mother gave me were very easy for me to carry out, except the last part, in which I had
to combine suitable and eloquent words into a speech which I was to give when I handed the child to his mother;
but after all, it had to be done as best I could, because it was an important custom on these occasions. Fortunately
the baptizing priest, seeing how young I was—for I was not above ten years old—and seeing the godmother,
almost of the same age, gave us a suitable explanation of the spiritual relationship on which we had entered with
the child and of our obligation to ensure that he be brought up in keeping with the precepts of the Roman Catholic
and Apostolic Church. Making use of this talk and of the meaning of those words, I was able to fashion my own
speech, which I was to make to the mother.
When I made it, the child’s parents were greatly surprised to see me such an eloquent and learned boy. The next
day my new friend Soto made me a present of a riding saddle, magnificently decorated with some silver and with very
fine and well-tooled leather. With this saddle and with my thoroughbreds I expected to make my appearance in the
capital, Monterey, as though I were the son of a rich landowner.
*
My stepfather began to wonder what he might best do with the bearskins, since in Monterey he would have no place
to keep them, and it would not be a good idea to leave them in the Mission, either. While he was thinking about these
things, there appeared a Spaniard, a merchant of sorts, one of those who came to this country and enjoyed the protection
of their compatriots, the missionaries, and who carried on a trade, buying and selling things that might yield some profit.
Taking advantage of this opportunity, my stepfather negotiated with that Spaniard, who could safely deposit the skins in
the Mission warehouses and wait to sell them at the right time to the officers who came on the ships with the King’s
accounts.
My mother and he decided to sell the skins to the Spaniard for two hundred pesos, and thus they avoided having to
take such a troublesome load to Monterey. The deal was made, and with this money we bought all that the family needed
from the Mission trading post. My mother had made me a suit with the cloth that Don Ignacio had given me, and she
bought me some more clothes, so that I would be supplied for a long time.
Right after this we went to Monterey and lodged in the house of Don José Estrada, and my stepfather took charge of
the paymaster’s office to put it in order, and I kept busy going every day for lessons and for writing practice to the office of the
governor, Don Pablo Vicente de Solá, who told me he was delighted to see me after the stampede brought about by the rebels
My stepfather soon put his brother’s office in perfect order; and once he had finished this job, he thought he
would enlist for the vacant position of soldier of merit in the garrison company of the presidio of San Francisco, in
order to become an officer of that company as soon as possible. He easily achieved his aim, because he was known as a
man of considerable learning; and once he had submitted his application, he was given the appointment, and so he had
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to leave Monterey to occupy this position, taking my mother and the rest of his family along to the presidio of San
Francisco.
As for me, I sold my horses and stayed in my grandparents’ house, as before. With the money I had, I helped my mother;
and I said goodbye to her after having accompanied her through that troubled time.\fn{ The following portion of the memoir took place
in 1821}
*
Don José Joaquin Estudillo, born in Monterey, held the post of cadet in the garrison company of the Presidio of San
Francisco. He was the son of the military commander of Monterey, Captain Don José María Estudillo; and he asked for
leave from his commander, who at that time was Don Luis Antonio Arguello, so that he might go to visit his father.
This leave was granted him for a very short time.
My mother found this out and went to entreat him to bring me, if he could, on his way back from Monterey, for
which she would be infinitely grateful to him, as she wanted very much to see me. On his arrival in Monterey, the
cadet informed me of this; and I told him that I agreed to make the trip, since I was equally eager to see my mother.
My guide asked me whether I felt up to riding on the rump of his horse and making the trip in one day, in which we
were to cover the fifty leagues from Monterey to San Francisco, accommodating myself as best possible and counting
on the good gallop and even gait of his horses; and he added,
“You’re pretty skinny and don’t weigh much. Make up your mind, and then we’ll leave here early tomorrow
morning to have time enough for the trip, because I have to be in San Francisco at midnight, when the leave that the
commander gave me runs out. If I didn’t make it, I’d face serious charges.” I agreed to the cadet’s proposal and slept
with him in his house so as to begin the journey early the next morning.
We left Monterey at about 2 a.m. The cadet made a seat for me behind him on his horse; and with some straps he
formed stirrups, so that I could put the tips of my feet in them and rest. He tied another strap around his waist so that I
could hold on to it and stay on the horse; and, in a word, he did all he could to assure me of a good seat.
We set out from Monterey at a canter. My companion had posted relief horses at all the stations and inhabited ranches
along the road, and in this way he was always ready to keep moving at a good pace. We reached the town of San José at
noon, and there we had already covered more than half the way. The cadet asked me, “How do you feel?”; and I answered
him,
“My body is very tired, and I have some very painful chafings between my legs; but I can stand it, and I am consoled by
the thought that tonight I’ll see my mother.” And so we cantered on. Soon we were near Mission Dolores; and as we
approached the place, my companion said,
“The sentinel is ringing the bell for ten o’clock, so we have time to reach the presidio by twelve.” Soon we reached
the sentinel, and he called out, “Who goes there?”, and the cadet replied with the password,
“Spain.” The sentinel repeated,
“Who are you?”
“A soldier,” said my companion.
The sentinel called his corporal, who came out to recognize us, a formality required by regulations. The corporal and
the soldiers naturally knew their cadet very well. The latter asked,
“What’s new around here?”
“Plenty,” said the corporal, and then gave us the following account.
“We have been invaded by one of the chiefs under Marín of Lompali, named Pomponio, the bravest and most
fearsome of the Cainameros tribe.”\fn{Marí of Olompoli, along with Quintín, were rebel neophytes from Mission San Rafael. As in
many cases of early California banditry, these two men, as well as Pornponio, have been highly romanticized and memorialized by placenames}

According to the report of the corporal of the guard in San Rafael, Pomponio, because of some quarrels with his
people, disappeared from that place by setting out onto the bay on a reed raft that he had made himself; and to be sure,
according to our own investigation it seems that when he reached Yerba Buena he pulled the raft up on the land and
burned it, immediately hiding himself in the dense brush nearby, from which he came out two nights ago, attacked a
house in the Indian village, seized the owner’s wife and all his blankets and food supplies, and disappeared once
more into the thickets.
“Here in Mission Dolores there are some members of those tribes who have been converted to Christianity, and
they have given us a very detailed account of the fierce and bold character of Chief Pomponio. They don’t want to
sleep in the village and have asked the priest, who has agreed, that they be allowed to sleep in the inner courtyards of
the main building. They assure us that Pomponio is a man of great muscular strength, tall and well-built, very fleetfooted, and armed with a bow far longer than normal, in keeping with his strength, and provided with a quiver of
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some fifty arrows, all of them poison-tipped.\fn{Although poisons derived from plants were used by California Indians to take
fish, it appears that the idea of poisoned arrows is but a part of the myth surrounding Pom ponio, for there are no reports of the use of
poisons on arrows among the Coast Miwok or other northern California groups}

“The inhabitants of the Presidio have taken away all the horses and cows that they had grazing in Yerba Buena;
and this place and everything around it up to the mission road is under the control of Pomponio, who takes advantage
of the thick chaparral to hide and then attack, committing all kinds of outrages and robbing anything he wants. This
afternoon two cowboys have fled here from Yerba Buena on horseback because of this bandit’s attacks on them.
“My cadet,” the corporal continued, “relieve your horse; I’ll give you one of those that are on guard here so that
you can get through the brush. Under circumstances like these it’s always a good idea to go fast, and the horse you
came on is very tired.”
My companion accepted the offer and proceeded to change the horses. The corporal lifted me down in his arms
and said,
“Poor child! He must be all worn out.”
This story which the corporal told the cadet and to which I paid particular attention made me tremble with fear;
and exhausted as I was by my physical exertions, I spent every moment thinking about the darkness of the night,
the stormy noise of the icy winds that were blowing furiously from the harbor of San Francisco, which we were
already nearing, and about how we had to pass through such a very dark place, just where Pomponio was known
to be marauding.
All this put me into a panic, imagining how the Indian, under protection of the night, might be lying in ambush
any place on the mountain, on either side of the road, and might assault us. We mounted, and my companion took
his gun from its scabbard and carried it ready for whatever might happen; and he said to me,
“Hold on tight. You lookout on the left-hand side of the road, and I on the right.” And at a canter we got
through the most dangerous place without any trouble.
We reached El Polin (that was the name of a spring about a mile from the presidio that was used to supply the
houses with drinking and cooking water because of its excellent quality). There we found a patrol of soldiers, who
asked us the same questions as the sentinel at the Mission, and then we reached the fort. My companion delivered
me to my mother in her house, and he went to his.
The next day rumor had it that Chief Pomponio had been near the presidio and had escaped from the patrol
thanks to his speed and astuteness. All the families were very uneasy; the women could not go out toward Yerba
Buena to wash clothes unless they were escorted by a soldier; El Polín, which, as I have said, was their drinking
water, had a guard posted at all times. Its water, held in such esteem by the veterans of the presidio, was really
excellent and furthermore had, in their opinion, a very important quality, about which it seems to me that I ought
to make the following digression, since I have mentioned this beautiful spring so often.
*
When the presidio of San Francisco was first established, a very clear spring was found there,\fn{ It was discovered
by Lt. José Joaquí Moraga in July, 1776 } the only one in that area that could be used for drinking and cooking. Once the
buildings of the presidio had been constructed, the spring was about a mile from the fort, and there it remains to this
day. In order to keep this water supply in the best possible condition, the troops built a brick basin or well around it
and fenced it in so that no animals would stir it up. They would bring their barrels, and by unstopping a pipe at the
bottom of the basin they could fill them without muddying the reservoir. This place they called El Polín, a word that
means a sledge for moving heavy objects. Fastening the barrels onto a wooden sledge, they would pull them on
horseback with a rope tied to the pommel of their saddles. The inhabitants of the presidio enjoyed this delicious
water for several years without noticing that its use might have any particular effect, but they did observe that almost
every married woman had given birth to twins.
Some people did go to consult various old quacks (we shall call them botanical scientists), who would cure all
diseases with herbs and with some practical knowledge they had acquired in the Province of Sinaloa, whence they had
come as settlers to California. They declared that the waters of El Polín de San Francisco were the cause of these
effects, since they found no other reason for this fertility. And they would add,
“Medical science is in its infancy, and we cannot say that we have succeeded in discovering the great secrets
buried in nature’s bosom. Only future times will witness the most amazing discoveries.”
This opinion, proclaimed and maintained by the old naturalists, sufficed to make the few inhabitants of San
Francisco believe in the effects of this mysterious water, and this news made the rounds of the other presidios, and
everyone was so surprised and astonished that married men came from some places, by agreement with their
wives, to carry away the water in bottles and use it out of sheer curiosity; but the old men told these people that if
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they took the water away it would not have the desired effect, because it would lose its special quality. It had to be
drunk, they said, at the spring.
In the following years, the births of twins were not repeated in the presidio of San Francisco, and so people
came to believe that the effects of El Polín would occur only once for each couple, and the fertility of the water
was, in time, forgotten. I thought I should mention it in this narrative only because it is part of the history of the
most noteworthy events that took place sixty years ago in the old presidio.
*
When the soldiers of the guard posts and of the Presidio found themselves unable to capture Chief Pomponio
in spite of having tried every means possible to do so, they finally hit upon the stratagem that alone would allow
them to catch him.
Pomponio would sometimes leave the chaparral of Yerba Buena and go to rob the missions of Santa Clara and
San José; and there also the soldiers chased after him, so that all private citizens who travelled on the roads from
one place to another had to go armed and with all necessary precautions against a possible encounter with this
bandit chief, who was much talked about for his valor and his dexterity with his bow and with his poisoned
arrows, in addition to which he was extraordinarily fleet-footed in escaping in the forests, where he had several
times eluded his pursuers.
Since the thickets of Yerba Buena were his main shelter, the corporal of the guard at Mission Dolores thought that
he would convince one of the Indians of the Mission to join Pomponio and promise to accompany him in all his attacks
because he himself was also being pursued. This Indian would bring Pomponio to a certain place where, he would
promise him, they would get rich, especially if they attacked the house of the caporal (the second majordomo of the
lands of a mission), because there they would steal many blankets, serapes, and all kinds of clothes and food, including
quite a few bottles of liquor, all of which would allow them to take refuge in the high mountains and stay there for a
long time. A trustworthy Indian was chosen to carry out this scheme, and he was offered a substantial reward for this
service.
When he had accepted the plan, he went out to look for Pomponio; and in a few days he came back and said that
everything had been arranged. That same night they were to come to the house of the caporal, who was away in the
fields; the soldiers were to wait a short way off in order to attack, and Pomponio would be unarmed because he had
persuaded him to leave his weapons in the brush. With this understanding, the soldiers took up the most suitable
position, and at a certain hour of the night they saw Pomponio and his companion arrive. Once the Indians were inside
the house, five soldiers attacked it, and to this numerical superiority the chief was forced to surrender, though not
without trying, in vain, to escape.
They tied him up well and took him to the guardpost, where he was immediately put in irons and a sentinel was
posted over him. The next day the news spread, and the military commander of San Francisco was informed of the
capture of Pomponio. An order from the commander, Captain Don Luis Antonio Argüello, was sent to the commander
of the guard at Mission Dolores, that Pomponio be immediately taken to the presidio and handed over to the guard
there.\fn{Pomponio was a native of San Rafael and former neophyte of San Francisco de Asís. He was responsible for robbery of missions,
attacks on peaceful Indians, and the murder of several Indians and a soldier, Manuel Varela. Raiding from San Rafael to Santa Cruz, Pomponio
was reputedly the terror of northern California in 1823, and reportedly killed his lieutenants, Gonzalo of San Carlos, who cut off his heels to
escape ankle irons, and Baltasar of Soledad; when dying, they sought to return to Christianity. Pomponio kidnapped and tortured the son of
Reyes Bereyessa for which, along with the murder of Varela, Lieutenant Ignacio Martinez, with a corporal and two soldiers, pursued him and
captured him at Cañada de Novato. Taken to Monterey, Pomponio was tried by Governor Luis ArgüelIo, José de la Guerra, José Ramirez,
Santiago Argüello, Ignacio Vallejo, Carlos A. Carrillo, José R. Estrada and José Joaquin Torre on 6 February 1824 and sentenced to death; he
was executed by firing squad on 6 September 1824. These dates do not agree with Alvarado’s date of 1821; possibly Pomponio was captured
earlier and subsequently escaped}

1.170 The Sacrificial Altar\fn{by Gertrude Athereton (1857-1948)} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California
U.S.A. (F) 11
Louis Bac drifted like a gray shadow through the gray streets of San Francisco. Even the French colony, one of
the most homogeneous units of the city, knew little more of him than the community at large. He was the son of
one famous restaurateur and the grandson of another; he had been sent to a Lycee in Paris at the age of twelve,
graduated from the University of Paris at twenty-two, and returned to San Francisco upon the death of his father a
year later. The French colony were surprised that he did not go back to Paris after selling the restaurant—his
energetic mother had pre-deceased her husband—but buried himself in the old Bac home behind the eucalyptus
trees on the steepest hillside of the city; otherwise his return and himself attracted no attention whatever until he
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flung his hat into the spaces of the international arena.
Both his father, Henri Bac II, and his shrewd mother, Antoinette, had been agreed upon giving their studious
ascetic little son a true American’s chance to rise in the world, and, acting on the advice of their chief patron and
the leader of the French colony, M. Cesar Dupont, who offered his escort, had sent the boy to the College Louis le
Grand. They never saw their only child again; but although Louis had been reticent of speech, he proved a very
prodigal with his pen. As the years passed, it became evident—the entire French colony read these letters—that
his goal was belles lettres and that he was practising on his family. Finally, after many mutations his style became
so formal and precise that M. Dupont became alarmed and, during his next visit to Paris, invited the young man to
breakfast.
Louis by this time was eighteen, of medium height, as thin as all overworked, underfed, underoxygenated
Lycee boys, with large gray eyes that were rarely raised, a long pale face, a long thin nose, a small thin-lipped
mouth. The brow was abnormally large, the rest of the head rather small. It was not an attractive personality, M.
Dupont reflected—he had not seen Louis for several years—but the boy carried something uncommon in his
head-piece, or he, Cesar Dupont, fashionable merchant and bon viveur, had studied the craniums of a thousand
San Francisco geniuses in vain.
He had taken his guest to the Restaurant de la Tour d’ Argent, and while the duck’s frame was being crushed he
asked, abruptly: “Have you given a thought to your future career, Louis? Of course you know you will not be
obliged to drudge, but to be a professor of French literature is not without its éclat, and, I fancy, more in your line
than commerce.”
Louis's lip curled. “I have no more intention of being a professor than of being a merchant,” he said in his cold
precise voice. “I shall write.”
“Ah!” M. Dupont drew a sigh of relief. He had feared the boy would be forbiddingly reticent. “I hoped as
much from your letters. Your refinement of mind and style are remarkable for a man of your years. Shall you
write plays?”
A faint color had invaded the youth’s cheeks under this considered flattery, and when he lifted his deeply set
gray eyes to M. Dupont’s it was almost with the frankness of man to man. But he was intensely shy, and although
more at his ease with this handsome genial patron of his family, he made his confidences without warmth.
“No. I shall write the novel. The dramatic form does not appeal to me.”
“Ah! Yes. I am not surprised. Your style is certainly more narrative-descriptive. But to be a novelist, my son,
you must have seen a good deal of life. You must know the great world—unless—perhaps—you contemplate
writing romance?”
Again the delicate lip opposite curled, and Louis almost choked over his morsel of duck.
“Romance? No, Monsieur. I am a realist by temperament and mental habit. Nor do I need the great world.
Only one thing interests me—crime.”
“Crime? Mon Dieu!” The amiable merchant almost choked in his turn, although he savored his duck more
slowly than his Lycee guest. “Crime! But you are too young, my son, to be interested in anything so grim. Life is
to enjoy. And how can you enjoy with your mind like a morgue?”
“We are not all made to enjoy in the same fashion. I enjoy intensely reading through old volumes of criminal
records and trials—my master in psychology has kindly arranged that I shall have access to them. And I read with
the greatest interest the details of current criminology. I shall never care for society, for I am too timid and dislike
women. But I love the lonely grandeur of nature, and music, and great books and pictures. Have no fear,
Monsieur, my mind is not polluted. It is purely scientific, this interest; the psychology of crime happens to appeal
to my peculiar gifts.”
“But—that is it—your gifts are literary—but yes! I do not like the idea of wasting them on that lamentable
subdivision of human society which one ignores save when held up by a footpad. With but few exceptions it has
appealed only to the inferior order of writing talent. Even in France the masters do not condescend. With them
crime is an incident, not a motif.”
“Has it occurred to you, Monsieur, that without the pioneers—”
“Oh, yes, perhaps—but you—”
“I am young and unknown? Of what author has that not at least once been said? I purpose to write novels—not
mere stories—in which character and life shall be revealed in the light of the boldest and the subtlest crimes—
murder preferably—and executed in a form and style above cavil—I hope! Oh, I hope! Moreover, I shall write my
books in two languages—I have taken special courses in English. In that, too, I shall be unique!”
“Be careful of that style of yours, my son. It is growing a little too academic, and I, a Frenchman, say that! It
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would do for the essay, and win the praise of the expiring generation of critics, and the younger but non-creative
formalists, but I infer you wish to be read by the public. You would also make money as well as achieve fame. Is
it not?”
“Quite so. My father wishes that I live until I am thirty in California and vote—I, mon Dieu! But I shall follow
his wishes. Then I shall buy a chateaux here in France, for our chateaux are incomparable in beauty. Fame, but
yes. It would make my nostrils quiver. But all that is as nothing to the joy of writing. Then my soul almost sings. I
am almost happy, but not quite.”
He paused and his brow darkened. He raised his eyes and stared past his anxious host, far into some invisible
plane of tormentingly elusive dreams. M. Dupont wisely remained silent, and Louis resumed, abruptly:
“When I shall write as spontaneously as the spring bubbles or the ice melts, when my brain hardly knows what
my pen is doing, when I experience that terrific uprush that would drown the more conscious parts of the intellect
were it not for the perfect mastery of technique—that is it, Monsieur! I am still an infant with my tools. Do not
permit my style to cause you anxiety. It is merely in one stage of experiment. I shall not write a line for
publication until I am four-and-twenty. I shall send forth my first professional novel on the third of October—my
birthday—1900. Meanwhile, I enter the university this year, and take the course in literature. At twenty-two I shall
graduate and take my Ph.D. Then I shall serve for a year as a reporter on a London newspaper. So shall I obtain
perfect freedom with the English language and that first-hand contact with life which I realize is of a certain
necessity. But after that no more of the world. I hate it—realities. I wish to live in my mind, my imagination; to
spend every hour when I do not exercise for my nerves or sleep to refresh my faculty, in writing, writing—that
one day shall be creating.
*
Louis carried out his programme to the letter, and published, in 1900—some five years before the terrific
episode which it is my melancholy privilege to chronicle—the first of those novels of crime that commanded the
sedate attention of the intellectual world. Entombed as it were in the old house under the creaking eucalyptustrees, with a padlock on his gate, he had rewritten it six times from the original draft—which, according to his
method, contained nothing but the stark outline of the plot, every detail of which was thought out during long
hours of exterior immobility. Three successive sets of servants, mistaking this accomplishment in petrifaction for
a form of insanity which might at any moment express itself in violence, left abruptly. Finally, old Madame
Dupont established in the kitchen wing an elderly Frenchman and his wife who had once presided over a hotel for
artists, and thereafter Louis had peace and enforced nutrition.
It was during the long months of rewriting, of developing his characters by a subtle secondary method of his
own, of profound analysis, and a phrasing which drew heavily on the adjectival vocabulary of the critics later on,
that he really enjoyed himself. The last revision was devoted exclusively to the study and improvement of every
sentence in the long book; and indeed there is no doubt that these months, from skeleton to trousseau, were, with
one tremendous exception, the happiest period of this unhappy creator’s life.
This book in its cold intellectual remoteness appealed as little to Louis when he read it in print as it did to the
public, and he set himself grimly to work to pour red blood into the veins of his characters and give his next book
the rhythm of life as well as of style. Once more he was hailed by the intellectuals, but fell short of popular
recognition, which, belonging himself to the intellectual democracy, he estimated far above the few who win their
little fame by writing about the creators in art, or even above the artist himself. He was determined to enthrall, to
create the perfect illusion. He scorned to be a cult, and when he saw himself alluded to as a “high-brow-lit” he
wept. But above all he passionately wished for that intoxication in creation in which consciousness of self was
obliterated, the power, as he expressed it, to write one book charged with the magnetism of a burning soul. He
always felt, despite his love of his work, as cold and deliberate as a mathematician. And yet he spun his
complicated plots with the utmost facility. There was no more doubt of his talent, in the minds of those who wrote
essays of him in the reviews, than of his psychological insight and his impeccable style.
Poor Louis! Spurred on by his anxious and experienced friend, M. Cesar Dupont, he made a meticulous
attempt to adore a little French milliner; but the young artist, who would have been a monk in the Middle Ages
and left to his monastery a precious heritage of illuminated manuscripts, returned within the month to his art (with
abject apologies), set his teeth, and dissected the whole affair for his next book; presenting Celeste, the pivot of a
demoniacal crime, in all the phases, common or uncommon, to a woman of her type. This novel, which he
estimated as his worst, achieved to his disgust a certain measure of popularity, and the reporters hammered at his
gate. San Francisco, which after its first mild interest, had forgotten him, awoke to a sense of its own importance,
and besieged M. Dupont, whose acquaintance extended far beyond the French colony, for introductions. But
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Louis would have none of them. He went on writing his novels, taking his walks at midnight, never leaving the
house otherwise unless to visit a bookstore or sit in the back of a box at the play, and literally knew no one in the
city of his birth but old Madame Dupont, her son, and his two old servants, Philippe and Seraphine. It was after
his seventh novel, when he felt himself growing stale, taking less pleasure in the mere act of writing, and losing
his hold on his good friends, the intellectuals, that he took his trouble, as was his habit, to M. Cesar.
They dined in the old Dupont mansion on Nob Hill, built, like the humbler home of the Bacs, in the city’s
youth, and alone, as Madame was in bed with an influenza. M. Cesar as a rule entertained at his club, and had a
luxurious suite for bachelor purposes in a select apartment house kept by a compatriot, but, like a dutiful son, he
made a pretense of sharing his mother’s evening meal at six o’clock, no matter where he might be dining at eight.
For an hour after dinner Louis paced up and down the library and unburdened himself while M. Cesar smoked
in the depths of a chair. This confidence, which included rage at his own limitations, disgust with the critics who
encouraged such miserable failures as he, and invective against fate for planting the fiction imp in what should
have been a purely scientific mind and then withholding the power to electrify his talent with genius, was made
about every seven months, and M. Cesar always listened with deep concern and sympathy. He loved Louis, who
was sweet of nature and the most inoffensive of egoists, but was beginning to regard him as hopeless. Tonight,
however, he was admitting a ray of hope.
“Celeste was a failure,” he said, abruptly. “It is no use for you to try that sort of thing again. But live you must.
I have given up a dinner at the club to a distinguished guest from abroad to tell you that I insist you give yourself
one more chance.”
“What is that?” Louis was alert and suspicious at once.
“Do you remember Berthe?”
“Berthe—your niece at Neuilly?”
“Ah—you do, although you would go to my brother’s house so seldom.”
“He had grown daughters of whom I was afraid, for their cruel instincts were excited by my shyness. But
Berthe was a little thing then, very pretty, very sympathetic. I romped with her in the garden sometimes.”
“Just so. Berthe is now twenty, very handsome, very vivacious—a great admirer of M. Louis Bac, celebrated
novelist.”
The young Frenchman stared at the elderly Frenchman.
“Do you wish that I should marry her?”
“For your sake. For hers—to marry a genius whose Vampire mistress is his art—ah, well, it is the fate of
woman to be sacrificed when they do not sacrifice us. And Berthe’s would be no mean destiny. I feel convinced
that she alone could make you fall madly in love—”
“I shall never see her again. I have lost my old longing for Paris. What difference where a failure exists and
plods? Besides, I dreamed once of returning to Paris a master, not a mere formalist who had won the approval of
antiquarians.”
“You shall meet her here.”
“Here?”
“She arrives to-morrow.”
“You have planned this, then, deliberately?”
“It is only a dream promising to come true. Not until now has my brother relented and given his consent to
Berthe’s taking the long journey. But friends were coming. It is fate, my son. Try to fall in love with her—but
madly! I, who have loved many times, assure you that the intoxication which tempts lesser men to rhyme should
stimulate your great gift to its final expression.”
“But marry!” Louis was quite cold. “A wife in my house! Oh no, M. Cesar; I should hate it and her.”
“Not if you loved her. And Berthe has subtlety and variety.”
“And is far too good for me. I should make a detestable husband.”
“Let her make the husband.”
Once more Louis turned cold. “You desire that I shall meet her, talk to her, cultivate her? Oh, God!”
“I mean that you shall go to my tailor tomorrow. My mother will introduce Berthe to the Colony on Friday
night. Its most distinguished members will be present—bankers, journalists, merchants, professional men of all
sorts; young people will come in for a dance after the dinner of twenty-four. You may run away from the dance,
but at the dinner you will sit beside Berthe.”
This time Louis was petrified.
“But no! No!”
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M. Cesar rose and laid his hand solemnly on his young friend’s shoulder.
“For your art, my son, for your divine gift. For both you would lay down your life. Is it not? Another year of
this unnatural existence and you will go sterile. And what substitute for you in the long years ahead? Your mind
needs a powerful stimulant and at once. The cup approaches your lip. Will you drink or will you turn it upside
down?”
“I’ll drink if I can,” said Louis, through his set teeth, “for what you say is true. But I’d rather drink hemlock!”
*
Louis sat at his bedroom window, for the moon was high and the night was clear. The city that so often was
shrouded to its cobblestones in fog, its muffled ghostly silences broken only by his creaking eucalyptus-trees, lay
below him in all its bleak gray outlines. But he was not looking at the city, although sensible for the first time of
the vast composite presence under the ugly roofs; nor even at the high-flung beauty of Twin Peaks; he stared
instead at the cross on Calvary, that gaunt hill that rises above the cemeteries of Lone Mountain. The cross stood
out black and austere save when a fog wraith from the sea drifted across it. The emblem of the cross was in tune
with his mood tonight, for he felt neither romantic nor imaginative, but pervaded with fear and melancholy. The
faith in which he had been bred as a child had long since passed, and to him the cross was merely the symbol of
crucifixion.
His eye dropped from the cross to the dark mass of the Catholic cemetery where his parents slept. If his writing
faculty should desert him, as M. Cesar had ruthlessly predicted, no power in either world should condemn him to
life. He would go out to Lone Mountain, shut himself in the family vault, lie down on the stones, and either drink
poison or cut his wrists. This morbid vision had appealed to him before, but never so insidiously as tonight; never
before had his spirits remained so persistently at zero as during the past week; never before had their melancholy
been darkened by fear, rent by panic.
In spite of his shyness and dislike of women, not only had he nerved himself to the ordeal of meeting Berthe
Dupont, but worked himself up to a real desire to fall in love with her, to experience that tremendous emotion
from inception to crescendo and liberate the deep creative torrents of his genius. Not for a moment did he hope
that she would marry him. On the contrary, what he particularly desired was that she should play with him,
enthrall him, transform him into a sentimental ass and a caldron of passion, then flout him, condemn him to the
fiendish tortures of the unsatisfied lover.
Six months at his desk of carefully conserved passion and torments, and then, immortal fame!
Louis, who was very honest and as little conceited as an author may be, had for some time believed, with his
critics and M. Cesar, that he would come into the full fruition of his gifts only after some great, possibly terrific,
adventure of the soul had banished forever that curious lethargy that possessed the unexplored tracts of his genius.
Therefore had poor Louis gone to the tailor of his inexorable mentor, and crawled up the hill on Friday night,
his heart hammering, his knees trembling, but his teeth set and his whole being a desperate hope. He was willing
to go to the stake. Through his consciousness the outlines of another plot, subtle, intricate, vital, hinting at
characters that were personalities, but uncommonly misty and slow to cohere, were wandering. Ordinarily his
plots were as sharply outlined as a winter tree against a frosty sky. But now! He must tear up his soul by the roots
and fill his veins with fire or this new conception would dribble forth in an image so commonplace that he would
take it out to Lone Mountain and immure it with himself.
The Dupont house was perched high above the cut that had made a rough hillside into a bland street for the
wealthy. The last automobile was rolling away as Louis reached the long flight of covered outer stairs that led up
from the street to the house. He walked even more slowly up that tunnel on end, hoping the company would be in
the dining-room when he arrived and he could slink into his seat unnoticed.
The old butler, Jean-Marie, almost shoved him into the drawing-room, and for a moment his terrors retreated
before a wave of artistic pleasure never before experienced in the house of Dupont. The heavy old mahogany
furniture, the bow-windows, even the clumsy candelabra were completely obliterated by a thousand American
Beauty roses. It was a bower of surpassing richness and distinction for a group of women as handsome and
exquisitely dressed as .Louis had ever seen in the foyer of the opera-house in Paris.
The moment old Madame Dupont, magnificent in brocade and a new wig, espied him, she led the way to the
dining-room, before M. César could introduce him to the eager Colony. This relieved Louis almost to the pitch of
elation, and he even exchanged a few words with his partner after they were seated at the long table—covered
with Madame’s historic silver and crystal—the while he covertly examined the young lady on his left.
Mademoiselle Berthe had been taken in by the host and was chatting animatedly with M. Jules Constant, a young
banker, who sat opposite.
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Louis observed with delight that she was more than pretty, and realized that M. César had with purpose
restrained his enthusiasm. Certainly it gave Louis a distinct throb of satisfaction to discover for himself that the
young girl was beautiful and of no common type. She might be as practical as most Frenchwomen, but she looked
romantic, passionate, mysterious. The heavy lids of her large brown eyes gave them depths and smoldering fires.
Her soft brown hair, dark but full of light, was dressed close to her small proud head. She had a haughty little nose
and a red babyish mouth filled with bright even teeth. Her complexion was olive and claret; her tall form round,
flexible, carried with pride and grace. The contrasts in that seductive face were affecting her inflammable vis-avis profoundly.
It was only when dinner was half over that Louis realized with a shock which turned him as pale as his rival,
M. Constant, that he felt neither jealousy nor any other of the master passions. He had talked alternately with
Mademoiselle Berthe and the shy damsel on his right, and he found the one as interesting as the other. He
appreciated that the young lady destined for him was intelligent, and emanated a warm magnetism; moreover, she
had both coquetry and indubitable sincerity. Every man at the table was craning his neck, and M. Constant looked
ready to fight twelve duels.
And he, Louis Bac, felt nothing! …
*
Staring at Calvary, his mind drifted over the events of the past week. He had seen Mademoiselle Berthe every
day. On two separate occasions he had talked with her alone in the Dupont library. He had liked and admired her
increasingly. He found her full of surprises, subtleties; it seemed to him that just such a young woman had been
roaming the dim corridors of his brain, impatiently awaiting his call; and as a wife she would be incomparable.
But he did not want a wife. He wanted a grande passion. And he developed not a symptom. He felt not the
least desire to impropriate her. Of course there was but one explanation. He was incapable of those profound and
racking passions experienced once at least by ordinary men. He was nothing but an intellect with a rotten spot
where fiction generated instead of those abnormal impulses that made of men so inflicted social outlaws.
Otherwise, he should be quite mad over Berthe Dupont. Her beauty and charm were attracting attention far
beyond the French colony. It was Berthe for him or no one. And alas it was to be neither Berthe nor anyone. …
The moon flooded the sleeping city as the clocks struck one. Out of that vast composite below, its imagination
liberated in dreams, a daring idea sprang, flew upward, darted into Louis's relaxed brain. Its point wedged,
quivered like an arrow. Louis himself quivered, but with fright. Of love and woman he had no personal
knowledge save for his brief and shallow episode with Celeste, but of both he had the accumulated knowledge of
the masters and the insight of genius.
It was night—a beautiful romantic night. Berthe was beautiful, seductive, at all times; what must she not be in
the abandon of sleep? If he could steal to her chamber, gaze upon her unconscious loveliness, was it not
categorical that he should be overwhelmed like any ordinary male? To defy her scorn for a few poignant
moments, then rush forth repulsed and quite mad, to weep upon his floor until dawn! He stared at the boards of
his ascetic chamber with fascinated eyes; … to writhe there, to beat the floor with his fists, to weep like a good
Frenchman. … And he knew that she had gone to bed early to-night, worn out with much gaiety. He ran lightly
down the stairs and let himself out of the house as silently, although his servants slept far in the rear. Even at the
top of the hill not a policeman nor a chance pedestrian was in sight. San Francisco, he knew, had a roaring night
life, but at this hour the domestic quarters were as silent as a necropolis.
Nor did he meet anyone as he walked rapidly along Taylor Street past the dwellings of the rich to the oldfashioned row of houses perched high above the “cut.” As he was within a foot of the Dupont mansion he heard a
taxicab in his wake, and darted within the sheltering walls of the covered stair. The cab came to a halt before the
house opposite; a man with a. black bag jumped out, and was immediately admitted.
A doctor, of course; but Louis, to his surprise, discovered that he was experiencing something like a thrill. If
seen, he certainly would be handed over to the police. It was, therefore, a moment of real danger, and he almost
laughed aloud as he discovered himself enjoying it. Many times he had described, with the most searching
analysis, that sensation of fear during moments of imminent detection—a even that subtle thrill along the nerves
—but he was in search of an emotion that should shake his passions loose, and he ran lightly up the stairs,
dismissing even the agreeable idea that he was also to experience the sensation of being his own housebreaker, so
to speak.
When he reached the upper terrace he took off his shoes and carried them to a little pagoda behind the house; it
was possible that he would have to make a hasty exit by way of Jones Street. Before leaving his shelter he looked
out warily; but the neighboring houses were black, and behind the windows of the Dupont library was a row of
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tall eucalyptus-trees planted as a windbreak. It was by one of the library windows that Louis purposed to enter, for
he knew that its catch was broken; Jean-Marie’s memory was old and intermittent.
He raised the window without difficulty and stepped into the room. It was impenetrably dark and full of
furniture. On a pedestal was a vase that had belonged to Napoleon, wired and fastened down as an assurance
against earthquake. But Louis knew every detail of that room; he crept down its length without encountering a
chair, and opened the door.
In the hall a dim light burned. He listened intently, still with a humorous sense that he felt as like a burglar as
any he had ever created. But he experienced no impulse to steal and complete the chain of his sensations. His
brain, which registered impressions automatically, was quite normal.
He stole up the stair. Not a step creaked. The upper hall also was dimly lit. He knew that Madame had given
the jeune fille the room next to hers, but the connecting door was sure to be closed, for the old lady was a light
sleeper and minimized disturbance.
There lay the danger. If Madame heard the slightest sound she would ring the bell connecting with the
servants’ rooms in the mansard. He tiptoed to her door. She was snoring gently. He walked as softly to a door
some ten feet down the hall and turned the knob. It yielded, and he entered the room where Berthe Dupont slept.
The young lady was friendly to modern hygiene and the window stood wide open. The radiant moonlight
streamed in. Louis, his heart thumping, but his head cool and his hands quiet, walked over to the bed. Berthe lay
with her arms tossed outward, her head thrown back, as if consciously drawing attention to the classic outlines
under the firm flesh. Her magnificent dark hair streamed over the pillow.
It should have been an entrancing picture, but for some reason it was not. In a moment Louis, with his
inexorable eye for detail, realized the peccancy.\fn{ Indecency.} The young lady’s classic face was slightly swollen
from sleep, and pallid; her lips were puffed, and blew out, albeit noiselessly, as the regular breath exhaled.
Nevertheless, it was Berthe, and she slept. This was her bedroom, her maiden bower, inviolate by man. She
was at his mercy. Why, then, did he not feel that intoxication of the senses, that unreckoning fury of the male, that
would have favored any young blood of the French colony? He did not. He merely gazed resentfully at that
diminished beauty. His artistic soul curled up. Far from feeling the sensations of the inexorable lover, his mind
turned black with anger both at her and at himself. He hated her unreasonably for disappointing him, for failing to
melt the ice in his blood. Well, he had seen the last of her. Tomorrow he would shut himself up once more and by
a supreme effort of will compel his brain to yield up its skulking treasures.
He turned to leave the room, then shrugged his shoulders and approached the bed, this time more stealthily.
Why not give her a fright? That would be something to the credit side of this fiasco, which, he reflected with
disgust, involved an insult to the best of his friends. He would make her believe she was being murdered, then get
out while she was still too terrified and breathless to cry for help.
His first idea was to press his hands about her throat and choke her gently, not even enough to leave a mark,
but quite sufficient to make her kick and writhe with terror. But in that case she would see him—he had not even
worn his hat. He picked up a pillow she had tossed to the floor and pressed it against her face. She made a sudden
downward movement, gurgling. He pressed more firmly, his eye measuring the distance to the door. But the
gurgle affected him oddly. He desired to stop it.
Suddenly he knew that she was awake. She not only attempted to leap upward, but her strong hands clutched
the pillow frantically. He had not thought of her arms, of those strong shapely hands he had admired. With a quick
catlike leap he was on her chest, his knees hard against her -\lungs; he caught her hands in one of his, pressing his
other arm along that portion of the pillow that covered her nose and mouth. The blood was running swiftly
through his veins. His head was light and full of pleasant noises. Suddenly he realized that the tense strong young
body of the girl was relaxing, and he felt a joy so fierce, so profound, so complete, that he could have shouted
aloud a welcome to his liberated soul and passions as they tore through those ice barriers at last and found their
transports in this sublime act of taking life.
For Louis had forgotten his original intention merely to terrify. The literary cultures in his brain had suddenly
become personal and imperative. He was as ruthless as man ever is when supreme desire and opportunity
coincide, whether the lust be for woman or the enemy on the battlefield. He meant to kill Berthe Dupont and
gratify the clamoring male within him to the full. This was his moment. He was no assassin by natural inclination,
and but for this providential set of conditions would have gone to his grave a little bourgeois, a literary machine
with as frail a hold on his talents as a singer on a voice that had never been placed.
The body lay limp and flabby at last. He was about to remove the pillow, but his artistic soul uncurled itself
and made indignant protest. He lifted the clammy hand and felt the pulse. It was still. So was the heart to which he
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laid his ear briefly.
Although there was still that ecstatic riot in his veins, his brain was by no means confused, and prompted his
subsequent acts as coherently as if he were at his desk, pen in hand. He listened at Madame’s door. She still slept
rhythmically. He opened the drawers of the bureau and chiffonnier and strewed the contents about the room. In a
compartment of the desk he found a loose pile of gold and notes. He pocketed the gold, leaving the drawer open.
He found Berthe’s jewel-box in another drawer, wrenched a few diamonds from their setting and threw a brooch
out of the window.
As he was about to leave the room he felt a sudden and different impulse toward Madame’s door. But he was
above all things an artist. Why repeat a great experience with possibly failing ardors? And in satiety lay the
terrible danger of finding himself at his desk driving a pen heavy with reaction that should be tipped with fire.
He returned through the silent house and out of it as noiselessly as he had come. In the pagoda he tied his
shoes properly lest the dragging laces impede his progress or attract attention.
And then he heard some one coming stealthily up the stairs from the street. A policeman, of course! In an
instant he had darted through the tradesman’s entrance in the back fence, down a narrow alley, and was peering
out into Jones Street. It was deserted.
The fog had rushed in from the Pacific. He encountered no one on his return home. The windows of his own
house were still black. He stealthily replaced the chain insisted upon by his servants, then lit the gas in his library
and almost flew to his desk. Eight hours later he was still there, and his old servants, weeping and shaking, gave
up trying to make him listen. During the next three months, indeed, he might have been isolated on the highest
peak of the Sierras.
*
Louis, after the twenty-four hours of deep recuperative sleep that always followed the finish of a book, awoke
to a familiar chorus: the creaking of his eucalyptus-trees, the fog-horn of Sausalito, the measured drip of the fog
on his old-fashioned window-panes. But he returned to his personal life with something more than the usual
reaction after a long period in the world of imagination; his depression was so great that the divine happiness of
the past three months was blotted from his memory.
Then, not slowly, but with frightful abruptness, he understood. It was not that he had forgotten the act of
smothering Berthe Dupont while writing under its inspiration, but that realities, himself, were for the time
nonexistent. Now, in the deep depression of his nerve centers following that long orgy of creation, he felt as if he
were falling down through an abyss of horror without hope and without end. And while he experienced no regret
for his act, since it had given the world a masterpiece, nor any that he never should see the beautiful girl again, he
was filled with an emotional pity for her that surprised himself. But then he was an artist, and he owed her so
much!
A moment later and he nearly shrieked aloud. There was a heavy tread on the stair. It was portentously slow
and deliberate. … Why had he not been suspected before this? … Had M. César used his influence? … He, too,
was an artist in his way. … He cowered under the bedclothes. …
The door opened. He heard the rattle of dishes. Seraphine never allowed him to sleep more than twenty-four
hours without nourishment.
As he sat up in bed he smiled wanly upon his devoted servitor and smoothed his hair. “Good morning, ma
vieille. Or is it afternoon? It is good to return to that rational condition which enables me to appreciate your
excellent cooking.”
Seraphine’s gnarled old face grinned. “Ah, Monsieur, it is good to see you no worse. But you are very pale and
thin, alas! Although how, then, in the name of all the saints, should you not be?”
Louis poured out the coffee with a steady hand. “Don’t run away,” he commanded. “Tell me the news. How is
M. César? And Madame Dupont? And the charming Mademoiselle Berthe? Name of a name! but I have not
remembered their existence since the day I began my book.”
“Oh, Monsieur! But, O God!” She was about to squeeze a tear from her aged ducts and rock her body, when
the gossip in her lively old mind gave a sniff of disdain and quenched the attempt at retrospective grief.
“I—I—stupid old woman that I am—I had forgotten that you knew nothing—”
“Knew nothing?” Louis set down his cup. “Nothing has happened to M. César? Tell me at once!”
“Oh, not M. César, grace a Dieu! But Mademoiselle! Oh, Monsieur! Que une horreur!”
“Did she die, that charming young lady? She seemed a marvel of health”
Louis loosened the soft collar of his night-gown, but his tones merely betrayed a proper concern.
“Dieu! Dieu! If that were all! She was assassinated, that beautiful young girl, just from Paris, and of an
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innocence, an excellence, a respectability! And by a miserable villain who had seen her take money from the bank
that day and got in by the window that old fool of a Jean-Marie had dared to neglect. And with a pillow!” The
voluble details convinced Louis that suspicion had not brushed him in passing.
“And the assassin?” he demanded when Seraphine paused for breath. “Whom do they suspect?”
“Suspect? But they caught him red-handed, the foul fiend. For that we thank the good God.”
“Caught him! Do you mean as he was in the act of smothering poor Mademoiselle Berthe?”
“But no, Monsieur. He already had made his way down the stairs and out of the house, enfin! But a policeman
was in the garden waiting for him. He had been told by some one who had seen the wretch sneak up the covered
way. But not too soon, alas! The assassin denied all, of a certainty. He vowed he had been so terrified at the sight
of the young lady murdered in her bed that he ran away at once. But, oh! of a greater certainty, no one believed
him. No, not one!”
“But it well could have been. Remember that I have written stories to prove the criminal folly of condemning
on circumstantial evidence alone.”
“Ah, yes, Monsieur, that is all very well in stories. But you see this was life, and the man was caught by a real
policeman.”
“When is the man to be tried?”
“Tried? The man has been tried and hanged, Monsieur.”
“What!”
“But yes, Monsieur. Sometimes a murderer is hanged in San Francisco, and this was a miserable … a tramp,
with no money or friends to make delay—grace a Dieu! But you are white as death, Monsieur. Who am I to tell
you this horrible story when you have just come back from the dead, as it were—”
“It is true that I am overcome. But arrange my bath. I will dress and go to M. César. Oh, my God!”
“But yes, Monsieur.”
For a few moments Louis hoped he was dead, that his ice-cold body was yielding up his agonized spirit. He
made a desperate effort to rouse the sleeping artist and summon him to the rescue, but without avail; the man was
left alone to face the fact that he was a murderer who had taken not one life, but two. And of the two he regretted
the friendless burglar the more poignantly.
The fundamental moral questions had never held debate in his highly specialized brain. He had been brought
up respectably and had led so impersonal a life that he had obeyed the laws of society automatically. But in this
hour of awful revelation, while the artist in him slept the sleep of the dead, he was merely the son of a long line of
excellent bourgeois ancestors and could have spat upon himself as a pariah dog.
But in time he got up, bathed, dressed. He even paid his customary visit to the barber. Then he turned his steps
toward M. César.
Madame Dupont had gone to Santa Barbara to recuperate after the severe shock to her nerves. M. César, unless
dining out, would be at his club. It was eight o’clock.
“Mr. Dupont,” he was told, was in the dining-room. Louis gave orders not to disturb him, and was shown into
the library. A bright fire burned. He was very cold. He sank limply into a deep chair beside it and dropped his chin
on his chest. His mind was too dull for thought, but fully made up.
He was roused by a firm grip on his shoulder, and started up to meet his old friend’s tired but kindly eyes.
“But how is this?” cried M. Dupont, in genuine surprise. “It cannot be that you have finished the great work in
three months? I did not expect to see you for another two. But of a certainty you write with more and more facility
—”
“I wish to see you alone. I have something horrible to say.”
“Come upstairs. My chambers are being done over and I am staying here.” M. Dupont, who had given the
young author a keen, appraising glance, spoke soothingly and drew a trembling arm through his own. “Mon Dieu,
Louis, but you are thin! How long do you fancy you can keep this up? I feared for your gifts. Now I fear for
something more precious still. You look on the verge of collapse.”
“It does not matter. Take me quickly to your room.”
M. Dupont, who never hurried, and always carried his portly form with a certain stateliness, led Louis out of
the library and up one flight of the broad staircase to his temporary quarters. Already, Louis automatically noted,
his club bedroom had the intimate and sybaritic look of his famous apartment. He had brought to it silver and
crystal for his bureau and little buffet, framed photographs of beautiful women, a Meissonier,\fn{I.e., a genre
painting by the French painter Jean Louis Ernest Meissonier (1815-1891).} and several easy-chairs.
He pushed Louis into the deepest of the chairs, poured out a stiff whisky-and-soda, and stood over his guest
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until the glass was empty. Then he lighted his second after-dinner cigar and settled himself with the first sensation
of anticipatory humor he had felt for many weeks. Louis always interested him and not infrequently amused him,
with no effort on the part of that most unhumorous mind. Louis lay back in his chair for a moment, responding to
the glow of the spirits. He was still very cold.
“Now, my son, what is it? You may or may not have heard of the terrible tragedy that has devastated my home,
but that can wait—”
“Oh no, Monsieur, it is not to wait! It is of that I have come to speak.”
“But, of course, old Seraphine would have told you the moment you would listen. It is like you to come at
once, although God knows I should have been grateful for your sympathy during that terrible time—”
“Oh, Monsieur! I cannot stand it!” Louis sprang to his feet and strode about the room. “It is something more
awful still that I have come to tell you. How am I to do it? You, who have always been so kind! My only friend!
My God, what a return! But of that I never thought. I was obsessed. It was an inhibition.”
“Dear Louis! Come to the point. Are you quoting from your new book—”
“M. César, you do not know what you are dodging! I will try to put. my confession into a few words. It was I
—I—Louis Bac, who—who—killed Mademoiselle Berthe. There! It is said!”
“My poor boy!” M. Dupont rose and poured out another whiskey-and-soda. “Drink this and I will put you to
bed in a room close by—drunk, hein! for the first time in your life.”
But Louis shook his head. Then he turned upon his friend eyes so beseeching and so abject that the ready tears
rose to the eyes of the elderly Frenchman.
“When did Seraphine tell you this dreadful thing?”
“An hour or two ago.”
“Just after you had awakened from your long sleep?”
Louis nodded.
“No wonder your insatiable faculty immediately began on another! God knows it is not a subject for jest, but I
cannot lose you, too. You will go to bed now—”
“Oh, Monsieur, you must believe me! I tell you smothered Mademoiselle Berthe with a pillow—”
“Tut! Tut! That was all in the papers. I can see old Seraphine’s ghoulish delight in recreating that grisly scene.
And she told you, of course, that the drawers were open, the contents strewn about—”
“No; or if she did I have forgotten. God how the moonlight streamed in!”
He flung off M. César’s hand, and almost ran about the room while his uneasy host felt of his biceps.
“Will you not believe me?” shrieked Louis.
“Perhaps, dear boy, when you have slept on it—”
“Oh, don’t talk as if you thought me insane. If you refuse to believe me I shall go from here and give myself
up. I intend to do that anyhow, but I wished to confess to you first. That was your right.”
“Do you know what would happen if you went to a police station and denounced yourself? You would first be
laughed at and then, if you persisted, sent to a lunatic asylum. It is well you came to me first. Why, the murderer
has been hanged. The state would refuse to reopen the case—”
“Surely not!”
“Surely yes.”
“Then it is between you and me?”
“And a doctor if you do not go to bed at once.”
“Oh, but you must believe in me!” Another memory flashed into his stimulated mind, and he confronted M.
César with an air of triumph.
“The man denied it, did he not? He said he went into the house to steal and found Berthe murdered, and fled. Is
it not so?”
“Naturally.”
“Now attend. How do you account for the fact that they found nothing on him—neither the missing gold nor
the diamonds wrenched from the bracelet?”
“He had an accomplice, of course. He stood under the window while the man, after he murdered Berthe,
dropped the loot out of the window. A brooch was found on the grass. The rear gate was open.”
“Ah no, Monsieur. I flung that brooch out of the window. I have that gold, those diamonds in my desk at home.
Come with me.”
For a moment M. Cesar turned gray and the shoulders that had supported a musket so gallantly in 1870 sagged
as if old age had suddenly made them its perch. But he shook himself angrily erect. Did he not know Louis and
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his delusions? Was the poor boy ever actually on the mortal plane? Had not he himself, twice summoned by
Seraphine, poured scalding coffee down his throat? Undoubtedly he had loved Berthe and been inspired at last,
for during the first hours of his own grief and horror he had dared to intrude upon the high priest at his altar, and
met the unseeing eyes of a genius in ecstasy. No wonder he was nearly mad with grief now.
There was nothing but to humor him. Once more he took his arm, and led him out into the street. Slowly the
two men climbed the hills through the fog; for one, though gallant, was no longer young, and the other, although
tragically young, was very weak. When they reached the foot of the steep incline which led up to the old Bac
mansion, M. Dupont cunningly would have passed on, but Louis swung about peremptorily, and the philosophical
old boulevardier, who cared for no further argument or confiscation of his precious evening hours, shrugged his
shoulders and followed his erratic young friend up and into the house.
The economical Seraphine never left a light burning in the hall. Louis struck a match and led the way into the
old double parlors he used as his study, and lit a gas-jet. M. César sat down on one of the horsehair chairs and
opened his cigar-case. .
“Mon Dieu!” he cried. “What a way to live in this amiable world. Fireless; dank; chairs stuffed with rocks. No
wonder you look as if you had been in cold storage.”
“Oh, do not trouble yourself to light a cigar, Monsieur. It will go out, I assure you.”
He pulled open a drawer of his desk and pointed to a pile of loose gold and half a dozen diamonds of fair size.
“My God!”
M. César experienced an awful feeling of disintegration. The cigar fell from his relaxed hand and he sagged as
far back in the chair as its uncompromising back would permit. He stared at the contents of the drawer throughout
a long moment while he shivered with the impression that the waters of death were rising in that bleak and
horribly silent room. But at the end of those sixty indelible seconds he sat very erect and the angry color rushed to
his face.
“No!” he exclaimed. “That is not evidence. I am quite unconvinced. I have not the least idea how much gold
Berthe had in her desk, and one gold piece is like another. I am a judge of diamonds, for I, alas I have bought
many; but diamonds of the same size and water are as hard to identify. Those, no doubt, were your mother’s.”
“My mother had no diamonds. And what do you suppose I do with diamonds in my desk?”
“Properties, no doubt. How do I know that you have not in another drawer burglars’ kits and tools, and all the
other instruments of destruction with which your characters celebrate themselves? Those diamonds were larger
than any poor Berthe possessed.”
“They may have looked small in the heavy art nouveau setting. I noticed the bracelet the night of the dinner.”
“I never saw it until I saw it in ruins. Let me see those stones.”
Louis gathered them up and poured them into M. César’s steady hand. The old Frenchman felt of them, held
them up to the light, flung them back contemptuously into the drawer.
“Paste! I thought as much. For why should you buy real diamonds? As for Berthe—what few stones the poor
child had were genuine. She could neither afford stones of that size nor would she condescend to wear paste.”
“Do you mean to say you will not believe me?”
Louis looked sharply at M. César.
It was quite natural that this amiable gentleman should not choose to believe he had blindly nourished a viper.
And not, perhaps, motivated by pride and affection alone. He was kind and charitable and a keen man of business,
but pleasure was his god. No man had extracted more juice from the sweet apple of life than he, tasted less of its
ashes. It was quite in keeping that he should refuse to have his pleasant pastures sown with horrors a second time.
M. Dupont rose. “I shall send you a sleeping-powder from the chemist’s. You will wake without delusions.
Tomorrow you will take the eleven-thirty train for Santa Barbara, spend a month in my mother’s charming home
at Montecito, and forget that you are a poor genius subject to plots at the wrong time. That, or—a sanatorium. Do
you comprehend, my friend?”
Louis turned away with a hopeless gesture.
“Oh, very well. Have your own way.”
“And you will be ready when I call for you at ten minutes past eleven?”
“If I am awake.”
“I shall go out the back way and tell Seraphine to awaken you. Now I must leave you, as I have kept a very
charming person waiting too long already.”
“Good night, Monsieur. I can tell Seraphine myself.”
“Very well. I trust you to do so.”
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Louis accompanied his guest with extreme courtesy to the door. On the threshold M. César paused and looked
back into the dark house with a shudder. “Ciel, but it is a tomb! I cannot take you with me this evening, but you
can go to the club and sleep there.”
“Many thanks, Monsieur, but this house is not a tomb to me. It is my home.”
“True. A thousand pardons. Au revoir, mon fils.”
*
It was two o’clock in the morning when Louis laid down his pen. He had confessed, in minute detail to the
killing of Berthe Dupont, entering into an elaborate and brilliant analysis of the primary causes, the successive
phases of a more extended psychological process than he had realized at the time, the final impulse, and, as far as
possible, the pathological condition of his brain during the act and the minor acts that followed. He added that
while he found it impossible to feel remorse in the common sense, as through this abominable crime he had
achieved the passionate ambition and desire of his life and a period of indescribable joy, he felt that as a member
of society, however indifferent, it was now his duty to make atonement. As M. Dupont had convinced him that his
story would not be believed, that, in fact, the authorities would incarcerate him in a lunatic asylum if he persisted
in declaring his guilt, he had determined to act for himself.
He made his confession, he further added, not to clear the name of the poor derelict who had paid the penalty
for a crime of which he was innocent, but in the interest of science, which would welcome this voluntary
revelation of creative psychology. He believed that other serious writers of fiction, those illustrious men who had
written to him with a spontaneous sense of brotherhood, would understand and exonerate. He had cast his soul
and his body on the altar of art, and no man had ever done more.
He had written the confession in French and English. He addressed one manuscript to the leading morning
newspaper of San Francisco, the other to the literary critic of a great journal in Paris. Then he took a large key
from a drawer of his desk and left the house. He dropped the two packages in a mail-box at the foot of the hill,
and waited long and wearily for a car. They were infrequent at this hour, but he felt too tired to walk to the
outskirts of the city. The night was chill and the fog was dense, but when the car finally came along he took a seat
on the front of the dummy, for he dreaded the lights within, or meeting some one, perhaps, who would recognize
and speak to him.
When he reached the end of the line he was shivering, and involuntarily he pulled his coat-collar about his ears
and thrust his hands into his pockets as he walked rapidly up the hill to the Catholic cemetery.
He knew all the cemeteries on Lone Mountain well, for he often walked there, reading the names on the shafts
and mausoleums and reconstructing the history of early San Francisco, of which the dust below had been so fiery
an impulse. Henri Bac I had built a mausoleum here, too, for he felt that as a pioneer he should have a permanent
resting-place among the dead who had made history. He had, indeed, been a member of the two great Vigilance
Committees, had played his part on more than one occasion as an active citizen who could do somewhat more for
the swaddling city than teach its adventurous spirits how to distinguish between appetite and relish.
Louis, who had always been a dutiful son, had come out here every Sunday in all weathers and placed a wreath
on the little altar in the dim interior of the vault, knelt automatically for a moment beneath the shelves behind
which his parents were sealed. .
He unlocked the heavy door; then, as it swung slowly inward, he turned and glanced down over the sleeping
city he had loved in his own impersonal fashion. The fog moved like the tides of the sea whose boom came faintly
to him. Here and there a shaft from an arc-light shone faintly through, but for the most part San Francisco was the
black depths of a ghostly inland sea.
Above him the night was clear. The cross on Calvary stood out like ebony against the glittering sky, a gay and
spangled sky as if all the great planets and all the little courtesan stars up there were ready for a night of carnival
and laughing at gloomy old Earth.
For a moment Louis hesitated. He was a Catholic by training, and to certain crimes the Church is merciless.
But he reasoned that he no more had the right to call himself a Catholic than to persist as a mortal. He went into
the vault and swung the heavy door behind him. It clanged faintly, but there was no one to hear.
160.57 Excerpt from A Vagabond Trouper\fn{by Jefferson De Angelis (1859-1933)} San Francisco, San Mateo County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 10
“His name,” said my Grandmother Loudenschlager in her mellow Irish contralto (no, this isn’t a stenographic
error), “his name,” she declared firmly, “will be Thomas Jefferson.”
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“But I thought,” ventured my mother, “I mean—a—his uncle Hyacinthe has a very pretty name.”
“Hyacinthe!” snorted Grandmother. “A fine name for a male person! Why not Violet? Or Pansy? No, no, child,
give him a real man’s name. The Thomas will honor his uncle, Tom Loudenschlager, as well as Tom Jefferson, the
lad who showed the back of his hand and the soul of his foot to King George; and I’ll bet he had good Irish blood
in him, too. I’m sorry for the De Angelis part of the child’s name; but that can’t be helped now.”
And. as my mother was still only a girl in her teens and thoroughly broken to parental discipline, she assented.
My father, who was but little older, had a will of his own but was also incurably good-natured; and he agreed that
the name would do as well as any other.
So as Thomas Jefferson I began life. There were times in my youth when it seemed to be a tossup whether I
would be known to fame as Tom or Jeff; but the latter prevailed, and eventually, like Stephen Grover Cleveland
and Thomas Woodrow Wilson and Herbert Clark Hoover, I dropped one of the handles and emerged as plain
Jefferson De Angelis.
The mix-up of names and nationalities at the very outset of my story proves it to be a true romance of the
American melting-pot. Public speculation as to my origin often reminds me of that scene in Little Dorrit where
the bystanders are guessing at the ancestry of the foreigner who has just been run over by a mail coach:
“Frenchman, sir.”
“Porteghee, sir!”
“Dutchman, sir.”
“Prooshian, sir.”
Dark eyes and dark hair, a face which looked even less Nordic in youth than it does now, a curving nose, and a
name that sounds as if it had been invented for stage purposes, have combined to cause no little uncertainty as to
my breed. I have been accused of being a Frenchman, a Spaniard, an Italian, a Jew, and in fact, almost every other
Southern and Eastern national of the white race. To tell the truth, I am difficult to classify. The records show that I
am one-fourth Irish, one-fourth German, one-fourth Anglo-Saxon, and one-fourth Corsican; and as the Corsican is
apt to be a mixture of French and Italian, with often a dash of Spanish and sometimes just a savor of Greek, I
consider myself a very pretty subject, indeed, for the study of such experts in heredity as Gregor Mendel and Mr.
Wiggam.
*
The paternal ancestors from whom I derived my surname were the Corsican quarter of the house. Family
tradition asserts that they were neighbors and soldiers of Napoleon Bonaparte and marched under his eagles into a
hundred battles in the days of the Republic and the First Empire. My grandfather, Benedict De Angelis, and his
two brothers, Hyacinthe and Joseph, came to this country a century ago—no, that makes me sound too old; let’s
say, a long time ago—and settled in Philadelphia, where my father was born. Hyacinthe and Joseph became solid
businessmen; the former, for example, went into the manufacture of tinware. But Grandfather Benedict was more
of an adventurer and rover. He must have been a typical Corsican, for he wore a long sword-scar, coming down
diagonally across his forehead and into one eyebrow, which he had received in duel. The joust which produced
that scar must have been a very merry one indeed. He was rather reticent as to the details of his wild youth, and so
I cannot report how the other fellow looked after the battle, but I will venture a guess that he was not as good as
new.
It was in Brooklyn that Grandfather met my English ancestor, then a Miss Backhouse-pronounced Backus, if
you care to know—and presently they were married and went to live in Philadelphia. They both died while Dad
was still a boy, and he went to live in Brooklyn with one of Grandmother’s brothers, a Captain Backhouse, who
sailed the seven seas with his own ship.
Shortly afterward, word reached the East that we had seized from Mexico the vast territory known as
California, and the Captain, as shrewd, yet as venturous, a trader as the Venetians of olden time, decided to hurry
out to the new land with a cargo of whatever he thought the Yankee newcomers and the Spanish old settlers might
need.
To the inexpressible joy of young Johnny De Angelis, his uncle agreed to take him along.
*
They set sail late in 1847 or early in ’48. Many settlers were already on their way to the new country, scarcely
any of them going across the continent, but nearly all taking the long way round Cape Horn. By that route sailed
Captain Backhouse and his nephew, and after several months of rough and smooth journeying they crept through
the Golden Gate and cast anchor at the little town which had only recently been known as Yerba Buena, and was
beginning to be called San Francisco. It had as yet not even an American post office, and all letters were being
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sent by private enterprise.
The voyagers found the town in a ferment of excitement. Some time before they arrived—on January 24, 1848,
to be exact—a few grains of gold had been discovered in a mill race northeast of Sacramento, and all California
began to seethe with the treasure madness. When the time came for the Captain’s ship to start back, Father hid
himself and could not be found. His uncle guessed that he had been caught by the lure of the new Eldorado, and
after a few days of search, philosophically sailed away without him. It was long before any of the kinsmen in the
East knew what had become of Johnny, and nearly twenty-five years before the Captain and his nephew met
again.
*
The boy had his troubles, as may be imagined. He did odd jobs, first in San Francisco and later in the mining
camps. He even did a little prospecting on his own, and once staked out a claim, but was robbed of it by his
partner. For a time he was a pony express rider for Adams and Company, the bankers who operated private mail
lines, carrying letters, packages of bonds, and valuable paper, as did Wells, Fargo and Company and others, before
Government mail service was established. Dad’s run was between San Francisco and Georgetown, California.
Adams and Company sought the fastest horses and the most daring riders, and some of their men performed
feats equal to those of the greater Pony Express across the plains. One rode twenty miles in fifty-five minutes;
another rode from Placerville to Sacramento, sixty-four miles, in two hours and fifty minutes. Johnny De Angelis
was the youngest but, I promise you, not one of the slowest of these riders. It was while riding for Adams that he
first saw Edwin Booth—a slender, melancholy, discouraged youth scarcely older than himself, who was trying to
pick up a livelihood by playing the banjo in the mining camps—and not doing very well at it.
Even as a boy, Johnny was a good teller of jokes and stories. While stopping over at Georgetown one day, he
met a wandering banjo player, Joe Taylor, who persuaded the youth to team up with him. I fancy Johnny didn’t
need much persuading: he had theater and vagabondage in his blood. Together he and Taylor wandered about the
mining camps and interior towns, doing their little song and dance turn in concert halls, in saloons, on the streets,
or wherever else they could, sometimes with empty stomachs, sometimes sleeping under the open sky.
At last they worked back to San Francisco, where Father found a job in one of the theaters as a blackface
minstrel. In that city and that profession he remained for many years, a pert youngster growing up with the
country.
He soon had a wide acquaintance and took part in all the activities of the town. He met both General Grant and
General Sherman when they were in San Francisco in the ’50s. He was a member of the Vigilance Committee of
1856, which sprang into being when the courts seemed to fail in their functioning, and stood at arms with the
other Vigilantes on the Plaza when the murderers, Casey and Cora, and later two others, Hetherington and Brace,
were hanged in front of “Fort Gunnybags,” the Committee’s headquarters. In later years I remember seeing
frequently William T. Coleman, the man who was chairman of those Vigilance Committees of 1851 and 1856—a
man with a rugged, deeply-lined face, steel-gray eyes, a big black mustache, and black hair, looking somewhat
like a gambler or bartender; but he had played a wise and heroic part in restoring law and order to the city in those
wild days.
In a further effort to ward off dullness, Father joined one of the volunteer fire companies which flourished in
all American cities at the time. They were in reality clubs, and in San Francisco their membership included all
classes, from aristocrats to laborers. Frontier towns were the purest of democracies. I still have Dad’s certificate of
exemption from further fire service, bestowed upon him in 1863, when he had served a given number of years,
like a certification of military service in a European country. But no military document was ever like this. It is a
huge diploma with a wide and elaborately copper-engraved border, picturing fire scenes and allegorical figures,
including one of a bearded genius who is about to extinguish the flames of Hades by pouring water upon them
from a large jar, greatly to the discomfiture of the General Manager of the underworld.
*
Dad was only nineteen when he met a charming girl of fifteen who bore the cumbersome surname of
Loudenschlager; and being always of an obliging turn, he offered to aid her convenience as best he could by
presenting her with his own more euphonious and romantic name of De Angelis. Miss L’s mother saw little merit
in the idea, and in fact forbade the banns, which made it necessary for the young couple to be married secretly.
Mrs. Loudenschlager, who was not accustomed to having her commands thus flouted, was in high dudgeon when
the trick was discovered, and Father was in such disgrace that for a time he could not even come to the house, but
must content himself with a stolen interview with his wife at rare intervals. But Grandmother’s despotism was
always tempered by benevolence and good nature, and presently he was forgiven.
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Grandmother herself was comparatively a young woman at the time. Her father had brought his family over
from Ireland when she was a child, and settled in New Orleans, where she grew up to be the most ardent little
Rebel that ever hurrahed for Jeff Davis. To the day of her death—which occurred only about ten years ago\fn{ I.e.,
c.1921.}—I don’t believe she was ever entirely “reconstructed.” She, too, met and married her lover while she was
very young. His name, Loudenschlager, had no terrors for her. In fact, nothing had. Grandfather was a meat and
provision dealer, and at one time had a string of depots scattered through several of the larger cities of the South.
Sensing the approach of the Civil War, he removed his family to California in the ’50s, but died shortly thereafter,
leaving his wife with a son and three daughters to care for, though, fortunately, none of them were babies.
*
I was born in 1859, in a building at Bush and Kearney Streets, which later was remodeled and the first floor
made into a saloon called the Laurel Palace, because it was finished in laurel wood. Fifty-nine was noteworthy as
the year in which Judges Broderick and Terry fought their famous and spectacular duel, in which the former was
killed. In their quarrel the two men foreshadowed the coming conflict between the States, for one of them
represented the North, the other the South. Broderick, rough and profane, with trousers stuffed into his boots,
flannel shirt and high silk hat, Terry of the Supreme Court, boodler, gambler, and rounder, their bloodthirsty fight
at short range in the presence of eighty spectators—all these were typically bizarre manifestations of the colorful
California of the gold period.
It was a custom in California in those days for married daughters and their husbands to live with their mothers;
and so none thought it strange that Grandmother’s three daughters and their families were for several years
domiciled with her under one roof. To add to the jovial hurly-burly, Grandmother herself married a second time,
the husband being a widower named Green with three sons. It took a large house to shelter us, and Grandmother
usually chose it; but she was so restless that we moved at least every two years and sometimes oftener. I
remember that one of the houses was in that section where the city was creeping over the sand and mud flats and
low tides out into the water; creeping on stilts. Father, as an old settler, could remember those days of long ago
(ten years back!) when the bay came all the way up to Montgomery Street.
But block after block the plank-floored streets crept on piles out over mud and water; and beside them,
buildings for residence or business were perched on other piles—the residences often with plankfloored “yards”
around them. We lived for a time in one of these. The heavy plank of the streets decayed rapidly under the rains
and the heavy pounding of hoofs, and now and then one saw broken places where a man or even a horse might
fall through into water or muck below. Sometimes these holes were fenced about; often facetious signs were stuck
up beside them, satirizing the city government—“Alderman lost here.”—“Head of Navigation.”—“Fishing
Privileges leased; inquire City Hall.”
General Grant in his memoirs says that he has little doubt that many a man who went to California and
mysteriously disappeared found a watery grave beneath the streets or houses built over San Francisco Bay. I can
well believe that he was right. I came near filling one of those graves myself and was saved therefrom only by a
rusty nail. Playing in the “yard” of our waterside house one day when I was a pocket-size youngster, even my
small weight was too much for a decayed plank, and I crashed through. But not into the roily water beneath—for
a nail protruding from a post caught in the corner of my mouth, and there I hung like a dressed lamb on a
butcher’s hook, screaming and in dreadful pain, until some one reached through from above and plucked me forth
again. My cheek was frightfully torn, but fortunately, baby flesh is easily healed, and today the scar of that hurt is
only faintly visible.
I had another narrow escape from death in California waters I when I was less than a year old. Of
Grandmother’s three stepsons, the youngest, Charlie Green, was frequently called upon to serve as nurse for “the
baby”—who was myself. Once four or five of us, including my nurse and I, were visiting in Sacramento. That city
at that time had low, marshy sections lying along the two rivers, where the narrow plank sidewalks were often
elevated on posts, from four to six feet in air. At the time of our visit a small flood was in progress, and some of
the walks were but slightly above water. Charlie was trundling me along one of these stretches in my
perambulator, staring at the fascinating spectacle of water all about him, when he ran the carriage too near the
edge of the walk, the wheels on that side dropped—and over went pram and baby into the flood.
Afraid of the water and panic-stricken, Charlie did not try to rescue me but ran wildly away, shrieking for help.
Luckily, some adult arrived and fished me out before I became too badly waterlogged, but for a few moments my
career hung upon the turning of a hair.
In San Francisco the steam paddies—so called to distinguish them from the Paddies who smoked dudeens and
said “Begorra!” and worked with their hands\fn{ ”Paddy” was at one time a term of derision for the Irish. }—were still
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gnawing away at the sand hills all through my boyhood, tearing them down (and now and then inadvertently
bringing a house down, too) and using their bulk to fill the bay under the houses and streets and push the shore
line farther out. I remember when Market Street was mostly sand lots, with engines of some sort moving along it,
which I now think must have been the steam paddies. Much of the business section is now built on ground where
large vessels lay at anchor in the early ’50s.
And as the filled ground moved outward, it crept around and over the pitiful, forsaken old ships of ’49—
scores, nay, hundreds of which lay for many years at their former moorings and anchorages, ships which never got
a cargo to go eastward again, and many of whose crews had deserted them as soon as they landed, to join the rush
to the gold camps. Some of the old vessels sank in their places; others slowly rotted and were engulfed by sand
and dumpings. I remember some of them still there in my boyhood, looking strangely out of place with buildings
and land all around them. A small hotel was built on the hulk of one. Only a year or two ago, the newspapers told
how excavations for new buildings in San Francisco had brought to light buried remains of some of those old
ships of the Argonauts.
*
I believe they used to have more earthquakes in California than they have nowadays. I recall a number of
tremors in my boyhood. One of my most vivid memories is that of walking with my father at a downtown corner
one day, being suddenly jerked backward by him, and then seeing a building on an opposite corner split open and
fall crumbling into the streets. I think that must have been the big shock of October, 1868.
One morning just after I had entered school and therefore was about six years old, I was kneeling before
Grandmother while she combed my hair, Mother meanwhile dressing my baby sister, Sallie. All at once the house
began to move to and fro in that dreadful shudder of the temblor. I hid my face on Grandmother’s knees, and she,
knowing my fear of the quakes, threw a corner of her apron over my head and put her arms around me,
murmuring words of encouragement. The tremor passed, and then another, and presently I went to school. After
school opened, the teacher said,
“Now, children, we have had some earthquake shocks this morning and we may have another. If we do, you
must all sit perfectly still in your seats. You’re safer here than you would be trying to run out in a crowd and
maybe being hit by bricks from the chimneys and cornice. So if there’s a shock, don’t move.”
Sure enough, about eleven o’clock the building began swaying again; and the youngsters rose up as one
person, regardless of injunctions, and fled shrieking to the doors—all save myself. I alone sat glued to my seat.
When the brief tremor was over and the children had been rounded up and herded back again, the teacher
delivered a laudatory oration on my courage.
“Jeffie De Angelis was the only brave one, the only obedient one in the room,” she declared. “He obeyed
orders and sat calmly in his seat like a little man through it all.”
Little did she know of the real reason for my apparent coolness. The truth of the matter was that I was so
paralyzed with fright that I could not move hand or foot.
There were other and older persons than I who were equally timorous. In the rear of a certain saloon there was
a small room, walled off only by a light partition seven or eight feet high, in which patrons played cards. Father
came into the bar one day while half a dozen or more men were in the little room, playing poker or looking on.
Dad, an inveterate practical joker, put his hands against the frail partition and shook it violently, causing pictures
and calendars on the wall to dance, meanwhile shouting,
“Earthquake! Earthquake!”
Whereupon all the card players promptly departed. The door wasn’t large enough to let them all through at
once, so most of them came over the top of the partition like monkeys.
*
Real clubs had not yet arrived, and the saloons, like the fire halls in the déclassé San Francisco of those
rollicking days, were a substitute for them, in which all classes, from millionaire to mendicant, met and
fraternized or made business deals. I visited many of them with my father, who took me everywhere with him,
even when I was a toddler in dresses. More than once I sat on the end of the bar in Flood and O’Brien’s place in
Sansome Street while one of the proprietors mixed a lemonade or cream charlotte for me—Flood and O’Brien,
the two Irishmen who backed John W. Mackay and James G. Fair, stalwart woolen-shirted miners and also Irish,
in their ventures on the Comstock Lode at Virginia City, which made them all millionaires and founded
commercial dynasties that are potent yet.
One of the most elaborate drinking emporiums which opened during the ’60S, the Merchants’ Exchange, was
given a startling christening ceremony as a result of my father’s inability to resist a joke. The new café was costly
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and, according to the standards of that day, beautiful. The gaslights sparkled amid heavy crystal chandeliers, while
the walls were covered with huge French plate mirrors and enormous paintings—many of them glorifying the
female form—by prominent artists whose fees for executing them (never less than $5,000) were frankly stated on
the frames. The bar itself, of solid mahogany, was a marvel of cabinetwork and carving.
On the opening day the entire company of the famous San Francisco Minstrels, with whom Father was then
playing, were invited to be guests of honor at a banquet immediately after their evening performance. The date,
July 3, was fateful, for when the minstrel party reached the cafe about midnight, Dad was carrying in his pocket
two cannon firecrackers intended for my celebration the following day.
The guests were first invited to gaze upon the table spread for them with every delicacy that the market
afforded. Cold meats and game of all kinds were interspersed with fancy dishes of fruits, jellies, flowers and other
delights to eye and palate, while in the center reposed a golden-brown roast turkey that must have been the
Goliath of his race.
“Now, gents, all step to the bar for an appetizer,” invited the proprietor.
At that moment Dad’s impish genius whispered in his ear. As the others trooped toward the bar, some distance
away, he lingered behind, drew one of the big crackers from his pocket, jammed it into the massive carcass of the
turkey and touched his cigar to the fuse. A moment later he was at the bar with the rest, awaiting his cocktail.
The party were in the act of drinking the toast when the explosion came. It could not have been more
fiendishly timed. The smash of china on the table around the turkey, the crash of glasses from the startled fingers
of drinkers, the coughs and splutters of those whose liquor had gone the wrong way, the earnest curses of the
demoralized proprietor as he saw not only his guests but his mirrors, paintings and ceiling showered with bits of
turkey meat and dressing, all these must have delighted the Puckish spirit in the perpetrator’s bosom. A moment of
dismay was succeeded by roars of laughter, in which even the angry proprietor was forced to join, though wryly.
Men took great delight in a joke or a “sell” in those days, and this was one that was talked about for years after.
Some one started a song, and all rushed to the table to eat the plenty that was left before some other jest deprived
them of it.
Ryder and Brennan’s bar, underneath the Melodeon, where Father played for several years, was another widely
known place. One Armstrong, property man of the theater, once devised a large and unique picture for George
Ryder, one of the partners, as a testimonial to his extensive acquaintance. The picture was called George Ryder’s
Dream, and Armstrong concocted it by cutting the heads from a great number of portrait photographs, cutting
bodies for some of them from illustrated weeklies, and painting in the rest. In the center foreground appeared the
diminutive figure of. Ryder, asleep, while all around and above him in wreaths of cloud sweeping over the vast
area of the picture were scores of politicians, promoters, actors, sports, and other prominent men whom Ryder had
known more or less intimately. I have a photographic reproduction of the thing hanging on my wall now. Johnny
De Angelis is there among the rest, and there is also Nick Long, a famous iceman of old Frisco.
*
Long was a characteristic figure of the ’60s. He was well-to-do and a power in politics, knew all the biggest
men in the city and had their respect, and yet he continued to drive one of his own wagons and carried huge
chunks of ice on his back into saloons and hotel kitchens. My introduction to him occurred in my very early
youth. Attired in a brand-new miniature Zouave costume, I was standing hand in hand with my sister Sallie near
the door of Ryder and Brennan’s place, looking and listening open-mouthed while Long, who had just delivered
some ice in the bar, exchanged rough banter with a group of men standing outside the door.
As he reached the middle of the street on his way back to his wagon, he spied a half-rotten apple on the
ground, and by way of jovial repartee he picked it up and hurled it at the jokers. But his aim was bad; the missile
went wide, smashed against the wall, and spattered itself all over my pretty new Zouave uniform!
I promptly burst into loud wails of anguish. Much discomfited, Long hurried back to me and with a none-tooclean handkerchief began to brush the blobs of rotten apple from my clothes, meanwhile muttering apologies and
consolation. Having done the best he could at wiping off the stains, this amazing iceman then thrust a hand into
his pocket and brought forth a twenty-dollar gold piece which he pressed into my palm, and with a final pat on my
head, walked away, smiling.
*
My first appearance on any stage was noteworthy in that it was original, impromptu, unexpected, and highly
successful; and that it introduced a new form of art to the theater—a form recently seen in New York in Artists
and Models and other revues; and which is popularly supposed to have been imported from the heights of
Montmartre and other European abodes of gaiety, but which I must claim to have originated.
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My debut occurred—it was highly casual—early in 1863 in Gilbert’s Melodeon, one of the popular variety
houses of San Francisco. In size and appointments it was a primitive affair, a room about twenty-five by one
hundred feet on the second floor of a building of which Ryder and Brennan’s saloon occupied the first story. The
stage was only about eighteen inches above the floor, and from it a tall man could almost reach up and touch the
flies. But on that stage appeared many stars famous not only in America but on foreign shores, some of whom are
now recalled by old-timers as the greatest of their period or any other period.
Among them were Lotta Crabtree, “Our Lotta,” the favorite comedienne of two continents, who died only a
few years ago in Boston; Joe Murphy, later famous in “The Kerry Gow”; Maggie Moore, the wife of J.C.
Williamson, afterward the leading theatrical producer of Australia; the Worrell sisters, Jennie, Sophie, and Irene;
and Lou Rattler, the “Shakespearean comedian” who burlesqued the Bard of Avon in blackface and was
particularly well known for his take-off on Edwin Forrest. Most of these as well as others of almost equal note
were given their first prominence by John Woodward, the Melodeon’s able stage manager.
In those days variety performances opened promptly at 8 P.M. and ran until about midnight. The minstrel first
part and “walk-around” came first, followed by the specialties, eight or ten in number. Then during an
intermission of fifteen or twenty minutes the company prepared for a three-act comedy or melodrama in which all
took part. Very often the play was an original one; it might even be written by a member of the company; and the
bill was changed weekly. The leading part would be played by an actor or actress of special prominence, whose
name was relied on to increase the clientele of the regular variety or minstrel troupe. Long engagements for the
members of the company were the rule, and every performer was expected to increase the audience through his or
her personal popularity both on and off the stage.
After the minstrel first part at the Melodeon, in which Father always starred as an end man, there came the
walk-around, a feature which has disappeared from minstrel shows in more recent years. In this act the performers
stood in a semicircle and started off singing some nonsense patter—such as “Sun’s goin’ down; take a little rest—
Wake, hi, Daddy, in de mornin’”—while first one and then another would strut or “cakewalk,” as they called it
later, around the circle and then break into a dance, each of his own particular type.
One warm evening I was standing in the wings with my mother, dressed in little save a light dress, slippers and
socks. It was not many months past my third birthday. I was thrilled by the quickstep played by the orchestra and
was unconsciously imitating the dancers. Suddenly, in a momentary lull in the walk-around, I broke away from
Mother, tripped out on the stage, and did a little step in perfect time to the music.
In ’63 children were still rather scarce in California, and none was to be seen in the theaters. My unexpected
appearance brought a roar of enthusiasm, immediately followed by a shower of coins, the inevitable Western
method of demonstrating approval; and remember that the smallest coin that a Californian of the ’60s would deign
to touch was a dime.
Well aware of the nature of money, I promptly ceased my dance and ran about, gathering up the lucre and
putting it in my skirt, which I held before me as a bag. One coin had rolled a little backstage, and as I stooped for
it with my back to the audience, I disclosed the fact that I wore no underwear.
Howls of laughter greeted the revelation, which caused me to give an involuntary encore; for I first turned to
see what had caused the excitement, then stooped again to pick up the coin, which I had missed at the first clutch.
Dad, embarrassed for once in his life, added to the public glee by using his tambourine as a drop curtain—
whereupon the roar was audible for blocks. Extensive research has convinced me that this was the first
appearance of the nude on the modern stage, and that Messrs. Carroll, Ziegfeld, White, et al., are only my
imitators.
My impromptu appearance was such a success that the manager decided to put me on for a regular turn. For
weeks I was coached and rehearsed in my song and dance until at last I seemed to be letter-perfect. To give me
moral support, it was decreed that Lotta, then only a girl in her teens, but already a veteran of at least seven years’
experience and known affectionately to San Franciscans as the Great Lotta, should sponsor my first appearance.
This fact was widely advertised and was sufficient to draw a packed house.
But naught but disaster and humiliation resulted from the attempted debut. When Lotta led me from the wings,
my feet suddenly turned to lumps of lead weighing a hundred pounds apiece. When I had finally tottered to
midstage and my music-cue came, paralysis had seized my vocal cords also. I was as if shackled and gagged. In
vain did Lotta try to encourage me. Tears, first of fright and then of rage, were all that I could produce. My legs
would not even do me the kindness of carrying me away from the dreadful scene. When it became certain that I
was a flop, my charming partner was compelled to carry me, now kicking and howling, off the stage. The muchtouted prodigy of variety had turned out to be just a squalling youngster, and it was several years before I was
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given another chance at my birthright of a place on the boards.
*
Many funny incidents might be told of the old Melodeon. One that remains most vivid in my memory is that of
an alleged snake-charmer who once got an engagement there. He had a box full of snakes, many of them rattlers,
which he would pick up, one at a time, and let them coil themselves around his arms and neck. To show his
perfect mastery, he would also put the heads of one or two into his mouth. But evidently on one occasion he didn’t
have the rattler properly charmed, for it bit him on the tongue.
One would suppose that a fellow in his line would have all his snakes de-venomized, but this one must have
been an exception, for the charmer promptly dropped the reptile on the floor and dashed wildly down the aisle of
the theater to the bar, where he hoisted a demijohn of whiskey to his mouth and gulped it until he fell over in a
daze. Meanwhile the forsaken snakes were rambling about the stage, and patrons in the front rows were getting
nervous.
“Go out there and put them snakes in the box, somebody!” yelled the manager; but strangely enough, nobody
moved to comply.
“You, Armstrong, it’s your job,” said the manager to the property man.
“Like hell it is!” retorted Armstrong, and the snakes continued to prowl, this way and that.
“Oh, well,” said irrepressible Johnny De Angelis, “if no one else’ll do it, I will.”
And out he strode and amid great applause began picking up the reptiles by the tails, bunching them in one
hand until he had four or five. Suddenly two or three voices in the audience called to him,
“Look out, Johnny, they’re crawlin’ up on you.”
Sure enough, the serpents had turned their heads upward and were apparently reaching for his hand. To prevent
this, he began swinging them around in an effort to “straighten ’em out.” But they exhibited a remarkable ability
to double back in spite of his swinging. So he swung harder—and harder—and faster; whizzing them around his
head—when all of a sudden the slimy things slipped from his grasp and hurtled out into the audience!
Try to imagine the panic that ensued—the yells of fright, the curses, the smashing of seats, the strong men
knocked down and trampled underfoot! Old patrons who knew Dad’s propensities swore to their dying hour that
he did it purposely. But in this case he was innocent. For months afterward they found snakes at intervals around
the Melodeon, and the nerves of actors and employees were on edge. Father at the time was sharing a dressingroom with Lou Rattler—suggestive name! Several weeks after this incident, Lou opened his trunk one evening,
lifted out three or four garments—and there was a snake snoozing comfortably between the folds!
*
Adah Isaacs Menken, European poetess and actress, created a tremendous sensation in America in the ’60s
with her impersonation of Mazeppa. For the benefit of a generation, most of whom may not be familiar with the
story of Ivan Mazeppa, I should perhaps explain that he was a seventeenth-century hero, a Pole of plebeian birth
who was discovered in an intrigue with a titled lady, and in punishment was bound naked on the back of a wild
horse from the Ukraine, which was then turned loose. The horse fled back to its native haunts, where Mazeppa
was rescued by Cossacks and became their chieftain.
Fifty or sixty years ago it was a sort of fad for actresses to essay male parts. Charlotte Cushman’s strongest
roles, for example, were Romeo, Woolsey, Hamlet, and Claude Melnotte. Miss Menken therefore played the part
of Mazeppa himself, and her great scene was of course the one with the horse. She wore a full suit of fleshings
and had a big white horse which loped as well as he could across the stage and then reappeared, going up an
ascending runway at the rear as if climbing a hill in the distance.
This was considered one of the most thrilling stunts ever presented in the theater, and a Mazeppa epidemic
broke out all over the country, the horse scene alone being frequently put on as a part of an evening’s
entertainment. At the old National Theater on Sycamore Street in Cincinnati, an actress whose name I’ve
forgotten was doing the act one night; the runway broke down when the horse was at the highest point, letting him
fall some fifteen or twenty feet, and I think both horse and rider were killed.
After Miss Menken had visited San Francisco, John Woodward of the Melodeon was one of those attacked by
the virus, and he determined to put on a Mazeppa scene. Just how it was to be done on that toy stage no one could
explain. Woodward’s heart was set on it, however, but he was balked for some time because he couldn’t get a
horse up the stairs, though he tried earnestly to induce two or three of them to try it. He talked of pulling out a
section of wall and hoisting an animal up with block and tackle, but that was too expensive.
Finally, much against his will, he compromised on a donkey and found a large one which after much
persuasion and boosting was half led, half carried up the stairs. Some of the actors grumbled at having a stable
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next door to their cramped dressing-room quarters, but they had to stand it.
A big, muscular woman filled the part of Mazeppa very acceptably, but the jackass refused to take any interest
in his role. No amount of prodding or whipping could make him cross the stage in anything but a slow walk, as if
he were pulling the hearse in an old-time funeral. This made the scene a burlesque, and though the patrons seemed
to enjoy it, it was galling to Woodward, who wanted to play the thing seriously.
At this juncture Father suggested giving the horse a shot of stimulant such as is used to rejuvenate old plugs on
sale days. The idea was accepted and the dope applied just before the act went on. Perhaps they gave him too
much; anyhow, the donkey for the first time began to give a really soulful impersonation of a wild horse of the
Ukraine-kicking, plunging, and dragging stage hands about so that they could scarcely get Mazeppa tied on his
back, even with the help of half a dozen actors.
The scuffle, the clatter of hoofs, the yells of “Whoa!” apprised the audience that they were about to witness
something big. It was even bigger than expected. Before his cue came the steed flung his hostlers aside and bolted
right through the scenery, wrecking not only another act but the whole evening’s performance. Nevertheless, the
audience, which had surged toward the rear of the theater, got its money’s worth. With Mazeppa shrieking on his
back, the wild Ukrainian steed dashed madly this way and that, knocking down flats and tearing drops at every
jump, tried sincerely to kick out the wall of the building, and was finally subdued only when a dozen or fifteen
men seized him and threw him down.
The bodily casualties of the melee were too numerous to mention. That was positively the last performance of
Mazeppa at the Melodeon.
*
San Francisco was a long way from the great theater of action of the Civil War. We had no army or navy
activities of our own, all our battles being fought between neighbors, friends, and kinsmen. Nowhere was the
feeling between North and South more virulent than it sometimes became in our town. Lifelong friendships were
broken; fisticuffs, duels, and neighborhood brawls were frequent. In the early days of the gold rush numerous
professional men, especially lawyers and doctors, had come from the South and had become political leaders,
while Northern men predominated among the merchants and workingmen. To the men who uttered it, “Yankee
shopkeeper!” seemed quite as bitter a taunt as the “Rebel!” of their opponents. With the advent of war, many
Northern Democrats forsook their party, adding greatly to the current bitterness.
My grandmother’s Southern sympathies, which she made not the slightest effort to conceal, and my own name
of Jefferson, caused me to be known jestingly among friends and acquaintances as “Little Jeff Davis.” At the age
of three I still had, of course, only the faintest idea as to what the joke meant. But I felt a sinister portent in the air,
and when I heard some one singing, “We’ll hang Jeff Davis to a sour apple tree,” it made my skin crawl uneasily.
I was walking along Kearney Street with Father one day when a commotion arose behind us, and he drew me
aside as a crowd came storming by, yelling,
“Hang him! Lynch him!”
The man they were pursuing was a Southern hothead who had given a cheer for Jeff Davis. I asked what the
row was about, and in the noise and excitement I misunderstood the brief replies of the bystanders. I thought I
heard that they were going to hang Jeff Davis—doubtless to that dreadful sour apple tree of which I had so often
heard. I knew only one Jeff Davis, and I proposed to save him if possible.
Like a flash I darted away between the legs of men near us and disappeared. Father, blocked by the crowd,
unable to penetrate as small openings as I, lost sight of me in a moment. Not until after an hour’s frenzied search
was I finally found, hidden in a corner behind a big wire basket of sponges in Keith’s drug store at Clay and
Kearney Streets. As Dad used to tell the story, it was the swelling of the sponges as they were soaked by my tears
that caused me to be discovered.
One of Grandmother’s sons-in-law was quite as ardent a Union man as she was a rebel. They got along well
enough on other subjects, but such was their feeling on that point that no one dared to bring up any war topic
when both were present. When the news of President Lincoln’s death reached San Francisco, my uncle hurried
home from downtown with a quantity of black crape and draped the whole front of our house with it. He was able
to do this unmolested only because Grandmother happened to be out shopping. When she returned and saw the
mourning, her ire rose immediately. She did not order it down; she dragged out the stepladder and proceeded to
take it down herself.
But she had scarcely begun when the sound of a band playing a dirge was heard, and a procession of Union
men came by in mourning for the dead President. Some of those in the parade saw Grandmother at work, made
inquiries and learned the significance of the scene; and only the fact that she was a woman saved her from rough
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handling. As it was, they gently but firmly removed both the stepladder and herself and warned her to desist. For
once in her life the doughty old lady was compelled to acknowledge defeat.
In considering such incidents as this, readers of today must make allowances for the misunderstanding of
Lincoln, the quite natural Southern bitterness against him simply because he was the Yankee President.
Grandmother and most other Southerners learned to know him better as years went by and to take a less partisan
view of his activities.
*
Minstrel shows were very nearly the favorite form of entertainment in San Francisco, as in many other
American cities, in the ’60s. During that decade there were always two and sometimes three or four blackface
troupes playing in our city throughout the season. Besides the famous San Francisco Minstrels, who were a fixture
there for several years, there were also at times Ben Cotton’s, Murphy and Bray’s, the Wellington, Hussey’s New
York, Jack Talbot’s, Dan Bryant’s, Leslie and Rayner’s, the California, Joe Murphy’s, and others.
Father was for a long time a member of the San Francisco troupe, and one season was a partner of Jack Talbot
in his show. He and Jack “took a benefit” together toward the close of the season, as prominent players, managers,
and even box office employees sometimes did then. For their benefit they must of course plan some unusual
stunts. Talbot’s favorite specialty was fancy pistol shooting, and they planned to put on a William Tell act, Dad,
who never backed down from anything, agreeing to let Talbot shoot an apple off his head.
The feat was performed perfectly, and aroused such enormous enthusiasm that they decided to repeat it at a
regular performance. This time Jack’s shot was just a trifle low; and he not only sent the bullet through Dad’s hair
but plowed a furrow in his scalp.
Then and there the William Tell feature was dropped.
I must not forget that Father also played an engagement at the Bella Union, one of the most famous theaters of
old San Francisco. The name Bella Union has acquired some unenviable notoriety in history because of the
drinking and gambling at the first place of the name and because of the risqué shows, which appeared in the latter
years of the second; but in its middle period the Bella Union was at times a notable legitimate and variety house,
and its boards echoed to the tread of some of the greatest that America has known—Edwin Forrest, Charlotte
Cushman, John McCullough, and many others.
It was while at the Bella Union that Father induced one of the managers—I don’t remember whether it was
Sam Tetlow or Tom McGuire—to give a promising young actor named Ned Harrigan a trial. Ned quickly proved
his ability and soon became one of the favorite Irish comedians of the city. Annie Yeamans, who later played for
so many years in his New York company, had appeared for the first time at the Bella Union in 1865, three years
before his debut. A little later Harrigan took on a partner, Sam Rickey, whom I consider perhaps the greatest Irish
character actor and comedian that our stage has known; but liquor was his Nemesis, and today he is completely
forgotten.
*
In 1868 a new playhouse, the Alhambra, afterward known as the Bush Street Theater, was opened with great
éclat, and I, having now reached the age of nine, was given another chance to show that I had histrionic talent.
The bill opened with a pantomime, “Humpty Dumpty,” in which I appeared, together with my sister Sallie, two
years my junior, and Ignacio Martinetti, youthful scion of a great family of pantomimists. Ignacio had already
begun his professional career, being billed in those days as “Le Petit Nacio.” As I play billiards with him these
afternoons in 1930 at the Lambs, it is difficult for me to realize that it is full sixty years since he and I first
appeared together at the Alhambra. He is still somewhat Le Petit Nacio in build, and to look at his smooth face
and trim, active figure, you would never believe that he pranced before the footlights six decades ago.
In our act three huge flower pots with gorgeous blooming plants were first revealed on the stage. At the touch
of Harlequin’s wand, first one and then another of the pots opened, and Sallie stepped forth as Columbia, then I as
Washington, and Ignacio as Lafayette. The Zavatosky Sisters had just made a great hit with their new song, “Shoo
fly, don’t bother me!” and this was appropriated for our use. Just why Columbia, Washington, or Lafayette should
be singing such an air is not clear to me at this distant day, but that didn’t matter. We made a decided hit and were
showered nightly with coins, and as these constituted our entire “salary” we were apt to run and scuffle for them
in a sometimes undignified manner. I was always willing to give my adored little sister the lion’s share of my
takings, but competition with Ignacio was sharper.
This was Sallie’s first appearance, but from that time forward her career on the stage was assured. She was
soon doing little solo parts and was an artiste from the very start.
*
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After a season at the Alhambra, Father began to yearn to see the east again. Then as now, every actor liked to
boast of a New York success, and though it was not so essential to his reputation as it is today, still it was good
publicity. Mother, always the cheerful, loyal helpmeet and good sport, readily agreed to the venture; and during
the several years that followed, some of them pretty rough, she never complained but made the best of every
situation. Little did any of us dream of the hardships, the poverty, the vagabondage that we were destined to know
before we saw San Francisco again.
The Union Pacific Railroad was almost but not quite completed when we started east. Father’s impetuosity
could not endure waiting for it, so we went by steamer via Panama, several other singers and actors being on the
same boat. We touched at Mazatlan, Manzanillo, and Acapulco on the way southward, and Sallie and I were
round-eyed with amazement at the strange tropical sights and sounds, but most of all, I think, at seeing bananas
growing upside down. From Panama across the Isthmus to Colon—then called Aspinwall by us Yankees—we
traveled by train, hearing much talk of the proposed canal, though our elders doubted that they would live to see it
an accomplished fact.
On the way north from Colon our vessel, after the leisurely manner of the period, made a twenty-four-hour
stop at Kingston, Jamaica. The call of a steamer there was as important an event as the arrival of a stage coach at a
backwoods hamlet a hundred years ago. We passengers went ashore, and in an hour or so the townsfolk learned all
about us. When they found that there were singers and actors aboard, they demanded a performance.
Father and the others accordingly put their heads together, cobbled up a program, dug out their grease paints
and burnt cork, and that night at the theater gave a show that satisfied everybody. There was no need to advertise
—the townspeople did that for us; and when the curtain arose, the house was full. The actors were greatly
impressed by the character of the audience. True to custom, those Britishers had all donned evening dress, even
for this impromptu vaudeville show, many of the women wearing exquisite gowns from London and Paris; and
for distinguished appearance the gathering could scarcely have been surpassed in any great city of America or
Europe.
*
Many more weary days passed, and at last our vessel rounded Sandy Hook and our wandering eyes beheld the
glories of the metropolis, then the stronghold of the Tweed Ring—already a city of nearly a million population,
though it would have seemed a poor thing to the Gothamite of today. As we churned our way up the bay, we saw
no Statue of Liberty, no bridges across the East River, no thousand-foot skyscrapers soaring in air. Horse cars and
busses were the only transportation, and I don’t think there was a building in the city over seven or eight stories
high; but it was all wonderful to us, nevertheless.
During one of his first leisure hours Father took the ferry over to Brooklyn to look up his mother’s kinspeople.
Unannounced, he walked into the office of his uncle, Captain Backhouse, whom he, then a mere boy, had so
unceremoniously forsaken in San Francisco more than twenty years before. The Captain, his hair and beard now
nearly white, sat writing at his desk.
“Hello, Uncle!” was Father’s greeting.
The old man looked up over his glasses for one brief moment. Then a dry grin spread through his beard and he
held out his hand.
“Hello, Johnny!” said he, casually. …
160.19 Excerpt from The Roar Of The Crowd: The True Tale Of The Rise And Fall Of A Champion\fn{by
James J. Corbett (1866-1933)} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California, U.S.A. (M) 10
From my first fight I started to run away. This scrap came at an early age, when I was about twelve years old. I
was attending St. Ignatius College in San Francisco, and at noon and recess periods was confined to what they
called the “Little Yard.” Up to a certain grade you were in the “Little Yard” with the smaller youngsters, and when
you were promoted out of the “Little Yard” you could go in the “Big Yard” with the big boys; but I was always
large for my age and looked much older than I really was, so I would go to the picnics and they would have prizes
for boys under twelve years old and they never would let me try for them, and I felt rather out of it and often
lonely, so whenever I could I would sneak in the “Big Yard” at lunch times to play hand ball and prisoners’ base
with the older boys.
The bully of the “Big Yard” was a boy called “Fatty” Carney, but I had never been warned about him.
Now about this time I struck up an acquaintance with a fellow by the name of Hopkins. We used to bring our
own lunches, as we lived quite a distance from the school, and this Hopkins boy, whose folks were well-to-do,
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brought all the finest kinds of cakes and sandwiches. Perhaps this was one of the attractions of the friendship.
Anyway, I used to go in and play with him and get some of his lunch, which was much finer than anything I had
ever had.
In playing prisoners’ base one day I happened to chase him, and Fatty Carney, the bully I have just spoken of,
was running after someone else, and Hopkins ran into Fatty and Carney promptly hit him. Of course I took
Hopkins’ part, as he was my pal, and grabbed Carney’s arms and started to fight him then and there, but the other
boys interfered and a Brother of the College came and ordered me back to the “Little Yard” where I belonged, but
not before Carney had said,
“I’ll get you after school!”
Someone was then kind enough to inform me that I was up against the toughest fellow in the school.
When school was dismissed that afternoon one of the boys whispered to me, as we marched out in line, that
Carney was waiting for me outside. My first intention was to run away. There were two exits and I was trying to
decide which was the safer, when it suddenly occurred to me that if I ran away all the boys would laugh at me and
I would be looked upon as a coward. I kept thinking it over while I was marching, but my pride was now aroused
and I said to myself,
“I will go out and get licked.”
And out I marched on the street and there was Carney with a bunch of fellows surrounding him, waiting. I was
only a kid then, but that afternoon an idea came to me that has since stood me in good stead—to avoid trouble, if
possible, but if it lay ahead of me, to be the aggressor and not let the other fellow think I was at all afraid. In my
heart I was afraid of Carney then, but I marched right over to him, scared as I was, and said,
“Are you waiting for me?” He said,
“Yes.”
We went around to a lot opposite the United States Mint, called the “Mint Yard,” and the whole school
followed. We started to fight. He was a big, strong fellow—if we had been men and in a regular ring, they would
have called him the slugger, and me a panther, terms much used in descriptions of fights those days.
I had never had a boxing lesson, but occasionally had watched my older brother box. He was six years older
than I and I remembered a few of his tricks, such as looking at the stomach and hitting in the face—just the crude
principles of the boxing art.
Fatty started to rush me, and as he was stronger and older than I, I began to jump out of his way, trying to
make him miss. Then I’d jab at him and jump away—instinctively using my head even at that age, though I didn’t
realize it myself. After a few minutes the police came and scattered us, but by that time I was sure I could whip
Fatty, and when we ran away from the police I ran in the same direction that he took, as I wanted to have it out
with him.
He made for his home, and we came to the Circus Lot, used for the circus performances in those days. I had no
supporters with me, just two or three of the boys of my own neighborhood who had followed me, while Fatty had
his whole gang at his back. We started fighting in this lot and I was getting the better of him, and he realized it, so
he grabbed hold of me and started to wrestle and, being much stronger than I, threw me down and proceeded to
punch me while I lay underneath him.
An old gentleman, with a cane, stood near, watching us. He took the cane in his hand and stepped in and hit
Fatty on the back with it and told him he ought to fight boys of his own age and size. I went home with a black
eye. My father, an old-fashioned Irishman, discovered this little souvenir of the fight. Pointing at it, he asked
sternly,
“Where did you get this?”
I explained the circumstances to him and told him it had been a case of either fighting or running away and
being called a coward. I didn’t realize at the time that my father was really proud of me because I had not chosen
the other entrance of the school. He asked me who it was I had fought with and I told him Fatty Carney.
“Carney down on Howard Street?” he asked. In those days San Francisco wasn’t as big as it is now and
everybody knew everybody else, and he repeated,
“Carney down on Howard Street? H’m! What d’ye think uv that!” He seemed surprised to think that I had been
fighting with this big Carney boy and couldn’t understand it.
I returned to school the next day; so did Carney. Then the older boys in the Big Yard came around, making a
fuss over me, and I could hear the boys talking and saying to each other,
“Why, you ought to have seen him yesterday! This kid was shifting and using judgment just the way
professionals do.”
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I was surprised and pleased, but the wind was taken out of my sails when the head of the College appeared and
put us both out of school. He did not suspend us, but expelled us for good. Anyway, this fight grew to be a legend,
a sort of historical event in the school and was talked of long afterwards, so the boys told me.
From that fight I learned a lesson that has lasted me all my life—that the size of a man does not count, and that
by using my head and feet I could lick a man much stronger than myself. I don’t think that I really proved that I
had what I call real courage in that first fight. After all; it was merely a question of my pride. As a matter of fact, I
do not think I had my courage tested until eight years afterwards when I fought Choinyski. Then I found out what
it means to keep on going in the face of a terrible beating, when defeat stares you in the face; but more of this
later.
*
The next year I attended Sacred Heart College. Two incidents of that year stand out in my mind. There was a
boy from my neighborhood who went to this school and who was subject to epileptic fits. He used to look on me
as a protector. When one of these attacks would come on the teacher would say,
“Corbett, take him out into the yard.”
Out we would go, and when the attack subsided we would have a real good time together. This gave me a
bright idea, and finally one day I tried it. I leaned over to my epileptic friend and whispered,
“Tim, can you throw a fit for me?” Being grateful for all my trouble, he did this promptly as a little act of
friendship. The teacher yelled, “Corbett, take him out!” and we had a wonderful time, fooling around, playing
knife and telling stories, and stayed out in the yard about an hour. This worked so splendidly that we tried it at
least once a week and got many an unearned recess thereby.
During this period I had some fights. I think I can truthfully say that I never started one. In fact I have tried to
follow such a policy all my life; but after the first fight with Carney, through the confidence gained in it, I never
took any “back talk” from any boy, no matter what his size.
*
The second incident that I recall most vividly was quite dramatic and was also the cause of my being expelled
from Sacred Heart College.
One of the boys sitting behind me was constantly whispering slurs at me. This I, of course, resented. The
Brother in charge of the classroom called me forward, broke a window pole in half, told me to hold out my hand,
and gave me one of the most terrific blows I have ever had in my life. The pain was intense, and when he said,
“Hold out your other hand,” for once I didn’t obey, and turned and walked back to my seat.
When the class was dismissed I started to go out with the other boys but was ordered by this kindhearted
Brother to remain behind the rest. I caught a glimpse of the big stick under his gown, and lit out of the door. This
happened to be on the fourth floor, and the school was so built that there were four galleries circling an open
court. Around each successive gallery I ran, pursued by the brother with this stick, then on the third floor by two
more of the order, on the second by another group, until I came to the bottom where a seventh lay in wait—a big
fat fellow looking like Friar Tuck.
I have heard since of the “solar plexus blow.” It was not then known, but I delivered it—with my head—in the
fat Brothers’ stomach, and over we went, rolling on the floor and out into the street. This valedictory ended my
schooldays, though not my education.
*
School over, work was ahead. My father kept a livery stable and among his customers was the cashier of the
Nevada Bank of San Francisco, J. S. Angus. One of the owners of this bank was John W. Mackay, father of the
well known Clarence H. Mackay. Mr. Angus got me a job as messenger boy and I worked there for six years,
rising at last to the post of assistant receiving teller.
During this period from 1879-1886, I used to box frequently. With my father’s consent I kept boxing gloves in
the stable, and the boys of the neighborhood would come around in the evenings after supper, and we had many
informal bouts.
However, the form of athletics that seemed to appeal to me most at this time was baseball. In fact I think I may
say that I was headed for the Big League, for our team, “The Alcazars,” played against clubs that had on their
rosters such players as Ed Morris and Fred Carroll, later a famous battery of the Pittsburgh Nationals, George Van
Haltren, for many years centre-fielder of the Giants, Tom Brown of the Washingtons, and many others that figured
in the box scores of the ’80s and ’90s. With those whose names I have just mentioned, and others who later
became famous, I was really being groomed by the baseball magnates of the Coast for a baseball career.
There is a famous story called A Piece of String, which tells of a man who stooped down to pick up this little
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article and so had his whole career changed. Well, that is what a simple thing like a liner did for me—it split my
hand between the little and third fingers so badly that I had to leave the diamond, and thereafter devoted more
time to boxing.
Just before this accident occurred I had been asked by the officers of the famous Olympic Athletic Club of San
Francisco to play second base for their team. Unfortunately I never did, because of the mishap just referred to, but
it brought me within the walls of this club, famous in all sporting annals, and there I began to take up boxing in a
more serious way.
*
At this time I had a pal named Lew Harding who was interested in boxing and still more so in wrestling. In his
father’s cellar he had boxing gloves and a wrestling pad, and twice a week we went to this favorite haunt at night.
Now his ideas about training were not as helpful as his ideas of wrestling. As soon as we arrived, as first part of
our routine, we would freeze four quarts of ice cream. When that was hard, we would wrestle half an hour, then
eat a quart of cream, following this up with boxing for an hour; after which strenuous exercise we would eat up
the remainder of the cream. It was enough to kill any ordinary individual and I would not advise anyone seriously
considering taking up boxing adopting this course.
I did not really know that I had any natural boxing ability, although I had tried to remember and put in practice
certain things I had seen professionals do; however, Lew saw in me things that I didn’t see in myself—quickness
of eye and feet, and a natural understanding of and instinct for the game. So without telling me that he was putting
me through a course of stunts for any purpose, he began to take me around to various places where I must “mix it”
with the toughest characters in town.
For instance, on Wednesday nights he would lead me, an unconscious victim, to the fire engine house where
the roughest young fellows of the town used to congregate, and on Friday nights to a blacksmith shop where the
crowd was even worse. I had a good many fights at each of these places—some of them pretty tough ones, for, as
I said, the gangs were composed of noted scrappers of the town.
When I first came there they used to sneer at me and look upon me as a “dude,” for, being a bank clerk, I
naturally took pains with my personal appearance. However, I fought myself into their estimation and soon they
forgot to call me this withering name and made no more remarks about my white collar or kid gloves, although
many compliments were paid me about my use of those of another sort.
By and by, having licked all the regular frequenters of the place, they began to scout around along the shore
front, “The Barbary Coast,”\fn{ Which it is still called: H } and all the low dives of the underworld to secure the
roughest talent they could. I found the road pretty tough going for a while, but stuck it out, never losing a single
bout. All these were earned without any real boxing instruction, which was to come later; but here I feel I
developed resourcefulness, generalship, and ability to size up all kinds of men. Of course, my antagonists were all
of the brutal slugging type, and used no judgment at all; but it was undoubtedly a great experience for me.
When I joined the Olympic Club it happened that their building had just burned down and the members were
using the Turn Verein, which had an open gymnasium, a gallery and a running track. The first day after I had
signed up, being very confident of my ability, through my victories in the engine house and blacksmith shop, I
went up to the boxing instructor to “take him on.” He asked me if I had ever boxed and I replied, with a great deal
of pride,
“Oh, yes, hundreds of times!”
He said, “Box with me a while,” and then proceeded to show me up. It seems that in the gallery were several
German friends of his and he tried to make a “monkey” out of this fresh “kid” to their great delight. Every time
my head went back from one of his blows they would roar over their steins until the rafters rang. He hit me so
often that I thought there was a shower of boxing gloves like big hailstones coming through the air. Although I
had always managed to keep good control of my temper, I felt that afternoon that he, with his skill, was taking
advantage of a youngster in rather a mean way and “showing off” before his German friends. I “saw red” and
began to rough it with him, scuffling around, and he threatened to report me and have my privileges at the club
rescinded. So that ended our relations.
The next day my friend Harding and I went to the club again and I saw a fellow with an immense black beard
like a Russian’s or the ones the bearded miners wore in ’48. (There were still some left around Frisco.)
Blackbeard was boxing with a friend and he must have been fooling with him, but I didn’t know this at the time.
He had a magnificent torso, like Jeffries,’ but I didn’t take note of it just then; all I could see were those black
whiskers, and I said to myself,
“A fellow who would wear a beard like that cannot box.”
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Then I leaned over to my friend Harding and suggested that he “fix it up for me.” Harding went over to the
Professor and asked him to arrange a few rounds with the black-bearded man. The Professor smiled, seeing
revenge ahead, as this fellow, although I did not know it, was the heavyweight champion of the club, weighed 215
pounds, and was a terrific hitter.
The gloves once on, I struck out for the blackbeard—for still all I could see were those whiskers. In the next
second I was sitting in a chair and they were throwing water over me, rubbing my legs and holding smelling salts
to my nose. I had been “knocked dead cold,” but even then didn’t realize it. I got up and, in a groggy way, said,
“Come on, let’s box,” but Black Beard replied:
“No, you have had enough for today.”
To show them that I was all right and had not been hurt I started to circle the running track, which ran around
the room, the centre being occupied by the apparatus. Somehow I couldn’t keep to the track and before I had
lurched three yards was reeling into the centre of the room and banging into the apparatus, still very groggy and in
danger of other knockout blows—from the parallel bars and flying rings.
Lew led me from the gymnasium down to the dressing room, and then it began to dawn on me that I had really
been knocked out and for the first time in my life; and I think it was one of the greatest blows to my pride I have
ever experienced. I saw then that I needed boxing instruction.
*
About twelve months after this incident the beautiful new Olympic Club was opened and a boxing instructor,
Walter Watson, was imported from England. On the first day of his appearance a man named Eiseman, who
happened to be the middleweight champion of the club, asked Watson for a bout, and in front of his (Eiseman’s)
friends tried to put the finishing touch on the new teacher, a “grand stand” and very mean trick, also decidedly
unethical, as Eiseman was a younger man than Watson and the latter was not in condition and was simply engaged
to teach the members points. There followed a terrific fight which was later stopped, and Watson, resenting the
unfairness of it, shook his fist in Eiseman’s face and said,
“In three months I will develop some youngster from this club who will give you the worst licking you ever
had in your life.”
The next day, I, being sixth on the list for the boxing lesson, waited my turn with the instructor. Meantime, I
watched the other men and noticed that they all seemed afraid of Watson and didn’t “open up.” This caution—or
respect—rather annoyed him, I also noticed, because he was anxious to find out how much they knew and what
material he had to work with. When it came to my turn he asked me,
“Have you ever boxed?”
“A good many times,” I told him. He said,
“Open up; I want you to show me what you have.” Feeling a little impressed by this man, who was quite noted
for his skill, I looked at him, puzzled, and inquired,
“Do you really mean it?”
“Of course,” he replied, impatiently.
“Open up with all I have and hit you as hard as I want to?” I asked, to make sure. He smiled.
“That’s what I want.”
So off I started, like a runaway horse, and showered blows at him from all directions. In about a minute he held
up his hand and said,
“Is there any Irish blood in you, by any chance?”
“Yes, sir, my father and mother are Irish,” I answered. He grinned.
“In three months you will lick any man in this club.”
His confidence somehow seemed to stimulate me as no other words had ever done. Every spare moment I
could get I practiced feints and shifts, even trying them before my mirror at night, and in the morning would study
my own action, which furnished considerable amusement for my other brothers who looked through the door.
Meanwhile the instructor took particular pains with me from then on and I became his favorite pupil.
After I had taken my second boxing lesson I approached my brother Harry, who was next to the oldest of the
ten children in our family, and asked him to put on the gloves with me. Having always been able to cuff me about
as he liked, he laughed at me, but I persisted and finally, giving in, he went out to the box stall in the livery stable.
A little patronizingly he put up his hands, but before he knew it I had hit him so quickly that he was jolted hard up
against the sides of the stall.
This was a new experience for him and he grew angry and started to rush me; but I had benefitted by my
lessons and shifted and ducked this way and that under his arm so he couldn’t land a glove on me. I tried one or
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two more blows on him; then he suddenly stopped and said, with a mischievous grin,
“Wait! I’ll get Frank!”
Now Frank was my oldest brother and had always had a wonderful time chasing me about and was considered
the star scrapper of the family. Harry found him and he came into the box stall, all confidence and prepared to
give me the punishment earned by my freshness and impudence. Like Harry he put his hands up, but before he
had time even to lead I had landed at least ten blows on him in such rapid succession that he was quite as stunned
as Harry had been. I was under him and back of him and all around; he might as well have been chasing a shadow,
and then I turned to and slammed him all over the place.
He tore off the gloves and went into the office of the livery stable where my father sat, busy at his accounts.
“Dad,” said Frank, “You better look out for that fellow.” Watching by the window, I heard Dad reply, without
discontinuing his work,
“What fellow?”
“Jim.” Then he looked up.
“Why, what has he done?”
“Done!” exclaimed Frank, “why he’s just knocked Harry and me all over the box stall out there and he’ll turn
into a prize-fighter if you don’t look out, he’s getting so chesty!”
*
The old gentleman laughed and thought it was a great joke, but of course didn’t take it seriously. As you may
have guessed, we were a very united family, but naturally, like all others, had our troubles, and one of the things
that impressed me most, even as a boy was hearing my father and mother, who were quite thrifty, talking about
that mortgage of $6,000 on their San Francisco home and the stable property. You see that although he worked
hard, his livery stable business could not bring many luxuries to a family of twelve.
During the time I held the position in the bank, I used to keep his books at night to help him out and realized
just how he stood and was early impressed with his financial hardships. Seeing him worry about the feed bill and
all such little details brought this home, and then and there, even as a boy, I determined if I ever got hold of any
big sum of money, the first thing I would do would be to pay off that mortgage. Then, if there was anything left, I
planned to send them to the old country to see their childhood home. Often they used to talk about the place and
say,
“Oh, if we could only see Ireland again before we die!”
A fellow never had better or more affectionate parents than I. Perhaps they were a little too lenient with us
sometimes, but I think on the whole they were just. Honestly, I cannot think, as I look back over the years, of a
single mistake they ever made, except perhaps in being too open-hearted.
For instance, I can now remember how once, after I became champion and was playing in San Francisco, my
mother insisted on having the whole company of forty people out to see her, simply because “they were friends of
Jim’s.” And I know they never tasted a better supper, and after it was over my sister went to the piano and
accompanied my mother singing Annie Laurie in her sweet old voice. When the song was over Father and
Mother, in response to a unanimous demand, danced an Irish jig. She was a beautiful waltzer, too—so light on her
feet, although she was plump. I have never danced with a finer, it seems to me.
That there was harmony in our family, and respect paid to our parents, is evident from the fact that for the six
years I was a bank clerk I gave my monthly salary to my mother each pay day. Afterwards I would ask my father
for what I needed from time to time. When my mother died they found in her bureau a bank book in my name
with the entries of my salary, the first of each month, showing the raises as they came along.
Their plans for me may seem amusing to some of my friends, for, earlier in life, they had determined upon my
being a priest—perhaps because a brother of my father’s, who was born after father left Ireland and whom he had
never seen, the uncle for whom I was named, was a priest.
*
During the months following Walter Watson’s taking charge at the Olympic Club, I took lessons from him
three times a week, but was so enthusiastic that I used to go on the days between to watch the others box and pick
up what I could as a spectator. I guess I must have been developing pretty fast, although I did not know it at the
time.
Watson took an unusual interest in me, not merely because of any actual talent I may have been fortunate
enough to possess, but because of the old grudge between him and Eiseman, the middleweight champion of the
club, who had treated him so roughly at his first appearance. The bad feeling between these two had grown with
each day and they did not speak to each other. Every member in the club knew of this bitterness and it was
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common gossip that Watson was grooming me for his own personal revenge on the other man; but so absorbed
was I in the game itself and all it opened up to me in the way of science\fn{ Corbett was called the first scientific boxer;
from his methods have evolved the entire modern sport. } that I was ignorant of any trouble brewing and of the role I had
been picked to play in the event that was later to be staged.
I suppose my lack of observation was also partly due to my youth, for I was only a kid sixteen years old, and
stood too much in awe of the famous amateurs and well-known bankers and business men of the city who were
interested in sports and frequented the place, to think of any intrigue or feuds going on in such distinguished
company. Meantime, I was coming along at a much faster clip than I knew, and Watson must have been watching
my progress with pleasure.
About six months after the start of the trouble with Eiseman, Professor Watson staged his first “boxing night”
at the club. In this exhibition he hoped to prove to the satisfaction of the members and directors the progress made
by all the boys whom he had himself developed, and he hoped that they would show up favorably in comparison
with the older men who had been trained by a former instructor.
This was really more than an exhibition—it was really the climax of the feud I have described; and every man
in the club that night knew that the real event of the evening was to be the bout between Eiseman and myself,
which I thought was merely a friendly exhibition and not at all for blood. So I was surprised when, in my dressing
room, Watson approached me and said,
“Boy, from the call of ‘Time’ you go for that fellow with all you’ve got!”
“What?” I replied, a little puzzled. “You want me to try to knock him out? I thought this was just an
exhibition.”
“Never mind the exhibition part,” he returned. “He is going to try to knock you out, and you’d better get him
first.”
It was a wonderful night for me, being my first public appearance, not only before the famous Olympic Club,
but in the city. Hitherto my fights had been such as those described, at the engine house and blacksmith shop, or
in my father’s stable. The place was packed to the rafters with leading men of San Francisco. But after the first
thrill over my audience, I tried to forget them, and keep but one thought in mind, that implanted there a few
minutes before by my instructor, and so, as directed, from the call of “time” I went after Eiseman with all I had.
Now although I was ignorant of the real purpose of the fight, he knew it well, and he stood up to me and we
slugged it toe to toe for the three minutes without stopping or budging scarcely an inch from the spot in the ring
where we met. At once the big room was in an uproar. Never had the Olympic Club staged so thrilling a fight; so
they told me afterwards. If I had had time to think about it, I would have been surprised at doing so well, but
although I was still, because of my early experience, somewhat of a slugger, I had natural quickness, which my
friends used to like to call “pantherlike;” and Watson had added at least some rudiments of science.
It is hard to tell in whose favor this round ended, but it must have been even. At any rate, the spectators got the
full worth of a year’s membership in those three minutes, and one thing I was glad to see, as I rested, was that the
pace had begun to tell on Eiseman. During this intermission; as he worked over me, Watson said
“No matter how tired you feel, remember the other fellow is worse off than you are and that the pace is killing
him.”
Up we came at the call of “time”—for in those days at the club the beginning and the end of a round were
announced by the timekeeper, there being no gong—and again we went at it hammer and tongs, he plainly
weakening under the terrific bombardment. All of a sudden, to my surprise, a right-hander, without any aim or
timing, landed on the point of his jaw, and Mr. Eiseman went through the ropes, a la Dempsey-Firpo, to sit in
somebody’s lap.
Then for the first time I heard officially the count of that sacred number “Ten,” and the whole crowd made a
rush for the ring as one man, and lifted me on their shoulders—bankers, lawyers, merchants, for once forgetting
their dignity! Some even going so far as to kiss me on the cheek. And all the time Walter Watson hovered over me
and patted me like a little pet dog who had done something well he had been told to do.
*
From that time on until my entrance into the professional ring, four years later, I reigned, first as middleweight and then as heavyweight champion of the club.\fn{ A note reads: It is interesting to learn from old-time members of the
Club that the new champion outclassed all the rest of the talent so far that at the last boxing tournament held at the Olympic all other
heavyweights entered withdrew, and he himself was persuaded by the management to withdraw in turn and let the others fight it out among
themselves. A medal was given to the winner of this contest, and another was struck off for Mr. Corbett in recognition not only of his
sacrifice, but of the indisputability of his title.}
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During this time many other exhibitions were held and I had taken to the work so well and advanced so far that
they had to call in professionals to meet me in the final and star bouts of the evening—they of course receiving
pay, but I no reward except the honor.
One of those selected was Mike Brennan, the Port Costa giant, a recognized heavyweight of the Coast; but
probably the most prominent I met was the famous Jack Burke, “The Irish Lad,” then very generally considered
the most skilful boxer in the world. Some idea of his ability may be gained from the fact that when Sullivan, then
at his prime, was knocking out men right and left in four rounds, Burke stood up eight against him without being
knocked out. He also fought Charley Mitchell in some nine or ten limited contests, eight of which, I think, were
draws.
My bosses at the Bank took a great interest in this fight that was scheduled, and on hearing that Burke was to
receive $100 a round, I nothing, decided that the least they could do was to allow me a week’s vacation for
training. I took this very seriously, though I really did not know very much about the principles of conditioning
one’s self for a fight. Watson did give me some excellent advice, but in my youthful enthusiasm, like the man
who, ordered by the doctor to take one teaspoonful, takes four, thinking he will get well four times as quick, I
increased the dose.
I had read somewhere that getting up at five o’clock in the morning and taking a raw egg and sherry on rising
would make a man very strong. So, wanting to become a mighty man, I followed this recipe and managed the first
few nights of that critical week not to sleep at all through fear I wouldn’t wake up at the exact minute. I impressed
Joe—the brother who later played in the National League, but then about ten years old—into service as trainer. He
acted as alarm clock for me so that I should not oversleep and would steal on tiptoe into my room, in the gray of
the morning, shake me by the shoulder, and whisper in my ear,
“Jim, hustle! It’s time to get up!”
Then I would rise, half-drowsily, and draw on my trousers, while he was bringing the magical egg and sherry.
This gulped down, I would descend the stairs, shoes in hand so as not to waken the old folks, then slip out to the
street.
The next part of this vigorous training was to run miles, at top speed, until I almost dropped, exhausting the
strength I should have saved for the fight.
But one morning Joe woke me up with some terrible news.
“Jim,” he said, as he stood by my bed with a woebegone face, “there’s no egg!”
Now, without an egg and sherry I felt I couldn’t run or fight a lick—that drink was the secret of success! What
to do was the question.
Well, we spent fifteen valuable minutes looking through the kitchen cupboards for a stray egg—I say valuable
fifteen minutes, because not only was I convinced of the magic of the egg and sherry, but also of the hour, and felt
I must start precisely on schedule or else all the good of the road work would be lost! We had no luck; but as I
looked through the kitchen window and saw the chicken-house of our next-door neighbor, a bright idea occurred
to me.
“Joe,” I said, “there ought to be a couple over there;” and he, being a dutiful younger brother, and almost ready
to commit murder if it would help me win the fight, replied, “Sure;” which reply meant more than mere assent to
my statement.
So, feeling with all the dignity of eighteen that if he were caught it would only be considered a small boy’s
prank, while it would be very serious for me, a bank clerk! to be discovered robbing a hen roost, I let Joe do it,
and off he went over the fence and crept safely into the darkness of the coop. There was a moment of breathless
silence while I watched, but all of a sudden one old mother hen flew out with a most alarming squawk. Twentyfour of her female relatives joined in the hubbub, to say nothing of the gentlemen of the family.
They made so much noise I didn’t think there were so many chickens in the world! Up went the windows, all
the neighbors sticking out their heads, and through the back door rushed the owner of the hen coop with a cane in
his hand, stuffing his nightshirt into his trousers as he ran. But Joe was game and came back with the egg.
By this time my oldest sister, whose executive ability made her the head of the house, had arrived on the scene;
also my father, and naturally be wanted to know what was the matter. I think the lecture I got then was worse than
the fight. However, we stood by our guns, got the tumbler and started to break the egg—but it was a nest-egg, and
china!\fn{I.e., it was an egg artificially induced to make the hen think that she had laid an egg, to encourage egg-laying in a low-yield
hen: H}
With hanging head I went out on the road at half my usual pace, feeling that the fight was hopelessly lost.
When I came back to the porch there sat little Joe, with his head in his hands, thinking hard. All of a sudden he
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jumped up, and clapping me on the shoulder cried:
“I’ll tell you what, Jim. To make it up I’ll give you two eggs tomorrow morning.”
So again came a gleam of hope and we felt that we still had a chance.
I really think that this incident was more interesting than the fight itself; there was nothing so exciting in it as
the theft of the egg. I stood up eight rounds against the famous Burke, without a decision, by the way, as he had
insisted upon this condition before agreeing to box with me. But in spite of my crude ideas of training I felt that I
had held my own. Years afterwards, when I was fighting as a professional, I learned I had done more than that, for
on meeting Otto Floto, who acted as second to Burke that evening, I was told by the former,
“If you hadn’t been such a kid and had had more experience, you could have knocked him cold. You hit him
more than once very hard and hurt him; but he covered up and kidded you out of it.”
*
It was also during these amateur days that the original Jack Dempsey, the famous “Nonpareil,” whose name
should live forever as one of the real masters of the game, came to San Francisco and was given guest privileges
at the Olympic Club and frequently exercised there. With him was Mike Cleary, heavyweight, and one of the
hardest hitters that ever lived, as the records will show.
Cleary worked with me several times, but always insisted on going upstairs, above the gym, with the excuse
that it was not so crowded there. After several set-tos, he said to me,
“Boy, you’re a comer. You are going to be a great boxer some day.” I felt rather sheepish and embarrassed, and
replied,
“Thank you, Mr. Cleary; that’s very kind of you.”
“Kind? Not at all!” he assured me. “It’s God’s own truth. You get away from a right-handed punch better than
anybody I ever fought.”
Though naturally I was pleased, I could hardly ac- cept the compliment. It seemed an exaggeration made to
encourage me to train harder.
The following afternoon, Dempsey appeared at the boxing room downstairs, in tights, and wanted Cleary to
box with him. The latter, having a sore mouth, begged to be excused. I was standing a little distance away, with
my back towards Cleary, and I heard him say,
“There’s a young fellow over there, named Corbett. He’ll box with you.”
“Hell!” said Dempsey. “I want a sweat!”
That was an awful shock to me,-to feel that I couldn’t even give him practice! But my confidence returned a
little when I heard Cleary reply,
“Oh, he’ll give you a sweat, all right!” His interest aroused, Dempsey turned in my direction—not knowing
that I had overheard the conversation—and clapping me on the back said,
“Young fellow, put on the gloves with me, will you?”
I, for my part, felt not only pleased at the opportunity, but honored and rather impressed, for I had long been an
ardent admirer of Dempsey’s, who at that time was considered the greatest middleweight in the world and is still
held to be one of the greatest fighters of his weight that ever lived. It will be interesting, and will probably be
surprising, not only to the public but to many of the sporting writers to learn that Dempsey’s fighting weight at his
prime was only 144 pounds with tights on; also that he was no bigger than Benny Leonard is today. Can you
imagine Benny Leonard fighting with Bob Fitzsimmons? That will give you an idea of what a wonderful fighter
he was, if you read the list of the big men he met.
One of the best in his bag of tricks was feinting—which is, sad to say, practically a lost art now. And the first
thing he did with me was to feint. Usually his opponent, unless he were a seasoned ring man, would shut his eyes
or retreat, or would show some sign of fear. I had watched Dempsey box before and had myself practiced his
feinting with many of his other tricks. So I did not budge, having gauged the distance perfectly. Again and again
he feinted, but each time I knew by the distance between us that he couldn’t touch me. He looked at me in surprise
and I could read him enough to know that he was thinking,
“Is this boy really clever, or just plain dumb?”
The next time he feinted, he advanced a little, and I stepped back a corresponding distance, still gauging it
perfectly, he wondering meanwhile whether this accuracy were due to judgment or merely lucky accident. For
three minutes this sort of thing kept up without a blow being struck, he doing his best to disconcert me before
starting to work on me with his blows. Several times he left himself open and I knew that I could hit him, but I
had too great respect for him and felt it a sort of discourtesy to so famous a champion to strike the first blow. I
wanted him to do that, then I could begin. The next time he stepped up I said to myself,
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“Boy, it’s up to you to give Mr. Dempsey a sweat—that’s what he wanted.”
So this time I didn’t back, and took the blow. It landed—a smart left-hand hook on my face. That started me,
and a little later, when I saw another opening, I let fly and hit Dempsey flush on the nose. We exchanged blows
for a few minutes, neither having the advantage. If he landed on me, I landed in return, and vice versa. Finally it
began to get really serious, the famous “Nonpareil” feeling that an unknown youngster had held his own with him
long enough, and he promptly proceeded to try and stop me.
Then there was a furious battle. We slugged with each other all around that place, and soon word went through
the club that Dempsey and Corbett were hot at it! Billiard cues slammed down on the floors, cards were scattered
all over the tables, waiters dropped their steins, and in a moment the room was crowded.
We had started at six o’clock, and without the usual intermission of rounds were still fighting at six-thirty. The
climax came in a clinch. As we were breaking away Dempsey used one of the smart professional tricks of which I
knew very little, and hit me with his wrist across the nose, giving me the first nosebleed I ever had had in my life.
At this my temper flared up, and I started after him, but he stopped me by holding up his glove and said,
“Boy, that’s enough for today.”
He put his arm around me and grew quite friendly, even taking me into the washroom, where he examined my
nose, finding nothing broken. Then, to my bewilderment, he took me upstairs to the scales and weighed me. The
arrow stopped at 160 pounds and I asked him, in turn, what he weighed? He jumped on the scales and I saw with
my own eyes his weight 144, which is my reason for making the statement in the paragraph above about this most
remarkable man. Then he looked me over, felt of my shoulders, and after a minute or two of quiet thought,
inquired,
“What did you say your name is?”
“Jim Corbett.” Then he slapped me on the back and said,
“If I was as big as you, I’d lick any man in the world!” As he left, he called over his shoulder,
“Boy, I’ll see you again.”
*
I had a confirmation of this flattering opinion—which, to tell the truth, I could not in my heart believe and felt
was just uttered in kindness—when, on my way downstairs I met an acquaintance, a real estate man of the town,
by the name of Jones. He made up to me and said, determinedly,
“Boy, I’ll bet ten thousands dollars on you if you’ll fight Jack Dempsey.”
“You’re jollying,” I replied—and meant it.
“No,” he assured me, “I mean it. There’s a cool ten thousand waiting for you to sign.”
But I shook my head.
“Now, Mr. Jones, you’re trying to get me into trouble. I’m going to stick to business and haven’t any idea of
going into the fighting game.”
I had further evidence of the impression I must have made on Dempsey, the following night, when I went to a
minstrel show. As I was handing the ticket-taker my ticket he grabbed me by the shoulder.
“Are you Jim Corbett of the Olympic Club?” he asked, a little bit excited. As I nodded, he called over his
shoulder,
“Hey, Bill, this is the kid who boxed Dempsey yesterday!” There was a general shout from the bar, and in a
minute I was in there and being generally shaken by the hand.
“This is the fellow Dempsey said he had the tough ‘go’ with at the Olympic Club yesterday,” was their
enlightening way of introducing me.
It seems Dempsey had also admitted that it was one of the toughest “goes” he had ever had, and entirely
unexpected, and he predicted great things for me. This good word undoubtedly had considerable influence later on
my choice of a career; but for the time being I felt sufficient satisfaction in having given Mr. Dempsey his
“sweat.”
*
I can also say that my theatrical career began at this time.
There was an actor named “Nick” Long, in San Francisco, a member of a stock company there, and a great
favorite with theatre goers of the town. He had broken his leg and it looked as if he would never be able to appear
on the stage again. Accordingly a benefit was arranged for him by the two theatrical companies in San Francisco
at the time—one, with Willie Collier, May Irwin, and Charley Reed in the cast, was presenting The City
Directory. The other was Tony Palmer’s great stock company and had Maurice Barrymore and Agnes Booth at the
head.
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A burlesque of Camille had been decided on for the closing act of this benefit, May Irwin to play Camille,
Willie Collier, Gaston, Charley Reed, Armand, and Maurice Barrymore, the Count. It was the latter who
suggested that some popular San Franciscan join the cast, to give it local color, and as I had many friends in town
they picked on me.
Feeling quite thrilled, I did my best at the rehearsals, and one night I went to Barrymore’s dressing room and
asked for some suggestions as to my make-up. Looking me up and down, he asked,
“Have you ever been on the stage before?”
“No,” I assured him, quite truthfully, “I’ve never been on the stage in my life.”
“Hmm—let me think,” he went on, looking very serious. “Yes, that’s it—all the others will have on burlesque
make-up, you see, so you go out in full evening dress and play the Count just as I would if I were playing with
Modjeska. Be very serious. Stalk out on the stage and try to act, and you’ll be so rotten you’ll be the hit of the
show!”
I was! …
107.275 The Heathen\fn{by Jack Griffith London (1876-1916)} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California, U.S.A.
(M) 15
I met him first in a hurricane; and though we had gone through the hurricane on the same schooner, it was not
until the schooner had gone to pieces under us that I first laid eyes on him. Without doubt I had seen him with the
rest of the Kanaka crew on board, but I had not consciously been aware of his existence, for the Petite Jeanne was
rather overcrowded. In addition to her eight or ten Kanaka seamen, her white captain, mate, and supercargo, and
her six cabin passengers, she sailed from Rangiroa\fn{ One of the Tuamotu islands, some 250 miles north-east of Tahiti.} with
something like eighty-five deck passengers—Paumotans\fn{ London’s name for the natives of what is now the Tuamotu
Archipelago.} and Tahitians, men, women, and children each with a trade box, to say nothing of sleeping mats,
blankets, and clothes bundles.
The pearling season in the Paumotus\fn{As a group some 700 miles long by 200 miles wide, the nearest of which is perhaps
200 miles from Tahiti, in the south-central Pacific Ocean. } was over, and all hands were returning to Tahiti./fn{ Part of the socalled Society Islands, under French administration at this time as a part of French Polynesia.} The six of us cabin passengers
were pearl buyers. Two were American, one was Ah Choon (the whitest Chinese I have ever known), one was a
German, one was a Polish Jew, and I completed the half dozen.
It had been a prosperous season. Not one of us had cause for complaint, nor one of the eighty-five deck
passengers either. All had done well, and all were looking forward to a rest-off and a good time in Papeete.\fn{ The
Tahitian capital.}
Of course the Petite Jeanne was overloaded. She was only seventy tons, and she had no right to carry a
tithe\fn{A tenth.} of the mob she had on board. Beneath her hatches she was crammed and jammed with pearl shell
and copra. Even the trade room was packed full with shell. It was a miracle that the sailors could work her. There
was no moving about the decks. They simply climbed back and forth along the rails.
In the nighttime they walked upon the sleepers, who carpeted the deck, I’ll swear, two deep. Oh, and there
were pigs and chickens on deck, and sacks of yams, while every conceivable place was festooned with strings of
drinking coconuts and bunches of bananas. On both sides, between the fore and main shrouds, guys\fn{ Guy-wires.}
had been stretched, just low enough for the foreboom to swing clear; and from each of these guys at least fifty
bunches of bananas were suspended.
It promised to be a messy passage, even if we did make it in the two or three days that would have been
required if the southeast trades\fn{ Trade winds.}n had been blowing fresh. But they weren’t blowing fresh. After the
first five hours the trade died away in a dozen or so gasping fans. The calm continued all that night and the next
day—one of those glaring, glassy calms, when the very thought of opening one’s eyes to look at it is sufficient to
cause a headache.
The second day a man died—an Easter Islander,\fn{ From Easter Island, at least 300 miles further south-east from the most
outlying of the Tuamotus.} one of the best divers that season in the lagoon. Smallpox—that is what it was; though how
smallpox could come on board, when there had been no known cases ashore when we left Rangiroa, is beyond
me. There it was, though—smallpox, a man dead, and three others down on their backs.
There was nothing to be done. We cold not segregate the sick, nor could we care for them. We were packed
like sardines. Thee was nothing to do but rot and die—that is, there was nothing to do after the night that followed
the first death. On that night the mate, the super-cargo, the Polish Jew, and four native divers sneaked away in the
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large whaleboat. They were never heard of again. In the morning the captain promptly scuttled the remaining
boats, and there were.
That day there were two deaths; the following day three; then it jumped to eight. It was curious to see how we
took it. The natives, for instance, fell into a condition of dumb, stolid fear. The captain—Oudouse, his name was,
a Frenchman—became very nervous and voluble. He actually got the twitches. He was a large, fleshy man,
weighing at least two hundred pounds, and he quickly became a faithful representation of a quivering jelly
mountain of fat.
The German, the two Americans, and myself bought up all the scotch whisky and proceeded to stay drunk. The
theory was beautiful—namely, if we kept ourselves soaked in alcohol, every smallpox germ that came into
contact with us would immediately be scorched to a cinder. And the theory worked, though I must confess that
neither Captain Oudouse nor Ah Choon were attacked by the disease either. The Frenchman did not drink at all,
while Ah Choon restricted himself to one drink daily.
It was as pretty time. The sun, going into northern declination, was straight overhead. There was no wind,
except for frequent squalls, which flew fiercely for from five minutes to half an hour, and wound up by deluging
us with rain. After each squall the awful sun would come out, drawing clouds of steam from the soaked decks.
The steam was not so nice. It was the vapor of death, freighted with millions and millions of germs. We always
took another drink when we saw it going up from the dead and dying, and usually we gook two or three more
drinks, mixing them exceptionally stiff. Also we made it a rule to take an additional several each time they hove
the dead over to the sharks that swarmed about us.
We had a week of it, and then the whisky gave out. It is just as well, or I shouldn’t be alive now. It took a sober
man to pull through what followed, as you will agree when I mention the little fact that only two men did pull
through. The other man was the heathen—at least, that was what I heard Captain Oudouse call him at the moment
I first became aware of the heathen’s existence. But to come back.
It was at the end of the week, with the whisky gone and the pearl buyers sober, that I happened to glance at the
barometer that hung in the cabin companionway. Its normal register in the Paumotus was 29.90,\fn{ Inches of
mercury.} and it was quite customary to see it vacillate between 29.85 and 30.00, or even 30.05; but to see it as I
saw it, down to 29.62, was sufficient to sober the most drunken pearl buyer that ever incinerated smallpox
microbes in scotch whisky.
I called Captain Oudouse’s attention to it, only to be informed that he had watched it going down for several
hours. There was little to do, but that little he did very well, considering the circumstances. He took off the light
sails, shortened right down to storm canvas, spread life lines, and waited for the wind. His mistake lay in what he
did after the wind came. He hove to\fn{ Brought the ship to a standstill.} on the port\fn{The left side of a vessel, as one faces
the bow.} tack, which was the right thing to do south of the Equator\fn{ Where they all are, by around 1000 miles due south
of that line.} if—and there was the rub—if one were not in the direct path of the hurricane.
We were in the direct path. I could see that by the steady increase of the wind and the equally steady fall of the
barometer. I wanted him to turn and run with the wind on the port quarter until the barometer ceased falling, and
then to heave to. We argued till he was reduced to hysteria, but budge he would not. The worst of it was that I
could not get the rest of the pearl buyers to back me up. Who was I, anyway, to know more about the sea and its
ways than a properly qualified captain? was what was in their minds, I knew.
Of course the sea rose with the wind frightfully; and I shall never forget the first three seas the Petite Jeanne
shipped. She had fallen off, as vessels do at times when hove to, and the first sea made a clean breach. The life
lines were only for the strong and well, and little good were they even for them when the women and children, the
bananas and coconuts, the pits and trade boxes, the sick and the dying, were swept along in a solid, screeching,
groaning mass.
The second sea filled the Petite Jeanne’s decks flush with the rails; and as her stern sank down and her bow
tossed skyward, all the miserable dunnage of life and luggage poured aft. It was a human torrent. They came head
first, feet first, sidewise, rolling over and over, twisting, squirming, writing, and crumpling up. Now and again one
caught a grip on a stanchion\fn{Supporting bar.} or a rope; but the weight of the bodies behind tore such grips loose.
One man I noticed fetched up, head on and square on, with the starboard bitt.\fn{ The vertical timber on the ship’s
deck to which cables are made fast .} His head cracked like an egg. I saw what was coming, sprang on top of the cabin,
and from there into the mainsail itself. Ah Choon and one of the Americans tried to follow me, but I was one jump
ahead of them. The American was swept away and over the stern like a piece of chaff. Ah Choon caught a spoke
of the wheel and swung in behind it. But a strapping Rarotonga wahine (woman)\fn{London supplies this definition
himself.}—she must have weighed two hundred and fifty—brought up against him and got an arm around his neck.
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He clutched the Kanaka steersman with his other hand; and just at that moment the schooner flung down to
starboard.\fn{To the right.}
The rush of bodies and sea that was coming along the port runway between the cabin and the rail turned
abruptly and poured to starboard. Away they went—wahine, Ah Choon, and steersman; and I swear I saw Ah
Choon grin at me with philosophic resignation as he cleared the rail and went under.
The third sea—the biggest of the three—did not do so much damage. By the time it arrived nearly everybody
was in the rigging. On deck perhaps a dozen gasping, half-drowned, and half-stunned wretches were rolling about
or attempting to crawl into safety. They went by the board, as did the wreckage of the two remaining boats. The
other pearl buyers and myself, between seas, managed to get about fifteen women and children into the cabin and
battened down. Little good it did the poor creatures in the end.
Wind? Out of all my experience I could not have believed it possible for the wind to blow as it did. There is no
describing it. How can one describe a nightmare? It was the same way with that wind. It tore the clothes off our
bodies. I say tore them off, and I mean it. I am not asking you to believe it. I am merely telling something that I
saw and felt. There are times when I do not believe it myself. I went through it, and that is enough. One could not
face that wind and live. It was a monstrous thing, and the most monstrous thing about it was that it increased and
continued to increase.
Imagine countless millions and billions of tons of sand. Imagine this sand tearing along at ninety, a hundred, a
hundred and twenty, or any other number of miles per hour. Imagine, further, this sand to be invisible, impalpable,
yet to retain all the weight and density of sand. Do all this, and you may get a vague inkling of what that wind was
like.
Perhaps sand is not the right comparison. Consider it mud, invisible, impalpable, but heavy as mud. Nay, it
goes beyond that. Consider every molecule of air to be a mudbank in itself. Then try to imagine the multitudinous
impact of mudbanks. No; it is beyond me. Language may be adequate to express the ordinary conditions of life,
but it cannot possibly express any of the conditions of so enormous as blast of wind. It would have been better
had I stuck by my original intention of not attempting a description.
I will say this much: the sea, which had risen at first, was beaten down by that wind. More, it seemed as if the
whole ocean had been sucked up in the maw of the hurricane, and hurled on through that portion of space which
previously had been occupied by the air.
Of course our canvas had gone long before. But Captain Oudouse had on the Petite Jeanne something I had
never before seen on a South Sea schooner—a sea anchor. It was a conical canvas bag, the mouth of which was
kept open by a huge hoop of iron. The sea anchor was bridled something like a kite, so that it bit into the water as
a kite bites into the air, but with a difference. The sea anchor remained just under the surface of the ocean in a
perpendicular position. A long line, in turn, connected it with the schooner. As a result the Petite Jeanne rode bow
on to the wind and to what sea there was.
The situation really would have been favorable had we not been in the path of the storm. True, the wind itself
tore our canvas out of the gaskets, jerked out our topmast, and made a raffle of our running gear, but still we
would have come through nicely had we not been square in front of the advancing storm center. That was what
fixed us. I was in a state of stunned, numbed, paralyzed collapse from enduring the impact of the wind, and I think
I was just about ready to give up and die when the center smote us. The blow we received was an absolute lull.
There was not a breath of air. The effect was on one was sickening.
Remember that for hours we had been at terrific muscular tension, withstanding the awful pressure of that
wind. And then, suddenly, the pressure was removed. I know that I felt as though I was about to expand, to fly
apart in all directions. It seemed as if every atom composing my body was repelling every other atom and was on
the verge of rushing off irresistibly into space. But that lasted only for a moment. Destruction was upon us.
In the absence of wind and pressure the sea\fn{ The swell of the ocean; the course, flow, or set of the waves.} rose. It
jumped, it leaped, it soared toward the clouds. Remember, from every point of the compass that inconceivable
wind was blowing in toward the center of calm. The result was that the seas sprang up from every point of the
compass. There was no wind to check them they popped up like corks released from the bottom of a pail of water.
There was no system to them, no stability. They were hollow, maniacal seas. They were eighty feet high at the
least. They were not seas at all. They resembled no sea a man had ever seen.
They were splashes, monstrous splashes—that is all. Splashes that were eighty feet high. Eighty! They were
more than eighty. They went over our mastheads. They were spouts, explosions. They were drunken. They fell
anywhere, anyhow. They jostled one another; they collided. They rushed together and collapsed upon one another,
or fell apart like a thousand waterfalls all at once. It was no ocean any man had ever dreamed of, that hurricane
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center. It was confusion thrice confounded. It was anarchy. It was a hell pit of sea water gone mad.
The Petite Jeanne? I don’t know. The heathen told me afterwards that he did not know. She was literally torn
apart, ripped wide open, beaten into a pulp, smashed into kindling wood, annihilated. When I came to I was in the
water, swimming automatically, though I was about two thirds drowned. How I got there I had no recollection. I
remember seeing the Petite Jeanne fly to pieces at what must have been the instant that my own consciousness
was buffeted out of me. But there I was, with nothing to do but make the best of it, and in that best there was little
promise. The wind was blowing again, the sea was much smaller and more regular, and I knew that I had passed
through the center. Fortunately there were no sharks about. The hurricane had dissipated the ravenous horde that
had surrounded the death ship and fed off the dead.
It was about midday when the Petite Jeanne went to pieces, and it must have been two hours afterward when I
picked up with one of her hatch covers. Thick rain was driving at the time; and it was the merest chance that flung
me and the hatch cover together. A short length of line was trailing from the rope handle; and I knew that I was
good for a day, at least, if the sharks did not return. Three hours later, possibly a little longer, sticking close to the
cover, and with closed eyes concentrating my whole soul upon the task of breathing in enough air to keep me
going and at the same time of avoiding breathing in enough water to drown me, it seemed to me that I heard
voices. The rain had ceased, and wind and sea were easing marvelously. Not twenty feet away from me, on
another hatch cover, were Captain Oudouse and the heathen. They were fighting over the possession of the cover
—at least, the Frenchman was.
“Païen noir!” I heard him scream, and at the same time I saw him kick the Kanaka.
Now Captain Oudouse had lost all his clothes except his shoes, and they were heavy brogans. It was a cruel
blow, for it caught the heathen on the mouth and the point of the chin, half stunning him. I looked for him to
retaliate, but he contented himself with swimming about forlornly a safe ten feet away. Whenever a fling of the
sea threw him closer, the Frenchman, hanging on with his hands, kicked out at him with both feet. Also, at the
moment of delivering each kick, he called the Kanaka a black heathen.
“For two centimes\fn{A unit of French currency.} I’d come over there and drown you, you white beast!” I yelled.
The only reason I did not go was that I felt too tired. The very thought of the effort to swim over was
nauseating. So I called to the Kanaka to come to me, and proceeded to share the hatch cover with him. Otoo, he
told me his name was (pronounced o-to-o);\fn{ Another of London’s notes; long marks are to be understood above each “o”, so
the pronunciation would be: “oh-too”, the sound of the last syllable lingering in the mouth of the speaker .} also he told me that he
was a native of Borabora\fn{Now Bora-Bora, some 200 miles north-west of Tahiti.} the most westerly of the Society group.
\fn{Actually, Maupiti Island is the most westerly of this group.} As I learned afterward, he had got the hatch cover first, and,
after some time, encountering Captain Oudouse, had offered to share it with him, and had been kicked off for his
pains.
And that was how Otoo and I first came together. He was no fighter. He was all sweetness and gentleness, a
love creature, though he stood nearly six feet tall and was muscled like a gladiator. He was no fighter, but he was
also no coward. He had the heart of a lion; and in the years that followed I have seen him run risks that I would
never dream of taking. What I mean is that while he was no fighter, and while he always avoided precipitating a
row, he never ran away from trouble when it started. And it was “’Ware shoal!”\fn{ A nautical cry, “Beware! Shoals!” is
meant.} when once Otoo went into action. I shall never forget what he did to Bill King. It occurred in German
Samoa.\fn{German Samoa existed from 1899-1914; but London’s reference to it is simply an anachronism, and has nothing to do with
his placing of the story itself.} Bill King was hailed the champion heavy-weight of the American navy. He was a big
brute of a man, a veritable gorilla, one of those hard-hitting, rough-housing chaps, and clever with his fists as
well. He picked the quarrel, and he kicked Otoo twice and struck him once before Otoo felt it to be necessary to
fight. I don’t think it lasted four minutes, at the end of which time Bill King was the unhappy possessor of four
broken ribs, a broken forearm, and a dislocated shoulder blade. Otoo knew nothing of scientific boxing. He was
merely a manhandler; and Bill King was something like three months in recovering from the bit of manhandling
he received that afternoon on Apia beach.
But I am running ahead of my yarn. We shared the hatch cover between us. We took turn and turn about, one
lying flat on the cover and resting, while the other, submerged to the neck, merely held on with his hands. For two
days and nights, spell and spell, on the cover and in the water, we drifted over the ocean. Toward the last I was
delirious most of the time; and there were times, too, when I heard Otoo babbling and raving in his native tongue.
Our continuous immersion prevented us from dying of thirst, though the sea water and the sunshine gave us the
prettiest imaginable combination of salt pickle and sunburn.
In the end Otoo saved my life; for I came to lying on the beach twenty feet from the water, sheltered from the
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sun by a couple of coconut leaves. No one but Otoo could have dragged me there and stuck up the leaves for
shade. He was lying beside me. I went off again; and the next time I came round it was cool and starry night, and
Otoo was pressing a drinking coconut to my lips.
We were the sole survivors of the Petite Jeanne. Captain Oudouse must have succumbed to exhaustion, for
several days later his hatch cover drifted ashore without him. Otoo and I lived with the natives of the atoll for a
week, when we were rescued by the French cruiser and taken to Tahiti. In the meantime, however, we had
performed the ceremony of exchanging names. In the South Seas such a ceremony binds two men closer together
than blood brothership. The initiative had been mine; and Otoo was rapturously delighted when I suggested it.
“It is well,” he said in Tahitian. “For we have been mates together for two days on the lips of Death.”
“But Death stuttered.” I smiled.
“It was a brave deed you did, master,” he replied, “and Death was not vile enough to speak.”
“Why do you ‘master’ me?” I demanded with a show of hurt feelings. “We have exchanged names. To you I
am Otoo. To me you are Charley. And between you and me, forever and forever, you shall be Charley, and I shall
be Otoo. It is the way of the custom. And when we die, if it does happen that we live again somewhere beyond the
stars and the sky, still shall you be Charley to me, and I Otoo to you.”
“Yes, master,” he answered, his eyes luminous and soft with joy.
“There you go!” I cried indignantly.
“What does it matter what my lips utter?” he argued? “They are only my lips. But I shall think Otoo always.
Whenever I think of myself, I shall think of you. Whenever men call me by name, I shall think of you. And
beyond the sky and beyond the stars, always and forever, you shall be Otoo to me. Is it well, master?”
I hid my smile and answered that it was well.
We parted at Papeete. I remained ashore to recuperate; and he went on in a cutter to his own island, Borabora.
Six weeks later he was back. I was surprised, for he had told me of his wife, and said that he was returning to her,
and would give over sailing on far voyages.
“Where do you go, master?” he asked after our first greetings.
I shrugged my shoulders. It was a hard question.
“All the world,” was my answer, “all the world, all the sea, and all the islands that are in the sea.”
“I will go with you,” he said simply. “My wife is dead.”
I never had a brother; but from what I have seen of other men’s brothers, I doubt if any man ever had a brother
that was to him what Otoo was to me. He was brother and father and mother as well. And this I know: I lived a
straighter and better man because of Otoo. I cared little for other men, but I had to live straight in Otoo’s eyes.
Because of him I dared not tarnish myself. He made me his ideal, compounding me, I fear, chiefly out of his own
love and worship; and there were times when I stood close to the steep pitch of hell, and would have taken the
plunge had not the thought of Otoo restrained me. His pride in me entered into me, until he became one of the
major rules in my personal code to do nothing that would diminish that pride of his.
Naturally I did not learn right away what his feelings were toward me. He never criticized, never censured; and
slowly the exalted place I held in his eyes dawned upon me, and slowly I grew to comprehend the hurt I could
inflict upon him by being anything less than my best.
For seventeen years we were together; for seventeen years he was at my shoulder, watching while I slept,
nursing me through fever and wounds—aye, and receiving wounds in fighting for me. He signed on the same
ships with me; and together we ranged the Pacific from Hawaii to Sydney Head, and from Torres Straits to the
Galápagos. We blackbirded\fn{Hired native help as labor contractors for plantation work in Australia, New Zealand, the Asian
Mainland, or farms on various Pacific islands.} from the New Hebrides and the Line Islands over to the westward clear
through the Louisiades, New Britain, New Ireland, and New Hanover. We were wrecked three times—in the
Gilberts, in the Santa Cruz group, and in the Fijis. And he traded and salved wherever a dollar promised in the
way of pearl and pearl shell, copra, bêche-de-mer,\fn{Sea cucumber.} hawkbill turtle shell, and stranded wrecks.
It began in Papeete, immediately after his announcement that he was going with me over all the sea, and the
islands in the midst thereof. There was a club in those days in Papeete, where the pearlers, traders, captains, and
riffraff of South Sea adventurers foregathered. The play ran high, and the drink ran high; and I am very much
afraid that I kept later hours than were becoming or proper. No matter what the hour was when I left the club,
there was Otoo waiting to see me safely home.
At first I smiled; next I chided him. Then I told him flatly that I stood in need of no wet-nursing. After that I
did not see him when I came out of the club. Quite by accident, a week or so later, I discovered that he still saw
me home, lurking across the street among the shadows of the mango trees. What could I do? I know what I did do.
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Insensibly I began to keep better hours. On wet and stormy nights, in the thick of the folly and the fun, the
thought would persist in coming to me of Otoo keeping his dreary vigil under the dripping mangoes. Truly, he
made a better man of me. Yet he was not strait-laced. And he knew nothing of common Christian morality. All the
people on Borabora were Christians; but he was a heathen, the only unbeliever on the island, a gross materialist,
who believed that when her died he was dead. He believed merely in fair play and a square dealing. Petty
meanness, in his code, was almost as serious as wanton homicide; and I do believe that he respected a murderer
more than a man given to small practices.
Concerning me, personally, he objected to my doing anything that was hurtful to me. Gambling was all right.
He was an ardent gambler himself. But late hours, he explained, were bad for one’s health. He had seen men who
did not take care of themselves die of fever. He was no teetotaler, and welcomed a stiff nip any time when it was
wet\fn{Sweaty; i.e., hard.} work in the boats. On the other hand, he believed in liquor in moderation. He had seen
many men killed or disgraced by squareface\fn{ Gin; a term in use since 1879, from the shape of the bottle.} or scotch.
Otoo had my welfare always at heart. He thought ahead for me, weighed my plans, and took a greater interest
in them than I did myself. At first, when I was unaware of this interest of his in my affairs, he had to divine my
intentions, as, for instance, at Papeete, when I contemplated going partners with a knavish fellow countryman on a
guano\fn{The text has: guana.} venture. I did not know he was a knave. Nor did any white man in Papeete. Neither
did Otoo know, but he saw how thick\fn{ Friendly.} we were getting, and found out for me, and without my asking
him. Native sailors from the ends of the seas knock about on the beach in Tahiti; and Otoo, suspicious merely,
went among them till he had gathered sufficient data to justify his suspicions. Oh, it was a nice history, that of
Randolph Waters. I couldn’t believe it when Ortoo first narrated it; but when I sheeted it home to Waters he gave
in without a murmur and got away on the first steamer to Auckland.\fn{ A city in New Zealand.}
At first, I am free to confess, I couldn’t help resenting Otoo’s poking his nose into my business. But I knew
that he was wholly unselfish; and soon I had to acknowledge his wisdom and discretion. He had his eyes open
always to my main chance, and he was both keen-sighted and farsighted. In time he became my counselor, until
he knew more of my business than I did myself. He really had my interest at heart more than I did. Mine was the
magnificent carelessness of youth, for I preferred romance to dollars, and adventure to a comfortable billet with
all night in. So it was well that I had someone to lookout for me. I know that if it had not been for Otoo I should
not be here today.
Of numerous instances, let me give one. I had had some experience in blackbirding before I went pearling in
the Paumotus. Otoo and I were on the beach in Samoa\fn{ Now an independent country.}—we really were on the beach
and hard aground—when my chance came to go as recruiter on a blackbird brig. Otoo signed on before the mast;
and for the next half-dozen years, in as many ships, we knocked about the wildest portions of Melanesia.\fn{ A
generic term including the independent countries of Papua And New Guinea, The Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and Fiji.} Otoo saw to it
that he always pulled stroke oar in my boat. Our custom in recruiting labor was to land the recruiter on the beach.
The covering boat always lay on its oars several hundred feet offshore, while the recruiter’s boat, also lying on its
oars, kept afloat on the edge of the beach. When I landed with my trade goods, leaving my steering sweep apeak,
Otoo left his stroke position and came into the stern sheets, where a Winchester lay ready to hand under a flap of
canvas. The boat’s crew was also armed, the Sniders concealed under canvas flaps that ran the length of the
gunwales. While I was busy arguing and persuading the wooly-headed cannibals to come and labor on the
Queensland plantations,\fn{Queensland, Australia, the coast of which faces the island groups named.} Otoo kept watch. And
often and often his low voice warned me of suspicious actions and impending treachery. Sometimes it was the
quick shot from his rifle that was the first warning I received. And in my rush to the boat his hand was always
there to jerk me flying aboard. Once, I remember, on Santa Anna, the boat grounded just as the trouble began. The
covering boat was dashing to our assistance, but the several score of savages would have wiped us out before it
arrived. Otoo took a flying leap ashore, dug both hands into the trade goods, and scattered tobacco, bets,
tomahawks, knives, and calicoes in all directions.
This was too much for the woolly-heads. While they scrambled for the treasures, the boat was shoved clear,
and we were aboard and forty feet away. And I got thirty recruits off that very beach in the next four hours.
The particular instance I have in mind was on Malaita, the most savage island in the easterly Solomons.\fn{ The
westerly Solomons, actually.} The natives had been remarkably friendly; and how were we to know that the whole
village had been taking up a collection for over two years with which to buy a white\fn{ The text has: white’s.} man’s
head? The beggars are all head-hunters, and they especially esteem white man’s head. The fellow who captured
the head would receive the whole collection. As I say, they appeared very friendly; and on this day I was fully a
hundred yards down the beach from the boat. Otoo had cautioned me; and, as usual when I did not heed him, I
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came to grief.
The first I knew, a cloud of spears sailed out of the mangrove swamp at me. At least a dozen were sticking into
me. I started to run, but tripped over one that was fast in my calf, and went down. The wooly-heads made a run
for me, each with a long-handled, fantail tomahawk with which to hack off my head. They were so eager for the
prize that they got in one another’s way. In the confusion I avoided several hacks by throwing myself right and
left on the sand.
Then Otoo arrived—Otoo the manhandler. In some way he had got hold of a heavy war club, and at close
quarters it was a far more efficient weapon than a rifle. He was right in the thick of them, so that they could not
spear him, while their tomahawks seemed worse than useless. He was fighting for me, and he was in a true
berserker rage. The way he handled that club was amazing. Their skulls squashed like overripe oranges. It was not
until he had driven them back, picked me up in his arms, and started to run that he received his first wounds. He
arrived in the boat with four spear thrusts, got his Winchester, and with it got a man for every shot. Then we
pulled aboard the schooner and doctored up.
Seventeen years we were together. He made me. I should today be a supercargo,\fn{ An agent on board ship in charge
of the cargo and its sale and purchase.} a recruiter,\fn{A farm-labor contractor.} or a memory, if it had not been for him.
“You spend your money, and you go out and get more,” he said one day. “It is easy to get money now. But
when you get old, your money will be spent, and you will not be able to go out and get more. I know, master. I
have studied the way of white men. On the beaches are many old men who were young once, and who could get
money just like you. Now they are old, and they have nothing, and they wait about for the young men like you to
come ashore and buy drinks for them.
“The black boy is a slave on the plantations. He gets twenty dollars a year. He works hard. The overseer does
not work hard. He rides a horse and watches the black boy work. He gets twelve hundred dollars a year. I am a
sailor on the schooner. I get fifteen dollars a month. That is because I am a good sailor. I work hard. The captain
has a double awning and drinks beer out of long bottles. I have never seen him haul a rope or pull and oar. He gets
one hundred and fifty dollars a month. I am a sailor. He is a navigator. Master, I think it would be very good for
you to know navigation.”
Otoo spurred me on to it. He sailed with me as second mate on my first schooner, and he was far prouder of
my command than I was myself. Later on it was:
“The captain is well paid, master; but the ship is in his keeping, and he is never free from the burden. It is the
owner who is better paid—and the owner who sits ashore with many servants and turns his money over.”\fn
{Invests his money.}
“True, but a schooner costs five thousand dollars—an old schooner at that,” I objected. “I should be an old
man before I saved five thousand dollars.”
“There be short ways for white men to make money,” he went on, pointing ashore at the coconut-fringed
beach.
We were in the Solomons at the time, picking up a cargo of ivory nuts along the east coast of Guadalcanal.
“Between this river mouth and the next it is two miles,” he said. “The flat land runs far back. It is worth
nothing now. Next year—who knows?—or the year after, men will pay much money for that land. The anchorage
is good. Big steamers can lie close up. You can buy the land four miles deep from the old chief for ten thousand
sticks of tobacco, ten bottles of squareface, and a Snider, which will cost you, maybe, one hundred dollars. Then
you place the deed with the commissioner; and the next year, or the year after, you sell and become the owner of a
ship.”
I followed his lead, and his words came true, though in three years instead of two. Next came the grasslands
deal on Guadalcanal—twenty thousand acres, on a governmental nine hundred and ninety-nine years’ lease at a
nominal sum. I owned the lease for precisely ninety days, when I sold it to a company for half a fortune. Always it
was Otoo who looked ahead and saw the opportunity. He was responsible for the salving of the Doncaster—
bought in at auction for a hundred pounds, and clearing three thousand after every expense was paid. He led me
into the Savaii plantation and the cocoa venture on Upolu.
We did not go seafaring so much as in the old days. I was too well off. I married, and my standard of living
rose; but Otoo remained the same old-time Otoo, moving about the house or trailing through the office, his
wooden pipe in his mouth, a shilling undershirt on his back, and a four-shilling lava-lava about his loins. I could
not get him to spend money. There was no way of repaying him except with love, and God knows he got that in
full measure from all of us. The children worshipped him and if he had been spoilable, my wife would surely have
been his undoing.
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The children! He really was the one who shoed them the way of their feet in the world practical. He began by
teaching them to walk. He sat up with them when they were sick. One by one, when they were scarcely toddlers,
he took them down to the lagoon and made them into amphibians. He taught them more than I ever knew of the
habits of fish and the ways of catching them. In the bush it was the same thing. At seven Tom knew more
woodcraft than I ever dreamed existed. At six Mary went over the Sliding rock without a quiver, and I had seen
strong men balk at that feat. And when Frank had just turned six he could bring up shillings from the bottom in
three fathoms.
“My people in Borabora do not like heathen—they say all Christians; and I do not like Borabora Christians,”
he said one day, when I, with the idea of getting him to spend some of the money that was rightfully his, had been
trying to persuade him to make a visit to his own island in one of our schooners—a special voyage which I had
hoped to make a record breaker in the matter of prodigal expense.
I say one of our schooners, though legally at the time they belonged to me. I struggled long with him to enter
into partnership.
“We have been partners from the day the Petite Jeanne went down,” he said at last. “But if your heart so
wishes, then shall we become partners by the law. I have no work to do, yet are my expenses large. I drink and eat
and smoke in plenty—it costs much, I know. I do not pay for the playing of billiards, for I play on your table; but
still the money goes. Fishing on the reef is only a rich man’s pleasure. It is shocking, the cost of hooks and cotton
line. Yes; it is necessary that we be partners by law. I need the money. I shall get it from the head clerk in the
office.”
So the papers were mad out and recorded. A year later I was compelled to complain.
“Charley,” said I, “you are a wicked old fraud, a miserly skinflint, a miserable land crab. Behold, your share
for the year in all our partnership has been thousands of dollars. The head clear has given me this paper. It says
that in the year you have drawn just eighty-seven dollars and twenty cents.”
“Is there any owing me?” he asked anxiously.
“I tell you thousands and thousands,” I answered.
His face brightened, as with an immense relief.
“It is well,” he said. “See that the head clerk keeps good account of it. When I want it, I shall want it, and there
must not be a cent missing.”
“If there is,” he added fiercely, after a pause, “it must come out of the clerk’s wages.”
And all the time, as I afterward learned, his will, drawn up by Carruthers, and making me sole beneficiary, lay
in the American consul’s safe.
But the end came, as the end must come to all human associations. It occurred in the Solomons, where our
wildest work had been done in the wild young days, and where we were once more—principally on a holiday,
incidentally to look after our holdings on Florida Island and to look over the pearling possibilities of the Mboli
Pass. We were laying at Savu, having run in to trade for curios.
Now Savu is alive with sharks. The custom of the wooly-heads of burying their dead in the sea did not tend to
discourage the sharks from making the adjacent waters a hangout. It was my luck to be coming aboard in a tiny,
overloaded, native canoe when the thing capsized. There were four woolly-heads and myself in it, or, rather
hanging to it. The schooner was a hundred yards away. I was just hailing for a boat when one of the wooly-heads
began to scream. Holding on to the end of the canoe, both he and that portion of the canoe were dragged under
several times. Then he loosed his clutch and disappeared. A shark had got him.
The three remaining woolly-heads tried to climb out of the water upon the bottom of the canoe. I yelled and
cursed and struck at the nearest with my fist, but it was no use. They were in a blind funk. The canoe could barely
have supported one of them. Under the three it upended and rolled sidewise, throwing them back into the water.
I abandoned the canoe and started to swim toward the schooner, expecting to be picked up by the boat before I
got there One of the woolly-heads elected to come with me, and we swam along silently, side by side, now and
again putting our faces into the water and peering about for sharks. The screams of the man who stayed by the
canoe informed us that he was taken. I was peering into the water when I saw a big shark pass directly beneath
me. He was fully sixteen feet in length. I saw the whole thing. He got the woolly-head by the middle, and away he
went, the poor devil, head, shoulders, and arms out of the water all the time, screeching in a heart-rending way. He
was carried along in this fashion for several hundred feet, when he was dragged beneath the surface.
I swam doggedly on, hoping that that was the last unattached shark. But there was another. Whether it was one
that had attacked the native earlier, or whether it was one that had made a good meal elsewhere, I do not know. At
any rate, he was not in such haste as the others. I could not swim so rapidly now, for a large part of my effort was
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devoted to keeping track of him. I was watching him when he made his first attack. By good luck I got both hands
on his nose, and though his momentum nearly shoved me under, I managed to keep him off. He veered clear and
began circling about again. A second time I escaped him by the same maneuver. The third rush was a miss on both
sides. He sheered at the moment my hands should have landed on his nose, but his sandpaper hide (I had on a
sleeveless undershirt) scraped the skin off one arm from elbow to shoulder.
By this time I was played out, and gave up hope. The schooner was still two hundred feet away. My face was
in the water, and I was watching him maneuver for another attempt, when I saw a brown body pass between us. It
was Otoo.
“Swim for the schooner, master!” he said. And he spoke gaily, as though the affair was a mere lark. “I know
sharks. The shark is my brother.”
“The davit tackle\fn{Normally used for lowering boats.} carried away, and they are rigging the falls,” he explained a
minute or so later, and then went under to head off another attack.
By the time the schooner was thirty feet away I was about done for. I could scarcely move. They were heaving
lines at us from on board, but they continually fell short. The shark, finding that it was receiving no hurt, had
become bolder. Several times it nearly got me, but each time Otoo was there just the moment before it was too
late. Of course Otoo could have save himself any time. But he stuck by me.
“Good-by, Charley! I’m finished!” I just managed to gasp.
I knew that the end had come, and that the next moment I should throw up my hands and go down.
But Otoo laughed in my face, saying:
“I will show you a new trick. I will make that shark feel sick!”
He dropped in behind me, where the shark was preparing to come at me.
“A little more to the left!” he next called out. “There is a line there on the water. To the left, master—to the
left!”
I changed my course and struck out blindly. I was by that time barely conscious. As my hand closed on the line
I heard an exclamation from on board. I turned and looked. There was no sign of Otoo. The next instant he broke
surface. Both hands were off at the wrist, the stumps spouting blood.
“Otoo!” he called softly. And I could see in his gaze the love that thrilled in his voice.
Then, and then only, at the very last of all our years, he called me by that name.
“Good-by, Otoo!” he called.
Then he was dragged under, and I was hauled aboard, where I fainted in the captain’s arms.
And so passed Otoo, who saved me and made me a man, and who saved me in the end. We met in the maw of
a hurricane and parted in the maw of a shark, with seventeen intervening years of comradeship, the like of which I
dare to assert has never befallen two men, the one brown and the other white. If Jehovah be from His high place
watching every sparrow fall, not least in His kingdom shall be Otoo, the one heathen of Borabora.
152.89 Excerpt from My Life\fn{by Isadora Duncan (1878-1927)} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California,
U.S.A. (F) 12
… My first impression of New York was that it had far more beauty and art in it than Chicago. Again, I was
glad to be by the sea once more. I have always felt stifled in inland cities.
We stopped at a boarding-house in one of the side streets off Sixth Avenue. There was a strange collection of
people in this boarding-house. They, like the Bohemians, seemed to have but one thing in common: none were
able to pay their bills, and they lived in a constant proximity to ejection.
One morning I reported at the stage door of Daly’s theatre. Again I was admitted into the presence of the great
man. I wanted to explain to him anew my ideas, but he seemed very busy and worried.
“We have brought over the great pantomime star, Jane May,” he said, “from Paris. And there is a part for you if
you can act in pantomime.”
Now pantomime to me has never seemed an art. Movement is lyrical and emotional expression, which can
have nothing to do with words and in pantomime, people substitute gestures for words, so that it is neither the art
of the dancer nor that of the actor, but falls between the two in hopeless sterility. However, there was nothing to
do but take the part. I took it home to study, but the whole thing seemed to me very stupid and quite unworthy of
my ambitions and ideals.
*
The first rehearsal was a horrible disillusion. Jane May was a little lady with an extremely violent temper who
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took every occasion for bursting into a rage. When I was told that I must point to her to say YOU, press my heart
to say LOVE, and then violently hit myself on the chest to say ME, it all seemed to be too ridiculous. And, having
no heart in it, I did it so badly that Jane May was quite disgusted. She turned to Mr. Daly and explained that I had
no talent whatever and could not possibly carry the part.
When I heard this, I realised it would mean all of us being stranded in a terrible boarding-house at the mercy of
a relentless landlady. I had in my mind’s eye the vision of a little chorus girl who had been turned out into the
streets the day before without her trunk, and I recalled all that my poor mother had gone through in Chicago.
When I thought of all this, the tears came to my eyes and rolled down my cheeks. I suppose I looked very tragic
and miserable, for Mr. Daly assumed a more kindly expression. He patted me on the shoulder and said to Jane
May:
“You see, she is very expressive when she cries. She’ll learn.”
But these rehearsals were martyrdom to me. I was told to make movements which I considered very vulgar and
silly and which had no real connection with the music to which they were made. However, youth is adaptable, and
I finally managed to fall into the humour of the part.
Jane May acted the part of Pierrot and there was a scene where I was to make love to Pierrot. To three different
bars in the music I must approach and kiss Pier rot three times on the cheek. At the dress rehearsal I did this with
such energy that I left my red lips on Pierrot’s white cheek. At which Pierrot turned into Jane May, perfectly
furious, and boxed my ears. A charming entrance into theatrical life!
And yet, as the rehearsals advanced, I could not help but admire the extraordinary and vibrant expression of
this pantomime actress. If she had not been imprisoned in the false and vapid form of pantomime, she might have
been a great dancer. But the form was too limited. I always felt I wanted to say of pantomime:
“If you want to speak, why don’t you speak? Why all this effort to make gestures as in a deaf and dumb
asylum?”
The first night came. I wore a Directoire costume of blue silk, a blonde wig and a big straw hat. Alas for the
revolution of art which I had come to give the world! I was completely disguised and not myself. My dear mother
sat in the first row and she was rather bewildered. Even then she did not suggest that we should go back to San
Francisco, but I could see that she was terribly disappointed. For so much striving to arrive at such a poor result!
During the rehearsals for that pantomime we had no money. We were put out of the boarding-house and took
two bare rooms with nothing in them at all in 180 th Street. There was no money for carfare and often I had to go
on foot down to Augustin Daly’s in 29th Street. I used to run on dirt, skip on pavement, and walk on wood to make
the way seem shorter.
I had all sorts of systems for that. I didn’t eat lunch because I had no money, so I used to hide in the stage box
during the lunch hour and sleep from exhaustion, then start rehearsing again in the afternoon without any food. I
rehearsed for six weeks in this way before the pantomime opened, and then performed for a week before any
payment was made.
*
After three weeks in New York the company went on the road on one night stands. I received fifteen dollars a
week to pay all my expenses and sent half home to my mother that she might live. When we descended at a
station, I did not go to a hotel, but carried my valise and went on foot looking for a boarding-house which would
be cheap enough. My limit was fifty cents a day, everything included, and sometimes I had to trudge weary miles
before I found this.
And sometimes the quest landed me in very strange neighbourhoods. I remember one place where they gave
me a room without a key and where the men of the house—mostly drunk—kept making continual attempts to get
into my room. I was terrified and, dragging the heavy wardrobe across the room, barricaded the door with it. Even
then I did not dare to go to sleep, but sat up on guard all night. I can’t imagine any more God-forsaken existence
than what they call “on the road” with a theatrical troupe.
Jane May was indefatigable. She called a rehearsal every day and nothing ever suited her.
I had a few books with me and I read incessantly. Every day I wrote a long letter to Ivan Miroski; I do not
think I told him quite how miserable I was.
After two months of this touring, the pantomime returned to New York. The whole venture had been a
distressing financial failure for Mr. Daly, and Jane May returned to Paris.
*
What was to become of me? Again I saw Mr. Daly and tried to interest him in my art. But he seemed quite deaf
and indifferent to anything I could offer him.
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“I am sending out a company with Midsummer Night’s Dream,” he said. “If you like, you might dance in the
fairy scene.”
My ideas on the dance were to express the feelings and emotions of humanity. I was not at all interested in
fairies. But I consented and proposed that I should dance to the Scherzo of Mendelssohn in the wood scene before
the entrance of Titania and Oberon.
When Midsummer Night's Dream opened, I was dressed in a long straight tunic of white and gold gauze with
two tinsel wings. I objected very much to the wings. It seemed to me that they were ridiculous. I tried to tell Mr.
Daly that I could express wings without putting on papier-mâché ones, but he was obdurate.
The first night I came on the stage alone to dance. I was delighted. Here, at last, I was alone on a great stage
with a great public before me, and I could dance. And I did dance—so well that the public broke into spontaneous
applause. I had made what they call a hit. When I came out in the wings, I expected to find Mr. Daly delighted
and receive his congratulations.
Instead of this, he was in a towering rage.
“This isn’t a music-hall!” he thundered.
Unheard of that the public should applaud this dance!
Next night, when I came on to dance, I found all the lights were turned out. And each time I danced in
Midsummer Night’s Dream I danced in the dark. Nobody could see anything on the stage but a white fluttering
thing.
*
After two weeks in New York, Midsummer Night’s Dream also went on the road, and again I had the dreary
journeys and the hunting for boarding-houses. Only, my salary was raised to twenty-five dollars a week.
A year passed by in this way. I was extremely unhappy. My dreams, my ideals, my ambition: all seemed futile.
I made very few friends in the company. They regarded me as queer. I used to go about behind the scenes with a
book of Marcus Aurelius. I tried to adopt a Stoic philosophy to alleviate the constant misery which I felt.
However, I made one friend on that trip—a young girl called Maud Winter who played Queen Titania. She was
very sweet and sympathetic. But she had a strange mania of living on oranges and refusing other food. I suppose
she was not made for this earth, for some years afterwards I read of her death from pernicious anemia.
The star in Augustin Daly’s company was Ada Rehan—a great actress, though a most unsympathetic person to
her subordinates—and the only joy I had in the company was when I could watch her act. She was seldom with
the road Company with which I went, but when I returned to New York I often used to watch her performances of
Rosalind, Beatrice and Portia. She was one of the supremely great actresses of the world. But this great artist in
ordinary life did not take any care to make herself loved by the people of the company. She was very proud and
reserved and seemed to feel that it was an effort even to say good-day to us, for one day the following notice was
posted in the wings:
The company are informed that they need not say good-day to Miss Rehan!
Indeed, in all the two years that I was with the Augustin Daly company, I never had the pleasure of speaking
with Miss Rehan. She evidently considered all the minor people of the company as quite beneath her notice. I
remember one day when she was kept waiting by some grouping of Daly’s, she swept her hand over the heads of
us all and exclaimed:
“Oh, Guvnor, how can you keep me waiting for these nonentities!”
I, being one of the nonentities, did no appreciate the allusion! I cannot understand how so great an artist and
fascinating a woman as Ada Rehan could have made this mistake, and I can only account for it by the theory that
at that time she was nearly fifty years old She had long been the adoration of Augustin Daly and perhaps she
resented his subsequently picking out of the company some pretty girl who would be for two or three weeks—or
two or three months—suddenly lifted into leading part! for no apparent reason whatever, but possibly for some
reason to which Miss Rehan objected. As an artist I had the greatest admiration for Ada Rehan and at that time it
would have meant very much in my life to have had a little kindly encouragement from her.
But in all those two years she never looked at me. Indeed, once I remember at the end of the Tempest, where I
danced for the pleasure of Miranda and Ferdinand at their nuptials, she distinctly turned away her head during the
whole dance, which embarrassed me so much that I could hardly continue.
In the course of our tournee with Midsummer Night's Dream we finally arrived one day at Chicago. I was
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overjoyed to find my supposed fiancé. It was again summer, and every day that there was no rehearsal we went
out into the woods and had long walks, and I learned more and more to appreciate the intelligence of Ivan
Miroski. When, a few weeks later, I left for New York, it. was with the understanding that he was to follow me
there and that we would be married. My brother, hearing of this, fortunately made enquiries and found out that he
had already a wife in London. My mother, aghast, insisted on our separation.
*
The whole family was now in New York. We had managed to take a studio with a bathroom, and as I wanted it
to be free of all furniture in order to have space to dance in, we bought five spring mattresses. We hung curtains
all round the walls of the studio, and in the daytime the mattresses were put up on end. We slept on the mattresses
and had no beds, only a quilt over us. In this studio Elizabeth started school, as in San Francisco. Augustin had
joined a theatrical company and was seldom at home. He was mostly on the road. Raymond ventured into
journalism. In order to meet expenses, we rented the studio by the hour to teachers of elocution, music, singing,
etc. But as there was only one room, this necessitated that the whole family went for a walk, and I remember
trudging along Central Park in the snow, trying to keep warm. Then we would go back and listen at the door.
There was one elocution teacher who always taught the same poem. It was Mabel, Little Mabel, With Her Face
Against The Pane, and he used to repeat it with a pathos quite exaggerated. The pupil would repeat it in an
expressionless voice and the teacher used to exclaim:
“But can’t you feel the pathos of it? Can’t you just feel it?”
At this time Augustin Daly had the idea of bringing over the “Geisha.” He put me in, to sing in a quartette. And
I had never been able to sing a note in my life! The other three said that I always put them out of tune, so I used to
stand sweetly by with open mouth, but not uttering a sound. Mother used to say that it was extraordinary that the
others should make such awful faces when they sang, whilst I never lost my sweet expression.
The stupidity of the “Geisha” was the last straw in my relations with Augustin Daly. I remember one day he
came through the dark theatre and found me lying on the floor of a box, crying. He stooped down and asked me
what was the matter, and I told him that I could no longer stand the imbecility of the things that went on in his
theatre. He told me he did not like the “Geisha” any more than I did, but he had to think of the financial side of
the affair. Then, to comfort me, Daly slipped his hand down the back of my dress, but the gesture simply made me
angry.
“What’s the good of having me here, with my genius,” I said, “when you make no use of me!”
Daly only looked at me with a startled expression and said, “Hmm!” then went away.
That was the last time I saw Augustin Daly, for a few days later, taking all my courage in my hands, I gave in
my resignation. But I had learned to have a perfect nausea for the theatre: the continual repetition of the same
words and the same gestures, night after night, and the caprices, the way of looking at life, and the entire
rigmarole disgusted me.
I left Daly and returned to the studio in Carnegie Hall, and there was very little money, but again I wore my
little white tunic and my mother played for me. As we had very little use of the studio during the day, my poor
mother often played for me all night.
*
At this time I was much attracted by the music of Etbelbert Nevin. I composed dances to his Narcissus.
Ophelia, Water-Nymphs and so forth. One day when I was practising in the studio, the door opened and there
rushed in a young man with wild eyes, and hair standing on end. And although he was quite young, he seemed to
be already attacked by that dreadful disease which afterward caused his death. He rushed up to me, exclaiming:
“I hear you are dancing to my music! I forbid it, I forbid it! It isn’t dance music, my music. Nobody shall
dance it!”
I took him by the hand and led him to a chair.
“Sit there,” I said, “and I will dance to your music. I you don’t like it, I swear I will never dance it again.”
Then I danced his Narcissus for him. I had found it the melody the imagining of that youth Narcissus who
stood by the brook until he fell in love with his own image and in the end pined away and turned into a flower.
This I danced for Nevin.
The last note had hardly died away when he jumped up from the chair, rushed towards me and threw his arms
around me. He looked at me and his eyes were filled with tears.
“You are an angel,” he said. “You are a devinatrice. Those very movements I saw when I was composing the
music.”
Next I danced his Ophelia for him, and after that the Water-Nymphs. He became more and more
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enthusiastically entranced. Finally he himself sat down at the piano and composed for me, on the instant, a
beautiful dance which he called Spring. It has always been a regret to me that this dance, although he played it for
me many times, was never written down.
Nevin was completely carried away and he proposed at once that we should give some concerts together in the
small Music Room of Carnegie Hall. He would play for me himself. Nevin himself arranged the concert, taking
the hall, making the reclame, etc., and he came each evening to rehearse with me. I have always thought that
Ethelbert Nevin had all the possibilities of a great composer. He might have been the Chopin of America, but the
terrible struggle which he had to keep body and soul together in the cruel circumstances of his life was probably
the cause of the terrible malady which caused his early death.
*
The first concert was a great success and was followed by others which caused quite a sensation in New York,
and probably if we had been practical enough to find a good impresario at this moment, I would have begun a
successful career then.
But we were curiously innocent. Many society women were in the audiences and my success led to
engagements in different New York drawing-rooms. At this time I had composed a dance to the entire poem of
Omar Khayyam as translated by FitzGerald. Sometimes Augustin read it aloud for me as I danced, sometimes: my
sister Elizabeth. Summer was approaching.
I was invited by Mrs. Astor to dance in her villa at Newport. My mother, Elizabeth and I went to Newport,
which, at that time, was the most ultra-fashionable resort. Mrs. Astor represented to America what a Queen did to
England. The people who came into her presence were more awed and frightened than if they had approached
royalty. But to me she was very affable. She arranged the performances on her lawn, and the most exclusive
society of Newport watched me dance on that lawn. I have a picture taken of this performance which shows the
venerable Mrs. Astor sitting beside Harry Lehr, and rows of Vanderbilts, Belmonts, Fishes, etc., around her.
Afterwards I danced in other villas in Newport, but these ladies were so economical of their cachets that we
hardly made enough to pay the trip and our board. Also, although they looked upon my dancing and thought it
very charming, they hadn’t any of them the slightest understanding of what I was doing, and, on the whole, our
visit to Newport left an impression of disappointment. These people seemed so enwrapped in snobbishness and
the glory of being rich that they had no art sense whatever.
In those days they considered artists as inferior—a sort of upper servant. This feeling has changed very much
since, especially since Paderewski became the Premier of a republic.
Just as the life in California did not satisfy me in any way, so I began to feel a strong wish to find some more
congenial atmosphere than New York. And I dreamed of London, and the writers and painters one might meet
there—George Meredith, Henry James, Watts, Swinburne, Burne-Jones, Whistler—these were magic names, and,
to speak the truth, in all my experience of New York I had found no intelligent sympathy or help for my ideas.
In the meantime Elizabeth’s school had grown and we had removed from the Carnegie Hall studio to two great
rooms on the ground floor of the Windsor Hotel. The price of these rooms was $90 a week, and we soon realised,
with the prices people paid for dancing lessons, the impossibility of meeting this sum for rent, as well as other
expenditures. In fact, though we were outwardly successful, our banking account at that time showed a deficit.
The Windsor was a gloomy hotel and we found very little joy in living there and trying to meet these heavy
expenses. One night my sister and I were sitting by the fire, wondering how we were going to find the necessary
cash to foot the bill. Suddenly I exclaimed:
“The only thing that can save us is for the hotel to burn down!”
There was a very rich old lady who lived on the third floor in rooms filled with antique furniture and pictures,
and she had a habit of coming down to the dining room every morning at 8 o’clock sharp for her breakfast. We
planned that I should meet her the next morning and ask her for a loan. Which I did. But the old lady was in a
very bad temper and she refused the loan and complained of the coffee.
“I have stayed in this hotel for many years,” she said, “but if they .don’t give me better coffee, I am going to
leave.”
She did leave that afternoon, when the whole hotel went up in flames, and she was burned to a crisp! Elizabeth
heroically saved her dancing school by her presence of mind, bringing them out of the building hand-in-hand, in
Indian file. But we were unable to save anything, and we lost all of our belongings, including family portraits that
were very precious to us. We went up to a room in the Buckingham Hotel on the same avenue as a refuge, and in a
few days we found ourselves in the same state as when we came to New York, i.e., without a penny.
“This is fate,” I said. “We must go to London.”
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*
All these misfortunes left us stranded in New York at the end of the season. It was then that I conceived the
idea of going to London. After the Windsor Hotel fire we were without baggage, without even a necessary change
of clothes. My engagement with Augustin Daly and my experiences when dancing before the smart set at
Newport, and the New York Four Hundred, had left me in a state of bitter disillusion. I felt that if this was all the
response America had to make, it was useless to knock any longer upon a door so closely shut; before so cold an
audience. My great desire was to reach London.
The family was now reduced to four. Augustin, when on one of his journeys with a small road company,
playing Romeo, had fallen in love with a sixteen-year-old child who played Juliet, and one day he came home and
announced his marriage.
This was taken as an act of treason. For some reason that I could never understand, my mother was furious.
She acted in much the same way as she had done on the first visit from my father, which I have already described.
She went into another room and slammed the door.
Elizabeth took refuge in silence and Raymond became hysterical. I was the only one who felt any sympathy. I
told Augustin, who was pale with anguish, that I would go with him to see his wife. He took me to a dreary
lodging-house in a side street, where we climbed five flights of stairs to the room where we found Juliet. She was
pretty and frail and looked ill. They confided to me that they were expecting a baby.
So, in our plans for London, Augustin was necessarily left out. The family seemed to regard him as one who
had fallen by the wayside and unworthy of the great future that we were seeking. And now, once again, we found
ourselves in a bare studio, with no funds, at the beginning of the summer.
I had then a brilliant idea of soliciting the rich women, in whose salons I had danced, for a sum sufficient to
take us to London. First of all I visited a lady who lived in a palatial mansion on 59 th Street, overlooking Central
Park. I told her of the Windsor Hotel fire, and how we had lost all our belongings, and of the lack of appreciation
in New York, and of my certitude of finding recognition in London.
At last she moved towards her desk, and, taking up her pen, began to write out a cheque. She folded the cheque
and gave it to me. I left her with tears in my eyes and skipped out of the house—but, alas! on reaching Fifth
Avenue I found the cheque was for only fifty dollars, a sum quite insufficient to take the family to London.
I next tried the wife of another millionaire, who lived at the foot of Fifth Avenue, and I walked the fifty blocks
between 59th Street and her palace. Here I was received even more coldly by an elderly woman who administered
a rebuke on the impracticability of my request. She also explained to me that if I had ever studied ballet dancing
she would have felt differently about it, and that she once knew a ballet dancer who had made a fortune! In the
heat of pressing my suit I became quite faint and fell over sideways. It was four o’clock in the afternoon, and I
had had no lunch.
At this the lady seemed rather perturbed, and rang for a magnificent butler who brought me a cup of chocolate
and some toast. My tears fell into the chocolate and onto the toast, but I still tried to persuade the lady of the
absolute necessity of our trip to London.
“I shall be very famous some day,” I told her, “and it will redound to your credit that you recognised American
talent.”
At length this possessor of about sixty millions also presented me with a cheque—again for fifty dollars! But
she added:
“When you make money, you will send this back to me.”
I never sent it back, preferring rather to give it to the poor.
In this way I canvassed most of the millionaires’ wives in New York, with the result that one day we had the
magnificent sum of three hundred dollars for our trip to London. This sum was not even enough for second-class
tickets on an ordinary steamer,\fn{I.e., Steam-ship.} if we were to arrive in London with any money whatever.
It was Raymond who had the bright idea of searching round the wharves until he found a small cattle boat
going to Hull. The captain of this ship was so touched by Raymond’s story that he consented to take us as
passengers, although it was against the regulations of his ship, and one morning, with only a few handbags, for
our trunks had all been burned in the Windsor Hotel fire, we embarked.
*
I believe that it was this trip which was the great influence in making Raymond a vegetarian, for the sight of a
couple of hundred poor struggling beasts in the hold, on their way to London from the plains of the Middle West,
goring each other with their horns and moaning in the most piteous way, night and day, made a deep impression
on us.
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I have often thought of that voyage on the cattle boat when I have been in my luxurious cabin on one of the big
liners, and of our irrepressible merriment and delight, and I have wondered if after all a continual atmosphere of
luxury does not cause neurasthenia. Our nourishment was only salt beef and tea that tasted like straw, the berths
were hard, the cabins small and the fare meagre, but we were very happy during the two weeks’ journey to Hull.
We were rather ashamed of going on this boat under our own name, so we signed under the name of my mother’s
mother—O’Gorman. I called myself Maggie O’Gorman.
The First Mate was an Irishman, with whom I spent the moonlit nights, up in the lookout, and he often said to
me,
“Sure, Maggie O’Gorman, I’d make a good husband to you if you would allow it.”
On some other nights the Captain, who was a fine man, would produce a bottle of whiskey and make us all hot
toddies. Altogether it was a very happy time, in spite of the hardships, and only the bellowings and moanings of
the poor cattle in the hold depressed us. I wonder if they still bring cattle over in that barbarous fashion.
*
The O’Gormans landed in Hull on a May morning, took the train, and a few hours later the Duncans arrived in
London. I think it was through an advertisement in The Times that we found a lodging near the Marble Arch. The
first days in London were spent entirely in driving about on penny busses, in a state of perfect ecstasy, and, in the
amazement and delight of everything around us, we absolutely forgot how very limited were our resources. We
went in for sightseeing, spending hours in Westminster Abbey, the British Museum, the South Kensington
Museum, the Tower of London, visiting Kew Gardens, Richmond Park and Hampton Court, and coming home to
our lodgings excited and weary, behaving, in fact, exactly like tourists with a father in America to send us funds.
It was not until some weeks had passed that we were awakened from our tourist dream by an irate landlady
asking for her bill to be paid.
And then one day we returned from the National Gallery where we had been hearing a most interesting lecture
on the Venus and Adonis of Correggio to find the door slammed in our faces and the little baggage we had, inside,
while we ourselves were on the doorstep. On examining our pockets we realized that we had about six shillings
left between us.
We turned towards the Marble arch and Kensington Gardens, where we sat down on a seat to consider our next
step.
*
If we could see a psychical cinematograph of our own lives would we not be amazed, and exclaim,
“Surely that did not happen to me?”
Certainly the four people I remember walking about the streets of London might just as well have existed in
the imagination of Charles Dickens, and at the present moment I can scarcely believe in their reality. That we
youngsters could remain cheerful through such a series of disasters is not astonishing, but that my poor mother,
who had already experienced so many hardships and troubles in her life, and who was no longer young, could
take them as the ordinary run of things, seems incredible as I look back upon those days.
We walked along the streets of London with no money, no friends and no possible means of finding shelter for
the night. We tried two or three hotels, but they were adamant upon the necessity of payment in advance, in
default of luggage. We tried two or three lodging houses, but all the landladies acted in the same heartless manner.
Finally we were reduced to a bench in the Green Park, but even then an enormous policeman appeared and told us
to move on.
This continued for three days and three nights. We lived upon penny buns and yet, such was our amazing
vitality, we spent our days in the British Museum. I remember I was reading the English translation of
Winckelmann’s\fn{Johann Joachim Winckelmann (1717-1768), German archaeologist and art historian .} Journey to Athens and,
our strange situation quite forgotten, I wept, not for our own misfortunes, but over the tragic death of
Winckelmann returning from his ardent voyage of discovery.
But with the dawn of the fourth day I decided that something must be done. Admonishing my mother,
Raymond and Elizabeth to follow me and not to say a word, I walked straight into one of the finest hotels in
London. I informed the night porter, who was half asleep, that we had just come on the night train, that our
luggage would come on from Liverpool, to give us .rooms in the meantime, and to order breakfast to be sent up to
us, consisting of coffee, buckwheat cakes and other American delicacies.
All that day we slept in luxurious beds. Now and then I telephoned down to the porter to complain bitterly that
our luggage had not arrived.
“It is quite impossible for us to go out without a change of clothes,” I said, and that night we dined in our
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rooms.
At dawn of the next day, judging that the ruse had reached its limit, we walked out exactly as we had walked
in, but this time without waking the night porter!
*
We found ourselves on the streets greatly refreshed and ready once again to face the world. That morning we
strolled down to Chelsea and were sitting in the graveyard of the old church, when I noticed a newspaper lying on
the path. Picking it up, my eyes fell upon a paragraph stating that a certain lady, in whose house I had danced in
New York, had taken a house in Grosvenor Square and was entertaining largely. I had a sudden inspiration.
“Wait here,” I said to the others.
I found my way alone to Grosvenor Square just before lunch, and found the lady at home. She received me
very kindly, and I told her I had come to London and was dancing in drawing-rooms.
“That would be just the thing for my dinner-party on Friday night,” she said. “Could you give some of your
interpretations after dinner?”
I consented, and delicately hinted that a small advance was necessary to hold the engagement. She was most
gracious, and at once wrote out a cheque for £10, with which I raced back to the Chelsea graveyard, where I
found Raymond holding a discourse on the Platonic idea of the soul.
“I am to dance Friday night at Mrs. X.’s house in Grosvenor Square; probably the Prince of Wales will be
there; our fortunes are made!” and I showed them the cheque. Then Raymond said,
“We must take this money and find a studio and pay a month in advance, for we must never again subject
ourselves to the insults of these low, common lodging-house women.”
We searched for a studio and found a small one just off the King’s Road, Chelsea, and that night we slept in the
studio. There were no beds and we slept on the :floor, but we felt that we were again living as artists and we
agreed with Raymond that we could never again occupy so bourgeois a home as lodgings.
*
With what remained of the money, after paying the rent of the studio, we bought some canned food as
provision for the future, and I bought a few yards of veiling at Liberty’s, in which I appeared on Friday evening at
Mrs. X.’s party. I danced the Narcissus of Nevin, in which I was a slight adolescent, for I was then very thin,
enamoured of his own image in the water. I also danced the Ophelia of Nevin, and I heard people whisper,
“Where did the child get that tragic expression?”
At the close of the evening I danced Mendelssohn’s Spring Song. My mother played for me; Elizabeth read
some poems of Theocritus,\fn{fl.3rd century BC} translated by Andrew Lang, and Raymond gave a short conference
upon the subject of dancing and its possible effect on the psychology of future humanity. This was slightly above
the heads of the well-fed audience, but at the same time it was very successful and the hostess was delighted.
It was typical of an English well-bred assembly that n one remarked that I danced in sandals and bare feet, and
transparent veils, although this simple apparition made the klatch of Germany some years later. But the English
are such an extremely polite people that no one even though of remarking upon the originality of my costume,
and, alas, neither did they remark upon the originality of my dancing. Everyone said, “How pretty,” “Awfully
jolly,” “Thank you so much,” or something of the sort—but that was all.
But from this evening I received many invitations to dance in many celebrated houses. One day I would find
myself dancing before Royalty, or in the garden at Lady Lowther’s, and the next with nothing to eat. For
sometimes I was paid, more often I was not. Hostesses were apt to say:
“You will dance before the Duchess of So-and-So, and the Countess of So-and-So, and so many distinguished
people will see you that your name will be made in London.”
I remember one day when I danced for four hours in aid of a charity performance, that, as a reward, a titled
lady poured out my tea and gave me strawberries with her own hand, but I was so ill from not having had any
solid food for some days that those strawberries and the rich cream made me very miserable indeed. At the same
time another lady held up a huge bag filled with golden sovereigns and said:
“Look at the mint of money you have made for our Blind Girls’ Home!”
My mother and I were both too sensitive to tell these people of what unheard-of cruelty they were guilty. On
the contrary we denied ourselves proper food in order to have the money to appear well-dressed and prosperous.
*
We bought some cot beds for the studio and hired a piano, but we spent most of our time in the British
Museum, where Raymond made sketches of all the Greek vases and bas-reliefs, and I tried to express them to
whatever music seemed to me to be in harmony with the rhythms of the feet and Dionysiac set of the head, and
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the tossing of the thyrsis. We also spent hours every day in the British Museum Library, and we lunched in the
Refreshment Room on a penny bun and café au lait.
We were crazy with enthusiasm at the beauty of London. All the things that were culture and architectural
beauty I had missed in America, but now I was able to drink my fill of them.
Before we left New York a year had passed since I had last seen Ivan Miroski, and then, one day, I received a.
letter from a friend in Chicago telling me that he had volunteered for the Spanish War, had got as far as the camp
in Florida, had there been stricken with. typhoid fever, and had died. The letter was a terrible shock to me. I could
not believe that the news was true. One afternoon I walked down to the Cooper Institute and looked through the
files of old newspapers, and there I found, in very small print, among hundreds of others, his name among the
dead.
The letter had also given me the name and address of his wife in London, so one day I took a hansom cab and
started out to find Madame Miroski. The address was very far out, somewhere in Hammersmith. I was still more
or less under the Puritanical influence of America and so I considered it dreadful that Ivan Miroski had left a wife
in London of whom he had never spoken to me. So I told no one of my project. Giving the cabman the address, I
drove for what appeared to be miles, almost to the outskirts of London. There were rows and rows of small grey
houses, each one exactly like the other, with most melancholy and dingy front gates, each bearing a designation
more imposing than its neighbour. There were Sherwood Cottage, Glen House, Ellesmere, Ennismore and other
totally inappropriate names, and finally Stella House, where I rang the bell and the door was opened by a more
than usually gloomy London maid.
I asked for Madame Miroski and was shown into a stuffy parlour. I was dressed in a white muslin Kate
Greenway dress, a blue sash under the arms, a big straw hat on my head, and my hair in curls on my shoulders. I
could hear feet trampling overhead, and a sharp, clear voice saying,
“Now, girls, order, order.”
Stella House was a school for girls.
I was labouring under an emotion that was a mixture of fright and, in spite of Ivan’s tragic death, a gnawing
jealousy, when there entered one of the strangest little figures I have ever seen in my life, not more than four feet
high, thin to emaciation, with shining grey eyes, and sparse grey hair, a small white face with thin compressed
pale lips.
Her welcome was not very cordial. I tried to explain who I was.
“I know,” she said, “you are Isadora; Ivan wrote to me about you in many of his letters.”
“I am so sorry,” I faltered. “He never spoke to me about you.”
“No,” she said, “he would not, but I was to have gone out to him and now—he is dead.” She said this with
such an expression of voice that I began to cry. Then she began to cry, too, and with that it was as though we had
always been friends. She took me up to her room, where the walls were covered with pictures of Ivan Miroski.
There were pictures of him when he was young—a face of extraordinary beauty and force, and a picture which he
had sent her in his uniform as a soldier, which she had encircled with crape. She told me the story of their life,
how he had gone to seek his fortune in America, only there was not enough money for both to go together.
“I was to have joined him,” she said. “He always kept. writing: ‘In a very little while I shall have the money
and then you will come.’”
Years went by and she still kept her position as governess in a girls’ school, and her hair had turned white and
still Ivan had never sent her the money to go to America. I contrasted the fate of this patient little old lady—for
she seemed very old to me—with my own daring voyages, and I could not understand it. As she was Ivan
Miroski’s wife, why had she not gone to him, if she had wanted to? Even as a steerage passenger.
For I was never able to understand, then or later on, why, if one wanted to do a thing, one should not do it. For
I have never waited to do as I wished. This has frequently brought me to disaster and calamity, but at least I have
had the satisfaction of getting my own way. How could this poor, patient little creature have waited, year after
year, for a man who was her husband to send for her?
I sat in her room surrounded by the pictures of Ivan, she holding my hands in a tight grip and talking and
talking about him, until I realised it was becoming dark. She made me promise to come again, and I said she must
come and see us, but she said she never had a moment, as she had to work from very early in the morning until
late at night, teaching and correcting the girls’ exercises.
As I had sent the cab away, I went home on the tops of busses. I remember I cried all the way home at the fate
of Ivan Miroski and his poor little wife, but at the same time I had a strange exultant sense of power and contempt
for people who were failures, or who spent their lives waiting for things.
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Such is the cruelty of extreme youth.
*
Up to then I had been sleeping with Ivan Miroski's photograph and letters under my pillow, but from that day I
consigned them to a closed packet in my trunk.
When the first month of our tenancy of the Chelsea studio was ended the weather was very hot, and we took a
furnished studio which we found to let in Kensington. Here I had a piano and more room to work in. But
suddenly, at the end of July, the London season closed, and there we were with August before us and very little
money saved from the season. We spent the entire month of August between the Kensington Museum and the
British Museum Library, and we often walked home, after the library closed, from the British Museum to our
studio in Kensington.
One evening, to my astonishment, little Madame Miroski made her appearance and invited me to dinner. She
was much excited. This visit meant a great adventure to her. She even ordered a bottle of Burgundy for our dinner.
She asked me to tell her just how Ivan had looked in Chicago, and what he had said, and I told her how he loved
to gather the goldenrod in the woods, how I had seen him one day with the sun shining on his red hair and his
arms filled with goldenrod and how I always associated him with that flower. She wept and I also shed tears. We
drank another bottle of Burgundy and indulged in a perfect orgy of reminiscences. Then she left me to find her
way home by a labyrinth of omnibuses, back to Stella House.
*
September came, and Elizabeth, who had had some correspondence with the mothers of our former pupils in
New York, one of whom sent her a cheque for her return passage, decided that she must go back to America and
make some money.
“For,” she said, “if I make money I can send some to you, and as you will soon be rich and famous, I can soon
rejoin you.”
I remember we went to a store in Kensington High Street and bought her a warm travelling coat, and finally
we saw her off on the boat train, and we three who were left behind returned to the studio where we spent some
days of absolute depression.
The cheery and gentle Elizabeth was gone.
October loomed cold and dreary. We had our first taste of a London fog, and a regime of penny soups had
perhaps rendered us anemic. Even the British Museum had lost its charm. There were long days when we had not
even the courage to go out, but sat in the studio wrapped in blankets, playing chequers on an improvised chequerboard with pieces of cardboard.
Just as I am astonished when I look back at our extraordinary buoyancy, so, when I look back on this period, I
am astonished at the complete collapse of our spirits. There were days, in fact, when we no longer had the courage
to get up in the morning, but slept all day.
At last there came a letter from Elizabeth enclosing a remittance. She had arrived in New York, had put up at
the Buckingham Hotel in Fifth Avenue, opened her school and was doing well. This gave us heart. As the term of
our studio had expired, we rented a small furnished house in Kensington Square. This gave us the privilege of a
key to the Square gardens.
*
One night, in the Indian summer, Raymond and I were dancing in the gardens, when an extremely beautiful
woman in a large black hat appeared and said,
“Where on earth did you people come from?”
“Not from the earth at all,” I replied, “but from the moon.”
“Well,” she said, “whether from the earth or the moon, you are very sweet; won’t you come and see me?”
We followed her to her very lovely home in Kensington Square where marvellous pictures by Burne-Jones and
Rossetti and William Morris reflected her image.
She was Mrs. Patrick Campbell. She sat at the piano and played to us and sang old English songs, and then she
recited poetry for us, and finally I danced for her. She was magnificently beautiful, with luxurious black hair,
great black eyes, a creamy complexion and the throat of a goddess.
She made us all fall in love with her and that meeting with her definitely rescued us from the state of gloom
and depression into which we had fallen. It also inaugurated the epoch of a change of fortune, for Mrs. Patrick
Campbell expressed herself so delighted with my dancing, that she gave me a letter of introduction to Mrs.
George Wyndham. She told us that as a young girl she had made her debut at Mrs. Wyndham’s house, reciting
Juliet. Mrs. Wyndham received me most charmingly, and I had my first experience of an English afternoon tea
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before an open fire.
There is something about an open fire, bread and butter sandwiches, very strong tea, a yellow fog without and
the cultural drawl of English voices which makes London very attractive and if I had been fascinated before, from
that moment I loved it dearly. There was in this house a magic atmosphere of security and comfort, of culture and
ease, and I must say I felt as much at home as a fish that has found the water to which it belongs. The beautiful
library, too, attracted me very much.
It was in this house that I first noticed the extraordinary demeanour of good English servants, who move about
with a sort of assured aristocratic manner of their own, and, far from objecting to being servants, or wishing to
rise in the social scale as they do in America, they are proud of working “for the best families.” Their fathers did it
before them, and their children will do it after them. This is the kind of thing that makes for the calm and security
of existence.
Mrs. Wyndham arranged for me to dance in her drawing-room one evening, and nearly all the artistic and
literary people in London were present. Here I met a man who was to impress himself deeply on my life. He was
a man of about fifty years of age at that time, with one of the most beautiful heads I have ever seen. Deep-set eyes
under a prominent forehead, a classical nose and a delicate mouth, a tall, slender figure with a slight stoop, grey
hair parted in the middle and waving over his ears, and a singularly sweet expression. This was Charles Halle, the
son of the famous pianist. It was strange that of all the young men I met at that time, who were quite ready to pay
court to me, no one attracted me; in fact I did not even notice their existence, but I became at once passionately
attached to this man of fifty.
He had been a great friend of Mary Anderson in her youth, and he invited me to tea at his studio where he
showed me the tunic she had worn as Virgilia in Coriolanus, and which he kept as a sacred memento. After this
first visit our friendship became very deep and there was hardly an afternoon that I did not find my way to his
studio. He told me many things about Burne-Jones, who had been his intimate friend, Rossetti, William Morris
and all the school of Pre-Raphaelites; of Whistler and Tennyson, all of whom he had known very well. In his
studio I spent enchanted hours, and it is to the friendship of this delightful artist that I partly owe the revelation of
the art of the Old Masters.
At that time Charles Halle was a Director of the New Gallery where all the modern painters exhibited. It was a
very charming little gallery with a central court and a fountain, and Charles Halle conceived the idea of my giving
performances there. He introduced me to his friends Sir William Richmond, the painter, Mr. Andrew Lang, and
Sir Hubert Parry, the composer, and each consented to give a conference, Sir William Richmond upon dancing in
its relation to painting, Andrew Lang on dancing in its relation to the Greek myth, and Sir Hubert Parry on
dancing in its relation to music.
I danced in the central court, round the fountain, surrounded by rare plants and flowers and banks of palms,
and these functions were a great success. The newspapers were enthusiastic and Charles Halle was overjoyed at
my success; everyone of note in London invited me to tea or dinner and we had a short period during which
fortune smiled upon us.
One afternoon at a crowded reception in Mrs. Ronald’s little house I was presented to the Prince of Wales,
afterwards King Edward. He exclaimed that I was a Gainsborough beauty, and this appellation added to the
general enthusiasm of London Society.
Our fortunes having improved, we took a large studio in Warwick Square, where I spent my days in working
out the new-found inspiration under the influence of what I had seen of Italian art in the National Gallery, though
I think that at this period I was also strongly under the influence of Burne-Jones and Rossetti.
*
At that moment there came into my life a young poet with a soft voice and dreamy eyes, fresh from Oxford.
He was descended from a line of Stewarts and his name was Douglas Ainslie. Every evening at dusk he appeared
at the studio with three or four volumes under his arm, and read to me the poems of Swinburne, Keats, Browning,
Rossetti and Oscar Wilde. He loved reading aloud and I adored listening to him. My poor mother, who deemed
that it was absolutely necessary to act as chaperon on these occasions, although she knew and loved this poetry,
could not understand the Oxford manner of reciting poetry, and after an hour or so, especially of William Morris,
she used to fall asleep, at which moment the young poet would lean forward and kiss me lightly on the cheek.
I was very happy in this friendship, and between Ainslie and Charles Halle I desired no other friends. Ordinary
young men bored me exceedingly and though at the time there were many who, after seeing me dance in London
drawing-rooms, would have been delighted to call upon me or take me out, my manner was so superior that they
were completely frozen.
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Charles Halle lived in a little old house in Cadogan Street, with a very charming maiden sister. Miss Halle was
also most kind to me and would often invite me to little dinners where we three were alone, and it was with them
that I first went to see Henry Irving and Ellen Terry. I saw Irving first in The Bells, and his great art excited in me
such enthusiasm and admiration that I lived under the impression of it and could not sleep for weeks.
As for Ellen Terry, she became then, and ever after remained, the ideal of my life. And who that never saw
Irving could ever comprehend the thrilling beauty and grandeur of his interpretations. It is impossible to describe
the charm of his intellectual and dramatic power. He was an artist of such genius that his very defects became
qualities to be admired. There was something of the genius and majesty of Dante in his presence.
One day in that summer Charles Halle had taken me to see Watts, the great painter, and I danced for him in his
garden. In his house I saw the marvellous face of Ellen Terry repeated many times in his pictures. We walked
together in his garden, and he told me many beautiful things about his art and life.
Ellen Terry was then in the full maturity of her magnificent womanhood. She was no longer the tall, slender girl
who had captured the imagination of Watts, but deep-bosomed, with swelling hips, and a majestic presence, very
different from the present-day ideal! If audiences of today could have seen Ellen Terry in her prime, she would
have been besieged with advice on how to become thin by dieting, etc., and I venture to say that the greatness of
her expression would have suffered had she spent her time, as our actresses do now, trying to appear young and
thin. She did not look slight or thin, but she was certainly a very beautiful example of womanhood.
*
Thus I came in contact, in London, with the highest intellectual and artistic personalities of the day. As the
winter wore on there were fewer salons than in the season, and for a time I joined Benson’s Company, but never
got any further than playing the first fairy in the Midsummer Night’s Dream. It seemed that theatre managers were
unable to understand my art, or to understand how my ideas might have been of benefit to their productions. This
is strange when one considers how many bad copies of my schools have appeared since in the productions of
Reinhardt, Gemier and others of the Advance-guard of the Theatre.
One day I had an introduction to Lady (then Mrs.) Tree. I went up to her dressing-room during a rehearsal, and
found her most cordial. But when, following her instructions, I put on my dancing tunic and she took me on to the
stage to dance for Beerbohm Tree and I danced Mendelssohn’s Spring Song for him, he would hardly look at me
and kept gazing in a distracted way up to the flies. I told him this story afterwards in Moscow when he had toasted
me at a banquet as one of the world’s greatest artists.
“What!” he exclaimed, “I saw your dance, your beauty, your youth, and did not appreciate it? Ah! What a fool
I was!”
“And now,” he added, “it is too late, too late!”
“It is never too late,” I replied, and from that moment he gave me a tremendous amount of appreciation, about
which I will speak later.
In fact, at that time, it was difficult for me to understand why, when I had awakened a frenzy of enthusiasm
and admiration in such men as Andrew Lang, Watts, Sir Edwin Arnold, Austin Dobson, Charles Halle—in all the
painters and poets whom I had met in London—the theatre managers remained unmoved, as if the message of my
art was too spiritual for their gross, materialistic comprehension of the art of the Theatre.
I worked in my studio all day and towards evening either the poet came to read to me or the painter took me
out or watched me as I danced. They arranged never to come together as they had formed a violent antipathy to
each other. The poet said he could not see how I could possibly spend so much time with that old fellow, and the
painter said he could not understand how any intelligent girl could see anything in that jackanapes. But I was
entirely happy in both friendships and really could not tell which I was most in love with. Only Sundays were
always reserved for Halle, when we lunched in his studio on a pâté de foies gras from Strasbourg, sherry and
coffee, which he made himself.
One day he permitted me to don the famous tunic of Mary Anderson, in which I posed for him for many
sketches.
And so the winter passed. There was always a deficit between our expenditure and our earnings, but it was a
period of peace.
But this peaceful atmosphere had made Raymond restless. He left for Paris and in the spring he bombarded us
with telegrams imploring us to come to Paris, so one day Mother and I packed up our belongings and took the
Channel boat …
198.19 Excerpt from The Venables\fn{by Kathleen Thompson Norris (1880-1966)} San Francisco, San Mateo County,
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California, U.S.A. (F) 10
1
Dark fog came in from the ocean during the autumn afternoon and made mysterious the steep San Francisco
street and the rooms of the brick house. The house stood in a row of detached wooden dwellings much alike; it
was the only brick one on the block. The others had bay windows. Its face was flat and decorated by a cast-iron
balcony.
Between the houses were long fenced lanes: narrow passages for the comings and goings of butcher boys and
school children. Before each house was a strip of garden bulkheaded above the street, and fenced with short fat
poles and posts of wood painted gray and mottled with dirty white to look like granite.
The brick house had “come around the Horn.” The children who lived in it had no idea what that meant nor did
they care. But they liked the thought that there was something unusual in the low-ceiled rooms. They boasted
among themselves of the windows that came down to the floor, the balcony that was considered too dangerous to
use, the china doorknobs painted with lilies and roses. All these had “come around the Horn.”
In their garden was a rare bush—a japonica. It stood among the pampas grass and bridal wreath, the pepper
trees and lemon verbena. Their mother occasionally cut a blossom from the graceful little tree, polishing the
shining leaves, making much of it.
“What a lovely camellia, Willie,” her friends would say.
“It’s not a camellia; it’s a japonica. Mr. V. bought it himself, right after we were married.”
“Mr. V.” was Paul Standish Venables—Lily’s and Flo’s and the other children’s father. His wife had alluded to
him thus in early married years. After that he had been “Papa,” and finally, shyness overcome, he was “Paul.”
Many of the summer and autumn afternoons were foggy. Sometimes the fog drifted and billowed silently over
the world all day long, and the horns on the Bay were never still. Muffled, faintly hoarse, pleasantly familiar, they
droned and boomed through all the hours of the city’s life. Ferryboats moved slowly, feeling their way, uttering
their protestant trembling long cries, little Chinese fishing smacks made agile work under the white banners of
mist, and women in the little brick house said to each other:
“Heavens, what an awful night to be on the Bay!”
As soon as it was fairly dark, when sewing: in delicate white hands was no longer visible and the rooms had
taken on dusky shadows lighted by the coke fires, Dolly came through with the gas lighter. Through a discolored
ornamental rod a wax thread of taper ran; Dolly, usually yawning with a great dislocating wrench of her jaw,
turned on the gas, which rushed into the room with a gay released whistle. Immediately she turned it down again
and touched the flame to it, and the light spread itself into a little fan, blue-white at the core, then orange, then
pink-tipped.
Dolly was the one servant in the nine-room house. On condition that she would never encourage the attentions
of any young man or entertain him in the kitchen, Dolly had been engaged at a salary of fourteen dollars a month.
She cooked for the family of nine, washed sheets and tablecloths and petticoats, thumped irons, made bread,
cleaned the ashes out of the old range. She was not a good cook, not neat or clean, but she was good-natured and
faithful, and always loved the latest baby with a deep loyal passion that made the baby’s mother feel safe in
leaving the nursery occasionally to Dolly’s care.
The house had four upstairs bedrooms opening off a square hall, and a small dark bathroom with a tin tub and
a hand basin of brown mottled marble. Downstairs were the parlor, the library, the dining room and kitchen, and
off the kitchen was a room supposedly the servant’s bedroom but converted now into a store-room where Dolly
sometimes changed her shoes or dress. Dolly slept in the center bedroom upstairs with George, Wilhelmina and
Virgie-Lou. The new baby naturally would sleep in his mother’s room, and the two older girls, Lily and Florence,
shared the back bedroom with their grandmother.
The fourth or “hall” bedroom was occupied at irregular intervals by Uncle Roswell. It was a small slice of a
room with a bed and a bureau wedged into it; it smelled of cigarette smoke and leather and blankets even when
Uncle Roswell was away.
The mistress of this establishment was Wilhelmina Hawkes Venables, now lying exhausted and silent and
thoughtful with her ninth child in the curve of her weak arm. Mrs. Howden had rolled him up into a solid sausage
of swaddling and had put him there, and Willie had been too weak to move either him or her arm since. Her
mother, old Mrs. Hawkes, a stout, short, breathless woman: with an enormous bosom upon which a little watch,
attached by a gold ribbon bow, lay as upon a level plateau, sat panting at her bedside. Ma had talked idly at
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intervals during the last three hours, and had more than once picked up the baby, to shake him awake for his
meals, to change him, to look at him sharply and pronounce him a real good-looking little feller. But for a while
now both women had been silent, and the baby, warmly cocooned in flannel, had been silent too.
Willie lay spent. The child had been born two days ago, just about this hour of dusk, but still she didn’t seem to
be able to move. She had not been like this with any of the others. It seemed to be getting harder all the time,
except of course for the first time. The first child’s birth, what with convulsions and “flooding,” had been
something terrible. Willie remembered that after it she had been frightened out of her wits, actually frightened out
of all self-control and dignity; she had gasped faintly, hoarsely, that she never would have another baby—never.
Long after, with rueful amusement, she remembered her own quick breath and desperate audacity, her threat that
she would run away and hide herself where no one would ever find her, but she wouldn’t ever face this again!
That child had been a boy, Arthur, who had died at three months. The first burning summer days of her first
labor, when, Willie had moaned and had tried to walk, had stumbled to the bed only to writhe away from its
tumbled sheets again, had all been in vain. Her pretty child had died.
Thirteen months later Lionel had been born, and after a few weeks of wailing had also died. Then another
thirteen months and Lily, sturdy and adored and reassuring, had arrived, and before Lily had reached her second
birthday, Florence. After Florence had come George, and a Willis who had died, and little Wilhelmina, always
called “Weeny,” and Virgie-Lou. And now to the line was added this little fellow, a small mottled baby, already
showing the red of the Hawkes hair on his palpitating little crown.
And Willie was tired out. She lay flat. It seemed to her that she never would want to move again. She had told
her mother something of her utter discouragement in the long afternoon hours, and Mrs. Hawkes, cleaning her
teeth thoughtfully with her tongue, shrugging her stout shoulders, had laughed ruefully, sympathetically.
“They say if the men had to have every other one there’d only be two children in every family,” she had said.
But Willie, who had laughed at this invariably before, hadn’t laughed now. The thought of her husband made
her feel something like hate—hate for the strength and power that were animating him at this very moment
downtown in the office, talking to people, laughing. He would probably walk home; it was a good mile, but he
loved it. He would come into this room breezy and fresh, his hard cheek cold, and just his leaning over to kiss her,
the touch of his bushy mustache, would weary Willie, antagonize her.
“Well, you don’t have to go through it again for a while,” her mother had said comfortably.
“I’m thirty-eight, I’ve been married sixteen years,” Willie had presently said, reflectively. “I could have five
more.”
“Your grandmother Roswell had a baby the day she was fifty-six. That was Aunt Lilian that had the fits.”
To this Willie had made no answer. She had closed her sunken eyes; tears had slipped down her pale cheeks.
“Nine’s enough,” she had said after a while, in a whisper.
“Well, I guess we don’t have much say about such things,” her mother had remarked cheerfully.
Willie's whole flattened body had risen in a great rending sigh.
*
The bedroom was in the front of the house and had three windows that came down to the floor. In its shadowy
corners, disappearing now in the end of day, were chests and chairs, bureaus and closet doors. The crib was here,
and a little table on which were bottles and spoons and cups, and a tall black bottle of medicine Willie had been
prescribed a tonic, a strong slippery stuff scented with wintergreen and tar. Every hour her mother or the nurse put
two tablespoonfuls of it into her mouth.
The bed was large and deep with a walnut back carved with leaves and scrolls and a high curved foot over
which the blankets were now folded. The woman in the bed had a sudden feeling that she was sick of blankets, of
pillows, of the room with its nauseating smells, of the cracks of light that were coming in through the door into
the hall. She was sick most of all of her own wretched body, the pains with which it was so familiar, the aches and
weakness that followed the pains. The world was still ringing with Sunday’s clamor and protests; she could still
hear her own voice saying,
“Ah-h-h, no, no, please! Oh, my God!”
Her head ached from it still; every fiber of her body ached or was held in that stillness that meant that any
move would start the little sharp tremors moving again. She was going to live, she was not going to die, but it was
not worth while. Rest, that was all she wanted—weeks, months, years of it—and rest was what she never would
get.
“Maybe you’ll never have another, Willie,” her mother said.
“I don’t care if I ever do or not,” Willie answered darkly. She did not herself know what she meant by the
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wicked words, but it somehow gave her satisfaction to say them.
“It’s no use caring,” they seemed to say. “I’m not going to be fool enough to express an opinion any more!
How’d you know that you’d stopped, Ma?” she asked aloud.
“Your father was killed,” Mrs. Hawkes said briefly.
Dolly came in and lighted the gas. The sudden brilliance hurt the sick woman’s eyes, and she put up a quick
feeble hand to protect them.
“Push that bracket back, will you, Ma?” she murmured.
“Dolly, have you seen the baby?” asked the old woman.
“Didn’t I give him his first bath, Sunday night?” Dolly came over, extinguishing her lighter, looking down at
the sleeping infant.
“He looks some like Flo,"” she commented. “Flo says you’re going to name him Cleveland.”
“Flo did? I wish to goodness—“
Willie’s little flare of impatience died almost before it had gotten started.
“What possesses her to say things like that?” she murmured, smiling half in amusement and half in
discouragement. “Who’s home, Dolly?”
“Lily and Flo’s home; they’re givin’ Virgie-Lou her supper in the kitchen, and they says they’re goin’ to get her
to bed for me. But Georgie and Weeny’s over to Personses’.”
“It’s terribly good of Ida to keep them,” Willie said, languidly. And immediately protest arose in her usually
gentle breast again, and she thought resentfully,
“But I don’t want to have to ask my sister Ida favors at all! I’d much rather be free and strong to take care of
my own children. It isn’t fair to Weeny and Georgie to fob them off on other people this way. And I suppose in
two years more—I’m lucky if I go two years …”
“Have you any of that chicken soup, Dolly?” Mrs. Hawkes was asking.
“No, ma’am. Uncle Roswell come in and et it,” Dolly, who called the children’s uncle what they called him,
answered simply.
Willie felt a sharp pang of disappointment. She had thought more than once this afternoon of the soup; Hattie
had brought it to her yesterday, but yesterday she had not felt equal to eating anything. Too bad, but there was no
help for it; Uncle Roswell often made these forages on the safe; nothing to do but think of something else.
“I’ll have tea, Dolly, and toast.”
“Want that ’fore they have their dinners?”
“What time is it now?”
“Round five.”
“Yes, I believe I’d like it as soon as you can get round to it.”
Quite suddenly she was ravenously hungry; she felt as if she could not wait for slow, deliberate Dolly to cut
the bread and furnish the tray.
“Right away,” she said. “Get the girls to set the table for you. Have you got a good dinner for Mr. Venables?”
“Corn’ beef and cabbage. It don’t seem a real good piece. I’ve had it on the fire with the irons most of the day,
but it don’t give to the fork at all. She don’t like corn’ beef,” Dolly confided, with a jerk of her head in the general
direction of the kitchen and a glance at the baby that indicated that she was speaking of the nurse. “She’s goin’ to
have a dropped egg. I remember when Weeny was born she cut up like all get-out.”
“Isn’t there any chicken for Mr. Venables?”
“I give it to them last night.”
“Well …” He hated these bare, unimaginative dinners; a great chunk of beef, a great dish of cabbage, cut bread
slipping about on the plate, Sunday’s cocoanut cake for dessert. Willie had made the cake herself on Saturday
morning; it seemed a long time ago. She had made two pies for Saturday dessert and the cake and a Bavarian
cream for Sunday. But by the time the cake had been served she had been deep in labor.
They had eaten some of it, however. She had smelled it on Paul’s breath when he had come up to hold her wet,
slippery hands; smelled it and coffee, good strong coffee. From the blazing region of torture into which she had
been caught she had heard him say that it had been a good dinner.
Well, that awful day was over, anyway. The baby was here, and Paul had been pleased because it was another
boy. They had lost three boys; George would have a brother at last.
Mrs. Howden came to take the child over to the fire, to sit mumbling and fussing over him, and Willie rolled
on her side and enjoyed her tea. Hot—deliciously hot, with milk and sugar; the spongy toast, decorated with
unmelted thick lumps of butter, was fresh and good too. Her mother came back to watch her in satisfaction.
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“Lily and Flo’s putting Virgie-Lou to bed; you’d die to see them,” she said. “I declare that Lily’s like a
woman.”
“Flo’s really more motherly with them.”
Willie pushed the finished tray back on the chair, twisted around on her pillow again, wiping her mouth on her
handkerchief and smiling. Dolly had forgotten the napkin again. She felt better, and here was Paul.
He was a square-built, rosy man in his early forties. There was gray here and there in the tough thick light hair
that curled musician-fashion about his ears. He wore a brushy mustache; his eyes were bright and keen.
“Well, did that taste good?” he asked, removing the tray and sitting down in the chair after he had stooped to
touch his lips to her forehead.
“You haven’t had your dinner, have you, dear?” she countered lifelessly.
“Not yet. The girls are putting Virgie-Lou to bed. 1 don’t think Dolly’s quite ready. Well, how’s the boy?”
Willie indicated his neighborhood with a faint movement of her head. Her husband walked to the rocker where
old Howden was sitting, looked down on him speculatively. .
“D’you know you’re lucky you’re a boy, young feller,” he said. “Another girl was going right over to the
Sisters—yessir, you’d have been packed right off to the Sisters—”
“He says he didn’t have nothing to do with it,” said Howden, a whiskered old baggy woman whose nose
curved down to her chin. “Sh’ ought to have her tonic again,” she added, establishing the baby in a basket full of
blankets. “Two spoons of it. She skipped it once today when she was asleep.”
“I hate the taste of it, iron and tar—ugh!” Willie said.
“After that lovely tea it just seems too bad—” Her mouth opened obediently; she gulped down the black mass.
“I wish to goodness Dolly’d hurry up dinner,” she thought. “First the girls kept him out of the bathroom and now
Ma’ll go in! I wish she’d clean up before Paul gets home. …
“Well,” she said aloud, in a fond, amused voice, “I hear my Virgie-Lou has had two nurses tonight!”
Three little girls had come into the room. Lily, thirteen, was a beautiful quiet-eyed child with fair hair; Flo, two
years younger, was heavier and tall, with red hair and light eyes. Virgie-Lou, a baby of two years, came to her
mother, laying her freshly washed face against her mother’s and beginning to weep.
“We hurt her hair doing it,” Flo explained defiantly. She looked expectantly at her mother; anyone who hurt
the baby was usually in disgrace. But Willie had no fight in her tonight.
“I think you might have let her hair go,” she said mildly. “She’s going right to bed. Did you have a good wash,
darling?”
“And we gave her her supper too,” Flo stated.
“We wanted to help you, Mother,” Lily added virtuously.
“You shouldn’t have got her crying right after her supper; it’s all right, I guess, but she’ll probably throw it all
up,” Willie said, in one breath. They had been trying to be good, Lily and Flo; she wasn’t in any mood to find
fault.
“Mother, I love the smell of the room when there’s a new baby,” Flo said brightly, going to the basket.
“Blankets and milk. Vaseline—why do they have vaseline for new babies?”
“They get all greased with it for their first bath,” Willie explained wearily. “They’re all sticky and dirty.”
“Oh, but Mother, why? Why doesn’t Howden do that before she brings the baby? It seems to me she ought to
bring you a clean baby. Hello, baby, hello, little brother! I’m your big sister, Flo.”
Lily’s quick sensitive look met her mother’s, her father’s. She flushed. She knew that Flo was talking foolishly,
but she did not quite know why. Horrible to be stupid! They’d been stupid to get Virgie-Lou crying too. Children
were always stupid, and one seemed to be always a child. Lily felt sure that for years to come it would be her fate
to lie awake every night remembering with burning cheeks the mistakes she had made during the day, the absurd
things she had said. Flo was still hanging over the basket, murmuring in unctuously motherly tones to the baby.
“Well, you little snuggles-y,” she said; “you yittle ole silly snuggles-y, you cutem cutem—“
“Florence,” said her mother, “what on earth possessed you to tell people I was going to name him Cleveland?”
Flo stood straight and abashed, reduced instantly from a very luxury of maternal illusion to culpable littlegirlhood again. Her freckled face flushed under the red hair.
“I said you might,” she said uncomfortably.
“Is that the truth?” her father asked, amused.
“That’s all I said, Papa; honest.”
“I wish you’d begin to tell the truth, Florence,” her mother said wearily, sternly. Paul was always too easy with
the girls.
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“Well, I thought you might, Mama.”
It took nothing at all to get Flo into trouble; several times a day, between home life and school life, she was
brought up with this sort of jerk and found herself in this wretched position, head hanging, cheeks burning, words
forsaking her tongue.
“Why do you say those things, Flo?”
If they would ever change the subject or get done with their questions! But no, they never did. They said the
same things over and over.
“I don't know, Mama.”
All her bright interest in the new baby, All her enthusiasm for helping in this domestic crisis, were gone. She
was a homely, tall, red-headed little girl looking furtively about under lowered lids for a way of escape, like a
cobra—bored, nervous, resentful.
“Well, go down to your dinner with Papa—that was the bell. Take the tray, will you, Paul? Can you take it,
Lily?”
“Oh yes, Mother, of course!”
Lily could do everything. Flo leaped ahead to open the door for her burdened sister, stumbled against it, barely
saved upsetting the tray. Her elbow hit the wood with a sharp crack; she immediately said that she was not hurt,
but as she went downstairs she was crying.
Willie had felt quite bright and amused while they had all been in the room, but now she was tired and
uncomfortable again. Her head ached, and her body, bandaged and strapped tightly, was sore. Paul had turned the
gas down to a bead; firelight was pleasant in the room. These days would go by somehow, and she would get
stronger and stronger and in a few weeks be able to take a bath and brush her hair and even walk to market. Oh, it
would be good to be flat and light and able to walk again. She had been so heavy with this baby—or perhaps it
was that she hadn’t been really well since Virgie-Lou’s birth, and so had felt the weight of this one more …
Well, whatever the reason, she had not felt right since this baby had started coming. She had suspected that she
was to have another at Christmastime; the dread of it had spoiled Christmas Day. A few days later the inevitable
nausea had seized her; no escaping, no mistaking that! Hattie and Daisy, her unmarried sisters, had been quite
scornful over it; Willie was a perfect fool to go on this way! But the married sister, Ida, had merely sighed as Ma
had—had said only,
“You don’t seem to have any luck, Willie.” And Paul had looked thoughtful, had ejaculated “Whew-w-w!:”
before reproaching her mildly:
“I kind of wish we weren’t in for all this, dearie. We’ve got five of ’em. That’s about all any man can raise
these days.”
No help anywhere; no understanding. Well, when one was married, that was the rule. Married ladies all knew
that. You had to stand a great deal, and you got your children’s company, your joy in them, your pride in them out
of it. Love of them came all day long and every day; pride and joy only when, by a miracle, they were all well and
all clean, and no one of them had a bandaged forehead or puffed lip, and when some woman who had no children,
or had only one, said admiringly,
“Willie, these aren’t all yours! Look at your red-headed baby. What darlings!”
Otherwise it was pretty much backache, tumbled beds, sour bottles, pots glued deep in cold porridge, the
kitchen with a cold stove, pools of ashy water on the floor. A teacher came with a protest against absences. Ma
brought Flo back because the child seemed to be getting a cold. Paul suggested having the Bakers to dinner; well,
it could be arranged. But not this week, for Dolly had an ulcerated tooth and was a sight. George pressed a piece
of wet blue paper against the new spread, and the blue wouldn’t come out. Flo, taken unawares by some nursery
catastrophe, ejaculated an unforgivable word. She got well spanked for it, but that did not blot out the recollection.
The watermelon was a watery soft pink and had to be thrown out. And when Bertha called, the piano was an inch
deep in dust. Oh, well …
Willie twisted her sore shoulders against the pillow and stared idly at the fire. It glowed in a small roundbarred iron grate; it was sinking, but there was fuel there. The terrific noise of bringing up and slamming down a
whole fresh scuttleful of coal had been the thing that had aroused Willie from an afternoon drowse; Dolly had
gotten Miller, the iceman, to bring it up, and Ma had taken the too heavy burden from him at the door and had
staggered with it to the hearth.
Paul would build up the fire; the room must be kept very warm for the baby. Too warm for Willie. She felt
almost feverish. She wished that her head would clear. Foghorns were sounding dimly on the Bay far out in the
dark; she could hear the click of knives on plates downstairs; her mother’s voice; Flo’s high voice.
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Lily was a manageable child, if too sensitive, serious and reasonable, fair, like Paul’s people. But Flo was
excitable, unruly, with the Hawkes red hair. Lily would be quite a beauty; Flo’s teeth were too big, and she was
too fat, and then there were the freckles. George was handsome and blond again; little Virgie-Lou was fair;
Weeny, four years old, was the prettiest of the lot, gold-headed, black-eyed, dainty and precise and self-contained;
a tiny creature, smaller even than Virgie-Lou. What would the new boy be like?
Richard, Philip, Lawrence. She liked all these names. She and Paul had called Lily “Dick” during all the time
that Lily had been coming. Their first two children had been boys; they had naturally thought of the third child as
a boy. Philip Lawrence Venables wouldn’t be a bad name for the newcomer. If only he would be the last! She
would grow strong again then and begin to catch up with the things that were always waiting to be done … the
mending basket … the curtains … her music …
Ida had talked once of things women “did.” Awful women, who interfered with the coming of children. But
then, without doing anything at all, Ida had had only two children—Louise and Calvin. Ida always talked as if she
had wanted more. But there were five years between her boy and girl, and Calvin now was twelve; there would
not be any more. Ida was only forty, but she never seemed to worry. How restful to reach an age when one’s
children were in school and there was no probability of having any more! Captain Persons, Ida’s husband, was in
the merchant marine; he was away a good deal. And they never talked as if they were very fond of each other;
they were both rather cold. Perhaps Ida was just the sort of woman who did not have them.
But whatever it was, Ida despised women who “did” anything to escape pregnancy. She could not be harsh
enough about them. She spoke of the abhorred thing only briefly, and Willie felt some delicacy, on her side, in
bringing up the subject. Naturally any woman would suspect instantly why Mrs. Paul Venables was interested!
But Willie wondered about it sometimes …
2
After dinner Willie’s mother and husband and the children, smelling of cabbage, tea, bread and butter,
streamed back into the room, but it was not long before the little girls drifted away to do their homework, and
Paul, after a few kindly words and a not too critical reference to the corned beef, said that he would go downtown.
“Take the car, Paul!”
“I will.”
The house was rather awkwardly placed on Jones Street above Union, on one of the steepest of the city’s many
hills, but the Union Street car was very convenient. Paul would be down among the bright lights of Kearney and
Market streets in no time at all. Willie felt a little pang of longing to go with him. She had not been out very often
at night for all her thirty-eight years. She remembered going downtown with her father once, on election night,
and she had sometimes been to the Tivoli and the Alcazar with Paul, during their early married years, when a
good play came to town or a good performance of an operetta was given. The Mikado and Girofie-Girofia! How
delightful they had been
But home responsibilities, babies and illnesses had ended all that. Willie had the piano scores of the operas; she
told the children about them when she played them.
“I think it’s a remarkable thing that it was a San Francisco man who invented the cable cars,” her mother said
tonight, when Paul had gone. Old Mrs. Hawkes had made this observation and had said every other thing she ever
said a hundred times before. But Willie loved to hear her mother talk.
“They say that in the East; they think it’s a remarkable city,” she added, tonight.
“Well, I think it is a remarkable city.”
Willie knew only a few of the other cities. She had been to Sacramento for Governor Waterman’s inauguration;
she had of course been several times to Oakland, across the Bay, and once she and Paul had driven down to San
Jose with the Baldwins. Fifty miles in a delightful spring carriage with a fringed canopy shaking gently overhead,
and an overnight stay at the Hotel Vendome; that had been quite an outing!
Only Willie had been ill; it had been seven or eight months before dear little Arthur’s birth, and she had been
quite actively sick in the Vendome dining room. Tiresome, always to be the sick one, to whom the others had to
show kindness!
“My, how those women in the East must envy us when the snows begin,” old Mrs. Hawkes said.
“It ain’t the snows, it’s the heat that got me,” Howden contributed, now busy with the baby. Willie’s eyes,
sunken in a white face, watched her anxiously as the little pulpy head flopped about.
“Try him again,” said Howden, presenting him suddenly to his mother.
Languidly Willie fumbled with the tucked and embroidered yoke of her nightgown. Her breasts were swelling
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fast, sensitive, dark at the tips. The little vague mouth of the baby lipped about blindly. He slipped; he was not
rightly adjusted; the women laughed at his fury and his wails.
Willie propped herself on her elbow; that was not so bad! No vertigo; and her head felt clearer. Faint
beginnings of returning hope stirred in her; she was really feeling more like herself.
“Look at you raise yourself up,” her mother said.
“You little pig,” Willie breathed.
“It ain’t goin’ to take that young one long,” the nurse said, in great satisfaction. “Virgie-Lou, now, she wouldn’t
nurse good for a week.”
“Turn up that gas a little bit, will you, Howden?”
Mrs. Hawkes rustled newspapers in the better light. She had brought them all upstairs with her—the Post, the
Bulletin, the Report. Over by the fire, with the gas bracket drawn out to its right position over her grizzled head,
she read excerpts of the day’s news to Willie, and Willie, her tiny baby comfortably asleep in her arm, listened
dreamily and thought of many things.
There was one symptom—it had started up only an hour ago—that worried her. Stupid, to feel so much better
and to have her head clear again, and to be worrying for fear this simple thing meant something! Of course it
didn’t; she had always had these fancies in illness. Dr. Swann would laugh at her tomorrow.
“Why, looky here, marm, you’ve jest had a baby!” he would remind her. He had come from Vermont; he loved
the Yankee drawl.
“Durned if the old man didn’t up and die on ’em,” he had made her laugh by saying a few days ago when the
pains had just been beginning, “cuz thar warn’t no fy-sician!”
Old Ben Swann always made her laugh in the preliminaries of labor; later he was sympathetic and clever of
touch and trustworthy. He had given her blessed doses of laudanum in her first confinement; she would eternally
be grateful to him for that; but after that neither he nor Paul had thought opiates wise. He lived far downtown—at
the Russ House—but either Ma or Dolly or Paul always went for him the minute things commenced, and he drove
out in his buggy and stayed long enough to be sure that everything was all right.
But how Willie’s heart always sank when, after watching her struggle for a while, he would prepare to go away
again.
“I’ll be at the Bohemian Club for dinner tonight,” he might say. And this at noon! “But I’ll be back round ten.”
“Ten! Do you mean I’m not going to have this baby until ten tonight?”
“You probably ain’t goin’ to have it then, marm. But you’ll git through. Paul go back to work? … That’s right.
Well, you’ve got a job ahead of ye, Miss Willie. Good luck to ye!” And then the murmuring of Ma and Ida and
Howden again.
“Ah, you poor thing, it’s hard … You’re feeling awful, aren’t you? … Never mind, it’ll be over sometime …”
“Would you ever be interested in one of these telephones?”
It was her mother’s voice, speaking over the pages of the paper. Willie came out of a dream, widened her eyes.
“How d’you mean, Ma?”
“Well, they’re putting them in houses in New York.”
“I don’t know what they’d use them for.”
“It says ordering things from the grocery, for one thing.”
“Oh, for goodness sake!” said Willie, amused. “I’d feel terribly silly doing that,” she added, after thought.
“You wouldn’t see what the potatoes and meat looked like, would you?”
“I don’t know what the world’s coming to, with the way they’re hurrying and crowding things together,” Mrs.
Hawkes said, yawning comfortably. “Your father used to think that the railroad and the mail was about enough.
Then came the cable cars. Now here’s the incandescent lights! It sort of seems flying in the face of Providence, to
me. What’s all the hurry about?”
“The incandescent light was beautiful,” Willie commented, dreamily. “You saw it, Ma?”
“No, but Daisy saw it at the Mechanics’ Fair, and Hattie was talking about it. It sounds funny to me.”
“The night we had the girls and Georgie there, they lighted up sort of columns, little lights strung on columns.
Paul thought it was wonderful. They only left it on five minutes.”
“How d’you mean ‘left it on’?”
“Well, they don’t light it, you know, Ma.”
“Don’t light it? How on earth do they light it, then?”
“I don’t know. It’s electricity. Paul said he kind of understood it. You turn it on and off like a faucet.”
“I don’t know why gas isn’t good enough for anyone. You ought to have your tonic again, Willie. Telephones
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and incandescent light, and Minnie Roddy buying her children ready-made underwear! I don’t know what the
seamstresses are supposed to do.” Willie gulped down the heavy black syrup.
“Times change, Ma. Remember how Grandma used to talk about canned food and opening the windows
nights? She thought babies ought to be nursed whenever they cried and that night air was bad for children.”
“Ma was set. She never ate a tomato in her life. She always said they were poison when she was a girl. They
grew ’em like flowers in the gardens.”
“I know. Love apples.”
Willie lay silent for a while, reflecting that she was hungry again. But after all Ma had done today she couldn’t
ask her mother to go down to the kitchen and get her—well, what? What would taste good? A glass of hot, hot
milk, that would be the thing. Perhaps Dolly would come up, and she could ask her to be sure there was a good
fire going; Howden was a terror for wanting hot water at night. And she could say,
“Dolly, be an angel and bring me up a cup of hot milk.”
Ah no, the girls would do it. They were getting marvelously helpful. Here were Lily and Flo, sleepy and fuzzy,
ink on Flo’s middle finger, pencil dust on her pale freckled face.
“Mother—I’m always going to call you ‘Mother,’ now. May I?” Flo asked animatedly. “I hate ‘Mama.’ And I
think ‘M’ma’ is simply crazy. A girl at school—“
“Don’t touch him, Flo. He’s sleeping so nicely. Girlies, before you settle down will you go down and ask Dolly
for a glass of very hot milk for Mama?”
“We’d simply delight to do it!” Flo said gushingly.
“And a cracker, Mama? A shoo-fly?” Lily asked.
“No, not a shoo-fly; they’re too sweet. A soda cracker, darling. And don’t make any noise on account of VirgieLou. I think Mrs. Howden’s lying down too.
“Really, they’re getting awfully useful,” Willie said, when they were gone.
“They’re real good girls.” Mrs. Hawkes rustled papers again, yawned again. “What took Paul out?” she asked.
“Well, I don’t know. He probably went to the club. He doesn’t like to go to bed until we’re all settled down, on
account of having Howden fussing round in here. Poor Paul,” Willie said, smiling, “he didn’t get much sleep last
night, I’m afraid. I was so restless, and the baby waked two or three times. Once he took care of him, and twice
Howden came in. I kept as far on this side of the bed as I could, and had her sort of shade the light, but I don’t
believe he got much sleep. Yes, sir; you’re a trouble-maker,” she said to the baby who was on the bed beside her
again. “You’re just a little trouble-maker!”
The girls came back. Willie sipped the scalded milk gratefully; it was just right. Hot to the point of seeming
thin and light, but not tasting boiled. Lily and Flo sat on the floor before the fire.
“Got your compositions done?”
“We did them before dinner. We had twelve examples—some of them were awfully hard.” Lily smiled ruefully
as she spoke.
“I wish you’d talk to Miss Lloyd about them, Mama,” Flo whined. “I wish you would! They’re too hard,
honestly they are, Mama; nobody can do them! Belle McDonald can’t even do them, even.”
She was crying. Her mother sighed.
“You’re tired, dearie, or you wouldn’t feel so badly. Why not go right to bed?” Flo looked up, her eyes flashing
amazement, her cheeks drying.
“Go to bed?” she said, aghast. “Mother, it’s only twenty to eight!”
“I know. But if you feel tired—“
“I don’t feel tired,” said Flo. “I’m not in the least tired, even. Mother, can we wear our challies\fn{ Dresses made
of a soft woolen-and-silk dress fabric} to school tomorrow?”
“Of course not, darling.”
“But it’s Clare’s party, Mother.”
“Well, you can come home and wash your faces and change to your challies."
“Well, then we’ll be la-a-te!” Flo said, on a wail.”
“Oh, Florence!” her mother said patiently.
“Oh, but Mama,” Florence began eagerly, “Henrietta is going straight from school with her sister’s English
governess, and Eda is going and the Barbees and everyone!”
“They really are, Mama,” Lily put in, in her grave, sweet little voice.
“But you’re right on the way, girlies, and some of those girls have to come all the way from the Mission! No;
you’d better come home and get started fresh. Now I don’t want to see an expression like that on your face, Flo,”
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her mother said. “If we’re going to have sulks I think it’s bedtime—”
“I’m not sulking,” Flo interposed in a strangled meek voice.
“Here, what am I thinking of!” the grandmother exclaimed suddenly.
She rose to get the tonic bottle; the baby stirred and began to wail when his mother moved. Flo and Lily rushed
to the bed and hung over him admiringly.
“Aw, he’s crying—aw, he’s cute!”
“Here, one of you take him!” Willie said, laughing and squirming. “He’ll get tonic in his face; he’s right on my
arm!”
“Oh, Mama, I might hurt him!” Lily faltered.
“I’ll take him!”
Flo grasped him, blankets and all; he slipped free of his wrappers and slid down on the bed. The grandmother
caught him; tonic spattering like ink in every direction.
“My God!” said the old lady forcefully. “My goodness gracious!” she amended it. “You might have dropped
him on the floor, child!”
“He came out,” Flo observed, staring aghast.
“Oh, goodness, look at that tonic, Flo! Look at what you’ve done, to say nothing of dropping the baby! Get me
a wet towel, Lily. Put him in his basket, Ma; this is awful. On my face, Lily—and my hair, dear, right here.
T’t’t’t’t!” Willie sputtered. Her mother regarded the whole scene disapprovingly, her wrinkled stout face like
leather against the baby’s gosling hair.
Flo shrugged her shoulders and walked away, her back straight and her chin high.
“‘She turned away,’” Florence thought proudly, “‘and going back to the fire, flung herself down and stared
with her dark eyes into the leaping flames.’”
*
The fire, as a matter of fact, was almost out. When something like quiet was restored, Willie suggested that
they revive it, and the two little girls rattled coals and stuck the tin blower carefully in place. The flames sucked,
sulked again, began to roar hearteningly. By this time the air in the room was very close; Willie’s face looked
flushed and sunken-eyed against the pillows.
“Mama, how do you know when you’re going to have a baby?” Flo asked from the rug.
“If they wouldn’t eternally harp on that!” Willie thought. Aloud she said:
“God lets you know.”
“So you can get the things ready,” Flo mused, satisfied. “Does He let Mrs. Howden know too?” she resumed
suddenly.
Willie looked at the clock. Two minutes before eight.
“Yes, He lets Mrs. Howden know too. It’s bedtime, girlies.”
“Mama, not quite! That’s fast; Papa said so. He said it was two minutes fast by his watch and that his watch
was the old regulator,” Flo protested. “Mama, why does God have to let Mrs. Howden know? Why doesn’t He
just send the baby here?”
“Because Mrs. Howden knows how to take care of tiny babies, Flo; wrap them up warm and give them hot
water.”
“With brandy in it?” Flo supplemented eagerly.
“When they have colic, yes.”
“A girl at school said her brother came in a cabbage. They don’t really come in cabbages, do they, Mama?
Olive Pettit’s mother said they came in big shells.”
“Well, that’s silly,” Lily said suddenly. Her face grew red; she looked at her mother.
“You’ll have to ask Mrs. Howden,” Willie said moderately.
“Oh well, Mama, all she says is, ‘To make long-eared rabbits ask questions!’” Flo complained, wailing again.
The big clock in the hall downstairs was striking; there was no disputing the time now. The little girls dragged
themselves reluctantly off to bed.
“When that young one starts asking questions—” Mrs. Hawkes began cautiously when they were gone.
“Flo? Yes. It’s modern schooling,” Willie sighed. “Even at Miss Marchand’s they learn too much. Did you
notice Lily’s expression while Flo was talking? She was as red as a beet. I’m going to have a real good talk with
her and tell her I don’t wish her to discuss or take any interest in certain topics. She’s nothing but a little girl.”
“Funny they don’t notice anything, Willie. Beforehand, I mean.”
“Why, they’re nothing but children, Ma. Was that the front door? That might be Paul.”
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“More likely it’s Roswell.”
The two women listened, hardly speaking in the full quarter-hour that it took some stumbling newcomer to
mount the stairs, fumble with the hall-bedroom door and the bathroom door, scratch a match, drop shoes, creak
bedsprings, turn off a squeaky gas jet. Presently there was silence.
“Yes, that’s Roswell,” said the older woman then. Willie made no answer; she was beginning to feel tired
again.
“I believe,” said Mrs. Hawkes, “I’ll get ready for bed. Paul may come in any minute, and Howden’ll want to
get started in here.”
“She may be asleep, Ma.”
“She was lying down on my bed. Just hear those foghorns, Willie! It must be a terrible night on the Bay.”
Howden came in, one raddled cheek stained scarlet from sleep, her gray braid fuzzy. She wore a striped flannel
wrapper, worn to clumsy thickness; her eyes glinted behind horn-rimmed spectacles. Dolly, who had dragged the
cot into the hall, came in to get a pillow.
“Virgie-Lou spit up some of her supper,” she said.
“Virgie-Lou did?”
“Yes’m; she et a lot of cocoanut cake and that old popcorn the girls popped on Saturday,” Dolly said. “They
didn’t lay good on her.”
“Is she all right now?”
“Yes’m; she’s off asleep again. She didn’t wake up real good; she was kind of half-asleep when I was fixin’
her.”
“I’ll wash your face off for you when I see what this feller’s goin’ to do,” Howden said, shaking the baby.
“Here, you, wake up! Looks like he was goin’ to have a convulsion, like Willis and Weeny done.”
“Oh, my God, get some hot water, Dolly!” Willie said, straining up on feeble palms, sitting trembling in bed.
“No; I guess he’s all right,” the midwife said. “He was just too sound asleep, that’s what was the matter with
my little beau. You’s too sound asleep, deary-boy, that’s what you was!”
Willie lay back, sweat on her forehead. Her mother stooped breathlessly to kiss her good night. Howden fussed
about the dimly lighted room, clinking spoons, moving chairs. She laid the baby on the bed at his mother’s knee,
and Willie twisted about to see the squirming little mottled legs, spotted saffron color. The baby yawned with the
look of wide-mouthed weeping; changed to real weeping; the silent, writhing mouth began to emit cries.
“He’s got a good strong voice.”
“Mis’ Venables,” Dolly said in the doorway, “Flo says she has a toothache.”
“You tell Flo to get into bed, an’ quick, too, if she doesn’t want some help from behind,” the grandmother said
briskly. “I’ll come in before I go to bed, an’ if there’s anything wrong I’ll get her some clove oil. You tell her I’ll
have her over my knee if I hear another word out of her. Spatterin’ tonic all over everything!”
Dolly, her dull face brightened by the thought of trouble for somebody—the only amusement her life ever
knew—departed. Howden put the dry, swaddled baby again to his mother’s breast.
*
Paul came home, fresh and rosy from a walk in the foggy streets. You could not see your hand before your
face, he announced. Terrible fog. They said four ships were waiting outside the Gate. Willie thought she would
like to be out on the cool dark sea.
Paul undressed in the bathroom, returned to the bedroom in shirt and trousers and sat on the side of the bed in
the shadows, pulling his nightgown over his head. Howden was done now; the baby was restored to his basket.
Willie turned on one side, stiffly, hurtfully, and watched Paul’s bare back disappear under the white cotton of the
nightshirt, and felt the whole bed quake as he bounced into it.
Instantly he was out again.
“Here, what am I doing? Want this light?”
“I thought just a bead, Paul. Howden’ll be in and out in the night, and those matches smell so bad.”
“Want this window open a little?”
“I’m afraid for the baby.”
“It’s pretty stuffy in here. Warm out.”
Paul opened a French window, and the room’s dim light and the dim street lights mingled on pink fog on the
balcony. He wound his watch. Willie could hear the creaking twist of the handle.
“Feeling pretty good?” he asked.
“Oh, much better.”
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But she was worried about that symptom still. However, if she were going to die and leave these six young
children, there were Ma and the girls to help Paul. Willie drowsed, wondering if in that case Paul would marry
either of her sisters. Hattie was too lively for him, and Daisy too meek. The pattern of the balcony’s cast-iron
railing grew large, diminished and grew small as the fog moved outside; the fire sprang up, flames chewed busily,
lighting the woven wicker of the baby’s basket and a loop of blanket—Virgie-Lou’s blanket really, and it had been
Weeny’s before Virgie-Lou.
Willie knew all the blankets and towels and cups and chairs and curtains of the house only too well; she knew
where nicks and scratches and stains and darning were.
“I’d like a new house filled with everything new!” she thought.
“Paul—” He started up from first sleep.
“Ha—what is it? Willie? Yes? Yes?”
“I’m sorry; I didn’t know you were asleep. I was thinking I’d name him Spencer.”
Paul yawned.
“Colfax was saying today we ought to have a junior.”
“But you don’t like the name Paul,” Willie said quickly.
“No; that isn’t much of a name for a boy,” the father said reflectively.
“I like Spencer,” Willie said definitely. …
131.101 Laughter\fn{by Charles Caldwell Dobie (1881-1943)} San Francisco, California, U.S.A. (M) 7
As Suvaroff neared his lodgings, he began to wonder whether the Italian who had the room next to him would
continued to grind out tunes all night upon his accordion. The thought made Suvaroff shudder. What in Heaven’s
name possessed people to grind out tunes, Suvaroff found himself inquiring, unless one earned one’s living that
way? Certainly, this weather-beaten Italian was no musician; he smelled too strongly of fish for any one to
mistake his occupation. He tortured melody from choice, blandly, for the pure enjoyment of the thing. With
Suvaroff it was different; if he did not play, he did not eat.
Suvaroff’s head had ached all day. The café where he scraped his violin from early afternoon until midnight
had never seemed so stuffy, so tawdry, so impossible! All day he had sat and played and played, while people ate
and chattered and danced. No, that did not describe what people did; they gorged and shrieked and gyrated like
decapitated fowls, accomplishing everything with a furious energy, primitive, abandoned disgusting. He wondered
if he would ever again see people eat quietly and simply, like normal human beings.
If only the Italian would go away, or decide to sleep, or died. Yes, Suvaroff would have been glad to have
found his neighbor quite dead—anything to still that terrible accordion, which had been pumping out tunes for
over a week at all hours of the day and night. The music did not have the virtue of an attempt at gaiety; instead it
droned out prolonged wails, melancholy and indescribably discordant.
The night was damp, a typical San Francisco midsummer night. A drizzling fog had swept in from the ocean
and fell refreshingly on the gray city. But the keenness of the air irritated Suvaroff’s headache instead of soothing
it; he felt the wind upon his temples as one feels the cool cut of a knife. In short, everything irritated Suvaroff—
his profession, the café where he fiddled, the strident streets of the city, the evening mist, the Hotel des Alpes
Maritimes, where he lodged, and the Italian fisherman and his doleful accordion.
Turning off Kearny Street into Broadway, he had half a notion not to go home, but his dissatisfaction was so
inclusive that home seemed, at once, quite as good and as hopeless a place to go as any other. So he pushed open
the door of his lodging-house and stamped rather heavily upstairs.
Although midnight, the first sound which greeted Suvaroff was the wheezing of the Italian’s accordion.
“Now,” muttered Suvaroff, “I shall suffer in silence no longer. Nobody in this city, much less in these
wretched lodgings, has an ear for anything but the clink of money and the shrill laughter of women. If fifty men
were to file saws in front of the entrance of any one of these rooms, there would be not the slightest concern.
Everyone would go on sleeping as if they had nothing more weighty on their conscience, than the theft of a kiss
from a pretty girl.”
He tossed his hat on the bed and made for the Italian’s door. He did not wait to knock, but broke in noisily. The
accordion stopped with a prolonged wail; its owner rose, visibly frightened.
“Ah!” cried the Italian, “it is you! I am glad of that. See, I have not left the house for three days.”
There was a genial simplicity about the man; Suvaroff felt overcome with confusion.
“What is the matter? Are you ill?” he stammered, closing the door.
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“No. I am afraid to go out. There is somebody waiting for me. Tell me, did you see a cripple standing on the
corner, near Bollo’s Wine Shop, as you came in?” Suvaroff reflected.
“Well, not a cripple, exactly, but I saw a hunchback, with … with—”
“Yes! yes!” cried the other, excitedly. “A hunchback with a handsome face! That is he. I am afraid of him. For
three days he has sat there, waiting!”
“For You? How absurd! Why should anyone do such a ridiculous thing?” The Italian slipped his hands from
the accordion and laid it aside.
“Nobody but one who is mad would do it, but he is mad. There is no doubt about that!”
Suvaroff began to feel irritated.
“What are you talking about? Have you lost your senses? If he is waiting for you, why do you not go out and
send him away? Go out and pay him what you owe him.”
The Italian rose and began to shudder.
“I owe him nothing. He is waiting for me—to kill me!”
“Nonsense!” cried Suvaroff. “What is his reason?”
“He is waiting to kill me because I laughed at him.”
“That is ridiculous!” said Suvaroff..
“Nevertheless, it is true,” replied the Italian. “He kills .every one who laughs at him. Three days ago I laughed
at him. But I ran away. He followed me. He does not know where I lodge, but he has wit enough to understand
that if he waits long enough he will find me out. In Heaven’s name, my friend, can you not help me? See. I am a
simple soul. I cannot think quickly. I have prayed to the Virgin, but it is no use. Tell me, what can I do to escape?”
“Why do you not see a policeman?”
The Italian let his hands fall hopelessly.
“A policeman? What good would that do? Even you do not believe me!”
A chill seized Suvaroff. He began to shake, and in the next instant a fever burned his cheeks. His head was full
of little darting pains. He turned away from the Italian, impatiently.
“You must be a pretty sort of a man to let a little hunchback frighten you! Good night.” And with that Suvaroff
went out, slamming the door.
When Suvaroff got to his room he felt dizzy. He threw himself on the bed and lay for some time in a stupor.
When he came to his senses again the first sound to greet him was the wail of his neighbor’s accordion.
“What a fool I am!” he muttered. “Here I go bursting into this Italian’s room for the purpose of asking him to
quit his abominable noise, and I listen like a dumb sheep to his bleatings, and so forget my errand!”
The noise continued, grew more insistent, became unbearable. Suvaroff covered his ears with a comforter. His
head was throbbing so violently that even the ticking of a clock upon the table by his bed cut his senses like a
two-edged sword. He rose, stumbling about with a feeling of indescribable weakness. What was the matter? Why
did he feel so ill? His eyes burned, his legs seemed weighted, his throat was so dry that there was no comfort
when he swallowed. All this he could have stood if it had not been for the fiendish noise which, he began to feel,
was being played merely for his torture.
He put on his hat and stumbled downstairs, out into the night. Crossing the street, he went at once to Bollo’s
Wine Shop. The hunchback was sitting on a garbage can, almost at the entrance. At the sight of this misshapen
figure, the irritating memory of the Italian and his impossible music recurred to Suvaroff. A sudden sinister
cruelty came over him; he felt a wanton ruthlessness that the sight of ugliness sometimes engenders in natures
sensitive to beauty. He went up to the hunchback and looked searchingly into the man’s face. It was a strangely
handsome face, and its incongruity struck Suvaroff. Had Nature been weary, or merely in a satirical mood, when
she fashioned such a thing of horror? For Suvaroff found that the handsome face seemed even more horrible than
the twisted body, so sharp and violent was the contrast.
The hunchback returned Suvaroff’s stare with almost insulting indifference, but there was something in the
look that quickened the beating of Suvaroff’s heart.
“You are waiting here,” began Suvaroff, “for an Italian who lodges across the street. Would you like me to tell
you where he may be found?”
The hunchback shrugged.
“It does not matter in the slightest, one way or another. If you tell me where he lodges, the inevitable will
happen more quickly than if I sat and waited for the rat to come out of his hole. Waiting has its own peculiar
interest. If you have ever waited, as I wait now, you know the joy that a cat feels—expectation is two-thirds of
any game.
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Suvaroff shuddered. He had an impulse to walk away, but the eyes of the other burned with a strange
fascination.
“Nevertheless,” said Suvaroff, I shall tell—”
The hunchback waved him to silence.
“Do whatever you wish, my friend, but remember, if you do tell me this thing, you and I will be forever bound
by a tie that it will be impossible to break. With me it does not matter, but you are a young man, and all your life
you will drag a secret about like a dead thing chained to your wrist. I am Flavio Minetti, and I kill everyone who
laughs at me! This Italian of whom you speak has laughed at me. I may wait a week—a month. It will be the
same. No-one has yet escaped me.”
An exquisite fear began to move Suvaroff.
“Nevertheless,” he repeated again, “I shall tell you where he lodges. You will find him upon the third landing
of the Hotel des Alpes Maritimes. There are no numbers on the doors, but it will be impossible for you to mistake
his room. All day and night he sits playing an accordion.”
Flavio Minetti took a cigarette from his pocket.
“Remember, my young friend, I gave you fair warning."
“I shall not forget,” replied Suvaroff.
Suvaroff climbed back to his room. He sat upon his bed, holding his head in his hands. The sound of the
accordion seemed gruesome now.
Presently he heard a step on the landing. His heart stood still. Sounds drifted down the passageway. The noise
was not heavy and clattering, but it had a pattering quality, like a bird upon a roof. Above the wailing of the
music, Suvaroff heard a door opened—slowly, cautiously. There followed a moment of silence; Suvaroff was
frightened. But almost immediately the playing began again.
“Now,” thought Suvaroff, “why is the Italian not frightened? The door has been opened and he goes on
playing, undisturbed. It must be that he is sitting with his back to the door. If this is so, God help him! Well, why
need I worry? What is it to me? It is not my fault if a fool like that sits with his door unlocked and his face turned
from the face of danger.”
And, curiously, Suvaroff’s thoughts wandered to other things, and a picture of his native country flashed over
him—Little Russia in the languid embrace of summer—green and blue and golden. The soft notes of the balalaika
at twilight came to him, and the dim shapes of dancing peasants, whirling like aspen-leaves in a fresh breeze. He
remembered the noonday laughter of skylarks; the pear-trees bending patiently beneath their harvest; the placid
river winding its willow-hedged way, cutting the plain like a thin silver knife.
Now, suddenly. it came upon him that the music in the next room had stopped. He waited. There was not a
sound!.
After a time the door banged sharply. The pattering began again, and died away. But still there was no music!
Suvaroff rose and began to strip off his clothes. His teeth were chattering.
“Well, at last,” he muttered, “I shall have some peace!”
He threw himself on the bed, drawing the coverings up over his head. Presently a thud shook the house.
“He has slipped from his seat,” said Suvaroff aloud. “It is all over!” And he drew the bedclothes higher and
went to sleep.
*
Next morning, Suvaroff felt better. To be sure, he was weak, but he rose and dressed.
“What strange dreams people have when they are in a fever!” he exclaimed, as he put on his hat. Nevertheless,
as he left the house, he did not so much as glance at the Italian’s door.
It was a pleasant morning, the mist had lifted and the sky was a freshly washed blue. Suvaroff walked down
Kearny Street, and past Portsmouth Square. At this hour the little park was cleared of its human wreckage, and
dowdy sparrows hopped unafraid upon the deserted benches. A Chinese woman and her child romped upon the
green; a weather-beaten peddler stooped to the fountain and drank; the three poplar trees about the Stevenson
monument trembled to silver in the frank sunshine. Suvaroff could not remember when the city had appeared so
fresh and innocent. It seemed to him as if the gray, cold drizzle of the night had washed away even the sins of the
wine-red town.
But an indefinite disquiet rippled the surface of his con-tent. His peace was filled with a vague suggestion of
sinister things to follow, like the dead calm of this very morning, which so skillfully bound up the night wind in
its cool, placid air. He would have liked to linger a moment in the park, but he passed quickly by and went into a
little chop-house for his morning meal.
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As he dawdled over his cup of muddy coffee he had a curious sense that his mind was intent on keeping at bay
some half-formulated fear. He felt pursued, as by an indistinct dream. Yet he was cunning enough to pretend that
this something was too illusive to capture outright, so he turned his thoughts to all manner of remote things.
But there are times when it is almost as difficult to deceive oneself as to cheat others. In the midst of his
thoughts he suddenly realized that under the stimulating influence of a second cup of coffee he was feeling quite
himself again.
“That is because I got such a good night’s sleep,” he muttered. “For over a week this Italian and his wretched
accordion—”
He halted his thoughts abruptly.
“What am I thinking about?” he demanded. Then he rose, paid his bill, and departed.
He turned back to his lodgings. At Bollo’s Wine Shop he hesitated. A knot of people stood at the entrance of
the Hotel des Alpes Maritimes, and a curious wagon was drawn up to the curb. He stopped a child.
“What is the trouble?” he inquired. The girl raised a pair of mournful eyes to him.
“A man has been killed!” she answered.
Suvaroff turned quickly and walked in another direction. He went to the café where he fiddled. At this hour it
was like an empty cavern. A smell of stale beer and tobacco smoke pervaded the imprisoned air. He sat down
upon the deserted platform and pretended to practice. He played erratically, feverishly. The waiters, moving about
their morning preparations with an almost uncanny quiet, listened attentively. Finally one of them stopped before
him.
“What has come over you, Suvaroff?” questioned the man. “You are making our flesh creep!”
“Oh, pardon me!” cried Suvaroff. “I shall not trouble you further!”
And with that he packed up his violin and left. He did not go back to the café, even at the appointed hour.
Instead, he wandered aimlessly about. All day he tramped the streets. He listened to street-fakirs, peered into
shop-windows, threw himself upon the grass of the public squares and stared up at the blue sky. He had very little
personal consciousness; he seemed to have lost track of himself. He had an absurd feeling that he had come away
from somewhere and left behind a vital part of his being.
“Suvaroff! Suvaroff!” he would repeat over and over to himself, as if trying to recall the memory of some one
whose precise outline had escaped him.
He caught a glimpse of his figure in the mirror of a shop-window. He went closer, staring for some moments at
the face opposite him. There followed an infinitesimal fraction of time when his spirit deserted him as completely
as if he were dead. When he recovered himself he had a sense that he was staring at the reflection of a stranger.
He moved away, puzzled. Was he going mad?
Then, suddenly, everything grew quite clear. He remembered the Italian, the accordion, the hunchback.
Characters, circumstances, sequences—all stood out as sharply as the sky-line of a city in the glow of sunset.
He put his fingers to his pulse. Everything seemed normal; his skin was moist and cool. Yet last night he had
been very ill. That was it! Last night he had been ill!
“What strange dreams people have when they are in a fever!” he exclaimed for the second time that day. He
decided to go home.
“I wonder, though,” thought he, “whether the Italian is still playing that awful instrument?”
Curiously enough, the idea did not disturb him in the least.
“I shall teach him a Russian tune or two!” he derided, cheerfully. “Then, maybe his playing will be endurable.”
When he came again to his lodgings he was surprised to find a knot of curious people on the opposite side of
the street, and another before the entrance. He went up the stairs. Firs landlady came to meet him.
“Mr. Suvaroff ,” she began at once, “have you not heard what has happened? The man in the next room to you
was found this morning—dead!”
He did not pretend to be surprised.
“Well,” he announced, brutally, “at least we shall have no more of his dreadful music! How did he kill
himself?”
The woman gave way to his advance with a movement of fluttering confusion.
“The knife was in his side,” she answered. “In his side—toward the back.”
“Ah, then he was murdered!”
“Yes.”
He was mounting the second flight of stairs when his landlady again halted him.
“Mr. Suvaroff,” she ventured, “I hope you will not be angry! But his mother came early this morning. All day
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she has sat in your room, weeping. I cannot persuade her to go away. What am I to do?”
Suvaroff glared at her for a moment.
“It is nothing!” he announced, as he passed on, shrugging.
The door of his room was open; he went in. A gnarled old woman sat on the edge of the bed; a female consoler
was on either side. At the sight of Suvaroff the mourner rose and stood trembling before him. rolling a gaudy
handkerchief into a moist bundle.
“My good woman,” said Suvaroff, kindly, do not stand; sit down.”
“Kind gentleman!” the old woman began. “Kind gentleman—”
She got no further because of her tears. The other women rose and sat her down again. She began to moan.
Suvaroff, awkward and disturbed, stood as men do in such situations. Finally the old woman found her voice.
“Kind gentleman,” she said, “I am a poor old woman, and my son—ah! I was washing his socks when they
came after me. You see what has happened! He was a good son. Once a week he came to me and brought me five
dollars. Now—what am I to do, my kind gentleman?”
Suvaroff said nothing. She swayed back and forth, and spoke again.
“Only last week he said: ‘There is a man who lodges next me who plays music.’ Yes, my son was fond of you
because of that. He said: ‘I have seen him only once. He plays music all day and night, so that he may have
money enough to live on. When I hear him coming up the stairs .I take down my accordion and begin to play. All
day and night he plays for others. So I think, “Now it will be nice to give him some pleasure.” So I take down my
accordion and play for him.’ Yes, yes! He was like that all his life. He was a good son. Now what am I to do?”
A shudder passed over Suvaroff. There was a soft tap upon the door. The three women and Suvaroff looked up.
Flavio Minetti stood in the doorway.
The three women gave the hunchback swift, inclusive glances, such as women always use when they measure
a newcomer, and speedily dropped their eyes. Suvaroff stared silently at the warped figure. Minetti leaned against
the door; his smile was at once both cruel and curiously touching. At length Minetti spoke. The sound of his voice
provoked a sort of terror in the breast of Suvaroff.
“I have just heard,:” he said, benevolently, “from the proprietor of the wine-shop across the way, that your
neighbor has been murdered. The landlady tells me that his mother is here.”
The old woman roused herself.
“Yes—you can see for yourself that I am here. I m a poor old woman, and my son—ah! I was washing his
socks when—”
“Yes, yes,” interrupted the hunchback, advancing into the room. “You are a poor old woman! Let me give you
some money in all charity.”
He threw gold into her lap.\fn{At the time this story was written, the United States was on the gold standard, and gold coins
circulated freely.} She began to tremble. Suvaroff saw her hands greedily close over the coins, and the sight sickened
him.
“Why did you come?” Suvaroff demanded of Minetti. “Go away! You are not wanted here!”
The three women rose. The old woman began to mumble a blessing. She even put up her hand in the fashion of
bestowing a benediction. Suvaroff fancied that he saw Minetti wince.
“He was a good son,” the old woman began to mutter as they led her out. At the door she looked back.
Suvaroff turned away.
“Once a week he came to me and brought me five dollars,” she said, quite calmly. “He was a good son. He
even played his music to give pleasure to others. Yes, yes! He was like that all his life.”
When the women were gone, Suvaroff felt the hunchback’s hand upon his. Suvaroff turned a face of dry-eyed
hopelessness toward his tormentor.
“Did you not sleep peacefully last night, my friend?” Minetti inquired, mockingly.
“After the thud I knew nothing,” replied Suvaroff.
“The thud?”
“He fell from his chair.”
“Of course. That was to be expected. Just so.”
“You see for yourself what you have done? Fancy, this man has a mother!”
“See, it is just as I said. Already you are dragging this dead thing about, chained to your wrist. Come, forget it.
I should have killed him, anyway.”
“That is not the point. The point is—my God! Tell me, in what fashion do these people laugh at you? Tell me
how it is done.”
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“Laughter cannot be taught, my friend.”
“Then Heaven help me! For I should like to laugh at you. If I could but laugh at you, all would be over.”
“Ah!” said the hunchback. “I see.”
*
At the end of the week Minetti came to Suvaroff one evening and said, not unkindly,
“Why don’t you leave? You are killing yourself. Go away—miles away. It would have happened, anyway.”
Suvaroff was lying upon his bed. His face was turned toward the wall. He did not trouble to look at Minetti.
“I cannot leave. You know that as well as I do. When I am absent from this room I am in a fever until I get
back to it again. I lie here and close my eyes and think. Whenever a thud shakes the house I leap up, trembling. I
have not worked for five days. They have given up sending for me from the café. Yesterday his mother came and
sat with me. She drove me mad. But I sat and listened to her. ‘Yes, he was a good son!’ She repents this by the
hour, and rolls and unrolls her handkerchief. It is bad enough in the daytime. But at night—God! If only the music
would play again! I cannot endure such silence.”
He buried his face in the pillow.
Minctti shrugged and left.
In about an hour Suvaroff rose and went out. He found a squalid wine-shop in the quarter just below the
Barbary Coast. He went in and sat alone at a table. The floors had not been freshly sanded for weeks; a dank
mildew covered the green wall-paper. He called for brandy, and a fat, greasy-haired man placed a bottle of
villainous stuff before him. Suvaroff poured out a drink and swallowed it greedily. He drank another and another.
The room began to fill. The lights were dim, and the arrival and departure of patrons threw an endless procession
of grotesque silhouettes upon the walls.
Suvaroff was fascinated by these dancing shadows. They seemed familiar and friendly. He sat sipping his
brandy, now, with a quieter, more leisurely air. The shadows were indescribably fascinating; they were so horrible
and amusing! He began to wonder whether their antics would move him to laughter if he sat and drank long
enough. He had a feeling that laughter and sleep went hand in hand. F he could but laugh again he was quite sure
that he would fall asleep.
But he discovered a truth while he sat there. Amusement and laughter were often strangers. He had known this
all his life, of course, but he had never thought of it. Once, when he was a child, an old man had fallen in the road
before him, in a fit. Suvaroff had stood rooted to the spot with amusement, but he had not laughed. Yet the man
had gone through the contortions of a clown.
Well, then he was not to be moved to laughter, after all. He wearily put the cork back in the bottle of brandy.
The fat bartender came forward. Suvaroff paid him and departed.
He went to the wine shop the next night—and the next. He began to have a hope that if he persisted he would
discover a shadow grotesque enough to make him laugh. He sat for hours, drinking abominable brandy. The
patrons of the shop did not interest him. They were squalid, dirty, uninteresting, but their shadows were things of
wonder. How was it possible for such drab people to have even interesting shadows? And why were these
shadows so familiar? Suvaroff recognized each in turn, as if it were an old friend that he remembered but could
not name. After the second night he came to a definite conclusion.
“They are not old friends at all,” he said to himself. “They are not even the shadows of these people who come
here. They are merely the silhouettes of my own thoughts. If I could but draw my thoughts, they would be as
black and as fantastic.”
But at another time he dismissed this theory.
“No,” he muttered, “they are not the shadows of my thoughts at all. They are the souls of these men. They are
the twisted, dark, horrible souls of these men, that cannot crawl out except at nightfall! They are the souls of these
men seeking to escape, like dogs chained. to their kennels! I wonder if the Italian had such a soul?”
He rose suddenly.
“I am wasting my time here,” he said, almost aloud. “One may learn to laugh at a shadow. One may even learn
to laugh at the picture of one’s thoughts. But to laugh at a soul—no! A man’s soul is too dreadful a thing to laugh
at.”
He staggered out into the night. On his way home he went into a pawnshop and bought a pistol. He was in a
fever to get back to his lodgings. He found Minetti waiting for him. He tried to conceal the pistol, but he knew
that Minetti had seen it. Minetti was as pleasant as one could imagine. He told the most droll stories of his life in
London. It appeared that he had lived there in a hotbed of exiled radicals; but he, himself, seemed to have no
convictions. Everything he described was touched with a certain ironic humor. When he rose to go he said, quite
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simply:
“How are things? Do you sleep nights now?”
“No. I never expect to sleep again.”
Minetti made no comment.
“I see you have bought a pistol,” he observed.
“Yes,” replied Suvaroff.
“You have wasted your money, my young friend,” declared the hunchback. “You will never use it.”
With that Minetti left the room.
Suvaroff laid the pistol on the table and threw himself upon the bed. He lay there without moving until
morning. Toward six o’clock he rose. He went over to the table and deliberately put the pistol to his temple. The
coldness of the muzzle sent a tremor through him. He put down the weapon in disgust.
*
Suvaroff stayed away from the wine-shop for two nights, but finally the memory of its fascinating shadows
lured him back. The fat bartender saw him enter, and came forward with a bottle of brandy. Suvaroff smiled
grimly and said nothing. He turned his back upon the company and began to watch the shadows enter and
disappear. Tonight the puppets seemed more whimsical than grotesque, and once he nearly laughed. A shadow
with an enormous nose appeared; and a fly, as big as a bumblebee, lit upon the nose and sat rubbing its legs
together in insolent content. A hand, upraised, struck at the fly. The nose disappeared as if completely annihilated
by the blow, while the fly hovered safely aloof.
Feeling encouraged, Suvaroff took another drink. But the more he drank the less genial were the shadows, and
by midnight they all had become as sinister and terrible as ever.
On the way home to his rooh1 Suvaroff suddenly remembered that he had a friend who was a druggist.
“Perhaps he can give me something to make me sleep,” Suvaroff muttered.
But the drugstore was closed. Suvaroff climbed wearily up the stairs of the Hotel des Alpes Maritimes. Minetti
was sitting on the steps near the third landing.
“I was preparing to go home,” said the hunchback. “What kept you so late?”
“I went around another way,” answered Suvaroff. “I thought I might get something from a druggist friend to
help me sleep.”
They stood before the door of Suvaroff’s room. Suvaroff opened the door and they went in.
“Sleeping-powders are dangerous,” observed Minetti, throwing his hat upon the bed.
“So I fancied,” replied Suvaroff, dryly.
“Where do you spend your nights?” Minetti demanded suddenly. Suvaroff sat down.
“Watching shadows in a wine shop.”
“Ah—a puppet show!”
“No, not exactly. I will explain. No; come to think of it, there is no explanation. But it is extremely amusing.
Tonight, for instance, I nearly laughed. Have you ever watched shadows upon a wall? Really, they are diverting
beyond belief.”
“Yes. I have watched them often. They are more real to me than actual people, because they are uglier. Beauty
is a lie!”
A note of dreadful conviction crept into the hunchback’s voice. Suvaroff looked at him intently, and said, quite
simply:
“What a bitter truth you are, my friend!”
Minetti stared at Suvaroff, and he rose.
“Perhaps I shall see you at your puppet show some evening,” he said. And, without waiting for a reply, he left
the room.
Suvaroff lay again all night upon his bed staring in a mute agony at the ceiling. Once or twice he fancied he
heard the sounds of music from the next room. His heart leaped joyfully. But almost instantly his hopes sank
back, like spent swimmers in a relentless sea. It seemed as if his brain was thirsting. He was in a pitiless desert of
white-heated thought, and there was not a cloud of oblivion upon the horizon of his despair. Remembrance flamed
like a molten sun, greedily withering ever green, refreshing thing in its path. How long before this dreadful
memory would consume him utterly?
“If I could only laugh!” he cried in his agony. “If I could only laugh!”
*
All next day Suvaroff was in a fever; not a physical fever, but a mental fever that burned with devastating
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insistence. He could not lie still upon his bed, so he rose and stumbled about the city’s streets. But nothing
diverted him. Before his eyes a sheet of fire burned, and a blinding light seemed to shut out everything else from
his vision. Even his thoughts crackled like dry faggots in a flame.
“When evening comes,” he said, “a breeze will spring up and I shall have some relief.” But almost at once he
thought:
“A breeze will do no good. It will only make matters worse! I have heard that nothing puts out a fire so quickly
as a shower. Let me see … it is now the middle of August … it does not rain in this part of he world until October.
Well, I must wait until October, then. No, a breeze at evening will do no good. I will go and watch the shadows
again. Shadows are cool affairs if one sits in them, but how …”
And he began to wonder how he could contrive to sit in shadows that fell only on a wall.
How he got to the wine shop he did not know, but at a late hour he found himself sitting at his accustomed
seat. His bottle of brandy stood before him. Tonight the shadows were blacker than ever, as if the fury of the
flames within him were providing these dancing figures with a brighter background.
“These shadows are not the pictures of my thoughts,” he said to himself. “Neither are they chained souls
seeking to escape. They are the smoke from the fire in my head. They are the black smoke from my brain which is
slowly burning away!”
He sat for hours, staring at the wall. The figures came and went, but they ceased to have any form or meaning.
He merely sat and drank, and stared.
All at once a strange shadow appeared. A shadow? No; a phantom—a dreadful thing! Suvaroff leaned forward.
His breath came quickly, his body trembled in the grip of a convulsion, his hands were clenched. He rose in his
seat, and suddenly—quite suddenly, without warning—he began to laugh.
The shadow halted in its flight across the wall. Suvaroff circled the room with his gaze. In the center of the
wine-shop stood Flavio Minetti. Suvaroff sat down. He was still shaking with laughter.
Presently Suvaroff was conscious that Minetti had disappeared. The fire in his brain had ceased to burn.
Instead his senses seemed chilled, not disagreeably, but with a certain pleasant numbness. He glanced about. What
was he doing in such a strange, squalid place? And the brandy was abominable! He called the waiter, paid him
what was owing, and left at once.
There was no mist in the air tonight. The sky was clear and a wisp of moon crept on its disdainful way through
the heavens.
“I shall sleep tonight,” muttered Suvaroff, as he climbed up to his room upon the third story of the Hotel des
Alpes Maritimes. He undressed deliberately. All his former frenzy was gone. Shortly after he had crawled into bed
he heard a step on the landing. Then, as usual, sounds began to drift down the passageway, not in heavy and
clattering fashion, but with a pattering quality like a bird upon a roof. And, curiously, Suvaroff's thoughts
wandered to other things, and a picture of his native country flashed over him—Little Russia in the languid
embrace of summer—green and blue and golden. The soft notes of the balalaika at twilight came to him, and the
dim shapes of dancing peasants, whirling like aspen-leaves in a fresh breeze. He remembered the noonday
laughter of skylarks; the pear-trees bending patiently beneath their harvest; the placid river winding its willowhedged way, cutting the plain like a thin silver knife.
A fresh current of air began to blow upon him. He heard the creak of a rusty hinge.
“He has opened the door,” Suvaroff whispered. His teeth began to chatter. “Nevertheless, I shall sleep tonight,”
he said to himself reassuringly.
A faint footfall sounded upon the threshold.
Suvaroff drew the bedclothes higher.
133.8 The Two Deaths Of Kaspar Rausch\fn{by Hans Otto Storm (1885-1941)} Bloomington, San Bernardino
County, California, U.S.A. (M) 13
“ … to die, yes. To die like Kaspar Rausch, for instance.”
“Hm-'mmh. Too histrionic. And if the truth were known, I don’t believe he ever said it. Somebody cooked it
for him, afterwards. Death isn’t that way, it isn’t something fine and dignified and so on; it’s just something
unexpected that’s gone wrong.”
“Horrible man, don’t tell me that. You take the last out of everything. You’ve got no right I tell you, if Kaspar
Rausch did not exist—”
“Yes, yes, it would be necessary to invent him. Go on. You’ll do a no end better job than Kaspar’s mama.”
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“Oh, you! And you too! He did exist, and he did say that!”
“And it was a mouthful.”
“No less. One of those things that will live as long—well, it will live. How does it go? ‘Friends … Friends,
when the things for which I die—’”
“‘Friends, when the things for which I die have lost their meaning, strive with your lives that they be
overthrown.’
“Oh yes; ‘be overthrown.’”
“I wonder how many people could really justify a sentiment like that? And follow it up? After it, what could a
person do that wouldn’t be an anticlimax?”
“Die, I suppose.”
“Of course. And unless he thought that event was going to be soon and certain, a man wouldn’t talk that way.
Deathbed psychology. Old as the church.”
“Well, no one could call Kaspar Rausch a coward. He was the man who laughed at Mussolini.”
“And broke the light-plane flying record for all time.”
“And cracked open a good-will conference in Panama by telling them the truth about Machado.”
“And fought in the Chinese revolt in nineteen-thirty-two.”
“In thirty-two? But just one moment. Really—”
“Really what?”
“Why, don’t you know, he must have been dead then. Because the statement—I recall that we ran ‘Friends,
when the things for which I die’ at the masthead of our paper, and the paper conked out in the early years of the
depression, so you see he must have been dead—”
“You talk like the Chinese philosophers: ‘Before there were parents and children there must have been simply
people upon the earth.’ How could he be dead—”
“You see, another legend.”
“Legend nothing. Dates, dates; confound me these Philistines; some of you accurate men, tell me when did
Kaspar Rausch die?”
“Simple; he died at Irún in nineteen-thirty-six. And never a life was better documented. There’s a bronze tablet
in the Kaspar Rausch club—”
“No, no, wait, he was executed, and he spoke those famous words at some little place in the Chilean desert, in
nineteen-twenty-eight, I think—and he wouldn’t have been, really, the sort of fire-eater that you make him out. It
seems to me he was a literary sort of chap. Kaspar Rausch—two words at the end of a very well-considered
article, that’s all anyone ever knew of him until—”
“Until he got killed heading a revolution. Say, that’s nice. Here we are, five intelligentsiatski and a fact. That’s
the way history is made. The sky’s the limit. Kaspar Rausch, the most quoted single person in I don’t know how
long—we don’t know when he died, we don’t even know if he was a revolutionary fighter or a literary critic.”
“Kaspar Rausch … There was such a person who signed articles—”
“But not the same person.”
“In a way, no.”
“What’s this mysticism, in a way! He died twice, then, I suppose; once in a way, and the other time in a
manner of speaking.”
“But I knew Kaspar Rausch.”
“What?”
“What?”
“What?”
“My dear fellow, Kaspar Rausch was a public person; one doesn’t know public persons.”
“Shut up, silly, he knew Kaspar Rausch. Tell about him.”
“All right, but no cracks, then: when I say in a way, I mean just that. The Kaspar Rausch who signed articles in
the early Twenties was the same organic structure as the other. You are right, maestro, one doesn’t know public
persons, they are too much occupied to let one know them; I knew him only before his first what you might call
death; after that I only saw him and felt his hand and talked to him”
“Walking in gardens, I suppose.”
“Be still, I tell you.”
“Never mind him. No, in deserts. I’m sorry, didn’t mean to. But this Christ legend with its resurrection feature
really has its basic meaning—great people have their earthly lives; before the great accident they are carpenters
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and so forth, with little needs and little obligations that key them personally into their environment—then
something happens to them that makes them forget all that, and ever after they are public persons.”
“To be sure. ‘Know you not that I must be about my Father’s business?’”
“And save your innocence if you depend on them to catch a train.”
“Exactly. Well, this Kaspar Rausch, the one I knew, had nothing about him you’d call great. He wasn’t limited
enough. Study the great, they all have something lacking; perspective or sophistication or good manners. Kaspar
Rausch was educated, thoughtful, civilized—all the things that mark a man for small distinctions and for large
obscurity. Born comfortable, unencumbered—no early complexes, no special inhibitions. Born of pretty well
emancipated parents, so that he could be grown up whenever he got ready, without embarrassments put in his
way. Born in Wisconsin (no, he wasn’t German)—born in Wisconsin, no slaves, no hocus-pocus grand tradition,
no New England nonsense either; intellectually open country. Very early, I believe, he went religious, all by
himself, mostly because he demanded a kind of earnestness which nothing else at that time offered him. But he
was over that before he wore long pants. He wrote verses at fourteen, invented a safety flapjack frying pan in
High School, laughed at himself at twenty-four in a very neat biography—really, you know, all this is on record in
the public library. At a somewhat precocious age, I think, he went to Harvard, and became identified by later
commentators with one of those generations that you hear of …”
“The lost one?”\fn{A reference to the Lost Generation, so called, as specifically applying to a group of expatriate Americans bitter
about their experiences in World War I and residing primarily in Paris during the 1920s and 1930s .}
“No, the one before that. The unwandered, call it. The poor lost boys always were a puzzle to me. They gave
themselves openhanded to the war and ballyhoo, and after it was all over they found out that it was war and
ballyhoo. Well, that’s something and I give them credit. But the strange thing is, they waited until they’d got a
dose of clap or had their feet shot off, and then read the great revelation in the bottom of a bottle. When really,
there is a literature on the subject, and these generation chaps were supposed to be educated people. Well, while
the lost boys were going off in their pants and getting experience with a big X, we others walked quietly into the
concentration camps, and if we were quiet enough we survived … in a way.”
“In a way again. You, for instance?”
“Oh, I don’t count. When Hearst bought out my paper I quit journalism in disgust and went into the cheese
business, and it’s an honest business; no better Swiss than mine comes out of Oregon. But now I’m not an
intellectual except the times I get invited out to dinner. In cheese they don’t ask much in the way of attitude. The
fellows who tried to go on and live a life, a significant life—well, they found out things. So did Kaspar Rausch.”
“Health, I suppose. To think that with all our boasted knowledge and so-called civilization—”
“Oh, his health was all right. Concentration camps weren’t so bad then as they are now. The people who ran
them hadn’t learned all the little tricks. And they felt sure, anyway, that they were going to win that war, so the
thing wasn’t personal the way it is today. No, it wasn’t any abuse in the concentration camp that put a scar on him,
it was being quiet. Being quiet and accepting things and not doing anything and seeing events galloping away
from you at such a rate when you were young. It does things to you. Maybe the lost boys were right; maybe it’s
better to be active though wrong; maybe in the last big crash they are the ones that you’ll depend on …”
“No. If persons are wrong I prefer to see them inactive. Dead, by choice.”
“That’s unkind. And I don’t see that it’s such devastating logic. How can you tell what’s wrong … right …”
“Towel, please. He is Going to ask me what is Truth.”
“If you boys are going to start a fight I’ll throw you out.”
“All right, ma’am. Excuse me. What of Kaspar Rausch?”
“The main thing you could say about him was that he was … quiet. The internment was perhaps—does this
sound mystical?—one of those things that wouldn’t happen to a person if it didn’t follow out a certain
predisposition—or, if it happened without that or to someone else, it wouldn’t have the same significance. Quiet, I
said. It wasn’t that he couldn’t talk, he could talk like the devil on occasions. But he couldn’t be aggressive, he
couldn’t hold up in a controversy, he couldn’t advance a point of view against resistance. He could draw out a
complicated idea with that absolute eloquence which makes you sure you knew it all before—but let him get into
a partisan dispute and immediately he would entrench himself, effect a certain colorlessness, pare his ironical
assertions down to facts, to the indisputable. ‘They will break me,’ he said once about something that I can’t
remember now, ‘they will break me, but when they do it they will break their tools on rock that’s just behind
me.’”
“The flair for aphorisms.”
“Aphorisms are a weakness of the great, I’m told.”
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“Well, Kaspar Rausch wasn’t great. No, not in any sense. Not until his death, at least—the first one. He was
passive, and great people aren’t passive. They pose their problems. Kaspar Rausch didn’t; the first one—he met
whatever was put up to him. He saved the life of a plasterer once, and it shows exactly how his temperament
worked. The man fell off a scaffolding two stories up, and Kaspar Rausch happened to be walking on the
sidewalk. He saw what was wanted, and made a shrewd dive and broke the fall, and broke his shoulder into the
bargain. When they got through picking the plaster out of his neck I went to see him in the hospital and asked him
how he had the presence of mind. You know what his answer was? Well, he said there was no choice about it,
he’d worked that out years ago in the internment camp; a man had to do what was put up to him. In such a case,
with the matter before him squarely and unmistakably in the form of a plasterer with uniform acceleration, he
could be quick and resourceful and even bold. Otherwise he was, well, quiet. ‘Aggressiveness,’ he told me once,
‘proves only that the aggressor is aggressive, so its scope is limited: especially it’s of no value around questions
involving right and wrong. It means something in a horse race, but it doesn’t mean anything in a dispute with
words except that the chance for reasonableness to prevail has been passed by.’”
“The World War pacifism. Influence of Tolstoy.”
“I don't know. The World War pacifists (those that we heard about, at any rate) were always glad to eat a dinner
for a noble cause, and speak their piece and take up a collection. That was the kind of thing that Kaspar hated.
Mitins (it was on the trip to Chile that he told me this)—the South Americans they have a word, mitin, taken from
the English: it means a leftward political meeting where people are eloquent with indignation, and sell little
pamphlets at the door, and pass resolutions and the hat. He had a horror, he said, of mitins and mimeography.
Mitins and mimeography—when he saw sheets of pale, messy type on which public persons voiced their public
indignation, hewing always too simply to a point which seemed a little obvious, then he grew automatically
bored: when he saw more than three people, sober, who pretended that they were excited about anything, then he
grew bored and ashamed as well. ‘Even when they are right?’ I asked him, ‘and the matter is important?’ ‘My dear
fellow, especially when they are right,’ he answered. '’If they were wrong I could at least laugh at them.’
“Why, that surprises me. It sounds as if he didn’t have a social conscience.”
“Wrong, and wrong, and wrong again. Madame, you’ll say because I don’t make love to you this instant that I
do not understand you’re beautiful. I wish you’d blush, you hussy. Because things fall into the social category, is
it necessary to shout always that you know them? Why does there have to be just one department in our lives in
which restraint, avoidance of the obvious, a little reticence about the special matters that come near to choke us—
all these instincts that we call refinement, have to be stood on their heads? Most certainly he had a social
conscience. I ask you to go word for word through the articles of Kaspar Rausch and see if they are not always
generous, not always ahead of their time, not always critical of deadwood in the social structure, recent or
established … As a matter of fact the deep despondency which led up to the trip to Chile and his strange
conversion was, I think, due to just that social conscience, to the knowledge that his criticism was in a manner
impotent, that. it didn’t tie into anything which was making actively for social change. ‘I—we—‘ he said, ‘the
trouble is, we haven’t culture.’ ‘What’s culture?’ I asked him. ‘It’s when the things that you’ve been taught to
believe in for your first four years remain the best values you turn to in your manhood. It’s to see your father grow
up and want to do the same things he does. It’s to hear the drums beat for the dance and to feel yourself one with
them. It’s not to have to argue, it’s to feel your own people around you and relax. It’s to be simple and a little
unsupportable in logic, but to be united by some miracle in certain attitudes we take for granted.’”
“There is such a thing. A satisfying thing to have.”
“Yes. Like an oak tree by your kitchen door. It grows. You can’t just get it.”
“And unless you had it, Kaspar Rausch felt, there was something dismal and humiliating about a large group of
persons going through the pretense of being earnest. Of course, his attitude about mitins was partly rationalized.
He just didn’t like them, and he liked still less to raise his voice in them, and that quite aside from the point of any
of the issues that might be discussed. He was a furious scholar, and simplifications which disturbed the essence of
a matter always made him angrier, at the moment, than did the essentials of a cause which he had long ago
accepted. And when he came near to opening his mouth in public, there would immediately occur to him so many
larger issues and more basic principles that he knew he would be quite helpless regarding the immediate matter.
He felt that way. And he felt that feeling that way was a sin, and yet cultivating feelings which one did not feel
would not be honest. Don’t try to understand that.”
“But I do though.”
“Splendid. Once I tried to scold him for what, I thought, was being lazy and a little self-indulgent. ‘You
remember during the war,’ he said to me, ‘when they were putting animal psychology on us? They kept bands
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playing everywhere you went, and we made it a point to walk a little out of step. People stood at attention, and we
cultivated a sort of slouch. All the papers were pro-war—we didn’t read them, and when there was news of a big
battle we suspected the truth would come out nine years later and we yawned. The same went for public meetings
where there was cheering and a lot of hullabaloo generally. We taught ourselves to resist, resist. Suspect impulse,
suspect the uses of impulsiveness; resist. We started out being anti-war, but the technique got the better of us—we
ended, some of us, being anti-enthusiast, whether we wanted to or not. This animal psychology is no respecter of
good and bad causes. I studied how one could resist enthusiasm—well, I’ve learned it.’
“Sweet are the uses of adversity.”
“Oh, aye. At any rate, effective. They kept the early Kaspar Rausch from being great, and yet they forged out
of him a certain minimum of something that could not be broken. Perform those things which life presents, he
said, and don’t waste time deciding to perform them. ‘When you have commenced deciding, then the best action
and the best integrity have already started running through the sieve. The action part of us is just a clicking into
habit patterns; let a man build these with long computation and with studious workmanship: this done he may
wander far and deviously, and never will he get caught short.’ I don’t know altogether what he meant, but you can
be damn sure that he knew. Kaspar Rausch was never one to fool with words.
“Well, I was telling you of his career, which I don’t know I have to, because every word of it is down in print.
When he got out of the internment camp he had the biography in the bottom of his blue denim bag, and found a
publisher. The thing had an influence out of all proportion to the number of persons who have actually read it. The
book was really a history of pre-war liberalism being born and naïvely flourishing and toppling over, all told
simply and modestly as the outer and inner experiences of Kaspar Rausch from the time he was five years old to
the middle of his time in the internment camp. The sort of book that is read by writers, critics, and academic
people. In spite of his being buried in the internment camp his connections with the sophisticated world were far
from dead; he published the book, and overnight it became fashionable to write in the style of Kaspar Rausch.
He’d wasted no time during his internment; it was found out he had an immense background—assigned anything
you please and left with it to himself, he could come back with an opinion that was pretty hard to crack.
Meanwhile he’d spent a forced two years living with books and with himself, and he’d found out he didn’t mind
it. He went to New York and looked appreciatively at the new traffic lights, but after four days he moved to a
broken-down resort on Fire Island, from where he would come in once in a week or two, no more. Out there, he
said, he could do clearer work. ‘First-hand reporting is a lot of hokum. You see things all right, but how do you
know the things you see are true?’ His devil-take-you attitude was just exactly what the times were after. People
liked the cool incisions which he made into their foibles, because the foibles were boisterous and the incisions
really didn’t hurt. They even liked the occasional blunt, priggish ignorance he let show forth about things that
simply did not interest him. In the early Twenties, one made one’s mark meteorically or else not at all; Kaspar
Rausch made his.”
“I know, I know, but you don’t hear anything about him now. Not in that personality. If he was that well-known
around nineteen-twenty—”
“Well, making one’s mark in nineteen-twenty was like scratching on a wall nine feet high. You had to do it on
momentum. And there were cliques, I’m told, on Mount Olympus, and there are cliques no doubt in the subbasement of Inferno, slinging the coals on with a certain form. Kaspar Rausch didn’t belong anywhere in
particular. The boys of the lost generation began to come in about that time—they couldn’t understand his
grammar, nor he theirs. People had been a little afraid of Kaspar Rausch and his unpuncturable dissertations; they
respected him but didn’t any more like him. After a while a special sort of truce began to be established—Kaspar
Rausch was always admitted to be right, but the earthly school could have the meat. He saw that he was not
getting anywhere. To break their tools on rock that’s just behind him is not the kind of sport people want out of a
live person. And he began to be more careful, more controlled, more puncture-proof, and that was just the wrong
thing. What hurt his feelings most of all was an autumnal flash of most equivocal success. He was taken up for a
while by what you might call the Baltimore crowd—those quasi-radicals who sneered at what very dull people
were just beginning to find out was bad, and then when the test came, sneered at what was good also.”
“There you go, good and evil again. A little childish.”
“I know, I’m sorry. But in the cheese business, you see, we’re not philosophers; we just sniff at things and
assume childishly that good and bad are quite realities. Olfacio, ergo sum. Kaspar Rausch felt himself beaten,
wondered if he had been beaten in advance back there in the concentration camp. He was a very earnest man, one
of those who take it as a matter of course that they owe something to society and that they’re rotters if they can’t
pay up.”
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“Culture?”
“Oh yes, culture of a sort, but a strenuous, isolated kind of culture, to maintain contact with which a person had
to have something in him that was determined and intense, almost egotistical. He heard his culture and obeyed it.
He tried to write direct and simple articles in which his orientation could not be mistaken even by the dullest
minds. The articles, of course, weren’t Kaspar Rausch. A thousand others could have written them, and let me tell
you something else, a thousand did. A man gets a reputation for one line; it’s not transferable. I can sell cheese; if
I should try to bottle horseradish I’d have to start again from the beginning. He was at a standstill. ‘Get off your
island,’ I told him, ‘mix with people.’ He even did that; he went to live in the slums somewhere on Second
Avenue. He complained that it was all rot—the people he was supposed to mix with were so limited they could
hardly dress themselves and so provincial that they hadn’t heard about the Hudson River. Meanwhile his new
simplicity did not go over—the people who had called him over-intellectual and what not were the first to say that
he was getting trite and childish and really not so penetrating as before. Someone he thought quite a bit of sent
back an article of his and said that it was insufficiently amusing. His income began to fall off. He’d given away
most of what he’d earned for contributions at mitins he wouldn’t go to, and he was almost in poverty. He had
imagination enough to be afraid of poverty. Never a cheerful man, he went about now in a sort of dignified
hopelessness.”
“Moods of that kind generally have another reason. Earnestness and all that: I’ll bet some woman could tell
more about it.”
“Might be: men don’t go chattering to each other over their affairs with women unless they’re married to them
or unless they’re whores. There is a story of a grocer’s daughter out in Sayville whom he tried for four years to
convince she was a human being. I know that he found women difficult; one would know that he must have been
disappointed. But there again things go along together: if men don’t get along with their women, if that’s all that’s
wrong, pardon, Madame, they go and find another woman.”
“And why not? Good luck to them, I say. Now if I’d been there—”
“You’d have muddled up the issue nicely, I don’t doubt. No, it wasn’t a woman, it was his work, it was he. Up
to that day in Chantacamac you could have written the Decline and Fall of Kaspar Rausch and been in the right
mood absolutely.
“The night they killed Sacco and Vanzetti he walked around in a daze. ‘Failed,’ he said to me; ‘failed, failed,
failed. Have I dented one person, one active person who would put pressure on and save those two poor devils?
No. They sat home in their easy chairs and read my trash when they might have been out on the streets and got
arrested. The eighteenth century is dead. Rationalism is dead. I ought to be dead but I haven’t finished.’
“I told him his obligation at that moment was to relax. A million persons, more or less, felt that night the way
he did. We had to save ourselves for something—I could talk like that, before I quit and went into the cheese
business. Get drunk, I told him, that was the most practical thing to do. ‘Really?’ he asked, and gave me a
childlike, scientific look. He had never been drunk.
“I took him to a speakeasy and tanked him up systematically, and you know, he began to talk. Everyone has his
own way of being drunk—Kaspar Rausch, drunk, forgot that people were self-centered and stupid and assumed
that they would understand what he had to say—everyone: me, the bartender, the two insurance men with derby
hats. He talked of what was on his mind, gently and at the same time intensely, and with a simpleness of attack
which I had never known in Kaspar Rausch. The sins of the world. The pity of man’s knowing, and not knowing
quite enough. Man and the world; man and his knowledge of the world; man the child, eager and wanton, found
with a magnificent new toy that he was not old enough to play with, quite.
“People began to turn around and listen; a cop came by and cocked his ear dangerously but set him down, I
suppose, for a religious, and went on in after a drink. I listened; I wanted to fight or to sit down and cry; I thought,
if Gethsemane had been a vineyard!
“Kaspar Rausch stopped of a sudden, looked around embarrassed; he knew he was drunk and that the SaccoVanzetti defense had failed. A little laugh trickled through the crowd, the way it does when earnest and ingenuous
people pause. A middle-aged woman with too many rings and the look of being on a bat, slid over to the chair
beside him and put her hand on his. ‘You’re a nice boy,’ she said, ‘I like to hear you talk. You’re coming home
with me.’ ‘Leave him alone, you bitch,’ I said, and then I got mad and slapped her face and I got arrested. Of all
the people influenced during that time by Kaspar Rausch, I suppose I was the only one who got arrested.”
*
“The original Kaspar Rausch never came back. The trip down the west coast was a swan-song kind of
adventure with, I believe, suicide never far out of his mind if it could be arranged decently, and quietly, and
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without any show of self-aggrandizement—he’d been drunk once and made an ass out of himself, and he wasn’t
being caught again. As to the trip, I put him up to it. Fact is, I lent him the money. I’d been reading Erenberg and
Baroja: the thesis, you know, of putting yourself in the location where things happen. I wanted different things to
happen to him—Kaspar Rausch had never been off the pavement any farther out than Fire Island. The way it
happened to be the west coast was that a polar expedition was going to hop off from Point Arena, and I was going
to see them hop and get my fare paid. ‘Get out of this town,’ I said. ‘Get on the boat with me.’ And Kaspar did; he
hadn’t any plans or future, and he would have done anything I told him.
“It looked for a while like a rather happy choice. There was a big hullabaloo getting off, with the explorer
crowd loading on patent stoves and radio sets and crated airplanes, and the explorers, with all their gadgets and
fancy clothes and easy lingo, were a kind of folks he hadn’t met before. ‘How can anybody be so dull!’ he said
with what amounted really to an honest admiration—‘I mean, and know so much?’ Next he was in the steerage,
being taught Portuguese by one of the deportees. For six days he went around flushed and excited, and then while
we lay at Panama he came up with that hollow look on his face that he’d had the time after he’d been drunk: he’d
just remembered all this was play and it didn’t mean anything.
“Of course, the persons who have Kaspar’s malady, who have an eye for suffering and are not able to do
anything about it—for them the method of escape by travel never really works. They go to the Amazon to lose
themselves among green mansions, and they find the rubber slaves. But the technique was in his head, and with a
stubborn kind of willingness he was seeing the experiment through to the end. But in his own way. In Guayaquil
he left me and said that he was going to get a horse and ride from Quito to Cuzco. ‘Can you ride a horse?’ I asked.
‘No,’ he said, ‘but I’m ablebodied. Are there intellectual requirements?’ I warned him that for an inexperienced
person like himself the adventure might be rather dangerous, and he smiled that analyzing smile of his and said,
‘Yes. That would be Señor Baroja’s point.’ And that’s where I left him and went on down to Point Arena.
“They got their money’s worth out of me, the bastards, because just when the expedition had buzzed off into
the fog the civil war broke out in Chile. It was a cute little war, with cute little flourishes and gestures, honor and
glory and even high dialectic, ten days that were shaken by the world, you could have called it. ‘We are in a
position,’ said their first-line orator, ‘to reap all the benefits of the French Revolution without incurring any of its
hazards.’”
“Just like that.”
“They say things that way. Yes, but wait; as Lord Chesterfield, I believe, remarked, you ain’t heard nothing yet.
Pressed on three sides these high idealists gave out that they would die fighting, and barricaded themselves—
where do you suppose? In the treasury.”
“Sagacious move. If the Germans had known when to intrench—”
“Something to die for there, at any rate.”
“Wrong, both of you. If you knew anything of economics you would guess the treasury was empty, and if
you’d studied history you’d know the place to barricade yourself is in the factories. They hadn’t. They had only
studied elocution. It was eleven P.M. when they were going to die fighting. At two in the morning they
surrendered.”
“Huh; took an inventory, I suppose.”
“Might be; at least that finished up the fighting around Valparaiso. In the provinces, where all this French
Revolution stuff had been heard with a worried lack of comprehension, the war went on as a convenient way of
paying grudges. So I got on the boat and went north making for Chantacamac, and there I met Kaspar Rausch.”
“What’s Chantacamac?”
“You lucky infant. Not to know Chantacamac’s what I call trailing clouds of glory. It’s the personal devil
invented by the National Geographic in the Middle Ages. It’s a town where they leave machinery out in the rain
because the chance is the machinery wears out before it rains. The air stands still in the desert and they don’t have
winter. The rich go about with the skin of a raw egg pasted on their lips; the poor just bleed: if a man spits they
look him over with a kind of dangerous envy that makes him feel he is in damned bad taste.
“Like Kew in lilac time.”
“That’s not the worst. There was a move, they say, to ship one peasant family out from Hollywood to give the
place a background and make it look as if it were a country. They saw the pictures of it and they wouldn’t come.
So there is no one, no one who belongs there, no one who does not profoundly hate the place; no one, however
dull or self-interested or stupid who doesn’t feel that his being there is proof, direct or indirect, of something evil.
Shanghaied laborers and drafted soldiers, mining engineers from Denver who would be failures if they stayed at
home, white Chileno officers with faces that looked strained and worried, hard-boiled, quasi-aristocratic, and in
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debt; Indian officers who’ve sold their souls. They hate each other and they hate themselves, they hate history that
made them and they hate the climate. And because history and the climate can’t talk back they hate each other
twice again for that.”
“Nice little place to rest up from a nervous breakdown.”
“That isn’t all yet either. They’re afraid. They’ve done such everlasting age-old dirt each to the other that they
never think to ask for mercy. They’re afraid of sudden death, of not-so-sudden death, of being peached
on,\fn{Informed on.} of getting fired and of having to stay in Chantacamac. The mining engineers live behind
barbed wire; the rotos, if you ask them where a person’s house is, get a political blankness on their face and tell
you formally that they don’t know. People live habitually in a war psychology, under a strain just short of
cracking up. There is a legend that you can’t beget children in Chantacamac because, they say, of something in the
climate. You can’t, but the reason is infinitely more distressing … Well, that’s the town where I met Kaspar
Rausch, and he was in jail.”
“For what?”
“Strange to say, absolutely nothing. Case of mistaken identity pure and simple.”
“‘The things for which I die,’ then, meant—?”
“I’ll come to that. What I gave you is the overt fact. Of course, there are always reasons behind reasons.
Strictly, I guess, there are no accidents …
“Except death.”
“All right, perhaps, usually, except death. But even … what am I talking about, for nothing! For being Kaspar
Rausch. You don’t know Chantacamac. For being civilized, for being educated, for being honest and open-faced
and quiet: why, any one of those things is enough to hang a man in Chantacamac, even in time of peace. He came
in overland from Cuzco, with two horses. They said it couldn’t be done and he said rot, men did it in the Fifteenhundreds, and the museum measurements gave proof that men today were just as good; anyway, he said, it wasn’t
he that had to walk from Cuzco, it was the horses. He had that open-mindedness about the new and difficult, and
that little sporting sense of mental discipline that so often helps amateurs get through where old hands can’t. He
left his gun at home and carried water, lousy pacifist’s trick, and he gave the water to the horses, which no South
American would understand.
“So he rode into Chantacamac, which was in a ‘state of siege,’ from a totally preposterous direction, tolerably
well mounted, tolerably healthy, and because of his recent strenuous preoccupation, tolerably cheerful. So you
see. The spy complex found its natural food. The brass hats put him a lot of damn fool questions. He answered in
fairly cultivated Spanish. That was bad; government-minded gringos on the west coast speak Spanish the way
Harold Lloyd does in the movies, and I say this was Chantacamac, where just to be literate is almost treason. He
took on one of the soldiers in Kechua, and that was worse. And then they asked him what about this French
Revolution business, and Kaspar Rausch, who hadn’t heard about the comedy in Valparaiso, said well, that was a
large question just offhand—but it was a fair one. I can imagine what he would have said after that; it would have
been learned and lucid and original and the last word on the subject; something to be listened to, anywhere but in
Chantacamac.”
“And in Chantacamac?”
“In Chantacamac it meant that they were going to shoot him.”
“But they couldn’t, just like that.”
“They did though. Well no, they didn’t.”
“Right every time. They couldn’t because he was an American. I told him that when they let me in to see him.
Was he? he asked, and seemed to ponder over the notion. If so, what did one do about it? Why, not get shot, I told
him. He took on the worried, irritated, sorry-but-I’m-very-busy look that a sedentary man gets on him when you
talk of mountain climbing. Kind of exasperated, I explained as if he’d never heard about it that he was a United
States citizen, and that the U.S. was bigger than Chile and had more newspapers and banks, and so, if you claimed
the connection, it gave you a kind of an immunity. ‘Whom do you apply to in the organization?’ he asked me
stylistically. I thought I was no end sophisticated and I told him, why, the superintendent of the mining company.
He looked at me funny and asked, ‘And on what basis just exactly?’
“I'm a practical man and I hate logic just as much as anyone does when it holds up serious affairs, and I tried to
get him to see that the matter was serious and all that sort of thing, and what I said was a lot of humbug learned at
random, and in front of Kaspar Rausch it must have sounded weak. And then of a sudden he let drop all his
smooth, Socratic front. ‘Can’t you see,’ he said to me, ‘that all this is necessary, and inevitable, and proper?’
‘Proper, hell,’ I answered, ‘it’s a plain case of accident.’
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“He got very intense. ‘All my life,’ he said, ‘has been accident. Things happened to me, and I took them.
Passive. Quiet. I couldn’t make them happen—no, and I didn’t want to. I couldn’t want to and I can’t. Well, I’ve
finished; I’ve run that course to its normal end in this hole here. But I was honest and I’m honest now. I’ve failed
but I’m not a fraud. And I’m not going to beg off. Can’t you let me—’ He stopped as if he’d nearly been caught
saying a bad word, and then he turned away from me and said, ‘Can’t you let me alone?’
“I couldn’t see it and so he let out a breath, the kind of half sigh, half snort that comes before reducio ad
absurdum. He got up and paced the floor and tried to be theatrical, and it didn’t work very well because he
bumped the wall and got adobe on his nose and when he paced back he had to step across my feet. ‘All right,’ he
said, ‘take letter, take letter. To the American Consul, and the racketeers who own the government of the United
States. Sirs and Masters: the misguided theorist whom you denounced, insulted and incarcerated for two years
because he refused to be party to your scheme of violence, recants completely, feels himself spiritually in identity
with that scheme of violence, and wishes it to be brought into action on his own behalf.’ He liked his own
eloquence and warmed up to it. ‘Another. To the psychological profession. Record the following valuable note
anent\fn{Concerning.} the mechanism of the ego: the patent failure who, aware of his condition but being until this
moment safe and sheltered, has been speculating with entire open-mindedness on the desirability of further and
unprofitable years of living, has been completely altered in his mental posture due to meeting up with actual facts.
That’s all; that’s enough. No, wait. You might just take another, but it doesn’t matter. To the poor of Chantacamac;
to the poor generally, the lost people of the jungle, the peons, the Negroes, the sharecroppers, all those that live
under a terror and are really and truly up against it—this will have to be in the vernacular. So long, fellows. See
you later if you make the grade. I like you, but I have to go along now. I’m just a parlor Bolshevik, and what I
said has to be taken kind of allegorical. I can get. out of this; I got a pull.’
“I got practical mad like a newspaper man who doesn’t give a hang. ‘All right,’ I told him, ‘I’ve said I’ll never
fish a suicide out of the drink and by God I won’t.’ And then just the same I went over to the mine superintendent
and gave him a long line to the tune of for God’s sake get this poor fellow out of there, why, he’s a white man.
And so the mine superintendent went over and saw Kaspar Rausch, but by that time Kaspar must have got back
his Socratic logicalness, because the mine superintendent seemed to have been put through a bad half-hour. He
came back red and flustered and wanted to know from me what I had asked him to go and help a bird like that for
—why, he said, the fellow was worse than why, and his vocabulary ran out and he just spluttered. So I thought
that was the end of Kaspar Rausch. I heard him say his famous last words and I saw him led into the adobe
compound to be shot, and like a good newspaper man I held my tears and ground out feature stuff, and in their
proper order the last words and the death of Kaspar Rausch made front page headlines in the New York Times.
“You reported his death?”
“Once. He was a great man, but he wasn’t Lenin.”
“It’s first words, after all, that count.”
“And then the words of Kaspar Rausch that have been so much talked about were really—”
“The words of a suicide, if you must have it, finding the easiest way out. A man at the end of his string,
without hope or particular conviction. So much for history. But here’s where it gets away from history; the man
was honest, honest to the very end, with that particularly unhistoric type of honesty that doesn’t know how to get
impassioned; that remains critical, self-critical—”
“Then why did he have to say anything at all?”
“Oh, they made him. Those South Americans can be depended on to do the thing with a romantic flourish. A
statesman would murder his enemies in secret. Not they—in the name of terrorism they must just appeal to that
divine spark of public indignation and of temporary unafraidness which exists in all the poor derelicts they feed
on. By-product of the national sport, I guess. An Englishman will conduct his brutalities with a certain surface
courtesy and show of rules—a Spaniard will let the bull finish in a blaze of glory. They had five prisoners there,
as I remember, to dispense with—two Communists, a General from the party of the hazards and benefits, a crazy
man who had proclaimed himself Emperor of Ancash, and Kaspar Rausch. They brought them out one at a time
and showed them to the crowd—they would have a crowd there and would keep it interested—and they let each
one give his little speech, and then they took him inside the adobe compound and bang, bang, there was some
more newspaper copy made. The first three didn’t say much, only the conventional vivas. The Emperor of Ancash
was almost collapsed with fright, and that was fine, they figured, it would put the mark of cowardice on all
dissenters. They must have hoped for the same sort of satisfaction out of Kaspar Rausch, because when they
brought him on the platform the ruffian who had hold of him made a great show of false politeness. ‘The
gentleman has perhaps a few words to say,’ he announced—‘Well, we are waiting.’ So Kaspar Rausch, who’d
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never made a speech in his life, had to make a speech.”
“It was put up to him.”
“Yes, it was put up to him. And he didn’t even know what party he was representing. He was, as usual, without
a party, without what he would have called a culture. He was just Kaspar Rausch and had to justify himself. And
there you have him, saying what you might call the last words of the liberal era, and that in Chantacamac, where
the liberal era hadn’t yet been heard of. He thought for a moment—he would be thinking carefully—what he was
going to say must be unexceptionable and yet proper for the moment—right not for him only but for the crowd of
grumbling, ragged people whose foreignness to him he was just beginning to understand. And you know his
answer: ‘Friends, when the things for which I die have lost their meaning, strive with your lives that they be
overthrown.’
“Oh.”
“And then?
“Well, the crowd certainly didn’t understand him, but I had the feeling that in an instant they’d begun to
worship him. The people looked at each other, and began to expect the miracle they knew was possible among
them that would make them free from fear. You know that happens. The gate clanked behind Kaspar Rausch, and
there were shots inside. And then there were shots outside, and something gargled past my ear and broke off
plaster from the wall in front of me. I’m not a fighting man—witness my present pastoral occupation. When the
shooting gets in the hands of what they like to call irresponsible people, then I go looking for a quiet place. For
the next week in Chantacamac that was something hard to find. The gringos who had the least to lose there got a
train together, and I hopped aboard.”
“I don’t understand though: who was it that started fighting?”
“And why should—”
“Who was against who?”
“How should I know? I had my work to do. I was reporting for the syndicated press—I couldn’t be mixing into
local politics.”
“What was it you said he couldn’t do? Get publicly indignant? It seems to me that the performance in the
prison—”
“Came tolerably close. Inward-turning though; a little, still. Tender. But you can see something happening. An
orientation coming to a focus—”
“But it was the act, the act!”
“Yes, it was the act. From then on—well, it was six months later that I saw him next. You have to remember
that I thought he was dead, that I knew he was dead, to imagine the ghost-and-resurrection complex that it gave
me. You have to remember that the whole literary-journalistic world had been giving out a sigh of relief, well he
was gone now, thinking how fine it was of him that he had after all finished up in such a rounded fashion,
thinking underneath how fine it was of them, and how lucky, that they didn’t have to hound a superseded man
through all the attenuating steps of failure. Time changed and the will was there to forget, and I could feel it on the
other side of the equator.
“With that conditioning, I went into the Nicaraguan back country to interview Sandino, and Sandino took me
to where they had a regular trench fixed up, with all the comforts and conveniences, playing it was the European
war. And in charge of the outfit was a Y.M.C.A.-looking kind of fellow with a red and black ribbon on his hat, and
when I looked at him it was Kaspar Rausch. I was just dull for a while and didn’t say much. How did he get here,
I asked at last, or some such thing.
“‘Huh, 1 was walking home,’ he said. ‘Reputation caught up with me. Oh, I’m here, here for some little while,
it looks like. Duty. Stern daughter of the voice of God. Try and talk her into an abortion!’ And then he turned
around, and there was something practical and assertive in his voice that I had never heard there before,
something between assured good nature and authority. ‘You there,’ he said to a white-haired man who had his
head too high. ‘Less ostentation if you please, sir. You might be taken for a flag of truce.’ The men laughed, and
the white-haired soldier ducked his head. These people liked him, I could see; they would go places for him.
“‘I believe you enjoy this kind of activity,’ I said to him when I saw him that evening in a peasant’s shack two
miles behind, where it was a little safer. ‘Enjoy it?’ he huffed—‘No, I have to do it. When you get up and make a
categorical demand you can’t be the first one to back down from it. Say, if I ever make a speech again! They made
me a General; can you imagine? Me!’ Who made him a General, I asked. ‘Those miners. And I couldn’t get out of
it, could I, after—oh, Christ, if I’d only kept my mouth shut! But I had to do it. The case was hopeless, with the
navy unloading already down at Antofagasta. The miners had taken the barracks but they couldn’t hold anything,
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they had to retreat; somebody had to organize the thing. I didn’t like it but I was there; I knew the country and I
took them through the desert.’
“Moses, I called him. ‘Ummm,’ he said, and didn’t take it very kindly. But then he got that new, hard,
disconnected look on him and introduced the man across the table. ‘Meet Mr. Aaron.’ His partner looked like a
pure Indian, the fat-faced type that you run into farther south. Intelligent—you might say educated, in the fresh,
primitive way you find sometimes among Indians—not so much debunked as unbunked. Kaspar Rausch switched
to Spanish and told about that most peculiar campaign in the Antofagasta desert.”
“There was revolt, then?”
“I don’t know exactly. One of those spontaneous things that flare up in a hopeless place and leave only the
necessity for a retreat. The Children of Israel, it seems, pulled out of a tight corner with their women and their
squalling brats, their lares and penates and tamale pots. Under the guidance, more or less, of Kaspar Rausch and
this Aaron person, they began to wander in the desert, fought a few rear-guard actions and committed a little
banditry to fill their bellies. The whole object of the campaign was to lose men by scattering and planned
desertions, to lose identity and so to save the lives of whom they could, the while they drew on the pursuit and
discouraged it in less and less hospitable territory. It was the active strategy of Kaspar Rausch that got the remnant
absorbed finally by—what would you think? A rival mining company. Labor is labor in those parts, and the new
boss wouldn’t stand for any interference from the army.”
“Hmm; not so bad. And Kaspar Rausch?”
“Moses and Aaron had to skip the country. ‘We were too dangerous to be absorbed,’ he said with a temporary
joy. ‘We had to do a lot of walking, and we had to talk simple to get across frontiers.’ How did they manage it, I
asked him. ‘Oh, it helps,’ he said, ‘when you don’t know too much, especially in signing papers. You see, we are
illiterate.’ And then the Indian-looking man spoke up, and I remember that his fingers looked like toes. It was a
joke, he explained solemnly, because he, the Indian-looking man, could write.”
“He and Kaspar Rausch. How did Kaspar Rausch take that?”
“If he wanted to smile he thought it wiser not to, and for that I didn’t like him any better. There is a certain
minimum of egotism below which a person ceases to be interesting and companionable. But he was a public
person now, or because of me being there you might say he was flickering in and out of the part. He’d been a
General, remember. Public persons can’t afford to have reactions that are private. First they don’t admit them and
then they don’t have them any more, and then they become really public persons and are no longer to be known
on that intimate base. Kaspar Rausch just that day was in and out, two personalities. No doubt, speaking to Aaron
now and then in Kechua and me in English made the effect more pronounced. I couldn’t get. over his having been
a General.
“And because I’d known him so long as Kaspar Rausch I couldn’t get over the active force of him that was
something altogether new. ‘Are you happy?’ I asked him suddenly, and then for a minute he dropped the
generalissimo attitude. ‘My dear fellow,’ he came back, ‘I don’t exist. I am supposed to be dead. In maybe three
weeks, maybe a year at the outside, I will be dead by all the laws of probability. Meanwhile I’m acting out an
obligation. I said something that I can’t go back on. Matter of fact I said more—say, if you want to reach a ripe
old age and die in carpet slippers with your folk around you, pray, pray that you will not be afflicted with the gift
of prophecy.’
“His reputation had, no doubt, by now rebounded to him—he seemed embarrassed over the point he was
venturing at, and perhaps he was a little muddled. ‘The things for which’—he said—‘well, they have, and that’s
that. I had to be shown. These people, my nice little serious ideas—measured in varas, look very nice and very
little. But I like them! So don’t imagine that all this activity is me.’ Don’t imagine he liked acting as a public
person. Kaspar Rausch was dead, I would have to accept that the way it stood, and keep my picture of him as a
thing completed.
“Well, time was running on, and Kaspar Rausch, who used to be so energetically lazy had become one of those
persons who work day and night. He became public for the last time and managed to dismiss me. ‘What I want
you to bring home to the American people when you go up north,’ he said, ‘is that we are human beings with
human aspirations like their own, fighting …’ And so forth and so forth. And I went back and did the best I could.
“Kaspar Rausch dropped out of sight, so far as concerns the Northern Hemisphere, for something over two
years. He changed his name for a time into Gaspar Ruido, because in provincial Central America nobody could
pronounce the other, and there might have been irony in the translation. But the name change was temporary, and
that was not the reason that he was forgotten. The will to forget, I said, was strong; the will to forget a person who
was quiet and scholarly and in a way exquisite, and whose thought could never attach itself to factions.”
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“And during whose scholarship and exquisiteness fights were being lost and won.”
“Exactly. Quoting from that early biography: ‘I learned good taste, and found that sometimes one must
renounce good taste. Terribly earnest persons cannot afford to pander to good taste.’
“Or terrible times afford to wait for it.”
“That, too. The people who knew the first Kaspar Rausch never heard from him again. When he came back
into print it was not among the genteel critics, it was in hasty dispatches, sometimes inaccurate and sometimes
sloppy, pointing out wrongs, wrongs, wrongs, calling on the world to rise and do something about them—and by
the time one article had got in print Kaspar Rausch would be using all his ingenuity in slipping out from under
tyrants’ axes and making ready for the next attack. And by the time he changed his name back to the original, that
scholarly and independent clique had practically lost its force. Nowadays you read for facts—outside of that you
look first at the signature, and then you understand that the interpretation is on such-and-such a party line. His two
reputations didn’t cross—imagine if, for instance, Ibsen should come back to life and write a column about dog
foods, even if you’d heard the name before, you’d take it for granted that it was another Ibsen.
“During the few years that I stayed in journalism I met Kaspar Rausch four or five times. He was very much
outward both in personality and interests. In Paris once I saw him in the gallery after a session of some
disarmament conference. He wore an overcoat that hung from his shoulders like a bullfighter’s cape; he was
eating an apple, and for twelve minutes he ancient-marinered me about the bestiality of man’s hypocrisies while
he spit apple seeds over the delegates with an effect like purging the temple. I made some remark to the effect that
he was working too hard and ought to take a little relaxation. He gave me a sharp look. ‘That means I’m a bore.
But—strive with your lives, I said. Can you understand?’ Yes, I said, I could understand, but— ‘But do I feel that
way?’ he answered. ‘That’s what you want to ask.’ He laughed. ‘You are concerned over the question of sincerity.
That’s quite unnecessary. Shh! Come with me. I’ll tell you a political secret, but it is a rather dangerous one and
we must speak in private.’
“A little mystified at his byplay I went outside with him into the street, and when we were more or less alone
he asked me, ‘Have you ever thought about expressmen?’\fn{ Men in charge of express-wagons; or, rather, what they have
evolved into: United Parcel Service deliverymen .} What was he talking about, I asked. ‘Well the expressman, you’ll say,
acts a part. He meets the. public. He gives and takes a lot of kidding, and it’s pretty standardized. He can, by
practice, do certain things particularly well—he can lift a trunk without getting himself ruptured, and he can add
simple figures up and get them right, and he can turn back a bad half dollar with decision. He can even limit
himself here and there, so as not to show capacities that aren’t expected out of an expressman. All this, you will
say, isn’ he. In private he may be preoccupied with writing poetry or raising pigeons, or he may be a Seventh-Day
Adventist and speculate upon the place of horse turds in the New Jerusalem. But if he is a considerable person,
then in working hours he sticks to the character of the expressman, and he doesn’ whine. And it is perfectly all
right.
“‘Listen, I’ll tell you another secret and it’s a political one too, and you will have to keep it quiet because it’s
selfish and personal and nationalistic, and if my interest in the thing got out they’d set me down for a reactionary.
There is a place in Paris run by a returned emigrant from California, and if you go there with the right credentials
you can get a chocolate malted milk.’
“We went and sat at an iron table that had one short leg and in full view of the disgusted Frenchmen we drank
malted milks and thought about our boyhood in the liberal era. And for half an hour we talked small and
pleasantly together about how modern poetry was three parts nonsense, and about why all Chinamen wore
glasses, and about Hemingway and commas, and about Kaspar’s brother’s chances for a job at Boston Tech. It
was a rare half-hour. For the most part, Kaspar in those days was always very busy, very direct, always with some
sort of a commendatory ax to grind and quite devoid of interesting conversation, because once the interestingly
general was broached he would get that blank look which says how is that going to help the revolution. I don’t
know; when the revolution has been won, I hope there’ll once again be people, educated people, who are
interested in things just because they like them.”
“That means, in the last analysis, interests that don’t really matter.”
“All right.”
“It seems to me that there is room for the educated person who has interests that do matter; whose pride it is to
look at the world comprehensively in every detail, without blank spots—”
“But not do anything about it?”
“Well, at least not fret too much.”
“And yet be liberal? And decent? And have reactions? You see you are asking it both ways at once.”
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“Oh, be quiet. Can’t you have some interests that do matter, and do something about them, and some interests
that don’t matter, and do something about them too, just for fun?”
“I don’t know whether you can or not. No one could say Kaspar Rausch was dull. He was just oriented, terribly
oriented, and what I missed in him was the old readiness to digress—”
“I was thinking what he said about expressmen. The part about limiting capacity. He put that into it. It doesn’t
go for most expressmen.”
“It adequately states the case for Kaspar Rausch. Orientation meant a certain amount of limitation to him, a
continual discipline. But don’t forget that there were compensations. In the seven years that he lived after his
near-execution he never, I think, wore out an occasional surprised joy at his new-found effectiveness.
“That’s to be expected. Joy over effectiveness is the cause of most of the world’s suffering.”
“Of the world’s existence, by the best theologies.”
“You argue that when you have time. I’m not talking of the usual love of power, but of a surprised, modest,
half-comical delight. Let a retiring man grow up past middle age and then find out one day that he can wave
traffic around a steam roller and that people will actually do what he tells them—well, he will always feel a kind
of an astonishment at seeing that the improbable thing really works. If he lasts long enough he may forget, in
time, that the new-found, accidental power isn’t he.
“In Nicaragua I could see that, between moments of feeling foolish about what had been put up to him, Kaspar
Rausch enjoyed the novelty of being able to do what was put up to him. He couldn’t, of course, be spared
indefinitely for a soldier in obscure revolts, but I believe he got most satisfaction out of that—the actualness of it,
the freedom from mitins and literature and resolutions. After the Sandino affair he was all over the lot; Mexico,
Venezuela, the Amazon Valley, Shanghai, Mongolia. Between battles he wrote four rather bad novels, which will,
no doubt, be read as public documents when the good writing of our time is forgotten.”
“What makes them bad, then?”
“Kaspar Rausch told me they were bad. He was three times imprisoned, twice wounded, and had a toe frozen
off in Manchuria. In those few years he lived, you might say, five or six times as much as the average person does
in a lifetime. Lived, I tell you. Less than a year after Chantacamac he took up with a Nicaraguan woman—poet,
she called herself, which you may take as you will, but she was beautiful beyond all argument—lovely with that
lascivious mixture of a half a dozen races that you find especially in Nicaragua. This was the Kaspar Rausch who
had been diffident with women. He lived with her two years and then married her so they could get into the
United States, and then without warning he pulled out and left her because the tie was interfering with his work.
She opened a restaurant in Greenwich Village, and now when his name is mentioned she drops a tear into the hors
d'oeuvres and says I have had one great love …
“And he died at Irún.”
“Gloriously. Oh, he really died this time. I met him just before he left for Spain. Six months later, everyone
was shoving off for Spain, but at that moment it was thought of as a crack-brained stunt—at that time most
persons were only vaguely puzzled over how the war in Spain could ever concern any but a remote and
unimportant country. I hadn’t seen him for two years then. I haven’t money, you know, to travel, and after I was
out of the newspaper game I didn’t go around much. I hadn’t seen him for two years, and when I did see him he
was less preoccupied, more human, more like the old Kaspar Rausch. He was elated and seemed released from
something, and was able again to be quite personal and talk of private feelings. ‘Well,’ he said, ‘the situation has
cracked open now and we’re off. No more talking, no more writing, no more mitins and propaganda. Just close in
to a finish, that’s all. Such a relief.’”
“That’s what they all say when a war begins.”
“I know. Mitins, I suppose, are the cause of battles not from what they pass in resolutions so much as from the
joy it is to have them over with. But there was one thing Kaspar said that they don’t all say when a war begins:
your words, lady—‘Now the mind can take off a vacation and can have some fun again.’ ‘You know,’ he went on
to me, getting eager and theoretical, ‘it isn’t hardship that we really dread, it’s the equivocalness of events.’ For
him the equivocalness of events was over, and if that shows a coarsening of the man, then I can’t say I commend
it but at least I envy it. He went and enlisted with the Government, and he died at Irún in quite a spectacular and
Spanish fashion. So in Spain he’s a third personality again; Kaspar of all persons a war hero. There’s a stanza for
him in one of their interminable ballads. It begins:
Oiga la cuenta
de un soldado ciego
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“But ciego? That’s blind, isn’t it? Why blind?
“Do you really want to know? It isn’t a nice story.”
“Of course, we want to know; what would you think?
“Of course, huh? It’s always the women who want blood. Are you Spanish, a little, by the way?”
“No, why?”
“Well, the Spanish don’t mind a little blood. In a nice way, of course; in the third person or at least the second.
I can see how they would have loved Kaspar Rausch. After Chantacamac he had a certain flair, a consecration
about him—a contempt for limitations and for the practical littleness of things, that we all of us admire but I think
the Spanish understand it. That’s why they did in the crisis what they did—they didn’t lie down in front of the
fascisti, you know, like the wops and Germans. Heroism. They don’t hide it and they’re not ashamed of it. And
they’re not thinking either of the gnarled, Protestant heroism that endures, but of the active heroism that does the
impossible thing and does it now. That was the post-Chantacamac Rausch.”
“The one that laughed at Mussolini.”
“And wore his overcoat like a bullfighter’s cape.”
“The one. And you know, when it came to blood and glory, remember that to these militiamen who had until
just now been farmers and railroad hands and shoe clerks, Kaspar Rausch really went as an experienced soldier.
He was the thing they understood but had had absolutely no experience in. They’d seen it Sundays in the
bullfight, safe, from across a high board fence, but this was new and it was real and it was awful. You can see
what a figure Kaspar Rausch would cut among them—Kaspar Rausch who had been in legendary scrapes in Chile
and Nicaragua and China—Kaspar Rausch who didn’t seem to mind cold or discomfort; Kaspar Rausch with his
bullfight overcoat and South American accent, Kaspar Rausch half intoxicated and almost playful with relief at
being freed at last from all the damned mitins and propaganda work—but most of all, Kaspar Rausch ready to die.
Those chaps were all for blood and glory in the abstract, but they didn’t want to die, no not at all!
“Of course, that’s only my interpretation. But you can imagine. Well, his actual end—I’m surprised you
haven’t read of it, because the story must have had quite a circulation—I happened to see it in a little anti-fascist
paper from Los Angeles. No doubt, they doctored the story up a bit: he died though; that much can’t be disputed.
At Irún it seems they were fighting with dynamite; miners, you know, used to the stuff and lighting the fuses with
cigars. I don’t suppose it would have been very effective against professionals with high-priced armament, but
they kept at the game as best they could—”
“Oh yes: ‘Ola tras ola—‘”
“Ola tras ola is probably exaggerated. If it had really been wave after wave that early, Franco’d never have had
any chance. I’m told when they saw a man cut in three pieces, more than one bookkeeper vomited his breakfast.
But this thing about the dynamite—Kaspar Rausch had learned it from the miners; trust him to learn anything—
and he was showing the rest of the boys how.”
“And?”
“Oh, the fuse was too short, of course. The dynamite went off in his hand. They looked where his hand had
been and there it wasn’t.”
“Good God!”
“So. Killed?”
“Not yet. But his arm off at the elbow. Different people react to shock in different ways. Sometimes they can
go on for whole minutes before it gets them. ‘Too bad,’ he said. ‘Too bad, but there is still a better way to do it.
Tie me up. Quick, somebody!’ That Kaspar Rausch, post-Chantacamac way of giving orders. Someone got a
tourniquet on him, gently, as if they were afraid it was going to hurt him. ‘Tight, you fool,’ he told him. ‘I’m not
going to have it there forever.’ And then he got them to take all the dynamite, all that they had there for supply,
and put it some way or another on his back. And he said, quick, to them: ‘Fuse, match.’
“They got the idea all right. The Spanish don’t mind a little blood, if there is glory with it and the right
crescendo. So he said, ‘Ready now then—steer me. Left, right, which way, shout it to me as I go.’ And they
couldn’t understand him, and he said, ‘Thousand devils, can’t you see I’m blind?’
“They hadn’t; they’d been too excited. But they understood then, and the brilliance of the whole thing got
them, and Kaspar Rausch became a legend then and there. Well, they gave him a shove—you may imagine they
wouldn’t want him around too much longer. And they shouted after him, left and right, and he started to climb
over the barricade or whatever it was.”
“And so he died. I could almost envy him. After a life of so much … discipline … to die like that. Yes. I do
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envy him.”
“I can’t.”
“Well, I can.”
“I can, too. So unequivocal, as you say, and such a complete expression. Don’t you think? That that last
moment gave him a certain private satisfaction?”
“I don’t know. I don’t think so. Don’t forget it would take a terrific concentration just to keep standing up. And
Kaspar Rausch never was romantic. That was a part put on, with perhaps now and then a surprised exultation at
seeing the romantic gesture really work. He felt a joy and private satisfaction when he sailed for Spain, yes. But
not at the last. No, I think then it was just that he had a pattern and he had a mind. He couldn’t run after
experience without making a complete ass out of himself, and he knew it. But when the thing to do caught up with
him past any shadow of a question, why then he did it—he was a good automatic machine pre-set, pre-set long
ago and carefully.
“With his two feet and one hand he climbed over the barricade, so they say, and got just about where he was
going, and then the shock took effect on him and he toppled over, a second or two before the dynamite went off. I
don’t know what was the tactical value of the thing, if any, but the Spanish were altogether taken with its heroism.
And if Kaspar Rausch planned it, then it would be likely to be quite effective.”
“Senseless, like everything in war.”
“Yes, of course. But that’s not exactly what I’m trying to tell you.”
160.1 Excerpt from Off With Their Heads!: A Serio-Comic Tale Of Hollywood\fn{by Frances Marion aka Marion
Benson Owens (1888-1973)} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California, U.S.A. (F) 9
By the time I was ten years old I had been thoroughly schooled in all the social hypocrisies.
“You must never let your elders know by word or gesture what you really think about their looks, speech, or
actions. Merely listen to them and learn. If the subjects they are discussing bore you, don’t yawn, scratch, or crack
your knuckles. No, a compliment that shades the truth is not a lie, it’s to keep from hurting anyone’s feelings. For
instance, when I told Mrs. Jack London that her new hat was charming, you blurted out, ‘I hate it! It’s covered
with little dead hummingbirds.’ Remarks like that are unpardonable, and if you don’t learn to hold your tongue
you’ll go through life a social outcast.”
From then on I held my tongue; but after snitching a notebook from School Supplies I filled it with such items
as:
“Today I got even with Mrs. London’s poor little hummingbirds. At lunch I saw an inchworm curled up on a
lettuce leaf in her salad. 1 never told her. 1 watched her eat it.”
As the years segued past I continued writing in those makeshift diaries not only my unvarnished impression of
many of my elders but also all the events which were milestones in my life: the San Francisco earthquake and
fire; my first love; first heartbreak; and my first job as a cub reporter. When I was twenty-one, and a fairly
successful commercial artist, I made this notation:
“Leave tomorrow for Los Angeles to do Oliver Morosco’s theatrical posters. I shall refrain from mentioning to
our southern neighbors that San Franciscans look upon the City of the Queen of the Angels as California’s
floating kidney transplanted from the Middle West.”
*
The approach to Los Angeles was impressive. Hundreds of acres abounded with orange and lemon groves,
many originally planted by the Spaniards whose vast holdings had been deeded to them by the King of Spain, and
who ruled there until the Americanos came along and unceremoniously said,
“This land is ours, and out you go!” And out they went, leaving the heady scent of citrus blossoms to remind
us of their parting.
After you left the squat dingy railroad station there was little of interest to be seen beyond the old Spanish
Mission on the Plaza and a few adobe houses marked by oleander trees and overshadowed by giraffe-like palms.
Obviously the city had sprung up helter-skelter without any pattern, for there was more evidence of haste than
taste. True, San Francisco was not famed for its architecture, but it was set like a glittering crown on its fogmantled hills, and here nothing seemed to glitter except the dust motes in the brazen sunlight. It wasn’t ten
o’clock in the morning and I was already sizzling with the heat.
However, before reporting to Mr. Morosco, I decided to find an apartment which I could convert into a studio
of sorts. There were vacancies galore but tacked over many of the rental signs was this ominous edict:
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“No Jews, actors, or dogs allowed.”
My blood boiled! I had come from a cosmopolitan city where Jews were revered for their contribution to the
arts, science, and industry. Where actors were welcome as holidays. Where we gaily quoted “Every good little dog
deserves a boy.” Irately I scratched in my diary,
“What a provincial town this is! I’ll finish my job in a hurry, clear out of here, and never come back again!”
Promises that you make to yourself are often like the Japanese plum tree—they bear no fruit. Two years later I
signed a contract at the Bosworth studio in a drowsy little village called Hollywood, and began a career which
was to endure (the perfect word for it) through half a century.
*
What had brought this radical change in my life was a series of incidents. First, I learned from Mr. Morosco
that the barring of actors from the apartment houses referred only to performers in the movies.
“Flickers,” he called them. “Those locusts are swarming into Los Angeles, building ramshackle studios from
the beach to the mountains. Literally, thousands are trekking west and this is resented by large groups of people,
mostly churchgoers, who are forming committees to keep these ragtags and bobtails off the streets and out of our
parks. These damn flicker outfits have even built more nickelodeons! Which are filled to the rafters,” he added
ruefully, as if he sensed danger ahead to the theatre owners.
How instinctively one turns toward the underdog. Weeks later, when I read in an editorial that a committee
[called]\fn{The text has: yclept.} The Conscientious Citizens had over ten thousand signatures on a protest to force
the invaders out of Los Angeles, I immediately dubbed them The Constipated Citizens and hoped the civil war
would end in triumph for the movie-makers. How could anyone resent the lively fun they had brought into this
dull environment? You encountered their gypsy-like caravans wherever you went. Indians in full war paint rode
hell bent for leather across the dusty riverbeds. Mack Sennett’s cops leapt aboard the cable car that climbed a
midget hill known as Angel’s Flight. Even the little parks became outdoor stages.
During the noon hour you were apt to see Bluebeard and all his wives cozily eating ham sandwiches and
hardboiled eggs, while the Apostle John sat under a pepper tree with his arm around a bathing beauty. These
flocks of young people, dotting the lawns like giant butterflies, their faces shining with youth and the gay,
improvident air that comes with unexpected prosperity, added color to the sunburnt grass. Some of the boys
looked half-baked, and the girls as if they had cleared the “wrong side of the railroad tracks” in one broad jump.
But who doesn’t secretly envy youth on the threshold of a new experience?
At the theatre during rest periods the stock company often discussed the rising influence of the movies. Our
star, Laurette Taylor, said,
“I shall never be lured into it, though they have trapped Madame Bernhardt, Lillie Langtry, and Minnie
Maddern Fiske.”
“Those trotting tintypes!” shouted Jimmy Gleason. “I wouldn’t be caught dead in ’em.”
Lewis Stone, our matinee idol, and Warner Baxter, our dark-eyed romantic young leading man, nodded solemn
agreement. We glanced toward Charlotte Greenwood, a tall young comedienne with the long legs of a stork; she
could balance on one and raise the other perpendicularly until you wouldn’t have been surprised to see a bird pop
out of her pompadour and cuckoo “Six o’clock.”
“Believe me, I’ll go into the flicks if I ever have a chance.”
In her dressing room, where Laurette Taylor posed for me, the walls were drab, the carpet stained and worn,
the chairs and sofa dilapidated. Gowned in a creamy white outfit, she looked like the pearl in an oyster. When I
mentioned the shabbiness of the room she smiled.
“No one will notice this on the opening night of my play. It will be completely hidden by huge baskets of
flowers from friends and fans. There will be dozens of cards to read, all saying the same thing: ‘Success darling
… success … success … success … success!’”
As her voice trailed off on a happy note I wondered if she would receive such praise and adulation when she
opened in this Peg O’ My Heart nonsense. To me, a talent like hers was wasted on this sentimental little play
which I referred to, only in my diary, as Cinderella in the Doghouse.
“I'm trying to maintain an expression of childish wonderment,” she said. “After all, Peg is a girl of eighteen,
tiptoeing into life’s adventure. An experienced actress doesn’t find it very difficult to play a girl still in her teens.
Do you think I’m achieving this?”
“Absolutely,” I said, minding my manners.
Though a handsome woman, Miss Taylor had tiptoed quite a distance from her teens. On my drawing I erased
a few etchings that time had made on her lovely face, for one of the first lessons we commercial artists learned
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was to make women look younger, and to give men more hair than is visible on their balding pates.
Rarely did one see such beautiful eyes as Laurette Taylor’s; radiant when she smiled, yet in repose they
reflected some nameless fear. Could it be fear of growing old? Why all this stress on youth, I wondered. What is
youth anyway? Nothing but a tight skin.
Miss Taylor relaxed from her pose and stretched. Her movements had a studied eloquence as she turned her
head to survey herself in the mirror.
“I’m tired,” she said, “and I do want my Peg poster to reflect the joy I feel over the role my husband has
written for me. I’ll pose again tomorrow.”
As I began stowing away my drawing material, the action aroused Miss Taylor’s two little children who had
been sitting quietly in the background, their adoring gaze never leaving their mother. They rose and made a coltish
movement toward her, their arms outstretched. Before they reached her they stopped short; their stepfather had
entered the room. At the sight of him they sidled toward the door and slipped out unnoticed, unrecalled.
Children of the first marriage. I shivered a little, touched by memories of my own childhood.
*
Before the year ended, Los Angeles was beginning to reap a considerable harvest; the interlopers had to be fed,
clothed, and housed. Cafés, shops, and beach resorts were prospering. Wily landlords removed those obnoxious
signs and doubled their rents. The Constipated Citizens hit the dust.
An ornate nickelodeon opened and we trooped into it to watch the figures on the screen, silent as ghosts, with
their moods interpreted by amateur pianists who played Hearts and F1owers when heroines wept, The Anvil
Chorus when all hell broke loose in some hysterical melodrama. We roared with laughter at the subtitles
interspersed on the film to point out the passage of time or to explain the action:
“Came the dawn, treading like a modest maiden” … “Tell me the truth, Mother, I beseech you. Is Reginald
Mackintosh really my father?”
Yet there were some films we didn’t ridicule and these bore the stamp of A.B. and were directed by a man
named David Wark Griffith. A great many featured a young girl with long curls whom we called Goldilocks. She
stood apart from the others and supplied a sense of reality even to weak stories, carrying the rest of the cast with
her.
*
Were the movies a passing fad or here to stay? I asked the opinion of my closest friend, Adela Rogers St.
Johns, a bride just out of her teens and already making her mark as a newspaper reporter. Her decisive answer
came like the silencing thud of a judge’s gavel.
“They are here to stay.”
Adela had inherited her keen, perceptive mind from her brilliant father, Earl Rogers, California’s foremost
defense attorney, and enjoyed sharing her storehouse of knowledge with attentive listeners, for she knew a little
about every subject mentioned, a lot about a few, and when stumped, resorted to Gilbert K. Chesterton’s advice
that if somebody propounds a theory or philosophy you don’t understand, come back at them with something that
nobody can understand and you’ll be heralded as an intellectual heavyweight.
Our group consisted of a wide selection of characters, all earnest career-seekers, over whom Adela presided
protectively like a lioness over her cubs. Never having lost a childhood habit of comparing people to animals, I
thought she looked like a reigning queen of the jungle, with her tawny hair, the amber gleam in her eyes, her lithe,
swinging walk. And she could roar like a lion too when she disliked anyone, or went on a safari after some
lawless character whom she was determined to put behind bars. But once you were her friend, you had signed a
lifelong contract, and considered it on a par with government bonds.
*
In our group there was Sessue Hayakawa, a Japanese interpretive dancer, who had come to America with high
hopes for success and had sown his seed upon alien soil. Engaged to him was Tsuru Aoki, an exquisite Japanese
girl whom I had known since my boarding school days, and whose father was Japan’s foremost painter. Her life
had been saddened by the deaths of her uncle and aunt, General Aoki and his wife, who had committed hara-kiri
when the Emperor died. Adela had taken them under her wing, and when she heard that a Madame Butterfly type
of picture was to be made at the Thomas Ince studio she set up an appointment for Sessue and Tsuru. Both were
given roles, which were their first steps up the ladder of fame.
One of the most puzzling members of our group was Erich von Stroheim who had come to California because
he heard there was a future in the movies for a man of his appearance and education. He wore a monocle and a
tight girdle, affected the goosestep, bragged about his social position, his fortune tied up in Austria, and lived
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meagerly off what he could borrow from the rest of us. His preposterous stories entertained us, though we didn’t
think he had a chance to succeed as an actor in the movies; the average leading men bordered on what one might
call pretty, their faces covered with a light pinkish makeup, their mouths a cupid’s bow.
*
By this time the daily papers, with keen noses for news, saw how far-reaching could be the influence of these
colorful invaders upon the modes, morals, and manners of the susceptible younger generation and began
exploiting the social activities of the star performers. From photographs in the Sunday paper we learned that the
fat comedian with the blown-up face of a small boy was Fatty Arbuckle; the muscular Adonis who walked twelve
inches behind his chest was Francis X. Bushman; the girl with the long golden curls was Mary Pickford; the man
who looked so much like a horse you were sure he whinnied instead of talked was William S. Hart; and the sad
little mime who twisted your heartstrings while he made you laugh was Charlie Chaplin.
The press also recorded the activities of the picture companies: a man named Carl Laemmle was building a
small studio in San Fernando Valley; Cecil B. DeMille had come to Hollywood to direct his first picture, The
Squaw Man, which would star the famous stage actor Dustin Farnum; Broncho Billy Anderson, who had startled
the young out of five years’ growth in The Great Train Robbery, had become an established Western star.
A former glove salesman named Sam Goldfish had tossed his glove in the ring with his brother-in-law Jesse
Lasky. Their company was called the Lasky Feature Play Company, and its first release was The Squaw Man.
Lasky, so the press informed us, had been in vaudeville, a successful trumpeter. Which you must admit was a
pretty good start for a man embarking on a career as a motion picture producer.
*
My chance to escape from Los Angeles came unexpectedly: the cost of lithographs had tripled and Mr.
Morosco decided against the expense of reproducing posters. Did I sing Home Sweet Home? I did not! I accepted
a job with an advertising firm.
The truth was, I had no intention of leaving; the movie bug had stung me. Grandchild of four pioneers, I
sensed a future in this fascinating if cock-eyed business. But how to get into a studio when you weren’t an actress
was my puzzler until I met Owen Moore at a New Year’s Eve party. He had seen several of my posters and was
confident that his wife, Mary Pickford, would like to have me make one of her. In fact, he would arrange to have
us meet. I wrote in my diary:
“This could be IT!”
*
On the day of my interview with Mary Pickford, as I came out of the apartment house, a violent wind, which
the natives call a Santa Ana, was blowing a gale of dust from across the desert into the city. Seeing those tall
palms nodding recklessly to each other, I realized how impossible it would be to carry my large portfolio filled
with sketches unless I wanted to look like a hen in a cyclone. So I left the samples of my work, which were my
excuse for the interview, and sallied forth.
The studio was a series of nondescript barns and sheds, yet when the man in charge opened the gate you felt as
if you had looked through an opaque rock candy Easter egg into a multicolored vista beyond. This impression was
due to the skeletons of various buildings which served as backgrounds for scenes, the bustle and excitement of
actors in polychromatic costumes, their brightly painted faces making them perfect examples of the undertaker’s
art.
“We’re shooting three picture here today,” said the office boy who was escorting me to Miss Pickford. “Guess
all this is new to you, you look like an outsider.”
My sullen nod admitted it; I hated being a stranger in this fascinating world.
“Miss Pickford ain’t in her dressing room,” he rambled on. “She’s splicing some film in the cutting room.
Guess that stumps you outsiders,” he added with the smugness of Knowledge speaking to Ignorance. “There’s the
cutting room straight ahead. Just knock on the door.”
The repetition of that word “outsider” made me hesitate a few moments. I had come there for the definite
purpose of showing Miss Pickford my sketches, hoping to intrigue her interest, and here I stood empty-handed.
Should I offer an excuse? “Never explain, never complain,” kept running through my head to bolster my courage
as I knocked on the door.
“Come in! I’ve been expecting you,” said a firm, clear voice, and in a deeper tone than one would associate
with the childlike image Miss Pickford presented on the screen.
The door opened and she stood before me, dressed in a simple frock, with a large towel turban on her head;
obviously she had just washed her long curls and rolled them on rags. Shorter than my five feet two, and not many
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years younger, she seemed such a little girl that I felt more like putting my arms around her than shaking hands
formally.
“You’re Frances,” she said, extending her hand. “Hello.”
“Hello, Mary.” I stood there, holding her slender little hand in mine, all the charming compliments I had
prepared fleeing before the frank appraisal in her eyes. And as she looked at me, I became aware that a strange
watchfulness lay behind her steadfast gaze, a penetrating analysis which enabled her to see past the outward shell
and read your character as clearly as if it were etched upon a stone tablet.
“I think we’re going to be friends,” Mary said, breaking the long silence that had fallen on us.
“Thank you, Mary,” I mumbled, feeling exactly as if I’d just had my brain X-rayed.
To bridge my self-consciousness, she held a ribbon of film to the light and explained how scenes had to be cut
when they ran over-length, how close-ups were spliced in, and that it was Mr. Griffith who had conceived the idea
of moving a camera close to the actors’ faces so the public would get to know them intimately instead of their
remaining tiny figures, such as one sees on a stage from the top gallery. We skirted lightly over many subjects,
then Mary said,
“Owen tells me that you’re an artist.”
Here was the open door I'd been waiting for, but I guess salesmen are born, they don't spring into being
overnight.
“Yes, I am—after a fashion.”
“It must be a lot of fun to paint.”
“A lot of hard work.”
“What isn’t hard work if you want to succeed? I get up at the crack of dawn. All day we’re out in the hot sun
and working under the most trying conditions. It’s not easy to thrust your own personality into the background
and play another character, often foreign to your own. As we rush from one role to another, I scarcely have time
between pictures to become Mary Pickford again.”
Into her eyes came a wistful expression which revealed the sadness that had already scarred this young life.
“When I was a child I used to retreat into a dream world and hide from reality. Unfortunately, as we grow older
we learn that there is no escape.”
We were interrupted by a photographer who had some proofs to show her. Because it was such a small room,
she excused herself and stepped outside. The door was slightly ajar and I overheard her say,
“Destroy this one of Mr. Moore and me, it’s too intimate a pose. For publicity we use only the stills of
ourselves taken on a set when we’re in a picture together.”
“Yes, Miss Pickford.”
Miss Pickford. It occurred to me then that in all the articles I had read about her she was never referred to as
Mrs. Moore. In fact, I couldn’t recall even in interviews where she or the interviewer had ever alluded to her love
affair with Owen Moore or her marriage. Was it because there was little congeniality in their relationship? Was he
jealous that her star was shining brighter than his? Or were the studio heads determined to keep America’s
Sweetheart forever a young girl? Would she seem less desirable, less virginal, if visualized in the arms of a man?
What a nutty business, I thought. But that’s what made it so provocative. When she came back into the cutting
room I rose.
“Mary, I’m sorry I interrupted your work, and I mustn’t keep you any longer, you’ve been very kind to—”
“But I really enjoyed our visit. Working since I was five years old, I haven’t had time to make new friends.
Lillian and Dorothy Gish are very close to me, and I’ve found out that friendship sustains us, where love
sometimes fails us. But I’ve always been eager to meet young people from other professions, like you for
instance. There’s a kinship between us, so please come to see me again when I return to California, I’m sure
before the year is out.”
As I took her outstretched hand in mine, and was once more held in that moment of silence by her truthsearching gaze, I can’t explain what suddenly moved me but my eyes filled with tears. I hurried out of the cutting
room for fear she might notice them. Still, I could not be sure whether I had succeeded; as I glanced back, she was
standing in the doorway waving to me.
Lordy, I’ve made a fool of myself, I thought; she must think I’m a sentimental ass.
The office boy greeted me before I reached the gate.
“You sure got a lot of her time. Bet you asked for an autographed photo. It’s a regular hobby with outsiders,
collecting autographs.”
*
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That annoying word “outsider” followed me beyond the closed gates, all the way back to town, and into my
quiet apartment. For months I had felt the twinge of personal interest in the picture business, but now, fired by
Mary’s description of her hard though rewarding work, my interest had kindled, and the longing to become
enmeshed in that life kept stirring my roots. How could I achieve this? What could I do? I had muffed my chance
with Miss Pickford. If only she had seen some of my portraits.
One morning, after Adela had congratulated me for having been made head of the art department in the
advertising firm, I confessed my nagging desire to get into the movies.
“You’re off your trolley! You always have been! But that’s your charm!”
She reached for the telephone.
“Now you have named your poison—I’ll send you to an old friend of mine, Lois Weber, the only woman
director in the picture business. She will give you some darn good advice, which you probably won’t take.
Anyway, happy hunting!”
*
Two days later I was ushered into Lois Weber’s office by her secretary. Through the window we could see the
stage where a scene was in full swing. About forty costumed actors were milling about, the women shaking their
fists, the men brandishing axes and swords, all roaring in a deafening chorus.
“They’re storming the palace of Versailles,” explained the secretary, calling my attention to the painted
backdrop which bore little resemblance to the photographs I had seen of the royal palace. “When the whistle
blows, the mob scene will be over and our gracious lady will be here to greet you.” She stressed the “lady” with
such fervent ardor that I wondered if I would be expected to genuflect when I met Miss Weber.
Finally the whistle blew, the mob dispersed, and the director left the set.
“Sit down, my dear,” Miss Weber said, when taut nerves made me rise stiffly as she entered the room. “I’m
very happy you came to see me. I’m sure Mrs. St. Johns told you why I was interested in you. One of the most
fascinating sidelights in the art of making motion pictures is the search for new talent. Some directors demand
previous experience in the young people they sign, but I believe in taking amateurs and teaching them all I have
learned during my years in the theatre. In this way, I can build their acting careers toward ultimate success.”
She was smiling warmly.
“I have a broad wing, would you like to come under its protection and—”
“Miss Weber,” I interrupted, “I seem to be here under false pretenses. I’m not an actress. I haven’t the slightest
desire to become one. But I do want to get into the picture business. Frankly, I can’t understand why I have such a
fierce urge when I really have so little to offer to it. All I can do is paint. I’m a fair artist. That might help with the
sets and costumes. My newspaper experience didn’t spark but I’ve sold quite a few magazine stories. Perhaps
your press department might be interested in seeing what I can whip up along the publicity line. But I could never
learn to act, even if Svengali hypnotized me, I’m too—” Her laughter silenced me.
“You’re doing a fair piece of acting right now. My dear, if you don’t want to work before the camera until you
know your way around the studio and are acquainted with everyone, I’ll find plenty for you to do.”
By this time I was so dizzy there were half a dozen Lois Webers floating around the room. Two hours later I
signed a contract. The only fly in the ointment came when she remarked,
“How ambitious you are for such a young girl.”
“But I’m not a young girl. I’ll be twenty-four in November. I’ve been married and divorced.”
“Goodness!” I thought it was a gasp of disapproval at my rejected wedding ring until she added, “Twenty-four!
You don’t look that old. I thought you were still in your teens.” Her hand patted mine. “Soon as you come to work
here never mention your age. In spite of your protests, we might shape your destiny and. turn you into an actress.
An actress never tells her real age.” Thus I entered the Bosworth studio as:
Frances Marion. Actress. Refined Type. Age 19.
*
During the weeks that followed I skittered around the studio doing every kind of job I could find except
emptying the garbage pails. I helped the costume and set designers, worked in the cutting room with Sidney
Franklin, also from San Francisco, who was as eager as I to learn every phase of the business and did not consider
it a chore to work nine or ten hours a day; we entered into our varied jobs with enthusiasm. In fact, only a few of
the studio employees ever grumbled about overtime and they were looked down upon as agitators. Whenever they
suggested that actors and the working crew should form unions, they were quietly but firmly edged out of the
studio where contentment was reflected on all those youthful faces.
At night, tired feet did not go home to rest; several of the more successful leading actors owned automobiles
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and away a flock of us would drive to the pier at Santa Monica. The Ship Café became our rendezvous. We
danced the one-step, the two-step. A few old-timers still sped across the floor doing the Grapevine or the Bunny
Hug. Toasts were drunk in foaming mugs of lager. The boys wore high-belted suits with wide lapels and deep
cuffs on their trousers. The girls wore everything they could pile on their frames and still manage to navigate,
from droopy hats overloaded with flowers and ribbons, hourglass corsets, cotton stockings with clocks that
significantly pointed upward, to high-button shoes.
At the Ship Café embryonic stars cavorted carefree as sparrows, confident that nothing could put a lid on their
bubbling pot of life in that land of the Galloping Magic Lantern.
*
Within a few months the Bosworth studio began to be packed sardine-fashion, for other producers besides Lois
Weber and Hobart Bosworth had bought an interest in the company and were crowding into the cramped quarters
to make pictures. Whom did I run into but Oliver Morosco, with Charlotte Greenwood in tow.
“You’re smart to get into this booming racket,” Mr. Morosco said. “I’m storing up for the lean years ahead if
the movies keep on nipping at our heels. But damned if I’ll ever let them be shown at my theatre, even the
comedies I make with Charlotte.”
“I don’t care where they show the flicks so long as I’m in them!” said the beaming comedienne. “What’s more,
I intend to stay in them until I’m so old they put me out to pasture!” (A prophetic remark to be remembered by us
years and years later.)
Mr. Morosco watched a scene from Macbeth. Used to actors speaking lines which had been authored and
rehearsed, he was shocked by such improvisations from the extras as,
“Wall, I’ll be hornswoggled if it ain’t my old pal Macduff!” … “To arms, men! We’ll slaughter the lousy
buzzards!”
“I often wonder what the deaf who can read lips think about the movies,” he remarked. “We’re lucky we can’t
hear the language used by the untrained crowds. Inexcusable!”
Miss Weber overheard this remark and called me into her office.
“I don’t want you to spend any more time in the cutting room or writing articles. It’s more important to be on
every set where we use extras.”
She handed me what they call a shooting script.
“Note where the mob scenes are. You’ll be in costume and move among them. But your principal job is to
write snatches of dialogue, pick out individual types you can depend on, and rehearse them so we won’t have any
more such expressions as ‘I could kick a dog in the face’ to register surprise, or ‘Let’s kill them frog-eatin’
bastards!’ when a crowd is clamoring for the death of Marie Antoinette.”
“Suppose they won’t take prompting from me?”
“They will. I’ll make you my assistant. You never have to worry about the extras, they aren’t going to
jeopardize their three dollars a day. I’ve seen several of the girls actually wearing silk stockings.”
This was my first experience at writing for the movies, and it was interesting work though I had to take an
awful .lot of sass for not letting the extras use the language that came natural to them.
*
One morning Hobart Bosworth announced that Elsie Janis was arriving at the studio to make four pictures.
Lightning struck our barn! Elsie was a renowned Broadway star, one of the highest paid in the theatre. Probably
be upstage and temperamental, we groaned.
Elsie was a friendly straight-from-the-shoulder girl.
“Hello, kids,” she called to us, after Miss Weber’s flowery introduction. “Mother and I are tickled to death to
meet you!” Immediately she linked us all into one happy family, presided over by Josephine Janis, whose voice
could outhonk a goose of the trumpeting species.
As Elsie did not think much of the screenplays prepared for her, she wrote her own starring vehicles. One was
laid in the prehistoric Stone Age, and the picture was to be shot in a rocky pass which would suggest the ancient
abode of cave dwellers. All the young girls were hoping to be cast in this unusual opus, especially after their
undisciplined glances had taken in Elsie’s leading man, Owen Moore, resplendent in bare limbs and chest,
wearing his leopard skins with the air of a Roman senator swishing his toga.
Being Refined Type, I was confident that I would not be chosen, having watched the assistant director select
only hefty gals who easily could have swung a stone pick or carried their young in their teeth. But it happened
that Elsie was in the studio to look over the selected cast.
“What’s the matter with that girl?” she demanded, pointing her finger at me.
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“She’s too little and skinny,” answered the assistant director.
“Young man, don’t you suppose there were small women in the Neolithic Age? Her long hair will look
beautiful as she scampers over the rocks.”
“Scampering over the rocks” was a phrase that became anathema to us in the days that followed; the role of
barefooted prehistoric maidens was a painful one and at night we limped home to soak our bruised feet in Epsom
salts. For all that we gave to our Art, when the picture was shown, no one pointed to us on the screen and
exclaimed, “Behold the real troupers of Hollywood!” Instead, derisive laughter greeted us as we minced gingerly
over sharp rocks, our muddied faces distorted with pain, while a title informed the audience:
“Fearless women of the Stone Age who fought and died alongside their men.”
*
By the time Elsie had completed her four pictures we were friends. She had let me work with her on the last
two stories.
“With your sense of humor, Fran, plus that sentiment which comes out in spite of your rather satiric point of
view, I think you’d have a future in this lunatic business as a writer.”
It was a suggestion which I tried to dismiss—the writers of scenarios were pushed into the background, poorly
paid, their talent unexploited, but the idea kept sticking in my craw like a fishbone, and I decided to try to outline
a story which I would submit to Mary Pickford when she returned to California.
Meanwhile, the press splurged on stories about Mack Sennett’s leap into the longest, broadest, and funniest
movie ever made, Tillie’s Punctured Romance, starring Charlie Chaplin, Marie Dressler, and Mabel Normand.
*
I saw only the name of Marie Dressler shining forth. When I was a cub reporter on my first newspaper job in
San Francisco I had met Miss Dressler, and under rather strained circumstances. At that time only the seasoned
reporters were sent out on important assignments. They braved the labyrinths of Chinatown, covered the grand
balls on Nob Hill, and interviewed people of renown who were transient guests in our city.
The arrival of Marie Dressler in a new play was heralded by fanfare, and I decided that it would take me out of
“Obits”\fn{Obituaries.} if I could make some sketches of her. With the gall of youth (I had just turned seventeen), I
sent a note to the desk of the City Editor. The reply came through one of the top feature writers.
“Congratulations, kid,” he said. “You’ve been given the chance of a lifetime-an order to make some sketches
of Dressler, plus a personal interview with her. Wow! Will that hand you a spread under Ashton Stevens’ review of
the play.” Then he grew serious for a moment.
“But for God’s sake don’t fall down on the job. I’d hate to see your head tossed into the basket with the rest of
the clutter.”
On the opening night of the play, crowds poured into the theatre, the women dressed in their best bibs-andtuckers, the men in tuxes sans bibs, making it a memorable occasion like a night at the opera. In the midst of this
sea of ermine, sable, and sparkling jewels, the representatives of the press formed a small and somewhat dreary
island. Jockeying for position, all of us hurried down the alleyway that led to the stage entrance and went into the
theatre.
On the door of the comedienne’s dressing room was a large gold star. Shortly after we knocked, Miss Dressler
appeared in an outlandish outfit that exaggerated her two hundred pounds.
“Greetings, pals!” she boomed. “Make your interviews snappy. The circus is waiting for its elephant!”
In a wink she had us tangled up in her heartstrings. Flashlights exploded, questions popped like corn in a
bonfire, and my voice was lost in the cacophony. Finally she spied me in the background.
“Hello, little girl,” she said amiably. “Where’d you come from?”
When I told her, a dreadful silence followed. Everyone turned and stared at me.
“Get out!” she thundered. “You know better than to pull a trick like this. Get right out of here or I’ll have you
thrown out!”
As she towered over me, an ostrich looking down at a sparrow, I felt plucked and naked. I tried to shrink away,
but I couldn’t move. I was still frozen there after she had dismissed the reporters, gone into her dressing room,
and slammed the door.
During the entire play I never moved from that position. Miss Dressler swept past me, always keeping her face
averted. Back and forth she went from dressing room to the stage. I could hear laughter, applause, and finally
enthusiastic curtain calls when the play ended. Suddenly she appeared in the wings but before she could escape
into her dressing room I blocked the way.
“Miss Dressler,” I cried desperately, “if I don’t get an interview with you I’ll lose my job. And I need it! I
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really need it!” She seemed to be relaxed a little though she still looked at me with leveled brows.
“Is that what those sons of—” when she stopped short, I supplied—“abitches.”
“Yes, bitches,” she emphasized. Her grin gave me a spark of hope until she said,
“Aw, you poor little kid, don’t you realize that gang on the paper has played a practical joke on you? They
knew I wouldn’t let a Hearst reporter get within ten miles of me. Neither would W.R.\fn{ William Randolph Hearst.}
give me an inch of space in any of his papers. We had a blowup, he and I, and you can take my word for it that
when I blow I can outmatch Moby Dick.” She laid her hand on my shoulder.
“You poor little kid,” she repeated. “Come on into my dressing room for a cup of java. I’ll send my maid out
for an oyster loaf.”
Her dressing room was filled with flowers and sheaves of telegrams, those tributes to success which were, she
admitted, so necessary to an actress’s peace of mind, their absence marking the end of her career.
“Now sit down,” she said. “We’ll have a nice friendly chin-wag.”
It was an absorbing hour, chin-wagging, though mostly on Miss Dressler’s part, while I stored this mental note
for my diary: Successful actresses like Marie Dressler seem to have crawled to the heights on their hands and
knees over broken glass.
It was after midnight before we left the theatre. Fog swirled its chiffons around the carriage that was waiting to
take her to the hotel.
“Hop in,” she said, “I’ll drive you home first.”
I hopped in, and when we parted she looked at me long and wistfully.
“Child, you’re sweet,” she said. Impulsively she stooped and kissed me.
“I’ll see you again.”
*
And now we both were in Hollywood! The ample publicity in the Hearst papers was proof that the feud
between the comedienne and the publisher was over. I could see Miss Dressler again! This bright thought
suddenly snuffed out … of course she had forgotten our brief encounter; seven years had whizzed by since then.
The day Elsie Janis left for New York her newly-made friends flocked to the railroad station to bid her
farewell. There was Ma Janis honking orders to the porters; they must handle carefully her daughter’s luggage
consisting of innumerable trunks, hatboxes, suitcases, bird cages, and two yipping dogs in crates. Suddenly above
this turmoil I heard a voice saying, “Hey, young lady, wait a minute,” and felt a restraining hand on my arm.
Wheeling around I faced Marie Dressler.
“Aren’t you the young girl I met in San Francisco when I opened in Tillie’s Nightmare?
“Oh, Miss Dressler, I didn’t dream you’d remember me.”
“Remember you? I’m not the forgetting type. What are you doing down here in movieville?” Before I could
answer, the conductor shouted,
“All aboard!”
“Drat,” said Marie, “I’ve got to dash! But I’ll see you again. It’s a promise and don’t you forget it.”
The train pulled out and left the crowd standing there, one large group waving to Elsie Janis, the other large
group waving to Marie Dressler.
“I’ll see you again” kept ringing in my ears. …
132.12 Excerpt from Kiss Hollywood Good-By\fn{by Anita Loos (1888-1981)} Mount Shasta, Siskiyo County,
California, U.S.A. (F) 19
In my youth I never kept a diary, feeling that a girl who could sell her words for money had other fish to fry.
But back in 1927 I began to save my old date books, which have accumulated until they now fill two wide
bookshelves.
Looking them over recently, it struck me that those date books are more truthful than any diaries, for, as time
rolled on, items which once seemed insignificant have taken on a startling new importance. For instance, an entry
marked Hollywood, June 2, 1932, simply records Eight-thirty—Preview. But on that night Jean Harlow and
Charles Boyer, two unknown movie actors, zoomed into stardom and my own life was turned over like an upsidedown cake.
I grant that the short entries in a date book can sometimes pose a mystery. In Santa Monica, July 4, 1935, I
scribbled: Leave for New York. Lend beach house to Joe. And then, six weeks later, a mystery comes to light:
Home from vacation. Find house in order except for footprints on the ceiling.
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Only Hollywood could supply an answer to that mystery. Joe Scheck was an eminent film producer, and, in
spite of girth, advancing years, and retreating hairline, he dearly loved to play. And I learned on investigation that
those footprints had come about during a beach party Joe gave. It seemed that Johnny Weissmuller,\fn{ Aka Peter
John Weismuller (1904-1984).} the current “Tarzan,” had grabbed a starlet, whose feet were smeared with suntan oil,
and hoisted her, upside down, until she was walking on the ceiling.
I also find those old datebooks useful in exposing some event I once considered earth-shaking. One night I
kept a rendezvous with a sophisticated European film director which I, as a Hollywood novice, found so
unforgettable it only needed be recorded with a fingerprint in lipstick. Had I written that occasion up “in depth”
when it took place, it would have been a pack of lies because today I can’t remember his name to give him a
belated screen credit. So I’m against diaries and all for datebooks, because memory is more indelible than ink.
One day in 1927 I scribbled down an ordinary, run-of-the-mill tea date but I met a character that afternoon who
was to dominate my life as long as he lived. His name was Wilson Mizner. In 1936 he became the inspiration for a
movie I wrote starring Clark Gable,\fn{ Aka William Clark Gable (1901-1960).} Jeanette MacDonald,\fn{(1907-1965).}
and the San Francisco earthquake. Its title was San Francisco and it still runs on the late TV shows.
In 1926 I’d given up my writing career to live a private life with the husband I then adored. John Emerson was
twenty years my senior; handsome, literate, and educated for the clergy. When he deserted the church to invade
Broadway, he perfected that charisma, which even a bad actor has, of being able to charm his off-stage public.
In time .John Emerson rose to be a featured player for Broadway’s distinguished theatrical producer, Charles
Frohman. In 1909, when the playwright Clyde Fitch died leaving his tragedy The Lily unfinished, John completed
the manuscript and brought the play through to a successful run. John played leading roles with Minnie Maddern
Fiske,\fn{(1865-1932).} America’s most serious theatrical star; he co-authored and starred in a successful whodunit
called The Conspiracy. Then, sensing the new opportunities that were opening up on the West Coast, he cast a
glance toward Hollywood with a view to directing films.
D. W. Griffith\fn{David Wark Griffith (1875-1948).} had always looked down on movies as a bastard child of the
theater, and when a distinguished figure like John Emerson approached him for a job, he was flattered. He
immediately asked John to join his staff of directors.
Another of D. W.’s importations was a handsome Broadway juvenile named Douglas Fairbanks.\fn{Aka
Douglas Ullman (1883-1939).} While John was learning to direct by watching D. W. at work, Doug was being
cast in several rather pedestrian roles in which he failed to register. And Doug, homesick for Broadway, began
marking time to get back there.
It didn't take John Emerson long to master the new technique and then, feeling that Griffith had overlooked
Fairbanks’s potential, he decided that his first film would exploit the young actor’s dashing personality.
John Emerson started a search through the files in the scenario department to find a vehicle for Fairbanks. The
studio purchased a good many action-stories which had appeared in pulp magazines, but one day Emerson
unearthed a file of plots that I had concocted directly for the screen.
Over a hundred of my half-hour slapstick comedies had already been filmed. I still have two of those old
manuscripts; the first dating back to 1914 was titled The Deadly Glass of Beer. It starred the character actor Tully
Marshall and was directed by Tod Browning, who later rose to be master of the macabre in early film art. [His
movie Freaks opened up a new genre of horror films long before Hitchcock.\fn{Alfred J. Hitchcock (19091980).}]
The Deadly Glass of Beer earned me $25, not bad in those days for a synopsis written on a single page.
Henry and Frank are cousins who meet at a lawyer’s office to hear their uncle’s will read. The will states: ‘I leave
one million dollars to my nephew Frank if by his twenty-first birthday he has remained a strict teetotaler. But if Frank
should drink even a single glass of beer, my entire fortune is to go to Henry.’ Henry, smothering his fury, plots Frank’s
downfall.
Disguised by false whiskers, Henry trails Frank about town in the hope of catching him taking a drink. One day
Frank passes a saloon, hesitates, furtively looks up and down the street, and ducks in. Henry follows him into the
saloon, grabs off his false whiskers, raps Frank on the back, and says,
‘Aha! I’ve caught you!’
At which Frank turns around and shows his glass to be full of buttermilk.
The day before Frank's twenty-first birthday, Henry becomes desperate. Aided by cohorts, he kidnaps Frank and
takes him to a den on the waterfront. There he is strapped to a table; his mouth is propped open and Henry is about to
pour a bottle of beer into Frank when, just as the clock strikes twelve, the police break in to arrest Henry for serving
liquor without a license.
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Are you ready for another example of those primitive beginnings out of which grew the first new Art Form
since Time began?
Maude is in love with Sidney, a youth who has sworn he will never wed until he finds “a girl like Mother,” In an
attempt to learn what sort of girl his mother is, Maude frequents Sidney’s neighborhood to study her from a distance.
But through an unfortunate error, she mistakes the town trollop for Sidney’s mother. Although it goes against the grain
of a modest girl like Maude, she proceeds to whoop it up in a manner that ruins forever any chance to win the man she
loves.
In the denouement, however, Maude explains that her rowdy behavior was due to her great love for Sidney and that
she is. indeed, “a girl like Mother.”

Studying those synopses in the script department that day, John Emerson began to think that their humor had a
refreshing impudence. Presently he came across a story that poked fun at our American aristocracy. It had been
inspired by Hollywood’s neighboring community of Pasadena, a winter resort for snobbish families whose lineage
had been established by brand names such as Heinz’s Pickles, Smith Brothers’ Cough Drops, and Chalmers’
Underwear. My hero, in disgrace because he added nothing to the family réclame, is threatened with
disinheritance unless, by hook or crook, he begins to get His Picture in the Papers (which was the title of my
story).
Looking for the author's name, John Ernerson found it to be “A. Loos.” For, when I first began to submit
manuscripts, I had a theory they’d get more consideration if their author seemed to be a man. John Emerson
hurried to report to Griffith:
“There’s some fellow named Loos who’s turned out just what I want for a Fairbanks picture. When can I meet
him?” With a glint in his eye, D. W. said, “Right now,” and ordered A. Loos to be fetched from the script
department. But he then proceeded to warn Emerson that the script he had picked out was deceptive.
“If you study it,” Griffith said, “you’ll notice that most of the laughs are in the dialogue which can’t be
photographed.”
When Emerson asked why he bought the stories, D. W. said because they made him laugh. Emerson ventured
they might do the same for audiences if the laugh-lines were printed on the film.
“But people don’t go to the movies to read,” Griffith argued.
When I appeared in answer to D. W.’s summons, John Emerson was astonished that A. Loos was a small
brunette in a sailor suit with hair hanging down her back in a long braid. On my part, I was not impressed by my
discoverer. Unaware that he was one of Broadway’s most distinguished citizens, I thought he looked rather a fogy.
I accepted an invitation to go to the corner drugstore for a soda and there went through an intensive
questioning about the slap-slick comedies I was turning out for the second-string directors at the studio.
“Wouldn’t you like someone to film one of those satires you’ve written?” asked Mr. Emerson.
“Maybe,” I told the old boy, “but Mr. Griffith says they won’t work.”
It wasn’t easy to get D. W.’s okay to film my story, but he finally agreed and at the same time warned Emerson
to finish the picture before Doug’s option came due, because the studio was going to let him go. Following
Emerson’s instructions, I wrote my plot in full detail, and included a lot of subtitles.
We filmed our picture with a great deal of spontaneous horseplay on the part of Doug, some of which John
included in the movie. During this time D. W., deeply involved in his major work, Intolerance, allowed us to float
our trial balloon without paying it any attention.
Not until our movie was cut and titled were we able to snare Griffith into a projection room to see what we’d
done. D. W. viewed those subtitles with grudging attention, and, at the end, he made one shattering comment.
“Your idea doesn’t work, Mr. Emerson. We’ll have to shelve the picture.”
We filed out of the projection room in dark despair, not knowing that, by a lucky error in the shipping
department, a copy of His Picture in the Papers had already been shipped to the New York Exchange.
In the New York or those days, the Roxy Movie Palace was managed by S. I. Rothapfel, a show-biz character
who could have been an invention of Dickens. He was fat, rosy, and bald, and considered himself the host of each
and every soul who bought a ticket. Every Monday morning found him in the foyer, receiving guests for the
premiere of his new show.
“Hi, Roxy! How’s the movie this week?” some fan might ask. Roxy told the truth even when painful.
“Well, Mack, the film may be a little gushy, but Blanche Sweet’s a doll!”
Well, Fate had decreed that on a certain Monday morning Roxy’s new feature hadn’t yet been delivered by the
Exchange, In a panic, he phoned to demand,
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“Where the hell’s my show? It’s almost opening time!”
It was apparent that something must have happened to the delivery truck but Roxy was assured the Exchange
would immediately rush over a substitute.
“Yeah?” he asked in derision. “Who’s the star?”
“A new young actor named Doug Fairbanks.”
“Fine thing!” barked Roxy. “I advertise Eddy Dillon, and then insult my customers with a nobody.”
Roxy faced that opening day audience to announce, with hollow geniality, that there’d been a temporary switch
in the program.
“But hold your horses. I’ll put the feature on just as soon as it gets here.” Then Roxy beat a retreat and hoped
for the best.
His Picture in the Papers started to unroll, beginning with a long subtitle, which was a highly unusual
procedure.
Movie titles up to that time had been strictly informative and very brief: The Next Day, That Same Evening, or
at their most literate, Came the Dawn. Roxy was both surprised and relieved when the opening title brought forth
a hearty laugh. Then, as one subtitle after another flashed on the screen, the laughter mounted until the audience
was roaring with gusty approval. And Roxy, standing at the back of the house, realized he was present at a
startling innovation.
It is difficult to imagine the impact those written words had on that early-day audience. And next morning the
movie critic of The New York Times said, in essence, “satire has invaded the screen; the movies are growing out of
their infancy.” When, halfway through the picture, one of Roxy’s minions reached his side to say the missing film
had arrived, Roxy trotted down the aisle, climbed to the stage, and raised his hand to stop the picture.
“Listen, children, the regular film just got here. Do you want me to yank Doug Fairbanks?”
“No! No! No!” came a reply that sounded like thunder.
The picture continued to a hilarious end, by which time Doug Fairbanks had put an entire audience
permanently into his pocket.
That movie lifted Doug into instant stardom; D. W. took up his option, assigned John Emerson as Doug’s
permanent director, and put me on as sole writer for the Fairbanks unit. (Note to Women’s Lib: I need never have
signed my name “A. Loos.”) Moreover, D. W. was quick to admit his mistake about the written word on film, He
ordered me to write a full set of subtitles for Intolerance. One that I filched from Voltaire\fn{Aka Françoise Marie
Arouet (1694-1778) French philosopher.} stated that when women cease to attract men, they take to noble deeds to gain
attention. It still gets a laugh.
Working with John Emerson turned out to be great fun and I began to realize he was anything but a fogy. In
fact, Doug never ceased kidding about his affairs with glamorous Broadway stars, among whom were Fay Bainter
and the delectable Billie Burke.\fn{Aka Mary William Ethelbert Appleton Burke (1885-1970).}
Jealousy enters on the scene when Emily Stevens arrived in Los Angeles on a starring tour in Hedda Gabler. A
full-blown, red- headed beauty, she made me feel pretty insignificant. Moreover, she was so possessive of John
that he even neglected our work … a little. H9ow could I ever have considered him a fogy?
But even stronger than jealousy was the fact that John enjoyed frail health, which brings out the mother in a
girl and is an extremely sexy emotion. As for John, he must have felt rejuvenated, after years of knocking about
Broadway, to have a little Hollywood sweetheart who not only catered to his every demand, but also brought
home a great deal of bacon.
At one point during our collaboration, John took leave of absence from Doug to make a picture without me. It
was a story of India starring Mary Pickford, and it turned out to be the first failure America’s Sweetheart ever
made. Although the disaster was blamed on a bad script, it was shattering to John’s ego and also evidence of how
necessary I’d become to his career. At any rate, he asked me to marry him. That an unsophisticated girl like me
could take a man-of-the-world away from Emily Stevens was intoxicating. And I became Mrs. John Emerson,
confident that that delirious state would last forever.
Working with Doug continued to seem like child’s play and, at the same time, it was making us rich. John
always took charge of my earnings and, investing our salaries in the foolproof stock market of the Twenties, he
began to stack up a fortune. But, in the opinion of Broadway, movies still belonged to the category of comic
strips, which destroyed John’s pride in his film career. And, looking about for a praiseworthy side line, he began
to involve himself in left-wing politics, as wealthy show-biz types often do.
At the same time, we both recognized that Southern California had become a dumping ground for kooks,
weirdos, and incompetents who set its pace and created its cultural atmosphere. So, after accumulating money
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enough, we quit Hollywood forever (or so we thought) and took up residence in New York.
John was immediately welcomed as an eloquent speechmaker for the Actors’ Equity Association in its battle
with theater managers for better working conditions. In the ensuing Actors’ Equity strike, John quickly rose to be
a leader. The striking actors, because of their glamour, made headlines all over the country. It was an exhilarating
new life for an ex-movie director who had been ashamed of his job. But it was a life in which I, alas, was no
longer needed.
Trying to fight off chagrin over my husband’s neglect, I gradually drifted into a set of intellectuals whose IQ
was as high as their talk was rowdy: H. L. Mencken, Ernest Boyd, the Irish essayist, Joseph Hergesheimer, and
George Jean Nathan. I also made new girl friends: .Tallulah Bankhead and Adele Astaire, who were incomparable
fun, and Zoe Akins, the playwright and poetess who lived for romance and for food, never recognizing that too
much heft nullified her prospects for l’amour.
But much as I appreciated those friends, I could also laugh at them. And prompted by a flirtation that Henry
Mencken was having with a stupid little blonde. I wrote a skit poking fun at his romance. I had no thought of it
ever being printed; my only purpose was to make Henry laugh at himself, which it did.
In 1925 my spoof found its way into print under the title of Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. It was published first as
a serial in Harper’s Bazaar; after which it ran into 85 editions as a book, followed by 14 translations, including
one in Chinese which was serialized in a newspaper published by Lin Yutang. (When I met Dr. Lin and asked how
the book could be understood by a race that has no blondes, he said, My dear young lady, blondness is not
restricted to pigmentation. And your dialogue fits quite naturally into the argot of our Sing-Song girls.”)
From the beginning, my tough little blonde proved to be a healthy financial enterprise. But I never had to
bother my head with business, for .John, as usual, took my money as soon as it came in.
And if Women’s Lib wanted to make an issue of that situation, let me speak up for all the girls like me who
automatically hand their wages over to a man. Our type was later to be described in a lyric that Leo Robin wrote
for the brunette in the musical version of my book.
I love what I’m doing when I’m doing it for love
The kick that I get is my reward
If a boy is not a spender
I’m inclined to be more tender
And believe you me I’m never bored.
I love what I’m doing when I’m doing it for love
I know every bench in Central Park
If a lad who comes a-wooing
Wants to take me out canoeing
It’s the greatest thing since Noah’s Ark.
And if a guy takes me out riding
And his motor car breaks down
I roll up my sleeves and help him shove
But I’m really in my hey-day
If he wants ten bucks till pay day
’Cause I love what I’m doing when I’m doing it for love.

It isn’t for nothing that one of America’s most poignant love songs, My Man, glorifies a character who isn’t
very faithful to his girl.
The day finally came when I discovered a letter from one of John’s fellow socialists, expressing her joy over
being able to compensate for his unfulfilled marriage. When faced with that evidence, John disarmed me by
bursting into tears. He bitterly regretted that he wasn’t the marrying type; that he had never wanted children; that
his nerves were shattered by such a binding arrangement.
Tremulous with guilt over having made a great big grown man weep, I asked if he wanted a divorce. He
grasped me in agitation.
“No, no, no, Buggie! I’ll never leave you; you’re so gullible you might fall into the hands of some crook
who’d get hold of your money!”
As an upshot, John worked out a friendly separation and granted me an allowance.
“This arrangement will be much better for you, Buggie,” he explained. “Because in the past you’ve always had
to ask me for money. But now I’m giving my Bug some of her very own.”
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John found me an apartment on East Seventy-ninth Street and then moved into bachelor quarters some twenty
blocks away. More or less resigned, I settled for a sort of father-daughter relationship during which I
affectionately gave John the nickname by which everybody called him from that time on—Mister E.
I was chagrined over my failure as a wife but Mr. E.’s plan had one advantage. I at once purchased the mink
coat I could have bought years before, but Mr. E. never felt he could afford. And thus our carefree way of life
continued until 1929 when, all of a sudden, the stock market crash brought instant privation to millions, foremost
among them Mr. E.
But after the first few days of panic, Mr. E., as usual, became a realist.
“There’s enough left from our disaster to support one of us,” he told me. “Naturally, I’ll have to count every
penny. But my Bug’s in luck because she’s healthy and can go to work.”
Now that I was to start writing again, I suddenly realized how much I’d missed it; that. to me, writing had been
an absorbing game—something like jigsaw puzzles. It was fun to assemble a group of characters based on people
I knew, and then set them against one another for better or worse. And what satisfaction when my game worked
out!
Elated at going back to work again, I was all for laying in a stack of yellow pads and a box of pencils, but Mr.
E. was alarmed.
“No, no, Buggie! Let’s face it, writing’s a risky business and you might never be lucky again. You’ll have to
find some job that pays an immediate salary.”
It appeared that he’d been mulling over his problem and, as usual, come up with a solution.
“This is your opportunity for a career in something you’ve always loved—a career in fashion. A cute little girl
like my Bug can easily land a modeling job.”
It was true that, next to writing, I loved clothes. I’d recently posed for Vogue and Harper’s Bazaar in my
dresses from Mainbocher. As always, I felt that Mr. E. was right. But, on investigation, he found that, like all
luxury trades, fashion was dead. There was nothing to do but dip into the capital on which Mr. E. had counted for
his own future. And then, with poverty drawing closer and closer, there suddenly came out of left field an offer
from MGM for me to write a movie script at $3500 a week!
Mr. E. was staggered, for in New York the entertainment industry was moribund. New Yorkers have an adage:
“As Wall Street goes, so goes Broadway.”
And Broadway was dying. (It’s always dying. In 1974 it’s dying again.) But strangely enough, motion picture
houses throughout the nation were jammed. Folks were skimping on the bare necessities of life to buy distraction.
Not only did films survive the crash but Hollywood was just entering its zenith.
While Mr. E. felt his Buggie might not make good in the talkies, my salary was guaranteed for six months. I,
myself, wasn’t able to figure that sum out but it was large enough for Mr. E. to let me take up my pencil again.
December 11, 1931; found me at Grand Central Station in New York, waiting to board the crack Twentieth
Century Limited. At long last I was going back to California: where I was born, where my career began in those
early silent films, and where the Loos family was still entrenched. Mr. E. came to the station to see me off and, as
the conductor called “All aboard,” he detained me long enough for final instructions:
“Don’t fall for Clark Gable when you get there, Buggie dear. Remember your old boy lives only for his little
Bug!”
That declaration might have seemed a bit crass under the circumstances, for I had long realized that Mr. E.’s
devotion was largely affected by the amount of money I earned. But the transparent means he took to conceal that
fact had grown into a joke which I could only enjoy. And, as every Don Juan knows, we girls are so eager for
compliments a man needn’t try to be subtle. At any rate, it was his sweet talk I’d fallen for in the beginning.
*
Mr. E. was actually the forerunner of a type that was beginning to emerge in our country. From early Colonial
days, sex life in America had been based on the custom of men supporting women. That situation reached its
heyday in the Twenties when it was easy for any dabbler in stocks to flaunt his manhood by lavishing an unearned
income on girls. But with the stock-market crash, men were hard put even to keep their wives, let alone spend
money on sex outside the home. The adjustment was much easier on women than on men, who jumped out of
windows in droves, whereas I can’t recall a single headline that read: KEPT GIRL LEAPS FROM LOVE NEST.
All over the nation girls started to earn their own money. Gold diggers whose lives had been the most tedious,
readily took to exciting jobs as mannequins, models, and cover girls. Those with sufficient talent went on the
stage. Nontalented beauties got jobs in Hollywood and the non beauties went into offices.
Soon a type of husband emerged who, like Mr. E., required his wife to contribute to their support. And a new
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social order went into effect throughout the entire country. Men began to put a greater value on their services to
women.
In New York, parents of debutantes had to entice young men into stag lines by offering free transportation to
and from the Colony Club; they had to provide free theater tickets, night-club entertainment, and other diversions.
In humbler circles the Dutch treat was established; escorts required a girl to pay for half their date and they didn’t
even flinch when she offered to foot. the entire bill, although in the beginning she was frequently told to pass the
money under the table. Presently, men took to dipping into a girl’s wages and the kept man began to emerge in
America.
In our country males of that type had generally been stigmatized by a term that would have caused the gold
digger of the Twenties to shudder … to her predatory way of thinking it was the most shocking of all four-letter
words: pimp.
But as a connoisseur of that species I would like to come to its defense. In European culture it is quite
respectable for women to support men. In the case of marriage, it is done by the dol (or dowry) system where a
husband is subsidized before the ceremony. No European male is ever humiliated by having to go to his wife
holding out his hat. Only in the crude culture of the New World was the kept man considered decadent.
Actually the system is a very healthy return to the primal relationship between the sexes, when a man went out
to hunt and his mate trudged behind dragging the stone hatchet needed for the kill. That custom had definite
rewards; for after a woman had dragged home the prey, .skinned it, cooked supper, and tidied the cave, she had
proved herself worthy of her man’s affection and its consummation became a triumphant payoff. Pleasure that
isn’t paid for is as insipid as everything else that’s free.
Throughout the tenderloins of the world, where life is geared to the understanding of sex, a code has been
established that the girls must have one man to whom they give their all, or they’ll never take any satisfaction in
their work. To paraphrase Lorelei Lee,
“A kiss on the hand makes a girl feel respected, but a smack in the face denotes ardor.”
It is quite likely that American women have long had an atavistic hunger for that sort of mistreatment without
ever realizing it. In late years push-button housekeeping has so reduced their work that they find no way to
exercise their emotions. But women should now take heart that our country has entered full-swing into a more
vital way of life; one which provides the American woman with a sex experience she never had before; the thrill
of “giving” instead of “taking.”
A wide variety of kept or semi-kept men has developed since the disappearance of the gold digger of the
Twenties. In cases where a girl has talent, any husband or lover can “manage” her career, and, although he
generally mucks it up thoroughly, he’s able to save face, which makes him an amiable mate.
Then there is the type who takes credit for his mate’s achievements. A classic example was that of the great
French writer, Colette,\fn{An example of whose fiction is found in the French section of this protocol .} whose husband, Willy,
put his name on her work as co-author.
In any service where a couple hold down jobs as a team, the male generally takes his ease while the wife labors
at his job as well as her own.
There is the hypochondriac who alibis his pimpery by trumped-up ailments.
There is the aristocrat whose social position is an adequate exchange for room, board, and pocket money.
Then there is a bargain type of pimpery where the most forlorn and sex-starved little woman can enjoy the
society of Marlon Brando or Richard Burton by paying only a pittance of their colossal salaries at a box office.
But pimping is not always practiced for money; there is another and much more unattainable commodity. A
famous case in Hollywood was that of William Randolph Hearst, who squandered more on making a star of
artless little Marion Davies than was spent on both Pompadour and Du Barry. But Hearst remained none-the-less
a predator, for, in return. he was getting something that money seldom buys. Hearst was given back his youth
through Marion’s childish antics, energy, and zest for laughter. Their relationship was much the same as that
between sparkling Wallis Windsor and the mate who was so lacking in vitality. And so the two greatest love
stories of my time were provided by women who “gave” without stint and men who “took.”
But first and foremost among pimps is the basic type who glories in his disregard for women. Jimmy Cagney,
in a film, provided catharsis to a world of pampered females by shoving half a grapefruit into his Baby’s face;
Humphrey Bogart, with exquisite procrastination, issued the famous order, “Play it, Sam!” which in my mind kept
a torrid sweetheart waiting.
That same type has been glorified in a great play by Henrik Ibsen. Its hero, Peer Gynt, after being unfaithful to
his wife in several countries of Europe, returns home at long last, to say grudgingly,
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“I’m sorry.”
“But why be sorry, Peer?” asks Solveig. “waiting for you has made my whole life a beautiful dream!”
In recent years there have been several real-life charmers who can vie with Peer Gynt. Aly Khan, the Ismailian
potentate, seduced hundreds of girls and then broke with them but never lost the adoration of a single victim.
Then there was the masterful Adam Clayton Powell, who never apologized for bad behavior, never explained,
never regretted, and left female Harlem weeping when he died.
Near the top of my own list is Mike Todd, the hot-shot Broadway producer. He once broke a contract with me
but touched my heart by his impudence.
“Look, sweetheart, I’m playing it as straight with you as any Broadway hustler can!”
And when Gypsy Rose Lee starred in Mike’s hit revue, Star and Garter, he “borrowed” her life’s savings and
then ran out on her. But the day Mike was killed in a plane crash en route to join his bride, Liz Taylor, Gypsy
called me up, sobbing her very heart out.
“Oh, Nita, there’ll never be another man like Mike!”
James Barrie has written that charm is the bloom on a woman; if she has it she doesn’t need anything more. In
the same manner, bravado can be the bloom on a man. He doesn’t need anything more.
Well-back in the Gay Nineties Wilson Mizner was at the beginning of a career of superb bravado. Six-foot four
and handsome as Adonis, he swaggered into New York’s Claridge Hotel one midnight, in top hat and Inverness,
accompanied by Bessie McCoy, the toast of Broadway. Both were unaware that the middle-aged socialite who
sponsored Wilson stood on the balcony above them waiting to brand him with the four-letter name she couldn’t
force her aristocratic lips to utter. As an alternative she called out,
“Listen everybody! I want all New York to know Wilson Mizner for what he really is!”
Then, using the same method by which Armand Duval let Paris know that Marguerite Gautier took money for
her favors. Myra Yerkes unleashed $100,000 in greenbacks down on Wilson’s head.
Many years after that avalanche, Wilson told me about it.
“But entertaining a lady for pay is strictly kid-stuff,” Wilson mused. “There were a lot of other rackets more
suitable to a man of talent.”
Well, that day when I left for Hollywood, poor Mr. E. was doing his best as the type who has to make good by
obvious lies. He was putting up a gallant fight, but he knew that his Buggie, a pushover for rogues of every kind.
had been swept into the orbit of a man who must go down in the annals of larceny as the most impudent scamp of
an entire era. Once aboard the Twentieth Century. I’d be on my way to meet him. Our rendezvous had been made
by long-distance phone and was already written in my datebook:
Hollywood December 16. Lunch at the Brown Derby with Wilson Mizner.
*
In 1931 it took five days on two crack trains to get to Hollywood: the Twentieth Century Limited to Chicago
and the Santa Fe Super Chief to Los Angeles. But what a de luxe five days! Compartments glittered with polished
mahogany, shiny brass, and red brocade; the seats flaunted antimacassars of heavy lace. Gazing out on drab
railroad tracks or the flat plains of Kansas doubled one’s pleasure in the impeccable service and gourmet food.
The maitre d'hôtel would come to the compartment to announce he’d acquired some trout caught that morning in
an icy mountain stream of Colorado or that the guinea hen had hung for just the proper time.
There was always a steady stream of celebrities; a screen star with her entourage of husband, lover, manager,
agent, hair-dresser, or maid. Gloria Swanson, as the Countess de la Falaise, might be returning from a holiday in
Paris, where a Venetian gondola had been installed as a bed in her suite at the Crillon.
It was a status symbol for girls to receive flirtatious telegrams from husbands or sweethearts along the route. (I
knew a waning star who used to send herself telegrams in order to impress the Pullman porter.)
My train had just passed the One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Street Station when there was a tap on the door of
my compartment and it was opened by a distinguished gentleman who said,
“I beg your pardon, but aren’t you Spanish?”
His question was apropos of nothing at all; he merely used it for openers to pick up a wind-blown brunette
who didn’t appear to have the brains of a moth. 1 recognized his type only too well, having written it up in my
book; he was the classic Sugar Daddy, rich, a pushover for expensive presents, and extremely dull company. But
he eased his way into my compartment and I finally agreed to dine with him that evening.
Oh well … a girl can’t spend all her time with brigands.
Next morning, entering the diner for breakfast, I heard a female voice calling, “Cou-cou!” (the French
equivalent of “Yoo hoo!”). 1 looked over and saw a young woman who appeared vaguely familiar.
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“Remember me?” she asked, “We met at Maxim’s in Paris. You were lunching with Georges Carpentier.”
She was Mme. Maurice Chevalier and I joined her, happy to be rescued from a possible breakfast with my
pickup of the previous evening.
Like the wives of most adorable men, Yvonne Chevalier was nondescript; a small brunette, rather personable
without being pretty. Maurice explained in his autobiography that she looked after him tenderly while he was
being cured of a youthful drug addiction. Doubtless many prettier girls would have done the job, because Maurice
was already the idol of Paris, but Yvonne got there first. And after Maurice was cured, he married her as a reward.
It thrilled Yvonne to boast that she was on the way to join her husband but I figured he needed her in
Hollywood just about as much as I’d need Mr. E. there. For Maurice was rumored to be in love with his American
costar. Their affair had frustrated eavesdroppers, because the lady was born in France, spoke the language as well
as Maurice, and the two could talk freely in front of everyone. I don’t intend to reveal her name because even at
this late date Claudette might resent my letting that cat out of the bag.
The Twentieth Century reached Chicago, where we changed over to the Santa Fe Super Chief for the
remainder of the trip. And there Yvonne ran into an acquaintance; a young French actor nobody had ever heard of.
Not being clairvoyant I didn’t even bother to put his name in my datebook.
In Kansas City, the conductor brought me a telegram from Mr. E., reminding me that he was still living only
for his Bug. Had he only wired, “I’m still living on my Bug,” I’d have adored his impudence and possibly fallen
in love with him once more.
On reaching Albuquerque, Yvonne got a telegram from Maurice that she couldn’t wait to show me. It
contained fond expressions of Parisian hanky-panky; je t’aime, mille tendresses, je t’attend joyeustment, etc. But
aware of Maurice’s integrity, I realized he must have suffered pangs of guilt when he wrote those fibs in order to
make Yvonne feel welcome.
On December 14 my datebook states:
Leave train at Pasadena.
The Hollywood cognoscenti always disembarked there in order to avoid the wear and tear of the Los Angeles
Station. (Yvonne’s young actor friend, being a novice, went on to L.A. and for six months I lost sight of him.)
On disembarking, Yvonne was informed that her famous husband was “on location” with his costar and
“unable” to meet her, but Maurice had arranged for the Paramount publicity staff to welcome her. After that
dubious entry, Yvonne worked hard to fit into the Hollywood scene. She took lessons in English from a lady who
taught movie actors to e-nun-ci-ate in a manner that Stanislavski would never have tolerated, When Yvonne
completed her course, she spoke English in a precise, cultured, and very tiresome manner, from which she would
lapse into her own colorful brand of guttersnipe French; a sort of linguistic Dr. Jekyll and Mme. Hyde.
But to whom is correct pronunciation an aphrodisiac? There were plenty of heartaches ahead for Yvonne, who
finally gave up, agreed to a divorce, and returned to France. After which the spotlight went off poor little Yvonne
forever.
(But now, in 1974, an item clipped in my datebook brings three of my old friends together, “Paris Jan. 5 th
[1972]; Maurice Chevalier was buried today … present at the services was Georges Carpentier, ex-World
Heavyweight Champion ,,, a wreath of red roses bore the words: ‘Yvonne to Maurice.’”)
Zooming back to the Pasadena station, I found my brother Clifford waiting there for me. He remained
discreetly in the background while a publicity crew from MGM covered my arrival. I was photographed waving
“Hello” from the car steps and then interviewed, during which time my would-be Sugar Daddy learned he’d been
pursuing a female writer. It must have set him back on his heels; for he bade me a very chastened good-by and
probably swore off brunettes forever. Then Clifford drove me away in his Cadillac.
Clifford was the family treasure, He was a leader in all civic affairs of southern California and known
nationally as one of the pioneers of group medicine. Today, many years after his death, Clifford’s name graces an
enormous clinic in the heart of Los Angeles. My brother was always as worthy as I was disrespectful, but we
shared a strong family resemblance, except that he was tall and handsome. We adored each other and were proud
of our disparate achievements, but, truth to tell, we didn’t have much in common. Clifford would painstakingly
correct anyone who mispronounced our name. I never cared what people called me. So I became Miss “Loose,”
while my brother was always Dr. “Lohse.”
That night, a family reunion was held at Clifford’s Spanish hacienda and seated about the dinner table were
Mother, Pop, Clifford, his daughter Mary (a look-alike of Dolores Del Rio), and me, the adventurer from faraway
places. They asked a few questions out of politeness but were much more interested in telling me about their
affairs. Had I boasted of an invitation I’d recently had from President Masaryk to visit him in Prague, Mother
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might have interrupted to announce that her cat just had kittens. However, a few snatches of our table-talk might
be revealing.
CLIFFORD {making conversation): Do you expect that husband of yours to follow you out here, Neetsie?
ME (with a grin): Not if I send him my paycheck every week.
POP: So he can gamble it away on Wall Street, eh?
ME: Now Pop, you can’t blame poor Mr. E. for the crash!
POP: Just the same, you should stop giving that deadbeat any more money!
MOTHER: Harry dear! You mustn’t talk that way. They’re married!
ME: Mother’s right, Pop! Besides, Mr. E. would much rather earn his own money! He just isn’t smart enough.
POP: He was smart enough to hook you!
ME: Oh well—he could be worse.
POP: I’d like you to explain how!”
ME: Well, Pop, for one thing, Mr. E. isn’t the least bit possessive. He never really gives me any trouble.
POP: Because he never gives! Period!
MOTHER (in response to my giggle): Now don’t laugh, honey bunch! You only encourage your father.

Mother was right as always. Mr. E. was much more to be pitied than laughed at. He felt so pathetically sure
that everyone accepted him at his own valuation. His image at the moment was that of a brilliant writer forced to
turn down a fabulous offer from MGM because of ill-health.
“I made them settle for Buggie in my place,” he explained, “but of course they realize I’ll be giving her my
aid.”
In spite of its pathos, the situation had its funny side and I’m reminded of a vaudeville act in which a pompous
comedian used to play the William Tell Overture on a xylophone unaware that, behind him, Gypsy Rose Lee was
doing a strip tease. As audiences went wild acclaiming Gypsy, the stupid old xylophonist kept taking bows.
I began to feel guilty about that table-talk of ours which, had Mr. E. overheard it. would have stabbed him to
the heart. So I was grateful when Clifford spoke up and changed the subject.
“Well, Neetsie, how soon do you start to work?”
It would be the very next morning.
*
December 15, 19JI—10:00 a.m.—Report to Irving Thalberg
This conference would start me on my second-time-round in films. But Hollywood had gone through drastic
changes since my career began there, writing movie scripts for D. W. Griffith.
In those thoughtless days none of us ever associated movies with art; such “easy money” placed them in the
category of striking oil. D. W. himself was only marking time until he could go back to being a playwright and a
poet. His previous efforts along those lines had been dismal and he would never have dreamed he was creating
“art” on film.
When I left D. W. it had been to write the films in which Douglas Fairbanks soared on his giddy way to fame
and fortune. Doug was now established as a lodestar in the Hollywood firmament but, alas, some of my other
associates of the old days had been felled by the advent of sound. Among them was Norma Talmadge, who was a
vision of romance as long as she kept her mouth shut. She would have made an ideal Portia until she announced
in her Brooklynese,
“The quality of moicy …”
Another victim of the revolution was John Gilbert. As great a lover off-screen as he was on, Jack had had
torrid romances with a number of film sirens including the Great Garbo. He had married Ina Claire, the stage star
and pet of international society. But like many people of Irish extraction, Jack could never tone his voice down
from a high upper register.
Even in those early days, however, the sound technicians could perform miracles, and had MGM ordered a
manly voice for Jack, it might have been achieved. But for some time the studio had felt he was getting too much
salary. It’s possible his broken romance with Garbo and the fact that Ina Claire divorced him in record time had
tarnished his charisma. At any rate, Jack’s star was on the wane and his contract still had several years to go. So
the technicians were ordered to let Jack speak in tones that indicated he had no love interest in womankind at all.
As soon as Jack Gilbert started to talk on film, his erstwhile fans began to giggle. Nasty little boys called out
“Whoops-a-Daisy,” and “Look out, Jack, your slip’s showing!” Not very long after that debacle Jack died. Had
anyone asked me what caused his death I’d have answered,
“Hollywood.”
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But many of my other friends from the old silent days had made good vocally. Mary Pickford, Lionel
Barrymore, Lillian and Dorothy Gish (all four of whom had been in my first film play The New York Hat) were
now flourishing. While it was true that Mary Pickford’s Kate in The Taming of the shrew had a faulty cadence,
her speech was quite adequate for any typical Mary Pickford role. Doug Fairbanks, too, was a strong link with my
past, as were Erich von Stroheim, Charlie Chapman, Gloria Swanson, and any number of others.
“Hollywood” had now come to be a generic name; most of the studios had moved away from there. I had
never seen MGM which I now found sprawling over a wide expanse in Culver City, the shabby suburb built on a
salt marsh leading down to the Pacific. As I got there that morning the sea air was most agreeable but the bright
sun only served to show up a hodgepodge of nondescript buildings, some of them merely glorified sheds. They
were all painted the same wishy-washy shade of gray. I was directed to an unimpressive main building and there,
having entered into my movie career with the great D. W. Griffith himself, I was once more to begin at the top.
For Irving Thalberg,\fn{Irving G. Thalberg (1899-1936).} a legend even in his short lifetime, stood head and shoulders
above every other producer in Hollywood.
While I was seated in his waiting room, an eager little Mickey Mouse of a man wearing pince-nez spectacles
entered, nodded at me, did a double-take and disappeared. Soon after a secretary summoned me into the young
man’s office. He introduced himself as Thalberg’s assistant and said his name was Albert Lewin.
Grinning widely, Lewin said he had first taken me for an actress and a contender for the leading role of the
film I’d been brought out to write. I now learned it was to be based on a best-selling novel, Red-Headed Woman
by Katharine Brush, the wicked-lady-novelist of the early 1930s. Lewin informed me that every star, contract
player, and extra girl in Hollywood was clamoring to play the title role of that movie. And, although I was a
brunette, he had said to himself, with a flashy red wig, why not?
“I’m glad you’re a writer,” Lewin told me. “I’ll have a chance to see you more often.”
With which typical Hollywood come-on, he escorted me into the presence of the Great Little Master.
This was not my first meeting with Thalberg. I had been indirectly involved with him years ago when, at
twenty-one, Irving was the boy genius of Hollywood and head of Universal Studios. At that time I happened to be
the scenarist and giggling companion of Constance Talmadge, that sparkling blond clown who, for no reason,
went by the nickname of Dutch. Irving, just like film fans all over the country, was wildly in love with her. His
courtship, however, was beset by difficulties, for Irving’s job was enormously confining and Dutch was a playgirl,
negligent of her own career, and unimpressed by a boyish suitor who took work seriously.
Often Irving would leave his studio at a late hour to park his car in front of the Talmadge home in Beverly
Hills, where he’d wait in the dark until Dutch got back from some party. Only after her bedroom light went out
would Irving give up his vigil over the one girl in Hollywood he could never impress.
I found that Irving’s appearance had changed very little since he was Dutch’s boyish suitor. In spite of his
mounting prestige, Irving was still a rather pathetic figure. He had suffered from a heart ailment since childhood
and his natural pallor was intensified by long hours in offices and projection rooms, shut away from the California
sunshine. I was enormously touched that the shoulders of Irving’s jacket were too obviously padded, in order to
make him seem more grown-up and robust.
When we met that morning I’m sure we were both thinking about Dutch, who by then was married to
Townsend Netcher, a millionaire playboy whose fortune came from a department store in Chicago. Previously
Dutch had married and divorced Allaster MacIntosh, a member of the British aristocracy and playboy companion
of the Prince of Wales.
After Dutch left Hollywood, Irving became involved with one of his contract actresses, Norma Shearer. He
was now married to Norma, who couldn’t have been more unlike Dutch; haunted by ambition, Norma cared a
great deal for Irving’s power to create stardom. He had been Pygmalion for some of the world’s most fabulous
Galateas; such idols as Carole Lombard, Myrna Loy, Jean Harlow, Joan Crawford, Greta Garbo, and Dolores Del
Rio. But Norma’s beauty had several defects among which were eyes that were small and rather close together.
There was a period when Mrs. Patrick Campbell, the naughty British actress, was under contract to MGM, not
as an actress but to expertise on a certain film that concerned the London of Stella Campbell’s heyday. She once
encountered Irving on the lot and stopped him to exclaim,
“Oh, Mr. Thalberg, I’ve just met that extraordinary wife of yours with the teensy-weensy little eyes!”
At any rate, Norma was bent on marrying her boss and Irving, preoccupied with his work, was relieved to let
her make up his mind. Possibly he looked on her career as a challenge and it is to Irving’s credit that, by expert
showmanship and a judicious choice of camera angles, he made a beauty and a star out of Mrs. Thalberg.
Nepotism was then rampant in Hollywood, but it didn't actually affect the finished product. Films might be
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slowed up by having to go through the hands of various sons, daughters, nephews, nieces, cousins, and in-laws,
but by the time a movie went before the cameras, experts had always been coiled in to straighten out the snarls.
(There was one rather bothersome son-in-law at the Warner Brothers studio of whom Wilson Mizner said, “That
boy has set back the status of sons-in-law a hundred years.”)
There was a time when Columbia Pictures imported that skilled craftsman, Augustus Thomas, author of such
solid Broadway hits as The Witching Hour and Mrs. Leffingwell’s Boots. The boss of Columbia, Harry Cohn,
handed Augustus a stack of scripts with wobbly plots and asked if he could set them right. After a weekend,
Augustus returned with every plot in apple-pie order. At which Cohn stormed into his office screaming,
“Augustus Thomas has straightened out six plots in only three days. Get the s.o.b. on the first train to New
York before he wrecks my family life!”
But even in nepotism, Irving made good. His little sister Sylvia became a workman-like scenarist and Irving
turned Norma’s brother Doug into a competent sound technician.
Norma loved Irving in her own way but not too long after becoming a widow, she entered into a romance with
that prince of gamblers, Georgie Raft. It was beset by hectic scenes in public which were not overlooked by the
gossip columnists. But Georgie soon returned to his own kind and Norma safely married the handsome ski
instructor who has been devoted to her ever since.
At any rate her marriage to Irving was happy enough. Irving had no need of home-life; nor did Norma. She
was too much involved in her career to take time out for love or even fun. Had Irving married Dutch, she might
have lured him away from work—which would have been disastrous. His marriage to Norma put him safely in a
groove of his own choice.
That December morning in 1931 when my first conference with Irving got under way, he explained why he’d
sent for me. It seemed that several of his staff authors had written scripts for Red-Headed Woman, hut they had
only emphasized the fact that it was a pretty banal soap opera. The latest filmplay was by Scott Fitzgerald.
“Scott tried to turn the silly book into a tone poem!”: Irving said. “So I want you to make fun of its sex element
just as you did in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.”
I wasn’t at all sure I could make good in the talkies.
“Don’t give it a thought,” said Irvin. “Little Professor Lewin will guide you.”
He gave me a copy of the novel, which I was to read at once and report on the next morning. As I swished
through the anteroom on my way out, my Mickey Mouse friend was waiting with an invitation to lunch in the
commissary. I had to decline because of my previous date. But when I mentioned Wilson Mizner, Lewin’s face
broke into a grin of approval.
“I’d resent any other turn-down,” he said, “but I only envy you. I love the guy!”
Wilson evoked from men the same warm emotions that are generally lavished on idolized sports champions
like Babe Ruth and Joe Namath. I treasure a letter from Henry Mencken which states,
“Wilson Mizner is one of my heroes. Christendom would be a sweeter place if there were more like him.”
*
Next morning, back in Irving’s office with Albert Lewin, we immediately got down to business. Irving started
to pace in front of his imposing executive desk while he boyishly flipped a big silver dollar.
“Let’s first of all decide about the love affair in this story,” he said.
Now, Red-Headed Woman concerned a cold-blooded schemer who was out to break up the marriage of the
man for whom she worked as secretary. But her tactics were so vulgar that when he fell for them, he automatically
became a nitwit. How could there possibly be a love story between such a non-hero and non-heroine?
Well, I learned in time that to Irving Thalberg every film had to be a love story. It wasn’t at all necessary for
the affair to concern people of the opposite sex. Furthermore, age had nothing to do with the matter. One of
Irving’s most poignant screen romances was The Champ, in which the relationship between Jackie Cooper (age
six) and Wallace Beery (a grizzled sixty) held all the rapture of a love affair. And, in Mutiny on the Bounty,
starring Clark Gable and Charles Laughton, there would be a rivalry so bitter it could only have been based on the
strongest mutual fascination. In The Sin of Madelon Claudet, the love affair involved an aging prostitute, Helen
Hayes, and her reputable, upstanding son, played by Robert Young.
Irving could spot sublimated sex in any human relationship. And he really didn’t have to convince me about
the deep emotional rapport that can be attained outside a bed. I had once witnessed more ardent emotions between
men at an Elks’ Rally in Pasadena than they could ever have felt for the type of woman available to an Elk.
Leaving me with the problem of laughing off that redhead’s bad behavior, Irving decided I was to work alone
after which Arlie would go over each episode with me and if he approved it, we would bring it to Irving for final
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criticism.
When he first went to work at MGM, Arlie (as everyone called Lewin) was one of the few members of the
Hollywood community with any formal education. The son of Russian immigrants, he had become a professor of
English in some small Midwestern college. Fascinated by the movies, Lewin had ventured into Hollywood where,
as an oddball in that community without culture, Irving hired him at once. .
In dealing with actresses or girl writers, Arlie always contrived to mix love with business, but like most
Hollywood executives, his passes were largely verbal, a form of politesse to which, in Arlie’s case, was added
genuine friendship. Just the same, a bit of conversational sex makes a pleasant climate for creative effort and
working with Arlie was a lot of fun.
Later on I had other proof that Arlie was a charmer. I had given him a letter of introduction to Janet Flanner in
Paris, at the time she was just beginning her forty-year stint as a correspondent for The New Yorker magazine.
Janet cabled me:
THANK YOU FOR ARLIE.
It was standard procedure at MGM that Irving might keep an author waiting in his anteroom for years, but he
now felt that our movie better be released before that highly forgettable best seller was forgotten. So our
conferences took precedence over all other matters.
At a time when most Hollywood movies dealt in contrived situations, Irving insisted that plots grow out of
character. Even in the zany farces of the Marx Brothers, Irving insisted on truly human motives such as underlie
the shenanigans of Moliere and Feydeau and turn horseplay into art. Not that Irving carried out this system
consciously. I think it would have astonished him had he lived to see that Groucho and Harpo Marx would be
regarded as confreres by such men of genius as Stravinsky and Picasso. Genius really makes the most entertaining
bedfellows.
Irving’s films never dealt in pornography; his chief requirement was to show two lovers in some sort of a
guileless romp with all their clothes on. Even in the script Irving prepared for Camille, which was to be graced
with the steaming presence of Greta Garbo, the love scenes featured tenderness, not passion. (Irving didn’t live to
supervise the filming of that picture, but Bernie Hyman, his adoring disciple, meticulously followed the spirit of
Irving’s scenario.)
Irving’s insistence that we find a love affair in our story posed some pretty stiff problems. One day I told him
in despair,
“If you ever make a movie of Frankenstein, you’ll try to prove he had a mad crush on the monster he created!”
“Why not?” he asked. “That old yarn is about due for a new twist.”
(N.B. Again was Irving right. Over forty years later I find in my datebook: Tea with Chris Isherwood and Don
Bachardy. And during tea, Chris happened to remark, “Don and I are writing a filmplay based on Frankenstein.
We’re giving it a new twist by establishing a human relationship between Frankenstein and his monster.”)
Just the same, I still questioned whether there could be a love affair in our movie. Irving went on pacing and
tossing his silver dollar. Finally he stopped.
“I think I know what the love story can be. Our heroine must be deeply in love with herself.”
“I’d call that pretty unsympathetic,” ventured Arlie.
“But why? The poor girl has the flashy type of looks that frighten off any man with the qualities of a hero.
Who is there for her to love, when she only attracts fools?”
Once Irving reached a conclusion, it seemed as though it should have been apparent from the beginning. And
with his judgment to guide me, I completed the script in four months which, at MGM, proved to be a record.
However, long before I’d been put on the script, Irving had ordered the publicity department to play up a
search for his redhead. But he told me one day that he’d already made up his mind that the most likely contender
was a young actress he’d just seen in the Howard Hughes movie Hell’s Angels. She played a femme fatale who
smoked cigarettes in long holders and drove men wild, just as Theda Bara had done for the previous generation.
Irving was undeterred by some scathing criticisms of the girl’s talent. Robert Sherwood, later to become one of
America’s foremost playwrights, was then movie critic on the old version of Life magazine and he wrote Jean up
as “an obstreperously alluring young lady named Jean Harlow of whom not much is likely to be heard.”
The only doubt Irving had about the sinister young actress was whether she could be funny. On the day of Miss
Harlow’s first meeting with Irving, he asked me to his office to help make an appraisal of her. Jean’s own tawny
hair had been bleached to a “platinum” blonde, but she’d been ordered to the make-up department to be fitted
with a red wig. She looked about sixteen and her baby-face seemed utterly incongruous against the naming wig.
Jean didn't seem at all nervous in the presence of the man who could skyrocket her into fame; she had that sort
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of gently sardonic attitude that comes from having gone through the many ups-and-downs of any budding career
in the studios. Irving, being self-removed from life, dearly loved gossip.
“How did you make out with Howard Hughes?” he asked Jean.
“Well, one day when he was eating a cookie he offered me a bite.” When we laughed, Jean interrupted.
“Don’t underestimate that,” she said. “The poor boy’s so frightened of germs, it could darn near have been a
proposal!”
“Do you think you can make an audience laugh?” asked Irving.
“With me or at me?”
“At you!”
“Why not? People have been laughing at me all my life.”
As Jean breezed out of the office, she stopped at the door to give us a quick, bright little nod, a gesture I wrote
into the script and still look for every time I see that old movie.
“I don’t think we need worry about Miss Harlow’s sense of humor,” said Irving.
Next came the choosing of a director and let me here report that few of those MGM directors were very good.
With Irving in charge, there was no necessity for them to have much talent. To direct Red-Headed Woman, Irving
picked on a favorite crony, Jack Conway. He handed our script to Jack, told him to read it, and meet with us the
following day.
When Jack showed up at the conference next morning, he tossed our script onto Irving’s desk and said,
“I’ll direct this if you insist, but take my word, Irving, people are going to laugh at it.”
When asked in amazement what Jack thought our intention was, he was confused.
“Look folks,” said he, “if you’re trying to be funny, I’m here to report that a girl like that almost broke up my
home once, and believe me it was no joke!”
Irving patiently explained that our heroine was not bent on wrecking the career of any Albert Einstein.
“Her victim is as big a dunce as—”
“As me,” Jack ventured with a squirm.
“You hit the nail right on the head!” said Irving. Jack grinned and accepted the assignment.
“But just to be safe,” said Irving, “I’ll have Nita stay on the set to keep reminding you that the picture’s a
comedy.”
January 22—9:00—Report to set.
Sitting with Jean while a technical crew adjusted the lighting, I began to learn something about her streeturchin personality.
“I love people to think I came up from the gutter,” she remarked. “Wouldn’t it be dull to know that my
Grandpa’s present to me on my fifth birthday was an ermine bedspread?”
Jean had been an only child. Her real name was Harlean Carpentier, and the family lived in Kansas City where
any wealthy grandpa might think of a five-year-old in terms of ermine bedspreads. At sixteen, she had married
one of the town’s rich playboys. They had drifted to Los Angeles where Harlean, incapable of being a housewife,
took a new name and started to work as an extra in the movies.
Underlying Jean’s raffish sense of humor was a resignation unusual for one so young, Nothing would ever
surprise Jean. She knew exactly how people were going to react to her; if men were stupid they’d fall for her; if
they had good sense, they’d laugh her off.
Now there is a certain type of sex-pot who is not resented by women; Constance Talmadge and Marilyn
Monroe were like that. But women were invariably catty toward Jean; largely through a noblesse oblige on her
part, Jean agreeably supplied them with the shocks they expected. I recall an occasion. on the set where the
camera was to cease grinding abruptly at a moment when Jean started to remove her jacket. But for some reason
the boy in charge of the clapboard failed to give the signal to cut, so Jean “innocently” continued to take off her
jacket, under which she was nude to the waist. Nudity was rarely seen in those days, and Jean’s had the startling
quality of an alabaster statue. Visitors on the set scarcely believed their eyes. The lighting crew almost fell out of
the flies\fn{The rafters.} in shock. Wide-eyed in her “apology,” Jean addressed the director.
“I’m sorry, but nobody gave the order to cut.”
Jean and I were together a lot during the filming of Red-Headed Woman. One sequence took place on the
merry-go-round at the Santa Monica pier. And, as Jack Conway was busy filming another segment of the script, I
went out with Jean and directed the scene—my first and last attempt at directing.
Every MGM movie was taken out to one of the Los Angeles suburbs for a preview, Irving being the first
producer to make use of audiences for constructive criticism. At each preview, postcards were distributed with a
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request for the audience to mail in suggestions. Irving paid small attention to professional critics, putting them
down as impersonal theorists; but he read those postcards with the greatest respect, and, guided by them, he would
re-edit the movie. In some cases no retakes at all were required but there were times when those amateur critics
demanded as much as a third of the film to be reshot—a procedure which Irving never hesitated to follow. In
those days MGM released a new picture every week, fifty-two movies a year, and every one a success—all due to
the fact that Irving took the trouble to find out what pleased audiences and then gave it to them.
The initial preview of Red-Headed Woman took place in Glendale on that momentous date in June of 1932.
Irving and I hid out in that suburban audience with our ears nervously tuned for its reaction. And during the first
ten minutes we were deeply disturbed, for the audience was as confused as Jack Conway had been. It didn’t know
whether to laugh at our sex pirate or not, and, as every producer of comedy knows, a half-laugh is worse than
none at all. Only after the movie was well along did the audience catch on and begin to enjoy the jokes.
There was no need to wait for postcards on that movie. Irving called me to his office the first thing next
morning.
“Look,” said he, “I’d like you to contrive a prologue which will tip the audience off that the movie’s a
comedy.”
I proceeded to concoct a scene which showed Jean describing to her girl friend the all-abiding depth of her
love for her married boss; as proof of which Jean revealed a photo of her loved one on a flashy dime-store garter.
Our second preview was in Pasadena and the movie started off with the garter scene. That did it! Laughs began
at once and never ceased to mount to the end of the film.
When Red-Headed Woman was released, it instantly catapulted Jean Harlow into stardom. The picture enjoyed
all sorts of fringe successes. It won the award of Vanity Fair magazine as the best film of the year; and the London
office of MGM reported that the royal family kept a copy at Buckingham Palace for entertaining guests after
dinner. Among its many distinctions, Red-Headed Woman made film history because it brought on more stringent
censorship and caused massive difficulties to the industry for years to come. It outraged ladies’ clubs throughout
the land, but not because of any episode which might be termed salacious. It was because our heroine, the bad girl
of whom all good husbands dream, ended her career as many such scalawags do, rich, happy, and respected,
without ever having paid for her sins.
Now, one of the adventures of our heroine was a scene in which she was driven home from a shopping tour by
a handsome young chauffeur who, laden with packages, respectfully followed her upstairs to her bedroom. But
after dropping the packages onto a chaise lounge, the chauffeur took his red-headed employer in his arms and
kissed her in a long, slow fade-out.
The role of that chauffeur, although short, was important, and one morning Irving sent for me to discuss the
casting of the part.
“We’ve got a French actor here on a six-month option,” said Irving, “but I’m letting him go because nobody
can understand the guy’s English. His option is up in two weeks, which would be just long enough for him to do
the part of that chauffeur. So take a look at his test and tell me if you think it’s worth a rewrite to make the
chauffeur into a Frenchman.”
When I looked at the tests in the projection room, I recognized the young actor as the friend of Yvonne
Chevalier whom I had met on the Santa Fe. So! Now he was to be sent back home to Paris—one more heart
broken by Hollywood.
But I figured the young man’s accent wouldn’t be too big a problem since his actions were a lot more
understandable than words. So he was put into that bit part, in which he finished out his contract and left for Paris,
thinking he’d shaken the stardust of Hollywood from his feet forever.
Sometime later, when Irving and I were going through the postcards from those previews, we found a startling
unanimity. Not since the days of Rudolph Valentino had any actor made such an impact on the small audience as
had that Frenchman who played the tiny part of. Jean’s chauffeur. None of us involved in the picture was aware of
that young actor’s power to enchant. It look those suburban housewives to advise Irving that his French accent
was even an asset.
Irving immediately cabled the Paris office to send the actor back to Hollywood. His salary, while under option.
had been $350 a week. His new contract called for ten times that figure on a two-year guarantee.
And for Charles Boyer that was merely the beginning.
*
December 1931 was drawing to a close and Hollywood was aglow with Christmas spirit, undaunted by
sizzling sunshine, palm trees, and the dry encircling hills that would never feel the kiss of snow. But the “know282

how” that would transform the Chaplin studio into the frozen Chilkoot Pass could easily achieve a white
Christmas.
In Wilson’s Rolls-Royce convertible, we drove past Christmas trees heavy with fake snow. An entire estate on
Fairfax Avenue had been draped in cotton batting; carolers straight out of Dickens were al its gate, perspiring
under mufflers and greatcoats. The street signs on Hollywood Boulevard had been changed to Santa Claus Lane.
They drooped with heavy with heavy glass icicles. A parade was led by band blaring out “Santa Clause Is Coming
to Town,” followed by Santa driving a sleigh. But Hollywood granted Santa the extra dimension of a Sweetheart
and seated beside him was Clara Bow (or was it Mahle Normand?) Behind them came a truck with an airplane
propeller that showered corn-flake “snow” down on the sexy pair.
One native contribution to the scene appeared everywhere: the poinsettia plant. An entire field of them at the
corner of Hollywood and Sunset Boulevards disturbed me as being more symbolic of Hollywood than Christmas,
But they couldn’t disturb a sentimentalist like Wilson. It seemed he’d recently been gifted with a potted poinsettia
by a pal named Mousey Miller, who was a shoplifter.
“The little lady heisted it off a counter at Schwab’s Drug Store,” said he, “and I’m a son-of-a-gun if it isn’t
loaded with Christmas spirit.”
*
A rash of holiday parties began.
*
December 21—Supper Dance at the Selwyn.
Wilson and I found no phony Christmas decor at the Selwyn’s,’ nor a single poinsettia. A marquee on the lawn
had a ceiling of fresh gardenias; hundreds of them floated on the swimming pool. The party was in honor of the
Selwyn’s’ house guest, Doris Duke. As an MGM producer, Edgar Selwyn was tied to Culver City, but Ruthie
often took flight and covered the capitals of the world with Doris. (Visiting Berlin, Ruthie once wrote on a postcard, “Next week we have a date to meet Mr. Hitler.” What a happy world it was when that archfiend could be
addressed as “Mister”!)
Ruth’s home was an outpost of international chic. Drawn by the magic of Hollywood were such deluxe
stargazers as the ex-King of Spain; the Cole Porters; the Duke and Duchess of Sutherland; that professional
playgirl Elsa Maxwell with Evalyn McLean, owner of the fabulous Hope Diamond, in Elsa’s wake to pay the
bills; the Princess di Frasso; and her lover, that Crown Prince of the Mafia, Bugsy Siegel, more distinguished
looking than any film star until he got murdered,
That night the two richest girls in the world were decorating the scene. Besides Doris, who looked like a
Persian princess (and still does), there was Barbara Hutton: a white wraith except for heavy eyebrows that made
her seem an Etruscan portrait. She was then the Princess Mdivani, but Barbara’s marriages would always be of
short duration. Her husbands would find it impossible to save face in the light of Barbara’s overpowering
publicity; a situation she didn’t try to ameliorate. In 1942, when married to Cary Grant, she indulged in the habit
of speaking French to her maid, making the world’s sexiest husband a silent bystander in his wife’s boudoir. Cary
couldn’t take that humiliation.
The film beauties at that party have faded from my memory, but not our hostess. She caused all the others to
seem placid. Ruth’s gaiety matched her looks and sometimes Edgar had either to alibi his bride’s behavior or else
call his marriage quits. He chose the former.
“You see,” explained Edgar, “Ruth is flirty!”
At a high point in the festivities, Ruth was challenged by Leslie Howard to join him at the other end of the
pool, thinking no doubt that she’d jump in and swim the distance. She took the dare but to keep her wispy gown
from getting wet and clinging too much, Ruth deftly balanced herself on a floating mat. And then, using her slim
white arms as oars, she crossed the pool without getting a drop of water on her dress. One of my most poignant
memories of real Hollywood glamour is a vision of that small, slender beauty, prone on a sea of gardenias like a
frivolous Ophelia, outwitting Leslie Howard who stood by, hoping she’d fall in and get revealingly doused.
Ruthie was a catalyst. If ever she found a dearth of excitement, she set about supplying it. She once organized
a Broadway revue to which all of us contributed material. Neither Ziegfeld nor the Sucrets could have rounded up
that roster of talent. But such a high-voltage gaiety was bound to burn itself out. While still young, fresh, and
irresistible, Ruthie was felled by TB. Her death inspired a poem by Rudolf Friml, the famous composer, of which
I own a copy and have permission from Ruth’s sister, Pansy Schenck, to pass along. Rudi will be forever known
for his Donkey Serenade but he could be as eloquent with words as he was with bars of music.
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Each star is but
A candle of my faith in
An eternal vow
That those who truly love, walk on
To meet again,
Somewhere, somehow
Sleep love—
No harm can come to thee
Here in my heart, or memory.
Dream love—
That there will come a day
Some peaceful century away
Where we will walk again in Spring
Another world, where children sing.
Angels guard thy star-kissed eyes
Sleep love—sleep love—’til paradise!

December 24—0rgy at MGM
The “orgy” was the annual Christmas party, given to cement morale, break down class distinctions, and keep
workers happy throughout the coming year.
Although I had been at the studio less than a week, I’d already found two new cronies: members of the writing
staff, Howard Emmett Rogers and John Lee Mahin. As a rule, writers are a bore and never talk about anything but
their work; Rogers and Johnny never mentioned it.
(Those friendships worked out to be delightfully uncomplicated; Rogers was married to a flaming redhead; an
ex-Follies beauty, so attractive she had no urge to be jealous of me. Red was a philosopher. One day, discussing
the sexes, she remarked.
“Men may know more than we do, honey. but we girls are smarter!”
If I have always been partial to men, it’s because there are so few girls like Red Rogers.
Johnny Mahin, tall, brown-haired, and agreeable. was in a constant state of romantic flux. So many fiendish
starlets were battling over him. marrying him, divorcing, or suing him that I became a sort of Platonic heaven.)
The day of the orgy turned out sunny, clear, and hot. Rogers, Johnny, and I first went to the Beverly Hills
Derby for lunch with Wilson. We were trying to talk him into going to the party when W. C. Fields toddled in like
a rowdy old Santa, tugging a suitcase that gave out the distinctive clank of bottles. Wilson preferred to remain
with W. C., so we left them to make merry on the contents of W. C.’s suitcase.
Arriving at MGM, we proceeded toward Louis B. Mayer’s office and ran smack into the orgy. The entrance to
his suite was blocked by a bawdy mob voicing a lot of innuendo. We heard a messenger boy declare libidinous
aspirations to Joan Crawford. who fended him off with an arch slap on the wrist.
The situation inside L. B.’s office was a switch on the old droit du seigneur in which a VIP was licensed to
make a pass at any humble maid. In this case the privilege belonged to secretaries, manicurists, hairdressers,
wardrobe girls, and whatnots, who were taking over the boss’s lap as if they were starlets.
Presently, Irving wandered through to pay his respects to fun for once in the year. At sight of Irving the girls
attacked him en masse. While he was being smeared with lipstick, we moved on toward Arlie’s office. There the
mob was smaller but no less impetuous. Arlie, as a gourmet, had supplied it with champagne and caviar and, his
face frozen into a grin, sat fondling a starlet on each knee-had Arlie been granted a third knee he’d have taken on
another. I was willing to be a benign spectator to all this, but Rogers and Johnny had enjoyed too many real
adventures to bother with such mild bawdiness, so they suggested we move on to the music department.
Musicians, sensuous by nature, also tend to be uncontrolled, so L. B. had located them out of sight where they
couldn’t be spotted by the daily guided tours. They occupied a row of sheds at the far end of the back lot, and
there we ran into license that was for real. Music was pouring from every sort of sound equipment; office doors
were wide open; a number of ladies of the street had been sneaked in through a back entrance. A certain amount
of clothing had been discarded and a disheveled Jack Barrymore was offering stardom to a young thing in whose
talent he was shamelessly disinterested.
(Once in a while I hear a bawdy joke that is as sound as if it had been worked out by Euclid. That orgy
reminded me of this one: It seems a traveling salesman from Cincinnati made a trip to Iran where a certain
beautiful Princess picked him up as a curiosity. When our hero got back home he described the adventure to a
friend. He told of the Princess’s exotic beauty; the palace to which she took him; the vintage wine; the perfumed
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bath; the hidden violins; the priceless jewels and garments she discarded; and, at last, her shimmering nudity.
“And then what?” our hero’s listener gasped. “Oh, then it was just the same as it is in Cincinnati.”)
So much for that Hollywood orgy.
But it was possible for those festivities which we found so innocuous to be accompanied by grim violence. On
Christmas Day the obituary columns were lengthened by the activities of drunken drivers who left the studio in
droves. That celebration in 1931 was followed. by a number of motor crack-ups, some serious but none fatal.
However, a carpenter had fallen down a narrow staircase on the outside of a sound stage just as he was calling out
the last “Merry Christmas” of his life.
When I reported the orgy to Mr. E. by phone, his psychology, based on clichés, as always made him suspicious
of the wrong things. My idea of festivity was to be with Wilson; so Mr. E. asked,
“Did you see Gable at the party?”
I explained that L. B. had ordered Clark to keep away for fear the girls would tear him limb from limb. At any
rate, he was then firmly in the grip of his second wife, Ria Langham, who was rich, refined, ten years older than
Clark and in appearance could have been mistaken for his mother. It would have been pointless to tell my husband
that Clark had no more allure for me than the chatty young man who delivered my groceries. Clark was happiest
when on camping trips but, like most overly made Americans, he felt required to have a large quota or affairs.
Without any thought of being disloyal to a wife or sweetheart, he’d take on any pretty girl who ran after him.
Their name, of course, was legion. As a rule they were not outdoor types. Clark’s third and fourth wives, Carole
Lombard and Sylvia Fairbanks (widow of Douglas), were indoor girls; from both of whom I heard complaints
about that canvas sleeping bag of Clark’s.
I mostly admired Clark for his lack of vanity. He was equipped with a premature set of false teeth for which he
felt no embarrassment. One day I happened on him at an outdoor faucet in the Alley where he’d stopped to wash
off his denture. Clark grinned, pointed to his caved-in mouth and said with an exaggerated lisp,
“Look! America’s thweetheart!”
Clark had great luck in his fifth and last marriage to Kay Williams Spreckles, a full-blown American blonde.
He left a son, born after Clark died, who from all accounts is already affecting female hearts in the tradition of his
daddy. (Contrary to press releases, the boy is not Clark’s only child. A short but hectic affair Clark went through
with a costar when they were far from Hollywood on location had resulted in the birth of a baby girl. She is now a
Park Avenue matron, a dream of beauty like her mamma and married to an important young business executive. I
don’t know whether she suspects who her father was, but I’m not going to tip her off now.)
Carole Lombard, Clark’s third wife, was the wish fulfillment of every man in and out of Hollywood; a natural
blonde who, both a lady and a hoyden, had a sense of humor and lack of pretense that seldom go with beauty as
glittering as hers. I recall one day when she was strolling down a road and a passing truck driver offered her a lift.
Carole accepted and, because the driver was good company, she drove with him all the way to Bakersfield. But
before very long the young man began to sense he’d picked up an angel unawares.
“Know something, baby?” he ventured, “you remind me of Carole Lombard.”
“If you compare me with that cheap floozy, I’ll get right off your truck!” Carole flared up.
So the driver apologized.
Carole was a truly understanding mate, in a sense that few wives could ever be. Having first been married to
William Powell, she understood film stars thoroughly; knew that their status as sex symbols existed largely in the
minds of the public—which I’m told is often the case with athletes, prize fighters, and baseball and football idols.
It can now be told that Clark needed assistance in order to live up to his virile appearance and Carole was just the
wife to supply it.
One day Carole, at a cat party, explained an incident to us girls which came about like this: She had made an
acquaintance among the ladies that hung out around the musicians’ quarters, one of whom tipped her off. to a
trade secret which went by the mystifying name of “Peppermint French.” It required a dime’s worth of essence of
peppermint which a girl would then use, undiluted, as a mouth wash before a rendezvous with her loved one.
Carole carried out instructions and, on entering the boudoir a certain night, found Clark sound asleep. This gave
her an idea. Why not add an element of surprise to the innovation of that peppermint? Without waking Clark, she
proceeded in a gentle approach which caused her hero, startled by the sudden sting of peppermint, to jump off the
bed and sprain his ankle.
Carole always had an antic slant on sex. It never ceased to amuse her. I recall a day when we happened to be
on her front porch as one of our higher-class gigolos strode down the street, exercising his lady friend’s
Pekingese.
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“Hi,” called Carole in friendly greeting. “Hard at work, eh?”
Carole was killed in a plane crash while on a patriotic tour concerning the war effort. The tragic news was
phoned to Clark in the middle of the night, when rumor had it he was with another charmer, merely following the
normal course of an American male when the little wife is on a trip. It took Carole’s death to remind Clark that
he’d been unfaithful. He loved her devotedly and must have suffered unbearable guilt. We all felt his enlistment in
the Army was an effort to assuage it.
December 29—Lunch at George Cukor’s
I wish I’d mentioned in my datebook some of the guests at that first of George’s luncheons I attended, but they
must have been formidable. For, as an ace director, George Cukor was, and still is, one of Hollywood’s most
cultured citizens. His Sunday luncheons have been the nearest thing to a salon that ever existed in the movie
colony.
One occasion that stands out distinctly is a lunch party he gave to welcome Lady Charles Mendl to the
community. Elsie had sold her small palace in Versailles to set up an equally chic household in Benedict Canyon.
Her Ladyship had invented the profession of interior decoration, in which she made use of costly knickknacks,
ignoring real works of art or paintings that would pass muster at the Louvre or the Metropolitan Museum. Much
of her bric-a-brac, however, was authentic, as was Elsie Mendl herself; a sort of eighteenth-century cockatoo with
a voice to match.
Among George’s guests on that occasion was Tallulah Bankhead, then making one of her first movies. Tallulah
was the foremost naughty girl of her era but, in those days, “naughty” meant piquant, whereas values have so
changed that now, in the 1970s, it generally means nauseating.
Several of us were sitting about George’s pool when Elsie Mendl could be heard approaching. Quick as a wink
Tallulah slithered out of her dress and by the time Elsie reached us, she was lying on a marble bench, naked
except for a bunch of violets which Tallulah held in the pose of Goya’s Unclothed Maja. George was furious; Her
Ladyship gasped,
“Cover yourself at once, you shameless child!”
And Tallulah obediently did.
But nudity was not the only shock Tallu provided that day, for violets had been given a bad name by a
notorious play called The Captive, in which a bouquet of them was used as communication between two young
women who were in love with each other.
Tallu’s striptease had been motivated by an incident that had recently taken place in Lady Mendl’s drawing
room. One of her guests remarked that The Captive had been raided in New York and closed by the police. Her
Ladyship pretended ignorance of the reason why.
“What is a lesbian?” she asked, slapping the tea table briskly with a characteristic gesture. “Tell me what they
do!”
Now for years Elsie had had a very close relationship with a Broadway play agent, a lady of width and heft
who wore her hair in a crew cut, sported ground-gripper shoes, and was given to shooting her cuffs in a manly
gesture. And when Tallu heard Lady Mendl’s question, she asked, in her gruff sotto voce,
“If Elsie doesn’t know what lesbians are, who does?”
December 3I—New Year’s Eve with Hearst and Marion
The enormous compound in Santa Monica, which Hearst modestly called the Beach House, was ablaze with
lights. It looked like a country club; a main building of “sea-shore Colonial” and a wide verandah overlooking
two swimming pools, one heated, the other at air temperature, like certain wines. A tall hedge separated the
grounds from the beach, beyond which gleamed the phosphorescent surf of the Pacific.
The Hollywood elite was gathered in a ballroom decorated by a collection of portraits; Rembrandts, Van
Dykes, Goyas, and Titians. But hanging next to a masterpiece of Goya was a portrait that had been painted by
Howard Chandler Christie for the cover of Cosmopolitan magazine, and showed Marion in the cute boy’s outfit
she wore in Little Old New York.
Dear slap-happy Marion was the gayest of hostesses. Hearst, himself a teetotaler, gave strict orders to his
entourage that Marion must follow his example. On festive occasions, however, he did allow champagne to be
served and this, in addition to his duties as host, made it difficult to keep tabs on his loved one. Furthermore,
Marion could handle liquor in her youth; it only increased her capacity for fun.
I’ve known very few stars to be unimpressed by their stardom. Marion valued her career largely because she
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felt it overcame the blight of being a “kept girl.” I never realized her feelings on that subject until one day when I
happened to suggest that Mr. E. and I could pick her up and take her with us to a certain party.
“I’m n-not going.”
“But why not?”
“Everybody will be there.”
I then heard a fact I’d never before realized; Marion attended very few parties outside her own home, where
she felt guests wouldn’t walk out on her as a “fallen woman.”
“You see N-N-Nita, when I get among st-st-strangers I never know …”
On the part of W. R., Marion’s stardom was a matter of personal vanity. He wanted the whole world to witness
the treasure he possessed in Marion. He never wearied of sitting alone in his projection room, running those
movies again and again, gloating over every pretty close-up.
The Charleston W. R. danced with Marion on New Year’s Eve was as spry as a teen-age Mickey Rooney’s; like
many people of bulk, W. R. was extremely light on his feet.
Milling about the ballroom with Wilson, I was stopped by Irene Castle, recently arrived from Paris. She
approved my gingham ball gown that had been so audaciously trimmed in sable by Mainbocher. She tousled my
tomboy bob.
“I see you've taken my advice and kept away from hairdressers!” said Irene.
Another supersophisticated guest was a British Duchess. I don’t recall her name, but she was genial, plump,
and nonetheless imposing in a rather alarmingly deep décolleté. Marion had previously told me the Duchess posed
a problem in etiquette. At supper she would naturally occupy the place of honor to the right of W. R., but what
other Hollywood executive was sufficiently distingue to sit at the other side of a Duchess? Finally W. R. settled
for “Gentleman Jack” Warner as being the glass of fashion and mold of Hollywood form.
When supper ended, it came time for W.R. to toast his guest of honor. But the Duchess, in bowing
acknowledgment, caused her décolleté to slip without her realizing it and there bounced into full view a very
robust poi trine. We all sat frigid with alarm. W. R., having ordered the orchestra to follow his toast with the
British anthem, dazedly signaled it to start. And then Gentleman Jack rose to the occasion. His voice ringing out
above “God Save the King,” he sounded the alert.
“Hey, Duchess! Your tit’s out!”
The Duchess blushed a deep crimson and popped herself back into her bodice, but being a lady born and bred,
she herself led an uproar of laughter. …
160.137 Excerpt from Three Flight’s Up\fn{by Sidney Coe Howard (1891-1939)} Oakland, Alameda County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 13
At the beginning, Margot hitched her lean, capable shoulders, lighted another cigarette and forgot Arnheim’s
existence, She was a pleasurable sight, however hard you stared, the permanent beauty that ripens upon a proper
foundation of cheek bones, whose head is cleanly shaped and poised, slender throat up-springing like a Gothic
arch. One could be glad of the perfect health of eyes and smile, so directly a symbol of her dispassionate and
comprehending candour and loyalty. One could be glad of hair that waved so serenely back from the high pale
brow.
Arnheim took no notice of Margot’s incivility. He stood immobile before the picture upon her easel and the
breath went in through his nostrils to a minor strain and came explosively out over his tongue like a major
resolution of the same theme, and he rubbed his pneumatic little hands together in time to the filling and emptying
of his lungs. His attitude—the rapturous domed back, the shiny, miniature feet, the incredibly bald and intent head
—all of them irritated Margot. So much depended on his verdict.
But she didn’t really mind. One of the qualities of Margot’s greatness is that she never really minds anything
except her husband and her twins. She nodded casually toward the picture.
“So far so good, I think,” she remarked.
The art dealer’s pads indulged in a final friction and lifted their palms to the ceiling.
“I shouldn’t have believed it possible,” he said. “Not even for you.”
“I’ve only done the throat,” Margot explained after she had swallowed her relief, “the throat and the sleeve. I
wanted you to see it before I started on the face.”
“You’ve worked on the right hand?”
“No. The left a little.” Arnheim smiled.
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“I couldn’t tell.”
Now Margot was a good deal less than proud of her task, but the job was good and she knew it and Arnheim’s
praise meant Arnheim’s dollars.
“I suppose you’ll sell it for a Holbein,” she remarked. Again the old Jew smiled, slowly and obesely.
“I was just thinking what a pity it is—”
“That Holbein didn’t paint it? That needn’t trouble you!” She laughed her abundant, whole-hearted laugh that
burst forth like a crisis of celestial whooping cough.
“I know the temptations of this old master business. How about that French garden thing I touched up for you
last month? Tell me, you didn’t sell it for a Watteau!”
“I was about to say,” Arnheim pursued smoothly, “that it is a pity Holbein couldn’t have lived to paint this.
When he died Elizabeth was a child of ten. This portrait is already Queen of England.”
It was, you see, a portrait of that Elizabeth to whose glory Spenser wrote, The Faery Queen and Raleigh named
Virginia. Margot had been commissioned to work upon it, to touch the damaged pigment with fresh color, to
round the pasty throat, to re-blazon the hair and re-embroider the bodice. Life had begun again to throb in it, the
life of a young girl mounting a throne set over an abyss of schism and intrigue; and the seas and the New World
looked out of her eyes and the mastery of the loyalty of men smiled on her lips.
From the depths of her chair, Margot squinted cynically at the thing. She straightened her legs before her and
spread them wide apart as though she would have made her beauty gross as an Elizabethan tavern wench’s and set
upon it the stamp of earth.
“You could never get away with it,” she said to Amheim.
“I disagree,” he answered. “If she were not so certainly Elizabeth, I should give it to Holbein without
hesitation. I had rather, for business purposes, have the great artist than the great subject.”
“You’d go to jail if you tried it,” Margot insisted. "The man who painted that could paint like sixty, I admit.
But not like Holbein. Just as good a painter as Holbein, perhaps, but different. Quite, quite different.”
The wrinkles in Amheim’s neck grew gently argumentative as Margot unraveled herself from the cushions to
reach for a drawing pad.
“I know what you’re going to say,” she went on. “Chuck me that bit of red chalk instead and I’ll show you
something I used to do to amuse folks in Paris.”
For a frowning quarter of an hour she drew intently. As she drew, she talked.
“Look at the hands on your Elizabeth. They may be Elizabeth’s hands, but Holbein wouldn’t have painted such
hands. Where’s their weight and solidity? Where’s their repose? Call it a Holbein and those hands show you up in
a jiffy.”
She tossed her sketch upon the table between them. Arnheim looked, donned his spectacles and looked again.
Margot grinned and was conscious once more of that agreeable warmth. It is a pleasant thing to show off and
triumph at it.
“Here are the hands Holbein would have given her,” she said, “and the eyes and the set of the head. Am I far
wrong?”
“How did you learn?” Amheim asked her. “I’ve looked at Holbeins in my day.” He gave himself up frankly to
amazement.
“You can put paint on panel with his brush and make a drawing out of his sketch book.”
“I’m a very clever woman.” She chuckled mockingly. Arnheim bowed.
“Then why. . . ?” He broke off.
“Why? Why what?”
He held his peace a moment while he studied her curiously and brought the blood rushing to her face in
anticipation of his thought.
“Forgive me,” he said at last, “if I am a little puzzled. You can out-paint any woman in this country, probably
any abroad. I was lately able to sell one of your own pictures for seven thousand dollars. This thing here shows
me that your skill is greater than ever. And yet you give up a creator’s fortune for a restorer’s livelihood. Why?”
Margot frowned.
“That’s my affair.” He bowed again and, when Margot asked him to stop it, again apologized.
“Forgive me. I did not intend to intrude. I was only about to suggest—” She had dropped back into her chair
again and she eyed him warily.
“What?”
:”That Holbein might have painted Elizabeth. Not this Queen, of course, but the little princess, in honor, say, of
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her tenth birthday. We can’t be certain that he didn’t paint her, can we? Holbein’s last portrait. The childhood
likeness of the most vivid woman of history. It came to me just then that such a picture would bring a quarter of a
million to the dealer who sold it.”
Margot’s chair became suddenly very uncomfortable. Silence fell upon the room such as one stricken deaf
might know in the first instant of his deafness. Arnheim’s countenance radiated affability. The summed-up unction
of uncounted persuasive generations shone about him like a mandora.
“What are you driving at ?” Margot asked. He maintained his affable detachment.
“I was wondering, merely,” he replied, “why Holbein—who, it would seem, can still both paint and draw—
should not still paint the likeness of that child Elizabeth.”
“No, thanks.” She cut him short. “You put the proposition charmingly, Arnheim, but I understand you. Oh,”
and she hitched her shoulders again, “I’m not angry. I know your kind much too well for that. I simply want to
make myself clear enough for you to understand me. I hate these jobs I do for you, and if I hadn’t good reasons of
my own for doing them, our paths would never cross again. And since I do them, I can’t very well object to your
selling a Watteau that isn’t a Watteau when it was my work that made it look like one. And just the same I won’t
make a complete forgery. I like to think that my New England conscience is stopping me. I dare say I should muff
it in any case. I’m not angry. I thank you. But, I can’t.”
“Although I know that you can,” said Arnheim, “I shall not insist. It was an eccentric notion at best.” He took
up his hat. “Shall I send for this when it is finished?”
She rose, business as usual, and quite as though no ambiguous proposal had been either made or refused.
“Next Monday, if you can give me so long.”
“I am in no hurry.”
“We didn’t settle on my fee for this,” she continued. “You were to look at the beginning and then—”
“Two hundred, as usual?” He was already walking toward the door.
“This one’s more work than usual. Three hundred wouldn’t be too much.”
“I am quite confident of the outcome,” he told her and agreed without argument.
After he had gone she looked for her drawing of the head, and hands, thinking to amuse Paul with the story.
It had vanished.
*
She was busy in the kitchen when Paul came in. She hated cooking and her hatred made her all the prouder of
her expertness and her expertness reminded her of better days two years ago when there had been a maid and
better days stimulated her hatred of cooking anew, and so in a circle “round about the cauldron.”
She was just tasting the soup when she heard Paul’s whistle, but she gave no answer. She heard his footsteps
on every third stair overhead (it was a basement kitchen), and she stood rigid with listening, the spoon balanced
horizontally. Now he was in the nursery. She heard the twins howl frenzies of dynamic camaraderie. She
calculated by that sound the temperature of Paul’s spirits-boiling point. She sighed.
“When he’s with the twins, I love him,” she said to herself in a kind of imaginary conversation, which she
often carried on through long unspoken monologues. “I suppose that I must still love him all the time. He’s a dear,
really. He’s muddled, of course. He hasn’t very good brains and he’s not a bit sane, but he loves the twins and he’s
a dear and I love him particularly with the twins and even when I’m cooking.”
An aroma of burned potatoes reached her nostrils and attested her love. She resumed the dissertation.
“He has such a charming way of wondering what the twins are thinking about, especially when I know
perfectly well that they aren’t thinking about anything. Sometimes he even makes me wonder and I don’t believe
much in wondering about them at all.
“I bore the twins and they hurt a lot and I was horrified when I found there were two of ’em. Now I’m taking
care of ’em and they’re lots of trouble and presently I shall bring ’em up, whatever that means. Maybe it’s the
twins make me love Paul. Maybe it’s Paul makes me love the twins. But I do love them, all three and in spite of
everything.
“All things in good time and sufficient for the day.” Margot’s way even as she cooked and hated cooking and
glorified in her skill at it and wondered how soon they should be able to afford another maid.
*
Paul’s spirits were indeed at the boiling point. First, at dinner, he gave her an exact reportorial description of
the twins without any apparent recognition of the fact that she had been dealing with them ever since breakfast.
Just as her patience began to quaver, something in the way the candles shone in Paul’s Irish eyes made her get up
from her chair and go around and kiss him. She was as surprised as he.
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With radiant geniality he examined the portrait of Elizabeth.
“The work you turn out for that crook is simply astonishing,” he said. “Your paint’s as old as the rest and your
color’s been seasoned by centuries. Why don’t you paint for yourself?”
Margot winced at the callousness of geniality.
“This amuses me and keeps me from wondering why my ideas have dried up,” she lied, and added, to lend
verisimilitude to her excuse,
“It brings in a little cash.”
“I hate it,” said Paul. She remembered Arnheim and the incident of the afternoon.
“The crook was here,” she told him. “He liked my job awfully and what do you suppose he suggested?”
“Having me in to paint his floor for him?” She saw how preoccupied he was with himself and she held her fire.
He was too autobiographically inclined to notice the hiatus.
*
A great day for Paul at the studio; a day to burst your heart wide open and your brain as well.
“This time I’ve really got something,” Paul was saying. She remembered.
“The Holt boy?”
“You know, I persuaded him to sit for me. I’ve got him repairing a saddle; one of his own. He was awfully
enthusiastic about the beginning. I’ve only got to get his people around to look at it when it’s done and they’ll pay
me anything I ask. Anything in reason.”
Margot smiled bravely and reminiscently.
“How are you treating him?”
“Absolute realism. The real thing that’s real as a Spanish peasant by Zuloaga.\fn{ Ignacio Zuloaga (1870- ), Spanish
painter.} My dear, it’s going to start the ball rolling once more or I’m no judge.”
“I hope so.”
“Do you know what I think? I think that once I'm under way so that you’ll have money enough and no more
worries about cooking and the bills, then you’ll be able to paint again. Not touching up third-rate old masters for a
crook. Your own stuff, I mean, just as if it had never dried up on you. That’s what I think.”
His pipe had gone out. He had to stop to light it. And what she thought! That studio! That dingy, wretched,
miserable studio! As if Holt’s kind had brains or eyes to see art in such a setting. And Holt and Holt’s kind are the
portrait painter’s livelihood. And Paul quite content and everlastingly sanguine. Beloved, idiotic, wonderful Paul.
“Absolute realism!”
She remembered how the mother of Holt’s predecessor had come to view the finished simulation of her
offspring (it had been masterly—no doubt of that); had come to buy and stayed to weep and tear her hair and be
revived with aromatic spirits. All to the honor and glory of “absolute realism.”
“I’m sure it will sell,” said Margot aloud.
“I’m dying to see it.”
“When it’s finished,” Paul promised.
*
Paul had gone up and Margot sat alone in the clockless stillness of the room. Overhead, Paul made ready for
bed. His footsteps resounded with that masculine decision which seems to have mislaid the one object essential to
the male and starts out to look for it and forgets what it is and nevertheless pursues the search to the bitter end.
Margot considered matters. Three hundred for Elizabeth. And after Elizabeth? The Holt boy done with
“absolute realism.”
Much as Margot wanted to believe, she couldn’t hope for much from the Holt boy. What after Elizabeth?
Her eyes, in such moments, looked older than they had any business to look, worn by the discovery of too
many secrets and the solving of too many riddles. Utter disillusion still revelling in life, absolutely unsentimental
and professional, devastatingly clear-sighted always.
She grinned. A humorous tartness that could find pleasure in pretending to be taken in: the gods had given her
that, at least. After Elizabeth, “absolute realism”? Why not?
She was alone with the future and the facts of the case and a hunger for protection stifled by a great protective
love.
“Absolute realism!”
Margot knew more of it than Paul had ever dreamed. She was honest and afraid as only an absolute realist can
be. Paul’s voice over the banister.
“Margot, can you hear me?”
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“Yes.”
“I forgot to tell you something important.”
“What?”
“Phil’s back.”
The flash of the name scattered all shadows from her reverie.
“Where from?”
“Spain. He’s just finished a book on Holbein. He’ll take us in hand.”
Holbein again! And Phil! Her oldest friend with her newest temptation! Temptation! What a word!
“I hope you haven’t made Hal sorry for us,” she cried. She must remember to tell Paul about Arnheim’s
proposal. She locked the door, drank two glasses of water and put out the lights.
*
Paul was already asleep before she thought of Arnheim again. She didn’t rouse him. It wasn’t important, after
all—only amusing. She dreamed of painting a little Elizabeth while Arnheim read to her out of Hal’s book on
Holbein and she couldn’t find the tube of orange that she needed for the hair. What a silly dream!
The twins always woke at six.
*
The doorbell rang a second time. Very slowly Margot compelled her eyes to travel over every plane and angle
of walls, floor and furniture. She recognized the weak spots in her housekeeping. She was determined they should
not betray her. An ash-tray cried out to be emptied. She carried it deliberately to the grate. Then she saw where a
cushion had bulged one of the window curtains out of its pilastered perpendicular so that the panel of East River
and Blackwell’s Island went askew. She set that to rights, bestowed a final apprehensive glance upon the twins
where they slept in the cranny of garden shelved above the water, grinned somberly, moistened her lips, smoothed
her eyebrows and went to answer. The impatient tinkle of a third summons startled the echoes of the hall just as
she opened the door.
The teacups she had lately washed and the sandwiches she had lately made listened for the greeting.
“Phil!” And the man’s answering,
“Margot!” Then her apology.
“I’m sorry to have kept you waiting on the mat. It’s the maid’s day out. I didn’t want you to see me first in my
apron.”
“I’m not sorry she’s out.” The man called Phil was walking down the hall. “I always like maids best when
they’re out.”
He stood in the door, looking about this room which she had so groomed against his entrance. He lifted his
head—a gray head, the tea table observed, and the face large and kindly as the Platonic ideal of a Cardinal. He
lifted his head as roof-weighed New Yorkers do, luxuriously to sense the venerable spaciousness of high ceilings.
He looked through the long window on the drab, companionable river that is the Thames of these parts, and from
the river back to the mirror behind him that caught the river’s image in its vista and filled the Victorian
benevolence of the house with the drift and delicacy of its light. He marvelled at Beekman Place, that it could be
so flagrantly foreign to the detestable remainder of the city, and, in the same instant, he understood how Margot
had come there and how utterly suitable a dwelling place it had given her. Because he was by vocation a
worshipper of older worlds than ours, he mused over these matters. The continental American is unpatriotically so
very proud when he happens upon the picturesque in his own land.
“Here in the big chair, Phil,” Margot was saying. “By the window where I can see you while I keep an eye on
the twins.”
“Twins!” He lifted his wide hands.
“I never do things by halves,” she laughed. “We’ve held their christening until their godfather should come
home, and here he is.”
He looked at her and beamed.
“I come from Spain, which is a hard country to inhabit and a harder place to leave,” he told her in answer to
the fire of her questions. “I’ve been writing a book there on Holbein at the Tudor Court. There’s room for a book
on Holbein and the folks he painted. Paul’s still at portraits, too, I suppose?”
“Of course.”
“Millionaires, I hope?”
“We don’t complain.”
“What are you painting?” Exactly the question she didn’t want.
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“Last week I did the kitchen, the bathroom and the cellar door, and I put those gold things on the garden fence.
They were black before. Aren’t they smart and Vanderbiltish?” He rose unbaffled.
“My nose tells me,” he said, “that tubes of oils have been squeezed in this room very recently. Here should be
the easel. May I?”
Her refusal came too late. An old easel is a tricky contraption; the merest touch and only a quick hand can save
its precious burden from toppling. Philip held the picture while she readjusted.
“Holbein,” said he. “No, not Holbein. An imitator.”
“Yes,” she answered. “But of the period. It’s Queen Elizabeth.”
“I recognize the coiffeur’s skill. If I’m not mistaken, a chap named Arnheim from this vile town bought the
thing at Christie’s.”
“Somewhere in London, I believe.”
“Rich enough for old masters, are you?”
Honesty compelled her and a suspicion that she had not been convincing about the maid.
“Not entirely,” she confessed. He looked more closely.
“This paint is wet. Are you restoring it?”
“The dress and there on the throat and cheeks.”
“Not for Arnheim?” She saw how valiantly he strove to conceal his dismay.
“And the right hand,” he commented casually in the manner of a man who orders ice water while he burns at
the stake. “You’ve done a clever job, my dear. How did you learn?” The picture was adjusted.
“It’s not my first,” she said as she turned to the tea things. “Have you forgotten how broke I was sometimes in
Paris?” He took her hands in his.
“Tell me, Margot,” he pleaded gravely. “When did that maid go out?”
“Six months ago,” she answered.
“I see,” said Philip. “Now, you may give me my tea.”
Dismay. Dismay as black as the oft-cited pitch. Here was a pretty state of affairs! Margot and Paul hard up!
Margot not painting! Margot wasting her gifts on restorer’s hackery! She was laughing again.
“Why did I lie about the maid?” she asked.
“That,” said Philip, “was mere brute feminine.”
*
These several years, as he could tell you, Phil (or Philip) Wade, critic and savant of the art of painting, had
given over the gentler regions of his heart to this young couple. He could tell you, for instance, about that day
when Paul came to him out of the varnished desolation of Cleveland, a portfolio under his arm, an illustrator’s
career glowing in whatever part of the human frame shelters ambition.
“You come from Cleveland yourself,” Paul explained that day. “Cleveland kind of gives us something in
common. So I thought maybe you’d tell me what you think of my sketches.”
Philip will never forget. A dozen subtly characterized heads slipped, one after the other, into his consciousness.
Such heads! A street car conductor, a girl in a lunch counter, a policeman, a steel-worker, an old woman.
“My grandmother,” said Paul. “She used to take in washing and I got her to pose beside her old tubs.”
“You young Rembrandt!” Philip cried.
The boy’s forehead took on a puzzled form. It broke Philip’s heart within him. “Why don’t you show them to
an artist?” he asked.
“Because you come from Cleveland,” Paul insisted through the encumbrance of his shyness. “And because I
like the things you write in the Studio, and anyway, I’d rather show ’em to you than to Charles Dana
Gibson.”\fn{American artist and illustrator (1867- )}.
“You admire Mr. Gibson?”
“Don’t you?”
“His girls are very handsome.”
“Doesn’t he have luck?” Paul bloomed in his enthusiasm. “I wish I could find some who look like his.”
“You can’t?” The boy shook his head.
“I always see something wrong with the best of ’em. You know … inside. This here one’s beautiful the first
time you see her. But when I showed her this sketch she got mad as hell.” He gazed ruefully at the portrait.
“I don’t know that I blame her,” he concluded, “but that’s the way she looked.”
Philip stared giddily at the cruel authenticity of the boy’s drawing.
“I believe you,” he said at last.
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He could tell you how he wrestled through the night with that most insidious and perilous of all Satan’s lures,
the temptation to encourage. And how in the end, he succumbed even to the rash extent of getting his discovery
anonymously financed to Paris, where Margot, his beloved Margot, had established herself, patenting her perfect
and unique genre pieces in her studio on the Place St. Sulpice and stopping her ears to the clamor of a laudatory
world.
“Here is a boy for you”—so he wrote her—“who has talent if ever boy had it to paint what men and women
are about, the quality of mind and spirit in the likeness of a face. Cleveland may have taught him that Van Dyke is
a doctor’s barber, but the Deity taught him to draw. I have sent him to invade your garret. Don’t be afraid; his
clothes and manners are well enough. Cleveland can be trusted on that score.”
How proud he had been three years later at Paul’s easy victories. How proudly he had stood as guardian angel
when the pair came to marriage in the rattletrap Paris of armistice days.\fn{ It is World War I that is being referred to here
as having ended.} How he had gloated to himself, old celibate that he was, over this perfect mating of man with
woman, of man’s art with woman’s art. Paul’s age, to be sure, made the husband three years the wife’s junior.
What need that matter with the future so staunchly installed between them?
“Is the end of adventure always frustration?” he asked himself. Here Margot was making him tea in her house
on Beekman Place in New York over the somber lethargy of the East River (just as she had often done a stone’s
throw from the wistful Seine), and Margot and Paul, who should have had the world at their feet, were pushed
aside by that bumptious triviality known as success.
Through his dismay, Philip watched Margot’s violent, undaunted capability. She made tea as she did all things,
in all parts of the room at once. A strong walk, not dignified-swinging and shambling, but with great power in it,
as in all her large-limbed, slight-bodied movements. Great power being wasted. Superb Margot who never learned
what envy of physical luxury means. Margot who could admire and desire and, God knows, deserve, without
covetousness.
*
“Why do you keep smiling all the time?” Margot demanded. “Is it still the maid? You look around with your
enigmatic grin and I wonder what goes on in your mind. I don’t believe anything does. I think your mind’s just a
blank.”
“I am glad,” said Philip, “that you can still give the impression of wit merely by a bold statement of the truth.”
“No,” said Margot, “you are thinking of something and it isn’t amusing you at all.”
“I am distressed,” said Philip, “about the money—” Then Margot squared off.
“It’s not a question of money,” she proclaimed, and she took to striding up and down the room. “I’m not sorry
you found me out. I needed to talk to you. I may just as well own up that the ways of art are steep and stony and
that, for a portrait painter, there isn’t any middle ground between Sargent’s\fn{ John Singer Sargent (1856-1925) American
portrait and genre painter in England. He made a great deal of money painting various of the English nobility. } income and penury,
and that Paul and I sent the maid away because we couldn’t afford her wages.
“With all Paul’s genius and all his success in Paris before the war, there was a war. People forget success. Even
the successful forget it sometimes. Times have been hard. Millionaires prefer photography to art in hard times.
And there you are. Paul’s work is just as good as ever—or almost. A little encouragement wouldn’t hurt it. I know
all there is to know about the stimulus of disappointment. Obscurity may be nice for violets, but it’s hell on
painters. What Paul needs is a big studio with a good bit of the best New York splurging to set him off.
“And there you have it. War interrupts fame, interruption starts obscurity, obscurity coincides with hard times,
hard times leave us flat. It’s like the house that Jack built if you remember that ghastly report on cause and effect.
“That’s what Paul needs,” she laughed—a savage sound. “And he’ll probably get a tenement with a job in an
advertising office.” Philip stirred uneasily as she paused.
“You state your case ably,” he admitted.
“I’ve given it considerable thought,” she answered.
“There is only one point that I miss.”
“I’ll clear it up.” He set his fingers together and leaned his copious head back in the chair.
“Why aren’t you painting your own things?”
The question again!
“You wouldn’t ask that if you had twins of your own,” she parried.
“Your pictures sell if Paul’s don’t.”
“I know.” She fell to walking about again and her words blurted forth like water from a street hydrant.
“You wouldn’t believe me if I told you another lie—I may as well be entirely frank and tell you a secret you
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can’t possibly understand—you being a man.”
“I being a man,” Philip echoed.
“Just so,” she continued angrily. “Well, last summer I did a thing of the river from this window.”
“A pleasant subject. Did you sell it?”
“It was a little thing and it brought fifteen hundred. Oh, I was desperate. We had just lost the maid and I didn’t
know where to begin. But it taught me my lesson for good and all.”
“What lesson?”
“That once a woman lets her husband suspect her of being better at his job than he is himself, her game is up
and she deserves all she gets for being such a fool.”
“What job?”
“Providing.”
He nodded slowly.
“I see. Paul was proud.”
“Paul was an angel!” she cried. “But just the same I knew that my sketch almost broke his heart.”
“Still I don’t understand.”
“Because, don’t you see, there’s such a thing as masculine vanity? When a woman loves a man the first thing
she has to look out for is his vanity. It’s much more sensitive than hers and it asks much more. Dependence, lots
of things. And paying bills satisfies it and owing money doesn’t hurt it. But let the woman try her hand at the
bills, and, as I said, her game is up.”
Philip rose.
“Are you sure,” he asked, “that Paul minded so much?”
“Quite,” she replied solemnly. “And when he was so humble and darling about it, I fell in love with him all
over again and worse than ever, and now I’d rather starve than take another chance.”
“Margot,” said Philip, “I’d like to write a novel about you, I really should.”
*
Philip took Paul and Margot out to dinner. He made Margot wear her wedding dress in spite of fashions and he
found that he still rejoiced in their company. They did indeed make quite a pair. How could Paul hold sunburn
winter and summer, as he did, city or country alike? Philip almost forgot what the afternoon had taught him.
Paul was so certain of this latest portrait. Interesting type, young Holt, in riding togs with his saddle—“lovely
in color and absolute realism.”
Anyone believed Paul in the crises of his optimism. Anyone but Margot, who knew Paul and knew young Holt
and understood the desperate art of hoping against hope and endowing the process with all the earmarks of
unquestioning confidence.
*
The crest of Paul’s wave continued for three days, then the sea went flat as a bowl of soup. Margot in the
kitchen knew it from Paul’s key in the front door, from his step on the stairs, from the stricken silence of the
twins. At dinner she asked him.
“Did you finish today?”
He swore. Young Holt had carelessly neglected to mention a trip abroad. He had sailed this very morning, to be
gone three months.
“Polo?”
“And golf,” Paul groaned, “and possibly St. Moritz for the winter. His mother’s sure that he looks forward to
continuing the sittings when he returns.”
“The rent will be late again,” said Margot, and hated herself for saying it.
Paul bowed his head.
“It isn’t your fault,” she persisted. “The family wouldn’t have liked it anyway, and they’re the ones who pay.”
“I expect you're right,” said Paul. For a moment she contemplated a real denunciation of art lovers who toy
with art, but she decided that she had probably been disagreeable enough and developed extreme contrition and
made Paul kiss her and grant her forgiveness.
“I’ve got Elizabeth finished,” she told him. “That’s three hundred, anyway.”
“Not a drop in the bucket.”
“Even dampness helps,” she concluded, and set about clearing up.
Paul took a great resolve. You could always tell Paul’s great resolves by the burning glow of his heroism as it
shone through him. He began, as usual, with deep breathing, a dilation of the nostrils and a clearing of the throat.
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Margot stiffened herself against the inevitable and waited.
“I’m not a washout,” said Paul. “Not a complete washout.”
Margot agreed.
“I may be a washout as a painter.”
Margot wouldn't admit it.
“But as your husband and the twins’ father—”
“You’re a dear,” said Margot.
“I’ll go after an advertising job tomorrow. I can make a hundred or so a week.” Paul was given constitutionally
to counting his chicks before rooster and hen had so much as met socially.
“Once I get started, I can. Then we’ll have no more of this Arnheim business and you’ll be able to paint for
yourself. Why, I know a man who makes fifty thousand a year at advertising art and has a house in Easthampton.
I’d rather be a successful hack any day than a beggar.”
“My dear!”
“It will only take a little planning at first. Marriage is a serious business. You don’t always realize that,
Margot.”
“Perhaps not.”
“We don’t plan enough.” Give her something to plan with, Margot thought. But she chose rather to comfort
him.
“Don’t fret over Arnheim,” she advised. “Hold off on the advertising for just a little longer. I’ve always wanted
you to do a picture of the twins. This seems a good time to begin it.”
“It might make a magazine cover,” Paul admitted.
“And it would keep them in the studio for a while each day. That would give me a chance to rest.”
She hesitated.
“And plan.”
“By Jove!” Paul shouted.
“And now”—Margot had regained her generalship—“you want sleep if you’re going to start on them
tomorrow. I’ll follow you right up.”
*
She put all the lights out but the reading lamp. Then she pulled Elizabeth clear of the wall and adjusted her to
her regal best advantage and sat down before her to smoke a lonely cigarette.
And she began to think.
Rent … Elizabeth … Rent … Holbein … Rent … Arnheim. Margot always lumped all expenses together into a
mass generically known as “Rent.”
The twins would be out of the house … It’s criminal … Paul needn’t know … It’s criminal … It would mean a
proper studio, and once Paul had a proper studio … It’s criminal.
Suddenly she realized that she had forgotten to tell Paul about Arnheim’s quaint proposal, and she rose slowly,
almost sacerdotally, to her feet and caught her breath with the shock of realization.
Margot, you see, was a student of the Freudian wish. A student and quite a believer …
She wouldn’t permit herself to consider the difficulties.
*
Paul was painting the twins, next afternoon, when she followed Elizabeth to Arnheim’s headquarters. She
wondered how she should broach the subject to Arnheim.
“I have a Claude Lorraine,”\fn{Real name, Claude Glée (1600-1682) French painter in Italy. } Arnheim announced. “Do
you think you could help me with that?”
Margot didn't know. Her mind reacted feebly to Claude Lorraine. She looked at it.
“It only needs a little refreshing. Why don’t you rub it down with bread to clean it and rub it up with oil to
brighten the color?” she suggested.
“That should be enough,” Amheim agreed. There was a pause.
“Three hundred, I think,” said Amheim. As he handed her the check she saw her drawing, her red chalk
Holbein, framed on his desk in an old frame, flanked by a Limoges enamel\fn{ For which it was famous during the Middle
Ages.} and a Nattier\fn{Jean Marc Nattier (1685-1766) French portrait painter.} miniature.
“You did steal it,” she exclaimed.
He smiled his unctuous smile that has beamed upon the pogroms of history.
“You were angry that afternoon.”
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She shook her head, dry throat and burning eyeballs.
“You seem to value it.”
“The modern paper doesn’t show with glass over it and my friends all think it a Holbein,” he pleaded. “They
wouldn’t believe the story if I told them. May I keep it?”
“Of course.”
“It is a souvenir of an original idea,” he mused. “Won’t you sign it for me?”
She bade him take it out. He broke the paper loose from the back and extracted the thing. She signed without
looking at it.
“I was wondering …” she began.
“Yes?”
“How much that portrait of the young Elizabeth would fetch today … if Holbein had painted it.”
Arnheim stared a second at her before he answered.
“Who knows?”
“You said a quarter of a million?”
“Two hundred thousand at the least.” His voice had fallen as low as hers.
“And to the artist himself … Holbein, if he were living?”
He leaned forward.
“The modern Holbein?”
“Half?”
Margot saw that his eyes had turned to things like green buds. She saw him lick his lips and still they quivered.
She steadied herself against a chair.
“Half?” she repeated. Arnheim was thinking.
“Half were too much,” he whispered. “The risk considered and the necessary camouflage. It would require
experts and discovery abroad and the contemporary documents would have to be prepared.”
“Not less than a third,” said Margot. He figured absently on his blotter.
“A third, I think, is fair.”
There came another long silence. Margot broke it.
“I must have twenty-five hundred in advance,” she said, and so joined the criminal classes.
*
A criminal!
She spoke the words over to herself. A criminal! The check smoked in her fingers and she rubbed her thumb
over the embossed, ineradicable letters. “Twenty-five hundred only!” Only! She wondered if a check were thicker
for being in four figures.
A criminal! She shivered against the word, indulging all the melodramatic intensity she had stored in herself
through an unwittingly conservative lifetime. She reflected upon the surprising naturalness and normality of her
sensations in such an imminence of wicked, wicked misbehavior. Then she remembered how often life had taught
her that things never do come off, but merely and quite monotonously happen just as one might have expected
them to.
“I must always have been a criminal”—so she resumed her everlasting imaginary conversation. “I must have
been born a criminal.”
That she managed to arrive so swiftly at this conclusion seems certain proof of its falsity, but she had not yet
sufficient experience in criminology to know this. She found herself well content to revel and went no further, as
they say, along those lines.
Instead, she proceeded to determine what specific kind of criminal she had become. The check had nothing
wrong with it. How about her acceptance of the check? Could that be the nigger in her woodpile? Since she had
so far committed no crime, at least nothing which any concrete appraisal could possibly recognize as a crime, and
since the check, or her acceptance of the check, pledged her to the uncommitted criminal act, the acceptance must
be the thing, the nigger.
Yes. By accepting the check, she had indubitably agreed to commit the crime of forgery.
She didn’t like the word for the sordid sound it had. Other crimes weren’t sordid. Highway robbery and
murder, for example; she could see nothing sordid in them. Forgery had a petty sound. Writing someone else’s
name in someone else’s handwriting.
Ah, but her forgery loomed more heroically! Hers was to be a big deal in a big way. She realized that it might
profit a man enormously to forge a check for a million dollars; and she scorned the profiteer for his lack of art, for
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his reliance upon paltry skill. She was more than a forger—or she would be. She would rank as a forging artist, a
forging great artist! She was going to commit the crime of an E. Phillips Oppenheim adventuress in international
diplomacy. She rather liked this view of her case. Of course, her crime wouldn’t be diplomatic, but it most
certainly would be international.
“If Holbein,” she said to herself, “isn’t international, I’d like to know who is?”
She had come to the bank before she could answer this poser. She wrote her name across the back: “Margaret
Page”—her professional name which she would never abandon and, under it, “Margaret Page Blair”—by which,
as Paul’s wife, she kept the account. The two signatures were shaky enough to have done credit to an
octogenarian. She didn’t object if the teller didn’t.
“Sold another picture, Mrs. Blair?” he chirruped through the slender brazen bars.
“Yes,” she replied, “I’ve sold another picture.”
Then she got confused and wanted to laugh. She wanted to think of these caged tellers as canaries, or to
pretend that they were lions, perhaps. She stopped being amused suddenly with the suspicion that the idea,
“cage,” might not be so very funny as it had at first appeared.
*
Three hundred for the old Elizabeth, twenty-five hundred for the new! She thought of a crew of illuminate
football rioters she had heard once in Cambridge and how they counted the score of a victory over Yale. She felt
rather inclined to count her score.
She wanted some money in her pocket and drew a cash check for fifty dollars. The paying teller kept her
waiting while he looked her up.
“If he knew,” she murmured. “If only he knew that my balance is almost three thousand dollars.”
Whereat the pomp and circumstance of wealth descended upon her like a materialistic Holy Ghost and
possessed her spirit utterly.
She was sure she detected subservience in the man’s tone when he asked her if “tens” would be all right.
She stood on Delmonico’s corner waiting for the bus. A voice was chanting in her ears, a voice which she
connected vaguely with the past. Actually a black and orange taxicab with a chiefly black driver at its wheel, a
driver who chanted:
“Taxi, lady? Taxi?”
She hadn’t ridden in a taxi for more than a year.
“Why not ?” said she to the driver and got in.
When she sat back against the cushion, something in her brain clicked and her whole body seemed, at once, to
go numb and to run amuck. The driver was asking her where he should go. Without the slightest conscious
process of decision, she directed him to Tiffany’s.
When she saw how stoically the bronze Atlas clings to the renaissance facade of the great jeweler’s palace, a
segment of her sanity returned to her. She could at least estimate the futility of her fifty dollars among those
glistening cases. She clasped her hands together in a physical effort to control her emotion and the energy of the
gesture split her glove along the very seam she had mended that very morning.
Through which rent inspiration came to her aid and she drove, serenity reviving, toward the one and only
perfect glove shop. She bought gloves. She bought black gloves, longish and of such soft suede that you could
have drawn them through a finger ring. She paid six dollars for them, put them on forthwith, and particularly
admired their wrinkled wrists as she waved her faithful black and orange back to the door. She waved both hands
just to make sure and she was quite unable to decide which produced the richer effect.
She bade the driver take her home and had terrific difficulty explaining how to find Beekman Place because
she could never remember herself just which cross street brought you there. She always turned to the right at a
certain drug store and walked for the river. And she always recognized the drug store because it was the only one
she knew which still retained those shapely, ancient, pharmacological urns of light and color by whose glory .pharmacists proclaimed their trade in the days before they had turned to phonographs, kodaks and traction plows.
Margot loved those urns.
At her doorstep the meter registered $2.50. She gave the driver three dollar bills there and dismissed him. Then
she deepened (and thus smartened) the new, smoky wrinkles about her wrists and let herself in. She knew that her
gloves spelled distinction and the knowledge restored her conscience to its feminine poise. She felt at peace with
the earth and in an excellent humor with herself.
*
Matters continued to progress precisely as she would have wished, had she taken time to pause for wishing.
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She found Paul in the little garden with the twins and she decided to affect surprise.
“Sitting over so early?”
Paul’s face glowed. He hadn’t dared to keep them too long the first time. It was a marvellous beginning; the
best ever; easily the best.
“I don’t suppose,” said Margot, at the same time dissuading one of the twins from his investigation of an errant
wasp; “I don’t suppose they take very kindly to it.”
“They were fine while it lasted,” Paul asserted. “But the traffic won’t bear too much.”
“I’m crazy to see it,” said Margot. “Absolute realism, I hope?”
“As realistic,” Paul replied solemnly, “as a pair of Velasquez dwarfs.”\fn{ Diego Rodríguez de Silva y Velasquez (15991660) was the painter to the court of Philip IV, who, between 1640-50 produced a series of portraits of court dwarfs, noted for bringing out
individual inner character by realistic portraiture of bodily defect—not, as we have seen earlier in this book, the style of painting that a
wealthy American mother was thought of as being even remotely enthusiastic about paying good money for. }

Triumph invaded her and boiled, seething, over. The realistic way, Paul’s way, forever, and the devil take the
hindmost! She could scream that from the housetops now for she had done with worry until nearly three thousand
dollars had been spent. But what she really said was,
“It’s extraordinary what character Velasquez could get into children.”
“Isn’t it?” said Paul.
Margot brought tea out into the garden and they talked more about the picture.
“I’ve got one of them creeping like this,” Paul illustrated with his pencil on the wall, “and the other pulling
himself up against a blue porcelain jar I borrowed from a chap next door."
“It must be lovely in color,” Margot chimed in. She had learned her cues long since. At last she could enjoy
them.
“I could have it ready for the Academy show if there were any chance of getting it in,” Paul continued.
“There won’t be a doubt of its getting in,” cried Margot.
“Only …” said Paul.
“Only what?”
“I go to work next week.”
“Advertising?” He nodded gloomily.
“I’m glad of it, too.”
*
Margot looked at the gloves lying across her lap and tried to think. Here was quite evidently her moment. She
realized that Paul had to be told something. She realized it desperately and could think of nothing to tell him.
Nothing but the truth which was plainly beside the point for the present.
“I’ve been buying gloves,” she said. “Aren’t they smart?”
“I say!” Paul eyed her from head to foot. “They’ve done you no end of good, too.”
“Something has happened, Paul.”
“Something serious?” She nodded.
“I suppose so.”
“They’re black gloves,” Paul observed tensely. “Has somebody died?”
“Yes,” said Margot. “My Aunt Elizabeth has died.” She heard herself following Paul’s lead quite as though it
were her own voice in a high wind and she having nothing whatever to do with it. “My Aunt Elizabeth has died in
Philadelphia. You’ve never heard of her before, have you? I’ve never seen her myself. But it seems that I’m her
only heir.”
“Has she left you … money?” Paul breathed. She had only to nod humbly and concentrate on looking him in
the eye.
“When did she die?”
“Yesterday or the day before. I didn’t notice … the lawyer didn’t say.”
“How much?”
“Well,” said Margot, steadying her voice to something between a tremolo and a vibrato, “I should guess at
anything from a good deal to a lot.”
“Ten thousand?”
Margot tried mental division.
“Sixty or seventy thousand,” she hazarded, “with twenty-five hundred in advance.”
Paul had got too solemn altogether. She stared falteringly at him. It had seemed easy; it had seemed to go very
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well. She wouldn’t have thought that lying to Paul could be so easy. But she was frightened. She tried to think of
any slip she might have made. She wondered if advances were ever paid on wills. She was terribly frightened
until he spoke.
“God certainly does take a hand,” he said. “There’s no doubt about that.”
“I dare say,” Margot replied, “that God believes in you as much as I do and that’s why He killed Aunt
Elizabeth.”
“Bless you, Margot.”
“Not at all,” she sighed.
“I’m sorry about your Aunt Elizabeth.”
Somehow she managed to look grateful. Paul completed the job.
“Charles Dana Gibson is going abroad,” he said. “I believe we could get his studio.”
“That would be ideal,” said Margot.
*
Paul got the Gibson studio. Margot got a cook, a nurse, a case of Bacardi, two Chelsea sconces, a string of
blood coral beads, five pieces of old blue Bristol that she saw in a Fifth Avenue shop, and a vacuum cleaner.
When the portrait of the twins was completed they gave a tea to exhibit it. The tea got mostly turned into punch
by a simple process of combining it with the Bacardi, and Philip, who had undertaken the supervision of what he
termed “their Second Coming,” selected the guests.
“I can’t tell you,” he said, “how fond I have grown of your Aunt Elizabeth, and I insist that you both do her
credit in everything you undertake. You must show no rough edges. One picture, only one, and nothing but
success to look at it. Beau monde first. Professionals second and only successful professionals at that. No freaks
and no yearners. New York enjoys ’em but it never takes ’em seriously. We must look and sound of the best.”
“People will speak of us as a ‘delightful couple and so clever!’” said Margot.”
“I suppose they will,” said Paul.
Margot insisted that Aunt Elizabeth .should never figure in any but the most private conversations. On this
point, Paul, who was given to gratitude, caused some difficulty. By way, for example, of avoiding the mourning
which Paul was inclined to deem essential and which would so thoroughly have thwarted all her social plans,
Margot had to invent quite a character for her deceased, imaginary aunt.
“Aunt Elizabeth was a dreadfully unusual woman,” she explained. “Aunt Elizabeth never believed in
mourning. She wouldn’t wear it, not when her own husband died, and the very night of his funeral she attended a
meeting of the S.P.C.A. and made a public address, and when people sympathized with her she would only reply,
‘Fiddlesticks!’”
Because Margot insisted, they invited Arnheim. He wore a perfect morning coat, refused (on the grounds that it
happened to be a Jewish Fast Day) to drink any punch, admired the portrait of the twins ecstatically, laughed
louder than any and sold his Claude Lorraine to one of the partners in J.P. Morgan and Company.
“Mark my words,” said Philip, while they were finishing the punch that evening, “you stand acquitted by a
unanimous jury. Your name is cleared of the stigma of failure because you have produced unimpeachable
evidence of prosperity in the form of one of the most entertaining studio teas ever given. Your time of trial is
ended. Life lies before you with all its manifold opportunities for respectability and compromise, and good, clean
fun.”
“I don’t see what one party has to do with it,” Paul argued stubbornly. “I call it a damned vulgar point of
view.”
“You only prove how right it is,” Philip returned.
Margot sustained the closing sentiment with cheers and laid her plans for a state dinner with which to pay back
all the thirty-four invitations she had received since Mr. Gibson’s sailing. She ordered a dress for the occasion, an
incredible dress of gleaming and uncomplicated yellow silk, the color of sunshine and jonquils litten\fn{ Lighted.}
with brilliants, foaming into a spindrift softness of lace about her throat. When she tried it on for him, Paul
babbled inchoately that Raeburn\fn{Sir Henry Raeburn (1756-1823) Scottish portrait painter.} should have painted her.
“Perhaps he will,” came her cryptic answer while she admired the line of her back in two mirrors at once and
congratulate herself that housework had ravaged her figure so slightly and that a smart gown was as smart on her
as ever.
The dinner came and went every whit as satisfactorily as the tea, and the end was not yet.
Unfortunately expenditure exhausts the most liberal of advances. Margot was to learn this axiom of riotous
living from an overdraught notice with which her bank honored her mail while refusing to honor her checks. She
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considered rebuking the bank, but went instead to Arunheim.
The suave dealer proved amiable enough in his readiness to double his ante. He did, it must be recorded,
remind Margot that as yet she was a criminal only in aim. She had perforce to admit his argument. She did not,
however, see her way to stopping short of her goal. She plead for time—which Arnheim graciously accorded her.
Only a few more days; she must reap her reward.
*
She had not long to wait. Three weeks to an hour after the first guest arrived at the initial tea, she sat by to
witness the conclusion of arrangements between her husband. and “Cotton” Ridener, the famous “Emperor of
Florida,” by which the former was to reproduce the latter in oils upon canvas in return for the latter’s check,
amount: five thousand dollars.
“I shall do him with absolute realism,” said Paul.
“Go to it, son,” said Margot.
Then, finally and in cold blood, she set about her crime. …
54.115 Excerpt from Blue Barns\fn{by Helen Sewell (1896-1957)} Mare Island Navy Yard, Mare Island, San
Francisco, San Mateo County, California, U.S.A. (F) 1
Once upon a time there were two big white geese, named Andrew and Martha. They lived at Blue Barns farm.
It was a famous place, because most farmers paint their barns red, but on this farm the barns were all painted blue.
I know Blue Barns very well. It is a real farm, where I met Andrew and Martha, and I watched this story happen
to them. It is all true!
Andrew was the gander of the family, Martha was the goose. Andrew was very busy and important. He liked to
go around the world at Blue Barns, and to know everything that happened.
But Martha just cared about eating. She ate and ate, all day long, and Andrew scolded her.
“Martha,” he said, “you mark my words! You’d better not eat so much! Soon you’ll be so fat you won’t be able
to walk.”
“Oh, nonsense!” said Martha.
One day the farmer came home to Blue Barns with seven eggs. He put them in the incubator to keep them
warm. Andrew and Martha knew nothing about them. Day after day the eggs stayed there, until, one morning, one
of them went crack! One little yellow bill poked out.
Crack, crack! Another and another.
Out of each egg came a little yellow duck.
Seven little yellow ducks! They were very lonesome, because an incubator is not a very kind mother.
Meanwhile, Martha just ate and ate. She was so fat, she could hardly waddle. Andrew’s scolding did no good.
Poor Andrew had to go about Blue Barns all alone.
When the seven little ducks saw Andrew, they quacked with joy, and gathered close around him. Andrew was
delighted.
“What a lot of company!” he said.
For the first time in weeks he was happy. Blue Barns seemed a good home again. Andrew raised his long neck.
“Follow me, one by one,” he said, “and I will show you all the sights of Blue Barns.”
He started off, out of the barnyard. The seven little ducks followed, one by one. The smallest duck was lame in
her right leg, so she came last in the line.
“Moo-o!”
A big brown creature stood rolling her eyes at them. Her big head came down, and her warm breath came out
like a wind on the little ducks.
“That’s only Maud, the cow. She’s friendly, but just a little careless. Keep away from her big hooves, and
you’ll be all right.”
Next they met the turkey.
“Gobble, gobble, gobble!” he said, and looked very cross.
“What a terrible bird!” said the seven little ducks.
“He talks a good deal, but he’s nothing to be afraid of,” said Andrew.
“Woof, woof!”
Blix, the farm dog of Blue Barns, caught sight of the parade. He made a rush at the little ducks, and they fled
under the bushes.
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Andrew hissed loudly, Blix ran away, and the ducks came out.
“Don’t mind him,” said Andrew proudly. “See, he wouldn’t dare touch you.”
Evalina, the pig, and her babies were rooting in the mud inside their pen.
“Quack, quack!” The little ducks peeked in.
But the baby pigs just grunted, “Don’t bother us, we’re busy.”
“Those are pigs,” said Andrew. “Now let’s go to the pond.”
All in line, the big white gander and the seven little ducks went down the farm road. Past the blue barns,
through the fields, under the willow trees—there was the pond! When the little ducks saw the water, they didn’t
need to be told what to do. They waddled down to the edge, and floated off like little boats.
Andrew sailed along ahead, like a big boat. The little ducks paddled with their feet, and stood on their heads in
the water.
Snap! The smallest duck almost caught a dragonfly.
“That’s right,” said Andrew. “You’ll learn.”
Back to the barnyard they waddled.
“Listen to that door,” said Andrew. “When it goes slam, the farmer’s wife comes out.”
Slam went the kitchen door! The farmer’s wife came out and sat on the grass with her sewing.
Andrew stretched out his long neck and pecked at her bright beads. Then he pecked at her thimble. The seven
little ducks tried to get into her lap.
“Goodness!” said the farmer’s wife. “You’re the friendliest little ducks I ever did see.”
After that, they always listened for the kitchen door to slam. Sometimes the farmer’s wife came out and
walked down the path and out the gate. Then Andrew and the ducks waddled after her. They followed her up the
road to the village store, and waited outside. When she came out, they followed her home again. Waddle, waddle,
waddle, down the dusty road and in at the gate.
At night, the little ducks all tried to crowd in under Andrew’s big wings.
But soon they grew too big for that. So Andrew spread out his wings, and they just tucked their heads
underneath. It wasn’t very comfortable, but the little ducks were happy. They slept soundly every night.
Poor Andrew bad to stand up, so he just dozed now and then.
All summer, Andrew took care of the seven little ducks. He did not care now how greedy Martha was. He had
the seven little ducks.
“What a lot of company!” he said.
201.60 Excerpt from The Shutter Of Snow\fn{by Emily Holmes Coleman (1899-1974)} Oakland, Alameda County,
California, U.S.A. (F) 10
1
There were two voices that were louder than the others. At night when the red light was out in the hall and
there was someone sitting in a chair in front of the door clearing her throat at intervals there would be the voices
far down the hall mingling with sobs and shouts and the drones of those who were beginning to sleep. It was cold
and she shivered under the blankets. She cried out that she was cold and the woman came in and took a blanket
out and warmed it for her. Then she would be wrapped in the hot blanket very tightly and the covers tucked in
over that. My feet are cold. Her throat was always hot, like old bread in the sun. Her lips stood out and were
cracked and there was water gushing on the other side of the wall. There was chicken wire up over her door.
The window was closed and the bars went up and down on the outside. She could hear the wind sliding the
snow off the roof. An avalanche of snow gathered and fell and buried the sun beneath. There were six bars to the
back of her bed.
The voices were carrying stones from one field to another. They dropped the stones and other voices picked
them up and threw them into a loose-planked wagon. One of them came from the other side of her bed, the other
side of that wall. There was nothing in the room but the bed and the chicken wire and high up on the wall the iron
grating where she threw the plates. There was no light in the room. Only a dull red light in the hall. Someone was
walking back and forth back and forth passing her door a captive. The voice on the other side of her wall was
shouting for someone. It never stopped all night. It became entangled in the blankets and whistled the ice prongs
on the wind. The rest of the voices were not so distinct: It was very still out in the hall when the voices stopped.
She called and said she wanted water. The woman brought her a round thick white cup. But it’s never enough
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my throat is so dry. If you would stop talking your throat wouldn’t be like that.
She had to say it all and when it was said and when every word had been sealed into the night wind’s casket,
she would stop. She had been a foetus and had knitted herself together in the bed. Then she had come noiselessly
forth and they had fed her. The sunny morning and Hazel feeding her out of a bowl. Clean cheeks and a little river
in her teeth. Pine needles dripping in the Caucasus.
Her father had come in the door and she had cried to him. All of them standing around her bed, not this bed,
pointing to the baby and to the wall. She had thrown the medicine glass at the wall and made a livid spot in it.
They took away her little baby. The top of his head was soft and sunken. Down with her chin in the silk and sunk,
and flowing up around her cheeks the dying. She had warmed him in her bed.
She got up from the blankets, and gathered them round her and struggled out into the hall. The red lights were
boring into her eyes, sharp and returning. What are you doing out of bed? I want to go to the bathroom. The
woman helped her into the bathroom. When she came to the door she saw a groaning skeleton with wisps of hair
and great yellow teeth, rubbing her hands on her nightgown. Her face was a lion coming forth to kill. Marthe put
out her hand and drew back with a sharp scream. She screamed into her hands and tore at the woman’s apron. She
fled back to her room, the blanket dragging behind her cold feet. What’s the matter you aren’t afraid of that poor
old lady are you? The skeleton was coming into her room. She came slowly in, larger and larger. She approached
the bed, chewing her horrid hands.
Marthe was cold and her throat made no sound. You must not be afraid, remember who you are. She sat up in
the bed and fastened her eyes on the skeleton. She pointed her finger towards the door. She stared through her, the
pupils of her eyes came out and went into her and through her and came out behind her. Her eyes opened and
covered her whole face, and her teeth were closed. The skeleton went out.
Marthe sank back into the bed. I can do it I must always remember I can do it. Godwin was wrapping her in
another blanket. Now mind you don’t get out of bed again, she said, or you’ll catch it. Is she gone? Who? That
person. You mean poor old Miss Ryan? She’s gone back to her bed. She cried on Godwin’s uniform. She felt her
wedding ring. They took my wedding ring, she said. I don’t know where it is. How long do you think it will be
before I can see him? Tomorrow perhaps. It was always tomorrow. They all said tomorrow, no matter what the
question was. You will have to learn to sleep before you can see him.
How could they expect her to sleep when she was going through all of it? They didn’t know. She had swung
about the room from the ceiling and it was a swinging from the cross. There had been the burial. She was lying
quietly in the bed and being covered over her face. She was carried quietly out and put in the casket. Down, down
she went in the rectangle that had been made for her. Down and the dirt fell in above. Down and the worms began
to tremble in and out. Always she had kept telling of it, not one word of it must be forgotten. It must all be
recorded in sound and after that she could sleep.
She must recall everything. When the last itemized syllable was told it would all be over. No one would
understand until that had happened and at that moment all the graves would be flung open and all the lovers
would love.
They didn’t understand now. They laughed and were hard. They filed past like moving picture actresses, with
trays, their lips well reddened and laughing.
She tore from her tender skin the rough nightgown. She jumped out from the bed into the warm and heavy hall.
She stampeded the big door, the door that led outside. I will go out of here, why am I here? She pounded with her
fists on the door. It has come, the hour has come. We are all to be free. A voice shouted break it down, break it
down! All the beds in the back began to shout. Godwin rushed to hold her wrists to twist them. She shook her off
like autumn leaves. Godwin rattled and fell away. She struck Godwin in the face and looked savagely about for
more resistance.
The door broke from the other side and she was surrounded. They twisted both her wrists and she was calm. It
was the first pain she had had. She had thought pain was gone with the rest. My husband, she cried to Miss
Sheehan, why can’t I see him? She was being wound up like a French doll. She could not move. If she moved a
finger two of them began to twist her wrists. The others wound the strips of cloth together. Miss Sheehan, how
can you betray me like this? When it was done they carried her like a stone Pharaoh to her bed. She was put into
bed with the blankets and over that the canvas sheet was pulled. It was very strong and thick with a hole for the
head. But I can’t sleep on my back.
They went on talking noisily. My, she’s a strong one, who would ever think it to look at her?” They were
rubbing their hands together loosely when it was done.
In the bed and from the bed there was only the hall in the daytime. There were the actresses who walked past
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rehearsing their parts, rouged and strong. She saw through it quickly enough and wished they would think of
harder things to do. The same ones would go back in halves and then in quarters and she could always remember
the legs.
At first the keys were chimes that glistened in crooked intervals. They clinged into and through and past.
Cling, push, through, shut and past. She lay in the bed and fastened her gaze on the crack of her door. The keys
glittered through and swung from the middle. They went always past. When her door was closed she would wait
for that key. She waited for sixteen days counting the minutes and the clingpushthroughshut and past.
The keys jangled from the waists of the nurses. They rattled like silver dishpans and swung chanting high like
death songs. They were brittle and ice cold and had faces of stagnant riders from the snow. They were proud, and
deliciously ate their indifference.
Yahweh had to be damned and she must never stop. He was often in the iron grating high above her bed and
she shook screaming fists and condemned him. There would be no more interference from Yahweh, that at least
would be her contribution. It was too much that houses should fall on bright slant eyes in the cherry blossoms, and
that he should sit up there in the grating, removed and merciful.
Little Mary Soulier was in the room. She had been one of the voices. She sat in the stiff chair and shook her
hair and her eyes shut with laughter. She had had five puppies and they all had died. They wept the puppies in
unison. Marthe swung up her legs and turned to Mary in a gathering whirlwind. She held tight her ankles, and her
legs and arms and hands wept with her neck. She turned to the opposite wall and poured forth in bitterness and
weeping. Christopher, Christopher was in the ground with never a touch of her lips to his hand. Never would he
speed up the hill to touch the feet of the lark before it flew. My beautiful, my calm head. The baby was with him
hidden close in the grave cloths. The little white baby with quiet eyes that would not take of her milk. They wept
together and Marthe had wept all her tears. There were no more tears and she wept with clean stark eyes.
That afternoon there was a great chair out in the hall and Yahweh was sitting in it. He was reading her small
green Shelley and she had not given it to him. You take what you see and call it good but it is not good. He sat in
the chair and read in a speckled bathrobe and had wads of hair over each ear. His eyes started out and came back.
Mary Soulier was French and was teaching her to sing. Marthe’s mind was new, it was bright like tall razors.
Her fine new mind green and cutting. Are the babies all damned if they aren’t baptized? No of course not, that
isn’t the way they do, they love the babies. I will change that, there shall be no more of that. They damned my
puppies said Mary. She had falling black hair and a great smile. Her eyes swam in it. She moved with grace of
snake coming up a tree. She danced in Marthe’s room and sang French songs. You will not be a voice any more?
No I shall strangle all the voices if they keep you awake.”
2
Marthe was sitting up in bed winding rags. Mary sat opposite telling her what each rag was. There was a small
one shorter than all the others. Mary made a ring of it and put it on Marthe’s finger. That is the shortest one, Jesus
wept. You must always wear that to remember. I have been in the post office said Mary and there is nothing to be
done about it nothing at all. The only thing to do is to put hammers in the porridge and when there are enough
hammers we shall break down the windows and all of us shall dance in the snow.
All of us shall dance in the snow.
Mary had been beautiful the night in the bath. Shapes, all of them grotesque, the female body. All of them with
breasts that did not fit, and rotting elbows. Toe nails and trailing hair. She had looked away and had stood
trembling slipping the towel. She had sunk into the great tub and swum out her legs in warm lilies. The gurgling
water came around her and lengthened her body in mud. Mary with calm lovely face looking at her from the
demons that stood around with inept towels. And after that, it was a long time after, Mary had been in the other
bathroom in the tub with wide sheet across. She had been a head, a lovely dead head floating above the canvas
sheet and Marthe had taken the broom to crush her head. I shall have no more death you are a corpse a beautiful
one but I am not afraid. Mary had smiled above the tub. I am not dirty they are all dirty except Mary and me. Pick
up that thread you have to learn to pick up every thread or you will never get out of here.
*
The bed was moved over to the gray window. Through the bars the distance and on the ground the snow. Bits
of orange peel in the snow but she could not see the nightgowns. She had thrown them all there, she had pushed
them out through the bars.
Outside of the window was an evergreen tree. There were hundreds of sparrows in it. When she was God they
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clustered in the tree, when the pillow was on the bed and she was God. When the pillow was on the floor they
flew a thousand ways and wept their wings. On the other side of the tree was a long cement walk and the edge of
a brick building and there were lights all over that. There was a fire escape at the end. The lights came on when it
was night and came on again in the early morning. She never saw any people in the lights.
To the left was a low building and she did not know what it was. There were two horses and a wagon standing
by it and the man threw boxes from the wagon. She did not know where this was. It wasn’t the Gorestown State
Hospital. She knew that was to fool her, she could see through these stupidities. They didn’t know her mind was
new and brilliantly lighted. G S H on all the sheets and blankets. They had not forgotten one. They were clever
these people but she knew. When she had passed every test there would be the opening of the graves. She strained
her eyes but never could see beyond this. It was a dark day and the snow had slunk under the cellars. Her father
must be taken care of first. He was the one Yahweh had trifled with. She would make him smile his whistling
smile, he would whistle for her bright in the new morning, whistle the mill song and strop his razor. She loved his
hands and his cuffs on which he had written the names of every lamb. She had named all the lambs and he had
remembered them. She would make him a blue handkerchief with a great J which would be like life springs to
him. He would vault over the great gate with one hand and when the bull charged on the tree he would spring to
one side. Her father, with chocolate almonds in the hay.
3
Mrs. Walsh is going to pray with me. We are going to pray together because she believes. She was close to the
ground and had round hair and a sloughing body. She had one tooth out and always carried her prayer book. The
priest says I am a devil. Mrs. Welsh popped herself into the room and sat on the bed in her checked dress. The
prayer book was closed. Did you hear how that woman upstairs hid marmalade under the mattress for two weeks
and the nurses only just found it? What woman? She’s upstairs, you haven’t seen her. What’s upstairs? Why the
quiet ones. You’ll get there some day. I’ve been there often. Why are you here now then? I had a row with Dr.
Armitage. I came right out in the hall and yelled out in front of everybody what he was. What does he look like?
He comes in here often, don’t let him fool you, don’t speak to him. I’ll remember. What else? Well I saw stars,
I’ve had four children you know. Mrs. Welsh shook herself and went to the window. You are lucky to have a
private room.
Mrs. Welsh returned to the bed and opened her prayer book. Marthe read the litany. Her voice sank into it and
made of it a golden cup with ragged lily edges. I always used to hate it she said, I wouldn’t say I was a miserable
sinner, and got into trouble all the time. Mrs. Welsh threw back her head and the gap showed in her teeth.
They continued with the litany. Marthe’s voice staggered, the little bones in her neck protruded. Mrs. Welsh
watched with tears dropping down. Its lovely. You see said Marthe, I’m going to tell you because you are the only
one who isn’t a damn fool. I am Jesus Christ she said. This time it’s a woman she said quietly. I don’t expect you
to believe it.
Mrs. Welsh was grave and her eyes were stiff at attention. I do believe she said. It was a call from God I had
she said, that day I was ironing. When you were singing? Yes and you came running in crying. I loved your voice
she said, Mrs. Welsh you have a beautiful voice. You remember how you were crying and running away from the
nurse? Yes I knew she was going to put me in the sheet. I heard you singing and I ran in. You grabbed me and
begged me to find your husband said Mrs. Welsh wiping her eyes. There’s no use crying she said. But why do you
want your husband, I’m well rid of mine. I don’t know said Marthe. Does your husband know you’re here? said
Mrs. Welsh. No, and they won’t tell him.
Mrs. Welsh knelt down on the floor and took up her beads. I had to laugh she explained first. That Miss
Andrews, the one that’s sweet on the janitor, has paint all over her dress. How? From fooling with him I suppose
said Mrs. Welsh, he’s painting the back hall. What’s back of that door? It’s the Day Room, when you get better
you can go out there. What do they do there? They sew in the afternoon. O do you suppose they would let me
sew? Let you said Mrs. Welsh, they’ll make you.
O all ye flowers and winds bless ye the Lord praise him and magnify him forever. O all ye seas and floods
bless ye the Lord praise him and magnify him forever. O let the earth bless the Lord yea let it praise him and
magnify him forever.
Mary came deftly in and sat down on the edge of the bed. She was holding a doll. It was a towel and a ribbon.
Marthe cried give him to me it’s my baby. Mary was beautiful. Marthe remembered her head bobbing like a dead
apple above the water. Give him to me he’s mine. He is not yours said Mary, I made this baby and it’s mine.
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What’s mine is mine and is not yours. She looked out calmly. Yes said Mrs. Welsh, you must remember. Marthe
sat back. I cannot have my baby she said.
*
The first time she came into the hall after she could feed herself someone was shouting numbers in a football
game. Mrs. Fearing was wandering up and down in her gray wrapper making faces as she counted. I don’t
understand said Marthe. I am going to kill you said Mrs. Fearing and laughed disgustingly. Marthe cried out and
ran into her room. She’s coming after me. You’re not very brave are you said the nurse. Marthe came out again
and stood in the hall to look. The great door opened to let in the trays and they marched past with stiff shoulders.
The red lights were on. Oh, you have a pencil said Marthe, please can I have it? Mrs. Fearing had a red face and
blood on her nose. Please give me the pencil? No. I need one very much I want to write a letter. No said Mrs.
Fearing and retreated with the pencil. Marthe reached out to take it and Mrs. Fearing made a guttural shout and
plunged her finger nails into her hair. Marthe struck out at her. She’s killing me Mrs. Fearing cried. You will have
the sheet for that said the nurse to Mrs. Fearing. Marthe’s head throbbed. She picked up the pencil. It wasn’t her
fault, I tried to get the pencil. Mrs. Fearing was led back to her room.
Marthe sat down in the hall. They said she could eat her supper in the hall. She held tightly to the pencil. She
could write now, she could write two letters. They would know about it now because she would write. Her father
and Christopher would know and they would come on winded wings to take her away. The nurse gave her a small
piece of paper. Eat your supper she said.
Marthe very quickly ate up her mush and the prunes. She ate every little drop. She was going to write a letter.
She sat at the big table in the hall, the bare white wood table with the dirty trays. She folded the piece of paper
and tore it precisely in two. She held the pencil tightly and began to write words.
The words unfolded and came out on the paper. They slid up and floated and came down and stood in line. She
was making them, she was saying things with a pencil on a small piece of yellow paper. It was a letter to her
father and there were the words, the words that she was capturing out of the red lights and pinning under her
pencil like squirming moths. The moths had yellow tails and pulled desperately away from the pencil.
That was done. There were the two letters. There would have to be envelopes and then there would be the
addresses. She could remember the addresses well enough. She could write those too, and then the letters would
go out and she would be free.
I’ll get you the envelopes, said the nurse. It was Miss Sheehan. She took the letters and put them in a pocket.
She walked Marthe around to the other beds. You can have a promenade she said, and then you must go to bed.
They walked down the hall to the beds where the voices were.
Marthe shuddered from them into the nurse’s shoulder. They are corpses she said. The skeleton was there and
the other voices. They were all there, lying under the canvas sheets. One of them was a German voice. The red
lights made them devils and their heads and arms were all she could see. Thin crunching arms and screaming
fingers to the light. She was afraid and cried into the hall. I hate them and I am afraid of them. They are groping
devils and their heads are wound with snow, they have lost their bodies, their bodies have melted away, she said.
The little one has matted curls in the back and she is a wart on her bed. I never want to see them again, she cried
to Miss Sheehan, they are dead devils.
*
This was Dr. Brainerd. Of course you remember her, said Mrs. Welsh, you’ve seen her every day. You must be
quiet when she comes in. Dr. Brainerd was a hearty strong voice and laugh. Her voice was low when she looked
away to say something and louder when she looked back. Her face was handsome, brown glasses and brown eyes.
Her voice was like deep beds of sand by the side of a lake. You don’t remember me? You told me I was a damn
fool. She laughed and looked away. Would you like to see your husband? she said then. Marthe began to cry.
Look out at that snow said the doctor, wouldn’t you like to roll in it? I don’t want to roll in the snow said Marthe.
I like your husband said Dr. Brainerd, he is a clever young man. Don’t talk about him said Marthe fiercely. She
was ashamed. I suppose everybody cries when you come in she said. Indeed not said Dr. Brainerd looking out of
the window. You see, she said, he’s been coming every day but I didn’t think it would be good for you to see him
for a while. Would you like to see him today?
Today. It was a day and there was a morning outside. There would be red lights again in the evening. You will
be very quiet? Then he knows I’m here, he has been coming every day and you wouldn’t let him see me? Dr.
Brainerd turned away and went out the door.
He was coming today. It would be sometime before the red lights. He would come stalking in the door with his
gentle hands and would smile at everything she said. He would look up from under his eyebrows and demand to
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know what she meant. He would have purple sandals and a crown of laurel. He would bring her a casket of roses
and she would crush them on the floor. And there would be under his coat the little snow-haired baby with
clenched hands.
Someone was coming into the room again after the keys rattled. It was the uncle who used to give her French
dolls. Why Uncle Jim cried Marthe. She wept again. This is Dr. Armitage said Dr. Brainerd. When did you come
said Marthe, you are going to take me out? No I want to see how you are.
Why does everybody try to fool me, don’t you think this has lasted long enough? she cried clasping her
fingers. She jumped out on the floor. Lets call this joke off she cried.
You must get back into bed, they both said, you are getting excited again. I’m not excited she screamed, can’t
you see it’s because you’re all so crazy? She threw out her arms and her voice penetrated the bars and drew out
their metal marrow. They put her quietly in the bed. If you will promise to be quiet I won’t have them put on the
sheet said Dr. Brainerd. I’ll promise nothing she shouted. I hate you and I hate them all. Do you hear me Dr.
Brainerd? Don’t stand there looking at me with your sorrowing voice. They put the sheet over her and the doctors
went out.
4
You see said Mrs. Welsh, I told you not to have anything to do with Dr. Armitage. But I tell you it wasn’t Dr.
Armitage it was my own uncle and they have told him to pretend he’s not, she shouted. They are playing this cruel
game to fool me and I won’t stand it another minute. Her arms were bound.
Be careful said Mrs. Welsh. Don’t yell so loud or you’ll never get upstairs. Hell hell I don’t care, goddam,
goddam, goddam everyone in this whole goddamned building. Goddam Jesus Mary and Joseph and everyone of
the whole goddamned family. Mrs. Welsh opened startled eyes but nothing happened and the wind blew around
the trees outside in the crusted snow.
Tell me about upstairs she said finally. Well said Mrs. Welsh sitting back, you can have oranges and crackers in
your room and you eat in the dining room. With forks? Yes and sometimes they go on sleigh rides. Is the snow
very deep? Yes and the men are digging a path, I can see them from here. What men? The men on the other side.
How big is this place? said Marthe, straining her eyes to see. About 1700 I guess said Mrs. Welsh. My Lord God
1700 of them like this with lies and tricks and cruelty and no one to help them. Oh no said Mrs. Welsh, the nurses
here are very nice. My grandfather was in the asylum at Covington and it was something awful. Here they’re
decent to. you. They’re not, they’re cruel, they do everything they can think of to make us more miserable.
Where is this place, do you know? Don’t you know? said Mrs. Welsh astonished. She pulled out a corner of the
blanket from under the sheet. Do you mean to say you let them fool you with that? cried Marthe, that’s just
another one of their tricks. Why no said Mrs. Welsh, didn’t you get your commitment papers the first day? I don’t
remember the first day, I don’t remember anything.
What do you think it is? said Mrs. Welsh. I think it’s a bawdy house and they’re going to kill all of us if we
don’t kill them first. Can you untie that knot down there? I wouldn’t dare said Mrs. Welsh, now you be good and
stay quiet. Look, here come the trays. I’ll feed you.
What is it said Marthe, anything decent? It’s macaroni and tomato and there’s apple sauce. She put a slice of
buttered bread in Marthe’s mouth. Say, this ward isn’t anything. There’s a ward in one of the other buildings
where they have tin plates. I was in it said Mrs. Welsh.
The lights grew dull red in the hall and Mrs. Welsh went to her own bed. The night voices began to waver back
and forth. She was leaning above the shed in the haymow and they were going to kill the steer. They said she
couldn’t see and she had climbed to see and it made her stomach jump. Posy was tucking her in and pumping her
breasts with the small pump that hurt her breasts. Just a little bit more. They were taking the baby away after she
had hidden him under the covers and warmed him with her body when his feet were cold. She had felt his feet
under the little blanket. They found him and took him away and she pounded the doctor on the chest. And
Christopher was lying on the outside of her bed on the counterpane, holding her tightly and talking to her. You
must stop talking and go to sleep. No one can make me stop until I am through. She looked around the white
room and was baked in clay. She hid the ugly little baby under the blankets and the nurses couldn’t find him. She
sang to him under the covers, under her breath, and kissed his calm head.
There was the ether again, it was floating above her head. Freshly her flamed face turned to it, the sweet sharp
odour that had been release. She tasted delicately the soft descent into the flowers of tranquillity. She swam her
legs out before her and her ears fell upon pond lilies. Christopher she called, I am going to die. He came in and
saw her lying still with only her nose showing from the cloth. The ice melted down her ears.
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Now there was peace in the white room. She lay on her side making white edges on her brittle nails and
swinging in yards of green space. She swung out to the edge of a green cloud and back again to her bed. And as
she swung she swooped down upon her nails. I must keep very quiet or she’ll think I’m sick. There was the red
nurse and the one with the dogs in the French chateau. Posy was not there. The red one had emerald cheeks. The
stitches were pulled out and she was swinging from them.
He had become acres tall. He leaned above the bed an elongated ribbon of ink. Reach down to me she cried.
He squatted in the hard chair. I can’t hear a word he says I want to swing again. Will you look? he said. Certainly
I will look my dear one. She leaned across to see and wrinkled her forehead to see. Here he is chasing the man
out. You see the dog is biting him. That’s the little boys behind the barrel. Yes I see. Here he is holding on to his
leg and shaking his fist. Why does he shake his fist like a ruined father? The dog bit him don’t you remember?
But why in that one is the dog sitting with him? Cant you see its not the same man. If I get hold of youse kids I’ll
lay your heads together. What for Christopher? But darling you don’t remember anything.
Come near to me you are so far away. She reached out with her oar and tried to poke him into her stream. Posy
brought her the medicine and she threw the little glass at the wall. There remained a livid spot in the plaster and
she looked into it and all her life went mingling in concentric circles in the green spot. She and Christopher and
the baby went into shifts and coils and clouds, round and round in the spot.
There he was her father, he came in the door and she didn’t know he was coming. She gave a loud cry to him.
He was very tall and he breathed the stream where they had made the dam at the Devil’s Hole. There was a great
green slope and she had pricked her bare feet in the creek. There was the dam he had built and there were the
lambs she had named. And over it all was the tearless one who had left him when he was happy and gone into
brown fields without him. It was this that was to be again, he was to have this again and in his heart was growing
a stern and ruddy pear that he would take and offer for them both. He would make of his heart a stolen marrow
bone and clutch snow crystals in the night to his liking. He came by her bed and she told into his hand the whole
of what it had been. She knows him they said, and they stood around the bed and she told them what they must
do.
And she rustled in and out in a carcass of black silk, that was her mother and her father would never see her
again. Now she knew what had happened now she could see. It had been this it had been this very thing, and he
was to stand it a second time. Her mother had rustled in and out of the silk and bars had whispered into her coffin.
And he had seen her lying still there on the floor and cried out to the doctors that she was very well and could not
be dead. They saw him weep in his granite tower and the shaking stream poured down the battlements of his
tower and melted to soft poppies in the rain of his annulment. He had gone crying in the flood of his
bewilderment and now it was she who came creeping to him from his new and iron courage, and when the
morning of his sorrow had come there she was holding to the stump of her freedom and pushing his hands away.
But when the brown canvas straps rolled down, down, and into the deepness of the eternal earth his love went
silently, she held tightly his hand and his folded mouth was set to the acceptance. It all went down, it went forever
from his face, and they walked away when tulips had been thrown to mark the place.
That was to her the infinity of comprehension and forever from that day she was to sing the mill song that she
knew he would whistle. He was to whistle in the early morning and she was to set his candle on the chair and
bring him stockings finely folded. Now the baby was crumpled into the red lights and the night voices called
across the spaces of sleep.
5
That was the first time she saw the outside. The white nurse with the hollow eyes came in and nodded her
head. There was a wheel chair and heavy blankets. She got into it carefully and the nurse wrapped her up. Where
am I going? It was Mrs. Wendy. She was a nurse, the head of all. Will you tell me just one thing, what did they do
with my wedding ring? It’s in the office in the safe said Mrs. Wendy. But how did they get it? They took it off the
first night you came when you were in the bath. But can’t I have it now, Mrs. Fearing has hers. Yours was loose
Mrs. Gail, I remember, it hung very loose on your finger.
The keys were for her now. They slipped around the ring and out and into the door. The great door swung out
and she slid through in the chair. She was out and away and flying into new spaces. It was not fast like the cart in
the hospital when all she could see was shooting lights above. It was gentle and she could look around. There was
a large room with stiff cane chairs. Faces stared from all the walls, they had moon eyes and stared with them. Mrs.
Welsh had told her not to try to get away out there. It’ll be worse for you if you do, stay right in the chair. She
remembered the room now and the desk in the corner. I went through here the first night in a chair. Mrs. Wendy
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nodded her cap. Yes, you remember. I called them all damn fools she said. Where is my husband, is he out here?
No not this time said Mrs. Wendy. It would not be again.
It was brilliantly exciting to her fingers. They passed through and down a corridor. There were ferns and tables,
there was a piano. An old straight lady with high white hair sat striking at the keys. Good morning Mrs. Wendy,
she said brightly and slid her hands across the black notes. They are not supposed to play before five o’clock.
The keys swung out on the chain and into and through this door. A dark hall, with doors on both sides. Down
beyond that, down and through the door ahead. Another hall, brightly lighted, and a long green billiard table. Two
men were walking around the table with sticks. They walked separately and in mixed steps. Down past that and a
man was sitting on a bench outside a door. His face was torn and his eyes bulged inwardly to his head. His mouth
hung in sorrow and his hands were gray. He is very unhappy said Marthe. They are all unhappy said Mrs. Wendy.
She smiled and nodded and her cap bobbed on her head.
They passed the man, who stared at them with bent eyebrows. The keys again and they did not fit. She
knocked on the door and it came open from the other side, flooding them with white. The chair passed in silently.
A great whiteness like a purified star. Bottles and steel and white enamel legs. White padding and curious
colours of fluids. Great white wheels encased in rubber. This is the operating room said Mrs. Wendy. Now I know
they are going to kill me, after all I know now, and she is here to cover it.
A young girl was telephoning at the desk. She was normally dressed. Marthe looked at her clothes. Her hair
was in neat waves at the top of her head. Who is that? The girl laughed a boyish sound. That is Dr. Halloway.
Marthe stared at the young girl, her own age, dressed harmoniously, and telephoning.
Now all you have to do is to bend over. A small patient man in a white coat. Then she was not going on the
table, they were not going to kill .her that way. She touched Mrs. Wendy’s fingers. They lifted her on to a stool
and lifted her nightgown in the back. Bend over, this won’t hurt. I won’t make a sound whatever they do. A fork
jammed into her spinal column and she stiffened in the air.
It’s all done now, let me have your arm a minute. What was that? That was the Wassermann test, do you know
what that is? Now she knew, they all had syphilis, that was what she had, they had given it to her when she was
asleep. The three people in the room laughed because her face was drawn into horror. Every patient who comes in
here has this done, very few of them have a positive reaction, they said.
A pump squeezed her arm and it was pricked for a blood test. The doctor smeared a piece of court plaster on
her arm and another one on the base of her spine. Goodbye Mrs. Gail. He shook hands with her. Dr. Halloway
came from behind the desk and shook hands with her. You will go home soon she said. My husband! cried
Marthe. Is he the redheaded one? said Dr. Halloway. Yes, yes, yes, that’s he, do you know him, when am I going
to see him, is he here?
He comes up here every day said Dr. Halloway, haven’t you seen him? No, O no! she cried wringing her
hands. You are going now they said.
She stared at the shining room white with sunlight. Can’t I stay here a little while? I’m sorry, said Dr.
Halloway, but this room is busy all the time. We had an operation for appendicitis here this morning and we’re
expecting a delivery tonight.
She was wheeled back, past the man, past the billiard table, down the dark hall, past the piano and into the Day
Room. Can’t I stay in the Day Room? she begged, just to look at that flower pot? I will be good, O I will be good.
Mrs. Wendy reached out the key of the great door. Not this time she said, but you’ll be out here soon. O do I
have to go back? Just for a short time she said.
She looked with all her body and eyes at the stiff chairs, the frowning eyes in the chairs, the windows on the
snow, the desk in the corner with a white nurse sitting. There was a plant on the table with green leaves and shell
pink flowers with red centres. Whose is that plant? she said as the door swung open. It closed heavily behind her.
She was in bed and her spine throbbed. She was wound up in a sheet. This is not because you were excited
explained Miss Harrison. You mustn’t move after this test. She was wound tightly and strapped into the canvas
sheet. You cannot move until tomorrow afternoon, it may be painful. Her spine jabbed into her back with
pitchfork tines but she lay still and looked at the ceiling. That didn’t matter, nothing mattered after the other. Pain
was nothing now and she didn’t care. She looked at the window and began to sing. Her throat was sore and the
singing came out like the sound of a motor boat. I can never sing again.
Mary had some picture books. What are those books? They are for my children. I didn’t know you had any
children said Marthe. I’ve had three said Mary. They are all dead now she said, they have soft wings.
*
The most miserable one of all was Sarah Kemp. From the earliest days she was pacing up and down outside
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and crying. She had been Russia waiting for the Revolution, and after that she had been Marthe’s mother,
moaning alone and shut away. That was for her to know, to see, to teach her what her father had known. That was
her mother, walking alone and her children gone. She grew older as she paced the hall and her hair that had been
soft brown became spotted with gray. Marthe knew what her end would be, that she did not know. She would lie
still in a strange room and it would be that she had broken her veins.
Mrs. Kemp had a badly used face. Her hair was pulled back from a red and uncomprehending forehead. Her
mouth fell into her chin. She marched up and down the hall. Now she was no longer a symbol, she was a cello
accompaniment to a dirge. She came like a tiger thieving and walked away from the theft. She came like a panther
back and forth, raising a head at the end of the bars.
Marthe lay in bed. She was God and could not get Mrs. Kemp out of it. There were the red lights on now and
always she was passing before them. All at once she turned and came into Marthe’s room.
Listen my dear little girl, for the love of Jesus Mary and Joseph cant you get me out of this? Omygodmygod
will I never get out of this? Her hands held in her forehead. She walked to the window and back to the door.
Please go out of my room. She will try to kill me.
Have you no pity, look at me a fine woman like me in this hellhole, cant you do something about it? She
leaned close to Marthe and put her hand on her shoulder. Marthe sat up in bed and fastened her eyes on the
woman. She pointed her arm out towards the door. Do you hear me? Go out of here. She began to look into her
shifting eyes.
Mrs. Kemp backed away. She looked about, and turned and walked out of the room. She did not go by the door
again that night. Marthe heard her moaning down the hall. She would pace as far as Marthe’s door and then back
again, but she did not pass the door. Marthe turned quietly to the wall and snuggled down under the blankets. It
was cold it was always cold. They warmed blankets on the radiator for her at the end of the ward but she was
always cold. Her feet were stiff every night. She wanted her warm slippers lined with sheep’s wool.
She was never afraid of Mrs. Kemp again. Why do you make such a fuss? You are no worse off than the rest of
us. Oh yes said Miss Brunmark, the nurse with the jaunty hips and square dark eyes. Sarah’s worse off than
anybody in the world. Mrs. Kemp paused in her walk. You see Mrs. Gail she knows that Sarah Kemp is the most
unhappy woman in the world. And talks the most about it, they said.
Why don’t you stop that noise Mrs. Kemp? Nobody can sleep with you going on that way. Listen darling how
can I stop when my Tim’s away from me and doesn’t know I’m here and they slipped it over on me and he can’t
get me out of this.
But I’m in the same boat said Marthe. My husband doesn’t know I’m here either and they won’t tell him. Then
you’re unhappy too poor dear said Mrs. Kemp. She went on moaning. But we all are said Marthe. Why don’t you
shut up so we can sleep? She saw her pace down to the other end of the corridor and back up again. Why don’t
you commit suicide if you’re so miserable? Mrs. Kemp stood still and began to scream. She tore at her hair and
threw her arms about. Will I never get out of this? She beat her head gently against the hot water pipe. Harder said
Marthe, why don’t you really hurt yourself?
She wouldn’t hurt herself said Miss Brunmark, not her. She thinks too much of herself. Did she ever really try?
I should say not, not that one said Brunmark. She did try once said Mary. She tried to jump down the laundry
chute and you just got there in time. Yes and she tried to pretend she was drowning in the tub said Brunmark.
She’s just a great big fake that one is. She don’t get any sympathy out of me. And you listen to me, you aren’t to
start yelling like that again or you’ll get the sheet.
Sarah Kemp looked at the nurse. She began to walk again. …
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The world was made by Yayu\fn{Prairie Falcon.} Crow, and Coyote impounding the waters in the east and
allowing this world to appear.
The valleys were washed out by the water. Prairie Falcon, Crow, and Coyote made the creeks.
These three are in the east now, watching the dam that they made, to see that it does not break and the
impounded waters destroy the world.
2
In the beginning, Prairie Falcon, and Crow were sitting on a log which projected above the waters that covered
the world. They asked Duck of what number he had dreamed, and he replied,
“Two.”
Prairie Falcon assigned him the number three, and instructed him to dive into the water and bring up some
sand from the bottom. Duck dived to get the sand, but, before he reached the bottom, the three days allotted him
expired. He awoke from his dream, died as a result, and floated to the surface.
Prairie Falcon, however, brought him back to life and asked him what the trouble was. Duck replied that he
had come out of his dream and had consequently died and floated to the top. Prairie Falcon now asked Coot of
what number he had dreamed. Coot replied,
“Four.” Then Prairie Falcon assigned him two and ordered him to dive for sand. Before Coot had reached the
bottom, however, the two days had elapsed and he came out of his dream. He, too, died in consequence, and his
body floated to the surface of the waters.
Prairie Falcon espied the corpse, recovered it, and resuscitated Coot. He inquired of Coot what had been his
difficulty. Coot replied that he had passed out of his dream.
Grebe was the next individual whom Prairie Falcon interrogated as to the number he had dreamed of. Grebe
replied that he had dreamed of five. Prairie Falcon arbitrarily assigned him four as the number of days which he
should take in securing sand from beneath the waters. Prairie Falcon then ordered him to dive. Grebe was
successful and secured sand in each hand, having gone clear to the bottom of the waters. As he was returning to
the surface, he passed out of his dream state, died, and floated to the surface.
Prairie Falcon resuscitated him and inquired if he had secured any sand. Grebe replied that he had and Prairie
Falcon inquired what he had done with it. Grebe explained that it had all slipped from his grasp when he died.
Prairie Falcon and Crow both laughed at him and said that they did not believe it. Then they examined his hands
and found sand under the finger nails of both. They took that sand and threw it in every direction.
That is what made the world.
3
Nüyot\fn{Condor.} made a spring. Then he went about capturing people and bringing them to his spring. There
he beheaded them and allowed their blood to run into the water. Every time he left his house, he returned with a
victim, whom he took to the spring and beheaded. So many were his victims that the spring was nearly full of
blood up to its rim.
He built a fire under the spring, so that the blood would boil over the rim and flood out his neighbors. Then he
allowed the fire to die and undertook another project whereby he might flood people from their homes. He dug a
ditch from his spring to Ground Squirrel’s hole. Thereby he flooded Ground Squirrel’s home. Three or four
ground squirrels came forth, one of which he caught and carried to the spring for slaughter.
Condor was thirsty. He laid Ground Squirrel beside the spring, while he himself took a drink. As Condor
drank, the bloody water came gushing up and flowed in all directions. Condor’s daughter urged Ground Squirrel
to slay her father by decapitating him with a piece of sword grass. She said,
“If you do not kill him, he is going to flood out everybody.”
Then Ground Squirrel cut off Condor’s head. When he did so, the water rushed forth in every direction, killing
all the inhabitants of the world. In some places, where the water stood long, red clay formed.
4
Sun, the son of old Coyote, went hunting, while Sun’s wife, Mourning Dove, went to gather black seeds for
their food. Meanwhile, a young woman, named Meadowlark, entered Sun’s home, for she wanted to marry Sun.
Finding the offspring of Sun and Mourning Dove in the house, she cast them out on the ground in the broiling
sun. That is why doves now have red feet.
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After a time Mourning Dove returned from her seed-gathering and took her children into the house. It was then
that she perceived Meadowlark sitting there and she wondered why Meadowlark had intruded.
In due time Sun returned. When he came in sight, he was very bright. Meadowlark tried to look at him, but
could not, because of the glare. Sun just stood and looked at her, but refused to be enticed by her advances. This
made Meadowlark furious, so she returned to her mother’s house and proceeded to bewitch Sun. She informed her
mother that Sun would have nothing to do with her.
Sun became very ill, because of the witchcraft that had been practiced against him. He lay sick in his home and
Meadowlark boasted of her witchcraft to her mother. Sun was nearing the point of death, so a doctor was sent for,
Kabikabina\fn{Nuthatch.} answering the call. Piskutu\fn{Hummingbird.} was also called and it was he who cured
Sun. When Sun had fully recovered, he told his wife that he was going to Meadowlark’s house, and that he would
pretend to marry her, in order that he might obtain revenge for the sickness she had brought upon him.
Accordingly, he went to Meadowlark’s place and built a house there. It was very tight, covered with pine
needles glued together with pitch, so that it would burn quickly. Sun took care to make the doorway small and
difficult to pass through. When Meadowlark and her mother were sound asleep in the new house, he set fire to it
and went out. Meadowlark, nevertheless, outwitted Sun, for she caused rain to fall which extinguished the fire,
but not until she was badly burned.
5
A boy’s father went hunting, hunting deer. The boy’s mother sent him down to the spring near their house to
get water. While the boy was at the spring his mother drank his portion of manzanita cider. When the boy
returned, he accused his mother of having drunk his manzanita cider, saying,
“You drank all of my manzanita cider.”
Then he cried and would not cease. His mother tried to quiet him, saying,
“I threw the old manzanita berries away. I will make some fresh manzanita cider.”
This promise did not stop his crying and he went on sobbing just the same. The boy’s continual crying
attracted a ghost woman, who sobbed also as she approached. The boy’s mother warned him of the ghost’s
approach; but her warning had no effect upon the child. She ran away and hid, leaving the child to his fate. The
ghost woman came and picked him up, saying,
“My son’s child, what are you crying for? Your mother has treated you meanly, my grandson. We will go away
together. I am going to give you a basket to wear as a hat.”
She produced a small basket lined with pitch and warmed it over the fire. Then she jammed it on to the boy’s
head and said,
“I am not your grandmother.”
Thereupon she tore the hat from the boy’s head, ripping off his entire scalp, which adhered to the pitch. This
caused the death of the boy. Then the ghost went to the place where people were playing hand games.
Meanwhile, the boy’s father returned from hunting. As he approached their dwelling, he said to himself,
“Where is my son? He is not coming to meet me as usual.”
Upon arriving home, he inquired of his wife as to the whereabouts of the boy. She replied,
“The ghost took away our boy.”
The woman ghost proceeded, singing, to the place where the people were playing hand games. She steadily
approached that place. A woman warned the players,
“The ghost is coming.”
They scoffed at the warning and said that there was no such a thing as a ghost, and that there was nothing
approaching. As the ghost drew near, the woman who was aware of her approach went out and hid under a large
burden basket. The ghost came to the door of the house, where the players were, and whistled at them. They
looked at her and all died in consequence.
Then the ghost went on her way to Lizard’s house. A baby girl who had been asleep when the ghost came,
cried, and the woman who had escaped by hiding under the burden basket heard it and went to its rescue. Then the
woman said,
“We will go to my father’s sister’s house.”
However, the woman knew very well that something was going to happen to the child. When she came to a
meadow, she made a fire for her, left her, and went out to dig some wild potatoes.
Walking Skeleton, a monster who had eaten all of his own flesh except a little on his shoulder blades which he
could not reach, came along and killed the baby, while the woman was digging wild potatoes. He carried a pestle
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with him with which he pounded the bones of victims.
The woman now heard him pounding the bones of the baby girl and she wondered how she herself was going
to escape him. She felt that she was in great danger. In order to decoy her within, reach, the giant called to her,
“Come here, your baby is crying. Come here, your baby is crying.” The woman played for time, saying,."
“I have hardly enough potatoes yet for the baby.” Then Walking Skeleton said to himself,
“I will go down and catch her. What is the use of my sitting here? I might just as well go down there, catch her,
and eat her.”
But by the time the monster had arrived at the place where the woman had been digging potatoes, she was
already far away in flight. With her digging stick, she vaulted over a mountain. Then she sought refuge under a
rock, as large as a house. Walking Skeleton, in pursuit, was calling for her in every; direction. In order to mislead
him, she called to him,
“I am back here near the fire” [where he had killed the baby].
“Oh my,” exclaimed Walking Skeleton, “I shall have a fine feast now.”
But when he carne to a creek, he fell to pieces. Then he called his parts together again,
“My foot come to me. My arm come to me. My head come to me,” and so on.
He went on to the woman’s deserted fire, but of course failed to find her there. Then Walking Skeleton
grumbled over his ill fortune.
“Where are you?” he called.
He looked all around and finally went to the mountain where the woman was hiding, and there he found her.
Still she was inaccessible, for she was under a huge rock. He dug around the rock and almost pulled it up. At
nightfall, he decided to cease his exertions until morning.
“I will lie down right here and watch you,” he said. Then the woman wished to herself,
“I hope that monster will go to sleep, so that I may escape.”
After a time he fell asleep and snored. She made the most of the opportunity and escaped. With her digging
stick she vaulted over two hills. At daybreak, Walking Skeleton awoke and pulled up the great rock under which
the woman had hid. The rock fell on him and broke him to pieces. Nevertheless, he regained consciousness and
shook himself. Then he called to his parts,
“O my parts, come to me.”
When he had been reconstituted, he set out in search of the fugitive again. He passed, over the two hills and
found the woman in her hiding place under a bush. The monster decided to forego digging her out until morning;
so he lay down again. He said to himself,
“I shall not go to sleep this time. I shall remain awake.”
However, slumber overcame him and he fell to snoring. With this signal that escape was possible, the woman
made her way from her hiding place and vaulted over two more mountains. Again she took refuge under the roots
of a bush.
Once more Walking Skeleton discovered her refuge and worked hard at pulling the bush from the ground. He
had almost succeeded, when the sun set, and he decided to desist until morning. When he ceased his efforts, he
said,
“This time I am not going to sleep. I am going to remain awake and watch to see that this woman does not
escape.”
Nevertheless, he fell asleep, and the woman once more escaped. This time she took refuge at the house of two
brothers, Wolf, the older, and Coyote, the younger. She asked them to aid her, saying that Walking Skeleton was in
pursuit of her.
They wrapped her in buckskin and put her on top of their house. Then the two brothers set out and intercepted
the monster. They killed him with their bows and arrows and then burned his remains.
While Wolf and Coyote were slaying Walking Skeleton, the woman extricated herself from her buckskin
wrappings and set out for the house of her father’s sister. She married Puna\fn{Chicken Hawk.} and had six children
by him. They all went to a ceremonial gathering. There they decided to fly away and be birds.
6
The people were playing hand games in the house. They played without cessation. A woman heard Walking
Skeleton (or ghost, tcoap) approaching when she was still miles away. Walking Skeleton had flesh only on the
shoulder blades; a condition arrived at through extreme hunger, which had caused her to eat herself. She carried a
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pitch-lined conical burden basket for the transportation of victims. Into this she threw people, who stuck in the
pitch. When she reached the cave which served as her abode, she stooped and precipitated her victims from the
basket to the floor. Because of the approach of this monster, the woman warned the people to stop playing; but
they were reluctant to cease and said,
“No! Let her come.” When Walking Skeleton came closer the woman again warned her companions, saying,
“Stop! She is drawing near.”
It was of no avail; the people retorted as before. Then the woman decided to go out of the house and hide
herself under a burden basket. Hardly had she done so, when Walking Skeleton arrived and opened the bark door
of the house. The monster whistled, causing the people to turn to look at her. They were instantly stricken dead.
Walking Skeleton then departed, and went to the house of Pogoit.\fn{Lizard.} who lived close by.
After Walking Skeleton’s departure the woman who was hidden under the burden basket heard a baby crying
within the house. She entered and picked up the baby to quiet it. The baby had escaped because it was asleep
when Walking Skeleton came. The woman now went with the baby to the house of her father’s sister. She knew,
however, that Walking Skeleton would capture the baby and eat it.
She left it in a little meadow while she went to dig some wild sweet potatoes for it. Walking Skeleton carried a
slippery pestle, with which to pulverize human bones. It was so slippery that none but she could pick it up. As the
woman dug the wild sweet potatoes, she heard the blows of Walking Skeleton’s pestle and she knew that the baby
had been captured and killed.
Then she was in great fear, for she knew not how to escape the monster. She dug a hole and attempted to bury
herself, but was unsuccessful, as part of one leg remained exposed. Then she tried to hide herself under some
bark, but it fell to pieces exposing her. She could not hide and she was so terrified that she hardly knew what to
do. Walking Skeleton now tried to entice her within reach by calling to her,
“Your baby is crying. Your baby is crying.” The woman, however, played for time and replied,
“I have not dug enough wild sweet potatoes yet, with which to feed the baby.”
In desperation the woman pushed over the dead tree, under the bark of which she had tried to hide. She found
Bat in the tree. He was rolled into a ball, so that his legs and wings were hard to see. She knew that Bat would
help her if she could only awaken him. She said,
“Quick! Walking Skeleton is coming after me now.”
Bat still slumbered, so she started to beat him into the ground with a feathered arrow. After a bit Bat awoke and
asked,
“What are you doing to me? Are you awakening me? I was quite sound asleep.” The woman implored,
“I want to go somewhere, for Walking Skeleton is trying to catch me. I want to go to my mother’s brother’s
house.”
Her mother’s brother was Skunk. The obliging Bat said,
“Get on my back. I will carry you.” Upon their arrival Skunk agreed to give his niece refuge.
“All right. I will keep you,” he said.
Skunk spread pitch on the ground, hoping to ensnare Walking Skeleton. Skunk now said to his niece,
“Paint your face with red clay and with white clay.”
She mixed the paint and applied it as her uncle had requested. Then Skunk ordered her to sit down in the
middle of the area of pitch. She protested,
“Why do you wish me to do that, uncle?” He replied,
“Because a nice-looking man has been stealing my watermelons.”
“I do not want to sit there, uncle,” the woman remonstrated, “he might eat me.”
She knew very well that her uncle was putting her up to some mischief. In spite of her protests Skunk put her
in the pitch which he had placed in the middle of his watermelon patch.
“When two handsome men come by, greet them,” he commanded.
After nightfall Coyote and Puma came to the watermelon patch. They were brothers; Coyote was the younger,
Puma the older. They saw the woman and departed without stealing watermelons, Next morning Skunk visited his
niece at her position in the middle of the watermelon patch, and inquired if anyone had come during the night.
She answered,
“I saw two handsome men,”
“Did they steal any watermelons?” queried Skunk.
“No,” the woman replied, “but they looked as though they might eat me, uncle. I want to go to the house,”
Skunk was obdurate and refused, saying,
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“They have been stealing my watermelons and I cannot find any way to catch them. You stay here and we will
try again to catch them.”
Coyote and Puma meanwhile had returned home, where they fell to fighting over the woman they had seen,
One declared,
“I am going to marry her.” The other retorted,
“No. I am going to marry her.”
They fought until Coyote was killed. Puma thus killed his younger brother. That night Puma returned to
Skunk’s watermelon patch and attempted to reach the woman, but he stuck hard and fast in the pitch. ..
In the morning Skunk visited his watermelon patch, to see if the thief had been caught. Puma tried to bargain
for his release. He promised to marry Skunk’s niece and make a good home for her, if Skunk would only release
him. Skunk rudely interrupted him, saying, “You quit your talking,” and thereupon seized a handful of dirt and
threw it into Puma's eyes.
“You stay there until you die,” said the heartless Skunk, declining to release his prisoner. Then Puma
threatened,
“I am going to call my mother’s brother. He is going to eat all of your people.”
Puma's uncle was Bear. The woman, Skunk’s niece, was beside herself with fear.
“I do not know what I shall do,” she said. “I will be eaten by his uncle.” Skunk quieted her fears, saying,
“You keep quiet. When Bear comes, he is going to be saucy like his nephew and I am going to punish him.”
When Bear came, he pursued Skunk, who took refuge in a small pine tree. Skunk warned Bear, “Look out,
Bear, it will be the death of both of us, if you climb this tree,” for the tree was bending ominously as Bear started
to climb it.
“Look out, look out! You are going to kill both of us, for there is a big canyon below,” said Skunk. Bear
persisted in his endeavors to reach Skunk.
“I am going to settle with you now.” said Skunk, as the tree bent out over the canyon.
It bent clear across the canyon, so that Skunk jumped from the tree top to the opposite wall of the canyon. The
tree flew up violently, causing Bear to lose his hold, so that he was dashed to pieces in the canyon below.
Let us turn to Walking Skeleton and her adventures with Lizard.
Upon reaching Lizard’s house, Walking Skeleton asked him if there were living with him any of his brothers or
sisters, or his father, or his mother. Lizard replied that he had no father or mother, but that he had a brother, who
was at that moment engaged in setting traps for mice. Walking Skeleton then picked up some hot ashes and threw
them on Lizard’s back, burning him slightly. Lizard had an elderberry stick, from which he had removed the heart.
To escape his tormentor, he entered it, holding it erect, and proceeded through it up into the sky. The baffled
Walking Skeleton set fire to Lizard’s house, incidentally burning Lizard’s elder brother to death. The elder brother
had returned and, not knowing that his younger brother had gone to the sky, had hidden himself under the bark of
the house. Walking Skeleton set fire in a ring around Lizard’s house, so that Lizard’s elder brother could not
escape from his hiding place in the bark of the house, and thus he was burned to death.
When Lizard reached the sky, he entered Coyote’s house. Coyote made fun of Lizard’s hand and asked him
why he wanted to have five fingers.
“Why do you not have a hand like mine?” asked Coyote.
Coyote had hands just like a dog. He had to pick up things with his mouth. Coyote wanted to kill Lizard, but
was unable to catch him. He tried, tried many ways, but each attempt failed, though all the time he was wishing
most earnestly that he could catch him.
Then Coyote asked Lizard if he had seen Deer. Deer was Lizard’s mother’s brother. Finally Coyote devised a
scheme for the murder of Lizard. He asked Lizard to accompany him to the top of a high precipitous rock there to
assist him to capture Deer, Lizard’s own uncle. It was Coyote’s intention to shoot Lizard, once he got him there.
When they arrived at the edge of the precipice Coyote looked down first and told Lizard that he could see Deer far
below at the bottom of the cliff. Lizard looked down, but could not see Deer. Thereupon Coyote said,
“Move a little further over. Stand right on the edge of the rock.”
Lizard did as he was bidden and the treacherous Coyote pushed him over the precipice. However, Lizard was
fortunate enough to lodge in a crevice. Coyote looked down and said,
“I think I killed him.” He was greeted mockingly by Lizard who thrust his hand out from his place of lodgment
and said,
“You did not kill me.” As Coyote returned home he thought to himself,
“I do not know what I shall do. It looks as though I could not kill Lizard. I suppose I shall have to give him one
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of my daughters to marry. That is the only way I can kill him.” Coyote had three daughters.
Lizard returned to Coyote’s house. Coyote had an elder sister named Raccoon who lived near him. She had
two daughters, who were both Junco.\fn{Snow Birds.}These two daughters went down to the spring for water and
found Lizard sitting there. Coyote’s three daughters repaired to the spring for water also and likewise saw Lizard
sitting there. Lizard said to Coyote’s daughters,
“Come, give me some water.” Coyote’s daughters said,
“No. We will give you no water. Our father told us to have nothing to do with you.” They returned to their
house and told their father that they had seen Lizard at the spring.
“What did Lizard say to you?” asked Coyote. They replied that he had asked for water.
“Did you give him any?” queried Coyote.
“No,” the girls replied, “because you told us to have nothing to do with him.”
“But I did not tell you to go and tell him that,” was Coyote's angry criticism. “I intended to set some traps for
him and catch him and kill him.” Lizard received a more friendly reception from Raccoon’s two daughters.
“May I go to your house?” asked Lizard and they replied affirmatively.
So Lizard went to Raccoon’s house with her two daughters. Coyote watched him as he went along in order to
see what he was going to do. Coyote said,
“Now that he has entered. that house, we are going to kill him. I know that he intends to marry one of my
sister’s daughters.”
Happily for Lizard one of Coyote’s daughters, who had taken umbrage at her father’s scolding, came and made
a hole through the house-wall where Lizard was sitting, and informed him of her father’s plans. Upon receiving
this intelligence, Lizard thrust his elderberry stick downward and took Raccoon, her two daughters, and himself
down to earth. When Coyote entered Raccoon's house to kill Lizard he found no one. After he had departed Lizard
thrust his elderberry stick up again and he, Raccoon, and her two daughters all returned to the sky. Coyote heard a
roaring like thunder, made by their arrival in the sky. Raccoon said to Lizard,
“I will get some chaparral and wrap you and the two girls in it, so that it will look merely as though I were
carrying some wood home to burn.”
By this means she brought them to the house without Coyote’s knowledge. Coyote asked his daughters,
“What did you dream about?” One replied,
“I dreamed of rain and hail.”
“Can you make it come true?” questioned Coyote.
His daughter thought that she could. Then the wily Coyote sent one of his three daughters to Raccoon’s house,
saying,
“Go and see if Lizard is in that house.”
Coyote’s daughter went to the house and peered in, but Raccoon threw a handful of dirt into her eyes, which
made her cry, so she gave up in despair. Then Coyote sent a second daughter to see if Lizard was in Raccoon’s
house, but Raccoon threw dirt into her eyes also. Then Coyote sent his third daughter, saying,
“You go. I will gamble so that she may not get dirt into your eyes.”
The third daughter went, and, every time that Raccoon threw dirt at her, she turned her head. She saw Lizard
sitting in the house. This girl was the one who dreamt about the rain and hail. The girl returned to Coyote’s house.
“Yes,” she said, “Lizard is there.” Coyote was pleased and said,
“We are going to sing to bring the rain and hail. We will freeze them to death with rain and hail. We are going
to kill all of them.”
They commenced singing and dancing in their house, with the result that rain and hail came pouring down, so
that it filled Raccoon’s house. Lizard put his elderberry stick horizontally across the upper part of the house and
sat on it, together with Raccoon and her two daughters. After a time Coyote thought that his victims must be dead,
so he sent one of his daughters to ascertain if they were. After looking into Raccoon’s house she returned and
reported to her father, saying,
“I think they are dead. The water inside is nearly up to the top of the house.”
Lizard, Raccoon, and her daughters were two days on the elderberry stick, before the water subsided. When it
went down and they were again on the floor of the house, Raccoon asked her daughters if they had dreamt of
anything. One daughter said,
“Yes. I dreamed of hot weather.” Then Raccoon said,
“Let us sing and dance and make it come true, thereby revenging ourselves on Coyote and his family.” Lizard
pleaded for Coyote, saying,
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“No. Do not do that. We do not want to abuse your brother that way.” But old Raccoon was not to be appeased
and she said,
“See how Coyote and his daughters have treated us. They have pretty nearly killed us. On account of you they
pretty nearly killed us. They wanted to kill you too.”
Then Lizard acquiesced and they began to dance and sing.
After a while Coyote went out and cut some small oaks to make a sun-shelter as it was getting hot. He and his
daughters became very thirsty, and Coyote went down to a pool to bathe. The water was cool and he said to his
daughters,
“This is all right. We are going to take a bath this way.”
The second time he took a bath the water had become lukewarm, and the third time it had become rather hot.
The fourth time when Coyote and his daughters jumped in, the water had reached the boiling point. They were all
scalded to death. When Raccoon saw their dead bodies she said,
“That is the way I punished you. You were mean to me, you, my own brother.”
Having finished burning Lizard’s house, Walking Skeleton continued her travels. She encountered Prairie
Falcon and his wife’s brother, Crow, gathering tobacco. She asked them what they were going to do with it.
Prairie Falcon replied,
“We are going to feed you upon it.”
She went to her camp and secured her carrying basket. As she was walking along she again met Prairie Falcon
and Crow. They were on their way to the country of the people without mouths. She said,
“Let me carry you, my nephews.”\fn{Brother’s sons.}
“Let us get into your basket ourselves,” they said.
Nevertheless, she chased them, for she wanted to catch them and throw them into the basket, so that they
would adhere to the pitch therein. In vain she pursued them for nearly a day. Then she went home and the two
men proceeded to the country of mouthless and speechless people. There they saw great quantities of meat
hanging on the bushes drying, also much meat that had been thrown away, meat that had not been eaten. They
discussed what they saw and wondered why so much meat was wasted and how the people ate.
A mouthless man, named Rainbow, came along. He took Prairie Falcon’s hand and put it on his\fn{ Rainbow’s.}
forehead. As soon as Prairie Falcon’s hand rested there mist and rainbows appeared everywhere. Prairie Falcon
and Crow stayed all night in that country.
The mouthless people cooked meat, which they sniffed with their noses and then threw away. After seeing
them do this, Prairie Falcon said to his brother-in-law Crow,
“I do not know what we are going to do with them.”
Rainbow motioned to them to cut open his mouth. Then Prairie Falcon and Crow cut them all open, so that
they could eat meat. After they had cut open Rainbow’s mouth, he suggested to them that they go and play
shinny.\fn{Hockey.}
“Let us go and play shinny,” he said. “We will make some balls and sticks and play.”
“All right,” said Prairie Falcon, “I will play shinny with you.”
Upon looking around Rainbow’s habitation Prairie Falcon found his own mother, Wild Turkey, staked out with
her legs cut off. He did not know her, but his mother recognized him and said,
“I think you are my son. I had a pretty son named Prairie Falcon.” Prairie Falcon did not reply to his mother,
whereupon his mother besought him, saying,
“Come here and visit with me and talk with me.”
Nevertheless Prairie Falcon said nothing; he just hung his head. He had been wondering if he had a mother.
Rainbow’s plan to play shinny with Prairie Falcon and Crow was part of a scheme to encompass their
destruction, over which he had pondered for some time. He went to the ground where the game was to be played
and dug holes into which he put boiling pitch. Meantime Rainbow and his companions had interviewed Prairie
Falcon and Crow and set the time for the game.
“We are going to play shinny in about two days,” they said. “You can make yourself a stick and ball.”
Then Prairie Falcon, although a male, made a nest and laid eggs to use for balls. He took one of his feathers to
use as a stick to play shinny. When the time to play came, he told Rainbow that he had no stick and not even a
ball. Rainbow therefore loaned him a stick and a ball, of which he said he had plenty. They started to play and
Rainbow said,
“We are going to play two games. These two pines are the goals. We will drive around them twice and then
into the hole in the middle between them. If I win, I am going to throw you into that pitch.” Forthwith Rainbow
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drove his ball around once, whereupon he boasted,
“One more round and I am going to beat you.”
When Rainbow got half way around again, Prairie Falcon produced his own ball and stick and drove ahead of
him. Rainbow said,
“We are even.” It was now Prairie Falcon’s turn to boast and he said,
“One more round and I am going to beat you.”
Just about the time that Prairie Falcon was nearing the finishing hole, Walking Skeleton put in an appearance
and chased the players about. She caught Rainbow and threw him into her basket. Immediately it became so
foggy that no one could see. Prairie Falcon and his brother-in-law had to send for Muhu\fn{Great Horned Owl.} to
make daylight. Great Horned Owl came to Prairie Fa1con and Crow and asked,
“What do you want?”
“We want daylight so that we can see where we are going in order that Walking Skeleton may not catch us,”
they said.
They asked Great Horned Owl how he was going to make daylight. He replied,
“I am going to say, ‘Üa hage?’”\fn{“Who are you?”}
He said it and made daylight. Then Prairie Falcon and Crow proceeded homeward. After arriving at home, they
went hunting and again encountered Walking Skeleton. The following day they went out to get Prairie Falcon’s
mother, Wild Turkey. She was nearly starved to death and they had to put wooden legs on her, to replace her real
legs which had been cut off. As they were accompanying her, Walking Skeleton came up and gave chase. She
caught Wild Turkey without difficulty, because she could not run. Then she pursued the two men. They said to
her,
“Let us jump into your basket ourselves.”
“All right,” she said.
Then they jumped into the basket. They made fire with a buckeye fire-drill. Prairie Falcon said, “I dislike
burning my mother,” for she was stuck in the pitch in the basket, “but she would have died anyway if I had not
taken her from Rainbow’s place.” Then he told Crow to make the fire, saying,
“I am going to get my mother’s heart and eat it while you are making that fire.” Crow remonstrated with him,
“Do not do that.” Prairie Falcon asked,
“Why should I not do that?” His brother-in-law answered,
“You will turn into a rock, if you eat your mother’s heart.”
Prairie Falcon persisted and said that he was going to eat it, to see if he did turn into a rock. His mother was
already dead, so he took her heart and ate it.
Prairie Falcon died when he ate that heart. His brother-in-law Crow did not know what to do, for Prairie Falcon
had turned into a little bag of feathers. Crow made the fire, as Prairie Falcon had directed, and burned Walking
Skeleton. Then he jumped out of Walking Skeleton’s burden basket with the little bag of feathers and took it home
to Prairie Falcon’s sister. When Prairie Falcon’s sister took the bag of feathers, it turned into eggs and shinny
stick. She threw the stick into the fire. When all but an inch or two of it had burned, Prairie Falcon popped out and
flew around the house. He said,
“You people are burning me. You awakened me. I was sound asleep.”
Then Prairie Falcon became furious and uncontrollable. They could not catch him, as he dashed wildly about
the house. His sister made a carrying cradle and finally did catch him and lashed him into it. Then they stood him
against a tree, thinking that he would grow as tall as the tree. However, before he grew as tall as the tree, his
mother Wild Turkey untied him. It seems that she was in the basket with him. From her heart which he had eaten
she had been formed anew, after Prairie Falcon had been tied in the carrying cradle. After Prairie Falcon had been
freed by his mother, she said to him,
“I am going to get you a brother. Would you prefer Eagle or Vulture?” Prairie Falcon objected to both, saying,
“They are both bald-headed. I do not want either of them for my brother.” Meanwhile his brother-in-law Crow
was listening behind the tree and almost bursting with laughter.
While this conversation was going on, Salamander came along with a cane made of a king snake. Prairie
Falcon jumped up and seized his cane, saying,
“Give me that cane of yours.”
So Salamander parted with his king-snake cane. Immediately the cane turned into a large and active king
snake, which bit Prairie Falcon, so that he died.
That was the last of Prairie Falcon. Crow, his brother-in-law, went across the mountains, where he fell into a
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large lake and was drowned.. Prairie Falcon’s mother, Wild Turkey, caught a gopher snake, which she tied about
herself as a belt and which squeezed her to death.
Eagle came along to carry away the body of Prairie Falcon’s mother, but she turned into Vulture. She said that
she was going to get Prairie Falcon’s body and eat his heart, but Eagle would not let her. Eagle killed her.
7
A man was in deep sorrow over the loss of his young wife. After much mourning they buried her and she went
up into heaven. Then he set out to recover her.
He was forced to pass through swarms of noxious insects and ferocious animals. First he encountered fleas,
innumerable fleas, which nearly bit him to death. Then he encountered lice, exceedingly large lice, which nearly
ate him. Next he encountered ants of many sorts, but after much suffering passed through them. Subsequently he
encountered mosquitoes, gnats, yellow-jackets, and hornets. After these he passed through swarms of horse flies
and blow flies. Then he came to gopher snakes, then to water snakes, then to racer snakes, then to rattlesnakes,
then to king snakes. Nevertheless, he passed through all of these. In succession he then met with foxes, raccoons,
dogs, coyotes, pumas, wild cats, bears, and wolves.
When he came to Wolf’s camp, Wolf told him to take some sand in his hand and to walk right across the river
with it and not to stop. He instructed him to drop the sand as he waded along. Wolf also warned him not to smoke
Coyote’s pipe, when it was offered to him at Coyote’s habitation on the far side of the river. This was the advice
that Wolf gave the man who was seeking his dead wife. Above all, Wolf cautioned him not to participate in any
dance in the land of the departed.
“Do not talk to your wife, when you arrive there,” said Wolf. “Just walk by and touch her on the shoulder with
your elbow, and she will know that you want her to follow. Just keep on going the way you came.” Then added
Wolf,
“When your wife walks behind you, she will talk to you and try to get you to look back; but do not do it. When
you arrive at home, your wife will go to her grave. Then you send her mother to go and get her. You must not talk
to her for ten days.”
The man followed Wolf's instructions and returned with his wife. Unhappily for him, however, he failed to
observe the ten days’ taboo against conversation, with the result that his wife returned to heaven.
8
Coyote and Flicker, his mother-in-law, went out to set traps for jackrabbits. Coyote had eleven children, one of
whom was Grasshopper. Grasshopper wished to accompany his father, but Coyote would not allow him to do so;
for he wanted one of his daughters, who was a coyote, to accompany him. So they went along setting traps and
caught many jackrabbits, which they skinned, dried, and hung up. The skinned jackrabbits all turned into men.
Coyote decided upon a war with men, because, as he claimed, they were trying to deprive him of his motherin-law. Coyote and his daughter returned home, Coyote purposely leaving his mother-in-law behind. He told his
two wives that the jackrabbits were planning to war with him and to kill his mother-in-law. Then Coyote returned
to the place where he had left his mother-in-law and killed her himself. After that he shot himself through the
upper part of one leg with an arrow.
Upon Coyote’s failure to return home, his wives sent his son Grasshopper to see what had become of his father
and whether or not he had been killed. Grasshopper returned and reported,
“Yes. He has been shot in the leg. You two had better go and carry him home.”
All the while Grasshopper was wishing that his father would die. His mother asked him,
“Why do you wish your father to die?” Grasshopper replied,
“Because he wishes to marry one of my sisters. He told me that he wants to marry one of his own daughters,
because she is pretty.” Then Grasshopper continued to his mother,
“I am going to prepare a platform of sticks, cemented together with pitch. On this we will place Coyote’s body,
so that when the pitch melts from the heat of the funeral fire beneath, the platform will break and let the body fall
into the fire.” When Coyote’s wives brought him in, he said,
“I am going to die. When I am dead place me at the outside edge of the house in which you are going to
cremate me, not in the middle of it. After you have placed me there at the edge of the house, set fire to it, but do
not look back, for you might see my ghost and die as a result. Go far away and camp. Do not look back.” One of
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his wives asked him,
“How are you going to be cremated, if we place your body on the outside of the house?” Coyote's ready reply
was,
“When the house burns my blanket will catch fire.”
Coyote was really planning to feign death and escape, so that he might marry his daughter. However,
Grasshopper arranged the funerary house as he had planned and Coyote was placed on a platform in the middle of
the house instead of being put on the ground at the outside edge of the house. After setting fire to the house the
family left, none looking back except Grasshopper, who looked under his arm. He saw Coyote running about in
the burning house. It fell upon him and killed him and his body was completely consumed.
9
Bluebird had a son, Coyote, and a daughter, Robin. Robin was the elder. Coyote told his sister to paint her
breast red and that is why robins today have red breasts. Bluebird and her children dwelt close to a hot spring,
which formed a large deep pool.
Salamander was a suitor for Robin’s hand and was favored by Robin’s mother, Bluebird, but not by Robin
herself. Coyote likewise objected to the match, saying that he did not want Salamander for a brother-in-law.
Coyote wanted his sister to marry Swallow, but to this Bluebird had objections. To settle the difficulty Coyote
suggested that they pull sticks to determine who should marry Robin. Bluebird’s wishes were gratified, for the lot
made Salamander the bridegroom.
Finding his wishes set at naught, Coyote fell to planning a means of killing Salamander. Finally he hit upon a
plan. He instructed his sister, Robin, to go to gather clover near the hot spring.
“Tell Salamander,” he said, “that we are going to have a swim in the pool.”
Poor Salamander suspected nothing and, when his wife invited him to swim with her, he acquiesced. She said
to him,
“You jump in first. I shall follow.”
He promptly jumped into the boiling water and was scalded to death. After a while Coyote joined his sister and
asked,
“What shall we tell our mother, when we return without Salamander?” Then he suggested,
“Let us tell her that he has gone deer hunting.”
When Robin returned home she said nothing about her husband, Salamander, until her mother asked her where
her husband was. She answered,
“He has gone deer hunting and will be gone several months.”
Bluebird suspected that there was something wrong. Prairie Falcon now came to make love to Robin.
Rattlesnake did likewise, which made Prairie Falcon quite jealous. He suggested to Robin that she invite
Rattlesnake to a bath, just as she had done with Salamander. Bluebird, Robin’s mother, did not want either Prairie
Falcon or Rattlesnake for a son-in-law. So they took Rattlesnake to the hot spring and, by the same subterfuge,
induced him to plunge in; he, too, was scalded to death.
When Bluebird heard of this she was incensed. Even though she did not wish Rattlesnake for a son- in-law, she
did not approve of her daughter’s method of getting rid of husbands and suitors. She now learned that Salamander
had met with the same fate. Robin remonstrated.
“Mother, what do you want me to do? Do you want me to marry my own brother?”
Coyote, who was listening, jumped up at once and declared that he wished to marry his sister. They married
and Bluebird became furious over the incest in her family. So wrought up was she over the affair that she
committed suicide by leaping into the hot spring. Prairie Falcon returned before long and killed the incestuous
pair.
10
Jackrabbit had a pretty younger sister, Cotton-tail Rabbit. Coyote had no sister. Coyote was desirous of
marrying Cotton-tail Rabbit, but her mother did not want Coyote for a son-in-law. Coyote became angry over the
refusal and threatened to kill and eat them all and make blankets of their skins.
The rabbits were not to be intimidated, however, and they told Coyote that he had better keep quiet. Then
Coyote suggested that they swing up and down on a sapling. The rabbits acquiesced, but they could find no
suitable tree to bend over.
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At night Jackrabbit went forth secretly and walked all over the world, returning before sunrise, so that Coyote
might think he had spent the night at home. Jackrabbit encountered Prairie Falcon, who asked,
“My mother’s brother, what are you seeking?”
Jackrabbit explained that he was looking for a slim tree, that could be bent over, so that they might play at
swinging on it with Coyote. Prairie Falcon said,
“I will arrange one for you right near the house. Coyote is trying to kill you, because you will not let him
marry your sister. That is what he is planning to do, to kill you.” Prairie Falcon fixed a nice sapling for the
pastime and then he told Jackrabbit,
“Come out in the morning and swing on the tree. I shall watch you.”
Jackrabbit went out early the next morning and played on the sapling, swinging himself up and down. Then he
called to Coyote, telling him that he had found a satisfactory pole. Jackrabbit got on it and Coyote swung him up
and down, but before he had a chance to let go, Prairie Falcon appeared and told Jackrabbit to get off and let him
ride. Coyote swung Prairie Falcon up and down, suddenly letting go of the sapling so that Prairie Falcon was
projected upward, falling to the ground so hard that he was killed. He, however, returned to life, and invited
Coyote to mount the sapling.
“It is great fun," he said. “You see all kinds of stars and all kinds of animals.”
Coyote mounted and Prairie Falcon bent the pole way to the ground and let go. Coyote rose in the air and
struck the ground with a thud. The fall killed him.
11
Yellow-jacket had three sons, all coyotes. The three went down to spear salmon at Italian Bar on the San
Joaquin river. Another coyote came by; he was a male also. He went to Yellow-jacket’s three sons and asked them
their names. They replied that their name was Coyote. Thereupon the stranger coyote said,
“That is not my name. Your names are different from mine. Go to Jackrabbit and ask him my name. He knows
it.”
The stranger coyote, accompanied by one of the three coyote brothers, proceeded to Jackrabbit’s habitation. As
they went along, the stranger coyote fell behind, so that his companion approached Jackrabbit first. Jackrabbit
greeted him, saying,
“Hello, Coyote.” Then when the stranger coyote came in sight, Jackrabbit exclaimed,
“Oh! Here is another one.” Then the stranger coyote said to the other coyote,
“I told you that Coyote was not .my name. My name is Another One.”
The two returned to where the others were still spearing salmon. All the while the stranger coyote was wishing
that he might be a woman, for he wanted to cohabit with one of the brothers. He hit upon an idea and decided to
go home.
“I am going home,” he said to the three brothers.
Upon arriving at home, he hung himself by his hind legs. That changed him into a woman. Next morning he
repaired again to the place where the three brothers were spearing salmon. He sat nearby for a long while, then he
arose and proceeded towards the three. One of them said,
“Another One is coming.” Another brother said,
“No. It is a woman coming.” The third disagreed and said,
“It is Another One.” They joked with one another as to who should marry the woman, if it really were one.
Finally the youngest said,
“I am going to marry her and I am going to take her home. Mother will help care for her.” The other two
brothers said,
“We will stay here. You take her home immediately.”
“Let us go home,” the youngest brother said to the stranger coyote who now appeared as a woman. On the way
home they tried to cohabit. The youngest brother then discovered that his would-be bride was a male. He did not
let the impostor know that he was aware of this fact, but he made an excuse to return to his brothers, saying that
he had forgotten something.
While returning to the fishing place, he met a number of cowboys who were seeking Another One, because he
had stolen something from them. With them he returned to his two brothers. Then it was that. it became known
that they were seeking Another One, although the cowboys did not know him by that name. Then the youngest
brother returned with the cowboys, to show them where he had left Another One.
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They found him fast asleep. They put a rope about his neck, skinned him alive and turned him loose. He came
to the three brothers, who laughed at him. They nearly laughed themselves to death. Another One: cried at every
twig that touched him, for being nothing but raw flesh, he was bleeding all over.
12
Coyote had two sisters, Mountain Quail and Valley Quail. Tüp,\fn{Rock Giant.} who wanted to marry them,
came frequently to see them. His visits always enraged Coyote very much; so he set traps for Rock Giant with the
hope of catching him and breaking him to pieces, but his efforts were in vain. One day Coyote told his sisters,
“We are going to set traps for jackrabbits, so we may have something to eat for the winter. I am going down to
jerk some of the meat.”
The three started off. Then it was that Coyote told his sisters that he himself was going to marry them.
Thereupon his sisters ran away and left him, returning to their own camp, from whence they had come to visit
him. At their camp they were joined by Rock Giant, who said to them,
“We are going to your mother’s house.”
Their mother was Wild Duck. When they arrived Wild Duck told the two girls that Rock Giant, who wanted to
marry them, was their father. A short time afterwards Mountain Quail married Salmon. Valley Quail did not
marry; she remained a spinster. Moreover, her own brother, Coyote, came to make love to her. Their mother, Wild
Duck, remonstrated with Coyote, reminding him that Valley Quail was his own sister.
Prairie Falcon came around and tried to make love to Wild Duck, but she would have nothing to do with him.
The following night he came again and carried away Valley Quail, whom he killed and ate. That was the last of
Valley Quail. Then Prairie Falcon kept a sharp lookout for the woman Wild Duck, who had repulsed his advances.
He intended to kill her, because she would have nothing to do with him. Wild Duck had a premonition of danger,
so very wisely, for a long time, did not leave her house, which was right in the middle of a large high rock. One
day, however, she stole down to a nearby lake for a bath. She was swimming about, when Prairie Falcon chanced
by and caught her and killed her. That was the last of Wild Duck.
After the death of his wife, Wild Duck, Rock Giant married Lizard. Lizard wondered what sort of a husband
she had, for he was all rock. She did not want to sleep with him because of that fact. She wondered continually
what sort of a man he was. Finally she ran away and married Coyote who was Rock Giant’s son. Coyote,
however, did not want to sleep with Lizard, because of her repulsive appearance. He did not want any such wife
as that, he said. One day Prairie Falcon came along and killed her, too.
Rock Giant was enraged over the death of his two wives, Wild Duck and Lizard, and sought to discover the
murderer. Finally, he learned that Prairie Falcon was guilty of the deed and he lay in wait for him. Rock Giant also
learned that his son Coyote had been living with his wife Lizard, so he went and killed his own son. Coyote came
to life again, however, after his father had killed him. Rock Giant killed him a second time, but still he came to
life again and walked about, although his head was badly smashed.
Coyote’s mother’s brother, Nüniyot,\fn{Condor.} witnessed Rock Giant’s treatment of his own son, Coyote, and
decided to come to Coyote’s aid. He said to himself,
“I will punish you, Rock Giant, for killing my nephew.”
Condor also saw Prairie Falcon murder his\fn{ Condor’s.} sister, Wild Duck. In punishment he seized him and
carried him to the sky, where he turned him loose. All of Prairie Falcon’s friends and his mother’s brother, Grouse,
became very angry, because Condor had carried him away. So they planted blue morning glory, which grew up to
the sky where Prairie Falcon was. By means of it he descended to earth again. His uncle told him to keep out of
sight, so that Condor should not catch him again.
Condor was continually on watch for Rock Giant. One day Condor discovered him asleep and tried to carry
him away, but could not because he was too heavy. Rock Giant, however, was only feigning sleep and took this
opportunity to kill Condor. He cut off his head, which he kept.
Meanwhile Coyote was seeking a means of killing his own father, Rock Giant. He wanted to break him to
pieces. He dug a hole and filled it with pitch, hoping that Rock Giant would walk into it; for Coyote said that he
had heard many Prairie Falcons talking about boiling pitch. Coyote forgot all about this project to encompass his
father’s destruction and set about burning logs. Prairie Falcon came down to him and asked him what he was
doing. Coyote replied that he was making his dream come true, namely burning logs. Prairie Falcon knew very
well for what purpose Coyote had made the pitch-filled hole, but Coyote himself had forgotten all about it and
was burning logs instead, in fulfillment of a dream.
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Coyote next forgot about his log burning and went to catch gophers. Meanwhile Prairie Falcon hung around
watching him and laughing. Prairie Falcon said to himself,
“I do not know what that crazy mother’s brother of mine is doing.”
Then Coyote drank a decoction of jimsonweed. Meanwhile, Rock Giant came to see .what his son Coyote was
doing. He walked along carelessly and stepped into the pitfall that Coyote had made for him. There he was firmly
held by the pitch. When Coyote came out of the stupor engendered by the jimsonweed, he said that he had taken
the jimsonweed purposely, so as to become crazed and attract his father to the spot, in order that he might ensnare
him in the pitch.
Then Coyote attempted to bury his father, Rock Giant, alive. He tried for four days. For four days and four
nights he threw dirt on him, but it disappeared as fast as he threw it on Rock Giant. Finally Coyote’s patience was
exhausted and he gave up the task of trying to bury Rock Giant. He fell over, arose, ran around in circles, shouted,
and acted as one demented. He hoped that Rock Giant, his father, might die worrying about him. Then Prairie
Falcon made a suggestion to Coyote, remarking,
“I know how to kill him.” So saying, he picked up some stones and instructed Coyote to chip some bits off of
Rock Giant, pulverize them, and put them into the fire.
“Then he will surely die,” Prairie Falcon assured Coyote.
Coyote said he did not want to do it, but Prairie Falcon made him chip the pieces from Rock Giant. Then
Prairie Falcon told him to take the pieces to a smooth rock, pulverize them, and put them into the fire, so that
Rock Giant would die. Coyote started to do it, but forgot about it and made a swing instead. Then he took to
swinging inordinately. Coyote called to Prairie Falcon,
“Come and swing in my swing. It is very nice.”
Prairie Falcon knew Coyote wanted to kill him, and therefore refused to get into the swing. The swing was
made of milkweed-fiber rope and was very strong. At last Prairie Falcon mounted the swing and Coyote swung
him.
“Swing me harder,” said Prairie Falcon.
Coyote welcomed the invitation, for he thought that he could swing him hard and kill him. He swung Prairie
Falcon so hard that he fell out of the swing, fainted, and died. Coyote looked at him and said,
“Now I have killed my nephew.”\fn{ Sister’s son.} Then he started to cry. He piled rocks on top of Prairie Falcon
to hide him, but as fast as he piled them on they rolled off. Coyote cried,
“I do not know what I am going to do. I fear my people will kill me when they see Prairie Falcon dead.”
Then he tried to cut the swing down, but could not get up to it. Coyote now forgot about piling rocks on Prairie
Falcon and resumed the attempt to pulverize a fragment of his father, Rock Giant. Before he had completed this
task, however, a new idea came to him and he said,
“I must go and marry a girl, Yellow jacket’s daughter. By going over there, I may escape blame, and the people
may think that my father, Rock Giant, killed Prairie Falcon.”
Coyote proceeded to adorn himself with beads and other finery; but before he departed for Yellow-jacket’s
house, he decided to have another look at Prairie Falcon. He went to where his body lay. There were many flies
about it, and Coyote stood there and cried.
“I fear that my poor nephew is dead,” he wailed. Then he added,
“I think that I will not go to Yellow-jacket’s. I think that I will go over to where Sun rises and marry his
daughter, Notit.”\fn{Meadowlark.} He started off. Prairie Falcon, who was not really dead, thought to himself,
“I think you will not. I will make trouble for you before you get there. You will never marry his daughter.”
After Coyote had started, however, he forgot where he was going, and he secured some pieces of obsidian and
started to cut himself, near the place where Prairie Falcon was lying. Prairie Falcon awoke and said,
“Why did you awaken me? I was sleeping. You try the swing now. It is great fun. You will see all kinds of
stars. You will see all kinds of trees and new lands you have never seen before.” But Coyote objected,
“I might be killed.” Prairie Falcon reassured him,
“No. You will be lying like me. You will not be dead. Besides I shall not swing you too hard.” Coyote got into
the swing and Prairie Falcon swayed it gently.
“A little faster,” urged Coyote. Prairie Falcon said,
“You will fall out, if I swing you too hard.”
“No. I shall not. I have a firm hold,” said Coyote.
Then Prairie Falcon swung him so high that he went right over the top of the tree. He struck so hard that he
buried himself in the earth.
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Now Prairie Falcon decided to go to see Sun’s daughter himself, for he wanted to see what sort of a woman
Coyote was talking about. He arrived at the place, but saw no one, for all the people hid upon his approach. Then
he returned and he pondered to himself,
“How am I to find these people?”
As he was returning he met his brother-in-law Crow, accompanied by his mother’s brother, Chipmunk. He
asked Crow where they were going. Chipmunk was frightened and ran up a tree crying with fear.
“I will make it unpleasant for you if you are afraid of me,” said Prairie Falcon to Chipmunk.
Then, turning to Crow, he inquired the cause of his uncle’s unseemly behavior. Chipmunk thereupon descended
to the ground again. After Chipmunk’s interruption, Prairie Falcon again inquired of Crow what their destination
was. Crow answered,
“We are going to see Sun’s daughter.” Prairie Falcon said he would accompany them.
“But,” he said, “we will have to do something with Chipmunk, or he will be continually getting in the way.”
So Crow and Prairie Falcon went to make a seesaw, while Chipmunk took refuge in the tree again. Crow and
Prairie Falcon rode the seesaw, but Crow jumped off when Prairie Falcon was on the high end, so that he fell and
was killed. Chipmunk now came down from his tree and suggested to Crow,
“Let us skin him and I will put his skin on and pretend that I am Prairie Falcon going to see Sun’s daughter.”
Crow objected, saying,
“No. We will just put him over there in the shade.”
Crow lay on his back and cried; meanwhile Chipmunk proceeded to pull feathers out of Prairie Falcon,
spoiling his appearance.
Suddenly Prairie Falcon regained consciousness. He looked himself over and asked,
“What has been done to me?”
Then they ordered Chipmunk to get on the seesaw. Crow said to Prairie Falcon,
“We surely will have to get rid of him somehow.”
Chipmunk rode the seesaw with Crow, while Prairie Falcon lay on his back pretending to sleep, but in reality
watching. Chipmunk was too smart for them, however. Every time his end of the board went up he ran down to
the middle of the board. Then Crow and Prairie Falcon said to each other,
“If we cannot kill him any other way, we will have to knock him down with a stick.”
Every time they tried it, Chipmunk ran into his hole in the ground. Finally, they gave up the attempt to get rid
of him and set off for the Sun’s country with Chipmunk walking behind them. They said to him,
“You know the road. You go ahead.”
Chipmunk, well aware of their intentions, refused to do it. After a time they came to Eagle’s home. One of
Eagle’s sons caught Chipmunk. Prairie Falcon and Crow rejoiced that they were rid of him. They did not wish
Eagle to know their true feelings towards Chipmunk, however. Therefore they asked Eagle why he had caught
their uncle and Eagle replied,
“Chipmunk came once and stole many feathers from me.”
After they had killed Chipmunk, they threw his carcass into a deep canyon. Then Eagle inquired of the
wayfarers where they were going. They told him that they were going to see Sun’s daughter. He warned them that
they must be very careful, as it was fiery hot at Sun’s abode and that they must take ice along to put under their
feet. After a bit they came to Bear’s camp and Prairie Falcon said to Crow,
“There is my father’s sister over there bending trees and swinging herself and her children on them. Let us go
down and see her.” Crow objected,
“We had better not, for they eat people.” Prairie Falcon reassured him,
“That will be all right. We will fix them. We will kill them all.”
Then Prairie Falcon went down to Bear and her children and pulled their ears and hair. Bear growled and
almost ate Prairie Falcon, who asked,
“My aunt, what are you doing?”
“We are making the sun rise,” she replied. Then they all laughed and danced and thought that it was great sport
to make the sun rise.
“You two get on this tree and we will swing you up and down,” Bear invited. Prairie Falcon said to Crow,
“You get on the lower end, so that, when they let go, you will not get hurt. I will get on the outer end. When
they let go, I may fly over and be dead for a while.”
When Bear did let go of the tree, Prairie Falcon was thrown over dead, as he had predicted. Crow did not know
what to do, for Bear was going to eat Prairie Falcon. Crow picked him up and carried .him off a little distance.
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There Prairie Falcon came to life. He addressed his aunt, saying,
“My aunt, it is great sport. You see the sun rise and you see the moon and the stars.” Bear said,
“I have never seen those things. I do not know what you could have seen.”
Then Prairie Falcon invited her to get on the tree. She and her two cubs mounted the tree. Prairie Falcon and
Crow told her to get on the further end. Then they started bending the tree. Prairie Falcon said to Crow,
“I will bend it first. After I have bent it three or four times, you come over and help me. We will bend it to the
ground and then let go.”
They did as they planned and all three of the bears were killed. They skinned old Bear, and Prairie Falcon
donned the skin and walked along with it. He said,
“I am going to frighten my mother’s brother, Puma.”
As he walked along, however, Puma caught him and killed him. That was the last of Prairie Falcon. He did not
come to life again.
Crow pursued his journey. After a time he encountered Prairie Falcon’s younger brother, Kutpadja,\fn{A
species of chicken hawk.} who inquired about his older brother, Prairie Falcon. Crow was reluctant to tell of his
brother-in-law’s fate, but Kutpadja knew very well that something had happened to his older brother. Crow asked
him how he knew and Kutpadja replied,
“Wild-mushroom was passing when Prairie Falcon was killed. He told me about it.”
Then Crow gave him his version of the affair. Kutpadja was very angry and said,
“I am going to kill Puma for eating my brother.”
Puma, however, was aware of Kutpadja’s intentions, so he lay in wait for him. Kutpadja invited Crow to
accompany him. As he went along Kutpadja cut his own arm off, for he said he was not going rapidly enough to
catch Puma. Then he cut off his other arm, next a foot, still saying that he was not going fast enough. Crow did
not know what to make of this performance. Not satisfied yet with his speed, Kutpadja cut off his other foot; then
each leg close to the body. Lastly he cut his body off at the neck, so that only his head was left. He went along
then at a terrific rate, breaking everything he ran against.
Coyote was traveling. He said to himself,
“My nephew is coming.”
Kutpadja said, “No. I am not your nephew,” and he ran against Coyote, breaking every bone in his body. He
now ran down to Puma’s house and killed all of his wives, daughters, and sons. He did not kill Puma, for he was
in a tree lying in wait for Kutpadja.
Kutpadja ran back to the place where he had left Crow and ran against him and killed him. Then he started for
Sun’s house, but ran against a great red rock and broke himself all to pieces. .
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Prairie Falcon went hunting. He and Coyote went together. They camped. Prairie Falcon picked up a small
smooth stone, which he put under his head for a pillow. Next morning he found himself on top of a great,
precipitous rock, as tall as a large tree. Coyote became much excited. He bit the rock in his attempt to climb it. He
tried every means to reach Prairie Falcon, but in vain.
Then he enlisted the aid of Mockingbird, a great chief. Mockingbird told him to send the Mice up for Prairie
Falcon. The Mice tried, but failed.
Then they had Flicker try, for they thought he might reach Prairie Falcon with his long tongue. He attempted to
climb to where Prairie Falcon lay on his back, but failed.
California Woodpecker then made the attempt with similar result.
Kabikabina\fn{Nuthatch.} scaled the rock, but he was too small to bring Prairie Falcon down.
They went after Measuring Worm who lived in the foothills. Coyote went for him first, but he paid no attention
to Coyote. Dove went down for him. Dove was a Chukchansi and talked to Measuring Worm in Chukchansi,
which was also his native tongue.
“All right,” said Measuring Worm. “Take your fires off the ground, for I am going up there with the water. I’ll
go up in the water.”
He came up into the mountains. He asked where Prairie Falcon. was. All the people were dancing around the
great rock, making the dust fly. Measuring Wonn wrapped himself about with a milkweed-fiber carrying net, in
which he intended to place Prairie Falcon. He scaled the rock in two steps and brought Prairie Falcon down. Chief
Mockingbird said,
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“Let us all assemble and go out to hunt deer.”
They hunted and killed some deer and had a great feast. Then all flew, including Coyote.
They sent Coyote down to get a bucket of Water. Coyote slid up and down the great smooth rock, when he
went for water. All of the people flew over him and made fun of him. Then he thought to himself,
“I shall fly.”
He tried, but he fell, striking the ground hard. He climbed a pine tree.
“I am going to be an eagle,” he said.
He again tried to fly, but fell to the ground. Then he saw a gopher poking his head out of the ground. He caught
the gopher and ate it.
“I am going to be a coyote,” he said.
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Gopher and Gray Squirrel were brothers. Gray Squirrel was the elder. Their mother was Rock.
California Woodpecker was their mother’s sister. She had two daughters, both named Oriole. Gopher wanted to
marry one of these Oriole sisters, but their father, big Red Ant, said,
“No. I have a son-in-law already. He is Prairie Falcon, who is engaged to the Orioles now.”
Prairie Falcon, however, never came near Red Ant’s house. Red Ant was really deceiving Gopher, for Prairie
Falcon had a wife already, Pileated Woopecker. Gopher stormed around, destroying some things and burying
others, so great was his rage at not being allowed to marry one of the Oriole sisters. Gray Squirrel climbed a tree
and watched. He wanted to marry one of the Oriole girls also.
Mockingbird planned to make a speech. He told everyone to come up close and listen. Prairie Falcon and his
wife came. So did the two Oriole girls and their family. Gopher, Gray Squirrel, and various other people came too.
Gopher went up to Prairie Falcon and said,
“Hello, my nephew.”
The two Oriole girls were standing about, watching Prairie Falcon, who was a handsome man. His mother, a
small brown bird, saw them and said warningly,
“They had better keep away and not be hanging around my son, for he has a wife already.”
Vulture, the mother of Prairie Falcon’s brother-in-law, Crow, was there. She was the elder sister of Prairie
Falcon’s mother.
Prairie Falcon and his brother-in-law, Crow, went to a neighboring spring to bathe. The two Oriole girls
followed them. When they arrived at the spring, they addressed Prairie Falcon, but he would not take advantage of
their advances, and said instead,
“Here is my brother-in-law, Crow, who has never married.” One of the Oriole girls replied,
“I do not want a bald-headed mother-in-law,” referring to Vulture, Crow’s mother.
Thereat Prairie Falcon laughed. Crow, on the other hand, became angry.
“Why not?” he interrogated. “My mother is just as good as your mother.”
Just then a female ghost, with a pitch-lined burden basket, came along and put a stop to the conversation. She
chased the two Oriole girls and caught the elder one. Crow hid the younger one. Prairie Falcon told the ghost not
to bother him and his brother-in-law, as they were her brother’s sons. The ghost wanted to catch both Oriole girls,
but Crow told her that the younger one was her nephew’s wife.\fn{ I.e., his own wife.} Thereupon the ghost desisted
in her attempt.
The younger Oriole girl went home and told her father what had happened to her sister and how she herself
had been saved by Crow. Red Ant said,
“I think you ought to marry Crow for saving your life.”
“I do not want that Crow for a son-in-law,” objected California Woopecker, Oriole’s mother, “because he has
black buttocks.”
Then Red Ant and his wife, California Woodpecker, quarreled. Woodpecker wanted Prairie Falcon for a son-inlaw. The girl finally settled the dispute, by saying that she was going to marry Crow anyhow, because he had
saved her from the ghost. She married him, but her mother killed her, so displeased was she. Prairie Falcon then
killed her mother and Red Ant also.
Prairie Falcon and Crow went to the east end of the world, where they stayed, damming back the waters that
would otherwise overwhelm this world.
15
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Bear and Deer went out to gather black seed. They went to a place not far from their dwellings.
“O sister-in-law, let me look on your head for lice,” requested Bear. Then she commenced chewing Deer’s
head. As she chewed rather vigorously, Deer protested,
“Do not chew so hard. You might kill me.”
“There are many lice on your head. Do you not hear them cracking?” returned Bear.
Then she crushed Deer’s head and killed her. She proceeded to make charquí\fn{Deer-jerky.) of Deer’s flesh.
She left some of the meat at the place where she had killed Deer.
Bear repaired to the place where her cubs and Deer’s fawns were playing. The little fawns knew well enough
that their mother had been killed. Bear now desired to encompass the destruction of the fawns, so she told her
cubs,
“You two make a sweat-house and smoke those two fawns and suffocate them.” Then to the fawns, she said,
“Don’t you see the fire over there. Your mother is over there yet. She did not return home.”
So saying, Bear returned to the place where she had killed Deer, in order to finish her repast on Deer’s flesh.
The bear cubs erected a sweat-house, in which to smoke the fawns to death. The fawns entered the sweathouse after it was completed and the fire had been kindled. The cubs began to fan the smoke into the sweat-house
with cedar-leaf brushes. The house was pretty tight, the fire was large, and the situation looked dubious for the
fawns. However, they were resourceful, and one of them said to his brother,
“Make a small hole in the wall of the house and stick your nose out, so that you can breathe.” They stayed in
the sweat-house with their noses protruding through the wall. After a while the cubs said,
“They are probably dead now. Let us stop fanning in the smoke.” Thereupon the fawns came out of the sweathouse, saying,
“It is great fun. You two go in now.”
The cubs entered the sweat-house and were smoked so vigorously by the fawns that they were both suffocated.
The fawns skinned the cubs, made charquí of their flesh, and cooked it. When they had completed this operation,
they stuffed the skins and, in order to deceive the mother, placed them as though they were playing like living
bears. They left the meat in a pile where the old bear would find it upon her return. Then they set out for the high
mountains. They traveled all over the mountains, looking for a hole whereby they could enter the underworld. At
last, after a vain search, one said,
“I think we must go back to where our mother pounded acorns. There we shall be able to enter the
underworld.”
“All right,” the other brother replied.
Then they went to that hole in the granite, where their mother had pounded acorns. They entered the
underworld through the mortar hole and closed the opening with the pestle. They instructed the pestle,
“When Bear comes here, hit her as hard as you can.”
Bear returned home and thought she saw her two children playing. She greedily ate the meat which she found
piled in her house: in fact, made a glutton of herself, eating the flesh of her own children. Then she thought she
perceived that her children were fighting and she went to stop them. When she touched them they fell down,
nothing but skin. Then she returned to her house, sick with the knowledge that she had eaten her own offspring. In
vain she tried to vomit the flesh.
She set out in pursuit of the fawns, whom she knew to be responsible for the death of her cubs. All along the
trail, she attempted to vomit the unpalatable meal, but without success. She followed the tracks of the fawns in all
their wanderings, finally arriving at the mortar hole in the granite bedrock, where the tracks ended. She walked
around the hole, holding her head with both hands and trying to vomit. She pulled up the pestle and found the hole
by which the cubs had entered the underworld. She tried to enter the hole, but could not, for the pestle came back
and blocked her entry every time she tried. She still kept up her attempts to vomit the flesh of her children. She
picked up the pestle, intending to throw it far away, but in her efforts to vomit she forgot what she was going to
do. Finally, she did throw it a certain distance, but without avail, for although she raced to the hole, the pestle beat
her. She seized it again and threw it away and ran as hard as she could to the hole. The pestle outstripped her
again. Once more she tried and this time she reached the opening first, but the pestle struck her with such force in
the back that she was crippled and could not move for two days.
At last she passed through the hole into the underworld. She still tried to disgorge the flesh of her children.
The fawns hid themselves in a hollow tree in the world below. It was raining. Coyote came along and caught
the younger fawn, but the elder one escaped. Coming to a river, the elder fawn requested his mother’s brother,
Measuring Worm, to stretch himself across the river, so that he might cross, as Bear was after him. The fawn said,
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“Quick! Bear is after me.”
He crossed safely, but was hardly over when Bear put in an appearance. Measuring Worm cared for his nephew
and assured him that he would make short work of Bear.
“Where is that fawn that I am pursuing?” shouted the angry Bear. Then she said to Measuring Worm,
“Put yourself across the river, for I want to cross over, too.” Measuring Worm stretched himself across the
river again, at the same time muttering to himself,
“I will fix you.” Bear started to cross, but Measuring Worm trembled violently.
“Look out!” shouted Bear, “you will dump me into the river.”
Measuring Worm suddenly drew himself up and Bear scratched him all over in her attempt to retain a foothold.
Bear fell in and floated down the river. She seized an overhanging willow and climbed into it, calling for help.
She received no help, but remained in the tree and starved.
Finally she fell into the river.
16
Rainbow Trout and Sucker Fish were going up to the head of the San Joaquin river; at least, so they said, but
they could not find water enough to swim in. Whenever they moved their fins and tails, they bruised them against
the rocks in their efforts to work upstream.
They encountered an enormous Water Snake, large enough to swallow people. The two fishes were people at
that time. Water Snake swallowed Rainbow Trout. Sucker Fish had said to Rainbow Trout, as they approached
Water Snake’s house,
“You have tobacco. If he swallows you, smoke inside of him.”
Rainbow Trout now did as Sucker Fish had suggested, with the result that Water Snake vomited him, throwing
him to the opposite shore. Sucker Fish was now on one side of the river and Rainbow Trout on the other.
Sucker Fish did not know what to do. He wished to rejoin Rainbow Trout, but did not know how to cross the
river for fear of Water Snake. Therefore he wandered about. Rainbow Trout called to him to dive under Water
Snake, but Sucker Fish feared that the snake would catch him if he did. He thought his chances of being ejected,
in case he were swallowed, were small, since he had no pipe and tobacco to smoke.
The snake was turning over and over, having been made sick by the tobacco smoke in his stomach. Sucker
Fish at last summoned courage to dive under him and thus rejoined Rainbow Trout. Water Snake continued to go
along rolling from side to side, so very sick was he.
Skunk, passing along, asked Water Snake what the trouble was. He promised Water Snake that he would
avenge him and stupefy the two fishes: The two fishes, however, had gone on and called on Prairie Falcon,
requesting him to make sufficient water in the river, so that they could swim up without danger of being caught by
Water Snake. Prairie Falcon's brother-in-law, Crow, suggested,
“We had better kill them and be done with them.” But Prairie Falcon objected, saying,
“No. They are my mother’s brothers.”
So the two fishes went on upstream, and Skunk followed them. After a time Skunk joined Water Snake and the
two traveled together. Skunk said to Water Snake,
“Let me marry your daughter or your elder sister.” Water Snake’s sister, however, did not favor Skunk for a
husband and she said threateningly to her brother,
“I know what I will do to Skunk, if he marries me.” Water Snake inquired,
“What will you do to him?” She replied,
“I will squeeze him to death.”
Water Snake’s sister was a snake also. Water Snake’s daughter was Spider.
Prairie Falcon had been seeking Skunk. He went to Skunk’s house, but did not find him there.
“I wonder where my mother's brother is,” said Prairie Falcon to himself. “I want to get some perfume from my
uncle, with which to kill Weasel.”
Skunk presently returned home, but not yet married. Prairie Falcon had made water for the two fishes, and they
were on the trail between Skunk’s and Water Snake’s houses. When Prairie Falcon encountered his mother’s
brother, Skunk, he asked him,
“Are you going to marry one of Water Snake’s relatives?”
“Yes,” replied Skunk.
“Do not do it,” urged Prairie Falcon.
“Why do you not wish me to marry them?” asked Skunk.
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“The reason I do not want you to marry them,” explained Prairie Falcon, “is that they are planning to kill you.
Do not marry either of them.”
“But,” said Skunk, “I want to kill them too. I am not going really to marry them. I am going to kill them.”
Then Skunk proceeded to Water Snake’s place, but only after Prairie Falcon had given him directions how to
encompass the destruction of Water Snake’s elder sister.
Prairie Falcon told Skunk to catch Sucker Fish and Rainbow Trout, by throwing a baited hook into the water
for them; and then to take them to Water Snake. Skunk did as Prairie Falcon instructed, threw the hook into the
water and caught Sucker Fish. Skunk told Sucker Fish that he was going to take him to Water Snake.
“And,” continued Skunk, “when Water Snake tries to eat you, stick him with these bone awls,” and so saying,
Skunk handed Sucker Fish a number of bone awls.
“No,” objected Sucker Fish, “bone awls will not kill him. Tobacco is the substance to use, and my little pipe.”
They went along a short distance and Skunk caught Rainbow Trout. Prairie Falcon came down then and told
them to use tobacco to accomplish Water Snake’s destruction.
Coyote happened along while they were talking. He asked,
“What are you people talking about?” Prairie Falcon seized him by the hair and pulled him about, and then
said to him,
“My mother’s brother, you think that you are the most handsome individual. You are always getting in the way
and trying to win the woman when a couple wish to marry.”
“Yes,” said Coyote, “I am pretty hard to beat, for I am the best looking man. The way that I am going to do,
when I go to marry that Water Snake woman, is to dance around and around. Nephew, you pinch me now at the
end of my tail and I will show you what I am going to do.”
Prairie Falcon pinched him and Coyote turned around and around and shouted and tried to bite his tail. He sang
and danced around, incidentally vomiting and urinating all over himself. This was too much for Prairie Falcon,
who kicked him, saying,
“You are no good. You are too nasty for that girl.”
Then they threw him into the river to clean himself, for he had rolled in his mess and was daubed all over from
head to foot. They threw him into the river, but he still was boisterous and said that he was coming out to skip on
one foot. However, he remained in the water for an hour.
Then Water Snake came along and devoured Coyote, as he lay in the river. After he had passed into the snake’s
stomach, Coyote shouted for Prairie Falcon to come and help him to escape. Prairie Falcon only laughed at his
entreaties and went flying about.
Coyote vomited in the snake’s stomach. This made the snake sick and he ejected Coyote, but his sister
swallowed him. Coyote died in female Water Snake’s stomach.
Prairie Falcon endeavored to kill female Water Snake, in order to rescue Coyote, but all in vain. Then he said,
“I am going to get my mother’s brother, King Snake. I know that he can certainly kill this Water Snake.”
King Snake came, caught Water Snake, wrapped himself around her, bit her and killed her. Prairie Falcon and
Crow skinned Water Snake and made from her skin a tump-line for carrying wood. They also said that the rope
made of the skin of Water Snake was good to catch Elk with.
Water Snake, although skinned, revived. Prairie Falcon said to Crow,
“She is alive yet. You had better not handle her.”
Roadrunner came along, took the snake skin which was suspended, rolled it up, and threw it into the fire. Male
Water Snake came along just then and gobbled all of them, except Prairie Falcon. Sucker Fish and Rainbow Trout
were among those who were engorged. Sucker Fish and Rainbow Trout proceeded to smoke tobacco in the
snake’s stomach. Roadrunner said,
“I do not know what I am going to do, but I think I shall pick his intestines to pieces.”
Roadrunner proceeded to do so. Meanwhile, the two fishes puffed away vigorously at their pipes.
Water Snake’s daughter, Spider, was busy making rope for a deer-snare. Prairie Falcon came by to see what
was happening to his mother’s brothers, Roadrunner, Skunk, Sucker Fish, and Rainbow Trout, who were all in
Water Snake’s stomach. Prairie Falcon was so engrossed with his thoughts that he did not notice where he was
stepping and Spider caught him in her web. She seized him and said,
“If you marry me I shall not hurt you; but if you refuse, I shall kill you,” The captive, however, declined,
saying,
“No. I do not want to marry you.”
“Why not?” questioned Spider, and she proceeded to bite him all over. Then she released him.
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Prairie Falcon went home to his brother-in-law’s\fn{Crow.} house. He told Crow,
“I am going to die, for Spider has bitten me all over.” Said Crow,
“I am going to kill that Spider, brother-in-law, for killing you.”
Water Snake remained in one place with the people in his belly. The prisoners stopped up his throat with wild
peppermint, so that he could not vomit. Then they danced around and made him very uncomfortable and sick.
Finally the snake died with the people within him.
Crow came and killed Spider. When he shot her, her poison flew in all directions, some of it striking Crow, so
that he became poisoned. Both he and Prairie Falcon died at the hands of Spider.
17
The ground squirrels had a hole in the ground. Close by was a dancing place owned by hornets. Every hornet
that came there danced. They did so in order to obtain ground squirrels for food. The squirrels upon hearing the
dancing would come up to the surface of the ground to witness the dancing. Then a waiting hornet would strike
with a stick the squirrel that thrust its head above the ground. Thus they secured many squirrels to eat.
One day Prairie Falcon came down and put a stop to the squirrel killing, saying that the ground squirrels were
his mother’s brothers. The hornets took after him and many settled on him and stung him. He dashed wildly about
trying to get rid of his tormentors. He plunged into cold water, ice water, went through snow, and smoked himself,
but all in vain. Then he stood in the rain, but still he could not free himself of the hornets. He bethought himself of
his mother’s brother, Coyote.
“I will go to my uncle’s house and have him remove them, he said. I fear that I shall die anyway from the
stinging.”
On the way he came to a hot spring. He jumped into it and thereby rid himself of the hornets.
18
Buckeye had a younger sister, Manzanita, and Chaparral had a younger sister, Wild Peach. Prairie Falcon was
going to marry Manzanita, because he liked manzanita berries and cider. Chaparral wanted to marry Manzanita
also, and there was considerable jealousy between the rival suitors. Buckeye did not want Chaparral for a brotherin-law. He preferred Prairie Falcon.
Chaparral killed Manzanita, because he could not marry her. Then Buckeye, Manzanita’s brother, killed Wild
Peach, Chaparral’s sister, in order to even the score. Lastly Prairie Falcon killed his rival, Chaparral.
19
Hummingbird was about to lay eggs, but Butterfly interrupted her, for she herself wished to lay eggs in
Hummingbird’s nest. Vulture appeared and carried Butterfly away for his wife, while Prairie Falcon came and
killed Hummingbird. Butterfly languished and died, saying,
“I left a home that is lonesome for my eggs.”
20
Prairie Falcon asked, “Who is going to fight and win my sister?” He really had no sister, but he wanted to see a
fight.
Red Ant and Black Ant said that they would contend. Prairie Falcon gave them a piece of meat and told them
to pull when he said the word.
“Whoever wins gets my sister,” he promised.
When Prairie Falcon said, “Ready!” Red Ant opened his mouth to say “Yes,” and Black Ant pulled the meat
away from him, thus winning the contest. Black Ant threw his willow leaf cap into the air in joy.
“Bring out your sister,” he said to Prairie Falcon.
“My sister is Hummingbird,” explained Prairie Falcon. “Let us go to her house and see if she is home.”
They proceeded, but found Humminbird out. Her children were home, however. Black Ant attacked the
children and killed and ate them. Then Prairie Falcon killed Black ant.
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21
Piag\fn{Wild Shrimp.} had Crested Jay for a husband. They were people at that time. Some men, who were
covetous of crested jay’s wife, killed him. Their desire for wild shrimp led them to murder her husband. That is
why they killed him.
In consequence of the murder of her husband, Wild Shrimp forthwith beheaded every man who came to see
her. Every time a head was cut off, it flew up in the air and, falling, struck the ground with a thunderous report.
Each day Wild Shrimp cut off the head of the admirer who came to pay his addresses. The people sent a man each
day to see what had happened to the preceding suitors. None ever returned, for Wild Shrimp decapitated each one
who came to her camp.
Finally a body of people went to her camp to see what had become of their fellows. When they arrived they
stood about in amazement at the sight of so many heads. When all had arrived they began to sing and dance
around the heads. The funeral songs of these birds (people) are employed today. While the people were mourning
over their decapitated friends, Wild Shrimp was busy pounding obsidian, the small fragments of which she placed
in little bags of buckskin. Having made her preparations, she departed, leaving the mourners dancing about the
heads.
When the people had finished their mourning ceremony they went to look for Wild Shrimp, intending to
devour her in revenge for the killings. They learned that she had departed and set out at once to overtake her.
When they were within reach of her and about to seize her, she threw crushed obsidian into their eyes. They all
stopped to aid each other to remove the obsidian. Meanwhile Wild Shrimp sped on her way.
Having removed the obsidian from their eyes the pursuers took up the chase again. They became so foot-sore
that they had to take turns in carrying one another. Their moccasins were worn out completely. Moreover, they
had to stop to kill raccoons, from the hides of which they made new moccasins. Again they drew near their quarry
and again Wild Shrimp threw crushed obsidian into their eyes. Once more they had to stop and aid each other to
remove the obsidian.
It was winter and, as Wild Shrimp sped eastward back into the mountains, the snow became deeper and deeper.
The pursuers had to carry one another. Nevertheless, they gained on Wild Shrimp and when they were about to
seize her, she again had recourse to the use of broken obsidian.
Yet again she left them far behind, while they cured one another’s eyes. With her was her mother-in-law,
Crested Jay, who was carrying a small Crested Jay boy.
Now Wild Shrimp neared the home of her brother, who lived in a large pine tree at Mammoth on the east side
of the Sierra Nevada. Wild Shrimp called to her brother,
“Let me in.”
He opened the door of his house and she entered. None too soon, however, for her pursuers were close behind
her.
Just as she stepped in, they seized her tail and pulled it off. She has never had a tail since.
22
Salamander and Fish lived among the rocks and continually quarreled over the worms which they both ate in
the water. One day Fish seized Salamander and ate him. Then Fish went to Salamander’s mother, pretending not
to know where Salamander was. Salamander’s mother said to him,
“You and he went out together. I do not understand why you ask me where he is.” Then Fish said, “I will eat
you too,” and he seized her.
Salamander’s sister went to her mother’s sister’s place after her brother and her mother had been eaten by Fish.
She did not want to tell her aunt the truth, for she was in love with Fish. Her aunt asked her where her mother and
father were. At first the girl replied, “They are home,” but her aunt did not believe her. The aunt thought to
herself,
“She never used to come over to see me. There must be something wrong.”
Then the girl thought that she had better not lie to her aunt, so she told what had really happened. However, her
aunt had known right along what had become of the girl’s mother. She then killed the girl, but Fish came along
and swallowed the aunt too.
23
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Yellow-jacket killed a deer. That was his favorite meat. Blow-Fly was Yellow-jacket’s elder brother. He never
killed anything. Yellow-jacket got tired of having to feed him continually, and beat him. Yellow-jacket gave BlowFly bones and refuse to eat, keeping the fine meat for himself. One day, as Yellow-jacket was about to set out on a
hunt, he said to Blow-Fly,
“Do not destroy my meat while I am gone.”
He went out to hunt for more. No sooner had he departed than Blow-Fly laid eggs all over the good meat, and
from these maggots came. He did this, because he wanted Yellow-jacket to throw the good meat away. When
Yellow-jacket returned he brought another deer. Upon perceiving the state of the deer carcass he had left, he killed
Blow-Fly.
Blow-Fly, however, held his brother’s life, so that when he was killed, Yellow-jacket died also.
24
The trees were once people. Post Oak had a sister, Black Oak, and Bull Pine had a brother, Yellow Pine. Bull
Pine wanted to marry Black Oak. Black Oak’s mother, Brush Oak, objected; but Black Oak’s father, Water Oak,
favored the marriage and said,
“Yes. Let them marry.” Still the mother objected, saying,
“No. I do not want it.”
The altercation was summarily cut short, for old Coyote came along burning rotten logs and he burned these
trees.
25
Water Snake wanted to marry Soap-root, but every time he visited her, she made soap and lathered him, which
was not to Water Snake’s liking. Finally Water Snake said,
“Let me marry you and you cease to make lather.” Soap-root objected, saying,
“No. I do not care for any man.” Then she continued,
“Let me pull out one of your toe nails.” Water Snake declined,
“No. You cannot. I know what you want it for.”
It was Soap-root’s intention to cut him open with the nail. Thereupon Water Snake swallowed Soap-root. Once
inside of him, Soap-root nauseated him by producing lather in his stomach.
115.106 1. The Story Of A Girl Ghost 2. The Adventures Of Haininu And Baumegwesu II 3. Baumegwesu And
Coyote 4. Coyote Who Married His Daughter 5. Prairie Falcon’s Contest With Meadowlark 6. How Gull Became
Dove: Six Folktales\fn{by “Chipa, an old man” (before 1918- )} Madera County, California, U.S.A. (M) 10
1
The people in the camp were singing. The girl ghost heard them and set out for their camp. She came from
Tübau\fn{The San Joaquin River.} From her home down on the river she started towards the mountains, intending to
cross them. She visited various camps during the night, carrying her burden basket, in which she put victims
whom she collected. She was in the habit of picking up children who played out of doors after dark, and throwing
them into her basket.
Having kidnapped the children of one camp, she proceeded to neighboring camps. She would keep visiting
camps, until her basket was full of small boys. Then she would start for home with her load.
One evening a boy who was thrown into the basket laid hold of the limb of a tree under which the girl ghost
was passing. The girl ghost stopped abruptly, saying,
“What is the matter with my load?”
She shook the basket and took it off of her back, leaning it against a rock. Then she sang,
I have lost one of my boys.
I have lost one of my boys.

After the girl ghost had visited the camp where the people were singing and had kidnapped the small boys, the
people remonstrated with one another in the following fashion.
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“I told you never to sing. I told you not to sing. Your singing is the cause of the coming of the girl ghost to our
village. You see we have lost all of our boys. I told you that there were sharp bone awls in that big basket. That
girl ghost is dangerous, with that basket full of sharp bone awls. The boys thrown into the basket were usually
impaled on the awls.” The girl ghost, seeking the escaped boy, came to a camp in the night and said,
“Give me that boy who escaped, for I know he came to this camp.”
“We do not know anything about him,” protested the people.
“This is the way I sing for you people,” said the ghost, as she sang:
That is the way I captured your boys.
I have them all impaled.

“Ghost, you are never going to come here again,” declared the Tcipo Bird, “for we are going to put our
children in the house before sun. down hereafter.”
“I advise you people to take care of your children henceforth,” retorted the ghost. Then the Tcipo Bird sang,
“I am starting to cross the mountains to Säkwadu.” Upon arriving at Sakwadu, the Tcipo Bird said,
“Ghost, you shall never come this far. You may travel over the plains and sneak around at night, but you shall
never come to this locality. When I sleep, do not throw any dreams into my house.” Then to the people, Tcipo
Bird said,
“We will gamble now. We will sing now. We do not fear ghosts any more. We will start the hand game now.”
A man named Pitcinu played against Tcipo Bird and was beaten. After the game Pitcinu was lost in the country.
Meantime the ghost stood in the middle of the dust.\fn{ Perhaps a whirlwind is meant, in which ghosts are believed to
travel.} She saw many people coming from the east, across the mountains, laden with numerous, baskets.
“Why, those must be Sibitüm\fn{Paiutes.} coming,” said the girl ghost. “Which road shall I take?” she said, for
there were three trails.
“Well, I will take the middle trail,” she said. The girl ghost followed the middle trail, until she reached a large
lake. Then she proceeded along a small trail, which became narrower and narrower. She crossed a creek and some
hummingbirds flew up and went in advance of her. She picked up stones and threw at them, but they kept a little
ahead of her continually.
“Where have I come to?” she asked herself, bewildered. She thought she heard people calling down on the
lake, but they proved to be only ducks.
“What sort of a lake is this?” she thought to herself. I have never seen anything like this before. I think that I
had better turn back.”
She followed down a creek and, after she had gone a distance, the hummingbirds transformed themselves into
boys. All had their hair tied up.
The boys said to her, “You cross behind us,” as they crossed a slippery rock. The girl ghost objected.
“This looks slippery. I cannot cross this rock. I may find a place a little above.”
So she climbed seeking an easier place to cross. She found another lake. In seeking a place to cross the outlet
of the first lake, she had found a second one.
“What am I going to do now?” she cried. “I am certainly in trouble.” She stood there.
The girl ghost struggled along through the underbrush, the willows striking her face and causing her to feel
like one suddenly and rudely roused from steep. Finally she reached the camping place of her mother at the
headwaters of the San Joaquin river. Together they went down the river towards the plains. Two young men, who
had come across the plains, saw them and stood watching them, as they approached a place where it was
necessary to cross the river. The mother of the girl ghost objected to crossing, saying that the river was too high.
However, the mother followed the two young men who led her over a cliff, so that she fell into the river and was
drowned.
“Well, I fear that my mother is drowned,” mourned the girl ghost, and she turned back, crying as she went. She
had not gone far, when she met two young women.
“What is the matter with you?” they asked.
“My mother has been drowned,” explained the girl ghost.
“You are mistaken,” returned the women. “Your mother is pounding acorns over there. We saw her. You are
mistaken. You have been following a ghost all of the time. Your mother is safe.”
The girl ghost started home and she came to a large lake. As she was going along the shore of the lake, some
one shot her in the leg with an arrow.
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“You had better go and see a doctor and get that obsidian removed from your leg,” said the two young men,
who had come from across the plains and who were lying down close by when she was wounded. They put a big
cane over the river and told her to cross by means of it. When she was half way across on the cane, she saw a man
on the opposite side of the river and cried to him,
“Will you help me across?”
The man promptly stretched his leg right across the river. Then she crossed, taking his hand. Once on shore she
looked at her helper.
“I know this man,” she said. “I though that he was dead a good many years ago and had turned into stone His
name is Pistani. I know this Pistani. He turned into stone a while ago. Now his body has become a skeleton. What
does that mean?”
Again the girl ghost set out, following a small trail. She came to a house. There she found two old women. She
stood in the house. Two young men came along, riding a stag.
“Who are these men?” the girl ghost asked. While she was inquiring about them, the two young men
disappeared into a large spring.
“Where have those two men gone?” she asked the old women. They warned her,
“If you go by that spring, you will fall in also. However, let us go down and examine the spring,” suggested the
old women.
“All right,” acquiesced the girl ghost.
The old women carried a long pole, which they thrust into the spring, as far as they could reach. After a time
they became alarmed and said,
“We had better be on our guard. The young men might shoot us as we return. They are dangerous.”
When the three had returned to the house, the old women turned into stone, to the dismay of the girl ghost.
“What am I to do now?” she wailed. “What am I to do now? I have had nothing to eat for ten days. I am going
to sing now and maybe I can help myself.”
She sang, “I will turn into a panakon,”\fn{Meadowlark.} and she did. The girl ghost traveled up Willow creek,
high in the mountains. She found a child, whose mother was digging ponowi\fn{Grass hut, or wild potato.}
“Well, I must know this child,” said the girl ghost. “I think I will take it with me on my travels. I think that I
can rear it.”
The child turned into a lizard and the girl ghost retreated from it, moving further and further away from it. She
did not want to touch the child, now that it had become a lizard. Nevertheless, the lizard kept coming towards her,
growing bigger and bigger, until it had a body as big as a man’s.
“I will slip away out of his reach,” thought the girl ghost to herself. The lizard now became a; man, but still the
girl ghost retreated from him.
“I wish water would surround that fellow,” she thought to herself.
The water came as she wished, and she sought refuge on a cliff. From her vantage point she could see the
lizard struggling vainly to cross the water to reach her. He was covered with mud and made scant headway. He
looked, up at her and said,
“I was going to make love to you. It is a good thing that you got away.” She replied,
“It is a good thing that I got away. This is the last you will see of me.”
2
Coyote made a fire, a large fire. He sat down by it and cried. Then he sang,
“Yo i hini, yo i hini wau!” Said Coyote to himself,
“My tears drop down all around my flanks. I wish my sister’s sons, Haininu and Baumegwesu, would come. If
they would come, I would go with them.”
The two nephews appeared close by the fire.
“What are you going to do, uncle?” asked Haininu. Coyote replied,
“What do you expect me to do? I am going with you. I am going along when you get that yellow-jackets’ nest.
I will clean it very thoroughly.”
So they started. They encountered Roadrunner, who was also Haininu’s mother’s brother.
“What are you going to do?” queried Haininu.
“I am going along too,” replied Roadrunner. Next they came to House Finch’s place and Haininu said to House
Finch, who was also his mother’s brother,
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“What are you going to do?” House Finch responded,
“I am going along too.” Then they arrived at the camp of Brewer’s Blackbird.
“What are you going to do, mother’s brother?” asked Haininu. He replied,
“I am going along too.”
A creek was reached and there Haininu shot a large salmon with his bow and arrow. When he killed it, the
water rose and nearly overwhelmed him. It pursued him. He jumped from cliff to cliff far back in the mountains,
but the water still followed him. Finally he got out of reach of it, but he was so exhausted that he fainted. When he
revived he asked himself,
“Who is doing this to me? I am going to see you again,” he said, referring to the salmon and the water of the
creek which had pursued him. He was all covered with mud when the water receded. He looked over the edge of
the cliff on which he was resting, put over his bow and arrow, so they leaned against it and then slid down to the
bottom of the cliff on them. He returned to the place where he had shot the large salmon. Then out of revenge he
shot all of the salmon he could see, a task which was made easy because the water was low.
“That is what I can do to you now,” he said.
He walked around amongst the slaughtered salmon in the now waterless creek bed. All of the water had
disappeared when he killed the salmon.
“This is what I can do to you,” he said.
He took his departure and caught up with his brother Baumegwesu, who had gone on with his uncles. As they
proceeded Haininu espied two bears swinging. He said to them,
“Friends, you are doing something fine there. Let me swing.” The bears replied,
“Yes, it is nice. You may swing.”
The bears swung him on the tree and then let go. He was projected upward, but alighted feet first, though
buried up to his neck in sand. The bears laughed and went into their house, leaving their cubs outside. Haininu
killed and skinned the cubs and took their flesh in the house.
“My father’s sisters,” he said, “here is some deer meat. Eat it.” The bears remarked,
“It smells like our children, and it tastes like them.”
Then they vomited. The bears pursued Haininu, who called to Baumegwesu, across the creek, to put his leg out
so that the bears might cross on it. Baumegwesu did so, but when one bear was half way over, he withdrew his leg
and she fell into the water and was drowned. One bear was left and that is why there are still bears in this country
today.
The two brothers went on until they neared the home of their father’s sisters, the Winds. There Baumegwesu
said to Haininu,
“You go over there and see our aunts and get a basket from them.”
This was at a big cave, in the mountains, called Piyau. The Winds lived in the cave. When Haininu entered
Piyau cave, the habitation of his aunts, he seized each of the old women by the ears. They protested,
“Ouch! Nephew, do not do that. You are always treating us this way.”
“Give me a basket, aunts,” he demanded. I want to put some of my food into it. We are going down to the
plains.” As soon as they turned their backs, Haininu mischievously made holes in all of their baskets by shooting
arrows into them. When the Winds perceived what he had done, they became whirlwinds and pursued him. They
chased him, overtook him, and beat him with large tree limbs. He kept shouting his name as he jumped this way
and that to escape their blows.
They finally gave up in despair, as he was too agile for them, and went home. Haininu followed them back and
shot them and all but two of their children, who escaped. They secreted themselves in crevices in the cliff.
Haininu tried to poke them out, but could not. We would not have wind today if these two little ones had not
escaped.
Baumegwesu sat singing his own name, while Haininu was having the tussle with the Winds.
“I did not send you to murder our aunts,” scolded Baumegwesu, “but you are always getting into mischief. We
will travel now.” They had not gone far before Baumegwesu said,
“My younger brother, you go to our father’s sisters living over there and try to get a basket from them.”
These aunts were rattlesnakes. To Haininu’s request they responded,
“Yes, my nephew, we have baskets for you here. Let us enter and seek a good one.” They selected their best
basket and handed it to Haininu.
“This is the best we can do, nephew,” they said. Haininu departed and the aunts sat down to resume work on
the baskets they were making.
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“What is the matter with this basket?” asked one, “it is full of holes.”
“Mine too,” said the other, for Haininu had been up to mischief when their backs were turned.
“We will cut across here and get ahead of our nephew before he gets far up the road. Run quickly.”
They hastened and hid themselves at a fork of the trail ahead of Haininu. As he passed each one bit him on the
leg, one on the right, one on the left. Haininu sat down on a great rock, where one can still see his blood. He
fainted. His legs swelled and rotted.
Baumegwesu came to see what the trouble was. He whipped Haininu’s legs with an arrow. The swelling
subsided and Haininu awoke.
“What are you doing to me?” he asked. “I have been sleeping right here.”
“You certainly have not been sleeping here. I told you not to do this thing. You are always bothering our poor
aunts,” thus Baumegvesu reprimanded him. Haininu ignored the reproof and said,
“You go ahead, brother, and I will follow shortly.”
He ran back to his aunts’ house and shot both of them. One child escaped.
“Well, I do not believe that you amount to anything, so I will let you go,” said Haininu to the escaping child.
Haininu hastened to overtake his brother. When he caught up with him, Baumegwesu asked,
“What have you been doing now?”
“I went back and killed those old women,” said Haininu. “They cannot get the best of me.”
They camped near Napasiat, where they found a yellow-jackets’ nest under a stone. Haininu said,
“We will leave this one for the Indians in this part of the country. We do not want to dig this one out. We will
go down to the plains and get a large one.”
They made a bait for the yellow-jackets. It consisted of a grasshopper’s leg with a white feather tied to it. The
feather was to serve as a guide when the grasshopper leg was being carried away by a yellow-jacket to its nest.
It was not long before a yellow-jacket started to carry it away. Then Haininu saw a yellow-jacket with a piece
of deer meat, also a giant yellow-jacket carrying a deer’s antlers. Haininu left his companions and followed the
giant yellow-jacket that was carrying the deer’s antlers. He followed it to its nest. Then he returned to his
companions, singing his name as he went along,
“Haina, Haininu.” Coyote heard him singing as he approached and he sang too.
“Oh, I am so happy,” said Coyote, as he thought about the coming feast. Haininu tarried with Vulture.
“Give me one of your feathers,” requested Haininu.
“All right,” said Vulture, “I will give you one.” So saying, he pulled out the largest and handed it to Haininu.
“Yes. This is what I want,” said Haininu.
“You may have anything you want,” said Vulture. “You know your mother’s brother always gives you
whatever you wish.” Haininu next visited Great Horned Owl and asked him,
“What are you going to do?”
“I am going down to eat my fill of yellow-jacket grubs,” said Great Horned Owl.
“Well, come on then,” urged Haininu. As they proceeded they encountered Raccoon.
“Well, mother’s brother, what are you going to do?” queried Haininu.
“I am going down to eat my fill of yellow-jacket grubs,” replied Raccoon.
“Well, come on then,” invited Haininu.
Baumegwesu sang when they arrived at the yellow-jackets’ nest. He instructed Haininu and the uncles to go
and gather pine needles for the roasting. After they had secured the pine needles, Baumegwesu changed his mind
and said,
“This is not the nest we are seeking. We ought to have a larger nest. We will have to seek further. This is a
different one.”
Again they used a grass-hopper leg for bait and a yellow-jacket took it. Haininu followed him way over to the
Coast Range,\fn{Panakap.} located the nest, and then returned to report to his older brother.
“No. That is not the nest, either,” said Baumegwesu.
They fixed another bait. It was carried towards Mariposa by a yellowjacket. Coyote, meanwhile, had
developed such an appetite that he had eaten all the pine needles that had been collected. He complained,
“I am so very hungry. When will that yellow-jackets’ nest be in sight?"
Then Haininu followed the yellow-jacket toward Mariposa. When he returned to his companions, he found the
deer’s antlers again in the same hole where he had first found them. Baumegwesu now declared that after all this
was the nest they were seeking.
“That is the one,” he said. “Bring the antlers here. That is certainly the nest.” Haininu went out and gathered
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pine needles,
“Are these right, my elder brother?” he asked Baumegwesu.
“No. You have gathered the wrong kind,” replied Baumegwesu.
So Haininu started again in the morning. Then he came in with a big load of pine needles.
“Are these all right?” he asked. Baumegwesu said,
“Yes. That is the kind I told you to get in the first place.” Haininu protested,
“You make so much work for me, elder brother. Why did you bring that old uncle Coyote? He ate all of our
pine needles to begin with.” Baumegwesu warned him,
“You had better say nothing about him. We have our nest and we do not care.” Then Baumegwesu continued,
“There are not enough pine needles. You will have to get some more.”
“Oh dear,” sighed Haininu, “what work!”
He went further this time, crossing the mountains and securing needles from the pinion trees. When he
returned with his burden Baumegwesu said,
“This quantity is going to be sufficient to cook the nest. This is the best thing you could get.”
Then Baumegwesu discovered that they had no fire drill.
“We have forgotten our fire drill and hearth,” he said to Haininu. “Go back to Napasiat and get them.”
As the yellow-jackets’ nest they were about to cook was at Yoninau, between Fresno and Coalinga, this order
meant another long trip back into the mountains for Haininu. However, he set out on the errand and in due time
returned with the implements.
“You have brought the wrong ones,” said Baumegwesu, when Haininu handed him the sticks. He sent Haininu
back again. Baumegwesu said,
“Oh yes, here it is,” referring to the first drill which Haininu had brought. “What am I thinking of. This is it,
my younger brother. This is what I told you to get.”
They now filled the yellow-jackets’ hole with pine needles. Baumegwesu secured a spark with the fire drill and
blew it into flame. When the nest was cooked they took it out, they took it out, they took it all out. They kept
digging and the nest seemed to get bigger and bigger, wider and wider. Coyote cried,
“I want the bottom one, the last.” Then his companions said,
“Feed him separately. Do not let him eat with us.” This pleased Coyote, for he said,
“If I eat separately, I shall have that much more.”
Coyote got the best. They finished the feast and prepared to travel the following morning.
“We will divide what is left of the yellow-jackets’ nest,” said Baumegwesu. “You had better all go home now.”
The division was made and each started for home with a little bundle of yellow-jacket grubs.
Different tribes of Indians met Haininu and Baumegwesu when they were returning. The two brothers made a
house at Yuninau, a high hill near Friant. They did not like it, however, and Haininu left, but Baumegwesu
remained behind singing. . Baumegwesu after a bit noticed the absence of Haininu and said to himself,
“Where has my younger brother gone?”
Then Baumegwesu from his station on. the hill Yuninau could discern Haininu on the plains below. Different
tribes were chasing him, but his vulture feather, which he wore on his head, was still in sight.
“My brother is yet alive,” said Baumegwesu.
Haininu and his pursuers, who were shooting at him, drew near. Baumegwesu spread out his bow and arrows
to dry and, when the people got close, he shot at them. While Baumegwesu was shooting these people, Haininu
went off a short distance and lay down, quite exhausted. His pursuers were very weary, too, as Baumegwesu shot
them. When the slaughter was over, Baumegwesu went to Haininu and kicked him. Then he beat him with an
arrow and asked,
“What is the matter with you?”
“Do not disturb me,” protested Haininu. “I am sound asleep.” Baumegwesu laughed ironically,
“Yes, you are!”
Then he ordered Haininu to arise and start the fire. When the fire was kindled, Baumegwesu butchered the
different tribes of people to eat. He made charqui of some; others he roasted. He put some on the coals, but they
disappeared.
“I do not think the meat has been consumed by the fire,” said Baumegwesu in wonder. “Next time I shall
watch it.”
Then he put a whole head on the fire to roast and held it by the horns, for these people had horns. He stirred the
fire, still holding the head by the horns, but it slipped away from him and turned into Elk. It started to pursue
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Haininu, but it traveled slowly. Haininu retired into the mountains with Elk after him. He arrived at a village.
“What are you going to do for me?” he asked the people.
“Something is after me.” They replied,
“We can do nothing for you.” He passed on and approached another village,
“What are you going to do for me? Something is after me.”
“We can do nothing for you,” was the reply. At last he arrived at Skunk’s habitation.
“What are you going to do for me? Something is after me,” pleaded Haininu. Skunk replied,
“We have some soapstone here. We might make some red hot stones.”
They started a fire as quickly as they could and heated some stones. After a time Elk appeared.
“Where is that man I am following?” he asked.
“We have already butchered him,” responded Skunk. “Open your mouth wide and we will give you what is
left.”
Elk obeyed and Skunk threw the red hot stones in the gaping mouth, Elk boiled and burst.
“That is the way we fix them,” boasted Skunk.
3
“Let us go hunting, my son-in-law,” said Coyote to Baumegwesu. “Let us go through the live oaks, for this is a
live oak country. We will peep here and there cautiously, for there are many deer. We will slip around slowly. We
will peer over the cliff. Do not go too fast. Slip around slowly. Peer over that cliff.”
Coyote sneaked up to Baumegwesu, while he was peering over the cliff and pushed his son-in-law over the
precipice. Baumegwesu landed in a deep hole with high walls on all sides. He could not get out, so he just sat
down and folded his arms across his lap and waited.
“What am I to do here now?” he thought to himself.
Baumegwesu’s mother’s brother, Snowbird, discovered his plight and made a fire. Then Snowbird descended
into the pit, where Baumegwesu was imprisoned.
“My nephew, how am I to get you out of here?” Then continued Snowbird, “I want to carry you, my nephew. I
will carry you out of here.”
“Well, I do not think you can,” said Baumegwesu.
“Watch me,” said Snowbird. “I will give you a demonstration of my strength. I shall go over there and get that
big rock. I shall carry that rock. You watch me right from here.”
Then Snowbird flew around the rock, singing. He put the rock on his back, while he was singing. He flew,
carrying the rock.
“Here is the rock. I have carried it,” he said to Baumegwesu.
“Yes,” said Baumegwesu, “I see that you have carried it in already.”
“Now, my nephew, you see what I can do,” remarked Snowbird proudly. “You see what I have done. You had
better get on my back now. Put your bow and arrow on each side. Hold them on each side.”
Baumegwesu did as he was bidden and Snowbird started with him and brought him safely to the top of the
surrounding cliffs.
“See what I have done now,” boasted Snowbird. “This is all that I can do for you.”
“I am very glad that you got me out of that hole,” said Baumegwesu. “Now I wish some one would come
along, carrying a bundle of wood, in order that I might conceal myself in the bundle, so that Coyote will not see
me pass.”
After a while Hummingbird and her family came to the spot for wood. She placed Baumegwesu in the middle
of her bundle of fagots, so that Coyote could not see him. Coyote’s daughters, however, told their father that they
saw something crawl from Hummingbird’s load of wood, after she had deposited it in her house. Coyote then sent
his son Scrub,\fn{Kakewoi.} a young coyote, to see if there was anyone in Hummingbird’s house.
“Go and see who it is,” directed Coyote.
Old Hummingbird Woman threw dust into the boy’s eyes, when he approached the pile of wood. Scrub
returned to his father’s house, picking gravel from his eyes.
“Why did she do that?” queried Coyote.
“I do not know,” replied Scrub. Coyote became more suspicious than ever.
“I shall send your sister over there now,” he said. Then he said to the girl,
“You had better go to Hummingbird’s and see who is there.” He told her to look around well, especially in the
corners.
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“What are you peeping around here for?” asked the exasperated old Hummingbird.
So saying, she threw dirt in the girl’s eyes, too. When she returned to her father, Coyote, he said,
“What is the matter with that old aunt of mine, always treating my children this way?”
Then he sent his eldest daughter to pry into Hummingbird’s house. The eldest coyote girl was successful and
she returned and reported to her father,
“There is a fine looking man in there, father. It is the same man you pushed over the cliff; the very same man,
father.”
“Is that so?” ejaculated Coyote. “Well, that must be my son-in- law. What am I going to do with him now?
Well, I suppose that I will have to let him go anyhow.”
Baumegwesu went hunting and the eldest coyote girl followed him, hoping to win his affection. He said to her,
“I am the finest hunter. I am the champion hunter of this world. I will have nothing to do with you. Never
follow me about. If I want a woman, I can take one of my ribs, lay it across another, and make a woman of it.”
The girl retorted,
“It would be a dark cloud; there would be nothing to it.”
One day Baumegwesu set out on a trip. He went to Eagle’s village. Everything that he tried to eat turned into
stone. He tried to eat some grass seed,\fn{Kasin.} but all in vain.
Snowbird and Hummingbird came and saw the grass seed he had gathered. They sang,
“What are we going to eat now?” Baumegwesu said,
“That is right, little boys. Eat plenty.” Then Snowbird chided him for his tantalizing remark and reminded him,
“We carried you out of the pit and put you in this world.”
“True,” replied Baumegwesu to the two. “What you say does not sound pleasant to me.”
“That does not sound very pleasant to you, I suppose,” they continued, dwelling upon his obligation to them.
“Your remarks put tears in my eyes, boys,” said Baumegwesu. “Do not mention it any more.”
4
Coyote came home and told his daughters,
“Go and marry the Sun (tadabi) brothers. Those men are in very comfortable circumstances.” Then Coyote
played sick and instructed his son as to his funeral.
“Pile the brush on me, when I die. When you set fire to it, lay me on these logs. Do not look back after the fire
has been started.”
Then Coyote died. Scrub, his son, wept a great deal, while they were preparing to burn his father. As they left
the burning funeral pyre, Scrub raised his arm and looked back under it. As he looked he saw Coyote crawling out
of the pyre.
“Mother,” he said, “I see father crawling out of the pyre.” His mother scolded him,
“What are you looking for? Why do you look back? He told us not to look.”
“Well, mother,” pleaded Scrub, “I was just looking.”
The two Suns, the young men whom Coyote wished his daughters to marry, did not dress like Coyote. Coyote
now disguised himself and dressed as they did. He desired to make his daughters believe that. he was one of the
Sun boys, for he wished to cohabit with them. So in his new raiment, he came to live with his own daughters. He
married one of them and, after a time, she bore a son by him. The daughter was suspicious of her new infant, for,
she said,
“It smells like a coyote. It must be that our father begot it.” So they drove the impostor Sun from the house.
Coyote came back to the side of the hill and called. This was near the house of his mother-in-law\fn{ His own
wife.} He had disguised himself again. Once more he took up his abode with his wife, Cotton-tail Rabbit.
5
Eagle was chief. He was up on a high smooth rock, looking at the people.
“I will take care of you people, now,” he said. “I am the chief. I am going to be the greatest chief in the world.
I am going to sit here in this bright light and look like the sun all of the time. I will call all of you my children. I
will look after you. I will take care of all you children.”
Prairie Falcon and Crow came and settled down close to Eagle’s place. The two were great friends and they
camped together. Eagle said,
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“You folks must stay right there. You will have to stay there altogether, now.”
Prairie Falcon and Crow practiced shooting each other with bow and arrows. Crow asked Prairie Falcon,
“What on earth are you doing?”
“Oh, nothing, nothing at all,” responded the latter. Then Prairie Falcon and Crow set out on a journey, but
before they started the former sang on the edge of the cliff.
Prairie Falcon made a wooden shinny ball, but every time he tried the ball it broke. He said to himself,
“What can I do now? If I cannot get a proper shinny stick, what am I to do?”
Every time he struck the ball it broke. He returned home each night and every time he came home, he brought
a mountain quail with him. Then he would set out again in the morning for the same place. When he arrived there
he made shinny balls.
Two sisters of Prairie Falcon’s, both Cormorants wüsiaye,\fn{Cormorants.} lived with him. These two girls were
playing basket ball one evening when Prairie Falcon brought home a number of mountain quails for supper. Next
morning, when he went back to the place where he was making balls, he found an egg presumably laid by one of
his sisters. As soon as he struck the egg it gave evidence of being about to hatch, for a chick made a peeping noise
within it. Then he tried the egg with his shinny stick and found that it served admirably as a shinny ball.
Moreover, it kept going once he struck it.
“This is just what I want,” he said, very much pleased.
He took great care of the egg and, taking it with him, set out on a journey down to the plains. He set out to see
that place down on the plains where formerly gambling contests were held. Meadowlark lived at that place and it
was he whom Prairie Falcon went to see and with whom he arranged a shinny contest. Upon returning home,
Prairie Falcon said to his two sisters,
“We are going to Meadowlark’s place down on the plains to gamble. Now we will start.”
So they set out.
Prairie Falcon’s people had been worsted by Meadowlark in an earlier contest. They had all forfeited their lives
and been skinned by Meadowlark and his people. A great swarm of flies infested the place where the killing and
skinning had taken place. Coyote came to the place.
“What is wrong that there are so many flies here?” he thought to himself, as they swarmed about him and
hummed in his ears. Just then Coyote heard Prairie Falcon singing as he was passing.
“Well,” said Coyote, “that must be my sister’s son.” Then he asked him about the presence of the swarm of
flies.
“My people,” answered Prairie Falcon, “were all killed here, so I am going again to Meadowlark’s place on the
plains for another contest.”
“What can I do alone here?” asked Coyote. “I want to go with you.”
Prairie Falcon and Coyote traveled until they reached the house of Owl, also the mother’s brother of the
former. Prairie Falcon said to Owl,
“My uncle, I may never return, for I am going down to the plains for another contest with Meadowlark.”
“I will be in the contest myself,” said Owl. “I shall blind your opponent. That is what I will do.”
Gopher was the next individual that the travelers encountered; and he said,
“I shall go along. I shall make holes for your opponent’s ball to roll into.”
The party rested for a while and Prairie Falcon sang while they rested. Next they came to Skunk’s camp.
Skunk, too, volunteered to go, saying,
“I will go along. I shall fix things for you. I will turn loose my scent bag and they will not be able to bear my
odor. I will go along.” Horut,\fn{Swan.} another mother’s brother of Prairie Falcon’s, was the next person whose
camp was visited.
“My uncle,” asked Prairie Falcon, “what are you going to do to help me?”
“I am going along,” said Swan, “and I shall trumpet to confuse your opponent.”
When the party arrived at Meadowlark’s place, Prairie Falcon erected his house right beside the ground on
which the contest was to take place.
The following morning the game started, Prairie Falcon playing against Meadowlark, a fat man and chief of
the plains tribe. Just before the game commenced there was much shouting to the prospective players.
“Get ready. Finish your meal. We are going to start now.” Girls of Meadowlark’s tribe poked fun at Prairie
Falcon’s people.
“See the gambling. See the gambling,” they cried. Prairie Falcon’s people did not allow this to perturb them
but remained quiet.
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“You have a pretty good ball,” said Meadowlark as he examined Prairie Falcon’s. “Let. us trade balls.” But.
Prairie Falcon would not do so.
The game started in earnest and the players drove their balls as far as the Coast Range; then they turned and
drove back.
“Look at them coming!” shouted Meadowlark’s daughter, and then to Meadowlark’s wife she said,
“Look at them coming. Your husband is ahead.”
Prairie Falcon had been behind him since they had started the game. In fact, he had fallen far behind him.
However, when Meadowlark made a turn, Prairie Falcon drove ahead of him. Prairie Falcon looked back and saw
Meadowlark behind him. A crowd of people stood by the hole into which the ball of the winner was to be driven.
Prairie Falcon won the game.
“Well, you win already,” said Meadowlark. “You had better take my wife. Do not say anything to me any more
about playing this game. I will give you my daughter, too. I wish I could give you all of the beads I have.”
“You destroyed all of my people, burned them alive,” sternly replied Prairie Falcon. "Now give me back their
skins. Give them back to me.”
“All right, I will return them to you,” said Meadowlark, and he did so.
Meadowlark’s people had started a big fire in anticipation of his winning and of again destroying Prairie
Falcon’s followers by casting them into the flames. The latter’s people now turned the tables and cast
Meadowlark’s people into the flames alive, burning them all.
After the massacre of Meadowlark’s people, Prairie Falcon and his followers returned to their hill homes. As
they returned Prairie Falcon left each of his uncles at his proper place. Upon arriving home, he buried all of the
skins which he had brought with him. He said to his people,
“Lie quiet tonight. I am burying the skins and I want you all to sit still and listen for any sounds that they may
make.”
The skins were then buried where their owners formerly had lived. Towards morning the listeners heard the
skins remark,
“Is it not cold? Is it not cold?”
The Cormorant girls then set fire all around where the skins were buried. After that all of the people came out
of the places where their skins had been buried. Then they began to pound acorns that day.
“I think that we people are going to fly from our nest,” said Prairie Falcon.
“All right,” the people said. Then Prairie Falcon told Coyote: to get a bucket of water, saying,
“You go for the water and when you return you will turn into Eagle and fly.”
Coyote scratched the dirt in happiness over his prospective transformation. They all started to fly and shouted
to Coyote as he was getting the water. Coyote said,
“Well, I must climb up the tree. I will get there too just the same. The shadows look pretty close,” he continued
as he mounted the tree. “I will soon catch up with them, once I have reached the top of this tree.”
Having reached the top, he tried to fly, but fell to the ground with a thud. Then he went to the camp, seeking a
bow and arrows. He went to where they were cooking acorns.
“I can eat acorn bread anyway,” he said by way of solace.
When he tried to eat the acorn bread it turned into stone. Then he scratched around and saw a gopher at work.
He sneaked up to the gopher and caught him.
“Ah!” he cried, “I shall live anyhow.”
Then he smacked his lips and laughed all over.
6
Some people sent Gull over to the Coast Range.
“You go over there and get some ground squirrels,” they said. “You know the country well.”
Gull did as he was asked and brought the ground squirrels and roasted them for an old woman. Upon going to
present them to the old woman and her people, he found that they had moved. He followed the people to the
north, the direction in which they had gone. In the north he turned into an old man. In that guise he carried some
mushrooms. The girls there in the north said,
“Give us some mushrooms, mother’s father.”
The people in the north had a fine sweat-house. As the old man, Gull, approached it, he appeared quite
decrepit. He took a seat in a corner and the people gave him some acorn bread. When they had finished eating the
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old men went to sweating in the sweat-house. Gull’s companions looked at him and laughed at him as he was
sweating.
“Where did that old man come from?” they asked one another. After sweating the occupants of the sweathouse went to bathe in the creek. Then they began to dance.
As they were dancing Gull espied his wife’s head. The dancers had killed her, beheaded her, and were now
dancing over her head. He said to the dancers,
“Bring that object close to me. I cannot see well. Dance a little closer to me.”
When they were quite close to him, he seized the head and flew away with it. The people went for their bows
and arrows and set out in pursuit of Gull, a large crowd of people giving chase to him. They overtook him and
pulled out his feathers. They seized him by his feathers, but the feathers always pulled out, so that he escaped.
Then they seized his feet and made them red and he became Dove.
At last he escaped from his enemies. His wife came to life again when he arrived at home with her head. She
became a dove. They paired. They had come to Valley Quail’s house. The Valley Quail were paired too.
115.116 Walking Skeleton II: A Folktale\fn{by “Singing Jack, an old shaman” (before 1918California, U.S.A. (M) 4

)}

Madera County,

The people were about to play hand games in the house. Walking Skeleton was traveling towards the house. He
was climbing the mountain ridge below the house just at dawn. He was singing. The people in the house were
getting ready to play hand games and were just getting kindling for their fire, for the opposing groups played on
opposite sides of the fire. At this juncture Walking Skeleton appeared.
“What are those people doing?” he asked as he thrust his head in the door and whistled. All of the people died,
because they looked at Walking Skeleton when he whistled.
The people in the house had previously sent a girl outside of the house as a lookout. She put on a rabbit skin
blanket when she went outside as guard. She had failed to see the approach of Walking Skeleton. Consequently,
when she returned to the house she was astonished and grief-stricken to find the occupants dead, with the
exception of a female child, who had been asleep and had not looked upon Walking Skeleton or heard his whistle.
The child awoke about sunrise, and the girl opened the door for the little one to go out. When the two were
together outside the girl began to sob and cried,
“What am I to do all alone in this world?”
Finally she said to the child, “We shall have to depart,” and she proceeded to collect what food she could. She
could not tear herself away from her home at once, so she went about the house tidying things; she went around
and around the house, back and forth.
“What shall we do now?” she queried as she took the little child by the hand. “You gamblers certainly look
fine now,” she said, ironically addressing the dead.
After removing the things she wished to take, she set fire to the house and cremated the dead. Then she started
with her belongings and the child, as the sun was mounting the sky.
The girl started on her wanderings, but she had not gone far before she thought of some buried pine nuts near
the house. She returned for these and, after securing them, started again with the child and a large bundle. After
she had gone half way up the ridge, the child became exhausted. The girl decided to stay there beside the trail.
After depositing her bundle and leaving the child with It, she went out to dig some Indian potatoes. She
gathered a basketful,; made a fire and roasted them in the ashes. All this consumed considerable time, but finally
the two sat down to partake of the potatoes.: The girl kept looking about her apprehensively, fearing that Walking
Skeleton might be about. Sure enough, he came along and sat down between the girl and the child.
“Eat some potatoes with us,” the girl invited.
“I surely will eat some,” responded Walking Skeleton.
“They certainly taste nice,” he said, after sampling them.
“Just help yourself,” said the girl, and she started away to dig more of them. She looked back when she got on
the ridge and said,
“What am I going to do with myself now?”
She looked about her and saw a rock pile which might serve as a refuge. She thought longingly of the people
who dwelt safely far back in the mountains. Then she walked back to the edge of the ridge and had another look
below at Walking Skeleton, for she thought she smelt something roasting. She saw that the little child had
disappeared, and she perceived Walking Skeleton licking the child’s blood from a rock. At the sight tears poured
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down the girl’s cheeks. When the: monster had finished, he called to the girl,
“Your child is crying.” She responded,
“I shall be there in a few minutes.”
Walking Skeleton called to her again, but she slipped behind a clump of bushes. She said,
“I will leave an echo here, so that when he calls, it will answer him. I think that I had better set out for a safer
place.”
She went to the edge of the ridge and peered over once more. Walking Skeleton was busy going through the
bundle which she had been carrying. She stood there and watched him.
“Oh dear, what am I to do now?” she sighed.
Then she started on her journey. She crossed two ridges. Then she said,
“This will not do. I will have to travel faster.”
Thereupon she took a long pole, pressed the end of it against the ground and vaulted over a high mountain.
About this time Walking Skeleton started to track her.
Beyond the mountain over which she had vaulted, she found a sage bush growing beside a big rock. She pulled
the bush up by the roots and hid herself in the hole beside the rock, then she put the bush into place. About
sundown Walking Skeleton reached the girl’s hiding place. He dug around the bush a bit and then he said,
“I believe that I will wait until morning. I will sit up all night, so that she cannot escape.”
He burned some logs, so as to have plenty of light. He lay there and kept turning and turning.
“I wish it were morning,” be said, after he had become weary of waiting. The girl heard him all night long and
she was very much distressed over her precarious situation.
“I do not know what I shall do. I fear this will be the end of me,” she thought to herself.
Daybreak, however, found Walking Skeleton sleeping soundly. The girl heard his welcome snoring and said to
herself,
“He is sound asleep. I do not think that he can catch me, if I leave now.”
When she came out she stood right above him, stood there and looked at him, while he was sound asleep. She
departed and crossed two ridges before Walking Skeleton awoke. When he awoke he looked around for a minute
or two, then he set to work to dig up the sage brush, seeking the girl for his breakfast. As he pulled the bush up by
the root, he turned over and fell to pieces. His parts came together again and he exclaimed,
“Why did I sleep? My fresh meat has escaped.”
The monster now set out in pursuit of the fleeing girl and about sundown he overtook her again. She eluded
him, however, and entered a cave. He went. on by it, without realizing that his quarry was so near. Once he had
passed, the girl set out for the camp of her mother’s brothers, Wolf and Coyote, who lived in the vicinity. Wolf,
the older brother, had sent Coyote to the spring for a basket of water. There Coyote espied the girl. He ran back to
the camp, telling Wolf,
“Why, elder brother, there is a very pretty girl at the spring.”
“All right,” said Wolf, “I will go to see her.”
He told Coyote to keep behind him, but Coyote ran ahead. When Wolf arrived, Coyote said,
“I got here first. I want to marry this girl.” Wolf said, “Stop that sort of talk,” and then addressing the girl, Wolf
continued,
“My sister’s daughter, how did you come here?” The girl explained and then asked,
“What are you two going to do to help me? Walking Skeleton is close behind me.” Wolf replied,
“I fear that we can do nothing for you. However, I have a big pelt in which you might hide. I will wrap you in
it.”
The two brothers wrapped the girl and placed her on a platform in a tree. They had scarcely secreted her, when
Walking Skeleton appeared.
“I want you to give me that girl, for I know that she is here, declared Walking Skeleton.
“We know nothing about her,” protest Wolf and Coyote.
“I tracked her to your camp,” the monster continued.
“We like fresh meat ourselves,” retorted the brothers.
Walking Skeleton kept walking about, getting closer and closer to the girl’s hiding place.
“I believe that I will stay here all night,” he said, so he had a meal with the two brothers. They brought out two
pelts for him to sleep upon. Wolf said aside to Coyote,
“Younger brother, we will not sleep tonight. I do not like the looks of this man.” Coyote made no response, but
just rolled his eyes.
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After Walking Skeleton had gone to sleep, the two brothers roasted trout for the girl. They wrapped them in
tule and took them to her.
“You had better go along now, while he is sound asleep. We cannot do anything against him. When you eat this
fish, drink water with it.”
The girl took their advice and departed. When she had climbed to the top of the neighboring ridge, she paused
to look down in the canyon below. When Walking Skeleton awoke, he said to Wolf and Coyote,
“You had better give me that girl. There is no use for you to try to conceal her from me.”
“What are you going to do with her, if we give her to you?” the brothers asked.
“Oh, I shall take her home and she will wait on me and get water for me,” replied the monster.
Upon discovering that his quarry had again escaped him, Walking Skeleton once more took to tracking her.
Meanwhile, the girl had pushed back into the mountains and reached the camp of an aunt, who was named
Joined-to-Willow, because she was continually scraping willow bark for basket making.
“Aunt, what can you do for me? Walking Skeleton is after me. He is coming right now. Where are you going to
hide me?” anxiously inquired the girl. Her aunt’s response was not reassuring.
“I fear that I can do nothing for you. Nevertheless, I will do the best I can. I will put you somewhere for the
night.”
So saying, she placed her niece in a burden basket and covered her with tule roots. She put the burden basket
with its human load back among her other large baskets, so that it would not be conspicuous. The girl had not
been long ensconced in her hiding place when her pursuer arrived. The tracks led him unmistakably to the old
woman’s camp and he said to himself,
“It is useless for me to track further, for I know that the girl is right here. I am going to capture her this time.”
He remained all night at the old woman’s camp, but slept soundly. Towards daybreak the old woman went to
the girl and said,
“You had better leave, for he is sound asleep now.”
The girl took her; aunt’s advice and departed. At daybreak Walking Skeleton was again on her trail, exclaiming
to himself, as he discovered her track,
“Ah! Here is her track.” However, the girl reached Skunk’s house in advance of her pursuer.
“What are you folks going to do for me?” was her first question.
Skunk possessed a quantity of pitch. He heated it so that it became exceedingly adhesive. Then he put it in
holes dug in the trail over which Walking Skeleton would travel. Walking Skeleton came hastening along the
road, stepped into the pitfalls, and perished miserably, disappearing beneath the surface of the pitch.
The girl walked about Skunk’s place for a while. She was very grateful for her deliverance. She said to Skunk,
“What a wonderful thing you did in catching Walking Skeleton.”
After a time she decided to travel to Eagle’s home. With her pursuer dead, she took a renewed interest in life
and fell to admiring the beautiful things in Eagle’s country.
“What beautiful flowers there are in this country,” she thought to herself, “and how pretty the stars look at
night. This is real life now.”
Finally she reached Eagle’s house. As she stood on the top of the great cliff, she surveyed the whole country.
“Well, this country looks like an ocean. This is the best part of the world that I have ever been in. I am smiling
all over with joy.”
Eagle brought in a deer. He greeted his visitor. She returned the greeting. Then Eagle went in and made a fire.
He invited the girl into his house as it was cold outside.
“There is room for you on one side there,” he said. “Keep yourself warm.”
After seeing her comfortably settled he set to work to skin the deer he had brought. After he had finished he
came in and put the pot on the fire to make stew. When it was done he said to the girl,
“Come now, we will have our lunch. You may have the pot of stew.” He gave her the pot, only taking out a
small piece of meat for himself.
“All right. This is quite a treat for me,” said the girl. Then Eagle directed her,
“You must sleep in the same corner you are sitting in. Sleep right there. Tomorrow night you may move your
bed a little closer to my bed.”
“All right,” said the girl. “I will share this house with you.” Then Eagle said,
“We will cohabit in ten days, but not before.” Nevertheless, in two days the girl bore two children, and in a few
lays a big band of children had been born.
“Now we are getting too many. We had better pair them off,” Eagle said. “My wife, we will pair them off and
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name them. They will be different tribes of people.” He proceeded to pair them off.
“This pair will be Usomu,”\fn{Miwok.} he said. “This pair we will call Chukchansi. This pair we will call
Mono.”
Then he sent all the pairs out. Thus he paired the tribes and sent them out.
“Now you all establish homes and settle down. This will make the world. You people increase, for his world
looks too bare. Fill it.”
All went to their places. They all went happy. Eagle looked over the cliff himself to see them start.
“How beautiful it is to see people walking,” he said. “The world certainly looks nice.” Then addressing the girl,
he said,
“Now we are going to kill deer, as I did when we first met. We are only two now, paired off.”
1920
110.176 The Leader Of The People\fn{by John Ernst Steinbeck (1902-1968)} Salinas, Monterey County, California,
U.S.A. (M) 7
On Saturday afternoon Billy Buck, the ranch hand, raked together the last of the old year’s haystack and
pitched small forkfuls over the wire fence to a few mildly interested cattle. High in the air small puffs like puffs of
cannon smoke were driven eastward by the March wind. The wind cold be heard whishing in the brush on the
ridge crests, but no breath of it penetrated down into the ranch cup.
The little boy, Jody, emerged from the house eating a thick piece of buttered bread. He saw Billy working on
the last of the haystack. Jody tramped down scuffing his shoes in a way he had been told was destructive to good
shoe leather. A flock of white pigeons flew out of the black cypress tree as Jody passed, and circled the trunk and
landed again. A half-grown tortoiseshell cat leaped from the bunkhouse porch, galloped on stiff legs across the
road, whirled and galloped back again. Jody picked up a stone to help the game along, but he was too late, for the
cat was under the porch before the stone could be discharged. He threw the stone into the cypress tree and started
the white pigeons on another whirling flight.
Arriving at the used-up haystack, the boy leaned against the barbed-wire fence. “Will that be all of it, do you
think?” he asked.
The middle-aged ranch hand stopped his careful raking and stuck his fork into the ground. He took off his
black hat and smoothed down his hair. “Nothing left of it that isn’t soggy from ground moisture,” he said. He
replace his hat and rubbed his dry leathery hands together.
“Ought to be plenty mice,” Jody suggested.
“Lousy with them,” said Billy. “Just crawling with mice.”
“Well, maybe, when you get all through, I could call the dogs and hunt the mice.”
“Sure, I guess you could,” said Billy Buck. He lifted a forkful of the damp ground hay and threw it into the air.
Instantly three mice leaped out and burrowed frantically under the hay again.
Jody sighed with satisfaction. Those plump, sleek, arrogant mice were doomed. For eight months they had
lived and multiplied in the haystack. They had been immune from cats, from traps, from poison, and from Jody.
They had grown smug in their security, overbearing and fat. Now the time of disaster had come; they would not
survive another day.
Billy looked up at the top of the hills that surrounded the ranch. “Maybe you better ask your father before you
do it,” he suggested.
“Well, where is he? I’ll ask him now.”
“He rode up to the ridge ranch after dinner. He’ll be back pretty soon.”
Jody slumped against the fence post. “I don’t think he’d care.”
As Billy went back to his work he said ominously, “You’d better ask him anyway. You know how he is.
Jody did know. His father, Carl Tiflin, insisted upon giving permission for anything that was done on the ranch,
whether it was important or not. Jody sagged farther against the post until he was sitting on the ground. He looked
up at the little puffs of wind-driven cloud. “Is it like to rain, Billy?”
“It might. The wind’s good for it, but not strong enough.”
“Well, I hope it don’t rain until after I kill those damn mice.” He looked over his shoulder to see whether Billy
had noticed the mature profanity. Billy worked on without comment.
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Jody turned back and looked at the side hill where the road from the outside world came down. The hill was
washed with lean March sunshine. Silver thistles, blue lupines and a few poppies bloomed among the sage
bushes. Halfway up the hill Jody could see Doubletree Mutt, the black dog, digging in a squirrel hole. He paddled
for a while and then paused to kick bursts of dirt out between his hind legs, and he dug with an earnestness which
belied the knowledge he must have had that no dog had ever caught a squirrel by digging in a hole.
Suddenly, while Jody watched, the black dog stiffened, and backed out of the hole and looked up the hill
toward the cleft in the ridge where the road came through. Jody looked up too. For a moment Carl Tiflin on
horseback stood out against the pale sky and then he moved down the road toward the house. He carried
something white in his hand.
The boy started to his feet. “He’s got a letter,” Jody cried. He trotted away toward the ranch house, for the
letter would probably be read aloud and he wanted to be there. He reached the house before his father did, and ran
in. He heard Carl dismount from his creaking saddle and slap the horse on the side to send it to the barn where
Billy would unsaddle it and turn it out.
Jody ran into the kitchen. “We got a letter!” he cried.
His mother looked up from a pan of beans. “Who has?”
“Father has. I saw it in his hand.”
Carl strode into the kitchen then, and Jody’s mother asked, “Who’s the letter from, Carl?”
He frowned quickly. “How did you know there was a letter?”
She nodded her head in the boy’s direction. “Big-Britches Jody told me.”
Jody was embarrassed.
His father looked down at him contemptuously. “He is getting to be a Big-Britches,” Carl said. “He’s minding
everybody’s business but his own. God his big nose into everything.”
Mrs. Tiflin relented a little. “Well, he hasn’t enough to keep him busy. Who’s the letter from?”
Carl still frowned on Jody. “I’ll keep him busy if he isn’t careful.” He held out a sealed letter. “I guess it’s from
your father.”
Mrs. Tiflin took a hairpin from her head and slit open the flap. Her lips pursed judiciously. Jody saw her eyes
snap back and forth over the lines. “HE says,” she translated, “he says he’s going to drive out Saturday to stay for
a little while. Why, this is Saturday. The letter must have been delayed.” She looked at the postmark. “This was
mailed day before yesterday. It should have been here yesterday.” She looked questioningly at her husband, and
then her face darkened angrily. “Now what have you got that look on you for? He doesn’t come often.”
Carl turned his eyes away from her anger. He could be stern with her most of the time, but when occasionally
her temper arose, he could not combat it.
“What’s the matter with you?” she demanded again.
In his explanation there was a tone of apology Jody himself might have used. “It’s just that he talks,” Carl said
lamely. “Just talks.”
“Well, what of it? You talk yourself.”
“Sure I do. But your father only talks about one thing.”
“Indians!” Jody broke in excitedly. “Indians and crossing the plains!”
Carl turned fiercely on him. “You get out, Mr. Big-Britches! Go on, now! Get out!”
Jody went miserably out the back door and closed the screen with elaborate quietness. Under the kitchen
window his shamed, downcast eyes fell upon a curiously shaped stone, a stone of such fascination that he squatted
down and picked it up and turned it over in his hands.
The voices came clearly to him through the open kitchen window. “Jody’s damn well right,” he heard his
father say. “Just Indians and crossing the plains. I’ve heard that story about how the horses got driven off about a
thousand times. He just goes on and on, and he never changes a word in the things he tells.”
When Mrs. Tiflin answered her tone was so changed that Jody, outside the window, looked up from his study
of the stone. Her voice had become soft and explanatory. Jody knew how her face would have changed to match
the tone. She said quietly, “Look at it this way, Carl. That was the big thing I my father’s life. He led a wagon
train clear across the plains to the coast, and when it was finished, his life was done. It was a big thing to do, but it
didn’t last long enough. Look!” she continued, “it’s as though he was born to do that, and after he finished it, thee
wasn’t anything more for him to do but think about it and talk about it. If there’d been any farther west to go, he’d
have gone. He’s told me so himself. But at last there was the ocean. He lives right by the ocean where he had to
stop.”
She had caught Carl, caught him and entangled him in her soft tone.
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“I’ve seen him,” he agreed quietly. “He goes down and stares off west over the ocean.” His voice sharpened a
little. “And then he goes up to the Horseshoe Club in Pacific Grove, and he tells people how the Indians drove off
the horses.”
She tried to catch him again. “Well, it’s everything to him. You might be patient with him and pretend to
listen.”
Carl turned impatiently away. “Well, if it gets too bad, I can always go down to the bunkhouse and sit with
Billy,” he said irritably. He walked through the house and slammed the front door after him.
Jody ran to his chores. He dumped the grain to the chickens without chasing any of them. He gathered the eggs
from the nests. He trotted into the house with the wood and interlaced it so carefully in the wood-box that two
armloads seemed to fill it to overflowing.
His mother had finished the beans by now. She stirred up the fire and brushed off the stove top with a turkey
wing. Jody peered cautiously at her to see whether any rancor toward him remained. “Is he coming today?” Jody
asked.
“That’s what his letter said.”
“Maybe I better walk up the road to meet him.”
Mrs. Tiflin clanged the stove lid shut. “That would be nice,” she said. “He’d probably like to be met.”
“I guess I’ll just do it then.”
Outside, Jody whistled shrilly to the dogs. “Come on up the hill,” he commanded. The two dogs wave their
tails and ran ahead. Along the roadside the sage had tender new tips. Jody tore off some pieces and rubbed them
on his hands until the air was filled with the sharp wild smell. With a rush the dogs leaped from the road and
yapped into the brush after a rabbit. That was the last Jody saw of them, for when they failed to catch the rabbit,
they went back home.
Jody plodded on up the hill toward the ridge-top. When he reached the little cleft where the road came through,
the afternoon wind struck him and blew up his hair and ruffled his shirt. He looked down on the little hills and
ridges below and then out at the huge green Salinas Valley. He could see the white town of Salinas far out in the
flat and the flash of its windows under the waning sun. Directly below him, in an oak tree, a crow congress had
convened. The tree was black with crows all cawing at once.
Then Jody’s eyes followed the wagon road down from the ridge where he stood, and lost it behind a hill, and
picked it up again on the other side. On that distant stretch he saw a cart slowly pulled by a bay horse. It
disappeared behind the hill. Jody sat down on the ground and watched the place where the cart would reappear.
The wind sang on the hilltops and the puffball clouds hurried eastward.
Then the cart came into sight and stopped. A man dressed in black dismounted from the seat and walked to the
horse’s head. Although it was so far away, Jody knew he had unhooked the checkrein, for the horse’s head
dropped forward. The horse moved on, and the man walked slowly up the hill beside it. Jody gave a glad cry and
ran down the road toward them. The squirrels bumped along off the road, and a roadrunner flirted its tail and
raced over the edge of the hill and sailed out like a glider.
Jody tried to leap into the middle of his shadow at every step. A stone rolled under his foot and he went down.
Around a little bend he raced, and there, a short distance ahead, were his grandfather and the cart. The boy
dropped from his unseemly running and approached at a dignified walk.
The horse plodded stumble-footedly up the hail and the old man walked beside it. In the lowering sun their
giant shadows flickered darkly behind them. The grandfather was dressed in a black broadcloth suit and he wore
kid congress gaiters and a black tie on a short, hard collar. He carried his black slouch hat in his hand. His white
beard was cropped close and his white eyebrows overhung his eyes like mustaches. The blue eyes were sternly
merry. About the whole face and figure there was a granite dignity, so that every motion seemed an impossible
thing. Once at rest, it seemed the old man would be stone, would never move again. His steps were slow and
certain. Once made, no step could ever be retraced; once headed in a direction, the path would never bend nor the
pace increase nor slow.
When Jody appeared around the bend, Grandfather waved his hat slowly in welcome, and he called, “Why,
Jody! Come down to meet me, have you?”
Jody sidled near and turned and matched his step to the old man’s step and stiffened his body and dragged his
heels a little. “Yes, sir,” he said. “We got your letter only today.”
“Should have been here yesterday,” said Grandfather. “It certainly should. How are all the folks?”
“They’re fine, sir.” He hesitated and then suggested shyly, “Would you like to come on a mouse hunt
tomorrow, sir?”
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“Mouse hunt, Jody?” Grandfather chuckled. “Have the people of this generation come down to hunting mice?
They aren’t very strong, the new people, but I hardly thought mice would be game for them.”
“No, sir. It’s just play. The haystack’s gone. I’m going to drive out the mice to the dogs. And you can watch, or
even beat the hay a little.”
The stern, merry eyes turned down on him. “I see. You don’t eat them, then. You haven’t come to that yet.”
Jody explained, “The dogs eat them, sir. It wouldn’t be much like hunting Indians, I guess.”
“No, not much—but then later, when the troops were hunting Indians and shooting children and burning
teepees, it wasn’t much different from your mouse hunt.”
They topped the rise and started down into the ranch cup, and they lost the sun from their shoulders. “You’ve
grown,” Grandfather said. “Nearly an inch, I should say.”
“More,” Jody boasted. “Where they mark me on the door, I’m up more than an inch since Thanksgiving even.”
Grandfather’s rich throaty voice said, “Maybe you’re getting too much water and turning to pith and stalk.
Wait until you head out, and then we’ll see.”
Jody looked quickly into the old man’s face to see whether his feelings should be hurt, but there was no will to
injure, no punishing nor putting-in-your-place light in the keen blue eyes. “We might kill a pig,” Jody suggested.
“Oh, no! I couldn’t let you do that. You’re just humoring me. It isn’t the time and you know it.”
“You know Riley, the big boar, sir?”
“Yes. I remember Riley well.”
“Well, riley ate a hole into that same haystack, and it fell down on him and smothered him.”
“Pigs do that when they can,” said Grandfather.
“Riley was a nice pig, for a boar, sir. I rode him sometimes, and he didn’t mind.”
A door slammed at the house below them, and they saw Jody’s mother standing on the porch waving her apron
in welcome. And they saw Carl Tiflin walking up from the barn to be at the house for the arrival. The sun had
disappeared from the hills by now. The blue smoke from the house chimney hung in flat layers in the purpling
ranch cup. The puffball clouds, dropped by the falling wind, hung listlessly in the sky.
Billy Buck came out of the bunkhouse and flung a washbasin of soapy water on the ground. He had been
shaving in midweek, for Billy held Grandfather in reverence, and Grandfather said that Billy was one of the few
men of the new generation who had not gone soft. Although Billy was in middle age, Grandfather considered him
a boy. Now Billy was hurrying toward the house too.
When Jody and Grandfather arrived, the three were waiting for them in front of the yard gate.
Carl said, “Hello, sir. We’ve been looking for you.”
Mrs. Tiflin kissed Grandfather on the side of his beard, and stood still while his big hand patted her shoulder.
Billy shook hands solemnly, grinning under his straw mustache.
“I’ll put up your horse,” said Billy, and he led the rig away.
Grandfather watched him go, and then, turning back to the group, he said as he had said a hundred times
before, “There’s a good boy. I knew his father, old Mule-tail Buck. I never knew why they called him Mule-tail
except he packed mules.”
Mrs. Tiflin turned and led the way into the house. “How long are you going to stay, Father? Your letter didn’t
say”
“Well, I don’t know. I thought I’d stay about two weeks. But I never stay as long as I think I’m going to.”
In a short while they were sitting at the white oilcloth table eating their supper. The lamp with the tin reflector
hung over the table. Outside the dining-room windows the big moths battered softly against the glass.
Grandfather cut his steak into tiny pieces and chewed slowly. “I’m hungry,” he said. “Driving out here got my
appetite up. It’s like when we were crossing. We all got so hungry every night we could hardly wait to let the meat
get done. I could eat about five pounds of buffalo meat every night.”
“It’s moving around does it,” said Billy. “My father was a government packer. I helped him when I was a kid.
Just the two of us could clean up a deer’s ham.”\fn{ Buttock with its associated thigh.}
“I knew your father, Billy,” said Grandfather. “A fine man he was. They called him Mule-tail Buck. I don’t
know why except he packed mules.”
“That was it,” Billy agreed. “He packed mules.”
Grandfather put down his knife and fork and looked around the table. “I remember one time we ran out of
meat—” His voice dropped to a curious low singsong, dropped into a tonal groove the story had worn for itself.
“There was no buffalo, no antelope, not even rabbits. The hunters couldn’t even shoot a coyote. That was the time
for the leader to be on the watch. I was the leader, and I kept my eyes open. Know why? Well, just the minute the
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people began to get hungry they’d start slaughtering the team oxen. Do you believe that? I’ve heard of parties that
just ate up their draft cattle. Started from the middle and worked toward the ends. Finally they’d eat the lead pair,
and then the wheelers. The lead of a party had to keep them from doing that.”
In some manner a big moth got into the room and circled the hanging kerosene lamp. Billy got up and tried to
clap it between his hands. Carl struck with a cupped palm and caught the moth and broke it. He walked to the
window and dropped it out.
“As I was saying,” Grandfather began again, but Carl interrupted him. “You’d better eat some more meat. All
the reset of us are ready for our pudding.”\fn{Dessert.} Jody saw a flash of anger in his mother’s eyes.
Grandfather picked up his knife and fork. “I’m pretty hungry, all right,” he said. “I’ll tell you about that later.”
When supper was over, when the family and Billy Buck sat in front of the fireplace in the other room, Jody
anxiously watched Grandfather. He saw the signs he knew. The bearded head leaned forward; the eyes lost their
sternness and looked wonderingly into the fire; the big lean fingers laced themselves on the black knees. “I
wonder,” he began, “I just wonder whether I ever told you how those thieving Piutes drove off thirty-five of our
horses.”
“I think you did,” Carl interrupted. “Wasn’t it just before you went up into the Tahoe country?”
Grandfather turned quickly toward his son-in-law. “That’s right. I guess I must have told you that story.”
“Lots of times,” Carl said cruelly, and he avoided his wife’s eyes. But he felt the angry eyes on him, and he
said, “’Course I’d like to hear it again.”
Grandfather looked back at the fire. His fingers unlaced and laced again. Jody knew how he felt, how his
insides were collapsed and empty. Hadn’t Jody been called a Big-Britches that very afternoon? He arose to
heroism and opened himself to the term Big-Britches again. “Tell about Indians,” he said softly.
Grandfather’s eyes grew stern again. “Boys always want to hear about Indians. It was a job for men, but boys
want to hear about it. Well, let’s see. Did I ever tell you how I wanted each wagon to carry a long iron plate?”
Everyone but Jody remained silent.
Jody said, “No. You didn’t.”
“Well, when the Indians attacked, we always put the wagons in a circle and fought from between the wheels. I
thought that if every wagon carried a long plate with rifle holes, the men could stand the plates on the outside of
the wheels when the wagons were in the circle and they would be protected. It would save lives and that would
make up for the extra weight of the iron. But of course the party wouldn’t do it. No party had done it before and
they couldn’t see why they should go to the expense. They lived to regret it, too.”
Jody looked at his mother, and knew from her expression that she was not listening at all. Carl picked at a
callus on his thumb and Billy Buck watched a spider crawling up the wall.
Grandfather’s tone dropped into its narrative groove again. Jody knew in advance exactly what words would
fall. The story droned on, speeded up for the attack, grew sad over the wounds, struck a dirge at the burials on the
great plains. Jody sat quietly watching Grandfather. The stern blue eyes were detached. He looked as though he
were not very interested in the story himself.
When it was finished, when the pause had been politely respected as the frontier of the story, Billy Buck stood
up and stretched and hitched his trousers. “I guess I’ll turn in,” he said. Then he faced Grandfather. “I’ve got an
old powder horn and a cap-and-ball pistol down to the bunkhouse. Did I ever show them to you?”
Grandfather nodded slowly. “Yes, I think you did, Billy. Reminds me of a pistol I had when I was leading the
people across.” Billy stood politely until the little story was done, and then he said, “Good night,” and went out of
the house.
Carl Tiflin tried to turn the conversation then. “How’s the country between here and Monterey? I’ve heard it’s
pretty dry.”
“It is dry,” said Grandfather. “There’s not a drop of water in the Laguna Seca. But it’s a long pull from ’87. The
whole country was powder then, and in ’61 I believe all the coyotes starved to death. We had fifteen inches of rain
this year.”
“Yes, but it all came too early. We could do with some now.” Carl’s eye fell on Jody. “Hadn’t you better be
getting to bed?”
Jody stood up obediently. “Can I kill the mice in the old haystack, sir?”
“Mice? Oh! Sure, kill them all off. Billy said there isn’t any good hay left.”
Jody exchanged a secret and satisfying look with Grandfather. “I’ll kill every one tomorrow,” he promised.
Jody lay in his bed and thought of the impossible world of Indians and buffaloes, a word that had ceased to be
forever. He wished he could have been living in the heroic time, but he knew he was not of heroic timber. No one
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living now, save possibly Billy Buck, was worthy to do the things that had been done. A race of giants had lived
then, fearless men, men of a staunchness unknown in this day. Jody thought of the wide plains and of the wagons
moving across like centipedes. He thought of Grandfather on a huge white horse, marshaling the people. Across
his mind marched the great phantoms, and they marched off the earth and they were gone.
He came back to the ranch for a moment, then. He heard the dull rushing sound that space ands silence make.
He heard one of the dogs, out in the doghouse, scratching a flea and bumping his elbow against the floor with
every stroke. Then the wind arose again and the black cypress groaned and Jody went to sleep.
He was up half an hour before the triangle sounded for breakfast. His mother was rattling the stove to make the
flames roar when Jody went through the kitchen. “You’re up early,” she said. “Where are you going?”
“Out to get a good stick. We’re going to kill the mice today.”
“Who is ‘we’?”
“Why, Grandfather and I.”
“So you’ve got him in it. You always like to have someone in with you in case there’s blame to share.”
“I’ll be right back,” said Jody. “I just want to have a good stick ready for after breakfast.”
He closed the screen door after him and went out into the cool blue morning. The birds were noisy in the dawn
and the ranch cats came down from the hill like blunt snakes. They had been hunting gophers in the dark, and
although the four cats were full of gopher meat, they sat in a semicircle at the back door and mewed piteously for
milk. Doubletree Mutt and Smasher moved sniffing along the edge of the brush, performing the duty with rigid
ceremony, but when Jody whistled, their heads jerked up and their tails waved. They plunged down to him,
wriggling their skins and yawning. Jody patted their heads seriously, and moved on to the weathered scrap pile.
He selected an old broom handle and a short piece of inch-square scrap wood. From his pocked he took a shoelace
and tied the ends of the sticks loosely together to make a flail. He whistled his new weapon through the air and
struck the ground experimentally, while the dogs leaped aside and whined with apprehension.
Jody turned and started down past the house toward the old haystack ground to look over the field of slaughter,
but Billy Buck, sitting patiently on the back steps, called to him. “You better come back. It’s only a couple of
minutes till breakfast.”
Jody changed his course and moved toward the house. He leaned his flail against the steps. “That’s to drive the
mice out,” he said. “I’ll bet they’re fat. I’ll bet they don’t know what’s going to happen to them today.”
“No, nor you either,” Billy remarked philosophically, “nor me, nor anyone.”
Jody was staggered by this thought. He knew it was true. His imagination twitched away from the house hunt.
Then his mother came out on the back porch and struck the triangle, and all thoughts fell in a heap.
Grandfather hadn’t appeared at the table when they sat down. Billy nodded at his empty chair. “He’s all right?
He isn’t sick?”
“He takes a long time to dress,” said Mrs. Tiflin. “He combs his whiskers and rubs up his shoes and brushes his
clothes.”
Carl scattered sugar on his mush. “A man that’s led a wagon train across the plains has got to be pretty careful
how he dresses.”
Mrs. Tiflin turned on him. “Don’t do that, Carl! Please don’t!” There was more of threat than of request in her
tone. And the threat irritated Carl.
“Well, how many times do I have to listen to the story of the iron plates, and the thirty-five horses? That time’s
done. Why can’t he forget it, now it’s done?” He great angrier while he talked, and his voice rose. “Why does he
have to tell them over and over? He came across the plains. All right! Now it’s finished. Nobody wants to hear
about it over and over.”
The door into the kitchen closed softly. The four at the table sat frozen. Carl laid his mush spoon on the table
and touched his chin with his fingers.
Then the kitchen door opened and Grandfather walked in. His mouth smiled tightly and his eyes were
squinted. “Good morning,” he said, and he sat down and looked at his mush dish.
Carl could not leave it there. “Did—did you hear what I said?”
Grandfather jerked a little nod.
“I don’t know what got into me, sir. I didn’t mean it. I was just being funny.” Jody glanced in shame at his
mother, and he saw that she was looking at Carl, and that she wasn’t breathing. It was an awful thing that he was
doing. He was tearing himself to pieces to talk like that. It was as terrible thing to him to retract a word, but to
retract it in shame was infinitely worse.
Grandfather looked sidewise. “I’m trying to get right side up,” he said gently. “I’m not being mad. I don’t mind
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what you said, but it might be true, and I would mind that.”
“It isn’t true,” said Carl. “I’m not feeling well this morning. I’m sorry I said it.”
“Don’t be sorry, Carl. An old man doesn’t see things sometimes. Maybe you’re right. The crossing is finished.
Maybe it should be forgotten, now it’s done.”
Carl got up from the table. “I’ve had enough to eat. I’m going to work. Take your time, Billy!” He walked
quickly out of the dining room. Billy gulped the rest of his food and followed soon after. But Jody could not leave
his chair.
“Won’t you tell any more stories?” Jody asked.
“Why, sure I’ll tell them, but only when—I’m sure people want to hear them.”
“I like to hear them, sir.”
“Oh! Of course you do, but you’re a little boy. It was a job for men, but only little boys like to hear about it.”
Jody got up from his place. “I’ll wait outside for you, sir. I’ve got a good stick for those mice.”
He waited by the gate until the old man came out on the porch. “Let’s go down and kill the mice now,” Jody
called.
“I think I’ll just sit in the sun, Jody. You go kill the mice.”
“You can use my stick if you like.”
“No, I’ll just sit here a while.”
Jody turned disconsolately away, and walked down toward the old haystack. He tried to whip up his
enthusiasm with thoughts of the fat juicy mice. He beat the ground with his flail. The dogs coaxed and whined
about him, but he could not go. Back at the house he could see Grandfather sitting on the porch, looking small
and thin and black.
Jody gave up and went to sit on the steps at the old man’s feet.
“Back already? Did you kill the mice?”
“No, sir. I’ll kill them some other day.”
The morning flies buzzed close to the ground and the ants dashed about in front of the steps. The heavy smell
of sage slipped down the hill. The porch boards grew warm in the sunshine.
Jody hardly knew when Grandfather started to talk. “I shouldn’t stay here, felling the way I do.” He examined
his strong old hands. “I feel as though the crossing wasn’t worth doing.” His eyes moved up the side hill and
stopped on a motionless hawk perched on a dead limb. “I tell those old stories, but they’re not what I want to tell.
I only know how I want people to feel when I tell them.
“It wasn’t Indians that were important, nor adventures, nor eve getting out here. It was a whole bunch of
people made into one big crawling beast. And I was the head. It was westering and westering. Every man wanted
something for himself, but the big beast that was all of them wanted only westering. I was the leader, but if I
hadn’t been there, someone else would have been the head. The thing had to have a head.
“Under the little bushes the shadows were black at white noonday. When we saw the mountains at last, we
cried—all of us. But it wasn’t getting here that mattered, it was movement and westering.
“We carried life out here and set it down the way those ants carry eggs. And I was the leader. The wesetering
was as big as God, and the slow steps that made the movement piled up and piled up until the continent was
crossed.
“Then we came down to the sea, and it was done.” He stopped and wiped his eyes until the rims were red.
“That’s what I should be telling instead of stories.”
When Jody spoke, Grandfather started and looked down at him. Maybe I could lead the people someday,” Jody
said.
The old man smiled. “There’s no place to go. There’s the ocean to stop you. There’s a line of old men along the
shore hating the ocean because it stopped them.”
“In boats I might, sir.”
“No place to go, Jody. Every place is taken. But that’s not the worst—no, not the worst. Westering has died out
of the people. Westering isn’t a hunger anymore. It’s all done. Your father is right. It is finished.” He laced his
fingers on his knee and looked at them.
Jody felt very sad. “If you’d like a glass of lemonade I could make it for you.”
Grandfather was about to refuse, and then he saw Jody’s face. “That would be nice,” he said. “Yes, it would be
nice to drink a lemonade.”
Jody ran into the kitchen where his mother was wiping the last of the breakfast dishes. “Can I have a lemon to
make a lemonade for Grandfather?”
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His mother mimicked—“And another lemon to make a lemonade for you.”
“No, ma’am. I don’t want one.”
“Jody! You’re sick!” Then she stopped suddenly. “Take a lemon out of the cooler,” she said softly. “Here, I’ll
reach the squeezer down to you.”
133.142 That’s What Happened To Me\fn{by Michael Fessier (1905-1988)} Angeles Camp, Calaveras County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 3
I have done things and had things happen to me and nobody knows about it. So I am writing about it so that
people will know. Although there are a lot of things I could tell about, I will just tell about the jumping because
that is the most important. It gave me the biggest thrill. I mean high jumping, standing and running. You probably
never heard of a standing high jumper, but that’s what I was. I was the greatest jumper ever was.
I was going to high school and I wasn’t on any team. I couldn’t be because I had to work for a drugstore and
wash bottles and deliver medicine and sweep the floor. So I couldn’t go out for any of the teams because the job
started soon’s school was over. I used to crab to the fellows about how old man Patch made me wash so many
bottles and so they got to calling me Bottles Barton and I didn’t like it. They’d call me Bottles in front of the girls
and the girls’d giggle.
Once I poked one of the fellows for calling me Bottles. He was a big fellow and he played on the football team
and I wouldn’t have hit him because I was little and couldn’t fight very well. But he called me Bottles before
Anna Louise Daniels and she laughed and I was so mad I didn’t know whether I wanted to hit her or the football
player, but finally I hit him. He caught my arm and threw me down and sat on me and pulled my nose.
“Look, Anna Louise,” he said, “it stretches.”
He pulled my nose again and Anna Louise put her arms around herself and jumped up and down and laughed,
and then I knew that it was her I should have taken the first poke at. I was more mad at her than the football
player, although it was him pulling my nose and sitting on me.
The next day I met Anna Louise in the hall going to the ancient history class and she was with a couple of
other girls and I tried to go past without them noticing me. I don’t know why, but I had a funny feeling like as if
somebody was going to throw a rock at me or something. Anna Louise looked at me and giggled.
“Hello, old rubbernose,” she said.
The girls giggled and I hurried down the hall and felt sick and mad and kind of like I was running away from a
fight, although nobody’d expect me to fight a girl. And so they called me Bottles sometimes and Rubbernose
other times and always whoever was near would laugh. They didn’t think it was funny because Jimmy Wilkins
was called Scrubby or Jack Harris was called Doodles. But they thought it was funny I was called Rubbemose and
Bottles and they never got tired of laughing. It was a new joke every time.
Scrubby pitched for the baseball team and Doodles was quarterback of the football team. I could have pitched
for the baseball team or played quarterback on the football team. I could have pitched no hit games and I could
have made touchdowns from my own ten yard line. I know I could. I had it all figured out. I went over how I’d
throw the ball and how the batter’d miss and it was easy. I figured out how to run and dodge and straight-arm and
that was easy too. But I didn’t get the chance because I had to go right to Patch’s Drug Store after school was out.
Old man Patch was a pretty good guy but his wife she was nothing but a crab. I’d wash bottles and old man
Patch he would look at them and not say anything. But Mrs. Patch, old lady Patch, she would look at the bottles
and wrinkle her nose and make me wash half of them over again. When I swept up at night she’d always find
some corner I’d missed and she’d bawl me out. She was fat and her hair was all straggly and I wondered why in
the deuce old man Patch ever married her, although I guess maybe she didn’t look so awful when she was a girl.
She couldn’t have been very pretty though.
They lived in back of the drug store and when people came in at noon or at six o’clock either old man or old
lady Patch’d come out still chewing their food and look at the customer and swallow and then ask him what he
wanted. I studied salesmanship at high school and I figured this wasn’t very good for business and I wanted to tell
them but I never did.
One of the fellows at school was in waiting for a prescription and he saw me working at some of the things I
did at the drug store. So when another fellow asked me what I did this fellow he laughed and said,
“Old Bottles! Why, he rates at that store. Yes he does! He rates like an Armenian’s helper.”
That’s about the way I did rate but I was planning on how I’d someday own a real, modern drug store and run
the Patches out of business so I didn’t mind so much. What I did mind was Anna Louise at school. She was the
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daughter of a doctor and she thought she was big people and maybe she was but she wasn’t any better’n me.
Maybe my clothes weren’t so good but that was only temporary. I planned on having twenty suits some day. I
wanted to go up to her and say,
“Look here, Anna Louise, you’re not so much. Your father isn’t a millionaire and some day I’m going to be
one. I’m going to have a million dollars and twenty suits of clothes.”
But I never did.
After she laughed at me and started calling me Rubbemose, I began planning on doing things to make her
realize I wasn’t what she thought I was. That’s how the jumping came about. It was the day before the track meet
and everybody was talking about whether or not our school could win. They figured we’d have to win the high
jump and pole vault to do it.
“Lord, if we only had old Heck Hansen back,” said Goobers MacMartin. “He’d out jump those Fairfield birds
two inches in the high and a foot in the pole vault.”
“Yeah,” somebody else said, “but we haven’t got Heck Hansen. What we got is pretty good but not good
enough. Wish we had a jumper.”
“We sure need one,” I said. There was a group of them all talking, boys and girls, and I was sort of on the
outside listening.
“Who let you in?” Goobers asked me. Frank Shay grabbed me by the arm and dragged me into the center of
the circle.
“The very man we’ve been looking for,” he said. “Yessir. Old Bottles Rubbemose Barton. He can win the
jumping events for us.”
“Come on, Bottles,” they said. “Save the day for us. Be a good old Rubbemose.”
Anna Louise was one who laughed the most and it was the third time I’d wanted to pop her on the nose. I went
away from there and didn’t turn back when they laughed and called and whistled at me.
“She’d be surprised if I did,” I said. I kept thinking this over and pretty soon I said,
“Well, maybe you could.” Then when I was sweeping the drug store floor I all of a sudden said,
“I can.”
“You can what?” Mrs. Patch asked me.
“Nothing,” I said.
“You can hurry about sweeping the floor, that’s what you can do,” she said.
There was a big crowd out for the track meet and we were tied when I went up to our coach. It was just time
for the jumping to start.
“What the hell you doing in a track suit?” he asked me.
“I’m going to save the day for Brinkley,” I said. “I’m going to jump.”
“No, you aren’t,” he said. “You run along and start a marble game with some other kid.”
I looked him in the eye and I spoke in a cold, level tone of voice.
“Mr. Smith,” I said, “the track meet depends on the high jump and the pole vault and unless I am entered we
will lose those two events and the meet. I can win and I am willing to do it for Brinkley. Do you want to win the
meet?”
He looked amazed.
“Where have you been all the time?” he asked. “You talk like you’ve got something on the ball.”
I didn’t say anything, I just smiled. The crowd all rushed over to the jumping pits and I took my time going
over. When everybody had jumped but me the coach turned and said,
“Come on now, Barton, let’s see what you can do.”
“Not yet,” I said.
“What do you mean?” he asked.
“I’ll wait until the last man has been eliminated,” I said. “Then I’ll jump.”
The crowd laughed but I just stared coldly at them. The coach tried to persuade me to jump but I wouldn’t
change my mind.
“I stake everything on one jump,” I said. “Have faith in me.” He looked at me and shook his head and said,
“Have it your own way.”
They started the bar a little over four feet and pretty soon it was creeping up toward five feet and a half. That’s
always been a pretty good distance for high school jumpers. When the bar reached five feet seven inches all our
men except one was eliminated. Two from Fairfield were still in the event. They put the bar at five feet nine
inches and one man from Fairfield made it. Our man tried hard but he scraped the bar and knocked it off.
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The crowd started yelling, thinking Fairfield had won the event.
“Wait a minute,” I yelled. “I haven’t jumped yet.”
The judges looked at their lists and saw it was so. Maybe you think it was against the rules for them to allow
me to skip my turn but anyway that’s the way it was.
“You can’t make that mark,” one of the judges said. “Why try? You’re not warmed up.”
“Never mind,” I said. I walked up close to the jumping standard and stood there.
“Go ahead and jump,” one of the judges said.
“I will,” I said.
“Well, don’t stand there,” he said. “Come on back here so’s you can get a run at it.”
“I don’t want any run at the bar,” I said. “I’ll jump from here.”
The judge yelled at the coach and told him to take me out on account of I was crazy. I swung my arms in back
of me and sprung up and down a second and then I jumped over the bar with inches to spare. When I came down
it was so silent I could hear my footsteps as I walked across the sawdust pit. The judge that’d crabbed at me just
stood and looked. His eyes were bugged out and his mouth hung open.
“Good Lord!” he said. “Almighty most loving Lord!”
Our coach came up and he stood besides the judge and they both looked the same, bug-eyed.
“Did you see that?” the coach asked. “Tell me you didn’t. Please do. I’d rather lose this track meet than my
mind.”
The judge turned slowly and looked at him.
“Good Lord!” he said, “there’s two of us.”
All of a sudden everybody started yelling and the fellows near me pounded me on the back and tried to shake
my hand. I smiled and brushed them aside and walked over to the judge.
“What’s the high school record for this state?” I asked.
“Five feet, eleven inches,” he said.
“Put her at six,” I said.
They put the bar at six and I gathered myself together and gave a heave and went over the bar like I was
floating. It was easy.
Well, that just knocked the wind out of everybody. They’d thought I couldn’t do anything and there I’d broken
the state record for the high jump without a running start.
The crowd surrounded me and tried to shake my hand and the coach and judge got off to one side and reached
out and pinched each other’s cheek and looked at the bar and shook their heads. Frank Shay grabbed my hand and
wrung it and said,
“Gosh, Bottles, I was just kidding the other day. I didn’t know you were such a ring-tailed wonder. Say,
Bottles, we’re having a frat dance tonight. Will you come?”
“You know what you can do with your frat,” I said. “I don’t approve of them. They’re undemocratic.”
A lot of the fellows that’d made fun of me before crowded around and acted as if I’d been their friend all
along. When Anna Louise crowded through the gang and said, “Oh, you’re marvelous,” I just smiled at her and
said, “Do you think so?” and walked away. She tagged around after me but I talked mostly with two other girls.
They didn’t usually have a public address system at our track meets but they started using one then.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” the announcer said, “you have just witnessed a record-breaking performance by
Bottles Barton …”
He went on like that telling them what an astonishing thing I’d done and it came to me I didn’t mind being
called Bottles any more. In fact, I kind of liked it. Mr. and Mrs. Patch came up and Mrs. Patch tried to kiss me but
I wouldn’t let her. Old man Patch shook my hand.
“You’ve made our drug store famous,” he said. “From now on you’re a clerk. No more bottle washing.”
“We’ll make him a partner,” old lady Patch said.
“No, you won’t,” I said. “I think I’ll go over to the McManus Pharmacy.”
Then they called the pole vault and I did like I’d done before. I wouldn’t jump until our men’d been
eliminated. The bar was at eleven feet.
“It’s your turn,” our coach told me. “Ever use a pole before?”
“Oh, sure,” I told him. He gave me a pole and the crowd cleared away and grew silent. Everyone was watching
me.
I threw the pole down and smiled at the crowd. The coach yelled for me to pick up the pole and jump. I picked
it up and threw it ten feet away from me. Everybody gasped. Then I took a short run and went over the bar at
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eleven feet. It was simple.
This time the coach and the judge took pins and poked them in one another’s cheeks. The coach grabbed me
and said,
“When I wake up I’m going to be so mad at you I’m going to give you the beating of your life.” Anna Louise
came up and held my arm and said,
“Oh, Bottles, you’re so wonderful. I’ve always thought so. Please forgive me for calling you Rubbernose. I
want you to come to our party tonight.”
“All right,” I said. “I’ll forgive you but don’t you call me Rubbernose again.”
They moved the bar up again and the fellow from Fairfield couldn’t make it. I took a short run and went over. I
did it so easy it came to me I could fly if I wanted to but I decided not to try it on account of people wouldn’t
think it so wonderful if a fellow that could fly jumped eleven feet without a pole. I’d won the track meet for
Brinkley High and the students all came down out of the stand and put me on their shoulders and paraded me
around and around the track. A lot of fellows were waving papers at me asking me to sign them and get a
thousand dollars a week as a professional jumper. I signed one which threw in an automobile.
That’s what I did once and nobody knows about it, so I am writing about it so that people will know.
111.182 The Summer Of The Beautiful White Horse\fn{by William Saroyan (1908-1981)} Fresno, Fresno County,
California, U.S.A. (M) 4
One day back there in the good old days when I was nine and the world was full of every imaginable kind of
magnificence, and life was still a delightful and mysterious dream, my cousin Mourad, who was considered crazy
by everybody who knew him except me, came to my house at four in the morning and woke me up by tapping on
the window of my room.
“Aram,” he said.\fn{The original of this story did not have quotation marks; in the interests of machine readability, I have restored
them:H}
I jumped out of bed and looked out the window.
I couldn’t believe what I saw. It wasn’t morning yet, but it was summer and with daybreak not many minutes
around the corner of the world it was light enough for me to know I wasn’t dreaming.
My cousin Mourad was sitting on a beautiful white horse.
I stuck my head out of the window and rubbed my eyes.
“Yes,” he said in Armenian. “It’s a horse. You’re not dreaming. Make it quick if you want a ride.”
I knew my cousin Mourad enjoyed being alive more than anybody else who had ever fallen into the world by
mistake, but this was more than even I could believe. In the first place my earliest memories had been memories
of horses and my first longings had been longings to ride.
This was the wonderful part.
In the second place, we were poor. This was the part that wouldn’t permit me to believe what I saw.
We were poor. We had no money. Our whole tribe was poverty-stricken. Every branch of the Garoghlanian
family was living in the most amazing and comical poverty in the world. Nobody could understand where we ever
got money enough to keep us with food in our bellies, not even the old men of the family.
Most important of all, though, we were famous for our honesty. We had been famous for our honesty for
something like eleven centuries, even when we had been the wealthiest family in what we liked to think was the
world. We were proud first, honest next, and after that we believed in right and wrong. None of us would take
advantage of anybody in the world, let alone steal.
Consequently, even though I could see the horse, so magnificent; even though I could smell it, so lovely; even
though I could hear it breathing, so exciting; I couldn’t believe the horse had anything to do with my cousin
Mourad or with me or with any of the other members of our family, asleep or awake, because I knew my cousin
Mourad couldn’t have bought the horse, and if he couldn’t have bought it he must have stolen it, and I refused to
believe he had stolen it.
No member of the Garoghlanian family could be a thief.
I stared first at my cousin and then at the horse. There was a pious stillness and humor in each of them which
on the one hand delighted me and on the other frightened me.
“Mourad,” I said, “where did you steal this horse?”
“Leap out of the window,” he said, “if you want a ride.”
It was true, then. He had stolen the horse. There was no question about it. He had come to invite me to ride or
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not, as I chose.
Well, it seemed to me stealing a horse for a ride was not the same thing as stealing something else, such as
money. For all I knew, maybe it wasn’t stealing at all. If you were crazy about horses the way my cousin Mourad
and I were, it wasn’t stealing. It wouldn’t become stealing until we offered to sell the horse, which of course I
knew we would never do.
“Let me put on some clothes,” I said.
“All right,” he said, “but hurry.”
I leaped into my clothes. I jumped down to the yard from the window and leaped up onto the horse behind my
cousin Mourad.
That year we lived at the edge of town, on Walnut Avenue. Behind our house was the country: vineyards,
orchards, irrigation ditches, and country roads. In less than three minutes we were on Olive Avenue, and then the
horse began to trot. The air was new and lovely to breathe. The feel of the horse running was wonderful. My
cousin Mourad who was considered one of the craziest members of our family began to sing. I mean, he began to
roar.
Every family has a crazy streak in it somewhere, and my cousin Mourad was considered the natural descendant of the crazy streak in our tribe. Before him was our uncle Khosrove, an enormous man with a powerful head
of black hair and the largest mustache in the San Joaquin Valley, a man so furious in temper, so irritable, so
impatient that he stopped anyone from talking by roaring, It is no harm; pay no attention to it.
That was all, no matter what anybody happened to be talking about. Once it was his own son Arak running
eight blocks to the barber shop where his father was having his mustache trimmed to tell him their home was on
fire. The man Khosrove sat up in the chair and roared,
“It is no harm; pay no attention to it.” The barber said,
“But the boy says your house is on fire.”
“So?” Khosrove roared. “Enough, it is no harm, I say.”
My cousin Mourad was considered the natural descendant of this man, although Mourad’s father was Zorab,
who was practical and nothing else. That’s how it was in our tribe. A man could be the father of his son’s flesh,
but that did not mean that he was also the father of his spirit. The distribution of the various kinds of spirit of our
tribe had been from the beginning capricious and vagrant.
We rode and my cousin Mourad sang. For all anybody knew we were still in the old country where, at least
according to our neighbors, we belonged. We let the horse run as long as it felt like running. At last my cousin
Mourad said,
“Get down. I want to ride alone.”
“Will you let me ride alone?” I said.
“That is up to the horse,” my cousin said. “Get down.”
“The horse will let me ride,” I said.
“We shall see,” he said. “Don’t forget that I have a way with a horse.”
“Well,” I said, “any way you have with a horse, I have also.”
“For the sake of your safety,” he said, “let us hope so. Get down.”
“All right,” I said, “but remember you’ve got to let me try to ride alone.”
I got down and my cousin Mourad kicked his heels into the horse and shouted, Vazire, run. The horse stood on
its hind legs, snorted, and burst into a fury of speed that was the loveliest thing I had ever seen. My cousin
Mourad raced the horse across a field of dry grass to an irrigation ditch, crossed the ditch on the horse, and five
minutes later returned, dripping wet.
The sun was coming up.
“Now it’s my turn to ride,” I said. My cousin Mourad got off the horse.
“Ride,” he said.
I leaped to the back of the horse and for a moment knew the awfulest fear imaginable. The horse did not move.
“Kick into his muscles,” my cousin Mourad said. “What are you waiting for? We’ve got to take him back
before everybody in the world is up and about.”
I kicked into the muscles of the horse. Once again it reared and snorted. Then it began to run. I didn’t know
what to do. Instead of running across the field to the irrigation ditch the horse ran down the road to the vineyard of
Dikran Halabian where it began to leap over vines. The horse leaped over seven vines before I fell. Then it
continued running.
My cousin Mourad came running down the road.
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“I’m not worried about you,” he shouted. “We’ve got to get that horse. You go this way and I’ll go this way. If
you come upon him be kindly. I’ll be near.”
I continued down the road and my cousin Mourad went across the field toward the irrigation ditch. It took him
half an hour to find the horse and bring him back.
“All right,” he said, “Jump on.”
“The whole world is awake now.”
“What will we do?” I said.
“Well,” he said, “we’ll either take him back or hide him until tomorrow morning.”
He didn’t sound worried and I knew he’d hide him and not take him back. Not for a while, at any rate.
“Where will you hide him?” I said.
“I know a place,” he said.
“How long ago did you steal this horse?” I said.
It suddenly dawned on me that he had been taking these early morning rides for some time and had come for
me this morning only because he knew how much I longed to ride.
“Who said anything about stealing a horse?” he said.
“Anyhow,” I said, “how long ago did you begin riding every morning?”
“Not until this morning,” he said.
“Are you telling the truth?” I said.
“Of course not,” he said, “but if we are found out, that’s what you’re to say. I don’t want both of us to be liars.
All you know is that we started riding this morning.”
“All right,” I said.
He walked the horse quietly to the barn of a deserted vineyard which at one time had been the pride of a farmer
named Fetvajian. There were some oats and dry alfalfa in the barn. We began walking home.
“It wasn’t easy,” he said, “to get the horse to behave so nicely. At first it wanted to run wild, but as I’ve told
you, I have a way with a horse. I can get it to want to do anything I want it to do. Horses understand me.”
“How do you do it?” I said.
“I have an understanding with a horse,” he said.
“Yes, but what sort of an understanding?” I said.
“A simple and honest one,” he said.
“Well,” I said, “I wish I knew how to reach an understanding like that with a horse.”
“You’re still a small boy,” he said. “When you get to be thirteen you’ll know how to do it.”
I went home and ate a hearty breakfast.
That afternoon my uncle Khosrove came to our house for coffee and cigarettes. He sat in the parlor, sipping
and smoking and remembering the old country. Then another visitor arrived, a farmer named John Byro, an
Assyrian who, out of loneliness, had learned to speak Armenian. My mother brought the lonely visitor coffee and
tobacco and he rolled a cigarette and sipped and smoked, and then at last, sighing sadly, he said,
“My white horse which was stolen last month is still gone. I cannot understand it.” My uncle Khosrove became
very irritated and shouted.
“It’s no harm. What is the loss of a horse? Haven’t we all lost the homeland?\fn{ Armenia declared its independence
(from Russian domination) on August 23, 1990; but it was in this century also briefly independent in 1920 .} What is this crying over
a horse?”
“That may be all right for you, a city dweller, to say,” John Byro said, “but what of my surrey? What good is a
surrey without a horse?”
“Pay no attention to it,” my uncle Khosrove roared.
“I walked ten miles to get here,” John Byro said.
“You have legs,” my uncle Khosrove shouted.
“My left leg pains me,” the farmer said.
“Pay no attention to it,” my uncle Khosrove roared.
“That horse cost me sixty dollars,” the farmer said.
“I spit on money,” my uncle Khosrove said. He got up and stalked out of the house, slamming the screen door.
My mother explained.
“He has a gentle heart,” she said. “It is simply that he is homesick and such a large man.”
The farmer went away and I ran over to my cousin Mourad’s house. He was sitting under a peach tree, trying
to repair the hurt wing of a young robin which could not fly. He was talking to the bird.
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“What is it?” he said.
“The farmer, John Byro, I said. “He visited our house. He wants his horse. You’ve had it a month. I want you
to promise not to take it back until I learn to ride.”
“It will take you a year to learn to ride,” my cousin Mourad said.
“We could keep the horse a year,” I said. My cousin Mourad leaped to his feet.
“What?” he roared. “Are you inviting a member of the Garoghlanian family to steal? The horse must go back
to its true owner.”
“When?” I said.
“In six months at the latest,” he said. He threw the bird into the air. The bird tried hard, almost fell twice, but at
last flew away, high and straight.
Early every morning for two weeks my cousin Mourad and I took the horse out of the barn of the deserted
vineyard where we were hiding it and rode it, and every morning the horse, when it was my turn to ride alone,
leaped over grape vines and small trees and threw me and ran away. Nevertheless, I hoped in time to learn to ride
the way my cousin Mourad rode.
One morning on the way to Fetvajian’s deserted vineyard we ran into the farmer John Byro who was on his
way to town.
“Let me do the talking,” my cousin Mourad said. “I have a way with farmers.”
“Good morning, John Byro,” my cousin Mourad said to the farmer.
The farmer studied the horse eagerly.
“Good morning, sons of my friends,” he said. “What is the name of your horse?”
“My Heart,” my cousin Mourad said in Armenian.
“A lovely name,” John Byro said, “for a lovely horse. I could swear it is the horse that was stolen from me
many weeks ago. May I look into its mouth?”
“Of course,” Mourad said. The farmer looked into the mouth of the horse.
“Tooth for tooth,” he said. “I would swear it is my horse if I didn’t know your parents. The fame of our family
for honesty is well known to me. Yet the horse is the twin of my horse. A suspicious man would believe his eyes
instead of his heart. Good day, my young friends.”
“Good day, John Byro,” my cousin Mourad said.
Early the following morning we took the horse to John Byro’s vineyard and put it in the barn. The dogs
followed us around without making a sound.
“The dogs,” I whispered to my cousin Mourad. “I thought they would bark.”
“They would at somebody else,” he said. “I have a way with dogs.”
My cousin Mourad put his arms around the horse, pressed his nose into the horse’s nose, patted it, and then we
went away. That afternoon John Byro came to our house in his surrey and showed my mother the horse that had
been stolen and returned.
“I do not know what to think,” he said. “The horse is stronger than ever. Better-tempered, too. I thank God.”
My uncle Khosrove, who was in the parlor, became irritated and shouted,
“Quiet, man, quiet. Your horse has been returned. Pay no attention to it.”
48.66 Counterclockwise\fn{by Elisabeth Larsh Young (1910-1999)} Long Beach, Los Angeles County, California,
U.S.A. (F) 12
Vittorio came out of the grease pit of the Garibaldi Garage. He always waited until the other mechanics went
next door to play boccie, for he liked to eat this one meal slowly and quietly. Now, having washed, he took his
lunch box from the shelf in the accessories salesroom, went to the main door, and seated himself just outside on
the concrete. The old brick wall was warm to his back; the sun had been on it all morning. It was the Tuesday before the confirmation Wednesday. He drew his knees up to rest his back muscles, and for a few moments just
enjoyed the luxury of sitting in the sun. My father used to sit like this on the deck of his fishing boat in the Gulf of
Genoa, with his back against the mast and the sun coming down on him. He never thought I’d turn out to be a
garage mechanic in San Francisco.
Life for Vittorio had always been work and worry. Yet even today, with Grandpa Lucca just buried, with
Franklin still not home, with Maria upset more easily than ever—he heaved a deep sigh of contentment as he
opened his lunch box. There was a pleasant pause while he contemplated the thick fragrant salami sandwich
before taking the first—the best—bite.
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As he opened his mouth he became aware of a familiar shape approaching erratically along the sidewalk. Fat,
fourteen-year-old Shirley—with her knock-knees, her short fat arms, her bobbing home-permanent curls—was
running toward him, her face a bright pink except for a fringe of white around the edges. Franklin must have
come home, was his first thought.
“Daddy!” she screamed. “Daddy! Come home quick! Something terrible happened! Uncle Seppe and Auntie
Anna an’ all the kids got killed. They hit a freight train at Tulare. Momma got a telegram.”
He stuffed his sandwich back into the lunch box and stood up.
“Dio mio!” He took hold of her shoulders. “You’re tellin’ me the truth, Baby?”
“It’s true, Daddy. You better come right now!”
She pulled at his grease-black sleeve. He started along with her.
“How did Momma take it?”
“She acted queer, Daddy. She just laid down on the bed an’ started moanin’ that she was dyin’.”
His step quickened.
“You shouldn’t have left her, Shirley. Why didn’t you phone?”
“I tried, Daddy. I kept getting’ the busy signal.”
“Musta been the bookkeeper. Never mind, Shirley,” He broke into a run. “I’ll go on ahead, You stop an’ get
that doctor upstairs from Bacigalupi’s drugstore.”
Could it be one of Seppe’s crazy jokes? Had the telegraph operator made a mistake? Had Shirley made a
mistake? He climbed the front steps two at a time and went in. He could hear her in their bedroom, moaning.
Upstairs in the other flat the radio was playing.
First he phoned Western Union. Yes, it was true. Then he went to comfort her. He found her lying face down
across the bed, writhing and rolling and moaning.
Like some great white bird, Shirley’s confirmation dress on its hanger hovered from the light fixture.
Now all the tenderness of the years broke over him. Poor Maria! Maria, who had wept so inconsolably as the
ship sailed away from Genoa, her parents two specks on a housetop. Maria, who had borne him six children in the
new country, and buried three.
“I’m dyin’, I’m dyin’! Help me, help me! Gesu, Gesu!”
“Maria,” he said softly, laying his hand on her arm. At his touch she stiffened.
“Ai-ai-ai!”
“Maria, amata, it’s just me. Shirley came an’ told me about the folks.”
She rolled over and stared at him. Then she rolled back on her face and began sobbing hysterically. How could
he tell her he was sorry? It was not his sister, not his four nieces and a nephew, lying there in Tulare with his own
features on their mangled faces.
“Maria, Maria,” he said, stroking her back.
“Gesu! I’m dyin’! I’m dyin’!”
Maria, who had scraped and gone without to send for her sister and parents, who had stood on the dock in New
York and learned that the mother had died at sea. Maria, who had broken her heart over Franklin. Who had just
lost her father.
“Try an’ rest, Maria. I’ll stay right here.” She began screaming. Shirley and the doctor came in. Vittorio put his
mouth close to his wife’s ear.
“Here’s the doctor, Maria. He’ll help you.”
“Ai!” With a shriek she leapt from the bed and started for the door. “No! No! No! He’ll poison me! He’ll kill
me! You’re all tryin’ to kill me!”
“Don’t, Momma, don’t!” Shirley embraced her mother and clung to her, weeping.
“Maria, Maria! Come an’ lie down. The doctor wants to help you. Shirley, go now, honey.”
“Be all right, Momma!” she wailed, her face all mouth and squinty eyes. “Be all right!” She fled, sobbing.
Now they were holding Signora Bottini down on the bed.
“Can you reach my instrument bag with your foot?”
“Yes.” He hooked his toe through the handle. “I’ll shove it under the bed to you.”
“Lemme go! I don’t want no doctor. You’re gonna kill me!”
A few moments after the shot, her struggles began to abate. At last she fell asleep. Of the beauty she had had as
a young woman, nothing was left except the brown velvet eyes, closed now. She lay there like a broken,
abandoned effigy. Shirley’s hiccupping sobs sounded in the quiet as the doctor put away his needle.
Vittorio told him about the accident. The doctor clucked with his tongue, asked a few questions, then wrote
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something on his prescription pad.
“She’ll probably sleep five or six hours. When she wakes up, if it’s only a doctor you need, call me. If she gets
bad, call this number.”
“You mean …?”
“Yes. It’s hard to tell whether it’s going to last or not.”
When the doctor left, Vittorio went to Shirley. She was sitting in her Junior Miss rocker, which was too small
for her, holding her cross, rocking. She jumped up.
“Is she dead, Daddy? Did she die?”
“No, no, Shirley. She’s not dead.”
“Then why’d she get quiet all of a sudden?”
“The doctor gave her a shot and it put her to sleep.”
“Is she all right, Daddy? Will she be all right?”
“It may take a little time, Baby. You gotta help me, honey. We both gotta be brave an’ help Momma.”
She clutched at him with her baby-fat fingers.
“Oh, Daddy, it’s all my fault! If they hadn’t been comin’ for my confirmation they wouldn’t have gotten
killed.”
“Shirley, you mustn’t say that. It’s not your fault.”
“Oh Daddy, will she be mad at me for thinkin’ she was dead?”
“No, honey, of course not.” He pressed her tight to him, hoping to still her sobs. They went through him like
chills.
“Now, honey, you an’ I got a lot to do. The doctor said she’s gonna sleep five or six hours. We gotta get a lot
done before she wakes up. First you better have some lunch.”
Vittorio watched her try to eat. He could tell that each time she was ready to swallow her throat would
contract. She kept trying to get the milk down; she had given up on the bread and butter.
“Dip it in the milk.” He was doing it himself.
After their lunch, Vittorio did the things that had to be done, in a numb and capable way. He telephoned the
garage. He telephoned the Pelegrini Mortuary. He telephoned Tulare and gave instructions for the seven bodies to
be moved to San Francisco, to Pelegrini’s. He telephoned his married son, Herbert. Shirley stood beside him in
the dim hall, listening. Finally Vittorio turned to her.
“Shirley, we better talk to Sister Beatrice. Walk up to school an’ ask her to come down here for a few minutes
if she can.”
He could have talked to Sister Beatrice on the telephone, but Pelegrini would be coming. That was something
Shirley shouldn’t have to go through.
While Pelegrini was there, the man came with the box of songbirds for the confirmation breakfast, crossed
himself seven times when Vittorio told him about the seven deaths, and took the birds away. Then Herbert and his
wife Rosie came.
As Pelegrini left, Shirley, much calmer, arrived with Sister Beatrice. There was something reassuring about the
Sister’s quiet presence—her low even voice, her lean white face looking out gently from the stiff black coif.
Those pale eyes had looked on so much grief. Sister Beatrice thought it could be arranged with the Bishop for
Shirley to be confirmed later. After a little while she left, promising to pray for them.
Late in the afternoon Herbert and Rosie left.
“Come on, Baby,” Vittorio said to Shirley. “Let’s have a nice hot meal ready for Momma when she wakes up.”
And when it was ready, they sat together on the oak bench under the hall mirror, outside the bedroom.
There was no sound from the bedroom. It was too quiet in the flat. Of course, Vittorio thought, it was mostly
quiet these days, with only the three of them left. He had liked it better when it was crowded and noisy, even
quarrelsome. Like the night Franklin had thrown the tomato at the bathroom window. Vittorio had been in the
back yard, working on the vegetables during the last bit of daylight.
“Hiya, Dad,” Franklin said, coming out the back door. “You sure got a good garden this year. Those squash
blossoms we had tonight outa our garden? Looks to me like that apricot tree’s dyin’, though, Dad.”
While Vittorio turned to look, Franklin must have picked a tomato. A few minutes later he heard Franklin yell,
across the light-well between Shirley’s room and the bathroom:
“Herbert! For the last time—will you an’ Rosie get outa that bathroom for Christ’s sake?”
“Go jump off the bridge,” yelled Herbert. Vittorio heard a thud.
“You bastard!” yelled Herbert. “You dirty—”
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“Franklin!” screamed Maria from the kitchen. “Come here an’ dry the dishes!”
Shirley’s voice came from her room.
“He’s sittin’ on my new bedspread! You get offa my bed, Franklin Bottini, an’ don’t you dare touch that kewpie\fn{A type of doll, one of the so-called “character” dolls, designed to reproduce real or fictionalized persons, and first produced in
1913.}.} or—ooh, the bathroom window! Momma! Daddy! Franklin threw a tomato!”
Vittorio came in.
“Who do you think you are, throwin’ tomatoes around here?”
“O.K., next time I’ll throw rocks!”
Franklin stood up and measured his height against his father’s.
“Ain’t gonna be no next time,” said the father. “Now shuddup an’ get a rag an’ get out there an’ clean that up.”
Franklin started to the kitchen for a rag.
Grandpa Lucca began pounding on his door.
“E chiusa! E chiusa!” he whined.
“Let Grandpa out, let Grandpa out!” Shirley screamed. “Franklin musta locked him in again!”
“Franklin, you unlock that door!” yelled Maria in the kitchen. “Why do you always lock your old grandpa in
his room?”
“’Cause if the old slob gets the bathroom ahead a me I’m late for my date, that’s why!”
The telephone rang in the hall. Herbert, naked save for a towel, and dripping wet, answered it.
“Shuddup, will ya, so a guy can hear!” Maria was arguing with Franklin in the hall. Herbert shouted into the
telephone.
“What? … Talk louder, I can’t hear you … Who? … (Rosie, go tell them bastards outside to stop honkin’ their
goddam horn.)” Rosie, Herbert’s bride of a month, came out of the bathroom in her wrapper, went to the front
door, and called out:
“Quit honkin’! Franklin’ll be out in a minute.”
“E chiusa! A Priscila! A Priscila!” the old man wailed.
“Hello … Yes … (Shuddup, goddam it!) … Yes, we sure do … We’ll move in tomorrow … You’re goddam
right we will!”
Well, Vittorio couldn’t blame Herbert and Rosie for wanting their own place, but he missed them. At his side
Shirley stirred uneasily on the bench.
“Do you think she'll be all right, Daddy?”
“I don’t know, honey, I hope so.”
“Daddy?”
“Yes?”
“What if she isn’t, Daddy?”
“We may have to send her away for a while, Shirley.”
“To an asylum?”
“Yes.” Shirley tried to think about how it would be at home without her mother. She didn’t mind Herbert and
Rosie being gone. Franklin, she was almost glad about. Because he was mean. And because Momma loved him
best, no matter what he did. Shirley thought about the day Daddy had come home from trying to get Franklin out
of trouble. She had been sitting on the big bed in her parents’ room, watching Momma work on the confirmation
dress.
The white tulle raced along under the needle of the electric sewing machine. In her stomach Shirley felt heavy
dread. Dread that after confirmation Sister Beatrice would no longer pay any attention to her. Dread that she
would not pass the catechism. Dread that she would somehow make her mother mad. Momma seemed to get mad
easier all the time. Dread that the grocery boy would see her in the confirmation dress.
The dress and its lace were costing as much as the rest of her clothes for the year. There would be, also, her
first nylons, white satin shoes, a white moire prayer book. Like a bride, she was the center of attention. Uncle
Seppe and his family were timing their yearly visit from the country so as to be present for the event. Yet Shirley
felt only a sick dread.
“Here now, try this on!”
Her mother shook out the dress in all its voluminous virginity. Like all Shirley's dresses, it was huge—a
repr9achin\fn{Imperfect scan.} yardage. She was too fat.
“Quit dreamin’ an’ get your dress off.”
“Momma, when is Franklin comin’ home? Sister Beatrice was askin’ me about him.”
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“He’s comin’ home today. That’s where Daddy is now. An’ remember, when Uncle Seppe an’ Auntie Anna an’
all those are here, you’re not to say one word about him stealin’ a car. It was that Chink\fn{ Gutter slang for Chinese.}
boy that made him do it, anyhow.”
Shirley stood in her tight-filled slip, arms raised for her mother to put the dress over her head.
“I won’t, Momma. Are you sure he’ll get him out?” The dress came down over her head.
“Now get the chair an’ stand still while I put pins.”
From her perch on the chair Shirley looked down on the top of her mother’s head, where the glossy black hair
was thin along the part. It was like looking at a stranger’s head. Also, up there, she was eye to eye with the picture
of Jesus being resurrected. He was rising right up into the sky. Jesus, the Son of God, Who walked on the water
and healed the sick and raised the dead.
“When are they comin’?”
“Tuesday night.” Sigñora Bottini put pins in her mouth, knelt down, and began turning up the hem.
“Turn around slow,” she said through closed lips.
“I wish it was over.”
The front door lock clicked, and her mother stopped and listened. Vittorio’s footsteps told them he was alone.
“Where’s Franklin?” her mother yelled, spewing pins from her mouth and rushing into the hall.
“Where’s Franklin? Didn’t you get ’im out? I shoulda gone! You won’t stand up an’ fight for your own boy!
What happened? Where’s Franklin?”
“Lemme tell you, Momma,” Vittorio replied. “Franklin’s all right. He’s outa jail—”
“If he’s outa jail why didn’t you bring ’im home? Tell me where he is, I’ll go get ’im.”
“I don’t know where he is, Maria,” he said gently. He hung his hat on the deerhorn hatrack.
“I couldn’t understand half a what the judge said. Everything was so goddam quick. In a minute some slicklookin’ Chinese guy steps up an’ pulls out a roll of bills an’ hands it over, an’ Franklin walks out with ’im. It musta
been that Chinaman Long. I called out to Franklin when he passed me, but he just acts like I’m not there. They
drove off in a yellow Isotta.”\fn{DeSoto, an upscale American-made car, first introduced in 1928, but no longer manufactured .}
“Of course that’s who it was!” she screamed. “Franklin was runnin’ around with his no-good son, you know
that. That Chink owns half a Chinatown, an’ now he’s pushin’ into North Beach here. Him an’ his vending
machines! Shirley, let Grandpa in.”
“Franklin’ll come home. He’ll turn up, Maria.”
“Come in, Grandpa.”
“Che bello vestito bianco!” the old man said at the sight of the dress.
“Vittorio, you big fool, you’ve let a lousy rich Chinaman buy our boy.” She began to weep.
“He’ll come home,” he repeated. “He knows it’s Shirley’s confirmation Wednesday.”
“He won’t, he won’t!” she wailed.
“Che dice?” asked Grandpa Lucca.
“Franklin non e ritornato,” Shirley said in her halting Italian.
“Maria,” Vittorio said softly, “you wanna have somethin’ special for the confirmation breakfast? I talked to a
guy today can get me as many songbirds as I want.”
“Songbirds!” she screamed. “I send you to get Franklin, an’ you come home an’ talk about songbirds. Shirley,
go let the grocery boy in. Ah, Papa, Papa, Franklin non e ritornato. Mio caro fanciullo e andato.”
Shirley went to the kitchen and stood there in the middle of the floor, uncertain. The banging at the back door
continued.
“Shirley!” her mother screamed. “Let ’im in, I told you!”
Quickly she slipped into her mother’s full-length apron to hide the confirmation dress, then unlocked the door.
In came carton, brawny arm, grocery boy. It was the one.
“Hi,” he had said, looking curiously at the white tulle showing.
“Hi.”
“Franklin home?” He set the box down.
“No.”
“You wanna check this?”
“No.”
“O.K.” He left, and Shirley had stood listening as the sound of his unconcerned step grew fainter.
There was still no sound from the bedroom. In his pocket Vittorio fingered the slip of paper the doctor had
given him.
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“Do they ever get well?” Shirley asked.
“Sure, honey.”
“Daddy?”
“Yes, Baby?”
“Nothing.”
“Say it.”
“No, nothing.” If Momma was crazy, would she be crazy too?
Vittorio began trying to recall things the doctor had asked, things he had heard about madness, about change of
life. He told himself that if Franklin would only come back it would make all the difference.
“Daddy.”
“Yes, honey?”
“What about the confirmation dress? It’ll make Momma think about—them.”
“Yes. I better get it outa there.”
She was lying on her back, her lavender house dress pulled tight across her full bust, her heavy, regular
breathing making the neckline cut into her white flesh with each breath. Her mouth was partly open on its many
gold-filled teeth. Her hair, black and long, lay in tangled mats.
Whether she would wake sane or insane was no problem of hers.
He took the confirmation dress down from the light fixture and looked at her over the hanger. The heavy lips
stirred, and at her side the hand rolled.
Crushing the white tulle against himself, he knelt down and buried his face in the bedspread.
Shirley sat waiting for her father to come out of the bedroom. He was taking an awful long time just to get the
dress. Was that him sobbing? Had Momma died? Shirley had seen only one dead person in her life. Grandpa
Lucca had died only a week before. She knew a terrible secret about Grandpa Lucca. She had gone to the funeral
home with Momma and Daddy to see him. A very-shaved-looking man had led them up the carpeted stairs to a
“slumber room,”\fn{At one time, funeral parlors were actually referred to as “slumber parlors.” } and there she had seen
Grandpa Lucca’s brittle old body lying in a satin-lined casket. He looked like a wax doll of himself. The man said
Grandpa Lucca's face had been quite a problem, and Momma burst out crying.
“Shirley, you wait downstairs,” Daddy said, and the man took her to a kind of indoor garden with a fountain,
plants, flowers, and canaries. Just then Rosie’s parents came to have their last look at Grandpa Lucca, and they
made Benny, Rosie’s eight-year-old brother, the shoeshine boy, stay in the indoor garden with her.
“Were you upstairs? Did you see him?” Benny asked.
“Yes.”
“How does he look? Does he look the same as always?” Shirley hesitated.
“Well, no. His face looks different.” Tears filled Benny’s eyes.
“I didn’t know he was dead! I wouldn’t have done it!”
“Done what?”
“Well, I was comin’ home across the park an’ he was layin’ on a bench with a newspaper over his face. I
decided to playa trick on him because Rosie said he always made her an’ Herbert turn off the radio.”
“What did you do?” Shirley felt the hot sun beating down on her through the glass roof.
“I took the newspaper off his face an’ got the brown shoe polish outa my shine kit an’ put some on his face.
Then I was goin’ to wake him up an’ tell him to go home. But he wouldn’t wake up.”
“You put it on him when he was dead!”
“I didn’t know! I didn’t know! I ran to the church an’ got Father Francis, an’ Father Francis said he was dead.”
Benny picked a dark shiny leaf and began tearing it into little pieces.
“Do the spots show much? Do you think they noticed?”
That was what the man had meant about Grandpa Lucca’s face being a problem. The canaries were all singing
now, just as if there were no Grandpa Lucca upstairs, dead in a black box.
“I didn’t know he was dead,” Benny said. “I wouldn’t have done it. Don’t tell, Shirley! I promised Father
Francis I’d come to Mass every Sunday for a year. He said not to tell anybody, especially Grandpa Lucca’s family.
You won’t tell, will you?”
“I’m his family.”
“Don’t tell, Shirley.”
“I won’t,” she had said. “But I just hope somebody does that to your grandpa when he dies.” She had gone and
sat on a stone bench, away from Benny.
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Finally Daddy tiptoed out of the bedroom with the confirmation dress.
Every time he climbed the front steps to the flat Vittorio’s pain was redoubled. He told himself he had done
right. But how could he forget the picture of Maria going down those steps between those two strong, practiced
men? How could he forget her cries, like a child’s, ringing unashamed up and down the block?
“Vittorio! Don’t let ’em take me away! Help me, save me!” He imagined Maria in a strait jacket, Maria in a
padded cell.
He would come in and see his fat desolate little girl. He would pat her, and his tongue would cleave to the roof
of his mouth.
“Do I have to go to school?” she had asked the first morning, her face red and swollen.
“Yeah. You go to school.”
That night Rosie came to fix dinner. She bustled around the kitchen noisily while Shirley set the table.
“Now, kid,” she rattled on, “quit worryin’. Your mom’s gonna be all right in no time. Anybody’s liable to go
off their rocker when they get a shock like that. She ain’t really crazy. Why, she’ll be back here at this sink before
you know it. Say, Shirl, where does she keep the doggone lids? There’s plenty a pots but no lids to ’em.”
Once, on the fourth day, Shirley burst into tears.
Rosie put down the potato she was scrubbing and turned and hugged the sobbing, heaving child.
“There, honey,” she said, “of course you miss your mom. Who wouldn’t? Well, Rosie’s your big sister now.
Rosie’ll love you, honey.”
And they leaned against the drainboard, with the water still running on the potatoes, and Shirley cried until she
was exhausted. Then, at Rosie’s direction, she bathed her eyes.
“You don’t wanna make it any harder for your dad, honey. You gotta help him, Shirley. Just think how he
misses her. Gosh, they been married twenty-six years. That’s nearly twice as long as you been alive.”
A few minutes later Vittorio came in the front door, tired, strained, dirty. He slumped wearily into the hall chair
by the telephone. He could hear Rosie’s voice in the kitchen.
“He’s tryin’ to be a mother to you, honey. You gotta be a little wife to him, till she comes home.”
“Hello, Rosie. Hello, Shirley,” he said as they came down the hall, Rosie with her hat on.
“Hello, Daddy Bottini. You wanna take the potatoes off at twenty of. The rest of the stuff is in the oven. G’bye.
G’bye, Shirl. Remember what I said, honey.”
Rosie closed the door behind her.
“Come an’ sit on my lap a minute, Baby,” he said. She threw herself onto him. They decided they could get
along by themselves, without Rosie
After school every day Shirley went to the garage and stood beside her father as he worked on an engine,
drained a crankcase, aligned wheels.
They discussed whether there was enough leftover hamburger, whether to have zucchini, and so on. Shirley
made her list, got money from him, and went to the store and on home. Eyes straight ahead as she passed the
various bedroom doors, she carried the groceries out to the kitchen, turned on the radio, and kept it going loud
until the breakfast dishes were washed and the table set. Then she would phone Rosie.
“Hello, Rosie, this is Shirl. Say, Rosie, how long should I cook corn on the cob?”
“Ten or fifteen minutes is all, honey, but don’t put no salt in. How you makin’ out, Shirl? Sure you don’t want
me to come over?”
“No, Rosie, we’re doin’ fine. I just wondered about the corn.”
“Let’s not go home. Let’s eat out tonight,” Vittorio said as they left the station. “A guy told me about a place at
the beach …”
Everything had fallen away except her father. Shirley stole a look at him driving, smoking his thin black Italian
cigar. She loved him more hungrily than ever. She wanted to do something about her love for him, say something,
bind him to her. Everything else had fallen away.
Rosie and Herbert were on the train, getting farther away every minute. They probably weren’t even thinking
about her and Daddy. Rosie had probably put the nut bowl in her suitcase and snapped the latches shut. Shirley
squirmed as she thought about the foolish redwood nut bowl and hammer she had bought in haste and desperation
at the station newsstand. She had wanted to buy something nice for Rosie.
“Daddy,” she said after a while, “how long will Herbert be in the Army?”
“I don’t know, Baby.”
“Do you think Rosie will get tired of living there by Fort Reade?”
“It’s hard to say, Baby.”
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“Daddy, will you take me with you the next time you go to see Momma?”
“We’ll see. I think so.”
Jack’s Shack was a big room with a balcony around three sides, and tables up there as well as on the main
floor. From the balcony there came down a polished hardwood slide.
Vittorio seated her so that she could watch the slide, and he sat and watched her watch it. She was, after all,
still a child. Every time someone prepared to slide down, she would stop chewing. When the person, with a
whoop or squeal, had flown off the end, she would start chewing again with pleasure and satisfaction.
“We gotta wait awhile for the steak,” Vittorio said. “Why don’t you come down it? The stairway must be back
there under the balcony.”
“You go first,” she said. “I’ll stay here an’ watch you.”
He started toward the back of the restaurant. I want her to have a good time tonight, he thought. Goddammit,
she will, if I have to break my back on that lousy slide.
In the dimly-lit corner under the balcony there was a row of vending machines, and busy at one of them,
replenishing the cigarettes and collecting the coins, was a slick young man. His hair, worn too long, was
meticulously combed around from each side so that the ends met to form a bracket-shaped point at the nape. That
hair had enraged Vittorio too often for him not to recognize it.
“Hello, Franklin,” he said, coming up in back of him. Franklin glanced over his shoulder, then turned.
“Hello, Dad,” he said coldly. “You here?”
“Yeah, Shirley an’ me came out for dinner.”
Vittorio loved his son. At the same time he wanted, as he had so often wanted, to lift him off his feet and shake
him till his teeth rattled.
“I thought it was you,” he said lamely. “You wanna come over an’ say hello to Shirley? She’s right over there.”
“Sorry, Dad, I gotta get on with this. Tell Babe hello.” He turned back to the machine.
“Franklin, there’s some things you oughta know. Grandpa Lucca died, Franklin.”
“That’s tough.”
“Herbert went in the Army. That’s where Shirley an’ I just been, seein’ him an’ Rosie off on the train.”
Franklin moved his suitcase of cigarettes to the next machine.
“That’s tough too.”
How was he to tell him about Maria?
“Auntie Anna and Uncle Seppe an’ all their kids are dead, Franklin. They hit a freight train.”
“Geez, what is this, a touch? I suppose next you’ll tell me Momma’s in the clink.”
“She’s in the insane asylum. Your mother’s in the insane asylum. They have bars on the windows an’ they
don’t even let ’em have a nail file.”
“Sounds like the clink.”
“I’m gonna take Shirley with me next time I go see her. If you was to come too it would help Momma,
Franklin. She worries about you.”
“Yeah, like a knife worries about a fork.”
“What shall I tell her? Shall I give her a message?” He looked his father full in the eye.
“Na, don’t give her no message. I don’t want nothin’ to do with any of you. It suits me fine the way it is. I’m
doin’ good.”
The words came from the back of his throat, where hate flourished. Franklin turned and set off toward the
door, threading his way between the tables, bag of coins in one hand, suitcase of cigarettes in the other, scorn in
every step.
Vittorio watched to see if Shirley would see her brother. But she was busy watching the slide. He told himself
he would hear from Franklin soon. The boy had always been Maria’s favorite. When he really digested the news,
he would drop that hard-boiled stuff and get in touch with him.
Vittorio found the stairs and went up to the balcony. Pausing at the varnished railing, he looked down on the
square white tablecloths, the oval silver trays, the people eating, the Negro waiters. And Shirley’s expectant face
looking up at him from her leghorn hat.
He stepped to the head of the slide, grasped the handles, and swung his legs onto the polished hardwood.
In the elevator:
“Daddy,” she whispered, “are you sure she’ll remember me?”
“Yeah, honey, don’t worry.” But he didn’t sound too sure. When they came into the bare green room, Momma
was sitting at the barred window.
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“Vittorio! Shirley! Amati!” She rushed at Shirley and embraced her. The little room was filled with the
mother’s strange half-sobs and laughter as she alternately squeezed the delighted Shirley and released her. Vittorio
stood by in an embarrassment of happiness, swinging his arms at his sides, his hat in one hand, in the other the
box of things they had brought.
“She’s not a baby any more, Momma,” he said, hearing her call Shirley bambina. “You oughta taste her
cookin’. Next to yours it’s the best there is. Well, here.” He opened the box. “She made you a batch of colombos.”
Shirley waited proudly while her mother tasted one.
“Good, Shirley, good.” Hot pleasure filled Shirley’s body.
They unpacked the other things—the pink geraniums from the garden, the picture of Grandpa and Grandma
Lucca that she had asked for, the Italian chocolates wrapped in colored foil, the warm stockings. Then they
visited, Vittorio and Shirley sitting on the bed, Sigñora Bottini in the chair. Vittorio told how their housekeeping
was going, again what a good cook Shirley was, how the garden was doing.
“How’s Herbert an’ Rosie?” She didn’t know about the Army.
“Fine. They’re fine.”
Shirley began to relax. The room was pleasant. It almost made you drowsy, with the green light reflected from
its ceiling and walls. Only the bars across the open window—
“So she can’t jump out,” she thought. But through the bars Shirley could see a beautiful sky with a thin angora
thread of white cloud trailing across the blue.
“Oh Momma,” she wanted to say, “you’re all right!” She sat swinging her feet back and forth and looking at
her mother hungrily. It was, indeed, her mother. She was all right. In fact, the soft brown eyes were more peaceful
than Shirley could remember ever having seen them. The trapped, desperate look was gone. Her hands, so white
now, were peaceful too. So unlike the ever-busy washing, ironing, sewing, peeling, kneading, sweeping,
scrubbing hands Shirley had known. It was the hands that gave Shirley her greatest reassurance. Shirley imagined
herself and her father on their way home.
“Momma seems perfectly all right,” she would say. “Why can’t she come home now?” Happening to touch the
cross Herbert had bought her at the station, she suddenly remembered.
“Daddy,” she said, “Momma’s rosary that you got fixed!”
“Yeah.” He put his hand in his pocket. “I almost forgot.”
Sigñora Bottini took the chain of jet beads and crucifix. Suddenly she was quiet and abstracted.
“I had him put a whole new chain,” he said. She didn’t answer.
“He said this one is stronger.” She was looking away, holding the black cross in her hand. She seemed to see
something on the plain green wall opposite.
“Maria,” he said softly, “there’s a new man got the produce department at the Buonaventura. He has anise all
the time, hasn’t he, Shirley?” Maria didn’t hear him.
“Maria?” He tried to glance reassuringly at Shirley, but she was not deceived.
“Shirley,” he said desperately, “show Momma the cross Herbert bought you at—the cross Herbert bought
you.”
Shirley went and leaned over, holding the cross out from her neck so that her mother could see it.
“Maria,” said Vittorio, “the Gloria Patri is printed in there. The little piece of glass magnifies it.”
Shirley was quite close to her mother. She smelled her flesh. Always before, at home, Momma had smelled of
sweat, but it had been a fresh healthy smell. This was sour and stale. Shirley breathed in short, shallow gasps,
waiting for her mother to look at the Gloria Patri.
“Can you see it, Maria? You have to have it real close to your eye.”
Everything was silent while they waited for her to say yes, she saw it. As if from miles away, the hum of the
elevator passing their floor spoke briefly. Shirley didn’t know how long she could stay that way, leaning over in
that awkward position, holding out the cross, breathing the odor from her mother’s flesh, waiting for her to speak.
“Momma?” she asked. “Do you see it, Momma? How do you like it?”
Her mother was still looking at the green wall.
“Momma’s tired now, Shirley. We better be goin’.” Shirley straightened up and Vittorio came over and put his
hand on her shoulder.
“We’ll put the flowers in water first. Come on.”
They went down the hall to a grim little closet with a sink, a jumble of ugly vases and bowls, and a smell of
stagnant leaves, The first vase they tried, the only halfway pretty one, wouldn’t fit under the faucet, Vittorio put it
back on the shelf with a clatter that echoed up and down the corridor so that Shirley looked around in
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embarrassment. But there was no sign of life anywhere.
“Here, this one oughta go under,” he said, and the water entered it in a thin stream, issuing out the bottom in a
slightly thinner one.
“It leaks, Daddy.”
“I’ll use it to pour into the other one.” As he poured, water from the leak soaked his coat.
“Now, honey,” he said cheerfully, “let’s take them back to Momma. They don’t look too bad.”
Shirley followed him silently, watching the easy motion of his hips. How could he be so cheerful, how could
he walk so unconcernedly, carrying the vase so easily down at the end of his arm, when Momma was like that?
Perhaps, because she was crazy, he had stopped loving her. At the thought, Shirley felt a tightness in her neck,
across her shoulders, and down to the tips of her fingers. Vittorio paused and turned:
“I’ll take ’em in, Baby,” And the lines around his eyes, and the sound of his voice as he said Baby, told her she
had been all wrong. He came out almost immediately and took Shirley’s hand.
“Let’s go, honey,” he said, “Momma said to tell you goodbye.”
“No, she didn’t. She didn’t say that, Daddy, did she? Did she, Daddy?”
“Well, no,” he admitted, shrugging his shoulders. “You see, Baby, she gets tired pretty easy.”
The long bleak corridor was still empty and the only sounds—footsteps, doors, muted voices—seemed to
come from around corners. They stood by the elevator, watching the moving cables, listening to the unwilling
mechanism.
“She gets tired,” he repeated. “But she sure liked your colombos, didn’t she, honey?”
Shirley nodded, trying vainly to recapture the vanished pleasure of her mother’s praise.
“Did you ring, honey?” She shook her head,
“I guess I didn’t either. We better ring,” He pushed the button once and then again.
“We’ll come back two weeks from today. She’ll be better. It takes time.”
The elevator came, and they made an interminable suffocated wordless trip down. She was blind with tears
when they got to the car.
*
Vittorio stood before the small mirror above the kitchen sink. He had put that mirror there a long time ago,
hoping to make Herbert and Franklin wash up for meals there, leaving the bathroom for the others. The way it had
worked out, Vittorio had been the only one who had used it much. Now, though he and Shirley had been alone in
the flat for four years, he continued to use it.
He was getting ready for Mass, combing his thin graying hair back from his tired face. Shirley was at the far
end of the flat, and they had to call back and forth through the long empty hall.
“Shirley,” he called, looking at the calendar on the cupboard door, “there’s five Sundays this month. That
means we’ll have today free an’ next Sunday too.”
“I know,” she called back, the overtone of pleasure in her voice too.
After giving his shoes a good buffing, he went down the long dark hall past the empty bedrooms, and stood at
the bathroom doorway, watching Shirley put on her hat. She did it carefully, just as a grown woman would have
done; she had lost her childish ways along with her childish fat. The hat was a navy blue straw with pink piping.
He had helped her choose it and the outfit it matched. She put her comb up on the glass shelf.
“Daddy, we ought to take out those extra toothbrush hooks. We don’t need them now.” Vittorio shrugged.
“They’re not doin’ any harm. We’ll be needin’ ’em again one a these days.”
They went out and the latch clicked after them. There they stood for a moment at the top of the steps—father
and daughter, dressed for Mass, back of them the empty flat.
“The outfit looks good on you,” he said, and they started down the steps. Shirley put her hand in his, and he
felt the thin little dark blue glove. Vittorio was proud of her. Proud of the way she had grown from a fat, awkward
child to a pretty, capable young lady about to graduate from high school. And proud of the way the two of them
had kept their little ship afloat for four years now.
“Is it wrong for us to be glad, Daddy?”
“What about, honey?”
“About having five Sundays in April? Having an extra one when we don’t go see Momma?”
“Na. It’s good for us to go out an’ have some fun together. You know that.”
They crossed the park, followed a family of six up the broad fan of the cathedral steps, and in the cool dark
vestibule waited their turn to dip their fingers in the holy water and cross themselves. Vittorio came to Mass
because he believed it was necessary for Shirley. Women should be religious. As for Shirley, sometimes her
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religion almost oppressed her, with its black robes, its musty smells, its Latin words, its monotones. But without it
she would have felt stripped. It was the thing to which one took one’s sorrow, a thing vast and indestructible, yet
warm and personal and ready to lift her up in its merciful hands. They genuflected toward the main altar and took
their seats near a side altar where the young Virgin, with blue robe and golden crown, smiled down on them. At
the main altar, altar boys swung their censers like medieval toys.
“Mater Dolorosa …”
Shirley, kneeling with her small gloved hands folded on the back of the pew ahead, looked up into the Virgin’s
compassionate eyes. Ever since her mother had had to go to the asylum, the warm stream of the Virgin’s love had
comforted her more and more. The Mother of Jesus was her mother too.
After Mass, as they started across the park, Shirley said:
“I always think of Grandpa Lucca when we cross over here. Don’t you? He always used to sit on this bench
here.”
“Yeah. I wonder how in hell he got those spots on ’im.” Poor old Grandpa, who had been scared of elevators,
who had never gone to a movie, who played with zippers to see them work …\fn{ In the old country, men’s flys were
universally of the button-up type. W says that only by 1937 did the fly-zipper finally edge out the fly-button in men’s trousers:H }
He did not feel obliged to go on thinking about the old man. It was a bright Sunday. It was pleasant to be
smoking his strong dark Toscano-style cigar. To have in prospect, instead of sandwiches from his lunch box, a
restaurant dinner with wine. He put his hands in his pockets.
“Where you wanna eat today, Shirley, the D’Annunzio?”\fn{Perhaps named after Gabriele D’Annunzio (1863-1938),
Italian author who wrote in a romantic, flamboyant style, and was an outspoken supporter of Fascism, admired by many ItalianAmericans.}

“All right, Dad. That’s O.K. with me.”
These days the D’Annunzio was not quite as it had been when the whole family had gone there. It had gotten a
little touristy: candles stuck in empty liqueur bottles, washroom signs reading HIM and HER, and the waiters no
longer in regulation black tails but plum-colored boleros. Nevertheless, it was still the Italian family trade that
kept the place going.
Vittorio and Shirley took a small table next to the wall, one of Ricky’s tables.
“Hello, folks,” he said, without respect but without disrespect. He was slight and dapper. “Two chicken
cacciatore?” That was what they always had. The manager himself brought the antipasto, and looked in a friendly
admiring way at Shirley in her new outfit.
“How’s it with you two today? The boys still in the Army.”
He said it as a statement, and despite the fact that he knew Franklin had simply left home. He said it kindly.
And went on kindly, “Nothing new from the Missis?” A pause, while he filled their water glasses from the squat
decanter. “Well, you’re a coupla good pals, an’ darn good-lookin’ ones too.”
“I wish he wouldn’t always do that,” said Shirley after he left. “Why does he have to keep talking about it?”
Vittorio shrugged his shoulders.
“Giovanni don’t mean no harm. One a these days, though, we’ll have Momma home again, an’ Herbert an’
Rosie an’ Franklin, an’ Sundays we’ll all be comin’ here an’ sittin’ at the big round table over there in the corner.
Then he’ll be talkin’ outa the other side a his face.”
“Oh, Dad, it’s been so long now—”
After dinner they went to the movies. A small worm gnawed intermittently at Shirley’s enjoyment. They’d all
be back at the big round table, he’d said. But, she told herself, Daddy only talked that way, to hide how he felt. He
couldn’t really believe it, not after four years. Maybe he thought she wanted him to talk like that. Still, he had
been talking like that an awful lot.
“Momma won’t like it if she comes home an’ finds you haven’t been practicin’,” he’d say. And “Rosie’ll teach
you to make omelets when she comes back.” And “I’m gonna paint the front steps this week. The back ones can
wait awhile. One a the boys can do ’em.”
She wished he wouldn’t say those things. They were quiet as they walked home, past the drab old Hats of the
Italian quarter with their scrubbed marble stoops. Shirley was busy with the question of what she should do after
graduation. Her head was full of the talk of other girls—nursing, teachers’ college, business college, dental
assistant. Car card pictures and phrases swam before her:
“You’ll always be independent.”
“Security careers.”
“Business wants alert young women.”
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Across the street from home a man was putting up a sign on an empty flat. When he stood back to view it, they
read it too. NEW HOME OF PELCO, INC. The block had been rezoned.
“By God, I’ve got a mind to move away from this damn neighborhood before Momma comes home!”
“Have the doctors said anything about Momma coming home. Daddy?”
“No, but one a these days they will. They will.”
They left the flat together the next morning, to walk three blocks together before she turned off to school and
he went on to his job at the Garibaldi.
The air felt new. Through a gap in the houses, a patch of the Bay sparkled and laughed. The edges of roofs
made keen clear angles against the blue sky. Even the dirty faded buildings, with bedding hung out of windows to
air—buildings you wouldn’t look at twice—had a curious oomph.
Shirley was filled with a strong sense that everything was going to be all right—not just for herself and her
father, but for everyone everywhere. Jesus would triumph, the Church would triumph. In the end they would all
be received into His arms. Even the heathens—those, that is, who had accepted Him.
When Vittorio stopped to light his cigar again, Shirley felt a slight impatience at his everlastingly having to
relight those ugly old Italian cigars. But he winked at her as he did it, and she forgave him. Then the cloud of his
smoke drifted around her head in the still morning air, putting a seal of homely familiarity on the magic moment.
Nothing was said; they went on their way together. At the corner where they separated, Vittorio put his hand
briefly on her shoulder.
“A rivederci, Baby.”
“Goodbye, Daddy.” She started up the hill toward St. Vincent’s.
The auditorium lights went out and Shirley and the other seniors sat in the dark, whispering and giggling while
Sister Martha patiently struggled with the projector. Finally everything was adjusted and the film commenced.
First there were pictures of the Vatican, with the Sistine Chapel choir singing. Shirley thought it was the most
beautiful music she had ever heard. Then the film showed a Catholic map of the world. Then it went everywhere.
India—with those dark scrawny people bathing in their muddy holy river.
Japan—with those strange little yellow people worshiping a fat man sitting in a lotus blossom.
Alaska—with funny roly-poly people in furs doing a religious dance, looking like bears hopping about on their
hind legs.
Africa—with scary black people beating their drums and dancing to keep away the spirits of the dead.
And everywhere the Church and the Cross, the plain lines of the simple, courageous mission buildings—
islands of Christianity in the sea of heathenism. The Catholic Brothers and Sisters doctoring, teaching, blessing.
Only once did Shirley’s eyes stray from the screen, and that was to steal a glance at Sister Beatrice, sitting tall
and straight in the dark, with only the white shield-shape of her face visible above the girls’ heads. Oh, Shirley
thought with a rush of tenderness, if I could only do something to make her proud of me!
And now as the film swept on to its stirring conclusion, with the Sistine choir swelling in triumphant harmony,
Shirley—rapt, flushed, in a glory of happiness—knew what she would do.
After they separated at the corner, Vittorio stopped in at a plumber’s showroom. The plumber was very
obliging—a nice fellow.
“First of all, the tub,” he said. “What type was you interested in?” He waved a dirty hand at the roomful of
pastel-and-chrome tubs, basins, and toilets. “We got the four-and-a-half-foot tub, the five-foot tub, an’ the corner
tub.”
“I don’t know,” Vittorio said. “I’ll have to take some measurements. I just wanted to get a rough idea of
prices.”
“Sure,” said the man. “Sure. I know how it is, specially if you got a big family. Have to make every dollar
count. How many in your family?”
“Six,” he said. “Two now, but there will be six. That’s why I want the second bathroom. Havin’ just one caused
an awful lotta trouble before, when there was six.” Seven, he added to himself, remembering Grandpa Lucca.
After a little more talk he thanked the man, put the price list in his pocket, and turned toward the door, smiling as
he thought of Grandpa Lucca surrounded by the streamlined elegance of these modern fixtures. Grandpa Lucca in
a pistachio corner tub.
“I’ll let you know,” he said over his shoulder. And he went on to work.
112.144 The Heart Of The Afternoon\fn{by Elizabeth Clark (1913-1996)} Los Angeles, Los Angeles County,
California, U.S.A. (F) 2
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On a blazing run-down street in Washington D.C., a boy of nine or ten is leaning patiently against the stoop of
a dirty brick house. For a moment the traffic is stilled, but on the juke-box in the place next door the same record
has been playing over and over for an hour, leading around interminably to the same high howled note at the end
that the singer holds so long, it has become the natural sound of the landscape, as in some other place the tickling
of water on the shore of a lake.
At the boy’s feet, in the tiny iron-railed yard beside the stoop, is lying a headless doll that a few minutes ago
fell for the twentieth time that day from one of the third-story windows above, and after a while he will have to
take it back into the house. But just now he only moves to sop up the sweat the forms under his belt and behind
his ears, and now and then closes his eyes to squeeze out the heat. On the hedge in front of the house on the other
side is a dead starling with angry open eyes that he and his sister propped up there in the morning, but all he is
looking at now is the sunspots over the street, and when there is an accident down at the corner he only turns his
eyes.
It is the very heart of the afternoon, the point when the day goes dead and nothing matters and it seems that
nothing will ever change. It struck him all of a sudden just after the doll fell the last time, when in a lull on the
jukebox he heard a rooster crow somewhere down the street, and since then everything has been the same to him.
He doesn’t bother about what he is supposed to be doing, nor about what has happened down at the crossing of
the avenues where a minute before there was only an empty expanse of concrete bright as a lake.
A man on a motorcycle with an empty sidecar was trying to turn too quickly and has spilled over on his head.
The machine twitches and shakes upside down on top of him and finally falls back, leaving his blood uncovered
in the sun, while a buzz of people appear out of the emptiness and swarm around the spot. They are dressed in
light colors but look black, and when they go away the man and the machine are gone too and it is as if they had
eaten him.
The whine of a police car rises and fades away, and then for a little while there is only the distant dry ticking of
typewriters in the government building at the corner.
The boy passes the sole of his shoe slowly over the doll’s body, and at last picks it up and starts slowly up the
stairs. The head came off a long time ago from so much falling to the ground every day, and of the doll’s clothing
all that is left is a bit of torn chemise, but his grandmother could not live without it, and if she is made to wait too
long after she has thrown it out the window the blood comes to her face and she begins to rap angrily at the
windowsill.
This time, however, she has been distracted by the family’s gathering around her chair at the window.
“Dead as a doornail I tell you. You look in the paper if he wasn’t.”
“Dead. You want everybody to be dead. Maybe he passed out a minute.”
“I saw him move,” the boy’s sister says, lying as always when she is excited. “I saw him open his eyes.”
“All right, all right, here it is,” the mother says. She takes the doll and shoves it with a little sigh into the
grandmother’s hands, which close on it hard. “You ought to brought it up quicker.”
“I did bring it up.”
“I said quicker. You ought to brought it up quicker. We’ve got enough trouble already without you chasing
after everything in the street.”
“Leave the kid alone,” his father said. “It’s only natural.”
“It ain’t a fit sight for a child.”
His father is a night-watchman, and this is his early morning. In the dark cubicle beyond the kitchen they can
see the bent iron bed he has just left, the sheets pulled half to the floor and the flies lighting here and there to sip
at the creases ion it. He goes over to the sink to shave the naked upper half of his body smeared with the sweat of
his daytime sleep.
“She’d be better off in a home,” he says as he always says at this hour, and nobody ever answers.
At the window the old woman busily twists and twists the body of the doll. Sometimes she make a show of
hiding it in a fold of her cotton skirt and waits for someone to notice, and sometimes she lets it fall and plays with
her own gnarled fingers a while, but she always comes back to it, and always after a time will throw it out the
window.
She looks like the father and like the boy. They all have the same long narrow nose quirked up at the end, the
eyes too close together and the big cheek-bones wide, only from her jaw-bone the skin drapes away, colorless and
used up like the kitchen towels.
She weaves her secret fabrics from the shreds of stuffing at the doll’s neck, while like a tin roof in the sun the
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high note from the jukebox next door establishes itself as a thing outside of time, impervious and interminable,
and the heat crawls on centipede feet through the hairs on all their bodies.
The father brings the razor once down his cheek and when he shakes the razor the lather drops in the sink like
a cow patty.
“Anyway there’s too many nigger drivers in this town.”
“He wasn’t as nigger.”
“I never said he was. I said there’re too many nigger drivers driving taxis in this town. You can’t hardly trust
yourself in the street.”
“Driving along one minute and dead the next.”
“He’s no more dead than you are.”
“You can still see it,” the sister says from the window, this time with awe. “You can still see the wet place,
right where it was before.”
“Cluck, cluck, cluck,” goes the old woman, rattling her teeth.
It seems that no day has ever been different from this one, and there will never be any other time of the day.
The boy might just as well be his father or his grandmother or the doll without a head; there is no difference
between them.
The mother tells him to take the baby down to the yard, and after they have been there a while the doll falls
again with a little soft padding sound in the dust near his feet.
Nothing matters, there is nothing he wants to do. All the noises he hears seem to come through some thick
moist substance like the fat of the women’s arms at the windows, so that there is no difference between them, and
the dead bird on the hedge is only a dead bird. He wanders over and sticks his finger a second in its open beak,
because its eyes are still watching him, but nothing happens. He might as well have put his finger in his own
mouth.
He comes back and picks up the doll and takes it into the house. The sun is still beating down as it was before,
as if it were stuck in one place in the sky and were never going to move again, and the only thing that makes any
sense in the world is this relation h e has with his grandmother, which will go on forever.
But as the night is starting he walks with his father to work and doesn’t go home right away, and then he sees
something that fills him with joy.
It is a man cutting a piece of fruit, and it occurs by the shaky light of a hanging lantern, down on the riverfront. The man, who is swarthy and powerful and carries as long knife like a machete, is selling off a cargo of
watermelons on the deck of his boat. The boy watches from the wharf while a customer goes down, and a moment
later in the flickering darkness sees the man lift his knife and in three quick stabs carve a long wedge sharp as a
pencil at the end, which he holds up a few seconds and then silently slips back into place.
It has only taken a minute, and in that light it leaves no trace, nobody could know from looking at the melon
that anything had happened. But the boy has seen the blood-red triangle of its flesh, and when the man happens to
glance up and catches the elation in his eyes, for just the barest second the intimation of a smile passes between
them, as if they had been accomplices in a perfect crime.
136.1 Midnight Blue\fn{by Ross MacDonald (1915-1983)} Los Gatos, Santa Clara County, California, U.S.A. (M) 15
It had rained in the canyon during the night. The world had the colored freshness of a butterfly just emerged
from the chrysalis stage and trembling in the sun. Actual butterflies danced in flight across free spaces of air or
played a game of tag without any rules among the tree branches. At this height there were giant pines among the
eucalyptus trees.
I parked my car where I usually parked it, in the shadow of the stone building just inside the gates of the old
estate. Just inside the posts, that is—the gates had long since fallen from their rusted hinges. The owner of the
country house had died in Europe, and the place had stood empty since the war. It was one reason I came here on
the occasional Sunday when I wanted to get away from the Hollywood rat race. Nobody lived within two miles.
Until now, anyway. The window of the gatehouse overlooking the drive had been broken the last time that I’d
noticed it. Now it was patched up with a piece of cardboard. Through a hole punched in the middle of the
cardboard, bright emptiness watched me—human eye’s bright emptiness.
“Hello,” I said. A grudging voice answered:
“Hello.”
The gatehouse door creaked open, and a white-haired man came out. A smile sat strangely on his ravaged face.
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He walked mechanically, shuffling in the leaves, as if his body was not at home in the world. He wore faded
denims through which his clumsy muscles bulged like animals in a sack. His feet were bare.
I saw when he came up to me that he was a huge old man, a head taller than I was and a foot wider. His smile
was not a greeting or any kind of a smile that I could respond to. It was the stretched, blind grimace of a man who
lived in a world of his own, a world that didn’t include me.
“Get out of here. I don’t want trouble. I don’t want nobody messing around.”
“No trouble,” I said. “I came up to do a little target shooting. I probably have as much right here as you have.”
His eyes widened. They were as blue and empty as holes in his head through which I could see the sky.
“Nobody has the rights here that I have. I lifted up mine eyes unto the hills and the voice spoke and I found
sanctuary. Nobody’s going to force me out of my sanctuary.”
I could feel the short hairs bristling on the back of my neck. Though my instincts didn’t say so, he was
probably a harmless nut. I tried to keep my instincts out of my voice.
“I won’t bother you. You don’t bother me. That should be fair enough.”
“You bother me just being here. I can’t stand people. I can’t stand cars. And this is twice in two days you come
up harrying me and harassing me.”
“I haven’t been here for a month.”
“You’re an Ananias liar.”
His voice whined like a rising wind. He clenched his knobbed fists and shuddered on the verge of violence.
“Calm down, old man,” I said. “There’s room in the world for both of us.”
He looked around at the high green world as if my words had snapped him out of a dream.
“You’re right,” he said in a different voice. “I have been blessed, and I must remember to be joyful. Joyful.
Creation belongs to all of us poor creatures.”
His smiling teeth were as long and yellow as an old horse’s. His roving glance fell on my car.
“And it wasn’t you who come up here last night. It was a different automobile. I remember.”
He turned away, muttering something about washing his socks, and dragged his horny feet back into the
gatehouse. I got my targets, pistol, and ammunition out of the trunk, and locked the car up tight. The old man
watched me through his peephole, but he didn’t come out again.
Below the road, in the wild canyon, there was an open meadow backed by a sheer bank which was topped by
the crumbling wall of the estate. It was my shooting gallery. I slid down the wet grass of the bank and tacked a
target to an oak tree, using the butt of my heavy-framed twenty-two as a hammer.
While I was loading it, something caught my eye—something that glinted red, like a ruby among the leaves. I
stooped to pick it up and found that it was attached. It was a red-enameled fingernail at the tip of a white hand.
The hand was cold and stiff. .
I let out a sound that must have been loud in the stillness. A jaybird erupted from a manzanita, sailed up to a
high limb of the oak, and yelled down curses at me. A dozen chickadees flew out of the oak and settled in another
at the far end of the meadow.
Panting like a dog, I scraped away the dirt and wet leaves that had been loosely piled over the body. It was the
body of a girl wearing a midnight-blue sweater and skirt. She was a blonde, about seventeen. The blood that
congested her face made her look old and dark. The white rope with which she had been garroted was sunk almost
out of sight in the flesh of her neck. The rope was tied at the nape in what is called a granny’s knot, the kind of
knot that any child can tie.
I left her where she lay and climbed back up to the road on trembling knees. The grass showed traces of the
track her body had made where someone had dragged it down the bank. I looked for tire marks on the. shoulder
and in the rutted, impacted gravel of the road. If there had been any, the rain had washed them out.
I trudged up the road to the gatehouse and knocked on the door. It creaked inward under my hand. Inside there
was nothing alive but the spiders that had webbed the low black beams. A dustless rectangle in front of the stone
fireplace showed where a bedroll had lain. Several blackened tin cans had evidently been used as cooking
utensils. Gray embers lay on the cavernous hearth. Suspended above it from a spike in the mantel was a pair of
white cotton work socks. The socks were wet. Their owner had left in a hurry.
It wasn’t my job to hunt him. I drove down the canyon to the highway and along it for a few miles to the
outskirts of the nearest town. There a drab green box of a building with a flag in front of it housed the Highway
Patrol. Across the highway was a lumberyard, deserted on Sunday.
*
“Too bad about Ginnie,” the dispatcher said when she had radioed the local sheriff. She was a thirtyish
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brunette with fine black eyes and dirty fingernails. She had on a plain white blouse, which was full of her.
“Do you know Ginnie?”
“My young sister knows her. They go—they went to high school together. It’s an awful thing when it happens
to a young person like that. I knew she was missing—I got the report when I came on at eight—but I kept hoping
that she was just off on a lost weekend, like. Now there’s nothing to hope for, is there?”
Her eyes were liquid with feeling.
“Poor Ginnie. And poor Mr. Green.”
“Her father?”
“That’s right. He was in here with her high-school counselor not more than an hour ago. I hope he doesn’t
come back right away. I don’t want to be the one that has to tell him”
“How long has the girl been missing?”
“Just since last night. We got the report here about three A.M., I think. Apparently she wandered away from a
party at Cavern Beach. Down the pike a ways.” She pointed south toward the mouth of the canyon.
“What kind of party was it?”
“Some of the kids from the Union High School—they took some wienies down and had a fire. The party was
part of graduation week. I happen to know about it because my young sister Alice went. I didn’t want her to go,
even if it was supervised. That can be a dangerous beach at night. All sorts of bums and scroungers hang out in the
caves. Why, one night when I was a kid I saw a naked man down there in the moonlight. He didn’t have a woman
with him, either.”
She caught the drift of her words, did a slow blush, and checked her loquacity. 1 leaned on the plywood
counter between us.
“What sort of girl was Ginnie Green?”
“I wouldn’t know. I never really knew her.”
“Your sister does.”
“I don’t let my sister run around with girls like Ginnie Green. Does that answer your question?”
“Not in any detail.”
“It seems to me you ask a lot of questions.”
“I’m naturally interested, since I found her. Also, I happen to be a private detective.”
“Looking for a job?”
“I can always use a job.”
“So can I, and I’ve got one and I don’t intend to lose it.” She softened the words with a smile.
“Excuse me; I have work to do.”
She turned to her short-wave and sent out a message to the patrol cars that Virginia Green had been found.
Virginia. Green’s father heard it as he came in the door. He was a puffy gray-faced man with red-rimmed eyes.
Striped pajama bottoms showed below the cuffs of his trousers. His shoes were muddy, and he walked as if he had
been walking all night.
He supported himself on the edge of the counter, opening and shutting his mouth like a beached fish. Words
came out, half strangled by shock.
“I heard you say she was dead, Anita.”
The woman raised her eyes to his.
“Yes. I’m awfully sorry, Mr. Green.”
He put his face down on the counter and stayed there like a penitent, perfectly still. I could hear a clock
somewhere, snipping off seconds, and in the back of the room the LA. police signals like muttering voices coming
in from another. planet. Another planet very much like this one, where violence measured out the hours.
“It’s my fault,” Green said to the bare wood under his face. “I didn’t bring her up properly. I haven’t been a
good father.”
The woman watched him with dark and glistening eyes ready to spill. She stretched out an unconscious hand
to touch him, pulled her hand back in embarrassment when a second man came into the station. He was a young
man with crew-cut brown hair, tanned and fit-looking in a Hawaiian shirt. Fit-looking except for the glare of
sleeplessness in his eyes and the anxious lines around them.
“What is it, Miss Brocco? What’s the word?”
“The word is bad.” She sounded angry. “Somebody murdered Ginnie Green. This man here is a detective and
he just found her body up in Trumbull Canyon.”
The young man ran his fingers through his short hair and failed to get a grip on it, or on himself.
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“My God! That’s terrible!”
“Yes,” the woman said. “You were supposed to be looking after her, weren’t you?”
They glared at each other across the counter. The tips of her breasts pointed at him through her blouse like
accusing fingers. The young man lost the glaring match. He turned to me with a wilted look.
“My name is Connor, Franklin Connor, and I’m afraid I’m very much to blame in this. I’m a counselor at the
high school, and I was supposed to be looking after the party, as Miss Brocco said.”
“Why didn’t you?”
“I didn’t realize. I mean, I thought they were all perfectly happy and safe. The boys and girls had pretty well
paired off around the fire. Frankly, I felt rather out of place. They aren’t children, you know. They were all
seniors, they had cars. So I said good night and walked home along the beach. As a matter of fact, I was hoping
for a phone call from my wife.”
“What time did you leave the party?”
“It must have been nearly eleven. The ones who hadn’t paired off had already gone home.”
“Who did Ginnie pair off with?”
“I don’t know. I’m afraid I wasn’t paying too much attention to the kids. It’s graduation week, and I’ve had a
lot of problems—”
The father, Green, had been listening with a changing face. In a sudden yammering rage his implosive grief
and guilt exploded outward.
“It’s your business to know! By God, I’ll have your job for this. I’ll make it my business to run you out of
town.”
Connor hung his head and looked at the stained tile floor. There was a thin spot in his short brown hair, and his
scalp gleamed through it like bare white bone. It was turning into a bad day for everybody, and I felt the dull old
nagging pull of other people’s trouble, like a toothache you can’t leave alone.
*
The sheriff arrived, flanked by several deputies and an HP\fn{ Highway Patrol.} sergeant. He wore a western hat
and a rawhide tie and a blue gabardine business suit which together produced a kind of gun-smog effect. His name
was Pearsall.
I rode back up the canyon in the right front seat of Pearsall’s black Buick, filling him in on the way. The
deputies’ Ford and an HP car followed us, and Green’s new Oldsmobile convertible brought up the rear. The
sheriff said:
“The old guy sounds like a looney to me.”
“He’s a loner, anyway.”
“You never can tell about them hoboes. That’s why I give my boys instructions to roust ’em. Well, it looks like
an open-and-shut case.”
“Maybe. Let’s keep our minds open anyway, Sheriff.”
“Sure. Sure. But the old guy went on the run. That shows consciousness of guilt. Don’t worry, we’ll hunt him
down. I got men that know these hills like you know your wife’s geography.”
“I’m not married.”
“Your girlfriend, then.” He gave me a sideways leer that was no gift. “And if we can’t find him on foot, we’ll
use the air squadron."
“You have an air squadron?”
“Volunteers, mostly local ranchers. We’ll get him.” His tires squealed on a curve. “Was the girl raped?”
“I didn’t try to find out. I’m not a doctor. I left her as she was.” The sheriff grunted.
"You did the right thing at that.”
Nothing had changed in the high meadow. The girl lay waiting to have her picture taken. It was taken many
times, from several angles. All the birds flew away. Her father leaned on a tree and watched them go. Later he was
sitting on the ground. I volunteered to drive him home. It wasn’t pure altruism. I’m incapable of it. I said when I
had turned his Oldsmobile:
“Why did you say it was your fault, Mr. Green?”
He wasn’t listening. Below the road four uniformed men were wrestling a heavy covered aluminum stretcher
up the steep bank. Green watched them as he had watched the departing birds, until they were out of sight around
a curve.
“She was so young,” he said to the back seat.
I waited, and tried again.
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“Why did you blame yourself for her death?” He roused himself from his daze.
“Did I say that?”
“In the Highway Patrol office you said something of the sort.” He touched my arm.
“I didn’t mean I killed her.”
“I didn’t think you meant that. I’m interested in finding out who did.”
“Are you a cop—a policeman?”
“I have been.”
“You’re not with the locals.”
“No, I happen to be a private detective from Los Angeles. The name is Archer.”
He sat and pondered this information. Below and ahead the summer sea brimmed up in the mouth of the
canyon,
“You don’t think the old tramp did her in?” Green said.
“It’s hard to figure out how he could have. He’s a strong-looking old buzzard, but he couldn’t have carried her
all the way up from the beach. And she wouldn’t have come along with him of her own accord.”
It was a question, in a way.
“I don’t know,” her father said. “Ginnie was a little wild. She’d do a thing because it was wrong, because it
was dangerous. She hated to turn down a dare, especially from a man.”
“There were men in her life?”
“She was attractive to men, You saw her, even as she is,” He gulped. “Don't get me wrong. Ginnie was never a
bad girl. She was a little headstrong, and I made mistakes. That’s why I blame myself.”
“What sort of mistakes, Mr. Green?”
“All the usual ones, and some I made up on my own,” His voice was bitter. “Ginnie didn’t have a mother, you
see. Her mother left me years ago, and it was as much my fault as hers, I tried to bring her up myself. I didn’t give
her proper supervision. I run a restaurant in town, and I don’t get home nights till after midnight. Ginnie was
pretty much on her own since she was in grade school. We got along fine when I was there, but I usually wasn’t
there.
“The worst mistake I made was letting her work in the restaurant over the weekends, That started about a year
ago. She wanted the money for clothes, and I thought the discipline would be good for her. I thought I could keep
an eye on her, you know. But it didn’t work out. She grew up too fast, and the night work played hell with her
studies. I finally got the word from the school authorities. I fired her a couple of months ago, but I guess it was
too late. We haven’t been getting along too well since then. Mr. Connor said she resented my indecision, that I
gave her too much responsibility and then took it away again.”
“You’ve talked her over with Connor?”
“More than once, including last night. He was her academic counselor, and he was concerned about her grades.
We both were. Ginnie finally pulled through, after all, thanks to him. She was going to graduate. Not that it
matters now, of course.”
Green was silent for a time. The sea expanded below us like a second blue dawn. I could hear the roar of the
highway. Green touched my elbow again, as if he needed human contact.
“I oughtn’t to’ve blown my top at Connor. He’s a decent boy, he means well. He gave my daughter hours of
free tuition this last month. And he’s got troubles of his own, like he said.”
“What troubles?”
“I happen to know his wife left him, same as mine. I shouldn’t have borne down so hard on him. I have a lousy
temper, always have had.” He hesitated, then blurted out as if he had found a confessor:
“I said a terrible thing to Ginnie at supper last night. She always has supper with me at the restaurant. I said if
she wasn’t home when I got home last night that I’d wring her neck.”
“And she wasn’t home,” I said. And somebody wrung her neck, I didn’t say.
*
The light at the highway was red. I glanced at Green. Tear tracks glistened like snail tracks on his face.
“Tell me what happened last night.”
“There isn’t anything much to tell,” he said. “I got to the house about twelve-thirty, and, like you said, she
wasn’t home. So I called Al Brocco’s house. He’s my night cook, and I knew his youngest daughter Alice was at
the moonlight party on the beach. Alice was home all right.”
“Did you talk to Alice?”
“She was in bed asleep. Al woke her up, but I didn’t talk to her. She told him she didn’t know where Ginnie
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was. I went to bed, but I couldn’t sleep. Finally I got up and called Mr. Connor. That was about one-thirty. I
thought I should get in touch with the authorities, but he said no, Ginnie had enough black marks against her
already. He came over to the house and we waited for a while and then we went down to Cavern Beach. There
was no trace of her. I said it was time to call in the authorities, and he agreed. We went to his beach house,
because it was nearer, and called the sheriff’s office from there. We went back to the beach with a couple of
flashlights and went through the caves. He stayed with me all night. I give him that.”
“Where are these caves?”
“We’ll pass them in a minute. I’ll show you if you want. But there’s nothing in any of the three of them.”
Nothing but shadows and empty beer cans, discarded contraceptives, the odor of rotting kelp. I got sand in my
shoes and sweat under my collar. The sun dazzled my eyes when I half-walked, half-crawled, from the last of the
caves. Green was waiting beside a heap of ashes.
“This is where they had the wienie roast,” he said.
I kicked the ashes. A half-burned sausage rolled along the sand. Sand fleas hopped in the sun like fat on a
griddle. Green and I faced each other over the dead fire. He looked out to sea. A seal’s face floated like a small
black nose cone beyond the breakers. Farther out a water skier slid between unfolding wings of spray. Away up
the beach two people were walking toward us. They were small and lonely and distinct as Chirico figures in the
long white distance.
Green squinted against the sun. Red-rimmed or not, his eyes were good.
“I believe that’s Mr. Connor. I wonder who the woman is with him.”
They were walking as close as lovers, just above the white margin of the surf. They pulled apart when they
noticed us, but they were still holding hands as they approached.
“It’s Mrs. Connor,” Green said in a low voice. “I thought you said she left him.”
“That’s what he told me last night. She took off on him a couple of weeks ago, couldn’t stand a high-school
teacher’s hours. She must have changed her mind.”
She looked as though she had a mind to change. She was a hard-faced blonde who walked like a man. A
certain amount of style took the curse off her stiff angularity. She had on a madras shirt, mannishly cut, and a pair
of black Capri pants that hugged her long, slim legs. She had good legs.
Connor looked at us in complex embarrassment.
“I thought it was you from a distance, Mr. Green. I don’t believe you know my wife.”
“I’ve seen her in my place of business.” He explained to the woman: “I run the Highway Restaurant in town.”
“How do you do," she said aloofly, then added in an entirely different voice: “You’re Virginia’s father, aren’t
you? I’m so sorry.”
The words sounded queer. Perhaps it was the surroundings: the ashes on the beach, the entrances to the caves,
the sea, and the empty sky which dwarfed us all. Green answered her solemnly.
“Thank you, ma’am. Mr. Connor was a strong right arm to me last night. I can tell you.” He was apologizing.
And Connor responded:
“Why don’t you come to our place for a drink? It’s just down the beach. You look as if you could use one, Mr.
Green. You too,” he said to me. “I don’t believe I know your name.”
“Archer. Lew Archer.”
He gave me a hard hand. His wife interposed:
“I’m sure Mr. Green and his friend won’t want to be bothered with us on a day like this. Besides, it isn’t even
noon yet, Frank.”
She was the one who didn’t want to be bothered. We stood around for a minute, exchanging grim, nonsensical
comments on the beauty of the day. Then she led Connor back in the direction they had come from. Private
Property, her attitude seemed to say: Trespassers will be fresh-frozen.
I drove Green to the Highway Patrol station. He said that he was feeling better, and could make it home from
there by himself. He thanked me profusely for being a friend in need to him, as he put it. He followed me to the
door of the station, thanking me.
The dispatcher was cleaning her fingernails with an ivory-handled file. She glanced up eagerly.
“Did they catch him yet?”
“I Was going to ask you the same question, Miss Brocco.”
“No such luck. But they’ll get him,” she said with female vindictiveness. “The sheriff called out his air
squadron, and he sent to Ventura for bloodhounds.”
“Big deal.” She bridled.
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“What do you mean by that?”
“I don’t think the old man of the mountain killed her. If he had, he wouldn’t have waited till this morning to go
on the lam. He’d have taken off right away.”
“Then why did he go on the lam at all?” The word sounded strange in her prim mouth.
“I think he saw me discover the body, and realized he’d be blamed.”
She considered this, bending the long nail file between her fingers.
“If the old tramp didn’t do it, who did?”
“You may be able to help me answer that question.”
“Me help you? How?”
“You know Frank Connor, for one thing.”
“I know him. I’ve seen him about my sister’s grades a few times.”
“You don’t seem to like him much.”
“I don’t like him, I don’t dislike him. He’s just blah to me.”
“Why? What’s the matter with him?”
Her tight mouth quivered, and let out words:
“I don’t mow what’s the matter with him. He can’t keep his hands off of young girls.”
“How do you know that?”
“I heard it.”
“From your sister Alice?”
“Yes. The rumor was going around the school, she said.”
“Did the rumor involve Ginnie Green?”
She nodded. Her eyes were as black as fingerprint ink.
“Is that why Connor’s wife left him?”
“I wouldn’t know about that. I never even laid eyes Mrs. Connor.”
“You haven’t been missing much.”
There was a yell outside, a kind of choked ululation. It sounded as much like an animal as a man. It was Green.
When I reached the door, he was climbing out of his convertible with a heavy blue revolver in his hand.
“I saw the killer,” he cried out exultantly.
“Where?”
He waved the revolver toward the lumberyard across the road.
“He poked his head up behind that pile of white pine. When he saw me, he ran like a deer. I’m going to get
him.”
“No. Give me the gun.”
“Why? I got a license to carry it. And use it.”
He started across the four-lane highway, dodging through the moving patterns of the Sunday traffic as if he
were playing Parcheesi on the kitchen table at home. The sounds of brakes and curses split the air. He had
scrambled over the locked gate of the yard before I got to it. I went over after him.
*
Green disappeared behind a pile of lumber. I turned the corner and saw him running halfway down a long aisle
walled with stacked wood and floored with beaten earth. The old man of the mountain was running ahead of him.
His white hair blew in the wind of his own movement. A burlap sack bounced on his shoulders like a load of
sorrow and shame.
“Stop or I’ll shoot!” Green cried.
The old man ran on as if the devil himself were after him. He came to a cyclone fence, discarded his sack, and
tried to climb it. He almost got over. Three strands of barbed wire along the top of the fence caught and held him
struggling.
I heard a tearing sound, and then the sound of a shot. The huge old, body espaliered on the fence twitched and
went limp, fell heavily to the earth. Green stood over him breathing through his teeth.
I pushed him out of the way. The old man was alive, though there was blood in his mouth. He spat it onto his
chin when I lifted his head.
“You shouldn’t ought to of done it. I come to turn myself in. Then I got ascairt.”
“Why were you scared?”
“I watched you uncover the little girl in the leaves. I knew I’d be blamed. I’m one of the chosen. They always
blame the chosen. I been in trouble before.”
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“Trouble with girls?” At my shoulder Green was grinning terribly.
“Trouble with cops.”
“For killing people?” Green said.
“For preaching on the street without a license. The voice told me to preach to the tribes of the wicked. And the
voice told me this morning to come in and give my testimony.”
“What voice?”
“The great voice.” His voice was little and weak. He coughed red.
“He’s as crazy as a bedbug,” Green said.
“Shut up.” I turned back to the dying man. “What testimony do you have to give?”
“About the car I seen. It woke me up in the middle of the night, stopped in the road below my sanctuary.”
“What kind of car?”
“I don’t know cars. I think it was one of them foreign can. It made a noise to wake the dead.”
“Did you see who was driving it?”
“No. I didn’t go near. I was ascairt.”
“What time was this car in the road?”
“I don’t keep track of time. The moon was down behind the trees.”
Those were his final words. He looked up at the sky with his sky-colored eyes, straight into the sun. His eyes
changed color. Green said:
“Don’t tell them. If you do, I’ll make a liar out of you. I’m a respected citizen in this town. I got a business to
lose. And they’ll believe me ahead of you, mister.”
“Shut up.”
He couldn't.
“The old fellow was lying, anyway. You know that. You heard him say yourself that he heard voices. That
proves he’s a psycho. He’s a psycho killer. I shot him down like you would a mad dog, and I did right.” He waved
the revolver.
“You did wrong, Green, and you know it. Give me that gun before it kills somebody else.”
He thrust it into my hand suddenly. I unloaded it, breaking my fingernails in the process, and handed it back to
him empty. He nudged up against me.
“Listen, maybe I did do wrong. I had provocation. It doesn’t have to get but. I got a business to lose.”
He fumbled in his hip pocket and brought out a thick sharkskin wallet.
“Here. 1 can pay you good money. You say that you’re a private eye; you know how to keep your lip
buttoned.”
I walked away and left him blabbering beside the body of the man he had killed. They were both vicious, in a
sense, but only one of them had blood on his hands.
Miss Brocco was in the HP parking lot. Her bosom jumping with excitement.
“I heard a shot.”
“Green shot the old man. Dead. You better send in for the meat wagon and call off your bloody dogs.”
The words hit her like slaps. She raised her hand to her face, defensively.
“Are you mad at me? Why are you mad at me?”
“I’m mad at everybody.”
“You still don’t think he did it.”
“I know damned well he didn’t. I want to talk to your sister.”
“Alice? What for?”
“Information. She was on the beach with Ginnie Green last night. She may be able to tell me something.” \
“You leave Alice alone.”
“I’ll treat her gently. Where do you live?”
“I don’t want my little sister dragged into this filthy mess.”
“All I want to know is who Ginnie paired off with.”
“I’ll ask Alice. I’ll tell you.”
“Come on, Miss Brocco, we’re wasting time. I don’t need your permission to talk to your sister, after all. I can
get the address out of the phone book if I have to.”
She flared up and then flared down.
“You win. We live on Orlando Street, 224. That’s on the other side of town. You will be nice to Alice, won’t
you?” She’s bothered enough as it is about Ginnie’s death.”
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“She really was a friend of Ginnie’s, then?”
“Yes. I tried to break it up. But you know how kids are—two motherless girls, they stick together. I tried to be
like a mother to Alice.”
“What happened to your own mother?”
“Father—I mean, she died.” A greenish pallor invaded her face and turned it to old bronze. “Please. I don’t
want to talk about it. I was only a kid when she died.”
She went back to her muttering radios. She was quite a woman, I thought as I drove away. Nubile but
unmarried, probably full of untapped Mediterranean passions. If she worked an eight-hour shift and started at
eight, she’d be getting off about four.”
It wasn’t a large town, and it wasn’t far across it. The highway doubled at its main street. I passed the Union
High School. On the green playing field beside it a lot of kids in mortarboards and gowns were rehearsing their
graduation exercises. A kind of pall seemed to hang over the field. Perhaps it was in my mind.
Farther along the street I passed Green’s Highway Restaurant. A dozen cars stood in its parking space. A
couple of white-uniformed waitresses were scooting around behind the plate-glass windows.
Orlando Street was a lower-middle-class residential street bisected by the highway. Jacaranda trees bloomed
like low small purple clouds among its stucco and frame cottages. Fallen purple petals carpeted the narrow lawn
in front of the Brocco house.
A thin, dark man, wiry under his T-shirt, was washing a small red Fiat in the driveway beside the front porch.
He must have been over fifty, but his long hair was as black as an Indian’s. His Sicilian nose was humped in the
middle by an old break.
“Mr. Brocco?”
“That’s me.”
“Is your daughter Alice home?”
“She’s home.”
“I’d like to speak to her.”
He turned off his hose, pointing its dripping nozzle at me like a gun.
“You’re a little old for her, ain’t you?”
“I’m a detective investigating the death of Ginnie Green.”
“Alice don’t know nothing about that.”
“I’ve just been talking to your older daughter at the Highway Patrol office. She thinks Alice may know
something.”
He shifted on his feet.
“Well, if Anita says it’s all right.”
“It’s okay, Dad,” a girl said from the front door. “Anita just called me on the telephone. Come in, Mister—
Archer, isn’t it?”
“Archer.”
*
She opened the screen door for me. It opened directly into a small square living room containing worn green
frieze furniture and a television set which the girl switched off. She was a handsome, serious-looking girl, a
younger version of her sister with ten years and ten pounds subtracted and a pony tail added. She sat down
gravely on the edge of a chair, waving her hand at the chesterfield. Her movements were languid. There were blue
depressions under her eyes. Her face was sallow. .
“What kind of questions do you want to ask me? My sister didn’t say.”
“Who was Ginnie with last night?”
“Nobody. I mean, she was with me. She didn’t make out with any of the boys.” She glanced from me to the
blind television set, as if she felt caught between. “It said on the television that she was with a man, that there was
medical evidence to prove it. But I didn’t see her with no man. Any man.”
“Did Ginnie go with men?”
She shook her head. Her pony tail switched and hung limp. She was close to tears.
“You told Anita she did.”
“I did not!”
“Your sister wouldn’t lie. You passed on a rumor to her—a high-school rumor that Ginnie had had something
to do with one man in particular.”
The girl was watching my face in fascination. Her eyes were like a bird’s eyes, bright and shallow and fearful.
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“Was the rumor true?” She shrugged her thin shoulders.
“How would I know?”
“You were good friends with Ginnie.”
“Yes. I was.” Her voice broke on the past tense. “She was a real nice kid, even if she was kind of boy crazy.”
“She was boy crazy, but she didn’t make out with any of the boys last night.”
“Not while I was there.”
“Did she make out with Mr. Connor?”
“No. He wasn’t there. He went away. He said he was going home. He lives up the beach.”
“What did Ginnie do?”
“I don’t know. I didn’t notice.”
“You said she was with you. Was she with you all evening?”
“Yes.” Her face was agonized. “I mean no.”
“Did Ginnie go away, too?” She nodded.
“In the same direction Mr. Conner took? The direction of his house?”
Her head moved almost imperceptibly downward.
“What time was that, Alice?”
“About eleven o’clock, I guess.”
“And Ginnie never came back from Mr. Connor’s house?”
“I don’t know. I don’t know for certain that she went there.”
“But Ginnie and Mr. Connor were good friends?”
“I guess so.”
“How good? Like a boyfriend and a girlfriend?” She sat mute, her birdlike stare unblinking.
“Tell me, Alice.”
“I’m afraid.”
“Afraid of Mr. Connor?”
“No. Not him.”
“Has someone threatened you—told you not to talk?” Her head moved in another barely perceptible nod.
“Who threatened you, Alice? You’d better tell me for your own protection. Whoever did threaten you is
probably a murderer.”
She burst into frantic tears. Brocco came to the door.
“What goes on in here?”
“Your daughter is upset. I’m sorry.”
“Yeah, and I know who upset her. You better get out of here or you’ll be sorrier.”
He opened the screen door and held it open, his head poised like a dark and broken ax. I went out past him. He
spat after me. The Broccos were a very emotional family.
I started back toward Connor’s beach house on the south side of town but ran into a diversion on the way.
Green’s car was parked in the lot beside his restaurant. I went in.
The place smelled of grease. It was almost full of late Sunday lunchers seated in booths and at the V-shaped
breakfast bar in the middle. Green himself was sitting on a stool behind the cash register counting money. He was
counting it as if his life and his hope of heaven depended on the colored paper in his hands.
He looked up, smiling loosely and vaguely.
“Yes, sir?”
Then he recognized me. His face went through a quick series of transformations and settled for a kind of boozy
shame.
“I know I shouldn’t be here working on a day like this. But it keeps my mind off my troubles. Besides, they
steal you blind if you don’t watch ’em. And I’ll be needing the money.”
“What for, Mr. Green?”
“The trial.” He spoke the word as if it gave him a bitter satisfaction.
“Whose trial?”
“Mine. I told the sheriff what the old guy said. And what I did. I know what I did. I shot him down like a dog,
and I had no right to. I was crazy with my sorrow, you might say.”
He was less crazy now. The shame in his eyes was clearing. But the sorrow was still there in their depths, like
stone at the bottom of a well.
“I’m glad you told the truth, Mr. Green.”
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“So am I. It doesn’t help him, and it doesn’t bring Ginnie back. But at least I can live with myself.”
“Speaking of Ginnie,” I said. “Was she seeing quite a lot of Frank Connor?”
“Yeah. I guess you could say so. He came over to help her with her studies quite a few times. At the house, and
at the library. He didn’t charge me any tuition, either.”
“That was nice of him. Was Ginnie fond of Connor?”
“Sure she was. She thought very highly of Mr. Connor.”
“Was she in love with him?”
“In love? Hell, I never thought of anything like that. Why?”
“Did she have dates with Connor?”
“Not to my knowledge,” he said. “If she did, she must have done it behind my back.” His eyes narrowed to
two red swollen slits. “You think Frank Connor had something to do with her death?”
“It’s a possibility. Don’t go into a sweat now. You know where that gets you.”
“Don’t worry. But what about this Connor? Did you get something on him? I thought he was acting queer last
night.”
“Queer in what way?”
“Well, he was pretty tight when he came to the house. I gave him a stiff snort, and that straightened him out for
a while. But later on, down on the beach, he got almost hysterical. He was running around like a rooster with his
head chopped off.”
“Is he a heavy drinker?”
“I wouldn’t know. I never saw him drink before last night at my house.” Green narrowed his eyes. “But he
tossed down a triple bourbon like it was water. And remember this morning, he offered us a drink on the beach. A
drink in the morning, that isn’t the usual thing, especially for a high-school teacher.”
“I noticed that.”
“What else have you been noticing?”
“We won’t go into it now,” I said. “I don’t want to ruin a man unless and until I’m sure he’s got it coming.”
He sat on his stool with his head down. Thought moved murkily under his knitted brows. His glance fell on the
money in his hands. He was counting tens.
“Listen, Mr. Archer. You’re working on this case on your own, aren’t you? For free?”
“So far.”
“So go to work for me. Nail Connor for me, and I’ll pay you whatever you ask.”
“Not so fast,” I said. “We don’t know that Connor is guilty. There are other possibilities.”
“Such as?”
“If I tell you, can I trust you not to go on a shooting spree?”
“Don’t worry,” he repeated. “I’ve had that.”
“Where’s your revolver?”
“I turned it in to Sheriff Pearsall. He asked for it.”
We were interrupted by a family group getting up from one of the booths. They gave Green their money and
their sympathy. When they were out of hearing, I said:
“You mentioned that your daughter worked here in the restaurant for a while. Was Al Brocco working here at
the same time?”
“Yeah. He’s been my night cook for six, seven years. AI is a darned good cook. He trained as a chef on the
Italian line.” His slow mind, punchy with grief, did a double-take.
“You wouldn’t be saying that he messed around with Ginnie?”
“I’m asking you.”
“Shucks, Al is old enough to be her father. He’s all wrapped up in his own girls, Anita in particular. He
worships the ground she walks on. She’s the mainspring of that family.”
“How did he get on with Ginnie?”
“Very well. They kidded back and forth. She was the only one who could ever make him smile. Al is a sad
man, you know. He had a tragedy in his life.”
“His wife’s death?”
“It was worse than that,” Green said. “Al Brocco killed his wife with his own hand. He caught her with another
man and put a knife in her.”
“And he’s walking around loose?”
“The other man was a Mex,” Green said in an explanatory way. “A wetback. He couldn’t even talk the English
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language. The town hardly blamed Al, the jury gave him manslaughter. But when he got out of the pen, the people
at the Pink Flamingo wouldn’t give him his old job back—he used to be chef there. So I took him on. I felt sorry
for his girls, I guess, and Al’s been a good worker. A man doesn’t do a thing like that twice, you know.”
He did another slow mental double-take. His mouth hung open. I could see the gold in its corners.
“Let’s hope not.”
“Listen here,” he said. “You go to work for me, eh? You nail the guy, whoever he is. I’ll pay you. I’ll pay you
now. How much do you want?”
I took a hundred dollars of his money and left him trying to comfort himself with the rest of it. The smell of
grease stayed in my nostrils.
*
Connor’s house clung to the edge of a low bluff about halfway between the HP station and the mouth of the
canyon where the thing had begun; a semi-cantilevered redwood cottage with a closed double garage fronting the
highway. From the grape stake-fenced patio in the angle between the garage and the front door a flight of wooden
steps climbed to the flat roof which was railed as a sun deck. A second set of steps descended the fifteen or twenty
feet to the beach.
I tripped on a pair of garden shears crossing the patio to the garage window. I peered into the interior twilight.
Two things inside interested me: a dismasted flattie sitting on a trailer, and a car. The sailboat interested me
because its cordage resembled the white rope that had strangled Ginnie. The car interested me because it was an
imported model, a low-slung Triumph two-seater. I was planning to have a closer look at it when a woman’s voice
screeched overhead like a gull’s:
“What do you think you’re doing?”
Mrs. Connor was leaning over the railing on the roof. Her hair was in curlers. She looked like a blond Gorgon.
I smiled up at her, the way that Greek whose name I don’t remember must have smiled.
“Your husband invited me for a drink, remember? I don’t know whether he gave me a rain check or not.”
“He did not! Go away! My husband is sleeping!”
“Shh. You’ll wake him up. You’ll wake up the people in Forest Lawn.”
She put her hand to her mouth. From the expression on her face she seemed to be biting her hand. She
disappeared for a moment, and then came down the steps with a multicolored silk scarf over her curlers. The rest
of her was sheathed in a white satin bathing suit. Against it her flesh looked like brown wood.
“You get out of here,” she said. “Or I shall call the police.”
“Fine. Call them. I’ve got nothing to hide.”
“Are you implying that we have?”
“We’ll see. Why did you leave your husband?”
“That’s none of your business.”
“I’m making it my business, Mrs. Connor. I’m a detective investigating the murder of Ginnie Green. Did you
leave Frank on account of Ginnie Green?”
“No. No! I wasn’t even aware—” Her hand went to her mouth again. She chewed on it some more.
“You weren’t aware that Frank was having an affair with Ginnie Green?”
“He wasn’t.”
“So you say. Others say different.”
“What others? Anita Brocco? You can’t believe anything that woman says. Why, her own father is a murderer,
everybody in town knows that.”
“Your own husband may be another, Mrs. Connor. You might as well come clean with me.”
“But I have nothing to tell you.”
“You can tell me why you left him.”
“That is a private matter, between Frank and me. It has nothing to do with anybody but us.” She was calming
down, setting her moral forces in a stubborn, defensive posture.
“There’s usually only the one reason.”
“I had my reasons. I said they were none of your business. I chose for reasons of my own to spend a month
with my parents in Long Beach.”
“When did you come back?”
“This morning.”
“Why this morning?”
“Frank called me. He said he needed me.” She touched her thin breast absently, pathetically, as if perhaps she
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hadn’t been much needed in the past.
“Needed you for what?”
“As his wife,” she said.
“He said there might be tr—” Her hand went to her mouth again. She said around it: “Trouble.”
“Did he name the kind of trouble?”
“No.”
“What time did he call you?”
“Very early, around seven o’clock.”
“That was more than an hour before I found Ginnie’s body.”
“He knew she was missing. He spent the whole night looking for her.”
“Why would he do that, Mrs. Connor?”
“She was his student. He was fond of her. Besides, he was more or less responsible for her.”
“Responsible for her death?”
“How dare you say a thing like that?”
“If he dared to do it, I can dare to say it.”
“He didn't!” she cried. “Frank is a good man. He may have his faults, but he wouldn’t kill anyone. I know
him.”
“What are his faults?”
“We won’t discuss them.”
“Then may I have a look in your garage?”
“What for? What are you looking for?”
“I’ll know when I find it.” I turned toward the garage door.
“You mustn’t go in there,” she said intensely. “Not without Frank’s permission.”
“Wake him up and we’ll get his permission.”
“I will not. He got no sleep last night.”
“Then I’ll just have a look without his permission.”
“I’ll kill you if you go in there.”
She picked up the garden shears and brandished them at me—a sick-looking lioness defending her overgrown
cub. The cub himself opened the front door of the cottage. He slouched in the doorway groggily, naked except for
white shorts.
“What goes on, Stella?”
“This man has been making the most horrible accusations.” His blurred glance wavered between us and
focused on her.
“What did he say?”
“I won’t repeat it.”
“I will, Mr. Connor. I think you were Ginnie Green’s lover, if that’s the word. I think she followed you to this
house last night, around midnight. I think she left it with a rope around her neck.”
Connor’s head jerked. He started to make a move in my direction. Something inhibited it, like an invisible
leash. His body slanted toward me, static, all the muscles taut. It resembled an anatomy specimen with the skin
off. Even his face seemed mostly bone and teeth.
I hoped he’d swing on me and let me hit him. He didn't. Stella Connor dropped the garden shears. They made a
noise like the dull clank of doom.
“Aren’t you going to deny it, Frank?”
“I didn't kill her. I swear I didn’t. I admit that we—that we were together last night, Ginnie and I.”
“Ginnie and I?” the woman repeated incredulously.
His head hung down.
“I’m sorry, Stella. I didn’t want to hurt you more than I have already. But it has to come out. I took up with the
girl after you left. I was lonely and feeling sorry for myself. Ginnie kept hanging around. One night I drank too
much and let it happen. It happened more than once. I was so flattered that a pretty young girl—”
“You fool!” she said in a deep, harsh voice.
“Yes, I’m a moral fool. That’s no surprise to you, is it?”
“I thought you respected your pupils, at least. You mean to say you brought her into our own house, into our
own bed?”
“You’d left. It wasn’t ours anymore. Besides, she came of her own accord. She wanted to come. She loved
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me.” She said with grinding contempt:
“You poor, groveling ninny. And to think you had the gall to ask me to come back. here, to make you look
respectable.”
I cut in between them.
“Was she here last night, Connor?”
“She was here. I didn’t invite her. I wanted her to come, but I dreaded it, too. I knew that I was taking an awful
chance. I drank quite a bit to numb my conscience—”
“What conscience?” Stella Connor said.
“I have a conscience,” he said without looking at her. “You don’t know the hell I’ve been going through. After
she came, after it happened last night, I drank myself unconscious.”
“Do you mean after you killed her?” I said.
“I didn’t kill her. When I passed out, she was perfectly all right. She was sitting up drinking a cup of instant
coffee. The next thing I knew, hours later, her father was on the telephone and she was gone.”
“Are you trying to pull the old blackout alibi? You’ll have to do better than that.”
“I can’t. It’s the truth.”
“Let me into your garage.”
He seemed almost glad to be given an order, a chance for some activity. The garage wasn’t locked. He raised
the overhead door and let the daylight into the interior. It smelled of paint There were empty cans of marine paint
on a bench beside the sailboat. Its hull gleamed virgin white.
“I painted my flattie last week,” he said inconsequentially. “You do a lot of sailing?”
“I used to. Not much lately.”
“No,” his wife said from the doorway. “Frank changed his hobby to women. Wine and women.”
“Lay off, eh?” His voice was pleading.
She looked at him from a great and stony distance.
*
I walked around the boat, examining the cordage. The starboard jib line had been sheared off short. Comparing
it with the port line, I found that the missing piece was approximately a yard long. That was the length of the
piece of white rope that I was interested in.
“Hey!
Connor grabbed the end of the cut line. He fingered it as if it was a wound in his own flesh.
“Who’s been messing with my lines: Did you cut it, Stella?”
“I never go near your blessed boat,” she said.
“I can tell you where the rest of that line is, Connor. A line of similar length and color and thickness was
wrapped around Ginnie Green’s neck when I found her.”
“Surely you don’t believe I put it there!”
I tried to, but I couldn’t. Small-boat sailors don’t cut their jib lines, even when they’re contemplating murder.
And while Connor was clearly no genius, he was smart enough to have known that the line could easily be traced
to him. Perhaps someone else had been equally smart.
I turned to Mrs. Connor. She was standing in the doorway with her legs apart. Her body was almost black
against the daylight Her eyes were hooded by the scarf on her head.
“What time did you get home, Mrs. Connor?”
“About ten o’clock this morning. I took a bus as soon as my husband called. But I’m in no position to give him
an alibi.”
“An alibi wasn’t what I had in mind. I suggest another possibility, that you came home twice. You came home
unexpectedly last night, saw the girl in the house with your husband, waited in the dark till the girl came out,
waited with a piece of rope in your hands—a piece of rope you’d cut from your husband’s boat in the hope of
getting him punished for what he’d done to you.
“But the picture doesn’t fit the frame, Mrs. Connor. A sailor like your husband wouldn’t cut a piece of line
from his own boat. And even in the heat of murder he wouldn’t tie a granny’s knot. His fingers would
automatically tie a reef knot. That isn’t true of a woman’s fingers.”
She held herself upright with one long, rigid arm against the door frame.
“I wouldn’t do anything like that. I wouldn’t do that to Frank.”
“Maybe you wouldn’t in daylight, Mrs. Connor. Things have different shapes at midnight.”
“And hell hath no fury like a woman scorned? Is that what you’re thinking? You’re wrong. I wasn’t here last
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night. I was in bed in my father’s house in Long Beach. I didn’t even know about that girl and Frank.”
“Then why did you leave him?”
“He was in love with another woman. He wanted to divorce me and marry her. But he was afraid—afraid that
it would affect his position in town. He told me on the phone this morning that it was all over with the other
woman. So I agreed to come back to him.”
Her arm dropped on her side.
“He said that it was all over with Ginnie?”
Possibilities were racing through my mind. There was the possibility that Connor had been playing reverse
English, deliberately and clumsily framing himself in order to be cleared. But that was out of far left field.
“Not Ginnie,” his wife said. “The other woman was Anita Brocco. He met her last spring in the course of work
and fell in love—what he calls in love. My husband is a foolish, fickle man.”
“Please, Stella. I said it was all over between me and Anita, and it is.”
She turned on him in quiet savagery.
“What does it matter now? If it isn’t one girl it’s another. Any kind of female flesh will do to poultice your sick
little ego.”
Her cruelty struck inward and hurt her. She stretched out her hand toward him. Suddenly her eyes were blind
with tears.
“Any flesh but mine, Frank,” she said brokenly.
Connor paid no attention to his wife. He said to me in a hushed voice:
“My god, I never thought. I noticed her car last night when I was walking home along the beach.”
“Whose car?”
“Anita’s red Fiat. It was parked at the viewpoint a few hundred yards from here.” He gestured vaguely toward
town. “Later, when Ginnie was with me, I thought I heard someone in the garage. But I was too drunk to make a
search.” His eyes burned into mine. “You say a woman tied that knot?”
“All we can do is ask her.”
We started toward my car together. His wife called after him:
“Don’t go, Frank. Let him handle it.”
He hesitated, a weak man caught between opposing forces.
“I need you,” she said. “We need each other.”
I pushed him in her direction.
*
It was nearly four when I got to the HP station. The patrol cars had gathered like homing pigeons for the
change in shift. Their uniformed drivers were talking and laughing inside.
Anita Brocco wasn’t among them. A male dispatcher, a fat-faced man with pimples, had taken her place behind
the counter.
“Where’s Miss Brocco?” I asked.
“In the ladies’ room. Her father is coming to pick her up any minute.”
She came out wearing lipstick and a light beige coat. Her face turned beige when she saw my face. She came
toward me in slow motion, leaned with both hands flat on the counter. Her lipstick looked like fresh blood on a
corpse.
“You’re a handsome woman, Anita. Too bad about you.”
“Too bad.” It was half a statement and half a question. She looked down at her hands.
“Your fingernails are clean now. They were dirty this morning. You were digging in the dirt in the dark last
night, weren’t you?”
“No.”
“You were, though. You saw them together and you couldn’t stand it. You waited in ambush with a rope, and
put it around her neck. Around your own neck, too.”
She touched her neck. The talk and laughter had subsided around us. I could hear the tick of the clock again,
and the muttering signals coming in from inner space.
“What did you use to cut the rope with, Anita? The garden shears?”
Her red mouth groped for words and found them.
“I was crazy about him. She took him away. It was all over before it started. I didn’t know what to do with
myself. I wanted him to suffer.”
“He's suffering. He’s going to suffer more.”
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“He deserves to. He was the only man—“
She shrugged in a twisted way and looked down at her breast.
“I didn’t want to kill her, but when I saw them together—I saw them through the window. I saw her take off
her clothes and put them on. Then I thought of the night my father—when he—when there was all the blood in
Mother’s bed. I had to wash it out of the sheets.”
The men around me were murmuring. One of them, a sergeant, raised his voice.
“Did you kill Ginnie Green?”
“Yes.”
“Are you ready to make a statement?” I said.
“Yes. I’ll talk to Sheriff Pearsall. I don’t want to talk here, in front of my friends.”
She looked around doubtfully.
“I’ll take you downtown.”
“Wait a minute.” She glanced once more at her empty hands. “I left my purse in the—in the back room. I’ll go
and get it.”
She crossed the office like a zombie, opened a plain door, closed it behind her.
She didn’t come out. After a while we broke the lock and went in after her. Her body was cramped on the
narrow floor. The ivory-handled nail file lay by her right hand. There were bloody holes in her white blouse and in
the white breast under it. One of them had gone as deep as her heart.
Later Al Brocco drove up in her red Fiat and came into the station.
“I’m a little late,” he said to the room in general: “Anita wanted me to give her car a good cleaning. Where is
she, anyway?”
The sergeant cleared his throat to answer Brocco.
All us poor creatures, as the old man of the mountain had said that morning.
112.207 The Tea Time Of Stouthearted Ladies\fn{by Jean Stafford (1915-1979)} Covina, Los Angeles County,
California, U.S.A. (F) 6
“As I tell Kitty, this summer job of hers is really more a vacation with pay than work. When wouldn’t I give to
be up there in the mountains away from the hurly-burly of this town! They have a lake right there below the main
lodge where the girls can cool off after they serve lunch. And quite often they can have the horses to trot off here,
there, and the other place—go down to Brophy, for instance, and have a Coke. They can help themselves to the
books in the lounge, play the victrola\fn{Ancestor of the record-player.} sit in the sun and get a good tan. They go to
the square dances and dance with the dudes as if they were dudes themselves, and if there’s a home movie they’re
invited to come and view. Mrs. Bell and Miss Skeen are very democratic along those lines and when they first
hired Kitty, when she was just fourteen, they told me they didn’t look on their employees as servants but as part of
the family.”
“Not my idea of work,” agreed Mrs. Ewing, and made a hybrid sound, half deprecating giggle, half longing
sigh. “Some difference from our summers, what with those scorching days in August and no letup in the way of a
breeze. Oh, I’m by no means partial to summer on the plains. And all those pesky grasshoppers spitting tobacco
juice through the screens onto your clean glass curtains, to say nothing of the fuss-budget old schoolmarms—give
me a dude any day of the week sooner than Miss Prunes and Prisms from Glenwood Springs still plugging away
at her M.A.\fn{Master of Arts academic degree.} after fifteen years. Kitty’s in luck all right.”
Lucky Kitty Winstanley, home from her last class for the day at Nevilles College, stood in the middle of her
small, shadowy bedroom, her arms still full of books, and listened to the voices in the kitchen below her. She
visualized her mother and the turnip-shaped, bearded neighbor as they lingered in the bright hollow of the dying
May afternoon. Their ration of icebox cookies eaten, their pale, scalding coffee drunk, they would be sitting in the
breakfast nook, facing each other through spotless, rimless spectacles. Their tumid\fn{ Swollen.} hands mutilated
by work would be clasped loosely on the tulip-patterned oil cloth and their swollen feet would be demurely
crossed as they glibly evaluated the silver lining of the cloud beneath which they and their families lived, gasping
for every breath. It was out of habit, not curiosity, that Kitty listened; she knew all their themes by heart and all of
them embarrassed her. She listened with revulsion, with boredom, pity, outrage, and she moved stealthily so that
they would not know she had come home.
Each afternoon, in one house or another along this broad, graveled street, there was such an imitation tea party
in such a fiercely clean kitchen as Mrs. Winstanley’s when two women or more established themselves in
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speckless cotton dresses in the breakfast nooks for a snack and a confab. United in their profession, that of
running boarding houses for college students, and united more deeply but less admissibly in hardship and fatigue
and in eternal worry over “making ends meet,” they behaved, at this hour of day that lay tranquilly between the
toasted peanut-butter sandwiches of lunch and the Swedish meatball of dinner, like urban ladies of leisure
gossiping after a matinee. Formal, fearful of intimacy lest the full confrontation with reality shatter them to
smithereens, they did not use each other’s first names, asked no leading questions; it was surprising that they did
not wear gloves and hats. They did not refer, even by indirection, to personal matters, not to the monotonous
terror of debt that kept them wakeful at night despite the weariness that was their incessant condition, nor to the
aching disappointment to which they daily rose, nor to their hopeless, helpless contempt\fn{ So strong was the
prevailing idea that the only work that mattered was “man’s work” .} for their unemployed husbands who spent their days in
the public park, clustering to curse the national dilemma\fn{ As the Great Depression (1929-1939) was sometimes called .} or
scattering to brood alone upon their individual despair.
Valorously, the landladies kept their chins up, rationalized; they “saw the funny side of things,” they never said
die. One would not guess, to listen to their light palaver, that they had been reduced to tears that same morning by
the dunning of the grocer and the coal man\fn{ Themselves in desperate straits.} and had seen themselves flung into
debtors’ prison for life. To hear their interchange of news and commentary on their lodgers, one might have
thought they were the hostesses of prolonged, frolicsome houseparties. The cancer was invisible, deep in their
broken, bleeding hearts.
They sat at the social hour of 4:00 to 5:00 in the kitchens because their parlors\fn{ A room once a part of almost every
house ever built, a sort of second living room reserved for entertaining living guests and laying out the dead; seldom seen now .} were
either rented out or were used as a common room by the lodgers, but even in this circumstance they contrived to
find expansive consolation. Often Mrs. Winstanley, sitting at attention on the stark bench, had said, “I can relax so
much better in a kitchen.” Did she think, her daughter wondered, that the repetition of this humbug was one day
going to make it true? She sometimes went on from there to say, “When I was a girl back home in Missouri, we
used to call our kitchen ‘the snuggery,’ and we used it more than any other room in the house.” As she
complacently glanced around, her manner invited her caller to believe that she saw a Boston rocker and braided
rugs, copper spiders hanging on whitewashed walls, a fireplace with a Dutch oven and cherry settles in the
inglenooks, and a mantle crowded with pewter tankards and historic guns. In fact, the caller looked on a room all
skin and bones: a coal-oil range with gaunt Queen Anne legs, a Hoosier cabinet ready to shudder into pieces, a
linoleum rug worn down to gummy blackness save in the places that were inaccessible to feet and still showed
forth its pattern of glossy bruises—room, in snort, in which there was nothing to recommend itself to the eye
except the marmalade cat and the sunshine on the windowsill in which he slept.
But the neighbor conspiratorially played the game with her hostess, gladly breathed in these palliative fibs
without which the ladies would have spent their days in tears. In one way or another, they had all “come down in
the world,”\fn{Seen their social position deteriorate because of a lack of money .} but they had descended from a stratum so
middling, so snobbish, and so uncertain of itself that it had looked on penury as a disgrace and to have joked
about it would have been as alien to their upright natures as it would have been to say aloud the name of a
venereal disease. They had come to Adams, this college town in the Rocky Mountains, from the South and the
Midwest and New England, most of them driven there by tuberculosis in one member of the family,\fn{ There was
no Salk vaccine at this time, and every summer there was an outbreak of infectious tuberculosis in some part of the country .} and, now
that the depression had slid to its nadir and there were no jobs for their husbands, they had taken up this hard,
respectable work.
They bore their shame by refusing to acknowledge its existence: except in the bitter caverns of the night when
they reproached their husbands in unflagging whispers, too soft for the boarders to hear but not too soft for their
own sons and daughters. For years, Kitty had heard these static diatribes coming up through the hot-air register
from her parents’ bedroom off the kitchen; sometimes they lasted until the coyotes howled at sunup in the
foothills. Rarely did her ruined father answer back; all the charges were true, brutally unfair as they were, and he
had nothing to say for himself. He was as builder, but no one was building houses these days; he had only one
lung and so could not work in the mines. The oppressive facts of the depression and of his illness testified to his
innocence, but his misery, so long drawn out and so unrelieved, had confused him until he was persuaded that he
was jobless because he was no good at his work and he believed his wife when she, cruel out of fear, told him that
if he had a little more gumption\fn{ Ambition; gogetiveness it was often called.} they would not have to live this way,
hand to mouth, one jump ahead of the sheriff.\fn{ In his capacity to deliver foreclosure notices on their homes from the (largely
unregulated) banks.} Kitty hated her father’s unmanliness (once she had seen him cry when a small roof-repairing job
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that he had counted on was given to someone else, and she had wanted to die for disgust)\fn{ People in this country
were at one time universally conditioned to regard male weeping as abnormal behavior .} and she equally hated her mother for
here injustice; and she hated herself for hating in them what they could not help.\fn{ Between 1929 when the Depression
began, and 1932, when President Roosevelt and the Democratic Party were given overwhelming national confidence at the polls to deal
effectively with the economic malaise gripping the nation, except for local charities (which were, of course, overwhelmed) there was no
Social Security, no welfare cushion of any sort to protect those out of work from literally starving to death in the middle of a land of plenty.
Only the (always very few) individuals gifted with the ability to realize that the population as a whole was in the hands of forces beyond
the control of individuals to privately overcome would be able to avoid resorting to blame, name-calling, and consequent bitterness. Very
few people can really endure; nobility has always been a priceless commodity. On the other hand, such was the prevailing sociology of the
great Middle Class that almost none of these people ever dreamed that women would actually have to work for a living as a normal part of
their daily routine; and since almost nobody really wants to work, including women, then or now, we may also assume a considerable
residual bitterness at being forced to do so—particularly by forces entirely outside their control.}

In the daytime, the woe and bile were buried, and to her lodgers Mrs. Winstanley was a cheery, cherry-cheeked
little red hen who was not too strict about quiet hours (their portable phonographs and radios drove Kitty nightly
to the library) or about late dates.
With her friends, she liked to talk of her lodgers and of theirs: of their academic failures and successes (“I
wasn’t a bit surprised when Dolores got a con in psych,”\fn{ Psychology.} Kitty once heard Mrs. Ewing say, using
the patois\fn{Of college students.} as self-confidently as if it were her own. “She told me herself that she hadn’t
cracked\fn{Opened.} a book all term,” and Mrs. Winstanley, au courant and really interested, replied, “But won’t
those A’s in oral interp\fn{Oral Interpretation.} and business English bring her average up?”); they talked of the girls’
love affairs, their plans for holidays, their clothes, their double dates. Gravely and with selfless affection, they told
each other facts and sometimes mildly looked for overtones and meanings. Once, Kitty heard her mother say,
“Helen went to the Phi Delta tea dance on Thursday with the boy in Mrs. McKiernan’s single front, but she didn’t
have a good time at all. She said afterward she was sorry that she had turned down an invitation to go to the show
at the Tivoli, even though everyone said it was punk.\fn{ Not worth going to.} Of course, I didn’t ask any questions,
but between you and me and the gatepost I think she was simply cutting off her nose to spite her face by going to
a dance instead of keeping her regular date with her steady. Jerry Williams, that is, that big tall engineer with the
Studebaker.”
They liked to speculate on the sort of homes their students came from; someone’s mother’s diabetes,
someone’s younger brother’s practical jokes, some else’s widowed father’s trip to Mexico were matters that
mattered to them. They counted it an equal—and often thrilling—trade of one landlady, offering to her
interlocutor the information that one of her girls or boys had been elected to Phi Beta Kappa,\fn{ Still the most
prominent national honorary society for academic excellence .} got in return the news that Helen or Joyce or Marie had been
“pinned” with his Chi Psi pin by a prominent member of the football team.
It was not often that they discussed their own sons and daughters who were working their way through college,
but when they did their applause was warm. They were, said the landladies, a happy-go-lucky bunch of kids
(though serious in their studies) despite the fact that they did not belong to fraternities and sororities\fn{ Which, then
and now, normally require the expenditure of money to become elected to and to maintain ones popularity within .} (and were known,
therefore, as Barbarians) and could not have exactly the clothes they wanted (“But they keep warm!” the ladies
cried. “And when you come right down to it, what else are clothes for?”) and had to think twice about spending a
nickel on a Coca-Cola. They mouthed their sweet clichés like caramels: Anything you work hard for means so
much more than something just handed to you on a silver platter,” “Our children’s characters will be all the better
for their having gone to the School of Hard Knocks,” “For these youngsters of ours, Mrs. Ewing, the depression is
a blessing in disguise.”
With this honorable, aggressive, friendly mendacity, they armed themselves against the twilight return of their
gray-faced husbands from the park and of their edgy children, exhausted from classes and study and part-time
jobs and perpetually starved for status (they loathed the School of Hard Knocks, they hated being Barbarians) and
clothes (a good deal of the time they were not warm) and fun. The husbands ate early, fed like dogs in the kitchen,
and then, like dogs, they disappeared. Kitty’s father spent his evenings in the furnace room where, under a weak
light, he whittled napkin rings. But the landladies’ sons and daughters, at the end of the day, became maids or
footmen to the students whom they had earlier sat next to in Latin class or worked with on an experiment in
chemistry. Kitty Winstanley, setting a plate of lamb stew in front of Miss Shirley Rogers, rejoiced that the girl
had flubbed her translation in French and had got a scathing jeer from the instructor, but it was cold comfort
because this did not detract at all from the professional set of Miss Rogers’ fine blonde hair nor the chic of her
flannel skirt and her English sweater on which, over her heart, was pinned the insignia of her current fiancé.
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Sometimes in the kitchen, as Kitty brought out dirty dishes or refilled the platter of meat, her mother whispered
angrily, “Don’t look so down in the mouth! They’ll go eat some place where they can find a cheerful smile and
then what will we do?” Blackmailed, Kitty set her lips in a murderous grin.
A little work never hurt anyone, the landladies assured each other, and if it was not Mrs. Winstanley yearning
to trade places with Kitty in the debonair life she led as waitress and chambermaid at the Caribou Ranch, it was
Mrs. Ewing, similarly self-hypnotized, enumerating the advantages that accrued to her asthmatic son in nightly
setting up pins in a bowling alley.\fn{ By 1975, bowling as an economic institution had become economically viable .} What a
lark she made of it! And what a solemn opportunity. It was a liberal education in itself, according to his mother,
for Harry Ewing to mingle until 1:00 in the morning with coal miners and fraternity boys, a contrast of class and
privilege she found profoundly instructive. A cricket match on the playing fields of Eton\fn{ A prominent English
private school.} would not seem to offer more in the demonstration of sportsmanship than a bowling tournament
between the Betas and the ATOs at the Pay Dirt Entertainment Hall. And, again, a stranger might have thought
that Harry was only slumming when Mrs. Ewing spoke, with a sociologist’s objectivity, of the low mentality and
lower morality of the men from the mines and the scandalous girls they brought with them on Ladies’ Night. She
never touched upon the sleep that Harry lost nor on those occasions when a doctor had to be summoned on the
double to give the pin boy an injection of adrenaline. “I do believe Harry’s outgrowing his asthma,” she once said,
although that very morning Kitty had seen him across the hall in modern European history buffeted suddenly by
an attack so debilitating that he had had to be led out by a monitor.
Kitty sat down at her study table and opened her Renaissance survey book to Donne,\fn{ John Donne (c.1572-1631),
English divine and poet.} shutting her ears against the voices of the heroines below. But she was distracted and
disconsolate, and the Divine Poems flew from her eyes before her mind could detain them. She turned to stare out
of her narrow window at the sweet peas that her father’s green thumb had coaxed to espalier the wall of the
garage. Somewhere in the neighborhood, a music student was frenetically practicing a polonaise, making
villainous mistakes, and somewhere nearer a phonograph was playing “I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now,” the
singer’s tribulation throbbing luxuriously in the light spring air. Beyond the garage, over the tops of the mongrel
houses and through the feathery branches of mountain ash tress, Kitty could see the red rock terraces of the
foothills and the mass of the range beyond where, in a high, wild, emerald and azure and bloodstone park, she
would spend her summer.
She would not spend it exactly as her mother imagined. She thought of that lake Mrs. Winstanley so much
admired, sight unseen, where the girls could swim after lunch if they wee not repelled by the mud puppies that
abounded in the icy water; and then she thought of the lambent green pool in the main lodge for the exclusive use
of the dudes. She thought of the one spooked and spavined old cow pony the kitchen help could ride if they
wanted to go where he contrarily wanted to take them, up in the hot sage where the rattlers were or through thick
copses of scratchy chokecherry or over sterile, stubbly fields pitted with gopher holes into which he maliciously
stumbled when there was no need; and then she saw in her mind’s eye the lively blooded bays and palominos that
the dudes rode, never failing, as they mounted, to make some stale, soft-boiled joke about Western saddles. It was
true, just as her mother said, that the help was asked to the square dances, only “asked” was not the right word;
they had to go to show the Easterners the steps, and there could not have been any dances at all if Wylie, the
horse-wrangler ,had not been there to call the turns. And it was hardly like going to Paris to go down to Brophy,
all but a ghost town, where the only buildings that were not boarded up were a drugstore, a grocery, the post
office, a filling station, and a barber shop that was open on Tuesday and Saturday when an itinerant barber came
to town. A handful of backward people, most of them named Brophy, lived in battered cabins in the shadows of
the ore dumps of extinguished gold mines. In the wintertime, the story was, they often killed each other because
they had nothing else to do.
The help at the Caribou blundered out of bed at 5:00 o’clock before the sun came up to begin a day that did not
end until after 9:00 at night, a day filled, besides work, with the fussy complaints about their cabins and their food
from the older guests, pinches and propositions from the randy younger ones (who were not that young). There
was ceaseless bickering among the staff who, xenophobic, despised the dudes and, misanthropic, despised each
other. The kitchen was ruled by a fat red cook and a thin yellow pantry girl who did not speak to each other
although they glared verbosely across the room, the cook from under the lowering hood of her enormous stove,
the pantry girl over the counter of her bailiwick, where the smell of rancid butter was everlasting.
Every morning, as the girls and the wrangles drowsed through their breakfast of flapjacks and side meat, Miss
Skeen appeared in the outer doorway of the kitchen, a homicidal German shepherd at her side (his name was Thor
and he lived up to it; he had bitten many ankles and had abraded countless others), and boomed through the
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screen, “Howdy, pardners!” Miss Skeen, a tall and manly woman, combined in her costume the cork helmet of the
pukka sahib, the tweed jacket of the Cotswold squire, the close fitting Levis and the French-heeled boots of the
wry American cowboy, and the silver and turquoise jewelry of the colorful Southwestern aborigine. Her hair was
short, her face was made of crags, she spoke in a Long Island basso profundo.
While Miss Skeen gave the men their orders for the day, her partner, Mrs. Bell, entered the kitchen to chirp
admonitions to the female servants. Mrs. Bell was stout, small-mouthed, doggishly dewlapped,\fn{ Sporting a
hanging fold of skin under her neck.} and she wore the khaki uniform of a Red Cross ambulance driver; her contribution
to the Great War\fn{As World War I was universally called prior to World War II .} still gave her great satisfaction, and her
memories of France, which were extensive and fresh, were ever on the tip of her tongue. Quite often she lapsed
from Western into army lingo, called the dining room “the mess hall,” asked a guest how he liked his billet, spoke
of the wranglers as “noncoms.” Her awful greeting was, “Cheerio, boys and girls! Everybody get out on the right
side of bed this morning, I hope, I hope?”
The five waitress-chambermaids lived a mile from the main lodge down ion a pine-darkened gulch in what had
once been a chicken coop and what now Mrs. Bell archly called “the girls’ dorm.” The door still latched on the
outside and the ceilings were so low that no one taller than a child could stand up straight in any of the three small
rooms. There was an outhouse, vile and distant; they were so plagued by trade\fn{ Pack.} rats that they had to keep
everything they could in tin boxes if they did not want to find their money or their letters stolen and replaced by
twigs or bluejay feathers. At that altitude it was freezing cold at night, and the laundry stove in which they burned
pine-knots could not be regulated, so that they had the choice of shivering or of being roasted alive. They had a
little time off in the afternoon, but, as often as not, Mrs. Bell would dream up some task for them that she tried to
make out was a game: they would have to go gather columbines for the tables in the dining room or look for
puffballs to put in the pot roast. It was exhausting work; sometimes, after a thronged weekend or a holiday, Kitty’s
arms ached so much from carrying burdened trays that she could not sleep, and through the long night listened
anxiously to the animals gliding and rustling like footpads through the trees.
But, all the same, each spring for the past four years Kitty had been wild with impatience to get to the Caribou,
to get away from home, from the spectacle of her eaten father and from her mother’s bright-eyed lies, from all the
maniacal respectability with which the landladies strait-jacketed the life of the town. The chicken coop was filthy
and alarming, but it was not this genteel hygienic house in which she was forced to live a double life. At the
Caribou, she was a servant and she enjoyed a servant’s prerogative of keeping her distance; for instance, to the
rich and lascivious dude, Mr. Kopf, a painter, she had been respectful but very firm in refusing to pose for him (he
wanted to paint her as Hebe),\fn{ The Greek goddess of youth.} had said, in a way that left no room for argument. “I
have to rest in my time off, sir.” But, at home, what could she do if a boarder, valuable to her mother for the rent
she paid, asked for help with a translation or the loan of lecture notes? She could not put the girl, her
contemporary and classmate, in her place by calling her “ma’am,” she could do nothing but supinely deliver the
lecture notes together with the dumplings or lend a hand with De Amicitia after she had taken to the various rooms
the underwear and blouses her mother had washed and ironed.
At the Caribou, there was no one she knew in any other context. Her fellow waitresses were local mountain
girls, so chastely green that they were not really sure what a college was and certainly did not care. They never
read, but it did not embarrass them that Kitty did. At Christmas she exchanged cards with them but they did not
exist for her, nor she for them, before the first of June or after Labor Day.\fn{ September 1.} And the dudes whose
bathtubs she scoured and whose dietary idiosyncrasies she catered to came from a milieu so rich and foreign and
Eastern that she could not even imagine it and therefore did not envy it.
Friendless, silent, long and exasperating, the summers, indeed, were no holiday. But she lived them in pride
and without woe and with a physical intelligence that she did not exercise in the winter; there in the mountains,
she observed the world acutely and with love—at dusk, the saddle horses grazing in the meadow were joined by
deer seeking the salt lick; by day the firmament was cloudless and blinding and across the blue of it chicken
hawks and eagles soared and banked in perpetual reconnaissance; by night the stars were near, and the mountains
on the moon, when it was full, seemed to have actual altitude. On these wonders, Kitty mused, absorbed.
The voices downstairs invaded her trance. She began to calculate in pencil on the margin to the left of “If
poisonous minerals …”: how many more hours there were to come before she got into the rattletrap mail coach
that would take her, coughing spastically in its decrepitude, up the rivered canyons and over the quiet passes to
her asylum. Her arithmetic did not deafen her. She heard:
“I grant you that the hours are long and the pay is low,” her mother said, “but the Caribou attracts big spenders
from the East and the tips more than make up for the poor wages. I don’t mean your flashy tourists and I don’t
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mean your snobby new rich but simply your settled, well-to-do people, mostly middle-aged and older. Mrs. Bell
and Miss Skeen are cultured—went to boarding school in Switzerland as I understand it—and they are ladies and,
as a result, they are particular about their clientele—absolutely will not tolerate anything in the least out-of-theway. For one thing, they don’t allow drinking on the premises, and anyone who breaks the rule is given his
walking papers without any further ado, I don’t care if his name is Astor\fn{ After John Jacob Astor (1763-1848) and his
family, whose wealth (originally from the fur trade) was legendary .} or John Doe. And with all the beer-drinking and whatnot
going on down here when those fast boys come flocking to town from heaven knows where in those convertible
roadsters with the cut-outs\fn{Corner windows; also called wings.} open and those horns that play a tune, it’s a comfort
to me to know that my daughter is out of the way of loose living.”
“Oh, I agree,” said Mrs. Ewing, and Kitty could imagine her nodding here head spiritedly and shaking loose
the bone hairpins that held her gray braids in place. “I happen to know that the drinking that goes on in this town
is decidedly on the upgrade. In these bowling alleys and so on, they spike the three point two\fn{ The alcoholic
content of commercial beer in those days—still, I think, the rule in Ohio, where it is called ‘Three Point Two Beer’ .} with grain
alcohol. And that’s the very least of it. There are many, many ether addicts in the frat houses. Oh, I’m telling you,
there are plenty of statistics that would make your hair stand on end. D.T.’s\fn{ Delirium Tremens.} and so on among
the young.”
For a few minutes then the ladies lowered their voices and Kitty could not hear what they said, but she knew
the bypath they were joyfully ambling down; they were expounding the theory that beer drinking led to dope and
dope to free love and free love to hydrocephalic, albino, club-footed bastard babies or else to death by abortion.
The fact was that both Mrs. Bell and Miss Skeen were lushes, and they fooled nobody with their high and
mighty teetotal rule and their aura of Sen-Sen.\fn{An old breath-purifier.} The rule was at first a puzzle and a bore to
the dudes, but then it became a source of surreptitious fun: outwitting the old girls became as much a part of the
routine as fishing or hunting for arrowheads. For the last two years, Kitty Winstanley had acted as middleman
between the guests and the bootlegger, Ratty Carmichael. There was local option in the state, but in Meade
County where the Caribou lay there was nothing legal to drink but three point two. In an obscure, dry gully back
of the cow pasture, Kitty kept her trysts with Ratty (his eyes were feral and his twitching nose was criminal) and
gave him handfuls of money and orders for bottles of atrocious brown booze and demijohns of Dago Red.\fn{ Still
a byword for cheap wine.} These he delivered at dinnertime when Miss Skeen and Mrs. Bell were in their cabin, The
Bonanza, oblivious to everything but their own elation, for which excellent Canadian whiskey, bought honorably
in Denver, was responsible. Kitty had no taste for this assignment of hers—she was not an adventurous girl—but
she was generously tipped by the dudes for running their shady errands, and for that reason she put up with the
risks of it—being fire, being caught by the revenue officers and charged with collusion.
She smiled, finishing her multiplication. In 283 more hours, immediately after her last examination in final
week, she would be putting her suitcase into the mail truck parked behind the post office. And a good many of
those hours would be blessedly spent in sleep. The she’d be gone from this charmless town on the singed plains
where the cottonwoods were dusty and the lawns were straw. She’d be gone from the French dolls and baby
pillows in the lodgers’ rooms. And, in being gone, she would give her mother a golden opportunity to brag to the
summer roomers: “Kitty has the time of her life,” she could hear her mother say to some wispy, downtrodden
school-teacher waif, “up there where the ozone is as good as a drink, as they say.”
Now the light was paling on the summit snows. Kitty heard her father’s soft-footed, apologetic tread on the
back porch and heard Mrs. Ewing brightly say, “Well, I must toddle along now and thanks a million for the treat.
My turn next time.”
The music student was at work on The Well-Tempered Clavichord and the phonograph was playing “The
Object of My Affection” as fast as merry-go-round music. And down in the kitchen, as she clattered and banged
her pots and pans, Mother Pollyanna began to sing “The Stein Song.”
44.179 & 46.206 1. Seventeen Syllables 2. The High-Heeled Shoes: Two Short Stories\fn{by Hisaye Yamamoto
(1921-2011)} Redondo Beach, Los Angeles County, California, U.S.A. (F) 9
1
The first Rosie knew that her mother had taken to writing poems was one evening when she finished one and
read it aloud for her daughter’s approval. It was about cats, and Rosie pretended to understand it thoroughly and
appreciate it no end, partly because she hesitated to disillusion her mother about the quantity and quality of
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Japanese she had learned in all the years now that she had been going to Japanese school every Sunday (and
Wednesday, too, in the summer). Even so, her mother must have been skeptical about the depth of Rosie’s understanding, because she explained afterwards about the kind of poem she was trying to write.
See, Rosie, she said, it was a haiku, poem in which she must pack all her meaning into seventeen syllables
only, which were divided into three lines of five, seven, and five syllables. In the one she had just read, she had
tried to capture the charm of a kitten, as well as comment on the superstition that owning a cat of three colors
meant good luck.
“Yes, yes, I understand. How utterly lovely,” Rosie said, and her mother, either satisfied or seeing through the
deception and resigned, went back to composing.
The truth was that Rosie was lazy; English lay ready on the tongue but Japanese had to be searched for and
examined, and even then put forth tentatively (probably to meet with laughter). It was so much easier to say yes,
yes, even when one meant no, no. Besides, this was what was in her mind to say: I was looking through one of
your magazines from Japan last night, Mother, and towards the back I found some haiku in English that delighted
me. There was one that made me giggle off and on until I fell asleep—
It is morning, and lo!
I lie awake, comme il faut.\fn{In an appropriate manner)
Sighing for some dough.

Now, how to reach her mother, how to communicate the melancholy song? Rosie knew formal Japanese by fits
and starts, her mother had even less English, no French. It was much more possible to say yes, yes.
*
It developed that her mother was writing the haiku for a daily newspaper, the Mainichi Shimbun, that was
published in San Francisco. Los Angeles, to be sure, was closer to the farming community in which the Hayashi
family lived and several Japanese vernaculars were printed there, but Rosie’s parents said they preferred the tone
of the northern paper. Once a week, the Mainichi would have a section devoted to haiku, and her mother became
an extravagant contributor, taking for herself the blossoming pen name, Ume Hanazono.
So Rosie and her father lived for awhile with two women, her mother and Ume Hanazono. Her mother (Tome
Hayashi by name) kept house, cooked, washed, and, along with her husband and the Carrascos, the Mexican
family hired for the harvest, did her ample share of picking tomatoes out in the sweltering fields and boxing them
in tidy strata in the cool packing shed. Ume Hanazono, who came to life after the dinner dishes were done, was an
earnest, muttering stranger who often neglected speaking when spoken to and stayed busy at the parlor table as
late as midnight scribbling with pencil on scratch paper or carefully copying characters on good paper with her
fat, pale green Parker.
The new interest had some repercussions on the household routine. Before, Rosie had been accustomed to her
parents and herself taking their hot baths early and going to bed almost immediately afterwards, unless her parents
challenged each other to a game of flower cards or unless company dropped in. Now if her father wanted to play
cards, he had to resort to solitaire (at which he always cheated fearlessly), and if a group of friends came over, it
was bound to contain someone who was also writing haiku, and the small assemblage would be split in two, her
father entertaining the non-literary members and her mother comparing ecstatic notes with the visiting poet.
If they went out, it was more of the same thing. But Ume Hanazono’s life span, even for a poet’s, was very
brief—perhaps three months at most.
*
One night they went over to see the Hayano family in the neighboring town to the west, an adventure both
painful and attractive to Rosie. It was attractive because there were four Hayano girls, all lovely and each one
named after a season of the year (Ham, Natsu, Aki, Fuyu), painful because something had been wrong with Mrs.
Hayano ever since the birth of the first child. Rosie would sometimes watch Mrs. Hayano, reputed to have been
the belle of her native village, making her way about a room, stooped, slowly shuffling, violently trembling ( always trembling), and she would be reminded that this woman, in this same condition, had carried and given issue
to three babies. She would look wonderingly at Mr. Hayano, handsome, tall, and strong, and she would look at her
four pretty friends. But it was not a matter she could come to any decision about.
On this visit, however, Mrs. Hayano sat all evening in the rocker, as motionless and unobtrusive as it was
possible for her to be, and Rosie found the greater part of the evening practically anesthetic. Too, Rosie spent
most of it in the girls’ room, because Haru, the garrulous one, said almost as soon as the bows and other greetings
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were over, “Oh, you must see my new coat!” It was a pale plaid of grey, sand, and blue, with an enormous collar,
and Rosie, seeing nothing special in it, said:
“Gee, how nice.”
“Nice?” said Haru, indignantly. “Is that all you can say about it? It’s gorgeous! And so cheap, too. Only
seventeen-ninety-eight, because it was a sale. The saleslady said it was twenty-five dollars regular.”
“Gee,” said Rosie.
Natsu, who never said much and when she said anything said it shyly, fingered the coat covetously and Haru
pulled it away.
“Mine,” she said, putting it on. She minced in the aisle between the two large beds and smiled happily. “Let’s
see how your mother likes it.”
She broke into the front room and the adult conversation and went to stand in front of Rosie’s mother, while
the rest watched from the door. Rosie's mother was properly envious.
“May I inherit it when you’re through with it?”
Haru, pleased, giggled and said yes, she could, but Natsu remained gravely from the door:
“You promised me, Haru.”
Everyone laughed but Natsu, who shamefacedly retreated into the bedroom. Haru came in laughing, taking off
the coat.
“We were only kidding, Natsu,” she said. “Here, you try it on now.”
After Natsu buttoned herself into the coat, inspected herself solemnly in the bureau mirror, and reluctantly shed
it, Rosie, Aki, and Fuyu got their turns, and Fuyu, who was eight, drowned in it while her sisters and Rosie
doubled up in amusement. They all went into the front room later, because Haru’s mother quaveringly called to
her to fix the tea and rice cakes and open a can of sliced peaches for everybody. Rosie noticed that her mother and
Mr. Hayano were talking together at the little table—they were discussing a haiku that Mr. Hayano was planning
to send to the Mainichi, while her father was sitting at one end of the sofa looking through a copy of Life, the new
picture magazine.\fn{Founded as a weekly in 1936; suspended in 1972; refounded in 1978 as a monthly with a reduced format, and
still continuing.} Occasionally, her father would comment on a photograph, holding it toward Mrs. Hayano and
speaking to her as he always did—loudly, as though he thought someone such as she must surely be at least a
trifle deaf also.
The five girls had their refreshments at the kitchen table, and it was while Rosie was showing the sisters her
trick of swallowing peach slices without chewing (she chased each slipper crescent down with a swig of tea) that
her father brought his empty teacup and untouched saucer to the sink and said,
“Come on, Rosie, we’re going home now.”
“Already?” asked Rosie.
“Work tomorrow,” he said. He sounded irritated, and Rosie, puzzled, gulped one last yellow slice and stood up
to go, while the sisters began protesting, as was their wont.
“We have to get up at five-thirty,” he told them, going into the front room quickly, so that they did not have
their usual chance to hang onto his hands and plead for an extension of time.
Rosie, following, saw that her mother and Mr. Hayano were sipping tea and still talking together, while Mrs.
Hayano concentrated, quivering, on raising the handleless Japanese cup to her lips with both her hands and
lowering it back to her lap. Her father, saying nothing, went out the door, onto the bright porch, and down the
steps. Her mother looked up and asked,
“Where is he going?”
“Where is he going?” Rosie said. “He said we were going home now.”
“Going home?” Her mother looked with embarrassment at Mr. Hayano and his absorbed wife and then forced
a smile.
“He must be tired,” she said.
Haru was not giving up yet.
“May Rosie stay overnight?” she asked, and Natsu, Aki, and Fuyu came to reinforce their sister’s plea by
helping her make a circle around Rosie’s mother. Rosie, for once having no desire to stay, was relieved when her
mother, apologizing to the perturbed Mr. and Mrs. Hayano for her father’s abruptness at the same time, managed
to shake her head no at the quartet, kindly but adamant, so that they broke their circle and let her go.
Rosie’s father looked ahead into the windshield as the two joined him.
“I’m sorry,” her mother said. “You must be tired.”
Her father, stepping on the starter, said nothing.
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“You know how I get when it’s haiku,” she continued. “I forget what time it is.”
He only grunted. As they rode homeward silently, Rosie, sitting between, felt a rush of hate for both—for her
mother for begging, for her father for denying her mother. I wish this old Ford would crash, right now, she
thought, then immediately, no, no, I wish my father would laugh, but it was too late: already the vision had passed
through her mind of the green pick-up crumpled in the dark against one of the mighty eucalyptus trees they were
just riding past, of the three contorted bleeding bodies, one of them hers.
*
Rosie ran between two patches of tomatoes, her heart working more rambunctiously than she had ever known
it to. How lucky it was that Aunt Taka and Uncle Gimpachi had come tonight, though, how very lucky. Otherwise
she might not have really kept her half-promise to meet Jesus Carrasco. Jesus was going to be a senior in
September at the same school she went to, and his parents were the ones helping with the tomatoes this year. She
and Jesus, who hardly remembered seeing each other at Cleveland High where there were so many other people
and two whole grades between them, had become great friends this summer—he always had a joke for her when
he periodically drove the loaded pick-up up from the fields to the shed where she was usually sorting while her
mother and father did the packing, and they laughed a great deal together over infinitesimal repartee during the
afternoon break for chilled watermelon or ice cream in the shade of the shed.
What she enjoyed most was racing him to see who could finish picking a double row first. He, who could work
faster, would tease her by slowing down until she thought she would surely pass him this time, then speeding up
furiously to leave her several sprawling vines behind. Once he had made her screech hideously by crossing over,
while her back was turned, to place atop the tomatoes in her green-stained bucket a truly monstrous, pale green
worm (it had looked more like an infant snake). And it was when they had finished a contest this morning, after
she had pantingly pointed a green finger at the immature tomatoes evident in the lugs at the end of his row and he
had returned the accusation (with justice), that he had startlingly brought up the matter of their possible meeting
outside the range of both their parents’ dubious eyes.
“What for?” she had asked.
“I’ve got a secret I want to tell you,” he said.
“Tell me now,” she demanded.
“It won’t be ready till tonight,” he said. She laughed.
“Tell me tomorrow then.”
“It’ll be gone tomorrow,” he threatened.
“Well, for seven hakes, what is it?” she had asked, more than twice, and when he had suggested that the
packing shed would be an appropriate place to find out, she had cautiously answered maybe. She had not been
certain she was going to keep the appointment until the arrival of mother’s sister and her husband. Their coming
seemed a sort of signal of permission, of grace, and she had definitely made up her mind to lie and leave as she
was bowing them welcome.
So as soon as everyone appeared settled back for the evening, she announced loudly that she was going to the
privy outside. “I’m going to the benjo!” and slipped out the door. And now that she was actually on her way, her
heart pumped in such an undisciplined way that she could hear it with her ears. It’s because I’m running, she told
herself, slowing to a walk. The shed was up ahead, one more patch away, in the middle of the fields. Its bulk,
looming in the dimness, took on a sinisterness that was funny when Rosie reminded herself that it was only a
wooden frame with a canvas roof and three canvas walls that made a slapping noise on breezy days.
*
Jesus was sitting on the narrow plank that was the sorting platform and she went around to the other side and
jumped backwards to seat herself on the rim of a packing stand.
“Well, tell me,” she said without greeting, thinking her voice sounded reassuringly familiar.
“I saw you coming out the door,” Jesus said. “I heard you running part of the way, too.”
“Uh-huh,” Rosie said. “Now tell me the secret.”
“I was afraid you wouldn’t come.” he said.
Rosie delved around on the chicken-wire bottom of the stall for number two tomatoes, ripe, which she was
sitting beside, and came up with a left-over that felt edible. She bit into it and began sucking out the pulp and
seeds.
“I’m here,” she pointed out.
“Rosie, are you sorry you came?”
“Sorry? What for?” she said. “You said you were going to tell me something.”
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“I will, I will,” Jesus said, but his voice contained disappointment, and Rosie fleetingly felt the older of the
two, realizing a brand new power which vanished without category under her recognition.
“I have to go back in a minute,” she said. “My aunt and uncle are here from Wintersburg, I told them I was
going to the privy.”
Jesus laughed. “You funny thing,” he said. “You slay me!”
“Just because you have a bathroom inside,” Rosie said. “Come on, tell me.”
Chuckling, Jesus came around to lean on the stand facing her. They still could not see each other very clearly,
but Rosie noticed that Jesus became very sober again as he took the hollow tomato from her hand and dropped it
back into the stall. When he took hold of her empty hand, she could find no words to protest; her vocabulary had
become distressingly constricted and she thought desperately that all that remained intact now was yes and no and
oh, and even these few sounds would not easily come out. Thus, kissed by Jesus, Rosie fell for the first time
entirely victim to a helplessness delectable beyond speech. But the terrible, beautiful sensation lasted no more
than a second, and the reality of Jesus’ lips and tongue and teeth and hands made her pull away with such strength
that she nearly tumbled.
Rosie stopped running as she approached the lights from the windows of home. How long since she had left?
She could not guess, but gasping yet, she went to the privy in back and locked herself in. Her own breathing
deafened her in the dark, close space, and she sat and waited until she could hear at last the nightly calling of the
frogs and crickets. Even then, all she could think to say was oh, my, and the pressure of Jesus’ face against her
face would not leave.
*
No one had missed her in the parlor, however, and Rosie walked in and through quickly, announcing that she
was next going to take a bath. “Your father’s in the bathhouse,” her mother said, and Rosie, in her room, recalled
that she had not seen him when she entered. There had been only Aunt Taka and Uncle Gimpachi with her mother
at the table, drinking tea. She got her robe and straw sandals and crossed the parlor again to go outside. Her
mother was telling them about the haiku competition in the Mainichi and the poem she had entered.
Rosie met her father coming out of the bathhouse.
“Are you through, Father?” she asked. “I was going to ask you to scrub my back.”
“Scrub your own back,” he said shortly, going toward the main house.
“What have I done now?” she yelled after him. She suddenly felt like doing a lot of yelling. But he did not
answer, and she went into the bathhouse. Turning on the dangling light, she removed her denims and T shirt and
threw them in the big carton for dirty clothes standing next to the washing machine. Her other things she took
with her into the bath compartment to wash after her bath. After she had scooped a basin of hot water from the
square wooden tub, she sat on the gray cement of the floor and soaped herself at exaggerated leisure, singing Red
Sails in the Sunset at the top of her voice and using da-da-da where she suspected her words. Then, standing up,
still singing, for she was possessed by the notion that any attempt now to analyze would result in spoilage and she
believed that the larger her volume the less she would be able to hear herself think, she obtained more hot water
and poured it on until she was free of lather. Only then did she allow herself to step into the steaming vat, one leg
first, then the remainder of her body inch by inch until the water no longer stung and she could move around at
will.
She took a long time soaking, afterwards remembering to go around outside to stoke the embers of the tinlined fireplace beneath the tub and to throw on a few more sticks so that the water might keep its heat for her
mother, and when she finally returned to the parlor, she found her mother still talking haiku with her aunt and
uncle, the three of them on another round of tea. Her father was nowhere in sight.
*
At Japanese school the next day (Wednesday, it was), Rosie was grave and giddy by turns. Preoccupied at her
desk in the row for students on Book Eight, she made up for it at recess by performing wild mimicry for the
benefit of her friend Chizuko. She held her nose and whined a witticism or two in what she considered was the
manner of Fred Allen;\fn{Fred Allen aka John Florence Sullivan (1894-1956), American comedian .} she assumed intoxication
and a British accent to go over the climax of the Rudy Vallee\fn{ British singer (1901-1986).} recording of the pub
conversation about William Ewart Gladstone;\fn{ Four times Prime minister of Britain (1868-1874, 1880-1885, 1886, 18921894).} she was the child Shirley Temple\fn{ Shirley Temple aka Shirley Jane Temple (1928- ), American actress and diplomat .}
piping, On the Good Ship Lollipop; she was the gentleman soprano of the Four Inkspots trilling, If I Didn’t Care.
And she felt reasonably satisfied when Chizuko wept and gasped.
“Oh, Rosie, you ought to be in the movies!”
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Her father came after her at noon, bringing her sandwiches of minced ham and two nectarines to eat while she
rode, so that she could pitch right into the sorting when they got home. The lugs were piling up, he said, and the
ripe tomatoes in them would probably have to be taken to the cannery tomorrow if they were not ready for the
produce haulers tonight.
“This heat’s not doing them any good. And we’ve got no time for a break today.”
It was hot, probably the hottest day of the year, and Rosie’s blouse stuck damply to her back even under the
protection of the canvas. But she worked as efficiently as a flawless machine and kept the stalls heaped, with one
part of her mind listening in to the parental murmuring about the heat and the tomatoes and with another part
planning the exact words she would say to Jesus when he drove up with the first load of the afternoon. But when
at last she saw that the pick-up was coming, her hands went berserk and the tomatoes started falling in the wrong
stalls, and her father said,
“Hey, hey! Rosie, watch what you’re doing!”
“Well, I have to go to the benjo,” she said, hiding panic.
“Go in the weeds over there,” he said, only half-joking.
“Oh, Father!” she protested.
“Oh, go on home,” her mother said. “We’ll make out for awhile.”
In the privy Rosie peered through a knothole toward the fields, watching as much as she could of Jesus.
Happily she thought she saw him look in the direction of the house from time to time before he finished unloading
and went back toward the patch where his mother and father worked. As she was heading for the shed, a very
presentable black car purred up the dirt driveway to the house and its driver motioned to her. Was this the Hayashi
home, he wanted to know. She nodded. Was she a Hayashi? Yes, she said, thinking that he was a good-looking
man. He got out of the car with a huge, flat package and she saw that he warmly wore a business suit.
“I have something here for your mother then,” he said, in a more elegant Japanese than she was used to.
She told him where her mother was and he came along with her, patting his face with an immaculate white
handkerchief and saying something about the coolness of San Francisco. To her surprised mother and father, he
bowed and introduced himself as, among other things, the haiku editor of the Mainichi Shimbun, saying that since
he had been coming as far as Los Angeles anyway, he had decided to bring her the first prize she had won in the
recent contest.
“First prize?” her mother echoed, believing and not believing, pleased and overwhelmed. Handed the package
with a bow, she bobbed her head up and down numerous times to express her utter gratitude.
“It is nothing much,” he added, “but I hope it will serve as a token of our great appreciation for your
contributions and our great admiration of your considerable talent.”
“I am not worthy,” she said, falling easily into his style. “It is I who should make some sign of my humble
thanks for being permitted to contribute.”
“No, no, to the contrary,” he said, bowing again.
But Rosie’s mother insisted, and then saying that she knew she was being unorthodox, she asked if she might
open the package because her curiosity was so great. Certainly she might. In fact, he would like her reaction to it,
for personally, it was one of his favorite Hiroshiges.
Rosie thought it was a pleasant picture, which looked to have been sketched with delicate quickness. There
were pink clouds, containing some graceful calligraphy, and a sea that was a pale blue except at the edges, containting four sampans with indications of people in them. Pines edged the water and on the far-off beach there was
a cluster of thatched huts towered over by pin-dotted mountains of gray and blue. The frame was scalloped and
gilt.
After Rosie’s mother pronounced it without peer and somewhat prodded her father into nodding agreement,
she said Mr. Kuroda must at least have a cup of tea after coming all this way, and although Mr. Kuroda did not
want to impose, he soon agreed that a cup of tea would be refreshing and went along with her to the house,
carrying the picture for her.
“Ha, your mother’s crazy!” Rosie's father said, and Rosie laughed uneasily as she resumed judgment on the
tomatoes. She had emptied six lugs when he broke into an imaginary conversation with Jesus to tell her to go and
remind her mother of the tomatoes, and she went slowly.
Mr. Kuroda was in his shirtsleeves expounding some haiku theory as he munched a rice cake, and her mother
was rapt. Abashed in the great man’s presence, Rosie stood next to her mother’s chair until her mother looked up
inquiringly, and then she started to whisper the message, but her mother pushed her gently away and reproached,
“You are not being very polite to our guest.”
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“Father says the tomatoes—” Rosie said aloud, smiling foolishly.
“Tell him I shall only be a minute,” her mother said, speaking the language of Mr. Kuroda.
When Rosie carried the reply to her father, he did not seem to hear and she said again, “Mother says she’ll be
back in a minute.”
“All right, all right,” he nodded, and they worked again in silence. But suddenly, her father uttered an
incredible noise, exactly like the cork of a bottle popping, and the next Rosie knew, he was stalking angrily
toward the house, almost running in fact, and she chased after him crying:
“Father! Father! What are you going to do?”
He stopped long enough to order her back to the shed.
“Never mind!” he shouted. “Get on with the sorting!”
And from the place in the fields where she stood, frightened and vacillating, Rosie saw her father enter the
house. Soon Mr. Kuroda came out alone, putting on his coat. Mr. Kuroda got into his car and backed out down the
driveway onto the highway. Next her father emerged, also alone, something in his arms (it was the picture, she
realized), and, going over to the bathhouse woodpile, he threw the picture on the ground and picked up the axe.
Smashing the picture, glass and all (she heard the explosion faintly), he reached over for the kerosene that was
used to encourage the bath fire and poured it over the wreckage. I am dreaming, Rosie said to herself, I am
dreaming, but her father, having made sure that his act of cremation was irrevocable, was even then returning to
the fields.
Rosie ran past him and toward the house. What had become of her mother? She burst into the parlor and found
her mother at the back window watching the dying fire. They watched together until there remained only a feeble
smoke under the blazing sun. Her mother was very calm.
“Do you know why I married your father?” she said without turning.
“No,” said Rosie. It was the most frightening question she had ever been called upon to answer. Don’t tell me
now, she wanted to say, tell me tomorrow, tell me next week, don’t tell me today. But she knew she would be told
now, that the telling would combine with the other violence of the hot afternoon to level her life, her world to the
very ground.
It was like a story out of the magazines illustrated in sepia, which she had consumed so greedily for a period
until the information had somehow reached her that those wretchedly unhappy autobiographies, offered to her as
the testimonials of living men and women, were largely inventions.
Her mother, at nineteen, had come to America and married her father as an alternative to suicide.
At eighteen she had been in love with the first son of one of the well-to-do families in her village. The two had
met whenever and wherever they could secretly, because it would not have done for his family to see him favor
her—her father had no money, he was a drunkard and a gambler besides. She had learned she was with child; an
excellent match had already been arranged for her lover. Despised by her family, she had given premature birth to
a stillborn son, who would be seventeen now. Her family did not turn her out, but she could no longer project
herself in any direction without refreshing in them the memory of her indiscretion. She wrote to Aunt Taka, her
favorite sister in America, threatening to kill herself if Aunt Taka would not send for her. Aunt Taka hastily
arranged a marriage with a young man of whom she knew, but lately arrived from Japan, a young man of simple
mind, it was said, but of kindly heart. The young man was never told why his unseen betrothed was so eager to
hasten the day of meeting.
The story was told perfectly, with neither groping for words nor untoward passion. It was as though her mother
had memorized it by heart, reciting it to herself so many times over that its nagging vileness had long since gone.
“I had a brother then?” Rosie asked, for this was what seemed to matter now; she would think about the other
later, she assured herself, pushing back the illumination which threatened all that darkness that had hitherto been
merely mysterious or even glamorous. “A half-brother?”
“Yes.”
“I would have liked a brother,” she said.
Suddenly, her mother knelt on the floor and took her by the wrists.
“Rosie,” she said urgently, “Promise me you will never marry!”
Shocked more by the request than the revelation, Rosie stared at the mother’s face. Jesus, Jesus, she called
silently, not certain whether she was invoking the help of the son of the Carrascos or of God, until there returned
sweetly the memory of Jesus’ hand, how it had touched her and where. Still her mother waited for an answer,
holding her wrists so tightly that her hands were going numb. She tried to pull free.
Promise, her mother whispered fiercely, promise.
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Yes, yes, I promise, Rosie said.
But for an instant she turned away, and her mother, hearing the familiar glib agreement, released her.
Oh, you, you, you, her eyes and twisted mouth said, you fool.
Rosie, covering her face, began at last to cry, and the embrace and consoling hand came much later than she
expected.
2
In the middle of the morning, the telephone rings. I am the only one at home … I answer it. A man’s voice says
softly:
“Hello, this is Tony.”
I don’t know anybody named Tony. Nobody else in the house has spoken of knowing any Tony. But the
greeting is very warm. It implies:
“There is a certain thing which you and I alone know.”
Evidently he has dialed a wrong number. I tell him so, “You must have the wrong number,” and prepare to
hang up as soon as I know that he understands.
But the man says this is just the number he wants. To prove it, he recites off the pseudonym by which this
household, Garbo-like, goes in the directory, the address, and the phone number. It is a unique name and I know
there is probably no such person in the world. I merely tell him a fragment of the truth, that there is no such
person at the address, and I am ready to hang up again.
But the man stalls. If there is no such person available, it appears he is willing to talk to me, whoever I am. I
am suddenly in a bad humor, suspecting a trap in which I shall be imprisoned uncomfortably by words, words,
words, earnestly begging me to try some product or another, the like of which is unknown anywhere else in the
world. It isn’t that I don’t appreciate the unrapturous life a salesman must often lead. And I like to buy things. If I
had the money, I would buy a little from every salesman who comes along, after I had permitted him to run ably
or ineptly (it doesn’t really matter) through the words he has been coached to repeat. Then, not only in the pride of
the new acquisition, but in the knowledge that he was temporarily encouraged, my own spirits would gently rise,
lifted by the wings of the dove. At each week’s end, surrounded knee-deep by my various purchases—the Fuller
toothbrush, the receipt for the magazine subscription which will help a girl obtain a nine-week flying course
which she eagerly, eagerly wants, the one dozen white eggs fresh from the farm and cheaper than you can get at
the corner grocery, the first volume in the indispensable 12-volume Illustrated Encyclopedia of Home Medicine,
the drug sundries totaling at least two dollars which will help guarantee a youngish veteran a permanent job—1
could sigh and beam. That would be nice. But I don’t have the money, and this coming of ill temper is just as
much directed at myself for not having it as it is at the man for probably intending to put me in a position where I
shall have to make him a failure.
“And just what is it you want?” I asked impatiently.
The man tells me, as man to woman. In the stark phrasing of his urgent need, I see that the certain thing
alluded to by the warmth of his voice is a secret not of the past, but, with my acquiescence, of the near future. I let
the receiver take a plunge down onto the hook from approximately a one-foot height. Then, I go outside and pick
some pansies for Margarita, as I had been intending to do just before the phone rang. Margarita is the seven-yearold girl next door. She has never known any mother or father, only tias and tios\fn{Aunts and uncles.} who share
none of her blood. She has a face that looks as if it had been chiseled with utter care out of cream and pale pink
marble. Her soft brown hair hangs in plaits as low as her waist. And, these days, because the Catholic school is
full and cannot take her, she wanders lonesomely about, with plenty of time for such amenities as dropping in to
admire a neighbor’s flowers. The pansies I pick for her, lemon yellow, deep purple, clear violet, mottled brown,
were transplanted here last year by Wakako and Chester, a young couple we know who have a knack for getting
things wholesale, and they are thriving like crazy this Spring, sprawling untidily over their narrow bed and giving
no end of blooms.
Later, there is a small, timid rat-tat-tat at the door. It’s Margarita, bearing two calla lilies, a couple of clove
pinks, and one tall amaryllis stalk with three brilliant brick-red flowers and a bud. She dashes off the porch, down
the steps, and around the ivy-sprawled front fence before I can properly thank her. Oh, well. Taking the gift to the
service porch, I throw out the wilting brown-edge callas she dashed over with last week, rinse out the blue potato
glass, fill it with water, and stick in the new bouquet. But all the time the hands are occupied with these tokens of
arrived Spring and knowing Margarita, the mind recalls unlovely, furtive things.
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When Mary lived with us, there was a time she left for work in the dark hours of the morning. On one of these
mornings, about midway in her lonely walk past the cemetery to the P-car stop, a man came from behind and
grabbed her, stopped her mouth with his hand, and, rather arbitrarily, gave her a choice between one kiss and rape.
Terrified, she indicated what seemed to be the somewhat lesser requirement. He allowed her to go afterwards,
warning her on no account to scream for help or look back, on penalty of death. When she arrived at her place of
work, trembling and pale green, her office friends asked whether she was ill, and she told them of her encounter.
They advised her to go to the police immediately.
She doubted whether that would help, since she had been unable to see the man. But, persuaded that a report,
even incomplete, to the police was her duty to the rest of womankind, she reluctantly went to the nearest station
with her story. She came back with the! impression that the police had been much amused, that they had actually
snickered as she left with their officially regretful shrug over her having given them nothing to go on. She told her
boss and he called the police himself and evidently made his influence felt, for we had a caller that evening.
It was I who answered the knock. A policeman stepped in, and, without any preliminaries, asked:
“Are you the girl that was raped?”
Making up with enough asperity for a sudden inexplicable lack of aplomb, I said, no, and no one had been
raped, yet, and called Mary. She and the officer went out on the porch and talked in near whispers for a while.
After he left, Mary identified him and his companion as the night patrol for our section of the city. He had
promised that they would tell the dawn patrol to be hovering around about the time she left for work each
morning. But Mary, nervously trying the dim walk a couple of more times, caught no sign of any kind of patrol.
Thereafter, she and the rest of the women of the household took to traveling in style, by taxi, when they were
called on to go forth at odd hours. This not only dented our budgets, but made us considerably limit our
unescorted evening gadding.
There were similar episodes, fortunately more fleeting. What stayed with me longer than Mary’s because it
was mine, was the high-heeled shoes. Walking one bright Saturday morning to work along the same stretch that
Mary had walked, I noticed a dusty blue, middle-aged sedan parked just ahead. A pair of bare, not especially
remarkable legs was crossed in the open doorway, as though the body to them were lying on the front seat,
relaxing. I presumed they were a woman’s legs, belonging to the wife of some man who had business in the
lumberyard just opposite, because they were wearing black high-heeled shoes. As I passed, I glanced at the
waiting woman.
My presumption had been rash. It wasn’t a woman, but a man, unclothed (except for the high-heeled shoes, the
high-heeled shoes), and I saw that I was, with frantic gestures, being enjoined to linger awhile. Nothing in my life
before had quite prepared for this: some Freud, a smattering of Ellis, lots of Stekel, and fat Krafft-Ebing, in red
covers, were on my bookshelves, granted;\fn{ A note reads: Havelock Ellis (1859-1939), Wilhelm Stekel (1888-1942), and
Richard von Krafft-Ebing (1840-1902), along with Freud, were recognized medical and psychological authorities on human sexual
behavior, and produced massive tomes on the subject, the most famed being Kraft-Ebing's Psychopathia Sexualis (1886), and Ellis’s sevenvolume Studies in the Psychology of Sex (1897-1928).} conversation had explored curiously, and the imagination conjured

bizarre scenes at the drop of a casual word. But reading is reading, talking is talking, thinking is thinking, and
living is different. Improvising hastily on behavior for the occasion, I chose to pretend as though my heart were
repeating Pippa’s Song,\fn{A note reads: From Robert Browning’s Pippa Passes (1841) goes: The year’s at the spring, | And day’s at
the morn; | Morning’s at seven; | The hillside’s dew pearled; | The lark’s on the wing; | The snail’s on the thorn; | God’s in His heaven— |
All’s right with the world!.} and continued walking, possibly a little faster and a little straighter than I had been, up to

the P-car stop. When I got to the printshop, the boss said:
“You look rather put upon this morning.”
I mustered up a feeble smile and nodded, but I couldn’t bring myself to speak of the high-heeled shoes. This
was nothing so uncomplicated as pure rape, I knew, and the need of the moment was to go away by myself, far
from everybody, and think about things for awhile. But there were galleys and page proofs waiting to be read, and
I set to with a sort of dedicated vengeance, for I had recently been reprimanded for getting sloppy again. When the
hectic morning of poring over small print was over and my elbows black, letting my thoughts go cautiously but
wholly back to the time between leaving the house and boarding the P-car, I found there was not much to think
about. I had seen what I had seen. I had, admit it now, been thrown for a sickening loop. That was all. But the
incongruity of a naked man in black high-heeled shoes was something the mind could not entirely dismiss, and
there were times afterwards when he, never seen again, contributed to a larger perplexity that stirred the leaves
around and around, before more immediate matters, claiming attention, allowed them to settle again.
*
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There was a man in the theater with groping hands. There was a man on the streetcar with insistent thighs.
There was a man who grinned triumphantly and walked quickly away after he trailed one down a drizzly street at
dusk and finally succeeded in his aim of thrusting an unexpected hand under one’s raincoat.
I remembered them as I plucked the pansies, took them over to Margarita’s house, came back home, answered
the door, received the amaryllis, the callas: the pinks, and arranged them in the blue potato glass on top of the
buffet. I remembered another man, Mohandas Gandhi,\fn{ Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (1869-1948), Indian nationalist
leader, who established the independence of his country from British rule .} probably a stranger to this company, not only
because I had been reading on him of late, but because he seemed to be the only unimpeachable authority who
had ever been called on to give public advice in this connection. When someone had delicately asked Gandhi,
“What is a woman to do when she is attacked by miscreants?,” naming the alternatives of violent self-defense and
immediate flight, he had replied:
“For me, there can be no preparation for violence. All preparation must be for non-violence if courage of the
highest type is to be developed. Violence can only be tolerated as being preferable always to cowardice. Therefore
I would have no boats ready for flight.”
Then he had soared on to the nobler implications of nonviolence, reproaching the world for its cowardice in
arming itself with the atomic bomb.
I understood. When I first read these words, I had said, “Why, of course,” smiling at the unnecessary alarms of
some people. But I had read the words at a rarefied period, forgetting Mary, forgetting the high-heeled shoes. I
decided now that the inspiration they gave to his probably feminine questioner was small potatoes. Of all the men
suspected of sainthood, Gandhi, measured by his own testimony, should have been able to offer the most concrete
comfort here. But he had evaded the issue. In place of the tangible example, vague words. Gandhi, in face of the
ubiquitous womanly fear, was a failure. All he had really said was: don’t even think about it. Then (I guessed),
holding up his strong, bony brown hand, he had shaken his white-fuzzed, compactly-shaped head slowly back and
forth and declined to hear the ifs and buts. The rest, as they say, was silence.
But could I have momentarily borrowed Gandhi’s attitude to life and death, what would I have done as the man
who called himself Tony rang my number? With enough straining, with maybe a resort to urgent, concentrated
prayer, could I have found the gentle but effective words to make Tony see that there were more charming ways to
spend a morning? I practiced this angle for awhile:
“I’m afraid you do have the wrong number.” Soberly, hang up. Disconcerting enough, but rather negative.
“It’s a nice day for the beach, sir. Why don’t you go swimming?—might help you cool off a little.” The voice
with a compassionate smile. Too flippant.
“There are many lonely women in the world, and there are more acceptable ways to I meet them than this.
Have you tried joining a Lonely Hearts club? Don’t you have any kind of hobby?” Condescending, as though I
were forever above his need. Ambiguously worded, too, that last, fraught with the possibility of an abrupt answer.
“Listen, you know you aren’t supposed to go around doing things like this. I think I know what made you do it,
though, and I think a psychiatrist would help you quite a bit, if you’d cooperate.” The enlightened woman’s yap.
Probably’d hang up on me.
Anyway, it was too late. And, after all, Gandhi was Gandhi, an old man, moreover dead, and I was I, a young
woman, more or less alive. Since I was unable to hit on the proper pacifist approach, since, indeed, I doubted the
efficacy of the pacifist approach in this crisis, should I, eschewing cowardice, have shouted bitter, indignant
words to frighten Tony? Not that, either. Besides, I hadn’t gauged his mood. He had spoken casually enough, but
there had been an undertone of something. Restrained glee? Playfulness? Confidence? Desperation? I didn’t
know.
Then, to help protect my sisters, should I have turned toward the official avenues? Was it my responsibility to
have responded with pretended warmth, invited him over, and had the police waiting with me when he arrived?
Say I had sorrowfully pressed the matter, say Tony were consequently found guilty (of abusing his
communication privileges, of course)—the omnipotent they (representing us) would have merely restricted his
liberty for awhile, in the name of punishment. What would he have done when he was let go, his debt to society as
completely repaid as society, who had created his condition, could make him repay? Telephones in working order
abound, with telephone books conveniently alongside them, containing any number of women’s names, addresses,
and numbers.
And what did Tony do when the sound of my receiver crashed painfully in his ear? Did he laugh and proceed
to some other number? His vanity bruised, did he curse? Or perhaps he felt shame, thinking:
“My God, what am I doing, what am I doing?”
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Whatever, whatever—I knew I had discovered yet another circle to put away with my collection of circles. I
was back to what I had started with, the helpless, absolutely useless knowledge that the days and nights must
surely be bleak for a man who knew the compulsion to thumb through the telephone directory for a woman’s
name, any woman’s name; that this bleakness, multiplied infinite times (see almost any daily paper), was a great,
dark sickness on the earth that no amount of pansies, pinks, or amaryllis, thriving joyously in what garden,
however well-ordered and pointed to with pride, could ever begin to assuage.
*
The telephone rings. Startled, I go warily, wondering whether it might not be Tony again, calling perhaps to
avenge the blow to pride by anonymous invective, to raise self-esteem by letting it be known that he is a practical
joker. I hold my breath after I say:
“Hello?”
It is the familiar voice, slightly querulous but altogether precious, of my aunt Mine. She says I am not to plan
anything for supper. She has made something special, rice cakes with Indian bean frosting, as well as pickled fish
on vinegar rice. She has also been able to get some yellow-tail, to slice and eat raw. All these things she and Uncle
are bringing over this evening. Is about five o’clock too early? It is possible she wonders at my enthusiastic
appreciation, which is all right, but all out of proportion.
47.133 Beachhead In Bohemia\fn{by Willard Marsh (1922-1970)} Oakland, Alameda County, California, U.S.A. (M)
4
Herbert Whipple slowed to an uncertain halt in front of the apartment house. The number was plain enough,
even through the narrowing dusk; and on re-examination, it still checked with the address in his briefcase. Eight
hundred and fifty North Montgomery was a paint-worn frame building with a weary posture and an incompleted
look, whose knuckled street door stood equally open to the weather and to random visitors. It lifted wobbily
above a shallow street that seemed composed of art supply shops and weakly lit bars.
Herbert entered, feeling his way along the darkened hall and up a railless flight of stairs. As he passed the
second floor landing, he could hear a distant babble of voices, and occasionally the sound of a table being thrown
across the room, together with its dishes. Encouraged by this evidence of life he climbed to the top floor, and
finding a door at the rear with a wedge of light beneath it, knocked. There was a muffled shout of invitation. He
stepped inside, then started to back out in embarrassment.
A couple were seated at a table in the center of the bare, box-shaped room. The woman was blonde, with
sleepy features and a dynamically proportioned body. She was completely nude. Beside her, a large bearded man,
heavily dressed against the draft, was cutting slices of salami and cramming them (along with equal quantities of
beard) into his mouth. He waved with his free hand, making the same unintelligible noises of welcome. Herbert
came forward uneasily. He found himself noticing that the blonde's legs were lightly goose-pimpled, and hastily
glanced aside. There was an easel in the corner, with a painting of what might have been the woman at the table,
being also a blonde. But the girl on the easel had several heads, and was flat and triangular in locations where the
model was noticeably not. He watched the bigger man lean back from the table, wiping his beard with a
handkerchief. Standing there in his old but neatly pressed gray suit—a slightly round-shouldered man of average
looks, tastes, and fears (and happy with them), not particularly needing a shave or a haircut—Herbert felt
strangely formal and conspicuous.
“Good evening.” He cleared his throat. “I’m from Ide and Whipple, Income Tax Consultants. I’m trying to
locate a—”
“Income Tax!” the big man shouted. “For what, Income Tax!” He lurched to his feet and Herbert quickly
stepped back. But the man was smiling hugely through his beard. He emptied the contents of his pockets on the
table and flung out his arm. “That’s how much Income Tax! Take it, go on!”
Herbert blinked at the scanty pile of coins, streetcar transfers and bitten pencils.
“I’m afraid there’s some misunderstanding—”
But the artist had turned back to the blonde, speaking to her between explosions of laughter.
“This fellow wants Income Tax—do you hear, Katya?” he shouted. “I gave him from my pockets and told him,
take it! There’s your Income Tax!”
Herbert tried again to get in a word of protest.
“It’s all a mistake, if you’d only—”
“Come, I show you my Income.” Clamping Herbert’s arm, the big man led him over to the easel.
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“With your own eyes, look!” He pointed. “Is this a Saturday Evening Post cover, I should get five thousand
dollars Income?”
“No,” Herbert said apprehensively, “I’ll have to admit—”
But again the artist turned to translate for his model.
“Katya, my plum!” he yelled happily. “This fellow thinks it’s a Saturday Evening Post cover, ten thousand
dollars Income he could Tax me!”
However, Katya still didn’t seem to hear—although his voice surely carried to the lower floors.
Herbert stared down at the floor, defeated. He began to feel the stirrings of hunger. He had come directly here
from the office, without stopping at home for dinner. He glanced up, and his gaze wandered wistfully between the
salami leavings on the table and the nude, indifferent blonde.
“I guess I got it wrong,” he sighed. “It must be South Montgomery that my client—”
“Of course, South Montgomery Street!” the artist bellowed agreeably. “That’s where the bloodsuckers live, the
millionaire critics! You want Income Tax, that’s where you’ll go look—”
“Yes, well, perhaps you’re right,” Herbert said quickly. “Thanks. Anyway …”
He backed from the room, pulling the door shut. Inside, he could hear Katya being told exactly what had
happened.
It was too late to take a bus to the other end of town. He didn’t feel like going home. But then he seldom felt
like going home (except when his wife was away), and he was hungry, so he started for home. Descending the
stairs, he thought about Katya, and of what his wife would say if he asked her to sit at the table with her clothes
off. And worse, if she would do it. Down on the second floor, he found that the party had grown larger and noisier,
overflowing into the hall. The guests seemed oddly suspicious of one another. They milled in separate groups,
drinks in hand, beyond a door that stood open on a congested, foggy apartment. As he began cautiously pushing
through them, a tall, bony woman with pimples caught his arm.
“Tell us what you think,” she yelled angrily. “Do singing commercials use masochistic symbolism?”
“Well, I never really followed them,” Herbert stammered.
“There, you see?” she said to someone else, and shoved him away. He was given a push from another
direction, and gradually he found himself being elbowed farther into the crowd.
“Please, I have to go home,” he called. A sallow-faced man turned.
“But one can’t go home, you know,” he said. “I mean, not really. The womb has been rented.”
And then the press of people carried him forward like a tide, depositing him inside the doorway of the
apartment. Herbert stood there, collecting himself as he stared around the tall, deep room. It was difficult to see in
its entirety, through the kelp-thick smoke. But it had clashing, print-hung walls, and seemed made up of
completely random furniture, with numerous little halls and alcoves that apparently led to other rooms. Just then,
a soft-eyed little man in a maroon sport shirt hurried over to him. He spoke while looking slightly to the side, as if
he had astigmatism.
“You haven’t a drink,” he said. “You’re antisocial.”
“I’m not much of a drinker,” Herbert said. “I can’t handle it too well.”
“That’s all right, I’m antisocial, too,” the little man said. “But there’s utterly no alcohol in these drinks.” He
took Herbert's arm.
“Have just one, do.”
“Well, if that’s the case …”
Herbert let himself be led over to a corner table that held a large punch bowl. He sampled a Dixie cup full of
something that tasted like a mixture of hair tonic and lemonade, but felt pleasantly warming. He smiled his
appreciation at the little man, who had forgotten to let go his arm.
“Not bad punch,” he said, “I mean, for punch.”
“Oh, yes, it’s delicious,” the little man said absently. He fingered Herbert’s tie.
“Do wear red all the time. It brings out your complexion.”
“Why, thanks,” Herbert said. “It’s just something my wife picked up.”
The little man nodded sadly.
“I was afraid it was. Excuse me,” he said, and hurried off.
Herbert watched him seek out another of the guests, apparently an old friend, since they disappeared into a
corner to chat. Nice guy, he thought. He felt he really should leave, but it was so pleasant here compared to being
home. The punch tasted better with each cupful (perhaps because he was hungry), and in a way it was as warm
and refreshing as coffee. Presently the smoke made him feel a little giddy. He loosened his collar and, since other
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people were doing it, sat down on the floor. He listened for awhile to a couple conversing near by. Something
about Li’l Abner’s Oedipus complex, but since he had missed the last few installments, he didn’t feel qualified to
join them. Instead, he watched a large, loose-moving colored man clacking a pair of spoons together for a solemn
listener. It made a nice rhythm.
“You share the guilt,” the listener told him angrily. “You’re just as responsible for white chauvinism.”
The colored man winked at Herbert, and Herbert grinned back. He felt pretty good, better than he had in
months. Soon everyone was seated on the floor; then gradually, as if it were being slowly submerged, the room
filled with quiet. If they were starting a game, it would be better to leave now. He had climbed part way to his feet
when someone behind yanked him back into a sitting position. There, inertia took over. Oh well, he could always
leave at the end of the game. The lights were turned down, and Herbert saw a plump man with a foot-long ebony
cigarette holder rise to address the group. He had bad teeth, even in the uncertain light.
“To those of us who have followed poetry in its evolution through Imagism, past Dadaism and Free
Associationalism, finally to Surrealism,” the fat man announced, “it can be no surprise to learn that the ultimate
form of expression would be nonwritten, or cerebral verse. For where the reflective mind intervenes, surely the
author is hand-cuffed to his typewriter.” He coughed delicately.
“We are privileged to have with us tonight an artist whom cultured people are not unfamiliar with—
Claudel”—he smiled, waiting for the stir of excitement to ease—“who will give a recital in Unpremeditated
Poetry.”
Claudel rose from his chair and came forward, nodding irritably at the spatter of applause. He was a gaunt man
with a face like an old gnome, wearing thick shell glasses and loose-hanging clothes. His heavy black hair grew
straight up, like the bristles in a brush. He faced them with his hands jammed in his pockets.
“Goose!” he said. “Moose! Caboose!”
Then Claudel threw back his head and squinted up at the ceiling, as if searching for leaks.
“The train that runs ’tween uterus and hell,” he intoned, “Is twice as private as a padded cell.”
He quickly raised his hand to halt the applause. Then, with his face puckering in concentration, he said:
“Cell! Smell! Bell!”
“The churchbells weep, for I have just shot God: He tried to come between me and my broad.”
Herbert began giggling. He felt as relaxed and buoyant as a child at a birthday party. Gradually he became
aware of silence, and realized that everyone had turned to stare at him. And now the fat man was pointing at him
angrily and Claudel was saying:
“Very well, I relinquish the floor to you.”
“Oh, is it my turn already?” Herbert said.
Several people pulled him to his feet (being unnecessarily rough about it, he thought). He walked across the
tilting floor and turned to face them with a good-natured grin. Apparently it worked something like when grandma
would get high on cough syrup and tell him nursery rhymes; getting them all mixed up. That seemed roughly the
idea, although he hadn’t followed the rules too closely.
“Well, lemme see,” he said, scratching his head. “Okay, here goes:
There was an old woman who lived in a hoop
Having too many children, she used them for soup.
Hey diddle diddle, the cat’s turned brittle,
Little Jackie Horner, run for the coroner.

It was fun. He closed his eyes and concentrated on not thinking of the words:
Little boy blue, let fly your doves
The tree surgeon’s pawned his rubber gloves.
The cow’s in the pulpit, the clock is with child—
The hangman will come when his number’s dialed.

There was a moment of stunned silence. Herbert cautiously opened his eyes. Then the applause hit him like a
solid wall. He stood there, pleased and a little bewildered at the violence of their enthusiasm. People were coming
up to pump his hand and heap him with questions:
“Do you work on other forms besides dactyl?”
“Is your use of assonance deliberate?”
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“Am I right in detecting a Pound\fn{Ezra Loomis Pound (1885-1972), American avant-garde poet.} influence?”
“Maybe you’re right … I’m not sure … I don’t remember,” was all he could say.
He had won the game, apparently. It was the first time he had ever won anything in his life. Suddenly he was
surprised to feel someone take his arm and pull him through the crowd into a relatively quiet, shadowed corner. It
was a woman, a compact blond of middle height; with an apple-smooth complexion and deliberate eyes.
Possibly the model from upstairs, since it was so easy, in fact inescapable, to picture her without any clothes.
“You looked a little surrounded,” she said. “I thought you could use some air.”
“Thanks, it’s a fine idea,” he said. “Are you the hostess?”
“The hostess?” she said, puzzled. “Why, no.”
“Well, who is? I mean, whose place is this?”
“I never thought about it. I’ll see if I can find out.” She stepped close and squeezed his arm.
“You’re going to do great things,” she said. “Great things. And I’ll help you. You wait here.”
Herbert watched her walk off, her hips swinging high and tightly in her dimple-length skirt. No one had ever
talked to him that nicely, or looked at him that way—especially since his marriage. But it was getting more and
more difficult to remember being married. Suddenly he could hear Claudel and the fat man talking, just within
earshot of him.
“ … stereotyped imagery he uses. I mean, really,” Claudel was saying bitterly. “And that transparent Freudian
symbolism. It’s so obviously derivative of Crane.”\fn{Stephen Crane (1871-1900), American author.}
“Still, you have to give him credit for that Mother Goose associational structure,” the fat man said. “It is pretty
connotative.”
“Yes, but such a cheap theatrical device …”
They walked off.
Herbert wondered what they were arguing about. Just then there was a mild commotion near the doorway, and
a newcomer pushed into the room. Without even removing his hat and topcoat, he tossed a magazine down on a
table in the center. He spread it open and stood waiting until the room quieted.
“This happens to be the latest issue of the Companionate Woman’s Journal,” he said in angry triumph. “I want
all of you to see a poem here, written by a certain George Ketzel.”
People began turning toward Claudel.
“I think some of us know who Mr. Ketzel is.”
Claudel, or Ketzel, tried to smile, but couldn’t make it. He took out a handkerchief and began blotting his neck.
“Tell us, Claudel,” the man called, “how many pieces of silver did you get for this poem?”
An ugly murmur began circulating in the room.
“It was a joke,” Claudel said desperately. “I was boring from within …”
He turned to the fat man, who had already begun walking away.
“Jacques, you believe me, don’t you? It was just a joke …”
The crowd closed in on him, shouting him down. There was something pitiful about it, even though Herbert
didn’t understand why they had suddenly turned on him. But he didn’t get to see the rest, because by then the
blonde had returned and was leading him away.
“Nobody seems to know who owns the apartment,” she said.
“That’s all right,” he said. “Say, what’s the fuss over there?”
“Disgusting, isn’t it? That hack!” She hurried him through an alcove and into a small room, closing the door
behind them.
“We can talk here. Sit down, while I get comfortable.”
There was no place to sit except the bed. Herbert perched on the edge of it, trying unsuccessfully not to watch
the blond through the porous curtains of what seemed to be a closet. She reappeared in a leaf-green hostess gown
and seated herself beside him.
“You’re so tense,” she said, taking his hand. “Why don’t you relax a little?”
They were just relaxing a little, when the door banged open. Claudel stalked into the room. Herbert nervously
watched him paw through the bureau, although the blonde took no notice. He soon left, with a small bundle of
clothing under his arm. They got relaxed all over again.
“I’m Gretel,” she said, presently.
“I’m Herbert,” Herbert said, although introductions seemed a little beside the point at this stage.
Suddenly Claudel charged into the room again, grabbed up a toothbrush and exited, slamming the door behind
him. But by then, Herbert had become so acclimated to the environment that it didn’t even constitute an
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interruption.
114.143 The New Atlantis\fn{by Ursula Koeher Le Guin (1924 [W says 1929]- )} Berkeley, Alameda County,
California, U.S.A. (F) 12
1
Coming back from my Wilderness Week I sat by an odd sort of man in the bus. For a long time we didn’t talk;
I was mending stockings and he was reading. Then the bus broke down a few miles outside Gresham. Boiler
trouble, the way it generally is when the driver insists on trying to go over thirty. It was a Supersonic Superscenic
Deluxe Long-distance coal-burner, with Home Comfort, that means a toilet, and the seats were pretty comfortable,
at least those that hadn’t yet worked loose from their bolts, so everybody waited inside the bus; besides, it was
raining. We began talking, the way people do when there'’ a breakdown and a wait. He held up his pamphlet and
tapped it—he was a dry-looking man with a school-teacherish way of using his hands—and said, “This is
interesting. I’ve been reading that a new continent is rising from the depths of the sea.”
The blue stockings were hopeless. You have to have something besides holes to darn onto. “Which sea?”
“They’re not sure yet. Most specialists think the Atlantic. But there’s evidence it may be happening in the
Pacific, too.”
“Won’t the oceans get a little crowded?” I said, not taking it seriously. I was a bit snappish, because of the
breakdown and because those blue stockings had been good warm ones.
He tapped the pamphlet again and shook his head, quite serious. “No,” he said. “The old continents are
sinking, to make room for the new. You can see that that is happening.”
You certainly can. Manhattan Island is now under eleven feet of water at low tide, and there are oyster beds in
Ghirardelli Square.\fn{A fancy shopping area in San Francisco.}
“I thought that was because the oceans are rising from polar melt.”
He shook his head again. “That is a factor. Due to the greenhouse effect of pollution, indeed Antarctica may
become inhabitable. But climatic factor will not explain the emergence of the new—or, possibly, very old—
continents in the Atlantic and Pacific.” He went on explaining about continental drift, but I liked the idea of
inhabiting Antarctica and daydreamed about it for a while. I thought of it as very empty, very quiet, all white and
blue, with a faint golden glow northward from the unrising sun behind the long peak of Mount Erebus.\fn{ Peak on
the west coast of Antarctica .} There were a few people there; they were very quiet, too, and wore white tie and tails.
Some of them carried oboes and violas. Southward the white land went up in a long slice toward the Pole.
Just the opposite, in fact, of the Mount Hood Wilderness Area.\fn{ Mt. Hood is the highest point in Oregon .} It had
been a tiresome vacation. The other women in the dormitory were all right, but it was macaroni for breakfast,.
And there were so many organized sports. I had looked forward to the hike up to the National Forest Preserve, the
largest forest left in the United States, but the trees didn’t look at all the way they do in the postcards and
brochures and Federal Beautification Bureau advertisement. They were spindly, and they all had little signs on
saying which union they had been planted by. There were actually a lot more green picnic tables and cement
Men’s and Women’s than there were trees. There was an electrified fence all around the forest to keep out
unauthorized persons. The forest ranger talked about mountain jays, “bold little robbers,” he said, “who will come
and snatch the sandwich from your very hand,” but I didn’t see any. Perhaps because that was the weekly Watch
Those Surplus Calories! Day for all the women, and so we didn’t have any sandwiches. If I’d seen a mountain jay
I might have snatched the sandwich from his very hand, who knows. Anyhow it was an exhausting week, and I
wished I’d stayed home and practiced, even though I’d have lost a week’s pay because staying home and
practicing the viola doesn’t count as planned implementation of recreational leisure as defined by the Federal
Union of Unions.
When I came back from my Antarctican expedition, the man was reading again, and I got a look at his
pamphlet; and that was the odd part of it. The pamphlet was called “Increasing Efficiency in Public Accountant
Training Schools,” and I could see from the one paragraph I got a glance at that there was nothing about new
continents emerging from the ocean depths in it—nothing at all.
Then we had to get out and walk on into Gresham, because they had decided that the best thing for us all to do
was get onto the Greater Portland Area Rapid Public Transit Lines, since there had been so many breakdowns that
the charter bus company didn’t have any more busses to send out to pick us up. The walk was wet, and rather dull,
except when we passed the Cold Mountain Commune. They have a wall around it to keep out unauthorized
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persons, and a big neon sign out front saying COLD MOUNTAIN COMMUNE and there were some people in
authentic jeans and ponchos by the highway selling macramé belts and sand-cast candles and soybean bread to the
tourists. In Gresham, I took the 4:40 GPARPTL Superjet Flyer train to Burnside and East 230 th, and then walked
to 217th and got the bus to the Goldschmidt Overpass, and transferred to the shuttlebus, but it had boiler trouble,
so I didn’t reach the downtown transfer point until ten after eight, and the buses go on a once-an-hour schedule at
eight o’clock, so I got a meatless hamburger and the Longhorn Inch-Thick Steak House Dinerette and caught the
nine o’clock bus and got home about ten. When SI let myself into the apartment I flipped the switch to turn on the
lights, but there still weren’t any. There had been a power outage in West Portland for three weeks. So I went
feeling about for the candles in the dark, and it was a minute or so before I noticed that somebody was lying on
my bed.
I panicked, and tried again to turn the lights on.
It was a man, lying there in a long thin heap. I thought a burglar had got in somehow while I was away and
died. I opened the door so I could get out quick or at least my yells could be heard, and then I managed not to
shake long enough to strike a match, and lighted the candle, and came a little closer to the bed.
The light disturbed him. He made a sort of snorting in his throat and turned his head. I saw it was a stranger,
but I knew his eyebrows, then the breadth of his closed eyelids, then I saw my husband.
He woke up while I was standing there over him with the candle in my hand. He laughed and said still halfasleep, “Ah, Psyche! From the regions which are holy land.”\fn{ From the better known of two poems called To Helen by
Edgar Allen Poe. Psyche, in classical mythology, was a princess of remarkable beauty, beloved by Cupid .}
Neither of us made much fuss. It was unexpected, but it did seem so natural for him to be there, after all, much
more natural than for him not to be there, and he was too tired to be very emotional. We lay there together in the
dark, and he explained that they had released him from the Rehabilitation Camp early because he had injured his
back in an accident in the gravel quarry, and they were afraid it might get worse. If he died there it wouldn’t be
good publicity abroad, since there have been some nasty rumors about deaths from illness in the Rehabilitation
Camps and the Federal Medical Association Hospital; and there are scientists abroad who have heard of Simon,
since somebody published his proof of Goldbach’s Hypothesis in Peking. So they let him out early, with eight
dollars in his pocket, which is what he had in his pocket when they arrested him, which made it, of course, fair.
He had walked and hitched home from Coeur D’Alene, Idaho, with a couple of days in jail in Walla Walla\fn{ A
city in Washington.} for being caught hitch-hiking. He almost fell asleep telling me this, and when he had told me, he
did fall asleep. He needed a change of clothes and a bath but I didn’t want to wake him. Besides, I was tired, too.
We lay side by side and his head was on my arm. I don’t suppose that I have ever been so happy. No; was it
happiness? Something wider and darker, more like knowledge, more like the night: joy.
2
It was dark for so long, so very long. We were all blind. And there was the cold, a vast, unmoving, heavy cold.
We could not more at all. We did not move. We did not speak. Our mouths were closed, pressed shut by the cold
and by the weight. Our eyes were pressed shut. Our limbs were held still. Our minds were held still. For how
long? There was no length of time; how long is death? And is one dead only after living, or before life as well?
Certainly we thought, if we thought anything, that we were dead; but if we had ever been alive, we had forgotten
it.
The was a change. It must have been the pressure that changed first, although we did not know it. The eyelids
are sensitive to touch. They must have been weary of being shut. When the pressure upon them weakened a little,
they opened. But there was no way for us to know that. It was too cold for us to feel anything. There was nothing
to be seen. There was black.
But then—“then,” for the even created time, created before and after, near and far, now and then—“then”
there was the light. One light. One small, strange light that passed slowly, at what distance we could not tell. A
small, greenish white, slightly blurred point of radiance, passing.
Our eyes were certainly open, “then,” for we saw it. We saw the moment. The moment is a point of light.
Whether in darkness or in the field of all light, the moment is small, and moves, but not quickly. And “then” it is
gone.
It did not occur to us that there might be another moment. There was no reason to assume that there might be
more than one. One was marvel enough: that in all the field of the dark, in the cold, heavy, dense, moveless,
timeless, placeless, boundless black, there should have occurred, once, a small slightly blurred, moving light!
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Time need be created only once, we thought.
But we were mistaken. The difference between one and more than one is all the difference in the world. Indeed,
that difference is the world.
The light returned
The same light, or another one? There was no telling.
But, “this time,” we wondered about the light: Was it small and near to us, or large and far away? Again there
was no telling; but there was something about the way it moved, a trace of hesitation, a tentative quality, that did
not seem proper to anything large and remote. The stars, for instance. We began to remember the stars.
The stars had never hesitated.
Perhaps the noble certainty of their gait had been a mere effect of distance. Perhaps in fact they had hurtled
wildly, enormous furnace-fragments of a primal bomb thrown through the cosmic dark; but time and distance
soften all agony. If the universe, as seems likely, began with an act of destruction, the stars we had used to see
told no tales of it. They had been implacably serene.
The planets, however … We began to remember the planets. They had suffered certain changes both of
appearance and of course. At certain times of the year Mars would reverse its direction and go backward through
the stars. Venus had been brighter and less bright as she went through her phases of crescent, full, and wane.
Mercury had shuddered like a skidding drop of rain on the sky flushed with daybreak. The light we now watched
had that erratic, trembling quality. We saw it, unmistakably, change direction and go backward. It then grew
smaller and fainter; blinked—an eclipse?—and slowly disappeared.
Slowly, but not slowly enough for a planet.
Then—the third “then”!—arrived the indubitable and positive Wonder of the World, the Magic Trick, watch
now, watch, you will not believe your eyes, mama, mama, look what I can do—
Seven lights in a row, proceeding fairly rapidly, with a darting movement, from left to right. Proceeding less
rapidly from right to left, two dimmer, greenish lights. Two-lights halt, blink, reverse course, proceed hastily and
in a wavering manner from left to right. Seven-lights increase speed, and catch up. Two-lights flash desperately,
flicker, and are gone.
Seven-lights hang still for some while, then merge gradually into one streak, veering away, and little by little
vanish into the immensity of the dark.
But in the dark now are growing other lights, many of them: lamps, dots, rows, scintillations—some near at
hand, some far. Like the stars, yes, but not stars. It is not the great Existences we are seeing, but only the little
lives.
3
In the morning Simon told me something about the Camp, but not until after he had had me check the
apartment for bugs. I thought at first he had been given behavior mod and gone paranoid. We never had been
infested. And I’d been living alone for a year and a half; surely they didn’t want to hear me talking to myself? But
he said, “They may have been expecting me to come here.”
“But they let you go free!”
He just lay there and laughed at me. So I checked everywhere we could think of. I didn’t find any bugs, but it
did look as if somebody had gone through the bureau drawers while I was away in the Wilderness. Simon’s papers
were all at Maxis so that didn’t matter. I made tea on the Primus,\fn{ A type of camping stove.} and washed and
shaved Simon with the extra hot water in the kettle—he had a thick beard and wanted to get rid of it because of
the lice he had brought from Camp—and while we were doing that he told me about the Camp. In fact he told me
very little, but not much was necessary.
He had lost about twenty pounds. As he only weighed 140 to start with, this left little to go on with. His knees
and wrist bones stuck out like rocks under the skin. His feet were all swollen and chewed-looking from the Camp
boots; he hadn’t dared take the boots off, the last three days of walking, because he was afraid he wouldn’t be able
to get them back on. When he had to move or sit up so I could wash him, he shut his eyes.
“Am I really here?” he asked. “Am I here?”
“Yes,” I said. “You are here. What I don’t understand is how you got here.”
“Oh, it wasn’t bad so long as I kept moving. All you need is to know where you’re going—to have someplace
to go. You know, some of the people in Camp, if they’d let them go, they wouldn’t have had that. They couldn’t
have gone anywhere. Keeping moving was the main thing. See, my back’s all seized up, now.”
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When he had to get up to go to the bathroom he moved like a ninety-year-old. He couldn’t stand straight, but
was all bent out of shape, and shuffled. I helped him put on clean clothes. When he lay down on the bed again, a
sound of pain came out of him, like tearing thick paper. I went around the room putting things away. He asked me
to come sit by him and said I was going to drown him if I went on crying. “You’ll submerge the entire North
American continent,” he said. I can’t remember what he said, but he made me laugh finally. It is hard to remember
things Simon says, and hart not to laugh when he says them. This is not merely the partiality of affection: He
makes everybody laugh. I doubt that he intends to. It is just that a mathematician’s mind works differently from
other people’s. Then when they laugh, that pleases him.
It was strange, and it is strange, to be thinking about “him,” the man I have known for ten years, the same man,
while “he” lay there changed out of recognition, a different man. It is enough to make you understand why most
languages have a word like “soul.” There are various degrees of death, and time spares us none of them. Yet
something endures, for which a word is needed.
I said what I had not been able to say for a year and a half: “I was afraid they’d brainwash you.” He said.
“Behavior mod is expensive. Even just the drugs. They save it mostly for the VIPs.\fn{ Very Important Persons.} But
I’m afraid they got a notion I might be important after all. I got questioned a lot the last couple of months. About
my ‘foreign contacts.’” He snorted. “The stuff that got published abroad, I suppose. So I want to be careful and
make sure it’s just a Camp again next time, and not a Federal Hospital.”
“Simon, were they … are they cruel, or just righteous?”
He did not answer for a while. He did not want to answer. He knew what I was asking. He knew by what
thread hangs hope, the sword, above our heads.
“Some of them …” he said at last, mumbling.
Some of them had been cruel. Some of them had enjoyed their work. You cannot blame everything on society.
“Prisoners, as well as guards,” he said.
You cannot blame everything on the enemy.
“Some of them, Belle,” he said with energy, touching my hand, “some of them, there were men like gold there
—”
The thread is tough; you cannot cut it with one stroke.
“What have you been playing?” he asked.
“Forrest, Schubert.”\fn{I.e., Forrest’s direction of a composition by Franz Peter Schubert (1797-1828), an Austrian composer .}
“With the quartet?”
“Trio, now. Janet went to Oakland with a new lover.”
“Ah, poor Max.”
“It’s just as well, really. She isn’t a good pianist.”
I make Simon laugh, too, though I don’t intend to. We talked until it was past time for me to go to work. My
shift since the Full Employment Act last year is ten to two. I am an inspector in a recycled paper bag factor. I have
never rejected a bag yet; the electronic inspector catches all the defective ones first. It is a rather depressing job.
But it’s only four hours a day, and it takes more time than that to go through all the lines and physical and mental
examinations, and fill out all the forms, and talk to all the welfare counselors and inspectors every week in order
to qualify as Unemployed, and then line up every day for the ration stamps and the dole. Simon thought I ought to
go to work as usual. I tried to, but I couldn’t. He had felt very hot to the touch when I kissed him good-bye. I went
instead and got a black-market doctor. A girl at the factory had recommended her, for an abortion, if I ever wanted
one without going through the regulation two years of sex-depressant drugs the fed-meds maker you take when
they give you an abortion. She was a jeweler’s assistant in a shop on Alder Street, and the girl said she was
convenient because if you didn’t have enough cash you could leave something in pawn at the jeweler’s as
payment. Nobody ever does have enough cash, and of course credit cards aren’t worth much on the black market.
The doctor was willing to come at once, so we rode home on the bus together. She gathered very soon that
Simon and I were married, and it was funny to see her look at us and smile like a cat. Some people love illegality
for its own sake. Men, more often than women. It’s men who make laws, and enforce them, and break them, and
think the whole performance is wonderful. Most women would rather just ignore them. You could see that this
woman, like a man, actually enjoyed breaking them. That may have been what put her into an illegal business in
the first place, a preference for the shady side. But there was more to it than that. No doubt she’d wanted to be a
doctor, too; and the Federal Medical Association doesn’t admit women into the medical schools. She probably got
her training as some other doctor’s private pupil, under the counter. Very much as Simon learned mathematics,
since the universities don’t teach much but Business Administration and Advertising and Media Skills anymore.
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However she learned it, she seemed to know her stuff. She fixed up a kind of homemade traction device for
Simon very handily and informed him that if he did much more walking for two months he’d be crippled the rest
of his life, but if he behaved himself he’d just be more or less lame. It isn’t the kind of thing you’d expect to be
grateful for being told, but we both were. Leaving, she gave me a bottle of about two hundred plain white pills,
unlabeled. “Aspirin,” she said. “He’ll be in a good deal of pain on and off for weeks.”
I looked at the bottle. I had never seen aspirin before, only the Super-Buffered Pane-Gon and the Triple-Power
N-L-G-Zic and the Extra-Strength Apansprin with the miracle ingredient more doctors recommend, which the
fed-meds always give you prescriptions for, to be filled at your FMA-approved private enterprise friendly
drugstore at the low, low prices established by the Pure Food and Drug Administration in order to inspire
competitive research.
“Aspirin,” the doctor repeated. “The miracle ingredient more doctors recommend.” She cat-grinned again. I
think she liked us because we were living in sin. That bottle of black-market aspirin was probably worth more
than the old Navajo bracelet I pawned for her fee.
I went out again to register Simon as temporarily domiciled at my address and to apply for Temporary
Unemployment Compensation ration stamps for him. They only give them to you for two weeks and you have to
come every day; but to register him as Temporarily Disabled meant getting the signatures of two fed-meds, and I
thought I’d rather put that off for a while. It took three hours to go through the lines and get the forms he would
have to fill out, and to answer the ’crats’\fn{ Bureaucrats.} questions about why he wasn’t there in person. They
smelled something fishy. Of course it’s hard for them to prove that two people are married and aren’t just
adultering if you move now and then and your friends help out by sometimes registering one of you as living at
their address; but they had all the back files on both of us and it was obvious that we had been around each other
for a suspiciously long time. The State really does make things awfully hard for itself. It must have been simpler
to enforce the laws back when marriage was legal and adultery was what got you into trouble. They only had to
catch you once. But I’ll bet people broke the law just as often then as they do now.
4
The lantern-creatures came close enough at last that we could see not only their light, but their bodies in the
illumination of their light. They were not pretty. They were dark colored, most often a dark red, and they were all
mouth. They ate one another whole. Light swallowed light, all swallowed together in the vaster mouth of the
darkness. They moved slowly, for nothing, however small and hungry, could move fast enough under that weight,
in that cold. Their eyes, round with fear, were never closed. Their bodies were tiny and bony behind the gaping
jaws. They wore queer, ugly decorations on their lips and skulls: fringes, serrated wattles, feather-like fronds,
gauds, bangles, lures. Poor little sheep of the deep pastures! Poor ragged, hunch-jawed dwarfs squeezed to the
bone by the weight of the darkness, chilled to the bone by the cold of the darkness, tiny monsters burning with
bright hunger, who brought us back to life!
Occasionally, in the wan, sparse illumination of one of the lantern-creatures, we caught a momentary glimpse
of other, large, unmoving shapes: the barest suggestion, off in the distance, not of a wall, nothing so solid and
certain as a wall, but of a surface, an angle … Was it there?
Or something would glitter, faint, far off, far down. There was no use trying to make out what it might be.
Probably it was only a fleck of sediment, mud or mica, disturbed by a struggle between the lantern-creatures,.
Flickering like a bit of diamond dust as it rose and settled slowly. In any case, we could not move to go see what it
was. We had not even the cold, narrow freedom of the lantern-creatures. We were immobilized, borne down, still
shadows among the half-guessed shadow walls. Were we there?
The lantern-creatures showed no awareness of us. They passed before us, among us, perhaps even through us
—it was impossible to be sure. They were not afraid, or curious.
Once something a little larger than a hand came crawling near, and for a moment we saw quite distinctly the
clean angle where the foot of a wall rose from the pavement, in the glow cast by the crawling creature, which was
covered with a foliage of plumes, each plume dotted with many tiny, bluish points of light. We saw the pavement
beneath the creature and the wall beside it, heartbreaking in its exact, clear linearity, its opposition to all that was
fluid, random, vast, and void. We saw the creature’s claws, slowly reaching out and retracting like small stiff
fingers, touch the wall. Its plumage of light quivering, it dragged itself along and vanished behind the corner of
the wall.
So we knew that the wall was there; and that it was an outer wall, a house-front, perhaps, or the side of one of
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the towers of the city.
We remembered the towers. We remembered the city. We had forgotten it. We had forgotten who we were; but
we remembered the city, now.
5
When I got home, the FBI\fn{ Federal Bureau of Investigation.} had already been there. The computer at the police
precinct where I registered Simon’s address must have flashed it right over to the computer at the FBI building.
They had questioned Simon for about an hour, mostly about what he had been doing during the twelve days it
took him to get from the Camp to Portland. I suppose they thought he had flown to Peking or something. Having
a police record in Walla Walla for hitchhiking helped him establish his story. He told me that one of them had
gone to the bathroom. Sure enough I found a bug stuck on the top of the bathroom doorframe. I left it, as we
figured it’s really better to leave it when you know you have one, than to take it off and then never be sure they
haven’t planted another one you don’t know about. As Simon said, if we felt we had to say something unpatriotic
we could always flush the toilet at the same time.
I have a battery radio—there are so many work stoppages because of power failures, and days the water has to
be boiled, and so on, that you really have to have a radio to save wasting time and dying of typhoid\fn{ Typhoid, also
called typhoid fever, a communicable disease marked especially by fever, diarrhea, prostration, headache, and intestinal inflammation,
caused by a bacterium (Salmonella typhosa) and very often fatal.)—and he turned it on while I was making supper on the

Primus. The six o’clock All-American Broadcasting Company news announcer announced that peace was at hand
in Uruguay, the president’s confidential aide having been seen to smile at a passing blonde as he left the 613 th day
of secret negotiations in a villa outside Katmandu.\fn{ The capital of Nepal.} The wear in Liberia\fn{The small country in
West Africa founded by freed slaves and expanded by them and their descendants .} was going well; the enemy said they had
shot down seventeen American planes but the Pentagon said we had shot down twenty-two enemy planes, and the
capital city—I forget its name,\fn{ Monrovia—after President James Monroe, during whose Administration the country was
founded.} but it hasn’t been inhabitable for seven years anyway—was on the verge of being recaptured by the
forces of freedom. The police action in Arizona was also successful. The Neo-Birch insurgents in Phoenix could
not hold out much longer against the massed might of the American army and air force, since their underground
supply of small tactical nukes from the Weathermen in Los Angeles had been cut off.\fn{ The John Birch Society and
the Weathermen (so-called) were polar opposites in the political spectrum of the 1960’s, the former—here cast in the role of the forerunner
of the “Neo-Birch insurgents”—was viciously conservative; the latter violently left-of-center. Both were revolutionary manifestations of
dissatisfaction in certain quarters with policies of the Liberal Establishment, which had governed the country since the early 1930’s, and
which was perceived by both groups as moribund .} Then there was an advertisement for Fed-Cred cards, and a commercial

for the Supreme Court: “Take your legal troubles to the Nine Wise Men!” Then there was something about why
tariffs had gone up, and a report from the stock market, which had just closed at over two thousand, and a
commercial for U. S. Government canned water, with a catchy little tune:—
Don’t be sorry when you drink
It’s not as healthy as you think
Don’t you think you really ought to
Drink coo-ool, puu-uure U. S. G. Water?

—:with three sopranos in close harmony on the last line. Then, just as the battery began to give out and his voice
was dying away into a faraway tiny whisper, the announcer seemed to be saying something about a new continent
emerging.
“What was that?”
“I didn’t near,” Simon said, lying with his eyes shut and his face pale and sweaty. I gave him two aspirins
before we ate. He ate little, and fell asleep while I was washing the dishes in the bathroom. I had been going to
practice, but a viola is fairly wakeful in a one-room apartment. I read for a while instead. It was a best-seller Janet
had given me when she left. She thought it was very good, but then she likes Franz Liszt\fn{ Franz Liszt (1811-1866),
Hungarian pianist and composer.} too. I don’t read much since the libraries were closed down, it’s too hard to get
books; all you can buy is bestsellers. I don’t remember the title of this one, the cover just said “Ninety Million
Copies in Print!!!” It was about small-town sex life in the last century, the dear old 1970s when thee weren’t any
problems and life was so simple and nostalgic. The author squeezed all the naughty thrills he could out of the fact
that all the main characters were married. I looked at the end and saw that all the married couples shot each other
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after all their children became schizophrenic hookers, except for one brave pair that divorced and then leapt into
bed together with a clear-eyed pair of government employed lovers for eight pages of healthy group sex as a
brighter future dawned. I went to bed then, too. Simon was hot, but sleeping quietly. His breathing was like the
sound of soft waves far away, and I went out to the dark sea on the sound of them.
I used to go out to he dark sea, often, as a child, falling asleep. I had almost forgotten it with my waking mind.
As a child all I had to do was stretch out and think, “the dark sea … the dark sea …” and soon enough I’d be
there, in the great depths, rocking. But after I grew up it only happened rarely, as a great gift. To know the abyss
of the darkness and not to fear it, to entrust oneself to it and whatever may arise from it—what greater gift?
6
We watched the tiny lights come and go around us, and doing so, we gained a sense of space and of direction
—near and far, at least, and higher and lower. It was that sense of space that allowed us to become aware of the
currents. Space was no longer entirely still around us, suppressed by the enormous pressure of its own weight.
Very dimly we were aware that the cold darkness moved, slowly, softly, pressing against us a little for a long time,
then ceasing, in a vast oscillation. The empty darkness flowed slowly along our unmoving unseen bodies; along
them, past them; perhaps through them; we could not tell.
Where did they come from, those dim, slow, vast tides? What pressure or attraction stirred the deeps to these
slow drifting movements? We could not understand that; we could only feel their touch against us, but in straining
our sense to guess their origin or end, we became aware of something else: something out there in the darkness of
the great currents: sounds. We listened. We heard.
So our sense of space sharpened and localized to a sense of place. For sound is local, as sight is not. Sound is
delimited by silence; and it does not rise out of the silence unless it is fairly close, both in space and in time.
Though we stand where once the singer stood we cannot hear the voice singing; the years have carried it off on
their tides, submerged it. Sound is a fragile thing, a tremor, as delicate as life itself. We may see the stars, but we
cannot hear them. Even were the hollowness of outer space an atmosphere, an ether that transmitted the waves of
sound, we could not hear the stars; they are too far away. At most if we listened we might hear our own sun, all
the mighty, roiling, exploding storm of its burning, as a whisper at the edge of hearing.
A sea wave laps one’s feet: It is the shock wave of a volcanic eruption on the far side of the world. But one
hears nothing.
A red light flickers on the horizon: It is the reflection in smoke of a city on the distant mainland, burning. But
one hears nothing.
Only on the slopes of the volcano, in the suburbs of the city, does one begin to hear the deep thunder, and the
high voices crying.
Thus, when we became aware that we were hearing, we were sure that the sounds we heard were fairly close to
us. And yet we may have been quite wrong. For we were in a strange place, a deep place. Sound travels fast and
far in the deep places, and the silence there is perfect, letting the least noise be heard for hundreds of miles.
And these were not small noises. The lights were tiny, but the sounds were vast: not loud, but very large. Often
they were below the range of hearing, long slow vibrations rather than sounds. The first we heard seemed to us to
rise up through the currents from beneath us: immense groans, sighs felt along the bone, a rumbling, a deep
uneasy whispering.
Later, certain sounds came down to us from above, or borne along the endless levels of the darkness, and these
were stranger yet, for they were music. A huge calling, yearning music from far away in the darkness, calling not
to us. Where are you? I am here.
Not to us.
They were the voices of the great souls, the great lives, the lonely ones, the voyagers. Calling. Not often
answered. Where are you? Where have you gone?
But the bones, the keels and girders of white bones on icy isles of the South, the shores of bones did not reply.
Nor could we reply. But we listened, and the tears rose in our eyes, salt, not so salt as the oceans, the worldgirdling deep bereaved currents, the abandoned roadways of the great lives; not so salt, but warmer.
I am here. Where have you gone?
No answer.
Only the whispering thunder from below.
But we knew now, though we could not answer, we knew because we heard, because we felt, because we wept,
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we knew that we were; and we remembered other voices.
7
Max came the next night. I sat on the toilet lid to practice, with the bathroom door shut. The FBI men on the
other end of the bug got a solid half hour of scales and doublestops, and then a quite good performance of the
Hindemith\fn{Paul Hindemith (1895-1963), German violinist and composer .} unaccompanied viola sonata. The bathroom
being very small and all hard surfaces, the noise I made was really tremendous. Not a good sound, far too much
echo, but the sheer volume was contagious, and I played louder as SI went on. The man up above knocked on his
floor once; but if I have to listen to the weekly All-American Olympic Games at full blast every Sunday morning
from his TV set, then he has to accept Paul Hindemith coming up out of his toilet now and then.
When I got tired I put a wad of cotton over the bug, and came out of the bathroom half-deaf. Simon and Max
were on fire. Burning, unconsumed. Simon was scribbling formulae in traction, and Max was pumping his elbows
up and down the way he does, like a boxer, and saying “The e-lec-tron emission …” through his nose, with his
eyes narrowed, and his mind evidently going light-years per second faster than his tongue, because he kept
beginning over and saying “The e-lec-tron emission …” and pumping his elbows.
Intellectuals at work are very strange to look at. As strange as artists. I never could understand how an
audience can sit there and look at a fiddler rolling his eyes and biting his tongue, or a horn player collecting spit,
or a pianist like a black cat strapped to an electrified bench, as if what they saw had anything to do with the music.
I damped the fires with a quart of black-market beer—the legal kind is better, but I never have enough ration
stamps for beer; I’m not thirsty enough to go without eating—and gradually Max and Simon cooled down. Max
would have stayed talking all night, but I drove him out because Simon was looking tired.
I put a new battery in the radio and left it playing in the bathroom, and blew out the candle and lay and talked
with Simon; he was too excited to sleep. He said that Max had solved the problems that were bothering them
before Simon was sent to Camp, and had fitted Simon’s equations to (as Simon put it) the bare facts, which means
they have achieved “direct energy conversion.” Ten or twelve people have worked on it at different times since
Simon published the theoretical part of it when he was twenty-two. The physicist Ann Jones had pointed out right
away that the simplest practical application of the theory would be to build a “sun tap,” a device for collecting and
storing solar energy, only much cheaper and better than the U. S. G. Sola-Heetas that some rich people have on
their houses. And it would have been simple only they kept hitting the same snag. Now Max has got around the
snag.
I said that Simon published the theory, but that is inaccurate. Of course he’s never been able to publish any of
his papers, in print; he’s not a federal employee and doesn’t have a government clearance. But it did get circulated
in what the scientists and poets call “Sammy’s-dot,\fn{ Punning reference to Samizdat, a circuit of underground publications in
the Soviet Union in the 1960’s-1970’s.} that is, just handwritten or hectographed.\fn{ Mechanically copied.} It’s an old joke
that the FBI arrests everybody with purple fingers, because they have either been hectographing Sammy’s-dots, or
they have impetigo.
Anyhow, Simon was on top of the mountain that night. His true joy is in the pure math; but he had been
working with Clara and Max and the others in this effort to materialize the theory for ten years, and a taste of
fn{The text has: Mac.} material victory is a good thing, once in a lifetime.
I asked him to explain what the sun tap would mean top the masses, with me as a representative mass. He
explained that it means we can tap solar energy for power, using a device that’s easier to build than a jar battery.
The efficiency and storage capacity are such that about ten minutes of sunlight will power an apartment complex
like ours, heat and lights and elevators and all, for twenty-four yours; and no pollution, particulate, thermal, or
radioactive. “There isn’t any danger of using up the sun?” I asked. He took it soberly—it was a stupid question,
but after all not so long ago people though there wasn’t any danger of using up the earth—and said no, because
we wouldn’t be pulling out energy, as we did when we mined and lumbered and split atoms, but just using the
energy that comes to us anyhow: as the plants, the trees and grass and rosebushes, always have done. “You could
call it Flower Power,”\fn{A saying of revolutionary youth in the 1960’s.} he said. He was high, high up on the mountain,
ski-jumping in the sunlight.
“The State owns us,” he said, “because the corporative State has a monopoly on power sources, and there’s not
enough power to go around. But now, anybody could build a generator on their roof that would furnish enough
power to light a city.”
“We could completely decentralize industry and agriculture. Technology could serve life instead of serving
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capital. We could each run our own life. Power is power! … The State is a machine. We could unplug the
machine, now. Power corrupts; absolute power corrupts absolutely.\fn{ A memorable saying of Lord Acton’s (1834-1902),
English historian.} But that’s true only when there’s a price on power. When groups can keep the power to
themselves; when they can use physical power-to in order to exert spiritual power-over; when might makes right.
But if power is free? If everybody is equally mighty? Then everybody’s got to find a better way of showing that
he’s right. …”
“That’s what Mr. Nobel\fn{Alfred Nobel (1833-1896), inventor of dynamite and of the Nobel Prize .} thought when he
invented dynamite,” I said. “Peace on earth.”
He slid down the sunlit slope a couple of thousand feet and stopped beside me in a spray of snow, smiling.
“Skull at the banquet,” he said, “finger writing on the wall. Be still! Look, don’t you see the sun shining on the
Pentagon,\fn{The complex of five nested office buildings in Arlington, Virginia, which contain most of the United States Defense
offices.} al the roofs are off, the sun shines at last into the corridors of power. … And they shrivel up, they wither
away. The green grass grows through the carpets of the Oval Room, the Hot Line is disconnected for nonpayment
of the bill. The first thing we’ll do is build an electrified fence outside the electrified fence around the White
House. The inner one prevents unauthorized persons from getting in. The outer one will prevent authorized
persons from getting out. …”
Of course he was bitter. Not many people come out of prison sweet.
But it was cruel, to be shown this great hope, and to know that there was no hope for it. He did know that. He
knew it right along. He knew that there was no mountain, that he was skiing on the wind.
8
The tiny lights of the lantern-creatures died out one by one, sank away. The distant lonely voices were silent.
The cold, slow currents flowed, vacant, only shaken from time to time by a shifting in the abyss.
It was dark again, and no voice spoke. All dark, dumb, cold.
Then the sun rose.
It was not like the dawns we had begun to remember: the change, manifold and subtle, in the smell and touch
of the air; the hush that, instead of sleeping, wakes, holds still, and waits; the appearance of objects, looking
gray, vague, and new, as if just created—distant mountains against the eastern sky, one’s own hands, the hoary
grass full of dew and shadow, the fold in the edge of a curtain hanging by the window—and then, before one is
quite sure that one is indeed seeing again, that the light has returned, that day is breaking, the seeing again, that
the light has returned, that day is breaking, the first, abrupt, sweet stammer of a waking bird. And after that the
chorus, voice by voice: This is my nest, this is my tree, this is my egg, this is my day, this is my life, here I am, here
I am, hurray for me! I’m here!—No, it wasn’t like that at all, this dawn. It was completely silent, and it was blue.
In the dawns that we had begun to remember, one did not become aware of the light itself, but of the separate
objects touched by the light, the things, the world. They were there, visible again, as if visibility were their were
their own property, not a gift from the rising sun.
In this dawn, there was nothing but the light itself. Indeed there was not even light, we would have said, but
only color: blue.
“There was no compass bearing to it. It was not brighter in the east. There was no east or west. There was
only up and down, below and above. Below was dark. The blue light came from above. Brightness fell. Beneath,
where the shaking thunder had stilled, the brightness died away through violet into blindness.
We, arising, watched light fall.
In a way it was more like an ethereal snowfall than like a sunrise. The light seemed to be in discrete particles,
infinitesimal flecks, slowly descending, faint, fainter than flecks of fine snow on a dark night, and tinier; but blue.
A soft, penetrating blue tending to the violet, the color of the shadows in an iceberg, the color of a streak of sky
between gray clouds on a winter afternoon before snow: faint in intensity but vivid in hue: the color of the remote,
the color of the cold, the color farthest from the sun.
9
On Saturday night they held a scientific congress in our room.
Clara and Max came, of course, and the engineer Phil Drum and three others who had worked on the sun tap.
Phil Drum was very pleased with himself because he had actually built one of the things, a solar cell, and brought
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it along. I don’t think it had occurred to either Max or Simon to build one. Once they knew it could be done they
were satisfied and wanted to get on with something else. But Phil unwrapped his baby with a lot of flourish, and
people made remarks like, “Mr. Watson, will you come here a minute,” and “Hey, Wilbur, you’re off the ground!”
and “I say, nasty mould you’ve got there, Alec, why don’t you throw it out?” and “Ugh, ugh, burns, burns, wow,
ow,”\fn{Intended as parodies: on the first communication by a telephone by its inventor (Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922); the first
thing Orville Wright (1871-1948) said to his brother, Wilbur (1867-1912), when the latter first achieved powered flight through the air; on
the first thing said to Sir Alexander Fleming (1881-1955) upon his discovery of penicillin; and what the first man who discovered fire
said.} the latter from Max, who does look a little pre-Mousterian.\fn{ Mousterians were Paleolithic cave dwellers in France .}

Phil explained that he had exposed the cell for one minute at four in the afternoon up0 in Washington Park during
a light rain. The lights were back on the West Side since Thursday, so we could test it without being conspicuous.
We turned off the lights, after Phil had wired the table-lamp cord to the cell. He turned on the lamp switch. The
bulb came on, about twice as bright as before, at its full forty watts—city power of course was never full strength.
We all looked at it. It was a dime-store table with a metallized gold base and a white plasticloth shade.
“Brighter than a thousand suns,”\fn{A reference to the first atomic explosion.} Simon murmured from the bed.
“Could it be,” said Clara Edmonds, “that we physicists have known sin,”\fn{ Paraphrase of a statement by J. Robert
Oppenheimer, one of the scientists who perfected the atomic bomb .}—and have come out on the other side?”
“It really wouldn’t be any good at all for making bombs with,” Max said dreamily.
“Bombs,” Phil Drum said with scorn. “Bombs are obsolete. Don’t you realize that we could move a mountain
with this kind of power ? I mean pick up Mount Hood, move it, and set it down. We could thaw Antarctica, we
could freeze the Congo. We could sink a continent. Give me a fulcrum and I’ll move the world.\fn{ Said by
Archimedes (287-212BC), Greek mathematician and inventor .} Well, Archimedes, you’ve got your fulcrum. The sun.”
“Christ,” Simon said, “the radio, Belle!”
The bathroom door was shut and I had put cotton over the bug, but he was right; if they were going to go ahead
at this rate there had better be some added static. And though I liked watching their faces in the clear light of the
lamp—they all had good, interesting faces, well worn, like the handles of wooden tools or the rocks in a running
stream—I did not much want to listen to them talk tonight. Not because I wasn’t a scientist, that made no
difference. And not because I disagreed or disapproved or disbelieved anything they said. Only because it grieved
me terribly, their talking. Because they couldn’t rejoice aloud over a job done and a discovery made, but had to
hide there and whisper about it. Because they couldn’t go out into the sun.
I went into the bathroom with my viola and sat on the toilet lid and did a long set of sautillé
exercises.\fn{Exercises that hop and skip about, jerky in style .} Then I tried to work at the Forrest trio, but it was too
assertive. I played the solo part from Harold in Italy,\fn{ A symphony by Louis Hector Berlioz (1803-1869), French
composer.} which is beautiful, but it wasn’t quite the right mood either. They were still going strong in the other
room. I began to improvise.
After a few minutes in E-minor the light over the shaving mirror began to flicker and dim; then it died.
Another outage. The table lamp in the other room did not go out, being connected with the sun, not with the
twenty-three atomic fission plants that power the Greater Portland Area. Within two seconds somebody had
switched it off, too, so that we shouldn’t be the only window in the West Hills left alight; and I could hear them
rooting for candles and rattling matches. I went on improvising in the dark. Without light, when you couldn’t see
all the hard shiny surfaces of things, the sound seemed softer and less muddled. I went on, and it began to shape
up. All the laws of harmonics sang together when the bow came down. The strings of the viola were the cords of
my own voice, tightened by sorrow, turned to the pitch of joy., The melody created itself out of air and energy, it
raised up the valleys, and the mountains and hills were made low, and the crooked straight, and the rough places
plain.\fn{The last three clauses are part of a bass recitative in Messiah, an oratorio by George Frederick Handel (1685-1759), British
(German-born) composer and harpsichordist .} And the music went out to the dark sea and sang in the darkness, over the
abyss.
When I came out they were all sitting there and none of them was talking. Max had been crying. I could see
little candle flames in the tears around his eyes. Simon lay flat on the bed in the shadows, his eyes closed. Phil
Drum sat hunched over, holding the solar cell in his hands.
I loosened the pegs, put the bow and the viola in the case, and cleared my throat. It was embarrassing. I finally
said, “I’m sorry.”
One of the women spoke: Rose Abramski, a private student of Simon’s, a big shy woman who could hardly
speak at all unless it was in mathematical symbols. “I saw it,” she said. “I saw it. I saw the white towers, and the
water streaming down their sides, and running back down to the sea. And the sunlight shining in the streets, after
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ten thousand years of darkness.”
“I heard them,” Simon said, very low, from the shadow. “I heard their voices.”
“Oh, Christ! Stop it!” Max cried out, and got up and went blundering out into the unlit hall, without his coat.
We heard him running down the stairs.
“Phil,” said Simon, lying there, “could we raise up the white towers, with our lever and our fulcrum?”
After a long silence Phil Drum answered, “We have the power to do it.”
“What else do we need?” Simon said. “What else do we need, besides power?”
Nobody answered him.
10
The blue changed. It became brighter, lighter, and at the same time thicker: impure. The ethereal luminosity of
blue-violet turned to turquoise, intense and opaque. Still we could not have said that everything was now
turquoise-colored, for there were still no things. There was nothing, except the color of turquoise.
The change continued. The opacity became veined and thinned. The dense, solid color began to appear
translucent, transparent. Then it seemed as if we were in the heart of a sacred jade, or the brilliant crystal of a
sapphire or an emerald.
As at the inner structure of a crystal, there was no motion. But there was something, now, to see. It was as if
we saw the motionless, elegant inward structure of the molecules of a precious stone. Planes and angles appeared
about us, shadowless and clear in that even, glowing, blue-green light.
These were the walls and towers of the city, the streets, the windows, the gates.
We knew them, but we did not recognize them. We did not dare to recognize them. It had been so long. And it
was so strange. We had used to dream, when we lived in this city. We had lain down, nights, in the rooms behind
the windows, and slept, and dreamed. We had all dreamed of the ocean, of the deep sea. Were we not dreaming
now?
Sometimes the thunder and tremor deep below us rolled again, but it was faint now, far away; as far away as
our memory of the thunder and the tremor and the fire and the towers falling, long ago.\fn{The old Atlantis was said
by some to have been destroyed by her own denizens, who had been unable to control their relationship between themselves and the power
of the machines which they had invented.} Neither the sound nor the memory frightened us. We know them.

The sapphire light brightened overhead to green, almost green-gold. We looked up. The tops of the highest
towers were hard to see, glowing in the radiance of light. The streets and doorways were darker, more clearly
defined.
In one of those long, jewel-dark streets something was moving—something not composed of planes and angles,
but of curves and arcs. We all turned to look at it, slowly, wondering as we did so at the slow ease of our own
motion, our freedom. Sinuous, with a beautiful flowing, gathering, rolling movement, now rapid and now
tentative, the thing drifted across the street from a blank garden wall to the recess of a door. There, in the dark
blue shadow, it was hard to see for a while. We watched. A pale blue curve appeared at the top of the doorway. A
second followed, and a third. The moving thing clung or hovered there, above the door, like a swaying knot of
silvery cords or a boneless hand, one arched finger pointing carelessly to something above the lintel of the door,
something like itself, but motionless—a carving. A carving in jade light. A carving in stone.
Delicately and easily the long curving tentacle followed the curves of the carved figure, the eight petal-limbs,
the round eyes. Did it recognize its image?
The living one swung suddenly, gathered its curves in a loose knot, and darted away down the street, swift and
sinuous. Behind it a faint cloud of darker blue hung for a minute and dispersed, revealing again the carved figure
above the door: the sea-flower, the cuttlefish, quick, great-eyed, graceful, evasive, the cherished sign, carved on a
thousand walls, worked into the design of cornices, pavements, handles, lids of jewel boxes, canopies, tapestries,
tabletops, gateways.
Down another street, about the level of the first-floor windows, came a flickering drift of hundreds of motes of
silver. With a single motion all turned toward the cross street, and glittered off into the dark blue shadows.
There were shadows, now.
We looked up, up from the flight of silverfish, up from the streets where the jade-green currents flowed and the
blue shadows fell. We moved and looked up, yearning, to the high towers of our city. They stood, the fallen
towers. They glowed in the ever-brightening radiance, not blue or blue-green, up there, but gold. Far above them
lay a vast, circular, trembling brightness: the sun’s light on the surface of the sea.
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We are here. When we break through the bright circle into life, the water will break and stream white down the
white sides of the towers, and run down the steep streets back into the sea. The water will glitter in dark hair, on
the eyelids of dark eyes, and dry to a thin white film of salt.
We are here.
Whose voice? Who called to us?
11
He was with me for twelve days. On January 28 the ’crats came from the Bureau of Health, Education and
Welfare and said that since he was receiving Unemployment Compensation while suffering from an untreated
illness, the government must look after him and restore him to health, because health is the inalienable right of the
citizens of a democracy. He refused to sign the consent forms, so the chief health officer signed them. He refused
to get up, so two of the policemen pulled him up off the bed. He started to try to fight them. The chief health
officer pulled his gun and said that if he continued to struggle he would shoot him for resisting welfare, and arrest
me for conspiracy to defraud the government. The man who was holding my arms behind my back said they could
always arrest me for unreported pregnancy with intent to form a nuclear family.\fn{ The term for parents and children
regarded as a unit.} At that Simon stopped trying to get free. It was really all he was trying to do, not to fight them,
just to get his arms free. He looked at me, and they took him out.
He is in the federal hospital in Salem. I have not been able to find out whether he is in the regular hospital or
the mental wards.
It was on the radio again yesterday, about the rising land masses in the South Atlantic and the Western Pacific.
At Max’s the other night I saw a TV special explaining about geophysical stresses and subsidence and faults. The
U. S. Geodetic Service is doing a lot of advertising around town, the most common one is a big billboard that says

IT’S NOT OUR FAULT!
with a picture of a beaver pointing to a schematic map that shows how even if Oregon has a major earthquake and
subsidence as California did last month, it will not affect Portland, or only the western suburbs perhaps. The news
also said that they plan to halt the tidal waves in Florida by dropping nuclear bombs where Miami was. Then they
will reattach Florida to the mainland with landfill. They are already advertising real estate for housing
developments on the landfill. The president is staying at the Mile High White House in Aspen, Colorado. I don’t
think it will do him much good. Houseboats down on the Willamette are selling for $500,000. There are no trains
or busses running south from Portland, because all the highways were badly damaged by the tremors and
landslides last week, so I will have to see if I can get to Salem on foot. I still have the rucksack I bought for the
Mount Hood Wilderness Week. I got some dry lima beans and raisins with my Federal Fair Share Super Value
Green Stamp minimal ration book for February—it took the whole book—and Phil Drum made me a tiny camp
stove powered with the solar cell. I didn’t want to take the Primus, it’s too bulky, and I did want to be able to carry
the viola. Max gave me a half pint of brandy. When the brandy is gone I expect I will stuff this notebook into the
bottle and put the cap on tight and leave it on a hillside somewhere between here and Salem. I like to think of it
being lifted up little by little by the water, and rocking, and going out to the dark sea.
12
Where are you?
We are here. Where have you gone?
48.244 The Gift Bearer\fn{by Philip Francis O’Connor (1932-2008)} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California,
U.S.A. (M) 12
Uncle Dave had a great knot of a nose, scarlet and bumpy, and he visited us about twice a year. On his last
visit, the one I remember best, he brought, as was his habit, a gift for each of us: for my mother “a little thing for
the house,” a flat package wrapped in brown paper and twine which she sniffed at and hummed over
(unappreciatively, I thought) and then put on the top shelf of the kitchen cupboard; for my father a heavy carton
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which he and my uncle removed carefully from the trunk of his Model A, carried to the basement and placed
delicately under the little workbench; and for me a stack of comic books, mostly Walt Disney’s, which were all
wrinkled like the magazines and comic books at the town’s barber shop.
After handing my mother and me our gifts, he rubbed his hands briskly together, looked from one of us to the
other, said loudly, “I hope all present are happy and well,” then sat down to supper, the meal for which he had
arrived, as usual, just in time. Before we finished eating he reached across the table and scratched the top of my
head with his rough fingers.
“It’s a short life, Jackie,” he said, “and time we made the best of it.”
The remark, which he always made sooner or later after entering the house, was like a signal for my mother to
start the dishes and my father to say:
“Shall we take a little spin around the neighborhood, Dave?”
It was magic in a way, for it never failed to set my parents kind of invisibly apart, where they remained until
his visit ended.
“Make the best of it,” my mother repeated mockingly to my father after the two men had returned from their
spin and Dave had gone to bed. “He’s the last man on earth to be talking about making the best of anything.”
My father, on a wooden chair in the narrow space between a cupboard and the kitchen window, only grunted
uneasily and said:
“Give the man a chance, will you? Give him a bit of a chance.”
“A chance,” she said derisively from the sink, where she picked up a wet dishcloth and began, fiercely, to
wring it dry. “Isn’t that a laugh? He’s frittered away most of his sixty-two years doing you-know-what and now
you talk about giving him a chance.” She looked at me over her shoulder and clicked her tongue disgustedly. “Did
you hear that, Jackie? Give the man a chance?”
I wasn’t about to take sides. Taking sides might have meant a commitment for the duration of my uncle’s stay,
offering moral and other kinds of support to the parent with whom I allied myself, cutting myself off from the
other. At nine years I still felt too unsteady to stand without the security of both pillars. I only nodded politely.
My father was gazing at the fading red design on the linoleum, his shoulders down, looking smaller and
thinner than he really was.
“I don’t know,” he said weakly. “If you ask me it’s an awfully poor way to talk about your own flesh and
blood.”
She pulled the string on the small light above the sink and turned around, crossing her arms beneath her large
breasts.
“Where did you two go after supper?” she said coldly. The only light now in the kitchen shone from the hall,
fell full on her, making her, a big woman to begin with, seem whitely enormous.
“We just drove out to the edge of town to get a look at those new houses that’re going up.”
“Did you?”
“We did.”
“And that’s all?”
“Ah, well. Nearly all.” My father, who had been reduced to a shadow in the diminished light, twisted
uncomfortably.
“You stopped at Henry’s, I’ll wager.”
“For a drop is all.”
“By the watery eyes of you it was more than a drop.”
No sound issued from the corner.
“I will not have a repeat of what happened at the train station last year.” She spoke severely. “Not that or anything approaching it.”
“How,” said my father in tremulous voice, “did you learn about that?”
“It isn’t any of your business, but if you must know it was one of the ladies in the sodality. She was waiting for
the four-twenty to San Francisco and witnessed the whole thing. I nearly fell down dead when she told me.
Imagine! Singing in public with your arms up!” She gave me a guilty look, seeming to realize she’d said a little
more than she wanted me to hear.
“It—it wasn’t as bad as she made out.”
“Hah! And how do you know, not having heard her?”
“I—I can imagine.”
“I’m sure it takes little imagining.”
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“Well, it was only once. I never did anything like it before or since.”
“Nor ever will again if I have anything to say about it.” She turned to him, scowling. “If I get a whiff of that
poison in the next few days, he’s going out of here, bag and baggage.”
My father started to reply, but she cut him off—“Him, or me and Jackie!”—and rumbled off to bed.
My father shook his head as though it weighed a ton, pulled himself up and started slowly for the door. He let
out a sigh and mumbled:
“A fella’d have to be made of steel to put up with the likes of her.”
He shuffled into the hall, looking more like rubber than steel.
The next morning I was sitting on the edge of the bathtub watching, fascinated, as my uncle shaved with his
thick-handled brush, straight razor, and black mug, which had D.O’G. (for David O’Gorman) in fancy gold letters
painted on the front and contained soap that smelled like a mountain. I heard the door open and turned to see my
father bend low, raise his hand to his mouth and whisper cautiously:
“Mag’s on the warpath. Don’t touch a drop ’til I get home. Not a drop.”
Dave, with brush poised at the tip of his chin, had raised his head like a person who’s just heard a suspicious
sound in his basement. He stood very still until after my father, giving him an apologetic look, had shut the door.
Then he reached up slowly and with thumb and forefinger squeezed the remaining soap out of his brush, sending
it—splat!—perfectly into the hole at the bottom of the sink. His sole comment. I knew war was unavoidable. I
knew it as well as I knew what was in the carton in the basement or why my father’s eyes were glassy or why the
neighborhood only interested him when Dave was present. I knew it because I knew the reason for my mother’s
ultimatum the night before.
I had witnessed the incident at the train station. I had, in fact, borne the memory of it like a hidden sore for
nearly a year.
I was returning along the railroad tracks from the town’s baseball diamond one Saturday afternoon when I
heard a voice up ahead of me, a voice I recognized, calling out:
“C’mon now, every one of you join in with us. Sure, you only live once!”
I looked up, stunned, to see Uncle Dave and my father standing on the station platform. It was Dave who had
spoken, and now my father raised his hands and started waving them like a spastic orchestra leader. Before I could
move or even think, the two of them started singing, in grating counterpoint, the first few verses of Sweet Rose of
Dublin. No one joined them. In fact, the onlookers seemed disgusted, except for one or two men, who were
smiling. By the time I had run, humiliated, behind a tree not far from the tracks, the two had stopped their
attempts to form a choral group and were on their way across the street to the place called Henry’s, which, until
then, I had thought was only a restaurant.
It was the first time I’d seen either Dave or my father behaving peculiarly, and it so horrified me that I got sick
on the way home and threw up behind a neighbor’s hedge. I went to bed soon after that and I wept into the night,
into many nights in fact. I never said anything to my mother, for I was afraid her reaction would be as fierce as
mine, or worse. I was relieved now to learn that she’d found out what had happened, though I knew it must have
been terrible for her.
Dave and I sat on the front-porch swing late that afternoon, waiting for my father to come down the street from
work. The brisk western breeze, cutting between mountains that separated our little valley from the Pacific, made
the wisteria branches rattle against eaves and crept across the porch, cooling us after a very warm day. It was a
nice afternoon for a conversation.
“Uncle Dave,” I said, after we’d been going squeakily forward and back for several minutes, “is it all right if I
ask you a question?”
He put the palm of his thick hand on my knee and said, very seriously:
“Do you know what uncles were made for?”
I told him I didn’t.
“Hah,” he said, making the swing stop, “I thought you didn’t. Well, I’ll tell you.”
He inhaled noisily and let the air out by opening and closing his mouth with little popping sounds.
“Uncles,” he said, “were made to answer questions.” He looked down at me, smiling.
“You didn’t know that, eh?”
“No,” I said, shaking my head. “Nobody ever told me.”
He made a clicking sound with his tongue.
“I wonder what sort of things they teach in school these days, if it isn’t what uncles are for?”
I started reeling off some of my school subjects, but he wasn’t listening.
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“It’s a shame,” he said, “an unforgivable shame.” He inhaled once more and once more popped the air out.
“I’ve always thought it a crime you weren’t born and raised in the old country. Everything is different, everything.
The weather, the schools, the people. Ev-verything.”
I believed him. Listening to him and my father and even my mother when they spoke about Ireland, I longed to
visit there, From what I’d gathered there were a lot of hills, and the children spent more time in the hills than in
schools or churches, and they weren’t always (as I increasingly was) told to excel in this or that; they just sort of
made their own way at their own pace and spent the evenings around the kitchen fire listening to their parents and
their relatives and the neighbors tell stories about saints appearing and about banshees and leprechauns, the kind
of stories I only heard when Dave came to our house.
He sat quietly for a few minutes, then said:
“Did I ever tell you the time we were caught in the rowboat out in St, George’s Channel during a storm, my
two friends and I?”
“Yes.” (One of the friends clung to the overturned boat while Dave and the other swam two, four or six miles
—depending on the telling—for help. Unfortunately, about halfway to land the other swimmer collapsed and
Dave had to pull him along. As, weakened by the extra weight, Dave was about to go under with his load, he
spotted a fishing boat in the distance. It was quite far away, and the storm was making an awful howl. Still he
called, louder than he could have imagined the human voice being able to cry out. “The sound,” he said, “seemed
to flatten the swells.” Again and again he called. Finally the little boat turned toward them. Eventually all three of
them were picked up and saved. “You’ll notice,” he always said when he came to the end of the story, “that I have
a very deep voice.” I would nod, for it was true, deep and penetrating with a crack of finality to it. “Well, I got
that by calling out to the fishing boat.”)
“You told me this story,” I said, “but I would like to hear it again.”
I looked at his broad hands and hard round forearms and wondered if those, too, had resulted from his
adventures at sea.
He told me the story again, but he hurried through it, leaving out several parts. When he finished, he glanced
through the vines toward the corner of the street.
“What time does your daddy usually get home?” he said with a touch of impatience.
“Quarter to six,” I said. He frowned.
"I thought it was five-thirty.”
“No,” I was certain. “Quarter to six.”
He started to push the swing forward and back. As he did so he slipped his hand into a front pants pocket and
removed a large round watch, one I always liked seeing and holding because it had very black numbers on the
face and ticked very loudly, so loudly you could hear it when it was in his pocket.
“It’s only fifteen past five,” he said disgustedly.
“Maybe you have time to tell me a story, then.” Pop pop. His mouth was at it. He wasn’t listening to me. Pop
pop. He took out his watch again, just to make sure.
“Uncle Dave?”
“Eh?”
“Do you have time for a story?”
The swing stiffened against my back. Uncle Dave let out a long dreary sigh. At last he said, “All right, all
right,” and he told a story.
He told it with a terrible rapidity but with a terrible intensity too. From the way he spoke I doubt if he left out
even a phrase:\fn{In the original, this story is presented in italics, in one paragraph, and not separated from the rest of the text by
asterisks.}
*
There was a farming man from the town of Ballyanne who had only one pleasure in his life, and that pleasure
was spending a single evening out of every week at a well-known gathering place, one where the conversation
was always marked with good cheer and happiness. The woman he lived with, however (she was said by some to
be his wife, though the man himself was never known to admit it.), took a foul view of his one simple joy and
sought to put a stop to it. She claimed to the parish priest and others bent on taking her side that the man was
spending all their money and returning home in a hard and vicious mood to rebuke her at every opportunity. He
denied the charges, of course, pointing out that the woman (“Look at the size of her,” he said.) clearly ate well—
on the money he made. He added that all the little visits did was loosen the muscles in his tongue which had gone
tight after six days of living with her do’s and don’ts.
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It was quite an argument and there was little question in the minds of most of the townspeople as to who was
right and who was wrong. After hearing both sides, the great majority of them spoke the cause of the man, many
of them saying they’d never known him to open his mouth except in laughter and song.
This blackguardly woman, however, was not to be stopped. She devised a scheme which she thought would
once and for all put an end to his happy excursions. Recalling that he had a terrible fear of ghosts, she planned a
little surprise for him and fixed the location for it in a small cemetery he had to pass on his way to and from the
village. As he was coming home late one night he saw, rising up from one of the graves that had just been dug
near the road, a ghastly figure as if from another world. It was dressed all in white and crying out in terrible
anguish:
“I am so cold and lonely,” said the headless creature in a mysterious voice.
It was, of course, none other than the woman herself. In trying to scare him forever from his weekly pleasure,
however, she had neglected to take into account one small but not widely known fact: among other things that his
weekly trips loosened in the man was his fear of the unknown. As with speech and his woman, so did they liberate
him from the terror of ghosts. It was, indeed, a bad miscalculation on the woman’s part, for the man only looked
calmly at the strange figure and said:
“It’s no wonder you’re cold and lonely. You haven’t been properly buried.”
With that he rushed over and picked up the gravedigger’s shovel and furiously began to fill in the deep grave.
As the dirt came down upon her the woman shouted, “Stop, Jerry! It’s me! It’s only me!” but the man kept
shoveling. As the dirt began to cover up her legs she cried out, “Don’t you hear me at all? Don’t you hear me?”
The man, giving no sign of hearing anything, moved like a fiend and did not stop until the noisy creature was
all covered up. Some say it was because of the drink that he didn’t hear and others say his ears had long since
gone deaf to the sound of the woman’s voice. No one knows for sure. What is known is that she was neither seen
nor heard from since. And the man thereafter spent many a happy night in the village with his companions.
*
It was a wonderful story, and I was about to tell him so when he stirred, reaching into his pocket, pulling out
his watch, looking.
“Good,” he said, “good. Twenty minutes to.”
He glanced down at me.
“Where’s your mother now?”
“In the back yard, I think, taking down some wash.” I had heard the screen door bang closed and then the
clothesline begin squeaking.
“Ah, fine,” he said. “Now you go in the kitchen and open the icebox.” He flicked his fingers, signaling me to
get up. “Take the chunk of ice I knocked off the big block after lunch today and carry it down to the basement. Put
it in the pan I left on your father’s tool bench.” He pointed to the front door. “Hurry now, hurry!”
I did just what he said. When I got back to the porch, he was looking up the street, where my father had just
turned the corner and was walking toward us.
“God, it’s a wonderful cool afternoon, isn’t it?” Dave said, noticing me at his side.
The question, his happy tone, caught me by surprise.
“You did what I asked you to, didn’t you?” he went on.
I told him I had.
He put his hand on the back of my neck as we stood watching my father, who seemed to be picking up speed.
He said:
“I seem to remember that our little conversation of a few minutes ago began with you about to ask me a
question.”
He took his eyes from my father long enough to look down at me.
“What was it?”
I thought for a few moments, recalled it had something to do with them singing at the train station last year but
couldn’t remember the details.
“I don’t know,” I said.
“It must be a question that oughtn’t be asked.”
He sounded like a bishop making an important pronouncement.
“Hey, John,” he called as my father neared the front yard. “Go in the basement quiet as a mouse and we’ll have
a quick one before you take off your hat. It’s been an awful long day.”
My father looked down the driveway to the back yard, I guess to make sure my mother hadn’t heard Dave’s
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instructions, and then, taking no chances calling back, raised his hand with thumb and forefinger forming a circle,
flicked it at Dave, and rushed toward the basement door.
“Atta boy,” said Uncle Dave breathlessly, and he turned and hurried across the porch and down the front stairs.
They didn’t make it upstairs to supper. My mother took their absence with surprising calm. As we waited in the
kitchen, listening to them get louder and louder just below us, she only tapped the big wooden spoon she had been
using to prepare the meal against the edge of the sink and made occasional hissing sounds. Finally she looked at
me and said:
“Where did he catch him, on the way down the street?”
I nodded, knowing how disappointed she must have felt at not intercepting my father before my uncle had.
When she got to him first, there was a good chance he’d keep himself from the basement or the jaunt through “the
neighborhood.” Around Dave he seemed to have no will, or maybe it was only a different sort of will.
“I thought it wouldn’t happen ’til tomorrow,” she said, as much to herself as to me. “He usually holds off for a
couple of days trying to get on the good side of me.”
She was, of course, speaking of Dave. She sounded as though she wasn’t going to let their vanishing act
disturb her at all.
She remained calm for only a short time, however. When supper was ready, she smacked the head of the spoon
loudly against the sink and sputtered:
“There’ll be retribution for this. There’ll be retribution.”
She turned off the burner under the pot of stew that had been simmering all day.
“Sit down,” she said to me, “and eat your supper.”
Later that evening, on the pretext of going to the baseball diamond near our home to watch the older boys play
ball, I circled to the back yard determined to get my first look at the clandestine undertaking that was causing so
much trouble. I crept along the wall at the back of the house until I came to a small window looking in on the
brightly lit corner where they sat.
My father was on the stool before his workbench. (He had only a few tools—a hammer, a screwdriver, a
hacksaw, and a pair of pliers—all nailed awkwardly to the wall behind the bench.) He gripped, on the workbench,
a large green bottle, which was, it seemed to me, about two-thirds full. In the hand which rested on his lap was a
small glass from which, as he spoke to Dave, there dropped—plunk plunk—little splashes of whisky.
Dave himself was a few feet away in a kitchen chair on the concrete floor, looking up at my father. Dave’s
glass was nearly full, but he held it straight without even looking at it and not a drop was spilling. Between his
feet was the pan of ice I had taken from the kitchen, only now the ice was smaller and floating in its own water. I
put my ear very close to the window so as to hear what my father, whose mouth was moving with unusual speed,
was saying.
“If she were to open that door right now, do you know what I’d tell her, Dave?”
Uncle Dave gave an inquisitive grunt.
“I’d say, ‘There are certain portions of a home that are to be the man’s alone. And certain times of the day
when he is to be left to do what he wants. And certain companions he’s to enjoy by himself.’ I’d also say, ‘There’s
no one! Not you! Not the Pope! Not Jesus himself! No one who can ever change that!’ I’d say. ‘These are as much
a part of being a man as, as the hair on his face!’”
He raised his glass to his lips, took a sip and gave a confident little nod.
“That’s what I’d say.”
“God,” said Dave, shaking his white-capped head in unrestrained appreciation, “if I thought you had it in you,
I’d be greatly encouraged. Greatly.”
“Well, I do. As sure as your sitting there. As sure as that.” He raised his forefinger generally toward the top of
the basement stairs. “All she has to do is open that door.”
I was troubled at hearing my father speak of my mother as though she were bent on taking from him all the
things he cared about. It bothered me, too, that he had certain times and places and friends (not including me) he
wanted only for himself. (I’d suspected as much but only now had had it confirmed.) It shocked me to see his eyes
dancing about madly, and his hands moving strangely, and his voice with a roughness in it I’d never known. But
more than all this, I was desperately curious. I peered through the window, as though, looking harder, I would find
the key to the horrible scene I was witnessing.
Dave was speaking.
“They say the curse of the Irish is whisky.” The mention of the word “whisky” seemed to remind him what
was in his glass, for he paused, looked down and then, in one unbelievable gulp, swallowed the entire contents.
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“Boowahhh! But it’s not whisky at all. Do you know what it really is?”
“I think I do.”
“It’s woman, that’s what it is.”
“Dead right on the money. Here.” My father brought the bottle forward and refilled Dave’s upraised glass.
“From the womb to the tomb,” he said. He then filled his own.
I noticed for the first time that my father still had his hat on. It was tilted back on his balding head like the hat
of a college boy I’d seen in an advertisement for a movie about the twenties. Everything I now observed set him
farther apart from me. It struck me that if I knelt at that window long enough he would, Jekyll and Hyde, soon
become completely unrecognizable. College boy indeed! How ridiculous he began to seem. I wanted to crash
through the window and put a stop to everything.
They sat quietly for quite a while before my father spoke again, this time with a new weariness.
“But it’s life and we have to accept it. If you know that, you’re ahead of the game. Am I right or wrong?”
My uncle shrugged and took another long swallow.
“Ah, it’s the truth, Dave, and we’re all better with knowing it.”
Dave did not reply. He seemed to be getting very uncomfortable, fidgeting, looking nervously about the
basement, which was completely dark except for the small space around the workbench, fixing his eyes finally on
the carton beneath the bench.
I saw now, as I looked at it along with Dave, that the cardboard flaps were pulled all the way back and that it
was full of bottles. Rather, nearly full, for one bottle, the one they were drinking from, was missing. Whisky, as
my mother had often reminded my father, was terribly expensive. Looking at that carton I thought Dave must be
very rich. I really didn’t know, however.
What I knew about Dave was that he had run away from his home in Ireland as a youth, had worked with his
hands all his life, and had never married. He now lived alone in Bakersfield (or was it Santa Barbara?), sold used
furniture (or was it cars?), came to visit us once or twice a year, brought gifts and got in trouble with my mother
for leading my father astray. My own great uncle but still a very mysterious man.
“I can’t agree at all,” Dave said at last. “You go around accepting all the malarky they give you, and you aren’t
but a shred of a man anymore.” He knocked off his last glassful—“Booowahhh!”—and looked steadily at my
father.
“Ah, well,” said my father even more wearily, “maybe you’re right, maybe you’re right. I’ve never had it
completely figured out.”
My uncle smiled and said, “I don’t think either one of us is going to solve the problems of the world sitting
here. Let’s go down and see how business is holding up at Hen-e-ry’s.”
“Now there’s something,” said my father, straightening his hat, “over which there can be no debate.”
They went out the side door laughing. I walked slowly upstairs and found my mother in the living room. She
was listening to a program of Irish music from San Francisco and sewing a patch on the elbow of one of my
flannel shirts.
“They’re gone for the night,” she said. “I just heard the two of them giggle their way through the door beneath
me. Did you happen to pass them on the street?”
I said no and then kissed her good night, more tenderly than I had kissed her in months.
I had no idea when they returned from Henry’s, but knew it must have been very late, for Uncle Dave didn’t
get up until nearly noon, and my father remained in his bedroom even later than that. Luckily it was Saturday, and
my father did not have to go to work.
My first look at Dave convinced me that, for all the apparent joy in drinking, its aftermath was Hell itself. I
found him in the kitchen when I came in for lunch. A trembling apparition, he was standing in the doorway, his
nose virtually aflame, his eyes buried deep in his swelled-up face. He was looking at my mother, who was on a
little stool at the sink peeling turnips, and ignoring him. As I closed the screen door and headed for the sandwich
my mother had set out for me on the table, he clapped his hands together and his mouth cracked open in a brave
attempt to smile.
“Well,” he said, looking from my mother to me, “it seems like another warm one. I don’t see a trace of clouds.”
I smiled back at him, but my mother didn’t look up or speak a word. I saw that at his place at the table, as at
my father’s, nothing was laid out, not even a spoon or a napkin. A little guiltily I raised half of my sandwich and
took a bite. I felt like offering Dave a bite, but it didn’t seem the thing to do,
“Yes, sir,” he said, taking a cautious step into the kitchen, “a good day for me to do a little work on my car.”
He took another step. “Just as soon as I get a little fuel—heh—to keep me going.”
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Now my mother spoke, still not looking up.
“I’d’ve thought you’d put enough fuel in you last night to last the rest of the month. That is, if one is able to
judge from the noises you and your friend made coming up the steps at half-past two.”
“The light was off, Mag. You left the light off, and we couldn’t see the stairs. That’s all.”
“There was more than the light off,” she said, taking a heavy swipe at the turnip in her hand, knocking the top
completely off.
“And as far as the time goes,” Dave said, “I think you’ll find it was closer to twelve than two.”
“Two thirty-three,” she said firmly.
“Is that a fact?” he said, “I wouldn’t have guessed.”
“What is it you want?” she said in an unfriendly voice. “Apple juice?”
“Tomato,” He waved his hand. “Don’t you get up now, I’ll find it.”
“I’m not getting up,” she said. “It’s at the bottom of the icebox,”
“Good, good.” He went quickly to the icebox, found the large can of juice, went to the silverware drawer,
fumbled about until he found an opener, shakily fiddled with the top of the can until he got it open, looked
frantically about—“It’s in the cupboard above the icebox,” she said—went to the cupboard, took down the bottle
of Worcestershire sauce and shook great beads of it into one of the holes in the can. He then put down the bottle
and raised the can to his mouth. As my mother watched in disgust, he poured the contents down his throat in a
steady brownish-red stream. The gurgling noise was terrible. When he finished he said. “Gahhhd, Mag, that was a
life saver!” put the can on top of the icebox, and guided himself shakily toward the hall.
My mother, still on her little chair beside the sink, still peeling, spoke before he reached the doorway.
“When are you leaving, Dave?”
“Huh?”
She repeated her question, pausing between each word. “When. Are. You. Leaving?”
“Well, ah … I thought I’d stay ’til … was planning, that is, to hold on here ’til …”
As he spoke he looked at her, and seemed to change his statement as he looked.
“Maybe tomorrow … or Monday … eh?” He was still looking.
“Or tonight, for that matter, though I … wouldn’t want to …”
“That’ll be fine,” she said, overturning the colander with the turnip peelings in it. “Tonight.”
He gave her a disbelieving look.
“But … but, Mag,” he said, “I just got here … after nearly a year.” He looked at me.
“Hardly a chance to visit with the fine growing boy here.” He looked pleadingly back at her.
“Or you either.” He moved toward her.
“Give us a few days more.”
“Tonight. Or Jackie and I won’t stay in the house.” She turned on the tap to wash her peeled turnips. “And
that’s as fina1 as anything I’ve ever said.”
Though I hadn’t expected my mother to be friendly, I was surprised at her iciness, as surprised as I was at
Dave’s timidity. How strange my world was becoming. Overnight, it seemed, people you thought you knew
changed altogether. My father, a mouse in the kitchen, was a lion in the basement. My mother, powerless in the
living room, was now in complete command. My uncle, immune to women, was now being stung by one. It was
all topsy-turvy, crazy.
It became even crazier when, after lunch, I watched my uncle put a tarpaulin on the dirt driveway, remove his
tool kit from the trunk of his car, and then take off several parts of his engine and clean them piece by piece, with
a powerful smelling rag. He had cleaned his engine in our driveway on earlier trips but never so carefully, never
when he was in such a shaky condition, and never while talking as much as he did that afternoon.
As I stood behind him watching the pieces of the engine fly onto the tarp, he asked me which of the comic
books I liked most of all those he’d brought. I told him I hadn’t yet had time to read them. He said that that was
too bad, for they were a very rewarding batch. I asked him if he had read them. He said that, indeed, he had. It
didn’t seem right, a white-haired man reading comic books, and I asked him why.
He came from under the hood then, wiped his hands with a rag, changed the socket on his wrench, looked at
me and said:
“Because I’m a philosopher.”
“You are?”
“I am.”
“What,” I asked, “is that?”
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He went back under the hood.
“A philosopher,” he said, “is a person who speculates on the world. He tries to make sense of things. I’m not
very good at it … (He grunted, trying to pull loose a stubborn piece of the engine.) … but (grunt grunt) I do my
best.”
He sent his hand back.
“Give me that hammer there, will you, Jackie?”
I handed him the hammer. Again he mentioned the comic books.
“Now you take Mickey Mouse … (bang bang bang) … and Donald Duck. The two of them (bang) can …
{grunt) teach you a lot. For one thing (bang) they’re different types. Mickey (bang bang) is a steadier fella than
Donald (bang grunt bang). Donald (bang) is … (grunt) pretty jumpy, pretty unsteady. The type (grunt) who should
never get (bang) married.”
He came from under the hood without the piece he’d been trying to get, cursed, and threw his hammer and
wrench onto the tarp.
“Mickey, on the other hand,” he said as he wiped his hands, “would make a pretty good husband. He’s a kind
of dull steady fella. A lad like you might call him ‘a good guy.’ He’ll get his work done, not forget to bring
flowers to Minnie, if that’s the one he marries, and is a pretty good example for those nephews of his, Morty and
Freddie. But Donald …” He bent down and picked up the wrench and hammer again.
“Donald should never get married.” He shook his head. “No, sirree. Do you know what I’d do if Donald
married that Daisy Duck?”
I told him I didn't.
“I’d stop buying those comic books.”
He started to go under the hood once more, but hesitated and looked at me.
“Now I’m not saying either of them should or shouldn’t get married, but it’d be worse for Donald.
Understand?”
Once more he started to bend, but paused.
“Which of the two do you like, Donald or Mickey? I mean if you had to choose?”
I thought about it and said I guessed I liked Donald, which, for some reason, was true.
He slapped me on the shoulder and said, “Atta boy!”
Then he did go under the hood, pulling and banging for a long time and finally let out a string of curses. He
came up without the illusive piece he was after and said:
“To hell with it.”
He cleaned the pieces that were on the tarp, put them back in the engine and then returned his tools to the
trunk. It took a long time, and he didn’t say much, except to curse when a piece didn’t go back easily. On the way
into the house he said:
“You know, Jackie, talk is talk. It’s only good up to a point.” He put his hand on my shoulder and said:
“It’s the same with philosophy. Only good up to a point. Do you know what I mean?”
I didn’t and told him so.
“Someday you will,” he said. “Someday, God willing.”
My father didn’t come out. of his room until Uncle Dave had nearly finished packing. He stood reeling as my
uncle calmly told him my mother had ordered him to leave. The pupils of my father’s eyes had gone to tiny dots
like the holes in a soda cracker and, as he listened, they seemed to revolve like toy springs rapidly unwinding. I
thought they might jump out of his head and pounce on Dave. When my uncle finished speaking he said:
“You’re going nowhere. She … she hasn’t the right.”
“Never mind,” said Dave. “I know when I’m beaten.”
“What about our talk last night? Have you forgotten that?”
“No,” he said, “but when they’re as determined as she is you don’t have a chance.”
My father ignored him, chugged to the kitchen, scraping the wall, tripping once, moving as if he wasn’t sure he
was even headed in the right direction.
“What’s this all about?” he said after shakily turning the corner at the doorway and coming to a quick halt.
She was at the table, elbows on top of it, looking fierce and immovable. Her eyes set themselves on him like
clamps.
My father, looking ridiculous in pajamas which were too large and which he’d buttoned unevenly at the top,
advanced a tenuous step.
“You’ve no heart,” he said. The statement seemed to have a hundred holes, anyone of which he could jump out
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through in a pinch. She remained a statue.
“Do … do you hear me?” he said, pulling up his pajama bottoms, which had begun to slip down.
It wasn’t she but Dave’s car which sounded in reply. It had started with a couple of backfires in the driveway.
“For God sake,” said my father, and, with a panicky look, he grabbed the string of his pajamas, and scrambled
through the hall.
In a minute or so, with me right beside him, he was at the window of the Model A.
“What the hell are you doing?” he said. “I had her half won over. Stop the engine now and get out of there.”
My uncle looked out the car window.
“She has us beat.” All the spirit I'd felt coming through from him during his talks to me on the porch seemed to
have been drained away. He put the car in reverse and with a few clinks and clanks it took him slowly backward
into the street.
The widow lady next door had been pruning some of her roses, and now, with the car out of the way, she could
see my father in his pajamas. She made a disgusted noise, dropped her shears and ran up her front stairs,
slamming the door behind her.
“The wrinkled witch,” my father muttered before calling to Dave, who had turned the car in the street and was
about to set off.
“Come back here and don’t be a fool!”
“Never give up,” said Dave enigmatically, waving his hand at us. “You’ll see me again. As soon as the climate
is better.” With a prolonged asthmatic cough the car lurched forward and hippity-hopped toward the corner.
I once more followed my father to the kitchen, where, addressing my mother, who was just as we’d left her, he
sounded more definite than he had in days.
“I’m camping downstairs until further notice,” he said. “No need for you to put my supper on the table, either.
I’ll be eating at Henry’s.”
He turned abruptly and left the kitchen, a lot more steadily than he had a few minutes earlier.
My mother remained right where she was, an open-eyed corpse.
Though my mother a little later returned to her kitchen functions and my father dressed and did a little slow
work in the yard, the remainder of the afternoon, for all that passed between them, was as still as a scene in a
photograph, and it stayed that way until just before suppertime.
I was in my bedroom catching the end of a San Francisco Seals baseball game on the radio, and my father, who
had just taken a mattress and some blankets to the basement, was coming up the stairs to change from work
clothes to street clothes for his trip to Henry’s. We both must have heard her crying at the same time, for we both
arrived in the kitchen together. She was at the table, but not sitting erect as she had been when my father spoke to
her earlier. Her head was down, buried in her arms, and she was sobbing like a little girl. Before her lay brown
wrapping paper, open, and at the center of it was something framed.
“What’s this about? What’s this?”
My father crossed the kitchen slowly, me at his heels, and stood beside my mother, not, it seems, knowing
what else to say. Finally he looked down at what was on the table.
I looked, too, saw what was in the frame: something written, inscribed in the round handwriting I’d seen on
cards and letters sent; us by Uncle Dave from time to time, only the writing here was bigger and blacker and
neater than the writing on the cards and letters:
There once was a man
Alone like the sea
Who went to visit
His loved ones three.
They gave him food
And a place to sleep
And sought, as always
His love to keep.
He prayed in return
And offered thanks
That they’d held him close
Within their ranks.
He gave little else,
A few small gifts,
His own way of saying,
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“My loneliness lifts.”

My mother, gripping the sides of the table, now contained her tears and the girth of her long enough to utter, as
if in proclamation:
“He’s a good man! God knows down deep he’s a good man!”
“Ah, well,” said my father, putting his hand lightly on her shoulder and running his eyes up the wall as if in
search of something. “Ah, well.”
She began to sob. Finally my father spoke:
“Don’t forget his drinking. You’re right to see the danger in that.”
“I know, I know,” said my mother, “but I shouldn’t have sent him off the way I did.”
They went on speaking to each other in low tones, and I retreated to my room. I lay down on my bed, sadly,
expecting to cry. I lay there until the darkness came through the mountains and hammered itself into the town and
the house and the room. I didn’t cry. I waited but, for some reason, I didn’t cry. Finally I closed my eyes and slept.
I remained asleep until my parents, calling me to supper, startled me out of a dream that, on awakening, I
found frightful: Dave was alone at the wheel of his little coupe, on a highway that stretched before him like an
endless black ribbon. The car was being rocked by a violent wet storm that lifted and spun it and tossed water
against and into it with terrible force. His face, up against the windshield, was etched with horror. Suddenly the
car began to shrink, quickly, and soon I could no longer see the figure of my uncle, could only hear him crying
frantically out to me to help him. But there was nothing I could do.
Strangely, as I lay there reliving the dream, I began to smile, then laugh, mildly at first and then vigorously,
joyfully. I did not understand my reaction, but I remember being struck, a little later, with a thought that, though
as powerful and relentless as the storm of my dream, seemed to deny the dream’s message. It was a complicated
thought, but what it came to was this:
In some way my uncle could never be changed, harmed or destroyed, never touched. Never. Though the whole
world might turn on him there was this part of him that would hold, go on, with a bump here and a rattle there, but
would go on, the same, until his death, maybe even afterward, the same, the very same as it had been since I’d
known him, since even before that, since his birth and even beyond that, perhaps since time first laid hands on
earth. What this part of him was, or whether it was good or bad, remained a mystery to me. I knew only that I had
heard it in the rumble in his voice, had seen it in the glowing whiteness of his hair, had felt it in the sharp touch of
his eyes.
I sensed, too, that it had somehow communicated itself to me, was part of me. I might have remained in my
room through the night and the next day considering it and the mystery of it had I not remembered what he’d said
about being careful not to take words, or was it thoughts, too seriously.
I got up and went to the kitchen, where I joined my parents for a late supper of boiled beef and cabbage with
turnips, a favorite of my father’s. He let me sip the ale he and Dave had brought back from Henry’s the night
before. My mother said I wouldn’t have to help her with the dishes. Throughout the meal they smiled at me often
and then began to cluck and coo at each other like a couple of sated pigeons. I fell asleep at the table before I’d
even finished my dessert, chocolate pudding my mother had fixed especially for me.
137.60 Holy Water\fn{by Joan Didion (1934-

)}

Sacramento, Sacramento County, California, U.S.A. (F) 3

Some of us who live in arid parts of the world think about water with a reverence others might find excessive.
The water I will draw tomorrow from my tap in Malibu is today crossing the Mojave Desert from the Colorado
River, and I like to think about exactly where that water is. The water I will drink tonight in a restaurant in
Hollywood is by now well down the Los Angeles Aqueduct from the Owens River, and I also think about exactly
where that water is: I particularly like to imagine it as it cascades down the 45-degree stone steps that aerate
Owens water after its airless passage through the mountain pipes and siphons. As it happens my own reverence
for water has always taken the form of this constant meditation upon where the water is, of an obsessive interest
not in the politics of water but in the waterworks themselves, in the movement of water through aqueducts and
siphons and pumps and forebays and afterbays and weirs and drains, in plumbing on the grand scale. I know the
data on water projects I will never see. I know the difficulty Kaiser had closing the last two sluiceway gates on the
Guri Dam in Venezuela. I keep watch on evaporation behind the Aswan in Egypt. I can put myself to sleep
imagining the water dropping a thousand feet into the turbines at Churchill Falls in Labrador. If the Churchill
Falls Project fails to materialize, I fall back on waterworks closer at hand—the tailrace at Hoover on the
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Colorado, the surge tank in the Tehachapi Mountains that receives California Aqueduct water pumped higher than
water has ever been pumped before—and finally I replay a morning when I was seventeen years old and caught,
in a military surplus life raft, in the construction of the Nimbus Afterbay Dam on the American River near
Sacramento. I remember that at the moment it happened I was trying to open a tin of anchovies with capers. I
recall the raft spinning into the narrow chute through which the river had been temporarily diverted. I recall being
deliriously happy.
I suppose it was partly the memory of that delirium that led me to visit, one summer morning in Sacramento,
the Operations Control Center for the California State Water Project. Actually so much water is moved around
California by so many different agencies that maybe only the movers themselves know on any given day whose
water is where, but to get a general picture it is necessary only to remember that Los Angeles moves some of it,
San Francisco moves some of it, the Bureau of Reclamation’s Central Valley Project moves some of it, and the
California State Water Project moves most of the rest of it, moves a vast amount of it, moves more water farther
than has ever been moved anywhere. They collect this water up in the granite keeps of the Sierra Nevada and they
store roughly a trillion gallons of it behind the Oroville Dam and every morning, down at the Project’s
headquarters in Sacramento, they decide how much of their water they want to move the next day. They make this
morning decision according to supply and demand, which is simple in theory but rather more complicated in
practice. In theory each of the Project’s five field divisions—the Oroville, the Delta, the San Luis, the San
Joaquin, and the Southern divisions—places a call to headquarters before nine A.M. and tells the dispatchers how
much water is needed by its local water contractors, who have in turn based their morning estimates on orders
from growers and other big users. A schedule is made. The gages open and close according to schedule. The water
flows south and the deliveries are made.
In practice this requires prodigious coordination, precision, and the best efforts of several human minds and
that of a UNIVAC 418. In practice it might be necessary to hold large flows of water for power production, or to
flush out encroaching salinity in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, the most ecologically sensitive point on the
system. In practice a sudden rain might obviate the need for a delivery when that delivery is already on its way. In
practice what is being delivered here is an enormous volume of water, not quarts of milk or spools of thread, and
it takes two days to move such a delivery down through Oroville into the Delta, which is the great pooling place
for California water and has been for some years alive with electronic sensors and telemetering equipment and
men blocking channels and diverting flows and shoveling fish away from the pumps. It takes perhaps another six
days to move this same water down the California Aqueduct from the Delta to the Tehachapi and put it over the
hill to Southern California.
“Putting some over the hill” is what they say around the Project Operations Control Center when they want to
indicate that they are pumping Aqueduct water from the floor of the San Joaquin Valley up and over the Tehachapi
Mountains. “Pulling it down” is what they say when they want to indicate that they are lowering a water level
somewhere in the system. They can put some over the hill by remote control from this room in Sacramento with
its UNIVAC and its big board and its flashing lights. They can pull down a pool in the San Joaquin by remote
control from this room in Sacramento with its locked doors and its ringing alarms and its constant printouts of
data from sensors out there in the water itself. From this room in Sacramento the whole system takes on the aspect
of a perfect three-billion-dollar hydraulic toy, and in certain ways it is.
“LET’S START DRAINING QUAIL AT 12:00” was the 10:51 A.M. entry on the electronically recorded
communications log the day I visited the Operations Control Center. “Quail” is a reservoir in Los Angeles County
with a gross capacity of 1,636,018,000 gallons.
“OK” was the response recorded in the log.
I knew at that moment that I had missed the only vocation for which I had any instinctive affinity: I wanted to
drain Quail myself.
*
Not many people I know carry their end of the conversation when I want to talk about water deliveries, even
when I stress that these deliveries affect their lives, indirectly, every day. “Indirectly” is not quite enough for most
people I know. This morning, however, several people I know were affected not “indirectly” but “directly” by the
way the water moves. They had been in New Mexico shooting a picture, one sequence of which required a river
deep enough to sink a truck, the kind with a cab and a trailer and fifty or sixty wheels. It so happened that no river
near the New Mexico location was running that deep this year. The production was therefore moved today to
Needles, California, where the Colorado River normally runs, depending upon releases from Davis Dam, eighteen
to twenty-five feet deep.
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Now. Follow this closely: Yesterday we had a freak tropical storm in Southern California, two inches of rain in
a normally dry month, and because this rain flooded the fields and provided more irrigation than any grower could
possibly want for several days, no water was ordered from Davis Dam.
No orders, no releases. Supply and demand.
As a result the Colorado was running only seven feet deep past Needles today, Sam Peckinpah’s\fn{ American
film director (1925-1984).} desire for eighteen feet of water in which to sink a truck not being the kind of demand
anyone at Davis Dam is geared to meet. The production closed down for the weekend. Shooting will resume
Tuesday, providing some grower orders water and the agencies controlling the Colorado release it. Meanwhile
many gaffers, best boys, cameramen, assistant directors, script supervisors, stunt drivers, and maybe even Sam
Peckinpah are waiting out the weekend in Needles, where it is often 110 degrees at five P.M. and hard to get
dinner after eight. This is a California parable, but a true one.
*
I have always wanted a swimming pool, and never had one. When it became generally known a year or so ago
that California was suffering severe drought, many people in water-rich parts of the country seemed obscurely
gratified, and made frequent reference to Californians having to brick up their swimming pools. In fact a
swimming pool requires, once it has been filled and the filter has begun its process of cleaning and recirculating
the water, virtually no water, but the symbolic content of swimming pools has always been interesting: a pool is
misapprehended as a trapping of affluence, real or pretended, and of a kind of hedonistic attention to the body.
Actually a pool is, for many of us in the West, a symbol not of affluence but of order, of control over the
uncontrollable. A pool is water, made available and useful, and is, as such, infinitely soothing to the western eye.
It is easy to forget that the only natural force over which we have any control out here is water, and that only
recently. In my memory California summers were characterized by the coughing in the pipes that meant the well
was dry, and California winters by all-night watches on rivers about to crest, by sandbagging, by dynamite on the
levees, and flooding on the first floor. Even now the place is not all that hospitable to extensive settlement. As I
write a fire has been burning out of control for two weeks in the ranges behind the Big Sur coast. Flash floods last
night wiped out all major roads into Imperial County. I noticed this morning a hairline crack in a living-room tile
from last week’s earthquake, a 4.4 I never felt.
In the part of California where I now live aridity is the single most prominent feature of the climate, and I am
not pleased to see, this year, cactus spreading wild to the sea. There will be days this winter when the humidity
will drop to ten, seven, four. Tumbleweed will blow against my house and the sound of the rattlesnake will be
duplicated a hundred times a day by dried bougainvillea drifting in my driveway. The apparent ease of California
life is an illusion, and those who believe the illusion real live here in only the most temporary way. I know as well
as the next person that there is considerable transcendent value in a river running wild and undammed, a river
running free over granite, but I have also lived beneath such a river when it was running in flood, and gone
without showers when it was running dry.
*
“The West begins,” Bernard DeVoto wrote, “where the average annual rainfall drops below twenty inches.”
This is maybe the best definition of the West I have ever read, and it goes a long way toward explaining my
own passion for seeing the water under control, but many people I know persist in looking for psychoanalytical
implications in this passion. As a matter of fact I have explored, in an amateur way, the more obvious of these
implications, and come up with nothing interesting. A certain external reality remains, and resists interpretation.
The West begins where the average annual rainfall drops below twenty inches. Water is important to people who
do not have it, and the same is true of control. Some fifteen years ago I tore a poem by Karl Shapiro from a
magazine and pinned it on my kitchen wall. This fragment of paper is now on the wall of a sixth kitchen, and
crumbles a little whenever I touch it, but I keep it there for the last stanza, which has for me the power of a prayer:
It is raining in California, a straight rain
Cleaning the heavy oranges on the bough,
Filling the gardens till the gardens flow,
Shining the olives, tiling the gleaming tile,
Waxing the dark camellia leaves more green,
Flooding the day-long valleys like the Nile.

I thought of those lines constantly on the morning in Sacramento when I went to visit the California State
Water Project Operations Control Center. If I had wanted to drain Quail at 10:51 that morning, I wanted, by early
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afternoon, to do a great deal more. I wanted to open and close the Clifton Court Forebay intake gate. I wanted to
produce some power down at the San Luis Dam. I wanted to pick a pool at random on the Aqueduct and pull it
down and then refill it, watching for the hydraulic jump. I wanted to put some water over the hill and I wanted to
shut down all flow from the Aqueduct into the Bureau of Reclamation's Cross Valley Canal, just to see how long it
would take somebody over at Reclamation to call up and complain.
I stayed as long as I could and watched the system work on the big board with the lighted checkpoints. The
Delta salinity report was coming in on one of the teletypes behind me. The Delta tidal report was coming in on
another. The earthquake board, which has been desensitized to sound its alarm (a beeping tone for Southern
California, a high-pitched tone for the north) only for those earthquakes which register at least 3.0 on the Richter
Scale, was silent. I had no further business in this room and yet I wanted to stay the day.
I wanted to be the one, that day, who was shining the olives, filling the gardens, and flooding the day-long
valleys like the Nile. I want it still.
137.38 No Name Woman\fn{by Maxine Hong Kingston (1940- )} Stockton, San Joaquin County, California, U.S.A.
(F) 5
“You must not tell anyone,” my mother said, “what I am about to tell you. In China your father had a sister
who killed herself. She jumped into the family well. We say that your father has all brothers because it is as if she
had never been born.
“In 1924 just a few days after our village celebrated seventeen hurry-up weddings—to make sure that every
young man who went ‘out on the road’ would responsibly come home—your father and his brothers and your
grandfather and his brothers and your aunt’s new husband sailed for America, the Gold Mountain. It was your
grandfather’s last trip. Those lucky enough to get contracts waved good-by from the decks. They fed and guarded
the stowaways and helped them off in Cuba, New York, Bali, Hawaii.
“‘We’ll meet in California next year,’ they said. All of them sent money home.
“I remember looking at your aunt one day when she and I were dressing; I had not noticed before that she had
such a protruding melon of a stomach. But I did not think, ‘She’s pregnant,’ until she began to look like other
pregnant women, her shirt pulling and the white tops of her black pants showing. She could not have been
pregnant, you see, because her husband had been gone for years. No one said anything. We did not discuss it. In
early summer she was ready to have the child, long after the time when it could have been possible.
“The village had also been counting. On the night the baby was to be born the villagers raided our house. Some
were crying. Like a great saw, teeth strung with light; files of people walked zigzag across our land, tearing the
rice. Their lanterns doubled in the disturbed black water, which drained away through the broken
bunds.\fn{Embankments.} As the villagers closed in, we could see that some of them, probably men and women we
knew well, wore white masks.. The people with long hair hung it over their faces. Women with short hair made it
stand up on end. Some had tied white bands around their foreheads, arms, and legs.
“At first they threw mud and rocks at the house. Then they threw eggs and began slaughtering our stock. We
could hear the animals scream their deaths—the roosters, the pigs, a last great roar from the ox. Familiar wild
heads flared in our night windows; the villagers encircled us. Some of the faces stopped to peer at us, their eyes
rushing like searchlights. The hands flattened against the panes, framed heads, and left red prints.
“The villagers broke in the front and the back doors at the same time, even though we had not locked the doors
against them. Their knives dripped with the blood of our animals. They smeared blood on the doors and walls.
One woman swung a chicken, whose throat she had slit, splattering blood in red arcs about her. We stood together
in the middle of our house, in the family hall with the pictures and tables of the ancestors around us, and looked
straight ahead.
“At that time the house had only two wings. When the men came back, we would build two more to enclose
our courtyard and a third one to begin a second courtyard. The villagers pushed through both wings, even your
grandparents’ rooms, to find your aunt’s, which was also mine until the men returned. From this room a new wing
for one of the younger families would grow. They ripped up her clothes and shoes and broke her combs, grinding
them underfoot.. They tore her work from the loom. They scattered the cooking fire and rolled the new weaving in
it. We could hear them in the kitchen breaking our bowls and banging the pots. They overturned the great waisthigh earthenware jugs; duck eggs, pickled fruits, vegetables burst out and mixed in acrid torrents. The old woman
from the next field swept a broom through the air and loosed the spirits-of-the-broom over our heads.
“‘Pig, ghost, pig,’ they sobbed and scolded while they ruined our house.
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“When they left, they took sugar and oranges to bless themselves. They cut pieces from the dead animals.
Some of them took bowls that were not broken and clothes that were not torn.
“Afterward we swept up the rice and sewed it back up into sacks. But the smells from the spilled preserves
lasted. Your aunt gave birth in the pigsty that night. The next morning when I went for the water, I found her and
the baby plugging up the family well.
“Don’t let your father know that I told you. He denies her. Now that you have started to menstruate, what
happened to her could happen to you. Don’t humiliate us. You wouldn’t like to be forgotten as if you had never
been born. The villagers are watchful.”
Whenever she had to warn us about life, my mother told stories that ran like this one, a story to grow up on.
She tested our strength to establish realities. Those in the emigrant generations who could not reassert brute
survival died young and far from home. Those of us in the first American generations have had to figure out how
the invisible world the emigrants built around our childhoods fit in solid America.
The emigrants confused the gods by diverting their curses, misleading them with crooked streets and false
names. They must try to confuse their offspring as well, who, I suppose, threaten them in similar ways—always
trying to get things straight, always trying to name the unspeakable. The Chinese I know hide their names;
sojourners take new names when their lives change and guard their real names with silence.
Chinese-Americans, when you try to understand what things in you are Chinese, how do you separate what is
peculiar to childhood, to poverty, insanities, one family, your mother who marked your growing with stories, from
what is Chinese? What is Chinese tradition and what is the movies?
If I want to learn what clothes my aunt wore, whether flashy or ordinary, I would have to begin, “Remember
Father’s drowned-in-the-well sister?” I cannot ask that. My mother has told me once and for all the useful parts.
She will add nothing unless powered by necessity, a riverbank that guides her life. She plants vegetable gardens
rather than lawns; she carries the odd-shaped tomatoes home from the fields and eats food left for the gods.
Whenever we did frivolous things, we used up energy; we flew high kites. We children came up off the ground
over the melting cones our parents brought home from work and the American movie on New Year’s Day— Oh,
You Beautiful Doll with Betty Grable one year, and She Wore a Yellow Ribbon with John Wayne another year.
After the one carnival ride each, we paid in guilt; our tired father counted his change on the dark walk home.
Adultery is extravagance. Could people who hatch their own chicks and eat the embryos and the heads for
delicacies and boil the feet in vinegar for party food, leaving only the gravel, eating even the gizzard lining-could
such people engender a prodigal aunt? To be a woman, to have a daughter in starvation time was a waste enough.
My aunt could not have been the lone romantic who gave up everything for sex. Women in the old China did not
choose. Some man had commanded her to lie with him and be his secret evil. I wonder whether he masked
himself when he joined the raid of her family.
Perhaps she encountered him in the fields or on the mountain where the daughters-in-law collected fuel. Or
perhaps he first noticed her in the marketplace. He was not a stranger because the village housed no strangers. She
had to have dealings with him other than sex. Perhaps he worked an adjoining field, or he sold her the cloth for
the dress she sewed and wore. His demand must have surprised, then terrified her. She obeyed him; she always
did as she was told.
When the family found a young man in .the next village to be her husband, she stood tractably beside the best
rooster, his proxy, and promised before they met that she would be his forever. She was lucky that he was her age
and she would be the first wife, an advantage secure now. The night she first saw him, he had sex with her. Then
he left for America. She had almost forgotten what he looked like. When she tried to envision him, she only saw
the black and white face in the group photograph the men had had taken before leaving.
The other man was not, after all, much different from her husband. They both gave orders: she followed.
“If you tell your family, I’ll beat you. I’ll kill you. Be here again next week.”
No one talked sex, ever. And she might have separated the rapes from the rest of living if only she did not have
to buy her oil from him or gather wood in the same forest. I want her fear to have lasted just as long as rape lasted
so that the fear could have been contained. No drawn-out fear. But women at sex hazarded birth and hence
lifetimes. The fear did not stop but permeated everywhere. She told the man,
“I think I’m pregnant.”
He organized the raid against her.
On nights when my mother and father talked about their life back home, sometimes they mentioned an
“outcast table” whose business they still seemed to be settling, their voices tight. In a commensal\fn{ Eating together,
at the same table.} tradition, where food is precious, the powerful older people made wrongdoers eat alone. Instead
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of letting them start separate new lives like the Japanese, who could become samurais and geishas, the Chinese
family, faces averted but eyes glowering sideways hung on to the offenders and fed them leftovers. My aunt must
have lived in the same house as my parents and eaten at an outcast table. My mother spoke about the raid as if she
had seen it, when she and my aunt, a daughter-in-law to a different household, should not have been living
together at all. Daughters-in-law lived with their husbands’ parents, not their own; a synonym for marriage in
Chinese is “taking a daughter-in-law.” Her husband’s parents could have sold her, mortgaged her, stoned her. But
they had sent her back to her own mother and father, a mysterious act hinting at disgraces not told me. Perhaps
they had thrown her out to deflect the avengers.
She was the only daughter; her four brothers went with her father, husband, and uncles “out on the road” and
for some years became western men. When the goods were divided among the family, three of the brothers took
land, and the youngest, my father, chose an education. After my grandparents gave their daughter away to her
husband’s family, they had dispensed all the adventure and all the property. They expected her alone to keep the
traditional ways, which her brothers, now among the barbarians, could fumble without detection. The heavy,
deep-rooted women were to maintain the past against the flood, safe for returning. But the rare urge west had
fixed upon our family, and so my aunt crossed boundaries not delineated in space.
The work of preservation demands that the feelings playing about in one’s guts not be turned into action. Just
watch their passing like cherry blossoms. But perhaps my aunt, my forerunner, caught in a slow life, let dreams
grow and fade and after some months or years went toward what persisted. Fear at the enormities of the forbidden
kept her desires delicate, wire and bone. She looked at a man because she liked the way the hair was tucked
behind his ears, or she liked the question-mark line of a long torso curving at the shoulder and straight at the hip.
For warm eyes or a soft voice or a slow walk—that’s all—a few hairs, a line, a brightness, a sound, a pace, she
gave up family. She offered us up for a charm that vanished with tiredness, a pigtail that didn’t toss when the wind
died. Why, the wrong lighting could erase the dearest thing about him.
It could very well have been, however, that my aunt did not take subtle enjoyment of her friend, but, a wild
woman, kept rollicking company. Imagining her free with sex doesn’t fit, though. I don’t know any women like
that, or men either. Unless I see her life branching into mine, she gives me no ancestral help.
To sustain her being in love, she often worked at herself in the mirror, guessing at the colors and shapes that
would interest him, changing them frequently in order to hit on the right combination. She wanted him to look
back.
On a farm near the sea, a woman who tended her appearance reaped a reputation for eccentricity. All the
married women blunt-cut their hair in flaps about their ears or pulled it back in tight buns. No nonsense. Neither
style blew easily into heart-catching tangles. And at their weddings they displayed themselves in their long hair
for the last time.
“It brushed the backs of my knees,” my mother tells me. “It was braided, and even so, it brushed the backs of
my knees.”
At the mirror my aunt combed individuality into her bob. A bun could have been contrived to escape into black
streamers blowing in the wind or in quiet wisps about her face, but only the older women in our picture album
wear buns. She brushed her hair back from her forehead, tucking the flaps behind her ears. She looped a piece of
thread, knotted into a circle between her index fingers and thumbs and ran the double strand across her forehead.
When she closed her fingers as if she were making a pair of shadow geese bite, the string twisted together
catching the little hairs. Then she pulled the thread away from her skin, ripping the hairs out neatly, her eyes
watering from the needles of pain. Opening her fingers, she cleaned the thread, then rolled it along her hairline
and the tops of her eyebrows.. My mother did the same to me and my sisters and herself. I used to believe that the
expression “caught by the short hairs” meant a captive held with a depilatory string. It especially hurt at the
temples, but my mother said we were lucky we didn’t have to have our feet bound when we were seven.
Sisters used to sit on their beds and cry together, she said, as their mothers or their slaves removed the
bandages for a few minutes each night and let the blood gush back into their veins. I hope that the man my aunt
loved appreciated a smooth brow, that he wasn’t just a tits-and-ass man.
Once my aunt found a freckle on her chin, at a spot that the almanac said predestined her for unhappiness. She
dug it out with a hot needle and washed the wound with peroxide...
More attention to her looks than these pullings of hairs and pickings at spots would have caused gossip among
the villagers. They owned work clothes and good clothes, and they wore good clothes for feasting the new
seasons. But since a woman combing her hair hexes beginnings, my aunt rarely found an occasion to look her
best. Women looked like great sea snails—the corded wood, babies, and laundry they carried were the whorls on
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their backs. The Chinese did not admire a bent back; goddesses and warriors stood straight. Still there must have
been a marvelous freeing of beauty when a worker laid down her burden and stretched and arched.
Such commonplace loveliness, however, was not enough: for my aunt. She dreamed of a lover for the fifteen
days of New Year’s, the time for families to exchange visits, money, and food. She plied her secret comb. And
sure enough she cursed the year, the family, the village, and herself.
Even as her hair lured her imminent lover, many other men looked at her. Uncles, cousins, nephews, brothers
would have looked, too, had they been home between journeys. Perhaps they had already been restraining their
curiosity, and they left, fearful that their glances, like a field of nesting birds, might be startled and caught.
Poverty hurt, and that was their first reason for leaving. But another, final reason for leaving the crowded house
was the never-said.
She may have been unusually beloved, the precious only daughter, spoiled and mirror gazing because of the
affection the family lavished on her. When her husband left, they welcomed the chance to take her back from the
in-laws; she could live like the little daughter for just a while longer. There are stories that my grandfather was
different from other people, “crazy ever since the little Jap bayoneted him in the head.” He used to put his naked
penis on the dinner 1able, laughing. And one day he brought home a baby girl, wrapped up inside his brown
western-style greatcoat. He had traded one of his sons, probably my father, the youngest, for her. My grandmother
made him trade back. When he finally got a daughter of his own, he doted on her. They must have all loved her,
except perhaps my father, the only brother who never went back to China, having once been traded for a girl.
Brothers and sisters, newly men and women, had to efface their sexual color and present plain miens.
Disturbing hair and eyes, a smile like no other threatened the ideal of five generations living under one roof. To
focus blurs, people shouted face to face and yelled from room to room. The immigrants I know have loud voices,
unmodulated to American tones even after years away from the village where they called their friendships out
across the fields. I have not been able to stop my mother’s screams in public libraries or over telephones. Walking
erect (knees straight; toes pointed forward, not pigeon-toed, which is Chinese-feminine) and speaking in an
inaudible voice, I have tried to turn myself American-feminine. Chinese communication was loud, public. Only
sick people had to whisper. But at the dinner table, where the family members came nearest one another, no one
could talk, not the outcasts nor any eaters. Every word that falls from the mouth is a coin lost. Silently they gave
and accepted food with both hands. A preoccupied child who took his bowl with one hand got a sideways glare. A
complete moment of total attention is due everyone alike. Children and lovers have no singularity here, but my
aunt used a secret voice, a separate attentiveness.
She kept the man’s name to herself throughout her labor and dying; she did not accuse him that he be punished
with her. To save her inseminators name she gave silent birth.
He may have been somebody in her own household, but intercourse with a man outside the family would have
been no less abhorrent. All the village were kinsmen, and the titles shouted in loud country voices never let
kinship be forgotten. Any man within visiting distance would have been neutralized as a lover—“brother,”
“younger brother,” “older brother”—one hundred and fifteen relationship titles. Parents researched birth charts
probably not so much to assure good fortune as to circumvent incest in a population that has but one hundred
surnames. Everybody has eight million relatives. How useless then sexual mannerisms, how dangerous.
As if it came from an atavism deeper than fear, I used to add “brother” silently to boys’ names. It hexed the
boys who would or would not ask me to dance, and made them less scary and as familiar and deserving of
benevolence as girls.
But, of course, I hexed myself also—no dates. I should have stood up, both arms waving, and shouted out
across libraries,
“Hey, you! Love me back.”
I had no idea, though, how to make attraction selective, how to control its direction and magnitude. If I made
myself American-pretty so that the five or six Chinese boys in the class fell in love with me, everyone else—the
Caucasian, Negro, and Japanese boys—would too. Sisterliness, dignified and honorable, made much more sense.
Attraction eludes control so stubbornly that whole societies designed to organize relationships among people
cannot keep order, not even when they bind people to one another from childhood and raise them together. Among
the very poor and the wealthy, brothers married their adopted sisters, like doves. Our family allowed some
romance, paying adult brides’ prices and providing dowries so that their sons and daughters could marry strangers.
Marriage promises to turn strangers into friendly relatives—a nation of siblings..
In the village structure, spirits shimmered among the live creatures balanced and held in equilibrium by time
and land. But one human being flaring up into violence could open up a black hole, a maelstrom that pulled in the
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sky. The frightened villagers, who depended on another to maintain the real, went to my aunt to show her a
personal physical representation of the break she had made in the “roundness.” Misallying couples snapped off
the future, which was to be embodied in true offspring. The villagers punished her for acting as if she could have
a private life, secret and apart from them.
If my aunt had betrayed the family at a time of large grain yields and peace, when many boys were born, and
wings were being built on many houses, perhaps she might have escaped such severe punishment. But the men—
hungry, greedy, tired of planting in dry soil, cuckolded—had had to leave the village in order to send food-money
home. There were ghost plagues, bandit plagues, wars with the Japanese, floods. My Chinese brother and sister
had died of an unknown sickness: adultery, perhaps only a mistake during good times, became a crime when the
village needed food.
The round moon cakes and round doorways, the round tables of graduated size that fit one roundness inside
another, round windows and rice bowls—these talismen had lost their power to warn this family of the law: a
family must be whole, faithfully keeping the descent line by having sons to feed the old and the dead, who in turn
look after the family. The villagers came to show my aunt and her lover-in-hiding a broken house. The villagers
were speeding up the circling of events because she was too shortsighted to see that her infidelity had already
harmed the village, that waves of consequences would return unpredictably, sometimes in disguise, as now,. to
hurt her. This roundness had to be made coin-sized so that she would see its circumference: punish her at the birth
of her baby. Awaken her to the inexorable. People who refused fatalism because they could invent small resources
insisted on culpability. Deny accidents and wrest fault from the stars.
After the villagers left, their lanterns now scattering in various directions toward home, the family broke their
silence and cursed her.
“Aiaa, were going to die. Death is coming. Death is coming. Look what you’ve done. You’ve killed us. Ghost!
Dead ghost! Ghost! You’ve never been born.”
She ran out into the fields, far enough from the house so that she could no longer hear their voices, and pressed
herself against the earth, her own land no more. When she felt the birth coming, she thought that she had been
hurt. Her body seized together.
“They’ve hurt me too much,” she thought. “This is gall, and it will kill me.”
Her forehead and knees against the earth, her body convulsed and then released her onto her back. The black
well of sky and stars went out and out and out forever; her body and her complexity seemed to disappear. She was
one of the stars, a bright dot in blackness, without home, without a companion, in eternal cold and silence. An
agoraphobia rose in her, speeding higher and higher, bigger and bigger; she would not be able to contain it; there
would be no end to fear.
Flayed, unprotected against space, she felt pain return, focusing her body. This pain chilled her—a cold, steady
kind of surface pain. Inside, spasmodically, the other pain, the pain of the child, heated her. For hours she lay on
the ground, alternately body and space. Sometimes a vision of normal comfort obliterated reality: she saw the
family in the evening gambling at the dinner table, the young people massaging their elders’ backs. She saw them
congratulating one another, high joy on the mornings the rice shoots came up. When these pictures burst, the stars
drew yet further apart. Black space opened.
She got to her feet to fight better and remembered that old-fashioned women gave birth in their pigsties to fool
the jealous, pain-dealing gods, who do not snatch piglets.. Before the next spasms could stop her, she ran to the
pigsty, each step a rushing out into emptiness. She climbed over the fence and knelt in the dirt. It was good to
have a fence enclosing her, a tribal person alone,
Laboring, this woman who had carried her child as a foreign growth that sickened her every day, expelled it at
last. She reached down to touch the hot, wet, moving mass, surely smaller than anything human, and could feel
that it was human after all—fingers, toes, nails, nose. She pulled it up on to her belly, and it lay curled there, butt
in the air, feet precisely tucked one under the other. She opened her loose shirt and buttoned the child inside. After
resting, it squirmed and thrashed and she pushed it up to her breast. It turned its head this way and that until it
found her nipple. There, it made little snuffling noises. She clenched her teeth at its preciousness, lovely as a
young calf, a piglet, a.1ittle dog.
She may have gone to the pigsty as a last act of responsibility: she would protect this child as she had protected
its father. It would look after her soul, leaving supplies on her grave. But how would this tiny child without family
find her grave when there would be no marker for her anywhere, neither in the earth nor the family hall? No one
would give her a family hall name. She had taken the child with her into the wastes. At its birth the two of them
had felt the same raw pain of separation, a wound that only the family pressing tight could close. A child with no
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descent line would not soften her life but only trail after her, ghostlike, begging her to give it purpose. At dawn the
villagers on their way to the fields would stand around the fence and look.
Full of milk, the little ghost slept. When it awoke, she hardened her breasts against the milk that crying
loosens. Toward morning she picked up the baby and walked to the well.
Carrying the baby to the well shows loving. Otherwise abandon it. Turn its face into the mud. Mothers who
love their children take them along. It was probably a girl; there is some hope of forgiveness for boys.
*
“Don’t tell anyone you had an aunt. Your father does not want to hear her name. She has never been born.”
I have believed that sex was unspeakable and words so strong and fathers so frail that “aunt” would do my
father mysterious harm. I have thought that my family, having settled among immigrants who had also been their
neighbors in the ancestral land, needed to clean their name, and a wrong word would incite the kinspeople even
here. But there is more to this silence: they want me to participate in her punishment. And I have.
In the twenty years since I heard this story I have not asked for details nor said my aunt’s name; I do not know
it. People who can comfort the dead can also chase after them to hurt them further—a reverse ancestor worship.
The real punishment was not the raid swiftly inflicted by the villagers, but the family’s deliberately forgetting her.
Her betrayal so maddened them, they saw to it that she would suffer forever, even after death. Always hungry,
always needing, she would have to beg food from other ghosts, snatch and steal it from those whose living
descendants give them gifts. She would have to fight the ghosts massed at crossroads for the buns a few
thoughtful citizens leave to decoy her away from village and home so that the ancestral spirits could feast
unharassed. At peace, they could act like gods, not ghosts, their descent lines providing them with paper suits and
dresses, spirit money, paper houses, paper automobiles, chicken, meat, and rice into eternity\fn{ All objects
traditionally left as offerings at the graves of dead ancestors .}—essences delivered up in smoke and flames, steam and
incense rising from each rice bowl. In an attempt to make the Chinese care for people outside the family,
Chairman Mao encourages us now to give our paper replicas to the spirits of outstanding soldiers and workers, no
matter whose ancestors they may be. My aunt remains forever hungry. Goods are not distributed evenly among
the dead.
My aunt haunts me—her ghost drawn to me because, now, after fifty years of neglect, I alone devote pages of
paper to her, though not origamied into houses and clothes. I do not think she always means me well. I am telling
on her, and she was a spite suicide, drowning herself in the drinking water. The Chinese are always very
frightened of the drowned one, whose weeping ghost, wet hair hanging and skin bloated, waits silently by the
water to pull down a substitute.
137.73 Excerpt from Dessa Rose\fn{by Shirley Anne Williams (1944-1999)} Bakersfield, Kern County, California,
U.S.A. (F) 3
… The days drifted by. Dessa slept, waking to the colored woman’s gruff urgings to “eat. Eat,” the taste of
some strongly flavored broth, the mealy texture of cereal, thinned she thought with milk, the changing of the
bloody cloth. Acutely embarrassed and weak as a kitten, she bore the woman’s gentle touch. Often she woke to
find the baby asleep in the curve of her arm and, hand heavy, powerless to caress him, she pursed her lips and
breathed him love.. .Or opened her eyes to some smiling face—dark, peach-colored, hair like night or the sun—
whose name she ought to know. She would grin feebly; they would pat her arm. Nathan, she would think. Cully.
But already they were gone. The colored woman chatted in a companionable way as she tended Dessa. Not
enough to require an answer or force Dessa to questions, but she did listen, her mind holding enough to know the
baby was doing well; the white woman meant no harm; she could sleep. She did not dream but she became
cautious in her waking. The white woman seemed often in the room and Dessa woke, now and then, to find her
settled in the rocker, hands quiet in her lap, dreamy-eyed, looking toward Dessa but apparently talking to herself.
“ … bonnet …” Dessa heard several times.
Half-listening, fascinated, she watched the red mouth move. She knew she could understand what the white
woman said if she would let herself. But if she understood the white woman, she would have to … have to, have
to do—something and—
“ … picnic,” the white woman said. Dessa wanted to laugh. Where did you go to pick nits? Or was that
something else only white folks did? She peered at the white woman; her dress looked neat enough. So they had
bugs, just like some trashy buckra or freshwater Negro who didn’t know enough to keep clean.
“Mammy …” That made no sense. Mammy’s name came up often. What could this white woman know of
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mammy; or mammy of “dropped waists” and “Dutch sleeves”—unless these were cows?
Once she woke in arms, her face tangled in a skein of fine webbing that seemed alive, it clung and itched her
skin so bad. She almost suffocated in her terror for she knew the white woman held her and they were together in
the big feather bed. And, really, it was the white woman’s breathing that saved her, brought her to her senses; its
calm regularity imposing order on her own wildly beating heart. That breathing, punctuated by a drawn-out sigh
of utter satisfaction and the small fragile bundle that nestled at her spine. Turning cautiously, moving with infinite
patience, she inched herself and the baby toward the edge of the bed. Squirming carefully into the soft mattress
she managed to nudge out a slight rise between herself and the other woman who, still breathing regularly, had
likewise turned away.
What kind of place had she come to? she thought as her heart thudded against her ribs. Her fingers touched
briefly the satiny hair, the thin velvet of her baby’s skin. It was a long time before she slept again.
The colored woman’s name was Ada, Dessa realized one morning. The long windows had begun to gray with
dawn light. No conch or bell sounded here; people must get up with the rooster’s crow. This was the Sutton place
except Master Sutton wasn’t here. Ada called the white woman “Miz Ruint.” There was something funny about
the way Ada said the name, as though—
Was the white woman crazy? Dessa sweated; the thin stuff of her shift clung to her. Shift. Dessa clutched at the
garment. She had never in her life owned cloth as fine as the material her hand rubbed against her side. She
moved uneasily between the unbelievable smoothness of the sheets. The white woman’s breathing was barely
audible in the stillness. Maybe she was crazy, Dessa thought, but not a killer. No, not a killer. Nathan and Cully
would not have brought her here. Not a killer; but touched, maybe; strange in the head. What else could explain
her own presence in this bed?
Touched; and Ada said, Miz Ruint said the master was coming home this harvest for sure. The other woman
had laughed quietly. Ada said the white woman had said the same thing about the master’s return last year and he
Hadn’t come. Dessa remembered that; Ada had rolled her eyes as if to say—
Dessa couldn’t quite put her finger on it. Crazy—maybe, she assured herself now, but not no killer. Ada spoke
also of “Dorcas.” In her mind’s eye, Dessa saw a thin, loam-colored face, surmounted by a tangle of even darker
hair. No. That was Annabelle, Ada’s daughter, seldom seen and then only briefly, a slender figure who hummed
quietly and showed no interest in Dessa. Dorcas was someone Ada quoted, someone Dessa didn’t think she had
yet seen. Never mind, she told herself. Her hand moved to soothe the baby. There had to be some place else to
sleep. She would ask Ada.
Neither Ada nor her daughter belonged to the white woman; none of them did. Ada’s words plucked at Dessa’s
attention. Ada’s face beneath her bandanna was placid and Dessa wondered if she had heard right. Free? Dessa
wondered silently, as she watched Ada stir the bowl she held. Dessa tried to gesture but her hand fell limply to her
side. She swallowed.
“Yo’all—” she croaked.
Ada paused with the spoon half-way to Dessa’s mouth.
“Free?” she said smiling, brown eyes looking closely at Dessa as she replaced the spoon in the bowl
untouched. “Cat let loose your tongue, huh? Come on, it just a bit more.” She stirred the remaining grits and lifted
another spoonful toward Dessa. “Come on; eat up.”
Dessa opened her mouth obediently. The grits had been thinned with milk and seasoned with butter and Dessa
held the spoonful in her mouth savoring the richness.
“I wouldn’t zactly call it free,” Ada said, doubtfully. “We runned away,” she added brightly, as though this
explained it all. “She let us stay here; she need the he’p. Man gone; slaves runned off.” Ada shrugged and smiled.
“White folks think we hers but didn’t none of us never belong to this place.” She spooned the last of the cereal
into Dessa’s mouth and rose.
“Ada.” Dessa managed to grasp a fold of the woman’s skirt. “Ada, sleep with you?” She struggled to one
elbow, then fell back weakly, her eyes seeking to hold the oilier woman's. "Me and the baby?" She couldn't spend
another night in the white woman's bed.
“Honey.” Ada bent over her, eyes warm with concern. “Honey, me and Annabelle sleeps in that little lean-to
they calls a kitchen; it just barely big enough for us and it ain’t no wise fitting. You ain’t even out of childbed—”
“Quarters, we could—”
“Worse than a chicken run.” Ada sat on the bed, stroking Dessa’s hand.
“Tell you, honey, these some poor white peoples. Oh, this room and the parlor fine enough, but you know
what’s outside that door? A great big stairway lead straight up to nothing ’cause they never did finish the second
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floor.” She laughed.
“The ‘Quarters’ is a cabin, one side for the womens, one side for the mens. ’Sides,” she added when Dessa
would have protested further, “she the only nursing woman on the place. Even if you go, you ought to leave the
baby here.”
Dessa had suspected from the way the baby turned from her, fretting and in tears, that she had no milk to speak
of. Her baby, nursing—
Her breathing quickened and her heart seemed to pound in her ears. There was more, but Dessa turned away.
Ada talked as much to herself as she did to Dessa, almost in the same way that the white woman did, never really
expecting an answer. Already she seemed to have forgotten that Dessa had spoken. Dessa surrendered to the
familiar lassitude. Runaways. Ada, Harker, how many others? And the white woman let them stay, nursed—
Dessa knew the white woman nursed her baby; she had seen her do it. It went against everything she had been
taught to think about white women but to inspect that fact too closely was almost to deny her own existence. That
the white woman had let them stay—
Even that was almost too big to think about. Sometimes it seemed to Dessa that she was drowning in milky
skin, ensnared by red hair. There was a small mole on the white woman’s forehead just above one sandy eyebrow.
She smelled faintly of some scent that Dessa couldn’t place. Why had they all run here? Because she let them
stay. Why had she let them stay?
*
“… behind. She was that put out about it, too.”
The white woman was sewing this time, setting big, careless stitches in a white cloth draped over her knees.
Against her will Dessa listened.
“… night of the Saint Cecilia dinner and of course Mammy had to dress mother for that.”
No white woman like this had ever figured in mammy’s conversations, Dessa thought drowsily. And this
would have been something to talk about: dinner and gowns—not just plain dresses.
“… all by myself. And scared, too—the Winstons was related to royalty or maybe it was only just a knight.”
The white woman paused a moment.
“Now, often as Daphne told it, you’d think I’d know it by heart.” She shook her head and laughed softly.
“Mammy would know it.”
Maybe, Dessa thought, with a sudden pang, Mammy hadn’t “known” about Kaine, about Master selling
Jeeter…
“… Mammy doubted that, when it all happened so long ago wasn’t no one alive now who witnessed it.”
I seen it, Dessa started to say. Master sold Jeeter to the trader same as Mistress sold me. But the white woman
continued without pause.
“… the pretty clothes. Well, I know Mammy didn’t know a thing about history, but I knew she was right about
the clothes. She used to dress me so pretty. Even the Reynolds girls—and their daddy owned the bank; everyone
said they wore drawers made out of French silk. They used to admire my clothes.”
Dessa stared at the white woman. She was crazy, making up this whole thing, like, like—
“… pretend their clothes came from a fashionable modiste, but I always said, ‘Oh, this is a little something
Mammy ran up for me.’ So when I walked into the great hall at Winston, I had on a dress that Mammy made and
it was Mammy’s—”
“Wasn’t no ‘mammy’ to it!”
The words burst from Dessa. She knew even as she said it what the white woman meant. “Mammy” was a
servant, a slave (Dorcas?) who had nursed the white woman as Carrie had nursed Young Mistress’s baby before it
died. But, goaded by the white woman’s open-mouthed stare, she continued,
“Mammy ain’t made you nothing!”
“Why, she …”
The white woman stopped, confused. Hurt seemed to spread like a red stain across her face. Seeing it, Dessa
lashed out again.
“You don’t even know mammy!”
“I do so,” the white woman said indignantly, “Pappa give her—”
“Mammy live on the Vaugham plantation near Simeon on the Beauford River, McAllen County.”
This was what they were taught to say if some white person asked them; their name and what place they
belonged to. The white woman gaped, like a fish, Dessa thought contemptuously, just like a fish out of water.
Anybody could make this white woman’s wits go gathering.
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“My, my—My Mammy—” the white woman sputtered. The words exploded inside Dessa.
“Your ‘mammy’—”
Never, never had that white baby taken Jessup’s place with Carrie.
“Your ‘mammy’!”
No white girl could ever have taken her place in mammy’s bosom; no one.
“You ain’t got no ‘mammy’,” she snapped.
“I do—I did so!” The white woman was shouting now, the white cloth crushed in her trembling hands.
“All you know about is this kinda sleeve and that kinda bonnet; some party here … Didn’t you have no
peoples where you lived? ‘Mammy’ ain’t nobody name, not they real one.”
“Mam—”
The white woman’s baby started to cry and the white woman made as if to rise and go to it. Dessa’s voice
overrode the tearful wail, seeming to pin the white woman in the chair.
“See! See! You don’t even not know ‘mammy’s’ name. Mammy have a name, have children.”
“She didn’t!”
The white woman, finger stabbing toward her own heart, finally rose.
“She just had me! I was like her child.”
“What was her name then?” Dessa taunted. “Child don’t even know its own mammy’s name. What was
mammy’s name? What—”
“Mammy!” the white woman yelled. “That was her name!”
“Her name was Rose!” Dessa shouted back, struggling to sit up. “That’s a flower so red it look black. When
mammy was a girl they named her that count of her skin—smooth black, and they teased her bout her breath
cause she worked around the dairy; said it smelled like, cow milk and her mouth was slick as butter, her kiss
tangy as clabber.”
“You are lying,” the white woman said coldly; she was shaking with fury.
“Liar!” she hissed.
Dessa heaved herself to her knees, flinging her words in the white woman’s face.
“Mammy gave birth to ten chi’ren that come in the world living.” She counted them off on her fingers. “The
first one Rose after herself; the second one died before the white folks named it. Mammy called her Minta after a
cousin she met once. Seth was the first child lived to go into the fields. Little Rose died while mammy was
carrying Amos—carried off by the diphtheria. Thank God, He spared Seth.”
Remembering the names now the way mammy used to tell them, lest they forget, she would say; lest her poor,
lost children die to living memory as they had in her world.
“Amos lived for a week one Easter. Seem like he blighted the womb; not another one lived till she had Bess.”
Mammy telling the names until speech became too painful.
“Them was the two she left, Seth and Bess; Seth was sold away when she come with Old Mistress to the
Reeves place. Sold away like Jeeter, whose real name was Samuel after our daddy—only Carrie kept saying Jeeter
when she meant Junior and that was the name he kept. Bess, born two years before Old Mistress married Old
Master Reeves; left cause she was sickly; died before Rose reached her new home.”
Even buried under years of silence, Dessa could not forget. She had started on the names of the dead before
she realized that the white woman had gone. Both children were crying now but Dessa’s voice continued through
their noise:
“Jeffrey died the first year she come to the Reeves plantation; Caesar, two years older than Carrie: head kicked
in by a horse he was holding for some guest. Carrie was the first child born at the new place to live. Dessa, Dessa
Rose, the baby girl.” Anger spent now, she wept.
“Oh, I pray God mammy still got Carrie Mae left.” …
137.63 Excerpt from The Gifts Of The Body: “The Gift Of Hunger”\fn{by Rebecca Brown (1956San Diego County, California, U.S.A. (F) 5

)}

San Diego,

… Everyone tried to fatten her up. People brought her casseroles and baked goods and takeout. I could see
who’d been there by what was in the fridge. A casserole with pasta and tomatoes and ricotta meant Joe and Tony.
A giant paper plate of ribs or a box of Kentucky Fried or a big waxy cup with a plastic lid and two-thirds of a
chocolate shake meant some of the kids from the Literacy Program. Homemade chocolate chip cookies meant
Ingrid and the twins.
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I used to try to be gone when the nurse came at noon, but after we’d overlapped enough times so that Connie
couldn’t pretend she wasn’t getting home care and nurse visits all the time, I stayed till the nurse got there. It
became important to stay so I could talk with the nurse a little before I left.
It was morning rush hour when I got off the bus near her house. I saw her neighbors going to work and they
got to know me and ask, “So how’s Mrs. Lindstrom?” and I’d say, “She’s had a good couple days”: Or, “Oh, you
know …”
I checked her mail on the way in. Her little barn mailbox had a weather vane for when there was something for
the postal person to pick up. This day there was a package neatly wrapped in a brown paper bag and postmarked
Vermont. Plus one of her newsletters and the usual junk mail. She looked at all of it. She said the junk mail kept
her up on what was really going on out in the world. Sometimes we looked at the catalogs together because she
wanted my opinion on things for her kids.
I knocked on her door and shouted, “Hello!” and let myself in with my set of her keys. The TV was on to the
Today show. She thought Bryant Gumbel was such a nice young man, and the only one who could ever hold a
candle to Barbara Walters.
Connie was lying on the couch. Sometimes, because the couch was beige and the blankets were beige too, and
because she was so small, you almost couldn’t see her lying there until you saw her face.
“Morning, Connie,” I said.
I dropped my pack and jacket on the table. She shouted good morning over the TV and pulled her hand out
from the blanket to wave. The light coming in the window behind her caught on her diamond wedding ring.
Sometimes I worried it would slide off, but she didn’t want to put it anywhere for safekeeping because she didn’t
want to take it off.
I took the mail over to the couch and asked her how she was doing.
“Fine,” she said. She always said she was fine.
“Well, you’re gonna feel great when you see your mail.”
I helped her sit up a little and handed her the package. She looked through the bottom of her bifocals. Her eyes
widened.
“Oh!” She sounded really happy. “It’s from Diane!”
Diane was her daughter in Vermont. She was married to Bob. They had two kids, Robert and Maria, and were
expecting a third.
“Can you get me the scissor?”
The sewing box was on the footstool next to the couch. She didn’t do the sewing or knitting she used to, but
she kept her things close for when Tony came over for his bootie-knitting lessons. He was thrilled about Diane
and Bob’s new kid. Connie also kept the knitting close in case she felt like it. I got the scissors out of the box.
They were in an old leather safety cover. I handed them to her handle first.
She snipped the string and tape on the box. I watched the joints of her finger work. She was still pretty deft.
She folded the flaps back and reached down through the foam peanuts.
“Oh, isn’t this darling,” she said.
It was a can of Vermont maple syrup shaped like a house with a triangular roof. The lid sticking up was
supposed to be the chimney. The can was painted with a house, a guy in overalls and a red cap, trees and buckets.
There was also an envelope:
“For Grandmommy.”
She slipped a scissor blade under the flap and opened it. She put the scissors down on the couch and started to
take the card out but stopped and picked up the scissors and said,
“Can you put these away?”
I put them back in their leather case, then back in the box. Connie kept all these habits from having children in
her house.
When the scissors were safe she pulled out the card. It had a pencil drawing of maple leaves colored outside
the lines with red and orange and yellow crayons. She opened the card. There was a photo inside.
“Oh, don’t they look precious!” she said.
I looked over her shoulder. I recognized them all from the photos she’d shown me before. She had pictures
everywhere of all the kids at different ages and a few of her and John. She used to be fat.
“So Diane’s letting her hair grow,” she said. Then she held the picture at arm’s length and squinted above and
below her bifocal line.
“Do you think she’s showing yet?” I looked.
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“Nah, not yet.”
It was only a few weeks since Diane had called to tell her mom she was expecting. I didn’t know exactly when
she was due.
“Well, Bob certainly looks nice with a beard, don’t you think?” I nodded but she was still looking at the
picture.
“Look how Maria is shooting up! Maybe Maria really will be Bob’s basketball star … and sweet little Robert.”
In the picture Maria’s arm was around her little brother. They were all in red caps and boots and plaid jackets
like the guy on the can of syrup.
“Oh, how absolutely darling,” she said again.
Then she started to read the card. I gathered up the wrapping paper and foam peanuts. I was about to wad them
up and toss them when she said,
“You want to save that box and packing material?”
“Oh, sure,” I said. Connie saved everything.
“Wrapping things go in the hall closet on the shelf behind the vacuum.”
“OK,” I said.
I folded the paper and put it and the peanuts back in the box and went to the closet. When I came back to the
living room she told me the family news from the letter. I felt like I knew these people. She picked up the can and
held it close then arm’s length away and started to read the label:
“One hundred percent pure Vermont maple syrup. Great on pancakes—”
She stopped. I sat next to her and finished reading.
“—French toast, and waffles. Try it on ice cream.”
“Oh, Miss Kitty would love that,” she laughed. Miss Kitty, her old cat, had a terrible sweet tooth.
Then she got this look on her face. She picked up the photo again.
“You know why they sent me this?”
I didn’t tell her what I was thinking.
“Well, I’ll tell you,” she said.
She leaned back on the couch. I fluffed a pillow behind her. She closed her eyes and took a deep breath. I
grabbed the TV remote and muted the volume. She was holding the can and the picture tight in her hands. Her
skin had brown age spots. Her veins were thick and blue.
“Joe took this trip in junior high,” she started. “With the Glee Club. He loved the Glee Club. You know, he still
has a beautiful voice.”
She told me how the Glee Club went to a ski lodge and gave a concert. It was the first time most of the kids
had ever been on a trip like that and they were crazy with excitement. The morning they were to come home they
had a huge pancake breakfast. Joe always had an appetite, she said. Then, when Joe got. home, he kept going on
and on about the trip and the breakfast and how great the pancakes were. All the Lindstroms got tired of Joe going
on so much and they said their mom, meaning Connie, could make pancakes just as good, so she made pancakes
and Joe said they were good but not as good. Everyone else thought the pancakes were great so John—she used to
refer to him as her late husband, but now she just called him her husband, or John—so John pulled out a different
bottle of syrup from the cupboard and tried that, but Joe said they still weren’t as good. So the next time Connie
went to the store she got another kind of syrup and Joe still said they weren’t as good. It was already a joke. No
one ever expected Joe to say his mom’s pancakes were as good as they were on the trip. But after that everyone in
the family would give Joe, then everyone in the family including Joe, would give everyone else in the family, for
Christmas or birthdays or their anniversary or even when there wasn’t an occasion but just for a present, syrup.
Connie said they knew, even the kids when they were young, that it wasn’t the pancakes or even the syrup that
mattered, but that their family had this special present they gave one another.
“So that’s why Diane sent me the syrup,” Connie said.
“That’s great,” I said. “It’s a wonderful story.” I gave her a second, then I said,
“So. You wanna try some syrup?”
“Of course! I’d love to!” she said with forced enthusiasm. “But I’m not hungry right now.”
“OK,” I said. “I’ll get you your juice and maybe you’ll feel like something in a bit.”
“All right,” she said.
I brought her juice in a big glass without a straw. She liked it when she could drink without a straw. Her new
med tray was on her couchside table. She put the syrup and card and picture on the table and I handed her the med
tray. She put it on her lap and opened the morning section. She took the meds out one by one. She needed to take
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them with lots of fluids and she also needed to take them slowly, so this took time. She liked me to sit and talk
with her while she took her meds. So I sat next to her and told her about what I’d done the last couple of nights
and what I was going to do that weekend. She used to say she liked hearing what young people were up to these
days and she passed on to her kids what I told her. I never talked with her about other people I worked with.
Occasionally she said things between her meds but not often because she had to concentrate. She had to be
very slow. Sometimes if she was taking an especially long time I tried to encourage her a little, but not too much,
because I didn’t want her to feel worse like she was also a failure because she was so slow.
After the last med, she drank down all the rest of the juice in the glass. That was good.
“Well,” I said, “you ready for some of that syrup and pancakes?” She hummed and clicked the TV back up.
“Not just yet … I’ll let this settle for a while.”
“That’s a good idea,” I said, as if she’d just come up with that excuse for the first time. “How about if I go tidy
up the bathroom?”
I called it “tidying up” rather than “cleaning” so it didn't sound so big or necessary. I went to the bathroom and
got out the cleaning stuff. I started with the tub.
Joe usually called her every morning during his break. They talked about what was on the Today show and
how he was doing and if there was anything he could bring her when he came over. I ran into Joe a few times out
and about. He was a sweet guy and so was his boyfriend, Tony. Once Joe told me he felt guilty, like he was the
one who should be sick, not his mom. Both he and Tony tested negative. Joe said he knew he shouldn’t feel guilty
but he did. He said his mother had never done anything wrong and didn’t deserve it. I told him he’d never done
anything wrong either and that nobody deserved it. It sounded preachy as soon as I said it and I wished I hadn’t
but Joe just looked at me. He knew his mom didn’t blame him. She didn’t blame gay guys. She didn’t even blame
the blood banks, and she could have. But Joe didn’t hold what I said against me. He always told me thanks for
helping his mom and how glad they all were that she had someone she liked so much and that she finally let
someone help her. She never let her kids help her with some things.
When I finished tidying up the bathroom and came out she told me that Joe called and she told him about
Diane sending the syrup.
“Hey, you ready for some of that?” I said as if I hadn’t asked before. She hesitated.
“Not quite,” she said. “But how about a cup of tea? And fix yourself some coffee and we can sit and visit.”
“Great idea,” I said.
I went to the kitchen and put the water on. I spooned some of my French roast I’d brought to keep at her place
into a filter and got out a packet of mint tea. I straightened up the kitchen while the water boiled. There was a new
casserole in the fridge—looked like a Tony job, macaroni and ham and cream. There was one spoonful out of it. I
watched Connie through the window between the kitchen and the living room. The TV was on but she was
looking at the can of syrup.
After the water boiled I took her cup of tea in. I left my coffee in the kitchen. I put the tea down on her table.
She leaned over it, blew on it, lifted it to her mouth, and took a little slurp. She held the tea in her mouth a few
seconds before she swallowed it. She sat a while, then exhaled and said,
“Oh, that tastes good.”
“Good,” I said. I stood there.
“OK,” she said firmly. “Let’s try some pancakes and syrup.”
“You got it,” I said.
“It was so nice of Diane to send it,” she said. “I’m really going to enjoy it.” She nodded like it was a done deal.
Then she said,
“And fix some for yourself.”
I put my hand out for the can of syrup to heat up. She hung on to it a few seconds more then gave it to me.
“Thanks,” I said, “but I ate before I came.”
We had tried lots of different ways. For a while I used to eat with her because it’s easier for them sometimes if
someone else is eating too. As if you’re dining, not just eating to stay alive. But I’d stopped eating with her.
She reached over for her knitting stuff. She dropped the basket. A ball of yarn and a square fell on the floor. I
picked them up and handed them to her.
“Thank you,” she said.
I went to the kitchen to start the pancakes. I watched her in the living room. She was straightening the knitting
stuff in the basket. A couple of times when I first came I’d asked her not to get her knitting all set up while I was
fixing something for her to eat because it would only take a minute. But then I realized she did it to calm herself.
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I poured pancake mix in a bowl. I added milk and egg and Ensure. There was a case of it in the fridge. You
were supposed to try and put it in everything. I cooked the pancakes in lots of butter and threw in a huge handful
of blueberries. I poured the syrup into a little pitcher and heated it up in a pan of water. I drank my coffee while I
flipped the pancakes. When they were almost done she said,
“You know, I think I could eat an egg too. Can you do me an egg on the side?”
“Coming up, ma’am!” I shouted in my short-order-cook voice. She got a kick out of this. Then I sort of sang,
“Ooh-vereasy!” which was how she liked them. It was great that she wanted an egg.
I looked at her. She was clicking away at the knitting. That was truly great.
I put two pancakes and the egg on a plate and the syrup and butter and silverware and my coffee on a tray. I
took it all to her couchside table and put it down in front of her. She packed up her knitting and tucked it beside
her. I moved her tea to the corner of her table to make room for the food. The cup was still full.
“Anything else?” I asked.
“No thanks.” She looked at the food a few seconds.
“This looks great,” she said. “Maybe even Joe would approve of these!”
“Maybe,” I laughed with her. But I stood there. She took a deep breath.
“All right, Connie,” she said to herself, “dig in.”
She started to cut the pancakes. The tendons in her hands were white. I had stopped eating with her after a
while because it didn’t help. She’d talk while I ate. The most she would do was stir her food around. So then we
changed to where I’d fix her breakfast but I wouldn’t sit with her while she ate because she didn’t want me to see
so I’d go clean some other room. But she ate hardly anything when I wasn’t there so we talked again and finally
she said she was embarrassed. She said she didn’t want anyone to see her like that—this was before it got so bad
all the time—and we came up with this agreement that I could sit with her while she ate but only if I promised to
not try to help or ask her if I could help afterward unless she specifically asked me to help. She never asked.
She didn’t want anybody around because she didn’t want anyone to see. Also, it was one of the few things she
still did alone, that she thought she still could do alone.
She poured warm syrup over part of the pancakes. She was careful not to waste the syrup. She put the pitcher
down and picked up her fork and got a little bit of pancake. She chewed it a long time before she swallowed. I
swigged a gulp of coffee and looked at the TV. A few seconds after she swallowed she said,
“These are terrific! These are really delicious!”
“All right!” I said. I hoped I didn’t sound too relieved. “You think they’d pass the Joe test?” I joked.
“They might,” she nodded. “They just might.”
She looked down at the plate. She took a deep breath, let it out, took another bite, chewed, swallowed. For the
third bite she tried some egg. I was still looking toward the TV, but I could hear what she was doing. On the fourth
bite I heard her hold it in her mouth. After a few seconds she swallowed some but not all of it. Then after a few
more seconds she swallowed the rest of it. I took another gulp of coffee. She asked quietly, as politely and
normally as she could,
“Could you please take this away?”
“Sure,” I said. I tried to sound normal too. I loaded the plate and everything on the tray.
“They’re really delicious,” she said. “You’re a terrific cook.” She didn't want to hurt my feelings.
“Hey, Connie,” I said, “it’s OK. Really.” As I was taking the tray back to the kitchen she said,
“I wonder if maybe in a little bit I could try some oatmeal.”
“Great!” I said. I wondered if that would be better. Sometimes oatmeal, worked when nothing else did.
In the kitchen I put the dishes by the right sink and started the water boiling. I put away the syrup and butter.
When the water boiled I stirred in the oatmeal. I got out the milk and brown sugar. When the oatmeal was done I
fixed a bowl and took it out to her.
“Thanks,” she said. She sounded apologetic.
“Hey, my pleasure,” I said, like I was upbeat. She stuck her spoon into the oatmeal and pulled out a big dollop.
She pulled it toward her mouth. I tried to drink my coffee and watch TV but I was really watching her from the
corner of my eye. She got the spoon about an inch from her mouth and held it there. Her mouth opened but closed
before she put the spoon in. She tipped the spoon over the bowl and shook out most of the oatmeal. There was a
little bit of oatmeal stuck to the spoon. She put that little bit in her mouth and closed her mouth and closed her
eyes and swallowed. After a while she exhaled. She opened her eyes and said,
“Could I have some more milk on this?”
“Sure,” I said. “Coming up.”
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I’d already put in the amount she always liked, so this was not a good sign. I went to the kitchen and got the
milk and brought it out. I held it over the bowl and poured till she said “when.” She put the spoon back in and
stirred. She stirred for a long time. After a while I put the milk down and said,
“Connie.”
Very slowly, she lifted a spoonful to her mouth. I heard her trying to swallow.
I took a huge gulp of coffee. I looked at the TV. Swallow. Swallow. Swallow, I was thinking. I felt my coffee go
down inside me. Stay. Stay. Stay, I thought.
She put the spoon down carefully. She sat back against the couch. I could hear her taking deep, even breaths. I
started to count. I got to three. She said,
“Excuse me.”
“OK,” I said.
I wanted her to ask me to help, but she didn’t. I put the oatmeal and everything on the tray and carried it back
to the kitchen. I turned the hot water on in the left sink and squirted in some soap. I didn’t look into the living
room to see her get her cane and stumble up, because she didn’t want me to see. I didn’t ask her if I could help
because she’d made me promise I wouldn’t.
I stood over the sink, my back to the hall that went to the bathroom and bedroom. I had the water running loud,
but I could hear exactly what was happening because it happened the same way every time: the shuffle of her feet
and the thump of her cane down the hall. Then the sound of her opening the bathroom door and the sound of her
clicking on the light and fan, and then the sound of the fan and her closing the door. Then there was the sound,
behind the door, of her sobbing. I turned the water from hot to cold and the faucet from the soapy sink to the
other. And then, because she wanted me to, I turned on the disposal. I scraped the pancakes and egg off the plate. I
scooped the oatmeal and milk and sugar from the bowl and pushed them down the disposal.
The water was running and the disposal was loud but not so loud it could cover the sound of her being sick.
This was the food she could not eat. None of this could ease her terrible hunger.
It didn’t last long and it wasn’t much because it was only what she had. Her body kept trying to get rid of it.
Her body was emptied out till there was nothing.
Then there was the sound of her breathing hard and the sound of the toilet flushing and then, in a few more
seconds, the door being opened, the light switching off. Then she walked down the hall to her bedroom, to the bed
where she’d had her babies. She walked with a hand against the wall and a hand around her cane and she pulled
herself onto the bed and lay down.
I poured a glass of water from the bottle on the counter. I waited, as she’d asked me to, until I heard her
calling. I took the water in to her. In her room I heard her breathing hard. I heard, although she said it so quietly
you wouldn’t understand unless you’d heard it many times before and knew exactly what to listen for, what she
was trying to say. What she was trying to say was this:
“I’m thirsty.”
I held the glass with the straw in my hands. I knelt beside the bed and slipped my arm around her neck. I lifted
her head and she opened her mouth. I held the water to her mouth and hoped that she could drink …
135.27 Shipmates Down Under\fn{by Michael Byers (1969- )} San Francisco, San Mateo County, California,
U.S.A. (M) 15
My daughter, Nadia, was sitting up in bed; she looked perturbed, as if someone had told her a joke she hadn’t
understood. She had books arrayed around her like brochures, but she wasn’t reading. This was my youngest
child, six years old and smart as a firecracker. Her room smelled thick, a musty fog of feet and dirty pajamas; and
her plastic dolls lay dismembered here and there on the carpet, arms missing, plastic heads scattered like nuts.
“Looks like a war zone,” I said. She squinted at me.
“Bluh.”
“Tranh says you’re sick,” I said. My wife had hired Tranh, our housekeeper, a year ago.
“Bluh.”
I put a palm on her forehead.
“Ooh, Jeez, Najee, you’re really hot.”
“I have a fever.”
“You sure do.” I hugged her, gently; she was wet and limp as a weed.
“Tranh kept giving me apple juice.”
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“You feel all right?”
“No.” She scowled at me. “I feel sick.”
“Feel like you’re about to yurk?”
“Maybe.”
“You haven’t yurked yet, have you?”
“I almost did at school,” she said. “Then I fell asleep in class and I had these weird dreams.”
“I bet you did.”
“There were all these lines,” she said. She wiggled her fat fingers and squinted. “And I had to keep track of all
the lines going back and forth, and then they kept cutting in half, and I couldn’t wake up. Then Tranh had to pick
me up and I almost yurked in the car.”
There were crusts in the corners of her eyes, and she plucked at them.
“Tranh drove?”
“Yes.”
I sighed.
“It was okay,” Nadia said.
“I really don’t like Tranh’s driving,” I said.
“I think it’s fun.”
“It gives me nightmares,” I said.
“Well, we almost ran over a dog,” Nadia said, judiciously.
*
For six years Nadia had been a perfect pink baby, blessed with a preternatural happiness that I had occasionally
found unnerving. Who should be so happy as this? At times I thought she was putting on a baby’s determined act
for us, ignoring her brother, Ted, who had thrown dead beetles in her crib (Harriet and I had read about these
things) and then later made Nadia his personal slave—get me oranges, get me raisin bread, get me dried peaches
— while he watched basketball games or built his tremulous towers of blocks. Nadia no longer did these things
for Ted, thank God—it makes you nervous, watching your kids naturally reenacting the grimmest parts of history
—but neither did she hold a grudge against him; she was happy to be here. it seemed, and as if in reward for this,
she was beautiful, very much resembling my wife with her pale snowy skin and dark wavy hair, and, like Harriet,
she had a thick spray of freckles beneath her eyes and over the fine bridge of her nose. You sat her on her rump on
the counter like sculpture and she beamed, pushing her hair out of her eyes.
Ted—my young man, my acolyte—had been different, a difficult baby, small and wormy. He’d squirm out of
our hands when we picked him up and then he’d lie bawling, loud and alarming in his crib, screaming like a
seagull. Now, at nine, he was suddenly serious about being my son—he’d recently decided to be a doctor, too, a
geneticist, like me:
“I want to help people,” he’d say, carefully, watching me; and he wanted to know all about genetics, so in the
evenings we’d take out the yellow pad and go AGCTCGGT, TCGAGCCA, amino acids, ionic bonding, mRNA,
on and on. We were conspirators, men together. He never let on when he was confused—he was too proud for that
—but I’d see his green eyes glaze over and I’d want to pull back from him, stop inflicting myself upon him. But
he insisted, and we went on with it—maybe out of pride on my part, or fear of embarrassing him, and we sat
elbow to elbow in the bright kitchen and worked it through, mutations, chromosomal breakages, Turner’s, cri du
chat, this basic damage done so easily, unintended.
*
I was cooking when Harriet came home from work that night. Harriet is a larger version of my daughter, but
unlike my daughter, my wife is sometimes tense and snappish. She had the Seattle Times rolled up like a weapon
in her hand, and she waved it at me, once, then sat at the dining room table, her long pink skirt settling around her
like a parachute.
“Well hello,” I said. She rattled the newspaper.
“Mumph,” she said.
“Mumph yourself,” I said.
My wife saw dying kids every day, kids with cancer or cystic fibrosis, and she often had to inspect the bodies
of stillborn babies, dead collodion babies whose yellow skin had cracked like parchment, or anencephalic babies
born flat-headed, their hair thick and medieval. She had flat boxes of rubber gloves in her office cupboards, snap
on, snap off; this was her specialty, pediatric genetics, a grim business, and she saw every week in a clinic a series
of freakish, broken babies, the old products of witchcraft and comets, of horrible sins and longings, though
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sometimes I think our explanations these days don’t make much more sense: cosmic rays? pesticides? genetic
disposition? Occasionally I found Harriet staring off over dinner, her eyes fixed in the mirror behind the table,
entranced by us all, by our hands and arms equal in number and nimble, by our foreheads fine and high and clear.
So I stayed in the kitchen, stirring the chili with a long wooden spoon. When she came back in I said,
“Nadia’s got a fever.”
“How high?”
“I haven’t checked,” I said.
Harriet took her wine glass and started for the stairs. She glared at me.
“Jesus, Alvin, you know that fucking Tranh never calls me, I’d think at least you’d tell me.”
“I just did,” I said, but she was gone.
*
Often lately I had been unable to predict Harriet’s moods, something I’d always been good at—in fact, I’d
once been so good at predicting them that it used to surprise me—mild precognitions that had felt very much like
dreaming, in which I’d known, as in a dream, what Harriet would be feeling. I’d have baths ready for her, and I’d
call her at odd hours during the day: How did you know? And this prescience made her fall for me, I think, when
we were both interns, both haggard and sleep-deprived, tossing on thin blue cots in big bright rooms.
But now Harriet’s moods seemed to me volatile and dangerous, not so much changing, really, as crushing one
another in succession, and it made me nervous and precarious; I felt as if one imprecise word would enrage her,
irrationally. She cursed me, I cursed her; we threw words at each other. How had we come to this? She was of
course under great strain at work, and she needed a break; and, in fact, in ten days we were all going to Australia,
to Perth, the city where I’d spent the first ten years of my life. I hadn’t been back since then, so I was quite
excited, a long-awaited vacation, two weeks at the big Normandy Hotel, renovated now, according to the
brochures, rid of its sailors and prostitutes.
When Harriet came back downstairs her wine glass was empty.
“A hundred and three,” she said.
“That’s awfully high.”
“I’m very pissed off, Alvin.”
“I know.” I turned off the burner.
“I specifically asked her to call us when the kids get sick.”
“Yes, I know you did. We both did.”
“I’m thinking we should take her in.”
“I don’t think it’s that bad.”
“A hundred and three’s really high. We can’t take her to Australia like that.”
“No, I know that.”
“I don’t think you’re even worried about her.” Harriet peered at me, her long Irish nose aimed like a saber.
“Of course I am,” I said. “But kids get sick.”
*
But awake in bed that night, with Harriet slim and silent under the quilt next to me, I spun out a series of
fantasies, an old gray spider sick with worry: Nadia’s fever did not break, and she grew sicker and sicker, and lost
weight; she fainted, red-faced and delirious, and then she fell down the stairs, her head banging like a wooden
shoe. Then the fever became a speckle of chickenpox, and then viral meningitis, and then the first gray augur of
leukemia. Jets passed over the house, blinking across the fiberglass skylight, and my mind moved relentlessly into
a number of congested futures: she had cancer, diabetes, Tay-Sachs. Why do we torture ourselves with these
things? It’s not pleasant. We’re intrigued by pain, I think by the possibilities of submission it offers. Sickness was
once a red demon we let in, willingly—which meant that the sick were sick willingly, by their own hands,
punishing themselves; and this is at least a little bit true, I think.
So I got out of bed and put on my robe. The room extended in darkness, the sloped walls. Our big bedroom
was at the peaked top of the house—we had the whole third floor to ourselves—and tonight the windows rattled
and little individual gusts went tossing along the floor like loose paper. Our big old house sits back in the trees;
we have a view of the lake through the tall window. Of course the house sucks up a great deal of money, but it’s
absolutely worth it. On the way downstairs I touched the hard plaster walls with my palms. It was ten minutes to
midnight.
I went to Nadia’s room and creaked the door open. She was asleep on top of the sheets. The room was dark,
but around the edges of the room I could sense the bumpy shapes of stuffed animals; and then, as I approached her
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bed, she turned and stared straight at me, and she frightened me—the whites of her eyes glowed like eggs, and her
hair was wet and plastered against her head. I turned on the lamp and she rolled away like a dog. Harriet had left
the thermometer on the windowsill, on a Kleenex; I shook it and slipped it under Nadia’s tongue and held her
round, wet head in my hands. She rolled her cheek against my palm. She was hot and shivering, and I imagined
the long, senseless, wiry lines dividing, halving and multiplying, relentless.
Her fever was a hundred and two. I got her a glass of water, which she drank, slowly, and then I took a
washcloth from the bathroom rack, wet it in the sink, and wiped her face and ears, and her little round forehead,
and the hollow in her neck, gently, as if I were preparing a surface for further work. She smelled sour, and she was
mumbling to herself.
“Yodeyyode,” she said, scowling.
“Yodeyyodey,” I said, dabbing at her eyes.
“Rings in reedoreed,” she said.
“Yes indeedy deed,” I said.
She winced when I rubbed her nose. She was still shivering, so I tucked her beneath the jungle sheet, and then
pulled the blankets up over her shoulders. She said,
“Finish time.”
For a while I sat with her, listening to the house—it creaked and popped in the wind as if loosing its hawsers—
then I said,
“If you need anything, just yell, and I’ll come down for you.”
She nodded weakly, and I kissed her hot, salty cheek and left the room. I left her door open so we could hear
her, but now she was deep in the blankets, calm, her face away from the door, her black hair flying behind her on
the pillow like a small, dark flag.
Next door, Ted’s light was on. I knocked once.
“Ted?”
“What?”
“You up?”
“Yes,” he said.
“Can I come in?”
There was a rustle of bedclothes.
“Sure.”
He was sitting up in bed, reading; his long, pale arms reached hairless and smooth across the blankets. His
room was spare and clean; an empty white desk stood by the windows, and his books were aligned perfectly in the
shelves; he was neat as always, tidy as a curate, a penitent. He had folded tomorrow’s clothes on the desktop.
“How’s Nadia?” he asked.
“Still feverish.”
“Mom said she has to go to the hospital.”
“Well, maybe tomorrow, if she doesn’t get better.” And now I felt the house warm a little, felt us inhabiting it
as a family—how else can I describe the feeling I have with my son? If I know anything about love, it’s his doing.
I said,
“You should be asleep.”
“I don’t have school tomorrow.”
“Yeah, it’s late, though.”
“Ten minutes,” he said.
“What’re you reading?”
He tipped the book, a ratty paperback: Danny Dunn and the Voice from Space.
“Seems like you’ve read that before.”
“Yes, many times,” Ted said.
“What’s it about?” He said,
“Well, there’s these two boys, and this girl, and they have a professor friend, and they make contact with an
alien race with a radio telescope. It’s fairly interesting.”
“Ah.”
“It’s sort of science fiction.”
“What do the aliens have to say?”
“Well, actually they just send a picture of themselves, and then they send more, at the end, but that’s where the
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book ends, unfortunately.”
This depressed me; Nadia had read that book, too. I didn’t want Ted to fall behind.
“Let me recommend something,” I said. I walked to Ted’s bookshelf. “It’s about Australia.”
“Are you in it?”
“No,” I said, scanning the shelves. “But I used to read it over and over.”
“What’s it called?”
“It’s called Shipmates Down Under. It’s got a green cover.” Ted sat up straighter in bed.
I found it, pulled it out, and sat at the foot of his bed.
“You should read this before we go.”
“What’s it about?” He shrugged in his pajamas. I said,
“Well, it’s about this boy, whose name is Lionel, and his friend, Ewing, and they stowaway on a pirate ship
that’s going to India or someplace, and then they go to this emir’s castle, this big old castle in the jungle, and
that’s where they have their adventures.”
Ted rubbed his nose. He was listening as he always listened to me: intentionally, seriously, as if studying for a
role. I opened the book to the middle and read aloud, whispering.
At long last, night fell upon the weary boys, and they slept deep in the hold, huddled close to one another for the
warmth their bodies gave, while above them the splendid ship creaked and shuddered, crashing through the salty main.
The sea splashed against the bulwarks of the mighty ship, and spray hissed past their heads.

“See? They’re stowing away,” I said.
“Mm-hm.”
Late at night Lionel woke believing he felt something climbing over his legs and he shouted out, 'Get off!' and shook
his legs with all his might. But he felt nothing more and thought perhaps he had been dreaming. In the darkness of the
hold he could see only the colors of black and gray, and these melted into one another a few feet from his eyes. Perhaps
it had been a rat. He knew rats lived in the holds of ships, eating the stores of grain and whatever else they could find.
Slowly the ship rocked him back to sleep.

“They’re going to India?”
“Yep.”
“Do they have any money?”
“No,” I said. “I don’t think so.”
“How’re they going to eat?”
“Well, it’s an adventure. They don’t know how it’s going to turn out.”
“Sounds like they’re pretty stupid to me.”
“Well, maybe so.”
“They should plan things better,” he said. “What if they starved?”
“I guess so,” I said. “But I liked it because they lived in Perth, so I could pretend it was about me.”
“Oh.” He nodded.
“Actually I had a friend in Perth named Lionel, but I don’t think he ever read it.”
“Why not?”
“I don’t know,” I said.
He looked at me levelly.
“I’ll read it after this,” he said, and put it neatly beside him, by his clock radio. He listened to talk stations and
oldies, and as I left his room he turned the radio back on, very low, a little measured murmur. Of course I love my
children, and I love Ted and his little eccentricities, his fierce, perverse maturity, and I loathe parents who
condescend to their children, or who think any ill of them at all. But I do find Ted a little strange. He is so level
and principled and controlled. He had already packed for Australia; he had a journal and a pencil tucked in the
side pocket of his suitcase, and I imagined he would be recording our travel times, and dates, and meals, and
mileage. It is, I think, one of the many discoveries of parenthood that you can love your children differently—not
more or less, but differently.
Upstairs in our sloped room Harriet was sleeping on her back, as if contemplating the sky through the skylight;
and now, in bed, I did feel calm again, more certain of a single, easy future. I believed Nadia would be better
tomorrow, and when we flew out next Saturday I would sit beside her and she’d stare out the airplane window in
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astonishment as the earth dropped away. In bed I too stared up, out through the skylight at the blinking jets, and I
heard our old house creak, and I imagined it tipping just a little, like a ship, or maybe just like an old house sailing
into the night, its four stowaways tucked safely in.
*
I woke alone on Saturday morning. Through the skylight I saw blue sky, high white clouds, a cold, windy
winter day. Harriet was gone. Her side of the bed was already made. I went downstairs; I could smell pancakes. I
passed Nadia’s room and glanced in—Harriet and Ted were crouched in their robes on Nadia’s bed, and Harriet
was whipping the thermometer back and forth with her wrist.
“A hundred and four,” she said.
“Uh-oh.”
Nadia was asleep with her head lolling on the pillow. I felt her forehead: papery and rough and raspy, as if her
skin were being cured. Her mouth was open.
“I can’t get her to drink anything.”
“Oh, hell.”
“She’s been throwing up.”
In the bottom of the red bowl—Harriet passed it to me—was a pool of what looked like thick, stringy water; it
smelled sour and strong, an alchemist’s condensation of sickness.
“Nice,” I said.
Harriet swirled the vomit once, slowly, as if reading a fortune. Ted said,
“She doesn’t look too good.”
“No, she doesn’t.” Harriet said,
“We should take her in.”
“You want to?”
“Well, Jesus, Alvin, she hasn’t kept anything down in almost a day. I think we have to if she doesn’t wake up
and start drinking something.”
She fluffed her hair and stood; then she moved briskly to rinse out the bowl, her heels thumping away down
the hall. She poured the vomit into the toilet and flushed it down.
Nadia didn’t wake up for another hour—Ted sat by her, reading his book on his lap and feeling her forehead
with his pale, narrow palms—and when she woke up she vomited a thin green fluid on the carpet, as if she’d been
eating grass.
“Dad!” Ted called, still in his pajamas, and of course we came running up the stairs; and with a gathering sense
of dread, a sense of this is real, this is no dream, I wiped her white face and lifted her gently against my shoulder
and walked downstairs. She was soft and pliant against my shoulder; she seemed to have no bones at all; her head
rolled back and forth as I stepped carefully down, down, down, past the pictures, past the coat rack, out into the
world. At the curb I buckled her into the back seat, pulling the belt tight over her hips. She put her head back and
began talking.
“Over in the end,” she said, sighing delicately. “Tall and tall and tall. And the mag’s around.”
“She’s delirious,” Harriet said, calmly. She reached back and petted Nadia’s hair. I started the car.
“You don’t seem too concerned,” I said.
“No, neither do you.”
“Well.” I shrugged. “I am.” Nadia said,
“Ohzy ohzy ohz.” Harriet took a breath and said,
“I had a kid last week who was babbling like that. Not a fever just a drug reaction, but I couldn’t understand
what he was saying.”
“Oh?”
“Turns out his parents were Irish.”
“Ah,” I said. I whipped the car around a corner, clipping bushes. “An accent.”
“No, the kid was speaking Irish. Gaelic.”
“No kidding.” I reached my hand back and felt for Nadia’s head. It felt loose, dry, inhuman.
“It was his crib language. They said he was telling a story to himself.”
“Was he all right?”
“Oh, sure.” She smiled. “We just switched his medicine.”
*
The university hospital is a huge white sprawling building set back in trees by the lake. In the marble lobby,
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under a huge dry ficus, Harriet clipped her black name tag to her shirt.
“I’ll check her in,” she said, and disappeared around a corner. Nadia babbled softly into my ear, telling me
insensate secrets, a string of letters random and tangled.
“Bobido medee,” she said. “Winda beena.”
The lobby was bright with Christmas music, and a huge tree loomed in the corner, and there were gifts spread
beneath it. Patients parted and hobbled along, a little veterans’ parade; there were two boys in aluminum
wheelchairs and a man with a ball of gauze where his eye should have been and a bald woman walking out slowly
to see the parking lot. A gold fountain sprayed softly in the middle of the lobby. I shifted Nadia’s weight on my
shoulder and smiled, uneasily. Now she was sleeping again, it seemed. I checked her back to be sure she was
breathing, and she was, deeply and evenly, her round, warm back rising like a loaf of bread in my hand.
“Najee,” I said. And if I’d just turned around, taken her out from this harmful place, walked out into the sunny,
windy parking lot? Hell to pay, of course; unforgivable.
*
Nadia’s room had sky-blue walls and reading lamps by the beds. It wasn’t bad, as hospital rooms go; the
windows looked down from a great height on Portage Bay and the marina and the university.
“Nice view,” I said.
There was a boy in the other bed, a fat boy with a crew cut, and he turned and looked at the view for a long
time, as if he hadn’t noticed it before. I lay Nadia down softly on the white narrow bed; she was half asleep,
mostly incoherent.
“There’ll be a nurse in a minute,” Harriet said. I tucked Nadia’s legs beneath the sheet.
“I’m just going to run her blood down to the lab,” she said. “Make sure there’s nothing really wrong with her.”
“Like?” I said.
“Like I think you know.”
“Sure,” I said.
She said nothing. From the wall cabinet she took a blood vial, tore the flat paper off a needle, and fitted the two
together; then she gently arranged Nadia’s arm, turning it upside down as she would a piece of chicken.
“You never know,” she said, and then she pierced Nadia’s arm, delicately; Nadia didn’t seem to notice. Harriet
drew blood, the needle in and out in a second, no mark on Nadia’s arm at all. Then she snapped off the needle and
threw it away and held the little vial to the light like a jewel, a red, dark charm.
“The nurse’ll get an IV going.”
And then she charged out the door, holding the vial in her fist.
Nadia sighed once and rolled over onto her stomach; she was wincing into the thin pillow, and she looked as if
she were pleading, as if she hadn’t yet learned that there were no negotiations with sickness, no arguing with a
replicating virus, please, it’d make us all feel better if you’d just go away; if she dies, you die, too. She lay on her
face as if crushed.
“What’s wrong with her?” the fat boy asked. His leg was elevated on a frame beneath the sheet.
“Ssh,” I said. “Don’t wake her up.”
“Sorry.”
“That’s all right.”
I walked to his bed. His big body mounded up beneath the sheets like a balloon.
“What happened to your leg?”
“I broke it falling off a horse.”
“Ouch.”
“Yeah. Then the horse rolled over on me.”
“Oof.”
I lifted the sheet. The knee was soft and purple, a big, fleshy eggplant. The shin was encased in a plaster cast.
“I got four pins put in.”
“Congratulations.”
“It hurts,” the fat boy said.
“I bet it does.”
“Are you my new doctor?”
“No, but I’m a doctor,” I said. “Sort of. I do research. That’s my daughter, Nadia. She’ll probably be here a
couple days.”
“What’s wrong with her?”
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“She’s got a fever that won’t go down.”
He snorted.
“A fever can be very dangerous if it doesn’t go down by itself. She can’t keep anything in her stomach. She
keeps throwing up.”
“Oh.”
“What’s your name?”
“Dustin.”
“She’s Nadia.” Then Harriet came in again and said,
“There isn’t a nurse on this whole goddamn floor.”
“This soldier over here’s got a busted leg,” I said. “Horse rolled on him when he was charging the enemy
bunker.” Harriet smiled wanly.
“I’m going to go find someone,” she said, and disappeared.
“Is that the doctor?” Dustin asked.
“That is the doctor,” I answered, as the door sighed shut.
*
I drove home alone. There I found Ted in the kitchen in my big wicker chair, still wearing his blue pajamas. He
was drinking a cup of coffee and reading Shipmates Down Under.
“Hey!” I said. “Good book.”
“Where’s Mom?”
“Taking care of business,” I said. “How’s Nadia?”
“The same. She’ll be fine.”
And it seemed right to say that; I didn’t feel as if I were lying—a fever? Really, we were taking extreme
measures, precautions—more to make sure we could all go to Australia on time than anything else, more for us
than for her. Six days? Surely she’d be better in six days. Discount the vial of blood, the phrases that might be
found spinning there.
“I like this book,” Ted said. He scratched his armpit. “I like their school.”
“Ah, that’s a real school, you know, in Perth, the Palmer School.”
“Did you go there?”
“No. It was for rich kids.”
“You were rich.”
“We were definitely not rich,” I said. He felt his hair, oily and thick, and said,
“Did people really talk like this?”
“Like what?” I bent over the book, put my hands on his shoulders.
“Like ‘This is a gosh-awful bore.’” He was on page eight.
“Oh, no way. At least no one I knew did. I didn’t.”
“What’d you talk like?”
“Me? I don’t know. We used to say things were shorey.”
“Shorey?”
“It meant sort of like cool.”
“Where’d that come from?”
“I don’t know. We also used to say decent. If something was really great, we called it decent.”
“Mmm.”
Ted turned back to the book. I made myself a cup of coffee and went upstairs. I made my half of the bed, then
sat down at my desk. She’d be fine; of course she’d be fine. Harriet would call. From my desk I could see the
lake, gray and cold; and here and there in the neighborhood I could see red Christmas lights strung on porches,
and swinging in the breeze; and across the lake I could see the soft, mounded hills of Bellevue, the huge
waterfront houses, the yachts, the long, precarious docks.
I keep my journal reading for the weekends, so it’s usually quick and perfunctory, but sometimes something
catches my eye, wedges itself into my attention—recently, National Genetics Review had published a paper on
Fatal Familial Insomnia, a syndrome in which patients, around the age of forty, slowly and irrevocably lost the
ability to sleep. The patients could take years to finally die, losing ground gradually to madness; and as the end
approached they exhibited an array of bizarre symptoms—ataxia, amnesia, temporal disorientation, forgetting
who and where and when they were—and then at the very end of the course of this illness they told long, fabulous
lies: they were spies for unimaginably powerful kings, or they had designed machines that could cure cancer, or
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end hunger, or destroy the world—and they insisted on these ideas as madmen do, with utter sincerity.
Confabulation was the author’s word for it, a pleasant-sounding word that suggested to me rainbows, and flying
unicorns, and staircases spiraling into the clouds, a complete fanciful realm where the world could be told and
retold. Of course, after reading it I’d tossed in bed, uncomfortable, imagining the first advance scouts of age and
dementia; I’d imagined my own mind leaking slowly away out my ears, and then I’d imagined myself pacing sick
and doomed through the windy house and coming to know the very remotest corners of the night. It was a
frightening thought, and by coincidence I was then nearing the typical age of onset. But of course it was very rare,
and inherited to boot.
I read at my desk until noon—I pored over this article again carefully, and resolved to write a letter to the
author—then I went back downstairs. I found Ted still sitting at the kitchen table in his pajamas.
“You haven’t moved,” I said.
“Still reading,” he said.
“You like it?”
“Yeah. They’re in Ceylon now.”
“Uh-huh.”
“Which I couldn’t figure out where they were, but then I looked it up and figured out it’s Sri Lanka.”
“Have you gotten to the emir’s palace?”
“Ah, just about, I guess. They’re still walking around the town.”
“The palace is my favorite part,” I said.
“They’re still talking weird,” he said, smiling down at the table. “Like I used to.”
“You still talk weird.”
“Ha ha.”
“You do,” he said.
“Leever. Rahther.”
“Listen, smart guy. I’ve been talking since before you were born.”
He laughed.
“At least I don’t talk like those guys. If we’d known anyone who talked like that we’d have beat the crap out of
him.”
He laughed again.
The phone rang. I picked it up.
“Hello?”
“Alvin. She spiked at a hundred and four, two hours ago, and now she’s back down to a hundred and two. First
of all,” she said, “it’s not leukemia.” She was breathing hard, as if she’d run up stairs. I sighed.
“Good.” But how could I have ever thought that, imagined such a betrayal?
“It looks like it’s just some sort of throat infection, but it’s weird. It’s not in her tonsils. It’s sort of in her
tongue and in her palate. She might need to have her adenoids taken out.”
“Her palate’s infected?”
“Well, maybe. It’s weird.”
“Weird how?”
“I’ve just never seen it before,” she said. “She still can’t keep anything down.”
“She awake?”
“Sometimes.”
“She scared?”
“A little bit. She doesn’t know exactly where she is yet.”
“You coming home?”
“Maybe. Maybe tonight. I want to see how she is. I might end up staying.”
“Well. Say hello for me,” I said. I said this gently.
“I will.” She cleared her throat. “She’ll be okay,” she said, and she was gentle too, unusually so. When I hung
up, Ted asked,
“When’s she coming home?” He was hopeful, honest; we were here together, and he liked that, he liked having
me to himself, and I liked it too. I said,
“Well, we don’t know. Couple days, probably. The infection’s in her tongue and up here, in her palate,” I said,
and pressed my thumb against the roof of my mouth. “Very strange.”
“I’m excited about Australia now,” he said.
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“Really? Well, good,” I said.
“We might not go, though, right?” he said. He examined his hands. “If Nadia doesn’t get better.”
“That’s right,” I said. “We might not.”
“I figured.”
“We’ll probably go,” I said.
“I’d like to see your house.”
“You would?”
“You think it’s still there?”
“Oh,” I said, beaming, “it’s probably still around.”
“Can we go see it?”
“Well, sure.”
“What’d it look like?”
I sighed.
“Ah—well, it was white when we lived in it, and it had a little concrete porch, and a little walled-in yard. It
was pretty tiny. I had a little bedroom in back that I shared with my sister.”
“Did you have any friends?”
“Oh, sure. Australian friends, you mean?”
“Yeah.”
“Sure. I was telling you about that guy Lionel. We didn’t go to any special school or anything. It was just the
elementary school. Primary school.” I smiled. “I’m excited too, if you can’t tell.”
“Yeah.” Ted gave a small, wry smirk.
“You think I’m being silly?”
“No.”
“Did I ever tell you about the streetcars?”
“Just about a billion times.”
“We used to have a picnic on Christmas morning,” I said. “The seasons are reversed down there, you know. We
used to have turkey sandwiches and go out to the beach.”
“You told me that, too,” Ted said.
So I left my son alone, reading, in the kitchen; then, as I walked back upstairs, I called out, laughing, “I want a
book report on my desk by tomorrow!”—and I remembered the rotten old white palace, deep in the jungle, where,
through a tangle of vines, the boys had spied a lost golden pool, and where they had slept, soundly, then woken to
find that the palace monkeys had gathered for them heaps of gleaming fruit, papayas and bananas and thick, rich
breadfruit, and I remembered the monkeys sitting at a respectful distance, off in the high white niches and alcoves
of the walls.
When Harriet clomped up the stairs that night I was already in bed.
“You look cozy,” she said, and threw down her backpack.
“How’s the kid?”
She sighed.
“Okay. She had another spike this afternoon at a hundred and four, but when I left she was at a hundred and
two. It’s normal, more or less. Stubborn.”
“You came home, though.”
“She’s okay. I told her I’d be back in the morning. She likes the nurse.”
“That fat kid talk to her? Dustin?”
“Ugh.”
“Seemed nice enough,” I said.
“He was reading a pornographic comic book.”
“No he wasn’t,” I said.
“Oh yes he was, Alvin.”
“Batwoman’s pretty hot these days.”
“Batwoman doesn’t wear garters and walk around naked on a glass table.”
“Well. No, not usually.”
“So I gave him the evil eye,” Harriet said.
“I know the feeling.”
“I should’ve taken it away from him.”
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“Oh, Harriet.” I sighed. “It’s none of your business.”
“What if he decides to limp over and practice on Nadia?”
I closed my eyes and got deeper under the quilt.
“Christ, Harriet. Don’t say that.”
“I bet you used all the bath water.”
“No,” I said.
“You’re always inconsiderate with the water,” she said.
“Oh, shit,” I said. “I am not.”
She ran the tub, and I began to fall asleep; then she said,
“Alvin?”
“Hmm.”
“Did you ever go out to the outback?”
“Mmm.”
“Yes or no?” I sighed.
“Once, when I was in second form.”
“Goddamn it, Alvin,” she said.
“What?”
“You know, you use those fucking Australian terms like I’m supposed to understand them, but you know I
don’t, and it’s like you’re trying to exclude me from something.”
“First grade,” I said, patiently. I was awake now. She splashed around in the tub.
“What’s it like?”
“What?”
“The outback.”
“Oh …” There’d been a bus trip, but I hardly remembered it. I didn’t particularly feel like remembering it at
the moment, or talking to her about it. “Like Nevada, sort of, but prettier.”
“Can we go? Is it a day trip sort of arrangement?”
“Maybe a couple days.”
“Would you want to do that?”
“Sure.”
She splashed away for a minute. Then she said,
“Nadia says hello.”
“Hello,” I said, and smiled in the dark.
When we arrived at the hospital the next morning Nadia had a horrible rash below her nostrils, like red silt
spilling from a river’s mouth. She was breathing shallowly and her skin was gray; the plastic IV tube snaked
away, a second umbilicus.
“What the hell,” I said. I touched her rash. She was still asleep.
“I don’t know,” Harriet said. “That’s very strange.”
“She was talking last night,” Dustin said.
“I’m going to find somebody,” Harriet said, and left.
“She wasn’t making any sense,” Dustin said.
I adjusted her blankets; the sheet by her head was stained orange.
“She was all like talkative. Sounded like she was having a conversation.”
I propped her up with pillows; her head rolled, frighteningly loose.
“She was delirious,” I said. “She didn’t know where she was. That happens a lot when people have fevers.”
“Sounded like she was crazy,” Dustin said.
“She’s not crazy.”
“Pretty annoying if you ask me.”
“How about you just quiet down over there, kiddo,” I said.
“Why?”
“Because,” I said.
“You think she’s going to die?”
“Watch your mouth,” I said.
“Huh,” he said.
Nadia’s lips were chapped and broken; I sat at her bedside and watched her roll her dry lips against each other;
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there were words in there, I thought; but she said nothing, nothing I could hear.
*
After work Monday night I walked back down through the dark wintertime campus to the hospital—there were
Christmas lights hung in the fir trees up and down Rainier Vista, and it was sprinkling a little, and there were
students hurrying off to exams—and then I went upstairs to Nadia’s room, ducking past the hairy-armed
attendants pushing their shiny carts full of dinner. Nadia was asleep and looked a little better—her hair had been
combed and washed—but the rash had spread to her nose and cheeks and had started around her eyes, like a
raccoon’s mask. I touched it: it was resilient, raised, tender. She winced in her sleep and turned away. I pulled up a
chair.
“That girl’s looking weird,” Dustin said. He was watching television—a stock car race—and holding the
remote in front of him like an offering. “She’d better not be contagious, that’s all I’ve got to say.”
“She’s not contagious,” I said, though I wasn’t sure. Harriet was around somewhere; her pink backpack was on
the side table.
“She woke up today around lunch time,” Dustin said.
“Really? Good.”
“Yeah, for like six minutes. She didn’t want to watch TV.”
“Well, she’s not feeling so good.”
“The doctor was in here a lot, too. That weird lady.”
“That’s my wife.”
“That’s your wife?”
“Yes it is.”
“Oh. She said I was a pervert for my comic book.”
“I heard about your comic book.”
“My brother gave it to me the first day,” he said.
“Your parents don’t know about it, I bet.”
“No way,” he said.
I glanced at his night stand; just flowers.
“It’s in my cast,” he said.
“Ah-ha.”
“You know what?”
“What?”
“I heard the doctors talking about making me an experimental case. They want to replace me bit by bit.”
“Yeah, I bet they do.”
“Pretty soon I’m going to be like Robocop.”
“No kidding.”
“No, for real they might have to replace my knee with a steel one,” he said. “It’s all twisted up.”
“Sorry to hear that,” I said.
Then Nadia turned over again. I put my hand on the back of her head and smoothed her hair—the rash had
spread there, too, to the back of her ears, scaly and moist, the cracks glistening with lymph.
*
And she stayed sick. At home we packed, perfunctorily. The red Qantas envelopes sat in their places on the
banister. But nothing changed with Nadia; she didn’t get better, she didn’t get worse, her fever never went below a
hundred and one. I visited her before and after work all week; her IV bag emptied and was replaced, the back of
her hand around the needle was bruised black as an Oreo. She would wake up occasionally and say hello, her
voice hoarse, her palate swollen and red when I peered to look; and I would say hello back, and touch her face.
Ted came after school and read aloud from his book, sitting with his legs crossed, his big dark head bent over the
pages. Every day he bought an orange soda in a paper cup for sixty-five cents. Nurses came by in red fur hats,
sang Jingle Bells, O Christmas Tree. And the rash traveled over her body like a scabby raft: it left her face and
traveled down over her neck and back, then across to her stomach, drifting, and I imagined something about the
size of my palm moving under her skin, some unformed thing lost, looking for a place to moor itself. Harriet
rubbed it with salves and balms till it was shiny as a playing card; but it traveled on.
On Thursday evening, with Dustin asleep in his bed and rain nittering against the dark windows, I said,
“We should call about the tickets.”
“Sure,” Harriet said. She was reading Gene.
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“She shouldn’t have taken this long,” I said.
“She’s getting better,” Harriet said. “It’s just taking a while.”
“We could push the trip back a week.”
“Oh, Alvin. You don’t want a week there. It’s two days’ travel just getting there and getting back.”
“I know.”
“So we’ll cash in the tickets.”
“Ted’ll be disappointed,” I said.
“And you won’t.”
“Well, I will be too,” I said. “But I’m worried about what he’ll think.”
“Well,” she said, “I’m sorry. There’s next year.”
“I know.”
“He’ll understand,” she said, wiping Nadia’s lips. “It’s not like they’re not refundable.”
“No, I know.”
“So. Maybe this spring I’ll have some time,” she said.
“I doubt it,” I said.
She laughed, and her magazine slid off her lap.
“You’re so pissy.”
“No I’m not.”
“You are. It’s not like we haven’t gone anywhere together.”
“I haven’t been there in thirty-five years.”
“So what’s another year?” she said; and I didn’t want to nod at the bed and say, What if I’m like that, or what if
I’m dead, or what if you decide to leave? Things were precarious enough already, I felt.
*
After Harriet left that night, I read to Nadia. She was snuggled small against me, tired and weak—she hadn’t
opened her eyes all day, but she wasn’t quite so hot as she’d been. We followed the boys through the emir’s
palace, abandoned now a hundred years, a messy, complicated place: Satin pillows had turned to dust in dusty
chambers, vines spiraled down the walls, and big, unidentifiable fruit dropped rotting on the floor. Tigers roamed
lax and supple down the halls, sleek and pettable, the tame descendants of the emir’s old clowder. Marble statues
had fallen to the stone floors, so arms and legs lay here and there, alabaster and perfectly formed. The boys stood
mystified in the open courtyard while bright red birds flashed through the air. “This certainly isn’t Perth, Ewing
said, staring,” and then, in that little blue room, my daughter shrugged against my chest, and I stopped reading. I
put the book down, and I imagined a long view of my city, as if from the air, and from slightly out to sea—a
charitable view from a distance, a scene of white walls and stone bridges and wharves, my bright childhood city
—and then I made it go away; I forgot about it, or resolved to do so; there would be other times.
Dustin stirred and opened his eyes and said,
“Keep going.”
“Later,” I said.
*
Friday evening at home (it was raining again, and we had a fire going), Ted and I put up a Christmas tree,
halfheartedly, in the corner of the living room. We got our hands pitchy, and I barked at him a few times for letting
it fall over; but it stayed up eventually. Then into the basement for the ornaments, the red balls, the pink, glittering
acorns, the angels, the star. We were two men laboring together, and that felt good; he liked helping, of course,
and he played along, trying not to smile. I turned on the stereo: choral music, tenors in a huge stone church. I had
a beer and read the paper in the living room, the tree winking gaudily in the corner. Ted brought down his gifts,
three square boxes meticulously wrapped and tagged, and arranged them under the tree. It was the twentieth of
December; Tranh wouldn’t be back till after the new year, and messes were already beginning to gather in the
corners.
Ted disappeared, then came back with a huge fold-out map of Australia—it was four feet square and had an
inset of New Zealand in the upper right-hand corner. I recognized it: we’d got it from the travel agent, and I had
dropped it in the bathtub, so it was dry and crispy now.
“Going somewhere?” I asked.
Ted opened a blue spiral notebook.
“Nope.”
I got down on my knees beside him; I was conscious of my beery breath, my adult bulk.
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“What’re you doing?”
“I’m writing a sequel to that book.”
“You are?”
“I’ve got a good plot.”
“What?”
“I think I’m going to have them get kidnapped,” he said. “It’s going to be an Australian adventure.”
“Neat,” I said. “You finished the book?”
“I finished it at school today.”
“Liked it?”
“I thought the ending was pretty stupid.”
“Mmm.” With my finger, I traced the border of New South Wales: desert, mountains. “I actually forget what
happens at the end.”
“It was stupid. They just went home and nobody’s noticed they were gone.”
“Oh, yeah,” I said.
“And they’d been gone like a year or something.”
“I remember that. That was stupid.”
“So I’m going to write a sequel.”
“You’d better have a better ending.”
“I haven’t figured that part out yet,” he said. “I’m just determining their route. I know how I’m going to start it,
though.”
“How?”
“Well, I think they’re going to get kidnapped by a guy who needs little kids for a burglary because they can fit
through some bars that he can’t fit through.”
“Not bad.”
“Then they’re going to go rob this museum for him, except they take something they’re not supposed to take,
and then they get in trouble for some reason.”
“Uh-huh.”
“After that I don’t know.”
“Sounds better than the first book,” I said. I leaned into him, bumping him with my shoulder. “Will I get to
read it?”
“I guess so.”
“Good.” Then I said, “I hope you’re not mad about not going this year.”
“No, I’m not mad. I'm disappointed,” Ted said. He wouldn’t look at me. “I wanted to do some research.”
“Sure.”
“Also, I wanted you to go.” “Oh you did.”
“I think you’d have had a really good time.”
“Well, I do too,” I said.
“I think it’d have been good for Mom, too.”
“Well, probably.”
“She’s been pretty cranky lately,” he said.
“She’s got a tough job,” I said.
“I think she needs a vacation.”
“Me too,” I said.
“You should take her somewhere,” he said.
“Huh. Where?”
“Take her to Idaho or something. Someplace weird.”
“Yeah. I’ve been cranky too, though,” I said. “I don’t know if she’d want to go with me.”
“Mmm. Maybe not.”
I got back up on the sofa and finished my beer.
“I liked how you came and read to your sister,” I said. “Her fever’s getting better.”
“That Dustin kid gives me the creeps,” he said.
“Why?”
“He was like making faces at me the whole time.”
“You see his leg?”
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“Yeah. Gross. Also he kept trying to interrupt me.”
“I think he’s probably pretty bored.”
“No excuse to be rude,” Ted said. Then he laughed. “Mom wants to throw him out the window.”
“I know.”
“Aaaaah!” Ted splatted himself comically on the carpet. “I’m dayuhd,” he said.
*
Saturday, when the boys meet the emir, he is locked in a bottle. Nadia, who seems a little better, brushes my
chin with her hand. She is beginning to see things clearly again, and she’s staring: at my pores, my stubble, the
pointy end of my nose. She says, Your nose is all shary. Ssh ssh, I say, putting her hand back down. Listen:
Lionel turns the bottle this way and that, holds it up to the torch, held aloft by his shoulder, a rag torch burning
in this dark, wet room. A man is sitting inside the bottle, shrunken and asleep, in white robes, with a white
headdress; he is curled around something secret, something shining he holds at the center of his belly, even in
sleep. And the boys think,
What spells do they know? What words do they know to set him free?
The boys rub the bottle as if affectionately, but nothing happens.
Dustin leans on his elbow and watches us.
“Spells,” Lionel says, are usually quite complicated, at least from what I’ve read.”
Can the emir grant wishes? Can he tell them the safe way home?
They set the bottle carefully on the ground, consider stomping on it, decide not to, then pick it up again and see
the emir awake and gazing at them, serene, distant, his dark eyes tiny but triumphant.
Ted is writing in the corner, smiling to himself, his paper cup beside him on the desk.
Nadia is staring at her fingers, entranced, as if they’re about to speak.
*
When the fever finally relented three days later—gone without reason, without explanation, her illness never
having been quite diagnosed, her drugs never having quite taken hold—we brought her home. She awoke while I
carried her upstairs and tucked her into bed; she poked curiously at the black spot on the back of her hand as if it
were a button, as if some slot would slide open in her chest. For a few minutes she sat and looked out her window
at the back yard, her familiar view. Then she slept and slept, still weak, still tired. What exactly had she had? A
stubborn strep, Harriet decided, though it hadn’t acted like strep; it hadn’t acted like anything.
In bed that night—our plane had gone off that afternoon, and we’d have been on it still, only halfway to Guam,
with Harriet beside me, I said,
“Ted thinks we should take a vacation. You and me, I mean.”
She said nothing. The dark multiplied around us, came in waves, a cloudy night, orange through the skylight.
I laughed.
“He said we should go to Idaho.”
“No thanks.”
“No, I think he was kidding. But,” I said, “sounds nice, though. Be sort of nice to one another for a while?”
“I think I’m fairly nice,” she said.
“Well,” I said. “Sometimes.”
“And then there’s you, Mister Distant, Mister Nowhere.” She snorted. “Mister Say Nothing.”
“That’s what I mean,” I said. “I don’t know why you say things like that.”
“Well, no—you, Alvin, you think I’m an idiot, don’t you?”
She propped herself up on an elbow and poked me.
“You think I don’t know what you’re thinking all the time, like I don’t know what goes on with you, your little
fancy ideas about me and having Ted all to yourself, this little thing where you’re off in your own little fucking
world with Ted and with Nadia and you’re just pretending I don’t even exist, and you just don’t give a shit about
whether I might want to have any part of it, and you’re always just avoiding me because you think I’ll bite your
head off, and you know what, Alvin?”
She began to cry. “I think they’re afraid of me too now, they think I’m some sort of monster because of the
way you avoid me so much.”
She said, “Oh, shit,” and wiped her eyes and flung herself back down on the bed. “Fucking telling your own
kids all these lies about me.”
“I don’t tell them lies,” I said. “I don’t know what you’re talking about.”
“Well you may as well with the way you act around me.”
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“I think sometimes you do scare them,” I said. “You do yell a lot.’
“Oh, shit, Alvin. No more than you do.”
“Maybe not,” I said. “But I don’t scare them.”
“Oh, shit, you do too,” she said. “God, Ted’s scared to death of you. He cringes when you walk upstairs.”
“Oh, for chrissake, Harriet, he does not.”
“He does too! You should see him when you’re not around! He’s just like this normal kid who has this normal
sort of life and then you come around and he’s all serious again, like he’s in training or something for the fucking
master class.”
“He likes it.”
“He only likes it because you do. It’s nothing he’d like on his own. Everything else is just some little fantasy
you’ve invented.”
“Well,” I said. I thought of his dazed eyes, his persistence. “Maybe.”
“It’s true,” she said.
“He asks me to do it with him, though,” I said. “I’m supposed to say no, you can’t ask me these things? I can’t
do that.”
“Just don’t be so fucking promotional about it all the time. It’s like you’re selling chocolate bars or
something.” Then she mimicked me: “Hey, Ted, wanna do some chromosomes?”
I said nothing. What could be said to that? We stared through the skylight together for a long time, silent. No
wind tonight, no rain.
“We’ll go next year,” she said, finally. And then, to my surprise, she huddled against me, her breathing deep
and even and directly into my ear, as if imparting secrets without words, without secrecy.
It was decided we would send Ted to San Diego to see my mother. I told him the next morning; he was
unpacking—he had quietly refused to unpack before our plane had taken off, and now, this morning, he was
unzipping his bags, settling his clothes carefully back in their drawers.
“A week in San Diego,” I said. “A consolation prize.”
“When would I leave?”
“You could leave right after Christmas, if you wanted.” I sat at his desk. “Next weekend.”
Ted stopped unpacking.
“I know it’s not the same,” I said.
I put my hand on my son’s notebook.
Ted put his suitcase back on the bed, began packing again.
“Your grandma’d really like to see you,” I said.
Idly, I opened his notebook.
“That’d be fun,” Ted said, quietly, taking a handful of socks.
I glanced secretly down and read Ted’s first precise sentence:
My father and I live in Perth in a tiny white house with a wall around the garden,

it read; and a little bloom of secretive joy burst open in my heart.
*
Nadia and I finished the book that week. She was sitting up now, her eyes quite bright, her hair orderly, her
nightgown cinched around her neck. She could enjoy it now: Dad reading to her, soup in bed, all the television she
wanted, Christmas almost here.
The boys found the magic words written on the wall, the emir exploded out of his bottle, he showed them how
to follow the orange vines toward the exit, he gave them gold in leather bags for saving him. Are they rich? she
asked, and I said, You bet they’re rich. Then they took a spice ship home, and the captain let them jump into the
spice holds, where cloves were piled like tiny teeth and cinnamon bark curled like letters; and one morning, from
far out to sea, they could see Perth, and I imagined they recognized the Normandy Hotel, towering on the shore.
So let’s say Harriet and I make it; let’s say I apologize, and she apologizes, and let’s say we make it with one
another in whatever final way people do, settling on certain things. Let’s say this happens.
If that happens, then I’m certain we’ll eventually go to Perth, and we’ll be careful—we won’t swim after
eating, and we’ll heed the shark warnings, beware the traffic, avoid the bad parts of the city; the Normandy will
stand shining in the holiday sun—there’ll be a crowded pool, and thin white towels, but the kids’ll love it, the free
soap, the other children, strange, accented, the little attractions and peeks they get around corners; and years later
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they’ll both remember happily that hotel, running down the carpeted halls, the leathery tropical trees reaching to
our balcony, the bellhops wheeling breakfast to the door, the way the hotel stood out against the water, strong,
precise, unchanging, the solid keeper of my precious cargo, these two damaged packages of my detailed dreams.
169.101 Excerpt from Eragon\fn{by Christopher Paolini (1983- )} Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California,
U.S.A. (M) 14
Wind howled through the night, carrying a scent that would change the world. A tall Shade lifted his head and
sniffed the air. He looked human except for his crimson hair and maroon eyes. He blinked in surprise. The
message had been correct: they were here. Or was it a trap? He weighed the odds, then said icily,
“Spread out; hide behind trees and bushes. Stop whoever is coming … or die.”
Around him shuffled twelve Urgals with short swords and round iron shields painted with black symbols. They
resembled men with bowed legs and thick, brutish arms made for crushing. A pair of twisted horns grew above
their small ears. The monsters hurried into the brush, grunting as they hid. Soon the rustling quieted and the forest
was silent again.
The Shade peered around a thick tree and looked up the trail. It was too dark for any human to see, but for him
the faint moonlight was like sunshine streaming between the trees; every detail was clear and sharp to his
searching gaze. He remained unnaturally quiet, a long pale sword in his hand. A wire-thin scratch curved down
the blade. The weapon was thin enough to slip between a pair of ribs, yet stout enough to hack through the hardest
armor.
The Urgals could not see as well as the Shade; they groped like blind beggars, fumbling with their weapons.
An owl screeched, cutting through the silence. No one relaxed until the bird flew past. Then the monsters shivered
in the cold night; one snapped a twig with his heavy boot.
The Shade hissed in anger, and the Urgals shrank back, motionless. He suppressed his distaste—they smelled
like fetid meat—and turned away. They were tools, nothing more.
The Shade forced back his impatience as the minutes became hours. The scent must have wafted far ahead of
its owners. He did not let the Urgals get up or warm themselves. He denied himself those luxuries, too, and stayed
behind the tree, watching the trail. Another gust of wind rushed through the forest. The smell was stronger this
time. Excited, he lifted a thin lip in a snarl.
“Get ready,” he whispered, his whole body vibrating. The tip of his sword moved in small circles. It had taken
many plots and much pain to bring himself to this moment. It would not do to lose control now.
Eyes brightened under the Urgals’ thick brows, and the creatures gripped their weapons tighter. Ahead of them,
the Shade heard a clink as something hard struck a loose stone. Faint smudges emerged from the darkness and
advanced down the trail.
Three white horses with riders cantered toward the ambush, their heads held high and proud, their coats
rippling in the moonlight like liquid silver.
On the first horse was an elf with pointed ears and elegantly slanted eyebrows. His build was slim but strong,
like a rapier. A powerful bow was slung on his back. A sword pressed against his side opposite a quiver of arrows
fletched with swan feathers.
The last rider had the same fair face and angled features as the other. He carried a long spear in his right hand
and a white dagger at his belt. A helm of extraordinary craftsmanship, wrought with amber and gold, rested on his
head.
Between these two rode a raven-haired elven lady, who surveyed her surroundings with poise. Framed by long
black locks, her deep eyes shone with a driving force. Her clothes were unadorned, yet her beauty was
undiminished. At her side was a sword, and on her back a long bow with a quiver. She carried in her lap a pouch
that she frequently looked at, as if to reassure herself that it was still there.
One of the elves spoke quietly, but the Shade could not hear what was said. The lady answered with obvious
authority, and her guards switched places. The one wearing the helm took the lead, shifting his spear to a readier
grip. They passed the Shade’s hiding place and the first few Urgals without suspicion.
The Shade was already savoring his victory when the wind changed direction and swept toward the elves,
heavy with the Urgals’ stench. The horses snorted with alarm and tossed their heads. The riders stiffened, eyes
flashing from side to side, then wheeled their mounts around and galloped away.
The lady’s horse surged forward, leaving her guards far behind. Forsaking their hiding, the Urgals stood and
released a stream of black arrows. The Shade jumped out from behind the tree, raised his right hand, and shouted,
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“Garjzla!”
A red bolt flashed from his palm toward the elven lady, illuminating the trees with a bloody light. It struck her
steed, and the horse toppled with a high-pitched squeal, plowing into the ground chest-first. She leapt off the
animal with inhuman speed, landed lightly, then glanced back for her guards.
The Urgals’ deadly arrows quickly brought down the two elves. They fell from the noble horses, blood pooling
in the dirt. As the Urgals rushed to the slain elves, the Shade screamed,
“After her! She is the one I want!” The monsters grunted and rushed down the trail.
A cry tore from the elf's lips as she saw her dead companions. She took a step toward them, then cursed her
enemies and bounded into the forest. While the Urgals crashed through the trees, the Shade climbed a piece of
granite that jutted above them. From his perch he could see all of the surrounding forest. He raised his hand and
uttered, “Istalrí boetk!” and a quarter-mile section of the forest exploded into flames. Grimly he burned one
section after another until there was a ring of fire, a half-league across, around the ambush site. The flames looked
like a molten crown resting on the forest. Satisfied, he watched the ring carefully, in case it should falter.
The band of fire thickened, contracting the area the Urgals had to search. Suddenly, the Shade heard shouts and
a coarse scream. Through the trees he saw three of his charges fall in a pile, mortally wounded. He caught a
glimpse of the elf running from the remaining Urgals.
She fled toward the craggy piece of granite at a tremendous speed. The Shade examined the ground twenty feet
below, then jumped and landed nimbly in front of her. She skidded around and sped back to the trail. Black Urgal
blood dripped from her sword, staining the pouch in her hand.
The homed monsters came out of the forest and hemmed her in, blocking the only escape routes. Her head
whipped around as she tried to find a way out. Seeing none, she drew herself up with regal disdain. The Shade
approached her with a raised hand, allowing himself to enjoy her helplessness.
“Get her.”
As the Urgals surged forward, the elf pulled open the pouch, reached into it, and then let it drop to the ground.
In her hands was a large sapphire stone that reflected the angry light of the fires. She raised it over her head, lips
forming frantic words. Desperate, the Shade barked,
“Garjzla!”
A ball of red flame sprang from his hand and flew toward the elf, fast as an arrow. But he was too late. A flash
of emerald light briefly illuminated the forest, and the stone vanished. Then the red fire smote her and she
collapsed.
The Shade howled in rage and stalked forward, flinging his sword at a tree. It passed halfway through the
trunk, where it stuck, quivering. He shot nine bolts of energy from his palm—which killed the Urgals instantly—
then ripped his sword free and strode to the elf.
Prophecies of revenge, spoken in a wretched language only he knew, rolled from his tongue. He clenched his
thin hands and glared at the sky. The cold stars stared back, unwinking, otherworldly watchers. Disgust curled his
lip before he turned back to the unconscious elf.
Her beauty, which would have entranced any mortal man, held no charm for him. He confirmed that the stone
was gone, then retrieved his horse from its hiding place among the trees. After tying the elf onto the saddle, he
mounted the charger and made his way out of the woods.
He quenched the fires in his path, but left the rest to burn.
*
Eragon knelt in a bed of trampled reed grass and scanned the tracks with a practiced eye. The prints told him
that the deer had been in the meadow only a half-hour before. Soon they would bed down. His target, a small doe
with a pronounced limp in her left forefoot, was still with the herd. He was amazed she had made it so far without
a wolf or bear catching her.
The sky was clear and dark, and a slight breeze stirred the air. A silvery cloud drifted over the mountains that
surrounded him, its edges glowing with ruddy light cast from the harvest moon cradled between two peaks.
Streams flowed down the mountains from stolid glaciers and glistening snowpacks. A brooding mist crept along
the valley’s floor, almost thick enough to obscure his feet.
Eragon was fifteen, less than a year from manhood. Dark eyebrows rested above his intense brown eyes. His
clothes were worn from work. A hunting knife with a bone handle was sheathed at his belt, and a buckskin tube
protected his yew bow from the mist. He carried a wood-frame pack.
The deer had led him deep into the Spine, a range of untamed mountains that extended up and down the land
of Alagaesia. Strange tales and men often came from those mountains, usually boding ill. Despite that, Eragon did
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not fear the Spine—he was the only hunter near Carvahall who dared track game deep into its craggy recesses.
It was the third night of the hunt, and his food was half gone. If he did not fell the doe, he would be forced to
return home empty-handed. His family needed the meat for the rapidly approaching winter and could not afford to
buy it in Carvahall.
Eragon stood with quiet assurance in the dusky moonlight, then strode into the forest toward a glen where he
was sure the deer would rest. The trees blocked the sky from view and cast feathery shadows on the ground. He
looked at the tracks only occasionally; he knew the way.
At the glen, he strung his bow with a sure touch, then drew three arrows and nocked one, holding the others in
his left hand. The moonlight revealed twenty or so motionless lumps where the deer lay in the grass. The doe he
wanted was at the edge of the herd, her left foreleg stretched out awkwardly. Eragon slowly crept closer, keeping
the bow ready. All his work of the past three days had led to this moment. He took a last steadying breath and—an
explosion shattered the night!
The herd bolted. Eragon lunged forward, racing through the grass as a fiery wind surged past his cheek. He slid
to a stop and loosed an arrow at the bounding doe. It missed by a finger’s breadth and hissed into darkness. He
cursed and spun around, instinctively nocking another arrow.
Behind him, where the deer had been, smoldered a large circle of grass arid trees. Many of the pines stood bare
of their needles. The grass outside the charring was flattened. A wisp of smoke curled in the air, carrying a burnt
smell. In the center of the blast radius lay a polished blue stone. Mist snaked across the scorched area and swirled
insubstantial tendrils over the stone.
Eragon watched for danger for several long minutes, but the only thing that moved was the mist. Cautiously,
he released the tension from his bow and moved forward. Moonlight cast him in pale shadow as he stopped before
the stone. He nudged it with an arrow, then jumped back. Nothing happened, so he warily picked it up.
Nature had never polished a stone as smooth as this one. Its flawless surface was dark blue, except for thin
veins of white that spiderwebbed across it. The stone was cool and frictionless under his fingers, like hardened
silk. Oval and about a foot long, it weighed several pounds, though it felt lighter than it should have.
Eragon found the stone both beautiful and frightening.
Where did it come from? Does it have a purpose? Then a more disturbing thought came to him:
Was it sent here by accident, or am I meant to have it? If he had learned anything from the old stories, it was to
treat magic, and those who used it, with great caution.
But what should I do with the stone?
It would be tiresome to carry, and there was a chance it was dangerous. It might be better to leave it behind. A
flicker of indecision ran through him, and he almost dropped it, but something stayed his hand.
At the very least, it might pay for some food, he decided with a shrug, tucking the stone into his pack.
The glen was too exposed to make a safe camp, so he slipped back into the forest and spread his bedroll
beneath the upturned roots of a fallen tree. After a cold dinner of bread and cheese, he wrapped himself in
blankets and fell asleep, pondering what had occurred.
*
The sun rose the next morning with a glorious conflagration of pink and yellow. The air was fresh, sweet, and
very cold. Ice edged the streams, and small pools were completely frozen over. After a breakfast of porridge,
Eragon returned to the glen and examined the charred area. The morning light revealed no new details, so he
started for home.
The rough game trail was faintly worn and, in places, non-existent. Because it had been forged by animals, it
often backtracked and took long detours. Yet for all its flaws, it was still the fastest way out of the mountains.
The Spine was one of the only places that King Galbatorix could not call his own. Stories were still told about
how half his army disappeared after marching into its ancient forest. A cloud of misfortune and bad luck seemed
to hang over it. Though the trees grew tall and the sky shone brightly, few people could stay in the Spine for long
without suffering an accident. Eragon was one of those few—not through any particular gift, it seemed to him, but
because of persistent vigilance and sharp reflexes. He had hiked in the mountains for years, yet he was still wary
of them. Every time he thought they had surrendered their secrets, something happened to upset his understanding
of them—like the stone’s appearance.
He kept up a brisk pace, and the leagues steadily disappeared. In late evening he arrived at the edge of a
precipitous ravine. The Anora River rushed by far below, heading to Palancar Valley. Gorged with hundreds of
tiny streams, the river was a brute force, battling against the rocks and boulders that barred its way. A low rumble
filled the air.
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He camped in a thicket near the ravine and watched the moonrise before going to bed.
*
It grew colder over the next day and a half. Eragon traveled quickly and saw little of the wary wildlife. A bit
past noon, he heard the Igualda Falls blanketing everything with the dull sound of a thousand splashes. The trail
led him onto a moist slate outcropping, which the river sped past, flinging itself into empty air and down mossy
cliffs.
Before him lay Palancar Valley, exposed like an unrolled map. The base of the Igualda Falls, more than a halfmile below, was the northernmost point of the valley. A little ways from the falls was Carvahall, a cluster of
brown buildings. White smoke rose from the chimneys, defiant of the wilderness around it. At this height, farms
were small square patches no bigger than the end of his finger. The land around them was tan or sandy, where
dead grass swayed in the wind. The Anora River wound from the falls toward Palancar’s southern end, reflecting
great strips of sunlight. Far in the distance it flowed past the village Therinsford and the lonely mountain Utgard.
Beyond that, he knew only that it turned north and ran to the sea.
After a pause, Eragon left the outcropping and started down the trail, grimacing at the descent. When he
arrived at the bottom, soft dusk was creeping over everything, blurring colors and shapes into gray masses.
Carvahall’s lights shimmered nearby in the twilight; the houses cast long shadows. Aside from Therinsford,
Carvahall was the only village in Palancar Valley. The settlement was secluded and surrounded by harsh, beautiful
land. Few traveled here except merchants and trappers.
The village was composed of stout log buildings with low roofs—some thatched, others shingled. Smoke
billowed from the chimneys, giving the air a woody smell. The buildings had wide porches where people gathered
to talk and conduct business. Occasionally a window brightened as a candle or lamp was lit. Eragon heard men
talking loudly in the evening air while wives scurried to fetch their husbands, scolding them for being late.
Eragon wove his way between the houses to the butcher's shop, a broad, thick-beamed building. Overhead, the
chimney belched black smoke.
He pushed the door open. The spacious room was warm and well lit by a fire snapping in a stone fireplace. A
bare counter stretched across the far side of the room. The floor was strewn with loose straw. Everything was
scrupulously clean, as if the owner spent his leisure time digging in obscure crannies for minuscule pieces of filth.
Behind the counter stood the butcher Sloan. A small man, he wore a cotton shirt and a long, bloodstained smock.
An impressive array of knives swung from his belt. He had a sallow, pockmarked face, and his black eyes were
suspicious. He polished the counter with a ragged cloth. Sloan’s mouth twisted as Eragon entered.
“Well, the mighty hunter joins the rest of us mortals. How many did you bag this time?”
“None,” was Eragon’s curt reply. He had never liked Sloan. The butcher always treated him with disdain, as if
he were something unclean. A widower, Sloan seemed to care for only one person—his daughter, Katrina, on
whom he doted.
“I’m amazed,” said Sloan with affected astonishment. He turned his back on Eragon to scrape something off
the wall. “And that’s your reason for coming here?”
“Yes,” admitted Eragon uncomfortably.
“If that’s the case, let’s see your money.” Sloan tapped his fingers when Eragon shifted his feet and remained
silent. “Come on—either you have it or you don’t. Which is it?”
“I don’t really have any money, but I do—“
“What, no money?” the butcher cut him off sharply. “And you expect to buy meat! Are the other merchants
giving away their wares? Should I just hand you the goods without charge? Besides,” he said abruptly, “it’s late.
Come back tomorrow with money. I’m closed for the day.”
Eragon glared at him.
“I can’t wait until tomorrow, Sloan. It’ll be worth your while, though; I found something to pay you with.”
He pulled out the stone with a flourish and set it gently on the scarred counter, where it gleamed with light
from the dancing flames.
“Stole it is more likely,” muttered Sloan, leaning forward with an interested expression. Ignoring the comment,
Eragon asked,
“Will this be enough?”
Sloan picked up the stone and gauged its weight speculatively. He ran his hands over its smoothness and
inspected the white veins. With a calculating look, he set it down.
“It’s pretty, but how much is it worth?”
“I don’t know,” admitted Eragon, “but no one would have gone to the trouble of shaping it unless it had some
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value.”
“Obviously,” said Sloan with exaggerated patience. “But how much value? Since you don’t know, I suggest
that you find a trader who does, or take my offer of three crowns.”
“That’s a miser’s bargain! It must be worth at least ten times that,” protested Eragon. Three crowns would not
even buy enough meat to last a week. Sloan shrugged.
“If you don’t like my offer, wait until the traders arrive. Either way, I’m tired of this conversation.”
The traders were a nomadic group of merchants and entertainers who visited Carvahall every spring and
winter. They bought whatever excess the villagers and local farmers had managed to grow or make, and sold what
they needed to live through another year: seeds, animals, fabric, and supplies like salt and sugar.
But Eragon did not want to wait until they arrived; it could be a while, and his family needed the meat now.
“Fine, I accept,” he snapped.
“Good, I’ll get you the meat. Not that it matters, but where did you find this?”
“Two nights ago in the Spine—”
“Get out!” demanded Sloan, pushing the stone away. He stomped furiously to the end of the counter and
started scrubbing old bloodstains off a knife.
“Why?” asked Eragon. He drew the stone closer, as if to protect it from Sloan’s wrath.
“I won’t deal with anything you bring back from those damned mountains! Take your sorcerer’s stone
elsewhere.”
Sloan’s hand suddenly slipped and he cut a finger on the knife, but he seemed not to notice. He continued to
scrub, staining the blade with fresh blood.
“You refuse to sell to me!”
“Yes! Unless you pay with coins,” Sloan growled, and hefted the knife, sidling away. “Go, before I make you!”
The door behind them slammed open. Eragon whirled around, ready for more trouble. In stomped Horst, a
hulking man. Sloan’s daughter, Katrina—a tall girl of sixteen—trailed behind him with a determined expression.
Eragon was surprised to see her; she usually absented herself from any arguments involving her father. Sloan
glanced at them warily, then started to accuse Eragon.
“He won’t—”
“Quiet,” announced Horst in a rumbling voice, cracking his knuckles at the same time. He was Carvahall’s
smith, as his thick neck and scarred leather apron attested. His powerful arms were bare to the elbow; a great
expanse of hairy muscular chest was visible through the top of his shirt. A black beard, carelessly trimmed, roiled
and knotted like his jaw muscles.
“Sloan, what have you done now?”
“Nothing.” He gave Eragon a murderous gaze, then spat, “This … boy came in here and started badgering me.
I asked him to leave, but he won’t budge. I even threatened him and he still ignored me!” Sloan seemed to shrink
as he looked at Horst.
“Is this true?” demanded the smith.
“No!” replied Eragon. “I offered this stone as payment for some meat, and he accepted it. When I told him that
I’d found it in the Spine, he refused to even touch it. What difference does it make where it came from?”
Horst looked at the stone curiously, then returned his attention to the butcher.
“Why won’t you trade with him, Sloan? I’ve no love for the Spine myself, but if it’s a question of the stone’s
worth, I’ll back it with my own money.”
The question hung in the air for a moment. Then Sloan licked his lips and said,
“This is my own store. I can do whatever I want.” Katrina stepped out from behind Horst and tossed back her
auburn hair like a spray of molten copper.
“Father, Eragon is willing to pay. Give him the meat, and then we can have supper.” Sloan’s eyes narrowed
dangerously.
“Go back to the house; this is none of your business … I said go!”
Katrina’s face hardened, then she marched out of the room with a stiff back. Eragon watched with disapproval
but dared not interfere. Horst tugged at his beard before saying reproachfully,
“Fine, you can deal with me. What were you going to get, Eragon?” His voice reverberated through the room.
“As much as I could.” Horst pulled out a purse and counted out a pile of coins.
“Give me your best roasts and steaks. Make sure that it’s enough to fill Eragon’s pack.” The butcher hesitated,
his gaze darting between Horst and Eragon.
“Not selling to me would be a very bad idea,” stated Horst.
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Glowering venomously, Sloan slipped into the back room. A frenzy of chopping, wrapping, and low cursing
reached them. After several uncomfortable minutes, he returned with an armful of wrapped meat. His face was
expressionless as he accepted Horst’s money, then proceeded to clean his knife, pretending that they were not
there.
Horst scooped up the meat and walked outside. Eragon hurried behind him, carrying his pack and the stone.
The crisp night air rolled over their faces, refreshing after the stuffy shop.
“Thank you, Horst. Uncle Garrow will be pleased.” Horst laughed quietly.
“Don’t thank me. I’ve wanted to do that for a long time. Sloan’s a vicious troublemaker; it does him good to be
humbled. Katrina heard what was happening and ran to fetch me. Good thing I came—the two of you were almost
at blows. Unfortunately, I doubt he’ll serve you or any of your family the next time you go in there, even if you do
have coins.”
“Why did he explode like that? We’ve never been friendly, but he’s always taken our money. And I’ve never
seen him treat Katrina that way,” said Eragon, opening the top of the pack. Horst shrugged.
“Ask your uncle. He knows more about it than I do.” Eragon stuffed the meat into his pack.
“Well, now I have one more reason to hurry home—to solve this mystery. Here, this is rightfully yours.” He
proffered the stone. Horst chuckled.
“No, you keep your strange rock. As for payment, Albriech plans to leave for Feinster next spring. He wants to
become a master smith, and I’m going to need an assistant. You can come and work off the debt on your spare
days.”
Eragon bowed slightly, delighted. Horst had two sons, Albriech and Baldor, both of whom worked in his forge.
Taking one’s place was a generous offer.
“Again, thank you! I look forward to working with you.”
He was glad that there was a way for him to pay Horst. His uncle would never accept charity. Then Eragon
remembered what his cousin had told him before he had left on the hunt.
“Roran wanted me to give Katrina a message, but since I can’t, can you get it to her?”
“Of course.”
“He wants her to know that he’ll come into town as soon as the merchants arrive and that he will see her then.”
“That all?” Eragon was slightly embarrassed.
“No, he also wants her to know that she is the most beautiful girl he has ever seen and that he thinks of nothing
else.” Horst’s face broke into a broad grin, and he winked at Eragon.
“Getting serious, isn’t he?”
“Yes, sir,” Eragon answered with a quick smile. “Could you also give her my thanks? It was nice of her to
stand up to her father for me. I hope that she isn’t punished because of it. Roran would be furious if I got her into
trouble.”
“I wouldn’t worry about it. Sloan doesn’t know that she called me, so I doubt he’ll be too hard on her. Before
you go, will you sup with us?”
“I’m sorry, but I can’t. Garrow is expecting me,” said Eragon, tying off the top of the pack. He hoisted it onto
his back and started down the road, raising his hand in farewell.
The meat slowed him down, but he was eager to be home, and renewed vigor filled his steps. The village
ended abruptly, and he left its warm lights behind. The pearlescent moon peeked over the mountains, bathing the
land in a ghostly reflection of daylight. Everything looked bleached and flat.
Near the end of his journey, he turned off the road, which continued south. A simple path led straight through
waist-high grass and up a knoll, almost hidden by the shadows of protective elm trees. He crested the hill and saw
a gentle light shining from his home.
The house had a shingled roof and a brick chimney. Eaves hung over the whitewashed walls, shadowing the
ground below. One side of the enclosed porch was filled with split wood, ready for the fire. A jumble of farm tools
cluttered the other side.
The house had been abandoned for half a century when they moved in after Garrow’s wife, Marian, died. It
was ten miles from Carvahall, farther than anyone else’s. People considered the distance dangerous because the
family could not rely on help from the village in times of trouble, but Eragon’s uncle would not listen.
A hundred feet from the house, in a dull-colored barn, lived two horses—Birka and Brugh—with chickens and
a cow. Sometimes there was also a pig, but they had been unable to afford one this year. A wagon sat wedged
between the stalls. On the edge of their fields, a thick line of trees traced along the Anora River. He saw a light
move behind a window as he wearily reached the porch.
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“Uncle, it’s Eragon. Let me in.”
A small shutter slid back for a second, then the door swung inward. Garrow stood with his hand on the door.
His worn clothes hung on him like rags on a stick frame. A lean, hungry face with intense eyes gazed out from
under graying hair. He looked like a man who had been partly mummified before it was discovered that he was
still alive.
“Roran’s sleeping,” was his answer to Eragon’s inquiring glance.
A lantern flickered on a wood table so old that the grain stood up in tiny ridges like a giant fingerprint. Near a
woodstove were rows of cooking utensils tacked onto the wall with homemade nails. A second, door opened to
the rest of the house. The floor was made of boards polished smooth by years of tramping feet. Eragon pulled off
his pack and took out the meat.
“What’s this? Did you buy meat? Where did you get the money?” asked his uncle harshly as he saw the
wrapped packages. Eragon took a breath before answering.
“No, Horst bought it for us.”
“You let him pay for it? I told you before, I won’t beg for our food. If we can’t feed ourselves, we might as
well move into town. Before you can turn around twice, they’ll be sending us used clothes and asking if we’ll be
able to get through the winter.” Garrow’s face paled with anger.
“I didn’t accept charity,” snapped Eragon. “Horst agreed to let me work off the debt this spring. He needs
someone to help him because Albriech is going away.”
“And where will you get the time to work for him? Are you going to ignore all the things that need to be done
here?” asked Garrow, forcing his voice down. Eragon hung his bow and quiver on hooks beside the front door.
“I don’t know how I’ll do it,” he said irritably. “Besides, I found something that could be worth some money.”
He set the stone on the table. Garrow bowed over it: the hungry look on his face became ravenous, and his
fingers moved with a strange twitch.
“You found this in the Spine?”
“Yes,” said Eragon. He explained what had happened. “And to make matters worse, I lost my best arrow. I’ll
have to make more before long.” They stared at the stone in the near darkness.
“How was the weather?” asked his uncle, lifting the stone. His hands tightened around it like he was afraid it
would suddenly disappear.
“Cold,” was Eragon’s reply. “It didn’t snow, but it froze each night.” Garrow looked worried by the news.
“Tomorrow you’ll have to help Roran finish harvesting the barley. If we can get the squash picked, too, the
frost won’t bother us.” He passed the stone to Eragon.
“Here, keep it. When the traders come, we’ll find out what it’s worth. Selling it is probably the best thing to do.
The less we’re involved with magic, the better. Why did Horst pay for the meat?”
It took only a moment for Eragon to explain his argument with Sloan.
“I just don’t understand what angered him so.” Garrow shrugged.
“Sloan’s wife, Ismira, went over the Igualda Falls a year before you were brought here. He hasn’t been near the
Spine since, nor had anything to do with it. But that’s no reason to refuse payment. I think he wanted to give you
trouble.” Eragon swayed blearily and said,
“It’s good to be back.”
Garrow’s eyes softened, and he nodded. Eragon stumbled to his room, pushed the stone under his bed, then fell
onto the mattress.
Home. For the first time since before the hunt, he relaxed completely as sleep overtook him.
*
At dawn the sun’s rays streamed through the window, warming Eragon’s face. Rubbing his eyes, he sat up on
the edge of the bed. The pine floor was cold under his feet. He stretched his sore legs and rubbed his back,
yawning. Beside the bed was a row of shelves covered with objects he had collected. There were twisted pieces of
wood, odd bits of shells, rocks that had broken to reveal shiny interiors, and strips of dry grass tied into knots. His
favorite item was a root so convoluted he never tired of looking at it. The rest of the room was bare, except for a
small dresser and nightstand.
He pulled on his boots and stared at the floor, thinking. This was a special day. It was near this very hour,
sixteen years ago, that his mother, Selena; had come home to Carvahall alone and pregnant. She had been gone
for six years, living in the cities. When she returned, she wore expensive clothes, and her hair was bound by a net
of pearls. She had sought out her brother, Garrow, and asked to stay with him until the baby arrived. Within five
months her son was born. Everyone was shocked when Selena tearfully begged Garrow and Marian to raise him.
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When they asked why, she only wept and said,
“I must.”
Her pleas had grown increasingly desperate until they finally agreed. She named him Eragon, then departed
early the next morning and never returned.
Eragon still remembered how he had felt when Marian told him the story before she died. The realization that
Garrow and Marian were not his real parents had disturbed him greatly. Things that had been permanent and
unquestionable were suddenly thrown into doubt. Eventually he had learned to live with it, but he always had a
nagging suspicion that he had not been good enough for his mother.
I’m sure there was a good reason far what she did; I only wish I knew what it was.
One other thing bothered him: Who was his father? Selena had told no one, and whoever it might be had never
come looking for Eragon. He wished that he knew who it was, if only to have a name. It would be nice to know
his heritage.
He sighed and went to the nightstand, where he splashed his face, shivering as the water ran down his neck.
Refreshed, he retrieved the stone from under the bed and set it on a shelf. The morning light caressed it, throwing
a warm shadow on the wall. He touched it one more time, then hurried to the kitchen, eager to see his family.
Garrow and Roran were already there, eating chicken. As Eragon greeted them, Roran stood with a grin.
Roran was two years older than Eragon, muscular, sturdy, and careful with his movements. They could not
have been closer even if they had been real brothers. Roran smiled.
“I’m glad you’re back. How was the trip?”
“Hard,” replied Eragon.
“Did Uncle tell you what happened?” He helped himself to a piece of chicken, which he devoured hungrily.
“No,” said Roran, and the story was quickly told. At Roran’s insistence, Eragon left his food to show him the
stone. This elicited a satisfactory amount of awe, but Roran soon asked nervously,
“Were you able to talk with Katrina?”
“No, there wasn’t an opportunity after the argument with Sloan. But she’ll expect you when the traders come. I
gave the message to Horst; he will get it to her.”
“You told Horst?” said Roran incredulously. “That was private. If I wanted everyone to know about it, I could
have built a bonfire and used smoke signals to communicate. If Sloan finds out, he won’t let me see her again.”
“Horst will be discreet,” assured Eragon. “He won’t let anyone fall prey to Sloan, least of all you.”
Roran seemed unconvinced, but argued no more. They returned to their meals in the taciturn presence of
Garrow. When the last bites were finished, all three went to work in the fields.
The sun was cold and pale, providing little comfort. Under its watchful eye, the last of the barley was stored in
the barn. Next, they gathered prickly vined squash, then the rutabagas, beets, peas, turnips, and beans, which they
packed into the root cellar. After hours of labor, they stretched their cramped muscles, pleased that the harvest was
finished.
The following days were spent pickling, salting, shelling, and preparing the food for winter.
Nine days after Eragon’s return, a vicious blizzard blew out of the mountains and settled over the valley. The
snow came down in great sheets, blanketing the countryside in white. They only dared leave the house for
firewood and to feed the animals, for they feared getting lost in the howling wind and featureless landscape. They
spent their time huddled over the stove as gusts rattled the heavy window shutters. Days later the storm finally
passed, revealing an alien world of soft white drifts.
“I’m afraid the traders may not come this year, with conditions this bad,” said Garrow. “They’re late as it is.
We’ll give them a chance and wait before going to Carvahall. But if they don’t show soon, we’ll have to buy any
spare supplies from the townspeople.” His countenance was resigned.
They grew anxious as the days crept by without sign of the traders. Talk was sparse, and depression hung over
the house.
On the eighth morning, Roran walked to the road and confirmed that the traders had not yet passed. The day
was spent readying for the trip into Carvahall, scrounging with grim expressions for saleable items. That evening,
out of desperation, Eragon checked the road again. He found deep ruts cut into the snow, with numerous
hoofprints between them. Elated, he ran back to the house whooping, bringing new life to their preparations.
*
They packed their surplus produce into the wagon before sunrise. Garrow put the year’s money in a leather
pouch that he carefully fastened to his belt. Eragon set the wrapped stone between bags of grain so it would not
roll when the wagon hit bumps.
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After a hasty breakfast, they harnessed the horses and cleared a path to the road. The traders’ wagons had
already broken the drifts, which sped their progress. By noon they could see Carvahall.
In daylight, it was a small earthy village filled with shouts and laughter. The traders had made camp in an
empty field on the outskirts of town. Groups of wagons, tents, and fires were randomly spread across it, spots of
color against the snow. The troubadours’ four tents were garishly decorated. A steady stream of people linked the
camp to the village.
Crowds churned around a line of bright tents and booths clogging the main street. Horses whinnied at the
noise. The snow had been pounded flat, giving it a glassy surface; elsewhere, bonfires had melted it. Roasted
hazelnuts added a rich aroma to the smells wafting around them.
Garrow parked the wagon and picketed the horses, then drew coins from his pouch.
“Get yourselves some treats. Roran, do what you want, only be at Horst’s in time for supper. Eragon, bring that
stone and come with me.”
Eragon grinned at Roran and pocketed the money, already planning how to spend it. Roran departed
immediately with a determined expression on his face. Garrow led Eragon into the throng, shouldering his way
through the bustle. Women were buying cloth, while nearby their husbands examined a new latch, hook, or tool.
Children ran up and down the road, shrieking with excitement. Knives were displayed here, spices there, and pots
were laid out in shiny rows next to leather harnesses.
Eragon stared at the traders curiously. They seemed less prosperous than last year. Their children had a
frightened, wary look, and their clothes were patched. The gaunt men carried swords and daggers with a new
familiarity, and even the women had poniards belted at their waists.
What could have happened to make them like this? And why are they so late? wondered Eragon. He
remembered the traders as being full of good cheer, but there was none of that now.
Garrow pushed down the street, searching for Merlock, a trader who specialized in odd trinkets and pieces of
jewelry. They found him behind a booth, displaying brooches to a group of women. As each new piece was
revealed, exclamations of admiration followed. Eragon guessed that more than a few purses would soon be
depleted. Merlock seemed to flourish and grow every time his wares were complimented. He wore a goatee, held
himself with ease, and seemed to regard the rest of the world with slight contempt. The excited group prevented
Garrow and Eragon from getting near the trader, so they settled on a step and waited. As soon as Merlock was
unoccupied, they hurried over.
“And what might you sirs want to look at?” asked Merlock. “An amulet or trinket for a lady?” With a twirl he
pulled out a delicately carved silver rose of excellent workmanship. The polished metal caught Eragon’s attention,
and he eyed it appreciatively. The trader continued,
“Not even three crowns, though it has come all the way from the famed craftsmen of Belatona.”
Garrow spoke in a quiet voice.
“We aren’t looking to buy, but to sell.” Merlock immediately covered the rose and looked at them with new
interest.
“I see. Maybe, if this item is of any value, you would like to trade it for one or two of these exquisite pieces.”
He paused for a moment while Eragon and his uncle stood uncomfortably, then continued,
“You did bring the object of consideration?”
“We have it, but we would rather show it to you elsewhere,” said Garrow in a firm voice.
Merlock raised an eyebrow, but spoke smoothly.
“In that case, let me invite you to my tent.”
He gathered up his wares and gently laid them in an iron-bound chest, which he locked. Then he ushered them
up the street and into the temporary camp. They wound between the wagons to a tent removed from the rest of the
traders. It was crimson at the top and sable at the bottom, with thin triangles of colors stabbing into each other.
Merlock untied the opening and swung the flap to one side.
Small trinkets and strange pieces of furniture, such as a round bed and three seats carved from tree stumps,
filled the tent. A gnarled dagger with a ruby in the pommel rested on a white cushion. Merlock closed the flap and
turned to them.
“Please, seat yourselves.” When they had, he said,
“Now show me why we are meeting in private.”
Eragon unwrapped the stone and set it between the two men. Merlock reached for it with a gleam in his eye,
then stopped and asked,
“May I?” When Garrow indicated his approval, Merlock picked it up. He put the stone in his lap and reached
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to one side for a thin box. Opened, it revealed a large set of copper scales, which he set on the ground. After
weighing the stone, he scrutinized its surface under a jeweler’s glass, tapped it gently with a wooden mallet, and
drew the point of a tiny clear stone over it. He measured its length and diameter, then recorded the figures on a
slate. He considered the results for a while.
“Do you know what this is worth?”
“No,” admitted Garrow. His cheek twitched, and he shifted uncomfortably on the seat. Merlock grimaced.
“Unfortunately, neither do I. But I can tell you this much: the white veins are the same material as the blue that
surrounds them, only a different color. What that material might be, though, I haven’t a clue. It’s harder than any
rock I have seen, harder even than diamond. Whoever shaped it used tools I have never seen—or magic. Also, it’s
hollow.”
“What?” exclaimed Garrow. An irritated edge crept into Merlock’s voice.
“Did you ever hear a rock sound like this?” He grabbed the dagger from the cushion and slapped the stone with
the flat of the blade. A pure note filled the air, then faded away smoothly. Eragon was alarmed, afraid that the
stone had been damaged. Merlock tilted the stone toward them.
“You will find no scratches or blemishes where the dagger struck. I doubt I could do anything to harm this
stone, even if I took a hammer to it.”
Garrow crossed his arms with a reserved expression. A wall of silence surrounded him. Eragon was puzzled.
I knew that the stone appeared in the Spine through magic, but made by magic? What for and why? He blurted,
“But what is it worth?”
“I can’t tell you that,” said Merlock in a pained voice. “I am sure there are people who would pay dearly to
have it, but none of them are in Carvahall. You would have to go to the southern cities to find a buyer. This is a
curiosity for most people—not an item to spend money on when practical things are needed.”
Garrow stared at the tent ceiling like a gambler calculating the odds.
“Will you buy it?” The trader answered instantly,
“It’s not worth the risk. I might be able to find a wealthy buyer during my spring travels, but I can’t be certain.
Even if I did, you wouldn’t be paid until I returned next year. No, you will have to find someone else to trade
with. I am curious, however … why did you insist on talking to me in private?" Eragon put the stone away before
answering.
“Because,” he glanced at the man, wondering if he would explode like Sloan, “I found this in the Spine, and
folks around here don’t like that.” Merlock gave him a startled look.
“Do you know why my fellow merchants and I were late this year?” Eragon shook his head.
“Our wanderings have been dogged with misfortune. Chaos seems to rule Alagaesia. We could not avoid
illness, attacks, and the most cursed black luck. Because the Varden’s attacks have increased, Galbatorix has
forced cities to send more soldiers to the borders, men who are needed to combat the Urgals. The brutes have been
migrating southeast, toward the Hadarac Desert. No one knows why and it wouldn’t concern us, except that
they’re passing through populated areas. They’ve been spotted on roads and near cities. Worst of all are reports of
a Shade, though the stories are unconfirmed. Not many people survive such an encounter.”
“Why haven’t we heard of this?” cried Eragon.
“Because,” said Merlock grimly, “it only began a few months ago. Whole villages have been forced to move
because Urgals destroyed their fields and starvation threatens.”
“Nonsense,” growled Garrow. “We haven’t seen any Urgals; the only one around here has his horns mounted
in Morn’s tavern.” Merlock arched an eyebrow.
“Maybe so, but this is a small village hidden by mountains. It’s not surprising that you’ve escaped notice.
However, I wouldn’t expect that to last. I only mentioned this because strange things are happening here as well if
you found such a stone in the Spine.” With that sobering statement, he bid them farewell with a bow and slight
smile.
Garrow headed back to Carvahall with Eragon trailing behind.
“What do you think?” asked Eragon.
“I’m going to get more information before I make up my mind. Take the stone back to the wagon, then do what
you want. I’ll meet you for dinner at Horst’s.”
Eragon dodged through the crowd and happily dashed back to the wagon. Trading would take his uncle hours,
time that he planned to enjoy fully. He hid the stone under the bags, then set out into town with a cocky stride. He
walked from one booth to another, evaluating the goods with a buyer’s eye, despite his meager supply of coins.
When he talked with the merchants, they confirmed what Merlock had said about the instability in Alagaesia.
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Over and over the message was repeated: last year’s security has deserted us; new dangers have appeared, and
nothing is safe.
Later in the day he bought three sticks of malt candy and a small piping-hot cherry pie. The hot food felt good
after hours of standing in the snow. He licked the sticky syrup from his fingers regretfully, wishing for more, then
sat on the edge of a porch and nibbled a piece of candy. Two boys from Carvahall wrestled nearby, but he felt no
inclination to join them.
As the day descended into late afternoon, the traders took their business into people’s homes. Eragon was
impatient for evening, when the troubadours would come out to tell stories and perform tricks. He loved hearing
about magic, gods, and, if they were especially lucky, the Dragon Riders. Carvahall had its own storyteller, Brom
—a friend of Eragon’s—but his tales grew old over the years, whereas the troubadours always had new ones that
he listened to eagerly.
Eragon had just broken off an icicle from the underside of the porch when he spotted Sloan nearby. The
butcher had not seen him, so Eragon ducked his head and bolted around a corner toward Morn’s tavern.
The inside was hot and filled with greasy smoke from sputtering tallow candles. The shiny-black Urgal horns,
their twisted span as great as his outstretched arms, were mounted over the door. The bar was long and low, with a
stack of staves on one end for customers to carve. Morn tended the bar, his sleeves rolled up to his elbows. The
bottom half of his face was short and mashed, as if he had rested his chin on a grinding wheel. People crowded
solid oak tables and listened to two traders who had finished their business early and had come in for beer. Morn
looked up from a mug he was cleaning.
“Eragon! Good to see you. Where’s your uncle?”
“Buying,” said Eragon with a shrug. “He’s going to be a while.”
“And Roran, is he here?” asked Morn as he swiped the cloth through another mug.
“Yes, no sick animals to keep him back this year.”
“Good, good.” Eragon gestured at the two traders.
“Who are they?”
“Grain buyers. They bought everyone’s seed at ridiculously low prices, and now they’re telling wild stories,
expecting us to believe them.”
Eragon understood why Morn was so upset. People need that money. We can’t get by without it.
“What kind of stories?” Morn snorted.
“They say the Varden have formed a pact with the Urgals and are massing an army to attack us. Supposedly,
it’s only through the grace of our king that we’ve been protected for so long—as if Galbatorix would care if we
burned to the ground.. Go listen to them. I have enough on my hands without explaining their lies.”
The first trader filled a chair with his enormous girth; his every movement caused it to protest loudly. There
was no hint of hair on his face, his pudgy hands were baby smooth, and he had pouting lips that curled petulantly
as he sipped from a flagon. The second man had a florid face. The skin around his jaw was dry and corpulent,
filled with lumps of hard fat, like cold butter gone rancid. Contrasted with his neck and jowls, the rest of his body
was unnaturally thin.
The first trader vainly tried to pull back his expanding borders to fit within the chair. He said,
“No, no, you don’t understand. It is only through the king’s unceasing efforts on your behalf that you are able
to argue with us in safety. If he, in all his wisdom, were to withdraw that support, woe unto you!” Someone
hollered,
“Right, why don’t you also tell us the Riders have returned and you’ve each killed a hundred elves. Do you
think we’re children to believe in your tales? We can take care of ourselves.”
The group chuckled.
The trader started to reply when his thin companion intervened with a wave of his hand. Gaudy jewels flashed
on his fingers.
“You misunderstand. We know the Empire cannot care for each of us personally, as you may want, but it can
keep Urgals and other abominations from overrunning this,” he searched vaguely for the right term, “place.” The
trader continued,
“You’re angry with the Empire for treating people unfairly, a legitimate concern, but a government cannot
please everyone. There will inevitably be arguments and conflicts. However, the majority of us have nothing to
complain about. Every country has some small group of malcontents who aren’t satisfied with the balance of
power.”
“Yeah,” called a woman, “if you’re willing to call the Varden small!” The fat man sighed.
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“We already explained that the Varden have no interest in helping you. That’s only a falsehood perpetuated by
the traitors in an attempt to disrupt the Empire and convince us that the real threat is inside—not outside—our
borders. All they want to do is overthrow the king and take possession of our land. They have spies everywhere as
they prepare to invade. You never know who might be working for them.”
Eragon did not agree, but the traders’ words were smooth, and people were nodding. He stepped forward and
said,
“How do you know this? I can say that clouds are green, but that doesn’t mean it’s true. Prove you aren’t
lying.”
The two men glared at him while the villagers waited silently for the answer. The thin trader spoke first. He
avoided Eragon’s eyes.
“Aren’t your children taught respect? Or do you let boys challenge men whenever they want to?”
The listeners fidgeted and stared at Eragon. Then a man said,
“Answer the question.”
“It’s only common sense,” said the fat one, sweat beading on his upper lip. His reply riled the villagers, and the
dispute resumed.
Eragon returned to the bar with a sour taste in his mouth. He had never before met anyone who favored the
Empire and tore down its enemies. There was a deep-seated hatred of the Empire in Carvahall, almost hereditary
in nature. The Empire never helped them during harsh years when they nearly starved, and its tax collectors were
heartless. He felt justified in disagreeing with the traders regarding the king’s mercy, but he did speculate about
the Varden.
The Varden were a rebel group that constantly raided and attacked the Empire. It was a mystery who their
leader was or who had formed them in the years following Galbatorix’s rise to power over a century ago. The
group had garnered much sympathy as they eluded Galbatorix’s efforts to destroy them. Little was known about
the Varden except that if you were a fugitive and had to hide, or if you hated the Empire, they would accept you.
The only problem was finding them. Morn leaned over the bar and said,
“Incredible, isn’t it? They’re worse than vultures circling a dying animal. There’s going to be trouble if they
stay much longer.”
“For us or for them?”
“Them,” said Morn as angry voices filled the tavern.
Eragon left when the argument threatened to become violent. The door thudded shut behind him, cutting off
the voices. It was early evening, and the sun was sinking rapidly; the houses cast long shadows on the ground. As
Eragon headed down the street, he noticed Roran and Katrina standing in an alley.
Roran said something Eragon could not hear. Katrina looked down at her hands and answered in an undertone,
then leaned up on her tiptoes and kissed him before darting away. Eragon trotted to Roran and teased,
“Having a good time?” Roran grunted noncommittally as he paced away.
“Have you heard the traders’ news?” asked Eragon, following. Most of the villagers were indoors, talking to
traders or waiting until it was dark enough for the troubadours to perform.
“Yes.” Roran seemed distracted. “What do you think of Sloan?”
“I thought it was obvious.”
“There’ll be blood between us when he finds out about Katrina and me,” stated Roran.
A snowflake landed on Eragon’s nose, and he looked up. The sky had turned gray. He could think of nothing
appropriate to say; Roran was right. He clasped his cousin on the shoulder as they continued down the byway.
Dinner at Horst’s was hearty. The room was full of conversation and laughter. Sweet cordials and heavy ales
were consumed in copious amounts, adding to the boisterous atmosphere. When the plates were empty, Horst’s
guests left the house and strolled to the field where the traders were camped. A ring of poles topped with candles
had been stuck into the ground around a large clearing. Bonfires blazed in the background, painting the ground
with dancing shadows. The villagers slowly gathered around the circle and waited expectantly in the cold.
The troubadours came tumbling out of their tents, dressed in tasseled clothing, followed by older and more
stately minstrels. The minstrels provided music and narration as their younger counterparts acted out the stories.
The first plays were pure entertainment: bawdy and full of jokes, pratfalls, and ridiculous characters. Later,
however, when the candles sputtered in their sockets and everyone was drawn together into a tight circle, the old
storyteller Brom stepped forward. A knotted white beard rippled over his chest, and a long black cape was
wrapped around his bent shoulders, obscuring his body. He spread his arms with hands that reached out like talons
and recited thus:
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*
“The sands of time cannot be stopped. Years pass whether we will them or not … but we can remember. What
has been lost may yet live on in memories. That which you will hear is imperfect and fragmented, yet treasure it,
for without you it does not exist. I give you now a memory that has been forgotten, hidden in the dreamy haze that
lies behind us.”
His keen eyes inspected their interested faces. His gaze lingered on Eragon last of all.
“Before your grandfathers’ fathers were born, and yea, even before their fathers, the Dragon Riders were
formed. To protect and guard was their mission, and for thousands of years they succeeded. Their prowess in
battle was unmatched, for each had the strength of ten men. They were immortal unless blade or poison took
them. For good only were their powers used, and under their tutelage tall cities and towers were built out of the
living stone. While they kept peace, the land flourished. It was a golden time. The elves were our allies, the
dwarves our friends. Wealth flowed into our cities, and men prospered. But weep … for it could not last.”
Brom looked down silently. Infinite sadness resonated in his voice.
“Though no enemy could destroy them, they could not guard against themselves. And it came to pass at the
height of their power that a boy, Galbatorix by name, was born in the province of Inzilbeth, which is no more. At
ten he was tested, as was the custom, and it was found that great power resided in him. The Riders accepted him
as their own.
“Through their training he passed, exceeding all others in skill. Gifted with a sharp mind and strong body, he
quickly took his place among the Riders’ ranks. Some saw his abrupt rise as dangerous and warned the others, but
the Riders had grown arrogant in their power and ignored caution. Alas, sorrow was conceived that day.
“So it was that soon after his training was finished, Galbatorix took a reckless trip with two friends. Far north
they flew, night and day, and passed into the Urgals’ remaining territory, foolishly thinking their new powers
would protect them. There on a thick sheet of ice, unmelted even in summer, they were ambushed in their sleep.
Though his friends and their dragons were butchered and he suffered great wounds, Galbatorix slew his attackers.
Tragically, during the fight a stray arrow pierced his dragon’s heart. Without the arts to save her, she died in his
arms. Then were the seeds of madness planted.”
The storyteller clasped his hands and looked around slowly, shadows flickering across his worn face. The next
words came like the mournful toll of a requiem.
“Alone, bereft of much of his strength and half mad with loss, Galbatorix wandered without hope in that
desolate land, seeking death. It did not come to him, though he threw himself without fear against any living
thing. Urgals and other monsters soon fled from his haunted form. During this time he came to realize that the
Riders might grant him another dragon. Driven by this thought, he began the arduous journey, on foot, back
through the Spine. Territory he had soared over effortlessly on a dragon’s back now took him months to traverse.
He could hunt with magic, but oftentimes he walked in places where animals did not travel. Thus when his feet
finally left the mountains, he was close to death. A farmer found him collapsed in the mud and summoned the
Riders.
“Unconscious, he was taken to their holdings, and his body healed. He slept for four days. Upon awakening he
gave no sign of his fevered mind. When he was brought before a council convened to judge him, Galbatorix
demanded another dragon. The desperation of the request revealed his dementia, and the council saw him for what
he truly was. Denied his hope, Galbatorix, through the twisted mirror of his madness, came to believe it was the
Riders’ fault his dragon had died. Night after night he brooded on that and formulated a plan to exact revenge.”
Brom’s words dropped to a mesmerizing whisper.
“He found a sympathetic Rider, and there his insidious words took root. By persistent reasoning and the use of
dark secrets learned from a Shade, he inflamed the Rider against their elders. Together they treacherously lured
and killed an elder. When the foul deed was done, Galbatorix turned on his ally and slaughtered him without
warning. The Riders found him, then, with blood dripping from his hands. A scream tore from his lips, and he fled
into the night. As he was cunning in his madness, they could not find him.
“For years he hid in wastelands like a hunted animal, always watching for pursuers. His atrocity was not
forgotten, but over time searches ceased. Then through some ill fortune he met a young Rider, Morzan—strong of
body, but weak of mind. Galbatorix convinced Morzan to leave a gate unbolted in the citadel Ilirea, which is now
called Urû’baen. Through this gate Galbatorix entered and stole a dragon hatchling.
“He and his new disciple hid themselves in an evil place where the Riders dared not venture. There Morzan
entered into a dark apprenticeship, learning secrets and forbidden magic that should never have been revealed.
When his instruction was finished and Galbatorix’s black dragon, Shruikan, was fully grown, Galbatorix revealed
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himself to the world, with Morzan at his side. Together they fought any Rider they met. With each kill their
strength grew. Twelve of the Riders joined Galbatorix out of desire for power and revenge against perceived
wrongs. Those twelve, with Morzan, became the Thirteen Forsworn. The Riders were unprepared and fell beneath
the onslaught. The elves, too, fought bitterly against Galbatorix, but they were overthrown and forced to flee to
their secret places, from whence they come no more.
“Only Vrael, leader of the Riders, could resist Galbatorix and the Forsworn. Ancient and wise, he struggled to
save what he could and keep the remaining dragons from falling to his enemies. In the last battle, before the gates
of Daru Araeba, Vrael defeated Galbatorix, but hesitated with the final blow. Galbatorix seized the moment and
smote him in the side. Grievously wounded, Vrael fled to Utgard Mountain, where he hoped to gather strength.
But it was not to be, for Galbatorix found him. As they fought, Galbatorix kicked Vrael in the fork of his legs.
With that underhanded blow, he gained dominance over Vrael and removed his head with a blazing sword.
“Then as power rushed through his veins, Galbatorix anointed himself king over all Alagaesia.
“And from that day, he has ruled us.”
*
With the completion of the story, Brom shuffled away with the troubadours. Eragon thought he saw a tear
shining on his cheek. People murmured quietly to each other as they departed. Garrow said to Eragon and Roran,
“Consider yourselves fortunate. I have heard this tale only twice in my life. If the Empire knew that Brom had
recited it, he would not live to see a new month.”
*
The evening after their return from Carvahall, Eragon decided to test the stone as Merlock had.
Alone in his room, he set it on his bed and laid three tools next to it. He started with a wooden mallet and
lightly tapped the stone. It produced a subtle ringing. Satisfied, he picked up the next tool, a heavy leather
hammer. A mournful peal reverberated when it struck. Lastly, he pounded a small chisel against it. The metal did
not chip or scratch the stone, but it produced the clearest sound yet. As the final note died away, he thought he
heard a faint squeak.
Merinck said the stone was hollow; there could be something of value inside. I don’t know how to open it,
though. There must have been a good reason for someone to shape it, but whoever sent the stone into the Spine
hasn’t taken the trouble to retrieve it or doesn’t know where it is. But I don’t believe that a magician with enough
power to transport the stone wouldn’t be able to find it again. So was I meant to have it?
He could not answer the question. Resigned to an unsolvable mystery, he picked up the tools and returned the
stone to its shelf.
*
That night he was abruptly roused from sleep. He listened carefully. All was quiet.
Uneasy, he slid his hand under the mattress and grasped his knife. He waited a few minutes, then slowly sank
back to sleep.
A squeak pierced the silence, tearing him back to wakefulness. He rolled out of bed and yanked the knife from
its sheath. Fumbling with a tinderbox, he lit a candle.
The door to his room was closed. Though the squeak was too loud for a mouse or rat, he still checked under
the bed. Nothing. He sat on the edge of the mattress and rubbed the sleep from his eyes.
Another squeak filled the air, and he started violently.
Where was the noise coming from? Nothing could be in the floor or walls; they were solid wood. The same
went for his bed; and he would have noticed if anything had crawled into his straw mattress during the night. His
eyes settled on the stone. He took it off the shelf and absently cradled it as he studied the room. A squeak rang in
his ears and reverberated through his fingers; it came from the stone.
The stone had given him nothing but frustration and anger, and now it would not even let him sleep! It ignored
his furious glare and sat solidly, occasionally peeping. Then it gave one very loud squeak and fell silent.
Eragon warily put it away and got back under the sheets. Whatever secret the stone held, it would have to wait
until morning.
The moon was shining through his window when he woke again.
The stone was rocking rapidly on the shelf, knocking against the wall. It was bathed in cool moonlight that
bleached its surface. Eragon jumped out of bed, knife in hand. The motion stopped, but he remained tense. Then
the stone started squeaking and rocking faster than ever.
With an oath, he began dressing. He did not care how valuable the stone might be; he was going to take it far
away and bury it. The rocking stopped; the stone became quiet. It quivered, then rolled forward and dropped onto
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the floor with a loud thump. He inched toward the door in alarm as the stone wobbled toward him.
Suddenly a crack appeared on the stone. Then another and another.
Transfixed, Eragon leaned forward, still holding the knife. At the top of the stone, where all the cracks met, a
small piece wobbled, as if it were balanced on something, then rose and toppled to the floor. After another series
of squeaks, a small dark head poked out of the hole, followed by a weirdly angled body.
Eragon gripped the knife tighter and held very still. Soon the creature was all the way out of the stone. It
stayed in place for a moment, then skittered into the moonlight.
Ergon recoiled in shock.
Standing in front of him, licking off the membrane that encased it, was a dragon. …
*COLORADO*
152.110 Excerpt from The Day Of The Saxon\fn{by Homer Lea (1876-1912)} Denver, Denver County, Colorado,
U.S.A. (M) 7
When we consider interests vital to national existence we can differentiate but slightly between them and the
personal wants that control individual efforts. Both are moved by the same impulses, and over both the same wide
vanities and fears hold dominion. Nations are not introspective any more than are individuals, and the degree that
crises affect them is determined inversely by the remoteness in time and space of their occurrence. What has
happened in the past or what may take place in the future, what goes on without the threshold or beyond the
boundaries of the state, has little effect upon mankind as compared with the influence of internal affairs and the
domestic concerns of the present.
In the circumscription of man’s fealty to his immediate time and environment is to be found the origin of all
national and racial disintegration. When men abandon with reluctance their own dunghills for the glories of their
God, the fretful moments of their existence for the calm of eternal time, how fragile are their racial bonds and
how futile are the hopes based upon them!
By the efforts men make to preserve their families from want, from servitude or destruction do we judge their
domestic virtues. In such a manner, only to a larger degree, should judgment be rendered upon these same men
according to the efforts they make toward a like preservation of their race. If a man who gives over his family to
the vicissitudes of his neglect is deserving of scorn, how great should be the contempt felt for him who evades the
obligations he owes his race and gives over, not alone his family, but all his people to conquest or destruction.
Public fealty is only a nobler conception of the duty a man owes his family. A nation is a union of families;
patriotism the synthesis of their domestic virtues. The ruin of states, like the ruin of families, comes from one
cause—neglect. To neglect one’s family is to lose it; to neglect one’s country is to perish with it. Individuals are a
part of the world only in the duration or memory of their race.
The British Empire stands in the same relation to this neglect, its causes and results, as all other nations that
have gone down because of it. Wars have brought about the formation of this Empire; and wars will prolong or
shorten its existence according as to whether or not the British people prepare for those inevitable struggles that
are now approaching and which belong in no way to the ephemeral ordinances or the passions of men but are a.
part of those elemental forces that take no cognizance of mankind nor of his institutions.
Factors that determine the length or brevity of wars are invariable in their application, and the conditions
circumscribing the military relationship of the Empire to the world are reducible to three principles:
1. When the military preparedness of the British Empire is developed proportionately to that of
its strongest enemy and continues in constant progression during peace, the number of its wars,
their duration and destruction of life, is reduced to a minimum.
2. Whenever its state of military preparedness is only equal to the least militant power, then it
is capable of waging war only with such a nation. These wars are the longest in duration and are
the greatest in the destruction of life and property.
3. When a state of military preparedness is highly developed in the enemy and lacking in the
British Empire, the destruction of the Empire will ensue if that attack is developed in Europe
against the United Kingdom or is directed against the Indian frontiers.
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The British Empire will be destroyed only through those avertable causes which the Saxon now dreads to
contemplate. Yet it is because of this evasion that the defense of the Empire falls away and the time of its
dissolution draws near.
To understand the true significance of an empire as vast and fragile as that of the Saxon one must have no fixed
opinions concerning its military progression, but must, on the other hand, make the acquisition of such knowledge
the basic principle of his patriotism.
The Saxon has marked around this earth, as has no other race before him, the scarlet circle of his power. This
thin, red Saxon line, so thin with his numbers, so red with his blood, was made possible only by his heroism and
racial fealty. Where this line has not gone man has not found.\fn{ I.e., it has gone everywhere.} It has crossed every sea;
it has traversed every desert; it has sought every solitude; it has passed through swamps where only the sacred ibis
fishes; over sands that have never been moistened; over snows that have never melted. There has been no storm it
has not encountered, no pain it has not endured; no race it has not fought, and no disease it has not contended
with. This Saxon line has been to the earth a girdle tragic and heroic, binding within itself all the old and great
places of the world. It has been silent in its duty, ignored in its achievement, and scorned in its devotion; yet it has
given down to this now neglectful race a world such as mankind has never known before; an empire over which
the sun and stars shine together; where night never falls nor dawn begins.
At this late hour or never must the Saxon people arouse themselves to the somber consequences of their
neglect and break away from the pleasant security of their delusions. To them has now come that gloomy dawn so
familiar to man throughout all the nights and dawns he has bedded and risen together, falling asleep upon a
peaceful earth and getting up to find it a place of strife; going to bed under the serene and happy heavens and
awakening to find them filled with demons; laying his head upon the pillow of his gods and rising to find himself
abandoned. This has ever been the fate of nations as they have laid themselves down to sleep throughout the ages
much in the same manner as the Saxon race, in all their glory and hope and vanity, only to awake at a
predetermined hour to find themselves upon a savage dawn, stripped and desolate.
*
The scorn of war, like the denial of death, belongs to the same category of self-deception. It is the derision of
the non-apparent. It is the hate of hateful realities. So mankind hides it away from himself in those deeper cellars
of his consciousness where, all heaped together, are secreted his hidden fears. National valor based on
concealment is no more than the spontaneous expression of national fears, the mad struggle of them under the
propulsion of necessity. To evade the contemplation of individual extinction is identical, in a general sense, with
that subterfuge practiced by unmartial nations toward war. The inevitability of both is recognized, but the
application of this knowledge is relegated, not to themselves, but to all other men and all other nations.
War is a part of life, and its place in national existence is fixed and predetermined. Human equivocation cannot
affect its status; nor the laws of mankind its application. To the degree that war is a basic principle in national
progression must preparation for its conduct be specific. There can be no scorn of it, nor denial, nor fear, nor the
substitution of human ordinances for those that are cognizant of man only in the aggregate.
While the policy of statesmen in one generation may affect, for good or for evil, the affairs of the nation in a
distant period of time, there still exists, nevertheless, that effective counterpoise of constant readjustment of
international relationship that is determined, not by the statesmen themselves, but by external conditions over
which they have no control and from which they have no defense except to readjust their policies and systems.
In this manner, and no other, must the conduct of a nation’s military policy be carried on. The same external
control remains paramount and constant; and, as the probabilities of war shift from one nation to another,
preparations must shift accordingly; a state of preparedness must always exist that is variable yet specific.
This fundamental principle is denied by the British Empire in its military development, as it is by America and
China. The latter is now paying the price of its scorn; and, though the penalty has not as yet been exacted from
America and the British Empire, the time is near at hand when the old Shylock of their disdain shall bare the
breasts of both.
To the multitude of a nation engrossed in their own affairs it seems impossible to foretell the approach of war,
the place from which it shall come and the manner of its conflict. Hence it is that in nations governed by popular
will the preparation for war is, according to the degree that the populace controls such legislation, general in
character and useless in application.
In the formative processes of national life and in their eventual dissolution there is nothing uncertain nor
mysterious in the determination of the quarter from whence wars shall come nor the approximate time of their
approach. But whenever legislation affecting war is determined by popular will, such legislation becomes
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incoherent; when controlled by constitutional limitations, it becomes inflexible and passes into a state of dry rot.
Like the puff-ball, it retains its outward semblance, yet the heart of it is no more than dust.
When we consider that characteristic now so predominant in the nations of the Anglo-Saxon race, of allowing
individual wants to take precedence over the vital interests of national existence, we find in it every source of
militant immobility and decay.
The sun never sets on the same political and military conditions that its first rays illumine. The rapidity of this
diurnal change is not apparent to man, sunk in his own affairs, for he views the progression of national and
worldly events—if he views them at all—in the same manner as he regards, unconcernedly and concretely, the
drift of the stream. He is cognizant of it only as a whole. Yet it is the unnumbered minute particles that constitute
its volume and their ceaseless surging that determines its movement. As a river, viewed from a distance, appears
an immovable mass, so in like manner does the individual of Anglo-Saxon nations regard the flow and volume of
national events. It is because of this that their military systems have become fixed; whereas, if state and race are
to survive, their flexibility should be in constant ratio to the causes that determine their institution.
The British Empire stands in no different relation to these elemental characteristics of warfare than any other
nation that has ever existed, though the utilization of its military power, governed by different conditions, may
bear but little resemblance to the military activities of other nations. We are not at present concerned with the
expression of British militancy, but only with its constitution and the fundamental principles that govern its
relationship to the continuance and preservation of the Empire.
Bitter as the realization of it may be, bitter as is the contemplation of national fragility and the futile struggle of
man to find refuge in the delusion of universal peace, the natural law of survival remains immutable. The Saxon
Empire can endure only so long as her military development remains constant to her political expansion and the
economic development of her territories. This military development moreover must be proportionate to the
military, political, and commercial expansion of all other nations, singly and in coalition. Never, so long as their
expansion. whether militant, political, or economic, is convergent with the Empire’s established interests, can
British militancy remain dormant or evade its responsibilities.
The same causes and the identical means that brought about the establishment of all other nations produced in
like manner the British Empire. By wars and conquests, by theft and intrigue, by the same brutal use of physical
power, was it put together piece by piece.
The brutality of all national development is apparent, and we make no excuse for it. To conceal it would be a
denial of fact; to glamour it over, an apology to truth. There is little in life that is not brutal except our ideal. As
we increase the aggregate of individuals and their collective activities, we increase proportionately their brutality.
Nations cannot be created, nor can they become great, by any purely ethical or spiritual expansion. The
establishment, in great or small entities, of tribes and states is the resultant only of their physical power; and
whenever there is a reversal, or an attempted reversal to this, the result is either internal dissolution or sudden
destruction, their dismembered territories going to make up the dominions of their conquerors.
In just such a manner has the British Empire been made up from the fragments of four great maritime powers;
the satrapies of petty potentates; and the wilderness of nameless savages.
When the commercial power of Venice and Genoa passed over to Portugal and Spain, these two powers had,
by their discoveries and conquest, divided, in a practical sense, the world between them. Yet the militant decay
began early to manifest itself in Portugal, and by the end of the melancholy reign of John III, it had made its final
exit from the camps of dominant kingdoms. In like manner Spain began to go down after the revolt of the
Netherlands. Holland, France, and England then assumed the power of these two decadent states in the same
manner as they had taken over the abandoned possessions of other states and tribes.
It was not until after the Peace of Breda that the decline of Holland began, discordant, desperate, inevitable. It
suffered from the old disease of nations, that universal paresis, the delusion that trade and its gold constitutes a
national asset capable of indefinite progression, and is freed from concomitant military expansion. So it
descended from the dais of its greatness and now sits in the shadow of other kingdoms’ footstools—a jester in the
motley of universal peace.
The going down of Holland was followed by that of France, beginning subsequent to the Seven Years’ War and
ending in the days of the Revolution. With the decline of France as a maritime power, continental supremacy upon
the sea was at an end. By the close of the eighteenth century England had gathered together the wreckage of these
nations—the wreckage for which she was not alone responsible. By their vanity and ignorance, by her valor and
brutality—as is the way of nations—she seized, one by one, their seas and dominions.
Now, after a century of rule, of such supremacy as mankind has never heretofore known, the British Empire is
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confronted, not by one, but by four powers in the eventual struggle for the suzerainty of one-third the world. Each
of these nations is proportionately better qualified to wrest it from the Saxons than were they, from the middle of
the sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth century, capable of taking it by force of arms from Portugal, Spain,
Holland, and France.
It is not, however, in the military potentiality of these Powers that the dread of the Briton should be found, but
rather in the fundamental difference that exists between the conquests of the sixteenth and the twentieth centuries.
In those earlier centuries the hunt and bagging of states was rather the result of individual lust for individual loot
and was, in consequence, restricted.
Now all is changed; the individual has given way to his composite self, the nation, and the loot of town and
tavern has given way to the universal thievery of natural resources that modern civilization has made necessary
for the progression of man and the supremacy of his political institutions. In those old days it was the orderless
strife of individuals; now it is the predetermined struggle of nations. In those times when the world was opulent
and the greed of man was the small greed of his single self, mankind marauded rather than warred. Now it is the
struggle of nations in the last looting of Nature; increasing each year in intensity, not alone by the added
increment of population, but by the development of material science and the growing hungers of our insatiable
civilization.
The two laws that govern in the future the outbreak of decisive hostilities, we state as follows:
1. When the resources of one nation stand in inverse ratio to its military power, and the
military capacity of its competitor is proportionate to the needs of its race, then war will ensue
when the military decadence of one and the economic necessities of the other reach a known
point.
2. When the exploitation of the natural resources of a nation militarily weak is prohibitive to
nations militarily strong, war will ensue when the economic needs of the militant powers exceed
their own natural resources.
It is in these two principles that is found the true source and terribleness of those wars that must in due time
fall upon the British Empire.
The inevitability of wars cannot be determined upon by the extraneous manifestations of their precipitating
causes. These causes have nothing to do with the source of war and, strange as it may seem, have only the
slightest effect upon the combat itself. The sources of war are constant and immutable, differing only in the
viewpoint of the observer, while the apparent and precipitating causes are no more than ephemeral, coming and
going from time to time, as the fluttering of smoke over some crater-top. Yet it is upon this coming and going of
the immaterial that the false doctrine of arbitration is based.
As the complexity of civilization increases, with a corresponding augmentation of popular control in
governmental affairs, the personal clement in warfare vanishes. In future wars the rages of kings and the schemes
of their ministers will play no part; their origin now rests in the contact of nations and races, in the convergence of
their expansion. Due to this fact, that uncertain element, the hates of monarchs and the ambitions of their
ministers, is eliminated, and the determination of the approach of war becomes more exact: We have already
enunciated the law governing the convergence of nations.\fn{ In the first volume of this three-volume work, The Valor of
Ignorance.}
The basic principle of war has been the same for all time and will continue so until the end of human
contention. Only the immediate causes and manner of war, those last straws that break down the peace of nations,
alter from age to age. In the past it was the individual who was the predominant factor; today, nations; tomorrow,
races.
It is in the political and geographical situation of the British Empire that we must look to its freedom from war
or its position as the storm-center of those terrible struggles that must fall upon the world sometime on the
morrow.
In exact proportion as the Empire is removed from the expanding spheres of other nations will it be freed from
the environment of combat; but to the degree that the reverse is true the Empire is placed within the sphere of war.
The character of the British Dominion is different from any of the great empires that have preceded it. It not
only consists of one-fourth the land surface, but the suzerainty of the Five Seas. It is over this seventeentwentieths of the world that broods the jealous yet anxious scowl of the Saxon race. That British rule should, in
various degrees of sovereignty, exercise its dominion over seventeen-twentieths of the world’s surface is
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significant of just that degree of repression toward all other nations; their rights and expansion by land or by sea.
It is not so much in the vastness of British possessions that are found conditions provocative of war as it is in
its geographical distribution. It is not a segregated sovereignty occupying, as the Russian Empire, a corner or
contiguous portion of the earth, but forms, on the other hand, a circle around the entire globe, within which is
placed all the other powers of the world; and not one of them can follow their lines of natural expansion without,
sooner or later, being brought into direct contact with the British Dominion.
It is not for us to comment on this portentous circle, this stupendous yet shadowy girdle, that holds for the
human race so much of terror and of gratitude, so much of freedom and of war. It is enough to make evident its
presence and its potentialities.
At the present time no great nation in Europe or Asia can move on those radii of expansion, as determined by
natural law, radii upon which they must move or fall into decadence, without the prior destruction of Saxon
sovereignty.\fn{This text is accompanied by maps upon which these supposed radii are drawn. } It is because of this that we find
in Europe more than sixteen million soldiers and in Asia more than three millions to break forth at some
predetermined time, singly or in coalition, and shatter the vast yet fragile circle of British power.
As we contemplate the Saxon armies of less than half a million men, scattered around the world on this neverending circle under the pretense of guarding against twice ten million men, there is recalled to us a similar scene
that one may look upon from the northern slopes of the Wu Tai Mountains, where the old wall of China stretches
like the British wall over dominions it can no longer defend. Over mountain chains, through deserts, across rivers,
around principalities and states it goes on and on until one would almost imagine that there was neither end nor
beginning to it. But alas, the end of the wall is there; there at every point upon which the eye rests. It is no longer
a wall: it is a monument.
So now as we meditate upon the living wall of Britain, extending not across a northern frontier, but around and
around the world, we see only the present in its counterpart of antiquity. Like the old wall of Hoangti, its watch
towers have crumbled, but man rather than time has thrown them down. The Saxon himself, and not the enemy,
has put out its watch-fires, torn down its merlons, and made the wide breaches between its bastions. It is no longer
a barrier, but, not unlike the old wall of China, it is a monument, a monument to the dead that built it and to the
spirit that has all but departed.
We have, heretofore, found that the militancy of a race is primarily dependent upon necessity; and, as this
condition passes, the militancy dependent upon it deteriorates; and, while the necessity of militancy must return to
a race at some subsequent period, the militant spirit does not return simultaneously with it. Because of this single
tragic fact, do nations, whenever they reach such pre-eminence among other states as to appear to themselves
impregnable, sanction the degeneration of the military spirit. When this decadence reaches a certain point, the
nation, regardless of its wealth, area, or population is destroyed.
Militancy is divisible into three distinct phases:
1. The militancy of the struggle to survive.
2. The militancy of conquest.
3. The militancy of supremacy or preservation of ownership.
It is in the first that the military genius of a people reaches its height. It is in the last that the nation takes its
final departure from the affairs of mankind.
The Saxon race has apparently entered upon this last stage of militancy. The old ideals that made possible the
Empire have been put aside. The militant spirit has become of secondary consideration: it is now hardly more than
that spirit of the trade rat, redolent and satisfied in the accumulation of that which is useless to national and racial
progression.
It is, therefore, the purpose of this work to examine into, not alone the probabilities of war that must eventually
result in the destruction of the Empire, but into the possibilities of bringing about a militant renascence of the
Saxon race before their day is finally done.
*
We have considered in a general sense the main factors that determine the militant decadence of a race or state,
but we have omitted one salient factor—the control by statesmen over the direction of national progression,
national ideals and institutions. This control, paradoxical as it may seem, diminishes as is increased the power of
the populace over governmental affairs. No people are more easily deceived than when permitted to deceive
themselves. Self-deception is the rule of the human race. Hence in any government dependent upon the will of the
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populace statesmen give way to politicians, and these, so notorious for their cowardly nature, go with the
populace along the line of least resistance. In national affairs this line leads to the most debased of ideals—the
supremacy of individual greed over national unity and perpetuation.
Had British statesmen at the close of the militant era of conquest taken the precaution to preserve Saxon
militancy in its purity, and held it aloof from the sweat and hypocrisy of commercial supremacy, there would not
now exist those dangers we are to consider in this work.
It is true that even the wisest statesmen, being but transient in their tenure of office, resort to expedients. But
the mediocre statesman gives no thought to the true relation the state and its functions bear to the individual.
Whenever they differentiate between them in the discharge of their duties, the future gives way to the present and
the nation to the individual.
As the power of the populace increases, the wisdom of the statesmen,. who concern themselves with external
affairs, decreases proportionately. Because of this it is no uncommon thing to find that their judgment relative to
war is not superior to the common opinion of their constituents. Instead of being cognizant of the one primitive
principle that the expansion of nations and their concomitant wars are governed by natural laws, they construe
these laws and wars to be of their own making, since the forces productive of them operate through their agency.
So now in this crucial period of the Saxon race we find it given over to self-deception, to the fat somnolence of
satisfaction, viewing all the world that lies beyond their shadow with complaisance and obese disdain. Party
politics, obscuring the nation in its yellow mist, endeavors to form within this fleeting nebulosity a world of its
own, filling it with all that is temporizing and false, all that is transient and corrodent, until that eventual day when
the storm of war shall scatter this nebula of fraud and the world shall find it a worm-eaten pile in the cleared wash
of its sea.
*
Wars against the British Empire are not governed by conditions mysterious nor unknown, but are, on the other
hand, determinable with more or less exactitude; and our purpose in this work is to examine into the occurrence of
those conflicts that must ensue so long as the Saxon Empire encircles the world.
The determination of future wars directed against the Saxon race is governed by four definite principles.
1. There can be no salient political or territorial expansion of any of the great powers without a
corresponding subtraction from British Dominion. The degree of this subtraction or destruction,
as the case may be, is determined by the relative disproportion between the military capacity of
the expanding powers and that of the Empire.
2. War by a single power against the Empire, in ascertaining its probability and time, is
determined by the rate of the expansion along one or more radii converging upon the British
Dominion, plus the momentum of national necessity and the kinetic energy of its military
establishment.
3. War by a coalition against the Empire is determined by the approximation of their equality
in rates of expansion along their respective radii convergent on specific arcs of the British circle,
plus their approximate equality in national momentum and military energy.
4. The number of allies is determined by three factors:
(a) The time of mutual adjustment.
(b) The degree of wealmess in two or more arcs of the British circle.
(c) The degree of militant expansion of two or more nations whose respective radii are
convergent upon the two or more weakened arcs in the British circle.
Preparation for the continuance of the Empire and the preservation of its integrity must be specific. It must be
as ceaseless and expanding as is the progression of the race itself. The Imperial circle with which the Saxon has
girdled the world—and mankind—is not fixed, but is, on the other hand, in a state of constant agitation. This
alternating shrinkage and expansion is the Law of Nations. Frontiers are never, but for the briefest period of time,
quiescent, Hence it is that, in seeking the approximately constant variation in national boundaries in order to
ascertain whether their tendency is to contract or extend, we do not look to their geographical borders, but to the
spirit of their people,
Each nation builds its own monuments—and writes its own epitaphs. If, however, we regard only the
geographical and political situation of the Empire we find that it stands in relation to the powers of the world, not
only productive of the possibility and probability of war, but the absolute certainty of it. Yet this is not the end;
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for, when the spirit of the nation breaks forth at the same time in the denial of war, then we have not war, but
destruction, This denial means nothing more nor less than a belief on their part that the world acquiesces in Saxon
sovereignty—the spontaneous shrinkage of their own countries and the unopposed expansion of the British
Empire until it assumes the undisputed sovereignty of the world.
*
For a Saxon to deny war is to epitomize human vanity. Peace and its duration, like war, is determined by
natural laws that in their fundamental principles do not vary nor are found wanting.
In conformity to these laws we find that the future peace of the Empire stands in decreasing ratio and must so
continue until it is either destroyed or reaches a point of world dominance.
There can be no further extension of British sovereignty without encroachment upon the political rights and
territorial possessions of other nations—a condition of warfare the continuity of which is determined by the
relative equality in military power that exists between the Empire and the nations that stand across its lines of
expansion.
There can be no retention of present British sovereignty without the repression of the territorial and political
expansion of other nations—a condition that must culminate in war, one war if the Empire is destroyed; a series if
it is victorious.
The intensity of these conditions increases with each year of added population; each year of augmented arts
and sciences that open up to mankind new wants, while at the same time diminishing the source of their supply;
each year of new invention that shatters time and space and crowds the greater nations, by irresistible and
uncontrollable expansion, against the circle of the British Empire.
It is in this last principle that we come upon the inevitability of war, upon the full consciousness of it, so that
no amount of hope nor evasion nor denial can conceal it from us. It is very simple, this irrevocable law of war. It
is terrible in its simplicity.
The circle of the Saxon Dominion must be broken or the greatness of other nations be restricted. …
152.74 Excerpt from Father Struck It Rich\fn{by Evalyn Walsh McClean (1886-1947)} Denver, Denver County,
Colorado, U.S.A. (F) 15
1
When I had my hair dyed because streaks of white were showing in the blackness of it, I went right to the
telephone and one after another called my friends and so-called friends—especially those I knew would spread
the news fast.
“Darling,” I began with each one, “I have become a blonde.”
My habit is to tell things first in preference to letting the gossips make exciting discoveries. I have been doing
this for years. Long ago, as a Washington hostess and as the wife of a newspaper proprietor, I learned it is next to
impossible to cover up anything, no matter how much you might like to keep a few secrets. In this book I am
going to tell all my remaining ones, and some others. That is why I begin by telling my right age, adding three
years to what heretofore it has been the polite thing to believe. I uttered my first cry at half-past four in the
afternoon of August I, 1886, in Denver, Colorado. It was a Sunday. That, I can tell you right now, is a fact entirely
without significance in my life—Sunday, I mean.
A nurse was hired to attend Mother and me during the hours Father had to be away from the house. When the
nurse was there I slept quietly enough, but each day soon after her departure I would begin to fret and then to cry
as one bewitched. The crying would continue until the nurse returned the next day. She could soothe me. Mother
had lost her first baby, born five or six years before, and she and Father were terror-stricken by the thought that I
was going to follow my little sister into oblivion. Mother was so ill that she sent for her mother, my Grandmother
Reed.
How beautiful is the word “Grandmother.”
Mine was truly a grand old woman! Virile and self-willed, she took charge at once, and within a day
discovered that the monster of a nurse had been feeding me morphine in a soothing syrup. My appetite had been
destroyed by the drug, and even when I did take milk it would not stay down. Father drove the nurse out of the
house and tried to have her prosecuted. Grandmother Reed, for weeks thereafter, carried me around on a pillow—
a puny, bluish little creature that almost no one expected to live. All that did keep life in me was the tenderness,
the care, and the mother-shrewdness of Grandmother Reed. To the last minute of her life there was a strong bond
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of sympathy and understanding between us.
We lived in so many, many places when I was a little girl that I cannot possibly fix upon the exact succession
of our homes, but it does not matter; except when we visited elsewhere we were always in the mountains of
Colorado. The first memory of my life that I can bring into focus is of the half-dark interior of a two-room log
cabin. It was comfortable and warm. Snow was thick against the outside of our small window except for a frosted
corner through which, when the sun was shining, came a tinsel glitter.
I was crying bitterly. My small brother Vinson, one year and eight months younger than 1, was crying and
sniffling. This was our protest against being taken into the knife-edged cold of the outdoors. Hands, my mother’s
hands, were pushing my arms and legs into thick garments. A scratchy woolen fascinator was draped firmly over
my head to cover my ears and then crossed below my chin, the ends being tucked far back under my arms.
Mittened and mummified, I was stood to one side while Vinson’s wrappings were completed; that meant I was
ready, so I began to yell with ferocity, stamping my feet for additional emphasis. Then Vinson was ready, and as
Mother rose with him on her arm his yells were intensified. Then Mother opened the door and plucked me, with a
thickly gloved hand, after her into the cold.
It is my understanding that we were then wintering high up in a mining camp near Leadville, and the cold I am
talking about was an arctic cold. As the latch of the heavy door clicked behind us I walked, clutching my mother’s
glove, up a flight of treacherous and glassy steps that had been chopped (probably by my father) in the ice on the
slope of the hill into which the cabin was imbedded. When our feet had crunched to the top step we turned into a
pathway of black and icy footprints in the snow at the level of our cabin’s roof.
Several cabin-roofs along that pathway was another and bigger cabin, that stood higher on the slope. This one
sheltered the mining-camp boardinghouse where we took our meals. There is a fault in the vein of my memory
after that. I must have been about four years old.
*
The next thing I remember is an occurrence in Denver. There were streetcar tracks in front of the small and
ugly house. One side of our backyard was bordered by a weatherblackened fence that enclosed the yard of our
next-door neighbors. They kept a dog there. Vin and I often heard him, and we had been told we must not climb
the fence because the dog would bite us. Whenever we hit the fence with a stick he would bark and his chain
would rattle. One day Mother put us into the back yard and told us not to go out of it; she was going downtown.
In a little while Vin and I were bored. What was it we were forbidden to do? Climb the fence. Climb the fence—
just that quickly it became an impulse on which I acted. Poor little Vin, who so many times was led into trouble
by his Sis, climbed with me. It could not have been a very high fence; it only seems so in my memory. We
dropped into the neighbor’s yard. Everything there looked inviting. There was grass, and in one far corner a
doghouse. But the dog was not chained in his house. I heard the animal growling before I saw him, heard his
claws clicking on a brick pavement, and then he scampered around a corner of the house and came for us at a
dead run—a white bull terrier.
Ourselves two frightened little animals, Vin and I scuttled to the fence and began to climb. I felt as if I were
half-petrified, but I got over and dropped into our yard.
Poor brother! Slower and smaller, he was astride the fence as the dog ended his charge with a leap. Vin
screamed piercingly.
What I remember next is the vibrations of heavy footsteps that told me of the arrival of the doctor. From my
hiding place under the bed in the front room, I could hear water running in the kitchen, could see a long black
satchel on the floor and now and then a hairy hand that reached down into it. There was dust in my nostrils and
grief and regret in all my fibers. At intervals there were more screams from Vinson. The doctor was working some
fresh kind of torture on the dreadful scarlet rags of flesh on my brother’s leg. They did not find me until after the
doctor had gone.
The shock had caused Mother to have one of her headaches; a wet towel was bandaged at her forehead and her
swollen eyelids were red and tearstained. Father had come home. He was getting his gun. Afterward I became
well acquainted with that old forty-one caliber revolver that had been with Father through all his years in the
Black Hills and around Leadville. But this time it was just another awful item in the list of things my wrongdoing
had brought to the surface of our lives.
“Where you going, Tom?” Mother’s voice was shrill with fresh alarm.
“To kill that damned dog.”
I saw him go out the door, vest unbuttoned, his head cocked a little to one side, three fingers of his right hand
held as delicately away from the butt of the erect revolver as if they were the fingers of a too-elegant lady
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balancing a fork. My father was ready to “throw down” on that beast that had tom the leg of his precious boy; Vin
was his idol. I felt that there were ultimate horrors ahead for all of us, and dived back under the bed. I have no
recollection of any shot, nor do I remember anything else about that affair. Vinson thereafter had deep and shiny
scars on the calf of his leg, scars that I saw with feelings of guilt.
We moved away from the ugly little house, but where we went is not clear to me. Sometimes we lived in deep
bowl-like valleys where I would have to tilt my head way back to see the sky roof above the mountain walls. With
the swiftness of a stage effect, day would change to night and then come again in the same way. Sometimes we
would be living in an unpainted board house so far up on a mountain that, almost any time I wished, on a wet day
I could suck a wisp of cloud fleece right into my mouth or swing my arms to and fro and make a piece of cloud
flow and eddy along the ground as if it were smoke from my father’s cigar. Generally we were in the mountains in
summer, and Father would come and go on the back of a horse. These animals were changed even more
frequently than our houses, because they were hired animals. When cold weather came we usually retreated to
Denver; mining-camp winters were deemed too severe for Vinson and Mother and me.
There was one time, though, that we certainly were living in a mining town in the winter. The place was
Leadville. One man was distinguished from all others in Leadville by a black patch over an empty eye-socket. He
was John Campion, owner of the Little Johnny, and a shrewd and hearty friend of my father.
*
I always pleaded with Father to let me go with him on his trips, and one day at Leadville when he was going
on farther up into the mountains on a sled he consented to take me. He frequently did when it was possible. This
time he was going to see a man about a mine. That is about as much as I remember of his errand; probably it is as
much as I knew.
The sled seat was close to the ground. When Father had tucked the grizzly-bear robe tightly around my legs to
shut out the cold, and when I had nestled myself close beside him, I was lower than the horse’s body. I could look
between its hind legs and see its thickly coated brown hide as if it were a bloated ceiling. I kept my eyes there,
because the bright sunlight on the snow brought tears.
Oh, it was a thrilling day! The sled runners sang on the ice of the road, and my papa and I smiled, feeling
ourselves sliding so smoothly. Here the roads were wider than in most of the mountain regions I knew. The trot,
trot, trot and clinking of steel on ice lulled me. I slept part of the way. When I woke up, we were riding in a gray
mist. Flakes of snow were catching on my eyelashes, and the sun was hidden. I no longer had to keep my eyes
fixed on the dark body of the horse. The road was steep, and now and again the horse was permitted to stop.
Then we came to a cabin and Father called out,
“Hello!”
As we got off the sled, the horse’s nostrils were flaring so as to reveal the red lining. Its exhalations were
smoky as a dragon’s breath. Father covered the tired beast with the bearskin and then we hustled into the cabin,
the door of which was opened for us. A prospector lived there.
We ate lunch and then, when Father had finished his business with this man and several gunny sacks lumpy
with rock specimens had been thrown with a clatter into a corner, I was helped into my coat. The prospector, a
man with a drooping mustache like Father’s, urged us to stay. He called my father “Tommy.” Father’s eyes left the
man’s to rest significantly on me.
“My wife would be worried,” he said. “I can get back all right.”
It was snowing very hard as Father covered me to the neck. The bearskin now was moistly warm, and smelled
strongly of horse and of something else that may well have been the odor of itself, of bear.
The prospector was regretful, because of the lonesomeness that would descend on him when we vanished; but,
little as I was, I could realize also that there was genuine concern in his eyes looking at me under his shantied
brows that had gone thickly white with the falling snow. He spoke again,
“Better stay.”
There was a slap of the stiffened lines against the brown rump that swelled above me. We began to move as
Father said,
“We’ll get home all right.”
Then the house was gone from sight, and the sled was slithering to the lower side of the road so that Father had
to drive very slowly until we got down the steep onto a more level stretch. In a little while I was aware that there
was no longer any sound from the sled runners; nor did the horse’s shoes clink against stones. The animal was
laboring in deeper snow, lifting each foot with exaggerated strides, but its efforts made no sound that I could hear.
I put my mittened hands beneath the bearskin and tried with all my might to hear something, anything. The cold
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was hurting my face and I no longer could pluck my clothing closer, with fingers that had become numb and stiff.
The white streaks of the falling snow just beyond the horse’s bobbing head became solid white through which I
could not force my vision, strive as I might. Neither seeing nor hearing, I became frightened and started to cry.
Father began speaking to me with affected cheerfulness. I interrupted him to ask if we were lost.
“No,” he said, but made no effort to prove that we were not. We lapsed again into a feathered silence that was
terrifying. I whimpered, and Father said I was a big girl. I said I was cold. Then he spoke to the horse, stopping it.
To dislodge a clot of snow between its ears the animal shook its head, causing the rings of its bit to rattle, and I
was glad of the sound.
Father stood up in the sled and I saw that the cold had made his face blue. Mine hurt. He took the bearskin that
in the morning had kept us so snugly warm and wrapped me in it. Then he placed me at his feet in the bottom of
the sled. I still was cold; he bit the ends of his mustache when he saw me shiver. In the bottom of the sled I ceased
to feel or think.
The next thing I knew we were in the kitchen of a farmhouse and a woman and a man were rubbing snow on
my hands, which felt as if they were on fire. I cried out protests and squirmed to evade them. My father had me on
his lap, and in his hand he held a cup from which he wanted me to drink. He was insistent. My hands hurt as if
they were being pierced over and over with hundreds of needles. The flat tongue of yellow flame in a coal-oil
lamp on the brown oilcloth of the kitchen table was a comfort to me. I began to like the endearments of the
woman, even though the snow she applied to my hands continued to burn. She was telling me why it would be
necessary to keep me from getting closer to the glow of the stove on the other side of the room.
My hands had been frozen, and for weeks were the chief objects of concern in the lives of my mother and
father. There was some dreadful possibility that made them keep questioning me, with the utmost tenderness, as to
how my hands felt. For a while they were not sure (I learned this when I was older) that amputation could be
avoided. During that time Father could not walk and frequently he swore to ease his pain. I heard him tell Mother
that in the blizzard, when we were lost, he no longer had any power in his clublike arms to hold the reins and
guide the horse; that he had been in every way exhausted and hopeless when he saw the faint gleam of yellow
light from the farmhouse window.
*
One day when I was skipping in bright sunlight on a path behind some houses, thinking about my black
pigtails bouncing on my neck, I was overwhelmed by a drenching of warm, greasy water. A young woman cried
out an unfamiliar exclamation of vexation and engulfed me in tender arms. Then she all but smothered me as she
strove to towel from me the worst evidence of her carelessness, all the time berating herself in what I afterward
learned was a Scotch brogue. What she had thrown from a back door, without looking, was the gray fluid of a
clothes boiler.
That was my first meeting with blue-eyed Annie McDonald, who soon thereafter became our first hired girl
and the protector and companion of Vinson and me.
Annie was there to comfort me when I broke Aunt Lucy, my doll. Aunt Lucy was a lady doll with long dresses
humped over a bustle, and with brown curls arranged in a cluster at the back of her bisque head. I had named her
for my mother’s sister, the prettiest woman I had ever seen. One day Mother took us all into a store, and there I
tripped and fell, crushing Aunt Lucy’s head. I cried until they had to put me to bed. Mother had the doll’s head
cemented together, and though she was no longer beautiful I kept her for years. Always the network of cracks in
her face had the power to make me see visions of places in Denver.
Somehow we had become better off. We had Annie and we moved into a little frame house in Vine Street that
seemed lovely to us. It was in a much nicer part of Denver than I previously had known, and I had a room of my
own with a bay window where I kept my dolls and played house. Across the street lived a little girl about my own
age, and we became chums. Sometimes Grandfather Reed came to sit there with me and try to join in my pretense
that I was the mother of a lot of children and had many servants. Over the top of his gold-headed cane he would
clasp hands with ridged fingernails. (I still have the cane as my only memento of him.) His checks were bearded,
there was a tuft of white beard on his chin; his hair was white. He was gentle and dignified.
*
That was the year, 1892, that my school life began. When Mother asked me what I wanted for my birthday, I
said I wanted the biggest slate she could find. I watched her walk down to the car tracks. When she came back,
she gave me a double slate that opened like a book. It had four black surfaces fixed in creamy wooden frames
bordered with red felt. Black cord was laced around and around that red felt.
Some time after I began carrying that possession under my arm as I walked to school, I was required to
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memorize a verse about a lily. My starched white dress stuck out in front, because I was shaped like a small keg. I
was given a calla lily as I started for the platform. Grown-ups sat there, among them my father. I made a bow—
and that very action erased from my mind every word of the verse. Suddenly I burst out crying and ran to my
father. He hugged me tightly and I was mad at everyone else because they all laughed.
*
Every spring and fall a spinster, Miss Ewing, came to the Vine Street house to make dresses. The living room
became the sewing room and Vinson and I had fun teasing Miss Ewing. Cautioned to leave her alone, we turned
stealthy. She discovered that her sewing machine would not operate. I had put chewing gum in the works. My
mother said,
“Tomorrow, Evalyn Walsh, at twelve o’clock I am going to give you a good spanking.”
There was blackness on the face of the earth. I had never been whipped. I tried to play. I went across the street
and sought forgetfulness with my chum. I had no appetite for supper, and when Annie put me to bed I remained
for a long time miserably wide-awake. The next morning Mother went about the house as usual and I began to
have hope that she had forgotten, but when twelve o’clock struck she sent me into the basement and then appeared
with a black buggy whip. She ordered me to take off my flannel petticoat. I howled for mercy, but I was appealing
to a cold, aloof stranger. I think that was the only punishment of the sort ever administered to me.
Thereafter Miss Ewing was left in peace. She made me a canary-colored silk guimpe dress that was the glory
of my life. It was something to be worn only on Sundays, when I went to a church where I sang Onward,
Christian Soldiers at the top of my voice.
This must have been galling to the kinsfolk of my father. Tom Walsh had got so far away from the Roman
Catholic faith that he had become a Mason. Grandfather Reed was a Mason. I can’t say now where I heard it,
whether in the rarely visited house of Uncle Mike Walsh or in the seldom seen home of Aunt Maria Lafferty, but
someone once spoke in my hearing against the sin of it: a Walsh child a Protestant!
Well, if I was not a Catholic, at least, Aunt Maria, I was never a very good Protestant.
2
Some months before I began this book, at a time when I was wretched in my mind, I went to the enormous,
million-dollar house that my father had built at 2020 Massachusetts Avenue in Washington. There are many other
great houses in the Capital which, by sad changes, have been resolved into dust-stained mysteries. I have been in
all of them: when they were alive, gay with music, laughter, champagne—when they were bright with jewels, fine
fabrics, and lustrous eyes. As I rolled under the porte-cochere in my green Dusenberg a few passers-by gathered
on the sidewalk. One of the great plates of glass in the outer wall of that carriage shelter had been broken,
possibly by a thrown rock. My instructions had been obeyed: the doors were open; an electrician had thrown the
electric switches, breaking the current of the burglar alarm wires that made the place into a great trap.
As I mounted the stone steps I shivered. A stream of air was pouring out of all the reaches of the house. It was
so cold, so much colder than the outdoors winter that it was almost visible, and it flowed swiftly. The house was
as a cavern, a subterranean place in my past, and its deepest chill was lodged in my heart. This place had been my
home.
From a basement room that had served as his office I resurrected all my father’s old papers, cardboard letter
files, canvas, covered account books, and other memorabilia of his existence in those years when I took
everything for granted. In upstairs rooms I dislodged from closets and desks old scrapbooks, photograph albums,
boxes of letters. I found some souvenirs of my honeymoon, of my darling baby Vinson, but I shed never a tear
that anyone could see.\fn{Vinson (1909-1918) her first-born son.}
It had become my intention to weave into the strand of my memories all that this material might reveal. By
doing this, I had become convinced that where my own recollections were faulty or dim I could bring my reveries
into focus with reality. On each floor, shrouded into whalelike shapes by paper wrappings, were great quantities of
furniture. In a fine cabinet containing mineral specimens I saw actual lumps of gold; but the richer values that I
wanted were more likely to be found in the receipted bills of a multimillionaire. The values I wanted were
emotional ones. I wished, intensely, to rediscover in my own heart how devotedly we Walshes loved one another.
*
Father was a comparatively rich man when he met and married my mother in Leadville during the boom. He
was rich and poor by turns several times, but it was not of such things that he talked when we sat close to the
stove as a mountain wind howled around our house at Silverton or Ouray. Often I would be on his lap, one arm
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thrust behind him in what was half a caress and half an impulse to play with the little metal buckle that dangled on
the back of his vest; my other hand played with the points of his pencils where these protruded from his pocket,
and where my ear was pressed I could feel the beating of his heart. When he told about blizzards or Indians or bad
men my own heart thumped. Of course, those things were not the beginning of his story.
Tom Walsh was a farmer’s boy, born at Clonmel in Tipperary on April 2, 1850. I know little of his life as a boy
except that his father, my grandfather, was a favorite in the community because he had a violin and could play on
it. As a lad of twelve my father was apprenticed to a millwright, and when he had served his apprenticeship and
could do anything that a carpenter could, and a great deal besides, he came to America. His brother Michael had
come here in 1865, had enlisted in the army, and had been sent West to fight Indians. With his father and his sister
Maria, Tom Walsh came over in 1869. For a while he worked at his trade in Worcester, Massachusetts. Then,
when he was nearing twenty-one, he and his sister went West. Golden was the town where he went to work,
building bridges for the Colorado Central Railroad.
Two years of that; then, naturally enough, the mining fever got hold of him. That was what he called it: “the
mining fever.” Never to the end of his life did he get it out of his blood, and he never wanted to; it was grand fun
for him always, although sometimes heartbreaking.
By the time I was ten, old enough really to understand what he was looking for, he had been possessed by that
fever for twenty years. He was then forty-six. His health had been undermined by worry, disappointing business
affairs, the stresses of rude climate, mining-camp food, and other hardships. In 1896 a doctor warned him that if
he wanted to live he would have to take the utmost care of himself.
When you think what he had been through in the preceding quarter of a century, that was a comical thing to tell
Tom Walsh! To “take the utmost care of himself!” Why, for years he had been inured to sleeping on the ground,
often under canvas in winter blizzards, exposed to all manner of hazards.
In 1873 Father had been caught by the excitement of fresh gold strikes far southwest of Denver, near the
border of Arizona. He joined the rush, but spent most of the winter working in Del Norte; since he was still green
as to mining I suppose he worked at his trade around the mines. In the spring of 1874, he went back to Denver and
then went a few miles westward to Central City; he was there when all the men were made frantic by news that
there had been rich gold discoveries to the north, in the Black Hills of South Dakota. Father went as a member of
a wagon-train party that included some of the most experienced mine operators of Gilpin County. The country
they passed through was Indian territory. The unwary were apt to be scalped, and some were unwary.
*
Father was in and around Custer for nearly a year and then, in 1876, he went over to Deadwood. Deadwood!
Probably a good deal of the frail illusion that its muddy thoroughfare was lined by two-story buildings was
actually the handiwork of Tom Walsh: all the stores, barrooms and gambling houses had false facades that rose
above the actual roofs.
Somewhere along that street of deep, ungraded mud he had a shop. Right in the street near his door was a
placer mine with a wooden trough. Literally, there was gold in the street. Thousands of booted and seldom
washed, rarely shaved gold-seekers were clustered in and around Deadwood. Many were men who short years
before had been fighting each other in uniforms of blue or gray.
There were gentlemen in Deadwood, and thieves; there were heroes and homicidal maniacs; there were nice
women and prostitutes; there were many Chinese, and some Indians. Calamity Jane sometimes strode along the
street in the buckskin clothing and black slouch hat of a plainsman. Her rifle had a skeleton stock, her eyes a hard
glitter. She called my father by his first name. Swill Barrel Jimmy and Antelope Frank were among those who
came rushing into sight when loud shrill yipping and the sounds of galloping horses in harness announced the
approach of the stagecoach.
So many times have I heard my father describe that exciting moment of a Deadwood day that it seems as if my
own eyes actually had seen it: the wheels throwing mud clots as the coach rolled up the gulch, the octagonal
barrels of buffalo guns resting on the forearms of the guards on top, the dirty canvas window curtains flapping and
the coach careening each time a wheel found a deep place in the soft mud. Of course, I never did see that stage;
but as a girl I heard my father talk with lean and gray-eyed Seth Bullock, the sheriff.
In Washington I was in a hotel corridor one time when Father came together with long-haired Captain Jack
Crawford, the poet scout.
“Say, are you the Tom Walsh who struck it?”
“They say I did strike it.”
They peered at each other closely, grins beginning to crease deep wrinkles in their weathered faces.
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“Why, ain’t you the Walsh that rode with the Black Hill volunteers who went after those redskin murderers of
Preacher Smith in seventy-six?”
“That’s who I am: that same Walsh.”
They grasped each other by the hands and then they talked of the Custer “massacree”, of the Homestake mine
and Smoky Jones.
*
One day in the spring of 1876 there had come into Father's little shop in Deadwood a stranger, ragged and
filthy from a long stay in the hills. Something lovable and charming shone in the eyes that peered out from a
frazzled, uncombed mat of hair and long beard. Exposure to the sooty breath of his campfire had given to this
prospector the dubious complexion of a slab of bacon, and with merciless accuracy Deadwood had fixed upon
him the name “Smoky” Jones.
Smoky had asked Father to do some trifling job for him. It was about lunchtime, and Father had asked him to
come and eat with him. The obviously hungry man declined shyly, but it was wholly characteristic of Tom Walsh
that he should insist. As they ate they became friends and when they parted Father told Smoky Jones never to
come into Deadwood without visiting him.
After that, Smoky came often and Father always saw to it that the prospector had a good meal inside him
before he hit the trail back into the hills. Somewhere out there, Smoky Jones had a prospect in which he had great
faith. He showed specimens of rock to Father and talked with enthusiasm about his strike. Then, one day, he
proposed that Father become his partner and help him develop his mine.
Father protested that he knew nothing of mining: he was a builder, a millwright. Smoky urged, and Father
decided to consult some of his Colorado mining friends—men with whom he had come from Gilpin County into
the Black Hills. They were mining men with “learning.” So Tom Walsh told these oracles of Smoky’s offer.
“Have nothing to do with it,” they said dogmatically. “It’s a slate formation and even if there is a little gold
there it is only a freak. No mine can be worth fooling with that is not a true fissure vein in granite.” (I have this in
Father’s handwriting.)
Father was keenly disappointed, but he was convinced. He told Smoky Jones that he was going to abide by the
advice of his Colorado friends, and declined the offer of a partnership. Precisely what he declined, in his
ignorance, was a half-interest in the Homestake, one of the world’s greatest gold mines. From it came the vast
fortunes of United States Senator George Hearst, the father of William Randolph Hearst; and in nearly sixty years
the Homestake mine, still a producer, has given up more than $266,000,000.
When my father talked of the incident in after years, it was always with a rare kind of Irish pride at the size of
his blunder.
But where another man might have gone on being foolish, my father buckled down to learn all he could of
mining—of Nature’s customs, of her whims, in depositing precious minerals in the earth. He learned from
experience, out of the minds of other men and even out of books. To the last year of his life he was ready to point
out with grim satisfaction that, while those dogmatic Colorado mining friends had been among the first in the
Black Hills rush, not one of them had acquired any of the great properties of that region. What had cheated them,
he used to say, was not a matter of luck but their own technical prejudices.
As for Tom Walsh, ten thousand times in his succeeding years he stooped to pick a bit of float or to chip a
specimen from an outcrop that another mining man would have passed by without pause. If it had not been for
that habit he might have died poor. Indeed, but for that habit there might have been little out of the ordinary for
me to tell.
*
Some time in 1877 Father left Deadwood and returned to Colorado. To show for his hardships, hazards and
labor in the Black Hills he had between $75,000 and $100,000. Whether he made any part of it trading in claims
or mines I do not know; it is reasonable to suppose he made most of the money as a builder, since his sort of skill
would have been at a premium when Deadwood was becoming a town. At any rate in 1878 he was attracted to
another boom camp, Leadville.
Nearly eighteen years before my father arrived swarms of placer miners had cleaned up about $5,000,000 in
gold dust by washing the sand and gravel of the stream bed in California Gulch. All that remained of that activity
in the succeeding years was a village of about five hundred persons. It was called Oroville.
Then some man, more observant, more curious, more thorough than all the others who had passed that way,
made an exciting discovery about the black and water-worn boulders of the stream bed. The earlier fortune—
seekers had levered some of these out of the pathways of their sluices. This man found that the boulders were
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masses of silver-lead carbonates. The place was renamed Leadville and for a few years thereafter—to all America
and beyond—stood as the one spot where a man or a woman might hope to win a fortune overnight. Tom Walsh
arrived in 1878, soon enough to see the arrival of most of the thirty thousand who came.
In that half-mad maelstrom of humanity my father and my mother were to find each other.
*
For a single night my father owned a third-interest in a saloon in Leadville.
“The next morning,” he said, “I took my share of the whiskey and poured it into the gutter.”
I am inclined to believe that must have been an incident in the history of the Grand Hotel. Tom Walsh, aged
twenty-five, had the status of a capitalist when he reached Leadville, and, soon after, he bought—with Jerry Daly
and Felix Leavick—the old City Hotel, which they enlarged and renamed. It stood near the west end of Chestnut
Street, a three-story building with a half-dozen dormer windows along the front of its mansard roof and several
more on either side. The second-floor windows on the front opened onto a balustraded gallery that formed a
shelter over the wooden sidewalk.
The Grand Hotel really was grand! The sheets were not always clean, but the guests were not particular; they
were glad of a chance to sleep turn-about in three eight-hour shifts, at a time when most of Leadville’s inhabitants
were living in tents or even less adequate shelters.
Soon all those thousands were trapped there in the mountains by severe winter conditions. An appalling
number died from exposure and pneumonia. Then the surrounding forests were cut down. Bricks were made.
Leadville had little order, but increasing comfort. In 1879 Tom Walsh became the sole owner of the hotel.
The other large hotel there was the Clarendon. In his book, Here They Dug The Gold, George Findlay Willison
wrote:
The Grand, built over and around the old City Hotel on Chestnut, attracts the more sober and respectable. It is kept
by Thomas F. Walsh and his wife, a rather refined lady who claps the name of St. Keven’s upon well-known Sowbelly
Gulch when her husband happens to make a small strike there. Although the Walshes do well enough from roomers and
boarders they do not attain bonanza rank during this boom.

I am grateful to Mr. Willison for his research, but as an authority on Mrs. Thomas F. Walsh I can assure him
that he was excessively cautious when he wrote “rather refined.” Why, Mother was the most refined woman I ever
knew; and she was not an isolated case even in the wildest days of Leadville. My grandmother, Mrs. Anna Reed,
had taken her there in response to camp publicity about the need for schoolteachers.
It is lodged in my memory that the family, a short while before, had left the home village of Darlington,
Wisconsin, and stayed a while in Birmingham, Alabama, where Grandfather’s brother was a florist and Mother
played the organ in church. Then, because of Grandfather Reed’s lungs, they went on to Denver. There was a
second daughter, Lucy, and a hell-raising, ne’erdo-well son, Steve. My grandfather, Stephen Reed, was a sweet
old dear who probably hovered around while Grandmother made plans and carried them out. It was Grandmother
who determined to place her eldest, Carrie Bell, in a schoolteacher’s post in Leadville.
Carrie Bell, my mother, had a figure that men turned to stare at; she was nearly as pretty as Grandmother and
she sang beautifully. While she was growing she had been required to walk around the house for hours balancing
a glass of water on her head. Because of these exercises, with her feet—even her toes—concealed under a wealth
of petticoats she could, with the utmost elegance, glide so as to appear to be rolling on casters. And it was this
tempting creature that reckless, determined Grandmother Reed took to Leadville.
They made the journey in a stagecoach over a terror-inspiring trail that followed the edge of a succession of
precipices. On that highway there was an unforgettable cavalcade: mule teams dragging canvas covered wagons
with screeching\fn{Because badly greased.} axles, men and women afoot, with packs on their backs, bull teams,
horsemen, laden burros. On that road to Leadville there were other unseen chasms besides those that created such
giddiness in any who let their eyes stray outside the windows of the stagecoach. Indeed, a young and handsome
girl did well to keep her eyes cast down when there were so many on the road who were quick to read a challenge
in an honest glance. There were professional gamblers, gunmen, crooks, riding on to Leadville. There were
veterans of other camps, hard-featured women whose entire baggage consisted of their evil intentions. There were
traders in all manner of things that a mining camp’s population might require.
There were criminals there soon after the rush began. Father used to tell me that Jesse James was working in a
near-by gulch, partner in a claim with two men named Ford. (Bob Ford later shot Jesse James in the back.) But at
Leadville, as anywhere, there were more decent men than crooks: swarms of hard-working fellows, pick and
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shovel laborers, teamsters, carpenters and miners—and they all wanted fortunes quickly, just as my father did.
There were numerous churches in Leadville, and Mrs. Reed and Miss Reed promptly associated themselves
with one of these. I cannot identify it further than to say that it was one of the Protestant churches. What really
puzzles me is how Tom Walsh, an apostate Catholic, ever happened to stray inside. He did though, and heard my
mother singing; he was entranced. I have his word for it that then and there he said,
“That is the girl I am going to marry.”
*
They were happy! They were married on July 11, 1879, and on the first anniversary of their wedding, Father
handed to her the sweetest gift he could have devised—four verses at the top of which he had written:
To my devoted, true and loving wife Carrie B. Walsh, these humble lines are dedicated.

If they were better verses I might think some out-of-luck poet had written them to work out a board bill at the
Grand Hotel; seeing what they are, I dare to submit a sample and ask if such words possibly could come from
other than the one who felt:
Ah, well I know what priceless luck was mine,
That brought the day, the hour, when you became my bride.
Heaven, indeed, could give no choicer, rarer gift
Than you have been to me, my dear and precious pride,
My more than life, my darling Carrie Bell.

The eructative name of Sowbelly Gulch tempts me to believe it was the scene of my mother’s first
housekeeping experience in the mountains. I know that about a year after their marriage they left the hotel and
went out to live at a mine father was preparing to operate. I can well believe she renamed it “St. Keven’s”,
because she did many things to transform the place.
There was no suitable cabin, so Father had a boxcar (one of the first to arrive on the new railroad) taken from
its trucks and placed on a foundation of logs. For steps there was a short flight of half-logs imbedded in a ramp of
earth. There was a stove inside, a table, and a bed. Father fashioned some windows; Mother made curtains of
checked gingham, and in the window boxes she planted flowers less hardy than the native, wild ones. She had
great trouble saving them from the sharp frosts.
Whenever she told me about that first little home her face showed a little quirk of smile. She was better off
than most women who followed gold- and silver-seeking husbands into the mountains. What the average camp
cabin was like I know from my father’s story of one of his adventures in gold-seeking. It was in 1880, and he had
gone for a few days’ stay at a mine in which he was interested, in the Frying Pan district west of Leadville.
*
It was a prospecting trip, and he started out one morning burdened with a gun and a prospector’s pick, to look
over a near-by hill. After several hours of tramping and sampling he decided to have a smoke. Close by, against
the hillside, was an abandoned log cabin. Obviously it had been the shelter of some miners who had lost faith in
the prospect. The roof was formed of poles covered with earth and rocks. Father put the butt of his gun on the
ground and tilted the barrel into a slot formed by uneven ends of the poles supporting the low roof. Then he lit his
cigar, and as he did so his eyes were caught by the gleam of quartz particles in the stuff piled thickly on the roof.
It was likely vein matter. He tried to find the vein, but saw no trace of it. Not far off he discovered the shaft which
the vanished miners had sunk in the hill. The hole was in decomposed granite, absolutely barren. He investigated
a rubbish pit beside the cabin, clearly the place from which had been taken most of the earth piled on the roof:
beneath its debris there was no quartz or other indications of minerals.
Finally he went inside. There he noticed that the earthen floor was made uneven by chunks of partially exposed
rock. With his short-handled pick he broke off corners of the rock. It proved to be nice-looking quartz.
In a flash he saw what had happened. The men who made the location unwittingly had built their cabin
squarely on the apex of a vein, covered the roof with dirt and rock from that vein, and then had gone fifty feet
away to sink their shaft into barren granite. He sampled the roof and when the samples had been assayed the
returns indicated a hundred ounces of silver to the ton.
Father hunted up the owners and paid them their price, which was not much. Then he put two men to work and
within several weeks a fine vein was uncovered. In two months the claim netted him over $75,000, and years after
he had sold it—indeed, more than a quarter of a century after his discovery—it was still a large producer.
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*
A little girl was born to my parents, and died. The price of silver was declining from year to year. One or the
other of these things caused them to leave Leadville and go to Denver where Father invested in real estate. They
were “comfortable”, except for the fact that Father was not well. I was born in 1886, and on April 9, 1888, my
brother Vinson\fn{After whom here own first-born son, previously referred to, was named. } was born. Mother’s younger sister,
my beautiful Aunt Lucy, was living in Denver with her husband, Samuel N. Lee. Uncle Sam and Father went into
business with a Chicago man named David S. Wegg, who it seems owned the rights to exploit in Colorado what
was known as the “Austin smelting process,” a means of extracting values from low-grade ores. An old account
book of Father’s reveals that by a series of assessments during 1892 the newly formed Summit Mining &
Smelting Company received from Mr. Wegg, $25,172.22; from Uncle Sam and Father, each, $12,586.11. Uncle
Sam was president, Father was treasurer and the secretary was a fourth participant, Amos Henderson, who put in
$4,195.37.
That enterprise explains for me some of the moving we did: to Kokomo where a smelter was built; then to
Silverton where another was established. Some English capital was invested in the Silverton smelter. Uncle Sam
and Aunt Lucy had moved to Kansas City. Grandmother Reed—“Nannie” to all of us—was still living in Denver.
*
One visit to her was made unforgettable by what happened to a white fox terrier. Her son, Uncle Steve, was
there and this is my only recollection of my mother’s brother. He was drunk and cursing terribly because Nannie
would not concede something he wanted, probably money. Suddenly he bent down, grabbed the squalling fox
terrier by its hind legs and threw the poor little animal at Nannie. I learned afterward that even as a boy Uncle
Steve had been a dark-eyed fiend. He was frequently in trouble and his sister had lived in terror of him.
Yet the family blamed, always, not Steve but “the drink.” In a letter Mother wrote to Father while I was quite
small and he was trying to mend his health in the East, she reminded him that he had said he would be willing to
pay Steve’s keep in some liquor cure. Then she added that Nannie now knew where her son Steve was.
However, just to balance the matter I want to state that at Pueblo, Colorado, Nannie’s brother was a prominent
citizen, State Senator Elton T. Beckwith.
3
I was nine when Father came home to our Vine Street house one day and announced,
“We are going to live in Ouray.”
Ouray was wonderful. A child first glimpsing that valley from the mountain trail scratched in the rocks high
above it could look down upon a toy town the few streets of which were cross-hatched as if a giant had chalked
on the basin’s floor the patterns for a couple of games of ticktacktoe. Most of the mountains roundabout were
crested and streaked with snow and were lavender where rocks showed through the white. Half a mountain had
collapsed into one end of the valley, after ages to become a pleasant island hill of green, part pasture, part
woodland. From our house we could look across the valley at the mountain from which that enticing debris
apparently had fallen in the geologic past. There was a perpendicular red rock-wound so stratified that to my
fancy it seemed a rich and tempting many-layered devil’s food cake—that is, until my father made it even more
tempting. From our front porch one day he directed my gaze to that red-brown escarpment and explained that
there I saw plainly what his eyes tried to divine when he went prospecting: the very heart of a mountain.
Little Annie was with us as our hired girl at Ouray. She cooked and scrubbed and did her best to keep Vinson
and me out of trouble. Each morning she stood beside me as a monitor until I had put on the red flannel union suit
I so loathed. Each Saturday night she put me into a tub and gave me a bath with so much soapsuds and vigor that I
went through the entire process with my eyes screwed tight and my nose wrinkled in the most hateful expression
my imagination could devise.
We had a “front” room at Ouray, an extra chamber in which a guest might be sheltered for the night.
Sometimes we had as a guest an old prospector who was doing some work for my father. When he came to see us
his hair was slicked down with water and he wore a coat that was green at the seams. Red underwear showed
below his cuffs. There were great calluses on his hands and a thick tuft of hair sprouted from the depths of each
ear. He was Andy Richardson. Father called him “Andy”; he called Father “Mr. Walsh.”
One time Annie, Andy (he was in love with Annie), Vinson, and I went for a walk in the woods. We sat down
to rest on a log. Some chipmunks that had scampered from sight would come back, Andy told us, if we were real
still. Vinson and I sat breathless until we saw one of the little ground squirrels running along a near-by log. It sat
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up, bright-eyed, to watch us. Suddenly Andy threw a stick and stunned it. He put the little creature into his pocket.
When we got back to the house it was as lively as ever. We fed it and gentled it until it became so tame I had it
with me all the time.
When cold weather set in Mother’s neuralgic headaches were so bad Father sent us all to Kansas City to stay
with Aunt Lucy, Uncle Sam, and their little boy Monroe. There was a golden oak folding bed there for me. It had
a mirror in the top that was supposed to make a secret of its character when it was folded against a wall. There
were heavy springs to help draw it up past what Uncle Sam called its “dead center.”
My little squirrel slept with me and by day rode around on my shoulder or cuddled against my neck. I had
grown to love it as I never loved any of my dolls. One morning I could not find my little pet. I looked and called
all that day. Some of the family said it was like all wild creatures, it could not really be tamed and probably had
got out of doors. I did not believe them. At last it was time to go to bed. As Mother lifted the pillow I saw
something that made me scream with horror. My squirrel had been there all the time under the pillow; now it was
stretched flat on its back, its mouth open, dead.
*
We went back to Ouray in June of 1896, and Mother and Father had a new brass bed that I thought the most
elegant piece of furniture any family could possess. I had a collie dog named Prince. There was a fat little pony in
the yard. By that time I was a tomboy. I had always wanted to be an actress, to wear a lot of lacy things, smell of
perfume, and paint my cheeks and lips; but I was made to wear red flannel union suits, so I became tough. I wore
boy’s pants, flannel shirt and sweater. Vinson and I had a gang of boys.
An exciting pastime was to visit the main street and stand in front of the window of the Chinaman. He was a
bucktoothed fellow with an extraordinarily saffron complexion. The fore part of his skull was shiny with bluish
skin that he kept shaved but on the rear was his astonishing queue. We felt utterly superior to him as we chanted
an accusation that he ate rats and engaged in other unpleasant actions. He would take a mouthful of water and
spray it on the clothes he was to iron. Often he was so annoyed that he stamped his feet as if he were starting to
chase us. We would squeal and run.
One day one of us lighted a firecracker the size of a banana and tossed it in. With a cry like the whinny of a
horse the Chinaman went berserk. He snatched up a large kitchen knife and rushed after us, gibbering. We were
panic-stricken. Fleeing as in a nightmare, with the Chinaman close behind and coming closer if the sound of his
felt slippers meant anything, I saw the president of the bank straighten from his lounging position before the
Beaumont Hotel, as our little pack of hellions came along.
He saw we had goaded the laundryman too far. He stuck out his foot and our pursuer sprawled on the sidewalk.
Someone told my parents, and for a while I was forbidden to go to the town.
My father had piercing blue eyes that could be gentle as forget-me-nots or cold as a blizzard wind. I was really
scared of his wrath, but his work took him away from home so much I tended to get out of hand. Especially was
this true while Mother was away seeking relief from her headaches, at Kansas City or Excelsior Springs, in the
company of Aunt Lucy Lee. At such times I was more than a handful for Annie.
But there were certain rules I was expected to obey. Father was going away for four or five days in the
company of John Thompson, who was better informed about mining stock than about mines. Mrs. Thompson, a
yellow-haired woman of the Lillian Russell type, was a friend of Mother’s. They had met four or five years before
when the Thompsons and the Walshes were living at the Princeton Hotel in Denver. Little Faith Thompson and I
were chums.
When Faith came up to our house she was full of chatter about a dance to be given that night in the hotel
dining room. We had no thought of actually attending the dance, but we wanted to observe it and get ideas.
“We can peek through the side windows,” said Faith.
In front of our house Andy Richardson was just then engaged in what was, for me, a fascinating activity: he
was loading a pack horse and preparing to show off his supreme accomplishment (in my eyes) by “throwing a
diamond hitch.”
Never had I watched his movements so closely. The packsaddle with its double cinch had been adjusted and
then Andy proceeded adroitly to weave his pack rope so that a diamondshaped loop took taut form on either side
of the load where the bulge was widest. Andy was flattered at my interest; but what I was really thinking about
was the dance.
If Father and Mr. Thompson were going away, I wouldn’t have to be home for supper. Soon afterward Faith
and I skipped down the slope into the town, and for the rest of the day played at Faith’s house. I ate my supper
there, wishing all the while I was not forbidden to spend the night away from home. I was not allowed to do this,
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even with people we knew as intimately as the Thompsons. By the time Faith and I reached a side window of the
hotel, the dance was in full swing. There was not an evening dress on the floor; but we were impressed by the
formality with which rather ordinary men jerked themselves forward into a bow when they asked a lady for a
dance.
We saw with sympathetic dread the forced animation of the wallflowers. An hour passed and then another
before I permitted myself to think how late it had become.
“I think I’ll stay with you, Faith.” I knew that if I went home I’d be lectured and scolded but if I stayed all
night little Annie would be too scared to tell Father. I wasn’t being very logical, but I went to sleep soon after
Faith and I got into bed.
Next thing I knew there was a terrific pounding on the door of the bedroom and I recognized, with terror, my
father’s voice.
“Get up and dress yourself this instant!” he commanded me.
I began shivering, and the hands with which I buttoned and hooked and gartered myself into my clothing were
wet with perspiration. I knew Fate had played me a dirty trick: Father was supposed to be twelve or fifteen miles
away sleeping beside Mr. Thompson under a tent. I dressed with a haste I hoped would gain a little mercy, and
soon appeared. Father’s red mustache was bristling like the hackles on my collie’s back. The nostrils of his finely
chiseled nose flared with each breath, but he spoke no word until we were out of the Thompsons’ house.
“Now!” he said fiercely. “You have disobeyed me: you know it’s against the rules to spend the night with
anyone. Anyone!”
I reached for his hand as was our custom when we walked together. He pulled away and directed me to walk
behind him. I followed as if I were a dog and each of his quick strides seemed to hit my heart. I was entirely
miserable. When we reached home all he said was,
“Go to bed. At once!”
Poor Father! He had enough troubles without having to fret over my misbehavior. The year had begun badly
for us. We had a dull Christmas and New Year’s owing to Mother’s illness. Father himself was far from well, and
spent much of his energy in sleepless nights. A whole series of ventures had gone wrong through no fault of his. A
drop in the price of silver had turned a profitable smelter at Kokomo into a liability. Real estate that he had bought
in Birmingham, Alabama, had become unmarketable. A corner he owned in Denver at Champa and 22 nd streets
had ceased to bring him any revenue; possibly it had been mortgaged. He had another piece on Arapahoe Street,
near the post office, between Sixteenth and Seventeenth.
These and other investments had become unprofitable or else had been mortgaged or sold to provide him with
funds to engage in some further mining enterprises. The depression of 1893 had contributed to his worries, of
course. For one thing it had deprived him of the support of his partner in Chicago; they were separating after some
years of association. Night after night when the rest of us had gone to bed Father was sitting up writing to David
Wegg. The struggle my father was having in 1895 and 1896 to keep our little family from want is revealed
poignantly in those letters.
Now, Dave, don’t think that I have my Irish up or that I have any grievance against you. Heaven will bear me
witness that I have no feelings but those of a brother towards you or ever will have. I am utterly unable to go on with
the leases I have on hand. I was disappointed on Black Hawk [at Rico, Colorado] and Mt. Queen. Since my last I have
been a week on the Black Hawk. We worked a chute of ore 200 feet wide down to a point where the value gave out;
but the vein continued. We shall try to sink on this chute in hopes that the values will come in again. At present 5 men
are employed, mostly all working in upper workings on small stringers trying to make expenses and if possible get a
little ahead so as to prospect the bottom of the main chute. It is difficult to hazard an opinion as to the result. The
giving out of the values was like a thunder-clap in a clear sky.
The Mountain Queen pay streak does not hold its value going down. For 600 feet on the surface it averages 100
ozs. Four feet down it falls to 30. On account of snow I have been unable to work the Vermillion yet. The Black Girl
ran behind $200 last month but we are doing a good deal of dead work. The Hawkeye paid $150 more than expenses.
The Neodeshaw was a dead loss and I quit it. I have made no tests on the Mt. Queen as a concentrating proposition as
I have had no means. I paid in the early Spring an assessment of $250 on [Ben] Butler. We are getting some good ore
from this mine but expect it to play out any day. You can form your own opinion of a country that will play out in 20
feet with such surface showings as you saw on Butler. . . .
I will give up about the 10th. I have no money, myself nor family beyond our support. I will quit clean-handed
anyway. What I shall do I have not decided. Some friends may and may not help me. I exhausted the little reserve I
had in paying incidentals like taxes, Ben Butler, &c. Hence when I needed it I did not have any strength. Within
myself I feel—even though no one else agrees with me—that I recovered victory from defeat at Silverton [smelter],
made what was a lost investment worth something. Kokomo was ruined by a drop in silver. Under the circumstances I
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don’t know how we struggled along so well but now I am disheartened and sad, tired of making rosy promises and
giving blue results. I have no money, nor no bank credit [the bank was pressing him to reduce a $5,000 note] so there
seems to be nothing left for me to do, only to shut down. I wish you would advise me for I am in need of calm advice
now if I ever was. To add to my troubles my wife had to go to her sister’s three weeks ago because of continual
headaches here.
I am very poor, I have nothing to look forward to. In regard to Black Hawk and San Bernardo I gave checks
amounting to $675, dated March the 31st on the 1st National [of Denver]. When my other checks out come in there will
be only $50 balance to meet this $675. I am trying to get some parties here interested in the leases. My position is
desperate and I must do something to protect my name. I had to send those checks.

I seem to see him again as he was at that time. He would suddenly put down his knife and fork at table and
begin to figure with a pencil on the back of an envelope. Probably it was from some of those calculations that he
gained the courage revealed in his postscript:
P.S. Of course if there is any way for me to keep on and hold on to our leases I will do it. I do not know just how I
will carry Black Hawk & San Bernardo. I may get the men to wait [for their wages]. From hints you dropped I gathered
that you would like to get completely out of mining interests.

Father did hold on somehow. His imagination was bewitched. He felt there were richer deposits of minerals in
the earth than ever had been found. I am sure if he were alive he would say as much right now about what is in the
earth. He was constantly exercising perceptions that transcended ordinary human sight in his efforts to discover
what was within the mass of each of those steep mountains over which he rode and walked and climbed and
crawled, always sampling.
I was with him on some of his trips that summer. I was ten and my legs were long enough to straddle a
mountain horse named Dewdrop. Father’s horse was Nig.
In the Imogene Basin, nine miles from Ouray, was an area that particularly held his interest. The mountains
there contained known veins that my father was trying to get possession of as part of a plan to develop a profitable
smelting plant. Along in the eighties, millions of dollars had been expended there in the development of silverlead veins and in the erection of mills. On our rides we often visited one or another of those abandoned and
dismantled sights and camps. Small animals sometimes scuttled from view when we came among the low-roofed
log buildings, giving me the feeling that I was being watched by eyes that should not be there. A silent movement
in a tree usually would reveal itself as the action of something having the small and friendly form of a camp bird
whose first chirp would be like a greeting.
“What do you see over there across the gulch, Daughter?” Father once asked me.
“You mean that black hole, Papa?”
“Yes.”
“Well, that’s what I do see; just an old mine. Maybe a bear uses it for a cave now.”
“Maybe,” he said. “But look with your intelligence, too, Daughter. Look below surfaces. Feel with your mind
as well as your fingers. Think of all the holes like that one which we have seen around here. There are miles of
drift tunnels and many mine shafts hidden from your eyes: see them with your mind.”
There were crow feet wrinkles printed at the outer comers of Father’s blue eyes. We were eating our
sandwiches. I could hear the incessant sound of little roots tearing as the horses cropped grass behind the rock
where we sat. Father told me that veins of silver-lead ore reached up inside the walls of the basin where he was
spending most of his time that summer. But he wanted copper. There were only a half-dozen known bodies of
copper in the region. If he could find a copper mine or an iron mine or both, he could bring success to the pyretic
smelter he was trying to develop at Ouray. He told me that the Una and the Gertrude claims had been staked here
years before I was born—way back about the time he was getting ready to leave the Black Hills.
“It was the time of the big Leadville excitement. After three, four years of hard work and spending there was
failure. The camps around here were dismantled and everybody left.”
As he talked I could almost hear the racket of hoisting machinery, the grinding pulsations of big concentrating
plants; yes, even the clink of shovels and picks of the men who once had dug inside the hills that threw their cool
shadows over us as we rested. I knew Father’s plan because he had discussed it a hundred times. He felt that if he
could get possession of the abandoned properties and make a large output the Austin smelting process could make
the low-grade mines pay.
I knew that already he had acquired a large number of abandoned mines, mill sites, and undeveloped claims. In
most cases the scattered owners were eager to close at any figure. The earlier failure bad put a blight of human
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disapproval on the section.
Only one man had kept his faith alive in the Imogene Basin—Andy Richardson. When not in Ouray he lived in
a tent on a claim he called the Ptannigan. Once, holding tightly to Andy’s dry and horny hand, I walked into a drift
tunnel, each of us keeping a candle high to light the way. When we were a hundred feet in the hillside, so that
when we blew out the candles, the entrance was merely a disk of light, Andy asked me with his deep, deep voice
how I “would like to work here with a pick and shovel.”
I shook my head and then, realizing Andy could not see me, I released a “no” that came forth a booming,
echoing sound in that subterranean place. There were a few other men working individually on claims in the
surrounding hills, but Andy had been there from the beginning. He told me that he was the first white man to cross
the range from Red Mountain to prospect the Imogene Basin. There was pride in his voice, and his hand slapping
against the wall of the tunnel had in it something of the feeling with which one pats a beloved horse. Andy loved
the place, and because Father believed in it Andy loved Father.
All our journeys were to prospects or mines with fascinating names. As we rode, single file, along the narrow,
rocky mountain trails Father would toss over his shoulder an identifying word or two.
“Yonder,” he’d say with a lift of his hand, “is the Ivanhoe.”
Then I, too, would see in the rocky mass he indicated the faint suggestion of a crenellated castle wall that had
inspired the vanished fortune-seeker who had named the place. Ah, but there were more exciting names!
While my father delved and sampled rocks, sometimes for whole half-days I dwelt in reveries. Some subtle
feelings that perhaps for years had hovered in the deepest mountain glens now touched my mind. I had wanted to
be an actress, and there in the hills I was an actress.
Not alone sunburn touched my cheeks, but the paint of my fancy; my hateful red flannel union suit ceased to
itch and became all lace and soft linen. By perceptions less than clairvoyant I knew the past. All about me were
droppings to tell that the close-cropped grass had nourished wild mountain sheep and goats, but there was more.
To some of the broken land lonely men had given names that were as echoes of the purposes that had brought
them from far-off places high up into those hills.
An escarpment of rock that was iris-blue in the sun surely told me it had been named in memory of haunting
eyes—the Norma. The white and never-melting snow on a rock that cut off half my sky? It was for someone’s
white-haired mother; that one had been called the Emily. In that richly colored world of rocks there were positive
clues to explain that Gertrude had red hair and that Una, too, was blonde. Men who once had staked their claims
and hopes in this basin had shaped themselves, for me, in such fine names as Canuck and Yellow Dog and White
Swede. I thrilled when I heard my elders speak of Hidden Treasure, Talisman, Oro Cache and Argosy. But it
would be Father himself who would reveal what secret loyalties to past experiences had fixed upon his newly
staked claims such names as Tipperary, Old Ireland, and Deadwood. The Boxer was for Vinson, and Tam O’
Shanter—why, that was the kind of hat I wore when I rode beside him.
Mother was often invited, but rarely went. Father said she brought him luck; he would remind her of a time
when they had been riding in a buggy. He had stopped the horse, stepped down into the road and picked up a
piece of rock. When this sample, which had a matrix in the near-by earth, was assayed it showed rich values—as
easily as that he had discovered a mine that he afterward developed and then sold for a nice profit.
*
In June, 1896, father was lobster-red from sunburn when he returned from five or six days of riding across the
mountains to Silverton and back.
“There is lots of snow yet,” he said to explain his burn, and gave the tired pack mare a kindly slap that sent her
trotting into our yard.
It seems to me it was only a few days later that the telegram came telling of the death of Grandfather Reed in
Denver. When we returned from the funeral Father resumed his prospecting trips, but Mother, blue and troubled
incessantly with neuralgia, spent much of her time in a dark room.
Once that summer, though, they did canter out toward the toll road. With them rode Mr. Thompson, floridly
handsome, and Mrs. Thompson, her big soft hips spreading wide above the cantle, so that Father, as they started
forth, had half his red mustache lifted in a grin the others could not see. That time I cried with vexation because I
had been denied permission to go along. But I was along on the most important day of all.
Father had been offered another claim that was way up near the summit of the range. He had been over the
ground with Andy Richardson and for some reason was eager to get back a second time. So we rode forth one
morning, following the familiar, dizzy road that was cut into the canyon wall so high above the feathery waters at
the bottom of the gorge.
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Father was tired before we started; his skin was touched with an unhealthy yellow. Never before, though, had
he taken me quite so high. On the steeps the horses bobbed their heads and breathed noisily. The wind was cold,
for at that altitude there were never-melting glacial snows lodged in deep fissures in the crags. Bare black rocks
were underfoot. Similar reddish rocks reared themselves steeply above us, cutting a jagged line into the turquoise
of the sky.
On foot we climbed higher and higher, Father carrying his canvas saddlebags and his prospecting pick. He
would talk to me as if I were grown-up, and a man to boot.
“I like the looks of this ground, Evalyn.”
“But wouldn’t all the other prospectors that have been up here—the thousands who have passed along the trail
—”
“They were looking for silver,” he said, and squatted on top of a rock slide. “Besides, there are lots of poor
prospectors who might have been rich if—”
That was a favorite theme of his: the careless prospectors who ceased to be careful and methodical in their
search; who were always ready to assume that the first prospectors to look at any piece of ground had been
thorough.
“In the mining game gold is just where you happen to find it. And you never know what’s under your feet.”
Each time the shining, bluish white point of his pick broke off a sample Father would wet the bit of rock with
his tongue to make its metal shine. Near the ground he sampled that day was another claim that he owned. Buried
under a snow slide was a tunnel and other workings we could not see. Father pointed out to me the outline of the
dump. About the middle of the afternoon we mounted the horses and started back; that high road was not pleasant
traveling after dark.
Father had to go to bed soon after that trip. He had developed a case of jaundice; his skin and the whites of his
eyes became the yellow of gold. As soon as he was permitted out of bed, he was ordered by the doctor to go to
Excelsior Springs. Before he would consent to go, he insisted on seeing Andy Richardson. There in our house he
gave him instructions to go up on the Gertrude and drive a tunnel through the snow until he could get into the
workings.
“Sample the tunnel!”
Father spoke with such intensity as to seem almost irritable, which ordinarily he was not. Of course, he had
been quite ill.
“Have ‘em for me when I get back!”
In a few weeks he came home from the Springs and, in his own phrase, he was still as “green as leaves.” He
had come back to Ouray against the orders of the doctor. He was mysterious with Mother—with all of us. There
was something he had to “tend to.” He was obviously weak, and so thin the bones of his shoulders made pathetic
ridges on the back of his coat. Nevertheless, he saddled Nig in the morning and set out to see Andy Richardson at
the cabin over in the basin.
Mother had bad news that day from Denver; Grandmother Reed was ill and needed her there. She would not
make the decision to go until Father returned, and when darkness had filled our valley he still had not come. It
was unusually late when Prince began to whine and scratch at the front door. Somehow he could distinguish the
beat of Nig’s hoofs among those of all the horses that moved around Ouray.
Vinson let the dog out and stood waiting on the porch. Then Father came, almost exhausted, and grunting a
little from the weight of his saddlebags. He never left those in the barn when he had been out sampling; he always
put them under his bed. That night his eyes were so bright that Mother was convinced he had a temperature.
Next morning he had vanished with his saddlebags before I was dressed. Then he had to go back to bed; the
doctor insisted, or else he would not be responsible. However, Grandmother Reed’s condition made it necessary
for Mother to set out for Denver, and once more Vin and I were in the care of Annie.
*
A few days later Annie told me Father wanted me in the bedroom.
“Daughter, close the door.”
I did and then rested my chin on the cold, shining footboard of the big brass bed.
“You must keep a secret I am going to tell you. Promise?”
“Yes Papa.”
“Remember the trip we made up near the Gertrude? I found some gold in those samples I made that day. It ran
about two dollars a ton. Now I have had reports on samples I took this last trip.”
He hesitated; after all, I was only ten. If mother had been there I am sure he would have told her instead.
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Feeling as badly as he did, he had to tell someone, someone he could trust. He motioned me to come around to the
side of his bed and showed me a piece of grayish quartz; it was not very impressive. He wet it with his tongue and
held it near my eyes. Like thread-ends in its texture were glistening circles and specks of black.
“That’s gold.”
I was ready to whoop with joy, but he sharply interrupted:
“Whoa! Remember this is a secret. If you should tell a single person before I say you can, you might ruin our
whole future.”
I have forgotten most of his words, of course, but I remember their import: the report he had received on his
samples was better than his wildest dreams.
In the intervening years I have thought often about that action of my father. Why did he tell me, a ten-year-old
child? He dared not tell a soul outside the family until he had completed all his pending deals for the claims and
prospects and mines in that long deserted region. He had no partners; it was all his own. Yet he was a sick man
who knew his clutch on life was none too firm. If he died his secret would die with him, and we who were so
deeply loved by him, for whom be bad scaled mountains and dug and worried—we should be left in want. He had
to tell Mother was in Denver, Vin was a little too young, but I was ten and I knew where the gold was. So he told
me and the secret was kept as securely as if we had been a family of mountaineer Corsicans. Almost the whole of
his message was imparted with a single spoken sentence. He did not have to write anything that a prying eye
might see. Even if he died he knew that some day I would grow up and sensibly interpret what he meant when he
whispered,“Daughter, I’ve struck it rich.” …
165.1 Excerpt from Floating Island\fn{by Anne Parrish Corliss (1888-1957)} Colorado Springs, El Paso County,
Colorado, U.S.A. (F) 11
Children, I need your help.
Somewhere in the world is a Doll House, with a family of Dolls living in it. Can any of you tell me where?
I can tell you about the Doll House. I can tell you about Mr. and Mrs. Doll, William Doll, Annabel Doll, Baby
Doll, Dinah the Cook, and Lobby, Chicky, Finny, and Pudding. I can tell you the strange, exciting things that
happened to them, so strange that even I can hardly believe them. But I can’t tell you what has become of them.
Can you tell me?
This is their story, as far as I know it.
*
Once upon a time there was a Doll House. It was painted canary yellow, and had a pointed roof, with two
surprised-looking chimneys. There was no front to it, so you could look right into the four rooms, each of which
had a window with four glass panes.
Downstairs were the parlour and the dining room. Upstairs were Mr. and Mrs. Doll’s room and the nursery.
The parlour was the room Mrs. Doll liked best. There were red rosebuds on the green carpet, and gilt rosebuds on
the white wallpaper, and a fireplace that looked as if it were made of chocolate, and had poker and tongs, and a
fire of shiny red tinsel.
“So much better than a real fire,” Mrs. Doll said. “It never goes out, it never smokes, and there aren’t any
sparks to burn holes in my beautiful carpet.”
There was a round table on which was stuck a flower pot holding a blue bead flower with a yellow center and
green leaves.
“So much better than a real plant,” Mrs. Doll said. “It never fades, and I never have to water it.”
There was also a piano, with four white keys and two black ones painted on the keyboard, and a scrap of music
the size of a postage stamp on the music-stand. The name of this was Waltz of the Dolls. At night, when there were
no people in the Toy Shop where the Doll House stood, and the Dolls could move about, instead of staying
straight and stiff, Mrs. Doll often played it, while William and Annabel Doll waltzed together, and Mr. Doll sat in
one of the four gilt chairs covered with crimson brocade, watching his children and smiling kindly.
Two pictures in gilt-paper frames were pasted on the walls. One was called Who’ll Buy My Roses? and the
other, Mischievous Pussy. Mr. Doll sometimes leaned against his chair, or even lay flat on the floor, to gaze at
these for hours. He was very fond of pictures, and sketched a little himself.\fn{ It was very common in the 19th century to
see scatterings of young men especially, sketch-books in hand, dressed in long-sleeved white shirts and wide-suspendered long trousers,
seated on comfortable tufts of grass and attempting to reproduce the landscape directly before them—“drawing from the life,” it was called
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—usually with indifferent success, but in conformity with the tastes of middle- and upper-middle-class values of that era that thought a man
not at all well-rounded—“accomplished,” it was called, in polite circles—without at least a pretence of accomplishment at drawing, singing
(German lieder were favored), instrumental playing (the piano was favored), ball-room dancing, and perhaps some amateur theatricals, as
well as at least a partial college education (usually carried on in what were then called “Academies”): H }

The dining-room had a table, four chairs, and a sideboard, made of wood as yellow and shiny as molasses
candy, and a carpet like green moss. On the table stood a teapot, cream-jug, sugar-bowl, and four cups and
saucers, that looked as if they were silver; but you had to be careful with them, they bent so easily. On the
sideboard were four white cardboard plates. One held a plaster fish with three tiny slices of plaster lemon on him,
like yellow buttons on a silver coat; one held a bright red plaster lobster; one held a plaster roast chicken, a
beautiful brown, with frills of green paper parsley; and one held a pink plaster pudding decorated with chocolatecoloured squiggles. These were called Finny, Lobby, Chicky, and Pudding, and were friends of the family. The
Dolls often pretended to eat them, but they wouldn’t really have done so for anything. Mr. and Mrs. Doll liked
Chicky best, Annabel and William liked Pudding best, Baby, though still too young to say which was his favorite,
was always trying to get hold of Lobby, and Dinah the Cook liked Finny best because nobody else did.
Mrs. Doll had promised Dinah that if ever they could find a really good soap-box they would add it to the
house for a kitchen, so Dinah spent much of her time looking out of the dining-room window to see if she could
catch sight of a soap-box.
Upstairs in Mr. and Mrs. Doll’s room were the bed and two pink chairs, a dressing-table with a muslin frill, and
a silver paper mirror with a gilt paper frame.
The nursery had two white beds, one for William and one for Annabel, a crib for Baby, a blue carpet, and two
pictures. Annabel’s picture was Cherries Are Ripe, and William’s was The Charge of the Light Brigade.
In the nursery, too, was the most wonderful thing in the Doll House. A tin bathtub, blue outside and white
inside, with a tank that would hold a thimbleful of water. Then, if you turned the tap, the water ran into the tub.
The Dolls tried not to boast about their bathtub, but they couldn’t help being proud of it.
That was what the Doll House looked like in the beginning, still so new that the paint was sticky.
I wonder, I wonder, what it looks like today!
*
The Dolls were as different as members of one family often are. The grown-ups were stiff and could not bend.
I mean, they could not bend when people were looking at them. You know how dolls are. I have watched them for
hours, and I have never seen a doll move about. But when they are alone, who knows what they do? I suppose that
is why we sometimes find them in such strange places. Down behind a sofa pillow, or out in a rain-wet garden.
They must have been running about, enjoying themselves, and suddenly known that people were near, and gone
straight and stiff again.
Mrs. Doll’s hair was fuzzy and yellow; Mr. Doll’s was shining black china. He had a black china moustache,
and little black china boots, his cheeks were bright pink, and no matter what was happening to him (and, oh, what
things did happen, as you are going to hear!) he smiled pleasantly. He was always dressed in evening clothes, and
so was Mrs. Doll. His were black and white, and hers were a pink silk ball gown and lace-edged petticoat and
drawers.
William and Annabel Doll could bend all over. Then legs and arms were jointed, and their heads could turn all
the way round. Mrs. Doll never got used to her children looking straight at her when their backs were turned. But
Mr. Doll smiled pleasantly and said,
“That’s what it is to be young!”
William’s hair was brown china, and he wore a blue sailor suit. Mrs. Doll said of Annabel,
“The child is exactly like me.” For Annabel not only had long yellow hair, but lace-edged petticoat and
drawers. She had also a white dress, and a bit of pink ribbon around her waist for a sash.
Baby Doll was pink china, and always stayed in the same position, arms up, with tiny dimpled hands spread
out, legs kicking.
Dinah the Cook was jointed, but her head wouldn’t turn. She was made of wood, painted black, with big
whites to her eyes, and a red mouth as round as a berry. Her dress and her turban were plaid—dark pink, light
pink, black, and yellow; her apron and kerchief were white and she wore two blue beads for earrings.
Now you know what the Dolls and their House were like on the day when Mrs. Doll was leaning against the
piano stool, pretending to play The Waltz of the Dolls. Annabel Doll was dancing alone, because William Doll
wouldn’t stop looking at Pudding in the dining-room, Dinah the Cook was gazing out of the window for a really
good soap-box, Mr. Doll was having a nap flat on his back on the bedroom rug, and Baby Doll was kicking in the
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bathtub.
That was the day when Elizabeth’s Uncle Henry came into the Toy Shop.
*
Elizabeth’s Uncle Henry had come to buy a birthday present for Elizabeth. The minute he saw the Doll House,
he said, “Just the thing!” bought it, told the lady in the Toy Shop where to send it, and wrote on a card,
“Many Happy Returns of the Day to Elizabeth, with love from Uncle Henry.”
Then the Dolls and their House were nailed up in a box and started out, in the dark, on their strange
adventures.
Elizabeth lived far away, across the sea, in the tropics, where it is summer the year round. Now I want to tell
you something about Elizabeth and where she lived, and yet it doesn’t belong in the Doll’s story. So I will put a
star like this,+ and that will mean, please look at the bottom of the page for another star, and read what is written
after it.
+Elizabeth lived in the tropics, and if you have studied geography you know what “tropics” means, and if you
haven’t, yet, ask some grown-up. Elizabeth’s father owned a cocoa plantation, and he and Elizabeth’s mother and
Elizabeth were the only white people living on it. All the rest were dark brown, like chocolate, or pale brown, like
cocoa with milk in it. The pale-brown men wore turbans twisted around their heads (you can see how they looked if
you try it yourself with a towel) and white clothes twisted around their bodies; the pale-brown women wore white
clothes, with silver bracelets and anklets and earrings and nose-rings; and the babies wore nothing at all but their skins.
When they were tired of standing up, none of them ever sat on chairs, or even on the ground, but just squatted wherever
they were, as if they were playing Squat-Tag. And when they wanted to carry things, they carried them on their heads.
Elizabeth has seen one person carry on his head a big bunch of yellow bananas; another on her head, a glass of
medicine for her baby; another on his, a tray of red and silver fish, just out of the blue sea; another on hers, an
enormous basket of cocoa pods; another on his, a spool of cotton; another on hers, a cock and three hens in a hamper;
another on his, a hollowed-out bamboo stem, stopped up at the ends, and full of water; and so on and so on and so on.
Try it yourself. Take this book and carry it on your head, without touching it with your hands, while you walk
around the room.
Now don’t you think those pale-brown people are clever?
The cocoa beans grew in purplish-brown pods, like small ridged footballs, on low trees, and among them stood taller
trees called Nurse Trees, because they took such good care of the cocoa trees. By day the Nurse Trees spread their
leaves wide and were like giant parasols that kept the hot sun from burning the cocoa trees. But by night the Nurse
Trees folded their leaves, letting the dew fall through onto the cocoa trees, to wash them and give them a drink.
The brown-skinned people picked the cocoa pods for Elizabeth’s father, and put them on ships, to be carried across
the ocean where the beans were made into cocoa and chocolate.
If you are not too busy the next time you are drinking a cup of cocoa, or eating a chocolate, think of the brown
people, the Nurse Trees, and Elizabeth.
Now please go upstairs on the next page, and I will tell you what happened to the Dolls.

Of course the Dolls were in the dark, in their box, and they couldn’t imagine what was happening to them, for
at one moment they would be right side up, and the next they would be standing on their heads. But they were
packed in so well with soft paper and shavings that they stayed in their places. They thought it was night, so they
all fell asleep, except Mrs. Doll, who went on playing The Waltz of the Dolls even when she and the piano were
upside down (of course she made no noise, so she didn’t wake anyone) and Dinah, who was watching from the
window to see the moon rise.
I must tell you something the Dolls didn’t know.
They had been put on a ship called The Pride of the Waves, that was to carry them across the sea to Elizabeth’s
nursery. One night when The Pride of the Waves was far out upon the ocean a storm came up. Thunder boomed
and roared; the black sky was cracked with blinding white lightning; the waves rose higher than houses, toppled,
and fell on the ship, until her sides cracked like a nutshell in a pair of nut-crackers; she trembled all over, and
sank, bow first, to the bottom of the sea, leaving nothing to show where she had been except a few things floating
—a life preserver, an apple barrel, a mast, and, among the rest, the box that held the Doll House.
Now I must tell you something I think you will be glad to know. You remember what I asked you to do when
you came to a star. Look down.+
+Everybody on board The Pride of the Waves was saved. They got into lifeboats, with water and ship’s biscuit, and
the sailors rowed them all night, up the waves as if they were climbing mountains, and down the waves as if they were
coasting into valleys. Everyone was frightened, but everyone was brave. The gentlemen and the little boys even said,
afterwards, that they had quite enjoyed the excitement.
When the sun rose the storm was over and the sea was smooth. They had water and biscuit for breakfast (their night
in the open air had given them splendid appetites). Some apple barrels from the ship had burst open, and rosy apples
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were floating on the blue water, so the children bobbed for them over the sides of the lifeboats.
By noon the passengers were picked up by another ship, The Spanish Lady, and no one was any the worse for the
adventure, except old Mrs. Robinson, who felt rather tired until she had a nap (but not too tired to tell the passengers on
The Spanish Lady all about the shipwreck), and Mr. Thompson, who lost his wig. But everyone said he looked nicer
without it, since his head was just like one of the apples, rosy and shining, and it had been a bother to keep his wig
curled and brushed and combed, so he really didn’t mind.
At first it was thought that Topsy, the ship’s cat, had been lost. But just as the sailors sadly gave up hope of finding
her, she came sailing alongside of The Spanish Lady in a work-basket belonging to a little girl named Mary. The sun
was shining on her black fur, her green eyes gleamed, and she was purring away like a boiling teakettle.
Everyone cheered, even Mrs. Robinson, and after Topsy had sneezed seventeen times, and had a saucer of milk, she
washed herself all over with her rough pink tongue, stretched, yawned, curled up in the sun for a nap, just like Mrs.
Robinson, and never felt a bit the worse for her shipwreck.
Someone told me later that she said she was sorry they had rescued her, as she had been looking forward to sailing
all the way across the sea in Mary’s work-basket. I don’t know whether I believe this. I knew Topsy a long time, and I
never heard her say a word, although she had her own way of telling you things by purrs and miaous, or even by
keeping still. And if she hadn’t been picked up by The Spanish Lady, where would she have found any milk? I asked
her that, once, but she walked away with her tail in the air, pretending not to hear.
As for The Pride of the Waves, she was an old ship, and found it a pleasant change to rest quietly on the bottom of
the sea, after going back and forth across the top of it for so many years.
She lay, all covered with silver bubbles, among branching trees of white and crimson coral, and groves of sponges
that looked as if they were trying to copy the coral, growing in branches, in cups big enough to hold you, or in tall
tubes, down which little fish could swim, like swallows flying down chimneys.
The sand drifted through cracks in her sides and piled softly around her, but sometimes a round silver-white moon
floated over her head, as it used to float in the sky, and she saw hundreds of stars, just as she used to see them, and
would dream she was sailing again.
But the floating moon was a jellyfish, and the swimming stars were purple and orange and sand-coloured starfish.
She was never lonely, for fish came from miles around to see her. Rising and falling, swimming forward, swimming
backward, sometimes slowly, sometimes swiftly, they filled the water around her. Some were like a drift of silver
leaves; some were round as balloons and prickly as chestnut burrs. Their mouths kept opening and shutting. Perhaps
they were telling one another about this strange sight, perhaps they were trying to read the name painted on her bow.
There was never a day when two or three sight-seeing parties didn’t swam around her masts, where sea gulls once
had flown, or in and out her portholes. The lady fish admired the pretty gardens on her deck, where lilac and orange sea
anemones grew, with black sea eggs, sharply bristled as porcupines, and smooth pale purple sea cucumbers, lying
among them. The gentlemen fish inspected the boiler-room. And the young fish played Follow-My-Leader in and out of
the spokes of the big wheel by which she once was steered.
That is all I have to tell you about The Pride of the Waves and The Spanish Lady.

*
When their box was flung into the sea, the sleeping Dolls awoke. Mrs. Doll stopped playing the piano, Dinah
stopped looking for the moon. Oh, they were frightened! They longed to rush to one another, but they were so
tightly packed that no one could stir; each one must stay alone. Mrs. Doll could hear Baby crying in the bathtub,
and Mr. Doll shouting
“We must all keep calm!”
Then came such a screaming (this was the wind) and such crashes and booms (partly thunder, partly the ship
breaking up) that she could hear nothing else.
The Dolls could feel themselves being thrown high in the air. Then they would fall down down down, and
then, bang! They would seem to hit the bottom of everything. Then up and around, whirling and spinning like a
top.
“Keep calm! Keep calm!” shouted Mr. Doll, but nobody heard him
Have you ever awakened at night, when you were alone, and everything was black? Suppose, instead of being
able to turn over in bed, or reach for your handkerchief under your pillow, blankets and sheets were packed so
tightly around you that you couldn’t move even the tip of your finger. And suppose your house suddenly shot up
higher than the highest steeple, spun around, shook, swooped to earth, then up to the sky, over and over again,
with screaming and whistling and roaring and crashing going on outside. And suppose your mother was packed in
her room just as you were in yours, so, no matter how loud you called, she couldn’t come to you.
If you can imagine all that, you know how the Dolls were feeling.
This went on, and on, in the black darkness, until at last the box was shot upward and crashed—boom!—
against something, bursting into splinters and throwing the Doll House in a smother of spray over the rocks and
on to the land.
*
Mrs. Doll opened her eyes.
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She was lying propped against the ruffled edge of a big pink-lined sea shell, on soft white sand. The sun had
not yet risen, but the sky above her was a delicate pink.
“Like the inside of the biggest pink china teacup in the world,” Mrs. Doll said to herself.
“Hush-hush—”
What was that?
“Hush-hush—” came from far away, and “Hush-sh-sh” came out of the shell she was leaning against.
She got up stiffly.+ In front of her lay the sea. Its green water was stained pink with the sunrise, it moved as
gently as if it were breathing in its sleep. Foam-edged ripples slipped over the sand and drew back, whispering,
“Hush.”
+Mr. and Mrs. Doll were both stiff at first because they weren’t sure whether there were people on the beach or. not.
Besides, they had been packed so long and so tightly they felt as your foot does when it goes to sleep.

“Where am I?” said Mrs. Doll. “How did I get here?” And then suddenly cried:
“My husband! My children!”
Mr. Doll answered, from where he lay propped against a rock:
“Here I am, my dear. Good morning! Isn’t this a beautiful morning?”
“Where are we? What has happened?”
“Do you see that blue thing, my dear?” asked Mr. Doll, pointing to the sea.
“No, I don’t. What blue thing?”
“All that blue water.” For the pink of the sunrise was fading.
“Oh, you mean all that green water!”
“Blue-green, then. But it looks more blue to me.”
“Green as the Doll House carpet!” said Mrs. Doll.
“Well, anyway, that is the Ocean.+ Now I will tell you what I feel sure has happened. You remember when we
were going up and down and around in the dark?"
“Can I ever forget it?”
+I am always being surprised by the number of things Mr. Doll knew. The reason for this was that he had read so
much. There were many books in the Toy Shop, and at night he used to go out and read them and look at the pictures.
That was how he knew the ocean when he saw it for the first time.
Often William and Annabel, each holding one of his hands, went with him, and, puffing and panting, for the covers
were big and heavy for a little doll, he would kindly open the books for them and turn over the pages, while his
children took pleasant walks across the pictures. Sometimes they walked on flowery meadows, where William would
practice jumping from the pink-edged daisy a caterpillar was using for a parasol, to the white-dotted scarlet toadstool
whose fat stem was hollowed to make a home for ladybugs, and Annabel would do tightrope walking on the clothesline
hung full of tiny drawers, stretched from toadstool to harebell. Sometimes they walked in snow, where a gnome in a
pine cone cap, with icicles hanging from it and from his nose, and a beard of icicles, stood under a mountain ash tree on
whose snow-capped coral berries rose-breasted grosbeaks feasted. Sometimes they walked through a starry sky with
little angels flying about. Or, if it was a picture of the sea, they would lie down and pretend to swim.
While they looked at the pictures, Mr. Doll would run back and forth across the opposite pages, reading the stories
to them.

“I believe we were on a ship. And you remember when there was a big—bang!” He shouted bang so loud that
Mrs. Doll jumped, pressed her hands above her heart, and cried:
“Please never do that again!”
“I’m sorry, my dear! But there was a big—”
“Don’t!” gasped Mrs. Doll.
“Bang,” whispered Mr. Doll. “And I believe that big—you know what—came from one of the islands that float
about on the sea. I believe an island crashed into our ship and wrecked it!”+
“So this is a floating island!” said Mrs. Doll. “This is Floating Island, my dear. That is its name.”
+Mr. Doll didn’t always quite understand the things he found in books. You see, he thought islands floated on the
sea, like ships. No one had ever told him that an island usually stays in its own place. Yet I have heard of floating
islands in the tropics. They are fastened to the river bottoms by the roots of the plants that grow on them; they rise in
floods, and fall when the water is low, and sometimes an island, with its plants and animals, will break loose and float
on the current, and even be swept out to sea.
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“How do you know? I don’t see it written anywhere.”
“I have named it, just this minute,” said Mr. Doll.
“Oh,” said Mrs. Doll.
“And now we must look for the others.”
Mr. Doll got up. Then he fell down again and lay gazing at the sky. He was still smiling pleasantly. But Mrs.
Doll saw a crack running through his black china hair. Poor Mr. Doll! He had hit his head upon a rock.
“Oh, my dear! You are cracked!”
“Not badly, I’m sure, my dear.”
“Lie still until I get you some water!”
“I’ve had plenty of water, my dear, thank you just the same.”
But Mrs. Doll was certain that a little fresh water was what he needed. Looking around for it, she turned away
from the ocean.
And what she saw made her scream and fall backwards!
“What is it, my dear?” cried Mr. Doll, hurrying to her, although he still felt rather dizzy.
Mrs. Doll could only point, at first. Then she gasped, in a voice faint with terror:
“Snakes!”
Mr. Doll was startled, too. But soon he saw that instead of snakes they were the roots of jungle trees that edged
the sand. Dark and silver, they twined together, twisted away through the ferns, or made hollows like mouths open
to swallow the Dolls. Mr. and Mrs. Doll looked up at huge tree trunks streaming out into branches, each branch a
hanging garden of air plants, with long dangling roots, and blooms so different from the blue bead flower on her
parlour table that Mrs. Doll was not sure whether they were flowers or butterflies or frogs. They were pale green,
covered with chocolate-brown blotches and streaks, and they had wide-open mouths.
Those silent open mouths of tree roots and air plants made Mrs. Doll feel as if they were sucking her into them
against her will. She clung to Mr. Doll. He was a comfort to her, even if he was cracked. There were tufts of ferns
along the branches, too.
“Like feather-dusters,” said Mrs. Doll.\fn{ A very common article in the 19 th century, when the author was born; they consisted
of bunches of feathers—normally, turkey feathers—whose pointed ends were glued to a wooden handle, the final product being used to
dust the furniture. Almost never seen now: H}

One tree was like a giant fern, or the biggest feather duster in the world. One with silvery branches was
covered with thick smooth leaves bigger than all the carpets in the Doll House, and large cups of clear yellow,
with crimson staining the base of each petal, running into the yellow as your water-colour paints do when you put
crimson too close to yellow before it is dry. One had leaves that were almost black, and very shiny, with light
green veins and flowers like huge pale purple bells.
And every tree was tied to the next by loops of feathery vine.
Through them the Dolls saw a waterfall, sometimes hidden by green, then flashing out again, pouring from one
crystal cascade to another, until it foamed, with a rainbow caught in its spray, into a pool at the bottom, and ran
across the sand to the sea. Mrs. Doll found a tiny lilac shell, pleated like a fan, and so thin that the light shone
through it. She filled this with water from the stream, bathed Mr.: Doll’s head, and bandaged it with a bit of
seaweed. Then he felt better.
*
They looked about.
There was the Doll House, lying on its back; there were pieces of furniture strewn over the beach. Here was
Lobby\fn{The red plaster lobster on the sideboard in the doll’s house. } half buried in sand and looking quite pale; there was
an armchair upside down. Other things bobbed gently out on the water—the parlour table and the piano.
But nowhere, on sea or shore, was there a sign of William, Annabel, Baby, Dinah, Chicky, Finny, or Pudding.
“My children! Where are my children?” shrieked Mrs. Doll, falling backward.
“William! Annabel! Baby!” shouted Mr. Doll, and then, for it seemed unkind to leave her out,
“Dinah!”
“My children!”
“Be calm, my dear! Please be calm!” Mr. Doll sprinkled some water from the sea-shell over Mrs. Doll, who
was wet enough already.
“Will-yum! An-na-bel! Ba-bee! Di-nah!”
“Hush-hush—” whispered the waves.
“Hush-sh-sh—” murmured the sea-shell. And they could hear the rush and splatter of the waterfall. But
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nothing else.
Mrs. Doll lifted her china hand, and shut her wax eyelids, tight.
“Hush!” she said, like the waves and the shells. Then she opened her eyes and smiled peacefully.
“My children are alive and well,” she said. “There is something in a mother’s heart that always knows.”
Mr. Doll wondered if there was something in a father’s heart that always knew. So he tried squeezing his eyes
tight shut. Yes! He, too, felt that his children were alive and well, although where they were he hadn’t the least
idea.
“Is there something in a mother’s heart that tells you where we can find them, and when, my dear?” he asked.
Mrs. Doll shut her eyes again.
“Wait a minute,” she said. “Yes! We shall find them somewhere—sometime!”
“Well, that was a relief! Now they could think of other things.
“Look at the House!” said Mrs. Doll. “All upside down!”
I told you the House was lying on its back. Mr. and Mrs. Doll looked in through the windows, and saw that
each room was a pool of water. Mrs. Doll jumped as a tiny Angel Fish, pale blue, pale green, pale rose, like a bit
of the sea at sunrise, swam up to the dining-room window and looked out at her, goggle-eyed with surprise,
opening and shutting its mouth.
“I think he’s trying to tell us something,” she said, and rapped on the window, calling, “Please speak a little
louder!”
With a whisk of its tail the Angel Fish turned, and swam through the door into the parlour. Mr. Doll ran around
to that window.
“I think he was trying to tell us that the fire is still burning under the water!” he called. Mrs. Doll hurried after
him.
“There never was such a fire!” she said. “But, oh, what a mess.” All the wallpaper was soaking and blistered,
though Mr. Doll was pleased to see the pictures still sticking to the walls.
“How shall we ever get things tidy again?” asked Mrs. Doll. “It makes me feel quite faint even to think of it!”
And she looked as if she were going to fall again.
“Let me get you a chair, my dear,” said Mr. Doll, and walked up the beach. Then she heard him exclaim:
“Well-I-never!”
“You never what, my dear? You never what?” cried Mrs. Doll, hurrying to him.
“I never saw such a thing! Look at that, if you please!”
Mr. Doll pointed to the bathtub, under a ledge of rock. It was full of sea water, and a very small Crab was
taking a bath in it.
"What impertinence!” gasped Mrs. Doll. “Tell him it’s a private bathtub, my dear!”
“Oh, well, he isn’t doing any harm,” said Mr. Doll, who hated hurting anyone’s feelings.
“That isn’t the question.” Said Mrs. Doll. “This is Private Property, No Trespassing. Speak to him, my dear!”
“He couldn’t know it was ours,” said Mr. Doll, who was thinking that the Crab’s claws looked as if they could
give a good hard pinch.
“Shall I have to do it myself?” Asked Mrs. Doll. So Mr. Doll, smiling pleasantly, said,
“Excuse me, but this is a private bathtub.”
The small Crab tumbled over the side and scuttled away without a word. Mr. Doll looked after him and sighed.
“I think we should have been kinder to him,” he said, “After all, he might have been able to tell us where we
are.”
“I thought you said we were on Floating Island.”
“I know its name, my dear, but I don’t know where it is. And suppose this beach is his Private Property?
Suppose we are trespassing?"
But it was too late to think of that now, for the crab had disappeared. The beach was empty, except for sea
shells, and silent, except for the hush of the waves.
*
After the whirling and tossing, the shooting up and the shooting down, that had gone on in the dark, there had
come stillness, and William Doll, tired from all the excitement, had gone to sleep.
When he awoke he didn’t know where he was. Sunlight was pouring down on him, hot and bright. He was
lying in shallow water, that was growing shallower, soaking into the sand with a sucking sound. Soon there was
no water at all, only smooth wet sand, with here and there a bubble bursting.
Around him rose a circle of jagged overhanging rocks that looked to William higher than a chimney. How
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could he ever climb out? He saw no way.
“I’m not frightened!” he said, very loud.
The rocks were hung with glass-green seaweed, full of the air balloons that help it to float on the tides. The
first thing to do was to burst some of the balloons. Pop! Pop! That made William feel better.
Then he looked all about him.
Above, high, high above, was the bright blue sky. Below that, the rocks. At the bottom, the sand, with water
welling up in his footprints, and here and there a half-buried shell still holding some drops of the sea.
First he tried climbing. It was hard work, but he got quite far before the ledge of rock began to jut out like the
edge of a roof. Then, leaning back to try to catch hold, he slipped on some seaweed, lost his balance, and fell on
his back, head first.
It was such a long fall that he had time to imagine his head hitting a rock on the bottom, and cracking like an
egg shell. But the seaweed broke his fall and he landed on the sand, shaken but whole.
He had to lie still for a minute, his joints felt so weak. Then he tried again, and couldn’t get as far as the first
time.
“Well,” he thought, “I’ll just hunt until I find some opening.”
There were plenty of openings, for the coral rock was as full of them as a bath sponge is full of holes. But
although there were so many entrances (where you go in), there weren’t any exits (where you come out).
William felt his way through dark passages that twisted about and branched off into other passages, until he
was all mixed up, and was thankful to find his way back to the light.
Then he tried shouting.
No answer came except the swish-swish—that must be waves washing against the rocks outside.
Now I will tell you how William got there, and then you'll know more than he did. I’ll tell you in a note.+
+The waves flung the box that held the Doll House against the rocks so hard that it flew into pieces as if it were
exploding. Some of the things in it were tossed onto the beach. You already know what became of the Doll House, Mr.
and Mrs. Doll, Lobby, and some of the furniture.
The teapot that looked like silver, being heavy, went slowly down, down, down, among the sponge and coral forests.
A little Butterfly Fish saw it, and swam off in a hurry to tell his mother. Back she swam with him, and twenty or thirty
of his brothers and sisters, until the blue water was like blue air full of butterfly wings, fluttering in different directions.
That was what Butterfly Fish (and his mother and father and brothers and sisters and uncles and aunts and cousins)
looked like—a big butterfly wing, softly shaded light and dark brown and pale yellow. On each side of his body (and
the bodies of his mother and father and brothers and sisters and uncles and aunts and cousins) was a white-edged black
dot, like another, bigger eye.
Little Four-Eyes and his family lived in a grove of ruffled, branching coral trees that seemed to be covered with
delicate purple and orange feathers. But as the teapot fell softly among branches of one, that coral tree turned white.
For what looked like feathers were the finely-fringed heads of sea-worms, drawn into their holes in a hurry. Among the
corals grew purple sea-plumes, much taller than you, and huge rosy-purple sea fans, fine as the finest lace. There were
sea-creatures like parasols of waving deep-pink fringe on the tops of pale-pink stems. There were the enormous round
corals called brain corals, with big dark sponges growing on them. Little crabs hid among the sponges, and even
planted bits of sponge on their rough shells, to help them hide from bigger creatures that might gobble them up if they
saw them. And there were other sponges, with long white tails like spun glass. There were squids that could turn from
white to red, and shoot out clouds of darkness by day and of fire by night, to hide in when they were frightened.
There were other creatures, strange and lovely. Think of flowers of the softest colours, blue icicles, violet ferns,
orange feathers, and the prettiest ornaments you ever saw on a Christmas tree, all come to life. What is hidden beneath
the sea is stranger and lovelier still.
But the Butterfly Fish were used to all these things, and they thought the teapot that looked like silver was more
wonderful than any of them. They consider it their greatest treasure, and they only use it on grand occasions, like
birthday parties. Of course such a large family has many birthdays.
You will think I have forgotten that this note was put in to tell you how William happened to be where he was.
William and Something Else (you will find out what when we go on with the story) were thrown by a wave into the
Circle of Rocks. Annabel Baby and Dinah were—
But we haven’t come to that yet. This is the end of the note.

When William was too tired to scramble and fall and shout any more, he decided to rest and think things over.
He sat down on a shell that was curled like a cinnamon bun. But he jumped up in a hurry, for out of the shell came
a air of wet grey horns that waved slowly, then drew themselves in.
Of course he wasn’t frightened, but he went as far away as he could from that shell, towards another, pink and
brown, sticking out of the sand. Just as he was going to sit on that—carefully, this time, and looking out for horns
—what was his joy to see that it wasn't a shell at all, but his old friend Pudding!+
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+This is what I meant when I said William and Something Else were thrown by the wave into the Circle of Rocks.
Something Else was another name for Pudding.

William took a shell—a flat one, this time, that couldn’t hold horns or other surprises—shoveled the sand away
from poor old Pudding, and then gave him a hug. It was a comfort not to be alone, although, of course, William
had not been really frightened.
“I’ll never leave you, Pudding,” he said. And, indeed, it didn’t look as if he ever could. With Pudding (who
was rather fat and heavy) under his arm, William again hunted for a way out. Then he tried digging an
underground passage with his shovel shell, but the passage filled up with water and was more like a well than a
tunnel. Then he shouted, and listened, and heard only the swish of waves outside. He tried climbing once more,
but it was harder, with Pudding under his arm, and the sixth time he fell from the rocks he was so discouraged he
just lay on his back, looking up at the sky.
“Pudding,” he said, sadly, “I don’t believe we’ll ever see Mother and Father and Annabel and Baby and Dinah
and Lobby and Chicky and Finny again.”
And just then-what was it he saw?
Over the edge of the rocks a sky-blue claw waved against the blue sky, disappeared, appeared again, and then a
pair of round black eyes, like shoe-buttons on stalks, looked down at William and Pudding.
*
When the box that held the Doll House burst on the rocks, Dinah the cook was thrown higher than the sky (she
said afterwards). She thought it was lucky the sharp points of the stars were all covered with clouds, or she might
have caught her skirt on one and hung there forever. As it was, she fell down again, onto the black glassy slope of
a wave that was pouring back from the rocks, and this carried her out to sea.
She had fallen face down, and, as the storm grew less, she saw through the darkness beneath her strange
swimming fires. These were the fish that carry their lanterns with them. Some glowed allover, some had little
lamps set in their heads, some in their tails and some in rows down their backs. When it grew light, they vanished,
but there were other things for her to look at.
The water was so clear and blue that Dinah felt as if she were floating in the sky. But instead of birds flying
beneath her, fish were swimming. Some were silver, so like her plaster Finny that she felt friendly towards them.
But others were so queer that she hardly knew whether they were fish.
There was a Parrot Fish. He was silver beneath, changing to green, rose, violet, and sea-blue, with a blue-green
head, and a tail you could hardly believe. First a touch of yellow, bright as a canary’s feathers, then green, like
sunlight through leaves, then violet, flame-colour, and violet again. He wore two narrow frills, the one down his
back vermilion, and the one where his waistcoat would be, if fish wore waistcoats, dark red edged with blue. His
transparent fins were dark blue. He was beautiful, Dinah thought, but his mouth looked so cross that she decided
not to say Good Morning. A fish looking like that might snap your head off.+
+Dinah did not know the names of the fish she saw. She could only have told you what they looked like. But I think
I had better tell you their real names, when I know what they are myself. Then if you ever meet them you will know
them, and be able to call them Angel Fish, Parrot Fish, or whatever they are. The fish may like this better, too. Wouldn’t
a Parrot Fish rather be called by its own name than just Fish? As you would rather be called by your name than just
Girl, or Boy.

Then came something black as herself, long and slender as a snake, wearing two little black fans on his neck. (A
jellyfish.) Here was something that hadn’t the same shape for a minute at a time, for it folded, spread, waved, and
looked like jelly turned out of a bowl and come to life.
Then a School-teacher Fish, with jet scales, like a lady’s party dress. Her round face, the fins at her sides, the
edge of her dorsal fin (“dorsal fin” means the fin that runs along the fish’s back—try saying “dorsal fin” to some
of the grownups; you may surprise them) and her tail, were such a bright yellow that if you took the yellow in
your paint-box and painted it thick and clear on a piece of white paper, and then looked through it with a light
behind it, the School-teacher Fish’s yellow would still be brighter. Then several tiny vermilion fish that Dinah
thought must have hurt themselves, for each one had a white bandage around its head. But when she asked them
what had happened, they darted away.+
+Dinah was mistaken, for the white on each fish wasn’t a bandage, but just a marking. These little vermilion fish
have a name almost bigger than themselves. They are called Amphiprions. I certainly don’t expect you to remember
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that.

When Dinah spoke to them, they hurried back to the garden of apple-green sea anemones where they always
hid if anything frightened them, and where they slept.
Then up came a very fat fish with a stumpy scarlet tail, a scarlet frill down his back, and scarlet fins that were
so filmy the big scales, grey shading into red, showed through them. His round black eyes nearly popped out of
his head, for he had never seen a fish like Dinah. Then he decided she wasn’t a fish, but something to eat. So he
smacked his mouth against her.
“Nice fishier!” said Dinah, who thought he was kissing her.
By this time other fat fish, exactly like him, had swum up, so many that Dinah thought the sea had changed
from blue to crimson and silver. They were full of curiosity, their eyes were as round as the saucers of the Doll
House tea-set, and they nuzzled and nibbled at Dinah until they rolled her over on her back.
Still she was looking into depths of blue. And even in the blue sky there were fish, for a silver arch of flyingfish sprang from the sea, curved over her head, and dove into the water again.
There were seagulls, too, flying so high that they looked like a snowstorm, then swooping so low that their
breasts were stained green with the quivering reflection of the water.
“Well, it’s all very beautiful,” thought Dinah. But she would have given all the fish in the sea for a sight of her
dear old Finny, with his slices of plaster lemon. Not one of these fish had lemon on it.
“What kind of fish do they think they are?” Dinah asked herself. “I never before in all my life saw a fish
without slices of lemon on him!”
Rocking gently on the swell, the poor little black doll began to feel terribly frightened and lonely.
“Where are the others?” she wondered. “Shall I ever see them again? Shall I ever see Mr. and Mrs. Doll,
William, Annabel, Baby, Lobby, Chicky, and Pudding? Shall 1 ever see Finny again?” …
*
Now we have left William and Pudding in the Circle of Rocks, with a pair of eyes belonging to we don’t know
what looking down at them.+
+I know what the eyes belonged to, but I’m not going to tell just yet. That comes later in the story.

We have left Dinah floating on the sea. And we haven’t found out anything about Annabel, Baby, Chicky, and
Finny.
But instead of telling you right away what happened to any of them, 1 am going to make you wait, and take
you back to Mr. and Mrs. Doll on the beach. This is known as suspense. Sometimes when people know what a
word means, they don’t like having it explained to them. So if you know what suspense means (I didn’t, when 1
was your age) don’t read the note at the bottom of the page. If you don’t know, the note will explain.+
+Suspense means having to wait to know what is going to happen. It is supposed to make you more interested.
Suspense can be uncomfortable, like not knowing what your punishment is going to be when you have told them you
ate the chocolates you were told not to touch; or it can be splendid, like wondering what is going to be in the toe of
your Christmas stocking.

“The first thing to do,” said Mrs. Doll, “is to dry our wet clothes.”
So Mr. Doll tugged at a long rootlet until it broke and sent him sprawling. Then he tied it from twig to twig of
a bush, for a clothes-line, and on it they hung his black suit with its white shirt-front, Mrs. Doll’s pink ball-gown,
her lace-edged drawers and petticoat, and her yellow wig, which had come unstuck with all the water. This left a
round hole in the top of her head. You could have looked right in and seen the weights that opened and shut her
eyes.
“How cool! How comfortable!” cried Mr. Doll, running around in the sunshine and taking a dive (with a good
deal of splash) into a pool in the rocks.
But Mrs. Doll was hastily getting into a large green leaf. She stuck her arms through it—ping!-pung!—
wrapped it close, and tied a vine tendril around her waist.
“Come here, my dear. I have another leaf for you.”
“Oh, do I have to dress?” asked Mr. Doll.
“Of course, my dear! We are new people here, and callers might come at any moment. It’s bad enough to have
the house upset and to have lost our cook, but how would I feel to have strangers catch you running around
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without anything on?”
So Mr. Doll sadly got into his leaf. But it wasn’t so bad. It was much more comfortable than his evening
clothes.
By this time the sun was high in the sky, making the leaves glisten as if they were wet, and the white sand and
the waterfall shine so the Dolls could hardly look at them.
“We need sun-helmets, my dear,” said Mr. Doll. “I’ve heard that people in the tropics always wear sunhelmets.”
“And I want to keep my head empty,” Mrs. Doll replied. “I don’t know what I should do if I got something in
it.”
So Mr. Doll found a bush of small white flowers, like bells, and picked two of them. They made splendid sun~
helmets.
“Now we must arrange some place to live,” said Mrs. Doll.
“Can’t we just camp on the sand? It would be so pleasant! The air is so fresh, and the view is so fine. I could
sketch, and you could collect sea-shells. See, here is one, to start your collection! This one coloured and spotted
like the Noah’s Ark giraffe is a Terebra subulata.”+
+Mr. Doll had seen a picture of this shell once, and had learned its name by heart. It was the only one he was sure
about, so don’t be afraid you are going to have such big words to read often. Wasn’t he lucky, to find the one he knew?
It had taken him so long to learn its name, and he was so surprised at having a chance to show how much he knew, that
I can’t blame him for trying to impress Mrs. Doll, can you?

Mrs. Doll did not seem to be paying any attention. She was looking about as if she expected to find another
Doll House, right side up, and dry. So Mr. Doll tried again.
“Here is a Terebra subulata—I said, a TEREBRA SUBULATA—for your collection, my dear!”
“I heard you,” said Mrs. Doll. “But this is no time to think of sea-shells. Oh, dear me! Not a house in sight!”
“Don’t you think it would be fun to camp on the sand?”
“I never heard of such a thing in my life!”
“Yes, you have, my dear. You’ve heard of it this very minute!”
“Well, I never want to hear of it again,” said Mrs. Doll. “I want a roof over my head.”
“Then how about this cave among the roots?”
“Too damp! The spray from the waterfall reaches it.”
“How about a tent of leaves?”
“The wind would blow it down.”
“Come and have a look at this coral rock. It’s full of little caves.”
Mrs. Doll came, feeling doubtful. But it was just the thing! There was quite a big cave (big for a doll; small for
you) that they could use for a living-room. Over this, easily reached by steps in the rock, were two smaller caves
that would do for bedrooms. And around the corner, with a view of the waterfall, was another cave.
“A kitchen for Dinah, at last!” cried Mrs. Doll. “How pleased she will be! If she ever comes back to us,” she
added, sadly. For while there is something in a mother’s heart to tell her the children are alive and well, and will
return to her some day, there is nothing to tell her whether the cook will come back.
*
How Mr. and Mrs. Doll did work! First they cleared all the bits of seaweed and driftwood and shells out of the
caves. Then they put down leaf carpets. A big green leaf in the living-room and two smaller blood-red ones in the
bedrooms. In the kitchen they left the sand uncovered.
“Easier to keep clean,” said Mrs. Doll.
The beds were lost, so they made comfortable heaps of springy dry seaweed. Mr. Doll bounced up and down
on them.
“Excellent springs!” he said.
The living-room was quite grand by the time they finished. Mr. Doll swam out and rescued the piano, which
was light because it was hollow, and the round table with the flower pot. Mrs. Doll let him take off his leaf to do
this. They found two of the red brocade chairs. Then, since the tea set was lost, they chose four flat white shells,
tinted with pink, for dishes, and four smaller curled gray ones for cups; and Mrs. Doll set the table with them.
They had found one dining-room chair, and the sideboard, and with these they furnished the kitchen. Oh, how
they panted and puffed before they got the sideboard in place! On it they put Lobby, so that he felt quite at home.
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And they gathered a small heap of driftwood splinters, ready to light, and some shells to cook in.
Then Mr. Doll made a discovery.
A large powder-blue star by the edge of the ripples! It was too flat for a sofa, and too thick for a rug, so he
thought it would do for both. He dragged it to the living-room, and Mrs. Doll said she had never seen anything
prettier. But when she stepped on it, it waved one of its points and gave her a terrible turn! So she made Mr. Doll
drag it back to where he had found it.+
+This was a Starfish. It was as much surprised as Mrs. Doll.

While Mrs. Doll gathered flower petals for napkins and sheets and towels, Mr. Doll made a path, edged with
tiny scallop-shells, that led from their door to the pool beneath the waterfall. Then he found a deep snail-shell to
use as a bucket. He was going to fill the bathtub tank with fresh water. They had left the bathtub under the ledge
of rock, with two flower-petal towels, and a scrap of real sponge they picked up on the shore.
Mrs. Doll wrote, “Private Property, No Trespassing,” with a twig, in the sand beside it, and when she was busy
in the cave Mr. Doll added: “Unless you want a Bath. If you do, turn the Tap.”
Carrying his snail-shell bucket, Mr. Doll walked carefully along the exact center of his path to the pool.
“Glug-glug” went the water as it entered the mouth of the shell.
Down drifted a tiny feather, jade green with a fluff of white, and floated so lightly that it was almost dry when
Mr. Doll picked it up. What bird had dropped it? Mr. Doll looked, but in vain.
“Would you like your feather back?” he called into the air, but no bird answered. So he stuck it into his sunhelmet, and leaned over the pool to enjoy his reflection. He liked this so well that he felt gay and dashing. As he
carried his water home, brushing his footprints out behind him with a spray of fern, for he wanted to keep his path
looking new until all the family had admired it, he sang The Bluebells of Scotland. That was the tune the Music
Box used to play in the Toy Shop, so long ago.
But he stopped singing as Mrs. Doll rushed wildly towards him.
“The clothes-line! The clothes-line!” she cried. "Hurry! A terrible thing has happened! Oh! Oh! Oh!”
Seizing Mr. Doll’s hand, she ran with him so fast that the water jumped out of his bucket. She wouldn’t even
jump on the path. She ran right over the scallop-shell border.
“Please-keep-off-the-grass!” gasped Mr. Doll. But Mrs. Doll answered:
“Pooh! It’s only sand!” Then she remembered he was slightly cracked, and added, more kindly:
“I’m sorry, my dear. But this has upset me so, I don’t know what I’m doing. Just look!”
There hung the clothesline—empty!
There was no wind to have blown the clothes away. There were no footprints in front of the bushes. But Mr.
Doll’s evening clothes, Mrs. Doll’s ball-gown, petticoat, drawers, and wig were gone. Mr. Doll said, in a voice he
tried to make brave:
“There is somebody else on this island!” …
1920
112.190 Excerpt from My Brother Down There\fn{by Steve Frazee aka Dean Jennings (1909-1992)} Salida, Chaffee
County, Colorado, U.S.A. (M) 16
Now there were three left. Here was the fourth, doubled up on his side at the edge of the meadow grass where
the wind had scattered pine needles. His face was pinched and gray. Big black wood ants were backing away from
the blood settling into the warm soil.
Jaynes turned the dead man over with his foot.
“Which one is this?”
Holesworth, deputy warden of the State Penitentiary, gave Jaynes an odd look.
“Joseph Otto Weyerhauser,” he said. “Life for murder.”
Deputy Sheriff Bill Melvin was standing apart from the rest of the posse. He had been too deep in the timber to
take part in the shooting. He watched the little green State patrol plane circling overhead. It was a windless day.
The voice of the mountains spoke of peace and summer.
Joseph Otto Weyerhauser. Spoken that way, the words gave dignity to the fugitive who lay now on the earth in
the pale green uniform that had been stolen from the wash lines of a little filling station a hundred miles away.
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Sid Jaynes was a beefy man with dark eyes that glittered. Jaynes had not known who the convict was and he
had not cared. The green pants and shirt, when Weyerhauser tried to run across the head of the little meadow, had
been enough for him.
“He played it like a fool,” Jaynes said. “He could have stayed in the timber.”
“You made $12.50 with each one of those shots, Jaynes.” The deputy warden's voice ran slowly and
deliberately.
“Let the State keep their twenty-five bucks,” Jaynes said. “I didn’t come along for that.” His rifle was a
beautiful instrument with a telescopic sight. The dead man lay beside a sawed-off shotgun and a .38 pistol taken
from a guard he had slugged with a bar of soap in a sock. “Why didn’t he stay in the timber, the damn fool?”
“They’re all city boys,” Warden Holesworth said. “He was heading for the highway.
It put you on the wrong side of your job to make a comparison between the dead man’s short-range weapons
and the rifles of the posse, Deputy Bill Melvin thought. Weyerhauser had been one of four prison escapees. He
had taken his big chance with the others, and here the chance had ended.
That was all there was to it; but Melvin wished he did not have to look at Weyerhauser or hear any more from
Jaynes, who was always the first man to reach the sheriff’s office when the word went out that a manhunt was on.
Jaynes, who ran a garage, never came when help was needed to find a lost hunter or a wrecked plane.
Sheriff Rudd spoke. Sheriff Rudd was a veteran of the open-range days of men and cattle. He stood like a rifle
barrel, tall and spare. His face was bony, with a jutting nose.
“There’s three more,” the sheriff said. “All tougher than Weyerhauser.” He squinted at the green plane, now
circling lower in the trough of the mountains.
“Call that flyer, Melvin. He’s buzzing around this basin like a bee in a washtub. Tell him to get up in the air.
Tell him about this and have him call the patrol station over the hill and see if anything has popped there.”
Deputy Melvin started back to the horse with the radio gear. Jaynes called:
“Ask him if he’s spotted any of the other three.”
Melvin paid no attention.
“One twenty, ground party, Stony Park.”
“Ground party, go ahead.”
“Get some altitude. You're making Sheriff Rudd nervous.”
“What does Rudd think I am? There’s a hell of a wind up here. What happened?”
“We got Weyerhauser. Dead. Call Scott and Studebaker on the road blocks.”
“Stand by,” the pilot said.
Melvin leaned against the mare. She moved a little, cropping grass, switching her tail at deer flies
unconcernedly, while Melvin listened to the plane call across the mountains. Jaynes’s sleeping bag was on the
crosspieces of the pack saddle, put there to protect the radio from branches. Jaynes walked over.
“Has he spotted—”
“I didn’t ask,” said Melvin.
“Why not?”
“He would have said so if he had.”
“Well, it won’t hurt to ask. Maybe—”
“Go collect your twenty-five bucks, Jaynes.”
“What do you mean by that?”
Jaynes did not understand. He never would.
“Ground party one twenty,” the pilot said. “Negative on all road blocks and patrol cars.”
“Thanks, one twenty. Call Studebaker again and have an ambulance meet us at the big spring, east side of
Herald Pass, at one this afternoon.”
“Okay.” The plane began to climb. Melvin watched until it gained altitude and shot away across the timbered
hump of Herald Pass.
“That’s a hell of a note,” Jaynes complained. “Guys like me come out here, taking time off from our business
just to do what’s right, and you don’t even ask whether he’s spotted the others or not.”
Melvin pulled the canvas cover back over the radio.
“Four times twenty-five makes a hundred, Jaynes. What are you going to buy with all that money?”
“I give it to the Red Cross, don’t I'”
“You mean that first twenty-five you knocked down—that little forger? I remember him, Jaynes. He came out
of a railroad culvert trying to get his hands up, scared to death, and you cut loose.”
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Jaynes was puzzled, not angry. He said:
“You talk funny for a deputy sheriff, Melvin. You sound like you thought there was something nice about these
stinking cons. What are we supposed to do with them?”
Melvin went back to the posse. Deputy Warden Holesworth had searched the dead man. On the ground was a
pile. Candy bars, smeary and flattish from being carried in pockets; seven packs of cigarettes.
“One down and three to go,” Jaynes said. “Where do we head now, Sheriff?”
Sheriff Rudd looked around the group. Two or three of the men sitting in the grass had already lost stomach.
Rudd named them and said:
“Take that sorrel that’s started to limp and pack Weyerhauser up to the highway.”
“At the big spring on the east side,” Melvin said. ”There’ll be an ambulance there at 1 o’clock.”
“I’ve got to get back myself,” the deputy warden said. “Tomorrow I’ll send a couple of guards out. We can fly
in Blayden’s hounds from up north—”
“I don’t favor hounds,” the sheriff said. “Keep your guards, too, Holesworth. The last time you sent guards we
had to carry ’em out. You keep ’em sitting in those towers too much.”
“That’s what they get paid for, not for being Indian guides and cross-country men. To hell with you.”
They grinned at each other. Then Holesworth gave Jaynes another speculative glance and helped lift
Weyerhauser onto the lame horse.
That left seven in the posse. They divided the cigarettes. Small ants went flying when someone gave the pile of
candy bars a kick. One chocolate bar, undisturbed by the boot, was melting into the earth beside the other stain.
Two days later Sheriff Rudd cut the trail of three men whose heelprints showed P marks in the center. Rudd
swung down and studied the tracks, and then he took the saddle off his gelding.
“What’s the stall?” Jaynes asked. “That’s the track of our meat, Rudd.”
“A day and a half old, at least. Give your horse a rest.”
The sheriff sat down on a log and began to fill his pipe. Melvin walked beside the footprints for several steps.
He saw the wrapper of a candy bar lying on the ground. Four days on candy and desperation. The poor devils.
Poor devils, hell; the candy had been stolen from the filling station where they had slugged a sixty-year-old man,
the desperation was their own, and they were asking for the same as Weyerhauser.
Melvin looked up at the gray caps of the mountains. They ran here in a semicircle, with only one trail over
them, and that almost unknown. If these tracks with the deep-cut marks in the heels continued up, the fugitives
would be forced to the forgotten road that led to Clover Basin. From there the trail went over the spine at 13,000
feet. It was a terrible climb for men living on candy bars. Melvin went back to the resting posse, saying nothing.
“Clover Basin, maybe?” Sheriff Rudd asked. Melvin nodded.
“Why haven’t the damn search planes seen them?” Jaynes asked.
“There’s trees and rocks, and the sound of a plane engine carries a long way ahead.” Bud Pryor was a part-time
deputy, here now because he had been called to go. He was a barrel-chested man who could stop a barroom fight
by cracking heads together, but he didn’t care much for riding the mountains. And he didn’t care at all for Jaynes.
“Any other stupid questions, sharpshooter?” Bud Pryor asked Jaynes.
The sheriff got up.
“Let’s go.” They rode into the first of the great fields of golden gaillardia at the lower end of Clover Basin. The
buildings of the Uncle Sam Mine hung over the slope at the upper end like gray ghosts. Rudd stopped his horse.
The others crowded up behind him.
Motion started at the highest building and sent small points out on the slide-rock trail.
“Hey!” Jaynes cried. Both he and Melvin put glasses on the tiny figures scrambling over the flat gray stones.
Two men in green uniforms. Two men who ran and fell and crawled upward toward the harsh rise of Clover
Mountain.
Jaynes let his binoculars fall on the cord around his neck. He raised his rifle, sighting through the scope. Some
sort of dedication lay in his glittering eyes, some drive that made Melvin look away from him and glance at the
sheriff.
Rudd, however, without the aid of glasses, was watching the fleeing men on the eternal stones of Clover
Mountain. Jaynes kicked his horse ahead.
“Come on!”
“Get off and lead that horse a while, Jaynes,” the sheriff said. “You’ve knocked the guts out of him already the
last few days.”
“There they are!” Jaynes gestured with his rifle.
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“And there they go.” Rudd got down and began to lead his horse.
“Now what the hell!” Jaynes twisted his face. “They’re getting away—farther out of range every second!”
“They’re a mile airline. It’ll take us the best part of two hours to reach the mine,” Sheriff Rudd said with weary
patience. “And then it will be dark. Go on, Jaynes, if you want to, but leave that horse behind.”
“It’s mine.”
“You’ll leave it behind, I said.”
Jaynes looked through his scope and cursed.
“Three came in here,” Bud Pryor said. “Go on up and kick that third one out, Jaynes. He’s there.”
“How do you know?” Jaynes’s voice was not large. Pryor’s thick lips spread in a grin. He was still sweating
from the last steep hill where they had led the horses.
“Gets chilly mighty quick in these high places, don’t it?”
Rudd started on, leading his horse. It was dusk when they closed in on the bunkhouse of the Uncle Sam Mine,
working around from the rocks and coming closer in short rushes to the toe of the dump. Jaynes and Melvin went
up the dump together until their heads were nearly level with the rusted rails that still held rotting chocks.
“I’ll cover you from here,” Jaynes said. “This scope gathers light so a man can’t miss.”
Melvin raised his head above the dump. An evening wind drove grouse feathers across the yellow waste
toward him. He saw a rat scurry along the ledge of a broken window and then sit still, looking out. Inside, two or
three others squealed as they raced across the floor. Melvin scrabbled on up and walked into the bunkhouse. Two
rats carrying grouse bones ducked through holes in the floor. One half of the roof was caved in but the other end,
where the stove sat with its pipe reduced to lacy fragility, was still a shelter.
The stove was warm. Here, for a time, three men had stayed. They were city-bred, and so this man-made shell
seemed the natural place to take shelter. No outdoorsman would have sought the rat-fouled place, but the escaped
prisoners must have received some small comfort from it. Instinctively they had huddled inside this pitiful ruin for
the security that all pursued mankind must seek. And now, caught by the dusk and the silence, looking through a
window at the mighty sweep of the high world, Bill Melvin was stirred by a feeling for the fugitives that sprang
from depths far below the surface things called logic and understanding..
“What’s in there?” Jaynes called.
Melvin stepped outside.
“Nothing.”
Jaynes cursed. He climbed to the dump level and stared at the dim slide-rock trail. He fondled his rifle.
Pryor’s voice came from the lower buildings, high-pitched and clear, running out to the walls of the great basin
and echoing back with ghostly mockery.
“Nothing in any of these, Sheriff!”
“Let’s get on the trail!” Jaynes yelled.
“Come down here,” Sheriff Rudd said, and both their voices ran together on the darkening rocks around them.
Melvin and Jaynes rejoined the others. Melvin was dead-weary now, but Jaynes kept looking at the slide-rock,
fretting.
“We can’t get horses over that slide-rock at night,” Rudd said. “And maybe not in daylight. We’ll camp here
tonight.”
“And all that time they’ll be moving,” Jaynes objected. “Are you sure you want to catch them, Sheriff?”
“They’ll be feeling their way down the worst switchbacks in these hills,” Rudd said. “On empty stomachs.”
“Like hell!” Jaynes said. “They've been living like kings on grouse.”
“One grouse,” Melvin said.
“They must be getting fat.” Rudd pointed to the floor of the basin. “We’ll camp down there and give the horses
a chance to graze.”
“And make this climb again in the morning,” Jaynes said disgustedly.
Dew was gathering on the grass when they picketed the horses. All the chill of the high-country night seemed
to have gathered in the enormous black hole. They ate almost the last of their food at a fire built from scrubby
trees.
Jaynes cleaned his rifle before he ate. He rubbed the stock and admired the weapon, standing with the firelight
glittering in his eyes.
“What will that pretty thing do that a good Krag won’t?” Bud Pryor asked.
Jaynes smiled and let the answer gleam in the reflection of the flames.
“Somebody will have to start out tomorrow for grub,” the sheriff said. “How about it, Jaynes?”
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“I can live on the country,” Jaynes said.
“Yeah.” The sheriff unrolled his sleeping bag. “One hour each on guard tonight. Not at the fire, either. Stay out
by the horses. I’ll take it from three till dawn.”
Jaynes peered into the darkness.
“You think the third one is around in the rocks, huh?”
“I think the horses can get all tangled up. The third man went over the hill a long time ago,” Rudd said.
“How do you know that?” Jaynes asked.
“Because I’m betting it was Marty Kaygo. He’s the toughest and the smartest. He wouldn’t sit in that eagle’s
nest up there, hoping somebody comes after him.”
“Kaygo, huh? What was he in for?” Jaynes stared toward the gloomy crest of the mountain,
“He killed two cops.” Rudd took off his boots, pulled his hat down tightly, and got into his sleeping bag. “He
killed them with one shot each.” The sheriff was asleep a few moments later.
Jaynes set his rifle on his sleeping bag and began to eat.
“Who are the other two?”
“Don’t you even know their names?” Melvin asked.
“What’s the difference if I don’t?”
Maybe Jaynes was right. It had to be done, one way or another; names merely made it harder.
“Sam Castagna and Oro L. Strothers,” Melvin said. “Castagna used to blow up rival gamblers for a syndicate,
Strothers specialized in holding up banks.”
“Ora L. That’s nice and gentle, a con having a name like that,” Jaynes said,
“Don’t you give him the right to have a name?” Melvin asked. “Don't you give him the right to be a human
being?”
Jaynes looked blank at the anger in Melvin's voice.
“What is it with you, anyway? You and Rudd both talk like it was a crime to send those bastards rolling in the
grass.”
Rolling in the grass. That was exactly what had happened to Weyerhauser when Jaynes’s second shot ripped
through his belly.
Melvin walked away from the fire suddenly, into the cold dark layers of the night. The possemen were sacking
out, Jaynes squatted near the fire alone, eating, a puzzled expression on his face. Bud Pryor, stripped down to long
underwear and his boots, came over and stood beside the flames for a few minutes, warming his hands.
Dislike of Jaynes and a sort of wonder mingled on Pryor’s fleshy face. He parted his thick lips as if to speak.
But then he left the fire and settled into his sleeping bag, grunting.
The night was large and silent. Up toward the knife edge of Clover Mountain two men had scrambled across
the rocks, crawling where slides had filled the trail. Two men running for their lives.
Melvin kept seeing it over and over. Castagna’s sentence had been commuted to life just two days short of the
gas chamber. Strothers had never killed a man, but he was cold and ruthless. Marty Kaygo, who must have gone
across the hill before the others, was in debt to the law 180 years. This was his third escape from prison.
They were all no good, predators against society. But … in the solemn night, with the tremendous peace of the
mountains upon him, Bill Melvin stared uneasily at the line which must run from crime to punishment. Ordinarily,
he did not allow himself to be disturbed like this; but Jaynes, scraping the last of his supper from a tin plate, had
kicked over the little wall that divided what men must do from what they think.
“I’ll take the first watch,” Melvin said.
Jaynes came out from the fire. He spoke in a low voice.
“It’s only nine o’clock. Barker’s got a flashlight. We could slip up on the slide-rock trail—there’s patches of
snow there—and see for sure if they all three crossed.”
“Why?”
“If one is still here, he’ll try to slip out of the basin tonight. We could lay out in that narrow place and nail him
dead to rights.”
“I’ll take the first watch.”
Melvin walked deeper into the night, trembling from high-altitude fatigue, mouthing the sickening aftertaste of
Jayne's presence.
“Why not, Melvin?”
“Go to bed!”
Sometimes a healthy man does not sleep well at great altitudes. and so it was with Melvin this night. When
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Jaynes relieved him. Melvin heard the beefy hunter going down the basin past the horses. He knew that Jaynes
would make for a place where he could command the narrow entrance to the basin. and that he would lie there.
patiently, his rifle ready.
Melvin wondered if his eyes would glitter in the dark.
Jaynes stayed his watch and the watch of the man he did not waken for relief.
Dawn slid across the peaks. Light was there when dew and gloom were still heavy in the basin. The sheriff and
Pryor cooked the last of the bacon and opened the last two cans of beans. Jaynes saddled up and led his horse
toward the fire before he ate.
“What kind of rifle was it this—what was his name. Kaygo?—stole at the filling station?”
“A 30-06.” Rudd said. There were pouches under his eyes this morning, and he looked his years. He stared
through the smoke at Jaynes. “New one. He took five boxes of shells, too, Jaynes. They’re hunting cartridges.”
“I’ve got a few expanding noses myself,” Jaynes said. “Let’s get started.”
Rudd spat to one side.
“You’re like a hog going to war.”
Bud Pryor laughed. The other manhunters stared at Jaynes or at the ground. They seemed ashamed now,
Melvin thought, to be a part of this thing. Or a part of Jaynes. Pryor said explosively:
“I’ll go in after chow today, Sheriff. Me and Jaynes.”
“No!” Jaynes said. “I can live on the country. Me and Melvin can keep going when the rest of you have to run
for a restaurant.” Rudd said to Pryor:
“You and Barker, then. It’s closer now to Scott than it is to Studebaker, so we’ll split up after we cross the hill.
Try the radio again, Melvin. Maybe nobody will have to go in.”
“No contact,” Melvin said later. “When we get to the top, we can reach out and make it.”
They took the slide-rock trail from the dump at the side of the bunkhouse. In passing, Melvin noticed that the
grouse feathers were almost entirely blown away.
Seventy years before, jack trains had used the trail; but now the years had slid into it. The posse led their
horses. Sparks from steel shoes in the stretches where the ledge still showed drill marks; a clattering and a
scramble, with the horses rolling their eyes when they had to cross the spills of dry-slippery rocks.
In the snowbanks, the tracks of three men; and one man had gone about a day before the others.
There lay the ridge, half a mile ahead. On the left, where they traveled, the mountain ran down wildly to ledges
where no human being would ever set foot.
They lost the little radio mare. She slipped and fell and then she was threshing over and the slide-rock ran with
her. She struck a ledge and was gone. The rocks kept spilling down a thousand feet below. Rudd patted the neck
of his frightened gelding.
“There went a damn good little mare.” Jaynes said:
“They don’t exactly give those radios away, either. My sleeping bag cost sixty-two bucks.”
They came out on the wedge-top and went down three switchbacks to let the horses take a blow out of the
wind. A dozen lakes were winking in the sunlight. The mountains on this side ran in a crazy pattern. Every major
range in the United States runs north and south, with one exception; but from the pinpoints where a man must
stand, the north-south coursing is often lost or does not exist at all.
There was no highway in sight, no smoke, just the vast expanse of timber with the gray-sharp slopes above and
the shine of beaver meadows where little streams lay separated from each other by ridges eight thousand feet
high.
“A regiment could hide out down there all summer,” Rudd said.
“But these guys will most likely keep running downhill, hoping to hit a highway sooner or later.”
Jaynes’s rifle was in his hands, as usual when he was on foot. He pointed with it.
“I know every inch of that country. I’ve fished and hunted all through it.”
“Don’t be a fool,” Sheriff Rudd said. “I rode that country before you were born, and I discovered a new place
every time I went out. And I could do the same for one hundred years.” Rudd shook his head.
“Every inch of it …” Jaynes said:
“I can find any tenderfoot that tries to hide out down there.” He patted the stock of his rifle.
“Goddamn you, Jaynes! I’m sick of you!” Melvin cried. “Keep your mouth shut!”
Jaynes was surprised.
“Now what did I say? Have you got a biting ulcer or something, Melvin?”
“Let’s go on down,” Rudd said.
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Melvin’s stomach held a knot that eased off slowly. For a moment he had seen the land without a man in it,
forgetting even himself as he stood there on the mountain. But Jaynes would never let a man forget himself for
long.
In the middle of the morning the green plane came over and circled them. The pilot was calling, Melvin knew,
but they had no way now to listen or call back. After a while the plane soared away over the green timber and
drifted on toward Scott.
They struck the timber. Fallen trees lay across the trail, slowing the horses. There were still three men ahead.
“Planes, radios, horses—what the hell good are they?” Jaynes said irritably. “In the end it comes down to men
on foot closing in on each other.”
“Like you closed in on the Uncle Sam bunkhouse, huh?” Pryor asked. “Hand to hand, tooth and toenail.”
“Strip down to a breechclout, Jaynes,” Rudd said. “I’ll give you my knife and you can go after Kaygo
properly.” Barker said:
“Yeah, why don't you do that, Jaynes? You big-mouthed bastard, you.”
Barker had little imagination. He was a sullen man who would kill the fugitives as quickly as Jaynes. All that
motivated Barker now, Melvin thought, was a desire to transfer the cause of his hunger and weariness to another
human being. Jaynes had already been marked by him as a target.
“I don’t understand you guys, so help me,” Jaynes said.
Melvin felt a flash of pity for him; the man really did not understand. What made Jaynes tick probably was as
obscure as the forces that had sent the men he so greatly wanted to kill into a life of crime. Somebody ought to be
able to figure it out …
The big buck flashed across the narrow lane in a split second. The smaller one that followed an instant later
was going just as fast. Jaynes broke its neck with one shot.
The thought of fresh liver relieved some of Melvin’s dislike of Jaynes.
“Nice shooting, Jaynes.”
“Thanks.”
“I’ll eat that thing without skinning it,” Bud Pryor said. He had his knife out already and was trotting ahead.
Jaynes sat on a log and cleaned his rifle while Pryor and Melvin dressed the buck. Jaynes had merely glanced
at it and turned away.
“He’s larded up like first-class grass-fed beef,” Pryor said. “Lucky shot, Jaynes.”
“I seldom miss a running target.” Jaynes spoke absently, looking ahead at the trees. Pryor sent Melvin a helpless look.
“It sure looked lucky to me.”
“No luck at all,” said Jaynes. “It’s simple if you have the eye for it.”
Pryor made a motion with his knife as if to cut his own throat. He and Melvin laughed. For a few moments
Jaynes was no problem to them.
“Sling it on a horse,” Sheriff Rudd said. “We can eat when we get to Struthers’ sawmill set."
“Struthers? That’s one of the men we want,” Jaynes said.
“Different spelling,” Rudd said. “Jumbo Struthers has been dead for forty years, and the sawmill hasn’t run for
fifty-two years.”
“We could dig him up,” Pryor said, grinning, “so Jaynes could shoot him.”
For the first time Jaynes showed anger.
“Why do you keep digging at me? What are we out here for, anyway? You act like there was something wrong
in what we’re doing”
“We’re here to bring back three men, dead or alive,” Rudd said. “Let’s go.”
The trail expanded into a logging road, with live trees trying to close it out and dead trees trying to block it.
Mosquitoes came singing in from a marsh on the left. Already tormented by the snags on fallen timber, the horses
shook their heads as the insects buzzed their ears. Pryor kept swinging his hat at blowflies settling on the carcass
of the deer.
“The good old summertime,” he said. “How’d you get me out here, Sheriff?”
“You were getting fat, so you volunteered.” The small talk irritated Jaynes.
“We’re not making much time,” he said. Later, after a delay to lever aside a tangle of dead jackpines, he went
ahead in a stooping posture for several steps.
“One of the boys ain’t doing so good all at once.”
Melvin studied the tracks. One man had started to drag his leg; a second one was helping him. The third track
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was still older than these two. Farther down the road a punch mark appeared in the soil. One man was using a
short pole as a cane. Jaynes wanted to race away on the trail.
“We’ll have that one before long!”
“Hold up.” The sheriff stopped to fill his pipe. “I’d say the fellow twisted a muscle or sprained his ankle trying
to jump that tangle we just cleared out. The other one will leave him, that’s sure.”
“The old ranger lean-to in Boston Park must be pretty close,” Jaynes said. “Half a mile, I’d say.”
“About a mile,” Rudd said.
Melvin knew about it, the big lean-to sometimes used by fishermen and hunters. Man had made it, and the fact
would seem important to the men ahead. Considering the tracks of the injured fugitive, Melvin wondered whether
the convict would last to Boston Park.
“If he’s bunged up as bad as it looks, he’s likely ready to quit,” Rudd said.
“He won’t give up,” Jaynes said. “He’ll make a stand.”
The sheriff narrowed his eyes at Jaynes.
“Why will he, if he’s hurt?”
“If he’s been left at that lean-to, he’s the loneliest man in the world right now,” Melvin put in.
“Yeah?” Jaynes kept edging ahead.
“I’m not walking up on that hut to find out how lonely he is.”
“Nobody is,” Rudd said. “When we get close, two men will take the horses. The rest of us will cut off into the
timber and come in from all sides of the lean-to. He may not be there at all.”
The lean-to was set between two trees on high ground, clear of the swamp that edged the beaver ponds.
Generations of outdoorsmen had piled boughs along the sides and on top until the shelter was a rust-brown mass.
That it had not been burned by a careless match long ago spoke tersely of the nature of the men who came far into
the mountains.
Melvin and Sheriff Rudd came to the edge of the trees a hundred yards apart. They waited for Pryor, on the
right. Barker and Jaynes were to ease out of the trees on the left, Barker to cover the back of the shelter, Jaynes to
prevent escape farther to the left.
There had been a fire recently among the blackened stones before the lean-to. Fine ashes stirred there, lifting to
a little wind that rolled across the beaver ponds and whispered through the tall swamp grass.
Melvin saw Pryor come to the edge of the trees and signal with his hand. Barker slipped to the cover of a
windfall behind the shelter. He wagged his rifle.
Inside the lean-to a man cleared his throat. Melvin sank to one knee behind a log. The sheriff said:
“Come out of there! You’re boxed. Walk out with your hands up!”
“I can’t walk,” a voice replied.
“Come out of there. We’ll rip that place apart with bullets if I have to ask again.”
The brittle needles scraped against each other. A chunky man whose face was black with beard came on hands
and knees from the hut. He was wearing a soiled, torn green uniform, too small for him. One pants leg was gone
below the knee.
“Toss your pistol away,” Rudd ordered.
“No gun.” The man clawed against one of the trees. He pulled himself erect. “No gun, you stinking, dirty—”
He started to fall and made a quick grab at the crosspiece of the shelter.
A rifle blasted from the edge of the timber beyond Barker. The man at the lean-to fell. He was dead, Melvin
was sure.
“Watch him! Watch him!” Jaynes called. “It’s just his arm!”
Melvin and the sheriff walked in then. The man had been shot through the left hand, a thick hand, by a softnosed hunting bullet. . The palm was torn away and the fingers were spread like the spokes of a shattered wheel.
The man rolled on his side and put his broken hand under his arm.
“My leg is cracked before.” He cursed. “Now look at it!”
The leg was really broken now; it had twisted under when the man fell. Melvin searched him and found two
packs of cigarettes. Barker came around the hut. Jaynes arrived on the run.
“I could just see his arm when he grabbed for his gun!”
“He grabbed, all right,” Sheriff Rudd said. “To keep from falling on a busted leg.”
“Oh!” Jaynes stared down. “It looked to me like—”
“Shut up!” Rudd yelled at the timber where the two men were holding the horses.
“Bring ’em on!” There was a first-aid kit on Melvin’s horse.
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“Which one is this?” Jaynes asked.
“Sam Castagna. Suspected of seven murders, convicted of one, sentence commuted to life. Where’s Strothers,
Sam?”
“Run out on me.” With his face against the brown needles Castagna tried to spit explosively. It merely dribbled
from his mouth and hung in his black beard. He cursed in Italian, glaring up at Jaynes. Barker said:
“No gun anywhere around the hut. They had two sawed-offs and two .38 pistols, besides the rifle Kaygo
swiped at the filling station.”
The horses came in at the trot. Pryor circled the swamp and plodded through the grass. He looked at the
wounded man.
“Castagna, huh? Nice boy who likes to put bombs on car-starters. The other two are still going down the trail,
Sheriff.”
“Straight to a highway,” Rudd said. “Let’s patch him up and move on.”
“I’m going to eat here,” Pryor said, “if you have to leave me. I’m going to beat the blowflies to some of that
deer.” He began to build a fire.
Melvin and Barker made splints for Castagna’s broken leg. They wrapped his hand. He watched them stolidly.
When they pulled his leg, he ground his teeth and sweated. Melvin got him a drink of water afterward.
“Thanks.” Castagna held the cup in a trembling hand, slopping part of the water down his chin and into the
thick black hairs at the base of his neck. .
“Where’s Strothers and Kaygo, Castagna?” Jaynes asked.
Castagna looked hungrily at the meat Pryor was roasting on a green limb. He lay back on the ground and
closed his eyes. There was a depression under his head and it caused his face to tilt straight into the sun. Melvin
took off his coat and rolled it under the wounded man’s head. They squatted around the fire, roasting cutlets
chopped from the loin with a hand ax, too hungry to bother with a frying pan. Blood from half-raw meat ran down
their chins when they chewed. None of us is far removed from the wolf, Melvin thought; but there is a difference
between men like Rudd and Sam Castagna. There has to be. Yet where was the difference between Castagna and
Jaynes, who cleaned his rifle before he ate?
Melvin glanced at the gleaming weapon, laid carefully aside on the dry grass. He felt an urge to hurl the rifle
far out into the beaver pond. Sheriff Rudd ground his meat moodily.
“I never used to stop when I was on the chase. We stop to gorge ourselves while a desperate man keeps going.
The difference is he has to get away and we don’t have to catch him.”
“Him? Who do you mean?” Jaynes asked. “Why don’t we have to catch him?”
“Oh, hell,” Rudd said. “Gimme the salt, Barker.”
“I don’t understand what—” Jaynes said.
“Before we leave here, Jaynes, you throw into that pond every damn hunting bullet you got,” Rudd said. “I’m
going to watch you do it.”
They all looked at Jaynes. He could not grasp the reason for their hostility.
“Shells cost money. I’ll use that old coffee can over there and bury them under the lean-to. Next fall I’ll be
through here hunting.”
“Do that then,” Rudd said. “Every damn soft-nose you got.” But Rudd seemed to find no satisfaction in the
trifling victory. He knew he was only scratching at the surface, Melvin thought. The sheriff twisted around toward
Castagna.
“Some deer meat, Sam?”
“Yeah. Yeah, let me try it.” Castagna ate greedily, and then he lost everything before they could get him onto a
horse.
The green plane was cruising southwest of them. A few minutes later it came over Boston Park, dipping low. It
went southwest again, circling six or seven times.
“Uh-huh,” Rudd said.
“He must be over the Shewalter Meadows,” Jaynes said. “That’s all down-timber between here and there.”
“Not if you know the way from the sawmill set.” Rudd swung up. “Catch Castagna there if he starts to fall.”
There were still two sets of man-tracks down the logging road. Just before they reached the sawmill site they
found a sawed-off shotgun laid across a log, pointing toward one of the sawdust piles near the creek. Under it an
arrow mark scratched in the black soil pointed in the same direction.
“Now that’s a cute trick,” Jaynes said. He sighted through his scope at the sawdust piles, age-brown mounds
blending into the wilderness. He was suspicious, but he was confused.
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“It reads to me that Strothers wants to quit, and want to be sure we know it,” Rudd said.
“Suppose he’s still got the pistol? Suppose it’s Kaygo?” Jaynes asked.
“Most likely Kaygo is over there where the plane was circling,” Melvin said. Kaygo had left the others at the
Uncle Sam Mine. The sheriff, at least, was sure of that, and Melvin had accepted it. Still, he did not like the quiet
of the sawdust piles, warm and innocent-looking out there by the creek. Rudd said:
“Come on, Melvin. The rest of you stay here. Take Castagna off the horse and let him lay down a while.”
“I’d better—” Jaynes said.
“Stay right here,” the sheriff said.
Rudd and Melvin leaped the creek and tramped upon the spongy surface of the sawdust piles. In a little hollow
of the shredded wood they found their man, asleep.
His blond whiskers were short and curly. The sun had burned his face.. His green shirt, washed recently in the
stream, was spread near him and now it was dry. His heavy prison shoes were set neatly together near his feet.
“Strothers, all right,” Rudd said. “Wake up!”
The man was snoring gently. He jerked a little but he did not rouse until Rudd tossed one of the shoes on his
stomach. Strothers opened his eyes and yawned.
“What kept you so long?” he asked.
Cold and deadly, the bulletins had read; he had never killed a man, but he had always entered banks prepared
to kill. He had studied law, and later, engineering. It was said that he could have been successful in either. Now he
sat on a pile of sawdust in the wilderness, ready to go back to the isolation cells.
“Local yokels, eh? I didn’t think those lazy bastards of guards would come this far. Got anything to smoke,
Constable?”
“Where’s Kaygo?” the sheriff asked.
Strothers yawned again. He felt his feet.
“Talk about blisters!” He began to put on his shoes. “Why, Marty left us at a rat hole on the side of a cliff day
before yesterday.”
“We know that,” Rudd said.
“That’s why I mentioned it,” Strothers reached toward his shirt.
“Hold it!” Melvin picked up the shirt. There was no weight in it, nothing under it. He tossed it to Strothers,
who rose and began to put it on.
“Where’s the other thirty-eight?” Rudd asked mildly.
“The other? So you got Weyerhauser. Can I have a smoke?” Melvin lit a cigarette and tossed it to Strothers.
The sheriff and his deputy glanced quickly at each other.
“I don’t know who’s got it,” Strothers said. The horses were coming out of the timber. He saw Castagna.
“Did you ask Sam?”
The sheriff's eyes were tight. He spoke easily.
“Sam’s clean. You look clean. So Kaygo’s got it. Why’d you give up, Strothers?”
“Too much of nothing here. No future.” Strothers grinned, dragging on his cigarette, watching the horses from
the corners of his eyes. The surface was smooth, but there was steel savagery underneath. Castagna was a bully
who had graduated to bombs on starters and bundles of dynamite against the bedroom walls of gambling kings;
Strothers was everything the long F.B.I.\fn{Federal Bureau of Investigation} reports said.
“You could have given up with Castagna,” Melvin said. “That two-bit character! I play it alone.” Strothers
puffed his smoke.
“Do I get some chow?”
“Yeah,” Rudd said. “Half-done venison.”
“Raw will be fine, Constable.”
“Walk on over toward the horses,” Rudd said. “When I say stop—stop.”
“Sure, Constable. Just don’t stall. I want to get home as soon as possible. I’m doing some leather work that
can’t be neglected.”
Not the usual bravado of a petty criminal—Strothers was too coldly intelligent for that. He was spreading it on
lightly for another purpose. He wouldn’t have much luck with Rudd, Melvin knew. Let him find it out. Strothers
limped ahead of them.
“When my last blister broke, that was when I decided to hell with it.”
“Right there, Strothers,” Rudd said, when they were twenty feet from the horses. With the exception of Jaynes,
the posse was relaxed. The first heat of the chase had been worn from them, and this third easy victory coming
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toward them was nothing to cause excitement.
Rudd nodded at Melvin, making a circle with his finger in the air. Melvin walked wide around Strothers and
freed his lariat from the saddle.
“The great big Strothers, he comes easy,” Castagna said sullenly. Strothers ignored Castagna; his eyes were on
the rope in Melvin’s hands. Barker and the others looked at Strothers dully, but Jaynes sensed what they did not.
He pushed his scope sight down and raised his rifle.
“Never mind!” Rudd said sharply, standing several paces behind Strothers. “Put that rifle down, Jaynes. Drop
your pants, Strothers.”
Strothers smiled.
“Now look, Constable …” He was watching the loop in Melvin’s hand.
And that was when Rudd stepped in and slammed Strothers to the ground with the butt of his rifle. Melvin
drove in quickly then. Strothers was enough for the two of them for a while, but they got his arms tied behind him
at last.
The little automatic, flat, fully loaded, was tied with strips of green cloth from Castagna’s pants legs to the
inside of Strother’s thigh. Castagna cursed bitterly, clinging to the saddle horn with his one good hand.
“Why didn’t you search him right at first?” Jaynes demanded angrily.
“It takes more steam out of them to let them go right up to where it looks like it’s going to work,” the sheriff
said. “Build a fire, Pryor. We may as well eat again before we split up.”
Strothers chewed his meat with good appetite. He had struggled like a wolf, but that was done now and his
intelligence was at work again.
“What tipped it, Constable—the cigarettes?”
“Partly,” Rudd said. “You wouldn’t have left both packs with Sam unless you figured to be with him soon.
That wasn’t too much, but I knew you would never go back down the river and let them say Ora L. Strothers was
caught asleep and gave up without a fight. You really were asleep, too—on purpose.”
“Sure. I got the nerve for things like that. It made it look real.” Strother’s good nature was back, but he was not
thinking of his words. His mind, Melvin knew, was thinking far ahead now, to another plan, setting himself
against walls and locks and ropes and everything that could be used to restrain a man physically, pitting his fine
mind against all the instruments of the thing called Society.
There was a lostness in him that appalled Melvin. Strothers was a cold wind running from a foggy gorge back
in the dawn age of mankind. The wind could never warm or change or remain confined. Compared to Strothers,
Sam Castagna was just a lumbering animal that knocked weaker animals out of the way.
“You would have taken Castagna with you, if you could have knocked a couple of us off and got to the
horses?” Melvin asked.
“Sure,” Strothers said. “We planned it that way.” That was talk to be repeated in the prison yard, to be passed
along the corridors of the cell block. Talk to fit the code. But not to feed the vanity of Ora L. Strothers, because it
was a lie. Let Castagna, lying feverishly on the ground in Melvin’s jacket, believe what Strothers said. Castagna
had been left behind to build up the illusion that desperate men would surrender without a fight. That he was
injured and had to be left was not primary in Strother’s mind; it was merely helpful coincidence.
“Which one of us was to’ve been first?” Melvin asked. Strothers wiped his lips.
“You, I thought. Then I changed my mind.” He glanced at Jaynes.
“Yeah,” Jaynes said. “I read you like a book. I wish you had tried something, Strothers.”
The two men stared at each other. The antagonism that separated them was as wide as the sky.
“I’ll bet you’re the one-shot Sam,” Strothers said. “Did you shoot Joe Weyerhauser, too?”
Jaynes did not answer. Watching him, Melvin thought: He lacks the evil power of Strothers’s intelligence, and
he lacks the strength of natural good. He doesn’t know what he is, and he knows it.
Strothers smiled.
“I’ve taken half a million from the banks and never had to shoot a man. You, Snake Eyes, you’re just a punk
on the other side because you don’t have the guts and brains of men … like me. How about it?”
Jaynes leaped up. His wasp voice broke when he cursed Strothers. He gripped his rifle and stood with the butt
poised to smash into Strothers’s face.
“Whoa there, Jaynes!” Sheriff Rudd said, but it was not he who stopped the rifle. With his legs tied and one
arm bound behind his back, Strothers looked at Jaynes and smiled, and Jaynes lowered his rifle and walked away.
After a few steps he turned toward the creek and went there, pretending to drink.
Barker and Pryor stared at Strothers.
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“Don’t call me any of your names,” Barker growled.
Strothers looked at him as he might have glanced at a noisy child; and then he forgot them all. His mind was
once more chewing facts and plans, even as his strong teeth chewed meat.
If this man had been led by Marty Kaygo, what kind of man was Kaygo? thought Melvin. Rudd said:
“I’ll take everybody in but you and Jaynes, Melvin. Do you feel up to staying on the trail?”
There was no place where a plane could set down to pick up Castagna. Two and a half days out, Melvin
estimated. Rudd would need five men to keep an eye on Strothers day and night. They were out of food, too.
“All right,” Melvin said.
Jaynes had overheard. He came back from the creek.
“I’m staying, too.”
Strothers smiled.
“I’ll send the green plane over Shewalter Meadows three days from now,” Rudd said. “With grub. Now what
else will you need?”
“Send me another coat,” Melvin said. “Send Jaynes another sleeping bag. We both better have packs, too.”
The sheriff nodded. He put Strothers on a horse and tied him there. They lifted Castagna to the saddle again.
He was going to suffer plenty before they reached the highway. Castagna looked at Melvin and said thickly:
“Thanks for the coat.”
Strothers smiled at Melvin from the corner of his eyes. The smile said: Chump!
A hundred yards down the creek a logging road took off to the left, and there went the tracks of Marty Kaygo.
Melvin and Jaynes walked into second-growth timber. The sounds of the horses died away. Under his belt Melvin
was carrying the pistol he had taken from Strothers. Jaynes said:
“I damn near smashed that Strothers’s ugly face for him.”
“Uh-huh.”
“You can’t hit a man tied up like that, not even a pen bird.”
“No.”
“Of course not,” Jaynes said.
The road began to angle to the right, along a ridge.
“This won’t take us straight to where the plane spotted Kaygo,” Jaynes said. “Let’s cut into the timber.”
“I’m staying with his tracks. I don’t know what that plane was circling over.”
The road turned down the ridge again, on the side away from Shewalter Meadows. Kaygo’s tracks were still
there, but Jaynes was mightily impatient.
“I’m going straight over the ridge,” he said.
“Go ahead.”
“Where will I meet you then?”
“At the Meadows.”
“You sure?” Jaynes asked doubtfully.
“This old road runs into one hell of a swamp before long. I’m betting he went to the Meadows, but I’m going
to follow his trail all the way.”
They separated. Melvin was glad. He wanted to reduce the chase to the patient unwinding of a trail, to an end
that was nothing more than law and duty; and he could not think of it that way so long as Jaynes was with him.
Where the swamp began, Kaygo had turned at once up the ridge. There was something in that which spoke of
the man’s quality, of an ability to sense the lie of a country. Most city men would have blundered deep into the
swamp before deciding to turn.
Jaynes was right about down-timber on the ridge, fire-killed trees that had stood for years before rot took their
roots and wind sent them crashing. Melvin went slowly. Kaygo had done the same, and before long Melvin
noticed that the man had traveled as a woodsman does, stepping over nothing that could be walked around. Kaygo
would never exhaust himself in blind, disorderly flight. What kind of man was he?
Going down the west side of the ridge, Melvin stopped when a grouse exploded from the ground near a rotting
spruce log. He drew the pistol and waited until he saw two others near the log, frozen in their protective
coloration. He shot one through the head, and five more flew away.
Now an instrument of the law had broken the law for a second time during this chase; but there were, of
course, degrees of breakage. A man like Strothers no doubt could make biting comments on the subject.
Melvin pulled the entrails from the bird and went on, following Kaygo’s trail. The man had an eye for terrain,
all right. He made few mistakes that cost him time and effort, and that was rare in any man crossing unfamiliar,
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wooded country. A woodsman at some time in his life? Melvin went back over Kaygo's record. Thirty-five years
old. Sixteen of those years spent in reformatories and prisons. An. interesting talker. Athletic. Generally armed,
considered extremely dangerous. Approach with caution. The record fell into the glib pattern of the words under
the faces on the bulletin board in Rudd’s office. Gambles heavily. If forced to work, seeks employment as clerk in
clothing store.
There was nothing Melvin could recall to indicate that Kaygo had ever been five miles from pavement.
The sun was getting low and the timber was already gathering coolness in its depths when Melvin came out on
a long slope that ran down to the Meadows, two miles away.
Where the sun still lay on a bare spot near a quartz outcrop Melvin stopped, puzzled by what he saw. The mark
of the steel butt-plate of Kaygo’s rifle and the imprint of his shoes, one flat, the other showing no heel print, said
that Kaygo had squatted near the ant hill; four cigarette butts crushed into the ground said that he had been here
for some time. Coolness had diminished activity of the ants, but they were still seething in and out of their dome
of sand and pine needles; and Kaygo had squatted there for perhaps an hour to watch.
It was Melvin’s experience that some perverseness in man causes him to step upon ant hills or to kick them in
passing. This one was undisturbed. Kaygo had watched and gone away. Melvin had done the same thing many
times.
What if I have and what if he did also? he asked himself. Does that change what I have to do? But as he went
on, Melvin kept wondering what Kaygo had thought as he squatted beside the ant hill.
Near dusk Melvin lost the trail where the wide arm of a swamp came up from the drainage basin of the
Meadows. But Kaygo was headed that way, Melvin was sure. One gentle turn too far to the left, back there on the
long slope, would have sent Kaygo into the ragged canyons near the lower end of the Meadows.
He must have spotted the place from the top of Clover Mountain; but seeing from the heights and finding from a
route through timber-choked country are two different things.
Kaygo had a fine sense of distance and direction, though. I can grant him that, Melvin thought, without feeling
anything else about him to impede my purpose. The purpose—and Melvin wondered why he had to keep restating
it—was to bring Marty Kaygo out, dead or alive.
On the edge of Shewalter Meadows, where the grass stood waist-high to a man all over the flooded ground and
the beaver runs that led to the ponds out in the middle, Melvin stopped behind a tree and scanned the open space.
There was only half-light now, but that was enough.
Beavers were making ripples in the ponds and trout were leaping for their evening feeding. The Meadows lay
in a great dog-leg, and the upper part was cut from Melvin’s view by spruce trees and high willows. The best
windfalls for sleeping cover were up there, and that was where Jaynes would be, undoubtedly.
Let him stay there tonight alone. Sooner or later Melvin would have to rejoin him, and that would be soon
enough. Melvin went back into the timber and cooked his grouse. He ate half of it and laid the rest in the palm of
a limb, head-high.
The night came in with a gentle rush. He dozed off on top of his sleeping bag, to awaken chilled and trembling
some time later. The night was windless, the ground stony. Melvin built up the fire and warmed himself by it
before getting into his sleeping bag.
Dead or alive. The thought would not submerge. One Kaygo was a vagueness written on a record; Melvin had
learned of another Kaygo today. They made a combination that would never give up. If Melvin had been here just
to fish and loaf, to walk through the dappled fall of sunshine in the trees, and—yes, to be caught away from
himself while watching the endless workings of an ant hill; to see the sun come and go on quietness; to see the elk
thrusting their broad muzzles underwater to eat; to view all the things that are simple and understandable … then,
he knew, he would be living for a while as man was meant to live.
You are Bill Melvin, a deputy sheriff. He is a man called Kaygo, an escaped murderer.
Dead or alive. He came from dreamless sleep when the log ends of the fire were no longer flaming but
drizzling smoke across a bed of coals. He felt the presence near him by the rising of the hackles on his neck, from
deep memories forgotten by the human race. Carefully, not breaking the even tenor of his breathing, he worked
one hand up to the pistol on the head shield of the sleeping bag.
The man was squatted by the fire with a rifle across his knees. His hair was curling brown that caught a touch
of redness from the glow of embers. The light outlined a sandy beard, held steady on wide cheekbones, and lost
itself in the hollows under massive brow arches. The man’s trousers were muddy, at least as high as the knees,
where the fabric was stained smooth by his position. They might have been any color. But there was no doubt that
the shirt was green. The face by itself was enough. It was Marty Kaygo. He was eating what was left of Melvin’s
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grouse. He turned the carcass in his hands, gnawing, chewing; and all the while his face was set toward the
shadows where Melvin lay. Slowly Melvin worked the pistol along the edge of the ground until, lying on his side,
he raised it just a trifle. The front sight was a white bead that lined across the coals to Kaygo’s chest. Melvin’s
thumb pushed the safety down.
Long rifle cartridges, just a spot of lead that could sing over space and kill. Kaygo, the cop-killer. Speak to
him, tell him to put up his hands and let his rifle fall. If he swung the rifle to fire, the pistol could sing and kill.
From where came the whisper that fire and food must be shared even with a deadly enemy? From the jungle all
around that might pull them both beneath its slime an instant later?
The saber-tooth and the great reptiles were out there in the night. And men were men together, if only for a
moment. The jungle was not gone, merely changed.
Melvin let the pistol rest upon the ground. Marty Kaygo rose. He was not a tall man. Even in his prison shoes
he moved lightly as he stepped to a tree and replaced the carcass of the grouse. He grinned, still looking toward
where Melvin lay.
And then he was gone.
Melvin lay a long time before he fell asleep again.
When he rose in the bitter cold of morning, he went at once to the dead fire. There were the tracks. He took the
grouse from the limb.
One leg was untouched.
Staring out to where the first long-slanting rays of the sun were driving mist from the beaver ponds and wet
grass, Melvin held the chilled grouse in his hands.
What’s the matter with me?
The truth was, Jaynes was Melvin and Melvin was Jaynes, great developments of the centuries: and Kaygo did
not fit where they belonged. But …
Melvin shivered. He went out of the timber into the sunshine, and he sat down to let it warm him while he ate
the rest of the grouse. There before him, leading through the gray mud out toward the wickerwork of the beaver
dams, were the tracks of Kaygo. He had crossed the boggy ground by night, walking the beaver dams above deep
water, returning the same way. It was not an easy feat even in daytime.
I wish I could talk to him. Melvin thought. I wish …
The shot was a cracking violation of the wilderness quiet. It came from somewhere around the dog-leg of the
Meadows.
Melvin went back to the camp site and got his gear.
Before he turned the dog-leg, he saw Jaynes coming toward him. Jaynes stopped and waited.
“What the hell happened to you, Melvin?” There was blood on Jayne’s shirt,
“I followed his trail, just as I said I would. You shoot a deer?”
“Yeah. That’s one thing there’s plenty of here. Kaygo’s around. I saw his tracks in the upper part of the
Meadows last night. We’ll get him. I know every inch—”
“Let’s get at the deer.”
They roasted meat, and then Jaynes was impatient to be off.
“Just hold your steam,” said Melvin. “We’ve got another two days before the plane drops chow, so we’re going
to start drying some of this meat.”
“There’s lots of deer.”
“We’ll dry some of this. We don’t know where that plane will drop our supplies, or what they’ll be like when
we get to them. And you’re not going to shoot a deer every day, Jaynes.”
They cut the meat in thin strips and laid it on the gray twigs of a fallen tree until the branches were festooned
with dangling brown meat. Camp-robber birds were there at once, floating in, snatching.
“How you going to stop that?” Jaynes asked.
“By staying here. I’m going to do some smoking with a willow fire, too. Take a turn around the Meadows. See
what you can find out. You know every inch of the land.”
“I’ll do that.” Jaynes took his rifle and strode away. He was back at noon.
“Where’d you camp, Melvin?” Melvin told him.
“Well, he was there, this morning. He crossed the swamp and went back the same way. He’s in the timber on
this side somewhere. He’s getting smart now about covering his tracks.”
“What’s he eating?” Melvin asked cleverly.
“I don’t know, and I don’t care. He slept one night under a windfall. Where’d he learn that, Melvin?” Jaynes
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was worried.
“I think it must come to him naturally. He’s probably enjoying more freedom right now than he’s had in his
whole life.”
Jaynes grunted. He eyed the tree that was serving as a drying rack.
“Hey! Do you suppose we could pull him in with that?” He looked all around at the fringe of trees. “Say we go
down into the timber on the other side and then circle back to that little knob over there. About three hundred and
twenty-five yards.” Jaynes rubbed the oily sheen of his rifle barrel. “One shot, Melvin.”
“You think he’s hungry enough to try it?”
“He must be.”
“The birds will scatter our meat.”
“Part of a lousy deer, or one jailbird! What’s the matter with you, Melvin?”
The venison was not going to cure before the plane came in and Melvin knew it. He had stalled long enough.
They went a half-mile beside the lower Meadows. On the way Jaynes stepped sidewise to jump into an ant hill
and twist his feet; and then he went on, stamping ants loose from his shoes.
“He must be hungry enough by now.”
They went back through the timber and crept behind a log on the little hill across the field from their camp.
The smoky birds were having a merry time with the meat.
Now Jaynes was patient. His eyes caught every movement across, the park, and his position did not seem to
strain his muscles. They stayed until the shadows lowered cold upon their backs. It was then that they heard the
rifle shot somewhere in the lower Meadows, two miles away.
“He’s got his own meat.” Melvin laughed. Jaynes rose.
“What’s so damn funny about it?”
Melvin had wrapped his undershirt around a venison haunch, but the blowflies had got to it anyway. He
brushed the white larva away. They roasted meat and ate in silence.
Marty Kaygo was still around Shewalter Meadows. They cut his sign the next day, and they found where he
had killed the deer. The convict was here, and it seemed that he intended to stay.
Jaynes was infuriated. And he was speechless for a while when they returned to camp that night and found that
Kaygo had stolen Melvin’s sleeping bag.
“Who are the tenderfeet around here?” Melvin laughed again.
“You don’t act like you want to catch him! By God, I do, and I’ll stay here all summer to do it, if necessary!”
“To catch him?”
“To kill him! I’m going to gut-shoot him for this little trick!”
“You would have, anyway.” There was no humor now in Kaygo’s stealing the sleeping bag.
The plane came in on the afternoon of the third day. Clouds were scudding across the peaks and the pilot was
in a hurry to beat out a local storm. He banked sharply to look down at the two men standing in the open dryness
of the upper Meadows.
He went on east, high above the timber. They saw him fighting a tricky wind. On the next bank he kicked out
the box. The parachute became a white cone. Lining out with a tailwind boosting him, the pilot sped away toward
Scott.
“If he had any brains he’d’ve\fn{ He would have.} stayed to make sure we got it,” Jaynes said. “Typical State
employee.”
A great wind-front flowing in from the mountains struck them with a chill that spoke of the rain soon to follow.
Melvin watched the plane bouncing jerkily in downdrafts above the canyons.
“The pilot’s all right, Jaynes.”
“Look at that thing drift!”
They knew for sure after another few moments that the box would not land in the upper Meadows. Melvin
said:
“Wouldn’t it be something if it lit right at Kaygo’s feet?”
“Big fine joke, huh?”
They trotted across the creek and down along the edge of the Big Shewalter to keep the chute in sight. They
were a long way from it when they saw it splash into the water near the opposite side of the flooded area. An
instant later the rain boiled down on them.
“I hope they had sense enough to put the stuff in cans.” Jaynes turned up the collar of his jacket.
The ponds were dancing froth now. Through the mist they saw Kaygo run from the timber and wade out after
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the box. Jaynes dropped to one knee. He pushed his scope down and began to click the sight-adjustment.
“Eight hundred yards,” he muttered. His rifle bellowed with the thunder on the mountains.
“Where’d I hit?”
“I couldn’t tell.”
The first hard blast of rain was sweeping on. Jaynes fired again, and this time Melvin saw the bullet strike the
water to the left of Kaygo, chest-deep now, towing the box to shore with the shroud lines of the chute.
“About five feet to the left,” Melvin said.
Kaygo sprawled into the grass when the next shot came.
“That did it,” Melvin said.
“No! He ducked.”
Kaygo raised up. Skidding the box over wet grass and mud, he reached timber while Jaynes tried two more
shots. Over that distance, through wind and rain, Jaynes had performed well—but Kaygo was still free. Kaygo’s
boldness was worth applause, but Melvin felt only a bleak apathy. The end had been delayed, that was all.
“Come on!” Jaynes said.
“Across that open swamp? No, thanks. We’ll work through the timber.”
“He’s got our stuff.”
“He’s got a rifle, too.”
The box had been fastened with wing-nuts, easy to tap loose. The packs Melvin had asked for were gone, and
the jacket, and about three fourths of the food, Melvin estimated. The sleeping bag had been unrolled. Rain was
filtering through the pines on a manila envelope containing a note.
They peered into the gloom of the wet forest. It was no time to press Kaygo hard, and they both knew it. While
Jaynes raged, Melvin read the note.
Rudd started in at noon today with big posse. He say not to take any chances. He says there were two .22 pistols and
a hunting knife taken from the filling station.

“That’s a big help!” Jaynes cursed the weather, the pilot, and the stupidity of circumstance.
“I told you on Clover Mountain I was sick of you, Jaynes. Now shut up! You’re lucky Kaygo didn’t slice your
sleeping bag to pieces or throw it into the water.”
“I’m fed up with you, too, Melvin! You didn’t even try to shoot a while ago. You act like the stinking louse is
your brother!”
My brother. The thought plowed through Melvin, leaving a fresh wake. It was not fashionable to speak of men
as brothers; you killed your brother, just like anybody else.
They plodded toward camp, carrying the cans of food in their hands. The labels began to soak off. Melvin
finished the job on the cans he was holding.
“That’s smart,” Jaynes said. “Now what’s in them?”
“You’re right, they’re no good to us any more. A hungry man has to know what he’s getting.”
Melvin began to hurl the cans into a beaver pond, until Jaynes pleaded with him.
“Then shut your mouth for a while!” Melvin cried.
They went on to camp through a cold rain that soaked into Melvin’s soul.
“Soup!” Jaynes said later, when they sat under a dripping tree before a smoking fire. “Kaygo’s back in the
timber having hot coffee and canned chicken.”
Jaynes could not destroy everything, for he had the unrealized power to give laughter. Melvin began to laugh
while Jaynes stared at him angrily. Was it the sound of laughter, as well as the smell of fire, that caused the
monsters of the long-ago jungle to raise their heads in fear?
“I said I’d get Kaygo if it took all summer. You sit here and laugh some more, Melvin. I’ll get him!”
They found the second pack the next morning, empty, hanging on a tree.
“He’s cached part of the grub somewhere,” Jaynes growled. “He couldn’t have put it all in one pack. Smart!
He did it in the rain, and now we can’t backtrack him.”
But they could trail him in the fresh dampness. Kaygo had realized that, too; he had gone far south of the
Meadows, and on a rocky ridge they lost his trail. The ridge was a great spur that ran down from Spearhead
Mountain, bucking through lesser cross-ridges arrogantly. The lower end of it, Melvin knew, was not eight miles
from the highway.
“Maybe he’s clearing out,” Jaynes said. “He read that note about Rudd. He knows he’s going to get it. He’s
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headed for the highway now. Somebody else will get him, after all we’ve done!”
“Pathetic, ain’t it?” Melvin looked at Spearhead Mountain. “Maybe he went that way. He likes mountains.”
“What do you mean?”
“Nothing you’d understand. He’s gone toward Spearhead, Jaynes.”
“The highway! I’m going after him, Melvin. If I don’t cut his trail by the time I hit Bandbox Creek, I’ll come
back. Don’t sneak off this time and camp by yourself. He could have walked right in on you that night.”
“Yes, he could have killed me, I suppose.”
Jaynes’s eyes narrowed.
“Those tracks beside your fire the next morning—one of yours was on top of one of his, Melvin. He sneaked in
while you were asleep, didn’t he? And you were ashamed to mention it to me! It’s a wonder he didn’t take your
rifle and sleeping bag right from under you. I’ll mention that to Rudd when he gets here.”
“You do that, Jaynes.” Harlan Rudd had shared food and fire with outlaws in the old days, and he was not
ashamed to talk about it now that he was sheriff. “Get out of my sight, Jaynes, before 1 forget I’m a brother to
you, too!”
“Brother?”
Jaynes gave Melvin a baffled look before he started down the ridge.
There was something Kaygo could not have known about this ridge: it appeared to be the natural route to
Spearhead, but higher up it was a jumble of tree-covered cliffs.
Melvin stayed on it only until he found where Kaygo had slipped from his careful walking on rocks and left a
mark which he had tried to smooth away. Then Melvin left the ridge and took a round-about, but faster, route
toward Spearhead.
He went too rapidly. In midafternoon he saw Kaygo far below him, between two curving buttresses of the
mountain. The fugitive was not pushing himself. While Melvin watched through his glasses, Kaygo removed the
stolen pack and lay down in a field of columbines, pillowing his head on the stolen sleeping bag. The wind was
cold on Melvin’s sweating skin as he hugged his vantage point behind the rocks.
Jaynes might have made a shot from here; he would have tried, although the range was four hundred yards
greater than yesterday across the Big Shewalter. Melvin knew his own rifle would do no more than scare Kaygo
down the hill.
Like hunting sheep, he thought. You have to wait and try to make them blunder into you.
Kaygo lay there for an hour. He was not asleep. He moved occasionally, but mostly he lay there looking at the
sky and clouds.
He was wallowing in freedom; that was it. Damn him! He would not do what fugitives are supposed to do. He
insisted on acting like a man enjoying life.
My brother down there, Melvin thought.
Yes, and I’ll kill him when he comes near enough on the saddle of the mountain.
Kaygo rose at last, but he did not go. He stretched his arms to the sky, as if he would clutch a great section of
it. Then he sat down and smoked a cigarette.
The sweat was tight and dry on Melvin. The wind scampered through his clothing. Of course I have to kill him,
he told himself. He’s found something he loves so much he won’t be taken from it any other way.
Kaygo went up at last. Melvin slipped behind the rib of the mountain and climbed steadily. The wind was
growing quiet now. There was a sullen heaviness in the air. It would rain again today.
Melvin was far ahead when he took a position among rocks that overlooked the saddle. He could see Kaygo,
still in no hurry, coming up the harder way, coming over a red iron dike that had made the notch on Spearhead
back when man clutched his club and splashed toward refuge as the clamor broke out in the forest.
It was his job. Society paid him, Melvin reminded himself. Climb faster Marty Kaygo. You will have your
chance to go back where you belong, and when you refuse, the job will be done quickly.
The air grew heavily quiet. Melvin blinked when he heard a tiny snap and saw a blue spark run along his rifle
barrel. He rubbed his hand against his woolen shirt. His palm crackled with pinpoint sparks and the fibers of the
sleeve tried to follow the hand away. He stroked his hair and heard the little noises and felt the hair rising. All this
was not uncommon on the heights in summer when a storm was making, but Melvin had never experienced it
before. It gave him a weird sensation.
Kaygo came into the saddle when the air was fully charged. He jumped when blue light ran along his rifle
barrel. He was then two hundred yards away from Melvin. He would have to pass much closer. Kaygo stared in
wonder at his rifle, and then at the leaden sky. He held up his hunting knife. Sparks played upon the point. Kaygo
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laughed. He raised both knife and rifle and watched the electricity come to them. A little later he discovered steel
was not necessary to draw static from the swollen air. Kaygo’s fingers, held aloft, drew sparks. He did a dance
upon the rocks, shouting his wonder and pleasure. Strange balls of light ran along the iron dike arid the air was
filled with a sterile odor.
This day on Spearhead Mountain, Marty Kaygo roared with joy. Melvin had never heard laughter run so
cleanly. Laughter from the littered caves above the slime; laughter from the tree-perch safe from walking beasts;
laughter challenging the brutes …
It did not last. The rain came just after the first whistling surge of wind. The bursting air cleared.
Kaygo trotted easily for shelter, his head lowered against the pelt of ice. He came straight toward the rocks
where Melvin lay. There was a clatter somewhere behind Melvin, granite slipping on granite, but he had no time
to wonder.
“Kaygo!” he yelled. “Drop it!”
The man threw up his head as he ran and he brought the rifle up, not hesitating.
My brother, Melvin thought. That held him one split second longer, with his finger on the trigger and his sights
on Kayo’s chest.
Another rifle roared behind him. Kaygo’s legs jerked as he tried to keep running. He went down and his hands
reached out for the wet stones. That was all.
Jaynes came limping through the rocks.
“I hurt my knee, but I got him, rain and all!”
Melvin could not rise for a moment. He felt frozen to the rock. At last he came up, slowly.
“You were right,” Jaynes said. “He took the hard way. After I left you I got to thinking that was what he would
do.”
They went across the stones to Kaygo. Jaynes turned him over.
“Heart. I said I didn’t miss running shots, not very often.”
That was all the interest he had in Marty Kaygo; and now that vanished, too. Jaynes slipped the pack from the
dead man’s back.
“Steal our chow, would he! Grab your sleeping bag and let’s get out of here. Rudd and the others can take care
of the chores now. Four for four, Melvin.”
“You’re counting Strothers?”
“I wish that big-mouth had tried something.” The rain was the coldest that ever fell on Melvin. He unrolled the
sleeping bag and covered Kaygo with it, weighting the sides with stones. Jaynes started to protest, but near the
end he helped.
“I guess even Kaygo deserves something. He wasn’t a bad-looking character at that, was he?”
All this time Melvin had not looked at Jaynes. Now he picked up Jaynes’s rifle. Deliberately, Melvin began to
smash it against a rock. He splintered the stock and the forestock. He bent the bolt and he battered the scope until
it was a twisted tube hanging by one mount, and he continued to beat the breech against. the rock until the front
sight ripped his palm and the impacts numbed his wrists. He dropped the rifle then and stood breathing hard.
Jaynes had cursed loudly at first, but then he had stopped. The hard glitter was gone from his eyes. Now, in the
voice of a man who lives with splinters in his soul, Jaynes said:
“By God, you’re going to buy me a new rifle, Melvin. What’s the matter with you, anyway?”
Melvin said nothing. Then together they started down the rain-soaked mountain …
115.233 Private Debts/Public Hearings\fn{by Kent Haruf (1943- )} Pueblo, Pueblo County, Colorado, U.S.A. (M)
6
When Jessie Burdette became public property in Holt\fn{ Holt County is meant; there is none in Colorado, where the
that spring, it was a matter of community honor. Her
husband, Jack Burdette, had disappeared in January with a suitcase full of new clothes that he hadn’t paid for. It
wasn’t this particular fact that bothered us, however. On the contrary, most of us were rather amused by it.
Jack had been the manager of the Farmers Co-op Elevator for about seven years. He had grown up here, we all
liked him and were willing to accept a local boy’s temporary indiscretion. But after he had been gone for about a
month, we discovered that, besides shirts and pants and three packages of blue underwear, he had stolen $150,000
too. This money belonged to the Co-op Elevator, and since the elevator was owned in shares by half the county,
we were naturally mad as hell about it. But none of us knew where he was anymore; the police couldn’t find him;
author is from; but there is a Holt County, Nebraska (pop. 13,722, 1961 .}
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all of the all-points bulletins failed to turn him up; we grew increasingly outraged and hostile. In his absence,
then, we sought our revenge on someone whose whereabouts we did know. We turned on his accomplice: old
Charlie Soames.
Charlie Soames was a local accountant, a seventy-year-old man with wire glasses and a paunch, and we all
knew him, just as we had thought we had known Jack Burdette. But at about the same time we discovered the
facts about Jack’s embezzlement of the co-op funds, we also learned that it was Charlie Soames who had helped
him: Charlie had juggled the books. He had been doing this for about three years. And now Charlie had pretty
good reason to be mad himself—Jack hadn’t told Charlie he was leaving either, so Charlie was still in town.
Consequently, he was apprehended almost immediately and put in jail. And that contented us for a while. We
looked forward to gaining something satisfying out of him at least.
But then in March when Charlie was temporarily released on his own recognizance to await the trial, the first
thing that old man did was, he climbed up into the attic of his house on Birch Street and shot himself in the head
with a .22 single-shot rifle. And it didn’t kill him. It merely scrambled his brains in such a way that any thought of
further prosecution or eventual imprisonment was out of the question. So we felt doubly cheated then. It was as if
we’d been deceived by two of the people in town we had always believed we could trust.
As a result of these events and these feelings, we declared a kind of open season on Jack Burdette’s wife. She
was the only person left to us who might offer a sense of local redress. She seemed to understand that too. At
times she even seemed to welcome it. Anyway, she stayed in Holt.
*
It began in April. At the beginning of April that year she appeared one afternoon at the elevator beside the
railroad tracks. She walked up the steps into the outer office and scale room and told Bob Thomas she wanted to
see Doyle Francis. This surprised Bob Thomas. It was just after lunch and no doubt Bob had eaten too much as
usual and was half asleep. He was slouched at the desk behind the counter, shuffling through some shipping
receipts. When he looked up there she was. “What?>” he said. “What’d you say?”
“I’d like to see Doyle Francis, please. I believe he’s still working here.”
“I’ll go get him. No, I’ll go tell him. Hell. You wait here.”
She had her information right: Doyle Francis was in fact still working at the elevator. In the months after her
husband had left town the board of directors had begun to advertise for a new manager, but they hadn’t hired a
permanent replacement yet because in the intervening months they had become suspicious of their fellow man.
Deeply, excessively suspicious. They had begun to insist on researching each applicant’s past—and not just his
work experience, as I customary when hiring somebody new, but his ethical and moral and religious history as
well. It was as if they had begun to suspect everybody, to believe every man in the world who applied for the
manager’s job at the elevator wanted only to take their money, to skip town with it. In the end, however, what they
really only wanted to ask these men was: “Goddamn it, if we hire you now, how long are you going to be here
working for us before you think you have to add to what we pay you, before you turn out to be another son of a
bitch like Jack Burdette did? You ought to at least be able to tell us that much.”
We didn’t blame them for this attitude, this new profound mistrust of others; we felt similarly ourselves. But,
because of their suspicions, Doyle Francis, who had been the manager before Jack, was still there in April, still
waiting for the board to hire someone else so he could relax into retirement again. That afternoon he was still in
his old office when Bob Thomas burst in.
“She’s here,” Bob said. “She wants to see you.”
“Who does?”
“Her. That son of a bitch’s wife. She’s out there in the scale room.”
“What does she want?”
“How the hell do I know? She just said she wanted to see you. That’s all she said.”
“Well,” Doyle said. “Show her in, Bob. Or are you scared, if you get too close to her, she might steal your
pocketbook or something?”
“By God,” Bob said. “I don’t trust none of them no more, that’s a fact.”
“Never mind,” Doyle said. “Ask her to come back here. Go on now, try to act like a gentleman for once in your
life.”
“I don’t need to act like no gentleman. Not with her, I don’t.”
He turned and went back out to get Jessie. She was still standing at the counter.
“He said he’d see you. Come on, I’ll show you where he’s at.”
“Thank you,” Jessie said, “But I know where the manager’s office is.”
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“Well, don’t take too long. Some of us got to work for a living.”
Jessie walked around the counter and down the narrow hallway past the toilet and the storage room. She was
wearing slacks and a loose green blouse. When she entered, Boyle Francis stood up. He was one of the few men
in town then, at least of those connected to the elevator, who still treated her with respect and minimal courtesy.
He offered her a wood chair with arm rests.
She sat down, heavily, a little carefully—she was still pregnant then, still carrying that little girl of hers that
Jack had left her with; she was in her seventh month. She set her purse on her shortened lap, in front of her
stomach.
“Now then,” Doyle said. “What can I do for you, Jessie?”
“I don’t want anything. If that’s what you think.”
“No,” he said. “I don’t think that. They don’t pay me enough to worry about what other people think.”
“Well, I don’t,” Jessie said. “I didn’t come here to ask for anything. I came here to give you something.”
“Oh?” he said., “What is it you want to give me?”
“Not you. The board of directors. The elevator. All these people.”
“What is it?”
“Here.” She opened her purse and withdrew a legal document. She pushed it across the desk toward him.
Doyle picked it up, looked at it.
“Wait a minute,” he said. “Hold on now. This is some kind of a deed, isn’t it?”
“They said it was legal.”
“Who said it was legal? What are you talking about?”
“The people down at the bank. They said I could sign it over to whoever I wanted to, even if Jack wasn’t here
to cosign it. They said considering the circumstances it would be all right.”
“Did they now?” Doyle said. “I’ll bet they did too.”
He looked at the document again, read it this time. It was a quitclaim deed transferring the title of a house and
property over to the board of directors of the Holt County Farmers Coop elevator. Her signature was at the bottom
in fresh ink.
“All right then,” he said, “I suppose it is legal. I wouldn’t know; I’m not a lawyer. But then I don’t suppose
anybody around here would protest it very much, would they? Even if it wasn’t legal?”
“No, they wouldn’t protest it.”
Doyle laid the deed down on the desk. He folded his hands over it. He said:
“How old are you, Jessie?”
“I’m twenty-six.”
“And you have two boys?”
“Yes.”
“How old are they?”
“They’ve just turned four and three. But why are you asking me these—”
“Do you believe in hell?” he said. “Is that it?”
She stared back at him.
“Is that why you’re doing this? Because, let me tell you, I don’t think there is any hell. No, I don’t. And I don’t
think there’s any heaven either. We just die, that’s all. We just stop breathing after a while and then everybody
starts to forget about us and pretty soon they can’t even remember what it is we think we did to them.”
“I don’t know what I believe,” she said.
“Then why are you doing this? Will you tell me that?”
“Because,” she said.
“Because? That’s all. Just because.”
She continued to stare back at him, to watch him, her eyes steady and deep brown. Finally Doyle said:
“All right, you’re not going to tell me. You don’t have to tell me; I think I know anyway. But listen, now.
Listen: let an old man ask you this. Don’t you think you’re going to need that house anymore? I mean, if you give
it up like you’re proposing to do, just where in hell are you and these kids going to live afterwards?”
“That’s my concern,” she said. “Isn’t it.”
“Yes, of course it is, but—”
“And you agree it’s legal, don’t you?”
“Yes, as far as I can tell.”
“So will you please give that piece of paper to the board? You can tell them we’ll be out of the house by the
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first of May.”
“But listen,” he said. “Damn it, wait a minute now—”
Because Jessie had already stood up. She was already leaving. And Doyle Francis was still leaning toward the
chair she had been sitting in. Those good intentions of his were still swimming undelivered in his head and his
arms were still resting on that quitclaim deed on his desk. She walked out through the hallway and on outside.
In the scale room Bob Thomas watched her leave. When she had driven away he went into see Doyle. “Well,”
he said, “she was here long enough. What’d she want?”
“What?”
“I said, ‘What did she want?’ Burdette’s wife.”
“Nothing. She didn’t want anything.”
“I don’t believe that.”
“I don’t care what you believe. That woman doesn’t want a goddamn thing from any one of us.”
“What do you mean she doesn’t want anything? She’s a Burdette, isn’t she?”
“I mean,” Doyle Francis said, “get the hell out of here and leave me alone. Goddamn it, Bob, go find
something else to do with yourself.”
*
For some of us that was enough. I suppose we felt about it a little like Doyle Francis did, that she deserved the
magnanimity of our good intentions. Privately, we understood that she was innocent, or at least we knew that she
was ignorant—it wasn’t her fault, we told ourselves; she wasn’t involved. We could afford to be nice to her.
Anyway, we could refrain from actually wishing her harm.
For others, though, who were more vocal and more active, it still wasn’t sufficient. These people argued that
the house didn’t amount to enough. It didn’t matter that it was all that she had, that it was the sum total of her
collateral and disposable property. It was merely an old two-bedroom house in the middle of town. It needed tin
siding and new shingles; it needed painting. Besides, there was still a fifteen-year lien against it when she signed
it over, so that when the board of directors became the fee owners of the house and then sold it at public auction, it
didn’t even begin to make a dent in that $150,000 that Jack had taken. No, they weren’t satisfied. A house wasn’t
alive and capable of bleeding, like a human was. It wasn’t pregnant, like Jessie was.
Anyway, by the first of May she and the two boys had moved out of the house as Jessie said they would—they
had begun to rent the downstairs apartment in the old Fenner place on Hawthorne Street at the west edge of town
—and it was Doyle Francis who helped them move. They used his pickup. Jessie accepted that much assistance
from him at least, although afterward she sent him a freshly baked chocolate cake on a platter, to square things, to
keep that balance sheet of hers in the black.
Well, it was a nice enough apartment: they had five rooms—a kitchen, a living room, two small bedrooms, and
a bathroom with a shower off the kitchen. They also had use of the front porch, a wide old-style porch with a
wooden rail around it and with a swing suspended from the hooks in the ceiling. From the porch, they could look
west diagonally across the street toward open country, since that was where Holt ended then, at Hawthorne Street:
there was just Harry Smith’s pasture west of them, a half section of native grass in which Harry kept some horses.
So it was a good place for her boys to grow up: they would have all that open space available to them across the
street.
When they had settled in and after new curtains had been hung over the windows—heavier ones to block any
view from the street—Jessie began to take care of the money end of it as well. She began to earn a living. She
took a job at the Holt Café on Main Street. Six days a week she worked as a waitress, rising each morning to feed
TJ and Bobby and to play with them until just before noon when the sitter, an old neighbor lady—Mrs. Nyla
Waters, a kindly woman, a widow—came to watch the boys while Jessie worked through the noon rush hour and
the afternoon and the dinner hour, and then returned again each evening about seven o’clock to bathe and put the
boys to bed and to read them stories. She often sang to them a little too, before they slept.
And working in this way—being pregnant and having to spend that many hours away from her children—was
not the optimum solution to all her problems either, of course, but she didn’t have many alternatives. She refused
to consider welfare. Accepting Aid to Dependent Children, or even food stamps, was not a part of her schedule of
payments—that local balance sheet of hers, I mean—since any public assistance of this kind came from taxes. A
portion of that public tax money would have originated, at least theoretically, in Holt County. She knew that. And
she didn’t want anything from us. Not if she hadn’t paid for it, she didn’t. Doyle Francis was right about that.
But then, toward the end of the spring that year, she discovered a way to make the final payment. She began to
go out dancing at the Holt Legion on Saturday nights.
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*
But no one would dance with her at first. She came down the stairs that first Saturday night early in May and
walked over to the bar, lifted herself onto a bar stool, ordered a vodka Collins, and waited. And nothing happened.
Maybe it got a little quieter for a moment, but not very much, so she couldn’t be certain that she’d even been
noticed. She looked lovely too: she had made herself up and had put on a deep blue dress that was loose enough
that her stomach showed only a little, as if she were merely in the first months of pregnancy; she was wearing
nylons and heels; her brown hair was pulled away from her face in a way that her eyes appeared to be even larger
and darker than they were ordinarily. Sitting there, she waited; no one talked to her; nothing happened; finally she
ordered another drink. On either side of her, men on bar stools were talking to one another, so she swung around
to look at the couples in the nearby booths. They were laughing loudly and rising regularly from the booths to
dance. Maybe they looked at her, maybe the didn’t—she didn’t know. So that first night she sat there at the bar,
waiting, for almost two hours. Then she went home.
The second time, that second Saturday—this would have been about the middle of May now—she drank a
small glass of straight vodka at home in the kitchen before she went out. Also, she was dressed differently this
time. There was more blue makeup over her eyes and she was wearing a dark red dress with a low neckline that
showed a good deal of her full breasts, a dress that made no pretense at disguising her pregnancy: it was stretched
tight across her stomach and hips. Preparing to go out, she combed her hair close against her cheeks, partially
obscuring her face, and then she entered the Legion again, walked down the steps into that noise and intense
Saturday-night revelry a second time. And as before, she mounted a bar stool, ordered a drink, and then she turned
around, with that short red dress hiked two inches above the knees of her crossed legs, with a look of expectation,
of invitation almost, held permanently on her beautiful face.
Well, it was pathetic in its lack of subtlety. But subtlety and pathos are not qualities that are much appreciated
at the Legion on Saturday nights, so she only had to sit there for an hour this second time before Vince Higgins,
Jr., asked her to dance. Vince is one of our permanent Holt County bachelors, a lank, black-haired man, a man
considered by many of us to be well educated in the ways of strong drink and ladies in tight dresses. “Come on,
girl,” Vince said. “They’re playing my song.”
They were playing Lefty Frizzell’s “I Love You in a Thousand Ways,” with its promise of change, the end of
blue days—a song with a slow enough tempo to allow Vince, Jr.,, to work his customary magic. He led Jessie out
onto the crowded floor and pulled her close against his belt buckle; then he began to pump her arm, to walk her
backward in that rocking two-step while she held that permanent look of invitation on her face and he went on
smiling past her hair in obvious satisfaction. They danced several dancers that way, including a fast one or two so
that Vince could demonstrate his skill at the jitterbug—he twirled her around and performed intricate movements
with his hands—then they cooled off again with a slow song.
And that’s how it began: innocently enough, I suppose, because unlike some of the others, at least Vince
Higgims meant Jessie Burdette no harm. I doubt that Vince even had hopes of any post-dance payoff. It was
merely that he was drunk and that he liked to dance. The same cannot be said about the others, however. These
other men were still remembering the grain elevator.
They all began to dance with her. It was as if Vince had broken some taboo, some barrier of accepted behavior,
so that now it was not only acceptable to dance with Jack Burdette’s pregnant wife, it was required; it was a
matter of community honor and retribution. And so, ten or fifteen men took their turns with her that night. They
danced her hard around the floor. They swung her violently around; they held her clenched against themselves,
forcing their own slack stomachs against her swollen hard one., From that point on they danced every song with
her. And all that time Jessie seemed to welcome it, to smile and speak pleasantly to all the men who held her.
When it was over, though, when the band finally stopped playing and the lights were turned on once again, she
was very pale; she was sweating and her dress looked wrinkled, worn out, stained, as if it had been cheapened.
She went home exhausted.
But the local routine was established now—that three-week-long Holt County system of payment was initiated
and accepted. And so the third time, that third Saturday night in May, it was just the same—only it was worse.
This time the men not only danced with her in the same fierce vindictive manner but they also insisted on buying
her drinks. She was wearing that same red dress too, washed and pressed again but showing the additional week
of pregnancy. If anything it looked tighter on her now, riper, as if the seams would burst at any moment, while
above the deep neckline the blue veins in her full breasts showed clearly. Nevertheless, she danced with every
man who asked her. They danced and danced—waltzes, jitterbugs, country two-steps, a kind of local hardclenched fox trot—anything and everything the men thought they knew how to do, regardless of the violence and
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energy it required. And this dancing, if you can call it that, this intense communal jig, stopped only when the band
stopped. Then, during those ten minutes of brief rest between sets, the men bought her drinks. They sat her on a
bar stool and three or four of them stood around her, telling jokes and buying drinks—taking turns with this too,
ordering her double shots of Scotch or whiskey or vodka—it didn’t matter what the combination or how unlikely
the mix—they ordered liquor for her to drink and insisted that she drink it. And she did that too. She accepted it
all, seemed to welcome it all, as if she were privately obliged to honor any demand.
Of course, by the evening’s end she was even more exhausted this time than she had been the previous
Saturday night. Also, she was very close to being drunk. When the lights came on at last, when the last man
stopped dancing with her, she could barely walk off the dance floor. She was weak on her feet; there was a
drunken waver in her step. She didn’t say anything, though. Nothing in the way of complaint, I mean. And when
that last man thought to ask her if she were coming back again the next week, she said: “You want me to, don’t
you?”
“Why course,” he said. “Don’t you know I’ll be here? We’ll all be here.”
“Then I will too,” she said.
And she was. Only, by this time, many of the women and at least some of the men were growing a little uneasy
a little uncomfortable with this particular form of weekly gambol and amusement. So not everyone showed up the
following week, that last Saturday in May. Jessie did, though. It was the last time that she went to the Legion for a
long time.
But again it was the same. She was wearing that same red dress, as if it were a uniform now, an essential part
of the routine, and there was the same excessive amount of makeup on her face. She was drinking too—it was
obvious that she’d been drinking heavily even before she arrived at the Legion. She entered the bar-and-dance
room about nine o’clock and didn’t even bother this time to lift herself onto a bar stool. She merely waited inside
the door, with the music and smoke and laughter already at full strength around her. She didn’t have to wait long:
two or three men discovered her at the same moment and ushered her in.
“What are you drinking?” one of them said.
“Don’t you want to dance first?”
“No, let’s have a drink. I’m buying.”
“All right,” she said. “A whiskey sour then.”
“Make it a double,” he said.
She drank it fast, as if it were no more than water or lemonade, like she was no more conscious of what she
drank than she was of the banter around her. When she had finished it, she set the glass down and said: “Now
who’s going to ask me to dance? I thought you boys knew how to dance.”
“I’ll show you how to dance,” one of them said. “Come on.”
This was Alden Haines, a man of forty-three who was only recently divorced and who farmed a couple of
irrigated circles of corn east of town. He was not a bad man really, but he was still angry at the time about the
divorce: his wife had been the one to initiate the legal proceedings. More to the point, he was a shareholder in the
Farmers Co-op Elevator. “See if you can keep up with this,” he said.
He took her out onto the dance floor. Pushing roughly through the other couples, he began immediately to
swing her about the floor in circles and abrupt spins. Jessie kept up with him, moving back and forth or circling at
the end of his outstretched arm. As we watched, she seemed almost feverish with intensity, as if she were resolved
to test some private limits. When the dance ended, she and Haines were both sweating. The band played a slower
song next and Haines pulled her close to himself, clenching his hands behind her back while she held tightly to his
neck. He rocked her backward across the floor in time to the slow music. Neither of them talked. When the song
ended, someone else cut in, and so it began again, with the same intensity, with the same feverish resolve. It went
on in that way until the end of the set.
Then the band broke for ten minutes and the local men bought her drinks again at the bar., While they stood
around her, not speaking to her very much but merely talking and joking among themselves while still paying
close attention to the level of liquor in her glass, the rest of us in the Legion that night were also ordering fresh
drinks. The two or three barmaids were kept busy carrying trays of glasses and bottles out to us in the booths.
Across the room somebody started throwing ice cubes at one of the barmaids to get her attention. “Stop that,” she
called. “I see you—I’ll be there in a minute.”
Then the ten-minute break was over. The band resumed their places at the far end of the room and began to
play. And Alden Haines led Jessie out onto the floor again. It was a fast song, the band’s rendition of “That’ll Be
the Day.” He swung her violently out of the end of his arm—and that was the end of it. Almost before it had
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begun, it was completed. I suppose it was the ice cubes on the floor. Or perhaps during the break one of us had
spilled beer or liquor in the dance area. We weren’t certain what it was. In any case, her foot slipped on something
wet and she went down. She tried to catch herself when she fell but she couldn’t; she fell forward, hard, and didn’t
get up immediately. Afterward she lay there in her red dress while the rest of us around her stopped dancing. She
turned onto her side, pulling her legs upward against herself. Haines leaned over her.
“You all right?” he said. “Can you get up?”
He lifted under her arm, helping her to stand. She was very pale. She was sweating again now, her face shining
like wet chalk in the dim light. In the center of the dance floor she stood unsteadily on her feet while Alden
Haines held her arm and people watched. “I think I need to go to the rest room,” she said.
“You want me to walk you upstairs?”
“No. I want to be alone.”
Later it was obvious to us that the pains had already begun while she was still on the dance floor—we
remembered seeing her eyes focus peculiarly, a kind of brief intermittent stare—but she refused any assistance.
She walked off the dance floor by herself, past the bar and up the stairs to the rest room near the front entrance.
She went inside, into one of the toilet stalls, and sat down. We waited for her to come back. When she was still
there ten minutes later, a couple of the women went in to check on her. She was still seated on the toilet, still
conscious but quiet and very white. She was bent forward over her knees. There were clots of blood in the toilet.
One of the women came outside into the hallway and told us to call the ambulance.
The ambulance got there in five or six minutes. The attendants went in and brought her back out in a
wheelchair, tipping it backward to get down the front steps, and then they pushed the chair up a ramp into the
ambulance and drove to the hospital. None of that took very long—the hospital is only three or four blocks east of
the Legion—but it wouldn’t have mattered if it had taken an hour.
When they arrived at the hospital, they wheeled her into the emergency room and Dr. Martin laid her down on
a bed and examined her. He lifted her dress and noticed the blood. Then he listened for fetal heart tones. He
couldn’t hear anything, though: the little girl inside her was already dead. Afterward he said the placenta and
uterine walls had separated. When she fell she had gone immediately into labor, and because its source of oxygen
had been cut off, the baby had died within the first five minutes—probably during the time Jessie was still in the
rest room. He didn’t tell her that, though. He didn’t want to upset her; she still had to deliver the baby.
They gave her Pitocin to help stimulate the contractions of the uterus. But she was in labor for nearly ten hours
and there was additional loss of blood and she might have died. But finally she delivered the baby late on Sunday
evening.
Afterward they held it up so she could look at it for a moment. The little girl was ashen but otherwise it looked
quite normal. Jessie reached up and touched one of its feet. Then they took it away and one of the nurses said:
“I’m so sorry, Mrs. Burdette.”
So we thought she would cry then. We thought she would break down at last. I suppose we wanted her to do
that. But she didn’t. Perhaps she had gone past the point where human tears make any difference in such cases
because instead, she turned her face away and shut her eyes and after a while she went to sleep.
She stayed in the hospital for most of that next week. Mrs. Waters, her neighbor, took it upon herself to care for
TJ and Bobby during that period. The old woman brought the boys in to see their mother as soon as she was able
to have company, and Jessie talked to the little boys every day and held their hands and brushed the hair off their
foreheads. She refused, however, to talk to any of the hospital staff about the little girl she had delivered and she
refused absolutely to talk to the local minister when he came to her room to visit her., She preferred to lie quietly,
looking out the window. When the week was over, they released her and she went home again, to the old Fenner
House on Hawthorne Street. And then in another week she returned to work at the Holt Café. In the following
months she continued to refill our cups with coffee and to bring us steaks and potatoes from the kitchen.
And so I don’t know what monetary value people place on baby girls in other areas, but here we learned in
May that year that $150,000—less the resale value of a two-bedroom house in the middle of town—was a figure
that seemed appropriate.
44.222 Excerpt from Room Of One’s Own: “Where I Work”\fn{by Ann Cummins (1954- )} Durango, La Plata
County, Colorado, U.S.A. (F) 4
… It’s piecework that brings in the money. You get four bucks an hour or ten cents a pocket. The old-timers
can sew two pockets a minute and make eighteen an hour. They’re a whiz. Most get between ten and fifteen. Me, I
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get four, today maybe five. I’m on my way. You don’t worry if you’re no good at first. You catch on. You’re
guaranteed the four bucks no matter if you can’t get one pocket on in an hour. This is my third day.
Sam Hunt with the measuring tape comes up to my machine and measures the straightness of my stitching. He
wears the tan vest, tan creased pants, brown polished shoes, white shirt. He has a perfectly formed nose, neither
upturning nor downturning, and when he stands in front of my machine, I can smell a mysterious cologne coming
from him. When he comes this close, I can see that the white shirt does not stick to any part of his skin, because
he does not sweat.
But the fat women from Galveston sweat like pigs. Turn up the air conditioning! They’ll yell. Today at lunch, I
sat with the fat women from Galveston, Texas. You can hear them all over the lunchroom talking about the Texas
heat, complaining about this rain. They say, My bones never ached like this in Texas. In Galveston, the fat women
plopped their rumps on the beach and watched the hurricanes come in. I have never seen a hurricane. When I sit
with the Texans, they tell me all about it.
And they say: How's your love life, darling? These women mull things over. It is my duty to make them laugh.
This is a social skill my brother, Michael, taught me. Make them laugh, he said, and you won’t get fired. Make
them laugh or compliment them. Don’t tell lies. Don’t say things like, “I’d like to tear her little twat out;” if you
have to say something like this, say it approximately, not exactly, or you’ll scare people. He told me I scare
people, and that’s one reason why I can’t hold a job, and because I tell lies. If you have to tell lies, tell little ones,
he says. Try not to talk out loud when you’re not talking to anybody.
At lunch yesterday, when they asked me about my lover, I said, He has a waterbed on his roof.
A waterbed on his root? they said. In this rain? Some laughed, some didn’t. It’s difficult to say what will make
the women around here laugh.
But I admire their industry. They hardly make mistakes. Sam Hunt docks you a pocket for every mistake, and
these add up.
Sam Hunt drives a scooter to work, a very little one. I have seen him from the bus window. He drives on the
edge of the road, on the white line, and the Sandy Street bus could squash him like a penny. Then who would see
to the time cards? It takes a certain kind of man. Serious. Not a drinker, I’d say. Nice fitting suit, gleaming face.
My brother says my face is better than what you usually see. I would marry my brother in an instant, though
he’s sinister and disrespectful.
My brother drives a taxi and knows the timing of the streetlights by heart. He drives two-fingered with his foot
both on and off the gas pedal, never speeding up, never slowing down, through the city neighborhoods. Some
nights I sit on the passenger’s side, and the customers sit in the back. My brother’s taxi smells like fire. Cinder
and ash. In the ashtrays, fat men have stuffed cigars.
I wouldn’t mind a fat man. A fat man would be somebody you could wrap yourself around and never meet
yourself coming or going. If I married a fat man, I’d draw stars on his back every night. I’d say, How many points
does this star have? Now pay attention, termite, I’d say. How many points does this star have?
In his taxi, my brother totes around the downtown whores. Some have the names of the months. June, July, and
August. Ask them how much they make a night. Depends on how fast your brother drives, they say. Hurry up,
baby; time’s money, they like to say. And they spend it in Washington Park, just junkies in Washington Park.
Washington Park smells like garbage, those houses around there. In the Washington Park housing project, don
t go up to a black woman’s door. They don’t want you. Don’t go up to the men on the steps. Keep your hands at
your sides. Walk fast or run. Don’t look in the windows of a car slowing down. Walk slow if there’re dogs or
they’ll chase you. Keep your hand on your purse. If somebody approaches you, if he gets within ten feet, say,
“I am fully proficient in the use of semi-automatic weapons.”
My brother bought me a gun when I moved out on my own, because a woman living alone in this city should
be able to defend herself. You go for the knees. We put cardboard circles on a fence post in the country. I can hit
them the majority of the time. If you go for the heart or head and murder a person, you could be held liable by the
dead man’s family, even if he broke into your apartment. This is the justice system in our country, my brother
says, and he’s right. The justice system in this country treats us like a bunch of stinking fish.
There. A perfect pocket. This is a keeper, so that’s one. These are my practice days. They give you a couple of
practice days to start out, and after the third day or so, you begin to develop a system. Like one thing is not to stop
when you’re coming to a corner\fn{ Of a pocket.}—not to slow down or speed up, and keep your hands going with
your foot on the pedal and just turn the corner without thinking. If you ruin one, put it in your purse—if it’s really
bad.
Next week, we’re moving to a new line. Sam Hunt said when he oriented me that we’re moving out of the blue
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and into the white. We’ll have enough blue by the end of the week. How’s your eyes? he says. The white stitches
on the white material can blind you, so remember to blink often.
There’s something wrong with my eyes. I can’t cry. I’m just a happy idiot, my brother says, but I say there’s
something wrong with my eyes. They are deteriorating in my head. I have that condition—you read about it—
where the eyes dry out unnaturally. I don’t cry.
All of the women at this table wear glasses. And smoke. The lunchroom’s like a chimney. And they say, How’s
your love life, darling?
The reason I’m not married yet is because I haven’t found the right man. I don’t know who he is, but I’ll know
him when I see him, and he’ll look like something, and he won’t whore around. Which, I’d shoot him, any man
who whored around on me. Like that man in the laundry room. He was married, because I saw the ring. And he
says, How thin are your wrists? Look at how thin your wrists are. See, he says, I can put my fingers around you
and not touch any part, a married man said this.
A lot of the good ones are married. He had green eyes and a friendly manner, and he asked me which was my
apartment. He lives right above me—him and his wife. Says, come up and watch TV sometime. I may just do
that. I would like to see their home and their furnishings.
I will ask him to help me move furniture in. When I get my first check I’m going to buy a lamp, a nice brass
one, and when I save enough I’m going to buy a brass bed, too, and one of those checkerboard coffee tables, the
kind with different colors of wood in squares, and some rugs, throw rugs, and ask them to dinner, the man and his
wife, which, you could never ask anybody to dinner at Michael’s house because nobody ever does the dishes, and
there’s nothing in that house but Bob Marley\fn{Jamaican musician (1945-1981).} posters and dirt and screaming fits.
My brother has paid my rent for the last time. If he’s got to have such a screaming fit about it.
Outside the window in my new apartment on the east side is a mystery tree. We don’t know what it is. I’ve
asked around but nobody knows. On a muggy night, if you don’t turn the light on, you can see animals in the tree.
Opossum. Eight, nine, ten of them, gliding along the mystery tree and the tree’s branches all in a panic. Black like
tar, the branches gleam in the moonlight, all the little opossum claws scratching where you can’t see or hear. Shall
I open the window? my brother said when he came over. Want some pets? Hold on to your hair. They could get
into your hair. He says they’re rats, but I have seen them up close. On this, he’s wrong. He says this because he’s
jealous.
Who pays your rent? he says. He says, Who the tuck pays your rent? My brother has paid my rent for the last
time if it’s such a big deal.
“My brother had a fire in his taxi.”
“What?”
“My brother drives a taxi and somebody started a fire in the back seat.”
“Ain’t that something.” She’s the nice one. She says, Sit with us, honey, and tells me about the Texas
hurricanes. She’s someone you can talk to.
“Did he have insurance?”
“What’s the difference between a tornado and a hurricane?” The woman has bitten her fingernails to the quick.
You can see it from here.
“A tornado? You know, I never considered it. Hey, Lynn. What’s the difference between a hurricane and a
tornado?”
“One’s by sea, one’s by land.”
“One thing I do know. They can both come up on you in a minute.”
“Same with a fire. My brother had a fire in his taxi.”
“Ain’t that something.”
“Somebody left a cigar or cigarette burning in the back. It went, just like that.”
“Anybody hurt?”
“They’re made of straw. That’s why the seats can go just like that.”
Then you’re walking.
So let him walk. See how that feels. In the Projects a man came up to me. He says, Woman? Woman? He says,
Where can I find a pepper grinder? He says for fish, that he was cooking fish and he wanted some fresh ground
pepper, and then started laughing and laughed his fool head off.
In the Projects, a person can get shot and nobody’s going to look for you. In the Projects, someone has busted
out every streetlight, and there’s glass in the street, and children playing in it. In the Projects, you can walk down
one street, up another, a street without lights so you don’t see the dirty yellow walls all alike, street after street,
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with dogs that’ll chase you and black women who don’t want you, and it smells like garbage in the Projects.
Those people are filthy. I don’t care if it is cheaper there. He says, You don’t have to worry. I’m not going to let
anything happen to you.
Don’t make me cry, Michael. Joyce, I’m not going to let anything happen to you, he says. I told him I’d cry,
but there’s something wrong with my eyes.
*
Damn! Now that thread’s broken. Where’s Sam Hunt? Where’s that weasel? Run the flag. Got a problem, he says.
Pull this little string. I’ll see your flag and respond. They can’t be having girls run up and down the aisles looking
for the weasel. That way if anything’s missing or disturbed anyplace in the vicinity, we’ll blame it on Betsy Ross’s
ghost, he says to me, and has equipped every sewing machine in the place with a little flag. If you have to go to
the bathroom, raise the flag, take your purse, don’t put it on the floor in the stall, because the weasel is not
responsible for stolen or lost property.
Somebody should burn that man up. There are instances where fires occur by spontaneous combustion, and
instances where water will not put a fire out. There are oil slicks on the ocean. In dreams, too—there are people
burning on the ocean or in impossible places, instances where burning oil floats on water and your clothes are on
fire, and your hair is on fire, and in the water the fire goes inward. If it’s dirty with oil and muck. Sometimes
there’s no way to put the fire out.
In such a dream, go into a well. Make it from rocks. The bottom of the well is very smooth, and the rocks are
cool. Close your eyes. Put your cheek against a rock. If you’re dizzy, reach your arm out. Touch the other side.
Twirl in a circle. Put yourself in a blue well, and keep your eyes closed. Turn around and around until the fire
stops.
“Joyce? What is it?”
“My thread broke.”
“Your thread broke? Do you remember how I showed you to reload your thread? Did you try that? Here. Show
me. Remember? here now, you hook it around this wire first. Remember. Okay, good. That’s right. Yes. Down the
pole, into the needle. You pull that back or it’s going to know when you begin to sew. Good. Very good. See? That
wasn’t so hard. Was it?”
“How you doing? You getting along okay? You getting to know people?”
“Yes.”
“Let’s see what you’ve done today. No, now you’re holding your material too tightly. That’s what’ll give you
the tangled stitches. Remember how I told you to roll it under the foot—just like it’s a rolling pin and you’re
making pie crusts. Remember? You bake, Joyce? Just roll it under the foot with a nice, steady movement.”
“Yes, I bake.”
“No, now this one’s not going to work. See, you’ve got the X in the corner. You can’t overshoot the pattern or
you’ll have a little X. See? And here’s another one.
“Joyce, where are the rest of them? I counted sixty pockets out for you—this morning. Now I count—let’s see
—where’re the rest of them?”
“That’s all you gave me.”
“No. This morning I counted out sixty, and now there are—they can’t just disappear. Let’s see. Forty-eight.
“This is your third day? You’re not picking this up, are you? Maybe we should transfer you to pant legs. There
aren’t as many angles. Come and talk with me when your shift’s over.”
“I can’t. I’ll miss my bus.”
“Catch the next bus. Come and talk to me. We’ll take a look at your file. See what we can do.”
I can do this.
This is a cinch. Go forward and backward to lock in the stitch. Be careful not to overshoot the pattern—be
careful not to overshoot the pattern because that’s when the X occurs. You can’t rip it out because the buying
customer will see where the ripping occurred. Now that’s ruined. Put it in your purse.
Here’s the rest of them. These are ruined. I forgot about these in my purse. Forgetting is not lying, I’ll say. I
didn’t lie. I forgot, and that’s the truth. What’s she smiling at? What’s so funny about that pocket? That’s a
hilarious pocket. These women will laugh behind your back. They listen in on every conversation and then they
laugh behind your back. Well, fuck them.
I can do this. So let them laugh. You go forward and backward. Every system has its routine. In a house when
you live alone, you check the rock by the front door when you come home to see if it’s been moved in your
absence. If it’s been moved, someone has gone into your house. This is just real funny. I’d like to squash her pea
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brain. Now that’s ruined.
Check the rock and you check for broken windows before you unlock the door, and you keep your gun in the
drawer by your bed. I’m going to tell him to give me another chance. This wasn’t so good today, but tomorrow’s a
different story. My brain’s ruined for this day. That’s a sad thing how a woman will just laugh in your face like
that. They think they’re so hot.
You keep your gun in the drawer by your bed. If, at three in the morning, some person breaks in your house,
you take the phone off the hook, dial O. You don’t have time to dial 911. You’ve got your gun and you’re kneeling
in bed or on the floor, and you say, I’m fully proficient in the use of semi-automatic weapons. I live at One OneThree Four East Holly. You’re saying this to the operator who will call the cops. Say:
“I am proficient in the use of semi-automatic weapons.”
“What?”
“What are you looking at?”
“What did you say?”
“I didn’t say anything.”
“Yes, you did.”
“What are you looking at?”
“Hey, don’t worry about it. Don’t sweat it. Sam’s okay. Gets a bee in his lugudimous maximus every now and
again, but he’s O.K.”
“They’re going to fire me from this job.”
“Nah, they ain’t going to fire you.”
“He’s going to look at my file.”
“Listen—”
“They look at your file, and then they look at you.”
“You’ve got to—”
“Don’t look at me.”
“Now, honey—”
“Don’t look at me! Don’t look at my face.” Don’t look anywhere.
They open your files and then they fire you. Everything is ruined now. So who cares.
These are ruined. I ruined these. Meaning to or not, doesn’t count. Did you or didn’t you? Did you or didn’t
you? he'll say. He’ll call me on the phone. Did you or did you not? Michael will say. I’ll say—when Michael calls
—I’ll say, I didn’t get to these yet. These were misplaced. I’ll say. I’ll say, I forgot about these in my purse.
This place is filthy. Somebody ought to clean this place up. You just do your work. You just pay attention.
I’ll leave my coat in the locker. I’ll sneak out the back way, and I’ll leave my coat in the locker.
I’ll say. These are my practice days, Mr. Hunt. I can do this. I’ll sneak out the back way.
I’ll catch the Sandy Street bus. If I miss the Sandy Street, I’ll catch the Burnside. I won’t look at the bums
sleeping there. When I walk across the bridge, across the Burnside Bridge—if they ask me for money, I’ll look
straight ahead.
When Michael calls to ask me how it went—if my brother calls—I’ll say, Not too bad. That’s what I’ll say.
He’ll say, Way to go, Joyce. That’s money in the bank.
For dinner, I’ll make mashed potatoes or I’ll make rice. I’ll sit at the table by the kitchen window. I’ll watch
the sun go down.
I will set my alarm for six so I can catch the Sandy Street bus at seven, because the Burnside bus will get me
here too late. Sam Hunt sees to the time cards. Don’t be late or you’re docked pockets, and these add up.
I will set the alarm for six and I’ll go to bed at ten. If I wake up in the night—if a dream or nightmare wakes
me, I must not wake up in the night. A working girl needs her sleep …
*CONNECTICUT*
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How many kinds of beauty there are! How many even in the human form! There are the bloom and motion of
childhood, the freshness and ripe perfection of youth, the dignity of manhood, the softness of woman—all
different, yet each in its kind perfect.
But there is none so peculiar, none that bears more the image of the heavenly, than the beauty of Christian old
age. It is like the loveliness of those calm autumn days, when the heats of summer are past, when the harvest is
gathered into the garner, and the sun shines over the placid fields and fading woods, which stand waiting for their
last change. It is a beauty more strictly moral, more belonging to the soul, than that of any other period of life.
Poetic fiction always paints the old man as a Christian; nor is there any period where the virtues of Christianity
seem to find a more harmonious development. The aged man, who has outlived the hurry of passion—who has
withstood the urgency of temptation—who has concentrated the religious impulses of youth into habits of
obedience an love—who, having served his generation by the will of God, now leans in helplessness on Him
whom once he served, is, perhaps, one of the most faultless representations of the beauty of holiness that this
world affords.
Thoughts something like these arose in my mind as I slowly turned my footsteps from the graveyard of my
native village, where I had been wandering after years of absence. It was a lovely spot—a soft slope of ground
close by a little stream, that ran sparkling through the cedars and junipers beyond it, while on the other side arose
a green hill, with the white village laid like a necklace of pearls upon its bosom.
There is no feature of the landscape more picturesque and peculiar than that of the graveyard,—that “city of
the silent,” as it is beautifully expressed by the Orientals,—standing amid the bloom and rejoicing of nature, its
white stones glittering in the sun, a memorial of decay, a link between the living and the dead.
As I moved slowly from mound to mound, and read the inscriptions, which purported that many a moneysaving man, and many a busy, anxious housewife, and many a prattling, half-blossomed child, had done with care
or mirth, I was truck with a plain slab, bearing the inscription,
To the memory of
Deacon Enos Dudley,
Who died in his hundredth year.
My eye was caught by this inscription, for in other years I had well known the person it recorded. At this instant,
his mild and venerable form arose before me as erst\fn{ Before.} it used to rise from the deacon’s seat, a straight,
close slip just below the pulpit. I recollected his quiet and lowly coming into meeting, precisely ten minutes
before the time, every Sunday,—his tall form a little stooping,—his best suit of butternut-colored Sunday clothes,
with long flaps and wide cuffs, on one of which two pins were always to be seen stuck in with the most reverent
precision. When seated, the top of the pew came just to his chin, so that his silvery, placid head rose above it like
the moon above the horizon. His head was one that might have been sketched for a St. John—bald at the top and
around the temples adorned with a soft flow of bright fine hair,—
That down his shoulders reverently spread,
As hoary frost with spangles doth attire
The naked branches of an oak half dead.

He was then of great age, and every line of his patient face seemed to say, “And now, Lord, what wait I for?” Yet
still, year after year, was he to be seen in the same place, with the same dutiful punctuality.
The services he offered to his God were all given with the exactness of an ancient Israelite. No words could
have persuaded him of the propriety of meditating when the choir was singing, or of sitting down, even through
infirmity, before the close of the longest prayer that ever was offered. A mighty contrast was he to his fellow
officer, Deacon Abrams, a tight, little, tripping, well-to-do man, who used to sit beside him with his hair brushed
straight up like a little blaze, his coat buttoned up trig\fn{ Neat.} and close, his psalm-book in hand, and his quick
gray eyes turned first on one side of the broad aisle, and then on the other, and then up into the gallery, like a man
who came to church on business, and felt responsible for everything that was going on in the house.
A great hindrance was the business talent of this good little man to the enjoyments of us youngsters, who,
perched along in a row on a low seat in front of the pulpit, attempted occasionally to diversify the long hour of
sermon by sundry small exercises of our own, such as making our handkerchiefs into rabbits, or exhibiting, in a
sly way, the apples and gingerbread we had brought for a Sunday dinner, or pulling the ears of some discreet
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meeting-going dog, who now and then would soberly pitapat through the broad aisle. But woe be to us during our
contraband sports, if we saw Deacon Abrams’s sleep head dodging up from behind the top of the deacon’s seat.
Instantly all the apples, gingerbread, and handkerchiefs vanished, and we all sat with our hands folded, looking as
demure as if we understood every word of the sermon, and more too.
There was a great a contrast between these two deacons in their services and prayers, when, as was often the
case, the absence of the pastor devolved on them the burden of conducting the duties of the sanctuary. That God
was great and good, and that we all were sinners, were truths that seemed to have melted into the heart of Deacon
Enos, so that his very soul and spirit were bowed down with them. With Deacon Abrams it was an undisputed
fact, which he had settled long ago, and concerning which he felt that there could be no reasonable doubt, and his
bustling way of dealing with the matter seemed to say that he knew that and a great many things besides.
Deacon Enos was known far and near as a very proverb for peacefulness of demeanor and unbounded
charitableness in covering and excusing the faults of others. As long as there was any doubt in a case of alleged
evil doing, Deacon Enos guessed “the man did not mean any harm, after all”; and when transgression became too
barefaced for this excuse, he always guessed “it wan’t best to say much about it; nobody could tell what they
might be left to.”
Some incidents in his life will show more clearly these traits. A certain shrewd landholder, by the name of
Jones, who was not well reported of in the matter of honesty, sold to Deacon Enos a valuable lot of land, and
received the money for it; but, under various pretenses, deferred giving the deed. Soon after, he died; and, to the
deacon’s amazement, the deed was nowhere to be found, while this very lot of land was left by will to one of his
daughters.
The deacon said “it was very extgraor’nary: he always knew that Seth Jones was considerable sharp about
money, but he did not think he would so such a right up-and-down wicked thing.” So the old man repaired to
Squire Abel to state the case, and see if there was any redress. “I kinder hate to tell of it,” said he; “but, Squire
Abel, you know Mr. Jones was—was—what he was, even if he is dead and gone!” This was the nearest approach
the old gentleman could make to specifying a heavy charge against the dead. On being told that the case admitted
of no redress, Deacon Enos comforted himself with half soliloquizing,—“Well, at any rate, the land has gone to
those two girls, poor lone critters; I hope it will do them some good. There is Silence—we won’t say much about
her; but Sukey is a nice, pretty girl.” And so the old man departed, leaving it as his opinion that, since the matter
could not be mended, it was just as well not to say anything about it.
Now, the two girls here mentioned (to wit, Silence and Sukey) were the eldest and the youngest of a numerous
family, the offspring of three wives of Seth Jones, of whom these two were the sole survivors. The elder, Silence,
was a tall, strong, black-eyed, hard-featured woman, verging upon forty, with a good, loud, resolute voice, and
what the Irishman would call “a dacent notion of using it.” Why she was called Silence as a standing problem to
the neighborhood; for she had more faculty and inclination for making a noise than any person in the whole
township. Miss Silence was one of those persons who have no disposition to yield any of their own rights. She
marched up to all controverted matters, faced down all opposition, held her way lustily and with good courage,
making men, women, and children turn out for her, as they would for a mail stage. So evident was her innate
determination to be free and independent that, though she was the daughter of a rich man, and well portioned,
only one swain was ever heard of who ventured to solicit her hand in marriage; and he was sent off with the
assurance that, if he ever showed his face about the house again, she would set the dogs on him.
But Susan Jones was as different from her sister as the little graceful convolvulus\fn{The morning-glory.} from
the great rough stick that supports.\fn{ That supports the flower.} At the time of which we speak she was just eighteen;
a modest, slender, blushing girl, as timid and shrinking as her sister was bold and hardy. Indeed, the education of
poor Susan had cost Miss Silence much painstaking and trouble, and, after all, she said “the girl would make a
fool of herself; she never could teach her to be up and down with people, as she was.”
When the report came to Miss Silence’s ears that Deacon Enos considered himself as aggrieved by her
father’s will, she held forth upon the subject with great strength of courage and of lungs. “Deacon Enos might be
in better business than in trying to cheat orphans out of their rights—she hoped he would go to law about it, and
see what good he would get by it—a pretty church member and deacon, to be sure! getting up such a story about
her poor father, dead and gone!”
“But, Silence,” said Susan, “Deacon Enos is a good man: I do not think he means to injure anyone; there must
be some mistake about it.”
“Susan, you are a little fool, as I have always told you,” replied Silence; “you would be cheated out of your eye
teeth if you had not me to take care of you.”
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But subsequent events brought the affairs of these two damsels in closer connection with those of Deacon
Enos, as we shall proceed to show.
It happened that the next-door neighbor of Deacon Enos was a certain old farmer, whose crabbedness of
demeanor had procured for him the name of Uncle Jaw.\fn{ To jaw means to abuse or scold.} This agreeable surname
accorded very well with the general characteristics both of the person and manner of its possessor. He was tall and
hard-favored, with an expression of countenance much resembling a northeast rainstorm—a drizzling, settled
sulkiness, that seemed to defy all prospect of clearing off, and to take comfort in its own disagreeableness. His
voice seemed to have taken lessons of his face, in such admirable keeping with its sawing, deliberate growl with
the pleasing physiognomy before indicated. By nature he was endowed by one of those active, acute, hair-splitting
minds, which can raise forty questions for dispute on any point of the compass; and had he been an educated man,
he might have proved as clever a metaphysician as ever threw dust in the eyes of succeeding generations. But
being deprived of these advantages, he nevertheless exerted himself to quite as useful a purpose in puzzling and
mystifying whomsoever came in his way. But his activity particularly exercised itself in the line of the law, as it
was his meat, and drink, and daily meditation, either to find something to go to law about or to go to law about
something he had found. There was always some question about an old rail fence that used to run “a leetle more to
the left hand,” or that was built up “a leetle more to the right hand,” and so cut off a strip of his “medderland,” or
else there was some outrage of Peter Somebody’s turkeys getting into his mowing,\fn{ What any crop is between being
cut from the living stem and baled for sale or storage .} or Squire Moses’s geese were to be shut up in the town pound, or
something equally important kept him busy from year’s end to year’s end. Now, as a matter of private amusement,
this might have answered very well; but then Uncle Jaw was not satisfied to fight his own battles, but must needs
go from house to house, narrating the whole length and breadth of the case, with all the “says he’s” and “says I’s,”
and the “I tell’d him’s” and “he tell’d me’s,” which do either accompany or flow therefrom. Moreover, he had
such a marvelous facility of finding out matters to quarrel about, and of letting everyone else know where they,
too, could muster a quarrel, that he generally succeeded in keeping the whole neighborhood by the ears.
And as good Deacon Enos assumed the office of peacemaker for the village, Uncle Jaw’s efficiency rendered it
no sinecure. The deacon always followed the steps of Uncle Jaw, smoothing, hushing up, and putting matters
aright with an assiduity that was truly wonderful.
Uncle Jaw himself had a great respect for the good man, and, in common with all the neighborhood, sought
unto him for counsel, though, like other seekers of advice, he appropriated only so much as seemed good in his
own eyes.
Still he took a kind of pleasure in dropping in of an evening to Deacon Enos’s fire, to recount the various
matters which he had taken or was to take in hand; at one time to narrate “how he had been over the milldam,
telling old Granny Clark that she could get the law of Seth Scran about that pasture lot,” or else “how he had told
Ziah Bacon’s widow that she had a right to shut up Bill Scranton’s pig every time she caught him in front of her
house.”
But the grand “matter of matters,” and the one that took up the most of Uncle Jaw’s spare time, lay in a dispute
between him and Squire Jones, the father of Susan and Silence; for it so happened that his lands and those of
Uncle Jaw were contiguous. Now, the matter of dispute was on this wise: On Squire Jones’s land there was a mill,
which mill Uncle Jaw averred was “always a-flooding his meddeer land.” As Uncle Jaw’s “medder land” was by
nature half bog and bulrushes, and therefore liable to be found in a wet condition, there was always a happy
obscurity as to where the water came from, and whether there was ant any time more there than belonged to his
share. So, when all other subject matters of dispute failed, Uncle Jaw recreated himself with getting up a lawsuit
about his “medder land”; and one of these cases was in pendency when, by the death of the squire, the estate was
left to Susan and Silence, his daughters. When, therefore, the report reached him that Deacon Enos had been
cheated out of his dues, Uncle Jaw prepared forthwith to go and compare notes. Therefore, one evening, as
Deacon Enos was sitting quietly by the fire, musing and reading with his big Bible open before him, he heard the
premonitory symptoms of a visitation from Uncle Jaw on his door-scraper; and soon the man made his
appearance. After seating himself directly in front of the fire, with his elbows on his knees, and his hands spread
out over the coals, he looked up in Deacon Enos’s mild face with his little inquisitive gray eyes, and remarked, by
way of opening the subject, “Well, deacon, old Squire Jones is gone at last. I wonder how much good all his land
will do him now?”
“Yes,” replied Deacon Enos, “it just shows how all these things are not worth striving after. We brought
nothing into the world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out.”\fn{ A paraphrase of Job I:21a. The text says: He said,
“Naked I came from my mother’s womb, and naked shall I return there; }
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“Why, yes,” replied Uncle Jaw, “that’s all very right, deacon; but it was strange how that old Squire Jones did
hang on to things. Now, that mill of his, that was always soaking off water into these medders of mine—I took
and tell’d Squire Jones just how it was, pretty nigh twenty times, and yet he would keep it just so; and now he’s
dead and gone, there is that old gal Silence is full as bad and makes more noise; and she and Suke have got the
land; but, you see, I mean to work it yet.”
Here Uncle Jaw paused to see whether he had produced any sympathetic excitement in Deacon Enos; but the
old man sat without the least emotion, quietly contemplating the top of the long kitchen shovel. Uncle Jaw
fidgeted in his chair, and changed his mode of attack for one more direct. “I heard ’em tell, Deacon Enos, that the
squire served you something of an unhandy sort of trick about that ’ere lot of land.”
Still Deacon Enos made no reply; but Uncle Jaw’s perseverance was not so to be put off, and he recommenced.
“Squire Abel, you see, he tell’d me how the matter was, and he said he did not see as it could be mended; but I
took and tell’d him, ‘Squire Abel,’ said I, ‘I’d bet pretty nigh ’most anything, if Deacon Enos would tell the matter
to me, that I could find a hole for him to creep out at; for,’ says I, ‘I’ve seen daylight through more twistical cases
than that afore now.’”
Still Deacon Enos remained mute; and Uncle Jaw, after waiting a while, recommenced with, “But, railly,
deacon, I should like to hear the particulars.”
“I have made up my mind not to say anything more about that business,” said Deacon Enos, in a tone which,
though mild, was so exceedingly definite that Uncle Jaw felt that the case was hopeless in that quarter; he
therefore betook himself to the statement of his own grievances.
“Why, you see, deacon,” he began, at the same time taking the tongs, and picking up all the little brands, and
disposing them in the middle of the fire,—“you see, two days after the funeral (for I didn’t railly like to go any
sooner), I stepped up to hash over the matter with old Silence; for as to Sukey, she hain’t no more to do with such
things than our white kitten. Now, you see, Squire Jones, just afore he died, he took away an old rail fence of his’n
that lay between his land and mine, and began to build a new stone wall; and when I come to measure, I found he
had took and put a’most the whole-width of the stone wall on to my land, when there ought not to have been more
than half of it comer there. Now, you see, I could not say a word to Squire Jones, because, jest before I found it
out, he took and died; and so I thought I’d speak to old Silence, and see if she meant to do anything about, ’cause
I knew pretty well she wouldn’t; and I tell you, if she didn’t put it on to me! We had a regular pitched battle—the
old gal, I thought she would’a screamed herself to death! I don’t know but she would, but just then poor Sukey
came in, and looked so frightened and scary—Sukey is a pretty gal, and looks so trembling and delicate, that it’s
kinder a shame to plague her, and so I took and come away for that time.”
Here Uncle Jaw perceived a brightening in the face of the good deacon, and felt exceedingly comforted that at
last he was about to interest him in his story.
But all this while the deacon had been in a profound meditation concerning the ways and means of putting a
stop to a quarrel that had been his torment from time immemorial, and just at this moment a plan had struck his
mind which our story will proceed to unfold.
The mode of settling differences which had occurred to the good man was one which has been considered a
specific in reconciling contending sovereigns and states from early antiquity, and the deacon hoped it might have
a pacifying influence even in so unpromising a case as that of Miss Silence and Uncle Jaw.
In former days, Deacon Enos had kept the district school for several successive winters, and among his
scholars was the gentle Susan Jones, then a plump, rosy little girl, with blue eyes, curly hair, and the sweetest
disposition in the world. There was also little Joseph Adams, the only son of Uncle Jaw, a fine, healthy, robust
boy, who used to spell the longest words, make the best snowballs and popular whistles, and read the loudest and
fastest in the Columbian Orator\fn{A reading book; Columbia is one of the old names for this country; but you never hear it any
more.} of any boy at school.
Little Joe inherited all his father’s sharpness, with a double share of good humor; so that, though he was
forever effervescing in the way of one funny trick or another, he was a universal favorite, not only with the
deacon, but with the whole school.
Master Joseph always took little Susan Jones under his especial protection, drew her to school on his sled,
helped her out with all the long sums in her arithmetic, saw to it that nobody pillaged her dinner basket,\fn{ In New
England, lunch for the rest of the world is called dinner, and dinner is called supper.} or knocked down her bonnet, and
resolutely whipped or snowballed any other boy who attempted the same gallantries. Years passed on, and Uncle
Jaw had sent his son to college. He sent him because, as he said, he had “a right to send him; just as good a right
as Squire Abel or Deacon Abrams to send their boys, and so he would send him.” It was the remembrance of his
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old favorite Joseph, and his little pet Susan, that came across the mind of Deacon Enos, and which seemed to open
a gleam of light in regard to the future. So, when Uncle Jaw had finished his prelection, the deacon, after some
meditation, came out with, “Railly, they say that your son is going to have the valedictory\fn{ Take the highest
academic honors.} in college.”
Though somewhat startled at the abrupt transition, Uncle Jaw found the suggestion too flattering to his pride to
be dropped; so, with a countenance grimly expressive of his satisfaction, he replied, “Why, yes—yes—I don’t see
no reason why a poor man’s son han’t as much right as any one to be at the top, if he can get there.”
“Just so,” replied Deacon Enos.
“He was always the boy for larning, and for nothing else,” continued Uncle Jaw; “put him to farming, couldn’t
make nothing of him. If I set him to hoeing corn or hilling potatoes, I’d always fined him stopping to chase
hoptoads, or off after chip-squirrels, but set him down to a book, and there he was! That boy larnt reading the
quickest of any boy that ever I saw: it wasn’t a month after he began his a-b abs, before he could read in the Fox
and the Brambles, and in a month more he could clatter off his chapter in the Testament as fast as any of them;
and you see, in college, it’s jest so—he had ris right up to be first.”
“And he is coming home week after next,” said the deacon meditatively.
The next morning, as Deacon Enos was eating his breakfast, he quietly remarked to his wife, “Sally, I believe
it was week after next you were meaning to have your quilting?”\fn{ Where the women of the neighborhood gather around
to do some useful work—here, the making of a quilt—and, by the way, to gossip among themselves, which is as important as the work in
hand.}

“Why, I never told you so: what alive makes you think that, Deacon Dudley?”
“I thought that was your calculation,” said the good man quietly.
“Why no; to be sure, I can have it, and maybe it’s the best of any time, if we can get Black Dinah to come and
help about the cakes and pies. I guess we will, finally.”
“I think it’s likely you had better,” replied the deacon, “and we will have all the young folks here.”
And now let us pass over all the intermediate pounding, and grinding, and chopping, which for the next week
foretold approaching festivity in the kitchen of the deacon. Let us forbear to provoke the appetite of a hungry
reader by setting in order before him the mince pies, the cranberry tarts, the pumpkin pies, the doughnuts, the
cookies, and other sweet cakes of every description, that sprang into being at the magic touch of Black Dinah, the
village priestess on all these solemnities. Suffice it to say that the day had arrived, and the auspicious quilt was
spread.
The invitation had not failed to include the Misses Silence and Susan Jones—nay, the good deacon had pressed
gallantry into the matter so far as to be the bearer of the message himself; for which he was duly rewarded by a
broadside from Miss Silence, giving him what she termed a piece of her mind in the matter of the rights of
widows and orphans; to all which the good old man listened with great benignity from the beginning to the end,
and replied with,— “Well, well, Miss Silence, I expect you will think better of this before long; there had best not
be any hard words about it.” So saying, he took up his hat and walked off, while Miss Silence, who felt extremely
relieved by having blown off steam, declared that “it was of no more use to hector old Deacon Enos than to fire a
gun at a bag of cotton wool. For all that, though, she shouldn’t go to the quilting; nor more should Susan.”
“But, sister, why not?” said the little maiden; “I think I shall go.” And Susan said this in a tone so mildly
positive that Silence was amazed.
“What upon ’arth ails you, Susan?” said she, opening her eyes with astonishment; “haven’t you any more spirit
than to go to Deacon Enos’s when he is doing all he can to ruin us?”
“I like Deacon Enos,” replied Susan; “he was always kind to me when I was a little girl, and I am not going to
believe that he is a bad man now.”
When a young lady states she is not going to believe a thing, good judges of human nature generally give up
the case; but Miss Silence, to whom the language of opposition and argument was entirely new, could scarcely
give her ears credit for veracity in the case; she therefore repeated over exactly what she said before, only in a
much louder tone of voice, and with much more vehement forms of asseveration—a mode of reasoning which, if
not strictly logical, has at least the sanction of very respectable authorities among the enlightened and learned.
“Silence,” replied Susan, when the storm had spent itself, “if it did not look like being angry with Deacon
Enos, I would stay away to oblige you; but it would seem to everyone to be taking sides in a quarrel, and I never
did, and never will, have any part or lot in such things.”
“Then you’ll just be trod and trampled on all your days, Susan,” replied Silence; “but, however, if you choose
to make a fool of yourself, I don’t;” and so saying, she flounced out of the room in great wrath. It so happened,
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however, that Miss Silence was one of those who have so little economy in disposing of a fit of anger, that it was
all used up before the time of execution arrived. It followed of consequence that, having unburdened her mid
freely both to Deacon Enos and to Susan, she began to feel very much more comfortable and good-natured; and
consequent upon that came divers reflections upon the many gossiping opportunities and comforts of a quilting;
and then the intrusive little reflection, “What if she should go, after all; what harm would be done?” and then the
inquiry, “Whether it was not her duty to go and look after Susan, poor child, who had no mother to watch over
her?” In short, before the time of preparation arrived, Miss Silence had fully worked herself up to the
magnanimous determination of going to the quilting. Accordingly, the next day, while Susan was standing before
her mirror, braiding up her pretty hair, she was startled by the apparition of Miss Silence coming into the room as
stiff as a changeable silk and a high horn comb could make her; and “grimly determined was her look.”
“Well, Susan,” said she, “if you will go to the quilting this afternoon, I think it is my duty to go and see to
you.”
What would people do if this convenient shelter of duty did not afford them a retreat in cases when they are
disposed to change their minds? Susan suppressed the arch smile that, in spite of herself, laughed out at the
corners of her eyes, and told her sister that she was much obliged to her for her care. So off they went together.
Silence in the meantime held forth largely on the importance of standing up for one’s rights, and not letting one’s
self be trampled on. The afternoon passed on, the elderly ladies quilted and talked scandal, and the younger ones
discussed the merits of the various beaux who were expected to give vivacity to the evening entertainment.
Among these the newly arrived Joseph Adams, just from college, with all his literary honors thick about him,
became a prominent subject of conversation. It was duly canvassed whether the young gentleman might be called
handsome, and the affirmative was carried by a large majority, although there were some variations and
exceptions; one of the party declaring his whiskers to be in too high a state of cultivation, another maintaining that
they were in the exact line of beauty, while a third vigorously disputed the point whether he wore whiskers at all.
It was allowed by all, however, that he had been a great beau in the town where he had passed his college days. It
was also inquired into whether he were matrimonially engaged; and the negative being understood, they diverted
themselves with predicting to one another the capture of such a prize; each prophecy being received with such
disclaimers as “Come now!” “Do be still!” “Hush your nonsense!” and the like.
At length the long-wished-for hour arrived, and one by one the lords of creation began to make their
appearance; and one of the last was this much admired youth. “That is Joe Adams.” “That is he!” was the busy
whisper, as a tall, well-looking young man came into the room with the easy air of one who had seen several
things before, and was not to be abashed by the combined blaze of all the village beauties.
In truth, our friend Joseph had made the most of his residence in N., paying his court no less to the Graces than
the Muses. His fine person, his frank, manly air, his ready conversation, and his faculty of universal adaptation
had made his society much coveted among the beau monde\fn{The world of high society and fashion.} of N.; and
though the place was small, he had become familiar with much good society.
We hardly know whether we may venture to tell our fair readers the whole truth in regard to our hero. We will
merely hint, in the gentlest manner in the world, that Mr. Joseph Adams, being undeniably first in the classics and
first in the drawing-room, having been gravely commended in his class by his venerable president, and gaily
flattered in the drawing-room by the elegant Miss This and Miss That, was rather inclining to the opinion that he
was an uncommonly fine fellow, and even had the assurance to think that, under present circumstances, he could
please without making any great effort—a thing which, however true it were in point of fact, is obviously
improper to be thought of by a young man. Be that as it may, he moved about from one to another, shaking hands
with all the old ladies, and listening with the greatest affability to the various comments on his growth and
personal appearance, his points of resemblance to his father, mother, grandfather, and grandmother, which are
always detected by the superior acumen of elderly females.
Among the younger ones he at once, and with full frankness, recognized old schoolmates, and partners in
various whortleberry, chestnut, and strawberry excursions, and thus called out an abundant flow of conversation.
Nevertheless, his eye wandered occasionally around the room, as if in search of something not there. What could
it be? It kindled, however, with an expression of sudden brightness as he perceived the tall and spare figure of
Miss Silence; whether owing to the personal fascinations of that lady, or to other causes, we leave the reader to
determine.
Miss Silence had predetermined never to speak a word again to Uncle Jaw or any of his race; but she was
taken by surprise at the frank, extended hand and friendly “How do ye do?” It was not in woman to resist so
cordial an address from a handsome young man, and Miss Silence gave her hand, and replied with a graciousness
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that amazed herself. At this moment, also, certain soft blue eyes peeped forth from a corner, just “to see if he
looked as he used to.” Yes, there he was! the same dark, mirthful eyes that used to peer on her from behind the
corners of the spelling-book at the district school; and Susan Jones gave a deep sigh to those times, and then
wondered why she happened to think of such nonsense.
“How is your sister, little Miss Susan?” said Joseph.
“Why, she is here—have you not seen her?” said Silence; “there she is, in that corner.”
Joseph looked, but could scarcely recognize her. There stood a tall, slender blooming girl, that might have been
selected as a specimen of that union of perfect health with delicate fairness so characteristic of the young New
England beauty.
She was engaged in telling some merry story to a knot of young girls, and the rich color that, like a bright
spirit, constantly went and came in her cheeks; the dimples, quick and varying as those of a little brook; the clear,
mild eye; the clustering curls, and, above all, the happy, rejoicing smile, and the transparent frankness and
simplicity of expression which beamed like sunshine about her, all formed a combination of charms that took our
hero quite by surprise; and when Silence, who had a remarkable degree of directness in all her dealings, called
out, “Here Susan, is Joe Adams, inquiring after you!” our practiced young gentleman felt himself color to the
roots of his hair, and for a moment he could scarce recollect that first rudiment of manners, “to make his bow like
a good boy.” Susan colored also; but, perceiving the confusion of our hero, her countenance assumed an
expression of mischievous drollery, which, helped on by the titter of her companions, added not a little to his
confusion.
“Deuce take it!” thought he, “what’s the matter with me?” and, calling up his courage, he dashed into the
formidable circle of fair ones, and began chattering with one and another, calling by name with or without
introduction, remembering things that never happened, with a freedom that was perfectly fascinating.
“Really, how handsome he has grown!”: thought Susan; and she colored deeply when once or twice the dark
eyes of our hero made the same observation with regard to herself, in that quick, intelligible dialect which eyes
alone can speak. And when the little party dispersed, as they did very punctually at nine o’clock, our hero
requested of Miss Silence the honor of attending her home—an evidence of discriminating taste which materially
raised him in the estimation of that lady. It was true, to be sure, that Susan walked on the other side of him, her
little white hand just within his arm; and there was something in that light touch that puzzled him unaccountably,
as might be inferred from the frequency with which Miss Silence was obliged to bring up the ends of conversation
with, “What did your say?” “What were you going to say?” and other persevering forms of inquiry, with which a
regular-trained matter-of-fact talker will hunt down a poor fellow mortal who is in danger of sinking into a
comfortable reverie.
When they parted at the gate, however, Silence gave our hero a hearty invitation to “Come and see them any
time,” which he mentally regarded as more to the point than anything else that had been said. As Joseph soberly
retraced his way homeward, his thoughts, by some unaccountable association, began to revert to such topics as the
loneliness of man by himself, the need of kindred spirits, the solaces of sympathy, and other like matters.
That night Joseph dreamed of trotting along with his dinner basket to the old brown schoolhouse, and vainly
endeavoring to overtake Susan Jones, whom he saw with her little pasteboard sunbonnet a few yards in front of
him; the he was teetering with her on a long board, her bright little face glancing up and down, while every curl
around it seemed to be living with delight; and then he was snowballing Tom Williams for knocking down
Susan’s doll’s house, or he sat by her on a bench, helping her out with a long sum in arithmetic;\fn{ The text has:
arithmatic.} but, with the mischievous fatality of dreams, the more he ciphered and expounded, the longer and more
hopeless grew the sum; and he awoke in the morning pshawing at his ill luck, after having done a sum over half a
dozen times while Susan seemed to be looking on with the same air of arch drollery that he saw on her face the
evening before.
“Joseph,” said Uncle Jaw, the next morning at breakfast, “I s’pose Squire Jones’s daughters were not at the
quilting.”
“Yes, sir, they were,” said our hero; “they were both there.”
“Why, you don’t say so!”
“They certainly were,” persisted the son.
“Well, I thought the old gal had too much spunk for that; you see there is a quarrel between the deacon and
them gals.”
“Indeed!” said Joseph. “I thought the deacon never quarreled with anybody.”
“But, you see, old Silence there, she will quarrel with him; railly, that cretur is a tough one;” and Uncle Jaw
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leaned back in his chair, and contemplated the quarrelsome propensities of Miss Silence with the satisfaction of a
kindred spirit. “But I’ll fix her yet,” he continued; “I see how to work it.”
“Indeed, father, I did not know that you had anything to do with their affairs.”
“Hain’t I? I should like to know if I hain’t!” replied Uncle Jaw triumphantly. “Now, see her, Joseph: you see, I
mean you shall be a lawyer: I’m pretty considerable of a lawyer myself—that is, for one not college larnt; and I’ll
tell you how it is;” and thereupon Uncle Jaw launched forth into the case of the medder land and the mill, and
concluded with, “Now, Joseph, this ’ere is a kinder whetstone for you to hone up your wits on.”
In pursuance, therefore, of this plan of sharpening his wits in the manner aforesaid, our hero, after breakfast,
went, like a dutiful son, directly towards Squire\fn{ The text has: Square.} Jones’s, doubtless for the purpose of taking
ocular survey of the meadow land, mill, and stone wall; but, by some unaccountable mistake lost his way, and
found himself standing before the door of Squire Jones’s house.
The old squire had been among the aristocracy of the village, and his house had been the ultimate standard of
comparison in all matters of style and garniture. Their big front room, instead of being strewn with lumps of sand,
duly streaked over twice a week, was resplendent with a carpet of red, yellow, and black stripes, while a towering
pair of long-legged brass andirons, scoured to a silvery white, gave an air of magnificence to the chimney, which
was materially increased by the tall brass-headed shovel and tongs, which, like a decorous, starched married
couple, stood bolt upright in their places on either side. The sanctity of the place was still further maintained by
keeping the window shutters always closed, admitting only so much light as could come in by a round hole at the
top of the shutter; and it was only on occasions of extraordinary magnificence that the room was thrown open t0
profane eyes.
Our hero was surprised, therefore, to find both the doors and windows of this apartment open, and symptoms
evident of its being in daily occupation. The furniture still retained its massive, clumsy stiffness, but there were
various tokens that lighter fingers had been at work there since the notable days of good Dame Jones. There was a
vase of flowers on the table, two or three books of poetry, and a little fairy work-basket, from which peeped forth
the edges of some worked ruffling; there was a small writing-desk, and last, not least, in a lady’s collection, an
album, with leaves of every color of the rainbow, containing inscriptions, in sundry strong masculine hands, “To
Susan,” indicating that other people had had their eyes open as well as Mr. Joseph Adams. “So,” said he to
himself, “this quiet little beauty has had admirers, after all;” and consequent upon this came another question
(which was none of his concern, to be sure), whether the little lady were or were not engaged; and from these
speculations he was aroused by a light footstep, and anon the neat form of Susan made its appearance.
“Good-morning, Miss Jones,” said he, bowing.
Now, there is something very comical in the feeling, when little boys and girls, who have always known each
other as plain Susan or Joseph, first meet as “Mr.” or “Miss” So-and-so. Each one feels half disposed, half afraid,
to return to the old familiar form, and awkwardly fettered by the recollection that they are no longer children.
Both parties had felt this the evening before, when they met in company; but now that they were alone together,
the feeling became still stronger; and when Susan had requested Mr. Adams to take a chair, and Mr. Adams had
inquired after Miss Susan’s health, there ensued a pause, which, the longer it continued, seemed the more difficult
to break, and during which Susan’s pretty face slowly assumed an expression of the ludicrous, till she was as near
laughing as propriety would admit; and Mr. Adams, having looked out at the window, and up at the mantelpiece,
and down at the carpet, at last looked at Susan; their eyes met; the effect was electrical; they both smiled, and then
laughed outright, after which the whole difficulty of conversation vanished.
“Susan,” said Joseph, “do you remember the old schoolhouse?”
“I thought that was what you were thinking of,” said Susan; “but, really, you have grown and altered so that I
could hardly believe my eyes last night.”
“Nor I mine,” said Joseph, with a glance that gave a very complimentary turn to the expression.
Our readers may imagine that after this the conversation proceeded to grow increasingly confidential and
interesting; that from the account of early life, each proceeded to let the other know something of intervening
history, in the course of which each discovered a number of new and admirable traits in the other, such things
being matters of very common occurrence. In the course of the conversation Joseph discovered that it was
necessary that Susan should have two or three books then in his possession; and as promptitude is a great matter
in such cases, he promised to bring them “tomorrow.”
For some time our young friends pursued their acquaintance without a distinct consciousness of anything
except that it was a very pleasant thing to be together. During the long, still afternoons, they rambled among the
fading woods, now illuminated with the radiance of the dying year, and sentimentalized and quoted poetry; and
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almost every evening Joseph found some errand to bring him to the house; a book for Miss Susan, or a bundle of
roots and herbs for Miss Silence, or some remarkably fine yarn for her to knit—attentions which retained our hero
in the good graces of the latter lady, and gained him the credit of being “a young man that knew how to behave
himself.” As Susan was a leading member in the village choir, our hero was directly attacked with a violent
passion for sacred music, which brought him punctually to the singing-school, where the young people came
together to sing anthems and fuguing tunes, and to eat apples and chestnuts.
It cannot be supposed that all these things passed unnoticed by those wakeful eyes that are ever upon the
motions of such “bright, particular stars;” and as is usual in such cases, many things were known to a certainty
which were not yet know to the parties themselves. The young belles and beaux whispered and tittered, and
passed the original jokes and witticisms common in such cases, while the old ladies soberly took the mater in
hand when they went out with their knitting to make afternoon visits, considering how much money Uncle Jaw
had, how much his son would have, and what all together would come to, and whether Joseph would be a “smart
man,” and Susan a good housekeeper, with all the “ifs, ands, and buts” of married life.
But the most fearful wonders and prognostics crowded around the point “what Uncle Jaw would have to say to
the matter.” His lawsuit with the sisters being well understood, as there was every reason it should be, it was
surmised what two such vigorous belligerents as himself and Miss Silence would say to the prospect of a
matrimonial conjunction. It was also reported that Deacon Enos Dudley had a claim to the land which constituted
the finest part of Susan’s portion, the loss of which would render the consent of Uncle Jaw still more doubtful.
But all this while Miss Silence knew nothing of the matter, for her habit of considering and treating Susan as a
child seemed to gain strength with time. Susan was always to be seen to, and watched, and instructed, and taught;
and Miss Silence could not conceive that one who could not even make pickles, without her to oversee, could
think of such a matter as setting up housekeeping on her own account. To be sure, she began to observe an
extraordinary change in her sister; remarked that “lately Susan seemed to be getting sort o’ crazy-headed”; that
she seemed not to have any “faculty” for anything; that she had made gingerbread twice, and forgot the ginger one
time, and put in mustard the other; that she shook the salt-cellar out in the tablecloth, and let the at into the pantry
half a dozen times; and that when scolded for these sins of omission or commission, she had a fit of crying, and
did a little worse than before. Silence was of opinion that Susan was getting to be “weakly and naarvy,” and
actually concocted an unmerciful pitcher of wormwood\fn{ Any of a genus (Artemisia) of composite woody herbs; especially
a European plant (Artemisia absinthium) yielding a bitter slightly aromatic dark green oil used in absinthe .} and boneset,\fn{Any of
several composite herbs (Eupatorium), especially the perennial (Eupatorium perfoliatum) with opposite leaves and white-rayed flower
heads used in folk medicine.} which she said was to keep off the “shaking weakness” that was coming over her. In vain

poor Susan protested that she was well enough; Miss Silence knew better; and one evening she entertained Mr.
Joseph Adams with a long statement of the case in all its bearings, and ended with demanding his opinion, as a
candid listener, whether the wormwood wand boneset sentence should not be executed.
Poor Susan had that very afternoon parted from a knot of young friends who had teased her most unmercifully
on the score of attentions received, till she began to think the very leaves and stones were so many eyes to pry into
her secret feelings; and then to have the whole case set in order before the very person, too, whom she most
dreaded. “Certainly he would think she was acting like a fool; perhaps he did not mean anything more than
friendship, after all; and she would not for the world have him suppose that she cared a copper more for him than
for any other friend, or that she was in love, of all things.” So she sat very busy with her knitting-work, scarcely
knowing what she was bout, till Silence called out,—”
“Why, Susan, what a piece of work you are making of that stocking heel! What in the world are you doing to
it?”
Susan dropped her knitting, and making some pettish answer, escaped out of the room.
“Now, did you ever?” said Silence, laying down the seam she had been cross-stitching; “what is the matter
with her, Mr. Adams?”
“Miss Susan is certainly indisposed,” replied our hero gravely. “I must get her to take your advice, Miss
Silence.”
Our hero followed Susan to the front door, where she stood looking out at the moon, and begged to know what
distressed her.
Of course it was “nothing,” the young lady’s usual complaint when in low spirits; and to show that she was
perfectly easy, she began an unsparing attack on a white rosebush near by.
“Susan!” said Joseph, laying his hand on hers, and in a tone that made her start. She shook back her curls, and
looked up to him with such an innocent, confiding face!
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Ah, my good reader, you may go on with this part of the story for yourself. We are principled against unveiling
the “sacred mysteries,” the “thoughts that breathe and words that burn,”\fn{ Line 110 of “The Progress of Poesy” (1754) by
Sir Thomas Gray (1716-1771, English poet) .} in such little moonlight interviews as these. You may fancy all that
followed; and we can only assure all who are doubtful that, under judicious management, cases of this kind may
be disposed of without wormwood or boneset. Our hero and heroine were called to sublunary realities by the
voice of Miss Silence, who came into the passage to see what upon earth they were doing. That lady was satisfied
by the representations of so friendly and learned a young man as Joseph that nothing immediately alarming was to
be apprehended in the case of Susan; and she retired. From that evening Susan stepped about with a heart many
pounds lighter than before.
“I’ll tell you what, Joseph,” said Uncle Jaw, “I’ll tell you what, now: I hear ’em tell that you’ve took and
courted that ’ere Susan Jones. Now, I jest want to know if it’s true.”
There was an explicitness about this mode of inquiry that took our hero quite by surprise, so that he could only
reply,—
“Why, sir, supposing I had, would there be any objection to it in your mind?”
“Don’t talk to me,” said Uncle Jaw. “I jest want to know if it’s true.”
Our hero put his hands in his pockets, walked to the window and whistled.
“’Cause if you have,” said Uncle Jaw, “you may jest uncourt as fast as you can; for Squire Jones’s daughter
won’t get a single cent of my money, I can tell you that.”
“Why, father, Susan Jones is not to blame for anything that her father did; and I’m sure she is a pretty girl
enough.”
“I don’t care if she is pretty. What’s that to me? I’ve got you through college, Joseph; and a hard time I’ve had
of it, a-delvin’ and slavin’; and here you come, and the very first thing you do you must take and court that ’ere
Squire Jones’s daughter, who was always putting himself up above me. Besides, I mean to have the law on that
estate yet; and Deacon Dudley, he will have the law, too; and it will cut off the best piece of land the girl has; and
when you get married, I mean you shall have something. It’s jest a trick of them gals at me; but I guess I’ll come
up with ’em yet. I’m just a-goin’ down to have a ‘regular hash’ with old Silence, to let her know she can’t come
round me that way.”
“Silence,” said Susan, drawing her head into the window, and looking apprehensive, “there is Mr. Adams
coming here.”
“What, Joe Adams? Well, and what if he is?”
“No, no, sister, but it is his father—it is Uncle Jaw.”
“Well, s’pose ’tis, child—what scares you? S’pose I’m afraid of him? If he wants more than I gave him last
time, I’ll put it on.” So saying, Miss Silence took her knitting work and marched down into the sitting-room, and
sat herself bolt upright in an attitude of defiance, while poor Susan, feeling her heart beat unaccountably fast,
glided out of the room.
“Well, good-morning, Miss Silence,” said Uncle Jaw, after having scraped his feet on the scraper, and scrubbed
them on the mat nearly ten minutes, in silent deliberation.
“Morning, sir,” said Silence, abbreviating the “good.”
Uncle Jaw helped himself to a chair directly in front of the enemy, dropped his hat on the floor, and surveyed
Miss Silence with a dogged air of satisfaction, like one who is sitting down to a regular, comfortable quarrel, and
means to make the most of it.
Miss Silence tossed her head disdainfully, but scorned to commence hostilities.
“So, Miss Silence,” said Uncle Jaw deliberately, “you don’t think you’ll do anything about that ’ere matter.”
“What matter?” said Silence, with an intonation resembling that of a roasted chestnut when it bursts from the
fire.
“I really thought, Miss Silence, in that ’ere talk I had with you about Squire Jones’s cheatin’ about that ’ere—”
“Mr. Adams,” said Silence, “I tell you, to begin with, I’m not a-going to be sauced in this ’ere way by you. You
hain’t got common decency, nor common sense, nor common anything else, to talk so to me about my father; I
won’t bear it, I tell you.”
“Why, Miss Jones,” said Uncle Jaw, “how you talk. Well, to be sure, Squire Jones is dead and gone, and it is as
well not to call it cheatin’, as I was tellin’ Deacon Enos when he was talking about that ’ere lot—that ’ere lot, you
know, that he sold the deacon, and never let him have the deed on’t.”
“That’s a lie,” said Silence, starting on her feet; “that’s an up and down black lie! I tell you that, now, before
you say another word.”
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“Miss Silence, railly, you seem to be getting touchy,” said Uncle Jaw; “well, to be sure, if the deacon can let
that pass, other folks can; and maybe the deacon will, because Squire Jones was a church member, and the deacon
is ’mazin’ tender about bringin’ out anything against professors;\fn{ Those who have openly declared—it is still called
professing ones faith—their religious belief.} but railly, now, Miss Silence, I didn’t think you and Susan were going to
work it so cunning in this here way.”
“I don’t know what you mean, and what’s more, I don’t care,” said Silence, resuming her work, and calling
back the bolt-upright dignity with which she began.
There was a pause of some moments, during which the features of Silence worked with suppressed rage, which
was contemplated by Uncle Jaw with undisguised satisfaction.
“You see, I s’pose, I shouldn’t a’ minded your Susan’t setting out to court my Joe, if it hadn’t a’ been for them
things.”
“Courting your son! Mr. Adams, I should like to know what you mean by that. I’m sure nobody wants your
son, though he’s a civil, likely fellow enough; yet with such an old dragon for a father, I’ll warrant he won’t get
anybody to court him, nor be courted by him neither.”
“Railly, Miss Silence, you ain’t hardly civil, now.”
“Civil! I should like to know who could be civil. You know, now, as well as I do, that you are saying all this
out of clear, sheer ugliness; and that’s what you keep a-doing all round the neighborhood.”
“Miss Silence,” said Uncle Jaw, “I don’t want no hard words with you. It’s pretty much known round the
neighborhood that your Susan thinks she’ll get my Joe, and I s’pose you was thinking that perhaps it would be the
best way of settling up matters; but you see, now, I took and tell’d my son I railly didn’t see as I could afford it; I
took and tell’d him that young folks must have something considerable to start with; and that, if Susan lost that
’ere piece of ground, as is likely she will, it would be cutting off quite too much of a piece; so you see, I don’t
want you to take no encouragement about that.”
“Well, I think this is pretty well!” exclaimed Silence, provoked beyond measure or endurance. “You old
torment! think I don’t know what you’re at! I and Susan courting your son? I wonder if you ain’t ashamed of
yourself, now! I should like to know what I or she have done, now, to get that notion into your head?”
“I didn’t s’pose you ’spected to get him yourself,” said Uncle Jaw, “for I guess by this time you’ve pretty much
gin up trying, hain’t ye? But Susan does, I’m pretty sure.”
“Here, Susan! Susan! you—come down!” called Miss Silence, in great wrath, throwing open the chamber
door; “Mr. Adams wants to speak with you.” Susan, fluttering and agitated, slowly descended into the room,
where she stopped, and looked hesitatingly, first at Uncle Jaw and then at her sister, who, without ceremony,
proposed the subject matter of the interview as follows:—
“Now, Susan, here’s this man pretends to say that you’ve been a-courting and snaring to get his son; and I just
want you to tell him that you hain’t never had no thought of him, and that you won’t have, neither.”
This considerate way of announcing the subject had the effect of bringing the burning color into Susan’s face,
as she stood like a convicted culprit, with her eyes bent on the floor.
Uncle Jaw, savage as he was, was always moved by female loveliness, as wild beasts are said to be
mysteriously swayed by music, and looked on the beautiful, downcast face with more softening than Miss
Silence, who, provoked that Susan did not immediately respond to the question, seized her by the arm, and
eagerly reiterated,—
“Susan! why don’t you speak, child?”
Gathering desperate courage, Susan shook off the hand of Silence, and straightened herself up with as much
dignity as some little flower lifts up its head when it has been bent down by raindrops.
“Silence,” she said, “I never would have come down if I had thought it was to hear such things as this. Mr.
Adams, all I have to say to you is, that your son has sought me, and not I your son. If you wish to know any more,
he can tell you better than I.”
“Well, I vow! she is a pretty gal,” said Uncle Jaw, as Susan shut the door.
This exclamation was involuntary; then recollecting himself, he picked up his hat, and saying, “Well, I guess I
may as well get along hum,” he began to depart; but turning round before he shut the door, he said, “Miss Silence,
if you should conclude to do anything about that ’ere fence, just send word over and let me know.”
Silence, without deigning any reply, marched up into Susan’s little chamber, where our heroine was treating
resolution to a good fit of crying.
“Susan, I did not think you had been such a fool,” said the lady. “I do want to know, now, if you’ve railly been
thinking of getting married, and to that Joe Adams of all folks!”
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Poor Susan! such an interlude in all her pretty, romantic little dreams about kindred feelings and a hundred
other delightful ideas, that flutter like singing birds through the fairy land of firs love, such an interlude! to be
called on by gruff human voices to give up all the cherished secrets that she had trembled to whisper even to
herself. She felt as if love itself had been defiled by the coarse, rough hands that had been meddling with it; so to
her sister’s soothing address Susan made no answer, only to cry and sob still more bitterly than before.
Miss Silence, if she had a great stout heart, had no less a kind one, and seeing Susan take the matter so bitterly
to heart, she began gradually to subside.
“Susan, you poor little fool, you,” she said, at the same time giving her a hearty slap, as expressive of earnest
sympathy, “I really do feel for you; that good-for-nothing fellow has been a-cheatin’ you, I do believe.”
“Oh, don’t talk any more about it, for mercy’s sake,” said Susan; “I am sick of the whole of it.”
“That’s you, Susan! Glad to hear you say so! I’ll stand up for you, Susan; if I catch Joe Adams coming here
again with his palavering face, I’ll let him know!”
“No, no! Don’t for mercy’s sake, say anything to Mr. Adams—don’t!”
“Well, child, don’t claw hold of a body so! Well, at any rate, I’ll just let Joe Adams know that we hain’t
nothing more to say to him.”
“But I don’t wish to say that; that is—I don’t know—indeed, sister Silence, don’t say anything about it.”
“Why not? You ain’t such a natural, now, as to want to marry him, after all, hey?”
“I don’t know what I want, nor what I don’t want; only, Silence, o now, if you love me, do promise not to say
anything at all to Mr. Adams—don’t.”
“Well, then, I won’t,” said Silence; “but, Susan, if you railly was in love all this while, why hain’t you been
and told me? Don’t you know that I’m as much as a mother to you, and you ought to have told me in the
beginning?”
“I don’t know, Silence! I couldn’t—I don’t want to talk about it.”
“Well, Susan, you ain’t a bit like me,” said Silence—a remark evincing great discrimination, certainly, and
with which the conversation terminated.
That very evening our friend Joseph walked down towards the dwelling of the sisters, not without some
anxiety for the result, for he knew by his father’s satisfied appearance that war had been declared. He walked into
the family room and found nobody there but Miss Silence, who was sitting grim as an Egyptian sphinx, stitching
very vigorously on a meal bag, in which interesting employment she thought proper to be so much engaged as not
to remark the entrance of our hero. To Joseph’s accustomed “Good-evening, Miss Silence,” she replied merely by
looking up with a cold nod, and went on with her sewing. It appeared that she had determined on a literal version
of her promise not to say anything to Mr. Adams.
Our hero, as we have before stated, was familiar with the crooks and turns of the female mind, and mentally
resolved to put a bold face on the matter, and give Miss Silence no encouragement in her attempt to make him feel
himself unwelcome. It was rather a frosty autumnal evening, and the fire on the hearth was decaying. Mr. Joseph
bustled about most energetically, throwing down the tongs and shovel and bellows, while he pulled the fire to
pieces, raked out ashes and brands, and then, in a twinkling, was at the woodpile, from whence he selected a
massive backlog and forestick, with accompaniments, which were soon roaring and crackling in the chimney.
“There, now, that does look something like comfort,” said our hero; and drawing forward the big rocking-chair,
he seated himself in it, and rubbed his hands with an air of great complacency. Miss Silence looked not up, but
stitched so much the faster, so that one might distinctly hear the crack of the needle and the whistle of the thread
all over the apartment.
“Have you a headache tonight, Miss Silence?”
“No!” was the gruff answer.
“Are you in a hurry about those bags?” said he, glancing at a pile of unmade ones which lay by her side.
No reply. “Hang it all!” said our hero to himself, “I’ll make her speak.”
Miss Silence’s needlebook and brown thread lay on a chair beside her. Our friend helped himself to a needle
and thread, and taking one of the bags, planted himself bolt upright opposite to Miss Silence, and pinning his
work to his knee, commenced stitching at a rate fully equal to her own. Miss Silence looked up and fidgeted, but
went on with her work faster than before; but the faster she worked, the faster and steadier worked our hero, all in
“marvelous silence.” There began to be an odd twitching about the muscles of Miss Silence’s face; our hero took
no notice, having pursed his features into an expression of unexampled gravity, which only grew more intense as
he perceived, by certain uneasy movements, that the adversary was beginning to waver. As they were sitting,
stitching away, their needles whizzing at each other like a couple of locomotives engaged in conversation, Susan
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opened the door.
The poor child had been crying for the greater part of her spare time during the day, and was in no very merry
humor; but the moment that her astonished eyes comprehended the scene, she burst into a fit of almost
inextinguishable merriment, while Silence laid down her needle, and looked half amused and half angry. Our
hero, however, continued his business with inflexible perseverance, unpinning his work and moving the seam
along, and going on with increased velocity. Poor Miss Silence was at length vanquished, and joined in the loud
laugh which seemed to convulse her sister. Whereupon our hero unpinned his work, and folding it up, looked up
at her with all the assurance of impudence triumphant, and remarked to Susan,—
“Your sister had such ad pile of these pillowcases to make, that she was quite discouraged, and engaged me to
do half a dozen of them; when I first came in she was so busy she could not even speak to me.”
“Well, if you ain’t the beater for impudence!” said Miss Silence.
“The beater for industry—so I thought,” rejoined our hero.
Susan, who had been in a highly tragical state of mind all day, and who was meditating on nothing less sublime
than an eternal separation from her lover, which she had imagined, with all the affecting attendants and
consequents, was entirely revolutionized by the unexpected turn thus given to her ideas, while our hero pursued
the opportunity h e had made for himself, and exerted his powers of entertainment to the utmost, till Miss Silence,
declaring that if she had been washing all day she should not have been more tired than she was with laughing,
took up her candle, and good-naturedly left our young people to settle matters between themselves. There was a
gave pause of some length when she had departed, which was broken by our hero, who, seating himself by Susan,
inquire very seriously if his father had made proposals of marriage to Miss Silence that morning.
“No, you provoking creatures!” said Susan, at the same time laughing at the absurdity of the idea.
“Well, now, don’t draw on your long face again, Susan,” said Joseph; “you have been trying to lengthen it
down all the evening, if I would have let you. Seriously, now, I know that something painful passed between my
father and you this morning, but I shall not inquire what it was. I only tell you, frankly, that he has expressed his
disapprobation of our engagement, forbidden me to go on with it, and—”
“And, consequently, I release you from all engagements and obligations to me, even before you ask it,” said
Susan.
“You are extremely accommodating,” replied Joseph; “but I cannot promise to be as obliging in giving up
certain promises made to me, unless, indeed, the feelings that dictated them should have changed.”
“Oh, no—no, indeed,” said Susan earnestly; “you know it is not that; but if your father objects to me—”
“If my father objects to you, he is welcome not to marry you,” said Joseph.
“Now, Joseph, do be serious,” said Susan.
“Well, then, seriously, Susan, I know my obligations to my father, and in all that relates to his comfort I will
ever be dutiful and submissive, for I have no college-boy pride on the subject of submission; but in a matter so
individually my own as the choice of a wife, in a matter that will most likely affect my happiness years and years
after he has ceased to be, I hold that I have a right to consult my own inclinations, and, by your leave, my dear
little lady, I shall take that liberty.”
“But, then, if your father is made angry, you know what sort of a man he is; and how could I stand in the way
of all your prospects?”
“Why, my dear Susan, do you think I count myself dependent upon my father, like the heir of an English
estate, who has nothing to do but sit still and wait for money to come to him? No! I have energy and education to
start with, and if I cannot take care of myself, and you too, then cast me off and welcome”; and, as Joseph spoke,
his fine face glowed with a conscious power, which unfettered youth never feels so fully as in America. He paused
a moment, and resumed: “Nevertheless, Susan, I respect my father; whatever others may say of him, I shall never
forget that I owe to his hard earnings the education that enables me to do or be anything, and I shall not wantonly
or rudely cross him. I do not despair of gaining his consent; my father has a great partiality for pretty girls, and if
his love of contradiction is not kept awake by open argument, I will trust to time and you to bring him round; but,
whatever comes, rest assured, my dearest one, I have chosen for life, and cannot change.”
The conversation, after this, took a turn which may readily be imagined by all who have been in the same
situation, and will, therefore, need no further illustration.
2
“Well, deacon, railly I don’t know what to think now; there’s my Joe, he’s took and been a-courtin that ’ere
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Susan,” said Uncle Jaw.
This was the introduction to one of Uncle Jaw’s periodical visits to Deacon Enos, who was sitting with his
usual air of mid abstraction, looking into the coals of a bright November fire, while his busy helpmate was
industriously rattling her knitting needles by his side.
A close observer might have suspected that this was no news to the good deacon, who had given a great deal of
good advice, in private, to Master Joseph\fn{Our hero.} of late; but he only relaxed his features into a quiet smile,
and ejaculated, “I want to know!”
“Yes; and railly, deacon, that ’ere gal is a rail pretty un. I was a-tellin’ my folks that our new minister’s wife
was a fool to her.”
“And so your son is going to marry her?” said the good lady; “I knew that long ago.”
“Well—no—not so fast; ye see there’s two to that bargain yet. You see, Joe, he never said a word to me, but
took and courted the gal out of his own head; and when I come to know, says I, ‘Joe,’ says I, ‘that ’ere gal won’t
do for me;’ and I took and tell’d him, then, about that ’ere old fence, and all about that old mill, and them medders
of mine; and I tell’d him, too, about that ’ere lot of Susan’s; and I should like to know, now, deacon, how that lot
business is a-going to turn out.”
“Judge Smith and Squire Moseley say that my claim to it will stand,” said the deacon.
“They do?” said Uncle Jaw with much satisfaction; “s’pose, then, you’ll sue, won’t you?”
“I don’t know,” replied the deacon meditatively.
Uncle Jaw was thoroughly amazed; that anyone should have doubts about entertaining suit for a fine piece of
land, when sure of obtaining it, was a problem quite beyond his powers of solving.
“You say your son has courted the girl,” said the deacon after a long pause; “that strip of land is the best part of
Susan’s share; I paid down five hundred dollars on the nail for it; I’ve got papers here that Judge Smith and Squire
Moseley say will stand good in any court of law.”
Uncle Jaw pricked up his ears and was all attention, eyeing with eager looks the packet; but, to his
disappointment, the deacon deliberately laid it into his desk, shut and locked it, and resumed his seat.
“Now, railly,” said Uncle Jaw, “I should like to know the particulars.”
“Well, well,” said the deacon, “the lawyers will be at my house tomorrow evening, and if you have any
concern about it, you may as well come along.”
Uncle Jaw wondered all the way home at what he could have done to get himself into the confidence of the old
deacon, who, he rejoiced to think, was a-going to “take” and go to law like other folks.
The next day there was an appearance of some bustle and preparation about the deacon’s house; the best room
was opened and aired; an oven-full\fn{ The text has: ovenful.} of cake was baked,; and our friend Joseph, with a face
full of business, was seen passing to and fro, in and out of the house, from various closetings with the deacon. The
deacon’s lady bustled about the house with an air of wonderful mystery, and even gave her directions about eggs
and raisins in a whisper, lest they should possibly let out some eventful secret.
The afternoon of that day Joseph appeared at the house of the sisters, stating that there was to be company at
the deacon’s that evening, and he was sent to invite them.
“Why, what’s got into the deacon’s folks lately,” said Silence, “to have company so often? Joe Adams, this ’ere
is some ‘cut up’ of yours. Come, what are you up to now?”
“Come, come, dress ourselves and get ready,” said Joseph; and, stepping up to Susan, as she was following
Silence out of the room, he whispered something into her ear, at which she stopped short and colored violently.
“Why, Joseph, what do you mean?”
“It is so,” said he.
“No, no, Joseph; no, I can’t, indeed I can’t.”
“But you can, Susan.”
“Oh, Joseph, don’t.”
“Oh, Susan, do.”
“Why, how strange, Joseph!”
“Come, come, my dear, you keep me waiting. If you have any objections on the score of propriety, we will talk
about them tomorrow”; and our hero looked so saucy and so resolute that there was no disputing further; so, after
a little more lingering and blushing on Susan’s part, and a few kisses and persuasion on the part of the suitor, Miss
Susan seemed to be brought to a state of resignation.
At a table in the middle of Uncle Enos’s north front room were seated the two lawyers, whose legal opinion
was that evening to be fully made up. The younger of these, Squire Moseley, was a rosy, portly, laughing little
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bachelor, who boasted that he had offered himself, in rotation, to every pretty girl within twenty miles round, and,
among others, to Susan Jones, notwithstanding which he still remained a bachelor, with a fair prospect of being an
old one; but none of these things disturbed the boundless flow of good nature and complacency with which he
seemed at all times full to overflowing. On the present occasion he appeared to be particularly in his element, as if
he had some law business in hand remarkably suited to his turn of mind; for, on finishing the inspection of the
papers, he started up, slapped his graver brother on he back, made two or three flourishes round the room, and
then seizing the old deacon’s hand, shook it violently, exclaiming,—”
“All’s right, deacon, all’s right! Go it! go it! hurrah!”
When Uncle Jaw entered, the deacon, without preface, handed him a chair and the papers, saying,—
“These papers are what you wanted to see. I just wish you would read them over.”
Uncle Jaw read them deliberately over. “Didn’t I tell ye so, deacon? The case is as clear as a bell: now ye will
go to law, won’t you?”
“Look here, Mr. Adams; now you have seen these papers, and heard what’s to be said, I’ll make you an offer.
Let your son marry Susan Jones, and I’ll burn these papers and say no more about it, and there won’t be a girl in
the parish with a finer portion.”
Uncle Jaw opened his eyes with amazement, and looked at the old man, his mouth gradually expanding wider
and wider, as if he hoped, in time, to swallow the idea.
“Well, now, I swan!” at length he ejaculated.
“I mean just as I say,” said the deacon.
“Why, that’s the same as giving the gal five hundred dollars out of your own pocket, and she ain’t no relation
neither.”
“I know it,” said the deacon; “but I have said I will do it.”
“What upon ’arth for?” said Uncle Jaw.
“To make peace,” said the deacon, “and to let you know that when I say it is better to give up one’s rights than
to quarrel, I mean so. I am an old man; my children are dead,”—his voice faltered,— “my treasures are laid up in
heaven; if I can make the children happy, why, I will. When I thought I had lost the land, I made up my mind to
lose it, and so I can now.”
Uncle Jaw looked fixedly on the old deacon, and said,—
“Well, deacon, I believe you. I vow, if you hain’t got something ahead in t’other world, I’d like to know who
has—that’s all; so, if Joe has no objections, and I rather guess he won’t have—”
“The short of the matter is,” said the squire, “we’ll have a wedding; so come on”; and with that he threw open
the parlor door, where stood Susan and Joseph in a recess by the window, while Silence and the Rev.\fn{ Reverend.}
Mr. Bissel were drawn up by the fire, and the deacon’s lady was sweeping up the hearth, as she had been doing
ever since the party arrived.
Instantly Joseph took the hand of Susan, and led her to the middle of the room; the merry squire seized the
hand of Miss Silence, and placed her as bridesmaid, and before any one know what they were about, the
ceremony was in actual progress, and the minister, having been previously instructed, made the two one with
extraordinary celerity.
“What! What! What!” said Uncle Jaw. “Joseph! Deacon!”
“Fair bargain, sir,” said the squire. “Hand over your papers, deacon.”
The deacon handed them, and the squire, having read them aloud, proceeded, with much ceremony, to throw
them into the fire; after which, in a mock solemn oration, he gave a statement of the whole affair, and concluded
with a grave exhortation to the new couple on the duties of wedlock, which unbent the risibles even of the
minister himself.
Uncle Jaw looked at his pretty daughter-in-law, who stood half smiling, half blushing, receiving the
congratulations of the party, and then at Miss Silence, who appeared full as much taken by surprise as himself.
“Well, well, Miss Silence, these ’ere young folks have come round us slick enough,” said he. “I don’t see but
we must shake hands upon it.” And the warlike powers shook hands accordingly, which was a signal for general
merriment.
As the company were dispersing, Miss Silence laid hold of the good deacon, and by main strength dragged him
aside. “Deacon,” said she, “I take back all that ’ere I said about you, every word on’t.”
“Don’t say any more about it, Miss Silence,” said the good man; “it’s gone by, and let it go.”
“Joseph!” said his father, the next morning, as he was sitting at breakfast with Joseph and Susan, “I calculate I
shall feel kinder proud of this ’ere gal! And I’ll tell you what, I’ll jest give you that nice little delicate Stanton
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place that I took on Stanton’s mortgage: it’s a nice little place, with green blinds, and flowers, and all them things,
just right for Susan.”
And accordingly, many happy years flew over the heads of the young couple in the Stanton place, long after
the hoary hairs of their kind benefactor, the deacon, were laid with reverence in the dust. Uncle Jaw was so far
wrought upon by the magnanimity of the good old man as to be very materially changed for the better. Instead of
quarreling in real earnest all round the neighborhood, he confined himself merely to battling the opposite side of
every question with his son, which, as the latter was somewhat of a logician, afforded a pretty good field for the
exercise of his powers; and he was heard to declare at the funeral of the old deacon, that, “after all, a man got as
much, and maybe more, to go along as the deacon did, than to be all the time fisting and jawing; though I tell you
what it is,” said he, afterwards, “tain’t everyone that has the deacon’s faculty, anyhow.”
106.227 Excerpt from Dream Life: A Fable Of The Seasons\fn{by Donald Grant Mitchell (1822-1908)} Norwich, New
London County, Connecticut, U.S.A. (M) 7
… There are those who shudder at the approach of Autumn, and who feel a light grief stealing over their
spirits, like an October haze, as the evening shadows slant sooner, and longer, over the face of an ending August
day.
But is not Autumn the Manhood of the year? Is it not the ripest of the seasons? Do not proud flowers blossom
—the golden rod, the orchis, the dahlia, and the bloody cardinal of the swamp-lands?
The fruits too are golden, hanging heavy from the tasked trees. The fields of maize show weeping spindles, and
broad rustling leaves, and ears half glowing with the crowded corn; the September wind whistles over their thickset ranks with whispers of plenty. The staggering stalks of the buckwheat grow red with ripeness, and tip their
tops with clustering, tri-cornered kernels.
The cattle loosed from the summer’s yoke, grow strong upon the meadows, new starting from the scythe. The
lambs of April, rounded into fullness of limb and gaining day by day their wooly cloak, bite at the nodding cloverheads; or, with their noses to the ground, they stand in solemn, circular conclave, under the pasture oaks, while the
noon sun beats with the lingering passion of July.
The Bob-o’-Lincolns have come back from their Southern rambles among the rice. All speckled with gray; and
singing no longer as they did in Spring, they quietly feed upon the ripened reeds that straggle along the borders of
the walls. The larks, with their black and yellow breast-plates and lifted heads, stand tall upon the close-mown
meadow; and at your first motion of approach, spring up and soar away, and light again; and with their lifted
heads renew the watch. The quails, in half-grown coveys, saunter hidden through the underbrush that skirts the
wood; and only when you are close upon them, whir away, and drop scattered under the coverts of the forest.
The robins, long ago deserting the garden neighborhood, feed at eventide in flocks upon the bloody berries of
the sumac; and the soft-eyed pigeons dispute possession of the feast. The squirrels chatter at sun-rise, and gnaw
off the full-grown burs of the chestnuts. The lazy black-birds skip after the loitering cow, watchful of the crickets
that her slow steps start to danger. The crows in companies caw aloft; and hang high over the carcass of some
slaughtered sheep, lying ragged upon the hills.
The ash trees grow crimson in color and lose their summer life in great gouts of blood. The birches touch their
frail spray with yellow; the chestnuts drop down their leaves in brown, twirling showers. The beeches crimped
with the frost, guard their foliage until each leaf whistles white in the November gales. The bitter-sweet hangs its
bare and leafless tendrils from rock to tree, and sways with the weight of its brazen berries. The sturdy oaks,
unyielding to the winds and to the frosts, struggle long against the approaches of the winter; and in their struggles
wear faces of orange, of scarlet, of crimson, and of brown; and finally, yielding to swift winds—as youth’s pride
yields to manly duty—strew the ground with the scattered glories of their summer strength; and warm and feed
the earth with the debris of their leafy honors.
The maple in the lowlands turns suddenly its silvery greenness into orange scarlet; and in the coming chilliness
of the Autumn eventide, seems to catch the glories of the sunset; and to wear them—as a sign of God’s old
promise in Egypt—like a pillar of cloud by day, and of fire by night.
And when all these are done—and in the paved and noisy aisles of the city, the ailanthus, with all its greenness
gone, lifts up its skeleton fingers to the God of Autumn and of storms—the dogwood still guards its crown; and
the branches which stretched their white canvass in April, now bear up a spire of bloody tongues, that lie against
the leafless woods like a tree on fire.
Autumn brings to the home the cheerful glow of “first fires.” It withdraws the thoughts from the wide and
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joyous landscape of summer, and fixes them upon those objects which bloom and rejoice within the household.
The old hearth that has rioted the summer through with boughs and blossoms, gives up its withered tenantry. The
fire-dogs gleam kindly upon the evening hours; and the blaze wakens those sweet hopes and prayers which cluster
around the fireside of home.
The wanton and the riot of the season gone are softened in memory and supply joys to the season to come—
just as youth’s audacity and pride give a glow to the recollections of our manhood.
At midday the air is mild and soft; a warm, blue smoke likes in the mountain gaps; the tracery of distant woods
upon the upland hangs in the haze, with a dreamy gorgeousness of coloring. The river runs low with August
drought; and frets upon the pebbly bottom with a soft, low murmur—as of joyousness gone by. The hemlocks of
the river bank rise in tapering sheens, and tell tales of Spring.
As the sun sinks, doubling his disc in the October smoke, the low, south wind creeps over the withered treetops and drips the leaves upon the land. The windows that were wide open at noon are closed; and a bright blaze
—to drive off the Eastern dampness that promises a storm—flashes lightly and kindly over the book-shelves and
busts, upon my wall.
As the sun sinks lower and lower, his red beams die in a sea of great, gray clouds. Slowly and quietly they
creep up over the night-sky. Venus is shrouded. The Western stars blink faintly—then fade in the mountain vapors.
The vane\fn{The weather-vane, a feature of many older country and village houses .} points East of South. The constellations
in the Zenith struggle to be seen—but presently give over and hide their shining.
By late lamp-light\fn{When this book was published, in 1852, electric light was not yet a reality .} the sky is all gray and
dark: the vane has turned two points nearer East. The clouds spit fine rain-drops, that you only feel with your face
turned to the heavens. But soon they grow thicker and heavier; and, as I sit watching the blaze and dreaming, they
patter thick and fast under the driving wind upon the window—like the swift tread of an army of M EN!
1
And has manhood no dreams? Does the soul wither at that Rubicon, which lies between the Gallic country of
youth, and the Rome of manliness? Does not fancy still love to cheat the heart, and weave gorgeous tissues to
hang upon that horizon which lies along the years that are to come? Is happiness so exhausted that no new forms
of it lie in the mines of imagination for busy hopes to drag up today?
Where then would live the motives to an upward looking of the eye and of the soul—where, the beckonings
that bid us over—onward?
But these later dreams are not the dreams of fond boyhood, whose eye sees rarely below the surface of things;
nor yet the delicious hopes of sparkling-blooded youth: they are dreams of sober trustfulness, of practical results,
of hard-wrought world-success, and—may be—of Love and of Joy.
Ambitious forays do not rest, where they rested once: hitherto, the balance of youth has given you—in all that
you have dreamed of accomplishment—a strong vantage against age. Hitherto, in all your estimates, you have
been able to multiply them by that access of thought, and of strength, which manhood would bring to you. Now,
this is forever ended.
There is a great meaning in that word—manhood. It covers all human growth. It supposes no extensions, or
increase; it is integral, fixed, perfect—the whole. There is no getting beyond manhood; it is much to live up to it;
but once reached you are all that a man was made to be, in this world.
It is a strong thought—that a man is perfected, so far as strength goes—that he will never be abler to do his
work, than under the very sun which is now shining on him. There is a seriousness, that few call to mind, in the
reflection, that whatever you do in this age of manhood, is an unalterable type of your whole bigness. You may
qualify particulars of your character, by refinements, by special studies, and practice; but—once a man—there is
no more manliness to be lived for.
This thought kindles your soul to new, and swifter dreams of ambition than belonged to youth. They were toys;
these are weapons. They were fancies; these are motives. The soul begins to struggle with the dust, the sloth, the
circumstance, that beleaguer humanity, and to stagger into the van of action.
Perception, whose limits lay along a narrow horizon, now tops that horizon, and spreads, and reaches toward
the heaven of the Infinite. The mind feels its birth, and struggles toward the great birth-master. The heart glows;
its humanities even, yield and crumple\fn{ The text has: crimple.} under the fierce heat of mental pride. Vows leap
upward, and pile rampart upon rampart, to scale all the degrees of human power.
Are there not times in every man’s life when there flashes on him a feeling—nay, more, an absolute conviction
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—that this soul is but a spark belonging to some upper fire; and that by as much as we draw near by effort, by
resolve, by intensity of endeavor, to that upper fire—by so much, we draw nearer to our home, and mate ourselves
with angels? Is there not a ringing desire in many minds to seize hold of what floats above us in the universe of
thought, and drag down what shreds we can, to scatter to the world? Is it not belonging to greatness, to catch
lightning, from the plains where lightning lives, and curb it, for the handling of men?
Resolve is what makes a man manliest—not puny resolve, not crude determination, not errant purpose—but
that strong, and indefatigable will, which treads down difficulties and danger, as a boy treads down the heaving
frost-lands of winter—which kindles his eye and brain with a proud pulse-beat toward the unattainable. Will
makes men giants. It made Napoleon\fn{ Napoleon I (1769-1821), Emperor of the French (1804-1815)} an Emperor of kings
—Bacon a fathomer of nature\fn{Francis Bacon (1561-1626) English philosopher and author .}—Byron\fn{George Gordon
(1788-1824), 6th Baron Byron, English poet.} a tutor of passion , and the martyrs, masters of Death.
In this age of manhood, you look back upon the dreams of the years that are past; they glide to the vision in
pompous procession; they seem bloated with infancy. They are without sinew or bone. They do not bear the hard
touches of the man’s hand.
It is not long, to be sure, since the summer of life ended with that broken hope; but the few years that lie
between have given long steps upward. The little grief that threw its shadow, and the broken vision that deluded
you, have made the passing years long, in such feeling as ripens manhood. Nothing lays the brown of autumn
upon the green of summer so quick as storms.
There have been changes to in the home scenes; these graft age upon a man. Nelly—your sweet Nelly of
childhood, your affectionate sister of youth, has grown out of the old brotherly companionship into the new
dignity of a household.
The fire flames and flashes upon the accustomed hearth. The father’s chair is there in the wonted corner; he
himself—we must call him the old man now, though his head shows few white honors—wears a calmness and a
trust that light the failing eye. Nelly is not away; Nelly is a wife; and the husband yonder, as you may have
dreamed—your old friend Frank.
Her eye is joyous; her kindness to you is unabated; her care for you is quicker and wiser. But yet the old unity
of the household seems broken; nor can all her winning attentions bring back the feeling which lived in Spring,
under the garret roof.
The isolation, the unity, the integrity of manhood, make a strong prop for the mind; but a weak one for the
heart. Dignity can but poorly fill up that chasm of the soul, which the home affections once occupied. Life’s
duties, and honors press hard upon the bosom, that once throbbed at a mother’s tones, and that bounded in a
mother’s smiles.
In such home, the strength you boast of, seems a weakness; manhood leans into childish memories, and melts
—as Autumn frosts yield to a soft, south wind, coming from a tropic spring. You feel; in a desert where you once
felt at home—in a bounded landscape—that was once—the world.
The tall sycamores have dwindled to paltry trees; the hills that were so large, and lay at such grand distance to
the eye of childhood, are now near by, and have fallen away to mere rolling waves of upland. The garden fence
that was so gigantic, is now only a simple paling: its gate that was such a cumbrous affair—reminding you of
Gaza\fn{An allusion to one of Samson’s feats of strength; the story is in the book of Judges .}—you might easily lift from its
hinges. The lofty dovecote, which seemed to rise like a monument of art before your boyish vision, is now only a
films’ box upon a tall spar of hemlock.
The garret even, with its lofty beams, its dark stains, and its obscure corners, where the white hats, and coats
hung ghost-like, is but a low loft, darkened by age—hung over with cobwebs , dimly lighted with foul windows,
its romping Charlie, its glee, its swing, its joy, its mystery all gone forever.
The old gallipots, and retorts are not anywhere to be seen in the second story window of the brick school. Dr.
Bidlow is no more! The trees that seemed so large, the gymnastic feats that were so extraordinary, the boy that
made a snapper of his handkerchief—have all lost their greatness, and their dread. Even the springy usher, who
dressed his hair with the ferule, has become the middle-aged father of five curly-headed boys, and has entered
upon what once seemed the gigantic commerce—of “stationery and account books.”
The marvelous labyrinth of closets, at the old mansion where you once paid a visit—in a coach—is all
dissipated. They have turned out to be the merest cupboards in the wall. Nat, who had traveled, and seen London,
is by no means so surprising a fellow to your manhood, as he was to the boy. He has grown spare, and wears
spectacles. He is not so famous as he was. You would hardly think of consulting him now about your marriage; or
even about the price of goats upon London bridge.
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As for Jenny—your first, fond flame, lively, romantic, black-eyed Jenny, the reader of Thaddeus of Warsaw,
who sighed and wore blue ribbons on her bonnet; who wrote love notes; who talked so tenderly of broken hearts;
who used a glass seal with a cupid and a dart; dear Jenny—she is now the plump, and thriving wife of the
apothecary of the town! She sweeps out every morning at seven, the little entry of the apothecary’s house; she
buys as “joint”; twice a week from the butcher, and is particular to have the “knuckle” thrown in, for soups; she
wears a sky blue calico gown, and dresses her hair in three little flat quirls on either side of her head—each one
pierced through with a two-pronged hair-pin.
She does not read Thaddeus of Warsaw, now.
2
Few persons live through the first periods of manhood, without strong temptations to be counted “men of the
world.” The idea looms grandly among those vanities, that hedge a man’s approach to maturity.
Clarence is in good training for the acceptance of this idea. The broken hope which clouded his closing youth,
shoots over its influence upon the dawn of manhood. Mortified pride has taught—as it always teaches—not
caution only, but doubt, distrust, indifference. A new pride grows up on the ruins of the old, weak, and vain pride
of youth. Then, it was a pride of learning, or of affection; now, it is a pride of indifference. Then, the world proved
bleak, and cold, as contrasted with his shining dreams; and now, he accepts the proof, and wins from it what he
can.
The man of the world puts on the method and measure of the world: he studies its humors. He gives up the
boyish notion of a sincerity among men, like that of youth: he lives to seem.\fn{ To the cultivation of appearances.} He
conquers such annoyances s the world may thrust upon him, in the shape of grief, or losses, like a practised athlete
of the ring. He studies moral sparring.
With somewhat of this strange vanity growing on you, you do not suffer the heart to wake into life, except in
such fanciful dreams as tempt you back to the sunny slopes of childhood.
In this mood, you fall in with Dalton, who has just returned from a year passed in the French Capital. There is
an easy suavity, and graceful indifference in his manner that chimes admirably wit your humor. He is gracious,
without needing to be kind. He is a friend, without any challenge or proffer of sincerity. He is an adept in those
world tactics, which match him with all men, but which link him to none. He has made it his art to be desired, and
admired, but rarely to be trusted. You could not have a better teacher.
Under such instruction, you become disgusted for the time with any effort or pulse of affection, which does not
have immediate and practical bearing upon that success in life, by which you measure your hopes. The dreams of
love, of romantic adventure, of placid joy, have all gone out with the fantastic images to which your passionate
youth had joined them. The world is now regarded as a tournament, where the gladiatorship of life is to be
exhibited at your best endeavor. Its honors and joy lie in a brilliant pennant and a plaudit.
Dalton is learned in those arts which make of action not a duty, but a conquest; and sense of duty has expired
in you with those romantic hopes to which you bound it—not as much through sympathy as ignorance. It is a cold
and a bitterly selfish work that lies before you—to be covered over with such borrowed show of smiles as men
call affability. The heart wears a stout, brazen screen; its inclinations grow to the habit of your ambitious projects.
In such mood come swift dreams of wealth—not of mere accumulation, but of the splendor and parade which
in our western world are, alas, its chiefest attractions. You grow observant of markets, and estimate percentages.
You fondle some speculation in your thought until it grows into a gigantic scheme of profit; and if the venture
prove successful, you follow the tide tremulously, until some sudden reverse throws you back upon the resources
of your professional employ.
But again, as you see this and that one wearing the blazonry which wealth wins, and which the man of the
world is sure to covet, your weak soul glows again with the impassioned desire; and you hunger, with brute
appetite and bestial—for riches. You see the mania around you; and it is relieved of odium by the community of
error.\fn{By the fact that everyone is possessed by it .} You consult some gray old veteran in the war of gold, scarred with
wounds and crowned with honors; and watch eagerly for the words and the ways which have won him wealth.
Your fingers tingle with mad expectancies; your eyes roam—lost in estimates. Your note-book shows long
lines of figures. Your reading of the news centers in the stock list. Your brow grows cramped with the fever of
anxiety. Through whole church hours, your dreams range over the shadowy transactions of the week or the month
to come.
Even with old religious habit clinging fast to your soul, you dream now only of nice conformity, comfortable
faith, high respectability; there lies very little in you of that noble consciousness of Duty performed—of living up
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to the Life that is in you—of grasping boldly and stoutly at those chains of Love which the Infinite Power has
lowered to our reach. You do not dream of being, but of seeming. You spill the real essence, and clutch at the vial
which has only a label of Truth. Great and holy thoughts of the Future—shadowy yet bold conceptions of the
Infinite float past you dimly, and your hold is never strong enough to grapple them to you. They fly like eagles too
near the sun; and thee lies game below, for your vulture beak to feed upon.
[Great thoughts belong, only and truly, to him whose mind can hold them. No matter who first puts them in
words; if they come to a soul and fill it, they belong to it—whether they floated on the voice of others, or on the
wings of silence and the night.]
To be up with the fashion of the time—to be ignorant of plain things and people and to be knowing in
brilliancies—is a kind of Pelhamism that is very apt to overtake one in the first blush of manhood. To hold a fair
place in the after-dinner table-talk, to meet distinction as a familiarity, to wear salon honors with aplomb, to know
affection so far as to wield it into grace of language, are all splendid achievements with a man of the world.
Instruction is caught, without asking it; and no ignorance so shames as ignorance of those forms by which natural
impulse is subdued to the tone of civilian habit. You conceal what tells of the man, and cover it with what smacks
of the roué\fn{The profligate; rake; trickster.}
Perhaps, under such training and with a slight memory of early mortification to point your spirit, you affect
those gallantries of heart and action which the world calls flirtation. You may study brilliancies of speech, to wrap
their net around those susceptible hearts whose habit is too naïve by nature to wear the leaden covering of custom.
You win approaches by artful counterfeit of earnestness, and dash away any naïveté of confidence with some
brave sophism of the world. A doubt or a distrust piques your pride, and makes attentions wear a humility that
wins anew. An indifference piques you more, and throws into your art a counter indifference—lit up by bold
flashes of feeling, sparkling with careless brilliances, and crowned with a triumph of neglect.
It is curious how ingeniously a man’s vanity will frame apologies for such action. It is pleasant to give
pleasure; you like to see a joyous sparkle of the eye, whether lit up by your presence or by some buoyant fancy. It
is a beguiling task to weave words into some soft, melodious flow, that shall keep the ear and kindle the eye—and
to strew it over with half-hidden praises, so deftly couched in double terms that their aroma shall only come to the
heart hours afterward, and seem to be the merest accidents of truth. It is a happy art to make such subdued show
of emotion, as seems to struggle with pride; and to flush the eye with a moisture of which you seem ashamed, and
yet are proud. It is a pretty practice, to throw an earnestness into look and gesture that shall seem full of pleading
and yet—ask nothing!
And yet it is hard to admire greatly the reputation of that man who builds his triumphs upon womanly
weakness: that distinction is not over-enduring whose chiefest merit springs out of the delusions of a too-trustful
heart. The man who wins it wins only a poor sort of womanly distinction. Without power to cope with men, he
triumphs over the weakness of the other sex only by hypocrisy. He wears none of the armor of Romans; and he
parleys with Punic\fn{An allusion to the Punic Wars (264-241; 218-201; 149-146), the epic contest for mastery of the western
Mediterranean which the Roman Republic undertook with the oligarchy of Carthage, and which resulted in the destruction of Carthage and
the absorption of her territories into what was to become, barely a century later, the Roman Empire .} faith.

Yet, even now, there is a lurking goodness in you that traces its beginnings to the old garret home; there is an
air in the harvest heats that whispers of the bloom of spring.
And over your brilliant career as man of the world—however lit up by a morbid vanity or galvanized by a
lascivious passion—there will come at times the consciousness of a better heart struggling beneath your cankered
action, like the low Vesuvian fire reeking vainly under rough beds of tufa and scoriated lava. And as you smile in
loge or salon with daring smiles, or press with villain fondness the hand of those lady votaries of the same god
you serve, there will gleam upon you, over the waters of rolling years, a memory that quickens again the nobler
and bolder instincts of the heart.
Childish recollections, with their purity and earnestness—a sister’s love, a mother’s solicitude—will flood
your soul once more with a gushing sensibility that yearns for enjoyment. And the consciousness of some
lingering nobility of affection that can only grow great in mating itself with nobility of heart, will sweep off your
puny triumphs, your Platonic friendships, your dashing coquetries, like the foul smoke of a city before a fresh
breeze of the country autumn.
3
You are at home again—not your own home, that is gone, but at the home of Nelly and of Frank. The city
heats of summer drive you to the country. You ramble, with a little kindling of old desires and memories, over the
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hillsides that once bounded your boyish vision. Here, you netted the wild rabbits as they came out at dusk to feed;
there, upon that tall chestnut, you cruelly maimed your first captive squirrel. The old maples are even now scarred
with the rude cuts you gave them in sappy March.
You sit down upon some height overlooking the valley where you were born; you trace the faint, silvery line of
river; you detect by the leaning elm you old bathing place upon the Saturdays of Summer. Your eye dwells upon
some patches of pasture wood, which were famous for their nuts. Your rambling and saddened vision roams over
the houses; it races the familiar chimney-stacks; it searches out the low-lying cottages; it dwells upon the gray
roof sleeping yonder under the sycamores.
Tears swell in your eye as you gaze; you cannot tell whence or why they come. Yet they are tears eloquent of
feeling. They speak of brother children—of boyish glee, of the flush of young health, of a mother’s devotion, of
the home affections, of the vanities of life, of the wasting years, of the Death that must shroud what friends
remain as it has shrouded what friends have gone—and of that G REAT HOPE, beaming on your
seared\fn{Threadbare.} manhood dimly, from the upper world.
Your wealth suffices for all the luxuries of life: there is no fear of coming want; health beats strong in your
veins; you have learned to hold a place in the world, with a man’s strength and a man’s confidence. And yet in the
view of those sweet scenes which belonged to early days, when neither strength, confidence nor wealth were
yours, days never to come again—a shade of melancholy broods upon your spirit and covers with its veil all that
fierce pride which your worldly wisdom has wrought.
You visit again with Frank the country homestead of his grandfather. He is dead, but the old lady still lives; and
blind Fanny, now drawing toward womanhood, wears yet through her darkened life the same air of placid content,
and of sweet trustfulness in Heaven. The boys whom you astounded with your stories of books are gone, building
up now with steady industry the queen cities of our new Western land. The old clergyman is gone from the desk
and from under his sounding board; he sleeps beneath a brown stone slab in the church yard. The stout deacon is
dead; his wig and his wickedness rest together. The tall chorister sings yet—but they have now a bass-viol,
handled by a new schoolmaster, in place of his tuning fork; and the years have sown feeble quavers in his voice.
Once more you meet at the home of Nelly the blue-eyed Madge. The sixpence is all forgotten; you cannot tell
where your half of it is gone. Yet she is beautiful—just budding into the full ripeness of womanhood. Her eyes
have a quiet, still joy, and hope beaming in them like angel’s looks. Her motions have a native grace and freedom
that no culture can bestow. Her words have a gentle earnestness and honesty that could never nurture guile.
You had thought after your gay experiences of the world to meet her with a kind condescension, as an old
friend of Nelly’s. But there is that in her eye which forbids all thought of condescension. There is that in her air,
which tells of a high womanly dignity which can only be met on equal ground. Your pride is piqued. She has
known—she must know—your history; but it does not tame her. There is no marked and submissive appreciation
of your gifts as a man of the world.
She meets your happiest compliments with a very easy indifference; she receives your elegant civilities with a
very assured brow. She neither courts your society nor avoids it. She does not seek to provoke any special
attention. And only when your old self glows in some casual kindness to Nelly does here look beam with a flush
of sympathy.
This look touches you. It makes you ponder on the noble heart that lives in Madge. It makes you wish it were
yours. But that is gone. The fervor and the honesty of a glowing youth is swallowed up in the flash and splendor
of the world. A half-regret chases over you at nightfall, when solitude pierces you with the swift dart of gone-by
memories. But at morning the regret dies in the glitter of ambitious purposes.
The summer months linger; and still you linger with them. Madge is often with Nelly; and Madge is never less
than Madge. You venture to point your attentions with a little more fervor; but she meets the fervor with no glow.
She knows too well the habit of your life.
Strange feelings come over you—feelings like half forgotten memories, musical dreamy, doubtful. You have
seen a hundred faces more brilliant than that of Madge; you have pressed a hundred jeweled hands that have
returned a half-pressure to yours. You do not exactly admire—to love, you have forgotten—you only—linger!
4
It is a soft autumn evening and the harvest moon is red and round over the eastern skirt of woods. You are
attending Madge to that little cottage home, where lives that gentle and doting mother, who in the midst of
comparative poverty, cherishes that refined delicacy which never comes to a child, but by inheritance.
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Madge has been passing the day with Nelly. Something—it may be the soft autumn air wafting toward you the
freshness of young days—moves you to speak as you have not ventured to speak, as your vanity has not allowed
you to speak before.
“You remember, Madge,”(you have guarded this sole token of boyish intimacy) “our split sixpence?”
“Perfectly.” It is a short word to speak and there is no tremor in her tone—not the slightest.
“You have it yet?”
“I dare say I have it somewhere.” No tremor now; she is very composed.
“That was a happy time.” Very great emphasis on the word happy.
“Very happy.” No emphasis anywhere.
“I sometimes wish I might live it over again.”
“Yes?” Inquiringly.
“There are after all no pleasures in the world like those.”
“No?” Inquiringly.
You thought you had learned to have language at command: you never thought, after so many years schooling
of the world, that your pliant tongue would play you truant. Yet now—you are silent.
The moon steals silvery into the light flakes of cloud, and the air is soft as May. The cottage is in sight. Again
you risk utterance—
“You must live very happily here.”
“I have very kind friends.” The very is emphasized.
“I am sure Nelly loves you very much.”
“Oh, I believe it!” With great earnestness.
You are at the cottage door—
“Good night, Maggie.” Very feelingly.
“Good night, Clarence.” Very kindly; and she draws her hand coyly, and half tremulously, from your somewhat
fevered grasp.
You stroll away dreamily—watching the moon, running over your fragmentary life, half moody, half pleased,
half hopeful.
You come back stealthily, and with a heart throbbing with a certain wild sense of shame, to watch the light
gleaming in the cottage. You linger in the shadows of the trees until you catch a glimpse of her figure gliding past
the window. You bear the image home with you. You are silent on your return. You retire early; but you do not
sleep early.
If you were only as you were—if it were not too late! If Madge could only love you, as you know she will and
must love one manly heart, there would be a world of joy opening before you.
You draw out Nelly to speak of Madge. Nelly is very prudent. “Madge is a dear girl,” she says. Does Nelly
even distrust you? It is a sad thing to be too much a man of the world.
You go back again to noisy, ambitious life; you try to drown old memories in its blaze and its vanities. Your lot
seems cast beyond all change; and you task yourself with its noisy fulfillment. But amid the silence and the toil of
your office hours, a strange desire broods over your spirit—a desire for more of manliness, that manliness which
feels itself a protector of loving and trustful innocence.
You look around upon the faces in which you have smiled unmeaning smiles. There is nothing there to feed
your dawning desires. You meet with those ready to court you by flattering your vanity—by retailing the praises
of what you may do well, by odious familiarity, by brazen proffer of friendship—but you see in it only the
emptiness and the vanity which you have studied to enjoy.
Sickness comes over you and binds you for weary days and nights, in which life hovers doubtfully, and the
lips babble secrets that your cherish. It is astonishing how disease clips a man from the artificialities of the world.
Lying lonely upon his bed, moaning, writing, suffering, his soul joins on to the universe of souls by only natural
bonds. The facetious ties of wealth, of place, of reputation, vanish from his bleared eyes; and the earnest heart,
deep under all, craves only—heartiness.
The old yearning of the office silence comes back—not with the proud wish only of being a protector, but of
being protected. And whatever may be the trust in that beneficent Power, who “chasteneth whom he loveth”, there
is yet an earnest, human leaning toward some one—whose love, most, and whose duty, least, would call her to
your side; whose soft hands would cool the fever of yours; whose step would wake a throb of joy; whose voice
would tie you to life, and whose presence would make the worst of Death an Adieu!
As you gain strength once more you go back to Nelly’s home. Her kindness does not falter; every care and
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attention belong to you there. Again your eye rests upon that figure of Madge and upon her face, wearing an even
gentler expression as she sees you sitting pale and feeble by the old hearth-stone. She brings flowers—for Nelly.
You beg Nelly to place them upon the little table at your side. It is as yet the only taste of the country that you can
enjoy. You love those flowers.
After a time you grow strong and walk in the fields. You linger until nightfall. You pass by the cottage where
Madge lives. It is your pleasantest walk. The trees are greenest in that direction; the shadows are softest; the
flowers are thickest.
It is strange, this feeling in you. It is not the feeling you had for Laura Dalton. It does not even remind of that.
That was an impulse—but this is growth. That was strong; but this is—strength. You catch sight of her little notes
to Nelly; you read them over and over; you treasure them; you learn them by heart. There is something in the very
writing that touches you.
You bid her adieu with tones of kindness that tremble—and that meet a half-trembling tone in reply. She is
very good.
—If it were not too late! …
1920
111.196 The Nightingales Sing\fn{by Elizabeth Parsons (1909- )} Hartford, Hartford County, Connecticut, U.S.A.
(F) 6
1
Through the fog the car went up the hill, whining in second gear, up the sandy road that ran between the
highest and broadest stone walls that Joanna had ever seen. There were no trees at all, only the bright-green,
cattle-cropped pastures sometimes visible above the walls, and sweetfern and juniper bushes, all dim in the
opaque air and the wan light of an early summer evening. Phil, driving the creaking station wagon with dexterous
recklessness, said to her, “I hope it’s the right road. Nothing looks familiar in this fog and I’ve only been here
once before.”
“It was nice of him to ask us—me especially,” said Joanna, who was young and shy and grateful for favors.
“Oh, he loves company,” Phil said. “I wish we could have got away sooner to be here to help him unload the
horses, though. Still, Chris will be there.”
“Is Chris the girl who got thrown today?” Joanna asked, remembering the slight figure in the black coat going
down in a spectacular fall with a big bay horse. Phil nodded, and brought the car so smartly around a bend that the
two tack boxes in the back of it skidded across the floor. Then he stopped, at last on the level, at a five-barred gate
that suddenly appeared out of the mist.
“I’ll do the gate,” said Joanna, and jumped out. It opened easily and she swung it back against the fence and
held it while Phil drove through; then the engine stalled, and in the silence she stood for a moment, her hand
raised, sniffing the damp, clean air. There was no sound—not the sound of a bird, or a lamb, or the running of
water over stones, or of wind in leaves; there was only a great stillness and a sense of height and strangeness and
the smell of grass and dried dung. This was the top of the world, this lost hillside, green and bare, ruled across by
enormous old walls—the work, so it seemed, of giants. In the air there was a faint movement as of a great wind
far away, breathing through the fog. Joanna pulled the gate shut and got in again with Phil and they drove on
along the smooth crest of the hill, the windshield wipers swinging slowly to and fro and Phil'’ sharp, red-headed
profile drawn clearly against the gray background. She was grateful to him for taking her to the horse show that
afternoon, but she was timid about the invitation to supper that it had led to. Still, there was no getting out of it
now. Phil was the elder brother of a school friend of hers, Carol Watson—he was so old he might as well have
been of another generation and there was about him, still incredibly unmarried at the age of thirty-one, the
mysterious aura that bachelor elder brothers always possess. Carol was supposed to have come with them but she
had developed chickenpox the day before. However, Phil had kindly offered to take Joanna just the same, since he
had had to ride, and he had kept a fatherly eye on her whenever he could. Then a friend of his named Sandy
Sheldon, a breeder of polo ponies, had asked him to stop at his farm for supper on the way home. Phil had asked
Joanna if she wanted to go and she had said yes, knowing that he wanted to.
Being a good child, she had telephoned her family to tell them she would not be home until late.
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“Whose place?” her mother’s faraway voice had asked, doubtfully. “Well, don’t be late, will you, dear? And
call me up when you’re leaving, won’t you? It’s a miserable night to be driving.”
“I can’t call you,” Joanna had said. “There’s no telephone.”
“Couldn’t you call up from somewhere after you’ve left?” the faint voice had said. “You know how Father
worries, and Phil’s such a fast driver.”
“I’ll try to.” Exasperation had made Joanna’s voice stiff. What earthly good was telephoning? She hung up the
receiver with a bang, showing a temper she would not have dared display in the presence of her parents.
Now, suddenly, out of the fog great buildings loomed close, and they drove through an open gate into a
farmyard with gray wooden barns on two sides of it and stone walls on the other two sides. A few white hens
rushed away across the dusty ground, and a gray cat sitting on the pole of a blue dump cart stared coldly at the car
as Phil stopped it beside a battered horse van. The instant he stopped, a springer\fn{ A type of spaniel.} ran barking
out of one of the barn doors, and a man appeared behind him and came quickly out to them, up to Joanna’s side of
the car, where he put both hands on the door and bent his head a little to look in at them.
“Sandy, this is Joanna Gibbs,” said Phil.
Sandy looked at her without smiling, but not at all with unfriendliness, only with calm consideration. “Hello,
Joanna,” he said, and opened the door for her.
“Hello,” she said, and then forgot to be shy, for, instead of uttering the kind of asinine, polite remarks she was
accustomed to hearing from strangers, he did not treat her as a stranger at all, but said immediately, “You’re just in
time to help put the horses away. Chris keeled over the minute we got here and I had to send her to bed, and
Jake’s gone after one of the cows that’s strayed off.” He spoke in a light, slow, Western voice. He was a small man
about Phil’s age, with a flat freckled face, light-brown, intelligent eyes, and faded brown hair cut short all over his
round head. He looked very sturdy and stocky, walking toward the van beside Phil’s thin New England elegance,
and he had a self-confidence that sprang simply from his own good nature.
“Quite a fog you greet us with,” said Phil, taking off his coat and hanging it on the latch of the open door of the
van. Inside in the gloom four long, shining heads were turned toward them, and one of the horses gave a gentle,
anxious whinny.
“Yes, we get them once in a while,” said Sandy. “I like ’em.”
“So do I,” said Joanna.
He turned to her and said, “Look there’s really no need in your staying out here. Run in the house, where it’s
warm, and see if the invalid’s all right. You go through that gate.” He pointed to a small sagging gate at a gap in
the wall.
“All right, I will,” she answered, and she started off across the yard toward the end gable of a house she could
see rising dimly above some apple trees, the spaniel going with her.
“Joanna!” Sandy called after her, just as she reached the gate.
“Yes?” She turned back. The two men were standing by the runway of the van. They both looked at her, seeing
a tall young girl in a blue dress and sweater, with her hair drawn straight back over her head and tied at the back
of her neck in a chignon with a black bow, and made more beautiful and airy than she actually was by the watery
air.
“Put some wood on the kitchen fire as you go in, will you?” Sandy shouted to her. “The woodbox is right by
the stove.”
“All right,” she answered again, and she and the spaniel went through the little gate in the wall.
A path led from the gate, under the apple trees where the grass was cut short and neat, to a door in the ell of the
house. The house itself was big and old and plain, almost square, with a great chimney settled firmly across the
ridge-pole, and presumably it faced down the hill toward the sea. It was conventional and unimposing, with white
painted trim and covered with gray old shingles. There was a lilac bush by the front door and a bed of unbudded
red lilies around one of the apple trees, but except for these there was neither shrubbery nor flowers. It looked
austere and pleasing to Joanna, and she went in through the door in the ell and saw the woodbox beside the black
stove. As she poked some pieces of birch wood down into the snapping fire, a girl’s voice called from upstairs,
“Sandy?”
Joanna put the lid on the stove and went through a tiny hallway into a living room. An enclosed staircase went
up out of one corner and she went to it and called up it, “Sandy’s in the barn. Are you all right?”
“Oh, I’m fine,” the voice answered, hard and clear. “Just a little shaky when I move around. Come on up.”
Joanna climbed up. Immediately at the top of the stairs was a big square bedroom, papered in a beautiful faded
paper with scrolls and wheat sheaves. On a four-posted bed lay a girl not many years older than Joanna, covered
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to the chin with a dark patchwork quilt. Her short black hair stood out against the pillow, and her face was
colorless and expressionless and at the same time likeable and amusing. She did not sit up when Joanna came in;
she clasped her hands behind her head and looked at her with blue eyes under lowered black lashes.
“You came with Phil, didn’t you?” she asked.
“Yes,” said Joanna, moving hesitantly up to the bed and leaning against one of the footposts. “They’re putting
the horses away and they thought I’d better come in and see how you were.”
“Oh, I’m fine,” said Chris again. “I’ll be O.K. in a few minutes. I lit on my head, I guess, by the way it feels,
but I don’t remember a thing.”
Joanna remembered. It had not seemed possible that that black figure could emerge, apparently from directly
underneath the bay horse and, after sitting a minute on the grass with hanging head, could get up and walk grimly
away, ignoring the animal who had made such a clumsy error and was being led out by an attendant in a long tan
coat.
She also remembered that when people were ill or in pain you brought them weak tea and aspirin and hot water
bottles, and that they were usually in bed, wishing to suffer behind partly lowered shades, not just lying under a
quilt with the fog pressing against darkening windows. But there was something here that did not belong in the
land of tea and hot water bottles—a land that, indeed, now seemed on another planet. Joanna knew this, though
she did not know what alternatives to offer, so she made no suggestions but just stood there, looking with shy
politeness around the room. It was a cold, sparsely furnished place and it looked very bare to Joanna, most of
whose life so far had been spent in comfortable, chintz-warmed interiors, with carpets that went from wall to wall.
In this room, so obviously untouched for the past hundred years or more, was only the bed, a tall chest of drawers,
a wash-hand-stand with a gold and white bowl and pitcher, two plain painted chairs, and a threadbare oval braided
rug beside the bed. There were no curtains at the four windows, and practically no pain left on the uneven old
floor. The fireplace was black and damp-smelling and filled with ashes and charred paper that rose high about the
feet of the andirons. Joanna could not make out whether it was a guest room, or whose room it was; here and there
were scattered possessions that might have been male or female—a bootjack, some framed snapshots, a comb, a
dirty towel, some socks, a magazine on the floor. Chris’s black coat was lying on a chair, and her bowler stood on
the bureau. It was a blank room, bleak in the failing light.
Christ watched her from under her half-closed lids, waiting for her to speak, and presently Joanna said, “That
was really an awful spill you had.”
Chris moved her head on the pillow and said, “He’s a brute of a horse. He’ll never be fit to ride. I’ve schooled
him for Mrs. Whittaker for a year now and ridden him in three shows and I thought he was pretty well over his
troubles.” She shrugged, and wrapped herself tighter in the quit. “She’s sunk so much money in him it’s a crime,
but he’s just a brute and I don’t think AI can do anything ore with him. Of course, if she wants to go on paying me
to ride him, O.K., and her other horses are tops, so I haven’t any kick, really. You can’t have them all perfect.”
“What does she bother with him for?” asked Joanna.
“Well, she’s cracked, like most horse-show people,” said Christ. “They can’t resist being spectacular—
exhibitionists, or whatever they call it. Got to have something startling, and then more startling, and so on. And I
must say this horse is something to see. He’s beautiful.” Her somewhat bored little voice died away.
Joanna contemplated all this seriously. It seemed to her an arduous yet dramatic way of earning one’s living;
she did not notice that there was nothing in the least dramatic about the girl on the bed beside her. Chris, for her
part, was speculating more directly about Joanna, watching her, appreciating her looks, wondering what she was
doing with Phil. Then, because she was not unkind and sensed that Joanna was at loose ends in the strange house,
she said to her, suddenly leaving the world of horses for the domestic scene where women cozily collaborate over
the comforts of their men, “Is there a fire in the living room? I was too queasy to notice when I came in. If thee
isn’t one why don’t you light it so it’ll be warm when they come in?”
“I’ll look,” said Joanna. “I didn’t notice either. Can I get you anything?”
“No, I’ll be down pretty soon,” Chris said. “I’ve got to start supper.”
Joanna went back down the little stairs. There was no fire in the living room, but a broken basket beside the
fireplace was half full of logs, and she carefully laid these on the andirons and stuffed in some twigs and old
comics and lit them. The tall flames sprang up into the black chimney, shiny with creosote. As they roared up, she
sat on the floor and looked around the room. It was the same size as the bedroom above it, but was comfortable
and sung, with plain gray walls and white woodwork. A ft sofa, covered with dirty flowered linen, stood in front
of the fire. There were some big wicker chairs and four little carved Victorian chairs and a round table with big
bowed legs, covered with a red tablecloth; a high, handsome secretary stood against the long wall opposite the fire
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—its veneer was peeling, and it was filled with tarnished silver cups and ribbon rosettes. A guitar lay on a chair.
There were dog hairs on the sofa and the floor was dirty, and outside the windows there was nothingness. Joanna
got up to look at the kitchen fire, put more wood on it, and returned to the living room. Overhead she heard Chris
moving around quietly, and she pictured her walking about the barren, dusty bedroom, combing her short black
hair, tying her necktie, folding up the quilt, looking in the gloom for a lipstick, and suddenly a dreadful, lonely
sadness and longing came over her. The living room was growing dark too, and she would have lit the big nickel
lamp standing on the table but she did not know how to, so she sat there dreaming in the hot golden firelight.
Presently she heard the men’s voices outside and they came into the kitchen and stopped there to talk, one of them
rattling the stove lids. Sandy came to the door and, seeing Joanna, said to her, “Is Christ all right?”
“Yes, I think so,” Joanna said. “She said she was, anyway.”
“Guess I’ll just see,” he said, and went running up the stairs. The spaniel came into the fire. Joanna stroked his
back. He wavy coat was damp with fog and he smelled very strongly of dog; he sat down on the hearth facing the
fire, raised his muzzle, and closed his eyes and gave a great sigh of comfort. Then all of a sudden he trotted away
and went leaping up the stairs to the bedroom, and Joanna could hear his feet overhead.
Phil came in next, his hair sticking to his forehead. He hung his coat on a chair-back and said to Joanna, “How
do you like it here?”
“It’s wonderful,” she said earnestly.
“It seems to me a queer place,” he said, lifting the white fluted china shade off the lamp and striking a match.
“Very queer—so far off. We’re marooned. I don’t feel there’s any other place anywhere, do you?”
Joanna shook her head and watched him touch the match to the wick and stoop to settle the chimney on its
base. When he put on the shade the soft yellow light caught becomingly on his red head and his narrow face with
the sharp cheekbones and the small, deep-set blue eyes. Joanna had known him for years but she realized, looking
at him in the yellow light, that she knew almost nothing about him. Before this, he had been Carol’s elder brother,
but here in the unfamiliar surroundings he was somebody real. She looked away from his lighted face, surprised
and wondering. He took his pipe out of his coat pocket and came to the sofa and sat down with a sigh of comfort
exactly like the dog’s, sticking his long thin booted feet out to the fire, banishing the dark, making the fog retreat.
Sandy came down the stairs and went toward the kitchen, and Phil called after him, “Chris all right?”
“Yes,” Sandy said, going out.
“She’s a little crazy,” Phil said. Too much courage and no sense. But she’s young. She’ll settle down, maybe.”
“Are she and Sandy engaged?” Joanna asked.
“Well, no,” said Phil. “Sandy’s got a wife. She stays in Texas.” He paused to light his pipe, and then he said,
“That’s where he raises his horses, you know—this place is only sort of a salesroom. But he and Christ know each
other pretty well.”
This seemed obvious to Joanna, who said, “Yes, I know.” Phil smoked in silence.
“Doesn’t his wife ever come here?” Joanna asked after a moment.
“I don’t think so,” Phil answered.
They could hear Sandy in the kitchen, whistling, and occasionally rattling pans. They heard the pump squeak
as he worked the handle and the water splashed down into the black iron sink. Then he too came in to the fire and
said to Joanna, smiling down at her, “Are you comfy, and all?”
“Oh, yes,” she said and flushed with pleasure. “I love your house,” she managed to say.
“I’m glad you do. It’s kind of a barn of a place, but fine for the little I’m in it.” HE walked away, pulled the
flowered curtains across the windows, and came back to stand before the fire. He looked very solid, small, and
cheerful, with his shirt-sleeves rolled up and his collar unbuttoned with the gay printed tie loosened. He seemed to
Joanna so snug and kind, so, somehow, sympathetic, that she could have leaned forward and hugged him round
the knees—but at the idea of doing any such thing she blushed again and bent to pat the dog. Sandy took up the
guitar and tuned it lazily.
As he began playing absent-mindedly, his stubby fingers straying across the strings as he stared into the fire,
Chris came down the stairs. Instead of her long black boots she had on a pair of dilapidated Indian moccasins with
a few beads remaining on the toes, and between these and the ends of her breeches legs were gay blue socks. The
breeches were fawn-colored, and she had on a fresh white shirt with the sleeves rolled up. Her curly hair, cropped
nearly as short s a boy'’, was brushed and shining, and her hard, sallow little face was carefully made up and
completely blank. Whether she was happy or disturbed, well or ill, Joanna could see no stranger would be able to
tell.
“What about supper?” she asked Sandy.
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“Calm yourself,” he said. “I’m cook tonight. It’s all started.” He took her hand to draw her down on the sofa,
but she moved away and pulled a cushion off a chair and lay down on the floor, her feet toward the fire and her
hands folded like a child’s on her stomach. Phil had gone into the next room and now he came back carrying a
lighted lamp; it dipped wildly in his hand as he set it on the round table beside the other one. The room shone in
the low, beneficent light. Sandy, leaning his head against the high, carved back of the sofa, humming and
strumming, now sang aloud in a light, sweet voice,
For I’d rather hear your fiddle
And the tone of one string
Than watch the waters a-glidin
Hear the nightingales sing.

The soft strumming went on, and the soft voice, accompanied by Chris’s gentle crooning. The fire snapped. Phil
handed round some glasses and then went round with a bottle of whisky he had found in the kitchen. He paused at
Joanna’s glass, smiled at her, and poured her a very small portion.
If I ever return,
It will be in the spring
To watch the waters a-gliding,
Hear the nightingales sing.

The old air died on a trailing chord.
“That’s a lovely song,” said Joanna, and then shrank at her sentimentality.
But Sandy said, “Yes, it’s nice. My mother used to sing it. She knew an awful lot of old songs.” He picked out
the last bars again on the guitar. Joanna, sitting beside him on the floor, was swept with warmth and comfort.
“My God, the peas!” Sandy said suddenly in horror, as a loud sound of hissing came from the kitchen.
Throwing the guitar down on the sofa, he rushed to rescue the supper.
2
Joanna and Chris picked their way toward the privy that adjoined the end of the barn nearer the house. They
moved in a little circle of light from the kerosene lantern that Christ carried, the batteries of Sandy’s big flashlight
having turned out to be dead. They were both very full of food, and sleepy, and just a little tipsy. Chris had taken
off her socks and moccasins and Joanna her leather sandals, and the soaking grass was cold indeed to their feet
that had so lately been stretched out to the fire. Joanna had never been in a privy in her life and when Christ
opened the door she was astonished at the four neatly covered holes, two large and—on a lower level—two small.
Everything was whitewashed; there were pegs to hang things on, and a very strong smell of disinfectant. A few
flies woke up and buzzed. Chris set the lantern down on the path and partly closed the door behind them.
There was something cozy about the privy, and they were in no particular hurry to go back to the house. Christ
lit a cigarette, and they sat there comfortably in the semi-darkness, and Christ talked. She told Joanna about her
two years in college, to which she had been made to go by her family. But Chris’s love was horses, not gaining an
education, and finally she had left and begun to support herself as a professional rider.
“I’d known Sandy ever since I was little,” she said. “I used to hang around him when I was a kid, and he let me
ride his horses and everything, and when I left college he got me jobs and sort of looked after me.”
“He’s a darling, isn’t he?” Joanna said dreamily, watching the dim slice of light from the open door, and the
mist that drifted past it.
“Well, sometimes he is,” said Chris. “And sometimes I wish I’d never seen him.”
“Oh, no!” cried Joanna. “Why?”
“Because he’s go so he takes charge too much of the time—you know?” Chris said. “At first I was so crazy
about him I didn’t care, but now it’s gone on so long I’m beginning to see I’m handicapped in a way—or that’s
what I think, anyway. Everybody just assumes I’m his girl. And he’s got a wife, you know, and he won’t leave her,
ever. And then he’s not here a lot of the time. But the worst of all is that he’s spoiled me—everybody else seems
kind of tame and young. So you see it’s a mixed pleasure.”
Joanna pondered, a little fuzzily. She was not at all sure what it was that Chris was telling her, but she felt she
was being talked to as by one worldly soul to another. Now Chris was saying, “He said that would happen, and I
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didn’t care then. He said, “I’m too old for you, Chris, even if I was single, and this way it’s hopeless for you.” But
I didn’t care. I didn’t want anybody or anything else and I just plain chased him. And now I don’t want anything
else either. So it is hopeless. … I hope you don’t ever love anybody more than he loves you,” said Chris.
“I’ve never really been in love,” said Joanna bravely.
“Well, you will be,” Chris said, lighting a second cigarette. The little white interior and their two young, drowsy
faces shone for a second in the flash of the match. “First I thought you were coming here because you were Phil’s
girl, but I soon saw you weren’t.”
“Oh, no!” cried Joanna again. “He’s just the brother of a friend of mine, that’s all.”
“Yes,” said Christ, “he always picks racier types than you.”
Racy, thought Joanna. I wish I was racy, but I’m too scared.
“I’ve seen some of his girls, and not one of them was as good-looking as you are,” Chris went on. “But they
were all very dizzy. He has to have that, I guess—he’s so sort of restrained himself, with that family, and all. I
went to a cocktail party at his house once, and it was terrible. Jeepers!” She began to laugh.
Vulgarity is what he likes, then, said Joanna to herself. Perhaps I like it myself, though I don’t know that I
know what it is. Perhaps my mother would say Christ and Sandy were vulgar, but they don’t seem vulgar to me,
although I’m glad Mother isn’t here to hear their language and some of Sandy’s songs.
She gave it up, as Christ said with a yawn, “We’d better get back.”
As they went toward the house it loomed up above them, twice its size, the kitchen windows throwing low
beams of light out into the fog. Still there was no wind. In the heavy night air nothing was real, not even Christ
and the lantern and the corner of a great wall near the house. Joanna was disembodied, moving through a dream
on her bare, numb feet to a house of no substance.
“Let’s walk around to the front,” she said. “I love the fog.”
“O.K.,” said Chris, and they went around the corner and stopped by the lilac bushes to listen to the stillness.
But suddenly the dampness reached their bones, and they shivered and screeched and ran back to the back
door, with the bobbing lantern smoking and smelling in Chris’s hand.
When they came in, Phil looked at them fondly. “Dear little Joanna,” he said. “She’s all dripping and watery
and vaporous, like Undine.\fn{A water nymph.} What in God’s name have you girls been doing?”
“Oh, talking,” said Chris.
“Pull up to the fire,” Sandy said. “What did you talk about? Us?”
“Yes, dear,” said Chris. “We talked about you ever single second.”
“Joanna’s very subdued,” remarked Phil. “Did you talk her into a stupor, or what?”
“Joanna doesn’t have to talk if she doesn’t want to,” said Sandy. “I like a quiet woman, myself.”
“Do you now?” said Phil, laughing at Chris, who made a face at him and sat down beside Sandy and gave him
a violent hug.
Joanna, blinking, sat on the floor with her wet feet tucked under her, and listened vaguely to the talk that ran to
and fro above her. Her head was swimming, and she felt sleepy and wise, in the warm lamplight and with the
sound of the bantering voices which she did not have to join unless she wanted to. Suddenly she heard Phil
saying, “You know, Joanna, we’ve got to start along. It seems to me you made a rash promise to your family that
you’d be home early and it’s nearly ten now and we’ve got thirty miles to go.” He yawned, stretched, and bent to
knock out his pipe on the side of the fireplace.
“I don’t want to go,” said Joanna.
“Then stay,” said Sandy. “There’s plenty of room.”
But Phil said, getting up. “No, we’ve got to go. They’d have the police out if we didn’t come soon. Joanna’s
very carefully raised, you know.”
“I love Joanna,” said Chris, Huguenot Sandy again until he grunted. “I don’t care how carefully she was raised,
I love her.”
“We all love her,” Sandy said. “You haven’t got a monopoly on her. Come again and stay longer, will you,
Joanna? We love you, and you look so nice here in this horrible old house.”
They really do like me, thought Joanna, pulling o her sandals. But not as much as I like them. They have a lot
of fun all the time, so it doesn’t mean as much to them to find somebody they like. But I’ll remember this evening
as long as I live.
Sadly she went out with them to the station wagon, following the lantern, and climbed in and sat on the
clammy leather seat beside Phil. Calling back, and being called to, they drove away, bumping slowly over the
little road, and in a second Chris and Sandy and the lantern were gone in the fog.
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Joanna let herself in the front door and turned to wave to Phil, who waved back and drove off down the leafy
street, misty in the midnight silence. Inland, the fog was not as bad as it had been near the sea, but the trees
dripped with the wetness and the sidewalk shone under the street light. She listened to the faraway, sucking sound
of Phil’s tires die away; then she sighed and closed the door and moved sleepily into the still house, dropping her
key into the brass bowl on the hall table. The house was cool, and dark downstairs except for the hall light, and it
smelled of the earth in her mother’s little conservatory.
Joanna started up the stairs, slowly unfastening the belt of the old trench coat she had borrowed from Phil. The
drive back had been a meaningless interval swinging in the night, with nothing to remember but the glow of the
headlights blanketed by the fog so that they had had to creep around the curves and down the hills, peering out
until their eyes ached. Soon after they had left the farm they had stopped in a small town while Joanna telephoned
her family; through the open door of the phone booth she had watched Phil sitting on a spindly stool at the little
marble counter next to the shelves full of Westerns, drinking a Coke—she had a Coke herself and sipped it as the
telephone rang far away in her parents’ house, while back of the counter a radio played dance music. And twice
after that Phil had pulled off the road, once to light his pipe, and once for Joanna to put on his coat. But now,
moving up the shallow, carpeted stairs, she was back in the great, cold, dusty house with the sound of Sandy’s
guitar and the smell of the oil lamps, and the night, the real night, wide and black and empty, only a step away
outside.
Upstairs, there was a light in her own room and one in her mother’s dressing room. It was a family custom that
when she came in late she should put out her mother’s light, so now she went into the small, bright room. With
her hand on the light-chain she looked around her, at the chintz-covered chaise lounge, the chintz-skirted dressing
table with family snapshots, both old and recent, arranged under its glass top, at the polished furniture, the long
mirror, the agreeable clutter of many years of satisfactory married life. On the walls were more family pictures
covering quite a long period of time—enlargements of picnic photographs, of boats, of a few pets. There was
Joanna at the age of twelve on a cowpony in Wyoming, her father and uncle in snow goggles and climbing boots
on the lower slopes of Mont Blanc heaven knows how long ago, here sister and brother-in-law looking very
young and carefree with their bicycles outside Salisbury Cathedral\fn{ In England.} sometime in the early thirties,
judging by her sister’s clothes. The world of the pictures was as fresh and good and simple as a May morning; the
sun shone and everyone was happy. She stared at the familiar little scenes on the walls with love—and with a
sympathy for them she had never felt before—and then she put out the light and went back along the hall.
In her own room she kicked off her sandals and dropped Phil’s coat on a chair. A drawn window shade moved
inward and fell back again in the night breeze that rustled the thick, wet trees close outside; her pajamas lay on the
turned-down bed with its tall, fluted posts. Joanna did not stop to brush her teeth or braid her hair; she was in bed
in less than two minutes.
In the darkness she heard the wind rising around Sandy’s house, breathing over the open hill, whistling softly
in the wet, rusted window screens, stirring in the apple trees. She heard the last burning log in the fireplace tumble
apart, and a horse kick at his stall out in the barn. If I’d stayed all night, she thought, in the morning when the fog
burned off I’d have known how far you could see from the top of the hill.
For in the morning the hot sun would shine from a mild blue sky, the roofs would steam, the horses would
gallop and squeal in the pastures between the great walls, and all the nightingales would rise singing out of the
short, tough grass.
131.90 Battling Against Castro\fn{by Jim Shepard (1956- )} Bridgeport, Fairfield County, Connecticut, U.S.A. (M)
7
In 1951 you couldn’t get us to talk politics. Ball players then would just as soon talk bed-wetting as talk
politics. Tweener Jordan brought up the H-bomb one seventh inning, sitting there tarring up his useless Louisville
Slugger at the end of a Bataan Death March of a road trip when it was 104 degrees on the field and about nine of
us in a row had just been tied in knots by Maglie\fn{ Sal Maglie.} and it looked like we weren’t going to get anyone
on base in the next five weeks except for those hit by pitches, at which point someone down the end of the bench
told Tweener to put a lid on it, and he did, and that was the end of the H-bomb as far as the Philadelphia Phillies
was concerned.
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I was one or two frosties shy of outweighing my bat and wasn’t exactly known as Mr. Heavy Hitter; in fact me
and Charley Caddell, another Pinemaster from the Phabulous Phillies, were known far and wide as such banjo
hitters that they called us—right to our faces, right during a game, like confidence or bucking up a teammate was
for noolies and nosedroops—Flatt and Scruggs. Pick us a tune, boys, they’d say, our own teammates, when it
came time for the eighth and ninth spots in the order to save the day. And Charlie and I would grab our lumber
and shoot each other looks like we were the Splinter himself, misunderstood by everybody, and up we’d go to the
plate against your basic Newcombe\fn{ Don Newcombe.} or Erskine cannon volleys. Less knowledgeable fans
would cheer. The organist would pump through the motions and the twenty-seven thousand who did show up
(PHILS WHACKED IN TWI-NIGHTER; SLUMP CONTINUES; LOCALS SEEK TO SALVAGE LAST GAME
OF HOME STAND) wouldn’t say boo. Our runners aboard would stand there like they were watching furniture
movers. One guy in our dugout would clap. A pigeon would set down in right field and gook around. Newcombe
or Erskine would look in at us like litter was blowing across their line of sight. They’d paint the corners with a
few unhittable ones just to let us know what a mismatch this was. Then Charley would dink one to second. It
wouldn’t make a sound in the glove. I’d strike out. And the fans would cuff their kids or scratch their rears and
cheer. It was like they were celebrating just how bad we could be.
I’d always come off the field looking at my bat, trademark up, like I couldn’t figure out what happened. You’d
think by that point I would’ve. I tended to be hitting about .143.
Whenever we were way down, in the 12-to-2 range, Charley played them up, our sixth- or seventh- or, worse,
ninth-inning Waterloos—tipped his cap and did some minor posing—and for his trouble got showered with
whatever the box seats didn’t feel like finishing: peanuts, beer, the occasional hot-dog roll. On what was the last
straw before this whole Cuba thing, after we’d gone down one-two and killed a bases-loaded rally for the second
time that day, the boxes around the dugout got so bad that Charley went back out and took a curtain call, like he’d
clubbed a round-tripper. The fans howled for parts of his body. The Dodgers across the way laughed and pointed.
In the time it took Charley to lift his cap and wave someone caught him in the mouth with a metal whistle from a
Cracker Jack box and chipped a tooth.
“You stay on the pine,” Skip said to him while he sat there trying to wiggle the ivory in question. “I’m tired of
your antics.”
Skip was our third-year manager who’d been through it all, seen it all, and lost most of the games along the
way.
“What’s the hoo-ha?” Charley wanted to know. “We’re down eleven-nothing.”
Skip said that Charley reminded him of Dummy Roy, the deaf mute who played for Cincinnati all those years
ago. Skip was always saying things like that. The first time he saw me shagging flies he said I was the picture of
Skeeter Scalzi.
“Dummy Roy batted .287 lifetime,” Charley said. “I’ll take that anytime.”
The thing was, we were both good glove men. And this was the Phillies. If you could do anything right, you
were worth at least a spot on the pine. After Robin Roberts, our big gun on the mound, it was Katie bar the door.
“We’re twenty-three games back,” Skip said. “This isn’t the time for bush league stunts.”
It was late in the season, and Charley was still holding that tooth and in no mood for a gospel from Skip. He let
fly with something in the abusive range, and I, I’m ashamed to say, became a disruptive influence on the bench
and backed him up.
Quicker than you could say Wally Pipp, we were on our way to Allentown for some Double A discipline.
Our ride out there was not what you’d call high-spirited. The Allentown bus ground gears and did ten, tops. It
really worked over those switchbacks on the hills to maximize the dust coming through the windows. Or you
could shut the windows and bake muffins.
Charley was across the aisle, sorting through the paper. He’d looked homicidal from the bus station on.
“We work on our hitting, he’s got to bring us back,” I said. “Who else has he got?”
Philadelphia’s major league franchise was at that point in pretty bad shape, with a lot of kids filling gaps left
by the hospital patients.
Charley mentioned an activity involving Skip’s mother. It colored the ears of the woman sitting in front of us.
It was then I suggested the winter leagues, Mexico or Cuba.
“How about Guam?” Charley said. “How about the Yukon?” He hawkered out the window.
Here was my thinking: the season was almost over in Allentown, which was also, by the way, in the cellar. We
probably weren’t going back up afterwards. That meant that starting October we either cooled our heels playing
pepper in Pennsylvania or we played winter ball. I was for Door Number Two.
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Charley and me, we had to do something about our self-esteem. It got so I’d wince just to see my name in the
sports pages—before I knew what it was about, just to see my name. Charley’s full name was Charles Owen
Caddell, and he carried a handsome suitcase around the National League that had his initials, C.O.C., in big letters
near the handle. When asked what they stood for, he always said, “Can o’ Corn.”
Skip we didn’t go to for fatherly support. Skip tended to be hard on the non-regulars, who he referred to as
“you egg-sucking noodle-hanging gutter trash.”
Older ball players talked about what it was like to lose it: the way your teammates would start giving you the
look, the way you could see in their eyes. Three years ago he’d make that play, or, He’s lost a step going to the
hole; the quickness isn’t there. The difference was, Charley and me, we’d seen that look since we were twelve.
So Cuba seemed like the savy move: a little seasoning, a little time in the sun, some señoritas, drinks with hats,
maybe a curve ball Charley could hit, a heater I could do more than foul off.
Charley took some convincing. He’d sit there in the Allentown dugout, riding the pine even in Allentown,
whistling air through his chipped tooth and making faces at me. This Cuba thing was stupid, he’d say. He knew a
guy played for the Athletics went down to Mexico or someplace, drank a cup of water with bugs in it that
would’ve turned Dr. Salk’s face white, and went belly-up between games of a double-header.
“Shipped home in a box they had to seal,” Charley said. He’d tell that story, and his tooth would whistle for
emphasis.
But really what other choice did we have? Between us we had the money to get down there, and I knew a guy
on the Pirates who was able to swing the connections. I finished the year batting .143 in the bigs and .167 in
Allentown. Charley hit his weight and pulled off three errors in an inning his last game. When we left, our
Allentown manager said,
“Boys, I hope you hit the bigs again. Because we sure can’t use you around here.”
So down we went on the train and then the slow boat, accompanied the whole way by a catcher from the
Yankee system, a big bird from Minnesota named Ericksson. Ericksson was out of Triple A and apparently had a
fan club there because he was so fat. I guess it had gotten so he couldn’t field bunts. He said the Yankee brass was
paying for this. They thought of it as a fat farm.
“The thing is, I’m not fat,” he said.
We were pulling out of some skeeter-and-water stop in central Florida. One guy sat on the train platform with
his chin on his chest, asleep or dead.
“That’s the thing. What I am is big boned.”
He held up an arm and squeezed it the way you'd test a melon.
“I like having you in the window seat,” Charley said, his Allentown hat down over his eyes. “Makes the whole
trip shady.”
Ericksson went on to talk about feet. This shortened the feel of the trip considerably. Ericksson speculated that
the smallest feet in the history of the major leagues belonged to Art Herring, who wore a size 3. Myril Hoag,
apparently, wore one size 4 and one size 4½.
We’d signed a deal with the Cienfuegos club: seven hundred a month and two-fifty for expenses. We also got a
place on the beach, supposedly, and a woman to do the cleaning, though we had to pay her bus fare back and
forth. It sounded a lot better than the Mexican League, which had teams with names like Coatzacoalcos. Forget
the Mexican League, Charley’d said when I brought it up. Once I guess he’d heard some retreads from that circuit
talking about the Scorpions, and he’d said, “They have a team with that name?” and they’d said no.
When Ericksson finished with feet he wanted to talk politics. Not only the whole Korean thing—truce
negotiations, we’re on a thirty-one-hour train ride with a Swedish glom who wants to talk truce negotiations—but
this whole thing with Cuba and other Latin American countries and Kremlin expansionism. Ericksson could get
going on Kremlin expansionism.
“Charley’s not much on politics,” I said, trying to turn off the spigot.
“You can talk politics if you want,” Charley said from under his hat. “Talk politics. I got a degree. I can keep
up. I got a B.S. from Schenectady.”
The B.S. stood for Boots and Shoes, meaning he worked in a factory.
So there we were in Cuba. Standing on the dock, peering into the sun, dragging our big duffel bags like dogs
that wouldn’t cooperate.
We’re standing there sweating on our bags and wondering where the team rep who’s supposed to meet us is,
and meanwhile a riot breaks out about a block and a half away. We thought it was a block party at first. This
skinny guy in a pleated white shirt and one of those cigar-ad pointed beards was racketing away at the crowd,
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which was yelling and carrying on. He was over six feet. He looked strong, wiry, but in terms of heft somewhere
between flyweight and poster child. He was scoring big with some points he was making holding up a bolt of
cloth. He said something that got them all going and up he went onto somebody’s shoulders, and they paraded
him around past the storefronts, everybody shouting “Castro! Castro! Castro!” which Charley and me figured was
the guy’s name.
We were still sitting there in the sun like idiots. They circled around past us and stopped. They got quiet, and
we looked at each other. The man of the hour was giving us his fearsome bandito look. He was tall. He was
skinny. He was just a kid. He didn’t look at all happy to see us. He looked about ready to say something that was
not any kind of welcome when the policia waded in, swinging clubs like they were getting paid by the
concussion. Which is when the riot started. The team rep showed up. We got hustled out of there.
We got there, it turned out, a few weeks into the season. Cienfuegos was a game down in the loss column to its
big rival, Marianao. Charley called it Marianne.
Cuba took more than a little getting used to.
There was the heat: one team we played had a stadium that sat in a kind of natural bowl that held in the sun
and dust. The dust floated around you like a golden fog. It glittered. Water streamed down your face and back.
Your glove dripped. One of our guys had trouble finding the plate, and while I stood there creeping in on the
infield dirt, sweat actually puddled around my feet.
There were the fans: one night they pelted each other and the field with live snakes.
There were the pranks: as the outsiders, Charley and me expected the standards—the shaving-cream-in-theshoe, the multiple hotfoot—but even so, never got tired of the bird-spider-in-the-cap, or the crushed-chilies-inthe-water-fountain. Many’s the time, after such good-natured ribbing from our Latino teammates, we’d still be
holding our ribs, toying with our bats, and wishing we could identify the particular jokester in question.
There was the travel: the bus trips to the other side of the island that seemed to take short careers. I figured
Cuba, when I figured it at all, like something about the size of Long Island, but I was not close. During one of
those trips Ericksson, the only guy still in a good mood, leaned over his seat back and gave me the bad news: if
you laid Cuba over the eastern United States, he said, it’d stretch from New York to Chicago. Or something like
that.
And from New York to Chicago the neighborhood would go right down the toilet, Charley said, next to me.
Sometimes we’d leave right after a game, I mean without showering, and that meant no matter how many open
windows you were able to manage, you smelled bad feet and armpit all the way there and all the way back. On the
mountain roads and switchbacks we counted roadside crosses and smashed guardrails on the hairpin turns. One
time Charley, his head out the window to get any kind of air, looked way down into an arroyo and kept looking. I
asked him what he could see down there. He said a glove and some bats.
And finally there was what Ericksson called A Real Lack of Perspective. He was talking, of course, about that
famous South of the Border hotheadedness we’d all seen even in the bigs. In our first series against Marianao
after Charley and I joined the team (the two of us went two for twenty-six, and we got swept; so much for gringos
to the rescue), an argument at home plate—and not about whether the guy was out, but about whether the tag had
been too hard—brought out both managers, both benches, one or two retirees from both teams, a blind batboy
who kept feeling around everyone’s legs for the discarded lumber, a drunk who’d been sleeping under the stands,
reporters, a photographer, a couple of would-be beauty queens, the radio announcers, and a large number of
interested spectators. I forget how it came out.
After we dropped a double-header in Havana our manager had a pot broken over his head. It turned out the pot
held a plant, which he kept and replanted. After a win at home our starting third baseman was shot in the foot. We
asked our manager, mostly through sign language, why. He said he didn’t know why they picked the foot.
But it was more than that, too: on days off we’d sit in our hammocks and look out our floor-to-ceiling windows
and our screened patios and smell our garden with its flowers with the colors from Mars and the breeze with the
sea in it, and we’d feel like DiMaggio in his penthouse, as big league as big league could get. We’d fish on the
coral reefs for yellowtail and mackerel, for shrimp and rock lobster. We’d cook it ourselves. Ericksson started
eating over, and he did great things with coconut and lime and beer.
And our hitting began to improve.
One for five, one for four, two for five, two for five with two doubles: the box scores were looking up and up,
Spanish or not. One night we went to an American restaurant in Havana, and on the place on the check for
comments I wrote, I went 3 for 5 today.
Cienfuegos went on a little streak: nine wins in a row, fourteen out of fifteen. We caught and passed Marianao.
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Even Ericksson was slimming down. He pounced on bunts and stomped around home plate like a man killing
bees before gunning runners out. We were on a winner.
Which is why politics, like it always does, had to stick its nose in. The president of our tropical paradise, who
reminded Charley more of Akim Tamiroff than Harry Truman, was a guy named Batista, who was not well liked.
This we could tell because when we said his name even in our cracked Spanish our teammates would repeat it and
then spit on the ground or our feet. We decided to go easy on the political side of things and keep mostly mum on
the subject of our opinions, which we mostly didn’t have. Ericksson threatened periodically to get us all into
trouble, or worse, a discussion, except his Spanish was even more terrible than ours, and the first time he tried to
talk politics everyone agreed absolutely with what he was saying and then brought him a bedpan.
Neither of us, as I said before, were much for the front of the newspaper, but you didn’t have to be Mr. News
to see that Cuba was about as bad as it got in terms of who was running what: the payoffs got to the point where
we figured that guys getting sworn in for public office put their hands out instead of up. We paid off local
mailmen to get our mail. We paid off traffic cops to get through intersections. It didn’t seem like the kind of thing
that could go on forever, especially since most of the Cubans on the island didn’t get expense money.
So this Batista—“Akim” to Charley—wasn't doing a good job, and it looked like your run-of-the-mill Cuban
was hot about that. He kept most of the money for himself and his pals. If you were on the outs and needed food
or medicine it was pretty much your hard luck. And according to some of our teammates, when you went to jail—
for whatever, for spitting on the sidewalk—bad things happened to you. Relatives wrote you off.
So there were a lot of protests, demostraciones, that winter, and driving around town in cabs we always
seemed to run into them, which meant trips out to eat or to pick up the paper might run half a day. It was the only
non-fineable excuse for showing up late to the ballpark.
But then the demonstrations started at the games, in the stands. And guess who’d usually be leading them, in
his little pleated shirt and a Marianao cap? We’d be two or three innings in, and the crowd out along the third-base
line would suddenly get up like the chorus in a Busby Berkeley musical and start singing and swaying back and
forth, their arms in the air. The first time it happened Batista himself was in the stands watching the game,
surrounded by like forty bodyguards. He had his arms crossed and was staring over at Castro, who had his arms
crossed and was staring back. Charley was at the plate, and I was on deck.
Charley walked over to me, bat still on his shoulder. I’m not sure anybody had called time. The pitcher was
watching the crowd, too.
“Now what is this?” Charley wanted to know.
I told him it could have been a religious thing, or somebody’s birthday. He looked at me.
“I mean like a national hero’s, or something,” I said.
He was still peering over at Castro’s side of the crowd, swinging his bat to keep limber, experimenting with
that chipped-tooth whistle.
“What’re they saying?” he asked.
“It’s in Spanish,” I said.
Charley shook his head and then shot a look over to Batista on the first-base side.
“Akim’s gonna love this,” he said.
But Batista sat there like this happened all the time. The umpire straightened every inch of clothing behind his
chest protector and then had enough and started signaling play to resume, so Charley got back into the batter’s
box, dug in, set himself, and unloaded big time on the next pitch and put it on a line without meaning to into the
crowd on the third-base side. A whole side of the stands ducked, and a couple people flailed and went down like
they were shot. You could see people standing over them.
Castro in the meantime stood in the middle of this with his arms still folded, like Perry at the Pole, or Admiral
Whoever taking grapeshot across the bow. You had to give him credit.
Charley stepped out of the box and surveyed the damage, cringing a little. Behind him I could see Batista, his
hands together over his head, shaking them in congratulation.
“Wouldn’t you know it,” Charley said, still a little rueful. “I finally get a hold of one and zing it foul.”
“I hope nobody’s dead over there,” I said. I could see somebody holding up a hat and looking down, like that
was all that was left.
Castro was still staring out over the field.
“Wouldn't that be our luck,” Charley said, but he did look worried.
Charley ended up doubling, which the third-base side booed, and then stealing third, which they booed even
more. While he stood on the bag brushing himself off and feeling quite the pepperpot, Castro stood up and caught
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him flush on the back of the head with what looked like an entire burrito of some sort. Mashed beans flew.
The crowd loved it. Castro sat back down, accepting congratulations all around. Charley, when he recovered,
made a move like he was going into the stands, but no one in the entire stadium went for the bluff. So he just
stood there with his hands on his hips, the splattered third baseman pointing him out to the crowd and laughing.
He stood there on third and waited for me to bring him home so he could spike the catcher to death. He had
onions and probably some ground meat on his cap.
That particular Cold War crisis ended with my lining out, a rocket, to short.
In the dugout afterwards I told Charley it had been that same guy, Castro, from our first day on the dock. He
said that that figured, and that he wanted to work on his bat control so he could kill the guy with a line drive if he
ever saw him in the stands again.
This Castro came up a lot. There was a guy on the team, a light-hitting left fielder named Rafa, who used to
lecture us in Spanish, very worked up. Big supporter of Castro’s. You could see he was upset about something.
Ericksson and I would nod, like we’d given what he was on about some serious thought, and were just about to
weigh in on that very subject. I’d usually end the meetings by giving him a thumbs-up and heading out onto the
field. Ericksson knew it was about politics so he was interested. Charley had no patience for it on good days, and
hearing this guy bring up Castro didn’t help. Every so often he’d say across our lockers,
“He wants to know if you want to meet his sister.”
Finally Rafa took to bringing an interpreter, and he’d find us at dinners, waiting for buses, taking warm-ups,
and up would come the two of them, Rafa and his interpreter, like this was sports day at the UN. Rafa would rattle
on while we went about our business, and then his interpreter would take over. His interpreter said things like,
“This is not your tropical playground.” He said things like,
“The government of the United States will come to understand the Cuban people’s right to self-determination.”
He said things like,
“The people will rise up and crush the Octopus of the North.”
“He means the Yankees, Ericksson,” Charley said.
Ericksson meanwhile had that big Nordic brow all furrowed, ready to talk politics.
You could see Rafa thought he was getting through. He went off on a real rip, and when he finished the
interpreter said only,
“The poverty of the people in our Cuba is very bad.” Ericksson hunkered down and said,
“And the people think Batista’s the problem?”
“Lack of money’s the problem,” Charley said.
The interpreter gave him the kind of look the hotel porter gives you when you show up with seventeen bags.
Charley made a face back at him as if to say, Am I right or wrong?
“The poverty of the people is very bad,” the interpreter said again.
He was stubborn. He didn’t have to tell us: on one road trip we saw a town, like a used car lot, of whole
families, big families, living in abandoned cars. Somebody had a cradle thing worked out for a baby in an
overturned fender.
“What do you want from us?” Charley asked.
“You are supporting the corrupt system,” the interpreter said.
Rafa hadn’t spoken and started talking excitedly, probably asking what’d just been said.
Charley took some cuts and snorted.
“Guy’s probably been changing everything Rafa wanted to say,” he said.
We started joking that poor Rafa’d only been trying to talk about how to hit a curve. They both gave up on us,
and walked off. Ericksson followed them.
“Dag Hammarskjøld,” Charley said, watching him go. When he saw my face he said,
“I read the papers.”
But this Castro guy set the tone for the other ballparks. The demonstrations continued more or less the same
way (without the burrito) for the last two weeks of the season, and with three games left we found ourselves with
a two-game lead on Marianao, and we finished the season guess where, against guess who.
This was a big deal to the fans because Marianao had no imports, no Americans, on their team. Even though
they had about seven guys with big league talent, to the Cubans this was David and Goliath stuff. Big America vs.
Little Cuba, and our poor Rafa found himself playing for big America.
So we lost the first two games, by ridiculous scores, scores like 18-5 and 16-1. The kind of scores where
you’re playing out the string after the third inning. Marianao was charged up and we weren’t. Most of the Cuban
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guys on our team, as you’d figure, were a little confused. They were all trying—money was involved here—but
the focus wasn’t exactly there. In the first game we came unraveled after Rafa dropped a pop-up that went about
seven thousand feet up into the sun, and in the second we were just wiped out by a fat forty-five-year-old pitcher
that people said when he had his control and some sleep the night before, was unbeatable.
Castro and Batista were at both games. During the seventh-inning stretch of the second game, with Marianao
now tied for first place, Castro led the third-base side in a Spanish version of Take Me out to the Ball Game.
They jeered us—Ericksson, Charley, and me—every time we came up. And the more we let it get to us, the
worse we did. Ericksson was pressing, I was pressing, Charley was pressing. So we let each other down. But what
made it worse was with every roar after one of our strikeouts, with every stadium-shaking celebration after a ball
went through our legs, we felt like we were letting America down, like some poor guy on an infantry charge who
can’t even hold up the flag, dragging it along the ground. It got to us.
When Charley was up, I could hear him talking to himself:
“The kid can still hit. Ball was in on him, but he got that bat head out in front.”
When I was up, I could hear the chatter from Charley:
“Gotta have this one. This is where we need you, big guy.”
On Friday Charley made the last out. On Saturday I did. On Saturday night we went to the local bar that
seemed the safest and got paralyzed. Ericksson stayed home, resting up for the rubber match.
Our Cuban skipper had a clubhouse meeting before the last game. It was hard to have a clear-the-air meeting
when some of the teammates didn’t understand the language, and were half paralyzed with hangovers besides, but
they went on with it anyway, pointing at us every so often. I got the feeling the suggestion was that the Americans
be benched for the sake of morale.
To our Cuban skipper’s credit, and because he was more contrary than anything else, he penciled us in.
Just to stick it in Marianao’s ear, he penciled us in the 1-2-3 spots in the order.
The game started around three in the afternoon. It was one of the worst hangovers I’d ever had. I walked out
into the Cuban sun, the first to carry the hopes of Cienfuegos and America to the plate, and decided that as a
punishment I’d been struck blind. I struck out, though I have only the umpire’s say-so on that.
Charley struck out too. Back on the bench he squinted like someone looking into car headlights.
“It was a good pitch,” he said. “I mean it sounded like a good pitch. I didn’t see it.”
But Ericksson, champion of clean living, stroked one out. It put the lid on some of the celebrating in the stands.
We were a little too hung over to go real crazy when he got back to the dugout, but I think he understood.
Everybody, in fact, was hitting but us. A couple guys behind Ericksson, including Rafa, put together some
doubles, and we had a 3-0 lead which stood up all the way to the bottom of the inning, when Marianao batted
around and through its lineup and our starter, and went into the top of the second leading 6-3.
Our guys kept hitting, and so did their guys. At the end of seven we’d gone through four pitchers and Marianao
five, Charley and I were regaining use of our limbs, and the score was Cuba 11, Land of the Free 9. We got
another run on a passed ball. In the ninth we came up one run down, with the sun setting in our eyes over the
center field fence and yours truly leading off. The crowd was howling like something I’d never heard before.
Castro had everybody up and pointing at me on the third-base side. Their arms went up and down together like
they were working some kind of hex: Marianao’s pitcher—by now their sixth—was the forty-five-year-old fat guy
who’d worked the day before. The bags under his eyes were bigger than mine. He snapped off three nasty curves,
and I beat one into the ground and ran down the first-base line with the jeering following me the whole way. He
broke one off on Charley, too, and Charley grounded to first. The noise was solid, a wall. Everyone was waving
Cuban flags.
I leaned close to Charley’s ear in the dugout.
“You gotta lay off those,” I said.
He shook his head.
“I never noticed anything wrong with my ability to pull the ball on an outside pitch,” he said.
“Then you’re the only one in Cuba who hasn’t,” I said.
But in the middle of this local party, with two strikes on him Ericksson hit his second dinger, probably the first
time he’d had two in a game since Pony League. He took his time on his home run trot, all slimmed down 260
pounds of him, and at the end he did a somersault and landed on home plate with both feet.
For the Marianao crowd it was like the Marines had landed. When the ball left his bat the crowd noise got
higher and higher pitched and then just stopped and strangled. You could hear Ericksson breathing hard as he
came back to the bench. You could hear the pop of the umpire’s new ball in the pitcher’s glove.
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That sent us into extra innings, a lot of extra innings. It got dark. Nobody scored. Charley struck out with the
bases loaded in the sixteenth, and when he came back to the bench someone had poured a beer onto the dugout
roof and it was dripping through onto his head. He sat there under it. He said, “I deserve it,” and I said, “Yes, you
do.”
The Marianao skipper over-managed and ran out of pitchers. He had an outfielder come in and fling a few, and
the poor guy walked our eighth and ninth hitters with pitches in the dirt, off the backstop, into the seats. I was up.
There was a conference on the mound that included some fans and a vendor. Then there was a roar, and we
stretched forward out of the dugout and saw Castro up and moving through the seats to the field. Someone threw
him a glove.
He crossed to the mound, and the Marianao skipper watched him come and then handed him the ball when he
got there like his relief ace had just come in from the pen. Castro took the outfielder’s hat for himself, but that was
about it for uniform. The tails of his pleated shirt hung out. His pants looked like Rudolf Valentino’s. He was
wearing dress shoes.
I turned to the ump.
“Is this an exhibition at this point?” I said. He said something in Spanish that I assumed was,
“You’re in a world of trouble now.”
The crowd, which had screamed itself out hours ago, got its second wind. Hurricanes, dust devils, sandstorms
in the Sahara—I don’t know what the sound was like. When you opened your mouth it came and took your words
away.
I looked over at Batista, who was sitting on his hands. How long was this guy going to last if he couldn’t even
police the national pastime?
Castro toed the rubber, worked the ball in his hand, and stared in at me like he hated everyone I'd ever been
associated with. He was right-handed. He fussed with his cap. He had a windmill delivery. I figured, let him have
his fun, and he wound up and cut loose with a fast ball behind my head.
The crowd reacted like he’d struck me out. I got out of the dirt and did the pro brushoff, taking time with all
parts of my uniform. Then I stood in again, and he broke a pretty fair curve in by my knees, and down I went
again.
What was I supposed to do? Take one for the team? Take one for the country? Get a hit, and never leave the
stadium alive? He came back with his fast ball high, and I thought, enough of this, and tomahawked it foul. We
glared at each other. He came back with a change up—had this guy pitched somewhere, for somebody?—again
way inside, and I thought, forget it, and took it on the hip. The umpire waved me to first, and the crowd screamed
about it like we were cheating.
I stood on first. The bases were now loaded for Charley. You could see the Marianao skipper wanted Castro off
the mound, but what could he do?
Charley steps to the plate, and it’s like the fans had been holding back on the real noisemaking up to this point.
There are trumpets, cowbells, police whistles, sirens, and the god-awful noise of someone by the foul pole
banging two frying pans together. The attention seems to unnerve Charley. I’m trying to give him the old thumbsup from first, but he’s locked in on Castro, frozen in his stance. The end of his bat’s making little circles in the air.
Castro gave it the old windmill and whipped a curve past his chin. Charley bailed out and stood in again. The next
pitch was a curve, too, which fooled him completely. He’d been waiting on the fast ball. He started to swing,
realized it was curve breaking in on him, and ducked away to save his life. The ball hit his bat anyway. It dribbled
out toward Castro.
Charley gaped at it and then took off for first. I took off for second. The crowd shrieked. Ten thousand people,
one shriek. All Castro had to do was gun it to first and they were out of the inning.
He threw it into right field.
Pandemonium. Our eighth and ninth hitters scored. The ball skipped away from the right fielder. I kept
running. The catcher’d gone down to first to back up the throw. I rounded third like Man O’ War, Charley not far
behind me, the fans spilling out onto the field and coming at us like a wave we were beating to shore. One kid’s
face was a flash of spite under a Yankee hat, a woman with long scars on her neck was grabbing for my arm. And
there was Castro blocking the plate, dress shoes wide apart, Valentino pants crouched and ready, his face scared
and full of hate like I was the entire North American continent bearing down on him.
*DELAWARE*
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166.66 Excerpt from Nick Of The Woods\fn{by Robert Montgomery Byrd (1806-1854)} New Castle, New Castle
County, Delaware, U.S.A. (M) 24
If we can believe the immortal poet, from whom we have taken the above lines,\fn{ It was a commonplace for
novelists of the 19th century to begin their texts with a garnish of literary borrowing, usually poetic and usually well outside the time-frame
of The Protocol for World Peace; I have done away with these, as (1) too often they are merely decorative, and (2) they are in any case not
by the author himself. The one here is related by the author to its accompanying text: it is a quatrain from Paradise Lost: The world was all
before them; where to choose | Their place of rest; and Providence their guide; | They, hand in hand, with wandering steps and slow, |
Through Eden took their solitary way: H. One other matter: Byrd’s own notes are incorporated in the text unidentified: Mine are marked
with an H; and there are a few written by the editor of this edition, marked Ed.}} to serve as our letter of introduction to the
gentle reader, the grief of our first parents for the loss of Paradise was not so deep and overwhelming but that they
almost immediately found comfort when they reflected they had exchanged it for the land of Eden—itself a
paradise, though an earthly and unsanctified one:
Some natural tears they dropt, but wiped them soon.

The exiles of America, who first forsook their homes on the borders of the Atlantic, to build their hearths
among the deserts of the West, had a similar consolation; they were bending their steps towards a land, to which
rumor at first, and afterwards the reports of a thousand adventurous visitants, had affixed the character of a second
elysium. The [El] Dorado of the Spaniards, with its cities built of gold, its highways paved with diamonds and
rubies, was not more captivating to the brains of Sir Walter Raleigh and his fellow freebooters of the sixteenth
century, than was the KENTUCKY of the red men, with its fertile fields and ever-blooming forests, to the
imaginations of their descendants, two hundred years after. It was not unnatural, indeed, that men should regard as
an Eden the land in which the gallant Daniel Boone, while taking his “pleasing ramble” on the twenty-second of
December, 1769, discovered “myriads of trees, some gay with blossoms, others rich with fruits;” which blossoms
and fruits, as he tells us, were “beautifully colored, elegantly shaped, and charmingly flavored.”\fn{ Which I have
reproduced; they are part of Historical and Revolutionary Incidents of the Early Settlers of the United States, with Biographical Sketches of
the Lives of Allen, Boone, Kenton, and Other Celebrated Pioneers, by C. W. Webber (1819- ), of Russellville, Kentucky; see under his
birth-year. Byrd regards them as a fiction, “undoubtedly furnished up by some flowry friend.”: H }

It might be difficult, in these degenerate days, to find fruits and flowers adorning any forest in Kentucky at
Christmas; yet there was enough, and more than enough, in the wild beauty and unexampled fertility of the
country, to excuse the rapture of the hunter and to warrant high expectations on the part of the eastern emigrants,
to whom he had opened a path through the wilderness, which they were not slow to follow. A strong proof of the
real attractions of the land was to be seen in the crowds rushing towards it, year after year, regardless of all
adverse circumstances.
Suffering and privation of all kinds were to be endured on the long and savage road, in which mountain, river,
bog, and forest were to be passed, and often, too, in the teeth of a lurking foe; while peril of every imaginable
aspect was still to be encountered, when the journey was at an end. The rich fields—the hunting-grounds of a
dozen tribes of Indians—to be possessed, were first to be won, and won from an enemy at once brave and cruel,
resolute and wily, who had shown no disposition to yield them except with life, and who had already stained them
with the best blood of the settler.
Such evils were well known to exist; but they imposed little check on the ardor of adventurers: the tide of
emigration, at first a little rivulet, lost among forests, increased to a river, the river grew into a flood, overflowing
the whole land; and, in 1792, sixteen years after the first blockhouse was built in the woods, the “wilderness” of
Kentucky was admitted into the Federal Union, a free and sovereign State, with a population of seventy-five
thousand souls.
Ten years before that happy event—for it is to this early period we must ask the attention of the reader—the
Shawnee and the Wyandot still hunted the bear and buffalo in the cane-brake, and waylaid the settler at the gates
of his solitary stronghold. The “District of Kentucky,” then within the territorial jurisdiction of Virginia,
comprised but three inhabited counties, Fayette, Jefferson, and Lincoln;\fn{ It has 120 counties now (2008): H.} of
which, to play the geographer briefly, it needs only to say, that the first occupied all the country north and east of
the Kentucky River; the second all the region west of that river as far as Green River, which, with the redoubtable
Salt, the river of Roarers, formed also its southern bounds; while the third extended over all the territory lying
south of the two others, and was therefore the first reached by emigrants coming from Virginia and the Carolinas
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through the Gap of the Cumberlands.\fn{A famous pass through the mountains; commonly referred to as the Cumberland Gap: H }
In these counties the settlements were already somewhat numerous, although confined, for the most part, to the
neighborhood of the stations, or forts, which were the only effectual places of refuge for the husbandman and his
family, when the enemy was abroad in the land. These stations were mere assemblages of huts, sometimes, in
number, approaching to villages, surrounded, or at least connected, hut to hut, by ranges of strong palisades,
easily defended against assailants armed only with knives and rifles. Founded, in the first place, by some bold and
resolute pioneer, each station, as the land filled with settlers, was enlarged to receive other inhabitants, who were
glad to unite with the founder in defending from attack a place so necessary to their own safety, and easily
conceded him a kind of military authority over them, which was usually confirmed by a commission from the
State, on the division of the District into counties, and exercised with due military spirit, on all proper occasions.
*
The sun of an August afternoon, 1782, was yet blazing upon the rude palisades and equally rude cabins of one
of the principal stations in Lincoln County, when a long train of emigrants, issuing from the southern forest,
wound its way over the clearings, and among the waving maize-fields that surrounded the settlement, and
approached the chief gate of its enclosure.
The party was numerous, consisting perhaps of seven or eight score individuals in all, men, women, and
children, the last bearing that proportion to the others in point of numbers usually found in a borderer’s family,
and thus, with the help of pack-horses, cattle, and a few Negroes, the property of the more wealthy emigrants,
scattered here and there throughout the assemblage, giving to the whole train the appearance of an army, or
moving village, of Vandals in quest of some new home to be won with the edge of the sword.
Of the whole number there were at least fifty well-armed; some of these, however, being striplings of fourteen,
and, in one or two instances, even of twelve, who balanced the big rifle on their shoulders, or sustained it over
their saddle-bows, with all the gravity and dignity of grown warriors; while some few of the Negroes were
provided with the same formidable weapons. In fact, the dangers of the journey through the wilderness required
that every individual of a party should be well armed, who was at all capable of bearing arms; and this was a kind
of capacity which necessity instilled into the American frontiersman in the earliest infancy.
Of this armed force, such as it was, the two principal divisions, all well mounted, or at least provided with
horses, which they rode or not as the humor seized them, were distributed in military order on the front and in the
rear; while scouts, leading in the van, and flanking parties beating the woods on either side, where the nature of
the country permitted, indicated still further the presence of a martial spirit on the part of the leaders.
The women and children, stowed carefully away, for the most part with other valuable chattels, on the backs of
pack-horses, were mingled with droves of cattle in the centre, many of which were made to bear burdens as well
as the horses. Of wheeled carriages there was not a single one in the whole train, the difficulties of the road, which
was a mere bridle-path, being such that they were never, at that early day, attempted to be brought into the
country, unless when wafted in boats down the Ohio.
Thus marshaled, and stealing from the depth of the forest into the clearings around the Station, there was
something in the appearance of the train wild, singular, and striking. The tall and robust frames of the men,
wrapped in blanket coats and hunting-frocks—some of which, where the wearers were young and of gallant
tempers, were profusely decked with fringes of yellow, green, and scarlet; the gleam of their weapons, and the
tramp of their horses, gave a warlike air to the whole, typical, it might be supposed, of the sanguinary struggle by
which alone the desert was to be wrung from the wandering barbarian; while the appearance of their families,
with their domestic beasts and the implements of husbandry, was in harmony with what might be supposed the
future destinies of the land, when peaceful labor should succeed to the strife of conquest.
The exiles were already in the heart of their land of promise, and many within view of the haven where they
were to end their wanderings. Smiles of pleasure lighted their way-worn countenances, as they beheld the waving
fields of maize and the gleam of the distant cabins; and their satisfaction was still further increased when the
people of the Station, catching sight of them, rushed out, some mounted and others on foot, to meet them, uttering
loud shouts of welcome, such as, in that day, greeted every band of newcomers; and adding to the clamor of the
reception a feu-de-joie, which they fired in honor of the numbers and martial appearance of the present company.
The salutation was requited, and the stirring hurrahs returned, by the travellers, most of whom pressed forward
to the van in disorder, eager to take part in the merry-making ere it was over, or perhaps to seek for friends who
had preceded them in the journey through the wilderness. Such friends were, in many instances, found, and their
loud and affectionate greetings were mingled with the scarce less cordial welcomes extended by the colonists,
even to the unknown stranger.
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Such was the reception of the emigrants at that period and in that country, where men were united together by a
sense of common danger; and where every armed visitor, besides being an accession to the strength of the
colonists, brought with him such news of absent friends and still remembered homes as was sure to recommend
him to favor.
*
The only individual who, on this occasion of rejoicing, preserved a melancholy countenance, and who, instead
of riding forward, like the others, to shake hands with the people of the Station, betrayed an inclination to avoid
their greetings altogether, was a young man, who, from the position he occupied in the band, and from other
causes, was entitled to superior attention. With the rank and nominal title of second captain—a dignity conferred
upon him by his companions—he was, in reality, the commander of the party, the ostensible leader being,
although a man of good repute on the Virginia border, entirely wanting in the military reputation and skill which
the other had acquired in the armies of the Republics,\fn{ The several States during the Revolutionary War, apparently: H. }
and of which the value was fully appreciated, when danger first seemed to threaten the exiles on their march. He
was a youth of scarce twenty-three years of age; but five of those years had been passed in camps and battles; and
the labors, passions, and privations of his profession had antedated the period of manhood.
A frame tall and athletic, a countenance which, although retaining the smoothness and freshness of youth, was
yet marked with the manly gravity and decision of mature life, added, in appearance, at least six years to his age.
He wore a hunting-frock of the plainest green color, with cap and leggings of leather, such as were worn by many
of the poorest or least pretending exiles; like whom also he bore a rifle on his shoulder, with the horn and other
equipments of a hunter. There was little, therefore, to distinguish him at the first view, from among his
companions; although his erect military bearing, and the fine blooded bay horse which he rode, would have won
him more than a passing look. The holsters at his saddle-bow, and the saber at his side, were weapons not indeed
very generally worn by frontiersmen, but still common enough to prevent their being regarded as badges of rank.
With this youthful officer, the rear-guard, which he commanded, having deserted him, to press forward to the
van, there remained only three persons, two of whom were Negro slaves, both mounted and armed, that followed
at a little distance behind, leading thrice their number of pack-horses. The third was a female, who rode closely at
his side, the rein of her pony being, in fact, grasped in his hand; though he looked as if scarce conscious that he
held it—a degree of insensibility that would have spoken little in his favor to an observer; for his companion was
both young and beautiful, and watched his moody countenance on her part with looks of the most anxious and
affectionate interest.
Her riding-habit, chosen, like his own garments, with more regard to usefulness than beauty, and perhaps
somewhat the worse for its encounters with the wind and forest, could not conceal the graceful figure it defended;
nor had the sunbeam, though it had darkened the bright complexion exposed to its summer fury, during a journey
of more than six weeks, robbed her fair visage of a single charm. There was, in the general cast of features, a
sufficient resemblance between the two to indicate near relationship; although it was plain that the gloom seated
upon the brow of her kinsman, as if a permanent characteristic, was an unwelcome and unnatural visitant on her
own. The clear blue eye, the golden locks floating over her temples, the ruddy cheek and look of seventeen, and,
generally, the frank and open character of her expression, betokened a spirit too joyous and elastic to indulge in
those dark anticipations of the future or mournful recollections of the past, which clouded the bosom of her
relative.
And well for her that such was the cheerful temper of her mind; for it was manifest, from her whole
appearance, that her lot, as originally cast, must have been among the gentle, the refined, and the luxurious, and
that she was now, for the first time, exposed to discomfort, hardship, and suffering, among companions, who,
however kind and courteous of conduct, were unpolished in their habits, conversation, and feelings, and, in every
other respect, unfitted to be her associates. She looked upon the face of her kinsman, and seeing that it grew the
darker and gloomier the nearer they approached the scene of rejoicing, she laid her hand upon his arm, and
murmured softly and affectionately,“Roland—cousin—brother!—what is it that disturbs you? Will you not ride forward, and salute the good
people that are making us welcome?”
“Us!” muttered the young man, with a bitter voice; “who is there on earth, Edith, to welcome us? Where shall
we look for the friends and kinsfolk, that the meanest of the company are now finding among yonder noisy
barbarians?”
“You do them injustice, Roland,” said the maiden. “Yesternight we had experience at the Station we left, that
these wild people of the woods do not confine their welcomes to kinsmen. Kinder and more hospitable people do
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not exist in the world.”
“It is not that, Edith,” said the young man; “I were but a brute to doubt their hospitality. But look, Edith; we are
in Kentucky, almost at our place of refuge. Yonder hovels, lowly, mean, and wretched—are they the mansions that
should shelter the child of my father’s brother? Yonder people, the outcasts of our borders, the poor, the rude, the
savage—but one degree elevated above the Indians, with whom they contend—are they the society from whom
Edith Forrester should choose her friends?”
“They are,” said Edith, firmly; “and Edith Forrester asks none better. In such a cabin as these, and, if need be,
in one still more humble, she is content to pass her life, and dream that she is still in the house of her fathers.
From such people, too, she will choose her friends, knowing that, even among the humblest of them, there are
many worthy of her regard and affection. What have we to mourn in the world we have left behind us? We are the
last of our name and race; fortune has left us nothing to regret. My only relative on earth, saving yourself, Roland
—saving yourself, my cousin, my brother,”—her lip quivered, and, for a moment, her eyes were filled with tears
—“my only other living relation resides in this wilderness land; and she, tenderly nurtured as myself, finds in it
enough to engage her thoughts and secure her happiness. Why, then, should not I? Why should not you? Trust me,
dear Roland, I should myself be as happy as the day is long, could I only know that you did not grieve for me.”
“I cannot but choose it,” said Roland. “’tis to me you owe the loss of fortune and your present banishment
from the world.”
“Say not so, Roland, for it is not true; No! I never can believe that our poor uncle would have carried his
resentment, for such a cause, so far. But supposing that he could, and granting that all were as you say, I am
prouder to be the poor cousin of Roland Forrester, who has bled in the battles of his country, than if I were the rich
and courted kinswoman of one who had betrayed the memory of his father.”
“You are, at least, an angel,” said the youth; “and I am but a villain to say or do anything to give you pain.
Farewell then to Fell-hallow, to old James River,\fn{ The cradle of civilization in Virginia formed on the James River: H } and
all! If you can forget these things, Edith, so will I; at all events, I will try.”
“Now," said Edith, "you talk like my true cousin.”
"Well, Edith, the world is before us; and shame be upon me, if I, who have health, strength, and youth to back
my ambition, cannot provide you a refuge and a home. I will leave you for a while in the hands of this good aunt
at the Falls; and then, with old Emperor there for my adjutant, and Sam for my rank and file, I will plunge into the
forest, and scatter it as I have seen a band of Tories scattered by my old major, (who, by the by, is only three years
older than myself), Henry Lee, not many years back. Then, when I have built me a house, furrowed my acres with
my martial ploughshare, (for to that, it appears, my sword must come), and reaped my harvest with my own
hands, (it will be hard work to beat my horse-pistols into a sickle), then, Edith—”
“Then, Roland,” said the maiden, with a smile and a tear, “if you should still remember your poor cousin, it
will not be hard to persuade her to follow you to your retreat, to share your fortunes of good and of evil, and to
love you better in your adversity than she ever expected to love you in your prosperity.”
“Spoken like my true Edith!” said the young officer, whose melancholy fled before her soft accents, as the evil
spirit of Saul before the tinklings of the Jewish harp—“spoken like my true Edith; for whom I promise, if fate
smile upon my exertions, to rear a new Fell-hallow on the banks of the Ohio, in which I will be, myself, the first
to forget that on James River. And now, Edith, let us ride forward and meet yon gay-looking giant, whom, from
his bustling demeanor, and fresh jerkin, I judge to be the commander of the Station, the redoubtable Colonel
Bruce himself.”
As he spoke the individual thus alluded to, separating himself from the throng, galloped up to the speaker, and
displayed a person which excited the envy even of the manly-looking Forrester. He was a man of at least fifty
years, but as hale as one of thirty, without a single gray hair to deform the beauty of his raven locks, which fell
down in masses nearly to his shoulders. His stature was colossal, and the proportions of his frame as just as they
were gigantic; so that there was much in his appearance of real native majesty. Nothing, in fact, could be well
imagined more truly striking and grand than his appearance, as seen at the first glance; though the second revealed
a lounging indifference of carriage, amounting, at times, to something like awkwardness and uncouthness, which
a little detracted from the effect.
Such men were ofttimes, in those days, sent from among the mountain counties of Virginia, to amaze the lesser
mortals of the plains, who regarded them as the genii of the forest, and almost looked, as was said of the victor of
the Kenhawa,\fn{Byrd notes: “General Andrew Lewis,” apparently the same man as defeated the allied Indian nations under Chief
Cornstalk at the Battle of Point Pleasant (1774), in what is now West Virginia: H. } himself of the race, to see the earth tremble
beneath their footsteps. With a spirit corresponding to his frame, he would have been the Nimrod, or Meleager,
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that he seemed. But nature had long before extinguished the race of demigods; and the worthy Commander of the
Station was not of them.
He was a mortal man, distinguished by little, save his exterior, from other mortal men, and from the crowd of
settlers who had followed him from the fortress. He wore, it is true, a new and jaunty hunting-shirt of dressed
deerskin, as yellow as gold, and fringed and furbelowed with shreds of the same substance, dyed as red as bloodroot could make them; but was otherwise, to the view, a plain yeoman, endowed with those gifts of mind only
which were necessary to his station, but with the virtues which are alike common to forest and city. Courage and
hospitality, however, were then hardly accounted virtues, being too universal to be distinguished as such; and
courtesy was equally native to the independent borderer.
He shook the young officer heartily by the hand, a ceremony which he instantly repeated with the fair Edith;
and giving them to understand that he claimed them as his own especial guests, insisted, with much honest
warmth, that old companionship in arms with one of their late nearest and dearest kinsmen had given him a
double right to do so:
“You must know,” said he, “the good old Major, your uncle, the brave old Major Roly, as we called him, Major
Roland Forrester—well, K’yaptin, well, young lady—my first battle war fought under his cormnand; and an
excellent commander he war; it war on the bloody Monongahela, whar the Frenchmen and Injuns trounced us so
promiskous. Perhaps you’ve hard him tell of big Tom Bruce, for so they called me then? I war a copporal in the
first company of Rangers that crossed the river. Lord! how the world is turning upside down! I war a copporal
then, and now I’m a k’yunnel; a greater man in commission than war ever my old Major; and the Lord, he knows,
I thought my old Major Forrester war the greatest man in all Virginnee, next to the G’yovenor and K’yunnel
George Washington!\fn{In the introduction, it is said that Byrd made careful notes of dialect pronunciation before he write his, book,
so he would be able to make his characters speak correctly: H. }
“Well, you must know, we marched up the g’yully that runs from the river; and bang went the Savages’ guns,
and smash went their hatchets; and then it came to close quarters, a regular, rough-and-tumble, hard scratch! And
so I war ahead of the Major, and the Major war behind, and the fight had made him as ambitious\fn{I.e., vicious.}
as a wildcat, and he war hungry for a shot; and so says he to me, for I war right afore him,
“‘Git out of my way, you damned big rascal, till I git a crack at ’em!’
“And so I got out of his way, for I war mad at being called a damned big rascal, especially as I war doing my
best, and covering him from mischief besides. Well, as soon as I jumped out of his way, bang went his piece, and
bang went another, let fly by an Injun—down went the Major, shot right through the hips, slam-bang. And so said
I,
“‘Major’—for I wamt well over my passion, ‘if you’d a’taken things easy, I’d a’stopped that slug for you.’ And
so says he,
“‘Bang away, you big fool, and don’t stand talking.’
“And so he swounded away; and that made me ambitious, too, and I killed two of the red niggurs, before you
could say Jack Robinson, just by way of satisfaction for the Major; and then I helped to carry him off to the
tumbrels. I never seed my old Major from that day to this; and it war only a month ago that I hard of his death. I
honor his memory; and so, K’yaptin, you see, thar’s a sort of claim to old friendship between us.”
To this characteristic speech, which was delivered with great earnestness, Captain Forrester made a suitable
response; and intimating his willingness to accept the proffered hospitality of his uncle’s companion in arms, he
rode forward with his host and kinswoman towards the Station, of which, when once fairly relieved of the forest,
he had a clear view.
It was a quadrangle of stout pickets, firmly driven into the earth, on the brow of a knoll of very gentle ascent,
with a strong though low block-house at each corner; and was sufficiently spacious to contain a double row of
cabins, between which was a vacant area, as well as two other betwixt the cabins and the stockade; and thus
afforded shelter not only for its defenders and their families, but for their cattle and horses, which were always
driven in, if possible, when an attack was apprehended.
A sense of security, arising from increase of numbers, and the absence of hostilities for a long period, had
begot a contempt for the confined limits of the stockade; and a dozen or more of the settlers had built their cabins
without the enclosure, on the slope of the hill, which had now assumed the appearance of a village; though one, it
must be confessed, of exceedingly rude and primitive appearance. The houses were, in every instance, of logs,
even to the chimneys; which being, therefore, of a combustible temper, notwithstanding the goodly daubing of
clay with which they were plastered, were made to incline outward from the perpendicular, so as to be detached
from the building itself, as they rose. By this arrangement, the dangers of a conflagration were guarded against;
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for when the burning of the chimney-soot involved, as doubtless it often did, the wooden materials of the chimney
itself, it was easy to tear it down before the flames communicated to the cabin.
Such was the appearance of a fortified settlement, at that time, one of the most prominent of all the Stations in
Kentucky; and when we repeat that the forest had vanished in its immediate vicinity, to make way for rich fields
of com—that divers great gaps were, at a distance, seen in its massive green walls, where the tall oaks and
walnuts, girdled and leafless, but not yet fallen, admitted the sunshine upon other crops as rich and as verdant—
and that all beyond and around was a dark and solemn wilderness, the tree-top aloft and the cane-brake below, we
have a proper idea of the aspect and condition of the lonely strongholds, which succeeding years saw changed into
towns and villages.
The Station seemed unusually populous, as indeed it was; but Roland, as he rode by, remarked, on the skirts of
the village, a dozen or more shooting-targets set up on the green, and perceived it was a gala-day which had
drawn the young men from a distance to the fort. This, in fact, he was speedily told by a youth, whom the worthy
Bruce introduced to him as his oldest son and namesake, “big Tom Bruce, the third of that name; the other two
Toms—for two others he had had—having been killed by the Injuns, and he having changed the boy’s name, that
he might have a Tom in the family.”
The youth was worthy of his father, being full six feet high, though scarcely yet out of his teens, and presented
a visage of such serene gravity and good-humored simplicity as won the affections of the soldier in a moment
“Thar’s a boy now, the brute,” said Colonel Bruce, sending him off to assist in the distribution of the guests
among the settlers, “that comes of the best stock for loving women and fighting Injuns in all Kentucky! And so,
captain, if young madam, your sister hyar, is for picking a husband out of Kentuck, I’ll say it, and stand to it,
thar’s not a better lad to be found than Tom Bruce, if you hunt the District all over. You’d scarce believe it, mom,”
he continued, addressing Edith herself, “but the young brute did actually take the scalp of a full-grown Shawnee
before he war fourteen yar old, and that in far fight, whar thar war none to help him.
“The way of it war this: Tom war out in the range, looking for a neighbor’s horse; when what should he see but
two great big Shawnees astride of the identicular beast he war hunting! Away went Tom, and away went the
bloody villains hard after, one of ’em afoot, the other on the horse.
“‘Now,’ said Tom, ‘this won’t do, no how;’ and so he let fly at the mounted feller; but being a little skeary, as
how could he help it, the young brute, being the first time he ever banged at an Injun, he hit the horse, which
dropped down in a flurry; and away comes the red devil over his head, like a rocket, end on to a sapling. Up
jumps Tom and picks up the Injun’s gun; and bang goes the other Shawnee at him, and jumps to a tree.
“‘A bird in the hand,’ said Tom, ‘is worth two in a bush;’ and with that, he blows out the first fellers brains, just
as he is gitting up, and runs into the fort, hard chased by the other. And then to see the feller, when I asked him
why he didn’t shoot the Injun that had fired at him, and so make sure of both, the other being in a sort of swounlike from the tumble, and ready to be knocked on the head at any moment?
“‘Lordi’ said Tom, ‘I never thought of it, I war such a fool!’ and with that he blubbered all night, to think he
had not killed them both. Howsomever, I war always of opinion that what he had done war good work for a boy
of fourteen.
“But, come now, my lovely young mom; we are entering the Station. May you never enter a house where you
are less welcome.”
*
Men and boys had rushed from the fortress together, to greet the new comers, and few remained save the
women; of whom not a few, particularly of the younger individuals, were as eager to satisfy their curiosity as their
fathers and brothers. The disorderly spirit had spread even among the daughters of the commandant, to the great
concern of his spouse; who, although originally of a degree somewhat humbler even than his own, had a much
more elevated sense of the dignity of his commission as a colonel of militia, and a due consciousness of the
necessity of adapting her manners to her rank. She stood on the porch of her cabin, which had the merit of being
larger than any other in the fort, maintaining order among some half dozen or more lasses, the oldest scarce
exceeding seventeen, whom she endeavored to range in a row, to receive the expected guests in state, though
every moment some one or other might be seen edging away from her side, as if in the act of deserting her
altogether.
“Out on you, you flirting critturs!” said she, her indignation provoked, and her sense of propriety shocked by
such unworthy behavior. “Stop thar, you Nelli whar you going? You Sally, you Phoebe, you Jane, and the rest of
you! Ha’nt you no better idea of what’s manners for a Cunners daughters? I’m ashamed of you—to run ramping
and tearing after the strange men thar, like tomboys, or any common person’s daughters! Laws! do remember
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your father's a Cunnel in the milishy,\fn{Militia.} and set down in the porch here on the bench, like genteel young
ladies; or stand up, if you like that better, and wait till your father, Cunnel Bruce that is, brings up the captains:
one of ’em’s a rale army captain, with epaulets and broadsword, with a chance of money, and an uncommon
handsome sister—rale genteel people from old Virginnee: and I’m glad of it, it’s so seldom you sees anybody but
common persons come to Kentucky. Do behave yourselves: thar’s Telie Doe, thar at the loom, don’t think so
much as turning her eyes around; she’s a pattern for you.”
“Law, mother!” said the eldest of the daughters, bridling with disdain, “I reckon I know how to behave myself
as well as Telie Doe, or any other girl in the settlement”—a declaration echoed and reechoed by her sisters, all of
whom bent their eyes towards a corner of the ample porch, where, busied with a rude loom, fashioned perhaps by
the axe and knife of the militia colonel himself, on which she was weaving a coarse cloth from the fibres of the
flax-nettle, sat a female somewhat younger than the oldest of the sisters, and doubtless of a more humble degree,
as was shown by the labor in which she was engaged, while the others seemed to enjoy a holiday, and by her
coarse brown garments, worn at a moment when the fair Bruces were flaunting in their best bibs and tuckers, the
same having been put on not more in honor of the exiles, whose coming had been announced the day before, than
out of compliment to the young men of the settlement, who were wont to assemble on such occasions to gather
the latest news from the States.
The pattern of good manners thus referred to, was as unconscious of the compliment bestowed upon her by the
worthy Mrs. Bruce as of the glances of disdain it drew from the daughters, being apparently at that moment too
much occupied with her work to think of anything else; nor did she lift up her eyes until, the conversation having
been resumed between the mother and daughters, one of the latter demanded “what was the name of that army
captain, that was so rich and great, of whom her mother had been talking?”
“Captain Roland Forrester,” replied the latter; at the sound of which name the maiden at the loom started and
looked up with an air of fright, that caused exceeding diversion among the others.
“Look at Telie Doe” they cried, laughing: “you can’t speak above your breath but she thinks you are speaking
to her; and, sure, you can’t speak to her, but she looks as if she would jump out of her skin, and run away for her
dear life!”
And so, indeed, the girl did appear for a moment, looking as wild and terrified as the animal whose name she
bore, when the first bay of the deer-hound startles her in the deep woodland pastures, rolling her eyes, catching
her breath convulsively, shivering, and, in short, betraying a degree of agitation that would have appeared
unaccountable to a stranger; though, as it caused more amusement than surprise among the merry Bruces, it was
but fair to suppose that it sprung from constitutional nervousness, or the sudden interruption of her meditations.
As she started up in her confusion, rolling her eyes from one laughing maiden to another, her very trepidation
imparted an interest to her features, which were in themselves pretty enough, though not so much as to attract
observation, when in a state of rest.
Then it was that the observer might see, or fancy he saw, a world of latent expression in her wild dark eyes,
and trace the workings of a quick and sensitive spirit, whose existence would have been otherwise unsuspected, in
the tremulous movement of her lips. And then, too, one might have been struck with the exquisite contour of a
slight figure, which even the coarse garments, spun, and perhaps shaped, by her own hands, could not entirely
conceal. At such times of excitement, there was something in her appearance both striking and singular—Indianlike, one might almost have said.
Such an epithet might have been borne out by the wildness of her looks, the darkness of her eyes, the simple
arrangement of her coal-black hair, which instead of being confined by comb or fillet, was twisted round a thorn
cut from the nearest locust-tree, and by the smallness of her stature; though the lightness and European tinge of
her complexion must have instantly disproved the idea.
Her discomposure dispelled from the bosoms of her companions all the little resentment produced by the
matron’s invidious comparison; and each now did her best to increase it by cries of, “Jump, Telie, the Indians will
catch you!” “Take care, Telie, Tom Bruce will kiss you!” “Run, Telie, the dog will bite you!” and other
expressions of a like alarming nature, which, if they did not augment her terror, divided and distracted her
attention, till, quite bewildered, she stared now on one, now on the other, and at each mischievous assault, started,
and trembled, and gasped for breath, in inexpressible confusion. It was fortunate for her that this species of
baiting, which from the spirit and skill with which her youthful tormentors pursued it, seemed no uncommon
infliction, the reforming mother considered to be, at least at that particular moment, unworthy [of] the daughters
of a colonel in the militia.
“Do behave yourselves, you ungenteel critturs,” said she; “Phoebe Bruce, you’re old enough to know better;
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don’t expose yourself before strangers. Thar they come now; thar’s Cunnel Bruce that is, talking to Captain
Forrester that is, and a right-down soldier-looking captain he is, too. I wonder whar’s his cocked hat, and feather,
and goold epaulets? Thar’s his big broadsword, and—but, Lord above us, arnt his sister a beauty! Any man in
Kentucky will be proud of her; but, I warrant me, she’ll take to nothing under a Cunnel!”
The young misses ceased their sport to stare at the strangers, and even Telie Doe, pattern of propriety as she
was, had no sooner recovered her equanimity than she turned her eyes from the loom and bent them eagerly upon
the train now entering through the main gate, gazing long and earnestly upon the young captain and the fair Edith,
who with the colonel of militia, and a fourth individual, parted from it, and rode up to the porch.
The fourth person, a sober, and substantial-looking borderer, in a huge blanket-coat and slouched hat, the latter
stuck round with buck’s tails, was the nominal captain of the party. He conversed a moment with Forrester and the
commandant, and then, being given in charge by the latter to his son Tom, who was hallooed from the crowd for
this purpose, he rode away, leaving the colonel to do the honors to his second in command. These the colonel
executed with much courtesy and gallantry, if not with grace, leaping from his horse with unexpected activity, and
assisting Edith to dismount, which he effected by taking her in his arms and whisking her from the saddle with as
little apparent effort as though he were handling an infant.
“Welcome, my beautiful young lady,” said he, giving her another hearty shake of the hand: “H’yar’s a house
that shall shelter you; though thar’s not much can be said of it, except that it is safe and wholesome. H’yar’s my
old lady too, and my daughters, that will make much of you; and as for my sons, thar’s not a brute of ’em that
won’t fight for you; but thar all busy stowing away the strangers; and, I reckon, they think it ar’nt manners to
show themselves to a young lady, while she’s making acquaintance with the women.”
With that the gallant colonel presented the fair stranger to his wife and daughters, the latter of whom, a little
daunted at first by her appearance, as a being superior in degree to the ordinary race of mortals, but quickly
reassured by her frank and easy deportment, loaded her with caresses, and carried her into the house, to improve
the few hours allowed to make her acquaintance, and to assist her in changing her apparel, for which the means
were furnished from sundry bags and packages, that the elder of the two Negro men, the only immediate
followers of her kinsmen, took from the back of a pack-horse.
The mother of the Bruces thought it advisable to follow them, to see, perhaps, in person, that they conducted
themselves towards their guest as a colonel’s daughter should. None of the females remained on the porch save
Telie, the girl of the loom, who, too humble or too timid to seek the acquaintance of the stranger lady, like the
others, had been overlooked in the bustle, and now pursued her labor with but little notice from those who
remained.
*
“And now, Colonel,” said the young officer, declining the offer of refreshments made by his host, “allow me,
like a true soldier, to proceed to the business with which you heard our commander, Major Johnson, charge me.
Tomorrow we resume our journey to the Falls. I should gladly myself, for Miss Forrester’s sake, consent to
remain with you a few days, to recruit our strength a little. But that cannot be. Our men are resolved to push on
without delay; and as I have no authority to restrain them, I must e’en accompany them.”
“Well,” said Colonel Bruce, “if it must be, it must, and I’m not the brute to say No to you. But lord, Captain, I
should be glad to have you stay a month or two, war it only to have a long talk about my old friend, the brave old
major. And thar’s your sister, Captain—lord, sir, she would be the pet of the family, and would help my wife teach
the girls manners. Lord!” he continued, laughing, “you’ve no idea what grand notions have got into the old
woman’s head about the way of behaving, ever since it war that the Governor of Virginnie sent me a Cunners
commission. She thinks I ought to war a cocked hat and goold swabs, and put on a blue coat instead of a leather
shirt; but I wonder how soon I’d see the end of it, out hyar in the bushes? And then, as for the girls, why thar’s no
end of the lessons she gives them—and thar’s my Jenny—that's the youngest—came blubbering up the other day,
saying, ‘she believed mother intended even to stop their licking at the sugar-troughs, she was getting so great and
so proud!’ Howsomever, women will be women, and thars the end of it.”
To this philosophic remark the officer of inferior degree bowed acquiescence, and recalling his host’s attention
to the subject of most interest to himself, requested to be informed what difficulties or dangers might be
apprehended on the further route to the Falls of Ohio.
“Why, none on arth that I know of,” said Bruce; “you’ve as crar and broad a trace before you as man and beast
could make—a buffalo-street\fn{The bison-paths, when very broad, were often thus called. } through the canes; and, when
thar’s open woods, blazes as thick as stars, and horse tracks still thicker: thar war more than a thousand settlers
have travelled it this year already.\fn{ 19th and 20th century historians have repeatedly called attention to the accuracy of Byrd’s
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factualizations as well as his descriptions of settlements, settler habits and dress, and the surrounding flora and fauna: H }

As for
danngers, Captain, why I reckon thar’s none to think on. Thar war a good chance of whooping and howling about
Bear’s Grass, last year, and some hard fighting; but I har nothing of Injuns thar this yar. But you leave some of
your people h’yar: what force do you tote down to the Falls tomorrow?”
“Twenty-seven guns in all; but several quite too young to face an enemy.”
“Thars no trusting to years, in a matter of fighting!” said the Kentuckian. “Thar’s my son Tom, that killed his
brute at fourteen; but, I remember, I told you that story. Howsomever, I hold thar’s no Injuns on the road; and if
you should meet any, why, it will be down about Bear’s Grass, or the Forks of Salt, whar you can keep your eyes
open. and whar the settlements are so thick, it is easy taking cover. No, no, Captain, the fighting this year is all on
the north side of Kentucky.”
“Yet, I believe,” said Roland, “there have been no troubles there since the defeat of Captain Estill on Little
Mountain, and of Holder at that place—what do you call it?”
“Upper Blue Licks of Licking,” said Bruce; “and warnt they troubles enough for a season? Two Kentucky
captains (and one of them a south-side man, too), whipped in far’r fight, and by nothing better than brutish
Injunsl”
“They were sad affairs, indeed; and the numbers of white men murdered made them still more shocking.”
“The murdering,” said the gallant Colonel Bruce, “is nothing, sir: it is the shame of the thumping that makes
one feel ambitious; that’s the thing no Kentuckian can stand, sir. To be murdered, whar thar’s ten Injuns to one
white man, is nothing; but whar it comes to being trounced by equal numbers, why thars the thing not to be
tolerated.
“Howsomever, Captain, we’re no worse off in Kentucky than our neighbors. Thars them five hundred
Pennsylvanians that went out in June, under old Cunnel Crawford from Pittsburg, agin the brutes of Sandusky,
war more ridiculously whipped by old Captain Pipe, the Delaware, thar’s no denying.”
“What!” said Roland, “was Crawford’s company beaten?”
“Beaten!” said the Kentuckian. opening his eyes; “cut off the b, and say the savages made a dinner of ’em, and
you’ll be nearer the true history of the matter. It’s but two months ago; and so I suppose the news of the affar
hadn’t got into East Virginnie when you started. Well, Captain, the long and short of it is, the Cunnel war beaten
and exterminated, and that on a hard run from the fight he had hunted hard after. How many ever got back safe
again to Pittsburg, I never could rightly har; but what I know is, that thar war dozens of prisoners beaten to death
by the squaws and children, and that old Cunnel Crawford himself war put to the double torture and roasted alive;
and, I reckon, if he warnt eaten, it war only because he war too old to be tender.”\fn{ Once again, 19th and 20th century
historians credit Byrd’s descriptions of aboriginal warfare in matters of treatment of prisoners, in making war without regard to sex, age or
condition, and in the reciprocity which such methods called forth from those whom they regarded as the wholesale invaders of their
territories; for it was the sheer numbers of the settlers, themselves, that made it clear for all to see that if total war were not waged, there
could be no going back to things as they were prior to the defeat of the British imperialists in 1789: H }

“Horrible!” said the young soldier, muttering half to himself, though not in tones so low but that the
Kentuckian caught their import; “and I must expose my poor Edith to fall into the power of such fiends and
monsters!”
“Ay, Captain,” said Bruce, “thars the thing that sticks most in the heart of them that live in the wilderness and
have wives and daughters—to think of their falling into the hands of the brutes, who murder and scalp a woman
just as readily as a man. As to their torturing them, that’s not so certain, but the brutes arn’t a bit too good for it;
and I did har of their burning one poor woman at Sandusky.\fn{ A female captive from Pittsburg was actually bound to the
stake near the Sandusky villages, and rescued with difficulty by British traders. But this happened in 1790, eight years after the date of our
story.} But now, Captain, if you are anxious to have the young lady, your sister, in safety, hyar’s the place to stick

up your tent-poles, hyar, in this very settlement, whar the Injuns never trouble us, never coming within ten miles
of us. Thar’s as good land here as on Bear’s Grass; and we shall be glad of your company. It is not often we have
a rich man to take luck among us. Howsomever, I won’t deceive you, if you will go to the Ohio; I hold, thar’s no
danger on the trace for either man or woman.”
“My good friend,” said Roland, "you seem to labor under two errors in respect to me which it is fitting I should
correct. In the first place, the lady whom you have several times called, I know not why, my sister, claims no such
near relationship, being only my cousin.”
“Why, sure!” said the colonel, “some one told me so, and thar’s a strong family likeness.”
“There should be,” said the youth, “since our fathers were twin brothers, and resembled each other in all
particulars, in body, in mind, and, as I may say, in fortune. They were alike in their lives, alike also in their deaths:
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they fell together, struck down by the same cannon-ball, at the bombardment of Norfolk, seven years ago.”
“May I never see a scalp,” said the Kentuckian, warmly grasping the young man’s hand, “if I don’t honor you
the more for boasting such a father and such uncles! You come of the true stock, captain, thar’s no denying; and
my brave old major’s estates have fallen into the right hands; for, if thars any believing the news the last band of
emigrants brought of you here, thar war no braver officer in Lee’s corps, nor in the whole Virginnie line, than
young Captain Forrester.”
“Here,” said Roland, looking as if what he said cost him a painful effort, “lies the second error—your
considering me, as you manifestly do, the heir of your old major, my uncle Roland—which I am not.”
“Lordi,” said the worthy Bruce, “he was the richest man in Prince-George, and he had thousands of fat acres in
the Valley, the best in all Fincastle, as I know very well, for I war a Fincastle man myself; and thar war my old
friend Braxley—he war a lieutenant under the major at Braddock’s, and afterwards his steward, and manager, and
lawyer-like—who used to come over the Ridge to see after them. But I see how it is; he left all to the young
lady?”
“Not an acre,” said Roland.
“What!” said the Kentuckian: “he left no children of his own. Who then is the heir?”
“Your old friend, as you called him, Richard Braxley. And hence you see,” continued the youth, as if desirous
to change the conversation, “that I come to Kentucky, an adventurer and fortune-hunter, like other emigrants, to
locate lands under proclamation-warrants and bounty-grants, to fell trees, raise corn, shoot bisons and Indians,
and, in general, do any thing else that can be required of a good Virginian or good Kentuckian.”
*
It was evidently the captain’s wish now to leave altogether the subject on which he had thought it incumbent to
acquaint his host with so much; but the worthy Bruce was not so easily satisfied; and not conceiving there was
any peculiar impropriety in indulging curiosity in matters relating to his old major, however distasteful that
curiosity might prove to his guest, he succeeded in drawing from the reluctant young man many more particulars
of his story; which, as they have an important connection with the events it is our object to narrate, we must be
pardoned for briefly noticing.
Major Roland Forrester, the uncle and godfather of the young soldier, and the representative of one of the most
ancient and affluent families on James River (for by this trivial name Virginians are content to designate the noble
Powhatan) was the eldest of three brothers, of whom the two younger, as was often the case under the ancien
regime in Virginia, were left, at the death of their parent, to shift for themselves; while the eldest son inherited the
undivided princely estate of his ancestors. This was at the period when that contest of principle with power, which
finally resulted in the separation of the American Colonies from the parent State, first began to agitate the minds
of the good planters of Virginia, in common with the people of all the other colonies.
Men had already begun to take sides, in feeling, as in argument; and as usual, interest had no doubt its full
share in directing and confirming the predilections of individuals. These circumstances—the regular succession of
the eldest-born to the paternal estate, and the necessity imposed on the others of carving out their own fortunes—
had, perhaps, their influence in determining the political bias of the brothers, and preparing them for contention
when the increase of party feeling, and the clash of interests between the government abroad and the colonies at
home, called upon all men to avow their principles and take their stands. It was as natural that the one should
retain affection and reverence for the institutions which had made him rich and distinguished, as that the younger
brothers, who had suffered under them a deprivation of their natural rights, should declare for a system of
government and laws more liberal and equitable in their character and operation.
At all events, and be the cause of difference what it might, when the storm of the Revolution burst over the
land, the brothers were found arrayed on opposite sides—the two younger, the fathers of Roland and Edith,
instantly taking up arms in the popular cause, while nothing, perhaps, but helpless feebleness and bodily
infirmities, the results of wounds received in Braddock’s war, throughout which he had fought at the head of a
battalion of “Buckskins,” or Virginia Rangers, prevented the elder brother from arming as zealously in the cause
of his king.
Fierce, uncompromising, and vindictive, however, in his temper, he never forgave his brothers the bold and
active part they both took in the contest; and it was his resentment, perhaps, more than natural affection for his
neglected offspring, that caused him to defeat his brothers’ hopes of succession to his estates (he being himself
unmarried), by executing a will in favor of an illegitimate child, an infant daughter, whom he drew from
concealment and acknowledged as his offspring.
This child, however, was soon removed, having been burned to death in the house of its foster-mother. But its
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decease effected little or no change in his feelings towards his brothers, who, pursuing the principles they had so
early avowed, were among the first to take arms among the patriots of Virginia, and fell, as Roland had said, at
Norfolk, leaving each an orphan child—Roland, then a youth of fifteen, and Edith, a child of ten, to the mercy of
the elder brother.
Their death effected what perhaps their prayers never would have done. The stern loyalist took the orphans to
his bosom, cherished and loved them, or at least appeared to do so, and often avowed his intention to make them
his heirs. But it was Roland’s ill fate to provoke his ire, as Roland’s father had done before him. The death of that
father, one of the earliest martyrs to liberty, had created in his youthful mind a strong abhorrence of everything
British and loyal; and after presuming a dozen times or more to disclose and defend his hatred, he put the copingstone to his audacity, by suddenly leaving his uncle’s house, two years after he had been received into it, and
galloping away, a comet in one of the companies of the first regiment of horse which Virginia sent to the armies of
Congress.
He never more saw his uncle. He cared little for his wrath or its effects; if disinherited himself, it pleased his
imagination to think he had enriched his gentle cousin. But his uncle carried his resentment further than he had
dreamed, or indeed anyone else who had beheld the show of affection he continued to the orphan Edith up to the
last moment of his existence. He died in October of the preceding year, a week before the capitulation at
Yorktown, and almost within the sound of the guns that proclaimed the fall of the cause he had so loyally
espoused.
From this place of victory Roland departed to seek his kinswoman. He found her in the house—not of his
fathers, but of a stranger—herself a destitute and homeless orphan. No will appeared to pronounce her the
mistress of the wealth he had himself rejected; but, in place of it, the original testament in favor of Major
Forrester’s own child was produced by Braxley, his confidential friend and attorney, who, by it, was appointed
both executor of the estate and trustee to the individual in whose favor it was constructed.
The production of such a testament, so many years after the death of the girl, caused no little astonishment; but
this was still further increased by what followed, the aforesaid Braxley instantly taking possession of the whole
estate in the name of the heiress, who, he made formal deposition, was, to the best of his belief, yet alive, and
would appear to claim her inheritance. In support of this extraordinary averment, he produced, or professed
himself ready to produce, evidence to show that Forrester’s child, instead of being burned to death as was
believed, had actually been trepanned and carried away by persons to him unknown, the burning of the house of
her foster-mother having been devised and executed merely to give color to the story of her death.
Who were the perpetrators of such an outrage, and for what purpose it had been devised, he affected to be
ignorant; though he threw out many hints and surmises of a character more painful to Edith and Roland than even
the loss of the property. These hints Roland could not persuade himself to repeat to the curious Kentuckian, since
they went, in fact, to charge his own father, and Edith’s, with the crime of having themselves concealed the child,
for the purpose of removing the only bar to their expectations of succession.
Whatever might be thought of this singular story, it gained some believers, and was enough in the hands of
Braxley, a man of great address and resolution, and withal, a lawyer, to enable him to laugh to scorn the feeble
efforts made by the impoverished Roland to bring it to the test of legal arbitrament. Despairing, in fact, of his
cause, after a few trials had convinced him of his impotence, and perhaps himself almost believing the tale to be
true, the young man gave up the contest, and directed his thoughts to the condition of his cousin Edith; who, upon
the above circumstances being made known, had received a warm invitation to the house and protection of her
only female relative, a married lady, whose husband had, two years before, emigrated to the Falls of Ohio, where
he was now a person of considerable importance.
This invitation determined the course to be pursued. The young man instantly resigned his commission, and
converting the little property that remained into articles necessary to the emigrant, turned his face to the boundless
West, and with his helpless kinswoman at his side, plunged at once into the forest. A home for Edith in the house
of a relative was the first object of his desires; his second, as he had already mentioned, was to lay the foundation
for the fortunes of both, by locating lands on proclamation-warrants, as they were called (being grants of western
lands made to the colonists who had served the crown in the provincial French wars), which the two had inherited
from their fathers, besides the bounty-grants earned by himself in virtue of military service rendered in the army
of his native State.
There was something in the condition of the young and almost friendless adventurers to interest the feelings of
the hardy Kentuckian; but they were affected still more strongly by the generous self-sacrifice, as it might be
called, which the young soldier was evidently making for his kinswoman, for whom he had given up an honorable
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profession and his hopes of fame and distinction, to live a life of inglorious toil in the desert. He gave the youth
another energetic grasp of hand, and said, with uncommon emphasis:
“Hark’ee, Captain, my lad, I love and honor ye; and I could say no more, if you war my own natteral born
father! As to that’ar Richard Braxley, whom I called my old friend, you must know, it war an old custom I have of
calling a man a friend who war only an acquaintance; for I am for being friendly to all men that are white and
honest, and no Injuns. Now, I do hold that Braxley to be a rascal—a precocious rascal, sir! and, I rather reckon,
thar war lying and villainy at the bottom of that will; and I hope you‘ll live to see the truth of it.”
The sympathy felt by the Kentuckian in the story was experienced in a still stronger degree by Telie Doe, the
girl of the loom, who, little noticed, if at all, by the two, sat apparently occupied with her work, yet drinking in
every word uttered by the young soldier with a deep and eager interest, until Roland by chance looking around,
beheld her large eyes fastened upon him, with a wild, sorrowful look, of which, however, she herself seemed quite
unconscious, that greatly surprised him. The Kentuckian observing her at the same time, called to her,
“What, Telie, my girl, are you working upon a holiday? You should be dressed like the others, and making
friends with the stranger lady. And so git away with you now, and make yourself handsome, and don’t stand thar
looking as if the gentleman would eat you.”
Upon being thus accosted, the girl exhibited much of the same terror and flurry of spirits that she had shown
on a previous occasion; but obeying the order at last, she left the loom, and stole timorously into the house.
“A quar crittur she, poor thing!” said Bruce, looking after her commiseratingly, “and a strannger might think
her no more nor\fn{Than.} half-witted. But she has sense enough, poor crittur! and, I reckon, is just as smart, if she
war not so humble and skittish, as any of my own daughters.”
“What,” said Roland, “is she not then your child?”
“No, no,” replied Bruce, shaking his head, “a poor crittur, of no manner of kin whatever. Her father was an old
friend, or acquaintance-like; for, rat it, I won’t own friendship for any such apostatized villains, no how—but the
man war taken by the Shawnees; and so as thar war none to befriend her, and she war but a little chit no bigger
nor my hand, I took to her myself and raised her. But the worst of it is, and that’s what makes her so wild and
skeary, her father, Abel Doe, turned Injun himself, like Girty,\fn{ Simon Girty (1741-1818), known as “The Great Renegade,”
an American soldier who in 1778 turned against his countrymen and became the leader of bloody Indian raiding incursions against the
western frontier. He was the most famous of the “refugees,” who were considered more savage than the Indians themselves: Ed. }
Elliot,\fn{Matthews Elliott, who worked for the British in stirring up Indian attacks on the settlers of the Tennessee and Georgia frontiers.
Ed.} and the rest of them refugee scoundrels you’ve hard of. Now that’s enough, you see, to make the poor thing

sad and frightful; for Abel Doe is a rogue, thar’s no denying, and everybody hates and cusses him, as is but his
due: and it’s natteral, now she’s growing old enough to be ashamed of him, she should be ashamed of herself too
—though thar’s nothing but her father to charge against her, poor creatur. A bad thing for her, to have an Injunized
father; for if it warnt for him, I reckon my son Tom, the brute, would take to her, and marry her.”
“Poor creature, indeed!” muttered Roland to himself, contrasting in thought the condition of this helpless and
deserted girl with that of his own unfortunate kinswoman, and sighing to acknowledge that it was still more
forlorn and pitiable.
His sympathy was, however, but short-lived, being interrupted on the instant by a loud uproar of voices from
the gate of the stockade, sounding half in mirth, half in triumph; while the junior Bruce was seen approaching the
porch, looking the very messenger of good news.
*
“What’s the matter, Tom Bruce?” said the father, eyeing him with surprise.
“Matter enough,” responded the young giant, with a grin of mingled awe and delight; “the Jibbenainosay is up
again!”
“Whar?” cried the senior, eagerly—“not in our limits?”
“No, by Jehoshaphat!” replied Tom; “but nigh enough to be neighborly—on the north bank of Kentuck, whar
he has left his mark right in the middle of the road, as fresh as though it war but the work of the morning!”
“And a clear mark, Tom?—no mistake in it?”
“Right to an iota!” said the young man, “a reggelar cross on the breast, and a good tomahawk dig right through
the skull; and a long-legged fellow, too, that looked as though he might have fout old Sattan himself!”
“It’s the Jibbenainosay, sure enough; and so good luck to him!” cried the commander: “thars a harricane
coming!”
“Who is the Jibbenainosay?” demanded Forrester.
“Who?” cried Tom Bruce.
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“Why, Nick—Nick of the Woods.”
“And who, if you please, is Nick of the Woods?”
“Thar,” replied the junior, with another grin, “thar, strannger, you’re too hard for me. Some think one thing,
and some another; but thars many reckon he’s the devil.”
“And his mark, that you were talking of in such mysterious terms—what is that?”
“Why, a dead Injun, to be sure, with Nick’s mark on him—a knife-cut, or a brace of ’em, over the ribs in the
shape of a cross. That’s the way the Jibbenainosay marks all the meat of his killing. It has been a whole year now
since we hard of him.”
“Captain,” said the elder Bruce, “you don’t seem to understand the affar altogether; but if you were to ask Tom
about the Jibbenainosay till doomsday, he could tell you no more than he has told already. You must know, thar’s
a creatur of some sort or other that ranges the woods round about our station hyar, keeping a sort of guard over us
like, and killing all the brute Injuns that ar onlucky enough to come in his way, besides scalping them and
marking them with his mark. The Injuns call him Jibbenainosay, or a word of that natur, which them that know
more about the Injun gabble than I do, say means the Spirit-that-walks; and if we can believe any such lying
devils as Injuns, (which I am loath to do, for the truth arnt in ’em) he is neither man nor beast, but a great ghost or
devil that knife cannot harm nor bullet touch; and they have always had an idea that our fort hyar in partickelar,
and the country round about, war under his friendly protection—many thanks to him, whether he be a devil or not;
for that war the reason the savages so soon left off a-worrying of us.”
“Is it possible,” said Roland, “that anyone can believe such an absurd story?”
“Why not?” said Bruce, stoutly. “Thars the Injuns themselves, Shawnees, Hurons, Delawares, and all—but
partickelarly the Shawnees, for he beats all creation a-killing of Shawnees—that believe in him, and hold him in
such etarnal dread, that thars scarce a brute of ’em has come within ten miles of the station hyar this three yar:
because as how he haunts about our woods hyar in partickelar, and kills ’em wheresomever he catches ’em—
especially the Shawnees, as I said afore, against which the creatur has a most butchering spite; and there’s them
among the other tribes that call him Shawneewannaween, or the Howl-of-the-Shawnees, because of his keeping
them ever a-howling. And thars his marks, captain—what do you make of that? When you find an Injun lying
scalped and tomahawked, it stands to reason thar war something to kill him?”
“Ay, truly,” said Forrester; “but I think you have human beings enough to give the credit to, without referring it
to a supernatural one.”
:”Strannger,” said Big Tom Bruce the younger, with a sagacious nod, “when you kill an Injun yourself, I
reckon—meaning no offence—you will be willing to take all the honor that can come of it, without leaving it to
be scrambled after by others. Thars no man arns a scalp in Kentucky, without taking great pains to show it to his
neighbors.”
“And besides, captain,” said the father, very gravely, “thar are men among us who have seen the creatur!”
“That,” said Roland, who perceived his new friends were not well pleased with his incredulity, “is an argument
I can resist no longer.”
“Thar war Ben Jones, and Samuel Sharp, and Peter Small-eye, and a dozen more, who all had a glimpse of him
stalking through the woods, at different times; and, they agree, he looks more like a devil nor a mortal man—a
great tall fellow with horns and a hairy head like a buffalo-bull, and a little devil that looks like a black bar, that
walks before him to point out the way. He war always found in the deepest forest, and that’s the reason we call
him Nick of the Woods; wharby we mean Old Nick of the Woods; for we hold him to be the devil, though a
friendly one to all but Injuns.
“Now, captain, I war never superstitious in my life, but I go my death on the Jibbenainosay! I never seed the
creatur himself, but I have seen, in my time, two different savages of his killing. It’s a sure sign, if you see him in
the woods, that thar’s Injuns at hand: and it’s a good sign, when you find his mark, without seeing himself; for
then you may be sure the brutes are off, for they can’t stand old Nick of the Woods no-how!
“At first, he war never hard of afar from our Station; but he has begun to widen his range. Last year he left his
marks down Salt River in Jefferson; and now, you see, he is striking game north of the Kentucky; and I’ve hard of
them that say he kills Shawnees even in their own country; though consarning that I’ll not be so partickelar. No,
no, captain, thars no mistake in Nick of the Woods; and if you are so minded, we will go and har the whole news
of him. But, I say, Tom,” continued the Kentuckian, as the three left the porch together, “who brought the news?”
“Captain Ralph—Roaring Ralph Stackpole,” replied Tom Bruce, with a knowing and humorous look.
“What!” cried the father, in sudden alarm: “Look to the horses, Tom!”
“I will,” said the youth, laughing. “It war no sooner known that Captain Ralph war among us than it was
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resolved to have six Regulators in the range all night! Thars some of these new colts, (not to speak of our own
creaturs), and especially that blooded brown beast of the captain’s, which the nigger calls Brown Briery, or some
such name, would set a better man than Roaring Ralph Stackpole’s mouth watering.”
“And who,” said Roland, “is Roaring Ralph Stackpole? and what has he to do with Brown Briareus?”
“A proper fellow as ever you saw!” replied Tom, approvingly—“killed two Injuns once, single-handed, on
Bear Grass, and has stolen more horses from them than ar another man in Kentucky. A prime creatur! but he has
his fault, poor fellow, and sometimes mistakes a Christian’s horse for an Injun’s, thar’s the truth of it!”
“And such scoundrels you make officers of?” demanded the soldier, indignantly.
“Oh,” said the elder Bruce, “thar’s no reggelar commission in the case. But whar thar’s a knot of our poor folks
out of horses, and inclined to steal a lot from the Shawnees, (which is all far plundering, you see, for thars not a
horse among them, the brutes, that they did not steal from Kentucky), they send for Roaring Ralph and make him
their captain; and a capital one he is, too, being all fight from top to bottom; and as for the stealing part, thars no
one can equal him. But, as Tom says, he sometimes does make mistakes, having stolen horses so often from the
Injuns, he can scarce keep his hands off a Christian’s; and that makes us wrathy.”
*
By this time the speakers had reached the gate of the fort, and passed among the cabins outside, where they
found a throng of the villagers, surrounding the captain of horse thieves, and listening with great edification to,
and deriving no little amusement from, his account of the last achievement of the Jibbenainosay. Of this, as it
related no more than the young Bruce had already repeated—namely, that, while riding that morning from the
north side, he had stumbled upon the corpse of an Indian, which bore all the marks of having been a late victim to
the wandering demon of the woods,-we shall say nothing—but the appearance and conduct of the narrator, one of
the first, and perhaps the parent, of the race of men who have made Salt River so renowned in story, were such as
to demand a less summary notice.
He was a stout, bandy-legged, broad-shouldered, and bull-headed tatterdemalion, ugly, mean, and villainous of
look; yet with an impudent, swaggering, joyous self-esteem traced in every feature and expressed in every action
of body, that rather disposed the beholder to laugh than to be displeased at his appearance. An old blanket coat, or
wrap rascal, once white, but now of the same muddy brown hue that stained his visage—and once also of
sufficient length to defend his legs, though the skirts had long since been transferred to the cuffs and elbows,
where they appeared in huge patches—covered the upper part of his body; while the lower boasted a pair of
buckskin breeches and leather wrappers, somewhat its junior in age, but its rival in mud and maculation. An old
round fur hat, intended originally for a boy, and only made to fit his head by being slit in sundry places at the
bottom, thus leaving a dozen yawning gaps, through which, as through the chinks of a lattice, stole out as many
stiff bunches of black hair, gave to the capital excrescence an air as ridiculous as it was truly uncouth; which was
not a little increased by the absence on one side of the brim, and by a loose fragment of it hanging down on the
other.
To give something martial to an appearance in other respects so outlandish and ludicrous, he had his rifle, and
other usual equipments of a woodsman, including the knife and tomahawk, the first of which he carried in his
hand, swinging it about at every moment, with a vigor and apparent carelessness well fit to discompose a nervous
person, had any such happened among his auditors. As if there was not enough in his figure, visage, and attire to
move the mirth of beholders, he added to his other attractions a variety of gestures and antics of the most
extravagant kinds, dancing, leaping and dodging about, clapping his hands and cracking his heels together, with
the activity, restlessness, and, we may add, the grace, of a jumping jack.
Such was the worthy, or unworthy, son of Salt River, a man wholly unknown to history, though not to local and
traditionary fame, and much less to the then inhabitants of Bruce’s Station, to whom he related his news of the
Jibbenainosay with that emphasis and importance of tone and manner which are most significantly expressed in
the phrase of “laying down the law.”
As soon as he saw the commander of the Station approaching, he cleared the throng around him by a skip and
a hop, seized the colonel by the hand, and doing the same with the soldier, before Roland could repel him, as he
would have done, exclaimed,
“Clad to see you, Cunnel; same to you, strannger. What’s the news from Virginnie? Strannger, my name’s
Ralph Stackpole, and I’m a ring-tailed squealer!”
“Then, Mr. Ralph Stackpole, the ring-tailed squealer,” said Roland, disengaging his hand, “be so good as to
pursue your business, without regarding or taking any notice of me.”
“'Tarnal death to me!” cried the captain of horse-thieves, indignant at the rebuff, “I’m a gentleman, and my
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name’s Fight! Foot and hand, tooth and nail, claw and mud-scraper, knife, gun, and tomahawk, or any other way
you choose to take me, I’m your man! Cock-a-doodle-doo!”
And with that the gentleman jumped into the air, and flapped his wings, as much to the amusement of the
provoker of his wrath as of any other person present.
“Come, Ralph,” said the commander of the Station, “whard you steal that brown mar thar?”—a question
whose abruptness somewhat quelled the ferment of the man’s fury, while it drew a roar of laughter from the
lookers-on.
“Thar it is!” said he, striking an attitude and clapping a hand on his breast like a man who felt his honor
unjustly assailed. “Steal! I steal any horse but an Injun’s! Whar’s the man dars insinivate that? Blood and
massacree—action! whars the man?”
“Hyar,” said Bruce, very composedly. “I know that old mar belongs to Peter Harper, on the north side.”
“You’re right, by Hooky!” cried Roaring Ralph: at which seeming admission of his knavery the merriment of
the spectators was greatly increased; nor was it much lessened when the fellow proceeded to aver that he had
borrowed it, and that with the express stipulation that it should be left at Bruce’s Station, subject to the orders of
its owner.
“Thar, Cunnel,” said he, “thars the beast; take it; and just tell me whais the one you mean to lend me, for I
must be off afore sunset.”
“And whar are you going?” demanded Bruce.
“To St. Asaphs,” which was a Station some twenty or thirty miles off, replied Captain Stackpole.
“Too far for the Regulators\fn{It is scarce necessary to inform the reader, that by this term must be understood those publicspirited citizens, amateur jack-ketches, who administer Lynch-law in districts where regular law is but inefficiently, or not at all,
established.} to follow, Ralph,” said Colonel Bruce; at which the young men present laughed louder than ever, and

eyed the visitor in a way that seemed both to disconcert and offend him.
“Cunnel,” said he, “you’re a man in authority, and my superior officer; wharfo thar can be no scalping between
us. But my names Tom Dowdle, the rag-man!” he screamed, suddenly skipping into the thickest of the throng, and
sounding a note of defiance; “my name’s Tom Dowdle, the rag-man, and I’m for any man that insults me! log-leg
or leather-breeches, green-shirt or blanket-coat, land-trotter or river-roller—I’m the man for a massacree!”
Then giving himself a twirl upon his foot that would have done credit to a dancing-master, he proceeded to
other antic demonstrations of hostility, which when performed in after years on the banks of the Lower
Mississippi, by himself and his worthy imitators, were, we suspect, the cause of their receiving the name of the
mighty alligator. It is said, by naturalists, of this monstrous reptile, that he delights, when the returning warmth of
spring has brought his fellows from their holes, and placed them basking along the banks of a swampy lagoon, to
dart into the centre of the expanse, and challenge the whole field to combat. He roars, he blows the water from his
nostrils, he lashes it with his tail, he whirls round and round, churning the water into foam; until, having worked
himself into a proper fury, he darts back again to the shore, to seek an antagonist.
Had the gallant captain of horse-thieves boasted the blood, as he afterwards did the name, of an “alligator halfbreed,” he could have scarce conducted himself in a way more worthy of his parentage. He leaped into the centre
of the throng, where, having found elbow-room for his purpose, he performed the gyration mentioned before,
followed it up by other feats expressive of his hostile humor. He flapped his wings and crowed, until every
chanticleer in the settlement replied to the note of battle; he snorted and neighed like a horse; he bellowed like a
bull; he barked like a dog; he yelled like an Indian; he whined like a panther; he howled like a wolf; until one
would have thought he was a living menagerie, comprising within his single body the spirit of every animal noted
for its love of conflict.
Then, not content with such a display of readiness to fight the field, he darted from the centre of the area
allowed him for his exercise, and invited the lookers-on individually to battle.
“Whar’s your buffalo-bull,” he cried, “to cross horns with the roarer of Salt River? Whar’s your bull-blood colt
that can shake a saddle off? Hyar’s an old nag can kick off the top of a buck-eye! Whars your cat of the Knobs?
your wolf of the Rolling Prairies? Hyar’s a man for you, Tom Bruce! Same to you, Sim Roberts! to you, Jimmy
Big-nose! to you, and to you, and to you! Ain’t I a ring-tailed squealer? Can go down Salt on my back, and swim
up the Ohio! Whars the man to fight Roaring Ralph Stackpole?”
Now, whether it happened that there were none present inclined to a contest with such a champion, or whether
it was that the young men looked upon the exhibition as a mere bravado meant rather to amuse them than to
irritate, it so occurred that not one of them accepted the challenge though each, when personally called on, did his
best to add to the roarer’s fury, if fury it really were, by letting off sundry jests in relation to borrowed horses and
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Regulators.
That the fellow’s rage was in great part assumed, Roland, who was, at first, somewhat amused at his
extravagance, became soon convinced; and growing at last weary of it, he was about to signify to his host his
inclination to return into the fort, when the appearance of another individual on the ground suddenly gave promise
of new entertainment.
*
“If you’re ralely ripe for a fight, Roaring Ralph,” cried Tom Bruce the younger, who had shown, like the
others, a greater disposition to jest than to do battle with the champion, “here comes the very man for you. Look,
boys, thar comes Bloody Nathan!” At which formidable name there was a loud shout set up, with an infinite deal
of laughing and clapping of hands.
“Whar’s the feller?” cried Captain Stackpole, springing six feet into the air, and uttering a whoop of
anticipated triumph. “I’ve heard of the brute, and ’tarnal death to me, but I’m his super-superior! Show me the
critter, and let me fly! Cock-a-doodle-doo!”
“Hurrah for Roaring Ralph Stackpole!” cried the young men, some of whom proceeded to pat him on the back
in compliment to his courage, while others ran forward to hasten the approach of the expected antagonist.
The appearance of the comer, at a distance, promised an equal match to the captain of horse-thieves; but
Roland perceived, from the increase of merriment among the Kentuckians, and especially from his host joining
heartily in it, that there was more in Bloody Nathan than met the eye. And yet there was enough in his appearance
to attract attention, and to convince the soldier that if Kentucky had shown him, in Captain Stackpole, one
extraordinary specimen of her inhabitants, she had others to exhibit not a whit less remarkable. It is on the
frontiers, indeed, where adventurers from every corner of the world, and from every circle of society are thrown
together, that we behold the strongest contrasts, and the strangest varieties, of human character.
Casting his eyes down the road or street (for it was flanked by the outer cabins of the settlement, and perhaps
deserved the latter name) which led, among stumps and gullies, from the gate of the stockade to the bottom of the
hill, Forrester beheld a tall man approaching, leading an old lame white horse, at the heels of which followed a
little silky haired black or brown dog, dragging its tail betwixt its legs, in compliment to the curs of the Station,
which seemed as hospitably inclined to spread a field of battle for the submissive brute, as their owners were to
make ready another for its master.
The first thing that surprised the soldier in the appearance of the person bearing so formidable a name, was an
incongruity which struck others as well as himself, even the colonel of militia exclaiming, as he pointed it out
with his finger,
“It’s old Nathan Slaughter, to the backbone! Thar he comes, the brute, leading a horse in his hand, and carrying
his pack on his own back! But he’s a marciful man, old Nathan, and the horse thar, old White Dobbin, war
foundered and good for nothing ever since the boys made a race with him against Sammy Parker’s jackass.”
As he approached yet nigher, Roland perceived that his tall, gaunt figure was arrayed in garments of leather
from top to toe, even his cap, or hat (for such it seemed, having several broad flaps suspended by strings, so as to
serve the purpose of a brim) being composed of fragments of tanned skins rudely sewed together. His upper
garment differed from a hunting shirt only in wanting the fringes usually appended to it, and in being fashioned
without any regard to the body it encompassed, so that in looseness and shapelessness, it looked more like a sack
than a human vestment; and, like his breeches and leggings, it bore the marks of the most reverend antiquity,
being covered with patches and stains of all ages, sizes, and colors.
Thus far Bloody Nathan’s appearance was not inconsistent with his name, being uncommonly wild and savage;
and to assist in maintaining his claims to the title, he had a long rifle on his shoulder, and a knife in his belt, both
of which were in a state of dilapidation worthy of his other equipments; the knife, from long use and age, being
worn so thin that it seemed scarce worthy the carrying, while the rifle boasted a stock so rude, shapeless, and, as
one would have judged from its magnitude and weight, so unserviceable, that it was easy to believe it had been
constructed by the unskillful hands of Nathan himself. Such, then, was the appearance of the man who seemed so
properly to be called the Bloody; but when Roland came to survey him a little more closely, he could not avoid
suspecting that the sobriquet, instead of being given to indicate warlike and dangerous traits of character, had been
bestowed out of pure wantonness and derision.
His visage, seeming to belong to a man of at least forty-five or fifty years of age, was hollow, and almost as
weather-worn as his apparel, with a long hooked nose, prominent chin, a wide mouth exceedingly straight and
pinched, with a melancholy or contemplative twist at the corners, and a pair of black staring eyes, that beamed a
good-natured, humble, and perhaps submissive, simplicity of disposition. His gait, too, as he stumbled along up
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the hill, with a shuffling, awkward, hesitating step, was more like that of a man who apprehended injury and
insult, than of one who possessed the spirit to resist them. The fact, moreover, of his sustaining on his own
shoulders a heavy pack of deer and other skins, to relieve the miserable horse which he led, betokened a merciful
temper, scarce compatible with the qualities of a man of war and contention.
Another test and criterion by which Roland judged his claims to the character of a roarer, he found in the little
black dog; for the Virginian was a devout believer, as we are ourselves, in that maxim of practical philosophers,
namely, that by the dog you shall know the master, the one being fierce, magnanimous, and cowardly, just as his
master is a bully, a gentleman, or a dastard. The little dog of Bloody Nathan was evidently a coward, creeping
along at White Dobbin’s heels, and seeming to supplicate with his tail, which now draggled in the mud, and now
attempted a timid wag, that his fellow-curs of the Station should not be rude and inhospitable to a peaceable
stranger.
On the whole, the appearance of the man was anything in the world but that of the gory and ferocious ruffian
whom the nickname had led Roland to anticipate; and he scarce knew whether to pity him, or to join in the laugh
with which the young men of the settlement greeted his approach. Perhaps his sense of the ridiculous would have
disposed the young soldier to merriment; but the wistful look, with which, while advancing, Nathan seemed to
deprecate the insults he evidently expected, spoke volumes of reproach to his spirit, and the half-formed smile
faded from his countenance.
“Thar!” exclaimed Tom Bruce, slapping Stackpole on the shoulder, with great glee, “thars the man that calls
himself Dannger! At him, for the honor of Salt River; but take care of his forelegs, for, I tell you, he’s the
Pennsylvany war-horse!”
“And arnt I the ramping tiger of the Rolling Fork?” cried Captain Ralph; “and can’t I eat him, hoss, dog, dirty
jacket, and all? Hold me by the tail while I devour him!”
With that, he executed two or three escapades, demivoltes, curvets, and other antics of a truly equine character,
and galloping up to the amazed Nathan, saluted him with a neigh so shrill and hostile that even White Dobbin
pricked up his ears, and betrayed other symptoms of alarm.
“Surely, Colonel,” said Roland, “you will not allow that mad ruffian to assail the poor man?”
“Oh,” said Bruce, “Ralph won’t hurt him; he’s never ambitious, except among Injuns and horses. He’s only for
skearing the old feller.”
“And who,” said Forrester, “may the old fellow be? and why do you call him Bloody Nathan?”
“We call him Bloody Nathan,” replied the commander, “because he’s the only man in all Kentucky that won’t
fight! and thars the way he beats us all hollow. Lord, Captain, you’d hardly believe it, but he’s nothing more than
a poor Pennsylvany Quaker; and what brought him out to Kentucky, whar thars nar another creatur of his tribe,
thars no knowing. Some say he war dishonest, and so had to cut loose from Pennsylvany; but I never heerd of his
stealing anything in Kentucky; I reckon thars too much of the chicken about him for that. Some say he is hunting
rich lands; which war like enough for anybody that war not so poor and lazy. And some say his wits are unsettled,
and I hold that that’s the truth of the creatur; for he does nothing but go wandering up and down the country, now
hyar and now thar, hunting for meat and skins; and that’s pretty much the way he makes a living: and once I seed
the creatur have a fit—a right up-and-down touch of the falling-sickness, with his mouth all of a foam.
“Thais them that’s good-naturd that calls him Wandering Nathan, because of his being hyar and thar, and every
whar. He don’t seem much afeard of the Injuns; but, they say, the red brutes never disturbs the Pennsylvany
Quakers. Howsomever, he makes himself useful; for sometimes he finds Injun sign whar thars no Injuns thought
of, and so he gives information; but he always does it, as he says, to save bloodshed, not to bring on a fight. He
comes to me once, thars more than three years ago, and instead of saying, ‘Cunnel, thar’s twenty Injuns lying on
the road at the lower ford of Salt, whar you may nab them,’ says he, says he, ‘Friend Thomas, thee must keep the
people from going nigh the ford, for thars Injuns thar that will hurt them;’ and then he takes himself off; whilst I
rides down thar with twenty-five men and exterminates them, killing six, and driving the others the Lord knows
whar.
“He has had but a hard time of it among us, poor creatur; for it used to make us wrathy to find thar war so little
fight in him that he wouldn’t so much as kill a murdering Injun. I took his gun from him once; for why, he
wouldn’t attend muster when I had enrolled him. But I pitied the brute; for he war poor, and thar war but little
corn in his cabin, and nothing to shoot meat with; and so I gave it back, and told him to take his own ways for an
old fool.”
*
While Colonel Bruce was thus delineating the character of Nathan Slaughter, the latter found himself
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surrounded by the young men of the Station, the butt of a thousand jests, and the victim of the insolence of the
captain of horse-thieves. It is not to be supposed that Roaring Ralph was really the bully and madman that his
extravagant freaks and expressions seemed to proclaim him. These, like any other actions that a man might play,
were assumed, partly because it suited his humor to be fantastic, and partly because the putting of his antic
disposition on, was the only means which he, like many of his betters, possessed of attracting attention, and
avoiding the neglect and contempt to which his low habits and appearance would have otherwise justly consigned
him. There was, therefore, little really hostile in the feelings with which he approached the noncombatant; though
it was more than probable, the disgust he, in common with the other warlike personages, entertained toward the
peaceable Nathan, might have rendered him a little more malicious than usual.
“Bloody Nathan!” said he, as soon as he had concluded his neighing and curvetting, “if you ever said your
prayers, now’s the time. Down with your pack—for I can’t stand deer’s har sticking in my swallow, no how!”
“Friend,” said Bloody Nathan, meekly, “I beg thee will not disturb me. I am a man of peace and quiet.”
And so saying, he endeavored to pass onward, but was prevented by Ralph, who, seizing his heavy bundle with
one hand, applied his right foot to it with a dexterity that not only removed it from the poor man’s back, but sent
the dried skins scattering over the road. This feat was rewarded by the spectators with loud shouts, all which, as
well as the insult itself, Nathan bore with exemplary patience.
“Friend,” he said, “what does thee seek of me, that thee treats me thus?”
“A fight!” replied Captain Stackpole, uttering a war-whoop; “a fight, strannger, for the love of heaven!”
“Thee seeks it of the wrong person,” said Nathan; “and I beg thee will get thee away.”
“What!” said Stackpole, “arnt thee the Pennsylvanny war-horse, the screamer of the meeting-house, the
bloody-mouthed bar of Yea-Nay-and-Verily?”
“I am a man of peace,” said the submissive Slaughter.
“Yea verily, verily and yea!” cried Ralph, snuffling through the nostrils, but assuming an air of extreme
indignation: “Strannger, I’ve heerd of you! You’re the man that holds it agin duty and conscience to kill Injuns,
the red-skin screamers—that refuses to defend the women, the splendiferous creaturs, and the little children, the
squall-a-baby dars! And wharfo? Because as how you’re a man of peace and no fight, you superiferous, longlegged, no-souled crittur! But I’m the gentleman to make a man of you. So down with your gun, and ’tarnal death
to me, I’ll whip the cowardly devil out of you.”
“Friend,” said Nathan, his humility yielding to a feeling of contempt, “thee is theeself a cowardly person, or
thee wouldn’t seek a quarrel with one thee knows can’t fight thee. Thee would not be so ready with thee match.”
With that, he stooped to gather up his skins, a proceeding that Stackpole, against whom the laugh was turned
by this sally of Nathan’s, resisted by catching him by the nape of the neck, twirling him round, and making as if
he really would have beaten him.
Even this the peaceful Nathan bore without anger of murmuring; but his patience fled, when Stackpole, turning
to the little dog, which by bristling its back and growling, expressed a half inclination to take up its master’s
quarrel, applied his foot to its ribs with a violence that sent it rolling some five or six yards down the hill, where it
lay for a time yelping and whining with pain.
“Friend!” said Nathan, sternly, “thee is but a dog theeself, to harm the creature! What will thee have with me?”
“A fight! a fight, I tell thee!” replied Captain Ralph, “till I teach thy leatherified conscience the new doctrines
of Kentucky.”
“Fight thee 1 cannot and dare not,” said Nathan; and then added, much to the surprise of Forrester, who,
sharing his indignation at the brutality of his tormentor, had approached to drive the fellow off, “but if thee must
have thee deserts, thee shall have them. Thee prides theeself upon thee courage and strength—will thee adventure
with me a friendly fall?”
“Hurrah for Bloody Nathan!” cried the young men, vastly delighted at his unwonted spirit, while Captain
Ralph himself expressed his pleasure, by leaping into the air, crowing, and dashing off his hat, which he kicked
down the hill with as much good will as he had previously bestowed upon the little dog.
“Off with your leather night-cap, and down with your rifle,” he cried, giving his own weapon into the hands of
a looker-on, “and scrape some of the grease off your jacket; for, ’tarnal death to me, I shall give you the Virginny
lock, fling you head-fomost, and you’ll find yourself, in a twinkling, sticking fast right in the centre of the arth!”
“Thee may find theeself mistaken,” said Nathan, giving up his gun to one of the young men, but instead of
rejecting his hat, pulling it down tight over his brows. “There is locks taught among the mountains of Bedford that
may be as good as them learned on the hills of Virginia. I am ready for thee.”
“Cock-a-doodle-doo!” cried Ralph Stackpole, springing towards his man, and clapping his hands, one on
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Nathan’s left shoulder, the other on his right hip:
“Are you ready?”
“I am,” replied Nathan.
“Down then, you go, war you a buffalo!” And with that the captain of the horse-thieves put forth his strength,
which was very great, in an effort that appeared to Roland quite irresistible; though, as it happened, it scarce
moved Nathan from his position.
“Thee is mistaken, friend!” he cried, exerting his strength in return, and with an effect that no one had
anticipated.
By magic, as it seemed, the heels of the captain of the horse-thieves were suddenly seen flying in the air, his
head aiming at the earth, upon which it as suddenly descended with the violence of a bombshell; and there it
would doubtless have burrowed, like the aforesaid implement of destruction, had the soil been soft enough for the
purpose, or exploded into a thousand fragments, had not the shell been double the thickness of an ordinary skull.
“Huzza! Bloody Nathan for ever!” shouted the delighted villagers.
“He has killed the man,” said Forrester; “but bear witness, all, the fellow provoked his fate.”
“Thanks to you, strannger! but not so dead as you reckon,” said Ralph, rising to his feet, and scratching his
poll, with a stare of comical confusion. “I say, strannger, here’s my shoulders, but whars my head? Do you reckon
I had the worst of it?”
“Huzza for Bloody Nathan Slaughter! He has whipped the ramping tiger of Salt River!” cried the young men
of the station.
“Well, I reckon he has,” said the magnanimous Captain Ralph, picking up his hat: then walking up to Nathan,
who had taken his dog into his arms, to examine into the little animal’s hurts, he cried, with much good-humored
energy. “Thars my fo’paw, in token I’ve had enough of you, and want no mo. But I say, Nathan Slaughter,” he
added, as he grasped the victor’s hand, “it’s no thing you can boast of, to be the strongest man in Kentucky, and
the most sevagarous at a tussel, hyar among murdering Injuns and scalping runnegades, and keep your fists off
their top-knots. Thar’s my idear: for I go for the doctrine that every able-bodied man should sarve his country and
his neighbors, and fight their foes; and them that does is men and gentlemen, and them that don’t is cowards and
rascals, that’s my idear. And so, fawwell.” Then, executing another demivolte or two, but with much less spirit
than he had previously displayed, he returned to Colonel Bruce, saying,
“Whars that horse you promised me, Cunnel? I’m a licked man, and I can’t stay here no longer, no way no
how. Lend me a hoss, Cunnel, and trust to my honor.”
“You shall have a beast,” said Bruce, coolly; “but as to trusting your honor, I shall do no such thing, having
something much better to rely on. Tom will show you a horse; and, remember, you are to leave him at Logan’s. If
you carry him a step further, captain, you’ll never carry another. Judge Lynch is looking at you; and so bewar.”
*
Having uttered this hint, he left the captain of horse-thieves to digest it as he might, and stepped up to Nathan,
who had seated himself on a stump, where, with his skins at his side, his little dog and his rifle betwixt his legs, he
sat enduring a thousand sarcastic encomiums on his strength and spirit, with as many sharp denunciations of the
peaceful principles that robbed the community of the services he had shown himself so well able to render. The
doctrine, so eloquently avowed by Captain Ralph, that it was incumbent upon every able-bodied man to fight the
enemies of their little state, the murderers of their wives and children, was a canon of belief imprinted on the heart
of every man in the district; and Nathan’s failure to do so, however caused by his conscientious aversion to
bloodshed, no more excused him from contempt and persecution in the wilderness, than it did others of his
persuasion in the Eastern republics, during the war of the revolution.
His appearance, accordingly, at any Station, was usually the signal for reproach and abuse; the fear of which
had driven. him almost altogether from the society of his fellow-men, so that he was seldom seen among them,
except when impelled by necessity, or when his wanderings in the woods had acquainted him with the proximity
of the foes of his persecutors. His victory over the captain of horse-thieves exposed him, on this occasion, to ruder
and angrier remonstrances than usual; which having sought in vain to avert, he sat down in despair, enduring all in
silence, staring from one to another of his tormentors with lackluster eyes, and playing with the silken hair of his
dog.
The approach of the captain of the Station procured him an interval of peace, which he, however, employed
only to communicate his troubles to the little cur, that, in his perplexity, he had addressed pretty much as he would
have addressed a human friend and adviser:
“Well, Peter,” said he, abstractedly, and with a heavy sigh, “what does thee think of matters and things?”
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To which question, the ridiculousness of which somewhat mollified the anger of the young men, Peter replied
by rubbing his nose against his master’s hand, and by walking a step or two down the hill, as if advising an instant
retreat from the inhospitable Station.
“Ay, Peter,” muttered Nathan, “the sooner we go the better; for there are none that makes us welcome. But
nevertheless, Peter, we must have our lead and our powder; and we must tell these poor people the news.”
“And pray, Nathan,” said Colonel Bruce, rousing him from his meditations, “what may your news for the poor
people be? I reckon it will be much wiser to tell it to me than that ar brute dog. You have seen the Jibbenainosay,
perhaps, or his mark tharaway on the Kentucky?”
“Nay,” said Nathan. “But there is news from the Injun towns of a great gathering of Injuns with their men of
war in the Miami villages,\fn{ The Miami were principally found in Ohio: H } who design, the evil creatures, marching
into the district of Kentucky with a greater army than was ever seen in the land before.”
“Let them come, the brutes,” said the Kentuckian, with a laugh of scorn; “it will save us the trouble of hunting
them up in their own towns.”
“Nay,” said Nathan: “but perhaps they have come; for the prisoner who escaped, and who is bearing the news
to friend Clark, the General at the Falls, says they were to march two days after he fled from them.”
“And whar did you learn this precious news?”
“At the lower fort of Kentucky, and from the man himself,” said Nathan. “He had warned the settlers at
Lexington—”
“That’s piper’s news,” interrupted one of the young men. “Captain Ralph told us all about that; but he said thar
war nobody at Lexington believed the story.”
“Then,” said Nathan, meekly, “it may be that the man was mistaken. Yet persons should have a care, for there
is Injun sign all along the Kentucky. But that is my story. And now, friend Thomas, if thee will give me lead and
powder for my skins, I will be gone, and trouble thee no longer.”
“It’s a sin and a shame to waste them on a man who only employs them to kill deer, bar, and turkey,” said
Bruce; “yet a man mustn’t starve, even whar he’s a Quaker. So go you along with my son Dick thar, to the store,
and he’ll give you the value of your plunder.”
“A poor, miserable brute, thar’s no denying,” he continued, contemptuously, as Nathan, obeying the direction,
followed Bruce’s second son into the fortress. “The man has some spirit now and then; but whars the use of it,
while he’s nothing but a no-fight Quaker? I tried to reason him out of his notions; but thar war no use in trying, no
how I could work it. I have an idea about these Quakers—”
But here, luckily, the worthy Colonel’s idea was suddenly put to flight by the appearance of Telie Doe, who
came stealing through the throng, to summon him to his evening meal—a call which neither he nor his guest was
indisposed to obey; and taking Telie by the hand in a paternal manner, he ushered the young soldier back into the
fort.
The girl, Roland observed, had changed her attire at the bidding of her protector, and now, though dressed with
the greatest simplicity, appeared to more advantage than before. He thought her, indeed, quite handsome, and
pitying her more than orphan condition, he endeavored to show her such kindness as was in his power, by
addressing to her some complimentary remarks, as he walked along at her side. His words, however, only revived
the terror she seemed really to experience, whenever anyone accosted her; seeing which, he desisted, doubting if
she deserved the compliment the benevolent Bruce had so recently paid to her good sense.
*
The evening meal being concluded, and a few brief moments devoted to conversation with her new friends,
Edith was glad, when, at a hint from her kinsman as to the early hour appointed for setting out the morrow, she
was permitted to seek the rest of which she stood in need. Her chamber—and, by a rare exercise of hospitality, the
merit of which she appreciated, since she was sensible it could not have been made without sacrifice, she
occupied it alone—boasted few of the luxuries, few even of the comforts, to which she had been accustomed in
her native land, and her father’s house. But misfortune had taught her spirit humility; and the recollection of
nights passed in the desert, with only a thin mattress betwixt her and the naked earth, and a little tent-cloth and the
boughs of trees to protect her from inclement skies, caused her to regard her present retreat with such feelings of
satisfaction as she might have indulged if in the chamber of a palace.
She was followed to the apartment by a bevy of the fair Bruces, all solicitous to render her such assistance as
they could, and all, perhaps, equally anxious to indulge their admiration, for the second or third time, over the
slender store of finery, which Edith good-naturedly opened to their inspection. In this way the time fled
amain\fn{Very quickly.} until Mrs. Bruce, more considerate than her daughters, and somewhat scandalized by the
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loud commendations which they passed on sundry articles of dress such as were never before seen in Kentucky,
rushed into the chamber, and drove them manfully away.
“Poor, ignorant critturs!” said she, by way of apology, “they knows no better: thars the mischief of being raised
in the backwoods. They’ll never larn to be genteel, thar’s so many common persons comes out here with their
daughters. I’m sure, I do my best to larn ’em.”
With these words she tendered her own good offices to Edith, which the young lady declining with many
thanks, she bade her good-night, and, to Edith’s great relief, left her to herself. A few moments then sufficed to
complete her preparations for slumber, which being effected, she threw herself on her knees, to implore the
further favor of the orphan’s Friend, who had conducted her so far in safety on her journey.
Whilst thus engaged, her mind absorbed in the solemn duty, she failed to note that another visitor had softly
stolen into the apartment; and accordingly, when she rose from her devotions, and beheld a female figure standing
in the distance, though regarding her with both reverence and timidity, she could not suppress an exclamation of
alarm.
“Do not be afraid, it is only Telie Doe,” said the visitor, with a low and trembling voice: “I thought you would
want some one to—to take the candle.”
“You are very good,” replied Edith, who, having scarcely before observed the humble and retiring maid, and
supposing her to be one of her host’s children, had little doubt she had stolen in to indulge her curiosity, like the
others, although at so late a moment as to authorize a little cruelty on the part of the guest.
“I am very tired and sleepy,” she said, creeping into bed, hoping that the confession would be understood and
accepted as an apology. She then, seeing that Telie did not act upon the hint, intimated that she had no further
occasion for the light, and bade her good-night. But Telie, instead of departing, maintained her stand at the little
rude table, where, besides the candle, were several articles of apparel that Edith had laid out in readiness for the
morning, and upon which she thought the girl’s eyes were fixed.
“If you had come a little earlier,” said Edith, with unfailing good-nature, “I should have been glad to show you
anything I have. But now, indeed, it is too late, and all my packages are made up—”
“It is not that,” interrupted the maiden hastily, but with trepidation. “No, I did not want to trouble you. But—”
“But what?” demanded Edith, with surprise, yet with kindness, for she observed the agitation of the speaker.
“Lady,” said Telie, mustering resolution, and stepping to the bed-side, “if you will not be angry with me, I
would, I would—”
“You would ask a favor, perhaps,” said Edith, encouraging her with a smile.
“Yes, that is it,” replied the girl, dropping on her knees, not so much, however, as it appeared, from abasement
of spirit, as to bring her lips nearer to Edith’s ear, that she might speak in a lower voice.
“I know, from what they say, you are a great lady, and that you once had many people to wait upon you; and
now you are in the wild woods, among strangers, and none about you but men.” Edith replied with a sigh, and
Telie, timorously grasping at the hand lying nearest her own, murmured eagerly,
“If you would but take me with you, I am used to the woods, and I would be your servant.”
“You!” exclaimed Edith, her surprise getting the better of her sadness. “Your mother would surely never
consent to your being a servant?”
“My mother?” muttered Telie, “I have no mother, no relations.”
“What! Mr. Bruce is not then your father?”
“No, I have no father. Yes, that is, I have a father; but he has—he has turned Indian.”
These words were whispered rather than spoken, yet whispered with a tone of grief and shame that touched
Edith’s feelings. Her pity was expressed in her countenance, and Telie, reading the gentle sympathy infused into
every lovely feature, bent over the hand she had clasped, and touched it with her lips.
“I have told you the truth,” she said, mournfully: “one like me should not be ashamed to be a servant. And so,
lady, if you will take me, I will go with you and serve you; and poor and ignorant as I am, I can serve you—yes,
ma’am,” she added, eagerly, “I can serve you more and better than you think—indeed, indeed I can.”
“Alas, poor child,” said Edith, “I am one who must learn to do without attendance and service. I have no home
to give you.”
“I have heard it all,” said Telie; “but I can live in the woods with you, till you have a house; and then I can
work for you, and you’ll never regret taking me—no, indeed, for I know all that’s to be done by a woman in a
new land, and you don’t; and, indeed, if you have none to help you, it would kill you, it would indeed: for it is a
hard, hard time in the woods, for a woman that has been brought up tenderly.”
“Alas, child,” said Edith, perhaps a little pettishly, for she liked not to dwell upon such gloomy anticipations,
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“why should you be discontented with the home you have already? Surely, there are none here unkind to you?”
“No,” replied the maiden, “they are very good to me, and Mr. Bruce has been a father to me. But then I am not
his child, and it is wrong of me to live upon him, who has so many children of his own. And then my father—all
talk of my father; all the people here hate him, though he has never done them harm, and I know—yes, I know it
well enough, though they won’t believe it—that he keeps the Indians from hurting them; but they hate him and
curse him; and oh! I wish I was away, where I should never hear them speak of him more. Perhaps they don’t
know anything about him at the Falls, and then there will be nobody to call me the white Indian’s daughter.”
“And does Mr. Bruce, or his wife, know of your desire to leave him?”
“No,” said Telie, her terrors reviving; “but if you should ask them for me, then they would agree to let me go.
He told the Captain—that’s Captain Forrester—he would do anything for him; and indeed he would, for he is a
good man, and he will do what he says.”
“How strange, how improper, nay, how ungrateful then, if he be a good man,” said Edith, “that you should
wish to leave him and his kind family, to live among persons entirely unknown. Be content, my poor maid. You
have little save imaginary evils to afflict you. You are happier here than you can be among strangers.”
Telie clasped her hands in despair.
“I shall never be happy here, nor anywhere. But take me,:” she added eagerly, “take me for your own sake; for
it will be good for you to have me with you in the woods, it will, indeed it will.”
“It cannot be,” said Edith, gently.
But the maiden would scarce take a refusal. Her terrors had been dissipated by her having ventured so far on
speech, and she now pursued her object with an imploring and passionate earnestness that both surprised and
embarrassed Edith, while it increased her sympathy for the poor bereaved pleader. She endeavored to convince
her, if not of the utter folly of her desires, at least of the impossibility there was on her part of granting them. She
succeeded, however, in producing conviction only on one point: Telie perceived that her suit was not to be
granted: of which as soon as she was satisfied, she left off entreaty; and rose to her feet with a saddened and
humbled visage, and then taking up the candle, she left the fair stranger to her repose.
*
In the meanwhile, Roland also was preparing for slumber; and finding, as indeed he could not avoid seeing,
that the hospitality of his host had placed the males of the family under the necessity of taking their rest in the
open air on the porch, he insisted upon passing the night in the same place in their company. In fact, the original
habitation of the backwoodsman seldom boasted more than two rooms in all, and these none of the largest; and
when emigrants arrived at a Station, there was little attempt made to find shelter for any save their women and
children, to whom the men of the settlement readily gave up their own quarters, to share those of their male
visitors under the blanket-tents which were spread before the doors. This, to men who had thus passed the nights
for several weeks in succession, was anything but hardship; and when the weather was warm and dry, they could
congratulate themselves on sleeping in greater comfort than their sheltered companions.
Of this Forrester was well aware, and he took an early period to communicate his resolution of rejecting the
unmanly luxury of a bed, and sleeping like a soldier, wrapped in his cloak, with his saddle for a pillow. In this
way, the night proving unexpectedly sultry, he succeeded in enjoying more delightful and refreshing slumbers
than blessed his kinswoman in her bed of down. The song of the katydid and the cry of the whippoorwill came
more sweetly to his ears from the adjacent woods; and the breeze that had stirred a thousand leagues of forest in
its flight, whispered over his cheek with a more enchanting music than it made among the chinks and crannies of
the wall by Edith’s bedside.
A few idle dreams, recollections of home, mingled with the anticipated scenes of the future, the deep forest, the
wild beast, and the lurking Indians, amused, without harassing, his sleeping mind; and it was not until the first
gray of dawn that he experienced any interruption. He started up suddenly, his ears still tingling with the soft
tones of an unknown voice, which had whispered in them.
“Cross the river by the Lower Ford—there is danger at the Upper.”
He stared around, but saw nothing; all was silent around him, save the deep breathing of the sleepers at his
side.
“Who spoke?” he demanded in a whisper, but received no reply. “River, Upper and Lower Ford, danger?” he
muttered, “now I would have sworn someone spoke to me: and yet I must have dreamed it. Strange things, dreams
—thoughts in freedom, loosed from the chains of association, temporary mad-fits undoubtedly: marvellous
impressions they produce on the organs of sense; see, hear, smell, taste, touch, more exquisitely without the
organs than with them—what’s the use of organs? There’s the poser—I think—I—” but here he ceased thinking
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altogether, his philosophy having served the purpose such philosophy usually does, and wrapped him a second
time in the arms of Morpheus.
*
He opened his eyes almost immediately, as he thought; but his morning nap had lasted half an hour; the dawn
was already purple and violet in the sky, his companions had left his side, and the hum of voices and the sound of
footsteps in and around the Station, told him that his fellow-exiles were already preparing to resume their journey.
“A brave morrow to you, captain!” said the commander of the fortress, the thunder of whose footsteps, as he
approached the house with uncommonly fierce strides, had perhaps broken his slumbers. A frown was on his
brow, and the grasp of his hand, in which every finger seemed doing the duty of a boa constrictor, spoke of a spirit
up in arms, and wrestling with passion.
“What is the matter?” asked Roland.
“Matter that consarns you and me more than any other two persons in the etarnal world!” said Bruce, with such
energy of utterance as nothing but rage could supply. “Thar has been a black wolf in the pin-fold— alias, as they
used to say at the court-house, Captain Ralph Stackpole; and the end of it is, war I never to tell another truth in my
life, that your blooded brown horse has absquatulated!"
“Absquatulated?” echoed Forrester, amazed as much at the word as at the fierce visage of his friend, “what is
that? Is the horse hurt?”
“Stolen away, sir, by the etarnal Old Scratch! Carried off by Roaring Ralph Stackpole, while I, like a brute, war
sound a-sleeping! And hyar’s the knavery of the thing, sir! the unpronounceable rascality, sir!—I loaned the brute
one of my own critturs, just to be rid of him, and have him out of harm’s way; for I had a forewarning, the brute,
that his mouth war a-watering after the new beasts in the pin-fold, and after the brown horse in partickelar! And so
I loaned him a horse, and sent him off to Logan’s. Well, sir, and what does the brute do but ride off, for a makebelieve, to set us easy; for he knew, the brute, if he war in sight of us, we should have had guards over the cattle
all night long; well, sir, down he sot in ambush, till all war quiet; and then he stole back, and turning my own
horse among the others, as if to say, ‘Thar’s the beast that I borrowed,’—it war a wonder the brute war so honest!
—picked the best of the gathering, your blooded brown horse, sir! and all the while, I war sleeping like a brute,
and leaving the guest in my own house to be robbed by Captain Ralph Stackpole, the villain!”
“If it be possible to follow the rascal,” said Roland, giving way to wrath himself. “I must do so, and without a
moment’s delay. I would to heaven I had known this earlier.”
“Whar war the use,” said Bruce; “whar war the use of disturbing a tired man in his nap, and he a guest of mine
too?”
“The advantage would have been,” said Roland, a little testily, “that the pursuit could have been instantly
begun.”
“And war it not?” said the colonel. “Thar war not two minutes lost after the horse war missing, afore my son
Tom and a dozen more of the best woodsmen war mounted on the fleetest horses in the settlement, and galloping
after, right on the brute’s trail.”
“Thanks, my friend,” said Roland, with a cordial grasp of the hand. “The horse will be recovered?”
“Thar’s no denying it,” said Bruce, “if a fresh leg can outrun a weary one; and besides, the brute war no
content with the best horse, but he must have the second best too, that’s Major Smalleye’s two-yar-old pony. He
has an eye for a horse, the etarnal skirmudgeon! but the pony will be the death of him; for he’s skeary, and will
keep Ralph slow in the path. No, sir; we’ll have your brown horse before you can say Jack Robinson. But the
intolerability of the thing, sir, is that Ralph Stackpole should steal my guest’s horse, sir! But it’s the end of his
thieving, the brute, or thars no snakes! I told him Lynch war out, the brute, and I told the boys to take car I war not
found lying; and I reckon they won’t forget me! I like the crittur, thar’s no denying, for he’s a screamer among
Injuns; but thars no standing a horse-thief! No, sir, thars no standing a horse-thief!”
*
The only evil consequence of this accident which was apprehended, was that the march of the exiles must be
delayed until the soldier’s horse was recovered, or Roland himself left behind until the animal was brought in;
unless, indeed, he chose to accept another freely offered him by his gallant host, and trust to having his own
charger restored on some future occasion.
He was himself unwilling that the progress of more than a hundred human beings towards the long sighed for
land of promise should be delayed a moment on his account; and for this reason he exhorted his nominal superior
to hasten the preparations for departure, without thinking of him.
His first resolution in relation to his own course, was to proceed with the company, leaving his horse to be sent
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after him, when recovered. He was loath, however, to leave the highly-prized and long-tried charger behind; and
Colonel Bruce, taking advantage of the feeling, and representing the openness and safety of the road, the
shortness of the days journey, (for the next Station at which the exiles intended lodging was scarce twenty miles
distant) and above all, promising, if he remained, to escort him thither with a band of his young men, to whom the
excursion would be but an agreeable frolic, the soldier changed his mind, and—in an evil hour, as it afterwards
appeared—consented to remain until Brown Briareus was brought in—provided this should happen before
midday; at which time, if the horse did not appear, it was agreed he should set out, trusting to his good fortune and
the friendly zeal of his host, for the future recovery and restoration of his charger. Later than midday he was
resolved not to remain; for however secure the road, it was wiser to pursue it in company than alone; nor would
he have consented to remain a moment, had there appeared the least impediment of his joining the companions of
his exile before nightfall.
His measures were taken accordingly. His baggage-horses, under the charge of the younger of the two
Negroes, were sent on with the band; the other, an old and faithful slave of his father, being retained as a useful
appendage to a party containing his kinswoman, from whom he, of course, saw no reason to be separated.
To Edith herself, the delay was far from being disagreeable. It promised a gay and cheerful gallop through the
forest, instead of the dull, plodding, funeral-like march to which she had been day after day monotonously
accustomed. She assented, therefore, to the arrangement, and, like her kinsman, beheld, in the fresh light of
sunrise, without a sigh, without even a single foreboding of evil, the departure of the train of emigrants, with
whom she had journeyed in safety so many long and weary leagues through the desert.
They set out in high spirits, after shaking hands with their hosts, at the gates, and saluting them with cheers,
which they repeated in honor of their young captain; and, in a few moments, the whole train had vanished, as if
swallowed up by the dark forest. …
1920
168.111 Excerpt from I’m On My Way But Your Foot Is On My Head\fn{by Patrice Berry (1960- )} Wilmington,
New Castle County, Delaware, U.S.A. (F) 21
I was poor, I was Black, and I was female. It seemed that everything outside of me said that I couldn’t make it.
But the tiny voice within said that I would.
I was born just in time to witness the life and death of John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr., and Malcolm
X. The rise of rock and roll and the fall of George Wallace, only to see him rise again. I experienced the Motown
sound the first time around, platform shoes, and mood rings. The singing of Mahalia Jackson, the Staple Sisters,
Little Richard, and, oh, yeah, Elvis.
I remember when colored was the appropriate term and Black was derogatory—except in my house.
“What color was the person colored?” my mother would always ask.
I grew up with the Jackson 5, the Osmond Brothers, the King Family, Shaft—he’s a bad mother, shut your
mouth—Superfly, and Cleopatra Jones.
I had role models like Christie Love—stop right there, sugar—Julia, Eddie’s father, and The Undersea World
of Jacques Cousteau. (Did you know that he had a Black assistant? Child, they all do.)
It was a time when childhood rhymes were political chants:
“‘Ngawa, ‘ngawa … this is Black Power. White boy, destroyed. I said it. I meant it. And I’m here to represent
it.”
But still, love conquered all. It reigned supreme. We all gathered around our TV sets when the Supremes
showed America the beauty of Black women on The Ed Sullivan Show. Little Stevie, the Wonder, amazed us all.
Jackie O. sported those pillbox hats and taught the country refinement, while my girl Angela Davis showed me
what I wanted my Afro to look like and just how defiant a “lady” should be. Skirts were short and the summers
seemed real long. Jesus moved to Haight-Ashbury. Conflict grew into war and White folks could now feel
oppressed, too.
It was a time of confusion and revolution in the United States. It was a time of contradictions. It was a time
when the nation saw its share of pure rage and hatred and, at the same time, felt a sense of resourcefulness and
hope. I am a product of that time. I am a combination of everything and everyone with whom I’ve come in
contact: the words of Dr. Seuss and the ramblings of Dr. Spock. The brilliance of James Baldwin and the depth of
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Alice Walker. I’m spiritually moved by the music of Andrae Crouch and Oleta Adams makes me cry. I’ll never
chew with my mouth open, I know not to buy a pig in a poke, and I will never, ever forget where I’ve come from.
Every book I’ve ever read, every song I’ve ever heard, every word ever spoken to me have had influence, good
and bad. Sometimes what’s intended to be bad can turn out to be good. Like my childhood. It wasn’t what my
mother meant for me and certainly not what I want for my children.
But here I am.
*
We might as well get this over with. My name is Bertice. Two simple syllables: Ber-tice.
It isn’t Bertrice, Bernice, Buttice, Patrice, or Erbrese. It seems like everybody from people who stop me in
airports to get my autograph to Hollywood executives has a mental block about my name. I’ve sat through entire
conversations being called everything from Burmese to Vertidal. It’s not like my name is Sheilaquanda, though I
do believe at times that Sheilaquanda is my alter ego.
When you go through life with a name that’s unusual, it teaches you something. At first you suspect that a lot
of folks don’t have enough sense to wash the wax out of their ears. Eventually it dawns on you that a lot of people
in this world don’t truly listen. They hear something or see something, and instead of paying real attention to it,
they label it as something they think they already know.
For instance:
My mother was a single African-American woman raising seven kids with little income and even less
opportunity. During my childhood, she became an abusive alcoholic.
Now stop right there, sugar. Up in your mind a tape is beginning to play that tells you,
“Oh, yeah, I know what that means. She’s Black and she was poor. Swing low. She’s gonna be angry, and she
—”
But that’s someone else’s movie. There’s more to my life than that. Yes, we did have a hard time, and, yes, I
have a lot of anger. But you have to work hard at getting me angry. Or you have to be a politician and not work at
all. Just watch out when I start to move my neck.
There’s more to my story than the poor, Black girl from the projects. I am also the first person in my family to
attend, let alone graduate from, college, and I went on from there to get a Ph.D. in sociology. (So if you can’t
manage Bertice, think of me as Dr. Berry.) I spent a year as the host of my own nationally syndicated talk show,
and I am a stand-up comic who’s funny without ever talking about somebody else’s mother or how I “do it.”
Along the way, I've been a janitor, a bingo-caller, and I worked in a shelter for battered women. I’ve been a
post office employee, a food-stamp bureaucrat, a teacher, and amicably divorced. I am also a single mother.
There you go again with that moving picture of dirty children and a tired, sex-crazed woman in a food-stamp
line. That movie was written by folks who don’t know me or any other real people. They are the scriptwriters who
use words like jive and hip and call women “Sweet Mammy.” Please, who talks like that?
In actuality I’ve never had children of my own. I’m raising my sister’s three children and we don’t qualify for
food stamps. But if we did, I wouldn’t be embarrassed to use them.
There’s a lot more to my experience than anything that tape in your head will tell you. I’m sure that there are
folks who have done what I’ve done and who have been through what I’ve been through. But not all at once and
not in one lifetime.
Or maybe there have been and I’m the only one who’s still running around loose.
*
This book is the story of the paths I’ve taken and those I’m still trying to avoid. Much of my life has been an
obstacle course. I’ve been trying to break the cycles of poverty and abuse, while a whole group of spectators who
couldn’t jump off a curb if they tried have been yelling,
“That girl is gonna fall flat on her big behind.”
Sometimes I do fall, but thank God for that glorious cushion. No matter where I go or what I do, there has
always been someone yelling,
“That’s impossible!” or
“Why give up everything you’ve done already for a chance on something you’re not sure of?”
Throughout my childhood, my education, and my professional life, I’ve left these naysayers behind. I had to,
just like anyone who wants to make it. But they have played a part in my life.
There have also been people along the way yelling,
“Go, girl. You can walk that walk.” These people taught me to have faith in myself and God, to work hard, and
to live my dreams. That’s why I was able to break away from the cycles of doubt and discouragement.
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Everybody who comes into this world gets caught up in the cycles that the people around them are fighting.
There’s no way you can avoid dealing with the problems that your parents and family have probably inherited
from their parents and family.
But I know that you don’t have to spend your life trapped in those cycles. You can finish them and move
forward. You may even find other people following you—and the little child shall lead them.
This isn’t about denying your past, about cutting yourself off from your culture and your people, pretending
that they have nothing to do with you. You have to embrace those things, get to know them and understand them,
wring everything you can that’s good out of them. Then you have to honor them and share them with others.
There’s a song I remember from church that says don’t forget to remember where all your blessings come
from. In that song it talks about remembering, recalling, and recollecting not only this life, but past lives and the
experiences of those who have gone before.
Remembering that many of my ancestors were slaves, some of whom were killed because they wanted to read,
remembering that I have done things they could never have imagined, remembering that my mother worked as
hard as she could to put food on the table, remembering that someone who didn’t even know me was willing to
help me get an education—this helps keep me grounded. It helps me to stay true to what I believe, and it helps me
to focus on what I need to do and how I need to get there.
*
No matter how positive you try to be, things happen. And they will make you angry.
This is dangerous because I often get the urge to slap somebody silly, and I don’t have some device in my head
that says,
Yo, Bertice, chill. Don’t do that.
So I have to use humor when things make me angry. So far, it’s worked, but I keep Johnnie Cochran’s phone
number by my bedside.
A lot of comedy comes from conversations I have with myself about all the things in the world that make me
angry or despairing. I try to find the irony in life. Alice Walker has said there’s a point at which even grief
becomes absurd. At that point laughter gushes up to retrieve the sanity.
I cultivate that laughter. My humor is not based on hatred; it comes from realizing how stupid other people can
be. Not stupid as in Forrest Gump (by the way, didn’t it bother anyone else that he was named after the founder of
the Ku Klux Klan?). But stupid as in they haven’t read a book in years or talked to anyone who’s life doesn’t
revolve around soap operas or get his news from talk shows.
Herein lies the possibility to create change.
Now, I usually fly first-class, not because I have a lot of money, but because I fly so often to comedy gigs that I
can get upgraded for free. Once when I had just taken a seat on a plane, the flight attendant came up to me and
said,
“You must be in the wrong seat. Somebody named Doctor Berry is supposed to be sitting there.”
I took a deep breath and fought back the urge to punch her in her implants. I pursed my lips and batted my eyes
and said,
“Oh, I can understand your mistake. It’s because I look so young.”
Girlfriend spent the whole flight trying to give me every peanut on the plane.
If you hear about racism in one of those serious, angry discussions Americans love to have, you’re going to
come away with one of two responses. You’ll either say,
“Like, that happened two hundred years ago. It wasn’t me, leave me alone.” Or you’ll say,
“That’s right, you the enemy. I’m gonna kill you today.”
The great thing about humor is that it really does have a lasting impression. Right now, if I told you a joke
about a poodle, I could make you laugh. A few months from now, if you saw a poodle, you’d snicker. You might
not remember the joke, and you probably wouldn’t remember where you heard it. But you’d associate that poodle
with the emotion it evoked.
By changing the emotions that are evoked, my humor tries to interrupt the tapes in people’s heads, the tapes
that say that Asians are bad drivers, that African-Americans have rhythm while Whites don’t have any. Actually,
they do, it’s just on the wrong beat. Irish are drunks, and White people smell like dogs when they get wet. Hah!
Now most Whites probably never heard that one. But the next time it rains, they’ll be checking. A young woman
once told me,
“Jehovah’s Witnesses steal.” I really had to say, “Whaaaat?” ’cause in my whole life I had never heard this. I
asked her why she thought this, and she said,
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“Well, when they come to your house, you have to turn out all the lights and hide until they go away.”
Nobody ever told her this, but she believed it because of her parents’ behavior. It was the only way she could
make sense of what happened. All right, it wasn’t the only way, but she never stopped to think about a new reason
once she’d figured this one out.
That’s the power of what you hear about yourself and other people—it keeps reinforcing itself unless you stop
it. Even if you think it’s not true, you’re still going to wonder the next time the tape starts to run in your head.
I was poor; I was Black, and I was female. It seemed that everything outside of me said that I couldn’t make it.
But the tiny voice within said that I would.
I’ll always remember a character from the Li’l Abner comic strip, Joe *\@#/? He’s the one who was always
walking around with the rain cloud over his head. Other people would be standing in the sun, but Joe *\@#/? lived
in a perpetual downpour.
“We’ll never make it” was his trademark whine.
If I wanted to live that way, I could have my own personal hurricane.
My own mother was the first to tell me I’d never amount to anything. She would curse the day I was born.
Then, in the same breath, she’d cry and pray for my success. That was the mother I chose to listen to, a woman
who believed that there was a way out, even if she’d lost sight of it.
Other people took up the refrain that I’d never make it. When I said that I wanted to go to college, one of my
high school teachers predicted that I’d never be accepted, and if by some fluke I did get in, I shouldn’t unpack
because surely they’d be sending me home.
I lived out of my suitcase for the first five weeks of college. And even once I realized I wasn’t the victim of
some big practical joke, I still worried about making it. Of course, I did graduate and I did get the President’s Cup
for Most Outstanding Student. And it was presented to me by a two-time Nobel Prize-winner, Linus Pauling. And
then there is the matter of the master’s degree and the Ph.D., thank you very much, Mr. High School Teacher.
Nah, nah nah nah nah, nah.
All my life I heard that if I walked like, talked like, dressed like, ate like, acted like, and-most importantlooked like the people in charge, I would be accepted. I would be, I would be … a Huxtable. But I realized that I
am never going to look like a White man. Thank you, Jesus.
It’s not that there’s something wrong with looking like a White man. Some of my best friends are White men.
But I am a Black woman, and that gives me a beauty and a strength that is unique. We possess a quality that
cannot be captured or copied. Sure, plenty of folks are trying to suck our flavor, as the young people say. But all
the collagen injections in the world can’t give you the kiss of a Black woman’s lips.
There is a lot of power in being a Black woman, but most of the world still thinks like James Brown when he
sings that song,
“It’s a Man’s World.”
So, as good as I am, I’m probably just getting up to about 10 percent of my potential.
*
People say,
“Stop and smell the roses.” I say,
“Take time out to dream.”
If you dream something, you can think of a way to make it happen. It takes work, but it’s the only way to erase
that tape in your head that says,
“You’ll never make it.”
Dreaming about a better life was the way that I started to break free of the cycles that had gripped my family
for generations. Once I had a dream, I could imagine living a life that was free of bitterness, powerlessness, and
fear. I could define that life, figure out what I would have to do to get there, and then start working toward it.
It started with college. I began dreaming of going to college at a point when 1 often had to do my homework
by candlelight because we didn’t have the money to pay the electric bill. I had no idea how I’d afford to go, but I
worked my hair off to be a good student. I found other people who believed that I could do it—in fact, I found
people who were more certain than I was—and they helped me apply. Thanks to the generosity of a benefactor I’ll
always love and respect, I was able to afford to go.
I kept on dreaming of new things I could do with my education. And when the chance came along to start
doing stand-up comedy, I was ready to leave the academic world behind, despite the fact that my family, which
had just figured out why I’d spent all those years in school, thought I was crazy.
Maybe I was crazy, too, when I agreed to do The Bertice Berry Show. I sure considered the possibility during
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the grueling, heartbreaking days when we’d shoot sometimes three shows back-to-back. I wondered even more
when I had to deal with Hollywood hotshots.
But you know, I don’t think I made any mistakes, at least not about those choices. I’ve got plenty of other
things to regret. But dreaming isn’t one of them.
Plenty of people dream, but they never do anything about making their dreams real. Their dreams are all about
what life will be like when everything is good, but they never include the stuff in between the good and the bad.
Other people work hard, but they work just to get by, to pay the bills or keep somebody off their back. Those
people are only working for someone else. They never work for themselves because they don’t have a dream
behind all their labor.
I believe that dreaming is more natural and realistic than doing all the things that people say you're supposed to
do. Whenever I think of people who have told me to stop dreaming, my neck starts to move.
What makes dreaming and working pay off is faith. Faith allows us to take risks, to go ahead when other
people, people who are close to us, people who are supposed to support us, say,
“Why you wanna give up a good-paying job to be a stand-up comic?”
Because I like to laugh, and if I’m working a job that I don’t like, it just won’t be funny.
*
Like I said, life is full of cycles. The cycles of your own life are always connected to someone else’s. Your
parents were running a relay ’round a track, and when you came along, they passed you the baton. You never
really got to ask if this was your race. You never asked,
“What’s this for? Why am I running?” And if you did, they would have said what their parents said to them:
“Because I told you to.”
The pressure to keep going in the same direction, as fast as possible, is intense.
Yet when you dream, you get to have a choice. In a dreamworld you paint a picture of reality. You can make
anything happen.
When I was a girl, I had horrible nightmares. I dreamt of giant bill collectors and this beast called The Man.
They would attack my family and keep us from escaping the Land of Poverty.
One night I decided to fight back. I could hardly wait to go to sleep. When I did, they were waiting for me. I
told them that I had the power to become anything. And so I did.
But no matter what I became, they tracked me down.
Eventually I learned how to disappear. I would actually open my eyes, come out of the dream, close them, and
go back into it. When I did this, The Man and his cronies realized my power and left me alone.
I began to use the dream-gift to see whatever I wanted and to go anywhere in my dreams. I read about Africa
and I’d go there. I heard about Martinique and I’d go there, too. Then I decided that my dreams could become
reality.
When you have faith in yourself and your dream, you can head off in a new direction, leaving that racetrack
behind. Some of the spectators may boo and hiss. Some of them may cheer. Someone else caught up in the same
race may try to trip you. But, baby, you can still crawl.
Learning to keep moving despite my fears and the naysayers was perfect training for the comedy circuit. The
very first gig I had was in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. We called it Caucasian Falls because it’s got a lot of ’em.
In my first routine I started out as Tina Turner. I had this big, cheap wig I’d almost had to fight a transvestite
hooker for in the wig shop. I put it on, ran out onstage, and started a hilarious imitation of Tina. The audience
roared.
Then every word I’d ever heard from some doubting Thomas rushed back into my head. They’re not going to
like this, I said to myself. Right when I did, I opened the door to doubt and I closed the door on my abilities. I
forgot the rest of the words to the song I was singing.
I froze. The audience sat there waiting for the next line they knew had to be coming. I didn’t have one, but I
had to do something. I turned up my nose and opened my mouth like I’d seen Tina do. The crowd roared again.
Think fast, Bertice.
“You ever wonder why Tina always looks like this?” I asked. “Because she smells something. There’s a guy in
the front row at all her concerts,” I said real slow as if I were about to introduce “Proud Mary,” “whose job, his
only job, is to pass gas.”
The crowd went into hysterics and I was in. The Caucasians of Caucasian Falls loved me, and I was still very
Black and proud.
So whenever I hear those people who are screaming,. “No!” I know to do whatever it takes to drown them out.
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*
If you had a choice, what would you have been? I mean, truly? There’s no way of knowing for sure. If, as a
child, I had been exposed to all of the information and ideas I have now, would I have gone off in the same
direction? In my mis-education, I had to come up with all kinds of ways to deal with messages that said that I was
too fat, too ugly, too Black. I learned to be popular by being smart and funny. My dreams and the paths I’ve taken
were shaped by the choices I didn’t have, but look where they’ve gotten me.
When I was in high school, my family’s finances hit an all-time low and we were evicted from our house. We
were so broke that we couldn’t afford to pay anybody to move us. We took only what we could carry.
I had only a few clothes to carry, so I managed to salvage an old cardboard-covered record player and two
albums: Patti LaBelle and Phoebe Snow. In the temporary housing unit we moved into, I played those albums
loud and I sang them even louder. Luckily, the housing shelter had walls made of cinder block, so no one could
hear me.
The place was cold and desolate, and I’m sure that this was done deliberately. The designers wanted to make
sure that each temporary family would get out quickly so the next poor family could move in. The cinder block
kept us from doing anything even halfway permanent, like hanging a picture.
I’d sit on the cement floors, staring at the bare walls and Patti LaBelle’s album cover. Phoebe’s album cover
was nice, but it was a little girl on a dirt road, and that was where I was coming from. Patti’s cover had her all
made up and sitting at a table in a fine restaurant. There was a man in the picture, but she was the star.
That was where I was going. I was sure of it. I sang with the album and vowed that when I grew up, I wouldn’t
be poor and that I’d always pay my bills on time. I was gonna be somebody and I would even meet Patti LaBelle.
I’d talk to her, thank her for this inspiration.
After I had made it as a comic and a talk-show host, I went to a Patti LaBelle concert. I was sitting in the front
row when she broke into one of the songs from the album. I started crying and I didn’t know why. Suddenly it all
came back. I saw the cinder-block walls and the beautiful album cover.
My friend, the actor T. C. Carson, was there and held me. He looked at me and said,
“I hope these are happy tears because your mascara’s running.”
After the concert I went backstage to meet Patti. When she saw me, she gave me a big old sistergirl hug and
handed me an armful of her roses. I thanked her for helping me dream.
*
If I hadn’t dreamed, I couldn’t have been in the front row of that concert. You can’t choose a path through life
without a dream. And the dream’s gotta be bigger than the world around you. If the only successful people
children see are drug dealers, that’s what they’ll aspire to be. Quick, call Newt Gingrich. The government can now
stop funding research to find out why Willie becomes a drug dealer.
Most people are so accustomed to not having a choice that they don’t even notice. Being a Black woman, I
recognize this oppression on at least two counts. This is not to say that all Whites and men are completely free to
choose either; God knows, there are some who should be making other choices.
This sense that somebody is trying to limit my choices is often the source of my anger. There’s an old saying
that if you make a woman mad, you’d better sleep with one eye open. Well, if you try to take away my choices,
you’d better not go to sleep at all.
People often say that Black women have attitudes. Everybody does, but the term takes on a negative
connotation whenever it’s used about me and mine. Our hands start to fly, usually landing on our hips, and then
our necks start to move. When folks ask me what the neck-moving business is all about, I explain-in the kindest
way possible, of course—that my neck is attached to my last and final nerve and that somebody, usually the
person I’m speaking to, has just leaned on it.
If you don’t want to hear me sing, don’t pull my string. Sometimes it isn’t other people or society that is
holding us back. We can have clear opportunities and choices but won’t take them. Instead, we keep running
around the same track, holding on to the same baton, because it’s what we know and anything else is just too
scary.
I know that sometimes I have delayed my journey because I’ve been spending too much time trying to prove
all the naysayers wrong. I’ve been too worried about whether or not people would like me. It was time I wasted,
plain and simple.
Making your journey—free from everybody else’s ideas about where you should go—is the reason you’ve
been put on this earth. But it’s easy to get lost. When that happens, the best thing you can do is look for the place
where you started. Then you know what you’re leaving behind.
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*
Mrs. Closson was giving us her daily geography lesson. Today, like all others, the class got to participate. Our
second-grade teacher wanted to know whose family had come from the farthest distance.
Each child got up and went to the map. Andre Perry said his people were from Maryland. Someone else said
Pennsylvania. Most of the kids said Delaware. One kid stood up and said,
“We’re from Florida.”
I knew this was not the truth. I had overheard the adults talking one day; they said that as far back as they
could remember everyone in his family had been born in the state penitentiary. I wanted to tell on him, but I just
rolled my eyes.
I was last and this was unusual. I was an eager learner; always the first to wave my entire arm. By this time the
class was looking at me and so was Mrs. Closson.
“Where are you from, Bertice?” she asked.
I wanted to name some faraway place and beat the rest of the class at this game. But I couldn’t. I really didn’t
know where my family was from, and I wasn’t allowed to tell lies. We weren’t even allowed to say the word lie.
We had to say things like,
“Mom, Kevin told a story.”
So I sat there with no answer. I loved Mrs. Closson and I wanted to please her: But I had no response. Then, as
if struck by lightning, I had the answer: I could tell the truth and be unique at the same time. I stood up, but did
not go the map.
“My answer’s not even up there,” I proclaimed.
“Oh, no?” Mrs. Closson asked as her eyebrows went up.
Her map was of the United States and she probably thought that I’d indicate that my people were from Africa.
I wish that I had thought of that. Surely it would have made that dashiki-Afro-wearing-say-it-loud-I’m-Black-andI’m-proud woman very happy. But nope, my answer was not that clever: Yet it was the truth and it was funny.
“I come from my mother:”
The whole class broke into laughter: Kids were rolling on their sides. Mrs. Closson had to slap her ruler on the
chalkboard to restore order:
“Sit down, Miss Berry,” she said. She was angry.
*
But I was right. I had come from a far distance. I had come from my mother; who had come from hers. And the
journey was long and tiresome.
Much of what I know about my mother and my family I only learned when I started to write this book. When I
ask my mother and my older sister Chris why they never talked about the past, they say because I never asked.
My time was spent coping with the daily task of trying not to make them any more angry than they already were
and dreaming of my own escape. If only I had known the truth sooner.
When I was a kid and read Macbeth, I realized that if you knew enough about people’s background, you could
never hate them. All you could do was understand. Macbeth is a murderer, but because you know some of what
he’s been through, you feel sorry for him. I started calling this my “Macbeth principle”—and I used it to
understand my mother’s bouts of rage.
Because the women in my family have had their children late in life, I only have to go back three generations
to find my enslaved ancestors. My great-grandmother Annie Paskins was born a slave and lived on the Hunn
family farm near Lebanon, Delaware, just south of Dover. Yes, children, Delaware was a slave state.\fn{ Actually, it
was only the bottom two counties that seceded from the Union; the northernmost county stayed in the Union: H } Annie was only halfBlack. My family doesn’t know who her father was; they say she wouldn’t talk about it. But since she was also
half-White, it was assumed that her father was one of her owner’s people.
After slavery was abolished, Annie was forced to stay with the Hunns. Many supposedly free Black people
were intimidated or lied to in order to keep them doing the same work they’d done before. The abolition of
slavery meant nothing to Annie until she met John Henry Freeman. He married her and managed to get her away
from the Hunns.
They set up as sharecroppers near Lebanon and eventually owned their own tiny parcel they called a farm.
John Henry was not African-American. He was full-blooded Cherokee. My mother remembers him as a regallooking man with long, coal-black braids. He identified with and loved Black folks. He named himself after the
folk hero who worked on the railroads and was so strong he could outwork a steam drill. He took the last name
Freeman so that everyone would know that he was just that, a free man.
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John Henry’s strength was not physical but emotional and spiritual. He was a calm and peaceful man, and it
was a good thing, because for most of her life, Annie was not that kind of person. Annie’s hopes of finally finding
real freedom with John Henry were destroyed by the realities of Jim Crow and poverty. She became an angry and
bitter woman. Maybe because she wanted to escape her mother’s fury, Annie’s daughter Caroline became
pregnant. But the father---my grandfather—didn’t stay, and my mother was left to be raised by Annie and John
Henry.
Caroline spent most of her time working for a White family somewhere in Pennsylvania. She only made it
home to see my mother, Beatrice, at best once a month; usually it was a lot less. That left my mother to stand in as
Annie’s whipping post. John Henry was her only comfort. He held her when she cried, took her fishing, and stood
between her and Annie’s wrath at the world. Then he died when she was about ten.
When Caroline did make it home, things weren’t any better for my mother. Caroline had all her mother’s rage.
To say that Caroline was an angry woman was like saying that getting hit by a car can hurt. Mom would retreat to
the outhouse, the only place where she had some solitude and peace. Even that wasn’t enough. One day Caroline
decided that my mother had spent too long in the outhouse, so she set it on fire. With my mother inside.
My mother wore the hand-me-downs from the people that Caroline worked for. She never got anything that
was too good. Her aunt and cousin would always select the better items from what Caroline had sent and leave the
rest for Mom.
I used to think my mother was a selfish woman because whenever I’d buy presents or give money to people
who’d been good to me, she’d get jealous. She’d go into fits about how I cared about others more than I cared
about her. I understand her now. Somehow, I did then, too.
Caroline had three other children, and it became my mother’s responsibility to take care of my aunts Catherine
and Freda and my uncle Sonny. Before she knew it, her life was slipping away.
Like her mother, my mother tried to find freedom with a man and she got pregnant. But it was no escape. To
support herself and her child, my mother had to leave home and start working for a White family. It was the same
cycle her mother had followed.
My eldest sibling, Myrna, was sent to live with her father’s family. She always complained that my mother
gave her away. This was part of Myrna’s grief, something she held on to until she died.
But my mother kept looking for her own John Henry, a man with the ability to love and protect her. She had
another child, my sister Christine, who was sent to live with Caroline. Eventually, there were five more children.
It became Chris’s job to care for us, so that she was repeating the cycle our mother had tried to flee, caring for
children when she was just a child.
*
There’s a sign over the freeway on the way into my childhood hometown that says,
“Wilmington, Delaware, a place to be somebody.”
I don't know if that sign was there when I was growing up. It sure didn’t feel like a place to be somebody, but it
was home.
When I was four, we moved from the projects to Wilmington’s East Side. Years before The Jeffersons, we were
happy to be movin’ on up. The projects were confined, designed like old slave quarters: low and close together so
nobody could make a quick getaway. There was a real stigma to living there. Kids who lived just across the street,
but not in the projects, would taunt us.
“You live in the projects, you live in the projects.”
I didn’t know why, but I hated hearing this.
And, hey, isn’t a project like some kind of experiment and shouldn’t somebody start working on phase two?
By this point my mother was working as a nurse’s assistant in a nursing home. It was hard work and she was
proud of it. She kept her uniform whiter than anything I ever saw. But because she was always on her feet, she got
a terrible case of athlete’s foot she couldn’t cure. Her feet smelled like a linebacker’s. To this day, the smell of bad
feet reminds me of an overworked, underpaid woman in white.
Whenever my siblings and I played the dozens (thar’s just a friendly game of name-calling for those of you
who may be culturally impaired), the smell of my mother’s feet became the weapon of choice. We’d start out with
minor insults like
“You’re so fat that pigs think you’re their first cousin.” (This was usually aimed at me.) We’d move up a notch
to insults about one another’s character:
“You’re so low you could play hardball with the curb.” Eventually, someone would get downright dirty:
“So you smell like Mom’s feet.”
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Right there, in the midst of the hisses and the boos, the game would stop because there was no insult that could
top that one.
Whenever my family made fun of our unfunny situation, we’d be less unhappy. We made light of the fact that
at times we had no food or electricity. We’d ask my mother what was for dinner and she’d say,
“Poke, rolls, and grits. Poke your mouth out, roll your eyes, and grit your teeth, ’cause that’s all you’re
getting.”
When we were able to laugh, the problems didn't seem so big. Real, yes, but not as big. The laughter was
always effective. However, you can only laugh so long before the reality creeps back in.
Up until I was ten years old, my mother was a stable force for our family. But as her body grew more tired, so
did her spirit. She began to use alcohol as an escape; as she drank, her rage increased.
One day my mother came home completely tired and half-drunk from a: stop she’d made on the way. That
liquor store on the corner of Twenty-third and Market Street is still there, and back then it was one of the few
places that would extend her credit. I wish they hadn’t. It’s funny how stuff you don’t need always does good
business. Like today’s drugs, junk can always find a good corner.
After picking up a six-pack and a fifth of gin, my mother arrived home earlier than expected. We hadn’t had
time to go through the “quick, fix up the living room before Mom gets here” business. The house was a complete
mess.
Mom started yelling about how we were ungrateful and how she was sick and tired of us. I must have been in
the way or was looking too much like my father because she began to single me out. She told me that I’d never
amount to anything and that I was a no-good, stupid bitch.
Those words hurt more than twenty beatings. I wondered how and why she could be so cruel. I didn’t know
anything then about her past. I wish I had because I could have applied my Macbeth principle, which said as long
as you knew why people were the way they were, you could forgive them for what they did.
Even though my mind didn’t have a clue, my spirit did. Something within told me that my mother didn’t mean
the things she said and that our punishments were a result of her pain. Although I didn’t know exactly the curse
she felt pressing down on her, I swore on that day that I wouldn’t repeat her life. I vowed to myself that I would
never drink. I also promised myself that day that I would never have children. I was afraid that they would hold
me back. Or, worse, that I would treat them like my mother treated me.
*
In Her infinite wisdom, God has held me to my promises and has helped me keep them. I still don’t drink or do
drugs. Never have, never will. I’m a Black woman from the land of the free and the home of the brave. I don’t
need any more illusions.
But God has also given me the opportunity to do better than I believed I could, which is why I am now raising
two nephews and a niece. With them I have the chance to break free of the cycles that my mother knew and to
keep these kids from getting caught in them as well.
Desperation taught me to do everything I could to change the circumstances of my life. And from the need to
laugh at the things that got me down, I learned to be funny. I can make money by making people laugh at their
own stupid ideas. I’ve already got enough material to last a few centuries.
Right after I’d gotten my Ph.D., I was on a trip with some friends to celebrate. We pulled over to use the
bathroom at a busy rest stop. When I came out of the stall, two women were waiting.
“You go first,” one said to the other.
“No, you go. I insist,” the other woman replied.
These women were afraid to use the toilet after a Black person! Here I was, Dr. Berry, and I still had to put up
with these racist attitudes. I had done everything I was supposed to! But these women still couldn’t see me as
anything but some dark and scary monster.
It took some effort, but I didn’t spit on them. Instead, 1 pulled the sleeves of my jacket down over my hands,
real obviously, as I turned on the water faucet. And I called out to my friend Keisha,
“Girl, be careful in here. You know White people got all kinds of diseases.”
She laughed out loud and so did a few of the other women who were waiting. One woman touched me on the
shoulder and said,
“We’re not all like that.”
And I’m sure that now, wherever they are, every time they go to a public rest room, those two women are
waving their arms and yelling,
“Yo, Black lady, let me go after you.”
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Of course, some people need a lot more education. During the year that The Bertice Berry Show was on the air,
we had all kinds of trouble with an executive who thought we were doing everything wrong.
”I want to see chairs flying,” he’d tell us; he thought the answer to ratings success was to start a fight. But I’m
a lover, not a fighter. I didn’t want my nose broken and I didn’t want one of my guests hunting another one down
and blowing his brains out. I knew what kind of show I had signed on to do and I kept doing it.
Even after he knew that our show wasn't going to be renewed, this big shot kept after me to shave my hair off
(Excuse me, but don’t they do that to people who are going to the chair?) Now, I’ve had dreadlocks since before
they were fashionable. I like them. But this man decided that they were hurting our ratings. He called me into his
office and told me that research showed that Black people didn’t like my hair.
Well, telling Bertice Berry, Ph.D., about research is like waving a red flag in front of a bull. You know I’m
gonna charge.
It turned out that he didn’t know much about this market research that had supposedly been done. He couldn’t
answer a single question I asked. Instead, he played me a tape of ten women being interviewed about my hair.
Just as if I were toothpaste, nine out of the ten women said they liked my hair, or at least, they liked it on me.
But one woman in a weave—and a very bad weave—leaned forward and waved her hand in a ShaNayNay
fashion and said,
“I just don’t like her hair. She need to get it did. I mean, why can’t she wear a wig or somptang? Like, you
know, she be embarrassing to Black people.”
In The Mis-Education of the Negro, Carter G. Woodson wrote that Black people have been trained to use the
back door for so long that they won’t even think of using the front door. If a back door doesn’t exist, they’ll build
one. Well, this woman was a carpenter.
You know I didn’t shave my hair. I did a makeover show instead and put on all kinds of wigs and let the
audience call in with their opinions. Some of them liked the wigs better. This is America, I expected it. Most of
them, however, didn’t.
After we knew we’d been canceled, the executive called to tell me not to worry, that we’d be successful in
taking the show elsewhere but only if I shaved my hair. I asked him if he knew what he was saying.
“The show’s canceled,” I said. “It’s all over.”
Then I asked him to visualize something:
“Imagine this. We’re in a big field. Oh, let’s say it’s a cotton field. It’s hot and I’m picking cotton. Lots of it.
And you’re up on this horse. You’re cracking a whip and telling me to pick more cotton. But there’s a problem.
The problem is that it’s my field, and you are only a sharecropper.”
He told me that, after I calmed down, I should think about it.
He’s still waiting.
When the first verdict came down that cleared those Los Angeles police officers who’d beaten Rodney King, I
was on a comedy tour. I was enraged. I tried to riot, but I was in upstate New York and I couldn’t find five other
Black people.
Instead, I went to the mall. I knew I had to find somebody to talk to about this disgrace. My American heritage
was infuriated, but it was my African heritage that reminded me,
No, try love first.
So I started talking to people at the mall. Clerks would say,
“How are you today?” I’d reply,
“I am really upset about this Rodney King thing.” And they would say,'
“Me, too!”
Right there in the middle of the mall, we had discussion groups, talking about why we were mad, what we
could do about it, whom we could write and call. Black people, White people, Asians, Hispanics, we found out
that we shared a sense of justice and a love of society, despite its failings.
(You know the other great thing? I got 15 percent off everything. No lie. People were feeling guilty and I said,
“Okay.”)
I believe that the real hope for change in this country lies in the everyday people who do everyday things to
confront hatred, to learn more about each other and to erase the tapes in their heads.
The wonderful thing is that those efforts aren’t just good for our society, they’re fantastic steps for anyone who
takes them. They teach you new things. They make you question your stereotypes about others and yourself They
help you learn from people you would never have known if you hadn’t been willing to ask some questions and
listen to the answers. Doing this won’t make you any less Black or White or anything else. It will only make you
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more human.
Once you begin to educate yourself, you’ll find that your understanding of the world is amplified. New
possibilities will open up for you. You’ll have new choices, whole new ways to dream that you could never have
imagined before.
All of a sudden you’re not only breaking cycles, you’re creating a whole new path. And the next thing you
know, people are following you. There’s no telling where that kind of path can take you.
2
My mother had supernatural powers a long time before Dionne Warwick got lost on the way to San Jose and
stumbled across her psychic friends. (But, God, that woman can sing.) My mother had eyes in the back of her
head and could hear a rat piss on cotton, as she often told us. I’ve inherited her abilities; it just took me a long
time to learn how to use them.
At night my brothers and sisters and 1 would be in our beds whispering about how much our mother got on our
nerves.
“She makes me sick.”
“Me, too.”
“I can’t wait until I’m grown so 1 can get out of here!” Then a shadow would appear in our doorway and
answer back,
“I can’t wait either.”
So now, half an hour after bedtime, 1 can stand in the hallway of my own house and shout, “Go to sleep! and 1
know that the kids I’m raising are talking about me and how I drive them crazy. I can ask who sneaked food out
of the freezer in the middle of the night, or who forgot to shut the door behind them, and I’ll know the answer.
But back in my childhood, 1 didn’t understand how my mother knew all she knew. She would sneak into our
lives as if she were Angelique from Dark Shadows, uttering some grave prophecy. She told me that I should never
have children. Instead, I should see the world and live the life we had stolen from her. When she’d whisper,
“Don’t ever have children, don’t let them tie you down,” it was as if she could see into the future when I’d be
raising three kids and they’d be whispering about me.
But I’m getting ahead of my story.
Before I tell you about being a mother, I need to tell you about being a child.
*
The house my mother was so happy to move into was on Gordon Street. It would still hold my brightest
revelations and darkest fears if it hadn’t been torn down.
Gordon Street was not really a street; it was an alley wedged between Twenty-second and Twenty-third Streets.
There were only two houses on the entire block. The rest of the street was lined with lime-green garages; limegreen-the color of bad polyester clothes and limes. People would store old cars there, or anything else that didn’t
fit into their lives. But for us, it wasn’t the projects, it was progress.
At the end of the block was a much bigger garage that stored something far more dreadful than some beat-up
old cars. It was the clubhouse for Delaware’s very own all-Black motorcycle gang, the Thunderguards.
They were aptly named. Gordon Street echoed with the sound of motorcycles day and night. Vroom! Vroom!
Vroom! The rhythm of our lives adjusted to fit the noise; we could break off a conversation right in the middle as
a squad of Thunderguards rode by, then pick up again as soon as it was possible to be heard.
When I took a job teaching in the Virgin Islands, people warned me that the college was right next to the
airport. It would take months, they predicted, before I adjusted to the roar of the jets. If they hadn’t said anything,
I would never have noticed. Airplane pilots don’t try to impress each other with the roar of their engines.
Still, my mother was convinced we had made a step up in that house. The yard was a dirt field with a tree and a
wooden fence. The house had three bedrooms, a dining room, a basement and an attic, and a front porch. More
than what most people could hope for, she told us.
At a time when most Americans were excited about the coming of electric heat, we were still two steps behind
with our coal furnace. In the center of our front porch was a coal chute. We’d get all excited when the coal man
would come. He would back his truck up to our porch and drop the load of black coal down the chute to our
basement. We’d run back and forth from the basement to the porch yelling,
“Here it comes y’all, here it comes!”
We couldn’t always afford to buy coal. In a way that furnace was a lucky thing, because when we’d run out of
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what coal we could afford and my brothers had snuck everything they could out from under the fence at the coal
yard, we could always go on a hunt for pieces of old furniture the neighbors had thrown out. If we couldn’t find
any, we’d use our own.
My mother would put whatever we could find into that furnace. One of her true talents was building a fire.
She’d toss large chunks of wood into that furnace with one hand and with the other poke them down with a long
iron rod. People would say, “That Bea can bank a fire,” as if she were making biscuits or something. She did what
she could to keep us warm. Sometimes she couldn’t.
*
Opposite the furnace in the basement was my mother’s best friend: her washing machine. Like the furnace, it
was outdated, a wringer model, but it got the job done. As soon as my mother got home from work, she’d go to
the basement to wash the mounds of clothes that would never quite disappear. We used to say that washing clothes
was my mother’s hobby.
The basement was her place for solitude and refuge, like that outhouse had been until Caroline set it on fire.
Mom would go downstairs with a six-pack of beer, some gin, her cigarettes, and a heart full of pain. She’d get
drunk, wash clothes, and talk to God.
Lord, why do I have children who just won’t listen? Why are their clothes so goddamned dirty? Excuse me for
cursing, God, but when am I going to get a break?
My own performances now don’t require the six-pack, the gin, or the cigarettes, but I understand the lament,
even if what I need isn’t a break so much as an increase in patience and understanding. Scratch that. I don’t need
patience and understanding, I need kids who listen. Lord knows that children can be a trial, and no matter what
you try to tell them, they have to learn a lot of it for themselves.
We were never allowed to go near my mother’s washing machine. It was the one thing she called her own. So
of course that meant the time would come when I had to discover what made that machine so sacred. When I was
five years old, my wonder about the appeal of the washing machine was out of control.
My brother Kevin was my best friend. He is less than a year older than me; growing up, we did everything
together. We’d once heard our mother say we used toilet paper like it was water. So we decided to wash some
toilet paper and hang it out to dry. Who says poor people don’t recycle?
We decided to start with clean toilet paper. Kevin gathered all that he could find. Then he fed it into the
wringer, by far the most interesting part of the machine. The toilet paper got all clumped up and we knew that
something was wrong. Kevin and I stared at' each other, thinking the same thing:
Oooh, you’re going to get it.
“You better get that paper out or you’re going to be in trouble,” Kevin said. =\
“You put it in, so you get it out,” I told him.
“You get it out.”
“No, you get it out.”
“I’m going to tell Mom you put it in there.”
Now, even though it was a forbidden act in our house, Kevin could lie. Whenever he was in trouble, he would
stop and say,
“Let me think of a lie now.” We used to call him Lielac. He finally convinced me that since he was the oldest,
Mom would listen to him. I should have known better. My mother never took the word of one of her children
against the other. She simply beat us all.
I tried to get the paper out, and the next thing I knew my arm was being crushed. Blood was everywhere.
Kevin was screaming at the top of his lungs and my mother and my sister Chris came running. Mom called her
sister Catherine to take us to the hospital, so I knew that this was serious; my mother never took any of us to the
hospital.
I spent two weeks there waiting for surgery, but it turned out I didn’t need it because my arm had completely
healed. Proof that God takes care of fools and babies.
I still get real sad when I think about the fact that my mother found friendship with a washing machine. That
the only real relief she had was from washing other people’s clothes. But after a long day with three kids, I find
myself talking to the vacuum cleaner. It does what it’s supposed to do, when it’s supposed to do it, and it doesn’t
ask why. Nor does it complain that you just gave a Popsicle to the toaster.
*
The fact is that you can’t choose your family. Even though a bunch of people with similar genes are thrown
together in the same house, and they eat together, follow the same rules, and listen to the same music, they come
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out completely different. You have to learn to live with each one of them in a way that is unique.
Every family is dysfunctional, but believe me, my family was dysfunctional long before anybody even thought
up the word.
We were never allowed to talk about our problems outside the home. My mother told us that if we did, people
would come and take us away. This frightened me. I envisioned White people in suits packing us all up and taking
us to some place out of Oliver Twist. Newt Gingrich would have been happy.
We couldn’t talk about our problems when we were at home either. During those late-night sessions when we’d
whisper about our mother, it was never more than a few minutes before we’d hear,
“Shut up in there, I know you’re talking about me.”
We were like the McLaughlin Group of the Ghetto: Everybody had something to say, and we said it, but I no
problems were solved and we never changed anything.
*
Looking back, it’s possible for me to recognize incidents I now that give me an insight I would have longed for
then.
Once, my aunt Geraldine asked my mother if she could keep me. I heard the entire conversation through the
screen door. Aunt Geraldine had four sons and no daughters. She loved me and told my mother that she would
take good care of me, bringing me over for regular visits so that I wouldn’t forget who my mother was. I loved
Aunt Geraldine. She thought I was pretty.
“Who’s the cutest girl in the projects?” she’d ask. I wondered whom she meant, since no one had ever called
me cute—and we didn’t live in the projects anymore.
“Who’s the cutest redhead girl in the projects?” she’d specify.
“Oh, me,” I’d answer, knowing that I was the only red-haired Black girl I’d ever seen.
Aunt Geraldine always had baked goodies-sweet-potato pie, bread pudding, cookies. Her house smelled like
cinnamon C and vanilla. I sat outside on those steps and prayed for my mother to say yes to Aunt Geraldine. But
she didn’t. She said that she had brought me into the world and she would get me through.
At the time, I thought my mother was being selfish. It didn’t make any sense that she didn’t want to lighten her
load. She was constantly screaming at us. At times, she even threatened to leave us:
“One of these days, you’re going to miss me when I’m gone. I’m not coming back. You’ll see.”
I was torn whenever my mother said these things. Some days I’d pray that she’d never come home. But
whenever she was late coming home from work, all of us kids would sit around the door frightened that she was
making good on her word. And when we saw her coming around that corner, we’d go back to wishing she hadn’t.
Now Aunt Geraldine was giving my mom an opportunity to ease her burden, and she wouldn’t take it. I cried
and cried, and every time my mother had one of her screaming fits, I would remember the offer my mother had
refused.
Today I understand the importance of this Black woman’s keeping her family together. My mother had been
raised by a woman who could remember slavery. Our family history as slaves demanded that she do nothing less
—my mother’s whole sense of self depended on keeping her family whole.
That wholeness of family is one of the cycles I picked up from my mother. There were times in my life when I
thought it was something that wasn’t going to be my struggle, too, and I was determined to make sure that it
wasn’t.
I was wrong.
*
All my sisters have been caught up in that cycle in one way or another.
Myrna was the oldest of us, a beautiful, handsome. woman. She had a mole on the tip of her nose, which she
said made her a witch. If Myrna was a witch, she was a good one.
Myrna was raised mainly by her father’s family. When she was in her twenties, she moved to New York. I
loved getting her letters, scented with patchouli or lavender. She started them all the same way:
“Dear Bessie, my beloved, most beautiful sister.”
(Bessie is my middle name, but if anyone outside of my family calls me this, I don’t respond. Well, sometimes
I do, but it’s not pretty.)
As I got older, the letters got longer. Though she had little formal education, Myrna knew how to apply her
intelligence and had learned foreign languages. She’d write me in Arabic or French and include a vocabulary
translation in the back. She encouraged me to read and learn as much as I could.
Myrna’s visits were like royalty coming to town. She wore African clothes and looked regal. A talented painter
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and photographer, she sometimes used me as a subject. I always sat very still and she’d say I was a perfect model.
It made me proud to be the perfect anything.
Myrna’s voice was like a flowing river, calm and filled with musical inflections. In my mother’s house, even
when we were calm, we’d be screaming and yelling, talking at the same time. Myrna would always wait until
things had almost calmed down to add her comments.
Myrna called me Bess-One, her number one. She’d tell me African folk tales and would let me help her paint. I
used to think that our backyard on Gordon Street was full of trees, but there was only one tree. All the others I
remember came from Myrna’s paintings.
Myrna would tell me that God loved me and that no matter how alone I was, God was with me. She would
share things with me as if we were the same age. Sometimes I wished she hadn’t. She had lots of boyfriends and
one was married. She told me that this man had gotten her pregnant and she had miscarried in the toilet. I didn’t
fully understand what she was talking about.
“I’m just twelve,” I told her. And we cried together.
In 1967, Myrna asked my mother if I could come to visit her in New York. She told my mother that it was just
for the summer, but we secretly hoped it would last forever. New York was bigger than she had described it. I was
frightened by the crowded sidewalks and loud noises. She took me everywhere we went. Her friends all remarked
on how similar we looked and wondered if I were really her daughter. I secretly wished Myrna was my mother. I
would slur the name Myrna so that it sounded like “Mommy.” She never corrected me.
Myrna had a beautiful boyfriend who was also an artist. He was Muslim. He treated me like someone special.
He tested my abilities with mind benders and trick problems.
A man is found hanging by his neck in a room that’s locked from the inside. There’s no furniture, but there’s a
puddle of water under him. Was it murder or suicide? And how did it happen?
Days would go by, but he never gave me the answer. I had to figure it out just like you do. No man had ever
spent so much time with me or had given me so much attention. I wanted to stay in New York forever. Here I had
a family closer to what I saw on TV. A few more kids and we could buy a school bus and start a band.
One day, when Myrna and I were on the subway, a little girl about my age whispered in my ear. She said that if
I drank milk, the rats would come out of the sewers at night and suck my tongue.
I was horrified. After that I refused to drink milk or eat anything that had milk in it. I was so frightened that I
couldn’t sleep. Myrna thought I was homesick. I wasn’t. I didn’t want to go back with those crazy people, but I
didn’t want the rats to suck my tongue either. I didn’t tell Myrna the rat story, but I cried all the time.
She took me back to Wilmington.
Myrna’s sense of responsibility toward our family didn’t end there. Eventually she moved back in with us to
try to help us out, but her anger toward my mother for giving her up, combined with my mother’s conviction that
Myrna thought she was better than the rest of us, made the house like a powder keg. (All right, an even bigger
powder keg.)
So Myrna left. She traded her mother’s crazy house for her father’s, moving in to care for him as his health
declined. She gave up her painting, her study of language, and replaced them with alcohol.
*
Myrna had been drawn back to Wilmington to fill a void left in our house when Chris moved out.
Chris had been the backbone of our family. She not only fed, cleaned, and disciplined us, she gave us a sense
of who we were. She didn’t feel like my sister until I got older. As a child I thought she was my second mother.
She was. Chris always told us,
“Berry may not mean a lot right now, but someday it will.” She said that people would someday honor the
name Berry and proclaim,
“Do tell, you’re one of the Delaware Berrys. How mahvelous.”
Chris is funny and smart, resourceful and inquisitive, but others would call her tough. Her greatest talent is
keeping things in perspective. She calls things as she sees them. While others try to be diplomatic, Chris always
says the first thing that comes to mind. I knew from an early age that she was fearless because she did the
impossible: She argued and fought with our mother.
She tells me now that, while growing up, she was constantly afraid—afraid that she’d accidentally do
something wrong and harm us, afraid that my mother would one day leave her with us, afraid that she’d never
have a life of her own. When she thought we weren’t looking, she’d silently cry. Huge tears would stream down
her beautiful face. I wanted to comfort her but I was afraid to. Afraid that whatever could make her cry might still
be hanging around.
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But Chris had a way of making us feel that everything would be okay even if she didn’t believe it herself£
Whenever my mother was late with payments and bill collectors would come around, Chris would turn out the
lights and have us sit quietly until they left. Sometimes, though, she’d open the door wide and scream into the
face of those bill collectors.
“Do you think you’re going to get blood out of a turnip, mister?” she’d yell. “If so, come and show me how,
please show me how.”
You never knew how Chris would respond to something. Her punishments hardly ever matched the crime.
Wilmington was like other cities in the sixties—it had its share of racial unrest. (Has anything racial ever been
restful?) Sometimes people would throw rotten eggs at our house. We suspected the Dineens, a White family
whose backyard was on the opposite side of the garages. Chris says now that she always felt bad about those eggs.
She felt that people were trying to tell us that we were rotten, too.
After one such egg assault, I decided to be as bold as my big sister Chris. I marched around to the Dineenses’
house and found Janet, the youngest child, who was also my playmate. I didn’t see any eggs around, but that
didn’t matter.
“You’re nothing but a no-good, dirty White cracker,” I said to her.
My mother would curse like a sailor, but we were never allowed to curse or use racial slurs. There was
something about the way the word cracker rolled off my tongue and the way it made Janet look that gave me a
sense of power. Something in my mind must have snapped because I kept going.
“And your mama’s a cracker, your daddy’s a cracker, even your old, dirty dog, Jerry, is a cracker. Cracker dog,
cracker dog … the cracker’s got a cracker dog.”
Janet was in tears. She ran into her house and told her mother. Who called my aunt Gladys. Who called Chris.
Within minutes, Chris was standing in the doorway yelling,
“Bessie, get your Black ass in this house.”
I marched home fantasizing about how Chris would take my side. How she, too, understood the evil of White
crackers and would secretly help me end their bedevilment.
When I got to the house, Chris was standing in the doorway. I was smiling at first, but something in her eyes
told me to wipe the silly grin off my face. I ducked under Chris’s arm and she calmly sent me to the kitchen. She
was so calm that I was frightened. She told me to go to the cupboard and get the box of crackers. I did and she
told me to look at it.
Then the dam broke.
“Does this look like Janet?” she roared.
“N-n-n-n-n-no,” I stammered.
“Then why the hell did you call her that?”
Without waiting for a reply, Chris beat me with the box of crackers. Once the box was crumpled and the
crackers were scattered all over the floor, she found a belt and kept beating me. I got a lot of beatings, but this was
the worst. I probably don’t need to tell you that I can’t look at a saltine without flinching.
While I was cleaning up my mess, as Chris called it, she explained to me why she snapped. She said that I
would see a lot of stupidity in my life, but just because others were stupid didn’t give me an excuse to be stupid
with them. I had to be proud and find better ways to deal with ignorance.
“Name-calling and violence is not the way,” she said. The look on her face said she knew she’d been guilty,
too.
Much later, when I became a comedienne and was doing 250 appearances a year, I was constantly on the road.
Every night was a different city and a different hotel. I saw more white sheets than David Duke.\fn{ A notorious
contemporary racist from Louisiana.} Every day someone in the hotel would mistake me for the maid. They’d ask me
for towels or stop me in the hall to say they needed soap. At first I wanted to scream and call them all dirty melba
toast, ’cause I can’t say cracker anymore. But Chris had planted the seed that taught me to find another way.
Humor had become my way. Once when I had just arrived at a hotel where I’d be doing stand-up that evening,
a man walked up to me and said,
“You can come in my room and do your job now.”
I didn’t scream or protest. I walked into his room and told some jokes.
As much as Chris understood about the world, she felt trapped by her responsibility of taking care of four kids.
When the fifth one arrived, my sister Tanya, Chris had to get out. She slept with the first man who asked her and
got pregnant. She was always a big woman, so over the next nine months, we just thought she was becoming a
bigger woman. When she started screaming in pain, even my mother, the nurse’s aide, didn’t know what was
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going on. Finally we rushed her to the hospital.
She came home with a son, Christopher Alan Berry, but soon she was gone. It was just around the corner to
another house, but it felt like a world away.
*
My sister Tanya, the straw that broke Chris’s back, was a surprise to the rest of us kids, let alone to my mother,
who was forty-nine. I was six.
Tanya has had her share of issues to deal with, but she has managed to stay out of many of the family’s cycles.
Maybe this is because we were always so relentless in telling her that she wasn’t really a part of the family.
Tanya had the lightest skin, dark, almond-shaped eyes, a tiny nose, and ruby lips. She was the most beautiful
baby I had ever seen. Because my mother and Chris had to work, Tanya lived for the first five years of her life
with my aunt Catherine and my uncle Bus, who spoiled her rotten. By the time Tanya came to live with us, she
was used to getting her way. My mother felt guilty about not raising her, so she’d always take her side.
Since our mother would never punish her, we kids took up the slack. We told her that she’d been found in the
snow, which was why her skin was so much lighter than ours. We called her the Snow Queen, but when my
mother was around, we’d call her Princess. My mother thought this was a term of endearment and started to call
Tanya Princess, too. Finally Tanya blabbed and we got our butts beat.
Tanya was determined to keep showing us how different she was. She was bright enough to learn to read early,
and she read every word she saw. A bus trip with her was like being with Vanna White on speed:
"Stop. S-T-O-P: Stop. Oooh, I know what that spells. Retail. R-E-T-A-I-L. Retail. Liquor Store. L-I-Q-U-OR.” …
We would try to cover her mouth, but Tanya would run like the wind. Even then she could escape when the
rest of us couldn’t.
*
If not having a father around and not knowing who he was became an issue for me in adulthood, it was harder
on my two brothers much earlier. Brent and Kevin had similar reactions to the situation, but they took very
different forms.
Brent is six years older than I am. During our childhood, he was the toughest Berry that ever lived. He was
small for his age, but what he lacked in size he made up for with guts and fierce determination. He was hell-bent
on showing the world what he could do.
Kids would tease Brent about not having a father, about his Goodwill clothes and run-over shoes. So he’d get
into fights to shut them up. Since he was the oldest boy, he felt he had to protect all of us.
Once, when a gang of White boys had been terrorizing our neighborhood with racial slurs and random attacks,
Brent and his buddies found these boys and gave them the beating of their lives. To retaliate, they waited to get
Brent when he was alone. They climbed on top of the garages across the street from our house. When Brent came
home they threw rocks, broken bottles, and scrap metal at him.
Luckily, his screams brought us and some neighbors to his rescue. The injuries were severe enough to require
twenty stitches to his head. He vowed to kill them all. We knew he’d make good on his threat, so my mother
didn’t let him go anywhere but school.
One night my mother sent me to the store. It was getting dark so she told me to go quickly; after Brent’s attack
we had to be careful, On my way back from the store, a group of young Black boys jumped out from the side of a
building and grabbed me. One yelled,
“Take her bag.” Another said,
“Get her money.” The biggest boy stood in front of me and said,
“I’m going to make her ‘do it.’” Then one of the gang recognized me and said,
"Man, that’s Berry’s sister.”
I knew that they meant Brent. At that moment I saw fear on their faces. They handed my bag back to me and
tried to act real nice.
“Please don’t tell Berry about this,” they pleaded.
“Yeah, don’t tell him,” someone else echoed. Then he gave me a dime. I don’t know what Brent had done to
them or what they had seen him do, but he struck fear in their hearts. He struck fear in mine, too.
When teachers would complain to my mother about Brent’s fighting, he’d say it wasn't his fault. Sometimes it
wasn’t, but sometimes it was. Brent developed the habit of shifting responsibility off on other people.
He broke into the King Center on Market Street just around the corner from our house. Brent was very good at
climbing and was very limber. According to him, some bigger boys made him climb to the second-story window
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of the center and then come down and let them in.. They broke into the soda machine and stole a few bottles and
the change. Strictly small potatoes—but they got caught.
This was at a time when people knew what was going on in their neighborhoods and they didn’t mind getting
involved. Somebody called the police and somebody else called the boys’ parents.
My mother told the police to lock my brother up and throw away the key. She said that she’d never have a thief
for a son. The police put Brent through the entire routine, making him believe he was being arrested. When he got
home, my mother beat him mercilessly.
Brent never tried to steal anything again.
He was the darkest of the kids. Among Blacks, dark skin is not usually thought of as beautiful and is very often
considered negative. We were cruel to Brent about his color, and because he had been labeled a thief, he got the
nickname Black Bart. He hated this.
Brent was also radical before it was hip. He’d say things like,
“I go to school because the Man don’t want to see me educated.” Chris would correct him,
“No, fool, you go to school because Mom would kick your Black ass if you didn’t.”
That was the way Brent operated. Nothing was ever his fault, but he needed to feel he was in control. If
anything was pushed on him, if anybody said, “You must do this,” he’d either rebel and have nothing to do with it
or come up with a way to be sure we knew he was doing things on his own terms.
But Kevin felt responsible for everything.
*
Kevin was truly my best pal while we were growing up. He can still make me laugh with a look. He is
absolutely driven by a need to know how things work and how he can make them work better. When we were
kids, nothing was safe: telephones, radios, TVs. My mother would beat him for it, but he’d do it anyway.
After a while Kevin started punishing himself£
Whenever he did something that he knew he shouldn’t have, he’d sit himself down in the corner with his face
to the wall. He wouldn’t speak, not even to say what he’d done.
But Kevin wasn’t just curious; he had a knack for finding a practical application for almost anything he
encountered. He’d help people fix cars in the green garages, and often they’d pay him in spare parts. Kevin would
use these parts to build homemade bikes and go-carts. He called them “rides.” I loved it when he took me for a
spin. We’d go racing down Gordon Street screaming at the top of our lungs.
One man that Kevin helped with his car owned a bright yellow guitar. Kevin saw it and was determined to
have it. He struck a deal with the guy—he offered to work for a month in exchange for that guitar. He couldn’t
play the guitar or any other instrument, but he wanted to learn. When he finally earned that guitar, he carried it
across the street like he was the Black Gene Autry. He was strumming and picking and making all kinds of noises.
We told him that he was stupid and that instead of the guitar he should have taken money. But Kevin had resolved
to learn to play the guitar. He was nine and he did exactly what he said.
Soon Kevin was really playing and he would sing songs that he made up. Sometimes, when my mother was in
a good mood, we’d sit around and sing songs together. We’d all take turns performing and cracking each other up.
My mother would sing her own brand of the blues:
Lord, I got all these nappy-headed children
and they won’t listen to me.
I got seven children, I should have stopped at three

Kevin seemed to have a need to bring joy and laughter into our house. He was excellent at memorizing and
could recite whole passages from Scripture, but what he liked best were lines from movies. He’d take on the role
of characters from Sounder and practically recite the entire script. When I finally got to see my first James Bond
movie—which was nowhere near as good as Kevin’s descriptions—I was shocked to learn that the cast was not
Black.
“What made you think they were Black?” Kevin asked.
“’Cause you told it like they were,” I replied.
Kevin’s sense of responsibility has stayed with him his whole life. He’s made a career out of the Marines,
where he is an expert marksman and an instructor. When he comes to visit me, he’s barely out of his gleaming,
customized car—“Berry’s ride” they call it on base—before he’s fixing the wiring in the house, clearing out the
brush in some overgrown part of the yard so far away I don’t even know I own it, and taking time with all the
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kids. The kids adore him and they respect him. Kevin functions as a father, filling a role for them that no one was
around to fill for him.
How my brothers interacted with me, and with other women, had a great impact on my own expectations about
relationships with men. I’d hear them talk about women in a crude way, and I knew that if my own brothers who
loved me treated women like that, then strangers would treat me that way also. After they were married, I watched
their relationships with their wives.
Because they had seen my mother work hard, they vowed to take care of their wives completely. This didn’t
always work, but they tried.
“My wife will never need a job,” they proclaimed. I hated their attitudes.
“I will always work,” I’d tell them.
“Good, because nobody will want to marry you anyway,” they’d say.
Their idea of marriage was based on the fact that they were, men who hadn’t seen the relationship between
husbands and wives. My idea of marriage was derived from the fact that I was a woman who hadn’t seen the
relationship between husbands and wives. They had seen a woman work as hard as she could to support a family
and decided that it was their job to prevent it from happening in their home. It was almost like they were trying to
make up for all those times when they wanted to help our mother and couldn’t.
I had seen a woman work as hard as she could and learned that I could always rely on myself£
*
If Tanya had that little extra bit of determination that it took to break free of many of my mother’s cycles, our
sister Portia did not.
Portia is four years older than me, and she was always the pretty one. When we were very young, Portia wore a
pair of those cat-shaped eyeglasses, powder blue with rhinestones. We nicknamed her Cateyes.
Portia was the only one of my siblings whose father ever visited. Emerson would come loaded with presents.
He’d always bring along his wife and their daughter. He would go on and on about how cute his baby Portia was.
“Isn’t she cute?” he asked us, as if we were going to hold up scorecards: 9.1, 9.4, 8.9, 9.5 …
Even though I felt excluded, I loved Emerson and his wife for caring about my sister. They’d even spend their
holidays with us. This is not uncommon among people of color when children are involved. They often ignore old
disagreements and lost loves as everyone becomes family with the same unspoken goal: to do what’s best for the
children.
Portia would spend the summers with her father; my mother wouldn’t allow her to stay any longer. She would
come back with new clothes and all the latest records and toys. She’d hold them up and dare us to touch her new
things.
I did. When she wasn’t looking, I’d take her new dolls and punch their heads in.
Portia was always talented and dramatic. Chris used to call her “the Gloria Swanson of the Ghetto.” If Portia
fell down and scraped her knee, she acted as if she were dying. I knew she was acting, because she was tough.
Portia could fight like Jack Johnson. I once saw her stuff a girl in a locker.
By the time she reached high school, Portia was the most popular, most beautiful, most everything girl there.
She was head cheerleader, drum majorette, and president of the dance troupe. She was “Miss It.” I not only
wanted to be like her, I wanted to be her.
When Portia wasn’t around and I wasn’t performing plastic surgery on her dolls, I’d put on her clothes and try
to act like her. I was a Portia-vestite. I’d race to put things back just as she left them, but there was always one
sleeve a little out of place. She would notice and beat me up.
One time I wore her slip. It was hanging below my dress and one of Portia’s girlfriends said,
“It’s snowing down south.”
Portia realized, almost without looking, that it was her slip. She attacked me and made me take it off in front of
her girlfriends.
“Get your big ol’ butt out of my slip. Look at her big butt, y’all.”
When people found out I was Portia’s sister, they couldn’t believe it. They’d say things like,
“Really? You mean her blood sister?”
They acted as if I were some alien trying to associate myself with the best human on the planet. But I
proclaimed my relationship because I was proud. Portia was somebody.
*
But all Portia’s sense of style and beauty didn’t keep her from being my mother’s daughter. My mom warned
us all about making the mistakes she had made.
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“You’re going to end up with a house full of babies and nobody to help you.”
Portia didn’t listen. She went looking for love just as Mom had and found it on a two-way street—Gordon
Street. At the bottom of Gordon Street, to be exact, in the Thunderguards’ clubhouse. At this point, Portia already
had a child, and I’m sure she was just trying to find her a daddy like my mother had done.
Portia’s love was one of the head guys in the club.
Now I don’t think everybody in a motorcycle gang is bad. Some of my best friends are in motorcycle gangs.
Okay, they’re not, but I know some. You can imagine our dismay when Portia told us she was moving in with this
man. The relationship may have been beautiful at some point, but I didn’t see it.
It soon became abusive.
My siblings and I were often called to the rescue. It’s funny how closely a family can huddle in times of
trouble. No matter how strained the family relationship, when trouble breaks out, everyone comes running to help.
Portia told us she’d been threatened, whipped, hit with a TV set, and God only knows what else before she
finally left her Thunderguard. But by the time she did, she had another child.
Nori, Portia’s first child, was born loving her mother. If Portia went out, which she often did, Nori would cry
all night until she returned. She’d cling to her mother and declare,
“My mommy is the best mom in the whole world.”
“Yeah, right,” Chris would say, while thinking the exact opposite.
Portia did shower Nori with all the love she could muster, but she spent most of her time somewhere else. In
her way, she was trying to make a better life for herself and Nori by trying to find a man who could love them
both. This was an old pattern in our family.
Portia’s son William was just a baby when Portia moved out of that Thunderguard’s house. William had bright
eyes and was beautiful. However, he had seen things that children should never witness, terrible things. These
things are not for me to tell. They’re a part of William’s story.
Portia tried to keep her family together—by finding another man. This is hard for me to understand. Portia had
more talent and opportunities than any of my other brothers and sisters; she could look at our mother’s life and see
what didn’t work. She carried the scars of an abusive relationship. Still she went looking for another man. She
found him and had another child, Jabril.
Nori became the primary caregiver for her two young siblings, living out the same cycles that Chris had
experienced. At this point I longed to take care of her, but I couldn’t. I was in graduate school and performing all
over the country.
Portia moved to Dover, Delaware—my mother’s hometown—still caught in those cycles. But unlike my
mother, she didn’t become an alcoholic; she became a crack addict, just three miles from the plantation where my
great-grandmother had lived.
This is entirely too close to be a coincidence. Unable to provide for her children, she was on welfare and
moving from place to place. She was pregnant with her fourth child when she moved in with Myrna, who was
also living in Dover.
*
After years of caring for her sick father, Myrna had become distressed by life’s problems, giving up her
painting, and like my mother, had become an alcoholic. This was dangerous because she was severely diabetic.
But when Portia moved in, Myrna had taken up painting once more, was in recovery, and had been dry for about
two years. There was hope for both of them until Myrna started drinking again.
She called me every night to ask me for guidance. We’d talk and I’d send money to help ease the burden and to
help Portia get out on her own. I asked Myrna never to tell Portia where the money came from. A year before, I
had told Portia that until she changed her life, I wouldn’t send any more money. I didn’t want her to think that the
bank had reopened.
Myrna helped Portia move across the street. Myrna was putting her life back in order, but the stress, drinking,
and diabetes were all too much.
My beautiful sister Myrna died.
I had just finished the pilot for The Bertice Berry Show and was back on the road doing stand-up. I was tired of
all the family pressures and decided not to check my messages for three days. When I finally did, I learned that
Myrna had died and that my family had been trying to reach me. I was alone in a hotel room in Vermont and I
cried all night.
The next day a student from the college where I had performed took me to the airport. I told her about Myrna
and she became sad. By then I was okay. Myrna had spoken to me and let me know that I had another angel and I
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could talk to her anytime I wanted. Like long distance—only free.
I had other engagements, but I decided to go home, only because my mother needed me. The news of my
sister’s death, and her unresolved differences with Myrna, sent my mother back to the bottle. If it hadn’t been for
this, I would have completed the last two days of my tour and gone home for the funeral.
On the way to the airport, I noticed a sign for an authentic African import shop. In Vermont? I asked the
student to take me there. She agreed and we were soon lost in the woods. Eventually we found the place and it
was a treasure. The shop was in a house that was owned by a woman who could tell you not only where
everything had come from but also the name of the person who had made it. I found a dress that reminded me of
Myrna and the time I had lived with her in New York.
When I got to Delaware, the funeral director told me that almost all the arrangements had been handled by
Gwen, Myrna’s cousin. The only chore left was finding something for Myrna to wear; did I have any suggestions?
I told him I could do better and I produced the African dress from the shop in Vermont. It was perfect.
Burying Myrna was hard on us all, especially my mother.
I’ve always heard about how painful it is for a parent to bury child; I saw that pain in my mother’s face.
As I was about to leave, Chris told me that she couldn’t handle the stress of our family any longer. She said
that she’d been taking care of us all of her life and that she wanted a life of her own. Without a moment’s
hesitation, I told her to come and live with me and that I would take care of her until she could sort things out for
herself£ She said thank you and let’s go.
We did.
I don’t know what made me make this offer. I was about to start The Berlice Berry Show, which meant I would
finally be living and working in the same city. I was just divorced and I was thinking about the possibility of
finding a good relationship and starting my own family. But God works in mysterious ways.
*
Chris and I adjusted easily and were getting into a comfortable rhythm when we got word from my mother that
tragedy had struck again.
Portia’s cocaine addiction had gotten worse and her children were in danger of being taken away. The child
protective services counselor wanted to know if any family member could take them; if not, they were in danger
of being split up.
Chris and I cried for about five minutes. We cried for Portia and her children, and we cried for ourselves and
the loss of our newfound freedom. We called our mother back and told her that we’d be there to get the children.
Now, none of this was like any of the dreams that I had created for myself. It hit at a moment when it seemed
like all my carefully laid plans were bearing fruit and my career was going to take a big leap forward. And I knew
—at least in an abstract way that didn’t involve thoughts of diaper changing, lost bus passes, and homework
assignments—that kids would change many things.
The timing of my mother's call was amazing. Different syndication companies were bidding for me as their
next talk-show host. Huge sums of money were in play and rising quickly. The signing deal that was worth
$100,000 one day was worth $500,000 the next. Fox had been very interested in me, but their bid was only about
half what the other companies offered. Money was important, but it wasn’t the most important thing. I wanted to
have some say in what I was doing. Fox promised more creative control, so it was worth it to me to listen when
they wanted to talk some more.
They took me out to dinner in Los Angeles to some restaurant with a name I couldn’t pronounce. I was the
only Black woman in the restaurant, sitting at a table surrounded by powerful White men. Not the mid-level
people who do all the work but the big boys who make all the decisions: Greg Meidel, president of 20 th CenturyFox’s television division, and Kenny Solomon, head of sales. They were making their pitch, doubling their offer,
going on about percentages and overhead amortization.
In the middle of dinner I dropped my bomb.
“I’m going to be a mother.”
The table went silent. I could hear what was rushing into their heads: Shit, we just spent all this money trying
to win this woman over and she’s going to be a single mother. Who does she think she is? Murphy Brown?
I smiled a big smile and waited for somebody to choke out a congratulations.
“Er, um, how soon?” somebody gasped.
“Next week. Triplets.”
Somebody get the smelling salts.
I eventually explained what was going on, and they looked as relieved as if I’d just told them I’d work for free.
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Kenny Solomon’s wife was pregnant and due soon, and we talked about how we thought parenthood would
change our lives. Either Kenny was holding something back or we both got a long series of rude shocks a few
weeks later.
*
When Chris and I arrived in Delaware, the situation was worse than I expected.
Portia and the children were living in filthy conditions. We’d been poor but we were never dirty. Portia had
always been very clean, but crack destroys all reason. The child-services counselor told us that this wasn’t the
worst case they’d seen, but the children deserved better.
By now Portia had given birth to another daughter, Fatima, who was only four months old. Nori was living
with her Godmother, but we were also giving a home to William, who was eight, and Jabril, who was only a year
and a half old. All of them had special needs. When it came to children, I didn’t have a clue, and Chris’s son was
in his twenties and she could barely remember it. But we had more resources than my mother ever had and we put
them to use.
Portia gave us a hard time but thanked us profusely. She knew that giving up the children was the right thing to
do. I had never seen her like this and I was ashamed. But I was more pissed than embarrassed. How could she put
her children through something like this? Especially when her own childhood had been so hard. She performed a
piece from Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?—she was cursing one minute and crying the next. Then she promised
us that she’d get better and that she’d be coming for the kids soon.
Chris and I got all of the necessary paperwork taken care of, and we packed the children into the car for the
thirteen-hour ride home to Chicago. We thought that they would cry for their mother, but they didn’t. When we
loaded the youngest two into the car first, William thought he was being left behind. He looked at us tearfully and
begged,
:Please don’t leave me. Take me, too.”
We explained that he’d never be left again. We packed him in and took off.
I didn’t know the correct way to attach a baby’s car seat. The infant should face the seat, but I had it turned the
other way. Fatima rode across country slumped over. I thought there was something wrong with her motor skills,
and every five minutes I reached around to push her up straight. Thank God children are resilient.
We stopped in Wilmington to purchase some of the things our wild and crazy bachelorette life in Chicago
hadn’t included: high chairs, baby swings, playpens. The children had nothing and we worked to fit everything we
could into that car.
Sometimes your life path takes one of its bends and you have to roll with it. I was on the road to success when
the children came, and then I had to change paths. Both paths can get me to success; they just do it from different
directions. …
*FLORIDA*
164.102 Excerpt from A Visit To The Philadelphia Prison\fn{by Robert James Turnbull (1775-1833)} New Smyrna,
Volusia County, Florida, USA. (M) 7
Among the various communications made by your governor to the legislature,\fn{ Governor Vanderhorst and the
South Carolina legislature are meant; I did not make a note of the name of Mr. Turngull’s friend, to whom he addressed his report: H } in
the early part of their late session, I was not a little pleased to observe, that an alteration of the penal code of the
state, by mitigating the present punishments, was an object which he particularly pressed as commanding their
attention. That every degree of humanity should be mingled in the organization of laws for the prevention of
crimes, by annexing as mild penalties as possible to the transgression of them, is a truth no less consistent with the
refined principles of reason and morality, than it accords with the true interests and wishes of that community
whom the legislature is designed to represent. And to perceive the recommendation of the executive magistrate of
a government, influenced by a sentiment, which, while it reflects honor on him as a philanthropist,\fn{ The governor
thought it would be saving expense to the people of Charleston to have convict labor construct a fort and other public works on an island
just opposite the city.} will, if adopted, contribute so materially to the public happiness, must afford the most pleasing

consolation to every feeling mind.
*
You are already, my dear friend, too well acquainted with my thoughts on the subject, to make it now
necessary to assure you, of my personal satisfaction at this official proposal of a system, which has existed till
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lately in theory only, and whose beauties should have so long and so generally escaped the attention of the
humane. While so many arts have been invented, and the principles of every science discovered by the ingenuity
of men; while, combined with their intellectual facilities, they find stamped on them the grand moral attribute of
fellow feeling; that so few should have exerted themselves, to put in practice some plan or other for reducing to a
reasonable standard, those sanguinary codes of laws so prevalent throughout the globe, appears to me a
circumstance not altogether accounted for. Surely nothing but a blind prejudice to customs, engendered in the
depression of human happiness by ignorance, and the inexorable scourge of tyranny, could have given
countenance to a policy like this.
*
But in an age like the present, and in a country like our own; when burst from the chains which have long and
cruelly bound it, the mind of man is once more accessible to the mild influence of reason and humanity, how
strange that a rigor of the kind should exist. Thanks however to the virtue of Americans, that efforts towards the
total abolition of it have not been wanting in this western hemisphere. Pennsylvania has pointed out the necessity
of the measure. Directed by the unerring guidance of hitherto unexampled wisdom, she has furnished to the world
an instance of good sense and virtue, which must redound to her honor, for ages yet in the womb of time, and
when her sister states shall follow her footsteps, then and not till then, will the rising empire of America have
completed its happiness on the basis of genuine liberty.
*
Premising thus much, and in further compliance with my promise of writing, I am necessarily induced to give
you an account of the Philadelphia Prison. Notwithstanding a residence in this place for some months, I had never
the curiosity, till the last week, to visit this wonder of the world. The expression is comprehensive but no less just;
for, of all the Bridewells or penitentiary houses I ever read or heard of, I have met with none founded on similar
principles, or which could in any manner boast of an administration, so extensively useful and humane.
*
Externally\fn{Elsewhere, Mr. Turnbull digresses at great length aside from describing his visit, on how the prison came into being,
the nature of its government, the effects on prisoners of prisons elsewhere, and so on; and I have excised this material as not germane to a
strict description of the institution at hand. The preceding paragraphs of prologue, however, I have kept, as a necessary introduction, and of
interest in themselves: H.} this prison presents itself as a very strong and secure building, constructed of stone, with a

ground floor and two stories; and rather resembling an incomplete hollow parallelogram than any other form, with
a north front on Walnut, and a south one on Prune Street. The principal front on Walnut street measures one
hundred and ninety feet in length, and forty feet in depth. The east and west sides or wings of the same depth,
respectively, extend at right angles with the main front, ninety-five feet in a southern direction, and then join stone
walls of twenty feet in height, running to the southeast and southwest corners. The west wing in on Sixth\fn{ The
text has: fourth sixth street.} Street. These three sides are appropriated for the confinement of criminals, vagrants, &c.,
and whose outward appearance does not much resemble a prison, but [a] neat, handsome, and no inconsiderable
ornament to the city.
Nearly contiguous to the east wing, is a brick edifice of two stories, raised upon arches, of about forty feet in
length, and twenty-five feet in breadth, set apart for the purpose of solitary confinement. The south front on Prune
Street is partly the wall and partly the debtors apartment, a stone building originally intended for a workhouse,
about forty-five feet in length, and fifty-five in depth. The whole of the buildings stand on a lot of two hundred
feet by four hundred; one hundred feet of the south part of which is divided off for the use of the debtors by a wall
running east and west.
*
Having been previously prepared with a permit, procured by a friend from one of the Committee of Inspectors, to
visit the prison, we delivered it at the door, when orders were immediately given to a turnkey, to conduct us
through the different parts of it. We were first shown through the grand entry, secured by an iron grated door about
midway, and from thence (across a court or passage running from one end of the front to the other) directly into
the yard of the prison.
Conceive, my friend, the pleasant sensations which by turns took possession of our minds at the time, when I
declare, that instead of having our eyes palled, as we might naturally expect, by the gloomy appearance of the
walls of a jail-yard, we found ourselves amidst a small industrious community. At the southwest corner of the
yard stood a wooden building, in which is established a manufactory of nails on an extensive plan. Here are
manufactured cut nails of all descriptions, and particularly brads of an excellent quality; the whole by a method
easy and expeditious. We were informed by the superintendent of this manufactory, that about five hundred
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weight of nails were daily produced by the labor of the criminals.
Next to the manufactory is a blacksmith’s shop, while in other parts of the yard are erected small sheds, where
the occupations of sawing marble, cutting stone, *c. were purified in their respective branches. In short there was
such a spirit of industry visible on every side, ad such contentment pervaded the countenances of all, that it was
with difficulty I divested myself of the idea, that these men surely were not convicts, but accustomed to labor
from their infancy.
*
From viewing the yard, our curiosity naturally led us to examine the interior apartments of the building. We
first went through the ground floor, or front half-story, chiefly appropriated for kitchens, which were exceedingly
clean. Some men were busily employed in carrying plaster of Paris in lumps along the passage, to an apartment in
the east end of this story, where it is ground by others in a mill fixed for the purpose. There were several other
rooms, but nothing material engaged our notice.
We next ascended the first whole story, with which there is no communication with the under, except by a flight of
steps outside in the yard. At the back part of this as well as the other floors, there are long courts or passages,
extending from one end of the front to the other, about the width of twelve feet. Along the passage here, are
ranged eight apartments; three of which being occupied as the apartments of the jailer, and one made use of as the
inspectors’ room, have no entrance to them within side of the iron grated door. The rest open into the passage, and
are workshops, with instruments and tools for carpenters, joiners, turners, shoemakers, weavers, and tailors. These
different trades we saw carried on with all the industry imaginable. There were also persons in the court,
employed in chipping logwood. The workshops are of the dimensions of twenty feet by nineteen feet; neat,
healthy and airy; perfectly secure from fire and an escape, by being arched over with stone, and having double
iron gratings to the windows. No communications with them can be effected by persons in the street.
The upper story contains the same number of rooms, ranged in like manner as the lower apartments; the first of
which, at the west end, is set apart as an infirmary for the reception of sick prisoners, and the rest bed rooms. In
each of the rooms are about one dozen beds with mattresses, sheets and rugs; every prisoner being allowed a
single bed. All these front stories are appropriated for none but male convicts.
The first story of the east wing contains five apartments, constructed in the same manner, in which are confined
persons accused and committed for trial, who are not made to labor. In the second or upper story are the vagrants,
and runaway servants. These persons are employed in beating help, picking moss, hair, wool, or oakum. There is a
courtyard to this wing, measuring ninety by thirty-two feet.
*
We next visited the apartments of the women, in the west wing of the prison, on Sixth Street. The ground floor
of this wing was formerly divided into dungeons; but now are seldom, or never entered, unless to stow away
wood, or any bulky material. In the first story are four rooms, ranged in the same manner as those of the east
wing, appropriated for the use of the female convicts, besides another, used as a store-room for the articles
manufactured in the house. The women perform their labor in the passage; they were engaged, some in spinning
cotton and mop yarn, carding wool, picking cotton, sewing, and preparing flax and help; others in washing and
mending. They have a court yard, of the same dimensions of the one belonging to the untried criminals, and male
vagrants. In the upper story of this wing are confined female vagrants, and women of bad character, who are also
kept at profitable employments.
*
For each convict, a separate account is kept by the jailer, charging him with his clothing, sustenance, &c., and
in which a reasonable allowance for his labor is credited. It is generally rather less than the wages of other
workmen in the city. These accounts are balanced at short periods, in order that the overplus or proportion, which
might be due to the prisoner, may be paid into the county treasury for safekeeping; and, once in every three
months, they are audited before the inspectors. The committee of inspectors, once during the same period of time,
fix the charges for the prisoners maintenance, which depend on the existing price of provisions, &c. It is now one
shilling and three pence per day for the males, and seven pence for the females. There are few who do not earn
about two shillings. The marble sawing and manufacturing of nails are the most lucrative employments followed
in the prison. Several were pointed out to us, who earned at these occupations above a dollar, and one in
particular, whose daily labor averaged one dollar and a half.
*
The clothing of the convicts is altogether manufactured in the prison, and adapted to the climate and season. In
winter, the men are dressed in jackets, waistcoats, and trousers of woolen; and in summer, with coarse linen shirts
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and trousers. The women in plain gowns of the same. The fluff for the whole is woven by the males and made up
by the females. There is, at the same time, not a mattress, sheet, rug, coverlet, nor anything else in that line, but
what is likewise manufactured in the house. The store-room contained a great stock and variety of articles, in
quality equal to anything of the kind I have seen for some time. The most valuable articles, such as nails, plaster
of Paris, marble, &c., are in such demand, as generally to be disposed of as soon as manufactured or prepared.
*
Great attention is paid to the health of the prisoners. On any person’s complaining, and upon examination of
the physician found to be diseased, he is removed to the infirmary of the prison, his name entered on a book kept
for the purpose, and there remains until he is in a proper condition to leave it. The time is determined by the report
of the physician, which, as soon as made, is entered in the keeper’s book, when the prisoner must immediately
resume his accustomed employment.
*
While at their work, the prisoners are permitted no singing or laughing, nor indeed any conversation, except
such as may immediately relate to their business. This prohibition of all unnecessary converse is relied upon as an
essential point for the complete administration of the prison; and whoever will subscribe to the doctrine, that the
less exertion which is given to the nerves and organs of sense, must calm the state of the system, and, by an
immediate consequence, soften the disposition of the heart, will as readily consent to the policy of the regulation.
But, to enter a jail, you will say, without being importuned by the frequent and insolent requests of some
prisoners, or alarmed for your safety, from the daring threats and villainous miens of others, can alone proceed
from the most extraordinary and severe discipline: and yet in this prison it is effected with ease.
*
This silence, which the inspectors have been so strict in enjoining upon the laborers, has been as rigidly put in
practice, and is the first circumstance that will arrest the attention of a stranger. The behavior and looks of the
criminals, at the same time, do not border on disgust, and of course not troublesome, as on no account are they
permitted to address or beg alms of a visitor—nor do they do it. Having been left alone with the prisoners, at
different times, in their several apartments, we wanted not opportunities to discover, whether the fear of their
keepers, or their own conviction of the necessity of the regulation, had the greatest weight in restrain9ing them
from a breach of it: the latter we found to predominated. None of them ever made the first advances to converse
with us, and only once was a request ventured, and then by an industrious shoemaker—and for what think you?—
for a piece of tobacco. Fortunately one of our company had a little which was given him. A chew of tobacco is
esteemed a luxury with most of them, but strongly forbidden by the inspectors, and perhaps with much reason, It
is an idle, dirty habit, affords no nutriment to the body, and not infrequently leads to intemperance in drinking.
However contrary our gift was to the rules of the prison, and notwithstanding it might have given offense, had it
been known, still we should never reproach ourselves with our conduct. He must want a heart indeed, who could
not have found a disposition to relieve, if placed in a similar situation. The man was industrious, his air
interesting, the manner of his request modest and becoming.
*
All the prisoners rise at the dawn of day; so that after making their beds, cleaning and washing themselves, and
other little necessary arrangements, they generally commence their labor by sunrise. After this no convict can go
into any part of the house, other than the place or apartment assigned for his business; and particularly the nailers,
carpenters, shoemakers and weavers, who can, on no pretense whatever, leave their shops, or permit any other
prisoner to come into them, without giving immediate information to their keeper, or by permission of the keeper.
The rooms in which they work are not locked. About seven are in a shop, one of whom is appointed by the jailer,
whose duty it is strictly to notice all offenses, and in default of it is punished according to the rules. For this,
however, there is little or no necessity, as they commonly work under the mutual inspection of each other. The
keepers constantly parade among the prisoners, in the courtyards and passages.
*
At the approach of dusk the bell is rung, when they must leave off labor, immediately repair to their rooms, and
form themselves in such a manner, that the keeper may have a perfect view of every person belonging to each
room. They remain thus formed, till he calls the roil and counts them: he then locks them up in their apartments,
but without candle or fire, except in extreme cold weather. From this time half an hour is allowed them to adjust
their b3edding, after which they are not permitted to converse aloud or make a noise.
*
Four watchmen are obliged to continue in the prison all night: two are within the iron grated door, and two in
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the inspectors’ room. In their turn they patrol the passages constantly, and strike the bell every hour. They report
on the morning of the succeeding day, any remarkable occurrence of the night, to the clerk of the prison, who
commits the same to writing, and lays it before the inspectors at their next meeting.
*
In going through this prison, you are not disgusted with these scenes of filth and misery, which generally
distinguish jails from other places. On the contrary, the industry, cheerfulness and cleanliness which meet the eye
in every direction, cannot but be peculiarly gratifying. I assure you that my nostrils were not once invaded by the
least unwholesome or even offensive smell. In the bed rooms the beds were all made up, and the floors white and
perfectly free from dirt. This was so surprising, that one of our company in amazement inquired how it was
possible to enforce a regulation of this kind among so many people. “Oh, Sir,” answered the keeper, “our method
is one and invariable. The prisoners well know that a transgression of the rules is never overlooked, and contrive
to adjust their conduct accordingly.” On conversing further with him, I found that the criminals in the different
rooms, for their own convenience and comfort, had adopted among themselves secondary and inferior
governments. One of their principal regulations relative to cleanliness was, that no one who found occasion
should spit elsewhere than in the chimney. (The punishment annexed to the person, who thought proper to
infringe this general rule, was simply an exclusion from the society and conversation of his fellow convicts, and
this is found to be sufficient.)
*
By the laws of the prison, the house must be swept every day by some one of the convicts. The duty is taken in
rotation. It is also washed once a week in the winter, and twice in the summer, from one end to the other, and as
often in a year completely white-washed. A good proof of the cleanliness of the place you have, when I mention
from authority, that out of eight thousand and sixty persons, who were confined in the several apartments of the
prison (the debtors jail included) from the twenty-eighth day of September, 1780, to the fifth of the same month in
1790, only twelve died of natural deaths. Since the latter of these periods, the establishment of the new system of
discipline has produced much better arrangements, as well as respect to the comfort and health, as to the good
order and government of the prisoners. This has been evident in several instances. The physician’s bill, which
formerly amounted to twelve hundred and eighty dollars a year, seldom exceeds at present one hundred and sixty;
and excepting in cases of contagious diseases, not more than two prisoners have died from June 1791 to March
1795, a period of nearly four years. During the fall of 1793, when the yellow fever had extended its fatal ravages
over every part of the city and suburbs of Philadelphia, we have from Mr. Carey, in his account of that calamity,
that only six persons in the prison were taken sick, and sent to the hospital; although the situation of jails, even
under the best administration, makes them most frequently liable to the generation of contagious and other
diseases. At this time, too, were confined there, by order of the French consul, one hundred and six French
soldiers and sailors, besides one hundred other prisoners, composed of convicts, vagrants, and criminals
committed for trial.
*
The cleanliness of the prisoner’s person is likewise particularly attended to. On the first admission of a convict,
he is separately lodged, washed and cleansed, and continues in such separate lodging, till it is deemed prudent to
admit him among the other prisoners. The clothes to which he is committed are fumigated and laid by till his
discharge. They regularly shift their linen, and are shaved twice a week. Previous to commencing their daily labor,
they are made to wash their face and hands, and in the summer months to bathe themselves, in a large basin in the
courtyard provided for the purpose. Towels are fixed in the different courts. Their hair too is cut decent and short
once in a month, and for the convenience of the barber, the whole number of men is generally divided into four
equal parts; so that one fourth part have their hair cut every week.
*
We witnessed a circumstance, which would not only excite the astonishment of all but must impress every
visitor’s mind with a favorable opinion of the administration of the prison. It is the humanity of the keepers to the
convicts. The opportunities which keepers of jails generally have of exercising a petty tyranny and cruelty over
the criminals entrusted to them, and their use of these opportunities—indeed the many marks of hard-heartedness
and brutality, which can often be traced in their visages, as well as in their actions—had almost made it proverbial
with me, that to find fellow feeling in one of them, is as difficult as to discover crocodiles in Greenland, or seacalves in Egypt. And to be told, that a turnkey was beloved by criminals, would hitherto have been a matter of as
much surprise to me, and entitled to as much of my credit, as of Reynard being attached to a hound.\fn{The allusion
is lost on me.} Neither of them I conceived to be within the limits of probability. I have however been disappointed.
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Yes, my friend—I have been in a prison where the heart of a turnkey is like that of another man, and where
humanity is the standing order of the day.
*
It is the chief object of the keepers to command as much respect as possible from the criminal, and yet without
laying him under any undue fear of restraint. By these means the convict becomes insensibly and gradually
attached to him, and his mind better prepared to receive any impression he might wish to make. The result of
which is, that a keeper seldom speaks to a prisoner, but what he is answered with respect and with mildness.
*
In passing among the stone-cutters, a Negro in particular attracted our attention. His countenance bespoke
contentment, whilst his eyes expressed an anxiety that we should address him. I relieved it by interrogating him as
to the length of time he had been confined, and how he was pleased with his condition. His answer was, nine
months, and to continue three more. That with respect to living, clothing, and treatment, it would be ingratitude in
him to complain. On asking the cause of his confinement, he related to us with the most interesting eagerness, all
the circumstances of his commitment and trial, endeavoring to convince us of his innocence of the fraud, for
which he had been condemned. We dissembled, and appeared to be perfectly satisfied with his tale, which gave
him pleasure. He felt happy that we should depart with a favorable opinion him. The case was the same with
others whom we accosted, who appeared delighted at the opportunity of telling us a favorable tale. Several of the
prisoners again held down their eyes, and appeared affected that we should look on conscious folly. But in the
countenances of none, did we perceive those marks of hardened villainy and audaciousness, which too
unfortunately characterize the inhabitants of prisons.
*
Although reformed in other respects, many of them persevere in attesting their innocence, when addressed by a
stranger. This dissimulation must be expected; for what must be the sensations of one of these men, on reading in
the village of a visitor, an impressed certainty of his guilt. Were he conscious of it, and had repented of the action,
would he not be anxious to remove it? Yes—nature, in order to portray herself in the fairest colors, would often
persuade a man to encroach thus far upon the laws of morality.
*
Another incident occurred in our visit to the women’s apartment, which no less evinced the good treatment
these people meet with. The keeper who conducted us through this ward had been absent for some time, and had
accidentally called on a visit to the prison. The women were about retiring from their labor. No sooner was the
voice of this person heard on entering, than it was recollected by a decent looking young woman standing in the
passage, and in a moment Davis (for that was his name) was whispered through all the apartments. With the most
heartfelt expressions of joy, they hastened from their seats to welcome him on his return, and on his part he
received them with a mixed sense of tenderness and satisfaction. What a feast would this have been for an
Howard’s heat! What a field does it not open for the consoling reflections of every philanthropic mind! Humanity
must always be venerated, and ensure its just weight of applause; but when we perceive this divine attribute in the
turnkey of a prison, what panegyric can be too great for that man’s virtue, who, in spite of all the tempting
allurements, to which love of power is apt to incline mankind, would not descend to tyranny and cruelty, and in
defiance of the long established carmen necessarium of jailers, can boast of being a protector—an instructor—not
an iron-hearted overseer! But why should this be said? Why carry wholly to the credit of an individual, a virtue
which is inseparably connected with, and proceeds, as shall hereafter appear, from the beauty of the new system
of administration? Nay, more; why throw out an expression, from which an inference might exist, that there is a
possibility of oppression and injustice towards the prisoners? Alas! A too long received impression of the horrors
—the abuses of those sepulchers and abodes of human wretchedness—stands my apology. I ought to have kept in
remembrance that the present Philadelphia Prison, from the nature of its institution, forbids the very thought.
*
These incidents, however, have been mentioned to show that the prisoners are satisfied and live well; and the
fact is, they do. The male convicts are allowed, for breakfast and supper, as much as they can eat of a pudding
made of the meat of maize corn, called mush.\fn{ Similar to the hominy of the Southern States, only not so coarse. } At dinner
they have, three days in the week, about half a pound of bread, with a pint of potatoes; on other days, mush and
potatoes: on Sunday, a pound of wholesome meat is distributed to each prisoner. Those among them who behave
themselves well are, at times, permitted the indulgence of procuring other provisions, at their own expense, but
the practice is not common. The nourishment of the women is of the same quality with that of the males, only not
as considerable, from their services being less laborious. Contracts for the food of all the prisoners are entered
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into by the jailer, and the whole paid for by the inspectors.
*
The drink of the criminals is molasses and water. Spirituous liquors are forbidden, except for medical
purposes, prescribed by the attending physician; and the person who sells, or suffers them to be introduced, on
any other occasion, subjects himself to a penalty of five pounds: if an officer of the prison, dismission from office.
The reason of this rigorous regulation arises, in the first place, from the probability of the abuse which might be
made of the practice, were it once introduced; and, in the next place, from the conviction of the inspectors, that
those liquors act not so powerfully in strengthening a body, doomed to more than ordinary toil and labor, as the
effects of good, wholesome water. That whatever cheerfulness or vigor it may produce in a laborer, it is merely
temporary, and like all high stimulatives, its operations are no sooner at an end than the system is left enervated
and fatigued. Nor are the inspectors governed by less reasonable motives, in their choice of a cheap diet, and the
exclusion of much animal food from the convicts. The citizen who once makes a violation of the family compact
has left but a very slender claim on the public attention: the only one, if it may be so called, is their obligation to
restrict him from further opportunities of incommoding them, by reformation or other means; at the same time
with the least possible expense to themselves. Happily the regulation fallen upon by the inspectors, with respect to
the subsistence of the convicts, has appeared more likely to assist, in arriving at this desideratum of prison
governments, than many others through the same medium of diet, although more economical; that is to say, the
two ideas of economy and utility are by it more closely connected. The mush, on which these people are fed, is the
substance of the most wholesome and nourishing grain we know of; extremely light and more easily digested than
almost any other species of food: consequently the more useful. To those persons who feel disposed to doubt the
efficacy of aliment\fn{Such nutrition.} on the temper and behavior of men, I need only remark, that the experience
and observations of several of those entrusted with the superintendence of the prison, have led them to conclude
it is not a trifling contributor to the good order of the convicts. Moral, though not always, is often a consequence
of physical evil; and as we find from our own experience, that different qualities of meat and drink produce in the
mind as many temporary desires, degrees of sourness, gentleness, heaviness, or hilarity, so it is equally reasonable
to presume, that a long and habitual use of a light, wholesome nutriment will keep the disposition more uniformly
kind and serene.
*
The convicts are called to their meals by the ringing of a bell. We saw the men sit down to their supper, and I
do not recollect a scene more interesting. At one view we beheld about ninety fellow creatures, formerly lost, as it
were, to their country and the world, now collected into one body, and observing that air of composure and
decency to each other, consequent only from a long and continued practice of moral habits. They were seated
agreeably in classes, or rather, the shoemakers, stone-cutters, nailers, carpenters and weavers, formed each a
distinct class. During the time of eating, we witnessed no laughing, nor even an indecent gesture; but a perfect and
respectful silence reigned along the benches. They remained seated until all were ready to rise, of which notice
was given by the attending keeper. They then immediately repaired to their respective employments. Their eating
room is the left part of the court of the front ground floor or half-story.
*
About one-eighth of the number of convicts compose the Negroes and mulattos, between whom and the whites, in
this country, are none of those shameful, degrading dissections you are daily accustomed to in the Southern
States. Tried with the same legal solemnities, and by the same tribunals, they have equal privileges with other
condemned criminals. At supper, I observed they were all seated at the same table, a prospect that afforded, as you
might well conceive, no small gratification. Like Brissot,\fn{ Jean Pierre Brissot de Warville (1754-1793) French
revolutionary.} I can say, “It was to me an edifying sight—it seemed a balm to my soul.”
*
Slavery, my friend, is approaching to its dissolution very rapidly in Pennsylvania; and I hope, before long, will
receive its final death-blow. Liberty, humanity and reason have already decreed its doom. The and of universal
justice is uplifted to inflict it—God grant it may fall with vigor. Slavery in its fullest extent, however, never was
so perfect as it is in the Carolinas and Georgia. The Africans always possessed, in common with other men, the
liberty of life, and other privileges which have been uniformly denied them in those countries. At present it can
only exist for a certain term of years, till the slave is of age, during which time he is placed upon the same footing
with an indentured servant. What portion of rights this class of the community at this moment possess, the board
of inspectors are extremely careful and jealous of; so much so, that they direct the visiting inspectors constantly to
bear in mind, that all men are free until legal proof is made to the contrary. They therefore take care that no person
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is held in confinement on a mere suspicion of being a runaway slave; and those persons who are actually slaves,
are not applied for by proper claims within a limited time, they return to the supreme or other court for a Habeas
Corpus, to remove them according to law. …
1819
161.131 The Defense of the Red River\fn{by Edmund Kirby Smith (1824-1893)} St. Augustine, St. Johns County,
Florida, U.S.A. (M) 4
Soon after my arrival in the Trans-Mississippi Department\fn{ A note reads: I have found amongst my war papers two
letters upon the Red River campaign which I believe have never been published. They were written by me to Mr. Davis, the President of the
Conf3ederacy, immediately after the occurrence of those events, and are official and have the merit of being written when 3events were
fresh and before either prejudice or personal feeling could have biased. From these, chiefly, I take this narrative—E.K.S . General E. K.
Smith took command of all the Confederate forces west of the Mississippi River March 7, 1863, until the end of the war. } I became
convinced that the valley of the Red River was the only practicable line of operations by which the enemy could
penetrate the country. This fact was well understood and appreciated by their generals.
I addressed myself to the task of defending this line with the slender means at my disposal. Fortifications were
erected on the lower Red River; Shreveport and Camden were fortified, and works were ordered on the Sabine
and the crossings of the upper Red River. Depots were established on the shortest lines of communication
between the Red River valley and the troops serving in Arkansas and Texas. Those commands were directed to be
held ready to move with little delay, and every preparation was made in advance for accelerating a
concentration, \fn{A gathering together of armed forces.} at all times difficult over long distances, and through a country
destitute of supplies and with limited means of transportation.
In February, 1864, the enemy were preparing in New Orleans, Vicksburg, and Little Rock for offensive
operations. Though 25,000 of the enemy were reported on the Texas coast, my information convinced me that the
valley of the Red River would be the principal theater of operations and Shreveport the objective point of the
columns moving from Arkansas and Louisiana.
On the 21st of February General Magruder, commanding in Texas, was ordered to hold Green’s division of
cavalry in readiness to move at a moment’s warning, and on the 5 th of March the division was ordered to march at
once to Alexandria and report to General Taylor, who had command in Louisiana. About that time the enemy
commenced massing his forces at Berwick Bay.
On the 12th of March a column of ten thousand men, composed of portions of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Army Corps under General A. J. Smith, moved down from Vicksburg to Simsport, and advanced with such
celerity on Fort De Russy, taking it in reverse, that General Taylor was not allowed time to concentrate and cover
this important work, our only means of arresting the progress of the gun-boats. The fall of this work and the
immediate movement of the enemy, by means of his transports, to Alexandria, placed General Taylor in a very
embarrassing position. He extricated himself with his characteristic tact by a march of seventy miles through the
pine woods. Banks now pressed forward from Berwick Bay, by the line of the Teche, and by the aid of steamers,
on both the Mississippi and Red rivers, concentrated at Alexandria a force of over 30,000 men, supported by the
most powerful naval armament ever employed on a river.
As soon as I received intelligence of the debarkation of the enemy at Simsport, I ordered General Price, who
commanded in Arkansas, to dispatch his entire infantry, consisting of Churchill’s and Parsons’s divisions, to
Shreveport, and General Maxey to move toward General Price, and, as soon as Steele advanced, to join Price with
his whole command, Indians included. The cavalry east of the Ouachita was directed to fall back toward
Natchitoches, and subsequently to oppose, as far as possible, the advance of the enemy’s fleet. It was under the
command of General St. John R. Liddell. All disposable infantry in Texas was directed on Marshall, and although
the enemy still had a force of several thousand on the coast, I reduced the number of men holding the defenses to
an absolute minimum. General Magruder’s field report shows that but 2300 men were left in Texas. Except these,
every effective soldier in the department was put in front of Steele or in support of Taylor.
The enemy was operating with a force, according to my information, of full 50,000 effective men; with the
utmost powers of concentration not 25,000 men of all arms could be brought to oppose his movements. Taylor
had at Mansfield, after the junction of Green, 11,000 effectives with 5000 infantry from Price’s army in one day’s
march of him at Keachie. Price, with 6000 or 8000 cavalry, was engaged in holding in check the advance of
Steele, whose column, according to our information, did not number less than 15,000 of all arms. Shreveport was
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made the point of concentration; with its fortifications covering the depots, arsenals, and shops at Jefferson,
Marshall, and above, it was a strategic point of vital importance. All the infantry not with Taylor, opposed to
Banks, was directed on Shreveport. Price with his cavalry command was instructed to delay the march of Steele’s
column whilst the concentration was being made. Occupying a central position at Shreveport, with the enemy’s
columns approaching from opposite directions, I proposed drawing them within striking distance, when, by
concentrating upon and striking them in detail, both columns might be crippled or destroyed.
Banks pushed on to Natchitoches. It was expected he would be detained there several days in accumulating
supplies. Steele on the Little Missomi and Banks at Natchitoches were but about one hundred miles from
Shreveport or Marshall. The character of the country did not admit of their forming a junction above
Natchitoches, and if they advanced I hoped, by refusing one of them, to fight the other with my whole force.
It seemed probable at this time that Steele would advance first. When he reached Prairie d’Ane, two routes.
were open to him: the one to Marshall, crossing the river at Fulton, the other direct to Shreveport. I consequently
held Price’s infantry, under Churchill, a few days at Shreveport. Steele’s hesitation and the reports of the advance
of Banks’s cavalry caused me, on the 4 th of April, to move Churchill to Keachie, a point twenty miles in rear of
Mansfield, where the road divides to go to Marshall and Shreveport. He was directed to report to General Taylor.
I now visited and conferred with General Taylor. He believed that Banks could not yet advance his infantry
across the barren country lying between Natchitoches and Mansfield.
I returned to Shreveport and wrote General Taylor not to risk a general engagement, but to select a position in
which to give battle should Banks advance, and by a reconnaissance in force to compel the enemy to display his
infantry, and to notify me as soon as he had done so and I would join him in the front.
The reconnaissance was converted into a decisive engagement near Mansfield, on the 8 th of April, with the
advance of the enemy (a portion of the Thirteenth Corps and his cavalry), and by the rare intrepidity of Mouton’s
division resulted in a complete victory over the forces engaged. The battle of Mansfield was not an intentional
violation of my instructions on General Taylor’s part. The Federal cavalry had pushed forward so far in advance
of their column as to completely cover its movement, and General Taylor reported to me by dispatch at 12
meridian of the day on which the battle took place, that there was no advance made from Grand Ecore except of
cavalry.
In fact, however, General Franklin with his infantry was on the march and at once pushed forward to the
support of the cavalry. When General Mouton with his division drove in the cavalry, he struck the head of
Franklin’s troops, and by a vigorous and able attack, without waiting for orders from Taylor, repulsed and drove
back Franklin’s advance and opened the battle of Mansfield, which, when Taylor came to the front, with his
accustomed boldness and vigor he pushed to a complete success.\fn{ A note reads: Emory had received the order to advance
at twenty minutes to four while in his bivouac on Bayou St. Patrice, and had instantly put his division in motion. Three miles in rear of the
field of battle he met the routed column pressing in great disorder to the rear. Quickening their pace, his men forced their way through the
confused mass of fugitives, negroes, cavalry, camp followers, wagons, and ambulances, and formed a line in a good position to check the
pursuit, Dwight on the right of the road, covered by the 161 st New York deployed as skirmishers, Benedict on the left, and McMillan in
reserve behind Dwight. Hardly was the line formed when Taylor’s victorious troops attacked with great energy, pressing heavily on
Dwight’s right; but McMillan was brought up to his support, and when night shortly fell the attack had been thrown off. Emory’s division
held the ground it fought for, the retreat was covered and the army was saved—the army that had set out so confidently to take Shreveport,
only two marches beyond; saved by a triumph of valor and discipline on the part of a single division, and of skill on the part of its intrepid
commander, from complete destruction at the hands of an enemy inferior in everything, whose entire force ours outnumbered almost as two
to one.} Churchill, with his infantry under Tappan and Parsons joined Taylor that night.

The next morning Taylor, advancing in force, found the enemy in position at Pleasant Hill. Our troops attacked
with vigor and at first with success, but, exposing their right flank, were finally repulsed and thrown into
confusion. The Missouri and Arkansas troops, with a brigade of Walker’s division, were broken and scattered. The
enemy recovered cannon which we had captured the day before, and two of our pieces with the dead and
wounded were left on the field. Our repulse at Pleasant Hill was so complete and our command was so
disorganized that had Banks followed up his success vigorously he would have met but feeble opposition to his
advance on Shreveport.
Having ridden forward at 2 A.M. on receipt of Taylor’s report of the battle of Mansfield, I joined Taylor after
dark on the 8th, a few yards in rear of the battlefield of that day. Polignac’s (previously Mouton’s) division of
Louisiana infantry was all that was intact of Taylor’s force. Assuming command, I countermanded the order that
had been given for the retreat of Polignac’s division, and was consulting with General Taylor when some
stragglers from the battlefield, where our wounded were still lying, brought the intelligence that Banks had
precipitately retreated after the battle, converting a victory which he might have claimed into a defeat. Our troops
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in rear rallied, and the field was next day occupied by us.
Banks continued his retreat to Grand Ecore, where he entrenched himself and remained until the return of his
fleet and its safe passage over the bars, made especially difficult this season by the unusual fall of the river.
Our troops were completely paralyzed and disorganized by the repulse at Pleasant Hill, and the cavalry, worn
by its long march from Texas, had been constantly engaged for three days, almost without food or forage. Before
we could reorganize at Mansfield and get into condition to advance over the fifty-five miles of wilderness that
separated our armies, the enemy had been re-enforced and entrenched at Grand Ecore. The enemy held possession
of the river until he evacuated Grand Ecore.
Steele was still slowly advancing from the Little Missouri to the Prairie d’Ane. I deemed it imprudent to
follow Banks below Grand Ecore with my whole force, and leave Steele so near Shreveport. Even had I been able
to throw Banks across the Atchafalaya, the high water of that stream would have arrested my farther progress. An
intercepted dispatch from General Sherman to General A. J. Smith, directing the immediate return of his force to
Vicksburg, removed the last doubt in my mind that Banks would withdraw to Alexandria as rapidly as possible,
and it was hoped the falls would detain his fleet there until we could dispose of Steele, when the entire force of
the department would be free to operate against him.
I confidently hoped, if I could reach Steele with my infantry, to beat him at a distance from his depot, in a poor
country, and with my large cavalry force to destroy his army. The prize would have been the Arkansas Valley and
the powerful fortifications of Little Rock. Steele’s defeat or retreat would leave me in position promptly to
support Taylor’s operations against Banks.
Leaving Taylor with his cavalry, now under Wharton, and the Louisiana division of infantry under Polignac, to
follow up Banks’s retreat, and taking the Texas, Arkansas, and Missouri divisions of infantry, I moved against
Steele’s column in Arkansas. Steele entered Camden, where he was too strong for assault, but the capture of his
train at the battle of Marks’s Mill on the 25 th of April forced him to evacuate Camden on the 28 th, and the battle of
Jenkins’s Ferry on the Saline, April 30 th, completed his discomfiture. He retreated to Little Rock.\fn{ A note by
another hand reports here a Federal victory, which Smith (perhaps tactfully) omits mention of: Steele received information that Bank’s
army had been defeated and was retreating and that Price had received reinforcements from Kirby Smith of 8000 infantry and a
complement of artillery, and would at once assume the offensive. Not feeling strong enough to fight the combined Confederate forces,
Steele determined to fall back upon Little Rock. He had scarcely commenced his retrograde movement when Smith and Price began to
press him vigorously. A retreating fight was kept up for several days, until the Federal army reached Jenkin’s Ferry on the Saline River.
Here the swollen condition of the stream and the almost impassable swamp on the opposite side held Steele’s forces until his trains were
crossed over on pontoons. [Note that according to this source, they had not been captured, as Smith says: H] While he was thus detained,
on the 30th of April, Smith and Price came up and attacked him with great energy. The battle ranged furiously nearly half a day, when the
Confederate army was repulsed with heavy loss and withdrew from the field. Steele crossed the river without further opposition and retired
leisurely to Little Rock, with all his army except the division under General John. M. Thayer, which was sent back to Fort Smith. Price was
so badly beaten that he made no effort to pursue the Federal forces north of Saline River .} Churchill, Parsons, and Walker were at

once marched across country to the support of Taylor, but before the junction could be effected Banks had gone.
To return to Taylor, after the enemy left Grand Ecore, General Taylor attacked his rear at Cloutierville, whilst a
detachment under Bee held the Federal advance in check at Monette’s Ferry. General Taylor’s force was, however,
too weak to warrant the hope that he could seriously impede the march of Banks’s column. After the latter reached
Alexandria, General Taylor transferred a part of his command to the river below Alexandria, and with
unparalleled audacity and great ability and success operated on the enemy’s gunboats and transports.
The construction of the dam, aided by a temporary rise in the River, enabled Admiral Porter to get his fleet
over the falls. Had he delayed but one week longer, our whole infantry force would have been united against him.
Banks evacuated Alexandria on the 12 th and 13th of May, the fleet quitted the Red River, and the campaign
ended with the occupation of all the country we had held at its beginning, as well as of the lower Teche.
The operations of Taylor on Red River and Marmaduke on the Mississippi prevented A. J. Smith from obeying
Sherman’s order to return to Vicksburg in time for the Atlanta campaign.\fn{ An 1888 editorial note reads: A. J. Smith did
not rejoin Sherman, but, after Sherman had set out for Savannah, he joined Thomas in time to take part in the battle of Nashville. }
*
Through the courtesy of the editors of this work, I have carefully read a statement in which are grouped in
detail the covert insinuations, the gossip of camps and capitals, and the misstatements of well-known facts that go
to make up the old story of many versions of “an arrangement at Washington whereby Kirby Smith’s army was to
recede before the army of General Banks, falling back through the State of Texas, and finally to disband. In
anticipation of this,” the story continues, “Confederate cotton to an amount named, believed to be 25,000 bales,
was to be gathered at points convenient for transportation and taken by three commissioners, residents of New
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Orleans, who would accompany the expedition under Banks, and sold by them; the proceeds. to be divided like
naval prize money, and to go to make a fund for the benefit of such Confederate officers and men as might
expatriate themselves in Brazil or some other country. General Banks was instructed to carry out this
arrangement. General Dick Taylor was assigned to the command of the Army of the West Mississippi after this
arrangement was entered into and before its execution, was not a party to it, and purposely prevented its being
carried out by bringing on an engagement at Mansfield. After the navy commenced taking the cotton, claiming it
as prize of war, a wrangle began over it and its destruction commenced.”
I remark in passing that neither the emphatic statement in regard to General Taylor, nor the equally explicit one
about the destruction of cotton, can stand the test of dates; for General Taylor had been in command since 1862—
in fact before either General Banks or myself—and I ordered the cotton to be burned, in accordance with the
settled policy of the Confederacy, as soon as I heard of Banks’s movement, and before I knew of the approach of
the navy. There is not the least foundation upon which this story could rest. The circumstances alleged are
impossible to have happened without my having been a party to them. My power in the Trans-Mississippi
Department was almost absolute. I bought cotton through my Cotton Bureau at three and four cents a pound, and
sold it at fifty cents a pound in gold. It passed in constant streams by several crossings of the Rio Grande, as well
as through Galveston, to the agents abroad. It would have been absurd in me to have called in the devious and
uncertain agency of a Federal army, and of cotton speculators from within the Union lines, when I could at any
time have safely exported and placed to my credit abroad thousands of bales of cotton.
200.12 Excerpt from Florida Breezes; or, Florida New And Old\fn{by Ellen Call Long (1825-1905)} Tallahassee,
Leon County, Florida, U.S.A. (F) 6
… In continuing the journey South my recent experience on the water inclined me to the land route, and from
this point (Nashville) the known path is through the Indian Nation, which, for mutual protection, is made in
parties. We are four—and one a young lady of beauty and refinement—all on horseback, with pack mule, and
Natchez, the point of destination, trunks having been shipped there by the river. Gen, Coffee, who had fought by
the side of Gen. Jackson for the possession of the territory extending to the coast, most obligingly gave us a list of
stations through the nation, promising, however, little more than shelter from the weather.
Indeed, we found the accommodation very bad and long fasts very trying. The first Indian house at which we
stopped to take a snack there was no bread excepting a few crusts, and no corn pounded out of which to make any,
and of meat only a cold fowl. Miss K—— summoned her knowledge of cookery, fried some of this, which we
found appetizing indeed. Her cheerfulness made each meal a feast to some extent.
At the next hut we had plenty, though so greasy as to make it difficult to eat, but “necessity knows no law,” so
we swallowed all without examining too closely, where nothing was wanting so much as neatness.
*
At Natchez I had my first view of the Mississippi River. Of course, as of all we hear so much in advance, the
feeling was one of disappointment, but familiarity increased my admiration and wonder, and at this point in width
and boldness it exceeds. The town proper is on a high bluff, and it boasts of some fine house. Hospitality, as
everywhere in the South, is generous and ready.
We attended some entertainments, which were mostly eating frolics—gentlemen in one room, ladies in
another. The assembly balls were more attractive; the ladies were neatly dressed in muslin, danced well, and were
as intelligent as courteous. We had at these what is called the nobility—the Minors, Shotards, Ralstons, Rouths,
and many other wealthy planters. One was a very stately looking old lady, as cross-looking as possible. She thinks
few good enough to speak to, or to be honored so much as to dance with her daughter. Her son, as proud as she, as
he seldom dances with any but his family, but Miss K—— was flattered by the latter and I was honored by the
other, which we jestingly accepted as compensation for the trials of the wilderness.
Land and negroes form the badge of aristocracy here. All other pursuits are but for the convenience or pleasure
of the owners of these.
Miss K—— was young, and beautiful not merely because she was young, but for her virtues, wit and gentle
grace, which all shone forth on our passage through the wilderness in such patience, cheerfulness, merriment and
usefulness, that the travelers in gratitude and admiration addressed her in practical parlance as the “ministering
angel,” which, for the convenience of daily use, we soon reduced to “Angel,” and from henceforth I shall thus
speak of her—the more becomingly as she is in that springtime of life, early teens. The only treasure of her
father’s heart, accompanied by him, she was en route to a Philadelphia boarding school for the completion of her
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education, which heretofore had been conducted in the seclusion of home; hence we had it in anticipation to
renew the journey together as far as the city of New Orleans, from which point she was to take the sea for the
North.
An orphan boy without sisters,\fn{In her dedication of this book to her father, which she brought out in 1880, Ellen Long says
that she has deliberately worded the narrative contained therein as if it were actually written by her father; which, she says, she hopes to
have rendered “in his finished language and toned emphasis,” having “gathered most of the material herewith collected” from “fireside
talks and forest ramblings.” She puts her finished product thus: “History records his work—Memory recalls his eloquence.” But the actual
narrative is, word for word, her work. The travel narrative portion of the book which she casts as if it is he who is setting down the
incidents (of which but a small part is reproduced here) seems to have been dated at least twenty years or so prior to the Civil War, and
perhaps earlier:H} my lines hitherto had not fallen much among the young of the other sex. I had, however,

worshipped afar and entertained a most chivalrous respect for them, but had never committed that “green
indiscretion” of being in love; but this little girl in her native loveliness of truth, amiability and sprightliness had
strangely awakened something very akin to attachment, of which I was made aware almost for the first time when
the day arrived for our departure from Natchez.
The boat had arrived in her descent of the river and was at the wharf waiting for freight and passengers, and
while the one was hurrying aboard, the other was rolled off and on amidst cheering boat songs of the black crew.
Evidently the plank that bridged the boat with the wharf would soon be withdrawn, and yet Angel and her father
were not aboard. I had watched eagerly the arrival of every carriage from the moment it came in view moving
down the hill, and the impatience with which I walked the deck, and the delight with which I at last welcomed the
party, revealed to me that they were more than traveling acquaintance; for the feeling of purposeless existence had
given place to one of genial contentment, the first step in the restoration of health.
We were afloat—if one can ever be said to float—on this turbulently rapid river, which dashes forward from
four to six miles an hour, tearing and carrying in its mightiness acres of the dissolved clay that colors its waters.
As we descend on either side, the country lowers in its character, and there is not much of interest until the
hundred miles to New Orleans are nearly traveled and we reach the sugar cane plantations with their villas
embowered in golden fruited orange trees, especially interesting to me in all the novelty of such scenery to a
Northern man.
*
New Orleans at last—situated on a neck of land between the river, and a swamp in the rear. The levees or
embankments on both sides have the effect of raising the waters at this point above the city, which really sits
amidst the debris, as if it had been likewise washed down with the river’s torrent and here lodged for a time, until
some great flood or upheaval of nature shall bear it farther on its course.
But not more strange was the scenery than the people among whom we landed. French, Spaniards, Americans
and negroes, furnished a greater variety of the human species than I had ever seen assembled before, and “a boat,”
laden with produce of the country above, is the signal of gathering in numbers as eager as they are noisy; but so
gracious and civil that I almost fancied that it was a special welcome or reception of our party. Everybody knew
the father of Angel, and so everywhere I move in the South everybody knows everybody, or rather, who is who;
hence their cordiality.
The “French market” is said to be the best in the United States. We determined to test this in a breakfast the
morning after our arrival. In a fog almost equal to a rain, we made away to the Quartui Francais, which is divided
from the American part of the city by a wide boulevard known as Canal Street, and the business and social life of
the different nations is kept as distinct as the municipal. But the market, and Sunday morning, with foreign factors
and negro lingo, made it difficult to retain one’s individuality as an American, especially a New England man; but
it was as good as novel—such café, such bread, oysters, fish and fruits could not be found elsewhere. I learned
that Creole eggs, Creole oranges, Creole chickens, or whatever Creole prepared, signified a preference; in other
words, that what was raised within reach of the city was necessarily more fresh, and therefore better than those
brought down the river exposed to delay and neglect.
Indian women, dirty and squalid, exhibited dried herbs, plaited, mats and scrubbing brooms, and their men
wild game. Spaniards and French were the fishermen, but negro women in bright bandanas, and otherwise neatly
dressed, presided over tables, and were evidently the popular traders; and these were slaves, laughing and
chatting, and apparently as free as the customer, who ordered his omelet or fruit; and I learned subsequently that
these women represented their owners, and most generally the sales at the market furnished the support of a
family; and wherever they possessed capacity above household work or field drudgery, they were licensed as
marchands of beer, cakes and fruit at street corners, or with baskets of fancy garlands which they carried to the
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houses of patrons; and a more free, rollicking set of creatures I never saw—slavery at least with them had little
signification.
Near the market is the Place D’armes, a famous point in the City. It was here the Spanish colonist transferred
allegiance to France, and here likewise the ceremony of exchange took place between the Fleurs de Lys and the
Star Spangled Banner. Thus this square was the parade ground for three nations at different times, and from time
immemorial, all distinguished guests have been here welcomed to the hospitalities of the city. It was here that
more recently General Jackson rallied his forces to march below to meet the British;\fn{ During the War of 1812} and
where he came again to receive the highest award to well doing—the approbation of his fellow men and women.
The square opens to the river, and on the west side rises the venerable and time-honored Cathedral whose
dingy towers and moss-covered facades tell of another people as of another time, and so does its sister in art, the
Calaboose which adjoins; the church and the prison standing side by side in the need of man. And as these have
done for two centuries, will others in the future—the one receiving what the other rejects.
Sunday night is selected by the elite of the French population to attend operas. Did I go? Angel wanted to
know. Not long subsequently a Boston paper reported “that the Creole women could not be called beautiful, but
they were more, for they were fascinating, and their toilets exquisite in taste.” Someone had seen them at the
opera, and wrote of their “full evening dress, eyes, neck and arms”—their vivacity without brusqueness,
cheerfulness without noise; and of the elegant ease of the gentlemen as they visited “boxes” between acts, the
evening being more a social reunion than a secular or musical entertainment.
*
In the order of sight-seeing, we drove to the “battle-field,” twelve miles below the city, our road that of
Jackson’s army. Excepting the live oak, under which Packenham is said to have died, there is nothing to
distinguish the ground from other cultivated fields surrounding the homes of planters nestled among orange trees.
But the point where the Caroline lay when she sent her broadsides upon the British, and the ditches where these
latter hid themselves, and finally the arrival of our army and the conflict, was so well described by our Cicerone
that I involuntarily lifted my hat. He said (and he was a staff officer of Gen. Jackson’s on the occasion):
“In my opinion, the battle of the 23 rd of December is far the greatest and much the best fought field ever won
by Gen. Jackson. It enabled him to prepare for and fight the battle of the 8 th of January—the second great victory
was the legitimate result and offspring of the first, without which New Orleans would have been lost.”
But if wind and tide could have exceeded nature’s limits it need not have been fought at all, for on the 24 th of
December, nine days before and one day after .the first battle, “peace” was declared between the United States
and England, at Ghent, by their respective Commissioners.
“Yes, this is true,” replied the officer, “but what would have become of Gen. Jackson; he might not have been
President.”
And thus it is, wherever I encounter the followers of “Old Hickory” they have the one creed, that all men and
things are subservient to his will and benefit.
On the return drive to the city we were entertained from the same source by an account of the conflict of
martial and civil law—the authority of Gen. Jackson and that of Judge Hall—which he described as an eye
witness. Under the first, Louvillier, the Mayor, and Dominick Hall, the Judge, had been committed to the barracks
for attempting too soon after these battles to assume civil authority. But at last the city was emancipated from
martial law by Jackson’s own order; prisoners released, offenses pardoned and the militia disbanded; and among
others released were the Mayor and Judge.
If Gen. Jackson claimed to be guardian of his country’s safety, Judge Hall likewise claimed to be the
depository of her civic honor, and assuming that this had, been assailed in the disregard of a writ of habeas
corpus, issued by his Honor, and in his expulsion from the city by military authority, he straightway on his return
to the city issued the following order:
“That the said Major-General Andrew Jackson show cause why an attachment should not be awarded against
him for contempt of court.”
Thus when “New Orleans and Jackson” was on every lip and in every heart, and Legislatures were voting
thanks and swords, the “hero” of battles was arrested. Knowledge of so much made the following account of Gen.
C—— very interesting:
My encampment was on the opposite side of the river from New Orleans. Hearing of the summons of the court, and
that Gen. Jackson would be arraigned and possibly sent to prison, I hastened over to the city to inquire the truth. Upon
Col. Thomas Butler assuring me that the rumor was correct, I said:
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“Sir, the army will not permit, Gep. Jackson to go to jail.” My friend replied:
“Young man, you do not know what you are talking about; it is not impossible that Gen. Jackson may be sent to jail,
in which event you will probably be detailed to command the guard to conduct him.”
I was confounded, and I had been so often selected for special duty, that I recognized the force of what Col. Butler
stated. We were, however, saved this mortification. Gen. Jackson was summoned before the court, and the following
day set for trial. I waited near the court-house for his arrival. From this point to headquarters on Royal Street, leaving
space for his carriage to pass, the cheering wherever he appeared was tumultuous, and women from the balconies
waived handkerchiefs, and with approving smiles cast bouquets to the passing hero. Arriving, he entered the
courthouse, followed by the crowd pressing after him and cheering until he reached the bar, where he stood before
Judge Hall.
As one of his staff I was very near him, therefore, saw and heard distinctly all that passed. In a moment after
reaching the front, the stillness of death prevailed. However, the Judge turned to the Marshal and remarked with perfect
composure:
“The tumult is too great for the court to proceed.” Gen. Jackson rose, and with the utmost dignity, said:
“I think there will be no disturbance, and I hope your Honor will proceed.”
Judge Hall took no notice of Gen. Jackson, but reiterated his remark to the Marshal, “The tumult is too great for the
court to proceed,” and ordered him to adjourn court until the next day. Gen. Jackson retired amidst renewed clamors
and hurrahs: which continued through the streets to his lodgings.
Judge Hall was a large, portly man, near sixty years of age, dignified in person, and in all respects brave and
unflinching in the discharge of his duties. The next day there was, if possible, a greater crowd and greater enthusiasm;
the excitement was intense; streets and courtroom were filled with enthusiastic people. Arrived before the tribunal,
there was perfect silence, until his Honor, for the first time, seemed to recognize the presence of the arraigned by
ordering the usual form of interrogatories to show cause why a fine should not be entered for contempt. Gen. Jackson’s
counsel rose to read from a manuscript in his hands, but the Judge declined to hear him, assigning as a reason that it
might contain matter improper for the court to hear. Every assurance to the contrary was without effect. Whereupon
Gen. Jackson said:
“Under the circumstances I appear before you to receive the sentence of the court, having nothing in my defence to
offer.”
Judge Hall then proceeded to say that “Gen. Jackson was arraigned for contempt of the United States court, but in
consequence of his valuable services to his country, the penalty of the court would not equal the offence.” Gen. Jackson
in a tone of reproof, replied:
“Such language ill-becomes the Judge on the bench. If I have offended, I am here to receive the full penalty of the
court.”
Without noticing the reproof, Judge Hall proceeded to pronounce a fine of one thousand dollars. Gen. Jackson
turned to one of his staff and ordered him to fill the check for the amount. Then, with marked dignity, he advanced to
the Clerk’s desk and signed it in the presence of the court; and the officer handing it in turn to the Clerk, received from
him a receipt.
Amidst shouts of the wildest applause, the General and his staff withdrew, and on reaching his carriage (from which
the horses had been detached), he was lifted within and dragged by human force to the ‘New Exchange,’ the applauding
multitude following. He was here carried and placed on a table within the building amidst huzzas for a speech. Weak
and suffering, he excused himself—adding, however:
“Fellow citizens, I have shown you how to defend the liberty of your country, and I now set you the example of
obedience to its constituted authorities, which I hope will be profitable to you.”
The citizens of New Orleans, in gratitude to their defender, raised by subscription the amount of the fine imposed,
which was declined by the General for himself, but to show an appreciation of their kind intent, he requested that the
sum might be given to the indigent widows and orphans of the city.

As one most generally inherits religion, so had I my politics, which were, in my case, of the Webster school,
that is strictly constitutional, and in no degree sectional. I came South, therefore, without prejudice for or against
men or places. All Americans were my countrymen, the whole land my country, and I would not intimate for one
moment that the opponents of my leader entertained any opinions adverse to such feeling.
*
The respective fathers of all the sons of our soil had fought equally to establish the great principles of freedom,
and it is fair to suppose that in the joint heritage all are working honestly to maintain, or if needful, to fight again
for them. Independent, however, of party exponents of the country’s needs, there has risen a society, originating
with the Quakers, which at first had for its object the amelioration of the negroes condition throughout the United
States, but as this society has increased it has extended its purposes, and from the fact that the members have
petitioned Congress to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia and in all our forts and arsenals, they are called
abolitionists. It is a society very inconsiderable and un-influential, and has no supporters in Congress, though their
petitions have been admitted as the “right of petition” is a constitutional one—but they have received no
consideration.
But emboldened, they have more recently sent lecturers throughout the North, and South too, to cry out against
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“this sin”—this offense to humanity—and they go so far as to call it a blot and stain upon the Republican
character of the country. Cartloads of pamphlets have been circulated with coarse illustrations of man’s
inhumanity to man. Slave whipping and slave hunting are presented in every view disgusting and harrowing to
human sympathy.
These have aroused a corresponding element in the South, which petitions Congress that the literature of this
school shall not be admitted to the South through the United States mail. The denunciation of mischief makers has
given importance to the society, and they gain strength by proclaiming themselves the reformers of the age, ready
for conflict and martyrdom. There is one Garrison\fn{ William Lloyd Garrison} whose enthusiasm and persistence
gives the power of numbers to accusations and threats, from which bitterness, hatred and malice is fast
accumulating; for the South attacks this pharisaical love of the negro afar in those who are neglectful of homebred poverty, in the want and woes of the white laboring class at their doors.
So crimination begets recrimination. While the one proclaims it a Sin, and prates of the “unity of the races,”
the other gives slavery divine origin, points to Solomon’s Temple as the work of its hands, and announces
indignantly the notion that climate makes the man. Living upon soil for which their fathers have fought;
themselves as brave in later defence; law loving and law abiding; Christians, intelligent, learned and
accomplished; influences practiced in the faithful charge of all inherited responsibility, the South stands aghast at
the assault of impertinence, and contemptuously shuts the door of investigation in the face of what she terms
meddling fanatic.
The more so, that through legislation and associations she has refused to accept for the negro the unjust edict
towards the descendents of Canaan, and long before England or France awoke to the evil, had moved to abolish
the slave trade and had emancipated thousands; and but for untimely denunciation, Virginia, Kentucky, and
perhaps others would be enrolled among free States. With my “bread and syrup,” age had mingled homilies on the
poor black creatures that produced the latter under the lash of a cruel master; but so far from pitying, I rather
envied them as I did children whose paternity kept candy stores, loosing sight of the evil, if there is any, in the
good or sweets, and I do not realize that maturity has developed in me higher teaching than was insinuated with
treacled bread; which put logically is—if sugar, coffee and cotton, luxuries of slave labor, are by their demand
incentives to Southern agriculture, and slave labor a requisite of this agriculture—what more readily abolished
than slavery, if England, France and the Northern United States would abstain from the use of these articles?
This would destroy the value of the negro, and thus the object of owning them. This, at least, would be an
atonement from the class who now are only sentimentalists, compared to the Southern people who suffer
vicariously for the mistakes of a former generation.
*
These reflections were prompted by an impulse to visit the “slave market” in New Orleans, and I prepared to
do so alone, that I might be the more free to make inquiries and draw, my own deductions; and for fear too that
some careless expression of word or look might compromise me with these hospitable people and confound me in
their estimation with a class as hateful to me as them. For, with some in the South, even a doubt as to its pecuniary
value is regarded with suspicion.
A “gang” of slaves had formed part of the freight of the steamboat on which I had descended the Mississippi
River, destined for sale in this city and the adjoining plantations. A man by the name of Franklin had them in
charge, and was bringing them from Kentucky. He was called a “trader;” the first I had seen of a class assailed by
the philanthropists of the New England societies; and in the intercourse, prompted by curiosity, I found at least no
spirit of brutality. His pockets are said to be lined with thousands of dollars made in the negro traffic. Of course
his thoughts and habits ran in this channel; he knew which planters needed negroes, and their ability to pay for
them. And in this as in all other trades, there was speculation. Cotton or sugar rising in price caused a
corresponding rise in the price or value of negroes. The negro with him represented so much money, and their
value as such made him humane in his treatment and careful of their physical condition. His human freight was
transported on the lower deck of the boat. There were no manacles and no rigor as to conduct. They were well
clothed, well fed, all in good health, and, as far as I could see, in good spirits, judging from the almost incessant
sounds of the banjo with corresponding songs and dancing.
But I wished to see the same exhibited for sale. Among other “illustrations” touching slavery, I had seen in
Boston a representative of a “slave mart.” In satire the “Star Spangled Banner” waived over an auction stand,
before which stood a negro woman alone—“going!” “going!”—while her children were defined to be in another
lot to be sold. Planters, whip in hand, with all the seriousness of buyers, stood aloof or mingled with the crowd of
“blacks,” horses, cows and hogs, all offered under a glaring advertisement of “slaves, horses and other cattle in
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lots to suit purchasers.”
With some such impression I approached on the third day of my stay in New Orleans a rude arcade, beneath
which were benches, and, it is true, an auction block beside. Beneath this roof were seated in groups, less than a
hundred negroes, most of them “Franklin’s gang,” but he himself, “the trader,” was not present; an agent or
commissioner evidently represented his interest, as I gathered from his remarks to several gentlemen who seemed
to be considering a purchase of negroes.
The latter appeared the least concerned; they were all neatly dressed; all were cheerful, some were merry,
under the sweet influences of a jews-harp or the melody of the banjo. The women plied the needle or were
knitting; children, gamboled in the freedom of nature, and except when under personal inspection, they were all as
much at their ease as if in their own cabins. These were slaves from the Middle States—Virginia, Maryland and
Kentucky. The invention of the cotton gin had extended cotton raising, and this with sugar planting was making
drafts on the border States for this labor, no longer so profitable to them.
Thus slavery drifts South to the rich lands of Mississippi, Louisiana and Alabama especially, and but for this
necessity to the South, the negro would have been adrift, emancipated, idle and neglected an expensive and
unremunerative, and the South would still be a wilderness, and Indians would yet pillage or murder. So, taking a
practical and philosophical view of the relation of the negro race to the uses of man, we must admit he is a great
element in the progress of civilization—cutting down forests, clearing fields, opening woods—nature’s pioneer,
preparing an arena, where the higher genius of the white man can play a part free from obstruction.
I had sauntered through the arcade, stopping occasionally to ask a question, more to elicit the answer in negro
dialect than to obtain information, and was being answered with a “pat juba” of a barefooted black, when the
agent accosted me with the question, would I purchase “field hands” or “house servants.”
If he had asked if I would have boiled or baked baby, he could not have more thoroughly startled my
antecedents. Without awaiting an answer, he continued in a monotone, as if reciting a lesson well memorized:
“I have both; good, healthy men and women; none ever had pneumonia or pleurisy; good lungs; no disease; the
women all sound; all of them mothers. Here are washer-women, cooks, seamstresses, waiters, brought up in the
families of the ‘Dabueys,’ the ‘Harrlens,’ the ‘Taliaferros’ and the ‘Harrods;’ sold for debt and no fault.”
I think before he finished his recital he discovered that I was not to the “manner born;” he at least changed his
manners; and upon declaring that my visit was only one of curiosity, though polite, he evidently pitied one
brought up in such ignorance of the (to him) one important resource of the country.
With the stains of “Ole Virginny neber tire” and the “Jay bird sitting on de hickory limb,” I went my way,
remembering that savageness and ignorance form the start of every race, and that when men are fit for freedom,
they will take it. Was not a son of Priam sold for a hundred cattle by Achilles? and, moreover, the descendants of
Achilles and Agamemnon were reduced to bondage. With such reflections I exorcized the sorceress before whom
I had curtsied, for it seemed to me the flavor of the “baked baby” was still in my mouth.
*
By a strange coincidence, on returning to “mine inn,” I witnessed from my window overlooking the “court” a
scene exciting as strange. “Handy” (a negress) was nurse to a child belonging to a family boarding in the hotel—
one whose respectful deportment, together with her untiring devotion to her little charge had been remarked by
me; but provocation developed a torrent of passion and fury that was as astonishing to me as unfortunate for her.
The aggravating cause of trouble, was that Handy had taken some clarified water to rinse a garment washed for
her little mistress; the Mississippi waters being so muddy as to make the process of clarifying necessary, but this
being expensive was rarely done, except for drinking purposes. The man H—— who kept the house was illtempered and overbearing; upon discovering the liberty taken with his cistern, without warning he struck the
offender; but if he expected to do so again, or that Handy would receive it submissively, he was mistaken, for she
turned upon him like a tigress, seized him by the throat and pummeled him well, and while she was bursting with
passion, she cried:
“I’ll tell my master, he’ll kill you for hitting his nigger.” And when torn from her hold, she shook her fist:
“You hit me! you hit me! my master will kill you! my master won’t let no white man hit his niggers!”
H——, maddened, had run to his apartments, it was said, to get his pistols. The conflict had been reported to
the ladies to whom Handy was attached, and by this time they appeared upon the scene and hurried the culprit to
their rooms, where they locked her for security from H——’s wrath.
The whole house was aroused, and the entire sympathy of the inmates was with Handy; among whom I
followed, entranced to see the loving petting of the child to the sobbing nurse, who in no degree physically hurt,
could not at once rally from the indignity of having been struck by a stranger.
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There being a penalty, however, where a negro strikes a white person, poor Handy was arrested by H’s
vindictive complaint and carried to the calaboose, leaving the child of her care in screams and her mistress in
indignant tears. Money, however, soon satisfied the demand and peace was restored, but H—— lost the patronage
of this family’s wealth, as well as others who condemned him for his grossness.
*
But New Orleans, “good-bye!” The United States has other cities, and bigger grown, though she has but one
Orleans. I shall take with me pleasant remembrances of the hospitality enjoyed, of the elegance and taste of her
society, where mingled so gracefully the best characteristics of the two peoples. And “good-bye,” Angel! When
we two shall meet again belongs to the far future; a mystery and uncertainty that greatly saddened a farewell. …
200.154 Excerpt from Penny Lancaster, Farmer\fn{by Elizabeth Whitefielde Bellamy (1837-1900)} nr. Quincy,
Gadsden County, Florida, U.S.A. 11
“Well, I reckon you are all right now,” said the Doctor, and paused, a sort of professional trick of his, whereby
his slightest utterances were rendered impressive.
He was a heavy man, looking much older than his years which were not yet forty. He had sandy hair that grew
up straight from his forehead, a bushy, sandy beard, keen gray eyes and beetling brows. As he stood on the
freshly-reddened brick hearth, his feet planted wide apart, his ponderous bearing reminded his patient of FitzJames’s defiance:
Come one, come all; this rock shall fly
From its firm base as soon as I.

But Dr. Griffith meant to take his departure sometime or other, for he thrust his freckled hands slowly into his
buckskin riding gloves, as he said, in continuation of his verdict, pronounced a few seconds previously;
“But your strength won’t come back to you all at once. Make up your mind to that.”
The young man, his patient, turned feebly on his pillows, and let his slow gaze travel around the cheerless
room, before he fixed his eyes again on Dr. Griffith.
“I’ve had a pretty tough struggle for my life, eh?” he asked, with a flickering smile.
“Do you allude, sir, to malarial fever, or to my treatment of the case?” said the Doctor with ponderous
jocularity. It was a maxim of his practice to furnish jests for his convalescents.
“Well,—to both,” this convalescent replied magnanimously.
“Then you can attribute your recovery to Penny’s faithful care,” the Doctor declared, with sober gravity; and
after one of his pauses:
“She’s a good girl,” he said, with feeling.
“Her name is Penny?” said the young man, with the lingering speech of weakness. “It’s an easy name to say,”
he sighed. “I must be pretty weak to care whether or not a name is easy to pronounce.”
“You ought to begin to build up, now,” Dr. Griffith remarked, meditatively contemplating his big hands in their
clumsy gloves, though he was not thinking either of his hands or his gloves. “And—I should advise—
professionally—a speedy return to—to your home, sir.”
He suddenly bent his brows with a look of scrutinizing intensity upon the invalid, for he could not restrain an
unprofessional curiosity, a curiosity that he condemned as ungentlemanly, also, regarding this young stranger, in
the obscure little town of southern Georgia, where Dr. Griffith was doomed, as he then thought, to practice
medicine all his days.
The young man—he was a very young man, not much over twenty, apparently—made an impatient gesture
with his hand.
“I am not one of the kind to go back,” he said, frowning.
“Ah?—Hum!” grunted the Doctor, with embarrassment. “Well, perhaps we may call you acclimated, after this
spell.” But his tone was not cheerful, and he sighed audibly.
“What day of the month is this?” asked his patient abruptly.
“Today? Pretty well on in September,” Dr. Griffith answered, cautiously. It was, in fact, the beginning of
October.
“Good Heaven!” exclaimed the young man, raising himself suddenly, only to fall feebly back again. “Have I
been lying ill here more than a month?” he faltered.
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“Well, Mr. Kenric, these fevers are slow. Very. But you are now well over the attack. Only you must take care
of yourself. You must mind Penny. She can be trusted to obey my orders. She’s a good girl, Penny Lancaster. Like
her mother; but handsomer. You owe a great deal to Penny. I hope …”
The young man was lying with his eyes closed while the Doctor dropped these detached sentences one by one;
but at the word “hope” the pause was so long that the patient opened his eyes and stared.
“I hope,” proceeded the Doctor, gravely, having waited for this sign of attention, “that you will not be …
ungrateful to Penny.”
A vivid red rose in his face, contrasting oddly with his sandy hair; his patient’s face flushed likewise, the
sudden flush of anger, but Dr. Griffith cared not: he had given the warning he felt impelled to give.
“I shall not be … ungrateful to Penny,” the young man returned, with cold mimicry of the Doctor’s tone, and
closed his eyes again.
“I bid you good morning,” said the Doctor, a little stiffly. “I will see you again, tomorrow. What I call a bad
position of parties,” he muttered to himself, as he went along the narrow, dingy passage of Lancaster’s Tavern,
shaking his head, and jerking at the collar of his alpaca coat.
“Who says Penny ain’t pretty? And that heart of hers overflowing with pity. And that young Yankee; Oh!
confound him, I say! Wish Mrs. Perry Standridge would hurry home. She could take him in hand. Introduce him to
society. Penny doesn’t belong to society; ’tain’t in her. Leaves all that to those sisters of hers.”
*
As soon as he felt himself alone, Kenric opened his eyes and looked around the dreary room. The walls,
covered with a coat of rough plaster, enclosed a space of twelve by eighteen feet; the ceiling was low, the floor
was bare. The narrow red-post bedstead, in which he lay, occupied one corner; beside the bed’s head was the one
window looking upon the street; near the bed’s foot was the door, opening upon the contracted, dingy passage.
Behind the door was a shelf that held a row of books, and beneath the shelf were a dozen pegs on which hung his
clothes. On the other side of the room was the fireplace, and in the corner, between that and the window was a
rickety pine table that did duty for a wash-stand. A splint-bottomed chair, in front of the window afforded the only
seat.
Kenric’s vision travelled around this forlorn room with fascinated persistency, impressing every detail upon his
weary brain. “Lancaster’s Tavern,” he muttered; “What a miserable hole it is! But a young man with his fortune to
carve must see the world in all its phases.” He closed his eyes, wearily.
“It’s no use,” he sighed, presently. “I can’t keep them shut; I must open them, and take in the whole cursed
inventory again. There!”
And immediately his glance fell upon the fireplace, and rested there with some slight sense of refreshment; for
a great bunch of cedar boughs filled the open space, and upon the narrow mantel-shelf was a broken vase in which
other green boughs were clustered, beneath a lithograph of Millard Fillmore, in a pine-burr frame.
A faint, dolefully vibrant sound rose from the street below to vex his ear, which made him turn his eyes in the
direction of the window, with a muttered malediction on “comb-music,” that frequent resource in those days of
the negro maiden with the fretful baby to amuse. The strain brought with it a vision of the dull, purposeless street;
as little alluring as the room in which he lay; he beheld, in his mind’s eye, the great banks of red clay that formed
the sidewalk, the idle boys, black and white, playing marbles at the corner, the china-trees turning yellow in the
Courthouse square, the neglected red cow with ribs and hip-bones pitiably conspicuous, chewing the fallen leaves
in melancholy submission to her lot, and the hot, autumnal sun shining over all—for here the sun was hot, even in
October.
But hanging at the window was a green calico curtain, which Kenric had never noticed there until now.
“It must be Penny’s doing,” he murmured, as his glance wandered from the window to the fireplace, and back
to the window again. “‘Green it shall be,’ says the fable. “Wonder if she sold her eggs—no, her chickens—or was
it milk, to buy me that curtain?” (He little dreamed how near a guess he made!) “Why doesn’t she bring me
something to eat? I ought to have a bell. Lancaster’s Tavern! Worse places there may be, but i hope I mayn’t be
doomed to discover them. I ungrateful to Penny? Never!”
He fell to musing on his illness in an impersonal way, as though he had been some one else. He knew very well
that he did not owe what comforts he had to the young men of the town who sat up with him by night, and visited
hm by day—well-meaning young fellows, but clumsy and stupid, so they seemed to him. It was none of these
who aired his room, who kept him supplied with clean glasses and fresh water, who served him his food with an
appetizing daintiness, not to be commanded in Lancaster’s Tavern, usually. He knew that he owed all this to his
self-constituted nurse, who was so quiet, so quick, so ready, and so patient with his caprices. He knew that after
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the manner of a sick man, he had made her endure a great deal of petulance and fault-finding, and he said to
himself that Penny should not go unrewarded. He felt ashamed at the remembrance that he had accepted such
service as hers as a matter of course; and when she came in with his dinner, he undertook at once to make amends.
She could hardly be called pretty, this crude girl of seventeen, with her great dark eyes, her sunburned skin, her
white, teeth and strong, capable brown hands, but she was pleasant to look upon, and in Morrison Kenric’s eyes,
between a convalescent’s appetite, and a forlorn stranger’s gratitude, she was almost beautiful, as she came in
bearing a little flowered bowl that emitted an appetizing odor of chicken soup. Kenric essayed to sit up in bed, but
Penny forbade.
“You ain’t got to do that,” she commanded. “Dr. Griffith he says you got to be fed lak a baby.”
The sound of her soft, drawling voice made music in Kenric’s ears, despite her untutored English, and he
submitted to her decrees, because it was a luxury to be served by her. Having propped up his head, she proceeded
to feed him as if he were indeed a baby, tucking a towel under his chin, and giving him the soup in spoonfulls.
Her brown hands were small and slender, with well-kept nails—Morrison Kenric marked that, for he had been
daintily reared, and he was fastidious.
The girl fed him with a delightfully serious attention to the task, and a childlike unconsciousness of the
situation. She had left the door open behind her, after the manner of Southerners generally, with no thought for
appearances.
“This is particularly good,” said her charge; “but it’s giving out too fast.”
Penny received the statement with sobriety.
“Dr. Griffith don’t want you to eat too much all to oncet,”\fn{All at once:H} was her reply.
“I say! You are a famous cook, though,” commented Kenric between the lessering spoonfuls. Such soup had he
never found at the tavern table.
“Never you mind!” said Penny, coloring furiously. “You just eat it and be thankful. It’s the best I kin do.”
The truth was, Penny, distrusting the tavern cookery, had appealed time and again to Mrs. Perry Standridge’s
cook, Mrs. Perry Standridge herself being away from home, else possibly Kenric had been in better quarters, for
Mrs. Perry Standridge had a hospitable soul, and she dearly loved a presentable stranger.
“I am thankful, very thankful,” said Kenric, as he swallowed the last spoonful. “I couldn’t be more thankful—
except for more soup.”
Penny smiled.
“You shall have a milk punch after a while,” she informed him, consolingly. “Dr. Griffith told me.” Kenric
sighed in grateful anticipation.
“And they call you Penny? You’re a good Penny, though you’re always coming back.”
“And if it warn’t for me always coming back, what would become of you, I’d lak to know?” retorted the girl,
hotly. “Nobody else would tek the trouble; not in this house.”
“I ought to have said you were a good Penny because you are always coming back, Kennc amended. “I might
have died. Dr. Griffith said so.”
“Did he say that?” exclaimed the girl, with ardent satisfaction..
To know that this fellow-creature, far from home and kindred, and doomed to suffer among strangers, owed his
life to her care, thrilled her very heart. It seemed to her that he must, in a manner, belong to her forever after. She
had the same feeling, only in a less degree, about every lame kitten or puppy, or sick chicken that she nursed back
to health.
Morrison Kenric had come to Lancaster’s Tavern about the beginning of July, and so long as he was able to
take care of himself, Penny gave him no thought, for she was shy of strangers, and this newcomer was not only a
stranger, but a stranger from very far away, from somewhere up in the North. But when he fell ill, Penny’s
compassion was stirred; she eagerly assumed the responsibility of his comfort, and her shrewish step-mother
made no demur.
“I ain’t no fool,” said Mrs. Lancaster. “An’ the man is got to be attended to particklar, Dr. Griffith says, an’
Penny bein’ a young gal is abler to look after him than me.”
So Penny shouldered the burden, and kept her own counsel. She told no one that she spent her scarce dimes to
buy a curtain for her invalid’s window, or that she purloined the fresh eggs from Mrs. Lancaster’s hen-house to
provide him a breakfast: and now she reaped her reward; he might have died but for her care, the Doctor had said
it
“Tell you what, sir,” Penny declared, with an access of authority, “I ain’t a mind to have you gittin’ a setback,
an’ you ain’t got to talk; talkin’ is bad for sick people, I’ve always hearn tell.”
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She had the china bowl in her hands, and was going away.
“Talking won’t hurt me,” said Kenric. “What kills one is this staring alone at the same stupid things, and
having no new ideas. Now you are a new idea. I didn’t even know your name until this morning. I suppose Penny
is short for Penelope?”
“No, indeed!” she returned, throwing her head up proudly. “It’s Pen-the-sil-ea, the Amazonian Queen. I should
think you’d know, being edgercated,” she concluded, with some asperity, seeing a blank stare on the young man’s
face. ,
“The Amazonian Queen?” Kenric repeated, with difficulty repressing a smile. It was ineffably comic to find
the daughter of an obscure tavern-keeper bearing this high-sounding appellation of the Homeric Age.
“Of course,” said Penny, with glib explanation. “She was the daughter of Mars, and she came to the aid of
Priam, King of Troy, in the last year of the Trojan War; she was slain by Achilles; and her body was thrown into
the Scamander by Diomede. I know all about her,” she nodded sagely,
“Where did you learn all that?” Kenric asked, with amused surprise, puzzling over the fact that in reciting all
this she had used correct English.
“My uncle Joe he give me my name and he told me ’bout her; an’ soon’s I could read, he printed it all out for
me with his pen,” answered Penny, relapsing into everyday speech. “I got that book yet,” she asserted with pride,
as she sat down, holding the china bowl on her knee. Her dress was an ill-fitting faded calico, but there was an
unwanted glow in her brown cheeks, and a subdued fire in her dark eyes that became her well, and as she sat there
in an attitude careless, indeed, but not ungraceful, Kenrick thought she made a very pretty picture, and was glad
she had changed her mind about going away.
“It is a very unusual name,” he remarked gravely. “Do you still go to school, Penthesilea?” Penthesilea shook
her head and stifled a sigh.
“If I could go to stay with my uncle Joe, I might get to learn a little for he knows lots; but he lives twenty mile
from here to the cross-roads, and he don’t seldom ever come.”
“And you would like to learn more?” Kenric asked eagerly. “You would like to improve yourself mentally?”
“I’d lak to learn what’ud be useful to me to know. “‘Knowledge is power,’ the copy-book says; an’ I’d lak to
have power.”
“Power? Power for what?” Kenrick asked, more and more interested.
“Power to git away from here,” Penny made answer, with unhesitating energy. “Power to help myself on in the
world.”
This was an ambition so nearly allied to his own, and so unlike the spirit that possessed the generality of the
population of that region that Kenric’s sympathy was keenly excited. He raised himself on his elbow, and
regarded Penny studiously.
“Have you ever been away from here?” he asked, with a vague, yet irresistible feeling that he had met her
elsewhere—in a previous state of existence, was it? Or was this thought but the ghost of one of his sick fancies,
returning to vex his brain?
“No further’n the crossroads, twicet, or three times,” answered Penny, with a sigh.
Those visits to the crossroads had been to her as little glimpses of Paradise, for there her uncle Joe had a
wonderful garden, full of growing things, both for use and for show, and Penny’s propensity, from earliest
childhood, was to dig in the dirt, always with a practical view towards the reward of those smiles the earth
bestows when she is tickled with the hoe.
“But Belle and Heneretta have been round considerable,” she added, boastfully. “They’re over in Berry County
now. An’ last winter they were in Russellville, stayin’ with Mrs. Ross Maxwell. She’s Mrs. Perry Standridge’s
cousin, Mrs. Ross Maxwell is.” Kenric fell back upon his pillow.
“Belle and Henrietta?” he repeated, but rather as if searching his own mind than questioning Penny. He had
been in Russellville himself, most of the past winter, and he had visited at Mrs. Ross Maxwell’s house. He had
gone to the place a stranger, to take charge of a department in a large school recently established; but there had
been a quarrel among the trustees; the affairs of the school fell into inextricable confusion, and he had resigned his
post in disgust, to accept a position of considerable responsibility as superintendent of the Perdico lumber mills
just out of Little Warrenton, where he now lay recovering from a tedious attack of malarial fever. Kenric
remembered Mrs. Ross Maxwell of Russellville, and her house, and her hospitality; he hadn’t quite so clear a
recollection of the people he met under her roof, but he was beginning to understand the vague impression that
possessed him of having met Penny elsewhere,
“They’re my sisters,” Penny was explaining, with a glow of pride, “an’ they’re just beautiful. They don’t never
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have much to do with the tavern. They’re older’n me, an’ grown up. Belle was married at sixteen, only her
husband’s dead. My paw’s wife ain’t our mother; our mother was a Donald.”
And Penny drew herself up with a stately air, as she went out, bearing the china bowl
*
It seemed to Kenric as if he heard her in a dream; but the last statement struck a sympathetic chord in his own
breast, and roused him like an electric shock. He had grown to manhood with the conviction that it was a good
thing to be a Morrison and a Kenric, and here was an obscure, untutored girl in a remote, isolated, piney-woods
town of the far South, proclaiming with pride that her mother was a Donald.
He knew nothing of the Donalds, but he remembered now that he had met, at Mrs. Maxwell’s in Russellville,
two sisters concerning whom he had been informed that their mother was a Donald. They were handsome young
women with some style whom he would never have associated with Lancaster’s Tavern. And they were Penny’s
sisters. Except a faint, fleeting likeness, there was apparently, little in common between them and Penny; but
Kenric was conscious of a distinct satisfaction in the discovery that the chronic scold downstairs with the strident
voice and untidy dress, was not Penny’s mother. He had a long-pondered question ready when Dr. Griffith came
again.
“Doctor—these Lancasters, what manner of people are they?”
The doctor dropped into the one chair and stared; then he threw back his head and looked frowningly at the
ceiling, stroking his chin in meditative silence; finally he jerked his head down, dropped his hand on his knee, and
asked, with a smile in his sandy beard,
“Is that a conundrum?”
“At least it is a riddle to me,” said Kenrick. “I never thought about them until now; but Penny interests me, you
see.” The doctor started.
“Penny interests you?” he said, and bent upon Kenric a look that was not jocose.
“Penny interests me—as a matter of course; I am not ungrateful,” was the somewhat impatient rejoinder.
The Doctor threw his head back. and gazed at the ceiling again, then bringing his keen eyes to bear upon his
interlocutor, who was looking fixedly at him, he made this statement:
“Penny is the best of the lot. And I know ’em all, these Lancasters. They ain’t—your sort,” he added, with
peculiar emphasis.
“Leave me out of the question,” said Kenric, “and explain to me what manner of people are these Lancasters?”
The Doctor looked down on the floor.
“Penny’s the best of the lot,” he repeated. “I’ve known her since she was a child, I ain’t so old as you might
think,” he interrupted himself, looking up suddenly. “It’s the wisdom of my profession to look older than I am. By
about ten years. I ain’t forty. Not yet. But I’ve known Penny from a child. She’s what I call a genius, in her way.
Most people don’t appreciate that girl. Her own family don’t.”
“I appreciate her,” said Kenric, warmly.
“Oh, you!” The Doctor frowned and waved his hand disapprovingly. “Don’t carry it too far,” he advised, with
a frown that brought his bushy brows together in a formidable line across his forehead;
“Go on with the Lancasters, please,” said Kenric.
“Well, as to the Lancasters, you can see for yourself. Her mother was a Donald.”
“So she told me.”
This statement had the effect of a blow upon Dr. Griffith. He started and stared hard at Kenric. He would have
given much to know how it came about that Penny had bestowed so much of her confidence upon this stranger,
but nothing could have induced him to ask.
“The Donalds were a good family,” he said, after a longer pause than usual. “Held themselves high, Used to
know ’em in Habersham. Better family than the Lancasters—though the Lancasters ain’t what they used to be,
neither. You’d hardly believe it, sir, but old Archie that keeps this tavern here has had what you would call the
education of a gentleman.”
“No, I should never believe it,” Kenric assented with emphasis.
“Fact! He can write a letter that for propriety of diction and execution can’t be beat, but he has forgotten his
English. He used to be presentable enough; not that I remember him,” the Doctor made haste to add; I give you
the tradition. He had what they call a pleasing address and some money; but Lord! he never would have crossed
the Donalds threshold if the old Judge had lived. The old Judge was one of our aristocrats, sir.
“But he died, and Miss Mary Ann Donald; a beauty and a belle, after refusing the best offers in the State,
picked up this crooked stick. She married Archie Lancaster, sir, who was too shiftless to take care of her property
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or his own. It all went under the hammer.
“Then she died, and he married his present wife. You can see for yourself. She is as much beneath him as the
other was above him—even more. She’s dragged him down. He took to keeping tavern, relying on his pleasing
address, you see. When a man is good for nothing else, he can open a tavern and poison people with fried fixings.
If he had the spirit of a Jack-rabbit, he’d touch up around here and call it a hotel. But he don’t know how; and his
wife don’t know any better. The tavern don’t keep him any better than he keeps the tavern.
“He’s cumbered with debt and a big family. There are nine children. The three oldest are the daughters of his
first wife. There are two sisters older than Penny.”
“I met them at Russellville,” Kenric Interrupted. “Handsome, both of them; but a little too much guitar and
blue ribbon, ‘Meet me by moonlight alone,’ and that sort of thing.” The Doctor laughed.
“That’s it!” he exclaimed. “The blood of the Donalds. Lord, Lord, how people can come down in the world!
They shirk the tavern, those two; you won’t find Penny shirking anything; let me tell you,” he interpolated, with
involuntary warmth, which he instantly checked, to return to her sisters.
“But those two; they cling to the skirts of quality. They’re an ambitious pair. One of ’em is a widow, you
know.”
“Yes,” said Kenric laughing, “so I was duly informed; but everybody called her Miss Henrietta. Odd, isn’t it?”
“Oh, no that’s our Southern way,” the Doctor explained. “Married at sixteen to Colonel Landham’s son, Jerry.
Runaway match. Wild young scamp, but tip-top family. The Colonel did some tall swearing, and pledged himself
by all the gods in the back of his old Latin grammar to have nothing more to do with his son; but it was all bluster.
In an underhand way the old gentlenlan kept Jerry in countenance—he was an only son; and when the boy was
killed in a shooting scrape, over here at Glens Falls some three years ago, the Lyndhams bargained outright for
Jerry’s only child, a girl baby, two years old. It was a regular business agreement; they pay their son’s widow so
much a year income.”
“What! The mother gave up her child?” exclaimed Kenric. “Well, of all the outcomes of your institution fr
slavery—“
“Softly, softly, my Don Quixote,” said the Doctor, with a finger lifted in warning. “It was a very wise thing for
the mother to do, considered dispassionately. She knew what was best for the child, as well as for herself. She’s
always on the make—and nobody objected except Penny.
“Penny raised Cain. She had given herself body and soul to that baby, and she thought the child belonged to
her. It nearly killed her when they took it away. Fact, sir! I saw her through a case of brain fever, compared to
which, your attack was mild, sir, mild.”
“Poor Penny!” said Kenric.
“Good thing for Penny,” said the Doctor, gruffly. “Why should she enslave herself? That girl has a heart, sir,”
he burst forth, excitedly, “that’ll, that’ll—well, let us hope it won’t break over some trifling fellow. She ain’t like
her sisters—they’re on the make, I tell you, but Penny isn’t troubled in the least with ambition.”
“Oh, but Penny has her ambition, I assure you,” Kenric declared.
“Penny? What ambition?” Dr. Griffith demanded pugnacIously.
“Ambition to cut the tavern, to get away from here,” Kenric explained.
“Do you mean me to understand that she hopes to accomplish this by marriage with some one who—who
belongs away from here?” Dr. Griffith demanded, his unconsidered words rolling forth like a torrent not to be
repressed. Kenric laughed.
“What a brisk imagination you have, Doctor.”
“You’re a young man,” said the Doctor, significantly.
“Twenty-four,” Kenric informed him.
“And at that age,” quoth the Doctor, “the judgment is green; the impulses are—tumultuous. Twenty-four is
ever on the verge of folly.”Kenric laughed again.
“You talk as if you had a commission from Miss Fish to preach me a warning.”
“And who is Miss Fish, pray?” the Doctor asked, irritably. “One of your women’s rights females?”
“Miss Fish is our family counsellor. She is deep in my uncle’s confidence, and she makes him see things as she
sees them. If she thought me in any danger of falling in love out here, I do believe she would come with banners
flying. Fortunately she doesn’t know where I am,” he added, with satisfaction.
“All things considered, it would not be a bad idea if you’d go back where you came from,” said the Doctor,
bluntly, after a pause of some seconds.
“That will I not!” said Kenric, in deep earnest, but with intent to be provoking. “I’ve found at last an interest in
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Little Warrenton, and I’m not going back until I’ve proved my gratitude to Penny.”
The Doctor regarded him with an expression of impotent wrath, but was silent
“However,” Kenric went on to say, with secret amusement, “if Penny contemplates matrimony, even remotely,
I am none the wiser.”
“Well, that’s the idea that possesses her sisters—advantageous matrimony,” said the Doctor, recovering his
equanimity. “But they’ve more talent in that line than Penny. Poor little Penny! I don’t see any chance for her to
get any farther away than the crossroads where Gentleman Joe scrapes his fiddle to the hounds.”
“Gentleman Joe?” repeated Kenric, inquiringly. The phrase caught his fancy. “Is that Penny’s uncle who gave
her the astounding name?”
“Old Archie’s brother,” Dr. Griffith explained, with a stately wave of his hand, as though he would relegate the
person in question to the obscurity of the piney-woods crossroads. “Consequently Penny’s uncle. If you could see
him in that beggarly store of his, you wouldn’t suppose he understands as much as bookkeeping by single entry;
but tap him in the right spot, sir, and Joe’ll quote you the Latin authors by the hour. That’s about all the benefit he
gets of his college education. Come to nothing; like old Archie. Lack of balance, somewhere, poor devil. Ought to
have made his mark in the world. Far more brilliant mind than his brother, with all sorts of talents, artistic and
otherwise. Knack at wood-carving and legerdemain; can do all the juggling tricks, but has no sort of go-ahead.
About the neighborhood of thirty-five, I reckon, more or less, and a bachelor. Mrs. Archie is a warning he is
bound to respect.”
“It’s from him, I suppose,” said Kenric, “that Penny derives her thirst for knowledge?”
“Didn’t know she had any such thirst,” said the Doctor, blunt disapproval in voice and look. “The best
kindness you can do her is to get well as fast as possible, and leave her the liberty to live out of doors. She loves
out-door life. Verbum sap. Joe Lancaster’s not the only man in these regions that can quote Latin.” he announced
with a slow smile.
“I should like to meet Gentleman Joe,” Kenric declared. “Not altogether for his Latin, you know?”
“You’ll find him at the cross-roads, sir,” Dr. Griffith informed him dryly. “He’s a fixture.”
“Penny is not going to be a fixture,” Kenric asserted confidently. You’ll see her ambition will yet carry her
beyond the bounds of this narrow coop.”
“I doubt it, I doubt it,” returned the Doctor, testily. “However,” he added, after one of his customary pauses,
and in a more cheerful tone, “Penny is young, just seventeen; there’s no telling what good fortune may be in store
for a girl of seventeen.” He drew himself up with an oddly conscious look, and paused just an instant, before
saying, with an access of gravity,
“I bid you good evening, Mr. Kenric.”
The Doctor had a long distance to go through the piney-woods, and he rode some miles at a brisk trot by way
of relief to his feelings.
“Poor Penny! Poor Penny!” he kept repeating. “Wish to God I knew Mis Fish’s address. I must keep a watch.
That’s it! Poor Penny. There’s nobody, on God’s earth cares half so much for Penny, but looks go for so much with
a girl!”
He gave a spiteful twitch at his sandy beard, and then he beat his breast.
“As if it mattered,” he cried aloud, “when the heart—the heart is in the riight place.”
But the Doctor took his counsel with himself, and resolved to be very careful how he showed where his heart
was fixed.
*
Kenric meanwhile was concerned with thr problem how to evince his gratitude to Penny in such a way as to
benefit her most effectually without wounding her pride. The fact that he was for the first time in his life,
absolutely without money to pay his landlord and his physician, did not concern him half so much: this situation,
so far from depressing him, gave him a delightful sense of exhilaration in view of the necessity that was now upon
him to solve one of life’s practical difficulties by his own unaided effort.
For this young man had set out, defiantly, to open his oyster, the world, and he was young and ardent, and full
of faith in himself, and he did not care to find the undertaking too easy; wherefore it pleased him to fancy his state
of debt and impecuniosity more serious than it really was, since he knew that he had proved himself invaluable in
the mill, and that his office of superintendent was still open to him as soon as his strength should return.
In due time he would be able to pay his landlord and his doctor in good, hard cash; but Penny’s voluntary
service was only to be paid in kind. When Penny came in with his breakfast next morning, she was so dismayed at
finding him dressed and sitting by the window, that she nearly dropped the waiter she was carrying.
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“Did Dr; Griffith give you leave?” she sharply demanded.
“Well, to tell the truth, I didn’t ask him—specifically,” Kenric replied. “He might have said no—”
“After all my trouble with you!” ried Penny, setting her waiter on the little pine table with jarring emphasis.
“The fact is, I cannot stand this room any longer,” Kenric declared.
Penny glanced arpund the poor place with a hurt look, her eyes resting an instant on the lithograph of Millard
Fillmore, her one “artistic” possession.
“It ain’t lak what you’ve been used to, I reckon. Whyn’t you go back?” she said, with spirit
“I can’t, Penny,” he answered, sadly. “It isn’t the room; it’s being shut up with nothing to do.”
“You’d better be eatin’ your breakfast,” Penny advised, somewhat mollified. “It’ll be getting’ cold. It’s as good
as I could raise for you.”
“It’s as good as I want, thanks to you,” said Kenric, with keen appreciation of the difference between the meals
Penny furnished him, and those he had eaten at the tavern table, an appreciation of which he gave practical proof
by leavIng empty dishes. Penny watched him with satisfaction.
“I’d a brung you more,” she said compassionately, “but Dr. Griffith he was partiklar you oughtn’t to overeat
yourself.”
“A few more such breakfasts, and I shall be even with Dr. Griffith,” Kenric declared.
Penny fully intended that he should continue to have such breakfasts, though she made no promises.
“And if you are bent on gittin’ out uf this here room,” said she, “I’ll have these pillbws and all sunned, and
give a good dustin’ an’ sweepin’, I jes’ know.”
“Penny, you are a genius? Why are not the rest of them more like you?” Kenric exclaimed, impulsively.
“Oh!” she sighed, and clasped her hands, and turned her face away. Kenric was repenting of his words, but the
next instant, Penny, unclasping her hands, and dropping her arms with a despairing gesture, looked him full in the
face.
“I want to tear the whole kit an’ boodle to pieces!” she declared, “an’ make it all over again, as it oughter be,
only it ain’t keepin’ tavern I hanker after.”
“No, I remember,” said Kenric, eagerly, “it’s knowledge. And I’ve been thinking about your—your ambition
—”
“Ambition?” interrupted Penny, with a startled look, and coloring deeply. “I ain’t got no ambition, Mr. Kenric,
an’ you oughter be ashamed to make fun of me, just ’cause I wuz such a fool as to let on that I wanted to git along
in the world.” Her voice was trembling on the verge of tears.
“Good heavens, Penny! Dear Penny! I make fun of you? Why, I want to help you,” said Kenric eagerly. “I’ve
been thinking about it these last two days. Knowledge is power, as you reminded me yourself; now suppose you
let me help you to a little useful knowledge? I’d really be so glad, you know.” Penny sadly shook her head.
“I’m afraid,” she said, with pathetic humility. “I don’t know much to start on, an’ I don’t lak sittin’ still.”
“What do you like, then? Dusting? Sweeping? Cooking my meals? You’re a famous cook, Penny.”
“Lor I can’t cook; an’ I don’t lak none of them things, neither,” Penny frankly declared. “I lak to dig in the dirt,
an’ see things grow.”
“My poor little Penny! I’m afraid you’ve had precious little of your favorite occupation of late:”
“That’s nothing,” she replied lightly. “There’ll be time a plenty for me to spend outen doors. Some time or
’nother, I mean to have land o’ my own, an’ things growin’.”
“And you’ll manage all the better,” said Kenric, with unexpressed admiration, “the better education you have.”
“But you see—I’ve got no money,” Penny objected, with embarrassment.
“Money? Oh, Penny, it is I that am in your debt! Let us leave money out of the question. I’ve a notion,” he
went on to say, with unconscious prophecy, “that I shall be best paid by having you for a friend.”
“Well, yes,” said Penny. “Life is long, and some day, when I’ve got that land o’ my own, an’ things a-growin’
…” She paused and sighed.
“But there! I don’t know as paw an’ maw would be willin’ anyway,” she said lifting her tray, and turning to go.
“Oh, I’ll manage that,” said Kenric, with serene confidence in his powers of persuasion. And he rose forthwith
and followed Penny downstairs to seek an immediate conference with Mr. Lancaster.
*
But Mr. Lancaster had gone to the crossroads, Mrs. Lancaster informed him, “ter try an’ see if he couldn’t
skeer up a purchase o’ fowels. Purvisions is mighty skace, Mr. Kenric, this time o’ year,” she continued,
dolorously, “but I don’t see as appetites lessen accordin’.” This speech, however, despite her dolorous accent, was
intended as a witticism, and Kenric smiled.
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“War you wishin’ to see him in pertiklar?” she enquired, with devouring curiosity, and smoothing first her hair,
and then her dress with her expanded hands, as if in preparation for an important interview. “A man an’ his wife
is one, I reckin,” she continued, with a harsh and mirthless laugh; “an’ I’m the bes’ business man of the two.” She
looked at him sternly as she made this revelation, for Mrs. Lancaster was strong in the suspicion that this Yankee
wished to compromise about the payment of his board.
“I ain’t the soft fool Archie Lancaster is,” she commented to herself; “an’ he can’t wriggle outen his board with
me.” Aloud, she said:
“Times is mighty hard, Mr. Kenric, an’ money skace, an’ chickens an’ new pertaters ain’t ter be bought fer
nothin’, I kin tell you.”
“No?” said Kenric.
“Ef it’s any complaint you got to make,” Mrs. Lancaster suggested, assuming an offended air.
“Oh, no complaint whatever. It’s only a little matter about Penny.”
“ I suppose Penny’s been sassy. The hard-headed sotness of that thar Penny Lankster, Mr. Kenric—”
“She hasn’t been saucy,” said Kenric with warmth. “She has been so patient and attentive that I shall feel
forever grateful,” he went on, impetuously, his sympathy for Penny, and his indignation against her step-mother
impelling him, despite his judgment to unfold something of his wishes to this obnoxious woman. “I’ve been
talking with Penny, and I think I can be of service to her in advancing her education.”
Mrs. Lancaster, to use her own words, was “struck all of a heap.” She puckered her lips, and said sourly, with a
look of unflinching determination:
“We don’t do business in that way.”
If she had been Penny’s mother, most probably Kenric would have dropped his benevolent scheme then and
there, but she was only Penny’s step-mother, and he could afford to laugh.
“Oh, I see you don’t understand me,” he said good-humoredly. “I’ll wait and see her father.”
To this, Mrs. Lancaster made no objection, knowing that her husband was not the man to sanction any plan
without her consent.
*
Kenric went out upon the piazza in front, and sat down in one of the splint-bottomed chairs, tilting it back
against the wall, and resting his feet on a second chair. He had disdained such a posture, when he first became
acquainted with Lancaster Tavern, as lazy and undignified, and altogether unbecoming a man who aspired to
accomplish anything of note in the world; but, he had since learned that it is easier to accommodate ones self to
the idiosyncrasies of a splint-bottomed chair than to make that uncompromising article of furniture subservient to
ideas of energy and dignity.
His musings as be sat thus, took a disheartening course, with facilis est descensus for a text: what incitement
was there in such a place, to maintain a lofty standard? Better dwell in a cave, face to face with Mother Nature,
thall live in daily contact with a society so remote from all the broadening, strengthening, elevating influences of
culture. He questioned whether he would not be deing Penny a mistaken kindness to stimulate her desire for
knowledge; if she could read and write and keep accounts, was not that enough for the life to which she was born?
What could education—as he understood education—do for her, but emphasize the barrenness of that life?
Always the same, ugly, stupid town. Its trees barbarously lopped of their branches, and sending out a bushy
growth at the top of their white-washed trunks; hogs, goats, dogs and stray geese up and down the streets; boys
idly playing marbles all day long, every man in sight tilted back in a splint-bottomed chair, chewing tobacco,
whittling sticks, talking politics to no end, or crops to no purpose: no energy, no inventIon, no enterprIse, and a
stifling atmosphere over all on this October day, that was summer still, without its glory, in this Southern land.
That there was in the South an altogether different social element from that which this town presented, Kenric
knew full well. His uncle who stood to him in the place of the father he had never known, had many friends
among Southern gentlemen; but Kenric, having found it impossible to avoid crossing his uncle’s purposes, had
elected to be the builder of his own fortunes, and he preferred to see life as opportunity offered.
But his patience must have failed him much longer, to endure the aspect of life in Little Warrenton, save for his
new-born, philanthropic interest in the tavern-keeper’s daughter. Therefore he soon ceased to vex himself with the
question whether or not it were a kindness to advance Penny’s education; he had already made up his mind that
hers was no ordinary character, and to study such a character in its development was a temptation not to be
resisted in the dull world of Little Warrenton by a young man threatened with mortal ennui. So he patiently
awaited his opportunity with Old Archie, determined to carry his point
He was not left long alone to ponder the wisdom or unwisdom of his plans; the people of Little Warrenton,
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dull, aimless, uncultured, had human hearts and human sympathies. The druggist’s clerk, instigated by a genuine
interest in the invalid for whom he had compounded pills and potions, crossed the street to take a “cheer,” as he
told Kenric, and after informing him that he was “powful peaked-lookin’,” proceeded to talk crops. The
postmaster likewise, having little else to do—there was a mail three times a week in those remote days—paid the
sick man a visit to congratulate him on looking so “pert”; and following the lead of the druggist’s clerk, talked
crops.
They did not introduce politics, out of consideration for Kenric’s invalidism, probably the Omnibus Bill,
Kansas Raiders, and so forth—topics of that day—were liable to generate some warmth of argument between
Northerner and Southerner. But Kenric, having no planting interest, found nothing exhilarating in the discussion
of so many bales to the acre, and it was a relief when the tavernkeeper’s advent broke up the party.
Mr. Archibald Lancaster, as he naturally preferred to be called, was a small, spare man, slightly bald, with dull,
blue eyes, and a beardless chin. Nature had endowed him with an elaborate graciousness of manner, but the habit
of living in perpetual dread of Mrs. Lancaster’s condemnation had subdued him to a sad uncertainty of demeanor
at once comic and pathetic; but this morning it was evident that something had ruffled agreeably the
tavernkeepers usually stagnant spirits, for he was in a state of cheerfulness that bordered on hilarity.
“Why, good mawnin’, Mr. Kenric, sir, very glad to see you down again, sir, or up, ha! ha!” he said, offering his
hand with an expansive flourish. “We may look for a change in the weather pretty soon, I opine. Need rain badly;
but rain won’t benefit crops none, now; still we would rejoice to hear a little of the artillery of the heavens, eh,
sir?” All this he rattled off briskly, his sallow face glowing. and his dull eyes shining, Kenrick wondered whether,
he had been drinking.
“My wife,” proceeded Mr, Lancaster, rubbing his hands violently together, as if to subdue his excitement, “I
would say, Mrs, Lancaster has—a—intimated to me, Mr. Kenrick, sir, that you might—a—in fact—that you had
some proposition to offer in regard to my daughter Penthesilea’s education. A fine thing education, sir, a fine
thing; went to college myself, sir, but the res angusta domi”—with a wide flourish of both hands, as if he would
express his whole biography in gesture—“'as my brother Joseph would quote you. Presume you have the original,
sir?”
Ignoring this exhibition of threadbare Latin, Kenric went straight to the point.
“I am indebted to your daughter for kindness I can never forget,” he said, with feeling. “I would gladly make
some return.”
“Penny is a good girl,” said her father, with a tremor of the lip and moistening eyes. He glanced over his
shoulder nervously, for he was afraid of Mrs. Lancaster’s ears. “But she’s apt to be kinder quick, at times.”
“She’s never a minute too quick for me,” said Kenric, remembering how promptly she had served his meals.
“Ah, sir,” said the proud father, “you should see the other two. My girls are fine girls, all three. Their mother
was a Donald.”
Kenric struggled against a smile, and would not say that he had met “the other two.”
“Yes, sir! Though I be their father, sir; fine girls, both, and entitled to something better—better than we have
here, sir. Blood, like water, will seek its level. My eldest, sir, married at sixteen a son of Colonel Lyndham, as you
may have heard. A fine match, but obliterated by death, sir, inexorable death. Henrietta is still a young woman,
however, and her prospects are good for a second marriage, so I am allowed to believe. And my daughter
Arabella, I have the pleasure to communicate to you, though strictly in confidence, is now engaged to a wealthy
planter of Baker County, distantly connected with the Donalds. A match that gratifies the paternal heart of me,
sir.”
Kenric at once perceived the source of his genial mood and congratulated him.
“I thank you kindly, sir,” said Mr. Lancaster, elaborately. “Their advantage will doubtless be Penthesilea’s
advantage also, and I should wish her to adorn the sphere to which she may be promoted, sir, by her sister’s
marriage. Hem! Penny has had but a skimp chance, heretofore, I am free to acknowledge; but, hem! Mr. Kenric,
sir, business is business. I couldn’t afford—”
“Oh, confound it!” exclaimed Kenric, “don’t you see that I am her debtor?” Here Mrs. Lancaster from the
doorway lifted up her strident voice, to proclaim her consent.
“Why, if it is in the nature of a free-handed gift, I ain’t got no objection,” she declared. I’m of the opinion, Mr,
Kenric,” she condescended to explain, facetiously, “that it’s jest as well to take whatever advantage a body kin git
outen everybody else. It’s a tough rassle to keep even with the world, fix it how you will. And who knows,”
continued she, with a wink, “but what Penny may git to be a school-teacher, an’ help support the family? Though
that’s mor’n I count on from that Donald blood, Lord knows!”
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Whereupon old Archie dropped his head, and meekly went away.
*
Satisfied with this permission, Kenric, while waiting to recover his strength sufficiently to return to his work at
the mill, employed himself in arranging a course of study for the evenings, which being entirely at his own
disposal, he was glad to employ in the good work of developing an original mind, as he enthusiastically judged
Penny to possess. The mere study of textbooks would not suffice for this work; she must have textbooks, of
course, and regular lessons in grammar and other necessary studies; but it was Kenric’s desire to expand her
intellect by opening to her a field of new ideas.
To his surprise, and much to his chagrin, he did not find Penny ready to accept this plan. He wished her to read
Shakespeare, or to hear him read Shakespeare.
“No writer so enriches the mind as Shakespeare,” he informed her. Penny had never heard of Shakespeare, and
she had no aptitude for poetry.
“I’d a sight rather know what would enrich the soil, an’ make things grow,” she sighed.
“Oh,” said Kenric, disenchanted, “I see; agricultural chemistry and botany?”
“Maybe so,” said Penny. “Whatever would be useful in managin’ a piece o’ land when I come to git it.”
“What a practical body you are,” he said, not without admiration, as he shoved Shakespeare aside, with a sigh.
He had meant to experiment on this unfledged genius, but he was now ready to acknowledge that it was well his
unwise enthusiasm should be overruled by Penny’s common sense.
He confined his instructions to the useful branches of knowledge; yet now and then, for his own distraction, he
would insist upon her hearing her read some stirring passage from the lesser bards—he had closed Shakespeare in
despair—and Penny as in duty bound, would listen patiently. He read her the Psalm of Life,\fn{by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow (1807-1882)} he read her Excelsior,\fn{Also by Longfellow} and Marco Bozaris,\fn{by Fitz-Greene Halleck
(1790-1867)} but Penny remained unmoved, even though he made her acquainted with Thanatopsis\fn{by William
Cullen Bryant (1794-1878)} and Gray’s Elegy,\fn{by Thomas Gray (1716-1771); the full title is Elegy Written In a Country
Churchyard} and the Intimations of Immortality.\fn{by William Wordsworth (1770-1850)}
“Good Heavens!” he exclaimed. “Don’t these things fire your heart?”
“Fire my heart?” repeated Penny, with uncomprehending laughter. “How?”
“Why—inspire you to—lofty deeds?” Penny was silent a moment.
“There ain’t no lofty deeds to be done ’bout here,” said she, slowly. “Most we kin do, is to do the best we kin, I
reckon,” which was a lofty sentiment, had it but been clothed in appropriate language.
“At least let us go on with grammar,” said Kenric resignedly.
“Yes,” responded Penny, with a sense of relief, and a confidence in herself that made her tutor smile. “I know
my ground in grammar."
But Kenric could not make up his mind to abandon his experiment. After an interval, he tried Byron in those
well-worn passages that have taken root in school-readers. He recited with enthusiasm, Roll on thou deep and
dark blue Ocean, he declaimed the description of the storm amid the Alps, and Penny said, calmly:
“I’ve never seen the ocean, nor a mountain.”
This was the nearest approach she had yet made towards appreciation, and Kenric felt encouraged. His next
attempt was to appeal to her love of nature, to which end he read her portions of Thompson’s Seasons.
“It’s all very fine, I reckon,” sighed Penny. “But, law me! Sittin’ readin’ it by the light of a lamp in this dingy
parlor ain’t nothin’ to bein’ out o’ doors all livin’ in it. ’Tain’t no use; I ain’t much good for poetry. That’s
Heneretta’s an’ Bella’s line, you see. They’re ahead of me.”
*
Dr. Griffith walking the tavern piazza, caught these poetic echoes now and then, and fretted secretly.
“What the devil,” he grumbled, “does old Archie Lancaster mean?” When it came to Byron, he remonstrated
openly, not with old Archie—old Archie was a fool, he said—but with Kenric.
“You’ll be fuming the girl’s head,” he growled.
“No danger,” Kenric assured him. “She’s got the strongest head that ever you knew; not a grain of poetry in her
composition.”
“And therefore you read Byron to her?” said the doctor, severely.
“No, I don’t,” said Kenric, “only the school-reader passages; and I’ve given that up: poetry is no go with
Penny.”
The Doctor was relieved; nevertheless, he asked, frowning:
“No love poems, eh?” And then he tried a futile smile.
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“Love poems?” repeated Kenric, disdainfully. “When I am undertaking to improve her mind,” he muttered to
himself, as he turned away. “Censorious world!”
Could he but have seen the Doctor, half an hour latr, in a pine-grove, far from town, mouthing to the moon,
while he paced back and forth, and gesticulated among the shadows:
It is not while beauty and youth are thine own,
And thy cheeks unprofaned by a tear,
That the fervor and faith of a soul can be known,
To which time will but make thee more dear.

“That’s the sentiment of love, sir, as I understand it,” quoth the Doctor to his confidante, the pine grove. "Not a
boyish fancy to beguile the idle hours. Being a man, sir, a man in the plenitude of his meridian, is nothing to a
young sprig in his salad days. Oh, Penny, Penny! if you but knew the difference!”
Alas! Penny knew the difference full well.
The pine boughs sighed above the Doctor’s head, the moon went under a cloud.
159.1 Excerpt from Wild Work; The Story Of The Red River Tragedy\fn{by Mary Edwards Bryan (1846-1913)}
Lloyd, Jefferson County, Florida, U.S.A. (F) 10
A red sunset flamed over the great wall of woods that stood against the horizon in the distance, seeming to
guard the acres of level, fertile fields that stretched from its foot to the steep bank of the river. Half the stream was
lighted by the glow; the other half lay in the lengthening shadow of the deep bank. On the illuminated side, the
bank exhibited in one place a natural terrace, beneath which sloped down a “second bank”—a sandbar projecting
into the river, sparsely fringed by willows and young cottonwood-trees. To one of these was tied a large flat for
ferrying people and horses across the river, and through the trees that grew on the upper bank could be seen the
cabin of the negro ferry-man. Up to this cabin there rode a party of three, two young girls well mounted and
tastefully habited, followed by a gray-haired negro attendant, mounted on a mule that seemed as ancient as
himself.
Stopping in front of the cabin, the old negro uttered a “hello!” that was only answered by the echoes of the
opposite bank.
Again and again he called, but without response; the old ferryman was either soundly asleep or absent. Getting
down from his mule, the old negro approached the cabin to make investigations, while the two girls rode along the
path to the water’s edge—the taller of the two, a lithe, slender brunette, with a style in her movements and
closely-fitting black habit that bespoke intercourse with fashionable society, checked her horse and took from her
pocket an envelope, the seal of which was already broken. As she took out and unfolded the enclosure, her
companion touched the closely-written sheets with her riding-whip, saying:
“You can’t read that now. I imagine that to enjoy a love-letter one must take it as the butterfly takes the
blossom he likes-leisurely and daintily. You will have to wait till we get home.”
“Yes; and it seems that will never be. Why doesn’t Uncle Jake come out with the ferryman? Yonder he is now,
and nobody with him. Uncle Jake, where is the ferryman?”
“Lord knows, Missy. He door done locked; and I call him till my throat most split, thouten gitten’ any answer.
Spec’ I’ll have to try to put you over myself.”
“That’s a good enough idea; you can take us over, I know, as well as any ferryman on the river. Let’s hurry and
get in the flat. The sun has been down these ten minutes,” said the brunette, Zoe Vincent, springing from the
saddle, and stepping lightly with lifted skirts to the flat.
“It’s hurry for true Missy, case de Monsoon’s comin’ round de bend. Dat’s her puffin’ and snortin’ so; and
she’ll be around in no time. De Monsoon ain’t a boat to fool wid.”
“Best wait till she goes past,” said Adelle Holman, who stood holding a beautiful mare by the bridle. But Uncle
Jake demurred.
“It’s powerful late, and I ain’t had a mouthful since brekfust, ‘cept de cheese and crackers you give me, Miss
Dell. Dat Cohatchie’s a mighty unneighborly place for to spend de day in. A gentleman kin stand round dere all
day hongry, and not a soul’ll ax him in to git a bite. We might as well be gittin’ over here; I’ll have to make two
trips, anyway. I can’t carry over all three of dem hosses to oncet; I’ll take yer over and de mare, and by dat time
de boat will be done gone by. Den I come arter old Sol and de Gray.”
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While he talked, he was unfastening the flat; lifting the chain, he threw it in with a resounding clang. Then he
led in Adelle’s mare, and the girls stepped in and stood in the rear of the flat, Adelle placing her arm around Zoe
to steady her city-raised friend, who was less accustomed than herself to this mode of crossing water.
“Now be spry, Uncle Jake,” she said, and the old man responded bravely; but he met with a difficulty at the
outset in pushing off, for the flat was aground, and it required no little exertion and a loss of precious time to
shove the unwieldy bulk off into water that would float it. When this was finally effected, the sound of the
steamer’s revolving wheels and the piff-paff of her escape-pipe sounded alarmingly near. Old Jake’s knotty hands
trembled nervouslyas they grasped the oars and pulled for the opposite shore.
He did well enough until he struck the swift, strong current of the river; then, in spite of his desperate efforts,
the flat made little headway. The current grew stronger every minute; the old man strained to the oars with all his
might, but in vain. The flat was turned slowly sideways by the stream and began to drift down, instead of going
across.
Seeing the emergency, Adelle sprang to a seat beside the old negro, seized one of the oars, and, with an
encouraging word to hjm, jojned in his efforts to right the flat. For a moment, it seemed as if they mjght be
successful, but the next instant the oar broke off short in the negro’s hand; he turned his black face in blank
dismay upon Adelle. At the same instant, the signal lights of the steamer came into sight, as the Monsoon rounded
the bend, and seemed to head directly for them.
“De Lord above! We’ll be runned over in three jumps of a rabbit, and I can’t swim a lick!” cried old Jake, the
perspiration streaming down his ebony face.
Adelle dropped the oar, and turned a startled glance upon the red and green signals. They seemed to glare
ominously, as there flashed into her mind the stories she had heard of skiffs and flats being run over by the river
steamers, whose night watch were not always as careful as they should be.
The sight had a paralyzing effect upon old Jake. Down he fell in a heap in the flat and began to pray. Adelle
shook him by the shoulder.
“Get up,” she said. “Take this handkerchief and wave it, and shout to the boat as loud as you can for your life.”
Then, as he rose and did her bidding, she went back to the rear of the flat, where stood Zoe, with a white face, and
the mare, with head erect and ears pricked forward, seeming to comprehend the situation.
“Zoe,” she said, “if the boat doesn’t stop, you must get upon Fleta and make her jump into the river. She will
swim to shore, and, if you will only hold on tightly, she will carry you safe.”
“And what are you going to do?”
“Swim, if I can; I used to swim a little. Here, I think you will have to try Fleta, the boat does not seem to see
us,” she continued, with her strained gaze fixed on the lighted monster bearing down straight in their direction as
they drifted helplessly in the middle of the stream. No one was to be seen on deck, it being the hour for the early
supper of Western steamers, nor were there any signs that the white signal had been seen, or that anyone had
heard Jake’s vociferous shouts of
“Stop; stop; help; stop yer boat dere. You’se ‘bout to run over white folks. Hold up, you dere!” Then dropping
his voice to a hoarse mutter,
“Lordy, messy! Eder she won’t hold up, or she can’t. Here she comes right down upon us, and yonder dem
niggers in der cabins at old Mr. Pyle’s place, a-eatin’ der supper, and lettin’ us be drownded before der eyes.”
“Come,” said Adelle, calm in spite of her white lips. “Come, Zoe, and let me help you upon Fleta.”
But at that instant her arm was grasped by Uncle Jake in a sudden paroxysm of joy.
“Bless de Lord. We’se saved!” he exclaimed. “Look missy!”
He pointed to a skiff rapidly nearing the flat from the side of the river they had lately left. Sinewy arms
propelled it with a will, and in a moment it was alongside them. The tall, active oarsman seized the chain of the
flat, and cried out to those on board:
“Jump in the boat; push the horse into the river, old man; she will swim ashore.”
His voice inspired confidence; he was obeyed at once, and, pushing off from the flat, with a few long strokes
of the oar he sent the skiff out of mid-stream and presently out of danger of the boat, that now bore down upon the
flat, crushing it under and sinking it, while the mare, swimming gallantly, neared the farther shore. Under shelter
of the opposite bank, the two girls, huddled in the skiff that tossed on the agitated water, looked on with blanched
faces, and shuddered at their near escape from death.
*
Zoe hid her face in her hands; Adelle drew a deep breath, and turned to the stranger, who had so opportunely
come to the rescue.
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“We have been saved from death, I think, thanks to you, sir,” she said, holding out her hand and looking for the
first time into his face. What was there in that face to make her start and draw back her hand? He saw the
movement, and smiled—a cynical smile, that had yet a touch of proud patience in it.
“Yes, thanks to de Lamb and to you, Mars Witchell, we’se ‘scaped bein’ squshed and drownded to death by dat
very boat snortin’ so unconsarnedly down de river. You was sent here by de Lord for to help poor niggers; and
you’re doin your work.”
“Never mind that. Here’s the bank; get out old man, and take your horses to the next crossing.”
“Next crossin’s a mile above here; ‘twill be awful late for de ladies to be a ridin’; and how’s dey goin’ to ride,
I’d like to know? Miss Dell’s mare done swim out on tother side, and gone home like lightnin’. Won’t dey all be
wild, do, when dey see her comin’ all wet, and wid nobody on her back? Gray, here, won’t tote double nohow, and
old Sol won’t let woman folks tech him, much less git on his back.”
“My own horse yonder is not safe for a lady to ride,” Captain Witchell said, pointing to a fine-looking animal,
standing loose where he had leaped from him on riding down the bank and seeing the danger to those in the flat.
“Where are you going, old man?”
“To Mr. Vincent’s place—Miss Zoe’s brother.”
“Take the horses on to the crossing. I will row these ladies home in the skiff.”
“Don’t put yourself to that trouble, sir,” interposed Adelle, icily, “we can manage some way with the horses, or
we can walk home, if you will hand the oar to Jake and let him put us on the other side of the river.”
“Miss Dell, ain’t you shamed of yourself, talkin’ to Captain Witchell like dat, and he just done save you from
bein’ drownded to death! De Captain’s not gwine to hurt you. You better let him take you in de skiff; de massey
knows when you gwine to git home, onless; and your pa’ll be distracted about you.”
But Adelle had risen, and was preparing to leave the boat.
“Sit down, if you please,” commanded Captain Witchell. “I shall take you home. It is already dusk. To cross at
the upper ferry would throw you late in the night. You need not look at or speak to me, and I shall have nothing to
say to you. I shall land you safely at home; then my duty will be done.”
As he spoke he pushed the boat, from which the negro had just stepped, away from the bank, and began to pull
steadily and swiftly down stream, after a word to Jake to tell him to fasten his horse where the animal stood.
The trip was accomplished almost in silence. The girls sat together in the back part of the boat, their eyes fixed
with a kind of fascination upon the straight, soldierly figure that wielded the oars, his profile sometimes turned
partly to them, showing the bold outlines of throat and chin, the firm nose, the close-set mouth, with the slightly
scornful lines about it, the thick light hair thrown back from the well-poised head.
A full moon had risen over the dark rampart of woods that bounded the distant prospect, and long streams of
silver light glorified the murky river and eclipsed the lingering rosiness of sunset. Adelle’s lovely face looked pale
under her dark riding hat, and changes of expression passed over her sensitive mouth and eyes, which still kept,
however, the look of haughty reserve that had come over them at first sight of Captain Witchell’s face.
Zoe had her rich cheek buried in her ungloved hand, that had a diamond flashing on the betrothal finger. She
had turned her dark eyes wonderingly from her friend to Captain Witchell when Adelle had so coldly declined any
further service from the man who had just rescued them; but a whispered sentence served to make her understand.
She nodded her head acquiescingly, and remained silent, save for a murmured word to her companion, about the
beauty of the night or her fears that the family would be alarmed on their account.
A turn in the river brought the Vincent plantation into close proximity. A little, whitewashed country store
came first of the buildings. It was perched near the shelving bank, while behind it stood the stable, the corn crib,
and “lot.” Before the gate of this last, forms were seen moving about confusedly, and the sound of excited voices
reached the ears of those in the boat as they neared the landing. The mare Fleta, dripping from her bath in the
river, had a few moments before stopped in front of the stable, and Hugh Vincent was excited with apprehensions
concerning the fate of his sister and her friend. As he caught sight of the boat he hurried to the bank, followed by
the negroes who had been grouped around the trembling mare.
As the skiff grated upon the sand, Captain Witchell leaped out and held the chain to steady the little craft,
while the girls got out. He offered them no other assistance, and he merely bowed when Zoe, stopping near him,
could not forbear saying:
“I am very sorry to have put you to all this trouble. I thank you very much for the assistance you have rendered
us.”
*
Adelle’s foot slipped as she stepped from the skiff; she would have fallen had not Captain Witchell‘s arm
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caught her and placed her firmly on the ground. Confusedly, she murmured her thanks. He inclined his head
slightly in acknowledgment, leaped into the boat, and pushed off, as Mr. Vincent came down the bank, saying as
he met the girls:
“I am glad, I tell you, to see you two back safe. Fleta came up a while ago with the saddle and bridle on, wet as
a fish, and frightened me mightily. Lucky I saw you before the alarm was carried to the house, to scare your
father, Cousin Dell, and my wife and Miss Floyd all for nothing. What has happened?”
“We came near being run over by the Monsoon, as we. were crossing at Watt’s Ferry,” explained Zoe. “An oar
broke in Uncle Jake’s hand, and he couldn’t manage the flat. The boat was close upon us, when a man came to our
assistance with a skiff, just in time to get us off before the steamer went rushing over the flat. The mare had
jumped out and swum ashore; the other horses we had left behind on the bank. Uncle Jake has gone to cross them
at the upper ferry, and the man brought us home in the skiff.”
“Did you ask him in to rest, and take supper with us? You didn’t? Well, it was as little as you could have done
after his risk and trouble on your account. Is that your city politeness?”
“Cousin Hugh,” interposed Adelle, “the man was Captain Witchell. We did not think he would be welcome.”
“Witchell, the deuce! That carpet-bag scoundrel? I had rather you owed a favor to the blackest nigger about
than to one of that set of thieves—jackals, that come here to fatten on the carcass of our dead liberties. I wonder
you accepted an obligation from him, Zoe.”
“Would you have had us drown, brother? Besides, we didn’t know the man until after he had rescued us. I had
never seen him, and Dell was too much frightened to recognize him at first.”
“Well, I suppose it could not be helped. Old Jake was the one to blame. It’s like his thick head, trying to cross
at dusk with a boat coming round the bend; letting you two get under obligations to such a d—— (I beg pardon,
Dell) such a rascal as Witchell. I’ll row him up about it when he comes. Of course, he thinks it was all right. It
was Mars Witchell—the god of every darky about here. I suppose he is on his way down here to organize a loyal
league among the darkies and the scalawags. I hear they are to meet at the nigger church on the old Burns place
tonight. A dark assembly it’ll be, in every sense of the word; only two or three white skins among them, and they
ashamed of their color, and apologizing for it with all their might. I can’t see why Witchell is hugging the new
voting power just now. He can’t want more office after just being appointed District Judge by the Governor,
without the formality of an election; but he is a shrewd, far-sighted scamp, and he means to fly his kite high, I
imagine.”
They had reached the yard gate—set in a low paling that was overrun with trumpet vines. The house was an
unpicturesque, whitey-brown cottage, neglected-looking, like most of the buildings of that rich, alluvial section,
where cotton-raising absorbs the energies and the money of the planters. But the yard was covered with velvety
grass, and under a great walnut-tree swung a hammock, from which floated a mass of white drapery. The
occupant who lazily swayed therein was singing the Mocking Bird to a guitar accompaniment, while several
children stood around her listening. The music stopped; the musician turned around in her hammock.
“Truants!” cried a voice like a flute, “come here and give an account of yourselves. Why are you so late?”
“Oh! Floyd, we have had an adventure!” Zoe said, as they approached the tree.
“An adventure! what—in going to and from such a stupid little village as Cohatchie? Did old Gray stumble,
and some shirt-sleeved knight of the plow pick you up out of the mud, or did the mishap take place in the street,
and was it some hero of the yard-stick or the sugar-scales that came to the rescue?”
“Nonsense, Floyd!”
“By the way, I’ve been presiding over the scales and the yard-stick myself today, helping your brother in his
store. He has had a run of custom of all colors—darkies from the plantations and swarthy Creoles from the
swamps, and I’ve been weighing candy and measuring red ribbons as if to the counter born. Mr. Vincent declared
I was a charming saleswoman.”
She did not add that the young farmer and store-keeper had supplemented the compliment by the present of a
pretty dress-pattern, now reposing in her trunk. Floyd Reese always took the goods the gods sent, without scruple
or injudicious parade. The organ of secretiveness was fully developed in her handsome head.
“But about your adventure—what was it?” she asked.
And Zoe recounted the story of their escape, with more of picturesque detail than she had used in relating it to
her brother. Evidently it was interesting to her listener. Floyd raised herself from her lazy, reclining posture in the
hammock and leaned forward, looking into Zoe’s eyes.
“Why in the world did you not ask him to come in?” she cried.
“Did you not understand, Miss Reese, that it was Captain Witchell, the Radical leader?” Adelle asked, her face
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full of scornful wonder.
“Judge Witchell, you mean, and may be future Governor of the State,” said Floyd, nodding her graceful head
emphatically.
“Through unjust measures and an ignorant negro votes then,” cried Adelle, indignantly. “What honor is there
in office so gained?”
“He is fast getting what is better than honors or office—plenty of money—the stepping-stone to everything
else. Widow Ellis and Mrs. Delaney have had to turn their plantations over to him to manage, because they could
not get hands, or control them when they were got. He is coining money out of the lands they had lying waste.
Then the appropriation he got from the State for cleaning out Lake Wisteneau—that was a grand speculation.”
“A grand swindling scheme,” flashed Adelle; “thirty thousand dollars for clearing out a few harmless snags. To
pass such a bill was an outrage.”
Floyd laughed musically.
“No matter; they did pass the bill, and the Captain has pocketed the money. Success makes right in this world,
my dear. A man who carries things before him like this one, deserves consideration. Throw up your hat for the
powers that be; there goes mine in the Captain’s honor!”
She caught up from her lap her gypsy leghorn, stuck full of purple flowers by the children, and tossed it up by
its ribbon string. Then she jumped from the hammock with a quick movement that showed a shapely, slippered
foot, and sent a mass of warm brown hair tumbling about her shoulders.
Even in the half light the charm of this woman could be seen. The carmine glow in her cheeks and the gold
glints in her hair were not visible, but the outlines of a most seductive shape—at once full and flexible, sumptuous
and sinuous—made apparent that charm of form so potent, especially in the eyes of men who are no longer very
youthful.
“You were short-sighted not to have turned your adventure to good account,” she said, shaking back her curls
and looking at Adelle.
“If I thought you were in earnest, Floyd Reese!”
“Am I not, though? It was a rare opportunity, and you should have remembered your copy-book counsel, and
improved your opportunity in this instance; I would, if I had been in your place.” Holding the guitar with one arm,
she put the other around Adelle’s waist and stood laughing. The younger girl shrank slightly from the embrace—a
movement that did not escape the quick discernment of the other.
“Pardon,” she said, with a sudden change of manner. “Of course, my talk is to be taken with the classic grain
of salt; yet, if I should be tempted by a full purse and a bold arm, it might not be so bad for me—a moneyless
waif, with none to help me fight my battles with the world. With you it is different; you have the shelter of home
and love.”
Her voice had .lost its light ring, and was rich and sweet, seemingly charged with more emotion than was
expressed. Her eyes were cast down; one would not have thought they had noted the approach of Hugh Vincent;
but there was little that escaped the keen vision and wonderful intuition of Floyd Reese. Adelle was touched into
forgetfulness of the distrust that had made her shrink, and Zoe said, reproachfully:
“How can you be so unkind to your friends as to call yourself friendless, Floyd?”
The stoutly built, rather coarsely handsome brother of Zoe suffered his eyes to dwell for a moment on the
tableau, whose central figure was Floyd, with downcast lashes and picturesquely falling hair. Then he said:
“Is it too romantic out here in the moonlight to speak of supper, young ladies? It is waiting, my good wife says;
and no doubt, Cousin Dell, you and Zoe are very hungry after your ride and your rescue. By the way, I would not
mention that last to your father, Dell. It would worry him uselessly, for I have sufficiently accounted for your
staying .late. He is so bitter against carpet-baggers.”
“Against this man, especially. Do you not know, Cousin Hugh, that once, when he was Provost Marshal, he
had my father arrested, humiliated before him, and fined for striking an insolent negro. Think of it—my father!”
She said “my father” as proudly as though the plain, Mossy Valley farmer had been some potentate of the land;
and truly, if he had been, she could not have rendered him more loving homage. Besides being a kind father he
had a commanding way that became him well at the head of his regiment in Confederate days, and still made him
looked up to with deference by his household and his neighbors.
*
His fine presence gave quite an imposing look to Mrs. Vincent’s neat tea-table, as the party from the yard
entered the supper room. Adelle went up to him and kissed him, as was her habit whenever she had been away
from him for a day or a night. Then he bent his iron-gray head with a fine grace to her companion, “Cousin Zoe,”
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as he called her, though the tie of blood between him and his host was not very close—just enough to warrant the
Colonel’s stopping here a few days with his daughter on their return from New Orleans.
His notice of the girl who came in behind the others had in it something more to be remarked. His eye kindled
with admiration as Floyd Reese took her seat at the table just opposite. Why was it? Miss Reese had not the
delicate, regular features of Zoe, nor the sweet, womanly loveliness of Adelle. But she had that picturesque,
dramatic charm that excites curiosity and appeals to the imagination. It was seen in her movements, her postures,
her looks, even her dress—not arranged with the orderly neatness of the two other girls, but having a negligent
grace of its own; from the full sleeves. falling back to show the round arm, to the muslin folds caught low with a
rose under the large white throat. The charm of the lawless and unfettered hung about her in spite of the air of
queenly self-asurance which served to keep down any utterance of mistrust from those who might secretly regard
her with suspicion.
One of these, it was apparent, was the plump, sun-browned little wife of Vincent, who poured out coffee at the
head of the well-supplied table. Her pleasant hostess’s smile gave way to a half frown as Floyd came in talking
with Vincent and smiling in his face. Miss Reese had the facuIty of looking at every man in a way to convey to
him a secret impression that she was especially interested in him; and this, curiously enough, without being
suspected by other men who might be present, each of whom was apt to believe that he alone was the object of the
lady’s interest.
Something of this flattery was even in the glance and look she gave to a common-looking man, who came in
presently and took a seat at the table—a carpenter hired by Mr. Vincent to work on his cotton-press, and just back
from the town, where he had been to get a tool mended. After the democratic fashion of the South, he was asked
to eat at the table with the family. He was from the same neighborhood as Colonel Holman, and, as he stuck his
fork nto a ruddy slice of boiled ham, he said:
“Colonel, I saw your son Derrick in Cohatchie this evenin’. He crossed over on this side, too, at the upper ferry
—not half an hour before I did.”
“You saw my son Derrick in town today? I can’t imagine what brings him down here.”
“I think I have an inkling what he’s up to,” returned the other with a knowing wink. “Derrick wasn’t by
himself. Half a dozen or so of the Mossy Valley boys were with him, and I heard it hinted they were going to have
some fun tonight. Did you know, Colonel, that another of your folks was down here—no other than Captain
Witchell? There’s to be a big nigger meeting at the old Burns place, and the Captain comes down to organize a
Loyal League. The boys, so I heard, were bound to interrupt the grand pow-wow and give it a scare, if no more. I
hope they won’t get hurt, nor into any difficulty.”
Adelle saw her father's face cloud anxiously, but, straightening himself in his seat, the old man said stoutly:
“I should regret it, Mr. Davis; but if they should get into a difficulty—if blood was spilled—even my own
son’s blood, sir, I should not grieve, if it might be the means of rousiug our people from their cowardly
submissiveness. Forbearance in their case has long ceased to be a virtue. If they are down in the dust, need they
grovel under the foot that crushes them? Here we are reduced to the most humiliating slavery that ever outraged a
people—taxed beyond all justice, swindled on every hand, our political rights taken from us, our private business
interfered with and disorganized by meddlers that set our ignorant African laborers against and above us; and we
submit to it without so much as a protest! Better be dead at once!”
“That’s true, sir,” assented the carpenter, rather gratified at the excitement he had caused; “but you, up in your
parish, are better off in that respect than we are. From accounts, Captain Witchell must be the best of our carpetbag masters; more just in administering affairs, and knows how to do a generous thing sometimes.”
“Yes, sir; he knows how to lavish with one hand what he has robbed with the other when it is policy to do so.
He is courting popularity with the ignorant whites; why, I don’t know, since he seems to get all he wants, and no
thanks to them. He gets to be judge without a vote being cast. But he will not be allowed to hold court, sir;
never!”
The old gentleman’s eye flashed: he pushed his cup of coffee from him, half full, and rose from the table. His
daughter followed him, and as he stalked up and down the gallery she tucked her little hand under his arm and
walked with him, trying to mollify his mood by her pleasant talk. But, with all her affectionate prattle, she did not
succeed so well as the syren who came out presently and sat down where the moonlight fell over her and her
picturesque white drapery.
“Sing Nelly for us, Miss Floyd,” cried one of her two little pupils, lugging up the inevitable guitar.
“Oh dear!” she said, but she sang notwithstanding—old-fashioned songs, sweet in themselves and sweeter by
association; gay little trills at first, and then songs of love and parting.
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“I’ll play this old drawl for you, especially, Zoe,” she said. “Waft a sigh southward while I sing that venerable
lover’s lament, Days of Absence.”
Zoe merely smiled; it was not worth while to blush at allusions to her engagement; she heard them so often;
and, besides, her attachment to her young lawyer-lover was not of the sort that effects blushes, being quiet and
dispasionate as it was sincere. She had no girlish shyness at hearing their marriage discussed. She had looked
forward to it so seriously that she seemed already Royal West’s wife, as indeed she would have been had not her
mother’s recent death postponed their marriage. .
Soon afterward her home in New Orleans was broken up; her father went to Cuba to establish a business, and
she came to live with her married brother at his river-side farm.
“Now sing something to suit Cousin Dell,” the children cried when the dolorous “drawl” was finished.
“Yes, I will,” Floyd said. “Lines to her who will understand them;” and she sang Norah’s Vow.
Hear what Highland Norah said,
‘The Earlie’s son I will not wed,
Though all the race of nature die,
And none be left save he and I.’
But Norah’s vow is lost and won,
She’s wedded to the Earlie’s son.”

“How is that applicable to Adelle, Miss Reese?” Colonel Holman asked, stopping beside the singer.
“It is prophetic,” she laughed, unmindful of the haughty look Adelle threw at her upon this allusion to their
conversation this evening, and to an adventure, a knowledge of which she knew would destroy all her father’s
hardly regained good humor.
She quitted the group on the gallery and went into a room that opened upon it—Mrs. Vincent’s room—where
the little mother sat rocking her fretful baby to sleep with a weary look on her face. Adelle took the baby and soon
succeeded, through her gift in soothing, in getting it to sleep. As she sat, with the little head against her bosom, a
sweeter picture than Raphael’s Madonna, she said:
“Cousin Monde, who is Miss Reese?”
“Ah! Who is she, indeed?” returned the little matron, suddenly animated. “I would like to have that question
answered to my own satisfaction. I never saw her before Hugh brought her down two months ago, to teach
Mayand Rob; though I had heard bits of her history—her history, mind, according to herself, which may be true
as gospel for aught I know. She suddenly appeared in the neighborhood above Cohatchie, one day last fall; went
to see Judge Clark, who is a well-to-do, kind-hearted old gentleman, and made the Masonic sign of distress, and
then told him her story—how she had erossed the river from the Texas side in the night—a stormy night, too—
that she was followed and pursued as far as the river by her guardian, who was a very bad man, and wanted to get
all her property for his own use. With this object, he had pretended that she was crazy, and shut her up
somewhere. When she made her escape, he followed her. He had thought, so she hoped, that she had been
drowned while trying to cross the river in the darkness and storm. It was her intention to stay in this State until she
was twenty-one, and then return to Texas and prosecute her guardian, and recover her property. As she must earn
her support till then, she begged Judge Clark to help her. He did; he enlisted the Masons and church members in:
her behalf, and obtained for her a school. But somehow she was dissatisfied; the school taxed her too much: she
saw my husband and told him how greatly she would prefer to teach a few children in a private family; and he
offered her a place with us. I trust he may never regret it.”
“Is she not a good teacher?”
“Yes, she does well enough in that way, I suppose, though it’s easy to see she is not used to teaching, and she is
no disciplinarian; at one time romping with the children like another child, then cold and moody and cross. But
it’s not that I object to so much. She has managed to make herself first in the house—her wishes and opinions to
be considered first by servants, children, and even Hugh. No woman likes to be made of second importance in her
own house.”
“No; I should think not.”
“Married women have cares and troubles enough, if they do their duty faithfully. They ought, at least, to be a
sort of queen in their own little home—that’s my idea; but you don’t always see it so; far from it, sometimes.
Married life is not the honey-sweet cup that girls are apt to think it. But there! I’ve no business putting a bitter
taste for it in your mouth beforehand, and you to try it yourself so soon, cousin.”
“I? Who told you so?”
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“Your father and I were talking about you today—in here by ourselves—and he told me you were engaged, or
as good as engaged, to Richard Lanier—your near neighbor. I used to know the family well.”
“Papa told you that?” said Adelle.
She had turned pale, and she rose hurriedly and laid the baby in his little crib. She tucked the soft white
covering around him to gain time, before she faced Mrs. Vincent and said:
“Cousin Monde, don’t speak of that again—to me or anyone, please. There is nothing settled, and I don’t think
—”
“Why, your father seemed so pleased.”
“Yes, I know. Richard’s land joins ours; he is Derrick’s friend—a brave, hot-headed fellow, but—I don’t think I
will ever marry; I like my girl-life too well to change it.”
She walked to the open window, and stood there, wondering why the mention of Richard Lanier jarred on her
so. The picture of him that rose before her—the slim, swarthy face; the small, keen eyes, so watchful of her—was
absolutely repugnant.
“I believe I am tired,” she said, wearily; “I will say good-night, and go to bed. Zoe has already gone upstairs.”
*
Zoe was re-reading the letter she had got from the Cohatchie post-office that day.
“Would you like to see how he looks, Dell?” she asked, holding up a small card-picture that had come with the
letter.
It was a refined face that Adelle held to catch the lamplight. It was a good face, too. The mouth was gentle, the
eyes had a frank breadth between them and a steady, truthful look. Adelle liked the face, and said so.
“You think it the perfection of manly beauty, of course, Zoe,” she said, playfully touching the girl’s cheek, as
she handed back the picture.
“No, I do not. I don’t think it is manly enough. I like a strong, masterful face, even if it is a bit rugged. Dell,
there is no harm in just admiring a face, and I own I like Captain Witchell’s—just the face, mind you.”
“Don’t speak of him. Oh, I how sorry I am that we got under any obligation to him.”
“I don’t think he will presume upon it—after the way we received it, Dell. You were very cold.”
“He must have thought me dreadfully mean and ungrateful,” the girl said, with a sudden rush of color to her
forehead. “But it does not matter what he thinks,” she added quickly, undoing her hair, and letting its dark waves
drop down upon her shoulders, saying, as she threaded its mass with her fingers, “I wish our land could be rid of
these aliens. I am afraid they will cause us terrible trouble yet. I shall not sleep for thinking of Derrick tonight,
and fearing he will commit some rash act that will cost him his life.”
She knew that Lanier was with her brother, but she did not speak of this.
*
One who had only seen Floyd Reese in the presence of others, her face carefully guarded in its expression,
would hardly have recognized her when she sat alone, as tonight, her brow bent, her mouth drooping, her eyes full
of gloomy thought.
“No use to dwell upon that now,” she said, rousing herself at length. Then standing up, and clinching one of
her hands,
“But I must make a bold stroke somehow. I won’t vegetate here any longer; I can’t stand it. Besides, there’s a
storm brewing. Monsieur is growing sentimental; and Madame cross as a cat. Why will men always fall in love
with me?”
Her eyes fell upon the looking-glass over the mantel.
“If they could see me now,” she thought, with a little bitter laugh that yet broke up the hard lines about her
mouth, and brought the color into her cheeks. Still looking at herself, she thought,
“How strange that my eyes can be bright, my cheeks red, after what I have gone through! I hope they will stay
so and tell no tales, for I must call up all my assurance and strike out somewhere. I was born to rule. I feel the will
and the power struggling within me, and yet here I am, ruling two disgusting brats, and perhaps their
commonplace father, whose devoted regards can never serve me any further than to keep me in bread and clothes
until his jealous wife objects. I must fly for higher game. If I could attach myself to this bold hawk that is preying
to such good purpose on my chicken-hearted states-people! Captain Witchell, if I could win your confidence,
share your schemes, help you to outwit men, and rise with you to power and riches, it would be all my ambition
would crave. It would fill my heart, too—better than love can fill it.
“Love! Faugh! I have none with love, or I ought to have done with it. It has been my bane: if I touch it again, it
will be to make it my slave—a stepping-stone to power of some kind.”
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Still with her eyes on the glass, she smiled slowly.
“How my eyes shine just now!” she thought. “Is it prophetic of some lucky fortune? This is one of my beautymoments. I am only pretty by flashes.”
*
A sudden barking of dogs outside, followed by the sound of horses in a canter, caused her to start from her seat
and approach the window. Coming along the road that ran just outside the fence were three or four mounted men,
plainly to be seen in the moonlight. They slackened their pace as they came near the house; a window was thrown
open, and the voice of Vincent was heard calling out, but in suppressed tones, as though afraid of waking others:
“Derrick Holman, are you there? Open the gate and ride in here for a moment.”
The foremost rider wheeled his horse, unlatched the gate, and rode into the yard and up to the window
alongside the tall myrtle. bush, whose polished leaves glistened in the noonlight. Holding out his hand, he said:
“How are you, Cousin Vincent? Father is here, isn’t he?”
“Yes, he stopped off the boat to recruit a little. He had a sharp attack of cholera-morbus coming up, and it left
him too weak to bear jolting across the country to Malta over your rough hill-roads. He heard tonight of your
being here, and on what errand, and was very anxious about it. I’ve sent a man—Davies—you may know him, as
he comes rom your neighborhood—with a message to you. Did you see Davies?”
“Yes; and sent back word to the old man that needn’t have alarmed himself.”
“Was anything done?”
“No,” laughed the other—a forced, self-mocking laugh. “The adventure was a farce from beginning to end. In
the first place, Witchell rode down here by himself, instead of with the nigger body-guard or the posse of white
scalawags that we expected he would take with him. We were out in the woods, two or three miles from Malta, on
the watch out for him when he passed, and we saw it wouldn’t do. ‘Twould have been fun to scare the lot, but we
couldn’t fall on one man riding peaceably along—though he was a rascally carpetbagger.
“We rode on after him, thinking to break up the meeting anyhow. We thought to get some of the boys at
Cohatchie to join us, but they fought shy when we hinted our business. I believe you folks down this way think
every Yankee usurper—Witchell especially—is a kind of fate or providence that it’s no use kicking against.
“Well, we came on ourselves; crossed over and went round by the swampy road back of the fields to the place
of meeting. There, again, we found things not as we had counted on. Instead of closed doors and a nigger guard,
the door was open and we were invited to come in and take seats. We marched into the aisle and stood there
listening to what Witchell was saying.
“He was making a speech; he turned and looked at us—he knew me, for I’d been in his way a time or two
before, and I was at the head of the fellows who warned him, after he made himself judge, that he needn’t try to
hold court. But he made no sign, and kept on with his speech. It was for the negro, of course, but in a kind of
general way. There was nothing in it to give a handle to get after him.
“The house was pretty full—black, with a sprinkling of white office-hankerers, and among them that arch
rogue Yent, that’s hectoring over everything down here, as he tried to do with us. He was sitting there, pompous as
a king among his nigger worshipers. My hands itched to get hold of him, but I saw there was no chance for that.
There were enough of them there to gobble up our little handful.
“I thought best to get out of the den at once, but Lanier, who had been drinking pretty .freely, gave the lie to
something Witchell said. Witchell turned and flashed his eyes at us.
“‘If you interfere here,’ he said, low (we were standing close to him), I will order your arrest. You had best go
before there is trouble.’
“Lanier struck out at him, with his knife; Witchell caught his wrist and held it.
“‘Let him loose!’ I cried out, and laid my hand on my pistol.
“Witchell said nothing, but that coward bully Yent bellowed out: ‘Pitch into ‘em, drive ‘em out boys;’ and the
niggers came tumbling over the benches like a black hurricane. We stood a fair chance of being torn to pieces.
Witchell ordered them back, and, when they wouldn’t mind, he drew a revolver, cocked it, and held it out,
declaring that he would shoot the first one that tried to pass him. You ought to have seen Yent fall back. I said to.
the boys, ‘This is no place for white men; let’s go’; and we went.”
“So Witchell really kept down a disturbance; saved your lives, perhaps?”
“No thanks to any good feeling on his part. He does anything for policy. He looks ahead. He has more of the
fox than the wolf in him. I hear he is coming to cast his lot here with you on the river; I don’t congratulate you.
He’ll make his jack out of you, you’ll find to your sorrow.”
“Won’t you come in and stay all night, and see your father and sister?”
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“No, I thank you. We are going to cross tonight. The boys swear the game isn’t done yet. Witchell is to have a
nigger guard tomorrow; it will be good sport to give them a run and scare, perhaps something else. Sis, is that you
standing there on the piazza, looking like a ghost in the moonshine? Come and kiss me. Don’t you begin to scold.
If you had been at home, I would have been there too. Why did you stay away so long? You might have known I’d
get demoralized.”
He said the last words, bending down to kiss his sister, his arm about her neck as she stood beside his horse.
She had stepped down from the piazza and stood with her white dressing-gown wrapped around her and her dark
hair loose on her shoulders.
“I was too uneasy to sleep,” she said; “I heard your voice, and crept down stairs to see you and know that you
were safe. Father was anxious; he walked about the room a long time after he retired, but I believe he is asleep
now. Will you come in and see him?”
“No; I have no time; they are waiting for me; Lanier is among them; he has seen you, and is riding in.”
“Then I will go; I do not want to see him. Good-bye,” Adelle said hastily.
“No,” her brother answered, catching her hands. “You must not go now. He will think you are running away
from him, and be mad with you. You know how quick he is. Besides, he is a little excited tonight.”
“He has been drinking—that is nothing very unusual,” said Adelle in disgust.
The slender young man rode up to her side and greeted her with eager tenderness, grasping in a tight, nervous
clasp the hand she reluctantly extended.
“You are well,” he said, bending down and fastening his black, burning eyes on her fair face, in its frame of
loose, soft hair. “You are enjoying your visit. We heard of you; Derrick, did you tell her what we heard tonight?”
“No; I never thought of it. Besides, I did not believe it. Adelle, a negro told us that you came across the river in
a skiff with Witchell.. It was not so, of course.”
“Yes, it was!” the girl said, faltering and feeling her cheeks flame.” It was an accident. The flat we were in was
run over and sunk .by the Monsoon. He came up in the skiff just in time to rescue us.”
“I had almost rather you had drowned,” muttered her brother, with an oath.”
“Oh, Derrick!”
“No, I don’t mean that. But it was unfortunate. However, you need not recognize him afterward. You thanked
him, and that was an end of it. Yes, I am coming this moment,” he said, in answer to an impatient call from his
comrades on the other side of the fence. “Good-bye, Sis; I will send the carriage for you and father tomorrow.
Come, Lanier!”
Adelle’s dark lover snatched her hand and carried it to his hot lips. The kiss seemed to bum there long after he
rode away, and the small cavalcade had disappeared up the moonlit road that followed the river’s windings. She
pulled a catalpa leaf, wet with dew, and rubbed the place on her hand where his lips, feverish with liquor and the
passion of his fiery heart, had pressed the kiss.
“Somehow, I shrink from him more than ever,” she thought, in some distress. “He is leading Derrick into all
this. Oh! how I wish I had begged them not to do anything to Captain Witchell tomorrow. I meant to have done it.
He might not interfere as he did tonight. That was magnanimous, let them say of him what they will. But then, as
Derrick says, it was done through policy. Of course, a grasping, unscrupulous man like him can have no real
nobleness of character.”
Yet still, to her own vexation, the thought of him, the image of his proud face, and the half-sneering, half
melancholy smile that curved his lips when she shrank from him, recurred to her as she lay watchful beside her
sleeping friend.
*
Another was wakeful with thoughts of Captain Witchell and of the conversation she had overheard between
Derrik Holman and his cousin. Floyd made a reolve before she slept; and, with her, to plan impulsively and to
execute boldly were characteristic. …
159.150 Excerpt from The Autobiography Of A Coloured Man\fn{by James Weldon Johnson (1871-1938)}
Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida, U.S.A. (M) 13
I know that in writing the following pages I am divulging the great secret of my life, the secret which for some
years I have guarded far more carefully than any of my earthly possessions; and it is a curious study to me to
analyse the motives which prompt me to do it. I feel that I am led by the same impulse which forces the un-foundout criminal to take somebody into his confidence, although he knows that the act is likely, even almost certain, to
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lead to his undoing.
I know that I am playing with fire, and I feel the thrill which accompanies that most fascinating pastime; and,
back of it all, I think I find a sort of savage and diabolical desire to gather up all the little tragedies of my life, and
turn them into a practical joke on society.
And, too, I suffer a vague feeling of unsatisfaction, of regret, of almost remorse, from which I am seeking
relief, and of which I shall speak in the last paragraph of this account.
I was born in a little town of Georgia a few years after the close of the Civil War. I shall not mention the name
of the town, because there are people still living there who could be connected with this narrative. I have only a
faint recollection of the place of my birth. At times I can close my eyes and call up in a dreamlike way things that
seem to have happened ages ago in some other world. I can see in this half vision a little house—I am quite sure it
was not a large one—I can remember that flowers grew in the front yard, and that around each bed of flowers was
a hedge of varicoloured glass bottles stuck in the ground neck down. I remember that once, while playing round in
the sand, I became curious to know whether or not the bottles grew as the flowers did, and I proceeded to dig
them up to find out; the investigation brought me a terrific spanking, which indelibly fixed the incident in my
mind. I can remember, too, that behind the house was a shed under which stood two or three wooden washtubs.
These tubs were the earliest aversion of my life, for regularly on certain evenings I was plunged into one of
them and scrubbed until my skin ached. I can remember to this day the pain caused by the strong, rank soap’s
getting into my eyes.
Back from the house a vegetable garden ran, perhaps seventy-five or one hundred feet; but to my childish
fancy it was an endless territory. I can still recall the thrill of joy, excitement, and wonder it gave me to go on an
exploring expedition through it, to find the blackberries, both ripe and green, that grew along the edge of the
fence.
I remember with what pleasure I used to arrive at, and stand before, a little enclosure in which stood a patient
cow chewing her cud, how I would occasionally offer her through the bars a piece of my bread and molasses, and
how I would jerk back my hand in half fright if she made any motion to accept my offer.
*
I have a dim recollection of several people who moved in and about this little house, but I have a distinct
mental image of only two: one, my mother; and the other, a tall man with a small, dark moustache. I remember
that his shoes or boots were always shiny, and that he wore a gold chain and a great gold watch with which he was
always willing to let me play. My admiration was almost equally divided between the watch and chain and the
shoes. He used to come to the house evenings, perhaps two or three times a week; and it became my appointed
duty whenever he came to bring him a pair of slippers and to put the shiny shoes in a particular corner; he often
gave me in return for this service a bright coin, which my mother taught me to promptly drop in a little tin bank.
I remember distinctly the last time this tall man came to the little house in Georgia; that evening before I went
to bed he took me up in his arms and squeezed me very tightly; my mother stood behind his chair wiping tears
from her eyes. I remember how I sat upon his knee and watched him laboriously drill a hole through a ten-dollar
gold piece, and then tie the coin around my neck with a string. I have worn that gold piece around my neck the
greater part of my life, and still possess it, but more than once I have wished that some other way had been found
of attaching it to me besides putting a hole through it. '
*
On the day after the coin was put around my neck my mother and I started on what seemed to me an endless
journey. I knelt on the seat and watched through the train window the corn- and cotton-fields pass swiftly by until
I fell asleep. When I fully awoke, we were being driven through the streets of a large city—Savannah. I sat up and
blinked at the bright lights. At Savannah we boarded a steamer which finally landed us in New York. From New
York we went to a town in Connecticut, which became the home of my boyhood.
*
My mother and I lived together in a little cottage which seemed to me to be fitted up almost luxuriously; there
were horse-hair covered chairs in the parlour, and a little square piano; there was a stairway with red carpet on it
leading to a half second story; there were pictures on the walls, and a few books in a glass-doored case. My
mother dressed me very neatly, and I developed that pride which well-dressed boys generally have.
She was careful about my associates, and I myself was quite particular. As I look back now I can see that I was
a perfect little aristocrat. My mother rarely went to anyone’s house, but she did sewing, and there were a great
many ladies coming to our cottage. If I was around they would generally call me, and ask me my name and age
and tell my mother what a pretty boy I was. Some of them would pat me on the head and kiss me.
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My mother was kept very busy with her sewing; sometimes she would have another woman helping her. I
think she must have derived a fair income from her work.
I know, too, that at least once each month she received a letter; I used to watch for the postman, get the letter,
and run to her with it; whether she was busy or not, she would take it and instantly thrust it into her bosom. I
never saw her read one of these letters. I knew later that they contained money and what was to her more than
money.
As busy as she generally was, she found time, however, to teach me my letters and figures and how to spell a
number of easy words. Always on Sunday evenings she opened the little square piano and picked out hymns. I can
recall now that whenever she played hymns from the book her tempo was always decidedly largo.
Sometimes on other evenIngs, when she was not sewing, she would play simple accompaniments to some old
Southern songs which she sang. In these songs she was freer, because she played them by ear. Those evenings on
which she opened the little piano were the happiest hours of my childhood. Whenever she started toward the
instrument, I used to follow her with all the interest and irrepressible joy that a pampered pet dog shows when a
package is opened in which he knows there is a sweet bit for him. I used to stand by her side and often interrupt
and annoy her by chiming in with strange harmonies which I found on either the high keys of the treble or the low
keys of the bass. I remember that I had a particular fondness for the black keys. Always on such evenings, when
the music was over, my mother would sit with me in her arms, often for a very long time. She would hold me
close, softly crooning some old melody without words, all the while gently stroking her face against my head;
many and many a night I thus fell asleep. I can see her now, her great dark eyes look- ing into the fire, to where?
Noone knew but her. The memory of that picture has more than once kept me from straying too far from the place
of purity and safety in which her arms held me.
*
At a very early age I began to thump on the piano alone, and it was not long before I was able to pick out a few
tunes. When I was seven years old, I could play by ear all of the hymns and songs that my mother knew. I had
also learned the names of the notes in both clefs, but I preferred not to be hampered by notes.
About this time several ladies for whom my mother sewed heard me play and they persuaded her that I should
at once be put under a teacher; so arrangements were made for me to study the piano with a lady who was a fairly
good musician; at the same time arrangements were made for me to study my books with this lady’s daughter. My
music teacher had no small difficulty at first in pinning me down to the notes. If she played my lesson over for
me, I invariably attempted to reproduce the required sounds without the slightest recourse to the written
characters.
Her daughter, my other teacher, also had her worries. She found that, in reading, whenever I came to words
that were difficult or unfamiliar, I was prone to bring my imagination to the rescue and read from the picture. She
has laughingly told me, since then, that I would sometimes substitute whole sentences and even paragraphs from
what meaning I thought the illustrations conveyed. She said she not only was sometimes amused at the fresh
treatment I would give an author’s subject, but, when I gave some new and sudden turn to the plot of the story,
often grew interested and even excited in listening to hear what kind of a denouement I would bring about. But I
am sure this was not due to dullness, for I made rapid progress in both my music and my books.
*
And so for a couple of years my life was divided between my music and my school books. Music took up the
greater part of my time. I had no playmates, but amused myself with games—some of them my own invention—
which could be played alone. I knew a few boys whom I had met at the church which I attended with my mother,
but I had formed no close friendships with any of them.
Then, when I was nine years old, my mother decided to enter me in the public school, so all at once I found
myself thrown among a crowd of boys of all sizes and kinds; some of them seemed to me like savages. I shall
never forget the bewilderment, the pain, the heart-sickness, of that first day at school. I seemed to be the only
stranger in the place; every other boy seemed to know every other boy. I was fortunate enough, however, to be
assigned to a teacher who knew me; my mother made her dresses. She was one of the ladies who used to pat me
on the head and kiss me. She had the tact to address a few words directly to me; this gave me a certain sort of
standing in the class and put me somewhat at ease.
Within a few days I had made one staunch friend and was on fairly good terms with most of the boys. I was
shy of the girls, and remained so; even now a word or look from a pretty woman sets me all a-tremble.
This friend I bound to me with hooks of steel in a very simple way. He was a big awkward boy with a face full
of freckles and a head full of very red hair. He was perhaps fourteen years of age; that is, four or five years older
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than any other boy in the class. This seniority was due to the fact that he had spent twice the required amount of
time in several of the preceding classes. I had not been at school many hours before I felt that “Red Head”—as I
involuntarily called him—and I were to be friends. I do not doubt that this feeling was strengthened by the fact
that I had been quick enough to see that a big, strong boy was a friend to be desired at a public school; and,
perhaps, in spite of his dullness, Red Head had been able to discern that I could be of service to him. At any rate
there was a simultaneous mutual attraction.
*
The teacher had strung the class promiscuously round the walls of the room for a sort of trial heat for places of
rank; when the line was straightened out, I found that by skilful manreuvring I had placed myself third and had
piloted Red Head to the place next to me. The teacher began by giving us to spell the words corresponding to our
order in the line. “Spell first.” “Spell second.” “Spell third.”
I rattled off, “T-h-i-r-d, third,” in a way which said, “Why don’t you give us something hard?”
As the words went down the line, I could see how lucky I had been to get a. good place together with an easy
word. As young as I was, I felt impressed with the unfairness of the whole proceeding when I saw the tail-enders
going down before twelfth and twentieth, and I felt sorry for those who had to spell such words in order to hold a
low position.
“Spell fourth.” Red Head, with his hands clutched tightly behind his back, began bravely:
“F-o-r-t-h.” Like a flash a score of hands went up, and the teacher began saying:
“No snapping of fingers, no snapping of fingers.” This was the first word missed, and it seemed to me that
some of the scholars were about to lose their senses; some were dancing up and down on one foot with a hand
above their heads, the fingers working furiously, and joy beaming all over their faces; others stood still, their
hands raised not so high, their fingers working less rapidly, and their faces expressing not quite so much
happiness; there were still others who did not move or raise their hands, but stood with great wrinkles on their
foreheads, looking very thoughtful. The whole thing was new to me, and I did not raise my hand, but slyly
whispered the letter “u” to Red Head several times.
“Second chance,” said the teacher. The hands went down and the class became quiet. Red Head, his face now
red, after looking beseechingly at the ceiling, then pitiably at the floor, began very haltingly:
“F-u-”
Immediately an impulse to raise hands went through the class, but the Iteacher checked it, and poor Red Head,
though he knew that each letter he added only took him farther out of the way, went doggedly on and finished:
“-r-t-h.”
The hand-raising was now repeated with more hubbub and excitement than at first. Those who before had not
moved a finger were now waving their hands above their heads. Red Head felt that he was lost. He looked very
big and foolish, and solme of the scholars began to snicker. His helpless condition went straight to my heart, and
gripped my sympathies. I felt that if he failed, it would in some way be my failure. I raised my hand, and, under
cover of the excitement and the teacher’s attempts to regain order, I hurriedly shot up into his ear twice, quite
distinctly:
“F-o-u-r-t-h, f-o-u-r-t-h.” T'he teacher tapped on her desk and said:
“Third and last chance.” The hands came down, the silence became oppresaive. Red Head began:
“F-”
Since that day I have waited anxiously for many a turn of the wheel of fortune, but never under greater tension
than when I watched for the order in which those letters would fall from Red’s lips.
“-o-u-r-t-h.”
A sigh of relief and disappointment went up from the class.
Afterwards, through all our school-days, Red Head shared my wit and quickness and I benefited by his strength
and dogged faithfulness.
*
There were some black and brown boys and girls in the school, and several of them were in my class. One of
the boys strongly attracted my attention from the first day I saw him. His face was as black as night, but shone as
though it were polished; he had sparkling eyes, and when he opened his mouth, he displayed glistening white
teeth. It struck me at once as appropriate to call him “Shiny Face,” or “Shiny Eyes,” or “Shiny Teeth,” and I spoke
of him often by one of these names to the other boys. These terms were finally merged into “Shiny,” and to that
name he answered good-naturedly during the balance of his public school days.
Shiny was considered without question to be the best speller, the best reader, the best penman—in a word, the
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best scholar—in the class. He was very quick to catch anything, but, nevertheless, studied hard; thus he possessed
two powers very rarely combined in one boy. I saw him year after year, on up into the high school, win the
majority of the prizes for punctuality, deportment, essay writing, and declamation. Yet it did not take me long to
discover that, in spite of his standing as a scholar, he was in some way looked down upon.
The other black boys and girls were still more looked down upon. Some of the boys often spoke of them as
“niggers.” Sometimes on the way home from school a crowd would walk behind them repeating:
Nigger, nigger, never die,
Black face and shiny eye.

On one such afternoon one of the black boys turned suddenly on his tormentors and hurled a slate; it struck one
of the white boys in the mouth, cutting a slight gash in his lip. At sight of the blood the boy who had thrown the
slate ran, and his companions quickly followed. We ran after them pelting them with stones until they separated in
several directions. I was very much wrought up over the affair, and went home and told my mother how one of the
“niggers” had struck a boy with a slate.
I shall never forget how she turned on me.
“Don’t you ever use that word again,” she said, “and don’t you ever bother the coloured children at school.
You ought to be ashamed of yourself.”
I did hang my head in shame, not because she had convinced me that I had done wrong, but because I was hurt
by the first sharp word she had ever given me.
*
My school-days ran along very pleasantly. I stood well in my studies, not always so well with regard to my
behaviour. I was never guilty of any serious misconduct, but my love of fun sometimes got me into trouble. I
remember, however, that my sense of humour was so sly that most of the trouble usually fell on the head of the
other fellow.
My ability to play on the piano at school exercises was I looked upon as little short of marvellous in a boy of
my age. I was not chummy with many of my mates, but, on the whole, was about as popular as it is good for a boy
to be.
One day near the end of my second term at school the principal came into our room and, after talking to the
teacher, for some reason said:
“I wish all of the white scholars to stand for a moment.”
I rose with the others. The teacher looked at me and, calling my name, said:
“You sit down for the present, and rise with the others.” I did not quite understand her, and questioned:
“Ma’m?” She repeated, with a softer tone in her voice:
“You sit down now, and rise with the others.”
I sat down dazed. I saw and heard nothing. When the others were asked to rise, I did not know it. When school
was dismissed, I went out in a kind of stupor. A few of the white boys jeered me, saying:
“Oh, you’re a nigger too.” I heard some black children say:
“We knew he was coloured.”
Shiny said to them: “Come along, don’t tease him,” and thereby won my undying gratitude.
I hurried on as fast as I could, and had gone some distance before I perceived that Red Head was walking by
my side. After a while he said to me:
“Lemme carry your books.”
I gave him my strap without being able to answer. When we got to my gate, he said as he handed me my
books:
“Say, you know my big red agate? I can’t shoot with it any more. I’m going to bring it to school for you
tomorrow.”
*
I took my books and ran into the house. As I passed through the hallway, I saw that my mother was busy with
one of her customers; I rushed up into my own little room, shut the door, and went quickly to where my lookingglass hung on the wall. For an instant I was afraid to look, but when I did, I looked long and earnestly. I had often
heard people say to my mother:
“What a pretty boy you have!”
I was accustomed to hear remarks about my beauty; but now, for the first time, I became conscious of it and
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recognized it. I noticed the ivory whiteness of my skin, the beauty of my mouth, the size and liquid darkness of
my eyes, and how the long, black lashes that fringed and shaded them produced an effect that was strangely
fascinating even to me. I noticed the softness and glossiness of my dark hair that fell in waves over my temples,
making my forehead appear whiter than it really was.
How long I stood there gazing at my image I do not know. When I came out and reached the head of the stairs,
I heard the lady who had been with my mother going out. I ran downstairs and rushed to where my mother was
sitting, with a piece of work in her hands. I buried my head in her lap and blurted out:
“Mother, mother, tell me, am I a nigger?”
I could not see her face, but I knew the piece of work dropped to the floor and I felt her hands on my head. I
looked up into her face and repeated:
“Tell me, mother, am I a nigger?”
There were tears in her eyes and I could see that she was suffering for me. And then it was that I looked at her
critically for the first time. I had thought of her in a childish way only as the most beautiful woman in the world;
now I looked at her searching for defects. I could see that her skin was almost brown, that her hair was not so soft
as mine, and that she did differ in some way from the other ladies who came to the house; yet, even so, I could see
that she was very beautiful, more beautiful than any of them. She must have felt that I was examining her, for she
hid her face in my hair and said with difficulty:
“No, my darling, you are not a nigger.” She went on:
“You are as good as anybody; if anyone calls you a nigger, don’t notice them.” But the more she talked, the
less was I reassured, and I stopped her by asking:
“Well, mother, am I white? Are you white?” She answered tremblingly:
“No, I am not white, but you—your father is one of the greatest men in the country—the best blood of the
South is in you—”
This suddenly opened up in my heart a fresh chasm of misgiving and fear, and I almost fiercely demanded:
“Who is my father? Where is he?” She stroked my hair and said:
“I’ll tell you about him some day.” I sobbed:
“I want to know now!” She answered:
“No, not now.”
Perhaps it had to be done, but I have never forgiven the woman who did it so cruelly. It may be that she never
knew that she gave me a sword-thrust that day in school which was years in healing.
*
Since I have grown older, I have often gone back and tried to analyse the change that came into my life after
that fateful day in school. There did come a radical change, and, young as I was, I felt fully conscious of it, though
I did not fully comprehend it. Like my first spanking, it is one of the few incidents in my life that I can remember
clearly. In the life of everyone there is a limited number of unhappy experiences which are not written upon the
memory, but stamped there with a die; and in long years after, they can be called up in detail, and every emotion
that was stirred by them can be lived through anew; these are the tragedies of life. We may grow to include some
of them among the trivial incidents of childhood—a broken toy, a promise made to us which was not kept, a
harsh, heart-piercing word—but these, too, as well as the bitter experiences and disappointments of mature years,
are the tragedies of life.
And so I have often lived through that hour, that day, that week, in which was wrought the miracle of my
transition from one world into another; for I did indeed pass into another world. From that time I looked out
through other eyes, my thoughts were coloured, my words dictated, my actions limited by one dominating, allpervading idea which constantly increased in force and weight until I finally realized in it a great, tangible fact.
And this is the dwarfing, warping, distorting influence which operates upon each and every coloured man in
the United States. He is forced to take his outlook on all things, not from the viewpoint of a citizen, or a man, or
even a human being, but from the viewpoint of a coloured man. It is wonderful to me that the race has progressed
so broadly as it has, since most of its thought and all of its activity must run through the narrow neck of this one
funnel.
And it is this, too, which makes the coloured people of this country, in reality, a mystery to the whites. It is a
difficult thing for a white man to learn what a coloured man really thinks; because, generally, with the latter an
additional and different light must be brought to bear on what he thinks; and his thoughts are often influenced by
considerations so delicate and subtle that it would be impossible for him to confess or explain them to one of the
opposite race.
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This gives to every coloured man, in proportion to his intellectuality, a sort of dual personality; there is one
phase of him which is disclosed only in the freemasonry of his own race. I have often watched with interest and
sometimes with amazement even ignorant coloured men under cover of broad grins and minstrel antics maintain
this dualism in the presence of white men. I believe it to be a fact that the coloured people of this country know
and understand the white people better than the white people know and understand them.
*
I now think that this change which came into my life was at first more subjective than objective. I do not think
my friends at school changed so much toward me as I did toward them.
I grew reserved, I might say suspicious. I grew constantly more and more afraid of laying myself open to some
injury to my feelings or my pride. I frequently saw or fancied some slight where, I am sure, none was intended.
On the other hand, my friends and teachers were, if anything different, more considerate of me; but I can
remember that it was against this very attitude in particular that my sensitiveness revolted. Red was the only one
who did not so wound me; up to this day I recall with a swelling heart his clumsy efforts to make me understand
that nothing could change his love for me.
I am sure that at this time the majority of my white school-mates did not understand or appreciate any
differences between me and themselves; but there were a few who had evidently received instructions at home on
the matter, and more than once they displayed their knowledge in word and action. As the years passed, I noticed
that the most innocent and ignorant among the others grew in wisdom.
I myself would not have so clearly understood this difference had it not been for the presence of the other
coloured children at school; I had learned what their status was, and now I learned that theirs was mine. I had had
no particular like or dislike for these black and brown boys and girls; in fact, with the exception of Shiny, they had
occupied very little of my thought; but I do know that when the blow fell, I had a very strong aversion to being
classed with them.
So I became something of a solitary. Red and I remained inseparable, and there was between Shiny and me a
sort of sympathetic bond, but my intercourse with the others was never entirely free from a feeling of constraint. I
must add, however, that this feeling was confined almost entirely to my intercourse with boys and girls of about
my own age; I did not experience it with my seniors. And when I grew to manhood, I found myself freer with
elderly white people than with those near my own age.
*
I was now about eleven years old, but these emotions and impressions which I have just described could not
have been stronger or more distinct at an older age. There were two immediate results of my forced loneliness: I
began to find company in books, and greater pleasure in music.
I made the former discovery through a big, gilt-bound, illustrated copy of the Bible, which used to lie in
splendid neglect on the centre table in our little parlour. On top of the Bible lay a photograph album. I had often
looked at the pictures in the album, and one day, after taking the larger book down and opening it on the floor, I
was overjoyed to find that it contained what seemed to be an inexhaustible supply of pictures. I looked at these
pictures many times; in fact, so often that I knew the story of each one without having to read the subject, and
then, somehow, I picked up the thread of history on which are strung the trials and tribulations of the Hebrew
children; this I followed with feverish interest and excitement. For a long time King David, with Samson a close
second, stood at the head of my list of heroes; he was not displaced until I came to know Robert the Bruce.
I read a good portion of the Old Testament, all that part treating of wars and rumours of wars, and then started
in on the New. I became interested in the life of Christ, but became impatient and disappointed when I found that,
notwithstanding the great power he possessed, he did not make use of it when, in my judgment, he most needed to
do so. And so my first general impression of the Bible was what my later impression has been of a number of
modern books, that the authors put their best work in the first part, and grew either exhausted or careless toward
the end.
After reading the Bible, or those parts which held my attention, I began to explore the glass-doored bookcase
which I have already mentioned. I found there Pilgrim’s Progress, Peter Parley’s History of the United States,
Grimm’s Household Stories, Tales of a Grandfather; a bound volume of an old English publication (I think it was
called The Mirror), a little volume called Familiar Science, and somebody’s Natural Theology, which last, of
course, I could not read, but which, nevertheless, I tackled, with the result of gaining a permanent dislike for all
kinds of theology. There were several other books of no particular name or merit, such as agents sell to people
who know nothing of buying books.
How my mother came by this little library which, considering all things, was so well suited to me I never
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sought to know. But she was far from being an ignorant woman and had herself, very likely, read the majority of
these books, though I do not remember ever seeing her with a book in her hand, with the exception of the
Episcopal Prayer-book. At any rate she encouraged in me the habit of reading, and when I had about exhausted
those books in the little library which interested me, she began to buy books for me. She also regularly gave me
money to buy a weekly paper which was then very popular for boys.
*
At this time I went in for music with an earnestness worthy of maturer years; a change of teachers was largely
responsible for this. I began now to take lessons of the organist of the church which I attended with my mother; he
was a good teacher and quite a thorough musician. He was so skilful in his instruction and filled me with such
enthusiasm that my progress—these are his words—was marvellous. I remember that when I was barely twelve
years old I appeared on a program with a number of adults at an entertainment given for some charitable purpose,
and carried off the honours.
I did more, I brought upon myself through the local newspapers the handicapping title of “infant prodigy.”
I can believe that I did astonish my audience, for I never played the piano like a child; that is, in the “one-twothree” style with accelerated motion. Neither did I depend upon mere brilliancy of technique, a trick by which
children often surprise their listeners; but I always tried to interpret a piece of music, I always played with feeling.
Very early I acquired that knack of using the pedals, which makes the piano a sympathetic, singing instrument,
quite a different thing from the source of hard or blurred sounds it so generally is.
I think this was due not entirely to natural artistic temperament, but largely to the fact that I did not begin to
learn the piano by counting out exercises, but by trying to reproduce the quaint songs which my mother used to
sing, with all their pathetic turns and cadences. Even at a tender age, in playing I helped to express what I felt by
some of the mannerisms which I afterwards observed in great performers; I had not copied them. I have often
heard people speak of the mannerisms of musicians as affectations adopted for mere effect; in some cases they
may be so; but a true artist can no more play upon the piano or violin without putting his whole body in accord
with the emotions he is striving to express than a swallow can fly without being graceful.
Often when playing I could not keep the tears which formed in my eyes from rolling down my cheeks.
Sometimes at the end or even in the midst of a composition, as big a boy as I was, I would jump from the piano,
and throw myself sobbing into my mother’s arms. She, by her caresses and often her tears, only encouraged these
fits of sentimental hysteria. Of course, to counteract this tendency to temperamental excesses I should have been
out playing bailor in swimming with other boys of my age; but my mother didn’t know that. There was only once
when she was really firm with me, making me do what she considered was best; I did not want to return to school
after the unpleasant episode which I have related, and she was inflexible.
*
I began my third term, and the days ran along as I have already indicated. I had been promoted twice, and had
managed each time to pull Red along with me. I think the teachers came to consider me the only hope of his ever
getting through school, and I believe they secretly conspired with me to bring about the desired end. At any rate, I
know it became easier in each succeeding examination for me not only to assist Red, but absolutely to do his
work.
It is strange how in some things honest people can be dishonest without the slightest compunction. I knew
boys at school who were too honourable to tell a fib even when one would have been just the right thing, but
could not resist the temptation to assist or receive assistance in an examination. I have long considered it the
highest proof of honesty in a man to hand his street-car fare to the conductor who had overlooked it.
*
One afternoon after school, during my third term, I rushed home in a great hurry to get my dinner and go to my
music teacher’s. I was never reluctant about going there, but on this particular afternoon I was impetuous. The
reason of this was I had been asked to play the accompaniment for a young lady who was to play a violin solo at a
concert given by the young people of the church, and on this afternoon we were to have our first rehearsal.
At that time playing accompaniments was the only thing in music I did not enjoy; later this feeling grew into
positive dislike. I have never been a really good accompanist because my ideas of interpretation were always too
strongly individual. I constantly forced my accelerandos and rubatos upon the soloist, often throwing the duet
entirely out of gear.
Perhaps the reader has already guessed why I was so willing and anxious to play the accompaniment to this
violin solo; if not—the violinist was a girl of seventeen or eighteen whom I had first heard play a short time
before on a Sunday afternoon at a special service of some kind, and who had moved me to a degree which now I
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can hardly think of as possible. At present I do not think it was due to her wonderful playing, though I judge she
must have been a very fair performer, but there was just the proper setting to produce the effect upon a boy such
as I was; the half-dim church, the air of devotion on the part of the listeners, the heaving tremor of the organ under
the clear wail of the violin, and she, her eyes almost closing, the escaping strands of her dark hair wildly framing
her pale face, and her slender body swaying to the tones she called forth, all combined to fire my imagination and
my heart with a passion, though boyish, yet strong and, somehow, lasting.
I have tried to describe the scene; if I have succeeded, it is only half success, for words can only partially
express what I wish to convey. Always in recalling that Sunday afternoon I am subconscious of a faint but distinct
fragrance which, like some old memory—awakening perfume, rises and suffuses my whole imagination, inducing
a state of reverie so airy as just to evade the powers of expression.
She was my first love, and I loved her as only a boy loves. I dreamed of her, I built air castles for her, she was
the incarnation of each beautiful heroine I knew; when I played the piano, it was to her, not even music furnished
an adequate outlet for my passion; I bought a new notebook and, to sing her praises, made my first and last
attempts at poetry.
I remember one day at school, after we had given in our notebooks to have some exercises corrected, the
teacher called me to her desk and said:
“I couldn’t correct your exercises because I found nothing in your book but a rhapsody on somebody’s brown
eyes.”
I had passed in the wrong notebook. I don’t think I have .felt greater embarrassment in my whole life than I did
at that moment. I was ashamed not only that my teacher should see this nakedness of my heart, but that she should
find out that I had any knowledge of such affairs. It did not then occur to me to be ashamed of the kind of poetry I
had written.
Of course, the reader must know that all of this adoration was in secret; next to my great love for this young
lady was the dread that in some way she would find it out. I did not know what some men never find out, that the
woman who cannot discern when she is loved has never lived. It makes me laugh to think how successful I was in
concealing it; within a short time after our duet all of the friends of my dear one were referring to me as her “little
sweetheart,” or her “little beau,” and she laughingly encouraged it.
This did not entirely satisfy me; I wanted to be taken seriously. I had definitely made up my mind that I should
never love another woman, and that if she deceived me I should do something desperate—the great difficulty was
to think of something sufficiently desperate—and the heartless jade, how she led me on!
*
So I hurried home that afternoon, humming snatches of the violin part of the duet, my heart beating with
pleasurable excitement over the fact that I was going to be near her, to have her attention placed directly upon me;
that I was going to be of service to her, and in a way in which I could show myself to advantage—this last
consideration has much to do with cheerful service. The anticipation produced in me a sensation somewhat
between bliss and fear.
I rushed through the gate, took the three steps to the house at one bound, threw open the door, and was about to
hang my cap on its accustomed peg of the hall rack when I noticed that that particular peg was occupied by a
black derby hat.
I stopped suddenly and gazed at this hat as though I had never seen an object of its description. I was still
looking at it in open-eyed wonder when my mother, coming out of the parlour into the hallway, called me and said
there was someone inside who wanted to see me. Feeling that I was being made a party to some kind of mystery, I
went in with her, and there I saw a man standing leaning with one elbow on the mantel, his back partly turned
toward the door.
As I entered, he turned and I saw a tall, handsome, well-dressed gentleman of perhaps thirty-five; he advanced
a step toward me with a smile on his face. I stopped and looked at him with the same feelings with which I had
looked at the derby hat, except that they were greatly magnified. I looked at him from head to foot, but he was an
absolute blank to me until my eyes rested on his slender, elegant polished shoes; then it seemed that indistinct and
partly obliterated films of memory began, at first slowly, then rapidly, to unroll, forming a vague panorama of my
childhood days in Georgia. My mother broke the spell by calling me by name and saying:
“This is your father.”
‘Father, father,’ that was the word which had been to me a source of doubt and perplexity ever since the
interview with my mother on the subject. How often I had wondered about my father, who he was, what he was
like, whether alive or dead, and, above all, why she would not tell me about him. More than once I had been on
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the point of recalling to her the promise she had made me, but I instinctively felt that she was happier for not
telling me and that I was happier for not being told; yet I had not the slightest idea what the real truth was. And
here he stood before me, just the kind of looking father I had wishfully pictured him to be; but I made no advance
toward him; I stood there feeling embarrassed and foolish, not knowing what to say or do. I am not sure but that
he felt pretty much the same.
My mother stood at my side with one hand on my shoulder, almost pushing me forward, but I did not move. I
can well remember the look of disappointment, even pain, on her face; and I can now understand that she could
expect nothing else but that at the name ‘father’ I should throw myself into his arms. But I could not rise to this
dramatic, or, better, melodramatic, climax. Somehow I could not arouse any considerable feeling of need for a
father. He broke the awkward tableau by saying:
“Well, boy, aren’t you glad to see me?”
He evidently meant the words kindly enough, but I don’t know what he could have said that would have had a
worse effect; however, my good breeding came to my rescue, and I answered, “Yes, sir,” and went to him and
offered him my hand. He took my hand into one of his, and, with the other, stroked my head, saying that I had
grown into a fine youngster. He asked me how old I was; which, of course, he must have done merely to say
something more, or perhaps he did so as a test of my intelligence. I replied:
“Twelve, sir.” He then made the trite observation about the flight of time, and we lapsed into another awkward
pause.
My mother was all in smiles; I believe that was one of the happiest moments of her life. Either to put me more
at ease or to show me off, she asked me to play something for my father. There is only one thing in the world that
can make music, at all times and under all circumstances, up to its general standard; that is a hand-organ, or one of
its variations. I went to the piano and played something in a listless, half-hearted way. I simply was not in the
mood. I was wondering, while playing, when my mother would dismiss me and let me go; but my father was so
enthusiastic in his praise that he touched my vanity—which was great—and more than that; he displayed that
sincere appreciation which always arouses an artist to his best effort, and, too, in an unexplainable manner, makes
him feel like shedding tears.
I showed my gratitude by playing for him a Chopin waltz with all the feeling that was in me. When I had
finished, my mother’s eyes were glistening with tears; my father stepped across the room, seized me in his arms,
and squeezed me to his breast. I am certain that for that moment he was proud to be my father. He sat and held me
standing between his knees while he talked to my mother. I, in the mean time, examined him with more curiosity,
perhaps, than politeness. I interrupted the conversation by asking:
“Mother, is he going to stay with us now?” I found it impossible to frame the word ‘father;’ it was too new to
me; so I asked the question through my mother. Without waiting for her to speak, my father answered:
“I’ve got to go back to New York this afternoon, but I’m coming to see you again.”
I turned abruptly and went over to my mother, and almost in a whisper reminded her that I had an appointment
which I should not miss; to my pleasant surprise she said that she would give me something to eat at once so that I
might go. She went out of the room and I began to gather from off the piano the music I needed. When I had
finished, my father, who had been wa:tching me, asked:
“Are you going?” I replied:
“Yes, sir, I’ve got to go to practise for a concert.”
He spoke some words of advice to me about being a good boy and taking care of my mother when I grew up,
and added that he was going to send me something nice from New York. My mother called, and I said good-bye
to him and went out.
I saw him only once after that.
*
I quickly swallowed down what my mother had put on the table for me, seized my cap and music, and hurried
off to my teacher’s house. On the way I could think of nothing but this new father, where he came from, where he
had been, why he was here, and why he would not stay. In my mind I ran over the whole list of fathers I had
become acquainted with in my reading, but I could not classify him. The thought did not cross my mind that he
was different from me, and even if it had, the mystery would not thereby have been explained; for,
notwithstanding my changed relations with most of my school-mates, I had only a faint knowledge of prejudice
and no idea at all how it ramified and affected our entire social organism. I felt, however, that there was
something about the whole affair which had to be hid.
When I arrived, I found that she of the brown eyes had been rehearsing with my teacher and was on the point
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of leaving. My teacher, with some expressions of surprise, asked why I was late, and I stammered out the first
deliberate lie of which I have any recollection. I told him that when I reached home from school, I found my
mother quite sick, and that I had stayed with her awhile before coming. Then unnecessarily and gratuitously—to
give my words force of conviction, I suppose—I added:
“I don’t think she’ll be with us very long.”
In speaking these words I must have been comical; for I noticed that my teacher, instead of showing signs of
anxiety or sorrow, half hid a smile. But how little did I know that in that lie I was speaking a prophecy!
She of the brown eyes unpacked her violin, and we went through the duet several times. I was soon lost to all
other thoughts in the delights of music and love. I saw delights of love without reservation; for at no time of life is
love so pure, so delicious, so poetic, so romantic, as it is in boyhood. A great deal has been said about the heart of
a girl when she stands “where the brook and river meet,” but what she feels is negative; more interesting is the
heart of a boy when just at the budding dawn of manhood he stands looking wide-eyed into the long vistas
opening before him; when he first becomes conscious of the awakening and quickening of strange desires and
unknown powers; when what he sees and feels is still shadowy and mystical enough to be intangible, and, so,
more beautiful; when his imagination is unsullied, and his faith new and whole—then it is that love wears a halo.
The man who has not loved before he was fourteen has missed a foretaste of Elysium.
When I reached home, it was quite dark and I found my mother without a light, sitting rocking in a chair, as
she so often used to do in my childhood days, looking into the fire and singing softly to herself. I nestled close to
her, and, with her arms round me, she haltingly told me who my father was—a great man, a fine gentleman—he
loved me and loved her very much; he was going to make a great man of me. All she said was so limited by
reserve and so coloured by her feelings that it was but half truth; and so I did not yet fully understand.
*
Perhaps I ought not to pass on in this narrative without mentioning that the duet was a great success, so great
that we were obliged to respond with two encores. It seemed to me that life could hold no greater joy than it
contained when I took her hand and we stepped down to the front of the stage bowing to our enthusiastic
audience. When we reached the little dressing-room, where the other performers were applauding as wildly as the
audience, she impulsively threw both her arms round me and kissed me, while I struggled to get away.
*
One day a couple of weeks after my father had been to see us, a wagon drove up to our cottage loaded with a
big box. I was about to tell the men on the wagon that they had made a mistake, when my mother, acting darkly
wise, told them to bring their load in; she had them unpack the box, and quickly there was evolved from the
boards, paper, and other packing-material a beautiful, brand-new, upright piano. Then she informed me that it was
a present to me from my father.
I at once sat down and ran my fingers over the keys; the full, mellow tone of the instrument was ravishing. I
thought, almost remorsefully, of how I had left my father; but, even so, there momentarily crossed my mind a
feeling of disappointment that the piano was not a grand. The new instrument greatly increased the pleasure of my
hours of study and practice at home.
Shortly after this I was made a member of the boys’ choir, it being found that I possessed a clear, strong
soprano voice. I enjoyed the singing very much. About a year later I began the study of the pipe organ and the
theory of music; and before I finished the grammar-school, I had written out several simple preludes for organ
which won the admiration of my teacher, and which he did me the honour to play at services.
*
The older I grew, the more thought I gave to the question of my mother’s and my position, and what was our
exact relation to the world in general. My idea of the whole matter was rather hazy. My study of United States
history had been confined to those periods which were designated in my book as “Discovery,” “Colonial,”
"Revolutionary," and “Constitutional.” I now began to study about the Civil War, but the story was told in such a
condensed and skipping style that I gained from it very little real information. It is a marvel how children ever
learn any history out of books of that sort.
And, too, I began now to read the newspapers; I often saw articles which aroused my curiosity, but did not
enlighten me.
But one day I drew from the circulating library a book that cleared the whole mystery, a book that I read with
the same feverish intensity with which I had read the old Bible stories, a book that gave me my first perspective of
the life I was entering; that book was Uncle Tom’s Cabin.\fn{First published in 1852.}
*
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This work of Harriet Beecher Stowe has been the object of much unfavourable criticism. It has been assailed,
not only as fiction of the most imaginative sort, but as being a direct misrepresentation. Several successful
attempts have lately been made to displace the book from Northern school libraries. Its critics would brush it aside
with the remark that there never was a Negro as good as Uncle Tom, nor a slave-holder as bad as Legree.
For my part, I was never an admirer of Uncle Tom, nor of his type of goodness; but I believe that there were
lots of old Negroes as foolishly good as he; the proof of which is that they knowingly stayed and worked the
plantations that furnished sinews for the army which was fighting to keep them enslaved. But in these later years
several cases have come to my personal knowledge in which old Negroes have died and left what was a
considerable fortune to the descendants of their former masters.
I do not think it takes any great stretch of the imagination to believe there was a fairly large class of
slaveholders typified in Legree. And we must also remember that the author depicted a number of worthless if not
vicious Negroes, and a slaveholder who was as much of a Christian and a gentleman as it was possible for one in
his position to be; that she pictured the happy, singing, shuffling “darky” as well as the mother wailing for her
child sold “down river.”
I do not think it is claiming too much to say that Uncle Tom’s Cabin was a fair and truthful panorama of
slavery; however that may be, it opened my eyes as to who and what I was and what my country considered me;
in fact, it gave me my bearing.
But there was no shock; I took the whole revelation in a kind of stoical way. One of the greatest benefits I
derived from reading the book was that I could afterwards talk frankly with my mother on all the questions which
had been vaguely troubling my mind. As a result, she was entirely freed from reserve, and often herself brought
up the subject, talking of things directly touching her life and mine and of things which had come down to her
through the “old folks.”
*
What she told me interested and even fascinated me, and, what may seem strange, kindled in me a strong
desire to see the South. She spoke to me quite frankly about herself, my father, and myself: she, the sewing girl of
my father’s mother; he, an impetuous young man home from college; I, the child of this unsanctioned love. She
told me even the principal reason for our coming north. My father was about to be married to a young lady of
another great Southern family. She did not neglect to add that another reason for our being in Connecticut was
that he intended to give me an education and make a man of me.
In none of her talks did she ever utter one word of complaint against my father. She always endeavoured to
impress upon me how good he had been and still was, and that he was all to us that custom and the law would
allow. She loved him; more, she worshipped him, and she died firmly believing that he loved her more than any
other woman in the world. Perhaps she was right. Who knows?
*
All of these newly-awakened ideas and thoughts took the form of a definite aspiration on the day I graduated
from the grammar-school. And what a day that was! the girls in white dresses, with fresh ribbons in their hair; the
boys in new suits and creaky shoes; the great crowd of parents and friends; the flowers, the prizes and
congratulations, made the day seem to me one of the greatest importance.
I was on the program, and played a piano solo which was received by the audience with that amount of
applause which I had come to look upon as being only the just due of my talent.
But the real enthusiasm was aroused by Shiny. He was the principal speaker of the day, and well did he
measure up to the honour. He made a striking picture, that thin little black boy standing on the platform, dressed
in clothes that did not fit him any too well, his eyes burning with excitement, his shrill, musical voice vibrating in
tones of appealing defiance, and his black face alight with such great intelligence and earnestness as to be
positively handsome.
What were his thoughts when he stepped forward and looked into that crowd of faces, all white with the
exception of a score or so that were lost to view? I do not know, but I fancy he felt his loneliness. I think there
must have rushed over him a feeling akin to that of a gladiator tossed into the arena and bade to fight for his life. I
think that solitary little black figure standing there felt that for the particular time and place he bore the weight
and responsibility of his race; that for him to fail meant general defeat; but he won, and nobly.
His oration was Wendell Phillips’s Toussaint L’Ouverture, a speech which may now be classed as rhetorical—
even, perhaps, bombastic; but as the words fell from Shiny’s lips their effect was magical. How so young an
orator could stir so great enthusiasm was to be wondered at. When, in the famous peroration, his voice, trembling
with suppressed emotion, rose higher and higher and then rested on the name “Toussaint L’Ouverture,” it was like
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touching an electric button which loosed the pent-up feelings of his listeners.
They actually rose to him.\fn{Got up on their feet and applauded him.}
I have since known of coloured men who have been chosen as class orators in our leading universities, of
others who have played on the varsity football and baseball teams, of coloured speakers who have addressed great
white audiences. In each of these instances I believe the men were stirred by the same emotions which actuated
Shiny on the day of his graduation; and, too, in each case where the efforts have reached any high standard of
excellence they have been followed by the same phenomenon of enthusiasm.
I think the explanation of the latter lies in what is a basic, though often dormant, principle of the Anglo-Saxon
heart, love of fair play. Shiny, it is true, was what is so common in his race, a natural orator; but I doubt that any
white boy of equal talent could have wrought the same effect. The sight of that boy gallantly waging with puny,
black arms so unequal a battle touched the deep springs in the hearts of his audience, and they were swept by a
wave of sympathy and admiration.
But the effect upon me of Shiny’s speech was double; I not only shared the enthusiasm of his audience, but he
imparted to me some of his own enthusiasm. I felt leap within me pride that I was coloured; and I began to form
wild dreams of bringing glory and honour to the Negro race. For days I could talk of nothing else with my mother
except my ambitions to be a great man, a great coloured man, to reflect credit on the race and gain fame for
myself. It was not until years after that I formulated a definite and feasible plan for realizing my dreams.
*
I entered the high school with my class, and still continued my study of the piano, the pipe organ, and the
theory of music. I had to drop out of the boys’ choir on account of a changing voice; this I regretted very much.
As I grew older, my love for reading grew stronger. I read with studious interest everything I could find relating to
coloured men who had gained prominence. My heroes had been King David, then Robert the Bruce; now
Frederick Douglass was enshrined in the place of honour. When I learned that Alexandre Dumas was a coloured
man, I re-read Monte Cristo and The Three Muskateers with magnified pleasure. I lived between my music and
books, on the whole a rather unwholesome life for a boy to lead. I dwelt in a world of imagination, of dreams and
air castles—the kind of atmosphere that sometimes nourishes a genius, more often men unfitted for the practical
struggles of life. I never played a game of ball, never went fishing or learned to swim; in fact, the only outdoor
exercise in which I took any interest was skating.
Nevertheless, though slender, I grew well formed and in perfect health.
After I entered the high school, I began to notice the change in my mother’s health, which I suppose had been
going on for some years. She began to complain a little and to cough a great deal; she tried several remedies, and
finally went to see a doctor; but though she was failing in health, she kept her spirits up. She still did a great deal
of sewing, and in the busy seasons hired two women to help her. The purpose she had formed of having me go
through college without financial worries kept her at work when she was not fit for it.
I was so fortunate as to be able to organize a class of eight or ten beginners on the piano, and so start a separate
little fund of my own. As the time for my graduation from the high school grew nearer, the plans for my college
career became the chief subject of our talks. I sent for catalogues of all the prominent schools in the East and
eagerly gathered all the information I could concerning them from different sources. My mother told me that my
father wanted me to go to Harvard or Yale; she herself had a half desire for me to go to Atlanta University, and
even had me write for a catalogue of that school. There were two reasons, however, that inclined her to my
father’s choice; the first, that at Harvard or Yale I should be near her; the second, that my father had promised to
pay for a part of my college education.
Both Shiny and Red came to my house quite often of evenings, and we used to talk over our plans and
prospects for the future. Sometimes I would play for them, and they seemed to enjoy the music very much. My
mother often prepared sundry Southern dishes for them, which I am not sure but that they enjoyed more. Shiny
had an uncle in Amherst, Mass., and he expected to live with him and work his way through Amherst College.
Red declared that he had enough of school and that after he got his high school diploma, he would get a position
in a bank. It was his ambition to become a banker and he felt sure of getting the opportunity through certain
members of his family.
*
My mother barely had strength to attend the closing exercises of the high school when I graduated, and after
that day she was seldom out of bed. She could no longer direct her work, and under the expense of medicines,
doctors, and someone to look after her our college fund began to diminish rapidly. Many of her customers and
some of the neighbours were very kind, and frequently brought her nourishment of one kind or another. My
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mother realized what I did not, that she was mortally ill, and she had me write a long letter to my father. For some
time past she had heard from him only at irregular intervals; we never received an answer. In those last days I
often sat at her bedside and read to her until she fell asleep. Sometimes I would leave the parlour door open and
play on the piano, just loud enough for the music to reach her. This she always enjoyed.
One night, near the end of July, after I had been watching beside her for some hours, I went into the parlour
and, throwing myself into the big armchair, dozed off into a fitful sleep. I was suddenly aroused by one of the
neighbours, who had come in to sit with her that night. She said:
“Come to your mother at once.”
I hurried upstairs, and at the bedroom door met the woman who was acting as nurse. I noted with a dissolving
heart the strange look of awe on her face. From my first glance at my mother I discerned the light of death upon
her countenance. I fell upon my knees beside the bed and, burying my face in the sheets, sobbed convulsively. She
died with the fingers of her left hand entwined in my hair.
I will not rake over this, one of the two sacred sorrows of my life; nor could I describe the feeling of
unutterable loneliness that fell upon me. After the funeral I went to the house of my music teacher; he had kindly
offered me the hospitality of his home for so long as I might need it. A few days later I moved my trunk, piano,
my music, and most of my books to his home; the rest of my books I divided between Shiny and Red. Some of the
household effects I gave to Shiny’s mother and to two or three of the neighbours who had been kind to us during
my mother’s illness; the others I sold.
After settling up my little estate I found that, besides a good supply of clothes, a piano, some books and
trinkets, I had about two hundred dollars in cash. The question of what I was to do now confronted me.
My teacher suggested a concert tour; but both of us realized that I was too old to be exploited as an infant
prodigy and too young and inexperienced to go before the public as a finished artist. He, however, insisted that the
people of the town would generously patronize a benefit concert; so he took up the matter and made arrangements
for such an entertainment. A more than sufficient number of people with musical and elocutionary talent
volunteered their services to make a program.
Among these was my brown-eyed violinist. But our relations were not the same as they were when we had
played our first duet together. A year or so after that time she had dealt me a crushing blow by getting married. I
was partially avenged, however, by the fact that, though she was growing more beautiful, she was losing her
ability to play the violin.
I was down on the program for one number. My selection might have appeared at that particular time as a bit
of affectation, but I considered it deeply appropriate; I played Beethoven’s Sonata Pathetique. When I sat down at
the piano and glanced into the faces of the several hundreds of people who were there solely on account of love or
sympathy for me, emotions swelled in my heart which enabled me to play the Pathetique as I could never again
play it. When the last tone died away, the few who began to applaud were hushed by the silence of the others; and
for once I played without receiving an encore.
*
The benefit yielded me a little more than two hundred dollars, thus raising my cash capital to about four
hundred dollars. I still held to my determination of going to college; so it was now a question of trying to squeeze
through a year at Harvard or going to Atlanta, where the money I had would pay my actual expenses for at least
two years.
The peculiar fascination which the South held over my imagination and my limited capital decided me in
favour of Atlanta University; so about the last of September I bade farewell to the friends and scenes of my
boyhood and boarded a train for the south. …
273.161 Excerpt from Blood Of The Lamb\fn{by Charles Henry Baker, Jr. (1895-1987)} Zellwood, Orange County,
Florida, USA (M) 16
1\fn{Three of the internal divisions in this first part of his novel are by Charles Baker, Jr., and the others are mine:H}
It is a strange and sometimes frightening thing how the life of one man can alter, totally unasked, the whole flow
and production of another person’s course to unreasonable ends. Even though that man himself may have slight
merit in the land, still his government over lives of others can be important and vital: comic, tragic. The man may be
contradictory, annoying, completely without reason; yet there it is and there he is, and what are you going to do
about it!
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This, exactly, was the case with Preacher Love Gudger: with his churchly yet quite Christless, the strange altars,
in devious shadow of which he served to further his own ends; to the confusion of those men round about him.
Right or wrong, that petty ecclesiastical creature was fated to change the course of a dozen lives into uncharted
channels that were to prove exciting, painful, joyous and tragic; channels along which he himself had never traveled;
never would.
During the entire five years since Sandra and her father, Jeremy Barrie, had lived in Merrimac the name “Love
Gudger” had meant nothing more than title for a pudgy little preacher they bowed to in passing out of simple
courtesy; a self-elected Shepherd at a church he had picked up for debts and modestly named—quite without divine
authorization—the Primitive Evangelical Host of Jehovah’s Witnesses. To Jeremy’s orderly Anglican mind he was
merely a sleek little lard-bladder whose shallow dramatics evidently supplied an almost voluptuous release from the
dullness of and back-country existence to an hysterical school of aidless, holy-rolling zealots.
The local Episcopal rector, one A. Champyon Birdsong by name, who came and held services on the second and
fourth Sundays every month, viewed his whole scheme with a rancid professional distaste; while Iain Mackenzie—
one of the county’s largest plantation managers—dismissed Gudger with the Scotch phrase,
“Aye, mon, yon’s a feckless psalm-singin’ gutter-blood if the guid God iver was careless enough to whip one up
—and one that needs a good pest-spray o’ Paris green to polish him off.” While Jeremy Barrie summed him up in
one sentence:
“The man has the body of a garden slug, the soul of a gimlet, and the morals of a beagle.”
Yet in spite of all his mediocrity and lack this unfrocked little preacher was to be such a dominant and sorry factor
in the lives of so many valid people that he owned instant importance. And to understand all his formative impact
upon others, to explain his right thus to order their existence, the man himself must be parsed—his early whereabouts, his ambition, his course, and his morals.
First and foremost, entry of young Love Gudger into the trade of soul-saving was a quite natural process. It
stemmed from a congenital distaste for manual labor in any form, coupled with a desire for several pleasanter things
in life not promptly guaranteed through invading the more earthbound confines of his father’s grocery in the sleepy
Gulf Coast town of Biloxi, Mississippi. Actually his calling to the cloth was a direct by-product of those first furious
Scotch-Irish revivals of Peter Cartwright\fn{1785-1872, born in Virginia} and Lorenzo Dow,\fn{1777-1834, born in
Connecticut} when entire Kentucky congregations got the jerks and fell face down on the ground, two and three
hundred at a time, there to lie like dead men until the visitation passed. And four generations later, near the turn of
the century, a low-grade infection of Preacher Gudgers still salted the length and breadth of the Deep South. They
descended like a plague of locusts during an era when any man with glib tongue who got up and shouted loudly
enough his direct kinship with God Almighty straightway found himself surrounded by a yeast of foot-washing
disciples. Love Gudger had seen them work.\fn{They were prominent revivalist preachers of what has become known historically
as the Second Great Awakening, a Protestant revivalist movement of the early 19th century, the peak of which ewas reached at some time in the
1840s. It occurred positionally between the First Great Awakening (a similar movement of the 1730s and 1740s) and the Third Great
Awakening, of the late 1850s to early 1900s:W/H}

Some were unfrocked ministers out of valuable and established religious sects. Many arose from the wilderness
proclaiming their own startling beliefs; but all felt themselves personally elected to peddle Salvation through The
Call—often inaudible to other ears. They rode circuit, held wholesale baptizings in ponds, lakes and streams; to say
nothing of fish fries, camp meetings, revivals in brush arbors and tents, and other accepted methods of spreading The
Word. Not all were bad. Many were selfless and sincere. Some even served in permanent churches of their own. But
in a chain of backwoods communities almost entirely without public recreation of any sort they were potent, often
violent, agents for good or evil.
That same Deep South had no—has no—Puritan pillories or witch-ducking stools; but now and again it is only
one cat jump from the straight fanatic with his old time Bible-ranting for a sword to be laid upon the unholy, an eye
for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, to the rope and the limb and the limp horrible marionette at the end of that rope,
dancing its hellish jig under the slap of the lynching bullets. Now and again …
Thus in strict justice Preacher Love Gudger was not entirely to blame for his personal mature estate, if the law of
environment be valid. For molding of this willing plastic began at an early age. His father was a tyrant by hearth and
a gaunt fanatic in church. Not only did Gudger Senior force this sole fruit of his loins into Sunday school at age five
but, after this early morning tuition was dismissed, demanded him at grown-up meeting as well; where he had to
cramp his undersized form in motionless attention through long droning service and sermon. It was not unnatural
that at this ripe age Love decided all the Prophets of Israel were quite dull and stupid folk who, for no sane reason,
went about barefoot and with boils, ate husks, slept on rocks and got persecuted—so they could feel sorry for
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themselves while on earth, and certainly ensure a soft reserved berth later in heaven.
In some ways perhaps Love wasn’t too bright in those earlier days, but he was bright enough to hate the whole
program of religion with a fury rarely found even in fanatics’ sons. It was a fierce and burning passion out of all
proportion to brain and stature. He hated his Sunday-school teacher with wide inflexibility. He hated his preacher.
Most of all he hated his father for forcing him into church when he much preferred the logical Sabbath pastime of
hand-line fishing in the bays and bayous rimming the adjacent Gulf.
Love did not learn to read until nine and wet the bed until eleven, in spite of parental thrashings and various
country simples\fn{Herbal concoctions} calculated to invalid the g. u. tract\fn{I do not know what he means by this abbreviation;
“gastro-urinary” suggests itself:H} of far stouter lads than he. At this former milestone the only thing he granted either
Christianity or the Bible was certain more robust verses in Genesis 1, in Solomon’s Song, and the parts in Proverbs 7
about harlots who lay in wait at street corners to snare the unwary feet of young good-men; fascinating and intent
creatures who perfumed their beds with myrhh, aloes and cinnamon, and took their fill of love. Never having
smelled perfume in any form—barring the fearful drenchings of bay rum his father employed each Sunday morning
under the misconception that it would sprout hair on his agate-bald pate—Love was a little vague on the subject; and
from what he knew of aloes as a purgative, and cinnamon on his mother’s yam-pone pies, he discounted their
courting value. But in his plucky mental excursions he always managed to allow his feet to be snared at the street
corners without too much struggle.
Young Gudger may not have been too bright. Certainly he was neither better nor worse than the average smalltown boy of his age. But at fifteen he was bright enough—when he happened upon his pastor and Miss Beedie
Buckins, the current organist, flagrante delicto on a vestry-room bench—not only to appreciate the store of
perquisites lying handy to Shepherds of any fairly large churchly Flock, but to keep his mouth shut as well.
In spite of the ridiculous lack of dignity in this first survey of the human procreative act, under stress of that
unclassical moment Love displayed the serviceable tact of a career diplomat. He calmly set down the bundle of
lampwicks he had been sent to deliver to his parson and went out with neither hail nor farewell, softly closing the
door after him; thus proving himself a man of character.
His pastor, quick to discover in this discreet young churchman the soul of a Lamb which up to even date had been
richly neglected, invited Love over next day, totally unembarrassed, and not only commissioned him into the dollara-week sexton’s job made vacant by the incumbent’s preference for unaged white corn liquor, but gave him his first
month’s salary in advance—an unheard-of sum which Love had never held in palm before in his whole life.
“There, my dear boy—there you are. Now go and have yourself a happy happy time spending it—every single
cent of it on yourself, mind you! Come to think of it now”—here his voice dropped musically—“all you really got to
do is to just sort of show up Sundays time to ring the bell, and be my acolyte to fix flowers on the altar, for me. No
call you should have to actually work at the church, when my own nigra can sweep out for you easy as not, now is
there?”
Love shook his head.
“You’re a fine boy, Love. And I want you should know that in the loving Bosom of my church”—the man spoke
as if he and Almighty God were a closed corporation—“all members are partners. Yes, from now on I and you are
going to be real close partners, aren't we, Love?”
The boy nodded. All this sudden fortune was a little too much. A pool of saliva formed under his tongue and he
had to swallow thickly, but the short hair along his spine prickled in vicarious titillation at the history and promise of
the whole thing. Here his pastor sighed deeply and dropped his eyes like a girl.
“Ah me! I wish more of my little flock might realize how we ministers have our labors and our travails, my dear
dear boy. It is a long-suffering and a dutiful life. It is our bounden duty to daily strive to give what little happiness
we can to our less fortunate Brothers and Sisters—to generously bestow our loving affection on the more unhappy
and neglected Lambs. But alas, all members are not as understanding as you are, Love.”
Here the man's voice suddenly hardened. His cold gray eyes met Love’s with the fixed stare of a great northern
pike.
“What I purely mean, they chatter like a flock of dad gum guinea hens,” he snapped. “You understand me,
Love?”
Love choked again; nodded. His pastor smiled, relaxed.
“Aw shucks, son—you know mighty good and well what the Good Book says we got to do; how it commands us
to love thy neighbor, and see to it that the right hand knoweth not what the left hand doeth. My and your right hands
is just thataway, Love. I and you folleys what the Good Book tells us, and the first way to folley it is to forget you
came here this day at all. I will write you a note about the sexton work, my boy.”
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This quiet human axis between Love and preacher continued harmoniously for a year. Then having passed
through the novitiate of this sly testing Love truly came to know the goodness of heaven when, upon advent of a
young alto singer down from Memphis, his pastor permitted him to inherit the proven but cooling charms of that
same organist whose fervor had been the cause of their alliance.
This routine, too, proved a happy arrangement. The boy’s devotion to his sexton’s duties became marked. Love
may not have been quite bright even then, but he owned the mink-like ability to burrow fairly to the root of a matter.
Three months later he again shocked and delighted his male parent by announcing a desire to read for the ministry.
Actually it may have been that when this Lamb sought to enter the Bosom it was not all hypocrisy, or through any
planned lusts of the flesh. True, he had seen the tit for tat, the divine equity of that vestry-room drama in whose rehearsals all heroines apparently battled with but half their strength. He had seen what parishioners spilled into the
long-handled collection boxes Sunday after Sunday. He had seen the golden parade of fried chicken dinners his
preacher got invited to; the respect and admiration rendered to him most everywhere. Love had met both organist
and alto and, through the ministrations of these reasonable agents, it was only natural for him to accept the
inevitability of coitus among certain churchward citizens outside the seal of holy wedlock as something
automatically disclosed to the holy, but denied the lay world at large. Further, he very practically figured this
pleasant state of affairs to be vastly less sinful through co-operation of some discreet and willing church disciple
than to invite cost, scandal and blemish by doing what the rest of his young southern masculine world crudely called
“going down the line.”
And lastly, Love’s disinclination toward physical effort of every sort—especially wheeling an endless procession
of green groceries about his father’s Biloxi warehouse—was appeased by the bankruptcy courts only a very few
weeks after he had been initiated by his pastor into the church’s Inner Circle.
*
Upon his ordination as deacon, and given The Call to a rural north Mississippi parish, Love again was bright
enough to break a hypothetical lance, this time in the name of chivalry and romance, by proposing marriage to
Birdie Washbun—the ugliest and richest girl in all of Tate County. This unplucked blossom was a huge, mild,
generous, slightly flatulent lady quite ten years his senior who, doubtless due to glandular eccentricities, was made
like an Indian club and weighed well over two hundred seventy pounds.
Birdie’s face was round as though it had been turned in a turret lathe; but unlike most fat faces it had no creases
or wrinkles either in laughter or repose; but was smooth and fixed as a waxworks mask set with two big black eyes.
But the two most amazing things about Birdie were her hands and her voice. The former were slim and tapering and
fine. But her voice was better still, low and unutterably sweet and cultured. That unexpected gift of graceful hands,
the lovely way she talked, startled every stranger who met her. They forgot how big Birdie looked, when she spoke;
but when she went away again they never remembered anything except her monstrous mound of a body.
Once Birdie tried schoolteaching to keep her mind off herself, but the pupils mocked her. She went home in de spair, kept house for her father, and read every book printed. Then young Deacon Love Gudger came along and even
though Love felt that the name Birdie wasn’t apt at all, her father had angina and was beautifully solvent at the time.
She met the young Deacon at his first church fish fry. She knew well enough he was nice to her solely because of
her father’s possessions. She even knew he was going to propose long before he himself had made up his mind; saw
he was pleasant and insincere, but somehow she couldn’t seem to care. It was still such a shock for any man to be
nice to her for any reason at all.
“Yes, I shall marry you, Love,” she answered him thoughtfully. “Don’t feel embarrassed about my having money.
I know a little about what young preachers have to live on. I guess you know why I am accepting. I am very grateful,
please be sure of that.”
Her big soft gazelle eyes were dark and moist. They were lovely as the eyes of a Circassian Jewess, great liquid
things with pupils dilated as though permanently wet with belladonna. They searched Love Gudger’s face seriously
now. He shuddered a little. Then she went on, this time her voice had a flat, almost absent tone—as if she spoke
about something that was foreordained to happen, but the exact nature of which she did not know.
“I only ask this one thing of you in return; be faithful to me, Love. I have heard that young preachers sometimes
are led into temptation by women in the parish. I know I, well”—here Birdie’s face and neck were suffused with
color—“I know I am not a pretty woman. But I am good, Love. And I have heard and read about young preachers
who have gone and—gone and got girls into the family way. Hurting a girl by getting her into trouble like that is bad
enough in any man, but in a minister of God it is an unpardonable sin.”
Her quiet, utterly sweet voice died away. She looked at him steadily, and after a little while spoke again.
“You know I could never forgive hurting any woman that way, Love. You must never do that, Love, for God’s
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punishment for such a wrong is swift and sure … But shucks! I’m talking too serious. Oh, Love!”
Gudger tried ineffectually to slip his arm about Birdie’s elephantine waist. He leaned closer to kiss her, and with a
cry of disbelief her body met his in decorous and billowy abandon. Again the man shuddered slightly. She had the
faintly sweet-sour scent of fresh salt-rising bread.
But Gudger was not shuddering at this, for actually it was clean and to him not unpleasant; nor at Birdie’s wet
mouth, nor those moist grateful eyes that rested so desperately, so hopefully, on his. He shuddered at something
invisible, which lay behind those quiet words she had just spoken; the simple, dreadful words intoned naïvely in that
low, unbelievably lovely voice—at something far away and behind everything she spoke. It was like a small warning
bell, struck softly.
Thus right at the usually lean start of his preaching career Love Gudger entered into a rare condition of assured
endowment. For a honeymoon he graciously took Birdie downriver to Vicksburg, on her own funds, and then
return[ed].
*
From this point onward his whole system became basically, beautifully simple. After impregnating this ponderous
mate with an eventual son, that earnest young deacon completely ignored all intramural missions and, with the fine
unswerving zeal of an ichneumon fly,\fn{A type of parasytic wasp} flitted about his parish bestowing the sum of his
devotion upon a discreet new succession of obviously neglected Lambs, completely self-exempt from all thought of
slack morals or remorse.
Strangely enough this wet-nosed little preacher began to attract notice in the Southern Branch right from the start.
With a mind now become shrewd and fluid, he was quick to see the profit in delivering souls to God. He saw no
stable reason either why interpretation of the Prophets should ignore the very practical matter of cash income. He
had seen far too many preachers bloom unseen and unendowed. He lay awake nights scheming how best to attract
attention to himself, and consequently to his church and the inevitable collection boxes. Gradually his speech and
ideas for propagation of the faith took on the inspired drama of a David Belasco.\fn{ 1853-1931, a theatrical impressario,
producer and director from California}
With shocking frankness he preached against what he termed the “idolitorism” of Roman Catholics. He
challenged the material insolence of science and demanded a flat literal acceptance of every single word in the Bible,
straight from the creation in Eden, to Virgin birth and the inarguable law for total immersion in streams of running
water.
He did not go out in a shepherd’s robe, like those Sheep-Calling Baptists over in Alabama, and literally shout in
his flock of baa-baaaaaaaaing sheep coyly hidden in the surrounding underbrush, but he did supply white
communion bread for his sanctified Lambs; and scarlet for the unconfessed—this last trimmed from Birdie's own
salt-rising loaf, and tinted by a tactful admixture of Virginia Dare red vegetable coloring matter.
He inaugurated a totally unauthorized, and informal, system of private confession for the easing of souls; one
which coincidentally supplied him with a rather neat card index on the leanings and behavior of his inventory of
younger Ewe Lambs.
He even kept score of souls saved, versus reneging sinners who stuffily refused church or redemption, or both, by
erecting a huge blackboard under his one stained-glass window donated in memory of the late parishioner Mr. Lance
Spivey, town banker, a memorial which Deacon Gudger had ordered set—synchronized with a slight relocation of
pulpit—in the one spot best calculated to bathe his pastoral head with a halo of soft rainbow colors during the crux
of the sermon, 11:40 A.M., Central Time. Souls saved shrieked numerical victory in big white capitals; sinners still
stubbornly lost, in scarlet chalk.
Incredibly enough the transparent scheme worked. He also spent a fair section of his winter evenings penning
blasting letters to members of his congregation too frequently given to kicking over the traces. Young Deacon
Gudger sought out both known and secret faults. His letters to them prophesied hell-fire and destruction if their
shabby ways were not only mended, but church attendance and penitence renewed.
Gudger’s latter-day epistles covered the triple field of gin, women and dice; nor did they overlook cockfighting,
cards, round dancing of any type; together with lip rouge and the dipping of snuff among women. In one case they
even frowned upon the consumption of elderberry wine and the placing of small money bets on the relative rapidity
of trotting horses at the last Tate County Fair.
Most important of all, Gudger discovered the terrific swaying force of the human voice. Once, quite accidentally,
he had heard William Jennings Bryan\fn{1860-1925, born in Illinois, a spell-binding orator and dominant force of the progressive
wing of the Democratic Party:H} orate. From that day he adopted the Great Commoner\fn{ As Bryan was often referred to, for his
abiding trust in the judgments of the Common Man, so-called:H} as his master and practiced before his mirror for hours on end
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trying to copy the remembered silvery magic of that voice; the sudden change of pace from monotone to rising fiery
appeal, the dramatic fading tone of sobbing entreaty; the upsweeping crescendo to thunderous Wagnerian finale with
full organ stops out and vox humana wide.
This fourth-rate preacher's gift of theater was worthy of professional company, far greater in fact than either he or
the moguls of the Southern Branch were aware of at the moment. He, in pulpit, literally was a dozen people rolled
into one. He could shout and accuse in the name of a jealous and awful God. He could be a wrathy ecclesiastical
avenger. He could gently loom up, sweetly pleading and meek as a monk in putting in a good word with Jesus to go
easy on some especially worthy, though naughty, Lamb. He could be a writhing scorpion lashing a merciless verbal
stinger this way and that among his little Flock, pull devil pull baker.
And the Flock loved it. There hadn’t been such a devil-after-tanbark tail twister in that northern Mississippi
country since the year of the big wind.
Neither was the man all hypocrite. He simply was a mercenary, practical, prurient, intensely sentimental soul.
When he came to some moving point and his voice choked, it was a veritable choke. When the tears poured down
his cheeks, they were real tears. Perhaps it was this trait of the true sentimentalist, combined with the zealous
confusion of the fanatic, that made him so dangerous later on.
In church he waved his arms, he marched up and down behind his Bible stand. He raced down the aisle, knelt on
the yellow pine boards and wrestled with the Devil for some especially precious soul. Then if that object were still
unresponsive or unsanctifled he would leap to his feet, level an accusing finger straight at the problem Brother or
Sister.
“Get up and come to God. Get up and walk into the sweet Bosom of Jesus through the Blood of the Lamb, as St.
John the Divine saith in Revelations seven: fourteen. Let me tell you, Brother, it will be woe unto that sinner who in
his abomination and his sin too biggety to listen to the word of God’s own Preacher; who won’t walk up to that
Mourner’s Bench and tell the burden off his heart. Woe unto him in the Dread Day of Judgment when Gabriel toots
his horn and catches him with that scarlet sin unconfessed!”
Even as a young man Gudger was plump, with cold pouchy eyes and the bad color of mashed potato. Watching
him in one of those devotional spasms any doctor would guess that, in a humid climate like inland Mississippi,
sooner or later during some particularly violent appeal to the firm of God Gudger Limited he would turn purple, sink
to the pulpit stand and pass away making sounds like escaping low-pressure steam.
But he did nothing of the kind.
From the first his Flock fastened on to that sort of radical appeal. They loved it. They shouted the News. And why
shouldn’t they? To that seamy-handed, uninstructed group of poor-white farmers overridden with a drained and
abused soil, floods, weeds, hot sun and sandspurs, the idea of lolling back in the shade of a Pearly Gate and plucking
down pit barbecue meat and luscious ripe, and unnamed, celestial fruits suited them thoroughly. This smiting of
Satan, haunch, paunch and jowl, heaped collection boxes beyond belief; urged to this condition by a pre-offertory
dig:
“And when you penitent sinners shuck-out for the Plate, let us hear it a-rustling and not just clink!”
*
Preacher Gudger further discovered, as various priests have discovered throughout time, that two items really
stand out as bench marks in any bald survey of ecclesiastical work: the ratio of unmarried pregnancy among the
more personally guided maverick Ewe Lambs in the Block, and a whacking good miracle.
The latter half of this requirement was nicely taken care of one Sunday when Gudger’s command to public
confession and penitence reached its first real pinnacle when he converted Pea Vine Bisbee’s ninety-two-year-old
maternal grandmother, Granma Guardie Dow.
Granma Guardie was both a person and a legend. She was the meanest white woman in all Tate County and by all
odds the toughest Christian nut in town. Since her husband passed on in the winter of ’93 without leaving burying
money she had to be tough to survive. Although the boll weevil invasion did not arrive in Tate County until 1910 she
had plenty to keep her busy—to say nothing of not even having enough cash for her cotton seed.
To be brutally frank old Granma Guardie was an out-and-out hellion. Her sharp tongue favored no man. She
plowed her own patch, hoed and husked her own corn, chopped her own cotton, ground her own grits, killed and
smoked her own meat, and continued profitably to run the late lamented Guardie’s small corn mash pot still over beyond Fish Hawk Creek. She was not averse to branding another man’s calf or shooting hogs on the open range.
Besides this she drank sixteen ounces of Peruna a day, clipped snuff, cursed like a trooper, and even ran a little game
of setback in the front parlor every payday when the town’s more sporting characters knocked off work. And those
bad-acting men were more scared of her than the sheriff.
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Granma Guardie called Pea Vine over, and when he half-read her the letter Gudger had written her about coming
to church she just laughed.
“Pea Vine Bisbee, no sense wastin my time readin ary word more. You know good and well they ain’t no
preacher in pants whut kin drug me into church—say nothin a rutty, mealy-mouth shrimp-eatin ranter up here from
Biloxi! Best you gone in town an tell him to quit writin me notes.”
“Deacon, you done wasted yore writin paper and a two-cent stamp!” Pea Vine advised Gudger. “That ole Granma
Guardie’s meaner’n muriatic acid. She come from in back o’ Fish Hawk Creek whar it’s so far from town they breed
hoot owls to the hens. Some folks say I’m tighter’n a raccoon passin ’simmon seeds when it comes to money, but
between I an you, Deacon, hyar’s ten tells five that she don’t show in church. Even money she don’t even answer!”
“You know good and well I never indulge in the sin of betting,” Gudger replied, then for one of the few times in
his life he discussed personal church matters with a layman. “Pea Vine, we got to take this chancet. I hate to say it
but there are a certain few folks who been getting positively lukewarm about attending church lately. I cannot permit
those Lambs to stray in the wilderness. If Granma Guardie shows then they’ll all come a-running back.”
“Granma hates ranters,” Pea Vine said candidly. “An yo’re a ranter. Ten tells one she don’t show up.”
But old Gran'ma Guardie showed up all right. She didn’t come through any fear of conversion or damnation, but
because she was really tickled at the implied compliment to her toughness in that Deacon Gudger had saved her as
his meanest sin-specimen until the very last. Besides, she hadn’t come to town at all since the day of Abe Lincoln’s
assassination in ’65, and once in a while she felt downright lonesome for some excitement and a real man-to-man
tussle, to say nothing of this chance to bask in the spotlight of public notice.
So Pea Vine paid his bet, and Granma Guardie tucked her tin ear horn under her arm and drove slowly down the
Big Road a good half hour before church-time. She drove up past the burying ground and tied her horse to a post at
the church porch, walked right down front and sat herself by the Lance Spivey Memorial Window!
“Wears that ear horn and pretends to be deef, but when they’s somepin said folks don’t want heared she got ears
sharper’n a cat squirrel,” Pea Vine once said of her.
*
Well, anyway, Gran'ma Guardie took herself slap up into the very front pew so she would be sure to get every
word Deacon Gudger said, with ear horn or without, and she hunched herself nearer that big side window so she
could spit out. In that letter of his to Gran'ma, Gudger not only had indicated sharp antagonism to illicit distillation
of beverage spirits, but frowned severely on the feminine dipping of snuff. So now just to show him, old Granma
had come fortified. She had a pint of corn in her reticule and a peach stick full of Copenhagen already lipped ahead
of her three-dollar drugstore lower plate.
When young Deacon Gudger came in and saw her sitting there away ahead of all the rest he knew it was then or
never. Either he got Granma Guardie up on that Mourner’s Bench or he might as well head back to Biloxi. The
congregation felt the tension, the excitement. The news flew about the town that old Gran’ma Guardie was sitting
down there in church just a-waiting to take that young Deacon Gudger apart, and people flocked around in droves.
Testing out the armor of his adversary he started softly, cunningly. He gave Granma a sweet song or two by the
choir, and each time he would talk a little in between. But every single time he came to a good pause in his speech
old Granma Guardie put a semicolon onto it. She pulled the peach stick from in between her store teeth, popped two
fingers across both lips, and tilted her head back. For a split second she calculated range, elevation and windage.
Then—Whoi-i-i-i-i-it! a pale amber stream sailed through the open square ventilator section of that Lance Spivey
stained-glass memorial window, with not a marginal error. After a couple of these punctuation marks the
congregation chuckled, whispered, and rocked with glee.
The young Deacon felt even more shaky. He gave them another song, read them a piece from the Bible, and still
Granma Guardie kept on spitting; never by the bat of an eye indicating that she had heard a word sung or spoken
even remotely of a religious nature. For all of him she might have been an ancient female yogi seated on the top of
Mount Everest contemplating her somewhat antique navel!
Not until he was halfway through the sermon did Deacon Gudger show his hand. Slowly, eloquently, sweetly he
had brought that sermon around to his own Flock, and to possible members of that Flock. Then with the suddenness
of a pistol shot he jumped down off the platform and spraddled his legs out right in front of the old lady. For a good
ten seconds the two of them glared at each other like a pair of strange fighting cocks; with Granma Guardie popping
her knuckles and making a sound just like breaking dried-out macaroni sticks.
“And as for you, old Granma Guardie Dow—are you without a sin? Are you better than any of the rest of us? Are
you sanctified, washed in the Sweet Blood of Jesus? No! I say no!—I say no human being, man or woman, will
enter the gates of heaven reeking of alcohol, a-chewing and a-spitting in God’s very own house; gambling and
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taking the Lord’s name in vain; refusing to come to worship God or to ask His forgiveness.
“No, I feel mighty sorry for you, old Granma Guardie Dow, when on the Dread Day of Judgment the graves open
and the coffins give up their secrets, and find you Unrepented!”
Old Granma looked Gudger squarely in the eye and spit again, this time without even taking her eyes off his face.
“Hunh! Jedgment Day, fiddlesticks!” she sniffed. “You shrimp-eatin Biloxi ranter!” she added unnecessarily
under her breath; and to upcountry Granma Guardie this last was the triple-distilled essence of insult. The way Pea
Vine told it later, the man’s face turned paler than a scraped shote.
With his heart pounding in near defeat Deacon Gudger called on his final trump card, tears. Great drops formed
in the corners of his eyes, rolled down his cheeks and splashed onto the floor. The Flock twittered. His face slowly
raised toward heaven and was bathed in the soft rose sunlight from the stained-glass Lance Spivey window. Then it
lit with a seraphic smile.
He paid no more attention to Gran'ma Guardie as a person. He knelt at her feet and began to pray impersonally
for possession of her immortal soul.
“Oh, sweet Lord, deliver unto us in this here church the soul of this pore woman, Granma Dow. Free her from the
clutches of Satan. Free her from that mean old burden of sin, so that when the Judgment Day is here the golden
chariot won’t pass her by. Teach her how to repent in time, on account of why? I say because without repentance that
Call will not come for her. Why?—I say while when the rest of our Ewe Lambs are being swang high up to the
Glory World in the Golden Chariot led by cherubims and seraphims and the whole big host of -phims this buttheaded old sinner will still be bogged down here wallering in her sin.”
“God-a-mercy!” A single shrill woman’s voice sounded.
“I tell you in that day every house here in this here sinful world is going to be packed chuck-full of flying and
crawling snakes. The lamps in every sinful bracket will blow up and bust. The fire in every sinful stove will be
doused out. The wheels of every sinful wagon and every railroad train, the paddle wheels and sails of every sinful
ship will fall off into the bottomless sea. Every sinner’s house will fall down into a mess of boards and bricks; and
all the money in the baking powder cans, and behind loose bricks, and stuck in the mattresses and in those big bank
safes, will be thrown out into the Big Road and blow away. Dan-gie fever will rack the body of this here unrepentant
sinner. Lions and catamounts and panthers and polecats will stomp her front dooryard, eating her shotes and
chickens and guineas and fyce dogs up. A wave of fire will sweep out and swinge her cotton patch, and frizzle her
melons and her cornfield down. Then the earth will open down a hole plumb to hell, and up will pop the Devil and
his ten thousand little Devils and pitchfork her down to everlasting torture!”
Here Gudger called in his sweetest woodwind tones. His voice dropped to a whisper.
“But, Sweet Lord God, don’t go and let this happen to poor old Granma Guardie here. Twist Satan’s tail for her,
Oh Lord, tell her how this can’t never happen to the sinner who confesseth. Jesus, tell her the sweet news. Tell her
that she likewise can swing up in her golden chariot and the hundred milk-white horses, slap through the Pearly
Gates into those Gold Paved Streets all flowing with milk and honey—where there’s a whopping big heavenly pit
barbecue every day, with plenty fat pork and chicken and heavenly fruits a-hanging down for easy picking on every
bush! Tell her, Sweet Lord, before the hour passeth and it is too late? Tell her, Sweet Lord. Tell it to her now!”
Everyone forgot then how mean Granma Guardie was. They weren’t thinking any more. They were caught up by
the mummery of Gudger’s tears and by the fluent repetitions of his magic voice, beating, beating, beating home the
point through endless and hypnotic cadence. By this time they were rolling and moaning for fair. They clapped their
hands and stamped their feet, keeping time with this spoken rhythm, and as they got caught up in the frenzy of it one
by one their voices began echoing the exhortation until their response made a deep wild organ note after every sentence he had spoken. Right now all of them were fighting for the salvation of old Granma Guardie’s immortal soul.
The shouting chorus, the Amens could be heard half a mile down the road.
A whole lot of those people had got up on their feet and were screaming and shouting and milling about Deacon
Gudger, and another lot were screaming and milling in a ring about Granma Guardie. Even the children quit sucking
oranges and munching bananas and with a stony-faced reserve to shame their witless elders calmly stood up on the
benches to peer over grown-up shoulders to see if the old girl was weakening; or would she get up out of there and
spit smack into ole Deacon’s eye.
But by that time Granma Guardie wasn’t spitting in anybody’s eye. In fact she wasn’t spitting any more at all. All
of a sudden she had gone glassy-eyed. The chewed-end peach stick dropped unnoticed to the floor. First her face
turned red as the wattles of an old turkey gobbler, then blanched yellow as a parsnip. Her eyes rolled up until only
the whites showed. Then all of a sudden the old lady quit popping her knuckles; started to stiffen out. Her neck and
shoulders grew rigid, arms and hands tight at her sides.
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“Whoooooo-oop!” Gran'ma Guardie said.
Then she started in to shake—really started in. Slowly she got to her feet and the Flock groaned still louder at the
miracle taking place, but when she made her break up to the Mourner’s Bench you could hear the whoop those
people let out clear over the Panola County line into Askew!
Deacon Gudger jumped to his feet at this sudden and unconditional surrender. He swung around facing the openmouthed choir and old Mrs. Sampie Teeler the organist, who was slightly deaf and whose musical gifts could only
be started or stopped by sign language. By this time Gudger was shouting so loudly that even Mrs. Sampie didn’t
need any signals.
“Sing out the glad tidings, Sisters! Shout the sweet song of Jesus’ mercy to this repentant Ewe Lamb who is
heading up there in public confession! Line it out, my Sisters, line out the song: “I yam weak and heavy lay-eeayden, Take it to the Lord in prayer!”
Probably the recollection of consequent events by her grandson Pea Vine Bisbee were as accurate as any; for,
being unaffected by any sort of religious fervor whatsoever, Pea Vine was doubtless better able to catalogue the
chronological order of his Granma Guardie’s conversion than any of the other faithful present at the phenomenon. In
fact during the next several weeks Pea Vine spent most of his waking hours telling this person or that the whole
astonishing sequence.
“Dog my cats if it wan’t the dad-burndest sight you ever seen,” he explained to the visiting preacher from Sardis.
“Fust off, after he rally got to workin on to her, ole Granma Guardie sort of slipped into a trance-like. Jest set
there glass-eyed and not sayin nothin to no one.
“Then old Deacon kep on a-workin on to her; kep on a-workin, and she tuk on to shakin. “What I mean, shakin!
By jockey if them store teeth o’ hern didn’t sound louder’n a six-nigra crap game on a tin roof!
“Ole Deacon he kep on a-workin at her, and then putty soon ole Granma Guardie she sot in to hollerin. What I
mean hollerin! ‘Whoooooo-oop! Whoooooo-oop!’ she say. By jockey she whooped it up louder than that nigra
fireman Hot Shot Jellyroll Luby pullin the highball whistle on the ole Cannon Ball outa Senatobia.
“Then ole Granma Guardie she sorta risen up real slow with her eyes poppin out like a ghostes, an started to
pussyfoot over to whar the Mourner’s Bench was at. Then she cut loose again. What I mean, cut loose!
“‘Whoooooo-oop! Git outa my way, you people, an leave me room. Open up wide, you Pearly Gates. Sweeeeeeeet Jesus, hyar I come!’
“Right then she got to the Mourner’s Bench but when she tried to set down her two feetses shot out from under
her, her store teeth flown out clean over under the organ pedals an she hit that ole pine floor on her crupper-point so
hard she passed her water, an Ole Man Devil quit her right THAR!”
Pea Vine’s listener nodded earnestly at this final stroke of talented reasoning, and waited for the epilogue.
“Ole Granma Guardie been ackin like a lamb ever since. She don’t bile no likker, she don’t cut no cyards,\fn
{Cards; playing-cards:H} and she never acks mean. Ole rockin chair got Gran’ma now, an she jest sets thar makin me
read to her outa the Bible, or a-meditatin, or a-sewin some on her new quilt. Preacher-man, I say hit’s purely a
meracle”
Although inspiring a perennial and rowdy amusement to certain of the town’s male young for years to come, this
hydraulic demonstration by Granma Guardie was, to their elders, sharply non-humorous—it being held as outward
and visible sign of Satan’s precipitate departure. Plain physical matters fetched little shock to a cousin-sleeping
people who sometimes did not shrink from marrying girls of twelve, delayed castrating boars until the dark of the
moon, cured infant colic by drawing the foul end of a nicotined pipestern through a spoon of warm breast milk,
dosed rattlesnake bite with a poultice of live split chicken, chopped onion and hot rock salt; or thought to invalidate
probability of further offspring by female dosage of five drops of turpentine spirits on a bit of loaf sugar.
No, that whole Granma Guardie Dow business, as far as adult Tate County went, was strictly a miracle from first
to last—right up to when she came to, lying on that hard pine floor with Elder Albie Scammons fanning her with the
tail of his time-greened frock coat; right up to when she shoved him away and got herself up from there, refusing all
aid.
“Don’t ary mortal man tetch me!” she snapped, “on account o’ this day I’m a sanctified woman who done seen
the Lord and He done tole me His own-self what I got to do.”
Gran’ma Guardie got up off that floor with the folks standing in a ring, twenty deep, and no one touching her. She
stalked down the aisle, quit the church, and drove off home alone behind her old gray hard-tail mule.
Gran'ma Guardie had serviceable ideas on her own conversion. Arrived at the house, Gran'ma Guardie assembled
every source of past personal sin and set out behind that same old hard-tail for Fish Hawk Creek. There she took an
ax and bashed in the copper gooseneck of her still, put fire to the shed and when it was going good she tossed in
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nineteen decks of playing cards, seven bottles of Peruna, a half carton of snuff, and her running-branding iron. She
further gave up her addiction to vain oaths, bought herself a big Bible, and never missed Sunday church or prayer
meeting from that day until the time of her passing from natural causes some years later aged one hundred-two.
*
Naturally young Deacon Gudger did not allow this amazing Sanctification to stop with that first church
demonstration, irrefutable and dramatic as Satan’s exit undeniably had been. He was quite modest through it all.
Next Monday morning he merely sent out a dozen or so announcements to newspapers in surrounding towns
proclaiming the miracle, and while frankly admitting that, although he personally may not have worked all the
details out, still he was without doubt the Anointed Instrument through which Almighty God had seen fit to transmit
The Call to Granma Guardie. Then with this correspondence behind him the Deacon hitched up and drove out to
Granma’s homestead for further conference, and the co-ordination of his plan for holding a Miracle Revival and
Barbecue prior to divine services on Sunday next.
These and other facts surrounding Granma Guardie’s sanctification were duly and officially set down by Elder
Albie Scammons, Gudger’s “Sliding Elder” and elected clerk of the church, together with the names and residence
of various neighboring—and slightly jealous—preachers who had called out at Granma Guardie’s to discuss this
Sign.
Meanwhile the old lady herself sat out on her front gallery in the split-hickory rocker—seated and backed with
the hide of her late red-spotted cow—contentedly basking in all this new fame; sipping mild pepper tea against a
suspected catarrhal complaint, and alternately swatting flies or retelling the tale of her Salvation, how God looked;
and the tale grew with each encore. The way Pea Vine told it, she purely talked the tin ear off a milking pail.
Now and again she would take up the new quilt across her knees and do a little fancy sewing. It was a bright and
thoughtful affair of yellow calico ground decorated with crossed Confederate flags and a white crown in the center,
and the words My Redemption, My Constitution and My Colors done in red below, thus automatically honoring religion, the Secession and, somewhat vaguely and unillustrated, the patriotic act consummated by the Fathers of our
country in the year 1787.\fn{Probably a reference to the adoption of the present Constitution (September 17):H}
At regular intervals she would silently rise, quilt and all, to kick a casual hen, razor back\fn{ A type of pig} or
mangy-face\fn{The text has: mangy fyce} dog clean off the gallery by way of special emphasis to her testimony.
The following Sunday Deacon Gudger drove up promptly at noon for the Miracle Barbecue, along with Birdie
and his infant son Luke. He got out, hitched, and promptly let his small family shift for itself from then on. With
considerable dignity he greeted Granma Guardie, bowed to visiting members of the cloth, then stood squarely in the
center of the front steps and blew a sweet, mournful blast on Granma’s cow horn.
“Brotheren and Sisteren,” he began, “it was through her gre-e-e-e-eat Faith that this Meracle in my church was
brought to pass—and won't you visiting Ministers of the Gospel please step up close?” he added in his most wooing
tones.
“And it is through that same Faith you all hast come here to join in with me today, to surely see and believe that
this here old lady who until last Sabbath might have been eluded to as a sinful hell-raiser groaning under her burden
of unconfessed sin, but who now is undubitebly delivered of the Devil and sanctified through the Blood of the
Lamb.”
Deacon Gudger’s pale eyes were wet with unshed tears. He turned his face up toward the sun slowly so they
could sparkle brightly in those direct rays. Then he looked at Granma Guardie brightly.
“Sanctified Sister Dow, make out to tell these here assembled people how you came to so meraculously reach
your present state of Sanctification. Tell the truth, Sister Dow, and tell it out real plain so ever-body can hear it
good.”
Granma Guardie let her quilt fall in her lap and looked about over the crowded faces brightly. Why, there must
have been two-three hunderd folkses out there, she figured; and every single one of them a-waitin what she had to
say! Then all of a sudden she began to talk—rapidly, in an even stilted piping monotone the way a six-year-old child
rattles off a familiar bit of poetry before a parlor audience.
“I come to church on a dare. I come on account of this hyar Deacon dared me through my own grandson Pea
Vine Bisbee, to come. I come to church a skiptic and a scoffer. I come thar a-mockin at the Lord, but the Lord He
shown me the truth. He spoke to me in a trancet. He said to me,
“‘Ole Granma Guardie, you ole hell-raiser, open up yore eyes and see the God’s truth!’
“I popped open my eyes an thar a-squattin in the big hard-seat chair behine Deacon’s Bible stand was God Al mighty Hi’self. I’m a-tellin you folks I seen the Lord a-settin thar looking me smack in the eye, jest smilin and
noddin his head kindly like, an friendly. He had a big long beard an long curly hair with a big solid gol’ crown on
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top. He had a double set o’ solid gol teeth in a face shinin brighter’n a ’lectric light. He had on a long robe that was
all a-shining like silver, an silver slippers on His feet.
“He never said nothin first, but set thar a-shinin an a-smilin—not lookin fierce and mean like He acks sometimes
in the Good Book—jest a-smilin and lookin purty. Then, ‘Granma Guardie,’ He said; ‘seems like I been a-hearin
deletorious reports ’bout you bilin up some corn likker, an cuttin cyards, an mebbe mistakin some other farmer’s
yearlin heifer for one o’ yourn, and usin words you hadn’t oughta use only in a prayer. Granma Guardie,’ He said,
‘now I know good as you it makes a man or a woman feel mighty fine to drink a little good corn now an again, an
cuttin a cyard deck kin while away a pleasant evenin with friends, an a maverick heifer is easy to mistake, an cussin
ain’t only a hot spot in the air. But, Granma Guardie, I figger yo’re gittin plumb too ole for that kine o’ foolishment. I
want you to quit it right now, an confess thy sins an prepare thy house for the Second Comm o’ the Lord!’
“He smiled at me once more, then He went out. What I mean He turned Hi’self out—jest like you turn out a
’lectric arc light, leavin me blind as a bat. Then I must of throwed my fit an got Sanctified, for next thing I knowed I
was wakin up on the floor with Elder Albie Scammons a-fannin me in the face with his coat tail, an a-tellin me how I
was purged an Ole Man Devil done quit me for fair.
“I done tore up my still, an burnt my cyards, an throwed out my Peruna bottles an my brandin iron, an quit ackin
mean and cussin. Like this little ole Deacon Gudgcr tole you I’m plumb holy an plumb Sanctified! Praise Jesus!
Praise the Lord!”
Deacon Gudger had been gradually swelling with pride as this tale progressed, and when Gran'ma Guardie ended
with a shout, he took brisk charge of the meeting.
“All you many, many visiting preachers will no doubt at all want to confer not only with this Sanctified Sister but
with Elder Scammons, who hath written it all down for postority to read and to believe. And how after our prayer of
thanksgiving for this Meracle, and a few pieces read from the Bible, it will not be amiss to back up this heavenly
Faith with a plate full of those good barbecue vittles I smell cooking out there,” he added practically.
Although there was reasonable doubt whether a busy and all-wise deity would fix upon this random occasion
personally to bless Gudger’s publicity with such a Sign, there definitely was no doubt that The Light—as people
came to call the thing—actually did come to that land.
At the precise moment it came the whole sky was cloudless, breathless. Hardly a leaf stirred anywhere. The
brazen disk of the sun beat down vertically; sent a curtain of crazy heat waves dancing up from Granma Guardie’s
house clearing, up from her patch of Georgia rattlesnake watermelons where they stood half-ripened on their limp
vines. And this was how it came.
The sky was mighty bright at that, but suddenly it lit up even brighter. It happened just the way it does in a steel
mill (luring a morning melt when the bright sunlight shines through the glass windows first, and then the big
Bessemer convertors start blowing off before your eyes, and later when they tilt to spew out their hell’s brew you
know that in those white-hot lilac-trimmed fountains of liquid steel, of manmade light, is something brighter still.
It happened just that way: the sky was bright yet the whole thing lit up so people had to put their hands in front of
their faces to shut it out. One or two women made little frightened cries. Horses and jarheads\fn{Mules?}reared and
plunged where they were hitched. Then a second or two later the thing quit as quick as though a hand had pulled the
switch; and everyone started in to talking at once—all a little fearful, a little hysterical too; and not knowing exactly
what to do or say.
Of course they claimed a lot of exaggerated things about The Light. But other people you could trust came out
and claimed that they saw it while rocking on their porches in places as far away as Longstreet down in Quitman
County fifty miles from there. And even though that may have been exaggeration the fact remains that all the
watermelon vines—tips, tendrils and all—in Granma Guardie’s patch, began to shrivel up darkly before five minutes
passed. They looked wilted just like the salad greens tossed by a stout French wife. And by evening all those leaves
were edged with dark brown, and every young watermelon had a brown disk on its top side just about the size of an
eight-bit piece—as if somebody had come along and branded each fruit with a round hot iron. And that was exactly
what The Light did.
Of course young Deacon Gudger was no fool. He came right out, when he had nerve enough to talk, and flatly
claimed all this to be just part and parcel of his own personally conducted miracle; no more than a heavenly testimonial confirming Granma Guardie’s true conversion, confession and sanctification when Satan quit her the way he
did right there in front of everyone, and flew on down to hell. He claimed right on that it was God’s own way of tell ing it to the sinning world about this Sister’s being chosen of the Lord through the Blood of the Lamb.
Of course a lot of scientific folk, like Dred Milhollin the County Agent, tried to figure it out; but with no notable
success. Dred he figured out maybe it was the trail of a passing comet or meteor or something, that had gone and
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fried up old Granma Guardie’s melon vines. But Old Man Flem Pridgen, the government timber cruiser, just came
right out and laughed at Dred; said what did he claim to know about the sky when all the time he went around with
his nose in a plowed furrow a-waiting for his seeds to sprout! Old Man Flem said that was all a lot of silly
foolishness—that if it had o’ been a comet’s heat they’d all been barbecued as crisp as those six shotes and yearling
steer that Deacon Gudger had a-roasting in the pits by Granma’s house. He just said shucks, it was just some sort of
cloud or moisture business that had bunched together for a spell up in the sky, and made a liquid lens just like a
burning glass the hot sun shone through and focused down on that old melon patch—only a lot bigger than that; only
maybe a half a mile acrost and slanted jest right for the heat to focus good through.
“Comet’s tails, Dred?—you’re gettin old! I still claim it were a sort o’ burnin glass. And jest because you didn’t
see none up thar swingin in the sky don’t prove to me there couldn’ta been! No, sir. You couldn’ta seen a real glass
burnin glass on up there in the sky, neither—not any more’n you could see a patch o’ clear water. A comet’s tail—a
meteor! Why, fiddlesticks! I claim you’re wrong ’cause iffen it had been a one o’ them I’da seed the main part
somewhere. But sence no one could see that burnin glass no one can dee-ny it coulda been up thar, and aimin smackdab down on the old lady’s melon patch. No matter whut it was, I be dad-burn if it didn’t purely go fry ’em up—
that’s what it done!”
And that was what Old Man Flem Pridgen said …
*
After this Gudger’s church fairly bloomed. Backwoods southern churches often avoided that pompous decorum
of their citified brethren. They wanted their shouting, holy rolling, and Devil’s tail twisting, and he saw that they got
it. They thought they wanted religion but what they really found was a weekly release from endless farm chores and
rural boredom.
He gave them picnics and fish fries. He held covered-dish luncheons for the women, and strawberry socials with
the K. of P.\fn{Knights of Pythias:H} five-piece brass band—the leather-lunged town blacksmith playing the tuba—and
all the trimmings. And when both time and place were seasonable he tweaked the more rounded young buttocks of
his Flock with deathless impartiality.
Despite the banal unoriginality, the mercenary ugliness of this career, the man’s basic psychology was truly
amazing. There was even a species of healthy vulgarity in the whole business. He was not merely the improper
minister involved with choir singers, so beloved of the yellow journals. Stark truth was that in all this business he
felt no trace of personal sin. Away back in his Biloxi bell-ringing days he had discovered, after intermittent but
fearful nights of prayer and resolution, that he could no more ignore the call of any attractive woman than he could
stop eating or breathing.
For a little while he strove and fought and fell. Then he cordially gave up the struggle; come unto this pleasant
decision as a young deacon he made a personal and unwritten deal with God. He flatly advised the Almighty that he
would not break any of the other nine commandments—something which God would have to admit was more than
most young church members could affirm—that he would give a tithe of his treasure to the needy, console the sick,
ease the dying, baptize converts, marry the living, and bury the dead. In return all he asked, and frankly expected to
receive carte blanche, was the single small matter of freedom with the Seventh Commandment.
It was all very frank and very friendly. Thus personally calibrated with his Deity he found peace for four years.
*
Now for those first four pleasant years Gudger honestly felt himself elevated by Jehovah himself to a plane
slightly higher than the rest of the Flock, whose favors were his just due in return for the spiritual salvation and
bodily cheer he brought into their lives—a feeling not completely shared by the male relatives of one Ida-Mae
Quimby, a new soprano, young and unmarried.
In her case, although willing to grant reasonable entry of spiritual uplift, they nevertheless felt that the nineteen
hundred-odd elapsed years since the first immaculate conception rather harmonized with the more material theory
advanced by Ida-Mae’s family physician against that lady’s pregnancy being any latter-day Annunciation by the
Angel Gabriel.
Incredibly enough Ida-Mae bore young Gudger no ill will, and in spite of the predicament of being nailed in her
bedroom by a father, two uncles and a hare-lipped brother, she was thoughtful enough to shinny down a drain pipe
and crank up the country telephone to advise her spiritual mentor that this press of gentlemen was riding over right
then, equipped withfirearms, to wait upon him at the rectory.
Thanks to that Samaritan act the young Deacon had time enough to derrick up Birdie—now tipping the beam at
three-twenty—a weeping three-year-old Luke, three valises filled with miscible clothing, his checkbook and his
parish confessional record. Fifteen minutes later, after one nerve-racking wait out in front of the local hardware store
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where for some undisclosed reason his wife Birdie insisted on making a purchase, he had them safely aboard the I.
C. local and headed for the Tennessee state line.
*
To his intense amazement Birdie accepted his mythical reasons for their sudden departure placidly and without
question. He hinted at vague and unjust persecutions, and it made him proud in a way to find in her a Biblical
devotion like that Luke was an angel for once. After a sandwich, four oranges and a Moxie, he slept all the way in to
Memphis.
“Brave little woman, brave little woman!” he praised her in utter seriousness. “Like a Bible wife of old. You
know: ‘Whither thou goest I will go.’ … My aching heart is proud to find in this my hour of libel, persecution and
injustice, a love and devotion like this from my spouse.”
Birdie merely smiled faintly, and held her round flat package on her broad lap.
“My place is with you, Love,” was all she said. “I shall never leave you.”
At their little back-street Memphis hotel she made her single request.
“Let’s get an adjoining room for little Luke,” she asked in her low lovely voice. “The night is so hot and still. I
think we shall all sleep better that way, with him off to himself.”
Gudger agreed absently, although privately he held it a silly added expense. He was dog-tired. He was worried
about all his possessions in their house. He was further worried by nightmare visions of his bank balance somehow
being frozen up by that Quimby tribe. There were three thousand two hundred in his joint account.
Before Birdie had time to tuck Luke in, her husband was already snoring in the center of the bed. She came back
into the room, but did not undress at once. She locked the room door and sat down, looking at the man on the bed
without the slightest change of expression. She looked like a huge Buddha in contemplation. Outside the city had
stilled. It was bright moonlight. In the shadowy branches of a magnolia tree out back a mockingbird awoke,
attempted a few flutelike sleepy notes.
Birdie just sat there looking at her sleeping husband’s face without visible emotion. She was serene and
thoughtful.
“All I asked was that Love be faithful to me,” she thought. “And that even if he were unfaithful I could forgive
him that. I knew that I was not—not an attractive woman—that young preachers have their temptations from foolish
girls in the parish.”
She remembered the two years she had spent at teachers’ college in Hattiesburg, then that wretched incredible
year teaching Junior High in Biloxi. She had weighed over two hundred then, and the pupils, many of them as old as
she, mocked her behind her back but within her hearing. The boys called her Tubby Gut and Feather Weight and
drew pictures of her on the blackboard which often they never bothered to erase.
Birdie was well informed, a sweet soul; but her clownish Indian-club body was simply so stupendous,
unsymmetrical, that it had inspired incorrigible urgings to ridicule even in her best and most sympathetic pupils.
She still stared at Love Gudger’s face steadily. She thought,
“Love wanted me for my money and I wanted him because if I refused him no other man would likely ask me in
marriage the rest of my lifetime. I was as much at fault as he. That was not the way the thing should have been done,
the marriage made, but it was a fair bargain. And all I asked was that he prove faithful, that he keep away from the
unforgivable sin of a Minister of God who hurts a woman. I told him that his punishment would be swift and sure.”
With difficulty Birdie stooped and picked up her round flat country store package from the corner where she had
laid it well out of way and notice. She sat down in her chair again and slowly, methodically, she fished out a hank of
common braided cotton sash cord, then a short heavy rawhide bull whip. She undid the half hitch in the end of the
sash cord, and by rolling the hank across under the bed, and passing it across her sleeping husband’s body over and
over again she bound him to the mattress and bed frame like a silkworm in its cocoon.
Gudger's sleep was so dead that still he did not waken. She stood looking down at him calmly once more,
studying his puffy young face and loose open lips. There was something portentous, imminent and forceful in that
simple event. She stood motionless, huge, overshadowing, dominant; as if the whole vengeance of the Church and
its awful old-time God—Jahweh—were vested in her that night.
“Wake up, Love. It is time now.”
She spoke quietly. It had all the lovely depths of Julia Marlowe.\fn{1865-1950, American actress born in
Cumberland, England} Her voice was very low but it penetrated the otherwhere of his sleeping, instantly.
“What—what?” Gudger sputtered furiously, half awake and half asleep.
He tried to rise up but could not. Only his head raised, turtlelike above the cocoon swathing him. His face was
crimson with angry effort, eyes wide as a startled haddock. The whites were liverish and yellow from faulty
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elimination, and netted like an alley brat’s marbles with a spiderwebbing of little red veins. She would have to remember to get him some sulphur and molasses at the drugstore tomorrow, Birdie thought.
“Hey, what the hell trick is this? What sort of cheap joke you trying to play on me? Get this damn rope off me,
woman!”
“I would rather you did not swear, Love,” she went on in her quiet thoughtful way. “It makes me very unhappy
when I hear you swear, a preacher and all.”
The man lay back in an amazed sort of inaction.
“I shall untie you in good time but first I got to talk to you about something, Love. You see the thing is I have
known about that girl—that little choir singer—for a long time, Love. Do you remember the day you came out to my
father’s house and proposed marriage to me? Remember the words I spoke to you on that happy day? Remember I
asked you please to be faithful to me?
“It was only after a few months living with you, even before little Luke came, I knew by then some preachers’
wives just must learn to expect things like that with the poor foolish women in the church. I did forgive that, but
remember I told you I had heard how young preachers sometimes got foolish girls in the family way? Remember I
told you getting a young girl into trouble that way was bad enough in any man, but in a Minister of God was the
unpardonable sin? But remember I told you please not to do that because God’s punishment for such wrong was
swift and sure?
Well, now you have gone and got you a girl in trouble. Yo’ have run off and left her so her men folks cannot
punish you, so now I must punish you for her in their stead. I am the will and punishment of Almighty God. Blessed
be the name of the Lord!”
Birdie got up and closed the window. He started to scream then. In his nervous exhaustion, his helpless position,
this abrupt discovery, this weird almost mystical assumption of punishment, his huge mound of wife suddenly took
on the role of some vast obese avenging monster. But he only screamed once for then she wrapped a blanket around
his head, and when he tried to bite her she stuffed the corner of it in his mouth. Then slowly and methodically she
beat him into unconsciousness with the whip.
Birdie left him then to make sure little Luke had not been disturbed. Then she packed the bull whip in the bottom
of her old straw valise and sat down on the rocking chair again, rocking silently with her hands folded across her
great stomach, watching over him until he regained consciousness.
He came to a while later, swimming in a sea of pain, and there she was calmly looking down at him as though
nothing had happened.
“I’m not going to quit you, Love. And I am sorry about this. I dislike any violence. Even if something like this
happens again I shall not quit you then either. But I shall put the bull whip to you for her too, the second time. If it
happens the third time, I shall not put the whip to you. By then there will be no hope for you on this earth. If you
hurt a third woman I believe I shall kill you.”
Birdie’s voice was still lovely; lovely and low as if she were ordering a dozen tea roses from the florist.
For the first time in his life Gudger knew the meaning of slicer soul-annihilating terror; terror of this huge placid
fateful lump of a woman rocking quietly there beside his bed. His tortured brain groped for words but none came to
him. Birdie spoke again.
“Love Gudger, you and I are still husband and wife. As long as we both shall live we will still be husband and
wife, and let no man, or no woman, seek to put us asunder. There must be no sin and indignity against God and your
church—that is your business as a deacon. There must be at least an outward respect and dignity in any marriage,
and that is my due as your wife. I say it again: I am never going to quit you in this life alive, Love. Do you
understand that? Never!”
A smile of white bone showed through the dark web of blood on the point of his chin. His battered lips twisted, as
he turned his face toward her. He knew then he was being swept irresistibly to some appointed fate by this wife of
his, like a chip on a vast compelling stream. There was, exactly, nothing he could do about it now.
“Yes, my dear,” he formed the words silently. Birdie untied the clothes line. She smiled.
“That is well. Now please sit up so I can bathe you off. Your face is a sight, Love.”
She got the thick white china pitcher of ice water the Negro bellboy had brought up, and began carefully wiping
away the thickening blood with a folded cotton face towel. When he was clean she tied a vaseline compress on his
chin. Then she went to the corner sink and brushed her teeth. She removed her shoes and lay on the bed at his side,
just as she was, on her back. It was the only way she could lie. A moment later she was peacefully and confidently
asleep.
*
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For a whole thin year the three Gudgers wandered through rural districts of the Southeast. With his name
promptly stricken from the Baptists roll of deacons, he now called himself plain Preacher Love Gudger. Probably the
one totally honest thing in his life was his inability ever to stop preaching at least some type of gospel to a sinful
world.
He had a horse and wagon with a big tan canvas umbrella bearing the words, “Jesus Is Coming—Repent!”
painted on the sectors of canvas between ribs. Birdie’s better than three hundred pounds so hoisted the far side of the
wagon spring-seat that he had to get her a split-hickory armchair that he set in the wagon body. And so she rode
around that way in the shade of the umbrella while their boy Luke rode anywhere he could, and with a plucky
determination even surpassing his father’s persistent juvenile refusal to abandon need for diapers.
Gudger held revival meetings under brush arbors and in tents, and where response justified he held small-scale
fish fries and hallelujah sessions. This evangelical career must have prospered, for it finally found him set up, with
local consent, in an abandoned tidewater church near Savannah.
None of these months “wandering in the wilderness,” as Gudger privately loved to refer to them later, were
destined either to influence his later life or those about him in Florida. But this last Georgia church business
definitely was. The two dozen months’ shepherding this new personal Flock found climax in another personal
adventure which not only earned him a second taste of Birdie’s bull whip but attracted more or less national notice to
the man as a backwoods prophet, as well. Most important of all it required his sudden passage across the Georgia
line into the Sovereign State of Florida—for several legal and salutary reasons.
This time events revolved around the presence of the young Widow Lobelia Feeters. She was a pretty, demure,
blue-eyed little thing—lately shut of mourning. She wore a peach-basket hat over bobbing yellow curls, and tied
with a baby-blue ribbon under her dimpled chin. She wore a gold watch pinned by a fleur-de-lis on her pink, peek-aboo shirtwaist, and took her religion with wide-eyed seriousness.
After her first church advent she came up last of all and thanked Preacher Gudger with shy earnestness. He
beamed benignly on this new and tender Ewe Lamb. Birdie knew all the storm signals, but when it turned out that
the little lady had walked the railroad ties five miles to attend meeting, there was nothng less polite to do than invite
her to ride with them—with pause at the Gudger cottage for a bite of Sunday fried chicken.
The Widow Feeters stayed, demurely speaking when she was spoken to, until the cool of the evening; when her
new pastor drove her on home in the wagon. Just what business of a spiritual nature the young Widow Feeters
permitted to enter her soul would always be debatable; but certain more material penetrations soon entered
irrefutable testimony—a fact which this quiet little lady kept strictly to herself.
But the climax came soon and through a most unexpected reaction. That particular Sunday Preacher Gudger
never had been in such fine fettle. His Mourner’s Bench was promptly full, and the sight of the demure Widow
Feeters sitting modestly in a front bench, drinking in his every word, was vastly comforting to him. He shouted and
ranted and raved. He tossed his arms and rolled his head. He groaned and wept.
“Confess thy sins and turn thy face at Jesus. Remember it only is the Penitent Lambs who get to sit right hand at
God’s golden throne, while the wicked sinners who scorn our sweet Confession get made to set for ever in hell-fire.
And I don’t have to purely describe what that fire does to you folks. If any one of you have ever accidentally run his
hand against a red-hot stove, you’ll know how that old red-hot stove hurts. If any one of you ever accidentally
spilled a kettle of scalding water down his front, you’ll know how that mean old scalding water fries off the skin.
And I tell you those wicked folks who get made to set down there in that hell-fire are up against a kind of heat a
heap hotter than any range you all ever saw.”
These rounded, sonorous phrases rolled off his tongue magnificently. He paused and his full lips gave off little
rapid tasting sounds, as though the pungent flavor pleased him.
“It’s no use to holler and cry in that fire, for nobody is coming to get you out. Nobody is going to throw water on
that fire and grease you up with lard. There isn’t anybody coming on account of there isn’t anybody to come. The
good folks are in heaven and Mister Devil he won’t!
“What does that Good Book say?” he trumpeted. “It says: ‘Cast out the devil and all his works.’ It says: ‘Repent,
for the day of the Lord is at hand.’ … And, Oh, my Brethern, there is no halfway business about turning to the
Blessed Lamb. You can’t hold Mister Devil in one hand and Jesus in the other! I and you both know there is no way
of entering those Pearly Gates with a crocus sack full of sin weighting your weary shoulders down. So turn away
from sin. Confess. Sing out the song and shout the glad news!”
Right here Gudger knelt down on the hard pine boards of that little platform and with arms raised to heaven
silently prayed once more for all mankind and the souls of his Lambs. Literally he gave them all he had, but in all
this rich and terrible force of words, in all this fine mystic enthusiasm he failed to note that the eyes of his little
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Widow Feeters suddenly had taken on the glassy cataleptic stare of spiritual surrender as they clung to his; a
condition he should have known only too well by that time, and arranged to service accordingly.
But the zeal of his Flock diverted him. They groaned in sweet agony.
“Ooooooooh Lord! Aaaaaaa-MEN!” they shouted out, and Gudger warmed to his task.
“What does the Good Book want you all should do about gazing upon sin? Hearken to the holy word: It says ‘If
thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out and cast it from thee.’ What does the Good Book say about the doing of sin? It
says: ‘If thy right hand offend thee, cut it off and cast it from thee.’ … Yes, sir, that’s what it says. Cut it off and
repent. Repent, you sinners, for the dreadful Hour of the Lord is at hand!”
The Flock moaned and wailed, and right in the midst of all this to-do the little Widow Feeters got up like a sleepwalker and went out of the church, and started in covering that five miles of Coast Line crossties to her home. Yes,
for just once in his scampish life Preacher Gudger was too wound up with his own oratory to note the matter of any
likely feminine movement.
Her old house Negro found her in trouble. He packed the two places with cobwebs. He tied her up somehow and
got her in to the Savannah hospital in time to save her life, but her right eye had been dug out with a pair of
lampwick scissors, and she had taken off her right hand at the wrist with the kindling hatchet.
*
Monday morning when the news got around Birdie got out her bull whip from the old straw valise. It was the
same one she had used once before in Memphis. This time Gudger stayed awake two days and two nights while she
waked or slept, watching her. But in the end he weakened, as he knew he would. On the evening of the third day he
fell asleep from sheer physical exhaustion.
Birdie locked Luke up in his room, so he couldn’t see. Then she tied Gudger to the bed again with a pair of
Manila plow lines and beat him into unconsciousness for the second time. Then she stuffed the bull whip into the
stove and let it burn up. She would not need the whip again. Slowly and laboriously she hitched up the mule, and
packed their things into the spring wagon without the help of their Negro cook who had rabbited off into the woods
when the whipping began. And when her Love came to she bathed him and dressed his wounds with stupes of
soothing camphorated oil.
“I expect you hurt bad. You hurt awfully bad, Love?” she asked in those same miraculously sweet, low tones. It
was a statement of fact rather than a question. He nodded sadly.
“I hurt awful bad, Birdie. I sure do hurt.” She considered this a moment, then went on simply:
“I’m sorry you hurt, Love. I’m sorry about all of that business of poor little Widow Feeters. I don’t intend to quit
you this time either, Love, because I am still your wife. But you know what I had promised you, and why I had it to
do. You know I promised you in Memphis I’d put the whip to you again if you ever hurt another woman. Right now
I promise that if there is a third I shall kill you—just as I told you then too. Now come on, let me help you up into
the bed of the wagon, and then go get our little Luke. I put a pile of quilts there for you to lie on. I reckon if we want
to save you from the law, or from Missus Feeters’ kinfolks we had better be starting out for Florida. It is a strange
thing but I have always felt we would get to Florida sometime.”
“Yes, my dear,” Preacher Gudger’s puffed and discolored lips formed almost without sound. Then he got up into
the bed of the wagon and lay down on the pile of quilts Birdie had piled in there for him.
They felt soft and good under his sore back. The camphorated oil felt good too.
“Birdie is a wonderful woman,” he thought; “a wonderful woman.” …
159.18 Excerpt from Strange Fruit\fn{by Lillian Eugenia Smith (1897-1966)} Jasper, Hamilton County, Florida, U.S.A.
(F) 9
1
She stood at the gate, waiting; behind her the swamp, in front of her Colored Town, beyond it, all Maxwell.
Tall and slim and white in the dusk, the girl stood there, hands on the picket gate.
“That’s Nonnie Anderson,” they would tell you, “that’s one of the Anderson niggers. Been to college. Yeah!
Whole family been to college! All right niggers, though, even if they have. Had a good mother who raised her
children to work hard and know their place. Anderson niggers all right. Good as we have in the county, I reckon.”
“Stuck up like Almighty, Nonnie Anderson,” some colored folks said, “holding her head so highty-tighty, not
like Bess. Bess common as dirt, friendly with folks.”
“You forgot Ern Anderson’s ways?” others said. “Spittin image of her pappy in her ways. Shut-mouth jes like
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him, dat all. Pity ain mo like her! Too many folks lettin off their moufs bout things they don know nothin about,
pokin their noses in—”
“Biggety thing,” white women said, “I wouldn’t have her in my house with all her college airs.”
But most said it enviously, for women on College Street and the side streets knew that Mrs. Brown’s servant
Nonnie was the best servant in Maxwell unless it was her sister Bess. And so good to little imbecile Boysie.
Everybody knew how good she was to the little fellow.
“Sometimes I wonder,” Mrs. Brown would say, “how I ever did without her! She’s so good to the baby, Frank!
He cries so in this hot weather and she never gets cross with him. You can tell a good nurse by her hands. Way she
touches a baby. No matter how bad the poor little fellow is, Nonnie’s never rough with him. Always so easy,
picking him up. Wish we could pay her a little more. I’m afraid she’ll leave us.”
“Nonnie’s a good nigger, all right,” Frank would answer, “good as we’ll find, I reckon. You pay her enough,
three dollars plenty! Already more than anybody else on College Street. You’ll have the women on you if you start
raising wages.”
“Her shy as a little critter,” Tillie Anderson used to say, long ago. “Won’t talk to nobody. Who got yo tongue,
Nonnie? Come out from behind my skirt, can’t spen yo life a-peekin from behind yo Ma! You know dat, honey!”
And white boys whistled softly when she walked down the street, and said low words and rubbed the back of
their hands across their mouths, for Nonnie Anderson was something to look at twice, with her soft black hair
blowing off her face, and black eyes set in a face that God knows by right should have belonged to a white girl.
And old Cap’n Rushton, sitting out in front of Brown’s Hardware Store as he lIked to do when in from the
turpentine farm, would rub his thick red hand over his chin slowly as he watched her wheel drooling, lop-headed
Boysie Brown in to see his papa, sit there watching the girl, rubbing his hand over his chin, watching her, until
she had gone back across the railroad and turned down College Street.
*
Nonnie pushed her hair off her face as she looked across White Town. Strange … being pregnant could make
you feel like this. So sure. After all the years, Bess wouldn’t see it. You hated to try to explain. Bess would feel
disgraced. Ruined. The Andersons ruined, Bess would say. You live in a dream world, she’d say. Sometimes I
almost think you’re crazy, Non! she would say. I almost wish you were crazy, she’d say in her bitterness. Sharp
words rattling like palmettos. Nonnie sighed.
Across the town came the singing. A white singing to Jesus. An August singing of lost souls. A God-moaning.
August is the time folks give up their sins. August is a time of trouble.
Whiter than snow … yes whiter than snow … oh wash me and I shall be whiter than snow.
Her thoughts swung with the Gospel tune. Around the curve from Miss Ada’s, where the trees open up,
clearing the path, she could see him coming. A drag of left foot, a lift of shoulder, half limp, half swagger. Limp,
swagger …
She would tell him, now that she felt certain. Though she had known since that night at the river. Somehow she
had known since then.
*
He would say, “You all right?” and look at her as if he saw her for the first time. And the sound of it would hurt
in her throat. Funny, how you don’t get used to things. He had said it first when he picked her out of the
sandspurs, long ago; so long, it seemed now as If she must have dreamed it. She had fallen when Nat pulled up
her dress, pulled at her underpants. Nat’s freckled hand had reached out for her and she had jerked away from
him, but more from the look on his sallow face, new to six-year-old eyes. His words already old. Words scrawled
on circus posters, on privies, on fences, said with a giggle, carrying no more meaning to her ears than the squawk
of guineas running crazily along ditches in search of worms.
“You all right?” Tracy had said; and then, to Nat,
“Beat it. She’s not that kind. And don’t let me catch you around here again.”
“Haw, haw, haw,” Nat showed tobacco-stained teeth and lolled his tongue. “I didn’t know she was yourn.”
“She’s not mine,” Tracy said and reddened. “Now git—before I knock the liver-an-lights out of you.”
Nat Ashley put his hands in his pockets, sauntered slowly away to show he wasn’t afraid of nobody! Increased
his nonchalance by jumping a gallberry bush. Grew in manliness by shouting to the boys on the distant ball
ground,
“Hi, how about some shinny?” Faded from their sight and from their lives.
The swamp had thrown deep shadows. Hounds barked in Nigger Town and beat the dust with their tails. The
smell of scorched cloth from shanties clung to the sweet, near odor of honeysuckle in her hand.
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Slowly she took a step toward him.
“I am yourn,” she whispered, and held out the grubby flowers. .
Twelve-year-old Tracy took them.
“You’d better run home,” he said. “Your mama oughtn’t allow you to run round alone. What were you doin,
anyways?”
“Picking flowers and—“ She hesitated.
“And what?” he probed.
“And visiting.” She stooped, pulled a sandspur from her foot, pushed her toes deep into sand. “Visiting?
Who?”
“Everywheres. The swamp, mostly.” He spat and studied her face.
“What you do in that swamp?"
“Nothing. Just goes.” She paused. “It says, ‘Come here, come here, come here.’”
He squinted his eyes.
“You hear it?” she whispered.
“Nope. Nothing but frogs croaking, and dogs.” She smiled, pushed her black wavy hair from her face, drew in
a deep breath. Tracy spat again, looked away.
“Silly way to talk,” he chided, “it’s silly. You’ve got no business going near that swamp. You might get lost.
Who you belong to?”
“I’se Tillie’s child.”
“Tillie?” She searched for a meeting ground.
“She’s Miz Purviance’s cook.”
“Yeah, I know. Now run on before it’s pitch-dark.”
“Who is you?” Voice shy in its first social exploration.
“I’m Tracy Deen. Dr. Deen’s son.” She looked at him gravely.
“Now run along! Ought to tell your mama on you.”
She started toward the old Anderson place, walked a few steps, stopped, watched him cut through the gallberry
bushes. In the dusk she could see him limp a little, could see his shoulder twist. He stooped over a bush. When he
went on again his hands were empty. She sighed, began to run hard, dreading the scolding her sister Bess would
give her for staying out so late.
*
In the dusk he stood now before her, tall, stooped. Took her hands from the gate, held them.
“You all right?” His eyes searched her face, moved from her hair to her eyes, to her throat.
“Of course.” She laughed softly.
“Cool. Your hands are cool, and it’s hot as hell.”
“I know. Boysie’s cried all day.”
“Boysie! How do you stand the slobbering little idiot day after—”
“I don’t mind. It’s a fine job for a girl like me,” she said and smiled at the white man. Tracy did not smile.
“Come in,” she said. “I’ll fix you something cool to drink. It’s better in the arbor.”
“No, I promised Mother—promised a lot of people—to go to the meeting tonight. Think all Maxwell is
praying for me. Goddam em.”
He opened the gate, came inside. Slim and white she stood there before him in the dusk. He pulled her behind
a spirea bush.
“I’m too hot to touch you,” he whispered. “Sweet and cool … always sweet and cool … you smell so good to
me, Non,” he said unhappily.
“I’m glad.”
“All right. Tell me quick. What’s happened?”
She looked up at him steadily.
“I’m pregnant, Tracy.” She felt his hand tremble on her arm.
“And I’m glad,” she whispered.
“Glad? You can’t be!”
“I’m glad.”
“But—”
“You see,” she spoke quickly, “I want it. I’ll have something they—can’t take away from me.” Voice low, hard
to hear the words.
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“What do you mean?”
“It’s like thinking something for a long time you can’t put into words. One day you write it down. You always
have it after that.” His face eased into the old quick grin.
“Might have been better this time to have written it down, Non.” He frowned, ran his fingers slowly over the
fence pickets.
“Let’s don’t think about it,” he said.
“All right,” she whispered. She looked at him and smiled, and he stared into her eyes as if he had not heard a
word that she had ever said.
“I wish you were glad,” she said and felt her body shaking against his in sudden betrayal of her calm.
“Reckon we ought to talk about it, or something …”
He looked out toward the swamp, forgetting his words. In the dusk she’s as white as Laura. God, if she weren’t
a nigger! Lord God what a mess …
“No, we don’t need to talk about it.”
“Well, good-by, honey.” He touched her hair, turned away, stopped, faced her again.
“It’s Mother. She—you know how it is! Nothing I’ve ever done has pleased her, as you know.” He laughed
abruptly. “Now the damned meeting’s got her worked up. After dinner she—I don’t know what’s happened.
Seems—well, she said—lot of things—about joining the church, settling down. Other things—Laura’s lack of
interest in church—seems disappointed in her children.” He laughed. Non waited. “Nothing new as far as I’m
concerned. First time I ever heard her put Laura in the red.” He laughed again. “Well … better be going.”
He stared into the evening. Turned suddenly, opened the picket gate, closed it.
“I may come back tonight late. All right?”
“All right,” Nonnie whispered, knowing he would not come.
2
Ed finished the mullet, took a swallow of coffee from the thick hot cup, mopped his face. He laid a quarter on
the counter, leaned toward Salamander—same old dried tobacco leaf he was five years ago—shouted in the old
man’s ear,
“You keep it at the boiling point down here.”
—same old place—same old roaches—
“Sho.”
—same old dirt—same old window full of Bruton snuff—
“Been like this all summer?”
—same old Coca-Cola signs—
“Sho.”
—same old rag in Salamander’s hand—
“Hotter than Washington, and that’s something. How’re things?”
—same old spit—same old stink—
“Tollable.” Salamander put the quarter in his pocket, leaned over the counter, peered into his customer’s face.
Blue lips puckered, sniffing, laying his rag down on the counter, sniffing again.
“Who it be?”
“Ed Anderson.”
“Sho, sho,” staring at the light brown Negro, sleek in Palm Beach suit, cocky in white straw hat. “Sho,” he
repeated and rubbed his gray-woolled head.
Ed stood on the sidewalk. In front of him was the garbage-heaped alley of stores facing College Street. He
could have been looking into a back alley of Washington, New York, anywhere. To the right of him four stores
separated Salamander’s Lunch Counter (Colored) from the white people’s Deen’s Corner Drug Store. Now he
looked straight into Georgia. White girls in cars blew horns, ordered cokes, laughed, crossed their legs, uncrossed
them, stared through him as their line of vision passed his body. He was a black digit marked out by white chalk.
He wasn’t there on the sidewalk. He never had been there … he just wasn’t anywhere—where those eyes looked
—where those damned eyes …
So this was his home town. You’ve never had a home town! Where he was born. You’ve never been born!
Maxwell, Georgia. You know the word!
He'd dreamed its deep sand paths hot to bare feet, spat-spat of rain on palmettos, old rickety house pushed
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against the swamp; dreamed hot unmoving nights when moss hung heavy against his face and his heart; dreamed
its smooth hot days blazing against the eye; dreamed it still had something to do with his blood and his soul.
Well, he didn’t want it. Wouldn’t have it! Not a goddam bit of it! Why on earth Bess and Nonnie lived on in
this dirty hole …
He turned toward Back Street, paused near the town water tank. Its drip-drip beat on his memory. He was
delivering groceries on a bicycle, stopping under the tower, leaning under the drip, letting it spatter his hot face
and run into his mouth and down his neck, feeling its sudden coolness slide like ice on his skin—racing Al back to
the Supply Store, jamming his wheel hard into crates and coops, while little Mr. Pusey clucked, “Not so fast,
boys, not so fast,” and scampered out of the way as bicycles and boys piled on top of each other in a tearing shriek
of scraping metal and laughter. Little Mr. Pug Pusey would stand there, pulling his pants up, pulling his lips down
in a pout, until boys and wheels had righted themselves; then he’d march into the store in silence, his little pudgy
hips quivering in disapproval.
Ed laughed, pushed his hat over to one side of his head, walked on. Felt better somehow. Better. Somebody
black said, “Hi, Stranger.” He grinned, gave a brisk salute. At the back of the Stephensons’ big white house he
paused, looked down the yard for Bess, turned away. She’d be home by now. Had to talk to Bess. Relieved that he
didn’t have to do it now. Dreaded a talk with Bess. Like talking to God. End up by her knowing all about you.
With Mama dead, bet she bosses Non like Mr. Almighty himself. Well … he was taking Non back. That’s what
he’d come for. And time! Rotting away in this place. Last night, tried to put a little life into things. They’d just sat
there. Just sat. Be like Miss Ada next, just sit staring out into the graveyard. All they did was go to work, come
home, go to work. Seemed enough. Enough for niggers in Georgia … sure! And after all Mama had done to give
them all a start. If she weren’t dead, she’d take a stick after …
Mama dead. You said the words. Like scuffing sand against your shoes, watching the grains fall away again.
You said them. You couldn’t believe them. Last night as you stood there with your bags in your hand waiting for
the train to pull in, waiting for it to stop, you’d said the words. And snmething had tightened in your throat.
And you were afraid when you saw Non and Bess, afraid when you saw your sisters standing there, afraid
you’d show how you were feeling. But you didn’t. As you swung off the coach, you knew suddenly that they were
not thinking about Mama, for Bess said something and laughed and Non was smiling. It shocked him to see them
laughing and carefree, standing there under the station light, when last he had seen them was at her funeral,
weighed down with her death. Under the station light they stood apart from the white people, waiting. Non tall, a
little thin. Bess short, plump. Little Jackie in front of them, looking at the train, darting away toward the white
coach.
“This way, Jackie, the coach is down this way,” Bess’s words rang out clipped and swift, like pebbles pouring
on the ground. And Jackie turned and ran toward the Colored coach as he swung off the steps.
“Hi, boy.”\fn{Jackie, son of Tracy Deen and Non. } The kid had grown. Jackie, suddenly shy, ran quickly to his
mother. And they all had laughed and he had kissed his sisters and rubbed his hand over the boy’s curly head, and
then they had stood and looked at each other, searching for the word that starts the old family rhythms beating
again.
He’d taken Non’s arm and his fingers felt the bone through the flesh.
“You’re thin, Non,” he’d said. And she had smiled and answered in that low voice she never bothered to raise,
“About the same, I think.”
“Can’t say the same for me,” Bess laughed. Keep on talking about weight. You can always do that.
“Afraid not. How much more? Ten pounds?”
“Not quite. But bad enough.”
Say something else about weight. Good thing to talk about …
“How about me, Uncle Ed?”
“You’re fine, boy.”
“I reckon you’ve bringed me a little something?”
“Brought, Jackie. But I wouldn’t ask if I were you.”
“You bet. And I’'s not so little.”
“Den it’s a wagon.”
“Right. And how you know?”
“That all I want dat’s big cept a automobile,” Jackie said quietly.
“Aiming high, old man.”
“He’s like Jack. Every penny goes into savings—for something big, some day.”
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Saying the things everybody says when they come home to their family—to keep from thinking other things.
They had laughed, walked on through the streets, quietly through the business blocks, not talking much there,
down Back Street.
”Things look about the same,” he’d said. Nothing’s the same. Nothing’s like it used to be!
“About the same.”
“Anything happened?”
“Afraid not.”
“How’s Sam?”
“Working hard. Lots of fever. Otherwise he’s all right. Anxious to see you.”
They had come to the old ramshackly house on the edge of town and the girls had hurried in to put supper on
the table. He’d stood on the porch, looking out toward Miss Ada’s, toward White Town, hating to go inside, hating
to go up to his old room, hating to face an old life so empty and so goddam full of things! Feeling a little sick.
Afraid now to pick up the old threads that in Washington he’d been homesick to get his fingers on. Wondering
now what made him change his mind and come home when he had planned all year not to come …
And then Jackie had called him to supper.
“It’s a fine supper,” the kid said. “Let’s hurry.”
*
Ed cut through the gallberry bushes on the old Negro ball ground, picked up the broad path that led to the
graveyard. Near the African Methodist Episcopal Church clustered a group of girls. Black. Pitch black, most of
them. It made him feel queer. Couldn’t remember feeling that way before he went to Washington. Couldn’t
remember so many pitch-black girls—couldn’t remember color—couldn’t remember getting color on your mind
and not being able to rub it out …
Hopping across the sand road like a jack-rabbit a little somebody in a bright pink waist and black skirt collided
with him, stopped with a stumble of high-heel pumps and a twist of her torso.
“Hi, Mr. City Man.”
He saw a pert face the color of pine cone laughing into his. He saw a full mouth, slender neck, tipped-up
breasts. He saw big laughing eyes that looked as if they would grow solemn any minute, under a hat with three
red roses flopping on it, perched on the side of her head.
“See you later, kid,” he said, and listened with surprised pleasure to her laugh.
“You don eben know ma name,” she giggled.
“It don’t matter,” he whispered, grinned, raised his eyebrow, started on. “I’ll find you,” he called back; laughed
as she switched her little tail in answer and ran toward the titillated cluster of girls. Nice little rumps, hard from
chopping cotton, light, bouncy, India rubber.
“Why, Dessie,” somebody said, “ain’t you shamed?”
“Is I done some’in bad?”
“Is you! You knows you is,” said a jealous voice.
Ed chuckled. Felt good. Walked with old careless rapidity in spite of the heat. Over to the right was the
Evergreen Cemetery. He began to whistle. Stopped. Laughed at the strength of his boyhood habit. Consciously
resumed his whistling. He hadn’t seen Miss Ada. Wonder if she’s crazy as ever. Wonder if she still walks around
in her wedding dress. How she’d scared you once …
*
Under the ancient rows of cedars in front of Miss Ada’s old house, Ed came face to face with Tracy Deen.
Both men stopped short.
“H’lo, Ed.”
Be goddam if you’d call him mister. “H’lo, Tracy.”
“Didn’t know you were in town.”
“Came in yesterday.”
“Here long?”
“Week or so.’
“Still in Washington, I suppose?”
“Still there.” They looked blandly at each other, having exhausted all but one conversational possibility.
“Damn hot weather.”
“You’re right.”
“Well, so long.”
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“S’long.”
Ed’s mouth felt dry and his breath came fast. He stopped, wiped his face, wiped it again. “So,” he whispered.
“So,” his mind echoed.
“So,” three hundred years shouted back at him.
*
He stood at the gate. Wiped his face.
“Non,” he said, and wet his lips. “Non.”
She turned quickly, smiled at her brother. He watched her push her hair off her face, the old gesture; he
watched her swallow as she kept smiling.
“Non, what are you doing!”
“Listening.”
“Listening?”
“The swamp—the night,” she’d always said things like that, “trying to—get—things straight.” Now what did
she mean …
“You can’t get things straight down here!”
Brother and sister stood there, hands on the picket fence. In the dusk Ed’s face was dark, Non’s startlingly
white.
“You’re going back with me. Next week! You hear? To live decently!” Voice pressing like a blade through dirt.
“Like Mama intended you to. Four years in college—and this …”
She did not seem to hear.
Someone far from harbor you may guide across the bar— It sounded as if the tent was full of people tonight
singing …
“I’ve always wanted you. Ought to have taken you back last winter when Mama died. I … Up there you can be
somebody—you can be somebody, Non! You can …” You wanted to say it over and over. You wanted to scream it
in her ears—you wanted to take the words and drive them into her flesh with your bare hands …
Brighten the corner where you …
You kept your voice low and soft.
“Non … you don’t know what you’re doing!” She said,
“Let’s go in. Bess has a sick headache. May need something.”
She turned quickly toward the old house.
*
Bess laid the wet cloth across her eyes. Coolness drove the pain into her neck, gave blessed relief. She must go
get little Jackie. She turned instead, tried to fit her body to the old leather sofa, lay listening to the evening sounds,
knowing them by heart. Sometimes for weeks she did not hear them. Then her mind would grow quiet, like this,
and there they would be. It was like picking up an old tune. Nonnie had notions about swamp sounds, but to Bess
they were like Mama’s picture above the mantel, the old ramshackly house they had lived in all their lives, Pap’s
overalls hanging on a. nail in the closet since his death fifteen years ago. Nail … picture … sounds … things you
hang your life on … fill your life with. Sometimes living seems a quick going from thing to thing to thing to thing
—and then a slow coming back to them.
Into the evening sounds came a deeper note. That voice. Bess sat up. Lay down again. What’s the use!
Sometimes you thought you’d go crazy at the sound, stealing through your life like an old sin you could not name
but felt a guilt for. Talking … What did they have to talk about year in, year out? What did a white man
gallivanting with your sister have to say! Fooling with a nigger gal. That’s what it meant to him. All it meant.
Anybody would know but Non! Anybody! Try to get that girl to see. Try to get her to see anything she didn’t want
to see! It made you almost glad Mama was dead.
Bess took the cloth from her eyes, dropped it in the bowl. From the way the light slanted across Tillie’s picture
she knew the sun had set behind the swamp trees. She could scarcely make out the full-bosomed black silk waist
or its prim high collar, but the face above was clear, honey-colored like her own. Bess looked into Tillie’s eyes.
Only since death had she felt at ease with her mother. Lately she had slipped into the habit of coming to Tillie’s
room, stretching out on the old sofa, looking at that face, until the enlarged tinted photograph had become
something her mother had never been to her. Though it was the same face you would always remember. The same
guarded jaws, full mouth pursed in grim respectability, eyes that could bore through you when you were little. She
must have seen so many things and had not grown scared in the seeing.
Or maybe she had, and her children had not found her fear. Sometimes you wondered how she could have
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helped seeing this thing. Sometimes you almost thought she pulled her old straw hat down on her head and shut
the sight out. Though you knew better.
You’d seen them sitting under the grape arbor … heard voices … you’d seen them walk down the path toward
Aunt Tyse’s cabin. No more. Slivers of memories, sticking in you. Once you had been near them.
*
It was at Aunt Tyse’s old cabin,. when Nonnie was fifteen. Long ago. A laugh drew Bess closer than the path
led, startled, excited. She had been fishing. Grown too big to work out longer she had taken the summer off,
lazying around waiting for Jackie to be born … alone, not lonesome, though Jack was on his Pullman runs and
home so little. She heard that laugh, knew it was Nonnie, though she did not know more. She put down her catch
of fish, crept near the shack. Carefully. Somehow knowing she would see something she must not see.
The cabin seemed empty. She crept nearer, found a crack. Darkness. Again that laugh. In the dim light she
began to see: Non’s face, bleached white against dark walls, hair falling around her shoulders, hands cupping his
face, eyes searching his eyes, blouse loosened until her breasts showed as she knelt on the floor.
Who is it? The question crawled like a slimy thing in her mind until he turned.
That Deen boy. Non mixed up with a white boy!
And how used to him she seemed! As if it’s been going on all her life. Now she leaned down, kissed him,
turned away. A laugh barely creeping over the threshold of sound crashed against Bess’s eardrums. She started to
cry, “Non! You crazy little fool!” and only hushed her mouth by pressing her face against the weather-beaten wall.
When she looked again, his head was in Non’s lap. Her hand rubbing his forehead, slow-moving, easy. Fingers
moving over temple, back of ear, neck. Fingers moving through his hair, lifting it, letting it fall, lifting it. Like
breathing. He was talking. Bess leaned to hear.
“I’ve thought maybe I could do something with machinery—don’t know—what do you think, Non?”
She’d smiled.
“That is one of the things you know so much about. I know so little,” she said, “but it seems right, somehow.”
Lord Iesus—white man come out to a nigger girl to talk about machinery!
“Mother wants me—Dad hopes I’ll be a doctor. Mother wanted me—to be something everybody in the world
would hear about, I think. She’s down on me since I quit college. You down on me too?” She’d lifted a piece of
his black hair, laid it over his eye, her lips moving in that slow half smile.
“You’re not, are you?” Shaking her head. He turned and softly she adjusted her body to his turning.
Why does she look so old? As if she knows all in the world a woman can know about a man …
She stooped and kissed him. He was looking up at her, studying her face, lines easing around his mouth. Heavy
lines for a boy twenty-one, and he must be around that, for he was older than Ed. Studying her face. What did he
see there that he couldn’t take his eyes off! Non was pretty but she wasn’t so pretty that you couldn’t bear to stop
looking.
The old cabin wall was lined with newspapers and now a breeze caught a sheet, pulled it slowly as if a hand
held it. They turned and watched it, and Bess watched too as the slow tearing continued on, on, on, filling the
whole room with the thin cutting sound, until the piece of paper was loosened, fluttered to the floor.
“Don’t like it,” Tracy said. And now they were laughing in that uncontrollable way folks do without cause,
until tears were in their eyes. He caught Non to him.
“Coming back to the machinery business,” after a silence which seemed full of words, “what do you think of
my telling the family I’m going into an automobile factory? And meaning it this time.” He grinned. “Oh I don’t
know if that’s what I want,” he moved restlessly, sliding his fingers along a plank of the floor, up, down.
Bess had seen that hand moving in her dreams sometimes. White, with black hairs across it—touching the dirty
floor, touching her sister.
“We’ll find it,” Non’s voice was deep now, as if it had roots down in a million years of knowing. “We’ll find
exactly what you want to do.”
“Some day?” He laughed, took her hand, rubbed it across his lips. The sun made its way through the halfopened shutter, moved across Non’s face, strippmg off the maturity which had been there in the dim light,
tendering wide full lips, until you knew you were looking at a kid—a fool kid who doesn’t know what she’s
doing! Who hasn't got the faintest notion …
*
Bess found herself running. Mama must do something! She had to do something! And quick! Angered now.
Mama thinking little Biddy so good—well, she’d tell her how good she is! The sneaky little …
Bess had run under the grape arbor and through the back door, to the front porch to wait for her. And as she
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waited she saw her mother in the clearing near the cedar trees, coming from work, walking cautiously on the sides
of her feet to ease her bunions. Once she paused, shifted her bundle from one arm to the other, limped on, took off
her straw hat, fanned her face as she neared the porch, stopped to pick a dead bloom from her spider-lily, paused
once more to examine the front of the old house, puckering lips as eyes moved relentlessly from peeled wall to
peeled wall.
“Some day fo I die, Gawd willin, I’m goin tuh splash it fum top tuh bottom, befo and behin, wid de snowest
white paint I kin lay ma hands on.”
Bess had heard it a hundred times. Tillie eased down on the step.
“Honey, pull yo old ma outen her shoes.”
Bess laid the fish down. knelt beside her mother. She’d tell her now. Tell her of Non’s sly ways.
“We’ll paint it, you and me. maybe, by time little Biddy git married. Ef she gits! She don seem tuh care a speck
fo menfolks.”
Tillie chuckled contentedly. Bess tugged at the shoe.
“Bess, you’s big enough tuh be totin two pairs of twins stid of one. You looks plum lak a little fat sow.”
Tillie laughing in good-natured teasing now until big flat breasts jounced against her body like two old bags.
“Hit must be near yo time, ain’t it?”
The foot was freed from its binding. Tillie sighed in comfort, unmindful of her silence. Bess rubbing hot old
feet, pulling damp stockings off, massaging flesh.
“Wheah’s Nonnie?” her mother gathered up vigilance like a garment dropped off in fatigue.
“Wheah’s Nonnie. Bessie?”
“I sent her back for one of my fishing poles,” Bess said quickly.
“You oughtn’t tuh have done it, so late in the evenin. It’s near black dark. Bessie. Some’in might happen to the
child!”
Bess did not raise her head.
“Things can happen.” Her mother sighed. “Sometimes I think you is outgrowed yo careless ways and then lak
this, yo seems—Sister, you must learn tuh think ahead! I don know what’ll become of you ef you don learn tuh
think.” Tillie sighed again. Bess rubbing toes, each joint.
“I’ll get some water to wash your feet,” she’d whispered. Tillie laid her hand on her daughter’s bowed head.
“You is a good girl, Bessie, ef you was born plum careless—lak your po’ pappy.”
Bess ran quickly up the steps and to the pump, and no one heard the quick sob which the rasping of the pump
drowned out. And Bess herself had been surprised, and not certain why she cried.
*
She had not told. No. And soon Non had gone to Spelman, and then the war came. A war can change anything,
Bess said to herself those years, trying to ease her worry.
But he had come back. God yes … some folks always come back!
Silence out there. He had gone.
A sharp, more urgent sound. Eddie …
You wondered why he had come. Hating Maxwell, hating everything about Maxwell. Last winter at Mama’s
funeral—even then—when he was broken up over that, he’d got upset about Maxwell. What did he expect of
Maxwell? She’d asked him that. What you expect Maxwell to do for you!
Because you’ve had a college education, that doesn’t mean Maxwell wanted you to have it. Remember that,
Eddie! She’d said. Eddie had always hated the place—as if it were somebody. Once when he was sixteen, almost
ready for college, he’d had one of his spells. Sassed Mr. Pusey down at the store. If it had been any other white
man in town, Ed would have landed in the calaboose or chain gang—or worse—for his words. But Mr. Pug Pusey
turned and walked in the store without a word. And later talked to Mama.
“Better get your boy out of town, Tillie,” he’d said, “the boy’s itching for trouble. He’s not a bad boy—just
restless.”
“Like a young billy goat,” Mama said, pursing her lips, and sent Ed out to the Rushtons’ plantation to chop
cotton. “You to chop until you learns yo manners,” she’d told the boy. “No matter what, you learns to get along
wid white folks. Member dat!”
Yes, if you had dared tell her—why hadn’t you? I don’t know … sometimes I don’t know! Bess turned
restlessly. Mama would have done something. She’d have gone to whomever you go to about such doings and
scotched the thing—long ago. There were things Mama wasted no time about.
Once, when they were little, Bess and Ed, Non tagging along, had been in the field hoeing the okra. Mama was
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home from work that day, bothered with her rheumatism. It was so hot that they had flung away their straw hats,
choosing the blaze of the sun to the heat steaming against straw and skin. Sand burning feet but unmindful of it,
Bess and Ed were playing a game, swinging their hoes between the chopping, to a tune they had made up,
clashing the blades against sound, swinging hoes up as they moved down the rows. It was a gay game, and the
heat was forgotten as they twisted their bodies between hoe and song and earth, stepping along. And then by a hill
of squash the next step away lay a big cottonmouth, stretched out go1d-brown-black and shining against the sand,
eyes on them, unmoving.
They turned their song into such a wild scream that their mother had come running. She’d taken Bess’s hoe
and cut that snake to pieces, beating its head to a pulp against the sand, and then beating its body until it was
nothing you could say you knew the name of when she finished with it.
“Hit’s nothin but a cottonmouth,” she’d said, handing the hoe back to her daughter and wiping her face.
“Nothin to go screaming about,” wiping her hands on the corner of her apron.
But her chIldren stood there, a killing in their minds, staring down at it, fitting blood and pulpy flesh back into
the long gold- brown-black skin that had lain there a moment ago, so smooth in its shining length, so threatening,
now gone forever.
Tiliie looked from one half-opened mouth to the other and the other. Followed their eyes to the sand.
“Tain’t nothin but a cottonmouth. Nothin to make such a whoop-doodle over,” using words to take that look
off their faces as she would have used her apron to wipe their noses.
“But they kill folks,” Bess whimpered.
“They can’t kill you efn dey don strike you. Member dat. Jus mind where you puts yo feet. All of you, you
hear?”
Ed had not taken his eyes off the blood and pulp in the sand. He looked up at his mother.
“I woulda kilt it if Bessie had let me,” he said. Wiprng his face now on his sleeve, spitting vigorously.
“You durned little liarl You little old chicken-hearted storyteller. You couldn’t kill a roach. You too scary to kill
a roach even! You too—”
“Bessie! Mind yo manners! And don go calling yo family names!”
Ed turned sullenly from the sound of her voice.
“I just don like dead things,” he said, and deliberately pulled up an okra plant.
“I don like um neider,” little Nonnie quavered.
“Well, I don’t like em neither!” Bess screamed. And now she and Eddie were glaring at each other, hoes raised,
and quickly, hardly knowing why and without taking her eyes off her brother, she gave Non a hard push, toppling
her over in the squash vines.
“Hush yo moufs, all of you! Us Andersons don raise voices. We belong, you hear! Hurt one of us, you hurts us
all. Member dat. Now git to yo hoein!”
But the hoeing seemed hard to get to. For Nonnie had wandered off into the squash rows during the talking and
was bending over a vine, sticking blooms in her hair.
“Look at her, Mama! Pulling all the squash blooms!” Mama, inexplicably, seemed pleased.
“Ain’t she purty as a picture?” Tillie stood there, mouth a little open, lines easing around her eyes. “Bessie,”
she whispered, “ain’t she a purty little sight!”
Bess was finding it hard to breathe.
“Ain’t I pretty a bit?” she squeaked.
“Yes, Bessie,” Mama never took her eyes off the yellow blossoms flopping over Non’s ears, shadowing the
child’s pale face. “You’re real purty. Eddie’s all right too. All my chudren fine, upstanding chudren. But purty is
as purty does. You all member dat!”
The moralist looked her family in the eye. They had stood there in the hot blaze of a summer sun: Tillie and
her children. Squash and okra and tender pea vines and corn and children growing together in the South’s hot
summer, drawing their life from its dark soil. A wind came out of the swamp, slapping young stalks of cane
together, bending corn tassels, ruffling big squash leaves, plumping a tomato to the ground, cooling hot faces; as
quickly left them to their quiet growing. And Tillie’s children looking up into the brown strong sweating face
above them, listening to her words, thrust their roots more firmly into that soil out of which they had come.
“Now, Eddie, git yo hoe an help yo sister. And next time you all sees a snake, go atter it. Don come callin me.
An next time you wants to holler at each other you to stop still. You hear? You to stop and swallow your spit five
times, you hear? And you ain to say it! Whatever hit is, you ain to say it! Nonnie, come out of dat brilin sun. You
is too little to set out in the sun all day. Come along.”
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And Tillie had turned toward the old house, planting each foot firmly on the deep warm earth, pressing every
gram of sand in place. You’d felt it wouldn’t dare move, not one little grain would dare, after Mama had put her
foot down. But you had dared hiss, too low for her to hear,
“Throw dat squash bloom away!” You’d put a threat in your voice which Non’s ears heard.
“Chunk it down!”
Bess remembered to this day the way Non had turned and looked at her, chin shaking, eyes swimming in tears,
making no sound. Slowly she took the blossoms out of her hair, chunked them to the ground, ran down the field
after her mother. Bess had watched Non’s slim heels prick the soft sand furrows and the scrawny tendons move in
the back of her knees as she ran, until the glare of midday blended them with the light and the field. And then in
puzzled misery she and Ed slowly picked up hoes, went back to their weeding.
If she had dared tell Tillie, she would have taken a hoe and driven that white boy plumb out of their lives. And
would have done it in the right way, minding her manners in the doing. …
1920
149.116 The Apostate\fn{by Lillian Barnard Gilkes (1902-1977)} Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida, U.S.A. (F) 10
The autobus was to start from the Piazza Venezia at two o’clock sharp. Thomas took out his watch.
“Seven minutes yet!” The plain, practical face of Sarah sitting beside him in the bus bloomed out in a proud
smile.
“Danny got us here in plenty of time-he said we ought not to hurry.”
“Uh-huh.”
But Thomas wished they hadn’t been ahead of time. He reached for his handkerchief and mopped his bald
forehead which still had a few briary gray hairs roosting there, and then he wiped round his collar which had
wilted during luncheon. After that he flung on his hat—a gesture to let the world know it was time to be moving
on. But the driver was nowhere in sight.
Two young ladies in the party wanted to know what the building was across the street, with all those naked
figures leaning over the fountain and a thing like a summer-house perched at the top of the steps. Danny could tell
them, Sarah thought—if they really wanted to know. Danny knew everything about Rome. He was studious like
that from a little chap—and every bit as good as an encyclopredia. My, but a delicate boy! She could smile now to
think how scared she’d been about him, but she thought she would never raise him. Feeling so thankful he had
been spared to them—she couldn’t help it, whenever she thought of that time—she leaned toward the young
ladies and said pleasantly,
“It’s dreadfully warm, isn’t it!”
“Something fierce!” Thomas said “Whew!” and hit his knee with the brim of his straw hat.
”Are you staying long in Rome?” The young ladies said they wanted to get out of that heat. And they didn’t
care for the Italian cooking.
Everything has its disadvantages, of course—even when dreams surprisingly turn into facts. Sarah and Thomas
had saved to take this trip, to come over and see Danny. In anticipation they had dwelled on it as some astounding
climax of their lives, a rich holiday conferred by the same goodness of fortune that gave them their splendid son.
Now they actually were having the time of their lives. But travelling is not so easy—not what it seems when you
are sitting on your own verandah. Sarah had never known how tired she could get, which proved she was getting
old. Especially her feet—how they did ache, the whole time! And she had expected Rome, somehow, would be
much bigger and grander than it was. But it was all so different from New England—the scenery, the lovely
gardens—wasn’t it just like a dream to be here with Danny? Thinking of this, she felt distressed to hear people
complain about the food.
“We have been here three days and we’ve seen pretty nearly everything. It’s wonderful how much you can do,
when you’ve got some one to take you around! Our son knows all the places—he’s at one of the seminaries. We
came over to see him, but tomorrow we’ve got to take the train—”
She broke off. She would not think about taking the train tomorrow. She would have the courage to be happy
for Danny’s sake, every minute of the time nqw. Surely, yes—for they would have this wonderful time to look
back on, she and Thomas—
A man shoved a tray of souvenirs in through the window of the bus, and stepping on the running-board he put
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his head inside after the tray.
“Post-card, souvenir—ten lire, signora. Real coral!” He held up a chain, and fondling the beads, let them drip
through the fingers of his other hand. “Very cheap!”
Sarah hesitated. She had never seen so much to buy as there was in Rome—everything from beads to the bones
of martyrs and the peace of heaven after you were dead. Sacrilegious, that was—but you couldn’t tell about these
foreigners. And she did love beads! At home, she wouldn’t have dared spe.nd money like this. She looked from
the beads to the man, and saw Danny coming back with the tickets. He waved the tickets in front of him and said
very firmly,
“Don’t take any more of those things—you’ve got enough, I think—”
“No, thank you,” she told the man. “No, I don’t want anything.” Danny waved the man away, and climbed into
the bus.
“Here,” said Thomas, moving over. “Sit between us, boy.”
“You have to be sharp with those fellows—they’ll do you if they can!” Danny was smiling, but he sounded
terribly serious. “The Italians have got a mean streak in them that way—hard after the dollar, you know. Well,
we’ll be off in a minute now.”
Sure enough, the driver strolled out of a tobacco shop and cranked up the bus. The conductor on the driver’s
seat turned round to count the heads. The bus rolled out of the Piazza.
“For Pete’s sake!” One of the young ladies pointed out of the window. “Look at all those cats!”
Sarah looked. And Thomas stared as if he saw, that instant, the ghost of a Roman emperor, clad in the toga and
waving the imperial sceptre, spring out of the stones and order him to be flung to the lions. In a long rectangular
space, fifteen or twenty feet below the street level—why, there must have been a hundred cats! Pink oleanders
bloomed against the walls of the enclosure, and whole families of cats dozed in the shade of them. Some, going
apart from the crowd, stalked with tremendous feline indifference across the sun-beaten area; others reclined in
narrow strips of shade made by fallen capitals.
“Well, I never!” Sarah gasped.
As the bus curved past the place, she caught sight of a battle in progress over in one.corner. A black midget
advanced and bowed its back at an orange tiger, and lifting one paw, planted a swat on the jaw of its yellow
enemy.
“How do they get out of there?” Thomas wanted to know. “Too high to jump, I should think.” Danny was
feeling self-conscious, very much annoyed because the young women were listening.
“We’ve just left Trajan’s Forum behind.” He leaned forward, raising his voice, and his manner instantly
became a reproof to the two girls for their common behavior. ..
“The Romans, you know, put those forums—fora, rather—all over the city. The emperors did it to impress the
people, and each emperor tried to do something more elaborate than the last man. The column in the centre used
to have at the top a statue of the Emperor Trajan, but about twenty-five years ago, when they started to excavate
Trajan’s Forum, the Pope had a statue of Saint Paul put there. The cats occupy the forum now. They are protected
there, people feed them—and they never go out. It’s quite an accepted fact, the cats in Trajan’s Forum—one of the
landmarks of Rome. You find that kind of thing quite often in this country. Simple-hearted people, the Italians,
you know—just like children!”
“Oh, yes,” said Thomas. “Oh, sure!”
Sarah nodded her head. But neither of them quite took it in. They listened attentively to all Danny told them
about the customs of Italy, and while they hung on every word their minds were on something else. What did they
know of the contents of books? They were old folks. But their son was a great student. Look where his application
and learning had gotten him—and he’d go right on up to the top!
But if only he were somewhere nearer home—not with an ocean between. It took so long for letters to get to
America. Sarah would feel better about it all if he were just where she could look after him, to see that he got
enough good food and plenty of sleep. He neglected himself so. Why, when he got with a book he’d sit up till all
hours—and many a time it was broad daylight when she found him, still reading. She thought he looked peaked,
dreadfully thin, and so—so sort of hollow-eyed. He was so nervous—he seemed excited all of the time. It wasn’t
natural. While he was talking his eyes shone, a flush came on his face—and he had a feverish unnatural look, as
though something were burning him up inside. When he thought he wasn’t watched he would go quite limp,
staring in front of him at nothing.
She had seen that look—that queer strained look on his face—as they leaned out of the train window in the
station and saw him coming along the platform. It had gone right to her heart. She turned round to find Thomas
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and gave a cry of fear.
“Oh, he’s sick! Thomas, look—oh, what’s the matter with him?”
“Looks a bit seedy,” Thomas agreed with her. But as soon as she had kissed him, when she felt his arms come
around her in a loving embrace she forgot everything else in the one fact—the thrilling, comforting fact that she
had him back again and he was her own boy. Then she stole a long look at him and tried to make her question
sound matter-of-fact.
“Are you all right, Danny? Do you feel well?”
And right away he was on edge, impatient of her worrying about him.
“Why, of course, mother—you aren’t going to be silly about my health!”
But his white face, his eyes like burnt shadows—they hurt her to see. She couldn’t put that stretched look out
of her mind.
*
The bus crept out of a winding black street where the houses almost met overhead, and the Colosseum stood
up grandly before them. Danny told them about the great theatre that held eighty thousand people, pointing out
the emperor’s box, explaining how on the days of the great shows a canvas awning was stretched overhead to
protect the spectators from the sun. Thomas said,
“Some size!”
“Right! When you think of such things—”
Danny paused, emotion stopping his thought. The pagan monuments exercised a fascination his vulnerable
mind could not resist, though he knew them to have been reared in abomination. For the symbolism of the
Christian victory was here—spirit over flesh, the Empire of Christ, the Holy Church triumphant in the seat of the
heathen gods. His mind was tuned in symbols.
What was it? Seeing his abstraction, the question began to beat again in Sarah’s mind. What was the matter
with him? Why, when he spoke like that—in that tranced voice—did he seem so changed? Not her son any more,
but some grave stranger whom she was in awe of.
“It’s very chastening,” he went on. “There’s a great lesson for us in modern times—not to let our corrupt pride
carry us too far. The vanity of the Roman builders—ah, but think of the American skyscrapers!”
Beside the Arch of Constantine the bus stopped for two priests to get on. One was a young man, with a lean
strong body and faded blue eyes that made his sallow face look tarnished. He was wearing a black gown and a
little hard flat hat, and his finger-nails were bitten off and dirty. The other, in plain black clothes, had a rosary
hung round his neck. He bowed to the people in the bus. His appearance was quite ordinary, but as he seated
himself every one turned to look at him—feeling, no doubt, that it would be a bad thing to come into conflict with
a man whose eye emitted such a cool and cunning beam. His self-possession, that was almost insolence, would
make people afraid of his will. He spoke in English to his companion; and as he talked, there came on his face a
look of sarcastic but not unfriendly amusement.
Staring past the priests, Thomas sighed and forgot he was in Rome. A long aisle of backward-turning years
unrolled before him—that aisle of time down which he and Sarah had walked hand in hand, starting from their
courtship and taking them past the few scattered milestones that humped above the uneventful level of their
mingled lives.
The first mile-stone, quite near the starting- place, was a grave—the dim mound which held the sad little ghost
that had flown away from them so soon after it put on mortal flesh. The next mile-stone was Danny’s birth.
Thomas stared out of the window at the smooth brown foreground of the Roman Campagna, from which a
haze of dust rose up to the sky making the road and the distance one, and an old vexation troubled him again. Too
bad the boy had mixed himself up with the Roman Catholics! None of that in his family, or Sarah’s. Plain
Protestant folks on both sides, right back to Plymouth Rock. Unaccountable where the boy got it from! But he was
always deep. There was something dead earnest about him, some quality that seemed to lift him up and put him
out of reach. He said it was his faith. Well …
Another mile-stone loomed on the smooth horizon of his past, and Thomas heard Sarah’s voice calling him to
come into the front parlor. Like the majority of village front parlors this was an ungracious room, frigid and tidy,
as becomes the apartment dedicated to unused and useless possessions. But somehow, the parlor had seemed the
right place to discuss this thing. He walked in and found Sarah standing in the middle of the room.
“Look here!”
She spoke queerly. And then she showed him a crucifix and a rosary she had found in Danny’s things when she
was looking for his socks to mend. They looked at each other, voiceless. And Sarah said after a bit,
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“Well, what do you make of this?”
But he could only gape at her: “What do you? …” Then he burst out,
“Good Lord! How long do you suppose … he’s had those things in the house?” She answered, as full of
incredulity,
“I’m sure I don’t know!”
Again their looks met over the question neither spoke: what’s come over him? If Danny had turned himself
into a Chocktaw Indian, or a sun-worshipping heathen, it could not have been a harder thing to understand. When
Thomas found his voice, light broke over the dark upheaval of his mind.
“Sarah, this means—it means he’s got another religion—he doesn’t believe as we do! The realization burnt like
flame. ”He’s got hold of some nonsense—!” he shouted in his dismay.
“Sh-sh!” Sarah shook him by the arm; her touch steadied him a little. “Let him alone, Thomas. You know you
can’t force him—you won’t do any good …”
Ah, he felt very baffied and miserable then. Not in the boy’s confidence at all. But Sarah was right—you
couldn’t force him. He wouldn’t give in.
*
There was a bump. Hey! Thomas was flung hard against the invisible angularities of the young woman next to
him. The bus had stopped.
A gabbling confusion quickly arose, all on account of a goat in the road. The goat which was being driven by a
peasant woman stood boldly in the way, its legs spread apart, immovable and baffiing, while a bitter altercation in
impassioned Italian raged between the driver and the peasant woman concerning the right to advance. When at
length the mischievous animal was induced to budge a trifle to one side, so the bus could pass, it appeared that
defendant and plaintiff both were equally vindicated.
Thomas grinned. By Jake, that animal got the best of it—you couldn’t turn a goat from his fixed intention!
Why, that goat made him feel at home in Italy. Now who would have expected that? Here he was, and Sarah, in
this foreign land—and Danny showing them the sights like the king’s agent. No, it would be the Pope’s. Well, he
guessed it was all right. Danny was a good boy, and no notions about incense and the rest of it could unsettle that.
Never had given them any trouble or anxiety about—about a young man’s difficulties—oh, nothing like that!
Thomas, smiling at such a thought, felt a glow like a warm perspiration coming out all over him. That boy would
make good—and his dad would stand by him, sure!
“Say, what’s that over there?” He asked the question without interest in knowing, but because—well, he was
proud of the boy. Liked to hear him talk.
Danny said there were ruins like those everywhere in the teeming vicinity of Rome. You couldn’t step but you
came upon a bit of wall, or a piece of the aqueduct.
“The things tourists come to see—putting post-card atmosphere before the eternal spirit—the spirit of the
Christian martyrs! Yes, people go abroad to look at architecture—but how little interest they take in the first
monuments of our faith, which are as ancient—as ancient as the monuments of the Roman Forum!”
“Ah! But remember”—the dark-eyed priest had been listening—“the stone of our monuments came off the
pagan temples—a most regrettable fact—”
“Oh, if you look at it that way!”
Danny was suddenly very angry. What right had this fellow to challenge him? He turned on the priest, hating
him and feeling that the spirit of the martyrs had somehow been impugned.
“I should call that being disloyal to the Church!”
“Some of us think differently—”
“There can be no difference of opinion touching the Church’s infallibility!”
Thomas looked at Sarah, and she looked at him. He said “Gosh!” under his breath. And she felt as if she were
waiting for a fire-cracker to go off. She didn’t know what they were arguing about, but for strangers to quarrel—
churchmen too! Danny used not to be like that—so touchy and ready to fly off the handle. It was—it must be
because he wasn’t well.
“If you are discussing doctrine”—the priest spoke in a quiet, slow voice—“that’s a different matter—quite.
Church doctrine must be held infallible—only so can discipline be maintained within the ecclesiastical
organization. But I’m not here as a churchman now—I’m on a holiday—you see, I’m not speaking from the
ecclesiastical point of view. And”—he added with a queer smile—“as a spectator—a tourist—I probably have
some feelings in common with the layman.”
“Well,” said Danny, shocked quite beyond discretion, “if you mean that you hold private convictions contrary
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to the Church’s teaching, that’s very serious—that makes you a hypocrite!”
“Oh, not necessarily!” The priest laughed.
“But you believe in compromise—”
“Naturally. And don’t you? Is not the Church’s history a record of judicious and enlightened compromise?
Indeed, how are you going to bring the masses of erring mankind to the faith and keep them there if you do not
compromise with human weakness?” Still smiling, he turned to Thomas and said very cordially,
“If it’s of interest to you—the ruin you were asking about is what’s left of a house where Saint Gregory—that
was Gregory the Great—lived as a monk. As a pope, too, he taught there, They’ve got a table there now of the
second century—just think of that!—from which Saint Gregory gave food to the poor.”
“You don’t say!” Thomas was astounded, But—if the table had hung on that long, the saint hadn’t. He
wondered if they had got any of his whiskers and fingernails around anywhere,
“It would be worth your while to make another trip out here and go into that house—”
“Oh, I’m sure!”
Sarah was extremely relieved to find something she could agree with, If the argument were begun again it
would become a quarrel and this time, surely, something terrible would happen, Obscurely, she felt that Danny
was in the wrong and she wanted to protect him, to rescue his dignity for him, if he would not himself.
Apologizing, she added,
“But I’m afraid there isn’t time—”
“Oh! Well, there never is—nobody ever has time enough in Rome.
*
Really he means well, she thought. But remembering that they were leaving tomorrow, suddenly home seemed
terribly far away. Would they ever reach home again? She tried to picture home and, strangely, she could form no
image of her accustomed life. It seemed incalculably remote—more distant, even, than that foreign destination
they could not imagine, when she and Thomas boarded the giant ship that was to take them to the other side of the
world! Nonsense! Home was right there where it had always been—it wouldn’t have walked away in their
absence! But she felt afraid—of what, she did not know. And now she did not want to visit the Catacombs or do
any more of the fatiguing things people do in Rome. They had not come all that journey across the ocean to look
at Roman relics or at churches the Christians had built.
They had come to see their son. The time was going—all but a few hours gone—and they had seen hardly
anything of him. There was so much to do, and he wouldn’t have them miss anything. But—why, they had not
had a real good talk together yet! And tomorrow—tomorrow they must say good-by to Danny. Why, why was it
so? Her health was good, but you never know—she might die without ever seeing her son again. And now that
dry landscape out there—the Appian Way—though the sun was shining full on it, seemed to go under a shadow
which made it monstrous and alien and ugly; and hot as the temperature was, she shivered looking at it.
Danny was staring angrily out of the window. The priest, with a peculiar crafty smile on his face, continued
talking to Sarah.
“I walked out here the other day in the early morning,” he said with a wave of his hand toward the road. “The
sun was just coming up and we walked along in the glow of the sky. Bare-footed, you know—I thought of the
martyrs! We had an archbishop along with us”—he said that as you might have said, ‘We had Johnny along with
us.’—“you know, it’s very pleasant at that hour. Several of us were going out to say a mass in the Catacombs and
we all walked along singing hymns—bare-footed,” He laughed. “Just like the martyrs!”
The bus stopped in front of a plain little church with a dusty white plaster façade. Danny said they were to get
out and go inside. Sarah was glad he gave her his arm to lean on, for she had not even yet got over the nervous
feeling she had about going into Catholic churches. Not that she expected anything dreadful to happen—of course
not! But she felt as though God were watching her.
Inside the church it smelled of wax and garlic. The white walls looked strange, though they were ordinary; but
the candles burning in bright clusters warmed them and hid their squalor. The uneasiness that troubled Sarah
increased as she glanced about. The sight of a woman with a pinched sorrowful face, dressed in black and
kneeling before one of the shrines, affected her with a kind of shock. She was used to making her su pplications to
God in the decent privacy of a church pew, and she thought she never could. get used to the foreigner’s ways of
worshipping and love-making in public, not even if she lived over here. When she saw Danny go down on his
knees and make the sign of the cross she began to tremble queerly. A nameless emotion burst from her heart and
she wanted to cry out,
“My son! O my son!”
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Thomas came and stood close to her, and she put her hand in his. The bus conductor came in, followed by the
rest of the party, and when he had got them all around him he began to speak an oration about the church. The
priest who had talked to her in the bus was standing in the group, and she saw him turn away with a shrug, as
much as to say, “That’s all nonsense!”
“Come this way!” Danny called to them.
He took hold of Sarah’s arm and Thomas’s other one, and walking between them guided them to a spot where
there was a little iron cross standing up in the stone floor.
“Look!” he said, pointing to the floor.
They both looked, and saw the perfect imprint of a human foot graven in the stone.
“You know the story?” Danny asked, looking from one to the other. “This is where Our Lord met Peter as He
was going out from Rome, and that is the spot where He stood. There you see His footprints—there are two of
them, one a little fainter—left behind in the stone. Of course you can believe it or not—as you like. But there is
the proof! Can you stand on a piece of granite in your bare feet and make an impression like that? Of course not! I
say there’s no question about it—it’s a fact that can’t be denied. Peter said to Our Lord, ‘ Quo vadis? Quo vadis—
where are you going?’ And Our Lord replied, ‘I’m going forth to suffer again because thou art going away from
Rome …”
Sarah bent forward to see. Thomas exclaimed, “Humph! Well!” Hand in hand they stood together in wonder,
gazing down at the divine mark.
“Quo vadis—where are you going?” Danny repeated it like a chant, like an invocation. It seemed to Sarah his
voice sang with a passionate tenderness that smote her strangely; and Thomas stood ill at ease, fingering his hat.
“There it is, you see—you’d better kiss it before you go …”
“Yes—oh, yes!” she cried, too much moved to say more. Thomas murmured, “Oh, sure!”
Danny knelt down and touched his lips to the stone. Dismayed, she clung tighter to Thomas’s hand—and while
her son stood by, whipping her on with his unbending will, impeded by her stoutness she stooped and did as he
commanded her. Thomas came down stiffly on one knee beside her.
*
Out-of-doors the sun was bright, too bright—it made black spots come before Sarah’s eyes. Thomas blinked
and rubbed his. The priest who had argued before got into the bus beside him, and remarked,
“Of course, that’s not an article of dogma—it’s a tradition. But it could have been. He could have done it—He
might even have done it deliberately. Over here I have seen many things I never expected to see. A piece of the
true cross, a fragment of the cross of the good thief—three of the nails from the cross of Our Lord, and two thorns
…”
It was all very marvellous. Thomas agreed with the priest. But you couldn’t be sure it was true unless you had
faith. His own faith didn’t cover quite as much as that—not by a good deal! But what was that fellow always
putting in his oar for? He didn’t exactly trust ’em, those priests.
A monk in a brown robe, sandals on his bare feet, led them through the Catacombs. He was an old man and he
had a wan sad face, and a long gray beard which gave him an early Christian appearance. Now and then when he
was speaking, his voice would die away and he seemed to forget what he was saying, but his dreaming eyes
looked to be full of memories. He addressed everything he said to Danny. Sarah and Thomas didn’t mind that—
didn’t mind not understanding. Danny translated everything promptly, and it made them feel pleased and proud to
hear him reply to the monk in Italian.
It was chilly in the passages, and black dark. The brother handed them each a wax taper to light their way.
When they came to the place where the infants had been entombed in the rock wall, Sarah was suddenly
overcome with misery and panic at the thought of how little they were to suffer in that grim place. And she asked
herself, how could people do the cruel, wicked things the Romans had done? Once they heard voices ahead of
them and saw the tapers of another party moving up through the gloom, a poor little glow bobbing about
precariously in the choking dark. Presently the corridor broadened out into a chamber where, in a recess behind a
grill, several candles were burning on an altar that held some bits of vestments under glass. The candles shed their
yellow light upon a woman’s figure, on a bier in front of the altar. The face frozen in youthful innocence seemed
moulded of moonlight, an expression rapt of the moon lying like frost upon the marbled features, the high arched
nose thinned and sculptured by death.
“Oh!” Sarah drew back, uttering a soft scream.
“It’s all right—nothing to be afraid of,” said Danny, genuflecting and crossing himself. “That’s only a plaster
cast.”
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Thomas coughed in relieved embarrassment. Fearfully they went up to the bier and looked into the face. It
seemed impossible even yet that the likeness of martyred flesh was plaster, the cold moon-color of the features
but the reflection of candle-light in a hollow cave. This was the tomb of Saint Cecelia.
Holding his taper high to throw the light farther, Danny told them the story of Saint Cecelia—how she was the
daughter of a Roman noble family and was betrothed by her heathen parents to a Roman youth named Valerian,
and how, filled with her influence, her parents became Christians and Valerian suffered martyrdom. Danny’s eyes
were lit with a strange dark fire, and as he related the frightful defamations to which the beautiful body of Saint
Cecelia was subjected his voice rang with a fervor that seemed to lift him to some tremendous climax of
transcendent feeling. One could believe that his own veins took fire with the agony and the rapture of the Roman
girl’s martyrdom.
“She was just a slip of a girl! Frail, and lovely, and afraid—afraid of the soldiers.”
With a swift movement he raised his hands; the knuckles showed white.
“They must have torn her white flesh—they probably violated her …” His body tense, he seemed about to
throw himself forward upon some invisible form. His face was very pale. Then he took a step backward and
dropped his hands.
“Just a slip of a girl …”
“For a long time—a great many ages,” he went on with the story, “her body was lost. It disappeared and
couldn’t be found. But finally it was recovered, and then”—he lowered his voice significantly—“it was found to
be absolutely uncorrupted—absolutely uncorrupted!” The word “uncorrupted” had a pulpy sound as he uttered it,
as if it came from under his tongue. And he repeated it with a kind of joy, as though it signified for him a supreme
and secret ecstasy.
His voice pealing forth in the weird dusk woke an old echo in Sarah’s heart. Strange, how familiar! And then
she remembered those tones—Thomas, in the days of their courtship, had used them speaking to her of love.
Momentarily her youth returned upon her, and a warm flush streamed down her throat under the neck of her dress.
Love had seemed, such a horrifying thing. But there are things in life that don’t seem real or right until you have
accepted them, and then you wonder how they could have been anything but natural.
A wild excitement shone in Danny’s eyes, and his face—so pale—made her again afraid for him. He lived too
much on his nerves—ah, that was it!—and too much alone. Some way it injures folks to have too much of one
thing, be it religion, getting rich, or love. As a boy he was restless, in the house and out—he couldn’t settle to
anything. And Thomas was strict with him—wouldn’t have him dawdling about when there was work to do. Once
she had found him out in the barn, sitting humped over on the stool beside the cow he had been milking—the cow
switching her tail, disgruntled, and rumbling to herself; the milk pail standing only a quarter full. He’d been
crying …
“What is it? What trouble have you got, my son?”
She did not often show feeling. But the sight of his distress afflicted her keenly. She folded her arms around
him, half lifting him from the stool; and for an instant he laid his face against her bosom. In silence they stayed so,
his head pressed in to her shoulder; and it seemed her very self that she held there clasped in a tight embrace, her
separate flesh united mysteriously with his, melted in compassionate love. The mare began munching straw in the
next stall, and as though that external sound put an end to their communion, a single sob burst from him—an
uncouth, terrifying sound.
“Oh, mother—I want something—I don’t know what!”
And she never knew, either, what that desire was. But she remembered she, too, once had felt a yearning after
something, nameless and unattainable. The feeling was gone before she could identify it, displaced by other
feelings; for then she met Thomas and married him.
She drew her breath in a deep, slow sigh. That instant she felt a touch of heartburn. It must be the heat—and all
this going—she wasn’t used to it. She reached in her hand-bag for her little bottle of soda-mints, and poured a
heap of the tablets into her palm. Swallowing one, she put the others back and corked up the bottle again. Danny
motioned to the brother, and led the way out of the dusk-filled chamber again into swallowing darkness.
“Better go along now! You can spend all sorts of time in these places, but you’ve got to pack.”
They groped through black corridors, airless and dank, and inhospitable as a grave. Sarah was afraid of falling.
Danny held her arm, but she stumbled several times before they got outside. They had a moment to wait for the
bus. An ancient vehicle it was, and subject to spasms of exploding noise. They bumped forward, nearly thrown off
the seats, a cloud of dust kicked up behind which whitened the grass along the edges of the road. Then the bus
took a run of speed, like a young horse going to take a hurdle. But the leap didn’t come, and presently they drew
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up outside a trattoria. The driver got down to get himself a drink. Danny asked if they wouldn’t like something.
“Water—or lemonade?”
“Anything’ll suit me, so it’s wet,” Thomas declared. “I never was so plumb dry in my life.”
“Lemonade’s good to quench thirst,” Sarah said. “That’s what I’ll have.”
“Make it three, then. Hey! Wait a minute—” Thomas grabbed in his pocket for some coins.
“Oh, that’s all right,” Danny started off. But Thomas wouldn’t allow it.
“You’re crazy, boy—keep your money!” In a minute Danny came back and announced,
“He wants a lira each—I think it’s too much.” But Thomas laughed. Out of a great guffaw he said,
“Sure, go ahead—I guess a nickel won’t break me up!” Still chuckling, when Danny had gone he turned to
Sarah. “What do you think of that!”
She shook her head, smiling. But she knew. She knew it was because he didn’t have the money to spend.
Regret- fully, she tried to remember whether they had let him pay any of the admissions to the places he had taken
them. She hoped not, but she couldn’t be sure. He was so quick at attending to things. She guessed Thomas could
spare a bit of money to leave with him—five dollars or so would at least buy him some warm gloves for the
winter. He used to suffer because his hands got so cold. And people said it was a disagreeable climate in Rome in
the wintertime—the dampness was the thing.
“He’s learned a thing or two. He’s learned how to hold on to his money, all right! He’ll get along!”
They exchanged glances, their faces softly aglow with admiration of his shining qualities. Their splendid son!
Then Thomas’s countenance turned sober.
“Say—do you suppose they give ’em enough to eat in that place?”
“What place?”
“I’m talking about that seminary!” He didn’t know why he was suddenly angry. But he thought she knew—
well enough—what place he meant. “You know, these Catholics are great on fasting—I thought, maybe …:”
She had the same thought. Maybe, in the interests of piety, his body was not being cared for.
Danny came out of the trattoria carrying the lemonades, straws sticking up in the glasses. But there were only
two.
“Where’s yours?” Thomas asked quickly.
“Thanks, I’m not going to take any—I had some water inside. Here’s your change—”
“I don’t want it.”
“It’s your change, Father—”
“I said I don’t want it!” He was shouting now. “Don’t give me any more of that tin money!” In his impatience
he struck Danny’s hand that held the money, knocking a two-lira piece to the ground. It jingled on the pavement.
“Lot of foolishness!” he muttered under his breath.
Danny stooped and picked up the two-lira piece, and dropped it carefully into his pocket.
*
The Roman dusk was coming down—the rich, fanciful, gold-brown dusk that spreads over the darkening olive
trees a mauve obscurity and blackens the pines, stooping gaunt on the yellow rim of eternity. Swallows were
going to and fro overhead, dashing against the eaves and dropping their faint twitterings.
Danny leaned back, sucking air into his lungs. There was a pain in his chest. He drew his lips into a rigid, tight
line to stop the pain. Words came into his mind—‘the Power and the qlory’—and he felt them in his blood like a
canticle. He looked away at the Sabine Hills, loping along with the motion of the bus like a procession of gray
rabbits on the horizon, hopping one behind another endlessly; and he grew aware of an exultation in his soul,
concocted of some subtle chemistry of atmosphere. Something acrid and sharp, yet sweetly disturbing. He often
felt that at this hour, in Rome. He felt as if his naked body were enveloped in a burning, transfiguring light. To be
near that light, seared and uplifted by it forever, was the utmost desire of his soul.
He remembered his childhood, that wintry time of toil spent in a harsh endeavor to make the earth give up its
fruits. And he recoiled from the memory as he had done from the haunted emptiness of the life he had had to lead.
He saw himself a small boy in patched overalls, going unwillingly between the new furrows to drop in the seed.
How bitterly then he had felt the binding village horizon shut down upon his straining spirit like some immense
lid screwed down from the sky! Beyond that horizon he had thought there must be a place where it was possible
to gain the things his mind visioned as so richly desirable—splendor and power and ceremony, and the purity of
God. The books he read, though not many, were as wings that admitted him to the huge inviting realm encircling
the mean restricted world he moved in. He read them lying up aloft in the hay, in moments filched from the chores
—books about the missionaries of God who converted idolaters and kings. When no one was by he used to take
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them from the shelf in the kitchen that was between the brass clock and the heavy Bible which stood uptilted,
clasped in a metal holder, feeling queerly ashamed to publish his preoccupation with the mysteries of the soul. His
parents, in their simple devout minds, at first had seemed pleased with his interest in unworldly subjects; but soon
they perceived in such things an encouragement to idleness, and commanded him to leave books alone except on
Sundays. He felt the privacy of his soul ruthlessly invaded when his father ascended to the hay-loft and
discovered him reading on a week-day. From negligence he had let the pigs get into the beans and banquet, to
their agony and his humiliation, upon four superb rows of Kentucky Wonders. It was the one time in his life his
father had laid a hand on him, but the memory of it still was obsessianally horrifying. He had but to turn and walk
away and his father, a physically small man though wiry, would not have been able to use force on him. But some
other subtler, inexplicable force rendered him powerless to defy his father; and so he stood up and let himself be
whipped.
Mysterious power that the physical personality wields over minds in conflict! But he had broken out of that
bondage. The day that Father Connolly came into his life he had ceased to feel himself in subjection to any
authority outside himself, save only Divine Authority. A lad of seventeen he was then, and the priest came
walking around a bend in the road. He marched up to Danny—on his way into town with the calf to be sold—and
inquired how far it was to a place called Quimby. He had never heard of Quimby nor any such place, but he
offered the priest a lift into town—and it was just like taking a ride with his destiny beside him! A magisterial,
inspired man was Father Connolly, possessed of an eloquence that could conquer anything. A stranger apparition
than a figure of a Roman priest was hardly to be found upon a New England highway. But out of oddities and
strangeness have sprung many of God’s most cunning miracles—what is incredible to heretics and blind men is to
the man of faith the most immaculate, the only true reality. When the priest went away he left with him a crucifix
and a breviary.
He saw ahead now the city coming into view, its domes phantasmagorial in the dusk. Watching the houses
grow upon the skyline, he felt that the memory of his childhood stirred in him nothing but a sense of bitter
alienation. He turned and looked at the old man sitting beside him, dressed in out-moded clothes of some thick
material and having about him a scrubby, formal, old-fashioned gentility; and he felt strange to his own flesh and
blood in his parents. What was it, he asked himself, that divided flesh from flesh? What made the difference?
What had opened this immeasurable gulf between their lives and his, between their passions and his passions? He
did not know. He only knew he would be glad to be alone again when his parents had gone from Rome—quite
alone. It was distracting, the obligation to look after the old people and find them entertainment. Their mute
boundless affection, which he felt unable to reciprocate, was burdensome.
“Look here!” His father’s voice dropped into his thought like a stone falling into a still pool; and with the
sound in his ears his broken thought went rippling and curveting away to the covert quarters of his mind. He
answered,
“What?”
*
Thomas had been nerving himself to put a question; but now that he had it on the end of his tongue he didn’t
know what to do with it. He wished he might fling it away somewhere, where it wouldn’t be found. All the same,
he wanted to know for sure. Sarah and he had tackled it in secret. He cleared his throat and went for it now,
adopting a voice that proclaimed him the head of the family.
“Er—ah—you’ve been three years over here. I suppose you’ll be getting through soon and coming home?”
Danny turned, instantly resenting it that his father should use such a tone with him. As though he were a lad in
college! Then it flashed through his mind that the old man probably meant this as a slight to his religion. They
never would learn not to bring up that subject. He was sorry if it was painful to them, but he didn’t see how he
could help it. He was not going to discuss his faith with them. He thought what his faith was to him, and he
wondered at other people’s weak beliefs.
In that moment, he felt his isolation acutely. He could not live in his own country, and he was out of sympathy
with his time. An exile, lost out of time, stranded among a race of aliens who were hostile to him—his soul was
swept by nostalgic passions that resisted human ties. He felt as though a wintry blast, cold and lonely, had rushed
at the windows of his spirit. He knew himself cut off. Then it struck him that such had always been the lot of the
Church’s people, to be reviled and misunderstood.
And all at once his feeling changed; he felt uplifted again, exhilarated by pride and resistance and a passionate
self-assurance. His soul was as a medireval garrison having contempt for the besieging enemy, exulting
confidently in the power behind four walls to endure forever. He felt that he understood his destiny, that his
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personal relation to destiny was a secret matter between him and his Creator, and he was even glad that others
understood it not—scornfully glad to be alone as he was, because it gave him a superior strength. His feeling
cleaved to the teaching of religion that this strength comes from God, and it made him incapable of perceiving
that God’s strength is in the hearts of men. As he turned and faced his parents now, thinking of their wish to draw
him and bind him to them, his heart was choked with ice.
“When are you coming home?”
“I’m not coming home,” he replied coldly. “My work is over here. I have no other home but in that.”
“Eh?” Thomas heard the words. But his mind cast them back in his ears where they simply rattled without
sense. The blood rushed to his head and he was conscious only of an overwhelming fury that hummed about his
ears, an enveloping rage against what he did not know.
“So, that’s it! Oh—well …”
But he could not get command of his voice to speak because his thought was incoherent, pitching about in the
darkness of his mind like a ship stricken in a tempest. He did not know what he thought. But more than anything
else in life—the bit of life that remained to him—he wanted his son at home again. He was suddenly bitterly
conscious of his age. That was true—he was an old man now, and he needed his son. Soon he would have to give
up altogether. And when his time came, it would be hard to go out with his son not by. His only son was stripped
from him and given to God.
What for, he thought, what for? His mind was full of blasphemy. For the first time in his life he doubted there
was a God in heaven. He could not reconcile the two things—a Heavenly Father and the loss of his son. But he
was a religious man instinctively, an old man besides, and used to believing. Whatever was done to him he could
no more cease to have faith in the Might of God, whose benevolence it was not permitted men to question, than he
could call back his youth and begin his life over.
He sighed heavily; his head dropped forward. But his son thought he was only moving his position on the seat
against the jolting of the bus.
*
Sarah started, hearing those blasting words spoken in her son’s voice, “not coming home.” How could he say
such a thing to his father and mother, that he had no home! Had he no love, then, for the home of his people? Oh,
why was it given to a woman to bear children and they to leave their parents comfortless in their old age? A sharp
sound between a gasp and a moan came from her throat, and leaning forward, not to miss any word of what was
so incredible and painful, her groping hand came against Thomas’s knee. His hand closed over hers.
And Thomas remembered Job. He remembered it was the fate of old men, one way or another, to lose their
sons. He pressed Sarah’s hand, and in that moment something struck him, the first scourge of that pain they would
endure the rest of their lives together in the loss of their living son.
“Why should I go back to America?”
Danny, his voice tense with frigid passion, was speaking to them both.
“What is America to me? The life there has become so utterly material—people cutting one another’s throats
for gain—I feel choked at the thought of it! I can understand the bitterness in the Master’s heart when he wept
over Jerusalem. I”—he struck himself on the breast—“I have felt that!”
Thomas raised his eyes and looked timidly into his son’s face. His head felt heavy, and there was a queer
trembling in his neck.
“All I want to know is—if you’re happy over here—that’s all I want to know.”
Danny’s face which had been radiant clouded momentarily. He was gazing in front of him with a fixed, wild
stare. Then a light blazed up in his eyes which became a look of reckless passion.
“Happy—yes, I’m happy!”
The old people, still with hands clasped, looked again at their son. Their eyes strove to penetrate behind the
impassive pale features to the inexplicable purpose nestled within his brain. But only the physical countenance
they had created out of their bodies met their gaze—an aloof set of features that no longer confided the intimate
processes of their son’s life.
They turned away their eyes to the dusty, disordered plain spreading back from the road, with the dim gray
ghosts of the Sabine Hills trailing behind in the distance. They heard the swallows speaking together from the
house-tops.
159.10 Excerpt from The Stars At Noon\fn{by Jacqueline Cochran (1906-1980)} nr. Muscogee, Escambia County,
Florida, U.S.A. (F) 8
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I am a refugee from Sawdust Road, which is located in the South close by Tobacco Road of theater and movie
fame.
Until I was eight years old, I had no shoes. My bed was usually a pallet on the floor and sometimes just the
floor. Food at best consisted of the barest essentials—sometimes nothing except what I foraged for myself in the
woods or in the waters of the nearby bayou or the running “branch.” Mullet and beans were the staples, with a bit
of sowbelly added when we were in clover, with some black-eyed peas thrown in if and when we were on the
crest. No butter, no sugar. My dresses in the first seven years of my life were usually made from cast-off flour
sacks.
That was my life in the sawmill towns of northern Florida when I should have had toys and been getting
schooling. It was bleak and bitter and harsh. But it taught me independence and the necessity of fending for
myself. Particularly did I grow independent when at the age of six I overheard, by chance, a conversation in
which “Mama” was engaged with another woman which disclosed to me the secret that I was not one of the
family, but by a promise made I was never to know this.
“Mama” was slovenly and lazy and her meanness varied from a normal high, when things were going well, to
a feverishly high pitch, when we were on half rations—which was most of the time. The knowledge that I did not
belong to her gave me a sense of happiness and exhilaration.
I could tell you in detail about Bagdad, Sampson, Millville and Panama City because I have lived in them all
and other like sawmill camps and I have something close to a photographic memory. But they were all pretty
much alike. Each was a sawmill with appendages. Some mills were two-sided, which means they operated two
band saws rather than one. That doubled the accident rate, because a saw was always breaking apart or a belt
flying loose or a splinter shooting off like a jagged bullet. One of the appendages was a company doctor who
patched up the living and took care of the mill families for a standard charge of fifty cents per month, which did
not include delivery of babies. This cost a little extra—so the neighbors helped each other with this routine. I
delivered babies before I even knew that the stork was a bird.
Another appendage was the company commissary. We never saw money. The men were paid with “chips,”
which were tokens, good for rental of a company-owned house or for food and clothes at the company
commissary. Many’s the time I have seen a wife after the noon meal go with her “man” to the mill. This was not
done for exercise or companionship, but to get chips for that day’s work of his in order to get food for that day’s
dinner. That’s how close to starvation many of them were running. If the worker reported back on the job sound in
body after lunch, he could get a slip of paper showing that he had worked that day. He would hand this to his
“woman” before going to the saws or slabs, and she would turn it in to “Chip Charlie” for chips.
Chip Charlie was so fast at counting out the chips—each of which was for five cents—that no one could catch
him cheating, least of all a person who couldn’t read or count which included many of the women. The use of
chips instead of money, good no place else except at the commissary, was a strong way of keeping people tied to
the job. It was effective slavery. In fact. it was worse than slavery in some ways because the actual slave had
continuity of bed and board, known nowadays as security, whereas these Sawdust Road people had bed and food
only while the logs were coming in and the saws were turning.
Besides the mill and the store, there were the houses, ranging from good old plain board four- and five-room
jobs down to shacks and shanties. But even in these camps there was a right side and wrong side of the railroad.
The rich folk lived on the right side, where there was also a small schoolhouse. The rich folk consisted of the
foremen, the doctor, the bookkeeper, the paymaster, the butcher, the storekeeper and the like. I lived on the other
side of the tracks, but always. Usually a shack on stilts, down near the swamp, served as home. There was always
a swamp and behind the shack there was always either a bayou as in Millville or a branch as in Sampson. The
swamp and the bayou or branch and the woods were my stamping ground—and I stamped a lot. No wonder my
hands and feet are large and strong and out of proportion to my body.
Going back beyond my memory there was, as I gleaned from bits of conversation later in life, a little tract of
land near Muscogee, Florida, where we had an ox and some home-grown food. That comparative comfort near the
town where I was born I came to believe had something to do with my real parents. My foster family must have
soon dissipated this windfall from my real parents, for sawdust and slab piles marked their horizon from then on.
My first clear recollection was of a bedroom in the usual shack. “Papa” was sick with typhoid fever on the bed
in one corner of the room. My pallet was in another corner. There were no windowpanes and we tacked up paper
to keep the cold out of the room. Our only means of support with “Papa” sick was the work of my two “brothers.”
One had a crippled foot from birth and couldn’t earn full pay. He stacked slabs for sixty cents a day. The older
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“brother,” while working, could earn a dollar a day. I had two “sisters.” “Papa” eventually got well and went back
to the saw.
Fifteen years later, while working as a nurse, I heard that the whole family, including the two “sisters,” was
down with the flu. I hurried back to Sawdust Road to help them. “Papa” died and because there was no undertaker
I laid him out in his only suit in a cheap pine coffin. I performed the same last service for two neighbors before
getting back to my hospital. It was a more trying job than acting as midwife.
But, after much thought, that is the way I want to be taken care of when I die. No embalming, no ceremony.
Just a cheap pine coffin. In this way, my body can soon again become a part of the grass and flowers. I have tried
again and again to commit my husband, Floyd Odlum, to this procedure for me but he just gets silent when I
mention this or utters some evasive, noncommittal generality, the meaning of which seems to be that the dear
departed should not trouble themselves in life about these things because funeral arrangements are for the benefit
not of the dead but of the ones left behind.
Now that I have introduced Floyd, I should paint a word picture of him, but Floyd, acting as my “wing man,”
won’t let me do this. I have, however, inserted bits and pieces about him here and there at pertinent points with
which you can build up a partial mosaic of his character and personality.
If fending for one’s self carries its satisfactions, I had my satisfactions rich and plenty for many years. They
say if you want one really to enjoy the pleasures of heaven, just pitch him into hell first for a spell. Perhaps that
sort of treatment is why I enjoy life to the brimful now, every minute of it.
Only because of these contrasts of my life—from rags to riches—is this story being written. It is a story of
flights and fancies, of privations and places and perfumes and laces and of aces and kings and generals—all
scrambled together.
The psychiatrists would probably have a field day over me. In fact, Karl Menninger, the king of them all,
during dinner one evening years ago, got intrigued by my “psyche” and wanted to do a special research. .I replied
that even though I was perhaps or even probably the full-swing adult mobilization of infantile complexes, I had no
intention of becoming a case history in his or any other person’s card index.
The advocates of the force of inheritance as opposed to the results of environment would have a hard time with
me because of my unknown parentage. This fact never bothered me until I was about to marry Floyd. I thought he
should know so I went south and got sealed letters from the two people then living who might know the facts. I
gave them to Floyd and he handed them back to me, still sealed, and they still rest that way in my lockbox. I do
not know what is in them. Having gone through my early years without knowing why my own parents were not
around looking after me, I decided when I reached maturity that I did not want to know. But I thought Floyd had
the right to know.
*
It seemed to be the job of the mills to take a beautiful virgin forest and sear it back first to stumps and then to
waste sands. At least that is what I have often thought in after years as I have seen what happened to some of that
part of our country through denuding it of trees and letting the rains and winds take over. When the mills in one
camp would cut back, we would stay on part-time work as long as food lasted. When the mills shut down, we
would move to another camp. Sometimes, we had to move on our own resources, which was pretty dreadful
without transportation and without money.
Sometimes, the mill and men would be moved nearer to the logs by the company. One of these moves, which
happened to be from Bagdad to Millville by way of Panama City, gave me my first train ride. We were in the
caboose and had to get off en route to help the crew gather “lighter knots” for the engine furnace. Lighter knots
are the knotty and unsawable parts of pine trees and are full of tar.
When we stopped at a little town, Negroes came on board, selling fried chicken and bread. But we had no
money so went hungry. My eyes bulged when a man came through the train selling glass pistols filled with small
balls of candy. I wanted one more than anything before or since in life but then such things were not for me.
Bagdad, Florida, which was my home for about two years, was not like the ancient capital of Persia. But on
second thought, maybe it was because I have been to modem Persia and had a look around and for the ordinary
folk it leaves almost everything to be desired.
While Millville was our goal on that first train ride (which was about a hundred-mile stretch as the crow flies
but which took all day and into the night), we had to walk the last three miles from Panama City. I trudged
through sand up to my ankles and thought I would not make it—what with an empty stomach for so long and no
sleep. But finally we arrived at the same old edge-of-town, broken-down shack without windowpanes. It was like
sitting through the second showing of a horror film.
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I went reconnoitering for food. A farmer lived nearby. Out back of a shed he had tubs of sweet potatoes being
boiled for the pigs. My hunger was so intense I “borrowed” some of these potatoes and ate them on the spot. The
next day, I found some “pine mass” in the woods. These are small nuts that drop out of the cone in the fall. They
are tasty and nourishing. I have often wondered why they are not marketed. I occasionally get something like
them now—called pifions—from the Indians in New Mexico and Arizona.
Two days later, I went to the waterfront and met some children whose father seined at night for mullet to sell
and also to help with the family table. I was so woebegone and wanted some of the fish so badly that he gave me a
panful to take home. They were filled with fine roe.
I decided we needed some grease so 1 went to the farmer’s house—the one whose sweet potatoes had filled my
stomach—and asked to borrow a small cup of lard. He accommodated me, which was a surprise. In those days, in
the wood camps, it seldom dawned on people to ask for things from others because of hunger. Hunger was a
permanent status, common to all. Full of glee I rushed back to our shack with the fat and we had our first hot meal
in over a week.
Work by the three men enabled us to progress from the shack of a company house and with our chip money we
could get the necessities. Occasionally, using bootleg chips, we could get outide the commissary some fresh
vegetables from the farmers or a bit of fresh meat at a big discount. For the most part only fried beans and similar
staples and meat such as bologna could be had in the commissary. Oranges, even in that state of oranges, cost a
nickel up in our section and were above our means. But broken-down chairs and rickety tables finally began
appearing in our new house, along with mattresses. The finest quality mattresses we knew were stuffed with
excelsior and the stuffing was done by ourselves.
We were moving up the ladder again even if it meant pledging wages not yet earned which is a sure way to
invite rouble. Along the way we had only a mojo lamp which consisted of a hollow stalk of com stuck into a
bottle with oil in the bottom. Through the corn stalk there was inserted a piece of cloth, preferably wool, to act as
a wick. Toward the top of the financial ladder we managed a kerosene lamp to keep our mojo lamp company.
Even at this age of six, I had a feeling of resentment—not so nuch over having but little as the way that that
little was nanaged. It would have taken only a bit of effort on “Mama’s” part, but this bit was lacking. Others with
the same pay seemed to get along better with more cleanliness and more orderliness.
I used to do a bit of fishing or crabbing to help out or, more often, I would stand around and have some mullet
given to me by fishermen who had been lucky. One day, I rushed oyer to a pig-sticking in a little clearing on the
other side of the camp with the notion that somehow I would come out of it with some food. I watched them
prepare the inner spare parts as food. It was sickening to me.
They called some of this food “chitlins.” Chitlins are the small intestines of a pig. When a pig is slaughtered,
the intestines are cleaned out in the running branch water, then cut up into small pieces and boiled for a few days
in salt water. Then they can be fried. The odor, both while they are being cleaned and while they are being
cooked, is pretty awful. It was the odor that revolted me. Tripe is the aristocratic relative of chitlins, having as its
source the lining of the cow’s stomach rather than the pig’s “innards.”
Because of this early experience, I have never been able to eat any of the inner organs of an animal, like liver,
kidneys or brains. I have since learned that perhaps the health of the poor in the South was maintained through
this sort of diet, so full of vitamins. The Eskimos could not get along with their blubber diet without eating the
insides of the fish, and I mean everything. At the end of World War II in Greece, I also saw fish cooked and eaten
whole. So, I guess it’s all in the state of mind.
In these camps the men worked about fourteen hours a day in the summer, but in the winter the hours were
shorter becausc there were no electric lights. Work would start with the first crack of dawn and stop when it got
too dark to see.
My foster parents had no religion and never went to any church. Yet my earliest recollection is of going to
Mass whenever the priest came to town (usually once a month), and this I did at the start on the instructions of my
foster parents. I now assume they were bound by some sort of promise in this respect. Of course, after the first
time or two, I went by choice. The Catholic priest who came to our camp was a good man who represented
something big and wonderful and wholesome to me and I learned about godliness from him.
My Heaven in those days was a very physical place with golden gates and streets paved with jewels. It still is;
and when the time comes, I’ll eventually enter those gates with anticipation of the clean fun and adventure that
must be awaiting a restless soul that the Heavenly Father will not just let float around slowly like a crowned
helicopter in a sort of vacuum. I hope He will have much speedier and more adventurous chores for me to do. The
only song I ever learned as a child and the only one I occasionally sing now with all the gusto of my youth and a
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fine southern hillbilly accent (which has left my tongue except when singing this song) goes as follows:
I’m livin on a mounting thats bountiful supplied, and
I’m drinkin from a founting that never shall run dry,
for I’m dwellin in Bueler Land.

“Buele:” Land is quite a place. It was in Bagdad that I started to school. The teacher’s name was Anna
Thompson. I’ll never forget her. About my third day in school, she started to whip me with a ruler. But she didn’t
get the chance of a second slap, for with the first I struck back and then took off at top speed through the door—
not to return for a year, until there was a new teacher. There was no one around to make me go to school—least of
all my “parents.”
So, I just ran wild—a real harum-scarum ragamuffin, hunting the woods and fishing. I caught crabs and
cooked them and on special occasions would stoop to “conquer” a chicken that seemed for the moment
unbranded. I developed an interesting technique to catch these chickens. It consisted of a piece of corn with a hole
bored through it by which it was attached to a long string with myself at the other end. The chicken having
swallowed the corn would then be gently drawn toward me and sure death. The chicken didn’t belong to me but
the corn didn’t belong to the chicken either.
A child with plenty of imagination always has fun even though it is in fancy. Most, if not all, fun is a state of
mind anyway. I had fun, for example, with “Grandpa Whiskers” who, besides driving a team of horses about the
town on odd jobs, liked the children and told them many stories. We all called him grandpa because of his white
beard. He was everybody’s grandpa. From him I learned that I had a navel because when I was very little, an
Indian shot me in the stomach with an arrow. He also explained that in my excitement over this bow and arrow
affair I had sat down suddenly on an ax and as punishment for this carelessness had become a girl.
Then there was “Aunt” Jennie Smart, a very ancient Negro woman without teeth. She was my childhood
counterpart of “Uncle Remus” with her tales and superstitions. “Aunt” Jennie used to fall asleep with the slightest
provocation and with her mouth open. I remember once feeding her a dry cracker and she fell asleep in the
process of rather dry mastication of it. Her heavy breathing sent cracker crumbs flying in every direction and gave
me great fun.
There was a long freight train that used to pass the door very slowly every day with its string of boxcars. It
came from far-off places, I was told, and the cars had signs on them which were words. I learned my ABC’s by
watching the boxcars and began to figure out words. This was my first adventure into the literary world and it
intrigued me. Furthermore, I had to make Anna Thompson sorry she tried to whip me and so kept me out of her
school. One day I saw the house in which she lived being moved on wheels, and I hated her so, I kept hoping the
house would fall off the wheels and crash to the ground. I figured she had whipped me because I was poor and
didn’t have as good clothes as some of the other children.
But whatever the reason, no one even then could whip me and get away with it for long. “Mama” used to take
it out on us children when she was in a mood. I thought she picked on me because I was the smallest.
One of my “brothers” came down with a bad case of mumps. It was hot summer and he had a high fever. I was
sent down to “Bunk” Greenwood’s store with a chip to get some ice. I packed the ice in sawdust and then with a
piece of newspaper, but most of it melted before I could get home. For this bad conduct on the part of the ice
“Mama” decided to whip me. I took things into my own hands in the shape of a good chunk of firewood and we
talked things out with my eyes flashing fire. She knew I meant what I said and she retreated, never to touch me
again. She was a coward to let a six-year-old girl get the best of her. She even let up some on the older girls after
that.
At about this time—that is to say, when I was six—I wandered far into the woods with a neighboring boy and
his somewhat older sister and we got lost. The girl became hysterical and nearly cried herself to death. Finally,
exhausted, we went to sleep. No one looked for us—we were just missing. We found our way back the next day.
I saw my first electric lights in Bagdad. They were on the principal street and I remember they seemed to
stretch off into eternity, although by day the street was only two or three blocks long. I heard that there were other
places with many such lights. Also those boxcars told me there was a more substantial world beyond and the stars
and my dreams and imagination told me likewise.. I was determined to get away on my own.
The circus came to town. As I look back, it was a small carnival but it did have an elephant and a bearded lady.
I made friends with the bearded lady and carried water for the elephant. I told the people in the circus that I
wanted to join up with them and I bedded down, close at hand, waiting for the break-up of the show. But in the
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morning there I still was on my pile of straw with a sack over me for warmth—and the circus had departed.
My adventures with the circus did not end there, however. Years later I checked off my list of childhood
frustrations and determinations this desire to ride an elephant. Covered with bangles and perched in all my
happiness and glory on the head of the lead elephant, I led the parade at the opening of Ringling Brothers in
Madison Square Garden. Floyd had arranged it through General Kilpatrick, head of Madison Square Garden, who
in turn arranged it with Mr. Ringling. I had been desperately ill in a hospital in New York and was just back on my
feet. Floyd was satisfying my childhood whim with this elephant ride as a sort of get-well present for me. I
substituted for the girl whose job it was to ride on the lead elephant’s head in the Grand Parade.
When I arrived about an hour and a half before the performance, the girl whose place I was to take was absent.
The wardrobe mistress must have been in on the secret. She brought me the other girl’s costume, which was too
large (I was down to 104 pounds), but she made it fit with pins and thread. I used a ladder to get on the elephant’s
head. I noticed some of the girls got up on the elephants’ trunks and then were lifted by the elephant from there to
its head.
While we were waiting for the start of the parade, the elephants swaying back and forth, the girl on the
elephant next to me asked what had happened to the girl whose place I was taking. She went on to say I looked
familiar and she wanted to know how long I planned to stay with the circus. I said it all depended on how well
they liked my performance that night. I had been given a special rein for holding on, but I did not use it, and I
think I rode as well as any of them.
When we got back behind the scenes, the elephants all at once started making noises and swaying excitedly. A
leopard had escaped from its cage. Elephants don’t like roaming leopards but the trainers soon had them in hand.
They brought me a ladder to dismount, but I had noticed the other girls were sliding down the snoots of their
elephants, so down the snoot of mine I went, and in good form. I wanted to stay with the circus for a while, but
Floyd kindly though firmly talked me out of it. I had an emotional upset when some years later I read that several
elephants, including my own lead elephant, had been killed in Atlanta, Georgia, by some crank who fed them
poison.
When the circus failed me in my effort to get away from Sawdust Road, I turned to the gypsies. I had been
warned that gypsies would steal children if given a chance. There were some gypsies camped down the road, and
I decided to give them their chance. It was a perfect solution. I wandered into their camp several times. They were
never mean to me but would not let me join them. Finally they chased me away. This was a big disappointment,
coming on top of the circus debacle.
Millville differed from some of the other camps in that, besides the branch and marsh, it had a bay and I used
to wade out to the oyster bars and gather oysters. There were two little girls I used to play with during the hot
summer months, bathing on the long bars which actually run out into the ocean around Millville and Panama City.
I was just learning to dog-paddle with them when one day they drowned. I stayed out there all night and the next
day while search was made for the bodies, which were finally found, half eaten. I never tried to swim again for
years and I have never dog-paddled. Dog-paddling and drowning are linked in my mind inseparably.
Once when I was quite a small child I noticed a crowd of men going off into the woods with a Negro prisoner
and I tagged along out of curiosity. The Negro was tied to a tree, wood was put all around him and after being
sprinkled with kerosene it was set on fire. I was too young then to have any great feeling about the injustice or the
loss of life, but I took away from that scene the very bad memory of the odor of burning flesh.
Several years later I saw two men legally hanged for a crime they had committed. These hangings then
impressed me as wrong and revolting.
I remember that October was the best month for collecting oysters. I would wade to the bars and collect oysters
by the hour. My hands were so tough I could shuck them barehanded better than any of the boys and I ate them
until they were practically running out my ears. On these never-to-be-forgotten occasions in the life of a hungry
girl, we would bring our oysters to the shore, pile them up on live coals over which we would put a chicken, if I
had successfully enticed one to join our party with my string-and-corn trick. Then we would pile on more oysters
and anything else the nearby patches had to offer—like late corn or squash. Then another layer of oysters on top.
What feasts I had! I think my constitution today is due in part to these frequent seaside roasts.
The hot months brought mad dogs and one of my little playmates was bitten. It was my job then to keep a
neighbor’s cow out of a little cabbage patch we had. I borrowed a shotgun and put salt in the shell, instead of lead,
and was ready for an attack from either mad dogs or cows. The neighbor’s cow came first and I let fly with a gun
so heavy I could hardly hold it in the air. The aim was good—the cow never came back—but the recoil of the gun
put me flat on my back for the count of ten.
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People all my life have been mostly kind to me. They took to me in my youth like people take to an unusual
and striking-looking wild animal that wanders into camp to be fed and cared for. Besides “Aunt” Jennie and
“Grandpa Whiskers” there was the company doctor who used to sit out in front of his tiny office with his chair
tipped back, swinging his feet and gossiping. He would tell me stories.
I had shed my baby teeth and my other teeth were coming in, but crooked. I was heartbroken. I did not want
buck teeth and asked him to do something about it. He told me that if I had courage enough, he would pull two of
the teeth. If I then kept pressing on the others with my thumb I would have pretty and straight teeth. His offer was
quickly accepted and he pulled a lower tooth. The pull nearly lifted me out chair, and it hurt and the wound bled.
But my pride was more compelling than pain so I had him pull the other. I practiced the thumb technique
immediately and constantly and, as a result, I do have perfect and straight teeth, just as he said. White teeth were a
rarity in those mill towns where the women used snuff and the men chewed tobacco.
A year after I bolted out of the schoolhouse I decided to try school again. I went to look things over. I liked the
new teacher, Miss Bostwick, and so I stayed. She was the most beautifully dressed woman I had ever seen. Now
as I see that dress in retrospect, I know it was very plain and old-fashioned, but to me at that time it was beautiful.
It matched her character. She spoke in different way, with a northern accent unknown to me until then. She was
from Cincinnati. She was severe with the children and made them work and slapped them over the knuckles with
a ruler when they misbehaved. But she was fair. She must have been psychic, because she did not punish me.
After I had been at school two days, she said she would pay me ten cents per week if I would bring firewood each
day to her room on the upper floor of a two-story boardinghouse, owned by the mill company. I was thrilled. I
chopped the wood into little pieces and carried it to her room, which seemed so cozy with a little stove. To me her
room looked like a palace. It was the first time seen a bedroom screen. She also gave me my first sight and taste
of prunes, which were stewing on the stove.
Each day I carried wood until the room was nearly bursting. She told me there was wood enough on hand but I
kept on—I wanted an excuse to get back to her in that cozy warm room and talk to her. Soon she gave me a little
dress to wear which she had ordered by mail. Now I could hold my head up with the other children from the right
side of the tracks.
Soon I started going to her before school in the morning and fastening her dress. After school I would tag
along to her room and sit there by the hour while she read me books which were completely over my head. She
taught me to read and told me of other people in other places. Why she got to Bagdad and took me into her arms,
I’ll never know. I guess she was just lonesome.
The first book she gave me to read was David Copperfield and I struggled through it. When I came to a word I
did not know, which was often, I would copy it on paper and she would then tell me how to pronounce it and its
meaning. When spring came and she left, my life became a void. I was terrified that she would not come back.
But in the fall she returned and the same thing went on one more winter, which ended my attendance at school.
The priest taught me godliness and Miss Bostwick taught me the next thing to godliness, which is cleanliness.
She taught me how to keep my body and clothes clean and how to fix my hair and she gave me a hair comb and a
ribbon. Miss Bostwick was the greatest influence in my early life. She lifted the horizons for me and gave me
ambition. She taught me about good and evil. I learned the same lessons from the priest and several years later
also from a so-called “fancy lady,” whose hair I used to dye.
In later years, I went to Cincinnati and tried to find my Miss Bostwick. I wanted to see that lovely face again
and put my arms around her and give thanks. Every Bostwick in the telephone directory I called. But none was
my Miss Bostwick or even knew her. She is very alive in my memory. Because of what her help did for me in
later life, there is no wonder that I once took a little beggar girl off the streets of Havana and put her in a convent
school or that I have been keeping and educating three little poor boys in Spain.
I never do things by halves and this idea of keeping clean caught on in a big way. Each day I would put the
washtub on the floor of our house, carry buckets of water to it from the pump, and give myself a good cold
scrubbing. The other womenfolk in the house laughed and sometimes even sneered at me for these airs, but I kept
right on.
About the time in spring when Miss Bostwick left for the north, the mill cut back and we moved down the
ladder from our company-owned house into an abandoned shack at the bottom of the bayou, not far from the
Negro quarters. There was an empty attic in that shack which had bats in it and the bedbugs seemed to come down
from that attic as an army once darkness had arrived. I often thought it would be better to sleep with the frogs
outside than with the bats and bedbugs inside. In fact my pallet on the floor was much safer and more comfortable
than the “St. George” bed, which is a sort of shelf of rough boards built out from the wall with legs under the
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outer edge and a mattress of sorts for softness. That shack was even too much for the oldsters and with the first
dollar in hand we moved.
But while there I found another way of self-entertainment. There were two two-story buildings in town—the
one where Miss Bostwick had lived and the other in the Negro quarter. On the second floor of the Negro quarter
building, the Negro “jook” was located and there the Negro gay blades used to have a chitlin party every Saturday
night. There was a tree just outside. I would climb into that tree and watch them through the window. There was a
one-eyed Negro who used to play the piano well. He played what sounds to me like today’s boogie-woogie. They
carried on with great enjoyment—and I enjoyed it too, from my wonderful perch in that tree. One night I fell
asleep and off my perch, but luckily no bones were broken. While the school for the white children was no more
than rudimentary, there was no school at all for the Negroes.
I had a piece of great fortune during this period. Women who were about to have babies would ask me to stay
with them and do their work for the several days before and after the birth. I have been cooking since I was able
to stand on a box and reach the stove. I was then about seven or eight. I got up and cooked the men’s meals before
daylight and took care of the house and the expectant mother. For this stretch of duty, plus taking care of the
children, and there were usually several, I got a dollar, which figured about ten cents per day.
One eighteen-year-old girl who was about to have a baby asked me to come and stay with her because her
husband was back in the woods, logging. The night her pains came on she asked me to get a neighbor. But it was
raining hard and I would have lost my way through the woods so she decided she could get along until daylight.
But she didn’t. I boiled water, took directions from her and acted as midwife.
By Christmas season, in this way and otherwise, I had earned about four dollars. But I had not been paid.
There was a little stove in the commissary and I wanted it, which is a bad fix to be in without money.
There was also a doll. For every twenty-five cents’ worth of toys bought in the commissary, a coupon on the
doll was given. The doll would go to the holder of the lucky number.
I stood with my face to the showcase, looking at that doll, until I almost wore my nose off. I thought one of the
other children would win it and anyway my pay for midwifery had not come in. But I did not pass up the slightest
chance. I made rounds, drawing well water for women to do their washing. I worked until my hands bled. I was so
small that if I had let too much water get in the bucket, I would have been pulled over the edge and into the well
while trying to lift the bucket. So I would peek over the edge while lowering the bucket into the water so as to get
it only partly full.
After two weeks I had earned fifty cents. I went to the commissary and said I would like two tickets on the
doll. They gave me some toys too, but most of all I got the two coupons which I dropped in the box. On Christmas
Eve, wonder of wonders, I won the doll. So, what happened?
My older “sister” had married when she was about fifteen and had a two-year-old baby. “Mama” and “Papa”
took that doll away from me and gave it to this baby, whose name was Willie Mae. It broke my heart. But, as I
have said, I have a memory like an elephant and a wrong is something to be righted. Years later, when Willie Mae
was grown up and had a child of her own, I brought them both to New York to give them a new and better start in
life. But I made it a condition that they bring the doll along and surrender it.
I have the doll now, slightly refurbished and with new clothes. That doll represents a great deal to me—and it
has several other dolls for company.
It was along about this same time that I conquered fear. I had been down the road in the afternoon, playing at
the home of some children. Night came on. I had to pass a small cemetery on the way home and they said a ghost
that was there would go after me; that I would get scared and come back. The wooden walk past the cemetery was
raised over a low spot of ground and as I started along this raised section, the “ghost” rose up from the walk in
front of me.
I retreated and studied the problem. Between giving in to fear and returning to hear the jeers of my friends or
fighting the ghost, I chose the latter. Gathering my courage and crying at the top of my lungs, I charged forward.
The ghost rose to grab me but I kept right on to grapple with it.
The ghost proved to be a calf with its hind legs down through a broken board. It was exhausted and resting but
fear of me when I came along the walk caused it to rise on its front legs and struggle for freedom. I had won. All
ghosts in life now are just scared calves, caught by the hind legs.
Things were going so badly on Sawdust Road that winter that we had to move again. We heard that in the
cotton mills in Columbus, Georgia, a boom was on and everyone could work. Again, we set out on that three-mile
walk through sand to Panama City. Again, there was the train and the gathering of pine knots. We changed trains,
in Dothan, Alabama, and sat in the cold wintry station hour after hour. I had no shoes or stockings and only a thin
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cotton dress. We had one blanket which we cut apart and I had a piece around me.
We arrived in Columbus just before dark and rode up Broad Street in an open streetcar. It was the first time I
had seen a streetcar. Broadway, New York, has always looked dim to me compared with Broad Street that night.
Finally, we came to a nearby dreary suburb where the cotton mills were located. We knew we could all work
because in that area there were many cotton mills, going full blast, so we moved into a house that had a bathroom,
the first I had ever seen.
So we had a house and a bathroom—but no furniture. We finally got some mattresses and blankets which we
put on the floor and, next day, we got a stove—all on credit. I went to work immediately in the cotton mill.
And so, good-by to childhood. At eight years of age, I became sell-supporting and was on my way to
independence. I had no shoes, but I had dreams. The pay was good—about six cents an hour. The hours were light
—only the twelve-hour night shift.
And I was supremely happy. …
112.247 The American Sickness\fn{by Jose Yglesias (1919-1995)} Tampa, Hillsborough County, Florida, U.S.A. (M)
5
1
The flight to Montevideo that Ellie’s mother was taking left from Kennedy Airport, and the drive down from
Adams College in Massachusetts provided the two of them with the opportunity of passing on final instructions to
one another. It was also one of the two sure, annual occasions—coming from and going to Montevideo—when
her mother felt the inclination to chat to no purpose. She had been flying up every spring and staying until school
opened in the fall before returning to her older daughter in Uruguay. She had been doing this for five years, since
Ellie and her husband separated, but it was such a minor complication in her life that Mercedes (Ellie had been
taught to call her mother by her first name during the Nazi occupation of France) was surprised when Ellie said in
Spanish, “You must wish sometimes that life were simpler.”
“My life or your life?” Mercedes said. “Or your son’s?”
Ellie always listened to Mercedes from the stance of a detached, friendly observer, and Mercedes’ response
made her laugh. “Let’s not talk about my life,” she said. “And your grandson is a regular American boy.”
Well, my life could not be simpler,” Mercedes said, and reached forward and pushed the ashtray on the
dashboard closed. “I married one man and stayed with him.”
Ellie laughed louder, “What a bitch you are!”
“This country has ruined your manners,” Mercedes replied. “Profanity is for men.”
“You’ve never left Saragossa,” Ellie said, “and yet we have changed countries more often than our shoes.”
“You exaggerate, as usual,” Mercedes said. “It was two or three countries and no more.”
Ellie said, “A German poet said that.”
“German!” Mercedes said and smiled the austere smile that Ellie called her Castilian, aristocratic smile. “They
traveled because they wanted to.”
“A good German, Mercedes,” Ellie said, and Mercedes sighed as if calling on some absent authority to confirm
that her doubts about Germans were not unreasonable. “And it was four countries,” Ellie insisted. “Spain, France,
Uruguay, the United States.”
“Speak for yourself,” Mercedes said, and looked quickly at, and then away from, Hartford, which Ellie herself
admitted was ridiculous. “I am only visiting this country.”
“Mercedes!” Ellie exclaimed. “It is your grandchild’s fatherland!”
“Ah yes,” Mercedes said, and stroked her patent leather pocketbook as if she had won the argument.
Well, for me it’s four countries, Ellie thought; and last year in Brazil, that’s five.
“You cannot remember Spain,” Mercedes said, pursuing her own argument. “You were two in 1937 when we
crossed the International Bridge at Hendaye.”
“How many times do I have to tell you, Mercedes, that I do remember!” Ellie said. “Irun was on fire.”
“You remember your father’s stories.”
Ellie said, “May he rest in peace.”
Mercedes hugged her before going on the plane, and got to the point Ellie had hoped to head off. “What do I
tell them when I get there? Will you take the post at the university?”
“If I went back,” Ellie said, “I’d join the Tupamaros.”
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“Elivira, God forbid!” Mercedes exclaimed, using Ellie’s Spanish name. “You know they are holding the
position open for you. I shall tell them you accept and will come in June and the devil with these yearly trips of
mine.”
“No, no,” Ellie said hurriedly. “Tell Don Diego that I shall write and give him my decision.”
“It is an American sickness, this not making up one’s mind,” Mercedes said. “Don’t kiss me if you do not
mean to come.”
“Mercedes, I shall kiss you no matter what.” Once on each cheek, while Mercedes closed her eyes enduring
her. “Give my sister my love.”
Mercedes lifted her eyebrows to indicate she was exasperated.
Ellie said, “Maybe I shall come.”
“You are still my same little chicken—with its head cut off,” her mother replied, and turned quickly to the man
waiting to check her ticket.
2
Going back, Ellie did not drive into New York City. Too tempting, and stopping at the lawyer’s for the final
papers might make her feel bad. She was half committed to a part at the Dawsons that night, and there was Jason
—he was still only ten years old and he shouldn’t be left to eat alone the very day his grandmother left. She drove
over the Triborough Bridge without any trouble—it was two in the afternoon and traffic was manageable—but she
had to slow down often and stop altogether a couple of times in the Bronx where, it seemed to her, the unfinished
approach to the Connecticut Turnpike had been in a state of repair and indecision for years. “They don’t know
what they’re doing,” she said aloud. “Like me.”
And she pondered again, now that Mercedes was out of the way, whether she should devoted the school year to
finishing her history of Brazil or to completing the translation of Clarin’s La Regenta. Both projects were financed
by grants—one from the ford Foundation, the other from the National Translation Center—and she assuaged her
guilt at accepting them simultaneously by recalling her Brazilian friends’ encouragement last summer: “Tall all
you can get out of those Yankees—it will never be more than a tiny bit of what they have stolen from us.”
“But I shall have to decide one of these days whether I am a literary historian or a political historian,” she said
brightly as she approached the first toll, where the man in the booth seeing her lips move asked, “What?”
“Lovely day,” she said.
“Yeah?”
“Yes!” she insisted, and drove off laughing. They refuse to play their part, she thought; the do not have the
Latins’ sense that we must keep one another’s spirits up. Such an insistently unhappy people. It was then she
remembered the visiting lecturer two years ago who had told her she was like a Viennese torte.
“A Viennese torte!” she had said, delighted. “What kind—with fruit and nuts?”
“Oh, I guess I mean what we call a seven-layer cake here,” he said. She nodded and he took heart to continue.
“There’s so much to one that you can lift a part of the cake from the rest and each section is a cake in itself.”
The face of the lecturer blurred in her memory with those of men and women at cocktail parties looking
puzzled when she was introduced as Ellie Smith. The faces cleared when she explained that until she married her
name was Elvira Zaitegui. The puzzlement began again when they realized her accent was French. At that point
she recited her résumé; it put them at ease and gave her something to talk about.
“The Zaitegui is Spanish Basaque,” she would begin. “At the age of two, when Franco took the north of Spain,
I crossed over into France in my mother’s arms. We lived there for nine years and then we went to Uruguay
because Spain was out of the question. I went to school and college in Monteviedo; married an American—
therefore, Smith; and came to New York where I worked at my master’s and also my doctorate at Columbia.”
She’d pause as if for questions, then add, “All very ordinary,” and laugh with more pleasure than any Professor
Smith would have.
Sometimes she was obliged to tell more. There was always more, for only fools thought her experience was
ordinary—indeed, their response to her statement was a useful test—but she could never tell all. There were bits
and pieces of her life that she forgot for months at a time or that friends didn’t learn until long after they had
become intimate. It was only after she divorced her husband that it occurred to her that he did not know why she
called her mother Mercedes. Had she withheld it because of what it told about her? During the Nazi occupation,
her father had been hid in a warehouse in Bordeaux, and she was taught to say Mercedes because the French
family who had taken them in hoped that if her mother was sent away to a camp they could save Ellie by claiming
her as their own. That was how Madame Paillard became—suddenly, as everything in her life—Maman. Yes, to
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have told her husband might have made her seem emotionally dependent, which she feared she was, and she had
wanted to be helpful, no burden to him: therefore, the degrees and the teaching she undertook, which he
considered competitive. Ay, ay, Americans, she thought, what are their hidden experiences.
There was only one experience she purposely kept to herself. The young graduate student in Brazil who stayed
in her apartment for two weeks. One member of the five-men underground cell to which he belonged had been
picked up by the police ,and that meant that the other four had to disperse and stay under cover until they learned
whether the one who was caught had talked., They usually talked. Pedro expected that his comrade would. He
expected, too, that when it came time to leave her apartment he would have to lead a totally clandestine life in
some other city, and he began to prepare for it by growing a mustache, reshaping his eyebrows, and shaving the
hairline of his forehead to give himself a wide brow. “Goodbye to the College of Engineering,” he said to her
when the transformation was done. “Look at me, wouldn’t you say I belonged in Arts and Letters?”
She slept with him the day that she came home at midday from the National Archives, where she spent most
days doing research, to give him the message, delivered to her there, that at seven that evening a car would be
waiting for him on Copacabana. He was alone in the apartment when she told him. Mercedes had taken Jason to
friends I Leblon to play on the beach and Ellie was to met them for dinner there. “You thrive on all those old
documents,” her hostess announced when Ellie finally arrived that evening at Leblon, looking happy. “My, you’re
radiant!” And Ellie quickly greeted the others there.
“No, no,” interrupted a young journalist with whom her friend had taken to pairing her. “It is Rio that does it—
being away from that terrible country up north!”
Ellie’s friend shook her head. “You are wrong—she is a Yankee and likes to work.”
“I am three-quarters of an hour late,” Ellie said., “How can you say I am a Yankee?”
Pedro had been simple and direct. Sleeping with him was akin to the care that Mercedes had taken of him for
two weeks: his laundry was done at home, separately, to avoid suspicion; there was coffee on the stove for him at
all hours. He hugged Ellie in excitement when she gave him the message, and then he asked her. Later, walking
past the two doormen on duty in the lobby, she enjoyed the irony that only this once were they right about the
divorced woman who went out alone so often. “When they see a woman and a man together,” she said to Pedro in
the car, “politics is the last thing on their minds. Like all you Brazilians. So be sure to kiss me goodbye when I
drop you off.”
But she kept her eyes on the rearview mirror as he leaned toward her and kissed her, and she noticed that
the man in the car to which Pedro was transferring studied the sidewalk and the shop entrances. She waited until
they drove away. Nothing happened that was not planned, and she arrived at her friends’ in Leblon feeling so
good because she felt supremely useful. Still, Pedro, who was twelve years younger than she, had his effect: the
journalist, the naval officer, the librarian in the days that followed almost persuaded her in their different ways. It
was her last month in Rio, but she held out: no, no, no, she had picked up the notion on the other side of Hendaye,
an old Spanish prejudice nursed by Mercedes, that a divorced woman was a bad woman, and she was not going to
live up to the part.
Behind the wheel now she shook her head at her summer’s recollection, and saw in the disappointed face of
the girl in dungarees, who stood by the last New Haven exit on the turnpike holding a placard that said ADAMS,
that she had turned down a hiker. A girl too. She braked, moved into the graveled edge of the road and started to
back up. In the rearview mirror she saw the dungareed figure spring toward her car; it was a boy. She was tempted
to take off again, but remembered he was an Adams student.\fn{ Adams State College, Alamosa, Colorado (founded 1921) }
She’d be safe and, anyway, she needed a companion to keep her from reminiscing.
The boy looked in the window first, shook his long hair off his brows, and said, “Hi, Mrs. S.!
“You!” she exclaimed, and quickly remembered his name. “Sandy Lands.”
He settled into the seat next to hers, looked at her with a fair face that radiated wonder, and said, as she took
off, “Wow, doesn’t it blow your mind!”
“Gibberish,” she replied. “Don’t talk gibberish to me. If you mean that this is an extraordinary coincidence—”
“What else?”
“Then you shouldn’t be so happy about it. I’m the last person you want to run into.”
“Never, Mrs. S.” He looked serene. “You’re not one of the deadies,” he explained, and maneuvered two fingers
into the pocket of his dungarees to extract a cigarette.
“You didn’t register this fall, you didn’t take my finals last spring—”
“I’m down on myself about that,” he said, but didn’t look unhappy. “I was going straight to your house to rap
—to discuss it with you. You know, get the lay of the land.”
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“Oh, you want to be taken back?” she said, saw him begin the same search in his pockets for matches, and
pointed to the lighter on the dashboard and pushed it in for him. “If that’s a joint, I’m driving you straight to a
police station.”
“Ho, ho, I remember when you called them pigs,” he said. “It’s great to run into you like this. I was afraid you
didn’t come back from Brazil.” He leaned back, relaxed, as if all his problems were solved. He held up the
cigarette. “It’s only a squashed Camel.”
“I don’t know why I did,” she said, without thinking.
“Yeah,” he said, and she knew that he must be looking at her with great seriousness. She glanced at him, to
check. Third World, his innocent eyes said. “It’s real down there,” he said.
“Romantic nonsense,” she replied. “You know I am a bourgeois liberal.”
“God, Mrs. S., I apologized about that.” His voice was small and aggrieved. “I was stoned that night, I never
told you.”
“Sandy!”
The snow had melted the day spring officially began when the students, Sandy prominently among them,
occupied the administration building and the student center. Their first act was to paint “Ho Lives” on the token
piece of marble above the wide glass doors of the center, a modern building; they couldn’t bring themselves to
deface the fake Gothic of the administration building, and there were many discussions later about that. Their
second act was to issue, on the best paper in the president’s office, their list of demands, all taken over from
Berkeley and Columbia. Gayle Dawson, Ellie’s department head, a man who had been expelled from the
Communist Party in 1932 as a Trotskyist, was the fist to show the mimeographed statement to her. “Workers and
peasants of the Bronx, unite,” he said.
She’d had to laugh but she didn’t want to. She feared politics; it brought civil war, torture, exile; it was the
cause of her father’s unhappy. The last ten years he taught ina Catholic girls’ school in Montevideo, and when he
died, an exile Republican newspaper carried an article about him. He died on a Wednesday, was buried on Friday,
was lauded in the weekly paper on Saturday, and on Sunday afternoon the Jesuit head of the school came to visit
them. Was it true, he asked, that Sr. Zaitegui had been an atheist and a Red? She was the youngest in the room and
the question was not directed at her. “He swallowed his pride to work for you,” she had volunteered, taking her
stand on politics. “To feed us he was willing to forget about politics, which you people are not generous enough to
do.” In her mind she classed the Jesuit priest with Gayle Dawson, and her father with the students. She felt rather
than perceived the connection, and all she could say to Dawson when he showed her the demands of the strikers
was, I’m worried about my students.”
The students were in the buildings not quite forty-eight hours. On the second evening came the bust. When
news of it reached her, she was meeting with some of the younger faculty members who hoped to mediate
between the students and the administration. They all rushed to the campus. Ellie sobbed when she saw Sandy
being dragged into a police van. This is madness, she thought, I didn’t feel this bad when my marriage broke up.
She brought herself under control and tried to think of a way to be useful. She must get to the police station
and see that they wer enot mistreated. The police chief was her next-door neighbor, and with mixed deference,
fatherliness and self-importance, he escorted her and a young Sinologist into the small town jail. The cells were
jammed and the noise let up enough when they walked in for Ellie to hear Sandy clearly: “Here come the
bourgeois liberals expiating their guilt!” Followed by the chanting, deafening in that confined corridor, “Pigs,
pigs, pigs!”
“Everybody apologized to you, Mrs. S.,” Sandy said. “Like we didn’t know then you don’t go into action
stoned.”
“So what do you know now?” Ellie said.
“Hey, you’re tough,” he replied. “But I knew that.”
She looked at him out of the corner of an eye, and he caught her at it. They broke into laughter together.
“What if I told you I know how to put together a time-bomb?” he said.
“I’d say you were crazy,” she answered, and involuntarily accelerated the car. “But first of all, you wouldn’t
tell me, right?”
“No,” he said, but he didn’t sound convincing. She looked at him again, and again they laughed. “Why are you
coming back to Adams?” she asked. “I thought all the activists were leaving the campuses.”
“I want to become a doctors” he said. “I was up at a commune in Vermont all summer. What the Movement
needs is doctors, lawyers, technicians.”
“What?”
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“Service skills,” he explained.
“Technicians …” she began.
Sandy interrupted, “Electrical engineers who—”
“Don’t tell me!” She took a hand off the wheel and waved it at him. “I don’t want to know.” They were
approaching Hardford and she kept up her warning hand. “Don’t talk to me now anyway of I’ll get into the wrong
lane.”
When she was on 91, she asked, “I did you go see the Mark Twain house?”
“Remember in your liberal arts days—I told you about it. Harriet Beecher Stowe also lived in Hartford. A
center of radical abolitionists, then of the gilded age nouveaux riches,” she explained and suppressed a smile
because she sounded like the notes she kept on file cards.
“Oh yeah, yeah,” he said.
“So?”
“I figured it was no log cabin.”
“All right, half an hour and we’ll be home,” she said in her classroom voice. “Are you willing to make some
apologies?”
“Apologies?” he said.
“I’ll do my best with the registrar and department heads,” she explained, “but once I’ve felt them out you’re
going to have to come along with me and convince them you’re serious. Dawson is on the disciplinary committee
—”
“Oh God,” he said.
“Sandy—”
“No, no, I’ll say anything you want. I’ll look as straight as the dean, I’ve got other duds up there …”
“You’ve got a place for tonight then?”
“Oh, I can crash a lot of pads,” he replied.
“Good, I’ll talk to Dawson tonight—” and chuckled to think this was what decided her to go to the party—”
and you see me in my office tomorrow morning.”
“When?” he asked.
“You just camp there early and wait—in fear and trembling.”
“You Spaniards are really groovy,” he said. His way of thanking her.
“Romantic nonsense,” she replied.
3
The light was on in the foyer when Ellie picked up the mail at the table by the door. “Jason! Jason!” she called.
His voice, ostentatiously well-modulated, answered from the living room, just a few steps away. “I’m here,” he
said. He was lying on his back on the floor, his legs up on the coffee table. The TV was on but the sound was not.
“Waiting for the five o’clock news, Ellie,” he added, letting her see the remote control in his hand.
“It’s hardly sunset and you’ve got the lights on,” she said. “All over the house too, I bet.”
“I know what you’re thinking,” he said. “But I’m not cared. It’s just a reflex—I turn them on automatically
when I go into a room, honest.”
“Don’t you want to know about Mercedes?” she said, shuffling the letters she had gathered, and noticed there
was one for her mother from her sister in Montevideo.
“What about Mercedes?” he asked. “There’s a swell offer from Time magazine—nine cents an issue.”
“She’s your grandmother,” Ellie replied. “Don’t you want to know if she got off all right?”
“Well, obviously, for Christ’s sakes,” he said, and threw out his free hand and let it fall on the floor above his
head.
Ellie perched on the arm of a chair and stopped looking through the letters. “Now listen, I want you, now that
Mercedes isn’t here to do it, to call me Elvira,” she said. “Otherwise, I’ll forget who I am.”
“Okay, but none of that Javier stuff for me—you call me Jason,” he replied. “I tell you what, you and I can
switch to Spanish now and give the French a rest.”
She didn’t answer, instead cocked an ear toward the foyer and stairs. “Jason, I hear the radio in your room
going.”
Jason swung a leg off the coffee table and turned on the sound of the TV with the remote control gadget.
“Jason!” Ellie called.
“What! What!” he replied, louder than she.
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“Go upstairs and turn it off.”
“Why?”
“Because I’m going upstairs to lie down a moment before I prepare dinner and I don’t want to have the radio
blaring—”
Jason covered his eyes with one hand, in exasperation. “You’re going upstairs—what’s to prevent you from
turning it off?”
“Because I’m not going into your filthy room!” She got up, the mail in one hand, her pocketbook in the other.
“Besides it’s a punishment. You go up and turn it off now before the five o’clock news—”
He dashed ahead of her and she met him again on the stairs coming down. “Stay out of my room,” he said.
“A pleasure,” she said.
She threw off her shoes without bending to ease them off, and then crossed to her bed., She put the mail on the
night table and reminded herself that she should, as soon as she changed, take the mail to her study across the
landing. Everything in hits place. She pulled off her dress and lay in bed in her half-slip; she threw her arms out
limply to relax. Now that Mercedes was gone, she must make sure to be neat—hang the clothes when she got up
from this rest, find her shoes, straighten the bed—and not continue as the sloppy adolescent girl that she became
when Mercedes visited. Her dependency. She smiled and pushed away the thought. “I’m not turning into an
American,” she said to the stain in the ceiling. “No worrier she.” Then repeated this in French, Spanish, Italian,
Portuguese, enjoying the effort it took her with each to find the equivalent for the American construction of noworrier-she.
She thought of Mercedes’ parting words, and rolled her head on the pillow from side to side: she did not want
to think about leaving this country. No. New-term jitters, that’s what her complaining had been. The letter was
from her sister Clara. She reached for it, opened it (messily, she chided herself) and learned, without warning, that
Pedro was dead. Tortured to death by the secret police.
“Mom, Mom!” Jason called up the stairwell. “What do you want?”
She was sitting at the edge of the bed. She must have screamed. Her throat hurt and she heard the sound she’d
made reverberating in her head now, like an echo. She tried to swallow, in order to answer Jason, and instead
began to sob.
“Listen, Mom,” Jason continued, “I’ll clean it up later. Okay?”
“Okay,” she called and crooked her arm over her face to stop the howl that threatened to follow. She remained
on the edge of the bed hunched over, trying to remember Pedro’s face, and watched her tears fall on her knees.
The sound of the television reached her. She was used to watching the afternoon news with Jason and she
straightened as reflex. “He’s not news,” she said to herself to explain why she didn’t get up, and the thought
helped her. She wiped her face with one hand and with the other took up her sister’s letter again. “When I see you
I’ll tell you how we got the news from Brazil but meanwhile I though Elvira would want to know,” her sister
ended. Along the margin she added, “His body has not been returned.”
After a while she walked across the landing to the bathroom. She must think about dinner. As she walked into
the bathroom she said, “And what am I doing in this miserable country?”
The only boy with short hair in her freshman class had said yesterday, “It seems to me, Mrs. Smith, that you
always imply that we’re responsible for every unfortunate thing that happens in Latin America.”
“Miserable country,” she repeated, and bent over the wash basin and threw water o her face to keep from
crying again. Here was no one she could talk to about Pedro. She would not go to the Dawsons’ party. She would
heat the chick pea potage her mother had cooked and make pepper steak with the leftover roast beef. If she went
to the party she might talk about Pedro and she knew that later she would be sorry. What did they know about
young men like him? She thought: he would not talk and that’s why they tortured him to death. She sat on the
edge of the bathtub while she absorbed that thought.
On the way to the kitchen, she passed the foyer and Jason said, “Okay if I have my dinner here?” She did not
answer and he took it as a good sign. During a commercial he ran into the kitchen and told here there had been a
call from Mrs. Dawson in the afternoon. “They’ve got a party at their house or something.”
“I hope you weren’t definite,” Ellie said. “I don’t know if I can go.”
“Well, I told her it wouldn’t be because of me,” he replied. “I mean, you can’t use that excuse anymore, Mom.”
He noticed the bottle of soy sauce on the stove, and added, “Wow, pepper steak!”
His exclamation reminded her of Sandy. If she didn’t go to the party and talk to Dawson about him, she would
not have much advice for Sandy when he came by her office in the morning. What had she planned to say to
Dawson? How convince him of Sandy’’ seriousness now? Tell him that Sandy meant to work hard because the
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Movement needed doctors and lawyers and electrical engineers who could put together a bomb? She chuckled as
she stirred the potage—this might be just the thing to tickle Dawson into helping Sandy. Then she thought of
Pedro and was ashamed that she could so soon be distracted from mourning him. She lay down the spoon and
checked that Jason had left the kitchen and quickly crossed herself, completing the gesture by bringing her closed
hand to her mouth and kissing the thumbnail.
113.213 The Artificial Moonlight\fn{by Donald Rodney Justice (1925-2004)} Miami, Dade County, Florida, U.S.A.
(M) 7
The Langs, Hal and his wife Julie, were giving a party.
From the screen porch of their apartment you could see, strung out across the bay, the colored lights of the
neighborhood sailing club—the Langs did not belong—and, farther out, the bulky shadows of the members’ boats
riding at anchor. Almost always, with nightfall, there would be a breeze. It came from the bay and across the
bayshore road past the shaggy roal palms bordering the driveway, cooling the porch like a large and efficient fan.
But tonight was one of those rare end-of-summer nights without any saving breeze. It was past midnight, and
still the apartment felt oppressive and close. The heat was spoiling the party. It was a going-away party for an old
friend of the Langs’, Jack Feloton, whom they saw now only when he came home from graduate school to visit
his parents, and in a day or two, with summer over, he would be taking off for Europe on a Fulbright.\fn{ A highereducation scholarship, one of considerable financial and social importance. } But it was not only the heat. Some vague
melancholy of departure and change seemed to have settled over everyone and everything.
In the back room a record player was turning, unattended. Sounds of the jazz of a dozen years ago, early Sarah
Vaughan,\fn{Known popularly as The Divine Miss Sarah (1924-1990), a blues singer.} drifted out to the porch. The casual
guests, the friends of friends, had all departed. The few who remained looked settled in, as though they might stay
forever, listless and bored, some on the sagging wicker chair and settee, and some on the floor cushions brought
out from the stuffy back rooms. They looked as though they might never move again, not even to flip the stack of
records when the music ended.
*
If anyone did, it would probably be Julie herself. Of the Langs, Julie was the dependable one. Five afternoons
a week she worked as a legal stenographer, while her husband kept up appearances by giving occasional painting
lessons to the daughters of tourists. Yet except for a shortage of money from time to time they lived with as much
freedom from care and nearly as much leisure as the well-to-do. Approaching their thirties, they seemed as
perpetually youthful as movie stars.
The odd hours they kept could be hard on Julie, and occasionally she retired early. She would be so wound up
that she could not sleep and would have to read for a long time bvefore her eyes closed. It was an intense sort of
reading, beyond simple pleasure. One wall of their bedroom was filled with books, and sometimes when they
made love without turning the lights off she caught herself innocently letting her eyes rove across the titles on the
spines of the larger books. Once or twice Hal had complained of this publicly, to her embarrassment, but she
seemed unable to change.
Alone in their bedroom, reading or not, she liked the sound of conversation floating back late at night from the
porch. It was soothing, like the quiet, washing sound of an ocean. It was hot back there, and there was a little fan
she could reach out for and turn on, but she did not often use it. She liked the warm weather; she could not
imagine living anywhere but Miami.
Still, there wre nights when Julie felt left out of things. Their friends all drank, and, except on the most
ceremonial occasions, Julie did not. OF course the feeling went beyond that. She would suspect them of planning
something incalculably exciting from which she was to be excluded. Unreasonable, but there was nothing she
could do about the feeling. Julie gazed with half-closed eyes across the porch at her husband, where he sat
perched onan arm of the old wicker settee, bending down to speak to a tall blond woman in slacks. She wondered
if she would ever be able to race this feeling of hers back to its source. How far back would she have to go? She
was an orphan, adopted by a couple old enough to be her grandparents, long ago dead. Could it be as simple as
that? She thought, sometimes, that she might have Spanish blood. That would account for her dark coloring, for
her thick black eyebrows, her almost blue-black hair, which only a few days before she had cut short, despite
Hal’s protests.
In the back room now the record stopped and another dropped down from the stack—Duke Ellington,\fn{ A
singer (1899-1974)} slow and bluesy. Shutting her eyes, Julie took a sip of the plain orange juice in her glass and,
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leaning back, crossed her legs. One tiny sandaled foot, the nails that afternoon painted a deep blood-red for the
party, commenced to swing nervously back and forth, back and forth, on some inner rhythm of her own.
*
However serious his life elsewhere might have become, Jack had kept his old reputation locally for stirring
things up. He wondered if the others were waiting for him to take some initiative now. After all, the party was for
him.
But he was not the same person they remembered, not really. Whenever he came back home now it was as if
the curtain had risen on a new act, with the same actors, but the playwright had without notice shifted the course
of the action. It was impossible to point to a time when everything had been as it should be, but that time must
have existed once. They all felt it. And lately, to Jack, every change-—he divorce of one couple, the moving away
of another—came as an unwelcome change.
As for himself, Jack knew that he seemed quieter than he used to seem. In fact, he was. He had no wish to
pretend otherwise, but in a very small way, just as he could imagine his friends doing, he missed his old self. He
sat now very quietly, stretched out on his floor cushion, leaning back against the wall, his long legs folded in a
lazy tangle before him. He looked half-asleep. But behind his glasses his eyes were still open. It might have
seemed that he was listening to the music, except that it had stopped.
He had intended to listen. He had stacked the records himself, some of his favorites. Then, just as the
unforgotten sounds had begun to bear him back toward his old adolescence, it had struck him suddenly why the
girl sitting beside him, to whom he had been talking desultorily for the last twenty minutes or so, was wearing so
loose and unbecoming a blouse—tardily, for she was, if not very far along, nevertheless visible pregnant. To Jack,
who had known her all his life, the realization came like a blow. When those very records were being cut, this girl,
Susan, who was almost certainly the youngest person in the room, had been listening obediently to the nuns of her
grammar school, wearing the blue-and-white uniform Jack still remembered. The summer before, when he had
last seen her, Susan had not even been married. And already her husband, Robert or Bob, the sallow, sleepylooking fellow in the corner who never had much to say, had got her pregnant.
For the time being Jack could concentrate on nothing but this, this fact that to him seemed so irremediably, if
obscurely, wrong.
*
Hal was bending down, whispering into the blond woman’s ear. Not that there was anything important to be
said, but there was a pleasure in merely leaning toward her in that way, some momentary illusion of intimacy.
What he had to say was only that soon they would be out of vodka.
And then he sighed. There was a sort of perfume coming, apparently, from a spot just behind her ear. Green
was her married name, Karen Green, and Hal had known her longer than he had known his wife. As far back as
high school he had had a hopeless crush on her, but never before had he noticed how peculiarly large and yet
shapely her left ear was, from which the hair was drawn back, and now many little whorls it contained, impossible
to count. Was she wearing her hair some new way?
Hal leaned closer and whispered, “Of course we could always go out to Fox’s for more. More vodka.”
It was half a question. It was the tone he always adopted with Karen, the tone of casual flirtation, just as
though they were in school together still.
*
A rustling stirred in the palms outside, the first sign of something like a breeze. For a moment the wind rose,
the rolled tarpaulins high up on the screen seemed to catch their breath.
All at once, borne to them on the faint edge of wind, they heard a dance band playing, not very far away, a
rumba band—snarling trumpet, bongo drums, maracas. Had it been playing all this time? Everyone listened. Jack
straightened up and peered about the room, somewhat crossly, like a person roused from an interesting dream.
“The Legion dance,” someone called out.
The large, good-looking man, who from his cushion beside Julie Lang’s chair had also been watching Hal and
the blond woman, climbed ot his feet. This was Sid Green, Karen’s husband. Standing, he loomed larger than
anyone else in the group.
Normally unassertive, Sid heard his own voice calling across the porch, “Hey, Hal, you by any chance a
member?” To himself his voice sounded unexpectedly loud, as if it contained some challenge he did not wish to
issue more directly.
“For Christ’s sake, Sid, the Foreign Legion maybe, not the American.”
“If somebody was a member, we could go to the dance,” Sid said. “I mean if anybody wanted to.”
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“Crash it?” the pregnant girl asked.
“Oh, maybe not,” Sid said, looking around, and even his flash of enthusiasm was fading.
“I don’t know,” Hal said, with a glance at Sid’s wife beside him.
“Oh, let’s do go!” Julie cried out suddenly from across the porch. “For God’s sake, let’s do something! Just
wait a minute till I change my shoes.” And kicking her sandals off, fluffing her short crop of hair out as she went,
she hurried back through the dark apartment toward the bedroom.
*
But when she retgurned it was apparent that something was wrong. Hal and Karen were missing, and Jack as
well. Julie peered into the corner where they other women were sitting—Susan and a girl named Annabelle, who
appeared to be sound asleep.
“Aren’t you coming?” Julie asked nervously.
“Not me,” Susan said, placing one hand on her stomach. “Not in my condition.” Her silent husband beamed, as
if Susan had said something witty or perhaps flattering to him.
Julie felt more uncomfortable than ever. She had never been a mother, and she was a good deal older than
Susan, seven or eight years at least, but she did not think that Susan and her husband would intentionally try to
embarrass her. Everyone knew that she had never wanted children, that she preferred her freedom.
Julie turned to Sid; their eyes met. He was quiet, too quiet to be amusing in the way that Hal or even Jack
could sometimes be, but really quite good-looking in his athletic fashion, dark and mysterious, withheld. They
knew very little about Sid. Was it true that his family had money? If only, Julie thought, he would volunteer
himself more, like Hal. But at least Sid could be managed.
“Come on, you,” she said, taking him by the hand and pulling. “Let’s catch up with the others.”
Meekly, Sid allowed himself to be led out the door.
*
On the dock it was very quiet. Only stray phrases of the Cuban trumpet carried out that far.
As they had walked out onto the dock, which was floated on an arrangement of great, slowly rusting oil drums,
it had bobbed and swayed with every step. By now it had settled down. The three of them—Hal and Karen and
Jack—sat dangling their legs over the end, looking out at the anchored boats which the water rocked its gently as
cradles. Above the water, very bright, as if left over fgrom some festivity, were strung the lights of the sailing
club. All of the lights together cast a strange glow on the dark waters of the bay, a think swath of artificial
moonlight which reached out perhaps halfway toward the long, indistinct blur of the nearest island.
Jack wanted to touch the water, see how cold it was. Carefully he set the drink he had brought with him down
upon the planking and removed his loafers.
Not that he meant to swim. But as he thrust one leg down, and his toes touched water, which was not as cold as
expected, he found himself thinking of a woman they all knew, a woman named Roberta, who had once lived in
the apartment above the Langs, and how she sometimes used to swim out to the island, which was no more than a
dark, low line on the horizon. There was nothing to do out there; it was a mere piney arm of sand. She would wait
just long enough to catch her breath and then swim back. That was all. It would not have been, if you were a
swimmer, very dangerous. There were plenty of boats along the way to catch hold of if you tired.
Perhaps they were all thinking of Roberta just then, for when Hal asked, out of the blue, if they knew that
Roberta was in San Francisco, Karen said, “Funny, I was just thinking of that time she drove her car into the bay.”
“Well, not quite all the way in,” Hal said. “It stalled, you know.”
Hal was the authority on the stories they told about people they used to know. There was a good-sized
collection of them recounted so often the identities of the participants tended ot blur, and the facts themselves
were subject to endless small revisions and adjustments.
“I thought it was a palm tree that stopped her,” Jack commented, rather sourly. He had never been one of
Roberta’s admirers. At the time, she had seemed a silly romantic girl, made for attention. He tried to recall her
face but could not. Had it been pretty? He seemed to remember it as a pale, rather moon-shaped, but perhaps that
was someone else’s, someone more elusive still.
“You’re right,” Hal agreed. “There was a palm tree somewhere, but where?” He began to reconstruct. “The car
must have caromed off the palm and gone on into the bay. Yes, partway in. I seem to picture it hanging over the
edge, sort of.”
“I always thought she did it on purpose,” Karen said.
“No, it was an accident.” On that point Hal was definite.
Gradually a deeper melancholy settled over them. All around, the small dinghies tied up at the dock nosed
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familiarly against the wood. One was painted a vivid orange and white, the colors of the sailing club. A car passed
behind them along the bayshore road, swiftly, heading for Miami proper.
Karen looked out across the bay. “Well, she should have done it on purpose. That would have made sense. It
would have been—oh, I don’t know …”
*
Off and on all evening Jack had been wondering what, if anything, was on between Hal and Karen. Karen was
very beautiful, more beautiful than she had been ten years ago, just out of high school, when everyone, himself
and Hal too, as he remembered, was buzzing around her. Experience had only ripened her; she made him think of
some night-blooming flower the neighbors call you out to see. Probably just then—at that very minute, Jack
would have liked to believe—she was at the absolute peak of her beauty. The next summer, surely by the summer
after, she would have crossed the invisible line they were all approaching. On the other side of that line strangers
would no longer find her quite so remarkable to look at, only old friends like Hal and himself, who would
remember her face as it had been lit momentarily by the driftwood fire of some otherwise forgotten beach picnic,
or more likely as it was now, shaped by the glow of the lights strung out from the dock over the water.
He recalled a story of Hal’s, a story he did not much like to think of, of how Hal and a girl Jack didn’t know
had rowed out to the island one night and stayed till dawn. Thinking about the story now, with the island itself so
near, Jack began to feel curiously giddy, as if the dock were starting to bob again.
“What about the island?” he asked.
“What about it?” Karen said.
“What about going out to the island?”
“I couldn’t swim that far,” she said. “Not nearly.”
“Not swim. We borrow one of these dinghy things. Ask Hal. He’s done it before.”
Hal grinned. “Right. The night watchman, he sleeps back in that little shack. Besides, he doesn’t really give a
damn.”
In a moment they were climbing down into the orange-and-white dinghy, a trickier operation than it looked.
Whenever one of them put a foot down, exploring, the boat seemed to totter almost to the pint of capsizing. Jack
could not hold back a snort of laughter.
“Shh,” Hal said.
“I thought he didn’t give a damn,” Karen said, tittering.
“Shh,” Jack said. “Shh.”
Once they were all seated, Hal took up the oars. They were just casting off, Jack had just managed to slip the
rope free, when they heard footsteps coming up the walk. The rope dropped with a thick splash.
“Hey, we see you down there,” a voice called, and Karen recognized it as her husband’s. Just behind him stood
Julie, their shadows bent out over the water.
“Shh,” Karen hissed. Already the current was bearing them out, and there was a wide dark patch between boat
and dock.
“Come on back.”
“Can’t. Current’ s got us.”
But Hal was able to plant one oar firmly in the water and with that the boat began to turn in a slow circle.
“How was the dance?” Hal called politely.
For reply Julie stamped her foot on the dock. “Come on back,” she called.
“Tell me, Julie, I sincerely want toknow how it was.”
“Oh Hal, stop it.”
“Actually they were very nice about it,” Sid said, but we felt kind of out of place.”
“I feel kind of out of place right here,” said Jack, dizzy with the motion of the boat.
“Oh, you’re all drunk,” Julie said. “Every one of you is hopelessly drunk and besotted.”
*
It ended with Sid and Julie utying another dinghy and climbing into it. Quietly then the two boats glided out
with the mild current through the lighted water.
Under the lights Jack felt like an escaping prisoner caught in the beam of a spotlight, and he closed his eyes,
distinctly giddy now. When he looked again, they were already emerging fro the shadows of the anchored boats
into the clear space beyond, where it was dark. The other boat was no longer in sight. Hal feathered the oars, and
they drifted with the flow, letting Sid and Julie catch up. It was very still. They could hear Sid grunting over the
oars before they saw his dinghy coming up, gaining fast. In the dark his bent-over shape looked like part of the
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ghostly, gliding boat. Their eyes had become used to the dark by now, and they were near enough to make out
ahead the narrow strip of sand edged with stunted pines that marked the shore of the island. A moment later the
outline of a landing pier with several large nets spread out to dry on skeletal frames came into sight. Hal pointed
the boat that way and resumed rowing.
The pier was rickety but apparently safe. When Hal leaped out, the others followed.
*
Karen lived with the vaguely troubling impression that someone, some man, had all her life been leaning
toward her, about to touch her. It was like a dream. Instinctively she wished to draw back but could not. Moments
ago, on the island, lying on the little beach, with Hal leaning toward her, whispering something about exploring
the island a little farther down, around the point, she had consented without a thought, without strict attention to
the words. Tomorrow, thinking back over it, excusing herself, she might suppose that she had thought Hal meant
for the others to come too, but now, with that little moment still round and clear in her mind, she could admit that
she had come away under no such illusion. She could not understand why she had come. Karen was not in any
way angry with her husband, and she had never felt the least tremor of desire for Hal, who was simply an old
friend.
Her earliest recollection of Hal wa of a brash, rebellious boy in high school, a loud talker, but solitary, whom
she had seen once standing alone after classes at the end of a long corridor puffing away at—strange!—a cigar,
much too advanced for his years. Perhaps that was why she had been tempted to come with him now, that
fraagment of memory. Hal had looked up from the end of the corridor and seen her weatching him puff away at
the forbidden cigar, though neither had spoken at the time, nor, for that matter, had either brought the incident up
since. Karen was not certain that Hal would remember it. Even if he did not, Karen believed that out of that
moment, in some not-to-be-examined wary, this moment had come, and that it was in some way inevitable that
the two of them should be standing together now, around the point from the beach where the others were lying,
though not yet so far off as to keep an occasional murmur of voices from drifting their way.
Hal was no longer leaning toward her. He had taken her hand to lead her across one stretch of slippery rocks,
but he had not otherwise touched her. He was talking softly and at incredible length about a book he was reading,
a novel about some boys marooned on an island. Of all things! Karen thought, slightly indignant. Of all things!
Karen thought, slightly indignant. Of all things! She had failed at the outset to ctch the novelist’s name, and the
conversation by now was too far advanced to ask. Hal seemed to hve reached the point of criticizing the style of
the writer. Seemed—she could not really say. Her attention was failing, fading. She was overcome by a feeling of
surrender, a sense of division that was almost physical, in which she stood watching herself disappear over the
water, which was dark of a deep gemlike hue, and astonishingly calm.
In the distance she could near Sid’s laughter. She had the most vivid sensation of his anxiety and of Julie’s as
well. She wished she might do something to alleviate it, but it was as if Hal’s voice going on and on endlessly
about the novel she would never read were fixing her, or a part of her, to a certain point, pinning her there,
draining her of all power, while the rest of her drifted out, out … If only Sid would raise his voice and call her!
She remembered the after-supper games of hide-and-seek as a child with her large family of sisters and a brother.
One game in particular was among her most persistent memories, one that recurred even in her dreams. She was
crouching behind a prickly bush—for years afterward she could go to that same bush and point it out; she knew
exactly where it stood on the lawn of her parents’ house. She was the last one of all the sisters not yet found by
her brother, who was “It,” and she could hear her brother’s footsteps coming through the dusk and then his soft
voice calling, almost whispering, “Karen? Karen? Karen?” And she ran to him and threw her arms around him,
whereupon her brother, who was quite a few years older and much larger than she—he was only playing the game
as a favor to his sisters—lifted her from the ground and swung her around and around until they both fell to the
grass, overcome with laughter and relief.
How tired she was! She wanted Hal to stop talking. She was ready. She wanted him to touch her; she wanted
whatever was going to happen to begin. Love! And yet she could not bring herself to say to him that it would be
all right, that whatever he did or did not do scarcely mattered any longer.
*
Jack woke from a sound sleep feeling cold. He was alone.
He sat up and listened, a little apprehensively, for some sound to indicate where the others might be. Except for
the water that was licking up along the sand almost to his feet and out again, the silence was complete. Where had
they gone? He took it for granted that they were off exploring the island, two by two probably, but by what pairs
and for what purpose he hardly considered. His curiosity, brimming not long before, had gone flat.
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Somewhere he had misplaced his glasses. Groping in the sand never where he had been sleeping, failing to
find them, he blinked out across the water into the sky. The first faint streaks and patches of light were beginning
to show. For a long time he sat, reluctant to get up and start looking for the others. He did not like the idea of
stumbling across them in the dark, especially half-blind as he was. For the time being he did not care if he never
saw any of them again. His stomach felt a little queasy, but he was not sure if it was from drinking., It might have
been from emotion. In any case, he had been through worse.
Only after he had made his way back along the path to the landing pier and seen that the boats were missing
did he realize what had happened. They had left him behind; they had abandoned him on the island.
At first he was simply angry. He peered as well as he could toward land. The sailing-club lights were still
burning over the water. That he could see, but no farther. It was beginning to get light, and soon, he knew, the
night watchman would wake up and turn the lights off. Already the lights were beginning to look superfluous.
What a stupid joke this was, he thought. He imagined the story they would make of it—the night they marooned
Jack on the island! For a moment he considered the chance of swimming back, like Roberta. If he could make
seventy or eighty yards o his own, there would be plenty of boats to hang on to. But the water looked cold, and his
stomach was too unsettled.
Cold after the warmth of the night, he wrapped his arms around his shoulders. He felt as alone as he could ever
remember having felt, and in an unfamiliar place, a place he could not even, without his glasses, see clearly, all
fuzzy and vague—the last absurd touch. Any minute his teeth would start chattering. Standing there like that,
realizing how foolish and pointless it was, for he must hve been very nearly sober by then, he began to call their
names out as loud as he could, one after the other—a kind of roll call—whether out of annoyance or affection he
did not pause to consider. Hal, Sid, Karen, Julie! He had no idea how far his voice carried over the water, and in
any case there was no answer.
At last he sat down on the little rickety pier and began to wait for someone to come and rescue him. And
gradually, sitting there, beginning to shiver with the morning cool, Jack reflected, absurdly enough, that he was to
be the hero of whatever story came to be told of the night. A curious form of flattery, but flatter of a sort. He had
been singled out. At once he felt better about the evening. The party—it had not been a dead loss, after all. He
almost found himself forgiving them for having abandoned him; eventually perhaps he would forgive them,
forgive them everything, whatever they had done or not done. Without him, whatever had happened—and he did
not want to know yet what tht was, afraid that his new and still fragile sense of the uniqueness of the evening
might evaporate once he knew—would not have happened. In some way, he was responsible. In any case, he
would have forgiven them a great deal—laughter, humiliation, even perhaps betrayal—as they would forgive him
practically anything. He saw all that now. Well, it was a sentimental time of night—the very end of it—and he had
had a lot to drink, but he was willing to believe that the future would indeed be bleak and awful without such
friends, willing to take their chance with you, ready even to abandon you on a chunk of sand at four A.M. for
nothing but the sheer hell of it. And he was, for the moment, remarkably contented.
*
Brighton, 1980
The apartment building the Langs had lived in had been gone since the late sixties. There had been a boom.
The fine old house—one of the oldest in the area, one to which Indians just before the turn of the centiry had
come up across the bay in their canoes to trade—had lasted as long as any, but it had succumbed in the end to
time and money. In any case, it would have been quickly dwarfed by the new high-rises looming around it. On its
site stood one of the poshest of the latest generation of high-rises, expensive and grand, with glass and impractical
little tilted balconies painted in three bold colors. Admittedly, it had been and was still a grand site, with a
marvelous sweeping view of the bay, the little masted boats thick on the water, like blown leaves.
But it was the people who concerned Jack. And he knew none of the new people. In his own place, when he
went there now, he felt uncomfortable and alien.
One day—twenty years and more had passed—sitting in a flat in Brighton, England, looking idly out over the
gray, disturbed sea in a direction he thought must be toward home, Jack began making a sort of mental catalogue
of all his friends from that period. He had not thought it out in advance. The idea just came to him, and he began.
He was trying to remember everyone who was together at a certain time in the old life, at a precise moment even,
and the night of his going-away party came back to him.
The list began with Susan’s son, the one she had been pregnant with at the time, and Jack was pleased with
himself for having thought to include her child-to-be in his recollection. She never had another. The son, he had
heard, was a fine, intelligent boy, off at college somewhere, no trouble to anybody. Jack had not seen him since
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the boy started grammar school. The boy’s name slipped his memory, but he did remember, if not very clearly,
curls and a sort of general shying away from the presence of grownups.
The sallow husband—robvert or Bob—had been some trouble or had some trouble. Drinking? Whatever in the
past had caused his silence, he was to sink deeper and deeper into it over the years. Eventually he had found his
way back north to Philadelphia, into his father'’ business, a chain of liquor stores. Just the thing, Jack thought
ruefully, just the thing.
Susan herself weas another story,k though not much of one. She owned a small stucco house in the Grove,
almost hidden by shrubs and palms and jacarandas. Her time seemed to go into nothing at all, unless it was a little
gardening, but it surely went. She had no time for anyting, certainly not for friends, and never or very rarely
ventured out. She kept a few cats, quite a few. Their number grew.
The great surprise was Sid, the only one to have become famous. Not exactly famous, Jack acknowledged, but
well-known. No one had sensed the power and ambition hidden so quietly in Sid back then, certainly not Karen.
From small starts, from short sailing trips down into the Keys, later out to the Bahamas, Sid had taken the great
dare of a long solo sail across the Atlantic, kept a journal, and published an account of the voyage. Modestly
popular. Later, other adventures, other books. He was married now to a minor movie actress, past her prime but
still quite beautiful—a brunette, not at all like Karen in appearance—and they lived most of the year, predictably
somehow, in southern France. (It was true—his family had had some money.) Jack had recently had occasion to
call on them on the continent and found that he enjoyed his visit immensely. Sid had become voluble, a great
smiler—of all of them, the most thoroughly and happily changed.
Karen, on the other hand, had been through three more husbands. Two daughters; one of them amrried, with a
daughter of her own. It seemed incredible to Jack that Karen, of all peole, should have become a grandmother. It
was like a magic trick, seen but not believed. Sometimes, of an evening, as they sat talking over a drink beside the
current husband’s pool, the but light sending out its intermittent little zap, he had caught a sidelong glimpse of the
former Karen, a Karen absolute and undiminished, still slender, seemingly remote, cool if not cold, not to be
found out. Sopme secret she had, and it had kept her beautiful. Her present husband was often ill, and there was a
badk look around her own eyes. She looked away from you much of the time. She had never done anything of any
importance in her life, and everybody had always her for herself alone. What happiness!
Julie, as she had wished, never had had any children. Over the years she had gone a little to corpulence, but her
foot, surprisingly tiny still, still swung back and forth to some nervous rhythm of her own. She, who had always
abhorred and fled from the cold, ran a bookstore now in Boston. She had become an expert on books. The way
Jack had of explaining this to himself—he had browsed in her shop once or twice when in the city—was simply
that she had liked to read, always. Those nights Hal had been out catting around she had read. She had read and
read and she had always loved books and, in the end, it had come to this. She seemed satisfied.
Nor was Hal—the great romantic, Hal—a totally lost cause, even though he had, in his maturity, held down a
steady job, the same job now, for ten or eleven years, easily a record for him. He managed a gallery. He was
perfect for it, a gallery in the Grove popular with everyone, wealthy tourists especially. It also provided him the
contacts with women he seemed to need—wives, daughters, perhaps even a youthful grandmother or two.
Women, young and old, some beautiful, some rich, pursuing Hal, who was not getting any younger. He let his
colorful shirts hang out usually, over a slight belly, wore dark glasses much of the time, rode out his hangovers
with good grace and considerable experience. He still painted, excellent miniatures, obsessively detailed, with the
clear jeweled colors of Byzantine work. He sold everything he made and never stet too high a price, though it was
certain he could demand more if he chose. But no, he was as happy as he deserved, perhaps happier. Not married
—it was easier that way. Some nights he liked being alone.
Several of his friends, Jack realized, were actually happy. The shape of their futures must always have been
there, somehow, just as eye color is bult into the chromosomes before birth. Impossible to read, all the same,
except backward, as with some obscure Eastern language. Or perhaps the night of the party had beena sort of key,
and it had been clear, or should have been clear then, that the Langs would never last, not as a couple, and if the
Langs went, then the Greens constituted a doubtful case; and something in the way her husband had cast his
silent, wary, unfathomable glances at the pregnant Susan might have hinted at some future division between them
as well. Now no one was married to the right person. No one, as Jack would have it, would ever be married to the
right person again. The time when everything was as it should be was always really some other time, but back
then, that summer, it had seemed near.
From the window of the flat he could see only a little corner of the sea, and he wanted, for some reason, to be
closer to the water. Dressing warmly, Jack walked down to the parade, braced himself against the baby gale and
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walked and walked, for forty minutes or so. He found imself down on theshingle, almost alone there. It was too
nasty a day foir there to be much company. A big boat hung on the horizon. Jack thought back to the beach of the
little sandy bay island and he guessed that what had happened that night must be why he had ventured down to the
sand now, to which he almost never descended. Here in this foreign place he felt again that he was on a little
island, isolated, the last civilized speck, himself against a faceless and unpredictable world—unknowable, really.
Jack felt like calling out the names again, the names of his friends, but of course he did not. He could not even
remember how he had been rescued that other time, who it was that had come out in a dinghy for him, risking the
wrath of the sleepy night watchman. Probably Sid. Julie had cooked a nice breakfast—he remembered that. No
one wold be coming to rescue him now, not that he needed rescuing or wanted rescuing, even in the sort of halfdreaming state he had fallen into. But the thought did occur to him in passing.
48.44 An Evening Performance\fn{by George Palmer Garrett (1929-2008)} Orlando, Orange County, Florida, U.S.A.
(M) 5
For several weeks, maybe a month or so, she had been standing, the plump woman in her sequined one-piece
bathing suit, poised dangerously atop a rickety tower that rose into the very clouds, like Jacob’s dreamy ladder,
with here and there a few birds making swift vee’s in the sky around her and below, far, far below, a huge tub,
flaming and terrible, into which she was surely going to dive at any moment. Beneath her, in fiery, crude letters,
as if by a moving finger, was printed:

One of the Fabulous
Wonders of the Modern World
Stella the High Diver!
She Dives One Hundred Feet
Into A Flaming Caldron of Death!
These posters appeared mysteriously one Monday morning, and they were everywhere, on store windows, on
telephone poles, pasted to the sides of buildings, tacked to living trees. They caused quite a stir, you can believe.
The children on the way to school that morning were the first to see them (for it was just the beginning of the
school year), bunched around them and stared at her improbably buxom magnificence, looked with awe and
wonder on her daring and buzzed about it like a hive of disturbed bees all day long. By midmorning grumbling
adults were busy ripping the posters from windows and buildings, and a couple of policemen spent the day going
up and down the main street and certain side streets, taking them off the telephone and light poles.
But there were so many! And it was such a mystery. Lurid and unsettling as a blast of trumpets, they had come,
nevertheless, in the night and as silently and as all at once as a great settlement of snow.
(It would be later, much later, after all these events, that the counterman who worked the night shift at the
Paradise Diner on the outskirts of town, just beyond the last glaring filling station, the last winking motel and the
brilliant inanity of the used-car lots, where, no matter how carnival-colorful with multitudes of little hags and
wind-tormented whirligigs, no matter how brightly lit, the rows of cars stood like sad carrousel horses set out to
graze—it would be later when the counterman would remember that the man, the short man with the limp, had
indeed stopped there for a cup of coffee just before dawn on the same night that the posters appeared.)
So, in spite of all serious effort, a few of the posters remained to tantalize by their vague promise of a future
marvel, to be teased by wind and weather, faded by the still-summer-savage sun and the first needling rains of
autumn, the red letters blurring, then dribbling away as if, after all, they had been written in something perishable like human blood. Talked about for a while (and there were those who said they remembered seeing such a
thing and certainly a number who had heard of it), a subject of some debate and even sermonizing in certain of
the more fundamentalist churches, where amusement is nearly equivalent, by definition, to vice—still, the
promise faded with the color of the posters. There were few who believed that Stella would ever come and dive
there, few who hoped she would arrive. It seemed, after all, only another joke of some kind, foolish, pointless but
in a way strangely distressing.
Then one morning late in October, with the weather cool and gray as wash water, the truck came and parked
among the wind-picked trees at the edge of the old fairgrounds field. There, some years before, there had been,
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once a year, the band music, the rich smells of strange foods, the sedate cycle of the merry-go-round, the glory of
the Ferris wheel. Now only a wide field.
At first the truck was nothing to take notice of, merely a big, battered piece of machinery, and then, soon
afterward, an army-surplus squad tent, sprawling, sagging in a most unmilitary, careless way, like a blood relation
of the truck itself, like a khaki mushroom growing beside it.
And there were people too. There were three of them. There was the man, short and gimpy (his left leg just
might have been wooden), his face puckered and jowly and fiercely quizzical like a Boston bull, his eyes glazed
and almost lightless like the button eyes of a cloth doll; furious and tired he seemed, spoke in phlegmy mutters,
showing a ruined mouth, the teeth awry, at all angles like an old fence. And sometimes around the town, shopping
for a few groceries at the supermarket, buying cigarettes and aspirins and comic books at the drugstore, and
carefully sorting through boxes of rusty and secondhand bolts and screws and clamps and brackets at the
hardware store (for what?), he talked to himself, a harsh, continual and indecipherable monotone.
Then there was the little girl, a frail thing, made apparently of glazed china with altogether unlikely eyes and
her hair as shiny as new pennies, like a shower of money, richly brushed and worn long, below her waist. She was
dressed in white always, starched and ironed and immaculately clean dresses; and the women had to wonder how
her mother (?—the woman, anyway) managed that, living strictly between a sagging, probably leaking too, tent
and a worn-out truck. This little girl was heard to answer to the name of Angel when the man called her, and she
did not play with the children who sometimes after school grouped in shrill clots around the tent and truck to stare
and call, “Angel, Angel,” until the lame and terrible man came out after them, limping, waving a pick or a broom
handle at them, and they ran hollering and laughing away.
The woman was an equal curiosity. She was very short, pretty nearly a midget by some standards, it was said,
but broad-shouldered, wide-hipped, heavy-legged, sturdier, if anything, than the man. Her hair was dyed redder
than you’d care to believe and it was cut in a perfect bowl. She appeared to be in early middle age, though, God
knows, she might as well have been an old woman and who would have known, she wore such savage make-up,
wild-accented, slanted eyes, a mouth smeared with red as if she’s been gorging overripe plums and, as well, two
exactly round spots of rouge on her cheekbones like a couple of roses pressed into the pages of a book. She did
not speak to anyone and if she was spoken to she stared bright-eyed and uncomprehending. It was not long before
people put two and two together and figured she was a mute. This was proved when she was seen to communicate
with the lame man entirely with her hands, hands as swift as wings, and not a sound. Still, she had a smile that
was a white joy to see, and she seemed to be smiling all the time.
It was a week or so after they arrived and set up on the fairgrounds that the truth popped out like a jack-in-thebox. One fine morning anyone could see the great pile of boards and pipes and wires the lame man had unloaded
by the truck and was lugging, bit by bit, out to the center of the field. By noon he had erected what seemed to be
the beginning of a good-sized drilling rig.
“For oil?”
That was the joke around town before a few of the more prominent men and a policeman drove out to the
fairgrounds, parked at the edge of the field and walked slowly to the place where he was working. He paid them
no mind at all as they straggled toward him, and, as they drew near and stood about, they could see at close range
that he was completely sweat-soaked and going about his task with a kind of unbecoming solitary fury, all in
hasty, jerky gestures like an old-time comedian in a silent movie. He did not stop working or even seem to notice
them until they spoke to him.
“What in the world are you trying to do?” the policeman said.
The man spat and dropped his heavy wrench on the ground.
“What does it look like I’m trying to do?” he said, and a couple of them giggled at that. “I’m putting up the
tower.”
“What kind of a tower?”
“The tower for Stella,” the lame man said, sighing in exasperation between his clenched teeth. “How can she
do the dive without the tower, I ask you? That’s only logic, ain’t it?”
“Oh,” the policeman said, thinking about it. “You got to have a license to put on any kind of a exhibition
around here.”
The lame man lowered his head and all at once seemed to sag and shrink like a gradually deflating balloon. He
muttered to himself. Finally, he raised his head and looked right at them, and they could see thick tears glisten in
his eyes.
“What do the license cost?” he said.
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“Twenty-five bucks.”
“We don’t have to do the dive,” he said. “We got a whole lot of unusual things we can do. I can rig up just a
wee bit of a trapeze and Angel can do some things that would make your eyes pop out of your head. If worse
comes to worse, we don’t have to build nothing at all. If I have to, I can just stand on the back end of the truck and
swallow swords and fire, and then Stella and Angel can do a dance.”
“Any kind of a exhibition whatsoever costs twenty-five dollars for the license.”
The man shrugged and hung his head again.
“Don’t you have the money?”
He shook his head and still would not look at him.
“Well, what in the hell?” the policeman said. “You better tear that tower down and get on out of town. We got a
law—”
“Wait just a minute,” a merchant said. “You plan to sell tickets, don’t you?”
The lame man nodded.
“If you put on that high dive, I reckon with the advance publicity and all you may get as many as a thousand
out here to see it, counting the kids and all. What kind of a price do you charge?”
When the man looked up again at last, he had his ruined smile for them all.
“Two bits a head, that’s all,” he said. “We got a roll of tickets printed up and everything.”
The merchant made a hasty calculation.
“All right,” he said. “I’ll tell you what I’ll do. I’ll get the license for you and you cut me in for half of whatever
you take.”
“Half?” the man said. “That’s a dirty shame. Half is too much. It ain’t hardly worth doing for just half. That
high dive is plenty dangerous.”
“Take it or leave it.”
“What can I do?” the man said. “I can’t do nothing but take it.”
“Tell you what else I can do,” the merchant said. “I got a boy helps me down to the store. I’ll send him to help
you put that tower up. How soon can you be ready to put on the show?”
The lame man sighed.
“With help, tomorrow evening, I guess.” While they had been talking, the woman had come slowly and quietly
to the edge of the group, holding the little girl in white by the hand. She had been standing there, smiling her wonderful smile. She didn’t seem to have the slightest notion what was going on, but as they walked back to their cars
they saw that she had turned on the man, unsmiling, and, as he shook and shook his head, her hands flashed at
him like the wings of a wild bird in a cage, at once in rage and despair.
All that day the tower grew, and by noon of the next day it was finished. It stood not nearly so tall as the cloudand bird-troubled structure depicted on the posters, but still menacingly high, a rickety skeleton that swayed a
little even in the least breeze. All the way to the top there was a rope ladder, and on the top there was a small
platform with a single extended plank for a diving board. At the foot of the tower the lame man had set up a large
wooden tank into which he and the woman and the boy who worked for the merchant poured bucket after bucket
of water, drawn from a public spigot at least a half-mile away, all afternoon until the tank was filled to about the
depth of a tall man standing. There was, nearby, a five-gallon GI gasoline can. The lame man then rigged up a
string of colored lights for decoration and two large searchlights intended to focus on the diver at the top. He set
up a card table at the corner where the main road turned into the fairgrounds. He put up a few more of the posters
on the leafless trees and the light poles and on the sides of the truck. By midafternoon everything was ready.
Then the weather turned. A wind came from the north, bringing with it a cold, thin rain. The tower moved in
the wind and shone with wet. The woman and the little girl remained in the tent. The lame man stood at the card
table with a roll of tickets and with a newspaper over his head to keep off the rain, waiting for the first customers
to arrive.
Just at dark the merchant returned. There was a good crowd then, equal at least to their expectations, gathered
in a loose ring around the tower, standing in raincoats and underneath umbrellas, silently, patiently waiting.
“Well,” the merchant said. “It looks like we done all right, irregardless of weather conditions.”
“Sure,” the lame man replied, “except that now she don’t want to go through with it.”
“What’s that?”
“I mean it’s too risky at a time like this.”
“You should have thought of that before you sold the tickets,” the merchant said. “If you don’t present the
show now, there’s no telling what may happen.”
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“Oh, we’ll give them a show all right. We always do,” the man said. “I’ll swallow some swords if I have to.
We’ll do something.”
“She’s got to dive,” the merchant said. “Or else you’ve got a fat case of fraud on your hands.”
After that the two of them went into the tent to talk. There was a red lantern casting a strange glow over everything, the cluttered mass of clothes, a steamer trunk, packing boxes, tin cans and comic books. The woman was
sitting on the single Army cot, dressed in her sequined bathing suit, so tight that it seemed any moment she would
burst out of it like a cooked frankfurter, reading a comic book, and the little girl sat beside her, neat as ever, her
feet not quite reaching the muddy floor of the tent. The woman wore no makeup, and she did not smile when they
came in. It was, in spite of the red illusion of the lantern, cold and damp and foul. The merchant winced at the
smell of it—of stale, cheap food from cans, of sweat, of makeup, of the cold earth.
“Tell her she’s got to do it.”
The lame man waved his hands in deft code to her. She moved her hands slowly in reply and, smiling now,
shook her head. Outside the people had begun to clap their hands in unison.
“She says it’s too dangerous. It’s dangerous anyhow, but on a night like this—”
“Come on,” the merchant said. “It can’t be that bad. There’s bound to be a trick to it.”
The lame man shook his head.
“No, sir,” he said. “It ain’t no trick to it. It’s the most dangerous thing in the world. She don’t like to do it one
bit.”
“That’s a fine thing,” the merchant said. “Just fine and dandy. If she don’t like to do it, why the hell do you go
around putting up posters and building towers and selling tickets, that’s what I’d like to know?”
“Somebody’s got to. If it wasn’t us, it would just have to be somebody else.”
“Oh my God!” the merchant said, throwing up both hands. “Now, you listen here. If you don’t start this show
in five minutes, I’ll have you all three slapped in the jail for misrepresentation and fraud. Five minutes.”
He opened the flap of the tent and went out into the chill dark and the rain. Then he could hear the little girl
crying and the lame man muttering to himself and, too, a strange kind of moan which must have been the only
sound the woman could make.
The merchant lit a cigarette. Almost immediately the lame man followed behind him, walked right past. He
started up the truck engine and turned on the colored lights. Then the woman appeared, wearing an outsize
bathrobe and, now, her hair covered by a bathing cap. She walked to the foot of the tower, slouched against it, one
hand clutching the first rung of the rope ladder, and smiled.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” the lame man said. “You are about to witness a performance that defies the very laws
of science and nature. This little lady you see standing before you at this time is fixing to climb to the top of the
tower. There, from that great altitude, she’s going to stand and dive into a flaming tank of water that’s barely six
feet deep. You will not believe your eyes. It’s the marvel of the modern world.
“How does she do it, some of you will ask? Now, some people in show business will give you all kinds of
fancy explanations for how they do their work. They will tell you that they learned it from the wise men of the
East. They will tell you about magicians and dreams and gypsies and the secrets of the ancient world. Not us. The
way that Stella does this dive is by skill, skill pure and simple. When Stella climbs that tower and dives into the
flames, she’s doing something that anyone could do who’s got the heart and the patience and the nerve for it.
That’s what is unique about this performance. When Stella sails through the air and falls in the flames and then
comes up safe and smiling, she’s the living and breathing proof of the boundless possibility of humankind. It
should make you happy. It should make you glad to be alive.”
“Let’s get it going!” someone shouted, and the crowd began to yell and whistle.
“We won’t give you no special build-up,” the lame man continued in the same even voice. “We just say this is
a feat. There it is. See for yourself. And without further ado, I give you, ladies and gentlemen, Stella, the worldrenowned high diver.”
He touched her lightly on the arm. She removed her bathrobe and, opening her arms wide, turning around
once, displayed herself, pale and plain, sturdy in the tight bathing suit with winking sequins. She turned and began
slowly climbing the rope ladder. It was a perilous ascent and the ladder swung wide with the clumsy weight of
her. When she reached the top she rested, kneeling on the platform, and even from below they could see her body
heave with breathing. Then she stood up and the lame man turned on the two searchlights. She unhitched the rope
ladder and it fell away in a limp, lazy curve like a dead snake. The crowd gasped.
“Do you see?” the lame man shouted at them. “Now there’s no other way to get down except by diving.”
He hobbled to the tank and poured out gasoline from the GI can. Then he stepped back and looked up at her,
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motioning.
She came forward onto the limber diving plank and looked down. The tower rattled and moved in the wind and
she seemed very small now and far away. She continued looking down, then she signaled the lame man. He lit the
gasoline and jumped back awkwardly as the flames roared up. Just at that instant she rose on her toes and dived.
Soaring and graceful, her arms wide apart, for a breathless time she seemed to hang at that great height in the
wind, caught in the brilliant snare of the two searchlights. Then she seemed to fold into herself like a fan and,
straight and swift as a spear, she fell plunging into the tank with a great sparkling flash of fire and water.
There was a hushed moment while the crowd waited to see if she was still alive, but she emerged, climbed
heavily out of the tank, showed herself to them once more, damp but unscathed. She seized her bathrobe and ran
back to the tent. The lame man switched off the lights, stopped the truck’s engine and followed after her, disappearing into the tent. Some people began to leave right away. But many continued to stand in the darkness gazing
at the tower and the vacant tank.
When the merchant entered the tent the three of them were sitting in a row on the cot eating something out of a
can. The red lantern glowed at their feet.
“Is that all?” the merchant said. “I mean, is that all there is to it?”
The lame man, chewing, nodded.
“Kind of brief, don’t you think, for two bits a head?”
“That’s all there is to it. She could’ve killed herself. Ain’t that enough for one evening? They ought to be glad
it’s over.”
The merchant looked at her. She was eating from the can with her fingers, and she seemed as happy as anyone
will ever be. For a crazy second he yearned for her with bowels of fire.
“Can’t you swallow a few swords or something? I want everybody to feel they got their money’s worth.”
“Goddam it, they did already,” the lame man said. “And they got all they’re going to out of us.”
The merchant tried to persuade him to do something more but he refused. So the merchant took his share of
their earnings and left them. Soon the last of the people left too.
And the next morning the three of them were gone. The tower was gone, the truck, the tent, and they might just
as well have never been there at all for all the trace they left behind them. Except for a few dark spots on the grass
where the flaming water had splashed, except for a few posters still remaining (and they were not true to fact or
life), there was no sign of their existence.
But, if the evening performance had been brief, it remained with them, like an accusing ghost, haunting for a
long time afterward. Some of the preachers continued to denounce it, the whole thing, as the obvious work of the
Devil himself. Drunkards, gossips, tellers of tall tales embroidered on it, exaggerated and preserved it in a heightened form until the legend of that high dive was like an antique tapestry before which anything they might live to
act out was strangely dwarfed and shamed. Children pestered and fidgeted, wanting to know when, if ever, the
three strangers would come again. A wise man, a cripple himself, judged that it wasn’t evil but that it was still a
terrible thing.
“It was too much, when you think about it,” he said. “We’ll never be pleased by anything again, ordinary marvels like tightrope walkers, fire-eaters, jugglers, pretty girls being shot out of cannons. It’s going to take a regular
apocalypse to make us raise our eyebrows again.”
He was almost right, as nearly right as a wise man alone, thinking it out for himself, can ever be. How could he
know that more than one aging, loveless woman in the town slept better ever after that? How could he even
imagine one of them smiling in her sleep as she dreamed herself gloriously falling from a topless tower into a lake
of flames?
116.176 Wayne In Love\fn{by Padgett Powell (1952- )} Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida,U.S.A. (M) 4
When Wayne got back from not going to California, the HoJo in Scottsdale still leaking, he hoped, but didn’t
see how, since if it rained in the desert it wouldn’t be much, he drove over to this and Felicia’s house, which was
now Felicia’s and the kids’, and walked in as if it were still his too. Felicia was standing on what looked like a
miniature walker for old folks. It had four chrome legs about a foot high and a pink vinyl pad on the top and was
slanted backwards just like a walker. Only Felicia was standing on it and looking at herself in the mirror over the
sofa. Wayne reached under the cushions of the sofa and withdrew his army WWI\fn{ World War I.} bayonet, which
he had kept there against intruders when he lived there.
“What the hell you doing?” he asked Felicia.
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“This,” Felicia said, turning one way and another to look at her hips, which were in pink shorts the exact color
of the vinyl pad she stood on, “is a Exer-step.”
“A what?”
“You step on it.”
“I see that. Any beer?”
“No.”
Wayne looked at his bayonet: it was the narrow kind, very heavy, with the most prodigious blood groove he
had ever seen on a knife of any kind. It was not imaginable to him that a bayonet like this one could kill someone
better, or more efficiently or quickly, or let you get it out of the victim easier or whatever the hell a blood groove
actually did or was supposed to do. Blood groove. It sounded like a joke, or something to tell a recruit and laugh
at him if he believed it. It was probably a way to save steel.
Felicia stepped off the Exer-Step and back up, and stepped back off and back on and looked at her hips some
more. Wayne pressed his crotch to her leg, at about her knee.
“Hey, Ugly.”
“Don’t say that to me, Wayne.”
“Okay. How about a knobbler?”
“Not now. Later.”
“Sounds like a weenie.”
Wayne stuck an elaborate, stylized martial-arts pose and said, “I’m a burning, burnin hunk of love,” and threw
the bayonet at the back of the front door, which it struck not with the blade but with the short, heavy, fat,
machined handle, making a deep, dull contusion in the door and falling to the floor with a thick twang. Two boys
ran into the room at the sound and saw immediately the bayonet and the fresh wound in the door and Wayne and
said, in unison and looking at Felicia to gauge her approval, “Cool!” Felicia was expressionless, so the boys leapt
on the bayonet and fought over it until Wayne took it from them and put it through his belt pirate-style.
“Git.”
“The boys did.
“There is some beer, I think, Wayne,” Felicia said.
“Nobody.”
“Nobody, shit.”
“Nobody, Wayne.”
“I didn’t leave it.”
“Wayne, you left.”
“Okay. Okay. Don’t give me the Fifth Amendment or third-degree burns or—” He stopped speaking, overcome
by the sight of Felicia’s pale thigh going into the Exer-Step-pink nylon so loosely a hand cold easily glide up
there, meeting no restriction.
“Our Lady of Prompt Succor,” he declared, brandishing the bayonet and trying to kiss her.
“Don’t. I’m sweaty.”
“Okay.”
Felicia went to shower and Wayne went to the kitchen, where he parted items in the refrigerator with the
bayonet until he found the beer. These he would have stabbed to extract if it wouldn’t have wasted a beer. He felt
good, suddenly, every good. He almost took a beer into the back yard and punctured it with the bayonet to test out
the blood groove, but did not. Yet. “Goddamn beer groove,” he said aloud, holding a beer in one hand and the
bayonet in the other. He regarded the bayonet and its grove a moment, put it on top of the refrigerator, and walked
back into the living room holding his crotch, with certain fingers extended and certain folded as he’s seen black
rappers do. The fingering was the same as the Texas Longhorn Hook-’em-Horns sign.
*
“What do they call it—fragrant dereliction?”
“What?”
“Romans. Somebody. Napoleons.”
“Be quiet.”
“I’m about to pop.”
“Don’t.”
“I could come back, do this to you all the time.”
“No, you couldn’t!”
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“Come back, do it sometimes.”
“Not come back. Sometimes, maybe.”
“Whatever. Changkaicheck!”
“Oh, Wayne.”
“Hey. That mudpuppy’ll be back hard in ten minutes.”
“I don’t have ten minutes.”
“What?”
“Work.”
“Sounds like a personal problem.”
“Actually, it is, Wayne. I have to have two jobs now.”
“Oh.”
“And …”
“And what?”
“Don’t be here when I get back, if you want sometimes.”
“Sheeyit.”
“That’s right.”
*
Wayne left without showering, wondering where Felicia’s second job was, where she … how she kept care of
the kids. It was a vague, troubling haze of guilt that felt like a huge ball of tangled monofilament filling the back
seat of the car. A ball of monofilament that size could not be dealt with less than a flamethrower. It wold ensnare
birds, it would hook something, it would trip you, you’d see a piece of good tackle in it and never cut your way in,
it would foul your next cast, it would williefy your entire life. If his life was a happy, larky fishing trip, he had a
ball of monofilament half the size of the boat beside him. And it didn’t have anything to do with him anymore.
Felicia had had it. She wouldn’t let him untangle it. Which he didn’t much want to, couldn’t do anyway. How did
marriage and kids look like such a hot idea before you had it and like such a clusterfuck after you got it? It was
like praying for rain and getting struck by lightning. “I feel like going to Italy,” Wayne said aloud in the Impala.
He pictured wearing rather pointy, thin-soled shoes and yelling at people without having to fight htem and
drinking things he’d never heard of (and liking them) and mountains, maybe, and fountains and marble and
beautiful women who would talk to you whether you understood them or not and whether they understood you or
not, a problem that sign languge would solve anyway, and what it would be like sleeping with dark world-famousloving women who did not wear pink shorts the same pink as a miniature geezer walker, stepping on it about once
an hour. He was ready for a beer. He was not ready for the want ads, but it looked like time.
*
After securing his position at Ponderosa Roofing and Sheet Metal, which also manufactured, it turned out,
serious roofing equipment, for which Wayne thought he could be a sales representative, particularly for the gaspowered gravel scarifier, as it was properly called, or power spudder, as it was known by those who used it,
Wayne went on a date. There was a woman in the office named Palmea Forktine and Wayne could not resist
asking her every morning for plastic spons for the coffee-stirring operations, which were prodigious operations at
Ponderosa or any other roofing company at six in the morning among troops as hungover and blear—their
brogans flared open at the untied ankles and sticking to the floor, their flannel shirts not altogether tucked in, their
hair wet-combed—as the troops at Ponderosa or any roofing company.
Wayne said, “Spoons, Ms. Forktine. Ms. Forktine, spoons.” Pamela Forktine was older than Wayne. She had
put up with the advances of every description of loser-testosterone-hardcase it was conceivable to put up with,
until Wayne. Wayne was to her mind so far gone on rancid testosterone he was sweet. That her fifteen or so years
on him did not seem to bother him—a direct result, as she saw it, of the hormonal dementia these boys suffered—
made her certain he was sweet.
The fifteen or so years she had on him did not bother Wayne, until they went out and Pamel Forktine took the
bull by the horns and said, while they were going counter-clockwise in their cowboy boots and she was looking
for Wayne’s chest hair between the pearl snaps of his shirt with her finger, “You want to do the bone dance?”
“Do what?” Wayne said, stopping their counterclockwise drift among the stream and creating eddies of
resentment on the floor around them. “I mean, sure,” he said, and they got going again.
“It’s what the kids say,” Pamela Forktine said. “Bone in, bone out.”
Wayne sort of bent over at the waist, blowing his nose at this. He turned a red far deeper than the yoke on his
shirt. He had a piece of ass, it was a lock, but this kind of talk embarrassed him to a dangerous point. If Pamela
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Forktine wanted to do the bone dance, then Pamel Forktine had best not say any more about it.
They went to her house. There she scared Wayne by looking in another room and announcing, “It’s okay. He’s
out”
“Who?”
“Rafe.”
“Rafe?”
“Oh. Raphael.”
“Who’s Raphael?”
“My son.”
“How old is he?”
“Nineteen.” Pamela Forktine had led Wayne into the living room and was making them a drink in the kitchen.
Wayne pondered getting beat up by a nineteen-year-old kid named Raphael. His original concern had been that
Pamela Forktine was married and that he might be shot by a Mr. Forktine. That was, now, preferable to this other.
Raphael Forktine was either going to be a homosexual of some sort or some kind of terminator. Rafe Forktine
sounded like death row.
When he looked back on it, picturing Pamela Forktine’s death-row-candidate son beating the everliving shit
out of him might have been the high point in the travail of his and Pamela Forktine’s imminent time together. But
Rafe Forktine did not burst in and rescue Wayne from what was about to happen. No one did, including God.
Before God and everybody else, Pamela Forktine walked in the room with two drinks and her blouse open, no
bra. This required of Wayne a careful, very casual double-take. Her breasts were not altogether visible because
they seemed to point down and away from each other, like a cartoon hound dog’s eyes. It was the end of subtlety
on Pamela Forktine’s part. “Where’s that bone, Wayne?”
Wayne turned red and made a splitting noise.
“In here?” Pamela Forktine made one stroking pass, one unzipping pass, and scared Wayne with an immediate
and vigorous program of what he would later term gobbling. It included a gobbling noise. Wayne would have
laughed but was too frightened. The gobbling worked, though, and Pamel Forktine got up very cuddly in his neck,
her knees facing him on the sofa, and said, “Oh, sweetie. I hope I’m okay.”
“You’re okay, sure you’re okay—”
“No, I mean. Well, I’ve been …”
This scared Wayne again. “You’ve been … what?”
“Dry.”
“What?”
“I’ve been, well, dry.”
There they were in a brightly lit living room waiting for a nineteen-year-old son to avenge his mother, who
said things like bone in bone out, gobbled you, was dry. Wayne was about to lose it. Why did pussy have to be this
way? Why could it not be like a magazine? Like a book? Like at least a story, something that went smooth and
worked.
But Pamela Forktine was not giving up. She gobbled, she got Wayine into the bedroom, she got on Wayne, and
Wayne had a passing fancy that her hair felt like hemp and her skin like party balloons tiree days after the party.
But this felt good, this harsh rope and loose satin, and made its opposite number, fine hair and young tight flesh,
seem like tomatoes and eggplants, and Wayne began if not gobbling back at least nibbling this satiny crinkly
Pamela Forktine, and Pamela Forktine when that didn’t tickle too much seemed to like it and kept saying, “Oh,
sweetie” and was not dry. It worked. Wayne gasped up on her like a shipwrecked man on his found island. “Oh,
sweetie, sweetie, sweetie,” Pamela Forktine said, patting his head in rhythm.
This was a very sad and silly business, Wayne thought, this woman calling him this for not doing any more
than not losing his desire and spooing in her in five minutes, but she was calling him this sweetie nonsense
without any joke, she was serious, and that made Wayne feel, despite himself, good. She cold by God call him
whatever she wanted to. What had she ever done to him? She had fucked him, that’s hat, and that was what he’d
asked for. He was gong to be man enough to take what he got if he was man enough to ask for it.
And he was asking for it, man or not. Man. God, or whoever, put you here, and you have to ask for it. He puts
water here and it has to run downhill. You get up there in fucking hundred-and-twenty-degree heat and have to
stop its running. You fix the fucking leak.
“I sprung a leak in you, Pamela Forktine,” Wayne said.
“You sure did.”
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“Was it too soon?”
“No sweetie. It was just fine.”
Just fine, Wayne knew, meant too soon. So what? Was that his fault? No, it was not. Water runs downhill. It has
to.
*
It was not a new beginning, but it was, Wayne thought, new enough. He was half asleep and inadvertently said,
aloud, “New enough,” and Pamela Forktine said, “Hmmm? Did you say nude enough?”
“Sounds like a wiener,” Wayne said.
They nestled and snuggled together. Pamela Forktine said, “Do you like cereal? Rafe likes cereal. You can stay.
Thee’s enough.”
“There’s nude enough?”
“Nude enough.”
It was their first joke together. Wayne said, “I had a twin brother no one knows about. Sparky. Sparky died and
Wayne lived.”
“I’m sorry, sweetie. How old was he?”
“Sparky was three. Minutes.”
“Mmmm.”
“Nude enough.”
“I’m nude enough, Wayne.”
“What? More?”
“Sounds like a wiener, sweetie.”
Wayne liked women who said what they wanted. Up to a point. This was the point. This was precisely the
point. He liked Pamela Forktine.
*
Wayne took, as he puts it, a dump. This came out of him loose and burning. It made him step more highly than
usual for a few minutes afterward and wish for some kind of soothing salve. “Is there any beer?” he asked Pamela
Forktine. This was probably a mistake, at nine in the morning with a new woman with a teenage (underage) son
possibly already in the kitchen eating cereal. Next he would be watching cartoons. Wayne gave this some thought.
Maybe this was not the place to be.
Pamela Forktine had not heard him, apparently, and he heard no noise in the kitchen, so he tiptoed in there and
looked, and there was no beer., He went back in the bathroom and closed the door and looked at himself in the
mirror. His hair was dirty and it had the kind of control to it that suggested someone had jerked large chunks of it
out. Except it was so greasy, how could anyone get a grip on it? Wayne did this himself—grabbed a chunk of hair
—and felt it slipping in his hand well before it hurt to pull it. He thought about a shower. That might constitute a
moving-in gesture—he did not want that. And he did not want this Rafe character, convict or cartoon-watcher
cereal-eater, to find him in the shower the first time they met.
He looked at himself again. His face was, as all faces are to their owners, inscrutable. It was “normal” up to a
point. It had high, glossy, rather boyish cheeks and a freckled nose, not too veined, and the always slightly burned
forehead was plain. Then the trouble started. That wild skyline of hair, and, when he smiled, something that gave
Wayne the willies, like mold on cheese gave him the willies, because you never knew, once you got away from
outright yellow cheese into cheese that was white, or nearly white, it could be bluish or greenish, and soft, you
never knew how soft until you touched it—once you got away from yellow cheese you did not know if the mold
was mold or part of the cheese itself. That was the feeling he had, looking at his teeth in Pamela Forktine’s mirror
on a Saturday morning. He looked around the bathroom: it was good old tile, black and white, and she had
knickknack shelves everywhere and all the towels and face towels neatly hung, and the toilet was covered in
carpet that matched the rug on the floor. He smiled at himself quickly and got the blue-cheese willies and got in
the shower anyway.
He soaped up very, very well and took two or three kinds of shampoo from a rack of them, whether they said
Conditioner or not or Oily or Dry or Normal, and washed everything hard and got a boner. All right. He was back.
The killer was back.
164.43 Excerpt from The Front\fn{by Patricia Cornwell (1956- )} Miami, Dade County, Florida, U.S.A. (F) 10
Win Garano sets two lattes on a picnic table in front of the John F. Kennedy/School of Government. It’s a
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sunny afternoon, mid-May, and Harvard Square is crowded. He straddles a bench, over-dressed and sweaty in a
black Armani suit and black patent-leather Prada shoes, pretty sure the original owner of them is dead.
He got a feeling about it when the saleslady in the Hand-Me-Ups shop said he could have the “gently worn”
outfit for ninety-nine dollars. Next she pulled out suits, shoes, belts, ties, even socks. DKNY, Hugo Boss, Gucci,
Hermes, Ralph Lauren. All from the same celebrity whose name I can’t tell you, and it occurred to Win that not so
long ago, a wide receiver for the Patriots got killed in a car wreck. One eighty, six feet tall, muscular but not a
moose. In other words, about Win’s size.
He sits alone at the picnic table, more self-conscious by the moment. Students, faculty, the elite—most of them
in jeans, shorts, carrying knapsacks—cluster at other tables, deep in conversations that include very few
comments about the dull lecture District Attorney Monique Lamont just gave at the Forum. No Neighbor Left
Behind. Win warned her it was a confusing title, not to mention a banal topic for such a prestigious political
venue. She’s not going to appreciate that he was right.
He doesn't appreciate that she ordered him here on his day off so she could boss him around, belittle him.
Make a note of this. Make a note of that. Call so and so. Get her a coffee. Starbucks. Latte with skim milk and
Splenda. Wait for her outside in the heat while she hobnobs inside the air-conditioned Littauer Center.
He sullenly watches her emerge from the brick building, escorted by two plainclothes officers from the
Massachusetts State Police, where Win is a homicide investigator currently assigned to the Middlesex County
District Attorney’s detective unit. In other words, assigned to Lamont, who called him at home last night and said
effective immediately, he’s on leave from his regular duties. I’ll explain after my lecture at the Forum. See you at
two. No further details.
She pauses to give an interview to the local ABC affiliate, then to NPR.\fn{National Public Radio.} She talks
with reporters from The Boston Globe, the AP, and that Harvard student, Cal Tradd, who writes for the Crimson,
thinks he’s from The Washington Post.
The press loves Lamont. The press loves to hate her. No one is indifferent to the powerful, beautiful DA-today,
conspicuous in a bright green suit. Escada. This year’s spring collection. Seems she’s been on quite the shopping
spree of late, a new outfit practically every time Win sees her.
She continues talking to Cal as she walks confidently across the brick plaza, past massive planters of azaleas,
rhododendrons, and pink and white dogwoods. Blond, blue-eyed, pretty-boy Cal, so cool and collected, so sure of
himself, never flustered, never frowns, always so damn pleasant. Says something while scribbling on his notepad,
and Lamont nods, and he says something else, and she keeps nodding. Win wishes the guy would do something
stupid, get himself kicked out of Harvard. Flunking out would be even better. What a friggin’ pest.
Lamont dismisses Cal, signals for her plainclothes protection to give her privacy, and sits across from Win, her
eyes hidden by reflective gray-tinted glasses.
*
“I thought it went well.” She picks up her latte without thanking him for it.
“Not much of a turnout. But you seemed to make your point,” he says.
“Obviously, most people, including you, don’t grasp the enormity of the problem.” That flat tone she uses
when her narcissism has been insulted. “The decline of neighborhoods is potentially as destructive as global
warming. Citizens have no respect for law enforcement, no interest whatsoever in helping us or each other. This
past weekend I was in New York, walking through Central Park, and noticed a backpack abandoned on a bench.
Do you think a single person thought to call the police? Maybe consider there could be an explosive device inside
it? No. Everyone just kept going, figuring if it blew up, it wasn’t their problem as long as they didn’t get hurt, I
suppose.”
“The world’s going to hell, Monique.”
“People have slipped into complacency, and here’s what we’re going to do about it,” she says. “I’ve set the
stage. Now we create the drama.”
Every day with Lamont is a drama. She toys with her latte, looks around to see who’s looking at her.
“How do we get attention? How do we take people who are jaded, desensitized, and make them care about
crime? Care so much they decide to get involved at a grass-roots level? Can’t be gangs, drugs, carjackings,
robberies, burglaries. Why? Because people want a crime problem that’s, let’s be honest, front-page news but
happens to others, not to them.”
“I wasn’t aware people actually want a crime problem.”
He notices a skinny young woman with kinky red hair loitering near a Japanese maple not far from them.
Dressed like Raggedy Ann, right down to her striped stockings and clunky shoes. Saw her the other week, in
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downtown Cambridge, loitering around the courthouse, probably waiting to go before a judge. Probably some
petty crime like shoplifting.
“An unsolved sexual homicide,” Lamont is saying. “April fourth, 1962, Watertown.”
“I see. Not a cold case this time but a frozen one,” he says, keeping his eye on Raggedy Ann. “I’m surprised
you even know where Watertown is.”
In Middlesex County, her jurisdiction—along with some sixty other modest municipalities she doesn’t give a
damn about.
“Four square miles, population thirty-five thousand, very diverse ethnic base,” she says. “The perfect crime
that just so happens to have been committed in the perfect microcosm for my initiative. The chief will partner you
up with his lead detective—you know, the one who drives that monstrous crime scene truck. Oh, what is it they
call her?”
“Stump.”
“That’s right. Because she’s short and fat.”
“She has a prosthesis, a below-the-knee amputation,” he says.
“Cops can be so insensitive. I believe the two of you know each other, from the little grocery store around the
corner where she works a second job. So that’s a good start. Helps to be friends with someone you’re going to
spend a lot of time with.”
“It’s an upscale gourmet shop, and isn’t just a second job, and we’re not friends.”
“You sound defensive. The two of you go out, maybe not get along? Because that could be a problem.”
“Nothing personal between us, never even worked a case with her,” Win says. “But I would think you have,
since Watertown has plenty of crime and she’s been around as long as you have.”
“Why? Has she talked about me?”
“Usually we talk about cheese.”
Lamont glances at her watch.
“Let’s get to the facts of the case. Janie Brolin.”
“Never heard of her.”
“British. She was blind, decided to spend a year in the States, chose Watertown, most likely because of
Perkins, probably the most famous school for the blind in the world. Where Helen Keller went.”
“Perkins wasn’t located in Watertown back in the Helen Keller days. It was in Boston.”
“And why would you know trivia like that?”
“Because I’m a trivial person. And obviously you’ve been planning this drama for a while. So why did you
wait until the last minute to tell me about it?”
“This is very sensitive and must be handled very discreetly. Imagine being blind and realizing there’s an
intruder inside your apartment. That horror factor and something far more important. I think you’re going to
discover she very well may have been the Boston Strangler’s first victim.”
“You said early April I962?” Win frowns. “His alleged first murder wasn’t until two months later, in June.”
“Doesn’t mean he hadn’t killed before, just that earlier cases weren’t linked to him.”
“How do you propose we prove the Janie Brolin murder—or the Strangler’s other thirteen alleged murders, for
that matter—was committed by him when we still don’t really know who he was?”
“We have Albert DeSalvo’s DNA.”
“No one’s ever proyed he was the Strangler, and more to the point, do we have DNA from the Janie Brolin
case for comparison?”
“That’s for you to find out.”
He can tell by her demeanor there’s no DNA and she damn well knows it. Why would there be, some forty-five
years later? Back then, there was no such thing as forensic DNA or even a thought that there might be someday.
So forget proving or disproving anything, as far as he’s concerned.
“It’s never too late for justice,” Lamont pontificates—or Lamonticates, as he calls it. “It’s time to unite citizens
and police in fighting crime. To take back our neighborhoods, not just here but worldwide.” Same thing she just
said in her uninspiring lecture. “We’re going to create a model that will be studied everywhere.”
Raggedy Ann is sending text messages on her cell phone. What a whack job. Harvard Square’s full of them.
The other day, Win saw some guy licking the sidewalk in front of the Coop.
“:Obviously, nothing about this to the press until the case is solved. Then, of course, it comes from me. It’s too
hot for May,” she complains, getting up from the picnic table. “Watertown tomorrow morning, ten sharp, the
chief’s office.”
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She leaves her barely touched latte for him to dutifully toss in the trash.
*
An hour later, Win is finishing his third rep on the leg press when his iPhone vibrates like a large insect. He
picks it up, wipes his face with a towel, puts on the wireless earpiece.
“Sorry. You’re on your own,” Stump says, in response to the voice mail he left her.
“We’ll talk later.” He has no intention of discussing it in the middle of the Charles Hotel health spa, which he
can’t afford but is allowed to use in exchange for his security expertise and connections.
In the locker room, he takes a quick shower, changes back into his same outfit except for his shoes, which he
swaps out for motorcycle boots. He grabs his helmet, his armored mesh jacket, and gloves. His motorcycle is
parked in front of the hotel, a red Ducati Monster, protected by traffic cones, in his reserved spot on the sidewalk.
He’s tucking his gym bag inside the hard case, locking it, when Cal Tradd walks up. Cal says,
“I figured a guy like you would ride the Superbike.”
“Really? Why would you figure that?”
Before he can catch himself. The last thing he wants is to engage the spoiled little bastard, but he’s knocked off
balance, would never have guessed Cal would know anything about motorcycles, certainly not a Ducati 1098 S
Superbike.
“Always wanted one,” Cal says. “Ducati, Moto Guzzi, Ghezzi-Brian. But you start piano lessons when you’re
five, forget even a skateboard.”
Win's sick and tired of the reminder. The mini-Mozart, giving recitals by the time he was five.
“So when are we going to ride around together?” Cal goes on.
“What’s so hard about the words no or never? I don’t have ridealongs and I hate publicity. And I’ve told you
this … let’s see. About fifty times now?”
Cal digs in a pocket of his khakis, pulls out a folded piece of paper, hands it to him.
“My numbers. Same ones you probably threw away last time I gave them to you. Maybe you’ll call me, give
me a chance. Just like Monique said in her lecture. Cops and the community need to work together. There’s a lot
of bad stuff going on out there.”
*
Win walks off without so much as a see you later, heads toward Pittinelli’s Gourmet Market, another place he
can’t afford. It took some nerve to wander in a couple months ago, see if he could work out an arrangement with
Stump, who he’d heard of but never met. They aren’t friends, probably don’t even get along, but have a mutually
beneficial arrangement. She gives him discounts because he happens to be state police and happens to be
headquartered in Cambridge, where her market is located. Put it this way, it just so happens that Cambridge cops
no longer ticket Pittinelli’s delivery trucks when they’re in violation of ten-minute parking zones.
He opens the front door and runs into Raggedy Ann, on her way out, tossing an empty Fresca can into a trash
bin. The freako acts as if she doesn’t see him, the same way she did a little while ago at the School of
Government. Now that he thinks of it, she treated him as if he were invisible the other week, too, when she was
hanging around the courthouse, and he passed within inches of her, even said “excuse me.” Close up, she smells
like baby powder. Maybe it’s all the makeup she’s wearing.
“What’s going on?” he says, blocking her way. “Seems like we keep running into each other.”
She pushes past him, hurrying along the busy sidewalk, cuts through an alleyway. Gone.
Stump is stocking shelves with olive oil, the air pungent with the aroma of imported cheeses, prosciutto,
salami. Some college kid is sitting behind the counter, lost in a paperback, the shop otherwise empty.
“What’s with Raggedy Ann?” Win asks. Stump looks up from her crouched position in the aisle, hands him a
corked bottle shaped like a flask.
“Frantoio Gaziello. Unfiltered, a little grassy, with a hint of avocado. You’ll love it.”
“She was just in your shop? And right before that, she was hanging around Lamont and me at the School of
Government. And I’ve seen her around the courthouse, too. A little coincidental, maybe?”
He studies the bottle of olive oil, looking for the price.
“Maybe she’s stalking me.”
“I certainly would if I were some pitiful, deranged street person who thinks she’s a rag doll. Probably from one
of the local shelters,” Stump says. “In and out, never buys anything except Fresca.”
“Sure drank it fast. Unless she didn’t finish it. Tossed the can in the trash as she was com1ng out of your
store.”
“Her MO. Looks around, drinks her Fresca, and leaves. Seems harmless.”
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“Well, she’s starting to give me a creepy feeling. What’s her name, and which shelter? I think it would be a
good idea to run a background on her.”
“I don’t know anything about her except she’s not right.” Twirling her finger at her temple.
“So, how long you known about Lamont’s assigning me to Watertown?”
“Let me see.” She looks at her watch. “You left your voice mail an hour and a half ago? Let me do the math.
I’ve known for an hour and a half.”
“That’s what I thought. Nobody’s told you, so she makes sure from the get-go that you and I don’t get along.”
“I don’t need some harebrained new hobby right now. She sends you to Watertown on some secret mission,
don’t come crying to me.”
He crouches next to her.
“You ever heard of the Janie Brolin case?”
“You can’t grow up in Watertown and not have heard of that case, which was half a friggin’ century ago. Your
DAs nothing but a consummate, cold-blooded politician.”
“She’s your DA, too, unless Watertown PO’s seceded from Middlesex County.”
“Look,” she says, “it’s not my problem. I don’t give a damn what she and the chief have cooked up. I’m not
doing it.”
“Since it occurred in Watertown, since there’s no statute of limitations for homicides, technically it is your
problem if the case is reopened. And as of now, looks like it has been.”
“Technically, homicides in Massachusetts, with rare exception, such as Boston, are the jurisdiction of the state
police. Certainly you guys remind us of that on a regular basis when you show up at the scene, take over the
investigation, even if you don’t know a damn thing about anything. Sorry, you’re on your own.”
“Come on, Stump. Don’t be like this.”
“We just had another bank robbery this morning.” Arranging bottles on shelves. “Fourth in three weeks. Plus
the hair salon breaks, car breaks, house breaks, copper thefts, hate crimes. Never stops. I’m a little busy for cases
that happened before I was born.”
“Same bank robber?”
“Same-o, same-o. Hands the teller a note, empties the cash drawer, call goes out over BAPERN.”
Boston Area Police Emergency Radio Network. So local cops can talk to one another, assist one another.”
“Meaning every cop car on the planet shows up, lights and sirens full-tilt. All of downtown looks like a
Christmas parade. Ensuring our one-man Bonnie and Clyde knows exactly where we are so he can stay out of
sight until we’re gone,” she says as a customer walks in.
“How much?” Win refers to the bottle of olive oil he’s still holding.
More customers. Almost five p.m., and people are getting off work. Pretty soon, it will be standing room only.
Stump sure as hell isn’t a cop for the money, and he’s never figured out why she doesn’t retire from the
department and have a life.”
“It’s yours at cost.” She gets up, walks to another aisle, picks out a bottle of wine, gives it to him. “Just got it
in. Tell me what you think.
A 2002 Wolf Hill pinot noir.
“Sure,” he says. “Thanks. But why the sudden kill-me-with-kindness act?”
“Giving you my condolences. Must be fatal working for her.”
“While you’re feeling sorry for me, mind if I get a few pounds of Swiss, cheddar, Asiago, roast beef, turkey,
wild rice salad, baguettes? And kosher salt, five pounds would be great.”
“Jesus. What the hell do you do with that stuff? Throw margarita parties for half of Boston?” As she stands up,
so at ease with her prosthesis, he rarely remembers she has one. “Come on. Since I feel so sorry for you, I’ll buy
you a drink,” she says. “One cop to another, let me give you a little advice.”
They collect empty boxes and carry them to the storeroom in back, and she opens the walk-in refrigerator,
grabs two diet cream sodas, and says,
“What you need to focus on is motive.”
“The killer’s?” Win says, as they sit at a folding table, walled in by cases of wine, olive oils, vinegars,
mustards, chocolates.
“Lamont’s.”
“You must have worked a lot of cases with her over the years, but she acts as if the two of you have never
met,” he says.
“Bet she does. I don’t guess she told you about the night we got so ripped, she had to sleep on my couch.”
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“No way. She doesn’t even socialize with cops, much less get drunk with them.”
“Before your time,” says Stump, who’s older than Win by at least five years. “Back in the good ole days before
an alien took over her body, she was a kick-ass prosecutor, used to show up at crime scenes, hang out with us.
One night after a murder-suicide, the two of us ended up at Sacco’s, started drinking wine, got so wasted we left
our cars and walked to my place. Like I said, she ended up spending the night. We were so hungover the next day,
both of us called in sick.”
“You must be talking about someone else.” Win can’t envision it, has a weird feeling in the pit of his stomach.
“You sure it wasn’t some other assistant DA, and maybe over the years you’ve gotten the two of them confused?”
Stump laughs, says,
“What? I’ve got Alzheimer’s? Unfortunately, the Lamont you know never goes to crime scenes unless
television trucks are everywhere, hardly ever sees a court-room, has nothing to do with cops unless she’s giving
them orders, and doesn’t care about criminal justice anymore, only power. The Lamont I knew may have had an
ego, but why wouldn’t she? Harvard Law, beautiful, smart as hell. But decent.”
“She and decent don’t know each other.” He doesn’t understand why he’s suddenly so angry and territorial,
and before he can stop himself, he nastily adds,
“Sounds like you have a slight touch of the Walter Mitty syndrome. Maybe you’ve been a lot of different
people in life, because the person I’m drinking a cream soda with is short and fat, according to Lamont.”
Only thing short about Stump is her dark hair. And she’s certainly not fat. In fact, now that he’s paying
attention, he has to say she’s pretty damn buff, must work out a lot, has a great body, actually. Not bad looking.
Well, maybe a little masculine.
“I’d appreciate it if you didn’t stare at my chest,” she says. “Nothing personal. I tell all the men that when I’m
alone with them in the back of the shop.”
“Don’t assume I’m hitting on you,” he says. “Nothing personal. I tell all the women that when I’m alone with
them. Tell men, too, if the need arises. So to speak.”
“Had no idea you were such a cocky dude. So to speak. Arrogant, for sure. But wow.” She looks intently at
him. Sips her soda.
Green eyes with flecks of gold in them. Nice teeth. Sensuous lips. Well, a little wrinkled.
“And here’s another house rule,” she says. “I have two legs.”
“Goddamn. I haven’t said a thing about your leg.”
“That’s my point. I don’t have a leg. I have two. And I’ve seen you checking.”
“If you don’t want to draw attention to your prosthesis, then why do you call yourself Stump? For that matter,
why do you put up with anybody calling you Stump?”
“I don’t guess it might occur to you that I was called Stump before I had a bad day on my motorcycle.”
He doesn’t say anything.
“Since you’re a biker boy, let me give you a tip,” she says. “Try not to let some redneck in a pickup truck run
you into a guardrail.”
Win suddenly remembers his soda. Takes a swallow.
“And another word tip?” She tosses her empty can into a trash bin that’s a good twenty feet away. “Stay away
from literary allusions. I taught English lit before I decided to be a cop. Walter Mitty wasn’t a lot of different
people, he was a daydreamer.”
“Why the nickname, if it’s not about your leg? You’ve got me curious.”
“Why Watertown? That’s what you should be curious about.”
“Obviously, because the murder occurred there,” he says. "Maybe because Lamont knows you—even if she
acts like she doesn’t. Or at least she used to know you. Before you got short and fat.”
“She can’t stand that I saw her drunk, and know a lot about her because of what happened that night. Forget it.
She didn’t pick Watertown because of the case. She picked the case because of Watertown.”
“She picked the case because it isn’t just any old unsolved murder,” Win retorts. “Unfortunately, it’s one the
media will love. A blind woman visiting from the UK is sexually assaulted and murdered—”
“No question Lamont will milk it for all it's worth. But it’s worth more than one thing. She has other agendas.”
“Always does.”
“It’s also about the FRONT,” Stump says.
Friends, Resources, Officers Networking Together.
“In the last month, five more departments joined our coalition,” she goes on. “We’re up to sixty, have access to
K-nine, SWAT, antiterrorism, crime scene investigation, and most recently a helicopter. We’re still making bricks
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without straw, but we’re on our way to needing less and less from the state police.”
“Which I think is great.”
“The hell you do. State police hates the FRONT. Lamont most of all hates the FRONT, and what a
coincidence. It’s headquartered in Watertown. So she’s siccing you on us, setting us up to look like the Keystone
Kops. We have to have some superhero state police investigator come in and save the day so Lamont can remind
everyone how important the state police is and why it should get all the support and funding. A wonderful bonus
is she gets back at me, makes me look bad, because she’ll never forgive me for what I know.”
“What you know?”=
“About her.” It’s obvious that’s all Stump intends to say about it.
“I don’t understand how our solving your old case makes you look bad.”
“Our solving it? Unh-uh. I keep telling you. You’re on your own.”
“And you wonder why the state police doesn’t like … Hell, never mind.” She leans forward, meets his eyes,
says,
“I’m warning you, and you’re not listening. She’ll make sure the FRONT looks bad whether the case is solved
or not. You’re being used in ways you don’t even know. Being set up in ways you can’t even imagine. But start
with this: The FRONT gets big enough one of these days? Then what? Maybe you guys don’t get to be bullies
anymore.”
“We’re bound by state law just like you are,” Win says. “It‘s not about bullying, and you’ll never hear me say
the system’s fair.”
“Fair? How about worst conflict of interests in the entire United States? You guys have complete control over
all homicide investigations. Your labs process all evidence. Even the damn death investigators at the morgue are
state police. And then the DA whose state police investigative unit works all this, soup to nuts, is the one who
prosecutes the case. For you and yours truly here, that would be Lamont, who answers to the Attorney General,
who answers to the governor. Meaning the governor de facto has control over all homicide investigations in
Massachusetts. You’re not dragging me into this. It’s headed only one way—toward disaster.”
“Doesn’t appear your chief thinks so.”
“Doesn’t matter what he thinks. He has to do what she says. And he won’t take the blame, will just pass it
down the line. Trust me,” Stump says, “get out while you can.”
*
Lamont used her reelection last fall as an excuse to fire every member of her staff. Fresh starts are a
compulsion of hers. Especially when it comes to people. Once they serve their useful purpose it’s time for change,
or, as she puts it, a resurrection from something that’s no longer vital.
Although she doesn’t waste energy on personal reflection, a remote part of her is aware that her inability to
maintain long-term relationships might not serve her well as she ages. Her father, for example, was extraordinarily
successful, handsome, and charming but died completely alone in Paris last year, his body not found for days.
When Lamont went through his belongings, she discovered years of birthday and holiday gifts he’d never opened,
including a number of expensive pieces of art glass from her. Explaining why he never bothered to have his
secretary call or dictate a thank-you note.
The Middlesex County courthouse is a concrete-and-brick high-rise in the dreary, crime-ridden heart of
Cambridge’s government center, her office on the second floor. As she steps off the elevator and notices the
detective unit’s closed door, her internal weather turns overcast. Win won’t be inside his cubicle anymore, not for
God knows how long. His reassignment to Watertown will make it difficult for her to demand his presence
whenever she pleases.
“What is it?” she asks, when she finds her press secretary, Mick, sitting on the sofa in her corner office, talking
on his phone. She makes her usual cutthroat motion, indicating for him to end the call instantly. And he does.
“Don’t tell me there’s a problem. I’m in no mood for problems,” she says.
“We have a little situation,” says Mick, still new at the job, but promising. He’s handsome, polished, shows
well, and does what he’s told. She settles behind her glass desk inside her glass-filled office. Her ice palace, as
Win calls it.
“If the situation’s little, you wouldn’t be in my office, waiting to pounce on me the instant I walk in,” she says.
“I’m sorry. I’m not going to say I told you so—”
“You just did.”
“I’ve been quite vocal about what I think of your reporter friend.”
He means Cal Tradd. Lamont doesn’t want to hear it.
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“Let me find a way to say this delicately,” Mick says. It takes a lot to unnerve her, but she knows the warning
signs. A tightness in her chest, a chilly breath on the back of her neck, an interruption in the normal steady rhythm
of her heart.
“What has he said to you?” she asks.
“I’m more concerned about what you’ve said to him. Did you do something to make him spiteful?” Mike says
bluntly.
“What the hell are you talking about?”
“Maybe you slighted him in some way. Such as giving that front-page story to the Globe last month instead of
to him.”
“Why would I give him a front-page anything? He works for a student newspaper.”
“Well, can you think of any other reason he might have to get you back for something?”
“People never seem to need a reason.”
“YouTube. Just posted a few hours ago. Frankly, I don’t know what we’re going to do about it.”
“Do about what? And your job is to always know what to do about it—whatever it is,” she retorts.
Mick gets up from the sofa, moves next to her, commandeers her computer, and logs on to the Internet, on to
YouTube.
A video clip.
Carly Simon’s You’re So Vain, as Lamont walks into a ladies’ room, stops at a sink, opens her ostrich-skin
handbag. Begins touching up her makeup in the mirror, primping, studying every angle of her face, her figure,
experimenting with buttons on her blouse, which to button, which to unbutton. Pulling up her skirt, adjusting her
pantyhose. Opening her mouth wide, examining her teeth. A voiceover from her own reelection campaign reciting
“Clamping Down On Crime. Monique Lamont, DA for Middlesex County.”
Instead of a handcuff snapping shut at the end of the ad, her teeth in the mirror do.
“Is this why you brought up Cal?” Severely.
“Immediately assuming he’s to blame? Based on what?”
“He’s your shadow, practically stalks you. He’s immature. It’s something a college kid would do—”
“Such a strong case you make.” Sarcastically. “Good thing I’m the DA, not you.”
Mike stares at her, wide-eyed.
“You’re going to defend him?”
“He couldn’t possibly have done it,” she says. “Whoever recorded this clearly was in the ladies’ room. A
female, in other words.”
“And it would be easy enough for him to pass as a damn girl—”
“Mick. He follows me like a puppy, was hanging around me the entire time I was at the School of
Government. He had no time to suddenly become a cross-dresser or hide in the damn ladies’ room.”
“I didn’t realize—”
“Of course you didn’t. You weren’t there. But you’re right. The first order of business always is to find out
who betrayed me.” Pacing. “Most likely, some female student in a staIr saw me through a crack in the door and
recorded all this nonsense with her cell phone. The price of being a public figure. No one will take it seriously.”
Mick stares at her as if she just felf off a shelf and shattered-like one of her pieces of art glass.
“Further,” she says, “what matters is whether you look good. And I’m happy to say, I do.” She replays the clip,
reassured by her exotically beautiful face and perfect teeth, her shapely legs, her enviable bosom. “Make a note of
it, Mick. That’s how it works out there.”
“Not exactly,” he says. “The governor called.”
She stops pacing. The governor never calls.
“About YouTube,” Mick says. “He wants to know who’s behind it.”
“Let me see. I must have it written down somewhere.”
“Well, it’s an embarrassment no matter who did it. And when you look bad, he looks bad, since he’s the one
who—”
“What did he say, exactly?” she asks.
“I didn’t talk to him directly.”
“Of course you didn’t talk to him directly.” Angrily pacing again. “Nobody talks to him directly.”
“Not even you.” As if she needs to be reminded. “And after all you did for him,” Mick adds. “You haven’t seen
him once. He never returns your phone calls—”
“This might be our opportunity.” She cuts him off yet again, her thoughts like pool balls, scattering across the
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felt, clacking into pockets. “Yes. Absolutely. The best revenge is success. So what do we do? We turn this
YouTube debacle to my advantage. My chance to have an audience with His Highness and get his support for my
new crime initiative. He’ll be interested when he sees what’s in it for him.”
She instructs Mick to get the governor’s chief of staff on the phone. Now. It’s urgent she sit down with
Governor Howard Mather immediately. Mick suggests she might have to “grovel,” and she reminds him never to
use that word unless he’s talking about someone else. However, she concedes, if she finally acknowledges Mather
as her mentor, that will have an impact. She really needs his advice. She’s suddenly found herself in a PR
nightmare. She fears it could reflect poorly on him and doesn’t know what to do. Et cetera.
“That will be hard for him to resist,” she adds. “But what if he does? Then what do I do?”
“Stop asking me to do your job!” she erupts.
*
In a very different part of Cambridge is the run-down frame house where Win was raised by his grandmother,
Nana. Overwhelmed by ivy, flowering shrubs, and trees, her yard has become a subdivision of bird- and bat
houses, and feeders.
His motorcycle bumps and fishtails over the rutted, unpaved driveway; and he parks near Nana’s ancient
Buick. Helmet off, and his ears are filled with the fairylike music of wind chimes stirred by the breeze, as if
magical sprites alight on trees and the eaves of Nana’s home and decide not to leave. She says they drive off mean
and niggling entities, which should include the neighbors, Win thinks. Selfish, bigoted, rude. Fighting over shared
driveways and off-street parking. Staring suspiciously at the steady stream of people who show up at the house.
He pops the trunk of the old Buick, which of course Nana hasn’t bothered to lock, places his motorcycle gear
inside, opens her back door, steps over the line of kosher salt on the floor. She’s sitting in her kitchen, busy
laminating bay laurel leaves in wide strips of transparent tape, the TV tuned to a classical music station. Miss Dog
—deaf and blind and technically stolen because Win sneaked her away from her abusive owner—is under the
table, snoring.
He sets his gym bag on the kitchen counter, then a knapsack filled with groceries, leans down, kisses Nana’s
cheek, says,
“As usual, your car wasn’t locked. Your door wasn’t locked, and your alarm isn’t set.”
“My darling boy.” Her eyes are bright, her long, snowy hair piled on top of her head. “Tell me about your day.”
He opens the refrigerator, the cupboards, putting away her groceries, says,
“Bay leaves don’t deter burglars. That’s why you have an alarm system and good locks. You at least locking up
and setting the alarm at night?”
“Nobody’s interested in an old woman who has nothing worth stealing. Besides, I have all the protection I
need.”
He sighs, does no good to nag her, pulls out a chair, rests his hands in his lap because there’s no room on the
table for them, virtually every inch occupied by crystals, candles, statues, icons, talismans, or lucky charms. She
hands him two large laminated bay leaves, her silver jewelry clinking, a ring on every finger, bracelets up to her
elbows.
“Put these in your boots, my darling,” she tells him. “One in the left, one in the right. Don’t do like you did last
time.”
“What might that have been?” He slips the laminated leaves in his pocket.
“You didn’t put them in your shoes, and what did the Husk do?”
What she calls Lamont. An empty shell, nothing there.
“She gave you some awful job. A dangerous one,” Nana says. “Laurel is the herb of Apollo. When you wear it
in your shoes, your boots, you stand on victory. Make sure the tip points toward the toe, the stem toward the
heel.”
“Yeah, well, I just got another awful job.”
“Full of lies,” Nana says. “Be careful what you do, because it isn’t about what she says.”
“I know what it’s about. Ambition. Selfishness. Hypocrisy. Vanity. Persecuting me.”
Nana cuts off another strip of tape.
“Justice is what I need in thought, word, and deed. I’m seeing a revolving sign and rubber marks on pavement.
Skid marks. What’s that about?” He thinks of Stump’s motorcycle accident, says,
“Got no idea.”
“Be very careful, my darling. Especially on your motorcycle. I wish you wouldn’t ride that thing.” Laminating
another bay leaf.
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When the price of gas hit three dollars a gallon, he sold his Hummer and bought the Ducati. Then what a
coincidence. About a week later, Lamont came up with a new policy: Only her investigators on call could take
home their state police cars.
“For tonight anyway, you get your wish because I need to fill your old battleship with gas,” he says to Nana.
“Will bring it back tomorrow. Even though you’ve got no business behind the wheel.”
He can’t stop her. So at least he’ll make sure she doesn’t end up stranded on the roadside somewhere. Nana
tends to forget about flat-footed realities, such as keeping her car filled with gas, checking the oil, making sure her
registration is in the glove box, locking her doors, buying groceries, paying bills. Little things like that.
“Your clothes will be nice and clean. As always, my darling.” Indicating his gym bag on the kitchen counter.
“What touches your skin and the magic begins.”
Indulging her in another one of her rituals. She insists on hand-washing his workout clothes in a special
concoction that leaves them smelling like an herb garden, then wrapping them in white tissue paper and returning
them to his gym bag. A daily swapping. Something about an exchange of energy. Drawing negativity out of him
as he sweats, while drawing in the herbs of the gods. Whatever makes her happy. The things he does that nobody
knows about.
Miss Dog stirs, rests her head on his foot. Nana centers a leaf on a strip of tape. She reaches for a box of
matches, lights a Saint Michael the archangel candle in a colorful glass jar, and says,
“Someone’s poking a stick at something and will pay the price. A very high price.”
“Poking a stick at something is her normal routine,” he says.
“Not the Husk. Someone else. A nonhuman.”
Nana doesn’t mean an animal or a rock. Nonhumans are dangerous people incapable of love or remorse. In
other words, sociopaths.
“One person comes to mind immediately,” Win says.
“No.” Nana shakes her head. “But she’s in danger.” He reaches across the table, plucks Nana’s car keys off the
outstretched ceramic arm of a small Egyptian statue, says,
“Danger keeps her from getting bored.”
“You’re not leaving this house, my darling, without putting those bay leaves in your boots.”
He pulls off his motorcycle boots, slips in the bay leaves, making sure they’re pointing the correct way,
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Nana says,
“Today is the day of the goddess Diana, and she rules silver and copper. Now, copper is the old metal of the
moon. It conducts spiritual energy, just as it does heat and electricity. But beware. It’s also used by bad people to
channel hoaxes. That’s why it’s being stolen hand over fist these days. Because falsehoods rule. The dark spirit of
hatefulness and lies dominates the planet right now.”
“You’ve been watching too much Lou Dobbs.”
“I love that man! Truth is your armor, my darling.” She dips into a pocket of her long skirt, pulls out a small
leather pouch, places it in Win’s hand.
“And this is your sword.”
He unties the drawstrings. Inside are a shiny new penny and a small crystal.
“Keep them with you at all times,” she says. “When put together, they form a crystal wand.”
“Great,” he says. “Maybe I can turn Lamont into a frog.”
*
Not long after he leaves, Nana carries a box of kosher salt upstairs to her bathroom, where octagonal mirrors
hanging in the corners direct negativity back to the sender.
Evil this way bent
Return whence it’s sent!

She never goes to bed unclean, lest the unpleasantness of the day continue in her dreams. Unsettledness. She
feels the presence of the nonhuman. A childish one filled with mischief and meanness, resentment and pride. She
pours salt on the shower floor, turns on the water, and chants another spell.
Rising moon and setting sun,
My sacred work is never done.
Breath and light for me are one.
Warrior of justice, come!
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The salt beneath her feet draws bad energy from her and washes it down the drain, and she ends her shower
with an herbal brew of parsley, sage, rosemary, and thyme that she boiled in an iron pot this morning. She pours
the fragrant water over her head to cleanse her aura, because her work brings her into contact with many
personalities, not all of them good, especially this one. The nonhuman. A young one who is ranging about. It is
close now and wants something of Nana’s, something very dear to her.
"My most powerful instrument of magic is my very being," she says out loud. "I will pinch you between my
two fingers!" she warns it.
In her bedroom, she opens a drawer and retrieves a small red-silk bag filled with iron nails, tucks it into the left
pocket of her clean, white robe. She sits next to Miss Dog on the bed, writes in her journal by the light of white
candles. Writes her usual musings about Magick and Spells and the Work of the Mage. The journal is thjck, bound
in Italian leather, and she has filled its pages, the pages of many journals for many years, writing in her large,
looping script. Then a heavy fatigue, and candles out, and she has one foot into the land of sleep when she sits up
with a start in the dark. She grabs the bag of nails out of her robe pocket and jangles them loudly.
Miss Dog, deaf and snoring, doesn't stir. Footsteps downstairs along the wooden hallway between the kitchen
and the living room.
Nana jumps out of bed, jangles the nails again as she flies out the bedroom door.
“I will punish you by the rule of three times three!” she yells.
Footsteps moving fast. Stomp-stomp-stomp-stomp-stomp. The kitchen door slams shut. Nana looks out her
window, sees a shadow running, carrying something. She hurries down the stairs and out of the house, and
wanders about her overgrown property as wind chimes clatter and clang, agitated and angry. She feels the
emptiness of what was just there. Then the sound of a car, and far down the street, taillights are the bright red eyes
of the devil. …
168.25 The Barn At The End Of Our Term\fn{by Karen Russell (1981- )} Miami, Dade County, Florida, U.S.A.
(F) 7
The girl is back. She stands silhouetted against the sunshine, the great Barn doors thrown open. Wisps of
newly-mown hay lift and scatter. Light floods into the stalls.
“Hi horsies!”
The girl is holding a cloth napkin full of peaches. She walks up to the first stall and holds out a pale yellow
fruit.
Rutherford arches his neck towards her outstretched hand. Freckles of light float across his patchy
hindquarters. He licks the girl’s palm according to a code that he's worked out, — - —, which means that he is
Rutherford Birch Hayes, the nineteenth President of the United States of America, and that she should alert the
local officials.
“Ha-ha!” the girl laughs. “That tickles.”
*
When Rutherford woke up inside the horse’s body, he was tied to a stout flag post. He couldn’t focus his new
eyes. He was wearing blinders. A flag was whipping above him, but Rutherford was tethered so tightly to the post
that he couldn't twist his neck to count the stars. He could hear a clock gonging somewhere nearby, a sound that
rattled through his chest in waves. That clock must be broken, Rutherford thought. It struck upwards of twelve
times, of twenty, more gongs than there were hours in a day. After a certain number of repetitions, it ceased to
mean anything.
Rutherford stared down into a drainage ditch and saw a horse’s broody face staring back at him. His hooves
were rough, unfeeling endings. He stamped, and he couldn’t feel the ground beneath him. The gonging wasn’t a
clock at all, he realized with a warm spreading horror, but the thudding of his giant equine heart.
A man with a prim moustache and a mean slouch blundered towards him, streaked fire up Rutherford’s sides
with a forked quirt, shoved Rutherford into a dark trailer. The quirt lashed out again and again, until he felt certain
that he had been damned to a rural Hell.
“The Devil!” Rutherford thought as the man drew closer. He shied away, horrified. But then the man reached
up and gave him a gentle ear-scratch and an amber cube of sugar, confounding things further.
“God?”
The man seemed a little on the short side to be God. His fly was down, his polka-dotted underclothes exposed.
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Surely God would not have faded crimson dots on his underclothes? Surely God would wear a belt? The man kept
stroking his blond moustache. His voice sounded thick and wrong to Rutherford’s ears:
“He’s in, hyuh-hyuh. Give her the gas, Phyllis!”
The trailer rolled forward, and in three days’ time Rutherford reached the Barn. He has been stabled there ever
since.
*
The Barn is part of a modest horse farm, its pastures rolling forwards into a blank, mist-cloaked horizon. The
landscape is flat and corn-yellow and empty of people. In fact, the prairies look a lot like the grasslands of
Kentucky. There are anthills everywhere, impossibly huge, heaped like dirt monsters.
There are twenty-two stalls in the Barn. Eleven of the stabled horses are, as far as Rutherford can ascertain,
former presidents of the United States of America. The other stalls are occupied by regular horses, who give the
presidents suspicious, sidelong looks. Rutherford B. Hayes is a skewbald pinto with a golden cowlick and a crosseyed stare. Rutherford hasn’t made many inroads with these regular horses. The Clydesdales are cliquish and
pink-gummed, and the palominos are inbred buffoons.
The ratio of presidents to normal horses in the Barn appears to be constant, eleven: eleven. Rutherford keeps
trying and failing to make these numbers add up to some explanation (“Let’s see, if I am the nineteenth President
but the fourth to arrive in the Barn, and if eleven divided by eleven is one, then … hrm, let me start again …).
He’s still no closer to figuring out the algorithm that determined their rebirth here.
“Just because a ratio’s stable doesn’t make it meaningful,” says James Garfield, a tranquil grey percheron, and
Rutherford agrees. Then he goes back to his frantic cosmic arithmetic.
The presidents feel certain that they are still in America, although there’s no way for them to confirm this. The
year—if time still advances the way it did when they were President—is indeterminate. A day gets measured in
different increments out here. Grass brightens, and grass dims. Glass cobwebs spread across the tractor’s window
at dawn. Eisenhower claims that they are stabled in the past:
“The skies are empty,” he nickers. “Not a B-52 in sight.”
To Rutherford, this new life hums with the strangeness of the future. The man has a cavalry of electric beasts
that he rides over his acreage: ruby tractors and combines that would have caused Ruthedord’s constituents to fall
off their buggies with shock. The man climbs into the high tractor seat and turns a tiny key, and then the engine
roars and groans with an unintelligible hymn. Cherubs strumming harps couldn’t have impressed Ruthedord more
than these humming ploughs of the hereafter.
“Come back! That’s not holy music, you dummy!” Eisenhower yells. “It’s just diesel!”
The man goes by the name of Fitzgibbons. The girl appears to be Fitzgibbon’s niece. (Ruthedord used to think
the girl was an Angel of Mercy, but that was before the incident with the wasps.) She refers to the man as “Uncle
Fitzy,” a moniker that many of the presidents find frankly alarming. Ruthedord, for his part, feels only relief.
“Fitzy” certainly doesn’t seem so bad when you consider the many infernal alternatives: Beelzebub,
Mephistopheles, old Serpent, the Prince of Darkness, the Author of Evil, Mister Scratch. Even if Fitzgibbons does
turn out to be the Devil, Ruthedord thinks, there is something strangely comforting about his Irish surname.
At first many of the presidents assumed that Fitzgibbons was God, but there’s been plenty of evidence to
suggest that their reverence was misplaced.
Fitzgibbons is not a good shepherd. He sleeps in and lets his spring lambs toddle into ditches. The presidents
have watched a drunken Fitzgibbons fall off the roof of the shed. They have listened to Fitzgibbons cursing his
dead mother. If Fitzgibbons is God, then every citizen of the Union is in dire jeopardy.
“Well, I for one have great faith in Fitzgibbons. I think he is a just and merciful Lord.” James Buchanan can
only deduce, given his administration’s many accomplishments, that this Barn must be heaven. Buchanan has
been reborn as a fastidious bay, a gelding sired by that racing great Caspian Rickleberry.
“Do you know that I have an entry in the Royal Ledger of Equine Bloodlines, Ruthedord? It’s true.” His
nostrils flare with self-regard. “I am being rewarded,” Buchanan insists, “for annexing Oregon.”
“But don’t you think Heaven would smell better, Mr Buchanan?”
Warren Harding is a flatulent roan pony who can’t digest grass.
“The Presidency was hell,” he hiccups, “All I wanted was to get out of that damn White House, and now look
where I’ve ended up. Dispatch for Mr Dante: hell doesn’t happen in circles. This Barn is one square acre of hell
and Fitzgibbons is the devil!”
Rutherford lately tries to avoid the question. All the explanations that the other presidents have come up with
for what has befallen them, and why, feel too simple to Rutherford. Heaven or Hell, every president gets the same
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ration of wormy apples. Every president is stabled in a 12' by 12' stall.
Maybe we have the whole question reversed, mixed-up, Rutherford sighs. At night the wind goes tearing
through the Barn’s invisible eaves and he wonders. Maybe the man is Heaven, the mobile hand that brings them
grain and water. Maybe the Barn itself is God. If Rutherford lops his ears outwards, the Barn’s rafters snap with
the reverb of something celestial. At dusk, Fitzgibbons feeds them, waters them, shuts the door. Then the Barn
breathes with the promise of fire. Stars pinwheel behind the black gaps in the roof. Rutherford can hear the
splinters groaning inside wood, waiting to ignite.
Perhaps that will be the way to our next life, Rutherford thinks, the lick of blue lightning that sets the Barn
ablaze and changes us more finally. Perhaps in his next body Rutherford will find his wife Lucy.
*
One day, at the end of an otherwise unremarkable afternoon, James Garfield makes it over the Fence. Nobody
sees him jump it. Fitzgibbons and the girl come in to groom the horses, and Rutherford B. Hayes overhears them
talking about it. Shouting, really:
“Well, I’ll be sweetly pickled! A runaway!”
Fitzgibbon’s face looked blood-pulsed, flush from the search. But his eyes crinkle up with delight. Sunup,
sundown, Fitzgibbons follows the same routine. Surprise is a rare and precious feeling on the farm.
“How do you like that, angel? We’ve never had a runaway before.”
“But where did he run to, Uncle Fitzy?” Fitzgibbons grins down at her.
“I don’t know.”
Fitzgibbons doesn’t seem at all put out by the loss. Something about the way that he squints into the green mist
beyond the Fence makes Rutherford think that Fitzgibbons is rooting for Garfield’s escape.
“Do you think that Garfield will return?” James Buchanan asks now, looking nervous. “Because he must
return, for the good of the Barn. We elected Garfield to represent the mallards. Who is going to speak out on
behalf of the mallards at our next Convention? You can’t just shirk a duty like that. You can’t just abandon your
post!”
Apparently, you can, thinks Rutherford. The other presidents all stare at the waves in the air in James
Garfield’s stall.
*
The following morning, Fitzgibbons comes in early to clean out Garfield’s stall. The Barn buzzes with
speculation about the next president to join the ranks. Millard Fillmore is nervous enough for all of them.
“Do you think he will be an agreeable sort of man? Do you think he will be a Republican? Why, what if he’s
just a regular stud horse, and not a president at all?”
Nobody answers him. Every man is scheming in the privacy of his own horse-body. Andrew Jackson, a stocky
black quarter-horse stabled next to Rutherford, can barely contain his ambitions in his deep ribs. You can feel his
human cunning quiver from the fetlock up.
“Whoever the newcomer is, I will defeat him,” he says.
Jackson has been lonely for an adversary. Every spring he runs uncontested for the office of Spokeshorse of the
Western Territories. Many of the presidents have sworn themselves in to similarly foolish titles: Governor of the
Cow Pastures, Commanding General of the Standing Chickens. They reminisce about their political opponents
like old lovers. There’s a creeping emptiness to winning an office that nobody else is seeking.
At noon, Fitzgibbons leads the new soul in. He’s a thoroughbred with four white socks and a cranberry tint to
his mane. Buchanan recognizes him right away:
“John Adams!”
Adams lets out a whinny so raw with relief that it dislodges sleeping bats from the rafters:
“You know me!” Adams woke up just yesterday, in the dark, close trailer that he assumed was a roomy coffin.
“Excepting that I could see sunshine through the slats,” he says in a voice still striped with fear. He seems grateful
when Buchanan gives him a friendly bite on the shoulder.
“Are we dead?” Ten horses nod their heads.
“Is this heaven?”
It’s an awkward question. Ears flatten; nostrils dilate as wide as a man’s fist. Rutherford unleashes a warm,
diplomatic sneeze to ease the tension.
“That depends,” shrugs Ulysses.\fn{Ulysses Simpson Grant, President after Lincoln’s second term. } A series of bleary,
battle-weary lines cross-hatch his black nose.
“Do you want this to be heaven? Does this look like heaven to you?”
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Adams studies the dark whorls of mildew, the frizz of lofted hay, his own hooves. He goes stiff in the ears,
considering.
“That also depends. Is Jefferson here?”
Jefferson is not. There are many absences in the Barn of unknown significance: George Washington, Lincoln,
Nixon, Harrison. The presidents haven’t arrived in the order of their deaths, either. Woodrow Wilson got here
before Andrew Jackson, and Eisenhower has been here since the beginning.
“But we can’t live out our after-lives as common beasts!” Adams's eyes shine with horror. “There must be
some way back to Washington! I am still alive, and I am certainly no horse.”
There is always this period of denial when new presidents first arrive in the Barn. Eisenhower still refuses to
own up to his own mane and tail.
“I’m not dead, either, John Adams,” Eisenhower says. “I’m just incognito. The Secret Service must have found
some way to hide me here, until such a time as I can return to my body and resume governance of this country. I
can’t speak for the rest of you, but I’m no horse.”
“I’m no horse!” Andrew Jackson mimics. He butts Eisenhower with the flat of his head.
“What the Christ are you, then?”
“The thirty-fourth President of the United States.” Eisenhower shakes burrs from his tail in a thorny
maelstrom.
Adams is rolling his eyes around the Barn, on the verge of rearing. His gums go purple:
“Gentlemen, we must get out of here! Help me out of this body!”
By the looks of things, Adams will be a stall-kicker. He kicks again and again, until splinters go flying.
“We need to alert our constituents to what has befallen us. Gentlemen, rally! What’s keeping us here? The
doors to the Barn stand wide open.”
“Rutherford,” says Ulysses. He stands sixteen hands high and retains his general’s authority. “Why don’t you
show our good fellow Adams the Fence?”
*
Rutherford and Adams trot out of the dark Barn into a light silvery rain. The fence wood is rotted with age,
braided through with wild weeds. Each sharpened post rises a level four feet tall, midway up the horses’ thick
chests. Fitzgibbons put it up to discourage the fat blue geese from flight.
“This is the Fence? This is what keeps us prisoners here? Why, I could jump it this moment!” Rutherford
regards Adams sadly.
“Go ahead, then. Give it a try.”
Adams charges .the Fence. His forelegs lift clean off the ground as he runs. At the last second, he groans and
turns sharply to the left. It looks as if he is shying away from an invisible wall. He shakes his small head, stamps
and whinnies, and charges again. Again he is repelled by some invisible thicket of fear. Sweat glistens on his dark
coat.
“Blast, what is it?” Adams cries. “Why can’t I jump it?”
“We don’t know.”
The presidents have tried and failed to get over the Fence every day of their new lives. Rutherford thinks it’s
an ophthalmological problem. A sharp dark corner in the mind that forces a sharp turn.
“How did James Garfield manage it? And where did he run to?”
Garfield’s hoofprints disappear at the edge of the paddock. The fence posts point at the blue sky. Adams and
Rutherford stare at the trackless black mud on the other side of the Fence. There are two deep crescents where
Garfield began the jump, and then nothing. It’s as if Garfield vanished into the cool morning air.
“Good question.”
*
Woodrow Wilson is giving speeches in his sleep again:
Ah, ah, these are very serious and pregnant questions, Woodrow mumbles, his voice thick with an old
nightmare. Upon the answer to them depends the peace of the world.
Poor Wilson, Rutherford thinks, watching as he addresses the questions of a phantom nation. Wilson paws at
the stall floor as he dreams, his lips still moving. The world is drafting new questions, new answers, without him.
In his own dreams, Rutherford never returns to the White House. Instead his memory takes him back to his
Ohio home of Spiegel Grove, back to the rainy morning of his death. Unlike the other presidents, Rutherford’s
dreams find him paralyzed, powerless. He remembers watching the moisture pearl on his bedroom window, the
crows lining the curved white rail of his verandah. Lucy’s half of the huge pine bed had been empty for years. In
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the end, divested of all decisions, there was only an old thick-waisted nurse opening his mouth, filling it with
tastes, urging him to swallow. Boyhood tastes, blood-pumpkin stew and sugared beets. His son and his youngest
daughter were two smudges above the bedside. The boy quietly endeavoured to blink goodbye.
Then Rutherford’s throat began to close, shutting him off from all words, and he felt himself filling with
silence. The silence was a field of cotton growing white and forever inside him. Rutherford wasn’t afraid to die.
My Lucy, he remembers thinking, will be waiting for me on the other side.
*
Lucy Webb Hayes was the first president’s wife to be referred to as a First Lady. Nobody besides Rutherford
and a few balding White House archivists remembers her. Rutherford wishes that he was still a man and that she
was still a Lady. He wishes that he had a hand to put on her waist.
“Lucy?” he hisses at a passing mallard. “Lucy Webb?”
Women revert to their maiden names in Heaven, Rutherford feels fairly certain. He can’t remember where he
learned this—France or the Bible.
“Lucy Webb!”
The duck goes clucking away from him, raising the green tips of its wings in alarm. When Rutherford looks
up, Fitzgibbons and the girl are standing at the edge of the pasture, looking at him strangely.
“Uncle Fitzy? Does it sound like that horsie is quacking to you?”
Rutherford and Fitzgibbons stare at each other for a long moment.
“You know, Sarge has been acting up lately. All of the horses have been behaving mighty queer. Worms,
maybe. We ought to get the vet out here. We ought to get them some of those hydrangea shots.”
After Fitzgibbons and the girl disappear behind the house, Rutherford continues on his quest to find the soul of
his wife. There is a sheep that Rutherford has noticed grazing on the north pasture, slightly apart from the others.
The sheep perks up when Rutherford trots over. It might be his imagination, but he thinks he sees a fleck of
recognition, ice-blue, floating in her misty iris.
“President Wilson?” Rutherford nudges him excitedly. “Could I trouble you to take a look at one of the ewes?”
Rutherford has heard that Woodrow Wilson grazed sheep on the South Lawn. He hopes that Woodrow will be able
to confirm his suspicion.
“Your wife, you say?” Wilson exchanges glances with the other horses.
“Well, I will gladly take a look, President Hayes.”
His voice is pleasant enough, but his ears peak. up into derisive triangles. Rutherford’s shame grows with each
hoof-fall. The closer they get to the sheep pasture, the more preposterous his hope begins to seem. His trot hastens
into a canter until Woodrow is breathless, struggling to keep pace with him.
“Slow down, man,” he grumbles.
They stand in the rain and stare at the sheep. She’s taking placid bites of grass, ignoring the downpour. Her
white fleece is pasted to her side.
“Uh-oh,” says Woodrow. “Hate to break it to you, but I think that’s just your standard sheep. Not, er, not a First
Lady, no.”
“Her eyes, though …”
“Yes, I see what you mean. Cataracts. Unfortunate.” Rutherford thanks him for his assessment.
“President Hayes?” Eisenhower is smirking at them from across the field.
“Pardon, am I interrupting something? The other presidents have all gathered behind the bunny hutch. You are
late again, sir.”
Rutherford straightens abruptly, his cowlick flopping into the black saucers of his eyes. He takes an instinctual
step in front of sheep-Lucy to shield her from Eisenhower’s purple sneer.
“Late for what? Not another caucus on that apple tax.”
“We voted that into law two weeks ago, Rutherford,” Eisenhower sighs. “Tonight it’s the Adams’ referendum.
On the proposed return to Washington? We are leaving in three days’ time.”
*
Secret deals get brokered behind the Barn, just north of the red sloop of the bunny hutch. A number of the
presidents are planning their escape for a day they are calling the Fourth of July.
“The country is drowning in sorrow,” Adams snorts.
It’s high Summer. Oats fall around him like float-down snow.
“Our country needs us.”
After several months of nickered rhetoric, Adams has convinced a half dozen of the former presidents to be his
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running mates in a charge on Washington. Whig, Federalist, Democrat, Republican—Adams urges his fellow
horses to put aside these partisan politics and join him in the push for liberty. He wants the world to know that
they have returned.
“It is obvious, gentlemen: of course we’re meant to lead again. It is the only thing that makes sense. What
other purpose could we have been reborn for? What other—”
Adams is interrupted by a storm of hiccups. Behind him, Fitzgibbons is hitching Harding to a child-sized
wagon. He helps the girl into the wooden wagon bed. Fitzgibbons grins as he hands the child the reins, avuncular
and unconcerned, his big arms crossed against his suspendered chest.
“And tell me,” Rutherford asks quietly, “tell me, what evidence do you have that the country needs us to lead
again? They seem to be getting on just fine without us.” Now Harding is pulling the girl in miserable rectangles
around the bare dirt yard, hiccupping madly.
“This—hiccup!—is—hiccup!—Hell.” The girl waves a dandelion at him like a wilted yellow sceptre.
“Giddy-up, horsie!” she laughs. Aside from Rutherford and Harding, the other presidents are in ecstasies.
“Surely the term limits of the Twenty-Second Amendment won’t apply to me any more. This rebirth is the
loophole that will let me run again, Rutherford.” Eisenhower grins for some invisible camera, exposing his huge
buck teeth. “And win.”
Oh dear, thinks Rutherford. That smile is not going to play well on the campaign trail.
“With all due respect, sir, I fear you might be seeking the wrong office? I think there are some, er, obstacles to
your run that you perhaps haven’t considered?”
“Obstacles?” A fly buzzes drowsily between them and lands on one trembling whisker.
“Now, give me some credit, Rutherford. I’ve put a lot of thought into this. Let me outline my campaign
strategy for you.” Eisenhower has made this speech before.
“And what about you, Rutherford? What are you, a stallion incumbent or a spineless nag?”
Rutherford blinks slowly and doesn’t answer Eisenhower. Both options are depressing. He doesn’t want to
return to Washington, if there even is a Washington. He just wants a baaa of recognition out of this one ewe.
“Neither. I’m not going anywhere. I’m not leaving my wife.”
“Baaa!” says the sheep. She is standing right behind him. Her head is a black triangle floating on the huge
cloud of her body. Rutherford has been training the sheep who might be Lucy to follow him. He holds his own
supper in his mouth and then drops clumps of millet and wet apple cores to coax her forwards.
“Come on, sweet Lucy, let’s go back to the Barn.”
The other presidents mock him openly, their ears pivoting with laughter. The sheep trails him like a pet
delusion.
Or like a wife who hasn’t woken up to the fact of our love yet ! Rutherford tells himself, tempting her with
another chewed-up apple. White apples stud the slick grass behind him. The sheep that might be his wife follows
him into the Barn, blinking her long lashes like a deranged starlet.
*
The girl comes again later that evening with a curry comb and six leafy carrots. Her arrival causes riotous
stirring in the Barn.
“Does the child have her book bag?” Buchanan inches forwards in his stall and cranes his neck, trying to see
around the child’s narrow back.
“Yes!” Adams crows. “To arms, gentlemen!”
The horses have been trying to get hold of the girl's school books for some time. Every president wants to find
out how history regards him. Fitzgibbons is no help; he is maddeningly apolitical. He’ll spend hours musing out
loud about fertilizer or the toughness of bean hulls. But Fitzgibbons never complains about property taxes. He
never mentions a treaty or a war. He seems curiously removed from the issues of his day.
“Get her book bag,” Eisenhower hisses.
There’s something sinister about the angle at which his lips curl over his rubbery gums. The girl’s school bag is
leaning against the Barn door frame. Van Buren tries to hypnotize the child by rhythmically swishing his tail.
“Look over here, girlie! Swish! Swish!”
He shakes his head from side to side. Eisenhower steps gingerly into the looped strap of the child's bag and
drags it with his foreleg. He has it almost to the edge of his stall before she notices.
“Uncle Fitzy!” the girl yells. “Gingersnap is being bad!”
Eisenhower hates it when she calls him Gingersnap. He complains about it with a statesman’s pomp:
“Gentlemen, there exists no more odious appellation than”—nose crumpling, black lips curling
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—“Gingersnap.”
The girl walks forwards and snatches her book bag back, but not before Eisenhower has shaken it upsidedown
and kicked several of the books under a clump of hay.
“Hurry,” he hisses, “before Fitzgibbons comes with the whip!”
The presidents crowd around the books. Literature, mathematics, science, cursive. No history book. The
Cursive book has fallen open to a page thick with hundreds of lowercase bs. Eisenhower sends the books flying
with a swift kick from his right foreleg, disgusted.
“Every subject but American history! What has become of our education system? What are they teaching
children in schools these days?!”
It’s an urgent question. What are they teaching children these days? And how is each president remembered?
That’s the afterlife the presidents are interested in. Not this anonymous, fly-swatting limbo.
James Buchanan is busy rewriting his memoirs,
Mr. Buchanan’s Administration on the Eve of the Rebellion.
He is furious that none of the other presidents ever read the original while they were alive.
“Yeah, about that,” coughs Harding. “Pretty sure that’s out of print.”
It’s a laboured process. Equine anatomy severely limits the kinds of letters the presidents can straight-leg into
the dirt. Buchanan can draw an H, an F, an E, an A, a T, an I, an X with the meticulous action of his right hoof. Z,
once you get the hang of it, is also quite easy. Os and Us and Ss are impossible. Ks and Ws leave him shuddery
and spent.
Buchanan never questions his own record of the past; commas are tough enough, and he would have to break
his leg to make a question mark. He is just now putting the finishing touches to Chapter Four.
“Voila, gentlemen! And now I will add a final paragraph of summation and then on to chapter … oh no!?
Fitzgibbons rolls one of his red fleet of tractors over Buchanan’s sod parchment, erasing even the prologue.
Rutherford used to believe it was the civic duty of every elected official to preserve a full record of his
administration. While in office, he was a compulsive memoirist who filled dozens of journals with his painstaking
school-boy script. But now he has only a single use for the human alphabet. He hoofs messages in the rich loam
behind the coop, too, but they are for one woman instead of posterity. LL—LL he writes, by which he means,
Lucy.
*
Rutherford is losing weight. He keeps the sheep near him all the time now, crooning to her through closed
gums:
“Lucy, Lucy, give me your answer do. I’m half-crazy—”
“Pipe down, Rutherford,” snaps Harding. “Stop giving that sheep your food, you idiot. You’ll starve to death if
you keep it up.”
Rutherford ignores the other presidents and kneels next to the sheep. He smiles at the blue fleck of evidence
that his wife is hiding somewhere inside this fleecy body.
I know you, he whispers. He lets a brown apple plop into the sawdust between them. The sheep eats it with
gusto, and Rutherford hopes this means his love is requited.
In the morning, Fitzgibbons yelps when he discovers the sheep in the stall with Rutherford.
“Sarge!” Fitzgibbons smacks a palm against his bald head. “What in the hell are you doing with that blind
ewe? That is spooky, Sarge. That is goddamn unnatural. You feeling sick, Sarge? You get into some rat poison or
something?” Fitzgibbons approaches Rutherford with the oiled halter.
“Come along now,” he grunts. “Open up.”
He jostles a carrot around Rutherford’s stubbornly pursed lips. A second later, the carrot has disappeared and
Fitzgibbons is cursing and hopping on one foot.
“Jesus!” he growls. “Sarge, you old flea bag, you bit me!”
I am becoming very clever at getting the carrot without opening up for the bit , Rutherford thinks. He keeps the
carrot in a pouch in his cheek, a gift for Lucy.
At the games of hunger and restraint, my fellow countrymen, I am becoming excellent.
*
In the yard, the other presidents are still hungry for power. They are practising for the return to Washington.
Adams is so starved for dominion that he begs the girl to allow him to represent her interests to her uncle
Fitzgibbons.
“Elect me to take part in the public life of your Barn, young lady, and I shall act a fearless, intrepid, undaunted
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part, at all hazards.”
“Ha-ha, Mister Pretty, you are so noisy today!” The girl hums a nonsense tune as she plaits Adams’ tail with
geraniums.
Martin Van Buren is batn sour, but even he shouts out impossible promises at the turkeys from the dim interior
of his stall:
“You are my constituents, my turkeys,” Van Buren neighs, “and the love I feel for you is forever.”
The turkeys promenade around the yard and ignore him. Rutherford wonders if they, too, have human
biographies hidden beneath their black feathers. The presidents spend a lot of time talking about where the other
citizens of the Union might have ended up. Wilson thinks the suffragettes probably came back as kicky rabbits.
“I don’t understand,” Rutherford says. “Don’t you gentlemen realize that you are stumping for nothing? What
sort of power could you hope to achieve out here?”
Rutherford was ready for his term to be over. He was happy to keep his promise not to run for re-election. He
had been a reluctant incumbent in the first place, unwilling to leave his war post to take a furlough for the stump.
Mark Twain campaigned for him, and still he never expected to win. Rutherford never knew a generous margin in
the whole of his life. His victory was the most disputed in American history. A single electoral vote would have
given the Presidency to Samuel J. Tilden.
“It was a squeaker,” Eisenhower nods. “I remember studying it in school.”
Often, Rutherford wonders what would have happened if Tilden had won. He wonders if he has unjustly
displaced Tilden from this stall in the blank country-sun of the after-life.
If we could just reach a consensus that this is heaven, Rutherford snorts, we could submit to it, the joy of wind
and canter and the stubbed ashy sweetness of trough carrots, burnished moons, crushing the secret smells out of
grass. I would be free to gallop. The only heaven that Rutherford has known in the Barn comes in single
moments: a warm palm on his nose, fresh hay, a tiny feast of green thistle made nearly invisible by the sun. At
dawn, heaven is a feeling that comes when the wind sweeps the fields. Heaven is this wind Rutherford knows for
an instant, bending a million yellow heads of wheat.
By nightfall, though, the wheat has straightened and the whole notion of an afterlife strikes Rutherford as
preposterous.
“All these arguments are nonsense,” he confides to Lucy. “We are all still alive. This is still America. The stars
look the same,” he continues, “and we are fed. We are here.”
*
One afternoon, the sheep is not waiting for him in his stall.
“Rutherford,” Jackson sniggers from the pasture, “take a gander at this. Looks like Fitzgibbons is doing
something very untoward to your wife.”
Fitzgibbons is kneeling in the centre of the field, shearing the sheep that might be Lucy. Wool flies up and
parachutes down in the sun. Fitzgibbons razors off first one clump of fleece and then another, until the sheep is
standing shorn and pink before him.
All of a sudden Rutherford’s body feels too heavy for his coltish knees. He stares at the growing pile of fleece,
heart pounding, and for a crazy moment Rutherford thinks that he can still salvage what’s left of his Lucy. Perhaps
there’s some way to put this wool back on the sheep’s body, to cover her up again? He paws frantically at the
white curls with his hoof.
The sheep rises up out of the green grass completely bald. Now the fleck in her eye looks bright and inhuman.
Worse than meaningless, Rutherford thinks. A symptom of illness, cataracts, just like Woodrow first said.
Rutherford hangs his head and keeps his eyes on the ugly dandelions. He swallows the grainy pear that he has
been holding to feed the sheep with.
“That is not my wife.”
*
On the eve of the other presidents’ push for liberty, with a whistling nonchalance, Fitzgibbons leaves
Rutherford’s stall door open. The latch bangs in the wind, a sound like open, a song like no accident. Rutherford
strolls through the doors into the dusk light.
“The Fence is just a wooden afterthought,” Rutherford thinks, coming as close to its rough posts as he dares.
“We’re imprisoned already.”
He can feel the walls of his new body expand and contract. Tonight it’s not an altogether unpleasant sort of
heaven to be trapped in. The stars are out, and for the first time in months Rutherford has swallowed his whole
ration of grain at the trough. He can feel a forgotten strength pulsing through his body. It’s our suspicion that
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there’s another, better heaven behind the cumulus screen, he murmurs into the grass, bending and tearing at a root
that tastes beautifully yellow.
That’s the trouble. That’s what keeps us trapped here, minds in animals.
Rutherford begins to run, lightly at first. What am I, Rutherford wonders, a horse’s body or a human mind?
Both options are twining together like a rope, then fraying. They are disappearing, the faster he runs. The sound of
his hoof beats doesn’t trouble him now; it doesn’t even register. They thud and they vanish. His tail is still
attached to him at the root. But Rutherford isn’t trying to outrun his horse tail any more. It sails out like a black
flag behind him, its edges in tatters.
Rutherford turns and starts running again, and this time he finds that he cannot stop. The Fence is right in front
of him now. It takes on a second life inside his mind, a thick grey barrier. His blood feels hot and electric inside
him, and Rutherford knows from the certainty of his heartbeat that he is alive, that there isn’t any “after.” There is
no reason to believe that anything better or greener waits on the other side of the Fence. There is nothing to
prevent him from jumping it. There it is, Rutherford thinks, the blue lick of lightning. His eyes still refuse to
focus, but now he finds that he is no longer afraid of the blind spot.
This is for the Union, Rutherford whinnies, and suddenly he stops worrying about cause and effect, about the
impossibility that his hoof beats could hold any Union together, or why any of this should matter, one horse
running in an empty field: none of his speed, none of his grandeur, no droplets of sweat streaming off his hide like
wings, and he runs. And nobody is watching when he clears the Fence.
*GEORGIA*
105.174 Excerpt from Georgia Scenes, Characters, Incidents, Etc., In The First Half Century Of The Republic:
“The Militia Company Drill”\fn{by Augustus Baldwin Longstreet (1787-1837)} Augusta, Richmond County, Georgia,
U.S.A. (M) 3
I happened, not long since, to be present at the muster of a captain’s company in a remote part of one of the
counties; and as no general description could convey an accurate idea of the achievements of that day, I must be
permitted to go into detail, as well as my recollection will serve me.
The men had been notified to meet at nine o’clock, “armed and equipped as the law directs”; that is to say, with
a gun and cartridge box at least, but, as directed by the law of the United States, “with a good firelock, a sufficient
bayonet and belt, and a pouch with a box to contain no less than twenty-four cartridges of powder and ball.”
At twelve, about one third, perhaps one half, of the men had collected, and an inspector’s return of the number
present, and of their arms, would have stood nearly thus: 1 captain, 1 lieutenant; ensign, none; fifers, none;
privates, present, 24; ditto, absent, 40; guns, 14; gunlocks, 12; ramrods, 10; rifle pouches, 3; bayonets, none; belts,
none; spare flints, none; cartridges, none; horse-whips, walking canes, and umbrellas, 10. A little before one, the
captain, whom I shall distinguish by the name of Clodpole, gave directions for forming the line of parade. In
obedience to this order, one of the sergeants, whose lungs had long supplied the place of a drum and fife, placed
himself in front of the house,\fn{ The assembled men.} and began to bawl with great vehemence, “All Captain
Clodpole’s company parade here! Come, gentlemen, parade here!” says he; “all you that hasn’t got guns fall into
the lower eend.” He might have bawled till this time, with as little success as the sirens sang to Ulysses,\fn{ In an
incident in The Odyssey by Homer (fl.850BC?) the hero, Ulysses, has himself tied to the mast of his ship in order to listen to the song of
the sirens (said to be beguiling beyond belief), that he might not be driven mad and order his own ship cast upon the rocks the sirens sing
from, and so destroy himself and his crew .} had he not changed his post to a neighboring shade. There he was

immediately joined by all who were then at leisure; the others were at that time engaged as parties or spectators at
a game of fives,\fn{An English form of handball.} and could not just then attend. However, in less than half an hour
the game was finished and the captain enabled to form his company, and proceed to the duties of the day.
“Look to the right and dress!”\fn{The modern command would be: Dress right!}
They were soon, by the help of the non-commissioned officers, placed in a straight line; but, as every man was
anxious to see how the rest stood, those on the wings pressed forward for that purpose, till the whole line assumed
nearly the form of a crescent.
“Why, look at ’em,” says the captain; “why, gentlemen, you are all a-crooking in at both eends, so that you will
get on to me\fn{Reach the place where I am standing.} by-and-by! Come, gentlemen, dress, dress!”
This was accordingly done, but, impelled by the same motives, as before, they soon resumed their former
figure, and so they were permitted to remain.
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“Now, gentlemen,” says the captain, “I am going to carry you through the revolutions of the manual exercises;
and I want you, gentlemen, if you please, to pay particular attention to the word of command, just exactly as I
give it out to you. I hope you will have a little patience, gentlemen, if you please; and I should be a-going wrong, I
will be much obliged to any of you, gentlemen, to put me right again, for I mean all for the best, and I hope you
will excuse me, if you please. And one thing, gentlemen, I caution you against, in particular, and that is this: not to
make any mistakes if you can possibly help it; and the best way to do this will be to do all the motions right at
first; and that will help us to get along so much the faster; and I will try to have it over as soon as possible. Come,
boys, come to a shoulder.
“Poise, foolk!”\fn{Author’s note: A contraction, and corruption, of “firelock.” Thus “firelock,” “f’lock,” “foolk.”}
“Cock, foolk! Very handsomely done.
“Take, aim!
“Ram down, cartridge! No! no! Fire! I recollect now that firing comes next after taking aim, according to
Steuben;\fn{Baron Fredrick William Augustus Henry Ferdinand von Steuben (1730-1794), a Prussian general who served in the
American Revolution (at the urging of the French Minister of War in 1777) as its Inspector General, where he adapted current Prussian
methods of drilling and training raw recruits to American needs and conditions.} but, with your permission, gentlemen, I’ll red
the words of command just exactly as they are printed in the book,\fn{ Steuben’s Regulations for the Order And Discipline
of the Troops of the United States (1779) was the official manual until 1812.} and then I shall be sure to be right.”

“Oh, yes! read it, captain, read it!” exclaimed twenty voices at once; “that will save time.”
“’Tention the whole! Please to observe, gentlemen, that at the word ‘fire,’ you must fire; that is, if any of your
guns are loaden’d, you must not shoot in yearnest, but only make pretence like; and you, gentlemen, fellowsoldiers who’s armed with nothing but sticks, riding-switches and corn-stalks, needn’t go through the firings, but
stand as you are, and keep yourselves to yourselves.
“Half cock, foolk! Very well done.
“S-h-e-t (spelling) Shet, pan! That too would have been handsomely done, if you hadn’t handled cartridge
instead of sheeting pan; but I suppose you wasn’t noticing. Now, ’tention one and all, gentlemen, and do that
motion again.
“Shet, pan! Very good, very well indeed; you did that motion equal to any old soldier; you improve
astonishingly.
“Handle, catridge! Pretty well, considering you done it wrong end foremost, as if you took the catridge out of
your mouth and bit off the twist with the catridge-box.
“Draw, rammer! Those who have no rammers to their guns need not draw, but only make the motion; it will do
just as well, and save a great deal of time.
“Return, rammer! Very well again. But that would have been done, I think, with greater expertness if you had
performed the motion with a little more dexterity.
“S-h-o-u-l-Shoulder, foolk! Very handsomely done indeed! Put your guns on the other shoulder, gentlemen.
“Order, foolk! Not quite so well, gentlemen; not quite altogether; but perhaps I did not speak loud enough for
you to hear me all at once. Try once more, if you please. I hope you will be patient, gentlemen; we will soon be
through.
“Order, foolk! Handsomely done, gentlemen! Very handsomely done! and all together too, except that one half
of you were a leetle too soon, and the other half a leetle too late.
“In laying down your guns, gentlemen, take care to lay the locks up and the other side down.
“’Tention the whole! Ground, foolk! Very well.
“Charge, bayonet!”
(Some of the men)—“That can’t be, captain: pray look again; for how can we charge bayonet without our
guns?”
(Captain)—“I don’t know as to that, but I know I’m right, for here ’tis printed in the book; ch-h-a-r—yes,
charge, bayonet, that’s right, that’s the word, if I know how to read. Come, gentlemen, do pray charge bayonet!
Charge, I say! Why don’t you charge! Do you think it aint so? Do you think I have lived to this time o’ day, and
don’t know what charge bayonet is? Here, come here, you may see for yourselves; it’s as plain as the nose on your
fa—stop—stay—no—halt! No! Faith, I’m wrong! I turned over tow leaves at once. I beg your pardon, we will not
stay out long; and we’ll have something to drink as soon as we have done. Come, boys, get off the stumps and
logs, and take up your guns; we’ll soon be done: excuse me if you please.
“Fix, bayonet!
“Advance, arms! Very well done: turn the stocks of your guns in front, gentlemen, and that will bring the
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barrels behind; hold them straight up and down, if you please; let go with your left, and take hold with your right
hand below the guard. Steuben says the gun should be held p-e-r—pertic’lar; yes, you must always mind and
hold your guns very pertic’lar. Now, boys, ’tention the whole!
“Present, arms! Very handsomely done! only hold your gun over t’other knee—t’other hand up—turn your
hands round a little, and raise them up higher—draw t’other foot back—now you are nearly right—very well
done.
“Gentlemen, we come now to the revolutions. Men, you have all got into a sort of snarl, as I may say; how did
you all get into such a higglety pigglety?”
The fact was, the shade had moved considerably to the eastward, and had exposed the right wing of these
hardy veterans to a galling fire of the sun. Being poorly provided with umbrellas at this end of the line, they found
it convenient to follow the shade; and in huddling to the left for this purpose, they changed the figure of their line
from that of a crescent to one which more nearly resembled a pair of pothooks.
“Come, gentlemen,” says the captain, “spread yourselves out again into a straight line; and let us get into the
wheelings and other matters as soon as possible.”
But this was strenuously opposed by the soldiers. They objected to going into the revolutions at all, inasmuch
as the weather was extremely hot, and they had already been kept in the field upward of three quarters of an hour.
They reminded the captain of his repeated promise to be as short as he possibly could, and it was clear he could
dispense with all this wheeling and flourishing if he chose. They were already very thirsty, and if he would not
dismiss them, they declared they would go off without dismission, and get something to drink, and he might fine
them if that would do him any good; they were able to pay their fine, but would not go without drink to please
anybody; and they swore they would never vote for another captain who wished to be so unreasonably strict.
The captain behaved with great spirit upon the occasion, and a smart colloquy ensued; when at length
becoming exasperated to the last degree, he roundly asserted that no soldier ought ever to think hard of the orders
of his officer; and, finally, he went so far as to say, that he did not think any gentleman on that ground had any just
cause to be offended with him. The dispute was finally settled by the captain sending for some grog for their
present accommodation, and agreeing to omit reading the military law, and the performance of all the manœuvres,
except two or three such easy and simple ones as could be performed within the compass of the shade. After they
had drank their grog and had spread “themselves,” they were divided into platoons.
“’Tention the whole! To the right wheel!”
Each man faced to the right about.
“Why, gentlemen, I did not mean for every man to stand still and turn himself na’trally right round; but when I
told you to wheel to the right, I intended you to wheel round to the right, as it were. Please to try again,
gentlemen; every right-hand man\fn{ Every man on the right end of a file of men .} must stand fast, and only the other turn
round.”
In the previous part of the exercise, it had, for the purpose of sizing, been necessary to denominate every
second person a “right-hand man.” A very natural consequence was, that, on the present occasion, these righthand men maintained their position, all the intermediate ones facing about as before.
“Why, look at ’em, now!” exclaimed the captain, in extreme vexation; “I’ll be d—d\fn{ Damned; a very common
literary artifice to avoid spelling a word considered by many as a profanity .} if you understand a word I say. Excuse me,
gentlemen, it rayly seems as if you could not come at it exactly. In wheeling to the right, the right-hand eend of
the platoon stands fast, and the other eend comes round like a swingle-tree. Those on the outside must march
faster than those on the inside. You certainly must understand me now, gentlemen; and please to try it once more.”
In this they were a little more successful.
“’Tention the whole! To the left—left, no—right—that is, the left—I mean the right—left wheel, march!”
In this he was strictly obeyed; some wheeling to the right, some to the left, and some to the right-left, or both
ways.
“Stop! Halt! Let us try it again! I could not just then tell my right hand from my left! You must excuse me, if
you please; experience makes perfect, as the saying is. Long as I have served, I find something new to learn every
day; but all’s one for that. Now, gentlemen, do that motion once more.”
By the help of a non-commissioned officer in front of each platoon, they wheeled this time with considerable
regularity.
“Now, boys, you must try to wheel by divisions; and there is one thing in particular which I have to request of
you, gentlemen, and that is, not to make any blunder in your wheeling. You must mind and keep at a wheeling
distance, and now talk in the ranks, nor get out of fix again; for I want you to do this motion well, and not to make
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any blunder now.
“’Tention the whole! By divisions, to the right wheel, march!”
In doing this it seemed as if Bedlam had broke loose: every man took the command. Not so fast on the right!
Slow now! Haul down those umbrellas! Faster on the left! Keep back a little there! Don’t scrouge so! Hold up
your gun, Sam! Go faster there! faster! Who trod on my—? D—n your huffs! Keep back! Stop us, captain, do
stop us! Go faster there! I’ve lost my shoe! Get up again, Ned! Halt! halt! halt! Stop, gentlemen! stop! stop!
By this time they had got into utter and inextricable confusion, and so I left them.
1819
106.244 Bill Arp Addresses Artemus Ward\fn{by Charles Henry Smith (1826-1903)} Laurenceville, Gwinnett County,
Georgia, U.S.A. (M) 2
Rome, Ga., September 1, 1865
Mr. Artemus Ward, Showman—
Sir:
The reason why I write to you in perticler, is because you are about the only man I know in all “God’s country”
so-called. For some several weeks I hav been wantin’ to say sumthin. For some several years we rebs, so-called,
but now late of said county deceased\fn{ The Confederate States of America, so-called:H}, have been tryin mighty hard to
do somethin. We didn’t quite do it, and now it’s very painful, I assure you, to dry up all of a sudden, and make out
like we wasn’t there.
My friend, I want to say somethin. I suppose there is no law agin thinkin, but thinkin don’t help me. It don’t let
down my thermometer. I must explode myself generally so as to feel better. You see I’m tryin to harmonize. I’m
tryin to soften down my feelin’s. I’m endeavoring to subjugate myself to the level of surroundin circumstances,
so-called. But I can’t do it until I am allowed to say somethin. I want to quarrel with sumbody and then make
friends. I ain’t no giant-killer. I ain’t no Norwegian bar.\fn{ Bear.} I ain’t no boarconstrikter, but I’ll be
hornswaggled if the talkin and the writin and the slanderin has got to be all done on one side any longer. Sum of
your folks have got to dry up or turn our folks loose. It’s a blamed outrage, so-called. Ain’t your editors got nothin
else to do but to peck at us, and squib at us, and crow over us? Is every man what kan write a paragraph to
consider us as bars in a cage, and be always a-jabbin at us to hear us growl? Now you see, my friend, that’s what’s
disharmonious, and do you jest tell ’em, one and all, e pluribus unum,\fn{Latin for: Out of many, one; i.e., out of many
states, one nation.} so-called, that if they don’t stop it at once or turn us loose to say what we please, why we rebs,
so-called, have unanimously and jointly and severally resolved to—to—to—think very hard of it—if not harder.
That’s the way to talk it. I ain’t agoin to commit myself. I know when to put on the breaks. I ain’t agoin to say
all I think, like Mr. Etheridge, or Mr. Adderrig, so-called. Nary time. No, sir. But I’ll jest tell you, Artemus, and
you may ell it to your show: If we ain’t allowed to express our sentiments, we can take it out in hatin; and hatin
runs heavy in my family, shure. I hated a man so bad once that all the hair cum off my head, and the man drowned
himself in a hog-waller that night. I could do it agin, but you see I’m tryin to harmonize, to acquiesce, to becum
calm and sereen.
Now I suppose that, poetically speakin’
In Dixie’s fall,
We sinned all.

But talkin the way I see it, a big feller and a little feller, so-called, got into a fite, and they fout and fout and
fout a long time, and everybody all round kep hollerin hands off, but kep helpin the big feller, until finally the
little feller caved in a hollered enuf. He made a bully fite I tell you, Selah.\fn{ Amen; the expression occurs in the Bible.}
Well, what did the big feller do? Take him by the hand and help him up, and brush the dirt off his clothes? Nary
time! No, sur! But he kicked him arter he was down, and throwd mud on him, and drug him about and rubbed
sand in his eyes, and now he’s gwine about huntin up his poor little property. Wants to confiscate it, so-called.
Blame my jacket if it ain’t enuf to make your head swim.
But I’m a good Union man, so-called. I ain’t agwine to fight no more. I shan’t vote for the next war. I ain’t no
gurilla. I’ve done tuk the oath, and I’m gwine to keep it, but as for my being subjugated, and humilyated, and
amalgamated, and enervated, as Mr. Chase says, it ain’t so—nary time. I ain’t ashamed of nuthin neither—ain’t
repentin—ain’t axin for no one-horse, short-winded pardon. Nobody needn’t be playin priest around me. I ain’t
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got no twenty thousand dollars.\fn{In the Amnesty Proclamation of 1865, any man possessed of property worth $20,000 was not
permitted to take the oath of allegiance to the United States, and was—together with all the commanding officers of the Confederacy and
everyone who had held a civil position under it higher than Justice of the Peace—denied the right to vote .} Wish I had; I’d give it

these poor widders and orfins. I’d fatten my own numerous and interestin offspring in about two minits and a half.
They shouldn’t eat roots and drink branch-water no longer. Poor, unfortunate things! There’s four or five of ’em
that never saw a sirkis\fn{ Circus.} nor a monkey-show—never had a pocket-knife, nor a piece of cheese, nor a
reesin.\fn{Raisin.} There’s Bull Run Arp, and Harper’s Ferry Arp, and Chikahominy Arp, that never saw the
pikters in a spellin book. I tell you, my friend, we are the poorest people on the face of the earth—but we are poor
and proud. We made a bully fite, Selah, and the whole American nation ought to feel proud of it. It shows what
Americans can do when they think they are imposed on—“so-called.” Didn’t our four fathers fight, bleed, and die
about a little tax on tea, when not one in a thousand drunk it? Because they succeeded, wasn’t it glory? But if they
hadn’t, I suppose it would have been treason, and they would have been bowin an scrapin round King George for
pardon. So it goes, Artemus, and to my mind, if the whole thing was stewed down it would make about a helf pint
of humbug. We had good men, great men, Christian men, who thought we was right, and many of ’em have gone
to the undiscovered country,\fn{The land of death.} and have got a pardon as is a pardon. When I die I am mighty
willin to risk myself under the shadow of their wings, whether the climate be hot or cold. So mote it be. Selah!
Well, maybe I’ve said enough. But I don’t feel easy yet. I’m a good Union man, certain and sure. I’ve had my
breeches died blue,\fn{The Confederate color was gray.} and I’ve bot\fn{Bought.} a blue bucket, and I very often feel
blue, and about twice in a while I go to the doggery and git blue, and then I look up at the blue serulean heavens
and sing the melancholy chorus of the Blue-tailed Fly. I’m doin my durndest to harmonize, and think I could
succeed if it wasn’t for sum things. When I see a black-guard goin around the streets with a gun on his shoulder,
why right then, for a few minutes, I hate the whole Yanky nation. Jerusalem! How my blood biles! The institution
what was handed down to us by the heavenly kingdom of Massachusetts,\fn{ Massachusetts has the honor of being the
first state to outlaw slavery (1783).}now put over us with powder and ball! Harmonize the devil! Ain’t we human beins?
Ain’t we got eyes and ears and feelin and thinkin? Why, the whole of Africa has come to town, women and
children and babies and baboons and all. A man can tell how fur it is to the city by the smell better than the milepost. They won’t work fir us and they won’t work for themselves, and they’ll perish to death this winter as shure
as the devil is a hog, so-called. I golly, I ain’t got nuthin to support myself on. We fought ourselves out of every
thing exceptin children and land, and I suppose the land are to be turned over to the niggers for graveyards.
Well, my friend, I don’t want much. I ain’t ambitious, as I used to was. You all have got your shows and
monkeys and sircusses and brass band and orgins,\fn{ Organs.} and can play on the petrolyum and the harp of a
thousand strings,\fn{An allusion to chorus of the anthem “Creation” by William Billings (1746-1800). It occurs in the second verse.
The anthem reads: When I with pleasing wonder stand / and all my frame survey / Lord, ’tis Thy work, I own; Thy hand / thus built my
humble clay. Our life contains a thousand springs / And dies, if one be gone: / Strange! That a harp, / of thousand strings / Should keep in
tune so long.} and so on, but I’ve only got one favor to ax of you. I want enough powder to kill a big yaller stump-

tail dog that prowls round my premises at night. Pon honor, I won'’ shoot at any thing blue or black or mullater.
Will you send it? Are you and your folks so skeered of me and my folks that you won'’ let us have any amunition?
Are the squirrels and crows and black racoons to eat up our poor little corn-patches? Are the wild turkeys to
gobble all around us with impunity? If a mad dog takes the hiderphoby, is the whole community to run itself to
death to get out of the way? I golly! It looks like your people had all the rebelphoby for good, and was never
gwine to get over it. See here, my friend, you must send me a little powder and a ticket to your show, and me and
you will harmonize sertin.
With these few remarks I think I feel better, and hope I hain’t made nobody fitin mad, for I’m not on that line
at this time.
I am truly your friend, all present or accounted for,
Bill Arp, so-called
P.S.—Old man Harris wanted to buy my fiddle the other day with Confederit money. He sed it would be good
agin. He says that Jim Funderbuk told him that Warren’s Jack\fn{ Warren’s son (or slave) named Jack.} seen a man who
had jest come from Virginny, and he said a man had told his cousin Mandy that Lee had whipped ’em agin. Old
Harris says that a feller by the name of Mack C. Million is comin over with a million of men. But nevertheless,
notwithstanding, somehow or somehow else, I’m dubus about the money. If you was me, Artemus, would you
make the fiddle trade?
B.A.
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107.131 How Mr. Rabbit Was Too Sharp For Mr. Fox\fn{by Joel Chandler Harris (1848-1908)} Atlanta, Fulton
County, Georgia, U.S.A. (M) 1
“Uncle Remus,” said the little boy one evening, when he had found the old man with little or nothing to do,
“did the fox kill and eat the rabbit when he caught him with the Tar-Baby?”
“Law, honey, ain’t I tell you ’bout dat?” replied the old darkey, chuckling slyly. “I ’clar ter grashus I ought er
tole you dat, but old man Nod wuz ridin’ on my eyeleds ’twel a leetle mo’n I’d a dis’member’d my own name, en
den on to dat here come you’ mammy hollerin’ atter you.
“W’at I tell you w’en I fus’ begin? I tole you Brer Rabbit wuz a monstus soon creetur; leas’ways dat’s w’at I
laid out fer ter tell you. Well, den, honey, don’t you go en make no udder calkalashuns, kaze in demn days Brer
Rebbit en his fambly wuz at de head er de gang w’en enny racket wuz on han’, en ear dey stayed. ’Fo’ you begins
fer ter wipe yoi’ eyes ’bout Brer Rabbit, you wait en see whar’bouts Brer Rabbit gwineter fetch up at. But dat’s
needer yer ner dar.
“W’en Brer Fox fine Brer Rabbit mxt up wid de Tar-Baby, he feel mighty good, en he roll on de groun’ en laff.
Bimeby he up’n say, sezee:
“‘Well, I speck I got you dis time, Brer Rabbit,’ sezee; ‘maybe I ain’t, but I speck I is. You been runnin’ roun’
here sassin’ atter me a mighty long time, but I speck you done come ter de een’ ere de row. You bit cuttin’ up yo’
capers en bouncin’ ’roun’ in dis neighborhood ontwel you come ter b’leeve yo’se’f de boss er de whoe gang. En
den youer allers some’rs whar you got no bizness,’ sez Brer Fox, sezee. ‘Who ax you fer ter come en strike up a
’quaintance wid dish yer Tar-Baby? En who stuck you up dar whar youy iz? Nobody in de roun’ worril. You des
tuck en jam yo’se’f on dat Tar-Baby widout waitin’ fer enny invite,’ sez Brer Fox, sezee, ‘en dar you is, en dar
you’ll stay twel I fixes up a breshpile and fires her up, kaze I’m gwineter bobbycue you dis day, sho,’ sez Brer
Fox, sezee.
“Den Brer Rabbit talk mighty ’umble.
“‘I don’t keer w’at you do wid me, Brer Fox,’ sezee, ‘so you don’t fling me in dat brier-patch. Roas’ me, Brer
Fox,’ sezee, ‘but don’t fling me in dat brier patch,’ sezee.
“‘Hit’s sop much trouble fer ter kindle a fier,’ sez Brer Fox, sezee, ‘dat I speck I’ll hatter hang you,’ sezee.
“‘Hang me des ez high as you pleasae, Brer Fox,’ sez Brer Rabbit, sezee, ‘but do fer de Lord’s sake don’t fling
me in dat brief-patch,’ sezee.
“‘I ain’t got no string,’ sez Brer Fox, sezee, ‘en now I speck I’ll hatter drown you,’ sezee.
“‘Drown me des ez dceep ez you please, Brer Fox,’ sez Brer Rabbit, sezee, ‘but do don’t fling me in dat brierpatch,’ sezee.
“‘Dey ain’t no water nigh,’ sez Brer Fox, sezee, ‘en now I speck I’ll hatter skin you,’ sezee.
“‘Skin me, Brer Fox,’ sez Brer Rabbit, sezee, ‘snatch out jy eyeballs, t’ar out my years by de roots, en cut off
my legs,’ sezee, ‘but do please, Brer Fox, don’t fling me in dat brier-patch,’ sezee.
“Co’s Brer Fox wanter hurt Brer Rabbit bad ez he kin, so he cotch ’im by de behime legs en slung ’im right in
de middle er de brief-patch. Dar wuz a considerabul flutter whar Brer Rabbit struck de bushes, en Brer Fox sorter
hang ’roun’ fer ter see w’at wuz gwinter happen. Bimeby he hear somebody call ’im, en way up de hill he see
Brer Rabbit settin’ cross-legged on a chinkapin log koamin’ de pitch outen his har wid a chip. Den Brer Fox know
dat he bin swop off mighty bad. Brer Rabbit wuz bleedzed fer ter fling bafck some er his sass, en he holler out:
“‘Bred en bawn in a brier-patch, Brer Fox—bred en bawn in a brief-patch!” en wid dat he skip out des ez
lively ez a cricket in de embers.”
148.38 Excerpt from Reminiscences Of My Life In Camp: “Thoughts On Present Conditions”\fn{by Susie King
Taylor (1848-1912)} nr. Savannah, Chatham County, Georgia, U.S.A. (F) 2
… Living here in Boston where the black man is given equal justice, I must say a word on the general
treatment of my race, both in the North and South, in this twentieth century. I wonder if our white fellow men
realize the true sense or meaning of brotherhood?
For two hundred years we had toiled for them; the war of 1861 came and was ended, and we thought our race
was forever freed from bondage, and that the two races could live in unity with each other, but when we read
almost every day of what is being done to my race by some whites in the South, I sometimes ask,
“Was the war in vain? Has it brought freedom, in the full sense of the word, or has it not made our condition
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more hopeless?”
In this “land of the free” we are burned, tortured, and denied a fair trial, murdered for any imaginary wrong
conceived in the brain of the negro-hating white man. There is no redress for us from a government which
promised to protect all under its flag. It seems a mystery to me. They say, “One flag, one nation, one country
indivisible.” Is this true? Can we say this truthfully, when one race is allowed to burn, hang, and inflict the most
horrible torture weekly, monthly, on another? No, we cannot sing, “My country, ’tis of thee, Sweet land of
Liberty”! It is hollow mockery. The Southland laws are all on the side of the white, and they do just as they like to
the negro, whether in the right or not.
I do not uphold my race when they do wrong. They ought to be punished, but the innocent are made to suffer
as well as the guilty, and I hope the time will hasten when it will be stopped forever. Let us remember God says,
“He that sheds blood, his blood shall be required again.” I may not live to see it, but the time is approaching when
the South will again have cause to repent for the blood it has shed of innocent black men, for their blood cries out
for vengeance. For the South still cherishes a hatred toward the blacks, although there are some true Southern
gentlemen left who abhor the stigma brought upon them, and feel it very keenly, and I hope the day is not far
distant when the two races will reside in peace in the Southland, and we will sing with sincere and truthful hearts,
“My country, ’tis thee, Sweet land of Liberty, of thee I sing.”
I have been in many States and cities, and in each I have looked for liberty and justice, equal for the black as
for the white; but it was not until I was within the borders of New England, and reached old Massachusetts, that I
found it. Here is found liberty in the full sense of the word, liberty for the stranger within her gates, irrespective of
race or creed, liberty and justice for all.
We have before us still another problem to solve. With the close of the Spanish war, and on the entrance of the
Americans into Cuba, the same conditions confront us as the war of 1861 left. The Cubans are free, but it is a
limited freedom, for prejudice, deep-rooted, has been brought to them and a separation made between the white
and black Cubans, a thing that had never existed between them before; but today there is the same intense hatred
toward the negro in Cuba that there is in some parts of this country.
I helped to furnish and pack boxes to be sent to the soldiers and hospitals during the first part of the Spanish
war; there were black soldiers there too. At the battle of San Juan Hill, they were in the front, just as brave, loyal,
and true as those other black men who fought for freedom and the right; and yet their bravery and faithfulness
were reluctantly acknowledged, and praise grudgingly given. All we ask for is equal justice, the same that is
accorded to all other races who come to this country, of their free will (not forced to, as we were), and are allowed
to enjoy every privilege, unrestricted, while we are denied what is rightfully our own in a country which the labor
of our forefathers helpd to make what it is.
One thing I have noticed among my people in the South: they have accumulated a large amount of real estate,
far surpassing the colored owners in the North, who seem to let their opportunity slip by them. Nearly all of
Brownsville (a suburb of Savannah) is owned by colored people, and so it is in a great many other places
throughout the State, and all that is needed is the protection of the law as citizens.
In 1867, soon after the death of my father, who had served on a gunboard during the war, my mother opened a
grocery store, where she kept general merchandise always on hand. These she traded for cash or would exchange
for crops of cotton, corn, or rice, which she would ship once a month, to F. Lloyd & Co., or Johnson & Jackson, in
Savannah. These were colored merchants, doing business on Bay Street in that city. Mother bought her first
property, which contained ten acres. She next purchased fifty acres of land. Then she had a chance to get a place
with seven hundred acres of land, and she bought this.
In 1870, Colonel Hamilton and Major Devendorft, of Oswego, N.Y., came to the town and bought up a tract of
land at a place called Doctortown, and started a mill. Mrs. Devendorft heard of my mother and went to see her,
and persuaded her to come to live with her, assuring her she would be as one of the family. Mother went with her,
but after a few months she went to Doctortown, where she has been since, and now owns the largest settlement
there. All trains going to Florida pass her place, just across the Altamaha River. She is well known by both white
and black; the people are fond of her, and will not allow anyone to harm her.
Mr. Devendorft sold out his place in 1880 and went back to New York, where later he died.
I read an article, which said the ex-Confederate Daughters had sent a petition to the managers of the local
theatres in Tennessee to prohibit the performance of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, claiming it was exaggerated (that is, the
treatment of the slaves), and would have a very bad effect on the children who might see the drama. I paused and
thought back a few years of the heart-rending scenes I have witnessed; I have seen many times, when I was a
mere girl, thirty or forty men, handcuffed, and as many women and children, come every first Tuesday of each
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month from Mr. Wiley’s trade office to the auction blocks, one of them being situated on Drayton Street and Court
lane, the other on Bryant Street, near the Pulaski House. The route was down our principal street, Bull Street, to
the court-house, which was only a block from where I resided.
All people in those days got all their water from the city pumps, which stood about a block apart throughout
the city. The one we used to get water from was opposite the court-house, on Bull Street. I remember, as if it were
yesterday, seeing droves of negroes going to be sold, and I often went to look at them, and I could hear the
auctioneer very plainly from my house, auctioning these poor people off.
Do these Confederate Daughters ever send petitions to prohibit the atrocious lynchings and wholesale
murdering and torture of the negro? Do you ever hear of them fearing this would have a bad effect on the
children? Which of these two, the drama or the present state of affairs, makes a degrading impression upon the
minds of our young generation? In my opinion it is not Uncle Tom’s Cabin, but it should be the one that has
caused the world to cry “Shame!” It does not seem as if our land is yet civilized. It is like times long past, when
rulers and high officers had to flee for their lives, and the negro has been dealt with in the same way since the war
by those he lived with and toiled for two hundred years or more.
I do not condemn all the Caucasian race because the negro is badly treated by a few of the race. No! for had it
not been for the true whites, assisted by God and the prayers of our forefathers, I should not be here today.
There are still good friends to the negro. Why, there are still thousands that have not bowed to Baal. So it is
with us. Man thinks two hundred years is a long time, and it is, too; but it is only as a week to God, and in his own
time—I know I shall not live to see the day, but it will come—the South will be like the North, and when it comes
it will be prized higher than we prize the North to-day. God is just; when he created man he made him in his
image, and never intended one should misuse the other.
All men are born free and equal in his sight. …
131.69 The Rollicking God\fn{by Nunnally Johnson (1897-1977)} Columbus, Muscogee County, Georgia, U.S.A. (F)
6
Here and now, before the high bar of public opinion, I charge Marshall Mount of the New York Sphere and
Smack Riley of the Grays with having cost the Grays the pennant last year.
You know Mount, of course. You’ve been pestered undoubtedly with quotations from his column, “In My
Humble Opinion,” which appears on the Sphere’s sporting page each morning.
“Did you see what Marshall Mount said about Benny Leonard—how he said Benny is the Saint-Saens of the
ring?” Or, as likely as not, you quote him yourself:
“What do you think of Marshall Mount’s calling Hank Gowdy the Schopenhauer of the diamond?”
Stuff like that. And as for Smack, who doesn’t know him and his big bat? These, then, are the facts, the
evidence:
It was in April, during the first home series at the Stadium, that I met Mount, a tall, lanky, frowzy young
fellow, shambling a little and with no taste whatever in neckties. He slid into a working-press seat at my side. At
first, never having seen him before, I took him to be just another actor, one with more nerve than usual. He had a
kind of embarrassed air, and as he sat down he dropped a couple of new books which, I suppose, he’d brought
along to read during the more exciting parts of the game. When he leaned over to pick them up he dropped three
pencils out of his pocket, and while picking up the pencils he dropped a notebook, three letters, a pocket comb,
two moth balls and a baby’s nursing bottle. He was that kind of bird.
“You ought to tie all those things to you with strings,” I said, “or else carry a postman’s satchel.”
“I don’t know,” he replied doubtfully, weighing the suggestions. “They never dropped out before. At least, not
so many of them at once. Have you got a cigarette?”
There’s no man living can call me a tightwad, so I gave him one. Then it occurred to me, after witnessing his
search through every pocket and the nursing bottle, that he needed a match. He thanked me, lit the cigarette and
produced a score book.
The game that day was, as I said next morning in the Ledger, a wow. It seesawed for a while, and then in the
end good old Smack Riley ambled up to the pan, leaned on one of Coveleskie’s fast ones, and sweet COOKIE!—
into the Harlem River, or nearly. It was the Smacker’s first homer of the season at the Stadium.
I’ve learned pretty well to control myself in crises like this, for if we baseball writers aren’t calm, who will be?
But this fellow on my left, this Mount, sprang to his feet, spilling his books, his pencils and three new and
theretofore undiscovered moth balls, and let out a roar:
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“Beautiful!”
Honestly, I just looked at him.
“What did you say?” I asked.
“I say he’s beautiful, positively beautiful!”
“If you mean Smack”—and any man in the Ledger office will tell you whether I can be sarcastic or not—“then
you ought to wait and see Nick Altrock.”
He looked actually impatient—and me, the dean of sporting writers!
“His swing,” he explained; “the way he threw his body into that terrific effort. It was just a flash, the fraction
of a second of it; but it was rhythm, grace, beauty. It reminded me, truly, of Walter Pater—just for that instant.”
As my friends will tell you, I am a plain man, a baseball reporter: with no frills. What this bird was talking
about I did not know. Smack had hit a home run. The game belonged to the Grays. What else was going on I,
speaking personally, could not see.
“Beautiful!” he repeated. “I never had any idea that a baseball player could crystallize so much of authentic
glory in one movement.”
“What are you, anyway,” I demanded—“one of these poets?”
“Oh, excuse me,” he replied hastily—we were getting our stuff together to climb out. “My name is Mount. I’m
from the Sphere. I’m going to cover the Grays for a while.” Then he added, as though to himself,
“All season, I hope. I’d like to see that fellow again. It was marvelous, that swing.”
“Well,” I said amiably, for after all he was one of us baseball reporters, “as long as they don’t come three at a
time it’s jake with me.”
As he climbed up the stairs to the runway his left garter broke and dragged on the ground behind him.
I may as well add right here that as the season went along I found out that that fellow found all that beauty he
was talking about in strikes as well as home runs. One day I remember he wrote:
“There is a strength in one of Riley’s swings, even when he misses the ball, that holds all the coordination of
which the human body is capable. In this ball player’s mighty failures there is a lesson for our young playwrights,
a lesson that Eugene O’Neill has already learned. We believe that we had rather see Smack Riley strike out than
any other player make a hit. Life is not so much what one gains as what one tries for.”
Right then and there he ought to have been hanged.
The next morning after that meeting I looked up his story. Well, I clipped it out. I was going to save it for the
Smithsonian Institution. It was what one might easily call a jewel. What he had said at the Stadium about Smack
Riley’s beauty was just a suggestion of what he had to say in his story about it. Grace, ease, coordinated effort,
rhythm, beauty—all that was in a baseball story. Furthermore, in that same story there were two mentions of
George Bernard Shaw, one each of Rudolph Valentino, Lord Dunsany, Man O’ War, Professor Copeland of
Harvard, and seven of Eugene O’Neill. He included also three actresses, two books and five plays. The only way
you could tell it was a baseball story was the box score at the end; and, honestly, when I looked I half expected to
find a cast of characters. As I said, I was going to save it, but a week later I threw it away. All his stories turned
out to be like that.
That afternoon I went to Harry Kelly of the Blade.
“Who is this Mount?” I said. “And what theater does he think today’s game is being played in?”
Harry wasn’t sure. Mount had come from Rutgers, he said, had lived south of Washington Square and had
written two one-act plays, the kind that are produced by companies that are just a lot of æsthetes together, giving
everything for art, gratis. He’d been on the Sphere two years. First he was rewriting, but they’d had to take him
off that. Every story he wrote, whether it was about a five-legged calf in Lima, Ohio, or a fire on the Brooklyn
water front, contained at least one reference to Ethel Barrymore’s speaking voice, one to the Russian ballet and
two to Jeritza. Subsequently they’d had to lift him out of the financial department after he’d included an essay on
the art of Bozo Snyder, the burlesque comedian, in a story purporting to tell the fall of the French franc.
“Well,” I said, “it looks to me as though he were going to be just as great a loss here.”
The way I figured it was that those that knew Saint-Saens and Schopenhauer didn’t know Benny Leonard and
Hank Gowdy, and those that knew Benny and Hank didn’t care who Saint-Saens and Schopenhauer were.
I went back to my seat. Down the rail, just next to the Grays’ dugout, was Mount. Hanging on the rail, listening
to him and all attention, was Smack Riley. They talked until the Grays went out to the field for the first inning.
“Some story you had this morning,” I said when Mount came over. Honestly. I couldn’t go any further than
that.
“Oh!” He seemed surprised. “Glad you liked it.” His eyes followed Smack, loping out to right.
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“That man,” he said, “is a genuine artist.”
“Smack Riley!” I exclaimed. “Get out! Smack Riley never drew a line in his life!”
He didn’t have a word to say to that, of course, for I had him dead to rights. I’d known Smack from the day he
reached the Grays’ training camp five years before, and if he was an artist then I’m a dry-point etcher.
*
Personally speaking, I’ll admit I never saw anything in the way of baseball reporting in my life like that stuff
Mount shot over last season. That first day’s story was just a hint of what was coming. In August he started that
column of his, “In My Humble Opinion”, on the sporting page of the Sphere. Evidently he had permission to write
about anything on this earth; but mostly, I imagine, he was expected to write about sports. Pretty soon it began to
look like a serial appreciation of Smack Riley the artist, Smack Riley the æsthete, Smack Riley the Walter Pater of
the diamond. .
He wrote as if baseball had just been invented. All kinds of art and artistry that everybody had always
overlooked, Mount found and wrote about—the way Ty Cobb, whom I usually call the Georgia Peach, started forfirst; the way Tris Speaker played the outfield; the way George Sisler took a high one. Eugene O’Neills of the
diamond, Lord Dunsanys of the diamond, Wedekinds of the diamond, Wagners—Richard—of the diamond. And
once when he didn’t approve of a fellow he wrote that he was the Harold Bell Wright of the diamond, which
seemed to be the only thing he could think of to call O’Hara.
Next day he came to the Stadium in a nervous sweat.
“Do you suppose,” he worried, “that O’Hara will be insulted at what I wrote? I did it, I’m afraid, a little
hastily.”
I assured him that Tad O’Hara had probably never heard of but three Wrights in his life—one being an oldtime second baseman and the two others the aviators.
I read his stuff every day. Practically everything in it was over my head, but—well, it was a curiosity. I’d be
the last person in the world to say anything against æsthetics. To a certain extent it is all right, none better, and
nobody is a heartier supporter of the arts than I; but when it came to saying, over and over again, how beautiful
Smack Riley was when he struck out—well …
The two soon got to be prime buddies, and when the team took the road in May the acquaintanceship took up
so much of Smack’s time that our three-year-old poker foursome, consisting of Harry Kelly, Matthews, the
second-string catcher, Smack and me, was broken up. Smack was out, always, with something very important to
talk over, in whispers, with Marshall Mount. They talked all the way to St. Louis that trip, and I’d never have
guessed that Smack knew that many words.
They were that way throughout the season. It was art that brought them together. In Washington, Mount took
Smack to the Corcoran Art Gallery, in Chicago, to the Chicago Museum. But as long as the old mace, as I called
it, whanged away at the ball with as much success as it did, neither I nor Hall Miller, the manager, cared. Artist or
no artist, the big bum was hitting ’em straight and hard, day after day, and what a home-run record he was piling
up!
The sporting writers were, of course, giving a good third of their space to him; but '!Vhat was funny, one of the
highbrow weeklies ran a story about him. Mr. Smack Riley, it was called. By Marshall Mount, of course. It was
the same stuff- form, rhythm, grace, force, coordination, beauty.
I got to calling Mount Smack’s Boswell. Being literary too, he got it right off, and smiled. But Smack wouldn’t
take any kidding.
“This Mount is a artist,” he declared; an artist of the first water.”
We tried a little ragging, but Smack was for busting somebody on the ear.
“Well,” I said, “speaking personally, I think you’re off your nut.”
I told him right out, the big bum! I was sure of it a few days later when I caught him reading— Primal Grace
by a fellow with a name not less than Greek.
His face got red.
“If you say anything about this, you big bum,” he said, “I’ll knock you for a row of stumps.”
I came right back at him.
“I’m not going to say anything about it, you big bum,” I said; “but don’t think your threats have anything to do
with it, you big bum.”
He didn’t say anything else, but I didn’t want any hard feelings.
“Look here, Smack,” I said, “we’ve been pretty good friends. Let’s don't let art come between us. Now what’s
all this racket?”
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Smack laid Primal Grace down.
“Mapes,” he said, “I reckon the gang is a little sore; but look, Mount’s right about this thing. There is an art to
baseball. It’s got all the qualities of epic drama. Some day people are going to see it and they’re going to put up
statues to baseball players in museums and things, like the old Greeks put: them up to discus players and javerin
throwers.
“Mapes,” he said, “I’ve seen the handwriting on the wall. I’m going to get one of them statues. I’m going to
get the first one. I’m going to be the first artist of the game, the first native American athaletic artist. I’m giving all
my thoughts”—all of Smack’s thoughts!— “all my thoughts to it.”
He fished into his pocket.
“Look here.” He handed me some manuscript paper. “See that? That’s a part I’m going to play in a show.”
I looked at it. It was labeled, Gods Athirst, a Masque. A cast of characters, gods, maidens, and Smack’s part,
“Arno, a Rollicking God.”
I couldn’t help it. I’ve got no more control over my face than the next fellow. I laughed. The peace negotiations
fell through.
“Gimme”—Smack was snarling—“gimme that manuscript! What could anybody expect from a boob like you?
What d’you know about art, or anything else for that matter? I got a good mind to soak you.”
“Go ahead, you big bum,” I retorted, but he didn’t.
*
By the time the pennant race was in what I called its last stages, Smack was an acknowledged artist. That is,
other artists were acknowledging him. To give Mount no more than his due, he certainly sold Smack to the
highbrow crowd.
Once they had him down in Greenwich Village to speak on The Human Body—As It Is And As It Should Be.
Greenwich Village! And to art students! Personally speaking, the English language means nothing to me. I’m not
its protector. It can get in trouble and stay in trouble for all I care. But truly, it’s wicked to do things to it that
Smack does. It tears my heart out. I’m that sympathetic when Smack gets hold of five words in close succession.
For when he gets through with them you couldn’t get twenty pfennigs for them, even in the Balkan States, where
they need languages so much.
But Smack got away with it.
“Gorgeously naïve” was the way Mount described it the next day, and “the simple truth of an authentic artist”
was what Smack had to say on human grace and rhythm.
Somebody took motion pictures of him. He posed in a tiger skin for a magazine on physical culture. And
another magazine, so fine that up to that time it had run nothing but art photographs of Mary Pickford, Billie
Burke and Irene Castle, published a full-page mood study of our bucko. A mood study!
And then he made his appearance as Arno a Rollicking God in Gods Athirst at the Artists’ Playhouse, down in
the Village. The Grays had reached town a few days before from the final swing around the circuit. Leading by
four games and with the gang playing championship ball every minute, the old gonialon, as I sometimes call it,
seemed sewed. up. Smack, the big bum, was whanging away in great shape, with the old home runs clicking
every four or five days and plenty of singles between. It looked pretty rosy for the Grays when the Gulls hit town
for that last series of six games. Four games behind the Grays, the Gulls did not look like a very serious menace.
I went early that night to the Artists’ Playhouse. Anybody who knows where I rank in artistic circles will be
able to tell you whether I got an invitation or not. It was very exclusive, the door man told me, and not even J. P.
Morgan himself could get in without an invitation. So that meant, of course, that I had to slip him a simoleon.
The Artists’ Playhouse was a dump if ever there was one. If you can imagine a theater different from the
Hippodrome in every respect, bar none, you know what the Artists’ Playhouse looked like. Mount was already
there, down front, talking to a couple of bloods wearing orange ties. I took a back seat, where I wouldn’t be seen
and thrown out on charges of cleanliness. The place filled up. The audience consisted of frowzy men and frowzier
women, all smoking cigarettes, and I do not. exaggerate when I say that two of them had on horn-rimmed
spectacles.
After a while, without any preliminaries, the lights went out. The footlights, following some hesitation, opened
their eyes. The curtain went up, revealing, the program said, “At the Foot of the Mountain of the Gods,” but I
regarded this as a gross exaggeration. On the other hand~ I do not know how to describe this scenery other than to
say that I have never seen anything like it anywhere, and I have seen almost everything.
Low music first, and then a few girls suffering pitifully from malnutrition and down, apparently; to their last
garment, tripped lightly out and hoofed it a bit. They ran hither and thither, being cunning, roguish, playful and
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what not, and in this festive fashion consumed about five minutes. Then, suddenly, they all prostrated themselves
toward the left rear entrance. Somebody blew a bugle. A drum rolled. Then Henry Dudley Riley—by the program
—entered.
He entered slowly, taking long steps, being stealthy, just like a milk wagon. He was next to naked, but
composed. He looked around slowly at first and then began to rollick. He waved his arms, and one of them was so
unfortunate as to catch a lightly clad maiden under the chin, lifting her off her feet. She sat down heavily, with an
astonished look on her face. I laughed, but nobody else did. Smack didn’t notice; he was very intent on his rollicking.
He paused occasionally to raise a clenched fist at the chandelier and swear, by pantomime, a mighty oath to the
gods athirst, but mostly he played tag with the gals. I confess here and now that I do not know much about
dancing. Frisco, Pat Rooney, Eddie Leonard, Harry Greb—they’re about my speed. But without looking it up in
the books, I’m willing to risk a small sum, say, ten simoleons, that Smack Riley did everything wrong that it is
possible to do on two feet except to fall into the orchestra. I couldn’t have laughed more heartily if I’d just seen an
umpire shot.
The highbrows, though, were enthralled. They must have been ready to believe anything they read in the
Sphere, for the only way Smack could have been worse would have been by wearing a fire bucket on each foot.
He’d knocked down half the scenery before he was through, and there wasn’t a girl on the stage that didn’t have
the fear of God in her eyes as she heard the galumph-galumph of Smack Riley’s bare Number 12’s pounding
playfully along behind her.
Then it ended. Arno backed into what was left of the scenery, stepped on a rope, tripped and dived into the
wings. Speaking personally, I hoped he’d been knocked unconscious, for I, at any rate, still had some pride in the
good old masculine sex. He didn’t come out again, even to acknowledge the applause, which was good and loud.
They called him bravo. And the next time I saw Smack he had his shirt and pants on and was thanking the
audience individually, as he made his way to the door, for their kind appreciation.
I listened in, eavesdropped on some of the talk:
“Primitive genius … astounding sense of grace … liquid movements … crude brilliance … a sparkle of
greatness ever present … a reserve strength.”
*
It was a great day for baseball when the Grays and Gulls took the field. The Stadium was packed. Forty
thousand people if there was a bat boy—and there was a bat boy. The Grays, fighting sportsmen every one of
them, smelled the World Series receipts; and the Gulls, just as true disciples of all that is highest and finest in
sport, were also thinking about the jack that might be theirs. Both teams were keyed up, snappy, and the crowd
soon showed that it was prepared to roar its lungs out.
I looked for Smack. He was at the rail talking to Marshall Mount again, and somehow the sight depressed me,
gave me a feeling that all was not well. Of course I had no reason for believing that the exhibition of the night
before had cured the Smacker, but I did, at bottom, have some hope that it had.
Presently he pried himself loose from Mount and, with the rest of the Grays, went out for fielding practice. It
was then I saw that something was indeed wrong, and as near as I could figure it, the Smacker was still dizzy with
art. For at the first fungo he exhibited some strange and, to me, incomprehensible didos. He started for the ball
with long, stealthy strides, his arms swaying rhythmically with the swing of his body-and his body swung
wickedly. It was a curious galumph and it served to bring him where the ball came down exactly forty.. five
seconds after the ball was down.
One of the boys in the press box chuckled.
“Who does that bum think he is, Gertrude Hoffman?” The open bleachers threw back its head and bayed at the
sun.
“Nick Altrock’s got nothing on that bird!” Everybody had noticed, it; but only Mount and I, it seemed, had an
inkling of the explanation; and Mount, the fathead, appeared anything but dissatisfied.
The second fungo he could have taken in his tracks. Instead, he chose to run gracefully around in a circle,
swinging his arms most beautifully, and the ball nearly landed on his bean. The bleachers roared. Good old Smack
Riley was being funny for them! Good old Smack!
It might have been Greek, all right, but it wasn’t baseball. Then the game started. Rush worked for the Grays
and Rocker hurled for the Gulls, and for five innings they put up what I would call a corking pitchers’ battle. It
was three up, three down, with only now and then a fluky bingle getting a man on one of the hassocks. And during
that time the owner of the splendid body in the right field was given no opportunity to do anything with it. At bat
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he got one hit, a single, and was left on first. It was not until the first half of the sixth that anything happened for
the records.
Hoban, first up for the Gulls, beat out a bunt. Then he stole second. Barber sent a slow roller to short and
Hoban made third on the out. This wasn’t so good, but time would tell, as I have said so many times. And then
Heinie Schmidt raised a fly to right, directly at old reliable Smack Riley.
Everything else being even, I would have breathed a sigh of relief, but nothing else was even. I wanted to close
my eyes, but I didn’t. Maybe—perhaps—there was a chance that the big bum’s eye would be working and his
mean right arm prepared for the shot to the plate if Hoban tried to score after the catch, but I watched Smack,
together with forty thousand others, while he moved stealthily backward and forward, waving his arms to the
tempo of the Humoresque, under that falling ball. Hoban was holding third by a toe, ready to dash for the plate if
anything happened.
And then Smack caught it—caught it somewhere around his left shoulder blade. Not a graceful catch, perhaps,
but it would do. And in the same second a roar swept the stands. Hoban had started for the plate—a desperate
chance for a run that might mean the game.
Then Smack whipped back-his arm, his eye on the plate and the speeding Hoban. He took a long, slow step,
and at that instant I realized that it wasn't Smack out there, but Arno the Rollicking God. His hand went back
nearly to the ground. He hopped once or twice like a shot putter, and finally, with a sinuous movement, he got rid
of the ball toward the plate. By the time it reached the catcher, Hoban had crossed the plate, gone to the dugout
and written a post card to his cousin in Duluth, Minnesota.
There was what I would call pandemonium, mostly in the form of boos for the Smacker; but he appeared
undisturbed, his art still intact. Three seats to my left Mount spoke:
“That pose was astoundingly like the Discus Thrower, don’t you think? Just a flash, a haunting touch of
beauty.”
That one tally looked as big as seven, for it ended all scoring for the time being. It was again one-two-three in
the sixth and the seventh, with Rush pitching first-rate ball. In fact one run began to look as though it were all that
was going to be necessary.
But in the eighth the Grays snapped out of it. Rush, whose last recorded hit occurred the year Tris Speaker got
his first gray hair, socked one into left field and it was good for a single. Harrigan grounded out to first, Rush
taking second. Then Rocker skyrocketed, walking Massey and Hedges on eight straight balls.
Boom! The roar started. The break was here and the crowd realized it. The Grays were swarming out of their
dugout, crouching on the grass, barking across the swell of the infield at the runners. There was a tightening
among the Gulls. The infielders leaned a little farther forward. The drive was coming and they were ready to meet
it.
The formless surge of sound, rolling in mass volume over the field, began to settle into a steady thump-thump,
a pounding of feet, as forty thousand people caught the thrill.
And then the Smacker crawled out of the trench, caught up three bats and started for the plate. The bases full
and the king up! Forgotten was that slow throw home. This was the minute! This was drama-epic drama!
Smack Riley swung his clubs slowly while Rocker and Dowden conferred. Then he tossed. two of them aside
and stepped into the batter’s box. He dug his cleats in the dirt, got a toe hold, waved his wagon tongue. Dowden,
his mask adjusted, squatted, and Rocker tried his first, a curve over the outside, low.
Wow! The Smacker had larruped it down the third-base line for a mile, into the bleachers—foul by inches.
Rocker had nearly fainted. And when he saw Harry Lannigan, the Gulls’ manager waving to him from the dugout
that his bath was .ready, he smiled a happy smile. He did not even wait to see who was coming from the bull pen
to relieve him.
A smallish figure had separated himself from the warmers-up down by the exit gate and was coming slowly
across the field. Smack, accustomed to such changes, leaned carelessly on his bat, resting his rhythm for a few
seconds. He might well have been an actor posing in a hired dress suit. The smallish figure neared the diamond,
and the Smacker, noting it for the first time, straightened up suddenly.
“Mulligan,” bawled the announcer, “now pitching for the Gulls!”
A newcomer to the league, Mulligan was small, terrifically ugly, red-haired and gnarled in appearance, and he
chewed on the world’s largest cud of tobacco. He sauntered into this breach coolly. And with the bases full,
Smack Riley at the bat, forty thousand people storming and a pennant not far in the future—it was what I would
refer to as a tight pinch.
But it was the Smacker, and not Mulligan, who seemed dumfounded. His eyes were frozen on the little pitcher,
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now tossing a practice ball to Dowden. And Mulligan’s ruddy face was worth a look or two as it shifted shapes
regularly with the grinding of his tobacco. The Smacker was paralyzed. Nor did he move until Tim Hurley, the
umpire at the plate, called him.
“This ain’t no hotel lobby,” he said.
The Banzai of Bingle, as I called him once, momentarily regained life. With a nervous jerk he stepped forward
and swung his bat tentatively. But it died down slowly, and the forty thousand pounded, pounded, pounded,
roaring-roaring for blood. Then Mulligan began to wind up.
I myself, a veteran of the press box, the dean of sporting writers, have never seen anything like that wind-up,
and, as I say, I have seen pretty nearly everything. But Mulligan! He involved himself in a chaos of arms and legs
that showed no signs whatever of solution. His right arm swung three times and then plunged squarely through.
He slapped himself in the face with his left foot. He laid his thorax on the pitcher’s plate. He revolved his head
four times, strangled himself with his elbows, bit the back of his right knee, got both feet off the ground at the
same time, remained stationary in the air, and finally, at the height of the maneuver, exuded the ball, it emerging,
strangely enough, from his Adam’s apple.
It was a strike. The Smacker did not even lift his bat from his shoulder, through the ball split the plate. He was
paralyzed again; and if he’d been only a little more lifelike he might have passed for a statue—Athlete
Dumfounded.
Mulligan got the ball back and the same thing happened again. This time the ball appeared from the small of
his back, but, wherever it came from, it proved to be another strike all the same.
The Stadium stood up, boomed its call to the four ends of Harlem.
The Smacker stood oblivious of his demise. His glazed eyes remained on Mulligan and; as he watched, the redhaired pitcher shifted the tumor of plug cut from the right side of his head to the left. The shape of his whole
superstructure was altered. Whereas there had been a goiter on the right side, there was then a wen on the left. It
was astounding—and terrible. And then there was a sudden higher roar.
The Smacker had crumpled to the ground in a swoon.
*
Readers, the rest is eyewitness stuff corroborated by the records and explainable by psychology.
You don’t remember who finished second in the league last year, for nobody ever remembers who finished
second; but I’ll tell you. It was the Grays.
There was another inning to this game I’ve described, to be sure, and five other games to be played, but this is
one of those things stranger and more tragic than fiction. I could have made this the final game of the season, and
it the deciding game, too, but these are facts.
When they took the heart out of Smack Riley they took the heart out of the Grays, and after that they played
with all the skill of nine Bulgars. But as I said, I’m only a plain man, just a reporter, and not a dramatic critic, as
Mount is now, or even a psychologist, so ! can account for what happened only by what I saw and heard.
I was present when Smack was brought back to life. I saw the baffled and tortured look in his eyes, the look
which remained there throughout the series. I was present when he uttered his first words on regaining
consciousness, the only words that he ever uttered on the subject. They were poignant sounds, rising from the soul
of a tormented Arno.
“That,” he said slowly, thoughtfully, shuddering again at the very thought, “was the most unæsthetic thing I
ever seen.”
I witnessed also his pitiful trips to the plate, a broken man, with scarcely life enough to lift his bat, and his
doleful trips back to the bench. And I was there at the end of the sixth game—the sixth game the Grays had lost in
succession, and the pennant gone—when the first original thought the Smacker ever had came into his head with
dazzling clearness. It was prompted by a remark from Harrison, the center fielder.
“Well, Smack,” he said, “it’s all over, and you’ll not get that superheterodyne radio set you said you was, the
first day of the season, outa the series money.”
The Smacker rose suddenly. A gleam of understanding came into his eyes, the first, I suppose, in years. He
crawled out of the dugout, selected a bat carefully and then straightened up. His arm went back, less like Arno
than anything he’d done in weeks, and in a flash a long black bat whirred through the air straight at the press box.
“There’s too damned much æsthetics going on round here!”
The bat reached Mount, but the words didn’t. It caught him on the ear, and now he is the only dramatic critic in
New York with a cauliflower ear.
And these, readers, are the facts, the evidence on which I accuse Marshall Mount of the Sphere and Smack
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Riley of the Grays.
1920
48.37 A Day In The Life Of The Boss\fn{by Hugh Geeslin, Jr. (c.1923- )} Cuthbert, Randolph County, Georgia,
U.S.A. (M) 7
He listened a moment at the bathroom door, and being sure finally that neither Lisa nor Little Mase was there,
he entered. Preparing to shave, he gave himself the musing appraisal in the mirror which was as much a part of
the ritual as the brush or shaving cream.
Staring at himself in the mirror, he saw a narrow face with a sharp nose and quick, indecisive eyes. He
searched himself as he searched an invoice at the office, quick to seize on the wrong total or the errant shipment.
His thin hair depressed him and he tried unsuccessfully each morning to cover the bald spot. Applying the lather,
he said:
“Ugly. Ugly as hell.”
There was nothing he could do about the face on which even the beard was not luxuriant but straggling and
growing in patches, and nothing he could do about the six-feet-three-inch body that was not so much thin as
narrow, or the AAA, size fourteen shoes. These things never entered his morning reverie because they were
impossible to remedy. He could not right them as he did the mistaken invoice. There was no exchange for
Gladstone Mott’s self-confidence, healthy body, and the sense of belonging somewhere in history, and not only
belonging but being of the people who were governors of states and later perhaps United States senators, of the
people who founded businesses, played golf, and retired early. He couldn’t be Gladstone Mott. He could only run
his company for him, standing always at the elbow, sometimes obtrusively (when Gladstone began to make one of
his unhinged mistakes) , but most often quietly admiring.
He was satisfied, he often told himself during those early morning communions when he had at last wrenched
the bathroom from Desiree, his wife, Little Mase, his son, and Lisa, his daughter. But saying this, he knew he lied.
Instead he counted the things, the concrete objects which he owned, and which he knew to be important.
There was the house. Brick. Set well back from the street, the quiet dead-end street lined with poplars and
pines, where Lisa and Little Mase could play with the other children without danger from passing cars, and lined
also with thirty-thousand-dollar houses that were identical to his except for that superficial change that
transformed an ell into a front porch and a carport into a brick patio.
(“Can’t you see they’re all alike?” John Shaw used to say before he stopped coming to the house. “Can’t you
see that they’re one and all of that great dead Suburbia where nothing ever happens except promotion, transfer,
and death? Can’t you see?” John Shaw, who had wanted to be an architect, but had wound up at Mott’s instead,
had said all this in the living room of the house, leaning toward his host, half drunk on rye highballs.)
There was the house, with the brook running through the front yard, just as it did through the front yards of all
of the houses on the street, which offered a rose-covered receptacle to the mailman, who nevertheless called them
all mailboxes. There were the house and Desiree and the children. There were two cars in the carport, an old
Studebaker which belonged to Desiree and a new Buick which was furnished to him by Mott, Inc., where he was
Vice-President and General Sales Manager.
By the time he had seated himself at the breakfast table, his morning reverie was finished. He now devoted
himself to arbitrating the contests of Lisa and Little Mase, as they tried to outwit Desiree, or at least perplex her so
that she could no longer remember the raincoat—when it rained—or the overcoat—in the winter—or the
hundreds of other details which arise from having two children in school and a nine-room house to care for with
only a maid and sometimes Willy, the handyman from Mott’s, who came when the Motts could spare him from
what they assumingly called their estate.
“Why can’t I wear high heels, Daddy?” Lisa said. “I’m fourteen and all the girls in my class wear them.
Mother says to ask you, Daddy. Why can’t I, Daddy?”
He looked at her and was sorry that her eyes were his eyes and that she was positively his daughter and not his
wife’s. What could he do for her, now or later? Could he change that outer shell of hers, that covering of skin and
arrangement of bones which he had never even considered until she was ten or eleven and her classmates at Miss
Primrose’s school had begun to yell “Ugly-smuggly” at her on the way home in the late afternoons? Could he
forestall the anguish that would surely arise from the school proms, swimming parties, and the high school play?
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What could he do for her?
“Let her wear them, Desiree. I think she’s old enough.”
“All right, Mason.” And then she was herding them through the door and into Miss Primrose’s station wagon,
which had made itself known by frequent blasts on the horn.
“Mason,” Desiree called as he made his way to the carport and the Buick. He stopped at the door and leaning,
brushed her cheek with a kiss.
“Mason, you shouldn’t feel badly about Lisa. She’s going to be all right. And so are you, my dear. You’re a fine
man and she’s a wonderful little girl. I’m very proud of both of you.”
“Look,” he said, already through the door, “I’ve got a lot of work to do. See you tonight.”
The Buick was red-and-white and almost brand new. He had chosen the colors himself and he admired them.
The car gave him much satisfaction during the early morning drives through the quiet city streets on his way to
work. He adjusted the wide-brimmed Stetson to the side of his head and settled down to the forty-five-minute
drive downtown.
He wanted this time to think, to plan, and to compose himself. It was not fear that he felt rising in his stomach
which caused the bitter taste in his mouth. He had not felt real fear since his last trip as navigator for the
ATC,\fn{Armored Troop Carrier; the landing craft for the infantry } during the war. He was confident, as he knew he had a
right to be, for he had helped to make the company the largest of its kind in six states. He had brought it almost
single-handedly from the lazy little outfit run by old Mr. Mott and his golf-playing son to its present position of
authority in the farm equipment industry. He was not afraid but he wanted time to plan his strategy..
John Shaw was resigning today. This he knew. Knowing John Shaw as well as he did after three years of close
association, he knew that Shaw was capable of being bitter and accusatory and very likely suffering from a bad
hangover. It was never well to leave an accusation unanswered when it was made to Gladstone Mott. Mott had a
way of dwelling on events until they were finally resolved, weeks later, and not always in the manner that Mason
would have liked. It was always best to end these things before they began.
*
The Mott, Inc., lot was a choice one on Murphy Avenue. There was one long building, which housed two
offices, one the outer office where Mason had his desk along with Jeff Spires, the office clerk, and Chalmers
Marchant, the bookkeeper. To the rear were the shops which were headed by Don Swan, who, every day of his
working life, ate his lunch at the Vice-president’s desk, leaving bits of sandwich and coffee stains on the blotter.
(Leaning over Mason’s sofa, holding his fourth drink carelessly, his hair hanging down limp over his face,
John Shaw had said:
“Why don’t you buy him a table if you don’t like it? Suppose that he was the first man they ever hired. Mott’d
understand. Why gripe? Tell him.”)
The lot was newly paved and landscaped. Bland gladioli bloomed beneath the office windows and the grass
was green and neatly trimmed by Willy, the handyman. Four huge oaks brought shade to the front of the lot and in
the rear there were three.
Accelerating the car into the driveway as he always did, Mason smiled. It was always a pleasure to get back to
the place. He felt pride of ownership in this place and achievement realized here, as if he had conceived and
nurtured it from its founding. He felt joy and anticipation of joy when he thought of the future. Mott would soon
be out of it. He never came down to the office more than two or three times a week. He preferred to spend his
time at the Crudney Hills Golf Club. Not that the Club wasn’t all right. After all, at Gladstone Mott’s insistence,
he himself was a member: and it had done a lot for him; it had done plenty for him, the associations with really
fine fellows, the good exercise, and besides he had met “Hump” Raleigh there and through him had made the
arrange-ments with the Osgood Brothers Implement Company. Of course he got to play on the course only on
Thursday afternoon and Saturday and Sunday, and not then if Mott was in a tournament and he had things to do
which he couldn’t delegate to Jeff Spires or Shaw. Not that he ever got much out of Shaw.
Mason smiled in spite of the taste in his mouth. It was good to get back to the place. He entered the office and
sat down at his desk.
The office had been hastily, cheaply, and shoddily built. Loose mortar sifted from between the odd-sized
concrete blocks of the walls; celotex panels hung limply from the ceiling where they had been improperly nailed;
and the floor slanted crazily toward Mott’s office.
The furniture was expensive. There were three desks, matching chairs, and an odd chair, all of which had been
selected by Cherie Mott, Gladstone’s wife.
John Shaw was sitting aslant in the odd chair at Mason’s desk. He swayed front and back, front and back,
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sometimes glancing at Mason, who was busy at a stack of invoices, and sometimes gazing over the
airconditioning units through the window and into busy Murphy Avenue.
“Morning, Mason-o,” he said, grinning. Mason saw that his eyes were clear and alert. Apparently he had had a
good night’s sleep.
“Hi, John. Say, are you going to take care of this?” He handed John a request from a prospective customer,
asking for prices and descriptive literature. He handed back the letter.
“Not today, Mason-o. Today I’ve got a lot of things to do, but taking care of this guy isn’t one of them.”
“All right,” Mason said, his voice bearing traces of acquiescence and belligerency.
John did not hear Mason’s words. He was listening to the tone of his voice. It was the juxtaposition in sound of
heroics and cowardice that puzzled him, that manner of speaking which was half plea and half threat, as if Mason
stood with an axe in one hand and an olive branch in the other. He could remember talking to Mason on long
distance from the territory, and hearing the voice, but after a moment not listening to the words but enjoying the
sudden rush of blood to his own face and the tightening of his stomach muscles, momentarily fighting down the
rage, and then as Mason’s high whine came through over the hundreds of miles of bright wire, dropping
reservations and reason and letting the anger take hold completely.
“It’s like I wanted to rip the phone off the wall,” Shaw would say to Gladstone Mott later, trying to understand
Mason, trying to understand him because he wanted to be able to understand him to be able to keep the job. So at
last he could keep a job for more than a few months, so he could quit drinking, maybe get married and settle down
on a farm somewhere and become the man he secretly believed every man should be, steady and hard-working.
He would talk to Mott slowly at first but soon the words would come swiftly and finally cascade, and the only
result of them was the reddening of John Shaw’s face as he spoke.
Mason was telephoning, and Spires was busy transcribing letters from the dictaphone cylinder. Chalmers was
bent slightly over his ledgers, making the neat entries which were automatic and nearly always correct.
Chalmers was small and as neat as his ledgers. His clothes were good and he carried himself confidently. There
had always been a haphazard raillery between him and John Shaw. This morning they had said only good
morning. Chalmers glanced at his friend now, as he sat negligently in the expensive chair. He felt pity for John,
wanted to help him, but knew no way of doing so.
(Over the lunch table, John had once pointed a hard bread stick at Chalmers, underscoring his words. “I don’t
know about that Mason. I don’t know why he rubs me the wrong way. I do know it’s becoming a big thing with
me. My weekends are ruined. I find myself talking about him to perfect strangers in bars.”
“Maybe it’s not him at all,” Chalmers had said. “Maybe it’s you and this town. Maybe you don‘t belong here.”
“Don’t talk to me like that.” John had grinned, suddenly. “A man like you, a gentleman like you from Blue’s
Old Stand, Alabama, is simply always a gentleman from Blue’s Old Stand, Alabama. Don’t talk to me about this
city. This is my town, man. It always has been. Other people wanted to go to Paris or Andalusia; I wanted to come
here.”
“Eat your beef,” Chalmers had said.)
Mason was telephoning. Jeff Spires saw John rocking in the window but caught nothing of the tension of
which Chalmers and Mason were aware. Spires was small, an inch or two over five feet, made too little money for
his wife and two children, and wore clip-on bow ties. He also told jokes.
(“Say, Mr. Shaw, did you hear what one psychiatrist said to another one when he passed him on the street one
day? Heh. Heh. He said: ‘You're all right. How am I?’ Heh, heh, Mr. Shaw. He said: ‘You’re all—‘”
“All right, that’s one. Two more and you’re through for the day. Right?” John said.
“All right.” Spires returned to his typing. He was pleased. A careful smile graced his thin, mottled face.)
Listening to Mason on the telephone, John was thinking of Spires and remembering the story that he had told
him. After hearing the story, John had defended Spires during an informal meeting between Mason and Cherie,
defended him hotly and with enough spirit that the clerk was assured ample time to remedy his overly precise
manner when he handled the firm’s telephone requests and the few customers who came to the offices.
Weeks before, during an afternoon when Spires and John were alone in the office, John working on an
advertising letter and Spires seeming pensive and ill at ease, Spires had begun suddenly to talk about his father:
“When I was five or six years old, we lived in a mill town. That was before Daddy and Mother were divorced.
Later on they quit and I didn’t know why and I still don’t. I guess times were hard then. I don’t remember
anything about that at all. What I remember is Daddy working in a cotton mill and getting off every afternoon at
four o’clock and me going down to meet him. I always got there about three-thirty and sat on one of them long
wooden benches that the men sat on who were waiting to go to work on the four-o-five shift. I remember it was
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always smoky and I guess the streets must have been dirty as hell but I don’t remember that at all. I’d go down
there and sit down on the bench and wait for Daddy to get off from work. And then after a while I’d get up and do
a little jig, you know, a buck-and-wing. I always was a dancer. You know I won this cigarette lighter here out in
California at the Trianon Ballroom, me and my partner. She got an orchid and a big box of candy. Well, as I was
saying, I’d do this little dance for the men there and they must have liked it because every day they’d ask me to
dance and pretty soon they began to pitch money on the pavement. I didn’t hardly know how to count money,
then, but there were nickels and a lot of pennies. Sometimes as much as a quarter. Then the whistle would blow
and my daddy would come through the gate and we’d walk home. When we got away from the mill, my daddy
would take my arm and say, Give me what you got. And he’d take my money. Every day, he’d take my money.”
“Listen, Bishop,” Mason was saying into the telephone, “you call up Goode Contracting Company. Yeah, yeah,
Goode. Ask for old man Goode. Tell him you heard he wants to buy two tractors in the same class as our LADY.
Give him a price of fifty dollars over my price. Yeah, that’s right, fifty dollars. In about an hour I’ll call him and
give him my price and get the business. The next two are yours. Okay? Fine, fine, boy. Goodbye, Harry.”
Mason was talking, John realized, to Harry Bishop, manager of Standard Tractor, Mott’s chief competitor.
John knew what was going on. He knew that Mason had entered into an agreement with Bishop and Standard
Tractor, setting the same price for merchandise sold by either company.
“Sewing it up, huh, boy,” John said.
“You’ve got to do it,” Mason said.
Don Swan came in from the shops, red-faced and greasy, mumbling and cursing a trunnion shaft. Another day
at Mott’s, Inc., had begun.
*
Gladstone Mott, President and sole owner of Mott Implement Company, sat eating breakfast with his wife
Cherie on the terrace overlooking the pool.
He enjoyed his food. Mrs. Knighthammer’s biscuits were especially pleasing today, and he wore a gob of
butter on his chin, defiantly. The Virginia ham had been prepared just right, and its savor and texture was
triumphant. Today he re-examined Mrs. Knighthammer’s expertness as he did every day, but his mind strayed
unwillingly to the office and the problems which awaited him there. His usually calm face now showed signs of
rigid concern.
“What’s the matter, Glad?” Cherie searched his tanned face expectantly and lovingly.
She knew him well and she was accustomed to his changes of mood and purpose. Almost maternally she
considered his open face, the carelessly worn sport shirt for which she had paid twenty dollars, the gabardine
slacks which were grease-stained, the bottoms of which were inexactly rolled above his shoes to exhibit red wool
golf socks. About money and business he would never know, she realized, and it took nothing from him. The
money was hers, and she understood it, just as she understood him. Not perceiving that complex, almost mystic
interrelationship of salesman, customer, manufacturer and designer, it was perfectly plain that he commanded a
hard and wholly unsolicited and unwanted loyalty from his employees and co-workers. She did not understand
why they held in respect and even love his careless gestures of confidence and rare flashes of genuine business
acumen. This morning, as on most mornings, she was pleased with him.
“How did you know?” Gladstone said.
“You’ve only eaten one man’s breakfast. Mrs. Knighthammer will think that you’re ill.”
“I’m not that transparent, I hope. It’s a wonder I ever had any business success if my face is such an open
book,” Gladstone said.
“You forget that I’ve had years to study it,” Cherie said. “It’s about Mason and John Shaw, isn’t it?”
“Yes, it’s been building up a long time. They’re both good men. I’d hate for anything to happen now that
we’ve only just got the new line launched.”
Cherie lifted her fine head in what could have been an impolite sniff.
“Well, you simply can’t get along without Mason. Why, he has every part of the business at his fingertips.
Where would you find another man who’s good at design, better at production and planning, and who’s absolutely
tops at sales? Where are you going to get a replacement for such a man?”
Gladstone glanced reflectively about the grounds, not admiring the towering maples and spruce, hardly able to
identify them, or the thousands of flowers and shrubs, seeing all whole and green, and as a part of the scene.
Botany was not one of Gladstone’s interests.
“You don’t like John Shaw much, do you?” Gladstone said, asking for the judgment which he had come to
respect, and to which, in matters of business, he seldom disdained.
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“No,” her face colored, “he laughs at me. He talks too fast, so many ideas come so swiftly that he wins every
argument. He makes me feel like a fool. Now, Mason is a good old boy. Not the best-looking man I ever knew but
certainly one of the smartest businessmen.”
Gladstone disliked her remarks about Mason’s appearance. He knew the depths, almost pathological, of
Mason’s sensitivity.
“What about the campaign John did on the LADY?” Gladstone said. “We had no hopes at all for that tractor,
although we’d been manufacturing it for two years and along comes John and increases our volume four hundred
per cent in a few months.”
“The LADY would have sold,” Cherie said, vehemently. “Just because that Shaw thought up a few silly
slogans, and reorganized the dealer setup, and we got more orders, that doesn’t prove much.”
“You aren’t being fair, Cherie, and you know it. The whole campaign was his, and his alone. We’d sunk plenty
into a new design for a small tractor aimed at the do-it-yourself market and they just weren’t buying. Remember,
John christened the tractor LADY, and he wrote all the advertising.”
“Those silly slogans again,” Cherie said.
"Maybe … maybe they were silly, but they were damned effective. Remember, MRS. HOMEMAKER, IF
YOU CAN MAKE A SALAD, YOU CAN OPERATE THE LADY. And, SECRETARIES, IF YOU CAN TYPE,
YOU CAN OPERATE THE LADY. We sold tractors and that’s always the final test.
Gladstone pushed his chair back and stood up. He kissed his wife on the lips and drove his powder-blue Jaguar
to the office.
Driving through the tree-lined streets, Gladstone felt neither resentment nor pleasure at the prospect before
him. People and their motives were past his understanding and they had always been. Much better the open fairway and the exultation which came when club connected solidly with ball and he stepped back, knowing the drive
good for three hundred yards.
It was almost eleven when he reached the Mott, Inc., offices, as he brought the Jaguar in line with Mason’s
Buick and extricated himself neatly from it.
*
At three in the afternoon the Mott offices were just as they had been earlier, except that the afternoon sun had
begun to shine into the window above Chalmers’ desk with such force that he rose to close the venetian blinds. As
he did so, Gladstone Mott called through the door of his office:
“Mason … John … will you come in here, please?”
Chalmers sat at his desk, fingering a closed ledger. His questions, which had been directed at John Shaw
during their lunch together, had brought no confidences or explanations.
As the men entered, Gladstone was seated in what John always called “the throne,” a huge upholstered chair
which Cherie had ordered from New York. He adjusted the chair to the great desk, much too large for the small
cluttered office, and began tentatively to poke into the mass of old memos, letters, invitations to parties, bills from
department stores, sales bulletins, catalogues, and old copies of Sports Illustrated. He knew that the two men were
studying his face, trying to find the answer to what form the conference would take. Purposely Gladstone assumed
an introspective demeanor.
“Close the door, men, and take chairs,” Gladstone said.
Mason knew instantly that Gladstone was determined to keep the discussion on an unemotional level. Surprisingly, as he admitted to himself, Mason was glad. John was certainly a talker, and in anger he often swayed
Gladstone’s judgment with sheer eloquence.
John searched the ruined wall for the framed photograph of the LADY. That this photograph hung with the
other likenesses of Mott equipment gave him confidence.
“What do you want, Glad?” John said.
Mason admired the opening move. John had achieved his purpose, which was to make Gladstone slightly
uneasy.
“That’s not the question,” Gladstone said. “It’s what you want. Mason and I are waiting to hear just what it is
that you want.”
John flicked his attention from the photograph to the open window and back to Gladstone’s face.
“I want to quit. Now. Today,” John said.
“That’s pretty silly and you know it,” Mason said. “You’ve done all right here. The money has been good and
we get along.”
“Do we?” John said. “What about the McDarrell deal? Is that an example of how well we get along? What
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about the Smith deal? Is that another example? And apart from these two, what about ‘Hump’ Riley and his deal,
yes, his deal, his goddamned slimy deal of deals?”
Shaw’s face was red, and slowly the crimson spread to his neck.
“Glad approved everyone of those deals,” Mason said. His voice was high and nervous.
Gladstone laughed jovially, falsely.
“Now, fellows, let’s not start hollering.”
“I can understand the McDarrell deal,” John said, “even though I went up there and sold the dealer after first
finding him and persuading him to become our dealer, and before that sitting down and deciding what qualifications a good dealer for the LADY would have; and even though I sold him and three days later he called up and
Mason answered the phone and went up there and told the man he was Vice-president and got a signed order for
fifty machines. I understand that deal, Glad, because Mason, bless his ugly hide, has to have the sales. It keeps
him going. It’s the one thing that he must have. He’s so little like the rest of us, so different and lacking in all
those things that you and I and everybody else take for granted, that it was absolutely imperative that he slide up
there and steal the order.”\fn{And thus the commission, which would otherwise have been John’s.}
Mason’s narrow face was pale and quiet. Gladstone sat behind the mountainous desk, momentarily amazed at
the viciousness of Shaw’s attack.
“And the Smith deal,” John said, rapidly. “I propose that we hereby discuss the Smith deal. Mason, here, is a
man who cannot make a mistake. He cannot ever humanly err because to do so would detract an iota from that
long glimmering vision he has of himself, that stenciled portrait he carries inside his narrow head, that appears to
him inhumanly potent and omniscient. But mistakes become every man and are a part of most of us. Yet when
Mason makes one, instead of admitting it, he has to alibi, or blame it on somebody else, or lie out of it.”
John half rose from his chair. The room was ringed with the sound of his words.
“Smith bought twenty tractors from me and we didn’t have them in stock for immediate delivery. Smith was on
his head, so I called Stitch in Chicago and he promised me the machines at a good profit. I remember the day very
well. I asked Mason to call Stitch and get a confirming price and also to confirm Smith’s arrival to pick up the
machines. After all, Mason is supposed to be the Boss. Mason didn’t think it necessary to call Stitch. Oh, no. He
had to write him an air-mail letter. Smith arrives. Stitch, not hearing from Mason, sells Smith the tractors himself
and we’re out in the cold completely. Two thousand down the drain. And the air-mail letter. Ah, the letter. It gets
to Stitch a day later, after Smith had left Chicago with the machines.
“Now, here’s the topper. That was all right about us losing the money. We could always make more money. But
Mason said that he tried to call Stitch and Mason lied. But Mason had to be right. He couldn’t make a mistake.
The result was that we lost the money, and all the time I spent cultivating Smith was wasted.”
“What’s the matter with you, John?” Gladstone said. “Are you crazy? Don’t you know better than to talk like
this?”
“Maybe I am a little nuts, Glad. It’s hard to say after three years with Mason. But to enthrone and decorate my
insanity: the crowning achievement of Mason’s claim to manhood is the agreement he fostered with Hump Riley.”
“Glad okayed that deal. Glad wanted to go in with Hump,” Mason said, his face ashen, frantically searching
Gladstone’s appearance for the key to his reactions.
“Sure, Glad wanted the deal. You talked to him night and day for weeks and finally Glad heard so much about
it that he thought it was his idea in the first place,” John said.
Gladstone said, “I’m that stupid, am I?”
“Not stupidity, Glad,” John said. “Just not giving a damn, mostly. Wanting to please Mason because he’s a
good man and he lives with the business.”
“It wasn’t a bad deal, really,” Gladstone said.
“No. Oh, hell no, it wasn’t a bad deal. We had the LADY going like a house afire. We were knocking the hell
out of Osgood Brothers Implement Company, and Hump, that noble almost All-American footballer and vaunted
sales manager of Osgood Brothers, comes crying to Mason out at dear old Crudney Hills for a combination. ‘Let’s
all get together, Hump,’ the hero says. ‘Let’s Mott and Osgood and Standard Tractor get together and set the price.
We don’t have any choice, boy. In view of rising labor costs, scarce steel, and skyrocketing freight rates, plus
ruinatious competition, we don’t have any choice.’ Mason listened to Hump and he talked you into it, Glad,
whether you’ll ever admit it or not.”
“What’s the matter with the deal?” Mason said.
“In six months, you’ll see,” John said. “The LADY is such a good little machine that we could have wrapped
up the market. Now we’re taking thirds. Our volume is bound to drop.”
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“Bull,” Gladstone said, “and Mason didn’t talk me into a damned thing.”
At last he was in perfect control of himself.
“We’re getting nowhere, john. You’ll have to make up your mind to be satisfied. These agreements are the
coming thing, old sport. They’re what all of us are working toward. Look what’s happened in the automobile
field, and the paper field, and the metal can field. Some day you’ll see these agreements covering every phase of
our business, from tractors like the LADY down to our cheapest peanut picker. You wait and see.”
“Well, I’ll be goddamned,” John laughed. “I’ll be goddamned if the man isn’t sitting there, gazing into the
distance, talking about getting together en masse to crooker the customer, and not only talking about it but
dreaming about it, as if it were finally a cure for lung cancer or possibly the common cold. Goddammit, Glad, do
you know what I’m talking about?”
“I never before realized that you were stupid,” Gladstone said quietly. “Here you insult Mason at every turn
and question my business sense and all at the top of your voice. You’ve done good work here, and I’m the first to
admit it, but you’re through. Where did they dig you up, anyway? What are you, the honor guard of all the fair
fair principles? Are you the weeping heart of Murphy Avenue, here to assure all the suckers an even break?”
“It’s all in how you see it,” John said.
“Well, goddammit, you’ve got no right to take it out on Mason or Cherie or me. If you want to be a drunk, with
all that soul-search mumbling in your beer, all right. That’s your business. But you shouldn’t cross us in the
business.” Gladstone's voice was low but his face was slack and disorganized. Perspiration had begun to collect
on his forehead. Getting to his feet, Gladstone said:
“Get the hell out of my office, Shaw, before I lose my temper.”
John Shaw studied his own hands. They were steady. He lighted a cigarette and strolled through the door,
closing it gently behind him.
The late afternoon sunlight made dappled shadows on the walls of Gladstone’s office. In the distance, the
sound of the homeward-bound Murphy Avenue traffic was loud and intermittently raucous. Mason and Gladstone
sat in silence. Finally Mason said:
“Where do I stand in all this? You don’t blame me, do you? Cherie doesn’t blame me?”
“Hell no, Boss. We’re old friends. We’ve been together for a long time,” Gladstone said. “I picked you up
when you didn’t know one fork from another and I taught you how to wear a necktie and run a business. Between
us, we’ve built a big business. Together, we’re going to build an even bigger business. We’re friends, old sport.”
Gladstone offered his hand and Mason solemnly shook it.
“One thing, Mason, before you go,” Gladstone said. “I’ve been thinking about your car and I think you should
have a new one. Why don’t you take it downtown to the dealer’s tomorrow and trade for a new one? Or better
still, we’ll both go. We might be able to work something.”
Mason smiled, and the expression erased the strain from his face, and standing on the threshold of Gladstone’s
office, with the open door before him, he said:
“Thanks, Glad. I think I’ll get a red one this time, solid red. Thanks very much.”
As Mason moved out of the office, Gladstone sat at the prodigious desk, idly studying the photographs which
hung on the walls. He knew now that he would soon have to bring in someone to take John Shaw’s place. It was
true, of course, that no one was going to take Mason’s place, no one could for that matter, but Gladstone
recognized certain strains of truth in Shaw’s accusations. Yes, it would be best to bring in one of those young
eastern business school graduates. They always had a lot of new ideas and goodness knows, Gladstone thought,
we could always use new ideas.
Mason still smiled as he walked over to the hatrack and donned the wide-brimmed Stetson. He did not appear
to notice Chalmers or Jeff Spires as he opened the office door and walked out to his car. Heading into the dense
Murphy Avenue traffic, he did not feel his customary annoyance toward the other cars. Today all of them were
driven by benign and prosperous strangers.
Accelerating gently so as not to collide with the car ahead, Mason turned on the radio, but did not hear the
music. He began to whistle, softly, on key. He was still whistling when he drove into his driveway. He cut the
motor and sat quietly, listening. Within the house, he could hear the distant sound of the washing machine motor
and in a moment, Desiree’s footsteps as she came to meet him.
113.226 A Good Man Is Hard To Find\fn{by Mary Flannery O’Connor (1925-1964)} Savannah, Chatham County
Georgia, U.S.A. (F) 12
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The grandmother didn’t want to go to Florida. She wanted to visit some of her connections in east Tennessee
and she was seizing at every chance to change Bailey’s mind. Bailey was the son she lived with, her only boy. He
was sitting on the edge of his chair at the table, bent over the orange sports section of the Journal. “Now look
here, Bailey,” she said, “see here, read this,” and she stood with one hand on her thin hip and the other rattling the
newspaper at his bald head. “Here this fellow that calls himself The Misfit is aloose from the Federal
Pen\fn{Penitentiary.} and headed toward Florida and you read here what it says he did to these people. Just you
read it. I wouldn’t take my children in any direction with a criminal like that aloose in it. I couldn’t answer to my
conscience if I did.”
Bailey didn’t look up from his reading so she wheeled around then and faced the children’s mother, a young
woman in slacks, whose face was as broad and innocent as a cabbage and was tied around with a green headkerchief that had two points on the top like rabbit’s ears. She was sitting on the sofa, feeding the baby his apricots
out of a jar. “The children have been to Florida before,” the old lady said. “You all ought to take them somewhere
else for a change so they would see different parts of the world and be broad. They never have been to east
Tennessee.”
The children’s mother didn’t seem to hear her but the eight-year-old boy, John Wesley, a stocky child with
glasses, said, “If you don’t want to go to Florida, why dontcha stay at home?” He and the little girl, June Star,
were reading the funny papers on the floor.
“She wouldn’t stay at home to be queen for a day,” June Star said without raising her yellow head.
“Yes and what would you do if this fellow, The Misfit, caught you?” the grandmother asked.
“I’d smack his face,” John Wesley said.
“She wouldn’t stay at home for a million bucks,” June Star said. “Afraid she’d miss something. She has to go
everywhere we go.”
“All right, Miss,” the grandmother said. “Just remember that the next time you want me to curl your hair.”
June Star said her hair was naturally curly.
The next morning the grandmother was the first one in the car, ready to go. She had her big black valise that
looked like the head of a hippopotamus in one corner, and underneath it she was hiding a basket with Pitty Sing,
the cat, in it. She didn’t intend for the cat to be left alone in the house for three days because he would miss her
too much and she was afraid he might brush against one of the gas burners and accidentally asphyxiate himself.
Her son, Bailey, didn’t like to arrive at a motel with a cat.
She sat in the middle of the back seat with John Wesley and June Star on either side of her. Bailey and the
children’s mother and the baby sat in front and they left Atlanta at eight forty-five with the mileage on the car at
55890. The grandmother wrote this down because she thought it would be interesting to say how many miles they
had been when they got back. It took them twenty minutes to reach the outskirts of the city.
The old lady settled herself comfortably, removing her white cotton gloves and putting them up with her purse
on the shelf in front of the back window. The children’s mother still had on slacks and still had her head tied up in
a green kerchief, but the grandmother had on a navy blue straw sailor hat with a bunch of white violets on the
brim and a navy blue dress with a small white dot in the print. Her collars and cuffs were white organdy trimmed
with lace and at her neckline she had pinned a purple spray of cloth violets containing a sachet. In case of an
accident, anyone seeing her dead on the highway would know at once that she was a lady.
She said she thought it was going to be a good day for driving, neither too hot nor too cold, and she cautioned
Bailey that the speed limit was fifty-five miles an hour and that the patrolmen hid themselves behind billboards
and small clumps of trees and sped out after you before you had a chance to slow down. She pointed out
interesting details of the scenery: Stone Mountain; the blue granite that in some places came up to both sides of
the highway; the brilliant red clay banks slightly streaked with purple; and the various crops that made rows of
green lace-work on the ground. The trees were full of silver-white sunlight and the meanest of them sparkled. The
children were reading comic magazines and their mother had gone back to sleep.
“Let’s go through Georgia fast so we won’t have to look at it much,” John Wesley said.
“If I were a little boy,” said the grandmother, “I wouldn’t talk about my native state that way. Tennessee has
the mountains and Georgia has the hills.”
“Tennessee is just a hillbilly dumping ground,” John Wesley said, “and Georgia is a lousy state too.”
“You said it,” June Star said.
“In my time,” said the grandmother, folding her thin veined fingers, “children were more respectful of their
native states and their parents and everything else. People did right then. Oh look at the cute little pickaninny!”
she said and pointed to a Negro child standing in the door of a shack. “Wouldn’t that make a picture, now?” she
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asked and they all turned and looked at the little Negro out of the back window. He waved.
“He didn’t have any britches on,” June Star said.
“He probably didn’t have any,” the grandmother explained. “Little niggers in the country don’t have things like
we do. If I could paint, I’d paint that picture,” she said.
The children exchanged comic books.
The grandmother offered to hold the baby and the children’s mother passed him over the front seat to her. She
set him on her knee and bounced him and told him about the things they were passing. She rolled her eyes and
screwed up her mouth and stuck her leathery thin face into his smooth bland one. Occasionally he gave her a faraway smile. They passed a large cotton field with five or six graves fenced in the middle of it, like a small island.
“Look at the graveyard!” the grandmother said, pointing it out. “That was the old family burying ground. That
belonged to the plantation.”
“Where’s the plantation?” John Wesley asked.
“Gone With the Wind,” said the grandmother.\fn{Punning with the name of the famous 1939 motion picture.} “Ha. Ha.”
When the children finished all the comic books they had brought, they opened the lunch and ate it. The
grandmother ate a peanut butter sandwich and an olive and would not let the children throw the box and the paper
napkins out the window. When there was nothing else to do they played a game by choosing a cloud and making
the other two guess what shape it suggested. John Wesley took one the shape of a cow and June Star guessed a
cow and John Wesley said, no, an automobile, and June Star said he didn’t play fair, and they began to slap each
other over the grandmother.
The grandmother said she would tell them a story if they would keep quiet. When she told a story, she rolled
her eyes and waved her head and was very dramatic. She said once when she was a maiden lady she had been
courted by a Mr. Edgar Atkins Teagarden from Jasper, Georgia.\fn{ There is a Jasper County, Georgia .} She said he was
a very good-looking man and a gentleman and that he brought her a watermelon every Saturday afternoon with
his initials cut in it, E. A. T. Well, one Saturday, she said, Mr. Teagarden brought the watermelon and there was
nobody at home and he left it on the front porch and returned in his buggy to Jasper, but she never got the
watermelon, she said, because a nigger boy ate it when he saw the initials, E. A. T.! This story tickled John
Wesley’s funny bone and he giggled and giggled but June Star didn’t think it was any good. She said she wouldn’t
marry a man that just brought her a watermelon on Saturday. The grandmother said she would have done well to
marry Mr. Teagarden because he was a gentleman and had bought Coca-Cola stock when it first came out and that
he had died only a few years ago, a very wealthy man.
They stopped at The Tower for barbecued sandwiches. The Tower was a part stucco and part wood filling
station and dance hall set in a clearing outside of Timothy. A fat man named Red Sammy Butts ran it and there
were signs stuck here and there on the building and for miles up and down the highway saying,
TRY RED SAMMY’S FAMOUS BARBECUE.
*
NONE LIKE FAMOUS RED SAMMY’S!
*
RED SAM! THE FAT BOY WITH THE HAPPY LAUGH.
*
A VETERAN! RED SAMMY’S YOUR MAN!
Red Sammy was lying on the bare ground outside The Tower with his head under a truck while a gray monkey
about a foot high, chained to a small chinaberry tree, chattered nearby. The monkey sprang back into the tree and
got on the highest limb as soon as he saw the children jump out of the car and run toward him.
Inside, The Tower was a long dark room with a counter at one end and tables at the other and dancing space in
the middle. They all sat down at a board table next to the nickelodeon and Red Sam’s wife, a tall burnt-brown
woman with hair and eyes lighter than her skin, came and took their order. The children’s mother put a dime in the
machine and played “The Tennessee Waltz,” and the grandmother said that tune always made her want to dance.
She asked Bailey if he would like to dance but he only glared at her. He didn’t have a naturally sunny disposition
like she did and trips made him nervous. The grandmother’s brown eyes were very bright. She swayed her head
from side to side and pretended she was dancing in her chair. June Star said play something she could tap to so the
children’s mother put in another dime and played a fast number and June Star stepped out onto the dance floor
and did her tap routine.
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“Ain’t she cute?” Red Sam’s wife said, leaning over the counter. “Would you like to come be my little girl?”
“No I certainly wouldn’t,” June Star said. “I wouldn’t live in a broken-down place like this for a million
bucks!” and she ran back to the table.
“Ain’t she cute?” the woman repeated, stretching her mouth politely.
“Aren’t\fn{The text has: aren’t.} you ashamed?” hissed the grandmother.
Red Sam came in and told his wife to quit lounging on the counter and hurry up with these people’s order. His
khaki trousers reached just to his hip bones and his stomach hung over them like a sack of meal swaying under his
shirt. He came over and sat down at a table nearby and let out a combination sigh and yodel. “You can’t win,” he
said. “You can’t win,” and he wiped his sweating red face off with a gray handkerchief. “These days you don’t
know who to trust,” he said. “Ain’t that the truth?”
“People are certainly not nice like they used to be,” said the grandmother.
“Two fellers come in here last week,” Red Sammy said, “Driving a Chrysler. It was a old beat-up car but it was
a good one and these boys looked all right to me. Said they worked at the mill and you know I let them fellers
charge the gas they bought? Now why did I do that?”
“Because you’re a good man!” the grandmother said at once.
“Yes’m, I suppose so,” Red Sam said as if he were struck with this answer.
His wife brought the orders, carrying the five plates all at once without a tray, two in each hand and one
balanced on her arm. “It isn’t a soul in this green world of God’s that you can trust,” she said. “And I don’t count
nobody out of that, not nobody,” she repeated, looking at Red Sammy.
“Did you read about that criminal, The Misfit, that’s escaped?” asked the grandmother.
“I wouldn’t be a bit surprised if he didn’t attact this place right here,” said the woman. “If he hears about it
being here, I wouldn’t be none surprised to see him. If he hears it’s two cent in the cash register, I wouldn’t be a
tall surprised if he …”
“That’ll do,” Red Sam said. “Go bring these people their Co’-Colas,” and the woman went off to get the rest of
the order.
“A good man is hard to find,” Red Sammy said. “Everything is getting terrible. I remember the day you could
go off and leave your screen door unlatched. Not no more.”
He and the grandmother discussed better times. The old lady said that in her opinion Europe was entirely to
blame for the way things were now. She said the way Europe acted you would th ink we were made of money and
Red Sam said it was no use talking about it, she was exactly right. The children ran outside into the white sunlight
and looked at the monkey in the lacy chinaberry tree. He was busy catching fleas on himself and biting each one
carefully between his teeth as if it were a delicacy.
They drove off again into the hot afternoon. The grandmother took cat naps and woke up every few minutes
with her own snoring. Outside of Toombsboro\fn{ In Wilkinson County, Georgia .} she woke up and recalled an old
plantation that she had visited in this neighborhood once when she was a young lady. She said the house had six
white columns across the front and that there was an avenue of oaks leading up to it and two little wooden trellis
arbors on either side in front where you sat down with your suitor after a stroll in the garden. She recalled exactly
which road to turn off to get to it. She knew that Bailey would not be willing to lose any time looking at an old
house, but the more she talked about it, the more she wanted to see it once again and find out if the little twin
arbors were still standing. “There was a secret panel in this house,” she said craftily, not telling the truth but
wishing that she were, “and the story went that all the family silver was hidden in it when Sherman came through
but it was never found …”
“Hey!” John Wesley said. “Let’s go see it! We’ll find it! We’ll poke all the woodwork and find it! Who lives
there? Where do you turn off at? Hey Pop, can’t we turn off there?”
“We never have seen a house with a secret panel!” June Star shrieked. “Let’s go to the house with the secret
panel! Hey Pop, can’t we go see the house with the secret panel!”
“It’s not far from here, I know,” the grandmother said. “It wouldn’t take over twenty minutes.”
Bailey was looking straight ahead. His jaw was as rigid as a horseshoe. “No,” he said.
The children began to yell and scream that they wanted to see the house with the secret panel. John Wesley
kicked the back of the front seat and June Star hung over her mother’s shoulder and whined desperately into her
ear that they never had any fun even on their vacation, that they could never do what THEY wanted to do. The
baby began to scream and John Wesley kicked the back of the seat so hard that his father could feel the blows in
his kidney.
“All right!” he shouted and drew the car to a stop at the side of the road. “Will you all shut up? Will you all just
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shut up for one second? If you don’t shut up, we won’t go anywhere.”
“It would be very educational for them,” the grandmother murmured.
“All right,” Bailey said, “but get this: this is the only time we’re going to stop for anything like this. This is the
one and only time.”
“The dirt road that you have to turn down is about a mile back,” the grandmother directed. “I marked it when
we passed.”
“A dirt road,” Bailey groaned.
After they had turned around and were headed toward the dirt road, the grandmother recalled other points
about the house, the beautiful glass over the front doorway and the candle-lamp in the hall. John Wesley said that
the secret panel was probably in the fireplace.
“You can’t go inside this house,” Bailey said. “You don’t know who lives there.”
“While you all talk to the people in front, I’ll run around behind and get in a window,” John Wesley suggested.
“We’ll all stay in the car,” his mother said.
They turned onto the dirt road and the car raced roughly along in a swirl of pink dust. The grandmother
recalled the times when there were no paved roads and thirty miles was a day’s journey. The dirt road was hilly
and there were sudden washes in it and sharp curves on dangerous embankments. All at once they would be on a
hill, looking down over the blue tops of trees for miles around, then the next minute, they would be in a red
depression with the dust-coated trees looking down on them.
“This place had better turn up in a minute,” Bailey said, “or I’m going to turn around.”
The road looked as if no one had traveled on it in months.
“It’s not much farther,” the grandmother said and just as she said it, a horrible thought came to her. The
thought was so embarrassing that she turned red in the face and her eyes dilated and her feet jumped up, upsetting
her valise in the corner. The instant the valise moved, the newspaper top she had put over the basket under it rose
with a snarl and Pitty Sing, the cat, sprang onto Bailey’s shoulder.
The children were thrown to the floor and their mother, clutching the baby, was thrown out the door onto the
ground; the old lady was thrown into the front seat. The car turned over once and landed right-side-up in a gulch
off the side of the road. Bailey remained in the driver’s seat with the cat—gray-striped with a broad white face
and an orange nose—clinging to his neck like a caterpillar.
As soon as the children saw they could move their arms and legs, they scrambled out of the car, shouting,
“We’ve had an ACCIDENT!” The grandmother was curled up under the dashboard, hoping she was injured so that
Bailey’s wrath would not come down on her all at once. The horrible thought she had had before the accident was
that the house she had remembered so vividly was not in Georgia but in Tennessee.
Bailey removed the cat from his neck with both hands and flung it out the window against the side of a pine
tree. Then he got out of the car and started looking for the children’s mother. She was sitting against the side of
the red gutted ditch, holding the screaming baby, but she only had a cut down her face and a broken shoulder.
“We’ve had an ACCIDENT!” the children screamed in a frenzy of delight.
“But nobody’s killed,” June Star said with disappointment as the grandmother limped out of the car, her hat
still pinned to her head but the broken front brim standing up at a jaunty angle and the violet spray hanging off the
side. They all sat down in the ditch, except the children, to recover from the shock. They were all shaking.
“Maybe a car will come along,” said the children’s mother hoarsely.
“I believe I have injured an organ,” said the grandmother, pressing her side, but no one answered her. Bailey’s
teeth were clattering. He had on a yellow sport shirt with bright blue parrots designed in it and his face was as
yellow as the shirt. The grandmother decided that she would not mention that the house was in Tennessee.
The road was about ten feet above and they could see only the tops of the trees on the other side of it. Behind
the ditch they were sitting in there were more woods, tall and dark and deep. In a few minutes they saw a car
some distance away on top of a hill, coming slowly as if the occupants were watching them. The grandmother
stood up and waved both arms dramatically to attract their attention. The car continued to come on slowly,
disappeared around a bend and appeared again, moving even slower, on top of the hill they had gone over. It was
a big black battered hearse-like automobile. There were three men in it.
It came to a stop just over them and for some minutes, the driver looked down with a steady expressionless
gaze to where they were sitting, and didn’t speak. Then he turned his head and muttered something to the other
two and they got out. One was a ;fat boy in black trousers and a red sweat shirt with a silver stallion embossed on
the front of it. He moved around on the right side of them and stood staring, his mouth partly open in a kind of
loose grin. The other had on khaki pants and a blue striped coat and a gray hat pulled down very low, hiding most
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of his face. He came around slowly on the left side. Neither spoke.
The driver got out of the car and stood by the side of it, looking down at them. He was an older man than the
other two. His hair was just beginning to gray and he wore silver-rimmed spectacles that gave him a scholarly
look. He had a long creased face and didn’t have on any shirt or undershirt. He had on blue jeans that were too
tight for him and was holding a black hat and a gun. The two boys also had guns.
“We’ve had an ACCIDENT!” the children screamed.
The grandmother had the peculiar feeling that the bespectacled man was someone she knew. His face was as
familiar to her as if she had known him all her life but she could not recall who he was. He moved away from the
car and began to come down the embankment, placing his feet carefully so that he wouldn’t slip. He had on tan
and white shoes and no socks, and his ankles were red and thin. “Good afternoon,” he said. I see you all had you a
little spill.”
“We turned over twice!” said the grandmother.
“Oncet,” he corrected. “We seen it happen. Try their car and see will it run, Hiram,” he said quietly to the boy
with the gray hat.
“What you got that gun for?” John Wesley asked. “Whatcha gonna do with that gun?”
“Lady,” the man said to the children’s mother, “would you mind calling them children to sit down by you?
Children make me nervous. I want all you all to sit down right together there where you’re at.”
“What are you telling US what to do for?” June Star asked.
Behind them the line of woods gaped like a dark open mouth. “Come here,” said their mother.
“Look here now,” Bailey began suddenly, “we’re in a predicament! We’re in …”
The grandmother shrieked. She scrambled to her feet and stood staring. “You’re The Misfit!” she said. “I
recognized you at once!”
“Yes’m,” the man said, smiling slightly as if he were pleased in spite of himself to be known, “but it would
have been better for all of you, lady, if you hand’t of reckernized me.”
Bailey turned his head sharply and said something to his mother that shocked even the children. The old lady
began to cry and The Misfit reddened.
“Lady,” he said, “don’t you get upset. Sometimes a man says things he don’t mean. I don’t reckon he meant to
talk to you thataway.”
“You wouldn’t shoot a lady, would you?” the grandmother said and removed a clean handkerchief from her
cuff and began to slap at her eyes with it.
The Misfit pointed the toe of his shoe into the ground and made a little hole and then covered it up again. “I
would hate to have to,” he said.
“Listen,” the grandmother almost screamed, “I know you’re a good man. You don’t look a bit like you have
common blood. I know you must come from nice people!”
“Yes mam,” he said, “finest people in the world.” When he smiled he showed a row of strong white teeth.
“God never made a finer woman than my mother and my daddy’s heart was pure gold,” he said. The boy with the
red sweat shirt and come around behind them and was standing with the gun at his hip. The Misfit squatted down
on the ground. “Watch them children, Bobby Lee,” he said. “You know they make me nervous.” He looked at the
six of them huddled together in front of him and he seemed to be embarrassed as if he couldn’t think of anything
to say. “Ain’t a cloud in the sky,” he remarked, looking up at it. “Don’t see no sun but don’t see no cloud neither.”
“Yes, it’s a beautiful day,” said the grandmother. “Listen,” she said, “you shouldn’t call yourself The Misfit
because I know you’re a good man at heart. I can just look at you and tell.”
“Hush!” Bailey yelled. “Hush! Everybody shut up and let me handle this!” He was squatting in the position of
a runner about to sprint forward but he didn’t move.
“I pre-chate that, lady,” The Misfit said and drew a little circle in the ground with the butt of his gun.
“It’ll take a half a hour to fix this here car,” Hiram called, looking over the raised hood of it.
“Well, first you and Bobby Lee get him and that little boy to step over yonder with you,” The Misfit said,
pointing to Bailey and John Wesley. “The boys want to ast you something,” he said to Bailey. “Would you mind
stepping back in them woods there with them?”
“Listen,” Bailey began. “We’re in a terrible predicament! Nobody realizes what this is,” and his voice cracked.
His eyes were as blue and intense as the parrots in his shirt and he remained perfectly still.
The grandmother reached up to adjust her hat brim as if she were going to the woods with him but it came off
in her hand. She stood staring at it and after a second she let it fall on the ground. Hiram pulled Bailey up by the
arm as if he were assisting an old man. John Wesley caught hold of his father’s hand and Bobby Lee followed.
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They went off toward the woods and just as they reached the dark edge, Bailey turned and supporting himself
against a gray naked pine trunk, he shouted, “I’ll be back in a minute, Mamma, wait on me!”
“Come back this instant!” his mother shrilled but they all disappeared into the woods.
“Bailey Boy!” the grandmother called in a tragic voice but she found she was looking at The Misfit squatting
on the ground in front of her. “I just know you’re a good man,” she said desperately. “You’re not a bit common!”
“Nome, I ain’t a good man,” The Misfit said after a second as if he had considered her statement carefully, “but
I ain’t the worst in the world neither. My daddy said I was a different breed of dog from my brothers and sisters.
‘You know,’ Daddy said, ‘it’s some that can live their whole life out without asking about it and it’s others has to
know why it is, and this boy is one of the latter. He’s going to be into everything!’” He put on his black hat and
looked up suddenly and then away deep into the woods as if her were embarrassed again. “I’m sorry I don’t have
on a shirt before you ladies,” he said, hunching his shoulders slightly. “We buried our clothes that we had on when
we escaped and we’re just making do until we can get better. We borrowed these from some folks we met,” he
explained.
“That’s perfectly all right,” the grandmother said. “Maybe Bailey has an extra shirt in his suitcase.”
“I’ll look and see terrectly,” The Misfit said.
“Where are they taking him?” the children’s mother screamed.
“Daddy was a card himself,” The Misfit said. “You couldn’t put anything over on him. He never got in trouble
with the Authorities though. Just had the knack of handling them.”
“You could be honest too if you’d only try,” said the grandmother. “Think how wonderful it would be to settle
down and live a comfortable life and not have to think about somebody chasing you all the time.”
The Misfit kept scratching in the ground with the butt of his gun as if he were thinking about it. “Yes’m,
somebody is always after you,” he murmured.
The grandmother noticed how thin his shoulder blades were just behind his hat because she was standing up
looking down on him. “Do you ever pray?” she asked.
He shook his head. All she saw was the black hat wiggle between his shoulder blades. “Nome,” he said.
There was a pistol shot from the woods, followed closely by another. The silence. The old lady’s head jerked
around. She could hear the wind move through the tree tops like a long satisfied insuck of breath. “Bailey Boy!”
she called.
“I was as gospel singer for a while,” The Misfit said. “I been most everything. Been in the arm service, both
land and sea, at home and abroad, been twicet married, been an undertaker, been with the railroads, plowed
Mother Earth, been in a tornado, seen a man burnt alive oncet,” and he looked up at the children’s mother and the
little girl who were sitting close together, their faces white and their eyes glassy; “I even seen a woman flogged,”
he said.
“Pray, pray,” the grandmother began. “pray, pray …”
“I never was a bad boy that I remember of,” The Misfit said in an almost dreamy voice, “but somewheres
along the line I done something wrong and got sent to the penitentiary. I was buried alive,” and he looked up and
held here attention to him by a steady stare.
“That’s when you should have started to pray,” she said. “What did you do to get sent to the penitentiary that
first time?”
“Turn to the right, it was a wall,” The Misfit said, looking up again at the cloudless sky. “Turn to the left, it was
a wall. Look up it was a ceiling, look down it was a floor. I forget what I done, lady. I set there and set there,
trying to remember what it was SI done and I ain’t recalled it to this day. Oncet in a while, I would think it was
coming to me, but it never come.”
“Maybe they put you in by mistake,” the old lady said vaguely.
“Nome,” he said. “It wasn’t no mistake. They had the papers on me.”
“You must have stolen something,” she said.
The Misfit sneered slightly. “Nobody had nothing I wanted,” he said. “It was a head-doctor at the penitentiary
said what I had done was kill my daddy but I known that for a lie. My daddy died in nineteen ought nineteen of
the epidemic flu and I never had a thing to do with it. He was buried in the Mouth Hopewell Baptist churchyard
and you can go there and see for yourself.”
“If you would pray,” the old lady said, “Jesus would help you.”
“That’s right,” The Misfit said.
“Well then, why don’t you pray?” she asked trembling with delight suddenly.
“I don’t want no hep,” he said. “I’m doing all right by myself.”
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Bobby Lee and Hiram came ambling back from the woods. Bobby Lee was dragging a yellow shirt with bright
blue parrots in it.
“Throw me that shirt, Bobby Lee,” The Misfit said. The shirt came flying at him and landed on his shoulder
and he put it on. The grandmother couldn’t name what the shirt reminded her of. “No, lady,” The Misfit said while
he was buttoning it up. “I found out the crime don’t matter. You can do one thing or you can do another, kill a man
or take a tire off his car, because sooner or later you’re going to forget what it was you done and just be punished
for it.”
The children’s mother had begun to make heaving noises as if she couldn’t get her breath. “Lady,” he asked,
“would you and that little girl like to step off yonder with Bobby Lee and Hiram and join your husband?”
“Yes, thank you,” the mother said faintly. Her left arm dangled helplessly and she was holding the baby, who
had gone to sleep, in the other. “Hep that lady up, Hiram,” The Misfit said as she struggled to climb out of the
ditch, “and Bobby Lee, you hold onto that little girl’s hand.”
“I don’t want to hold hands with him,” June Star said. “He reminds me of a pig.”
The fat boy blushed and laughed and caught her by the arm and pulled her off into the woods after Hiram and
her mother.
Alone with The Misfit, the grandmother found that she had lost her voice. There was not a cloud in the sky nor
any sun. There was nothing around her but woods. She wanted to tell him that he must pray. She opened and
closed her mouth several times before anything came out. Finally she found herself saying, “Jesus, Jesus,”
meaning, Jesus will help you, but the way she was saying it, it sounded as if she might be cursing.
“Yes’m,” The Misfit said as if he agreed. “Jesus thrown everything off balance. It was the same case with Him
as with me except He hadn’t committed any crime and they could prove I had committed one because they had
the papers on me. Of course,” he said, “they never shown me my papers. That’s why I sign myself now. I said
long ago, you get you a signature and sign everything you do and keep a copy of it. Then you’ll know what you
done and you can hold up the crime to the punishment and see do they match and in the end you’ll have
something to prove you ain’t been treated right. I call myself The Misfit,” he said, “because I can’t make what all
I done wrong fit what all I gone through in punishment.”
There was a piercing scream from the woods, followed closely by a pistol report. “Does it seem right to you,
lady, that one is punished a heap and another ain’t punished at all?”
“Jesus!” the old lady cried. “You’ve got good blood! I know you wouldn’t shoot a lady! I know you come from
nice people! Pray! Jesus, you ought not to shoot a lady. I’ll give you all the money I’ve got!”
“Lady,” The Misfit said, looking beyond her far into the woods, “there never was a body that give the
undertaker a tip.”
There were two more pistol reports and the grandmother raised her head like a parched old turkey hen crying
for water and called, “Bailey Boy, Bailey Boy!” as if her heart would break.
“Jesus was the only One that ever raised the dead,” The Misfit continued, “and He shouldn’t have done it. He
thrown everything off balance. If He did what He said, then it’s nothing for you to do but throw away everything
and follow Him, and if He didn’t, then it’s nothing for you to do but enjoy the few minutes you got left the best
way you can—by killing somebody or burning down his house or doing some other meanness to him. No
pleasure but meanness,” he said and his voice had become almost a snarl.
“Maybe He didn’t raise the dead,” the old lady mumbled, not knowing what she was saying and feeling so
dizzy that she sank down in the ditch with her legs twisted under her.
“I wasn’t there so I can’t say He didn’t,” The Misfit said. “I wisht I had of been there,” he said, hitting the
ground wit his fist. “It ain’t right I wasn’t there because if I had of been there I would of known. Listen lady,” he
said in a high voice, “if I had of been there I would of known and I wouldn’t be like I am now.” His voice seemed
about to crack and the grandmother’s head cleared for an instant. She saw the man’s face twisted close to her own
as if he were going to cry and she murmured, “Why you’re one of my babies. You’re one of my own children!”
She reached out and touched him on the shoulder. The Misfit sprang back as if a snake had bitten him and shot her
three times through the chest. Then he put his gun down on the ground and took off his glasses and began to clean
them.
Hiram and Bobby Lee returned from the woods and stood over the ditch, looking down at the grandmother
who half sat and half lay in a puddle of blood with her legs crossed under her like a child’s and her face smiling
up at the cloudless sky.
Without his glasses, The Misfit’s eyes were red-rimmed and pale and defenseless-looking. “Take her off and
throw her where you thrown the others,” he said, picking up the cat that was rubbing itself against his leg.
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“She was a talker, wasn’t she?” Bobby Lee said, sliding down the ditch with a yodel.
“She would have been a good woman,” The Misfit said, “if it had been somebody there to shoot her every
minute of her life.”
“Some fun!” Bobby Lee said.
“Shut up, Bobby Lee,” The Misfit said. “It’s no real pleasure in life.”
160.97 Excerpts from In Love & Trouble: 1. “To Hell With Dying” 2. “The Welcome Table” 3. “Everyday
Use”\fn{by Alice Malrenoir Walker (1944- )} Eatonton, Putnam County, Georgia, U.S.A. (F) 13
1
“To hell with dying,” my father would say. “These children want Mr. Sweet!”
*
Mr. Sweet was a diabetic and an alcoholic and a guitar player and lived down the road from us on a neglected
cotton farm. My older brothers and sisters got the most benefit from Mr. Sweet for when they were growing up he
had quite a few years ahead of him and so was capable of being called back from the brink of death any number
of times—whenever the voice of my father reached him as he lay expiring.
“To hell with dying, man,” my father would say, pushing the wife away from the bedside (in tears although she
knew the death was not necessarily the last one unless Mr. Sweet really wanted it to be). “These children want Mr.
Sweet!”
And they did want him, for at a signal from Father they would come crowding around the bed and throw
themselves on the covers, and whoever was the smallest at the time would kiss him all over his wrinkled brown
face and begin to tickle him so that he would laugh all down in his stomach, and his moustache, which was long
and sort of straggly, would shake like Spanish moss and was also that color.
*
Mr. Sweet had been ambitious as a boy, wanted to be a doctor or lawyer or sailor, only to find that black men
fare better if they are not. Since he could become none of these things he turned to fishing as his only earnest
career and playing the guitar as his only claim to doing anything extraordinarily well. His son, the only one that
he and his wife, Miss Mary, had, was shiftless as the day is long and spent money as if he were trying to see the
bottom of the mint, which Mr. Sweet would tell him was the clean brown palm of his hand. Miss Mary loved her
“baby,” however, and worked hard to get him the “necessaries” of life, which turned out mostly to be women.
Mr. Sweet was a tall, thinnish man with thick kinky hair going dead white. He was dark brown, his eyes were
very squinty and sort of bluish, and he chewed Brown Mule tobacco. He was constantly on the verge of being
blind drunk, for he brewed his own liquor and was not in the least a stingy sort of man, and was always very
melancholy and sad, though frequently when he was “feelin’ good” he’d dance around the yard with us, usually
keeling over just as my mother came to see what the commotion was.
Toward all of us children he was very kind, and had the grace to be shy with us, which is unusual in grownups.
He had great respect for my mother for she never held his drunkenness against him and would let us play with
him even when he was about to fall in the fireplace from drink. Although Mr. Sweet would sometimes lose
complete or nearly complete control of his head and neck so that he would loll in his chair, his mind remained
strangely acute and his speech not too affected. His ability to be drunk and sober at the same time made him an
ideal playmate, for he was as weak as we were and we could usually best him in wrestling. all the while keeping a
fairly coherent conversation going.
We never felt anything of Mr. Sweet’s age when we played with him. We loved his wrinkles and would draw
some on our brows to be like him, and his white hair was my special treasure and he knew it and would never
come to visit us just after he had had his hair cut off at the barbershop. Once he came to our house for something,
probably to see my father about fertilizer for his crops because, although he never paid the slightest attention to
his crops, he liked to know what things would be best to use on them if he ever did. Anyhow, he had not come
with his hair since he had just had it shaved off at the barbershop. He wore a huge straw hat to keep off the sun
and also to keep his head away from me. But as soon as I saw him I ran up and demanded that he take me up and
kiss me with his funny beard which smelled so strongly of tobacco. Looking forward to burying my small fingers
into his woolly hair I threw away his hat only to find he had done something to his hair, that it was no longer
there! I let out a squall which made my mother think that Mr. Sweet had finally dropped me in the well or
something and from that day I’ve been wary of men in hats. However, not long after, Mr. Sweet showed up with
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his hair grown out and just as white and kinky and impenetrable as it ever was.
Mr. Sweet used to call me his princess, and I believed it. He made me feel pretty at five and six, and simply
outrageously devastating at the blazing age of eight and a half. When he came to our house with his guitar the
whole family would stop whatever they were doing to sit around him and listen to him play. He liked to play
Sweet Georgia Brown, that was what he called me sometimes, and also he liked to play Caldonia and all sorts of
sweet, sad, wonderful songs which be sometimes made up. It was from one of these songs that I learned that he
had had to marry Miss Mary when he had in fact loved somebody else (now living in Chi-ca-go, or De-stroy,
Michigan). He was not sure that Joe Lee, her “baby,” was also his baby.
Sometimes he would cry and that was an indication that he was about to die again. And so we would all get
prepared, for we were sure to be called upon.
I was seven the first time I remember actually participating in one of Mr. Sweet’s “revivals”—my parents told
me I had participated before, I had been the one chosen to kiss him and tickle him long before I knew the rite of
Mr. Sweet’s rehabilitation. He had come to our house, it was a few years after his wife’s death, and was very sad,
and also, typically, very drunk. He sat on the floor next to me and my older brother, the rest of the children were
grown up and lived elsewhere, and began to play his guitar and cry. I held his woolly head in my arms and wished
I could have been old enough to have been the woman he loved so much and that I had not been lost years and
years ago.
When he was leaving, my mother said to us that we’d better sleep light that night for we’d probably have to go
over to Mr. Sweet’s before daylight. And we did. For soon after we had gone to bed one of the neighbors knocked
on our door and called my father and said that Mr. Sweet was sinking fast and if he wanted to get in a word before
the crossover he’d better shake a leg and get over to Mr. Sweet’s house. All the neighbors knew to come to our
house if something was wrong with Mr. Sweet, but they did not know how we always managed to make him well,
or at least stop him from dying, when he was often so near death.
*
As soon as we heard the cry we got up, my brother and I and my mother and father, and put on our clothes. We
hurried out of the house and down the road for we were always afraid that we might someday be too late and Mr.
Sweet would get tired of dallying.
When we got to the house, a very poor shack really, we found the front room full of neighbors and relatives
and someone met us at the door and said that it was all very sad that old Mr. Sweet Little (for Little was his family
name, although we mostly ignored it) was about to kick the bucket. My parents were advised not to take my
brother and me into the “death room,” seeing we we were so young and all, but we were so much more
accustomed to the death room than he that we ignored him and dashed in without giving his warning a second
thought. I was almost in tears, for these deaths upset me fearfully, and the thought of how much depended on me
and my brother (who was such a ham most of the time) made me very nervous.
The doctor was bending over the bed and turned back to tell us for at least the tenth time in the history of my
family that, alas, old Mr. Sweet Little was dying and that the children had best not see the face of implacable
death (I didn’t know what “implacable” was, but whatever it was, Mr. Sweet was not!). My father pushed him
rather abruptly out of the way saying, as he always did and very loudly for he was saying it to Mr. Sweet,
“To hell with dying, man, these children want Mr. Sweet”—which was my cue to throw myself upon the bed
and kiss Mr. Sweet all around the whiskers and under the eyes and around the collar of his nightshirt where he
smelled so strongly of all sorts of things, mostly liniment. I was very good at bringing him around, for as soon as I
saw that he was struggling to open his eyes I knew he was going to be all right, and so could finish my revival
sure of success. As soon as his eyes were open he would begin to smile and that way I knew that I had surely won.
Once, though, I got a tremendous scare, for he could not open his eyes and later I learned that he had had a
stroke and that one side of his face was stiff and hard to get into motion. When he began to smile I could tickle
him in earnest because I was sure that nothing would get in the way of his laughter, although once he began to
cough so hard that he almost threw me off his stomach, but that was when I was very small, little more than a
baby, and my bushy hair had gotten in his nose.
When we were sure he would listen to us we would ask him why he was in bed and when he was coming to
see us again and could we play with his guitar, which more than likely would be leaning against the bed. His eyes
would get all misty and he would sometimes cry out loud, but we never let it embarrass us, for he knew that we
loved him and that we sometimes cried too for no reason. My parents would leave the room to just the three of us;
Mr. Sweet, by that time, would be propped up in bed with a number of pillows behind his head and with me
sitting and lying on his shoulder and along his chest. Even when he had trouble breathing he would not ask me to
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get down. Looking into my eyes he would shake his white head and run a scratchy old finger all around my
hairline, which was rather low down, nearly to my eyebrows, and made some people say I looked like a baby
monkey.
My brother was very generous in all this, he let me do all the revivaling—he had done it for years before I was
born and so was glad to be able to pass it on to someone new. What he would do while I talked to Mr. Sweet was
pretend to play the guitar, in fact pretend that he was a young version of Mr. Sweet, and it always made Mr. Sweet
glad to think that someone wanted to be like him—of course, we did not know this then, we played the thing by
ear, and whatever he seemed to like, we did. We were desperately afraid that he was just going to take off one day
and leave us.
*
It did not occur to us that we were doing anything special; we had not learned that death was final when it did
come. We thought nothing of triumphing over it so many times, and in fact became a trifle contemptuous of
people who let themselves be carried away.
It did not occur to us that if our own father had been dying we could not have stopped it, that Mr. Sweet was
the only person over whom we had power.
*
When Mr. Sweet was in his eighties I was studying in the university many miles from home. I saw him
whenever I went home, but he was never on the verge of dying that I could tell and I began to feel that my anxiety
for his health and psychological well-being was unnecessary. By this time he not only had a moustache but a long
flowing snow-white beard, which I loved and combed and braided for hours. He was very peaceful, fragile,
gentle, and the only jarring note about him was his old steel guitar, which he still played in the old sad, sweet,
down-home blues way.
On Mr. Sweet’s ninetieth birthday I was finishing my doctorate in Massachusetts and had been making
arrangements to go home for several weeks’ rest. That morning I got a telegram telling me that Mr. Sweet was
dying again and could I please drop everything and come home. Of course I could. My dissertation could wait and
my teachers would understand when I explained to them when I got back. I ran to the phone, called the airport,
and within four hours I was speeding along the dusty road to Mr. Sweet’s.
The house was more dilapidated than when I was last there, barely a shack, but it was overgrown with yellow
roses which my family had planted many years ago. The air was heavy and sweet and very peaceful. I felt strange
walking through the gate and up the old rickety steps. But the strangeness left me as I caught sight of the long
white beard I loved so well flowing down the thin body over the familiar quilt coverlet. Mr. Sweet!
His eyes were closed tight and his hands, crossed over his stomach, were thin and delicate, no longer scratchy.
I remembered how always before I had run and jumped up on him just anywhere; now I knew he would not be
able to support my weight. I looked around at my parents, and was surprised to see that my father and mother also
looked old and frail. My father, his own hair very gray, leaned over the quietly sleeping old man, who,
incidentally, smelled still of wine and tobacco, and said, as he’d done so many times,
“To hell with dying, man! My daughter is home to see Mr. Sweet!”
My brother had not been able to come as he was in the war in Asia. I bent down and gently stroked the closed
eyes and gradually they began to open. The closed, wine-stained lips twitched a little, then parted in a warm,
slightly embarrassed smile. Mr. Sweet could see me and he recognized me and his eyes looked very spry and
twinkly for a moment. I put my head down on the pillow next to his and we just looked at each other for a long
time. Then he began to trace my peculiar hairline with a thin, smooth finger. I closed my eyes when his finger
halted above my ear (he used to rejoice at the dirt in my ears when I was little), his hand stayed cupped around my
cheek. When I opened my eyes, sure that I had reached him in time, his were closed.
*
Even at twenty-four how could I believe that I had failed? that Mr. Sweet was really gone? He had never gone
before. But when I looked up at my parents I saw that they were holding back tears. They had loved him dearly.
He was like a piece of rare and delicate china which was always being saved from breaking and which finally fell.
I looked long at the old face, the wrinkled forehead, the red lips, the hands that still reached out to me. Soon I felt
my father pushing something cool into my hands. It was Mr. Sweet’s guitar. He had asked them months before to
give it to me; he had known that even if I came next time he would not be able to respond in the old way. He did
not want me to feel that my trip had been for nothing.
The old guitar! I plucked the strings, hummed Sweet Georgia Brown. The magic of Mr. Sweet lingered still in
the cool steel box. Through the window I could catch the fragrant delicate scent of tender yellow roses. The man
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on the high old-fashioned bed with the quilt coverlet and the flowing white beard had been my first love.
3
The old woman stood with eyes uplifted in her Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes: high shoes polished about the
tops and toes, a long rusty dress adorned with an old corsage, long withered, and the remnants of an elegant silk
scarf as headrag stained with grease from the many oily pigtails underneath. Perhaps she had known suffering.
There was a dazed and sleepy look in her aged blue-brown eyes. But for those who searched hastily for “reasons”
in that old tight face, shut now like an ancient door, there was nothing to be read. And so they gazed nakedly upon
their own fear transferred; a fear of the black and the old, a terror of the unknown as well as of the deeply known.
Some of those who saw her there on the church steps spoke words about her that were hardly fit to be heard,
others held their pious peace; and some felt vague stirrings of pity, small and persistent and hazy, as if she were an
old collie turned out to die.
She was angular and lean and the color of poor gray Georgia earth, beaten by king cotton and the extreme
weather. Her elbows were wrinkled and thick, the skin ashen but durable, like the bark of old pines. On her face
centuries were folded into the circles around one eye, while around the other, etched and mapped as if for print,
ages more threatened again to live.
Some of them there at the church saw the age, the dotage, the missing buttons down the front of her mildewed
black dress. Others saw cooks, chauffeurs, maids, mistresses, children denied or smothered in the deferential way
she held her cheek to the side, toward the ground. Many of them saw jungle orgies in an evil place, while others
were reminded of riotous anarchists looting and raping in the streets.
Those who knew the hesitant creeping up on them of the law, saw the beginning of the end of the sanctuary of
Christian worship, saw the desecration of Holy Church, and saw an invasion of privacy, which they struggled to
believe they stilI kept.
Still she had come down the road toward the big white church alone. Just herself, an old forgetful woman,
nearly blind with age. Just her and her eyes raised dully to the glittering cross that crowned the sheer silver
steeple. She had walked along the road in a stagger from her house a half mile away. Perspiration, cold and
clammy, stood on her brow and along the creases by her thin wasted nose. She stopped to calm herself on the
wide front steps, not looking about her as they might have expected her to do, but simply standing quite still,
except for a slight quivering of her throat and tremors that shook her cotton-stockinged legs.
The reverend of the church stopped her pleasantly as she stepped into the vestibule. Did he say, as they thought
he did, kindly,
“Auntie, you know this is not your church?”
As if one could choose the wrong one.
But no one remembers, for they never spoke of it afterward, and she brushed past him anyway, as if she had
been brushing past him all her life, except this time she was in a hurry. Inside the church she sat on the very first
bench from the back, gazing with concentration at the stained-glass window over her head. It was cold, even
inside the church, and she was shivering. Everybody could see. They stared at her as they came in and sat down
near the front. It was cold, very cold to them, too; outside the church it was below freezing and not much above
inside. But the sight of her, sitting there somehow passionately ignoring them, brought them up short, burning.
The young usher, never having turned anyone out of his church before, but not even considering this job as
that (after all, she had no right to be there, certainly), went up to her and whispered that she should leave. Did he
call her “Grandma,” as later he seemed to recall he had? But for those who actually hear such traditional
pleasantries and to whom they actually mean something, “Grandma” was not one, for she did not pay him any
attention, just muttered, “Go ’way,” in a weak sharp bothered voice, waving his frozen blond hair and eyes from
near her face.
It was the ladies who finally did what to them had to be done. Daring their burly indecisive husbands to throw
the old colored woman out they made their point. God, mother, country, earth, church. It involved all that and well
they knew it. Leather bagged and shoed, with good calfskin gloves to keep out the cold, they looked with
contempt at the bloodless gray arthritic hands of the old woman, clenched loosely, restlessly in her lap. Could
their husbands expect them to sit up in church with that? No, no, the husbands were quick to answer and even
quicker to do their duty.
Under the old woman’s arms they placed their hard fists (which afterward smelled of decay and musk—the
fermenting scent of onionskins and rotting greens). Under the old woman’s arms they raised their fists, flexed
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their muscular shoulders, and out she flew through the door, back under the cold blue sky.
This done, the wives folded their healthy arms across their trim middles and felt at once justified and scornful.
But none of them said so, for none of them ever spoke of the incident again.
Inside the church it was warmer. They sang, they prayed. The protection and promise of God’s impartial love
grew more not less desirable as the sermon gathered fury and lashed itself out above their penitent heads.
*
The old woman stood at the top of the steps looking about in bewilderment. She had been singing in her head.
They had interrupted her. Promptly she began to sing again, though this time a sad song. Suddenly, however, she
looked down the long gray highway and saw something interesting and delightful coming. She started to grin,
toothlessly, with short giggles of joy, jumping about and slapping her hands on her knees. And soon it became
apparent why she was so happy.
For coming down the highway at a firm though leisurely pace was Jesus.
He was wearing an immaculate white, long dress trimmed in gold around the neck and hem, and a red, a bright
red, cape. Over his left arm he carried a brilliant blue blanket. He was wearing sandals and a beard and he had
long brown hair parted on the right side. His eyes, brown, had wrinkles around them as if he smiled or looked at
the sun a lot. She would have known him, recognized him, anywhere. There was a sad but joyful look to his face,
like a candle was glowing behind it, and he walked with sure even steps in her direction, as if he were walking on
the sea. Except that he was not carrying in his arms a baby sheep, he looked exactly like the picture of him that
she had hanging over her bed at home. She had taken it out of a white lady’s Bible while she was working for her.
She had looked at that picture for more years than she could remember, but never once had she really expected to
see him.
She squinted her eyes to be sure he wasn't carrying a little sheep in one arm, but he was not. Ecstatically she
began to wave her arms for fear he would miss seeing her, for he walked looking straight ahead on the shoulder of
the highway, and from time to time looking upward at the sky.
All he said when he got up close to her was “Follow me,” and she bounded down to his side with all the bob
and speed of one so old. For every one of his long determined steps she made two quick ones. They walked along
in deep silence for a long time.
*
Finally she started telling him about how many years she had cooked for them, cleaned for them, nursed them.
He looked at her kindly but in silence.
She told him indignantly about how they had grabbed her when she was singing in her head and not looking,
and how they had tossed her out of his church. A old heifer like me, she said, straightening up next to Jesus,
breathing hard. But he smiled down at her and she felt better instantly and time just seemed to fly by. When they
passed her house, forlorn and sagging, weatherbeaten and patched, by the side of the road, she did not even notice
it, she was so happy to be out walking along the highway with Jesus.
She broke the silence once more to tell Jesus how glad she was that he had come, how she had often looked at
his picture hanging on her wall (she hoped he didn’t know she had stolen it) over her bed, and how she had never
expected to see him down here in person. Jesus gave her one of his beautiful smiles and they walked on.
She did not know where they were going; someplace wonderful, she suspected. The ground was like clouds
under their feet, and she felt she could walk forever without becoming the least bit tired. She even began to sing
out loud some of the old spirituals she loved, but she didn’t want to annoy Jesus, who looked so thoughtful, so she
quieted down.
They walked on, looking straight over the treetops into the sky, and the smiles that played over her dry windcracked face were like first clean ripples across a stagnant pond.
On they walked without stopping.
*
The people in church never knew what happened to the old woman; they never mentioned her to one another
or to anybody else. Most of them heard sometime later that an old colored woman fell dead along the highway.
Silly as it seemed, it appeared she had walked herself to death.
Many of the black families along the road said they had seen the old lady high-stepping down the highway;
sometimes jabbering in a low insistent voice, sometimes singing, sometimes merely gesturing excitedly with her
hands. Other times silent and smiling, looking at the sky.
She had been alone, they said. Some of them wondered aloud where the old woman had been going so stoutly
that it had worn her heart out. They guessed maybe she had relatives across the river, some miles away, but none
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of them really knew.
3
I will wait for her in the yard that Maggie and I made so clean and wavy yesterday afternoon. A yard like this
is more comfortable than most people know. It is not just a yard. It is like an extended living room. When the hard
clay is swept clean as a floor and the fine sand around the edges lined with tiny, irregular grooves, anyone can
come and sit and look up into the elm tree and wait for the breezes that never come inside the house.
Maggie will be nervous until after her sister goes: she will stand hopelessly in corners, homely and ashamed of
the burn scars down her arms and legs, eying her sister with a mixture of envy and awe. She thinks her sister has
held life always in the palm of one hand, that “no” is a word the world never learned to say to her.
*
You’ve no doubt seen those TV shows where the child who has “made it” is confronted, as a surprise, by her
own mother and father, tottering in weakly from backstage. (A pleasant surprise, of course: what would they do if
parent and child came on the show only to curse out and insult each other?) On TV mother and child embrace and
smile into each other’s faces. Sometimes the mother and father weep, the child wraps them in her arms and leans
across the table to tell how she would not have made it without their help. I have seen these programs.
Sometimes I dream a dream in which Dee and I are suddenly brought together on a TV program of this sort.
Out of a dark and soft-seated limousine I am ushered into a bright room filled with many people. There I meet a
smiling, gray, sporty man like Johnny Carson who shakes my hand and tells me what a :fine girl I have. Then we
are on the stage and Dee is embracing me with tears in her eyes. She pins on my dress a large orchid, even though
she has told me once that she thinks orchids are tacky flowers.
In real life I am a large, big-boned woman with rough, man-working hands. In the winter I wear flannel
nightgowns to bed and overalls during the day. I can kill and clean a hog as mercilessly as a man. My fat keeps
me hot in zero weather. I can work outside all day, breaking ice to get water for washing; I can eat pork liver
cooked over the open fire minutes after it comes steaming from the hog. One winter I knocked a bull calf straight
in the brain between the eyes with a sledge hammer and had the meat hung up to chilI before nightfall.
But of course all this does not show on television. I am the way my daughter would want me to be: a hundred
pounds lighter, my skin like an uncooked barley pancake. My hair glistens in the hot bright lights. Johnny Carson
has much to do to keep up with my quick and witty tongue.
But that is a mistake. I know even before I wake up. Who ever knew a Johnson with a quick tongue? Who can
even imagine me looking a strange white man in the eye? It seems to me I have talked to them always with one
foot raised in flight, with my head turned in whichever way is farthest from them.
Dee, though. She would always look anyone in the eye. Hesitation was no part of her nature.
*
“How do I look, Mama?” Maggie says, showing just enough of her thin body enveloped in pink skirt and red
blouse for me to know she’s there, almost hidden by the door.
“Corne out into the yard,” I say.
Have you ever seen a lame animal, perhaps a dog run over by some careless person rich enough to own a car,
sidle up to someone who is ignorant enough to be kind to him? That is the way my Maggie walks. She has been
like this, chin on chest, eyes on ground, feet in shuffle, ever since the fire that burned the other house to the
ground.
Dee is lighter than Maggie, with nicer hair and a fuller figure. She.s a woman now, though sometimes I forget.
How long ago was it that the other house burned? Ten, twelve years? Sometimes I can still hear the flames and
feel Maggie’s arms sticking to me, her hair smoking and her dress falling off her in little black papery flakes. Her
eyes seemed stretched open, blazed open by the flames reflected in them.
And Dee. I see her standing off under the sweet gum tree she used to dig gum out of; a look of concentration
on her face as she watched the last dingy gray board of the house fall in toward the red-hot brick chimney. Why
don’t you do a dance around the ashes? I’d wanted to ask her. She had hated the house that much.
I used to think she hated Maggie, too. But that was before we raised the money, the church and me, to send her
to Augusta to school. She used to read to us without pity; forcing words, lies, other folks’ habits, whole lives upon
us two, sitting trapped and ignorant underneath her voice. She washed us in a river of make-believe, burned us
with a lot of knowledge we didn’t necessarily need to know. Pressed us to her with the serious way she read, to
shove us away at just the moment, like dimwits, we seemed about to understand.
Dee wanted nice things. A yellow organdy dress to wear to her graduation from high school; black pumps to
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match a green suit she’d made from an old suit somebody gave me. She was determined to stare down any
disaster in her efforts. Her eyelids would not flicker for minutes at a time. Often I fought off the temptation to
shake her. At sixteen she had a style of her own: and knew what style was.
*
I never had an education myself. After second grade the school was closed down. Don’t ask my why: in 1927
colored asked fewer questions than they do now. Sometimes Maggie reads to me. She stumbles along goodnaturedly but can’t see well. She knows she is not bright. Like good looks and money, quickness passed her by.
She will marry John Thomas (who has mossy teeth in an earnest face) and then I’ll be free to sit here and I guess
just sing church songs to myself. Although I never was a good singer. Never could carry a tune. I was always
better at a man’s job.
I used to love to milk till I was hooked in the side in ’49. Cows are soothing and slow and don’t bother you,
unless you try to milk them the wrong way.
I have deliberately turned my back on the house. It is three rooms, just like the one that burned, except the roof
is tin; they don’t make shingle roofs any more. There are no real windows, just some holes cut in the sides, like
the portholes in a ship, but not round and not square, with rawhide holding the shutters up on the outside. This
house is in a pasture, too, like the other one. No doubt when Dee sees it she will want to tear it down. She wrote
me once that no matter where we “choose” to live, she will manage to come see us. But she will never bring her
friends. Maggie and I thought about this and Maggie asked me,
“Mama, when did Dee ever have any friends?”
She had a few. Furtive boys in pink shirts hanging about on washday after school. Nervous girls who never
laughed. Impressed with her they worshiped the well-turned phrase, the cute shape, the scalding humor that
erupted like bubbles in lye. She read to them.
When she was courting Jimmy T she didn’t have much time to pay to us, but turned all her faultfinding power
on him. He flew to marry a cheap city girl from a family of ignorant flashy people. She hardly had time to
recompose herself.
*
When she comes I will meet—but there they arel Maggie attempts to make a dash for the house, in her
shuffling way, but I stay her with my hand.
“Come back here,” I say. And she stops and tries to dig a well in the sand with her toe
It is hard to see them clearly through the strong sun. But even the first glimpse of leg out of the car tells me it
is Dee. Her feet were always neat-looking, as if God himself had shaped them with a certain style. From the other
side of the car comes a short, stocky man. Hair is all over his head a foot long and hanging from his chin like a
kinky mule tail. I hear Maggie suck in her breath. “Uhnnnh,” is what it sounds like. Like when you see the
wriggling end of a snake just in front of your foot on the road. “Uhnnnh.”
Dee next. A dress down to the ground, in this hot weather. A dress so loud it hurts my eyes. There are yellows
and oranges enough to throw back the light of the sun. I feel my whole face warming from the heat waves it
throws out. Earrings gold, too, and hanging down to her shoulders. Bracelets dangling and making noises when
she moves her arm up to shake the folds of the dress out of her armpits. The dress is loose and .flows, and as she
walks closer, I like it.
I hear Maggie go “Uhnnnh” again. It is her sister’s hair. It stands straight up like the wool on a sheep. It is
black as night and around the edges are two long pigtails that rope about like small lizards disappearing behind
her ears.
“Wa-su-zo-Tean-o!” she says, coming on in that gliding way the dress makes her move. The short stocky
fellow with the hair to his navel is all grinning and he follows up with
“Asalamalakim, my mother and sisterl”
He moves to hug Maggie but she falls back, right up against the back of my chair. I feel her trembling there
and when I look up I see the perspiration falling off her chin.
“Don’t get up,” says Dee.
Since I am stout it takes something of a push. You can see me trying to move a second or two before I make it.
She turns, showing white heels through her sandals, and goes back to the car. Out she peeks next with a Polaroid.
She stoops down quickly and lines up picture after picture of me sitting there in front of the house with Maggie
cowering behind me.
She never takes a shot without making sure the house is included. When a cow comes nibbling around the edge
of the yard she snaps it and me and Maggie and the house. Then she puts the Polaroid in the back seat of the car,
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and comes up and kisses me on the forehead.
Meanwhile Asalamalakim is going through motions with Maggie’s hand. Maggie’s hand is as limp as a fish,
and probably as cold, despite the sweat, and she keeps trying to pull it back. It looks like Asalamalakim wants to
shake hands but wants to do it fancy. Or maybe he don’t know how people shake hands. Anyhow, he soon gives
up on Maggie.
“Well,” I say. “Dee.”
“No, Mama,” she says. “Not ‘Dee.’ Wangero Leewanika Kemanjol”
“What happened to ‘Dee’?” I wanted to know.
“She’s dead,” Wangero said. “I couldn’t bear it any longer, being named after the people who oppress me.”
“You know as well as me you was named after your aunt Dicie,” I said. Dicie is my sister. She named Dee. We
called her “Big Dee” after Dee was born.
“But who was she named after?” asked Wangero.
“I guess after Grandma Dee,” I said.
“And who was she named after?” asked Wangero.
“Her mother,” I said, and saw Wangero was getting tired. “That’s about as far back as I can trace it,” I said.
Though, in fact, I probably could have carried it back beyond the Civil War through the branches.
“Well,” said Asalamalakim, “there you are.”
“Uhnnnh,” I heard Maggie say.
“There was not,” I said, “before ‘Dicie’ cropped up in our family, so why should I try to trace it that far back?”
He just stood there grinning, looking down on me like somebody inspecting a Model A car. Every once in a
while he and Wangero sent eye signals over my head.
“How do you pronounce this name?” I asked.
“You don’t have to call me by it if you don’t want to,” said Wangero.
“Why shouldn’t I?” I asked. “If that’s what you want us to call you, we’ll call you.”
“I know it might sound awkward at first,” said Wangero.
“I’ll get used to it,” I said. “Ream it out again.”
Well, soon we got the name out of the way. Asalamalakim had a name twice as long and three times as hard.
After I tripped over it two or three times he told me to just call him Hakim-a-barber. I wanted to ask him was he a
barber, but I didn’t really think he was, so 1 didn’t ask.
“You must belong to those beef-cattle peoples down the road,” I said. They said “Asalamalakim” when they
met you, too, but they didn’t shake hands. Always too busy: feeding the cattle, fixing the fences, putting up saltlick shelters, throwing down hay. When the white folks poisoned some of the herd the men stayed up all night
with rifles in their hands. 1 walked a mile and a half just to see the sight. Hakim-a-barber said,
“I accept some of their doctrines, but farming and raising cattle is not my style.” [They didn’t tell me, and I
didn’t ask, whether Wangero (Dee) had really gone and married him.]
We sat down to eat and right away he said he didn’t eat collards and pork was unclean. Wangero, though, went
on through the chitlins and corn bread, the greens and everything else. She talked a blue streak over the sweet
potatoes. Everything delighted her. Even the fact that we still used the benches her daddy made for the table when
we couldn’t afford to buy chairs.
“Oh, Mamal” she cried. Then turned to Hakim-a-barber. “I never knew how lovely these benches are. You can
feel the rump prints,” she said, running her hands underneath her and along the bench. Then she gave a sigh and
her hand closed over Grandma Dee’s butter dish.
“That’s it!” she said. “I knew there was something I wanted to ask you if I could have.”
She, jumped up from the table and went over to the corner where the churn stood, the milk in it clabber by
now. She looked at the churn and looked at it.
“This churn top is what I need,” she said. “Didn’t Uncle Buddy whittle it out of a tree you-all used to have?”
“Yes,” I said.
“Uh huh,” she said happily. “And I want the dasher, too.”
“Uncle Buddy whittle that, too?” asked the barber. Dee (Wangero) looked up at me.
“Aunt Dee’s first husband whittled the dash,” said Maggie so low you almost couldn’t hear her. “His name was
Henry, but they called him Stash.”
“Maggie’s brain is like an elephant’s,” Wangero said, laughing. “I can use the chum top as a centerpiece for the
alcove table,” she said, sliding a plate over the chum, “and I’ll think of something artistic to do with the dasher.”
When she finished wrapping the dasher the handle stuck out. I took it for a moment in my hands. You didn’t
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even have to look close to see where hands pushing the dasher up and down to make butter had left a kind of sink
in the wood. In fact, there were a lot of small sinks; you could see where thumbs and fingers had sunk into the
wood. It was beautiful light yellow wood, from a tree that grew in the yard where Big Dee and Stash had lived.
*
After dinner Dee (Wangero) went to the trunk at the foot of my bed and started rifling through it. Maggie hung
back in the kitchen over the dishpan.
Out came Wangero with two quilts. They had been pieced by Grandma Dee and then Big Dee and me had hung
them on the quilt frames on the front porch and quilted them. One was in the Lone Star pattern. The other was
Walk Around the Mountain. In both of them were scraps of dresses Grandma Dee had worn fifty and more years
ago. Bits and pieces of Grandpa Jarrell’s Paisley shirts. And one teeny faded blue piece, about the size of a penny
matchbox, that was from Great Grandpa Ezra’s uniform that he wore in the Civil War.
“Mama,” Wangero said sweet as a bird. “Can I have these old quilts?”
I heard something fall in the kitchen, and a minute later the kitchen door slammed.
“Why don’t you take one or two of the others?” I asked. “These old things was just done by me and Big Dee
from some tops your grandma pieced before she died.”
“No,” said Wangero. “I don’t want those. They are stitched around the borders by machine.”
“That’ll make them last better,” I said.
“That’s not the point,” said Wangero. “These are all pieces of dresses Grandma used to wear. She did all this
stitching by hand. Imagine!” She held the quilts securely in her arms, stroking them.
“Some of the pieces, like those lavender ones, come from old clothes her mother handed down to her,” I said,
moving up to touch the quilts.
Dee (Wangero) moved back just enough so that I couldn’t reach the quilts. They already belonged to her.
“Imagine!” she breathed again, clutching them closely to her bosom.
“The truth is,” I said, “I promised to give them quilts to Maggie, for when she marries John Thomas.”
She gasped like a bee had stung her.
“Maggie can’t appreciate these quilts!” she said. “She’d probably be backward enough to put them to everyday
use.”
“I reckon she would,” I said. “God knows I been saving ’em for long enough with nobody using ’em. I hope
she will!”
I didn’t want to bring up how I had offered Dee (Wangero) a quilt when she went away to college. Then she
had told me they were old-fashioned, out of style.
“But they’re priceless!” she was saying now, furiously, for she has a temper. “Maggie would put them on the
bed and in five years they’d be in rags. Less than that!”
“She can always make some more,” I said. “Maggie knows how to quilt.”
Dee (Wangero) looked at me with hatred.
“You just will not understand. The point is these quilts, these quilts!”
“Well,” I said, stumped. “What would you do with them?”
“Hang them,” she said. As if that was the only thing you could do with quilts.
*
Maggie by now was standing in the door. I could almost hear the sound her feet made as they scraped over
each other.
“She can have them, Mama,” she said, like somebody used to never winning anything, or having anything
reserved for her. “I can ’member Grandma Dee without the quilts.”
*
I looked at her hard. She had filled her bottom lip with checkerberry snuff and it gave her face a kind of dopey,
hangdog look. It was Grandma Dee and Big Dee who taught her how to quilt herself. She stood there with her
scarred hands hidden in the folds of her skirt. She looked at her sister with something like fear but she wasn’t mad
at her. This was Maggie’s portion. This was the way she knew God to work.
When I looked at her like that something hit me in the top of my head and ran down to the soles of my feet.
Just like when I’m in church and the spirit of God touches me and I get happy and shout. I did something I never
had done before: hugged Maggie to me, then dragged her on into the room, snatched the quilts out of Miss
Wangero’s hands and dumped them into Maggie’s lap. Maggie just sat there on my bed with her mouth open.
“Take one or two of the others,” I said to Dee.
But she turned without a word and went out to Hakim-a-barber.
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“You just don’t understand,” she said, as Maggie and I came out to the car.
“What don’t I understand?” I wanted to know.
“Your heritage,” she said. And then she turned to Maggie, kissed her, and said,
“You ought to try to make something of yourself, too, Maggie. It’s really a new day for us. But from the way
you and Mama still live you’d never know it.”
She put on some sunglasses that hid everything above the tip of her nose and her chin.
Maggie smiled; maybe at the sunglasses. But a real smile, not scared.
After we watched the car dust settle I asked Maggie to bring me a dip of snuff. And then the two of us sat there
just enjoying, until it was time to go in the house and go to bed. …
149.163 The Fix\fn{by Percival L. Everett (1956- )} Fort Gordon, Columbia County, Georgia, U.S.A.(M) 8
Douglas Langley owned a little sandwich shop at the intersection of Fourteenth and T streets in the District.
Beside his shop was a seldom used alley and above his shop lived a man by the name of Sherman Olney whom
Douglas had seen beaten to near extinction one night by a couple of silky-looking men who seemed to know
Sherman and wanted something in particular from him. Douglas had been drawn outside from cleaning up the
storeroom by a rhythmic thumping sound, like someone dropping a telephone book onto a table over and over. He
stepped out into the November chill and discovered that the sound was actually that of the larger man’s fists
finding again and again the belly of Sherman Olney, who was being kept on his feet by the second assailant.
Douglas ran back inside and grabbed the pistol he kept in the rolltop desk in his business office. He returned to the
scene with the powerful flashlight his son had given him and shone the light into the faces of the two villains. The
men were not overly impressed by the light, the bigger one saying,
“Hey, man, you better get that light out my face!”
They did however show proper respect for the discharging of the .32 by running away. Sherman Olney
crumpled to the ground, moaning and clutching at his middle, saying he didn’t have it anymore.
“Are you all right?” Douglas asked, realizing how stupid the question was before it was fully out. But
Sherman’s response was equally insipid as he said,
“Yes.”
“Come, let’s get you inside.”
Douglas helped the man to his feet and into the shop. He locked the glass door behind them, then took
Sherman over to the counter and helped him onto a stool.
“Thanks,” Sherman said.
“You want me to call the cops?” Douglas asked. Sherman Olney shook his head.
“They’re long gone by now.”
“I’ll make you a sandwich,” Douglas said, as he stepped behind the counter.
“Really, that’s not necessary.”
“You’ll like it. I don’t know first aid, but I can make a sandwich.”
Douglas made the man a pastrami and Muenster on rye and poured him a glass of barely cold milk, then took
him to sit in one of the three booths in the shop. Douglas sat across the table from the man, watched him take a
bite of sandwich.
“What did they want?” Douglas put to him.
“To hurt me,” Sherman said, his mouth working on the tough bread. He picked a seed from his teeth and put it
on his plate. “They wanted to hurt me.”
“My name is Douglas Langley.”
“Sherman Olney.”
“What were they after, Sherman?” Douglas asked, but he didn’t get an answer.
As they sat there, the quiet of the room was disturbed by the loud refrigerator motor kicking on. Douglas felt
the vibration of it through the soles of his shoes.
“Your compressor is a little shot,” Sherman said.
Douglas looked at him, not knowing what he was talking about.
“Your fridge. The compressor is bad.”
“Oh, yes,” Douglas said. “It’s loud.”
“I can fix it.” Douglas just looked at him.
“You want me to fix it?”
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Douglas didn't know what to say. Certainly he wanted the machine fixed, but what if this man just liked to take
things apart? What if he made it worse? Douglas imagined the kitchen floor strewn with refrigerator parts. But he
said,
“Sure.”
With that, Sherman got up and walked back into the kitchen, Douglas on his heels. The skinny man removed
the plate from the bottom of the big and embarrassingly old machine and looked around.
“Do you have any chewing gum?” Sherman asked.
As it turned out, Douglas had, in his pocket, the last stick of a pack of Juicy Fruit, which he promptly handed
over. Sherman unwrapped the stick, folded it in his mouth, then lay there on the floor chewing.
“What are you doing?” Douglas asked.
Sherman paused him with a finger, then as if feeling the texture of the gum with his tongue, he took it from his
mouth and stuck it into the workings of the refrigerator. And just like that the machine ran with a quiet steady
hum, just like it had when it was new.
“How’d you do that?” Douglas asked. Sherman, now on his feet, shrugged.
“Thank you, this is terrific. All you used was chewing gum. Can you fix other things?”
Sherman nodded.
“What are you? Are you a repairman or an electrician?” Douglas asked.
“I can fix things.”
“Would you like another sandwich?” Sherman shook his head, and said,
“I should be going. Thanks for the food and all your help.”
“These men might be waiting for you,” Douglas said.
He suddenly remembered his pistol. He could feel the weight of it in his pocket.
“Just sit in here a while.” Douglas felt a great deal of sympa- thy for the underfed man who had just repaired
his refrigerator.
“Where do you live? 1 could drive you.”
“Actually, 1 don’t have a place to live.” Sherman stared down at the floor.
“Come over here.”
Douglas led the man to the big metal sink across the kitchen. He turned the ancient lever and the pipes started
with a thin whistle and then screeched as the water came out.
“Tell me, can you fix that?”
“Do you want me to?”
“Yes.” Douglas turned off the water.
“Do you have a wrench?”
Douglas stepped away and into his business office, where he dug through a pile of sweaters and newspapers
until he found a twelve-inch crescent wrench and a pipe wrench. He took them back to Sherman.
“Will these do?”
“Yes.”
Sherman took a wrench and got down under the sink. Douglas bent low to U"y and see what the man was
doing, but before he could figure anything out, Sherman was getting up.
“There you go,” Sherman said.
Incredulously, Douglas reached over to the faucet and turned on the water. The water came out smoothly and
quietly. He turned it off, then tried it again.
“You did it. You know, I could really use somebody like you around here. I mean, do you want a job? I can’t
pay much, just minimum wage, but I can let you stay in the apartment upstairs. Actually, it’s just a room. Are you
interested?”
“You don’t even know me,” Sherman said.
Douglas stopped. Of course, the man was right. He didn’t know anything about him. But he had a strong
feeling that Sherman Olney was an honest man. An honest man who could fix things.
“You’re right,” Douglas admitted. “But I’m a good judge of character.”
“I don't know,” Sherman said.
“You said you don’t have a place to go. You can live here and work until you find another job.” Douglas was
unsure why he was pleading so with the stranger, and, in fact, had a terribly uneasy feeling about the whole
business, but, for some reason, he really wanted him to stay.
“Okay,” Sherman said.
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*
Douglas took the man up the back stairs and showed him the little room. The single bulb hung from a cord in
the middle of the ceiling, and its dim light revealed the single bed made up with a yellow chenille spread. Douglas
had taken many naps there.
“This is it,” Douglas said. “The bathroom is down the hall. There’s a narrow shower stall in it.”
“I’m sure I’ll be comfortable. Thank you.”
Douglas stood in awkward silence for a while wondering what else there was to say. Then he said,
“Well, I guess I should go on home to my wife.”
“And I should get some sleep.”
Douglas nodded and left the shop.
*
Douglas’s wife said, “Are you crazy?”
Douglas sat at the kitchen table and held his face in his hands. He could smell the ham, salami, turkey,
Muenster, Cheddar, and Swiss from his day’s work. He peeked through his fingers and watched his short, plump
wife reach over and turn down the volume of the television on the counter. The muted mouths of the news anchors
still moved.
“I asked you a question,” she said.
“It sounded more like an assertion.” He looked at her eyes, which were narrowed and burning into him. “He’s
a fine fellow. Just a little down on his luck, Sheila.”
Sheila laughed, then stopped cold.
“And he’s in the shop all alone.” She shook her head, her lips tightening across her teeth. “You have lost your
mind. Now, you go right back down there and you get rid of that guy.”
”I don’t feel like driving,” Douglas said.
“I’ll drive you.”
He sighed. Sheila was obviously right. Even he hadn’t understood his impulse to offer the man a job and invite
him to use the room above the shop. So he would let her drive him back down there, and he’d tell Sherman Olney
he’d have to go.
So they got into the old, forest green Buick Le Sabre, Sheila behind the wheel and Douglas sunk down into the
passenger seat that Sheila’s concentrated weight had through the years mashed so flat. He usually hated when she
drove, but especially right at that moment, as she was angry and with a mission. She took their corner at
Underwood on two wheels and sped through the city and moderately heavy traffic back toward the shop.
“You really should slow down,” Douglas said. He watched a man in a blue suit toss his briefcase between two
parked cars and dive after it out of the way.
“You’re one to give advice. You? An old fool who takes in a stray human being and leaves him alone in his
place of business is giving advice? He’s probably cleaned us out already.”
Douglas considered the situation and felt incredibly stupid. He could not, in fact, assure Sheila that she was
wrong. Sherman might be halfway to Philadelphia with twelve pounds of Genoa salami. For all he knew Sherman
Olney had turned on the gas of the oven and grilled and blown the restaurant to smithereens. He rolled down his
window just a crack and listened for sirens.
“If anything bad has happened, I’m having you committed.” Sheila said. She let out a brief scream and rattled
the steering wheel. “Then I’ll sell what little we have left and spend the rest of my life in Bermuda. That’s what
I’ll do.”
When Sheila made marks on the street braking to a stop, the store was still there and not ablaze. All the lights
were off and the only people on the street were a couple of hookers on the far corner. Douglas unlocked and
opened the front door of the shop, then followed Sheila inside. They walked past the tables and counter and into
the kitchen where Douglas switched on the bright overhead lights. The fluorescent tubes flickered, then filled the
place with a steady buzz.
“Go check the safe,” Sheila said.
“There was no money in it,” Douglas said.
“There never is.” She knew that. He had taken the money home and was going to drop it off by the bank on his
way to work the next day. He always did that. “Check it anyway.”
He walked into his business office and switched on the standing lamp by the door. He looked across the room
to see that the safe was still closed and that the stack of newspapers was still in front of it.
“Hasn’t been touched,” he said.
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“What’s his name?” Sheila asked.
“Sherman.”
“Sherman!” she called up the stairs. “Sherman!”
In short order, Sherman came walking down the stairs in his trousers and sleeveless undershirt. He was rubbing
his eyes, trying to adjust to the bright light.
“Sherman,” Douglas said, “it’s me, Douglas.”
“Douglas? What are you doing back?” He stood in front of them in his stocking feet. “By the way, I fixed the
toilet and also that funny massager thing.”
“You mean my foot massager?” Sheila asked.
“If you say so.”
“I told you, Sherman can fix things,” Douglas said to Sheila. “That’s why I hired him.”
Sheila had purchased the foot massager from a fancy store in Georgetown. On the days when she worked in
the shop she used to disappear every couple of hours for about fifteen minutes and then return happy and
refreshed. She would be upstairs in the bathroom, sitting on the closed toilet with her feet stationed on her
machine. Then the thing stopped working. Sheila loved the machine.
“The man at the store said my foot massager couldn’t be repaired,” Sheila said.
Sherman shrugged.
“Well, it works now.”
“I’ll be right back,” Sheila said, and she walked away from the men and up the stairs. Sherman watched her,
then turned to Douglas.
“Why did you come back?”
“Well, you see, Sheila doesn’t think it’s a good idea that you stay here. You know, alone and everything. Since
we don’t know you or anything about you.”
Douglas blew out a long slow breath.
“I’m really sorry.”
Upstairs, Sheila screamed, then came running back to the top of the stairs.
“It works! It works! He did fix it.” She came down, smiling at Sherman.
“Thank you so much.”
“You’re welcome,” Sherman said.
“I was just telling Sherman that we’re sorry, but he’s going to have to leave.”
“Don’t be silly,” Sheila said.
Douglas stared at her and rubbed a hand over his face. He gave Sheila a baffled look.
“No, no, it’s certainly all right if Sherman sleeps here. And tomorrow, he can get to work.” She grabbed
Sherman's arm and turned him toward the stairs. “Now, you get on back up there and get some rest.”
Sherman said nothing, but followed her directions. Douglas and Sheila watched him disappear upstairs.
Douglas looked at his wife.
“What happened to you?”
“He fixed my foot rubber.”
“So that makes him a good guy? Just like that?”
“I don’t know,” she said, uncertainly. She seemed to reconsider for a second. “I guess. Come on, let’s go
home.”
*
Two weeks later, Sherman had said nothing more about himself, responding only to trivial questions put to
him. He did, however, repair or make better every machine in the restaurant. He had fixed the toaster oven, the
gas lines of the big griddle, the dishwasher, the phone, the neon OPEN sign, the electric-eye buzzer on the front
door, the meat slicer, the coffee machine, the manual mustard dispenser, and the cash register. Douglas found the
man’s skills invaluable and wondered how he had ever managed without him. Still, his presence was
disconcerting as he never spoke of his past nor family nor friends and he never went out, not even to the store, his
food being already there, and so Douglas began to worry that he might be a fugitive from the law.
“He never leaves the shop,” Sheila complained. She was sitting in the passenger seat while Douglas drove
them to the movie theater.
“That’s where he lives,” Douglas said. “All the food he needs is right there. I’m hardly paying him anything.”
“You pay him plenty. He doesn’t have to pay rent and he doesn’t have to buy food.”
“I don’t see what the trouble is,” he said. “After all, he’s fixed your massage thingamajig. And he fixed your
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curling iron and your VCR and your watch and he even got the squeak out of your shoes.”
“I know. I know.” Sheila sighed. “Still, just what do we know about this man?”
“He’s honest, I know that. He never even glances at the till. I’ve never seen anyone who cares less about
money.” Douglas turned right onto Connecticut.
“That’s exactly how a crook wants to come across.”
“Well, Sherman’s no crook. Why, I’d trust the man with my life. There are very few people I can say that
about.” Sheila laughed softly and disbelievingly.
“Well, don’t you sound melodramatic.”
Douglas really couldn’t argue with her. Everything she had said was correct and he was at a loss to explain his
tenacious defense of a man who was, after all, a relative stranger. He pulled the car into a parallel space and killed
the engine.
“The car didn’t do that thing,” Sheila said. She was referring to the way the car usually refused to shut off, the
stubborn engine firing a couple of extra times.
Douglas glanced over at her.
“Sherman,” she said.
“This morning. He opened the hood, grabbed this and jiggled that, and then slammed it shut.”
The fact of the matter was finally that Sherman hadn’t stolen anything and hadn’t come across in any way
threatening and so Douglas kept his fears and suspicions in check and counted his savings. No more electricians.
No more plumbers. No more repairmen of any kind.
Sherman’s handiness, however, did not remain a secret in spite of Douglas’s best efforts.
*
It began when Sherman offered and then repaired a small radio- controlled automobile owned by a fat boy
named Loomis Rump. Fat Loomis Rump and his skinny pals told their friends and they brought in their broken
toys. Sherman fixed them. The fat boy’s friends told their parents and Douglas found his shop increasingly
crowded with customers and their small appliances.
“The Rump boy told me that you fixed his toy car and the Johnson woman told me that you repaired her
radio,” the short man who wore the waterworks uniform said. Sherman was wiping down the counter.
“Is that true?”
Sherman nodded.
“Well, you see these cuts on my face?”
Douglas could see the cuts under the man’s three-day growth of stubble from the door to the kitchen. Sherman
leaned forward and studied the wound.
“They seem to be healing nicely,” Sherman said.
“It’s this damn razor,” the man said, and he pulled the small unit from his trouser pocket. “It cuts me bad every
time I try to shave.”
“You’d like me to fix your razor?”
“If you wouldn’t mind. But I don’t have any money.”
“That’s okay.”
Sherman took the razor and began taking it apart. Douglas as always moved closer and tried to see. He smiled
at the waterworks man, who smiled back. Other people gathered around and watched Sherman’s hands. Then they
watched him hand the reassembled little machine back to the waterworks man. The man turned on the shaver and
put it to his face.
“Hey,” he said. “This is wonderful. It works just like it did when it was new. This is wonderful. Thank you.
Can I bring you some money tomorrow?”
“Not necessary,” Sherman said.
“This is wonderful.”
Everyone in the restaurant oohed and aahed.
“Look,” the waterworks man said. “I’m not bleeding from my face.”
*
Sherman sat quietly at the end of the counter and fixed whatever was put in front of him. He repaired hair
dryers and calculators and watches and cellular phones and carburetors. And while people waited for the repairs to
be done, they ate sandwiches, and this appealed to Sherman, though he didn’t like his handyman’s time so
consumed. But the fact of the matter was that there was little more to fix in the shop.
One day a woman who believed her husband was having an affair came in and complained over a turkey and
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provolone on wheat. Sherman sat next to her at the counter and listened as she finished.
“… and then he comes home hours after he’s gotten off from work, smelling of beer and perfume and he
doesn’t want to talk or anything and says he has a sinus headache and I’m wondering if I ought to follow him or
check the mileage on his car before he leaves in the morning. What should I do?”
“Tell him it’s his turn to cook and that you’ll be late and don’t tell him where you’re going,” Sherman said.
Everyone in the shop nodded, more in shared confusion than in agreement.
“Where should I go?” the woman asked.
“Go to the library and read about the praying mantis,” Sherman said. Douglas came up to Sherman after the
woman had left, and asked,
“Do you think that was a good idea?” Sherman shrugged.
The woman came in the next week, her face full with a smile and announced that her home life was now
perfect.
“Everything at home is perfect now,” she said. “Thanks to Sherman.”
Customers slapped Sherman on the back. So began a new dimension of fixing in the shop as people brought in
with their electric pencil sharpeners, pacemakers and microwaves, their relationship woes and their tax problems.
Sherman saved the man who owned the automotive supply business across the street twelve thousand dollars and
got him some fifty-seven dollars in refund.
*
One night after the shop was closed, Douglas and Sherman sat at the counter and ate the stale leftover
doughnuts and drank coffee. Douglas looked at his handyman and shook his head.
“That was really something the way you straightened the Rhinehart boy’s teeth.”
“Physics,” Sherman said.
Douglas washed down a dry bite and set his cup on the counter.
“I know I’ve asked you before, but we’ve known each other longer now. How did you learn to fix things?”
“Fixing things is easy. You just have to know how things work.”
“That’s it,” Douglas said more than asked. Sherman nodded. .
“Doesn’t it make you happy to do it?”
Sherman looked at Douglas, questioning.
“I ask because you never smile.”
“Oh,” Sherman said, and took another bite of doughnut.
*
The next day Sherman fixed a chain saw and a laptop computer and thirty-two parking tickets. Sherman, who
had always been quiet, became increasingly more so. He would listen, nod, and fix it. That evening, a few minutes
before closing, just after Sherman had solved the Morado woman’s sexual identity problem, two paramedics came
in with a patient on a stretcher.
“This is my wife,” the more distressed of the ambulance men said of the supine woman. “She’s been hit by a
car, and she died in our rig on the way to the hospital,” he cried.
Sherman looked at the woman, pulling back the blanket.
“She had massive internal—”
Sherman stopped the man with a raised hand, pulled the blanket off and then over himself and the dead
woman. Douglas stepped over to stand with the paramedics. Sherman worked under the blanket, moving this way
and that way, and then he and the woman emerged, alive and well. The paramedic hugged her.
“You’re alive,” the man said to his wife.
The other paramedic shook Sherman’s hand. Douglas just stared at his handyman.
“Thank you, thank you,” the husband said, crying.
The woman was confused, but she too offered Sherman thanks. Sherman nodded and walked quietly away,
disappearing into the kitchen.
*
The paramedics and the restored woman left. Douglas locked the shop and walked into the kitchen, where he
found Sherman sitting on the floor with his back against the refrigerator.
“I don’t know what to say,” Douglas said. His head was swimming. “You just brought that woman back to
life.”
Sherman’s face looked lifeless. He seemed drained of all energy. He lifted his sad face up to look at Douglas.
“How did you do that?” Douglas asked.
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Sherman shrugged.
“You just brought a woman back to life and you give me a shrug?” Douglas could hear the fear in his voice.
“Who are you? What are you? Are you from outer space or something?”
“No,” Sherman said.
“Then what’s going on?”
“I can fix things.”
“That wasn’t a thing,” Douglas pointed out. “That was a human being.”
“Yeah, I know.”
Douglas ran a hand over his face and just stared down at Sherman.
“I wonder what Sheila will say.”
“Please don’t tell anyone about this,” Sherman said.
Douglas snorted out a laugh.
“Don’t tell anyone. I don’t have to tell anyone. Everyone probably knows by now. What do you think those
paramedics are out there doing right now? They’re telling anybody and everybody that there's some freak in
Langley’s Sandwich Shop who can revive the dead.”
Sherman held his face in his hands.
“Who are you?”
*
News spread. Television news trucks and teams camped outside the front door of the sandwich shop. They
were waiting with cameras ready when Douglas showed up to open for business the day following the
resurrection.
“Yes, this is my shop,” he said. “No, I don’t know how it was done,” he said. “No, you can’t come in just yet,”
he said.
Sherman was sitting at the counter waiting, his face long, his eyes red as if from crying.
“This is crazy,” Douglas said.
Sherman nodded.
“They want to talk to you.” Douglas looked closely at Sherman.
“Are you all right?
But Sherman was looking past Douglas and through the front window where the crowd was growing ever
larger.
“Are you going to talk to them?” Douglas asked. Sherman shook his sad face.
“I have to run away,” he said. “Everyone knows where I am now.”
Douglas at first thought Sherman was making cryptic reference to the men who had been beating him that
night long ago, but then realized that Sherman meant simply everyone.
Sherman stood and walked into the back of the shop. Douglas followed him, not knowing why, unable to stop
himself. He in fact followed the man out of the store and down the alley, away from the shop and the horde of
people.
They ran up this street and across that avenue, crossed bridges and scurried through tunnels. Douglas finally
asked where they were going and confessed that he was afraid. They were sitting on a bench in the park and it was
by now just after sundown.
“You don’t have to come with me,” Sherman said. “I need only to get away from all of them.” He shook his
head, and said, more to himself, “I knew this would happen.”
“If you knew this would happen, why did you fix all of those things?”
“Because I can. Because I was asked.”
Douglas gave nervous glances this way and that across the park.
“This has something to do with why the men were beating you that night, doesn’t it?”
“They were from the government or some businesses, I’m not completely sure,” Sherman said. “They wanted
me to fix a bunch of things and I said no.”
“But they asked you,” Douglas said. “You just told me—”
“You have to be careful about what you fix. If you fix the valves in an engine, but the bearings are shot, you’ll
get more compression, but the engine will still burn up.”
Sherman looked at Douglas’s puzzled face.
“If you irrigate a desert, you might empty a sea. It’s a complicated business, fixing things.” Douglas said,
“So, what do we do now?”
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Sherman was now weeping, tears streaming down his face and curving just under his chin before falling to the
open collar of his light blue shirt. Douglas watched him, not believing that he was seeing the same man who had
fixed so many machines and so many relationships and so many businesses and concerns and even fixed a dead
woman. Sherman raised his tear-filled eyes to Douglas.
“I am the empty sea,” he said.
Douglas turned to see the night dotted with yellow-orange torches.
The two men ran, Douglas pushing Sherman, as he was now so engaged in sobbing that he had trouble keeping
his feet. They made it to the big bridge that crossed the bay and stopped in the middle, discovering that at either
end thousands of people waited.
“Fix us!” they shouted. “Fix us! Fix us!”
Sherman looked down at the peaceful water below. It was a long drop, which no one could hope to survive. He
looked at Douglas.
Douglas nodded.
The masses of people pressed in from either side.
Sherman stepped over the railing and stood on the brink, the toes of his shoes pushed well over the edge.
“Don’t!” they all screamed. “Fix us! Fix us!”
167.148 The Complaint\fn{by Judy Budnitz (1973- )} Atlanta, Fulton County, Georgia, U.S.A. (F) 5
“Thank you for holding. What is the nature of your complaint?”
“I’ve been waiting on the line here for forty-five minutes. What’s wrong with this department? I have half a
mind to lodge another complaint about lodging this complaint.”
“Go ahead.”
“Let me speak to your supervisor.”
“I am the supervisor.”
“Well, I … Let me speak to someone else. I don’t like your tone.”
“I don’t like yours either.”
“This is an emergency and you don’t seem to even care. The building behind mine—I can see it from my
window—it’s absolutely streaming with vermin. I can see them streaming in and out of there, in broad daylight,
bold as brass. It’s disgusting. The people living there don’t even seem to care. They practically hold the doors
open for them.”
“What’s the address?”
“I don’t know if it even has an address. It’s the alley behind my own building, 4027 M Street … I wouldn’t
even care—if people want to live like animals that’s their right—but I’m afraid they’re going to spread to our
building, and we can’t have that, we just can’t.”
“Alley behind M Street.”
“And there are children over there, it’s not clean for the children. If you’re an adult you can make the decision
about whether you want to live with rats or not, fine, but the children don’t get to choose.”
“Do you have documentation of the vermin? Photographs, or droppings?”
“Good God in heaven, am I supposed to go collect rat droppings before you people do anything?”
“According to the rulebook, yes.”
“I shouldn’t have to. Haven’t there been other complaints? I know there have been other complaints. We have
been calling and calling you people—”
“When we get the necessary quota of complaints, we’ll come and check it out.”
“And how many complaints is that?”
“We can’t tell you. Departmental policy. And don’t try calling back ten times a day. We’ll know it’s you.”
“I would never—”
“Or you can gather some droppings and bring them in. Remember, the bigger the droppings means the bigger
the rat that made them and the bigger the problem. So if you really want to prove this is an emergency, you might
want to dig around for the biggest ones you can find.”
“Well, I—”
“And we go by weight, not volume, so you might want to weigh them first. Looks can be deceptive.”
“I’m going to lodge a complaint as soon as I hang up the phone. I’m going to call the Office of Complaint right
now—”
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“Go ahead. They can’t fire me, and I can’t get demoted any lower than where I’m at right now.”
*
Rick hangs up the phone when he can't hold back his snickers any more. The new guy is gaping in open
amazement, Tamara rolling her eyes in disgust. Claude’s big lips want to smile, but he tries to freeze his face. It
isn’t funny, they all could get demoted. There is one department worse than theirs—the Office of Complaint. He’s
seen those guys in the cafeteria, so full of despair they can’t even bring themselves to complain about it. They’re
too low to steal the office supplies. The suicide rate puts a constant strain on personnel.
He looks at the plastic- bagged dead rat on his desk. It’s ten inches long, not including tail, with long yellow
teeth and toes the colour of human skin, and a surly, hateful expression in its gummy eyes. He needs to label the
bag and send it over to the lab for testing, but he’s forgotten what it needed to be tested for. He thinks keeping it
on his desk might help him remember.
“You know she’s going to call back. And when she does I’m going to give her hell. That was nothing.”
“You should give the new guy a try,” Tamara says. “You’re supposed to be training him.”
“Nuh-unh.” The new guy shakes his head vigorously. “It’s way more funnier when he does it.”
“M Street,” Tamara repeats, and glances over at Claude.
Claude moves the rat aside and takes a list out of his desk drawer. He adds a tick mark to the tally next to an
address. There are already several bundles of ticks marked off. A few more and they’ll have to go out there and
make a show of doing something.
*
The final call comes a few days later, just as they had settled into their chairs for the long night shift, with their
mugs of tea or coffee or cabbage soup. Claude, unable to decide, had all three on his blotter, their odours clouding
the air above his desk.
Again, a complaint about a building infested with vermin. There have been complaints upon complaints.
Marching in and out of the place in broad daylight, bold as brass. The neighbours fear it will spread. They’ll have
to go in, right away, and clear the place out.
“Right now?” says the new guy.
“Element of surprise,” says Rick.
“I know that place,” Tatnara says. “By the reservoir. It’s a dump. It ought to be wiped off the face of the earth.”
“I never noticed it,” says Claude.
“Well, you wouldn’t, would you?” Tamara says. “You don’t notice anything.”
They put on their gear, Claude helping the new guy with the clamps and snaps because he still can’t do
anything for himself, and Rick helping Tamara ball up her frizzy hair and stuff it down her collar, though she
shrugs off his hands as soon as he’s done, and they load the tanks of chemicals into the van and Claude gets Alice
out of her kennel. A messenger from headquarters bikes over with a master key. Rick drives and Tamara sits up
front with the map shouting the directions at him. Claude and the new guy sit in the back, keeping the tanks
upright, their breath fogging up the plastic panels in their hoods.
Alice straddles Claude’s left foot and leans her head between his knees, panting asthmatically. Both of her eyes
are more or less on the same side of her snout, though only one works. Her lips droop off her jaws like fraying
hems, baring black gums and occasional teeth like old hardened pieces of chewing gum. Her nose has an insideout aspect, pink and peeled and raw, and she always wheezes. Claude wonders if working around the chemicals
for all these years has made her face the way it is.
They keep turning around and doubling back, unable to find the street that leads to the place, the new guy
swaying and pantomiming carsickness in the windowless van, until eventually they discover there is no street,
only a dirt track that leads between dumpsters behind a complex of dark brown apartment buildings, over a rise
and down into a depression of mulchy earth that drags at the tyres of the van and carries in the tang of sewage and
feet and armpits when they slide back the doors.
“Aaaaah,” the new guy breathes deeply, his hood sucking up against his nostrils.
“How do people live like this?” Tamara mutters.
The building’s a big rectangular block, eight or ten storeys tall. Claude is used to sizing up buildings but can’t
say how many, exactly; it has sagged and warped, like Alice’s face, and the windows appear to have slid and
settled in unaccustomed places. It’s made of brick, brown brick that shines wet and soft like slabs of clay. Black
soot-stains frame the windows and long trails of rust hang from the vents poking from the walls. There are weird
structural bits—struts, girders—poking out that seem naked and vulnerable—you know you’re not supposed to be
seeing them—like bones working their way through the skin.
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“Who’s that?” says the new guy.
“Where?” says Claude.
“Nothing,” he says, waving off into the darkness. “Thought I saw someone.”
Claude sees it too, a flash of light-coloured shirt bobbing in the distance.
“It’s a free country,” Tamara says. “People can walk around.”
*
A jaunty verandah sticks out in front over the entrance. A waist-high chain-link fence encloses a patch of dirt
and playground equipment before the doors. Rick steps over the fence, nearly snagging the crotch of his jumpsuit,
and begins searching the front of the building.
“It’s around the back,” Tamara says, her hood rolled up level with her nose and smoke dribbling from her
mouth. She’d spotted the alarm box as soon as they drove up, but had held off mentioning it so she could get
through this one cigarette. It’s not like there’s a big rush. These people and their rats aren’t going anywhere.
Rick’s the one with the key that opens the box. He stomps around to the back, his booties flapping around his
ankles. A moment later, a feeble jangling begins. There’s no way that’s going to get them out, Claude thinks, but
almost immediately yellow squares of light blink on in the façade above them, here, there, then all of them, and
Claude can hear the familiar thump and bumble and murmur and blurt of people waking in a panic. Alice heaves
her big wheezing head forward, her throat clicking like a latch, and he wraps another loop of her leash around his
wrist.
A shadow darkens the door, and then it swings open and out steps an elderly woman with her hair full of
curling pins and her arms full of houseplants. She stops short when she sees them, then takes in their uniforms and
ID badges and with an offended air shuffles past them and settles herself on the nearest bench.
First they come out in ones and twos and threes, then in clumps, some running, jerky, panic-stricken, hair in
wild tufts. Some come walking, with bags and arms full of papers and trinkets and favourite clothes. An
immensely pregnant womap toddles out with a half-eaten hard-boiled egg in one hand and a jar of relish in the
other. Others clutch scraps of truncated activity—books, television remotes, beer cans, video-game consoles, a
torn foil square, a condom wrapper halfway breached, which a man holds delicately on his palm as if it's his last
one. Claude glances round but can’t tell for whom it’s intended.
Some come out half dressed, others fully dressed, and most have thought to put on their shoes. But there is one
woman in nothing but a thin nightgown that clings to her nipples. Everyone is looking at her. She keeps raising
her hands distractedly to her hair, bunching it up on the top of her head and then letting it fall, self-consciously
unselfconscious, making no effort to cover herself.
“She’s not wearing any underwear,” chants the smaller of the two boys in matching flannel pyjamas.
It’s the same thing Claude is thinking, but he starts to tell the boy to hush. Then he thinks it isn’t his place; it’s
a parent’s job to tell him to hush, so he waits, but no parent speaks and the words hang in the air, echoing
themselves: she’s not wearing any underwear.
“Bet you noticed that, didn’t you,” Tamara mutters in his ear.
“Slut. Guess she just forgot to get dressed before running outside in the freezing cold.”
They watch as a woman in an overcoat and slippers approaches with an afghan blanket in her arms. At first she
heads towards her nightgowned neighbour, the blanket proffered, but then she abruptly changes course and veers
towards the two boys, who now stand staring up at the building as if waiting for it to burst into flames. The elder
holds the upper arm of the younger in a way that appears gentle, but as if he might dig in his fingernails at any
moment. The smaller is tensed, as if waiting for a signal. The woman hesitates, then drapes the blanket around
both of their shoulders.
“There,” she says, “now you’re nice and warm.”
She waits, but the boys do not thank her or even look at her. Again Claude feels the urge to say something and
quashes it. Where are their parents? They have to be somewhere in the pen, milling about. The woman in the
overcoat sighs and turns away. As soon as she does the boys shrug off the blanket, leaving it in the dirt, and go to
stand next to a dented metal pony on a spring. Neither mount it; they put their hands on the worn metal, as if it is a
holy relic, and continue to watch the building.
Rick goes through the place first, unlocking all the apartment doors with the master key. You’d think people
fleeing in a hurry would leave them open, but no, most people have taken the time to lock their doors, as if there
were something precious inside. They divvy up the apartments by floors and split up, dragging hoses and nets and
wheeling the tanks behind them.
The first few apartments Claude inspects have the air of people who haven’t budged in years. He knows by the
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first whiff: floral dusting powder, doilies, family pictures, old furniture stained by decades of heads and elbows, a
bowl of fruit arranged just so in the centre of the kitchen table, but when you look closer there are ants crawling
on it. Glasses of water on bedside tables, some with teeth in them, cabinets stuffed with yellowing papers and bits
of this and that. People have an instinctive tendency to arrange their homes exactly the same way—Claude can
walk into any kitchen and know where the pots are, or the drawer full of coupons and dried-out ballpoint pens and
Scotch tape and kitchen detritus. He can walk into any bedroom and find the secret stash of softening candy bars,
the dirty magazine.
In one apartment he finds the rubber-banded wad of cash right where he thought it would be. He wants to take
just a few bills and put the rest back, but his rubber gloves stick to the rubber band and he can’t get it off so he
pockets the whole thing.
There are no signs of vermin-no droppings, no gnawed electrical cords, no holes, no smell. Not a one. It
doesn’t surprise him. He knew, as soon as he saw the kind of people who came streaming out the doors, that the
complaints were not really about vermin.
Most of the places are full of clutter and dust and old things, yet at the same time they have an air of
impermanence, as if they have been moved from another place, a more spacious place, and arranged here in a
hasty unsuccessful attempt to recreate it. A certain sparseness to the clutter, like a flea market at the end of the day
when the good things are gone and everything left has been fingered and shaken and put back down willy-nilly.
He sifts through an apartment that contains a jungle of houseplants and an elephantine upright piano covered in
carvings of scrolls and bulbous grapes and pineapples, with massive Roman columns supporting the keyboard apd
iron lamps mounted on either side of the music rack, which holds thick exercise books and a pointer like a radio
antenna. The wooden bench before it is worn and faded in the shape of two sets of buttocks, and there’s a dark
stain running from the centre of one set to the front edge, as if a nervous player, or many, had given vent to their
nervousness.
There is a constant fleeting movement in the corner of his vision that is making him uneasy. Not rats—he
knows a rat’s stutter and dash. This is more cat-like (a parrot? A ferret? Who knows what these people keep as
pets), or something else entirely. He checks the valve on the tank and makes sure it’s tightly closed. The chemicals
can do funny things to your head. Rick and Tamara have gotten him to huff it a few times, on slow nights, but
always in a controlled environment: the office, with the doors locked, the phones unplugged, and all papers and
stray bagged rats hidden in drawers. The first breath makes colour seep into the room from the floor upwards, and
then vibrations run through the air in warm bursts, like a subway train passing somewhere, and Tamara sits on
Rick’s lap, or his, her tense back gone bendy and her thighs heavy and cushiony against his (like bags of wet
cement, he remembers thinking once, as if this were a beautiful thing), and he runs a finger along her cool eyelids,
top and bottom, as if to soothe away the wrinkles there, and all is forgiven. They haven’t done it for a long time
now.
Up on the top floor of the building he checks an apartment that might belong to the two boys he noticed
outside. There are boy-toys scattered about in unlikely places—army men in the refrigerator, Lego under the
bookshelves. There’s a bedroom with small twin beds, a blanket tent, a burnt-out night light shaped like a stubby
rocket. An algae-scummed fish tank next to the TV.
The fridge door is covered with alphabet magnets spelling out POO and DAM and BUUGER, and a painting
of a brown creature with claws and fangs, with a dotted line connecting its chest to a gun held by a small smiling
boy-figure with glasses. And there is one photo, down at small child's eye level, of, yes, those two boys both
wedged on to a woman’s lap. Her plaid skirt has ridden up so you can see a knee and a bit of thigh. There is no fat
on that knee; it is not bony but not lardy either. Claude holds the picture close and still can’t see her face clearly,
but he can see that she has long hair.
He hears a steady low murmur of noise and pushes open the closed door to the second bedroom, half expecting
to find the woman lying in bed, her knee displayed invitingly. She’s not, but there are plenty of woman-leavings.
A cloying, hairspray-and-perfume odour clouds the air above a big, sloppy, pink-sheeted bed, and a vanity table,
and a bureau crowded with bottles and hair-clogged brushes. Brown hair? Red? Somehow it is hard to tell. A
small pink television sits on a slender ice-cream-shop chair talking buzzily to itself. Scarves and strings of beads
hang around the vanity mirror; glossy women’s magazines lie on and under the bedclothes. There is a red heartshaped cardboard box full of crumpled papers beside the bed. He slides his fingers in among the papers and
gropes around until he feels something solid. He works his hand under his hood and slips the thing into his mouth.
He feels the smooth chalkiness of stale chocolate. When he bites, a limp cherry slides down his throat like a dead
guppy. He thinks of the murky tank in the living room. But he reaches into the box for another.
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He looks at his feet, kicks at the clothes on the floor. He picks up a bra. It is delicate and lacy, with none of that
nasty padding; it’s pale pink, and rosette-trimmed, and enormous. He presses it under his hood and sniffs. It
smells like dusty carpet. He drops it and picks up another, this one silky and black and trimmed with red ribbons.
On this one, the cups are distinctly smaller than the first. He picks up a third—he isn’t sure what it is, at first,
because it has a front closure and looks strange splayed out on the floor like a snare waiting for an unsuspecting
foot—and this one is floral-patterned and the largest of them all. How many women live here?
He wonders if there is a husband, a man of the house. There are no signs of one in this pink, cloying room with
ridiculously high-heeled shoes littering the carpet and windowsills, and the open box of tampons by the bed (By
the bed? Don’t women keep those things in the bathroom?).
He goes into the bathroom and finds face powder spilled in the sink, filmy stockings hanging in the shower to
dry. He puts out his hand to let the stuff slither over his glove, and he notices the stockings are the kind you see in
magazines, separate legs that require straps and snaps and a garter belt. He checks the medicine cabinet for razors,
men’s deodorant, anything smacking of maleness, and finds nothing. The drains are clogged with long sodden
hairs. Something swells in his chest, an anxious, buoyant sort of hopefulness.
He stands in the living room, raring to go, longing to stay. The pink room beckons him. There’s something off
about it all, theatrical, sweet edging towards rancid—the room of someone who wants to be, and is no longer, or
possibly never was, a quintessential teenage girl. He’ll take just one thing, a memento, a bra, panties, to puzzle
over later, at home. He dashes into the bedroom, snatches something off the floor and hustles out, his tank
banging behind him.
The thing in his hand is soft and spongy. In the elevator he looks down and sees that it is a boy's athletic sock,
thick and white with three green stripes. He sniffs it. The boys are young enough to still have that sweaty-puppy
smell that he knows from his nephews, rather than a teenager’s sour funk. He puts it in his inner pocket with the
wad of money.
Downstairs he finds the other three (and Alice) inspecting every inch of the lobby with unusual diligence. He
brushes past them, pushes through the front doors and eagerly pulls off his hood to breathe the night air. Outside
the residents are standing in resigned clusters, or pacing in circles, or draped half asleep over the playground
equipment. But the minute they take in his expression, and his empty collection bag, their faces change. He can
see it happen, the accusatory tightening of eyes and lips rippling through the crowd. His own face feels clammy
and numb, a moist slab. He looks for the two boys and sees the smaller brother shiver dramatically and the older
one put an arm around his shoulders. Nearby adults cluck in a maternal chorus. There’s a general pressing forward
of bodies.
Claude backs up a step and waits for the others. He’ll let Tamara or Rick handle this. Maybe Rick’s big mouth
can keep the residents at bay, at least long enough for them to get back to the van.
*HAWAII*
163.14 Excerpt from A Brief History of the Hawaiian People\fn{by William De Witt Alexander (1833-1913)}
Honolulu, Honolulu County, Oahu Island, Hawaii, U.S.A. (M) 22
… The first two hundred and fifty years after the departure of Laa-mai-kahiki\fn{ The last of the great Polynesian
voyagers from the Southern Pacific, who returned from a visit to his foster-father on Kauai to his home in Tahiti about 800AD. } appears
to have been a period of comparative peace and prosperity, during which few inter-island wars took place, and
each island kingdom seems generally to have attended to its own affairs. It was during this period that extensive
works of irrigation, etc., were executed, and the population multiplied under such wise chiefs as Manokalanipo of
Kauai, Mailekukahi of Oahu, and Liloa of Hawaii.\fn{ The Hawaiian Islands of today stretch in a gentle arc some 1,600 miles
west-northwest from Hawaii in the East, the largest of the islands, to tiny Kure in the Northwest, almost on the International Date Line. By
far the most important of them, however, lie within the first 400 miles of the chain, and consist of four closely associated groups, each of
which is separated by a narrow channel. In order from East to West, they are: ( 1) Hawaii Island, separated by the Alenuihaha Channel from
(2) Maui, Molokai, Lanai and Kahoolawe Islands, separated by the Kaiwai Channel from (3) Oahu Island (on which is located the present
Hawaiian capital, Honolulu, and perhaps two thirds of the entire population), separted by the Kauai Channel from ( 4) Kauai, Niihau and
Kaula Islands. West-northwest of these nine islands, and approximately equadistant from one another, Nihoa Island, Necker Island, the
French Frigate Shoals, the Gardner Pinnacles, Maro Reef, Laysan Island, Lisianski Island, Pearl and Hermes Reef, and Kure Island stretch
out for some 1,200 additional miles. Together the chain of islands occupy some 6,450 square miles inhabited in 2000AD by approximately
1,200,000 people, almost all of whom inhabit the first four island groups, which themselves comprise all but about 1% of the entire land
area of the State. Two years before their annexation in 1898, a census was conducted, and the entire population of the Hawaiian Islands was
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discovered to be about 110,000 people.
When Alexander refers to “Hawaii” he is invariably referring to Hawaii Island, the first and by far the largest of the Hawaiian Islands,
and not the group as such; and his entire discussion involves the politics between the four primary island groups mentioned above. This
excerpt from his book discusses the modern history of Hawaii, Maui/Molokai/Lanai/Kahoolawe, Oahu, and Kauai/Niihau/Kaula, from
about 1300 to May 8, 1819, the death of Kamehameha I, founder of the first native dynasty to unify all four island groups under a single
central government.
It should also be noted that in Alexander has neglected to footnote several of his eyewitness quotations; on the other hand, there is no
reason to suppose that this has been done in order to conceal any falsification, but simply from personal inconsistency. }

*
About the end of the thirteenth century, however, it is said that Kalaunuiohua, a warlike and ambitious
Moi\fn{The head chief of an island .} of Hawaii, undertook to subdue the whole group. He collected a fleet and an
army and invaded Maui, where he defeated and captured the leading chief of that island. Elated by this success, he
proceeded first to Molokai, where he was again victorious, and then to Oahu, where he defeated and captured the
chief of Ewa and Waianae.
With the three captive chiefs in his train, he set sail for Kauai, and landed near Koloa, where he was met by
Kukona at the head of the warriors of Kauai, and totally defeated, his fleet being taken and his army destroyed. In
fact, the island of Kauai\fn{ With Niihau Island, the westernmost of the four major island groupings .} appears to have ever
afterward maintained its independence until the nineteenth century.\fn{ It was about this time that a vessel called Mamala in
the tradition arrived at Kahului, Maui. The captain and crew are said to have been foreigners of light complexion, with bright eyes, who
intermarried with the natives and became progenitors of a light-colored stock. As there were no Europeans in the Pacific Ocean in the
thirteenth century, it has been suggested that these foreigners were the crew of a Japanese junk, which had been driven out of its course by a
typhoon and found its way to the Hawaiian Islands (of which at least two examples were recorded during the early 19 th century.}

*
About a century later three high-chiefs of Hawaii, together with Luukoa, a Maui chief, invaded Oahu, landing
at the Ewa lagoon. Marching inland, they were defeated by Mailekukahi at the Kipapa ravine, which is said to
have received that name from its having been paved, kipapa, with the corpses of the slain.
Of this last period, extending from about 1400 A.D. to the conquest of the group by Kamehameha I, Judge
Fornander\fn{Polynesian Race, no date of publication given.} has justly said:
“It was an era of strife, dynastic ambitions, internal and external wars on each island, with all their deteriorating
consequences of anarchy, depopulation, social and intellectual degradation, loss of liberty, loss of knowledge, loss of
arts.”

Wars became more frequent and more cruel, while the common people became more and more degraded and
oppressed, and were probably decreasing in numbers here as well as in Tahiti before the end of the eighteenth
century.
*
The most famous chief during this period was Umi, who reigned over the island of Hawaii about 1600 A.D. He
was the son of Liloa, a celebrated king of Hawaii, and Akahiakuleana, a woman of low rank, who lived in East
Hamakua.\fn{In which the island capital, Waipio, was located. In 1887, Hawaii Island was organized into eight local governments:
North Rohala, South Rohala, North Kona, South Kona, Hamakua, Kau, Hilo, and Puna. } Umi was brought up in ignorance of his
rank until he was about sixteen years old. His mother then revealed to him the secret, and invested him with the
red malo, the yellow-feather wreath, and the whale’s-tooth ornament, which Liloa had left with her as pledges and
tokens of her son’s royal birth.
With these credentials he went to Waipio, boldly entered the tabu inclosure, and in spite of warning shouts and
cries of death forced his way into the presence of the aged king.
“Who art thou?” said Liloa.
“I am Umi, thy son,” replied the young man, displaying the tokens which his mother had given him.
Liloa recognized them at once, and publicly acknowledged him as his son, second only to Hakau, his heir. Umi
excelled in all manly exercises, and soon became popular with all classes.
Hakau, on his accession to the throne, proved to be a cruel, rapacious, and treacherous tyrant. He deposed and
outraged the old counselors of his father, two of whom took refuge with Umi, who had retired to
Laupahoehoe.\fn{On the coast of Hilo district.} By their advice Umi suddenly marched to Waipio\fn{ About 50 miles up
the coast from Laupahoehoe.} at the head of a large force, slew the tyrant, and was proclaimed Moi of Hawaii amid
general rejoicing.
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His reign was a long and prosperous one. He removed his court from Waipio to the Kona district,\fn{ On the other
which has ever since been the favorite residence of Hawaiian kings. He
built a remarkable temple on the tableland between Mauna Loa and Hualalai, now known as Ahua-a-Umi, which
he is said to have occupied as his headquarters. Around this heiau\fn{Temple.} he caused six pyramids of stone
fifteen or twenty feet high to be erected—one by each district of the island, besides one for himself.
To strengthen his position he married Piikea, the daughter of Piilani, king of Maui, who sent a large fleet of
double canoes to escort her to Hawaii, as became her rank. Soon afterward Piilani died, and was succeeded by his
eldest son Lono-a-pii, a surly and avaricious chief, who soon drove his younger brother to seek refuge with Umi
at Waipio.\fn{This is apparently before the court was moved to the Kona district: H }
Their sister Piikea persuaded Umi to espouse the cause of the exiled chief Kiha-a-Piilani. Accordingly he
collected the best warriors from every district of Hawaii, and an immense fleet of war canoes, with which he
crossed the channel to Hana, Maui.\fn{ Maui in 1887 was divided into four local governments: Waimea, Hanalei, Kawaihau, and
Lihue & Koloa.} He first besieged and took a fort on the top of the hill called Kauwiki, which was considered almost
impregnable in those days, and then proceeded to Waihee, where he defeated and killed Lono-a-pii. Kiha-aPiilani, who thus succeeded his brother in the government of Maui, was an able and prosperous chief, and
deserves to be remembered for the paved road which he caused to be made around East Maui, the remains of
which are still to be seen.
*
Umi was succeeded by his eldest son Kealiiokaloa, who was succeeded in turn by his youngest brother Keawenui-a-umi. During the reign of the former, a foreign vessel was wrecked at Keei, in South Kona, Hawaii. The
tradition relates that only the captain and his sister reached the shore in safety, and that they knelt down on the
beach, remaining a long time in that posture, whence the place was called Kulou, as it is at this day.
Unlike the Fijians, the people received them kindly and set food before them. The strangers intermarried with
the natives, and became the progenitors of certain well-known families of chiefs, such as that of Kaikioewa,
former governor of Kauai
In reckoning by generations, and allowing thirty years on an average to a generation, we find that Kealiiokaloa
was born about 1500AD, and probably came to the throne about 1525-30AD. Now we learn from Spanish
historians that Cortez, the conqueror of Mexico, fitted out several exploring expeditions on the western coast
about this time. The first squadron, consisting of three vessels, commanded by Alvarado de Saavedra, sailed from
Zacatula for the Moluccas or Spice Islands, October 31, 1527. These ships sailed in company, but when they were
a thousand leagues from port they were scattered by a severe storm. The two smaller vessels were never heard
from, but Saavedra pursued the voyage alone in the Florida to the Moluccas, touching at the Ladrone Islands on
the way. No white people except the Spaniards were navigating the Pacific Ocean at that early period, and it
seems to be certain that the foreign vessel which was wrecked about this time on the Kona coast must have been
one of Saavedra’s missing ships.\fn{ Driven there by a gale from the southwest, which would have driven the vessel directly toward
Hawaii.} There is also little doubt that these islands were discovered by the Spanish navigator Juan Gaetano, in the
year 1555.\fn{A note reads: He had previously crossed the Pacific Ocean as pilot for Ruy Lupez de Villalobo in 1542, on which voyage
side of the island from Waipio and Laupahoehoe. }

they discovered the Caroline Islands (Isla del Rey). The account of his second voyage has never been published, but there is an ancient
manuscript chart in the Spanish archives on which a group of islands is laid down in the same latitude as the Hawaiian Islands, but over
ten degrees of longitude too far east, with a note stating the name of the discoverer and the date of the discovery .} The southernmost

and largest island was tamed La Mesa, “the table,” which points to Hawaii, with its high tableland. North of it was
La Desgraciada, “the unfortunate,” or Maui, and three small islands called Los Monjes, “the monks,” which were
probably Kahoolawe, Lanai, and Molokai.
*
In June, 1743, the British ship of war Centurion, under Lord Anson, after a bloody engagement captured the
Spanish galleon from Acapulco near the Philippine Islands, on her way to Manila. A manuscript chart was found
on board, containing all the discoveries which had been made in the navigation between Mexico and the
Philippine Islands. In this chart the above-mentioned group of islands is laid down in the same position as in the
old chart in the Spanish archives.\fn{ Aforementioned.} A copy of it is to be seen in the account of Lord Anson’s
voyage which was published in London in 1748.
These islands did not lie in the track of the Spanish galleons, for on leaving Acapulco they steered
southwesterly so as to pass far to the south of them, and on their return voyage they sailed northward till they
reached thirty degrees of latitude, and then ran before the westerly winds till they approached the coast of North
America. This was fortunate for the Hawaiians, who thus escaped the sad fate of the natives of the Ladrone or
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Marianne Islands.
The error in longitude need not surprise us when we consider that chronometers were not yet invented, and that
Spanish navigators depended entirely on “dead reckoning” for their longitude.
*
Keawe-nui-a-umi was succeeded by his son Lono-I-ka-makahiki, who instituted the games which were
celebrated during the makahiki festival. The rest of the history of this period is taken up with traditions of frequent
and bloody wars, especially between the kings of Hawaii and Maui for the possession of the district of Hana. The
warlike kings of Oahu also repeatedly invaded Molokai, for which they contended with the chiefs of the
Windward Islands.
*
It was during one of these inter-island wars that Kamehameha I was born, on a stormy November night in the
year 1736, at Halawa, in Kohala, Hawaii
*
At that time Alapainui, who had made himself Moi of Hawaii by force of arms, was collecting a fleet and army
from all the districts of the island for the invasion of Maui. He took with him two young princes, viz., Keoua, the
father of Kamehameha I, and his half-brother Kalaniopuu, who afterward became king.
On his arrival in Kaupo, Maui, he learned that his adversary Kekaulike, king of Maui, had just died; that his
bones had been deposited in the cave at the head of the Iao Valley; and that his own nephew, Kamehamehanui,
had succeeded him as king of Maui. Accordingly he made peace with the young king, and joined his forces with
those of Maui for the relief of Molokai.
*
The king of Oahu\fn{In 1887, Oahu was divided into five government districts: Koolauloas, Waialua, Ewa & Waianae,
Koolaupoko, and Honolulu.} had invaded that island, and was ravaging it without mercy, having driven its chiefs to
take refuge in their mountain fastnesses. Obstinate and bloody battles, which lasted several days, were fought in
the vicinity of Kawela.\fn{A note reads: To this day the sands of Kawela are full of half-buried human bones and skulls, which bear
witness to the ferocity of the struggle.} At last the Oahu army was completely routed, and their king, Kapiio-hokalani,
slain on the field. Alapai then invaded Oahu, but without success, and returned to Hawaii.
In the following year (about 1788) he again landed on Maui with a large army, for those days, to support the
cause of his young nephew against his half-brother Kauhi, who had usurped the sovereignty. On the other side,
Kauhi was aided by Peleio-holani, king of Oahu. There was desperate fighting for two days, north of Lahaina,
during which the pretender Kauhi was taken prisoner and put to death.
The kings of Hawaii and Oahu then met and made a treaty of peace, by which Kamehamehanui was
recognized as Moi of Maui, after which they returned to their respective islands, Molokai being left to the king of
Oahu.
*
At the death of Alapainui, about 1754, a bloody civil war followed, as usual, the result of which was that
Alapai’s son Keaweopala was killed, and Kalaniopuu, descended from the old dynasty, became king of Hawaii.
He was a restless and warlike chief, and signalized his reign by bloody wars with the kings of Maui for the
possession of the eastern districts of that island. Although often defeated, he managed to hold the famous fort of
Kauiki in Hana for more than twenty years. It was retaken at last by Kahekili, brother of Kamehamehanui, by
cutting off the water supply of the garrison, who were forced to surrender at discretion. They were put to death
without mercy, and their bodies baked in ovens by way of insult.\fn{ For having surrendered without a fight. It was not only
the Japanese who treated as cowards those who surrendered a hopeless position without fighting. }
A few years before this, in 1775, Kalaniopuu, on invading the district of Kaupo, had been routed and driven
back to his canoes. He returned to Hawaii and spent a whole year in collecting and organizing an army, which was
divided into nine brigades, each known by an individual name.
But Kahekili had not been idle, and had received reinforcements from Oahu. Landing at Maalaea Bay,
Kalaniopuu sent his favorite regiment, called the Alapa, comprising the flower of his army, in advance. It was
attacked in flank among the sand hills near Wailuku, and hardly a man escaped to tell the tale.
The next day he advanced again with his whole force, but was completely defeated and driven back to
Maalaea. He then sent his son Kiwalao to humbly sue for peace, which was granted, but did not last very long, as
he soon renewed his cruel raids on the people of Maui and Lanai.
*
The young prince Kamehameha I distinguished himself in these campaigns as a brave and skillful warrior.
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*
The war was still going on in the district of Koolau, Maui, when Captain Cook discovered these islands. The
discovery of these islands by Captain James Cook was the turning-point in their history. It brought them into
connection with the rest of the world, and ushered in a new era of unexampled progress.
The great navigator had already made two voyages of discovery around the globe, and was then making a third
voyage to find, if possible, a northern passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean. On the 8 th of December,
1777, with his two armed ships, the Resolution and the Discovery, he sailed from Bolabola, one of the Society
Islands, for the northwest coast of America. Sailing nearly due north, on Sunday morning, the 18 th of January,
1778, he discovered the island of Oahu, bearing northeast by east, and soon after saw the island of Kauai directly
ahead. The next morning, the 19th, he stood for Kauai, and soon made out a third island, Niihau, bearing northwest.
As he approached the southeastern side of Kauai a party of native fishermen came alongside, and bartered fish
and vegetables for nails and bits of iron, but they were afraid to venture on board. He was agreeably surprised to
find that they spoke a language differing but little from that of the Society Islands. As the ships proceeded slowly
along the leeward side of the island there was great excitement on land, the people crowding to the shore, and
collecting on the heights to view the novel sight.
After standing off and on during the night, Captain Cook again approached the land on the morning of the 20 th,
and met several canoes filled with people, some of whom took courage and came on board. Three armed boats
were then sent under command of Lieutenant Williamson to look for a watering-place. About noon he returned
and reported that he had found a good watering-place, but that on attempting to land in another place,
the natives had pressed so thick upon him, trying to take away the oars, muskets, and everything else they could lay
hold of, that he was obliged to fire, by which one man was killed.

The ships soon afterward anchored in Waimea Bay, and between three and four o’clock PM Captain Cook
went ashore with three armed boats and twelve marines. The moment he leaped ashore, the natives all fell flat
upon their faces, and remained so until he had made signs to them to rise. They then brought a great many pigs,
which they offered to him with plantain trees, while a long prayer was recited by a priest. Captain Cook gave
them presents in return for theirs.
The next morning trading was commenced for hogs, fowls, and vegetables in exchange for nails and pieces of
iron,\fn{A note reads: They were amazed and delighted to see so much iron, which was to them a precious metal.} and the natives
willingly assisted in filling and rolling the water-casks. Several feather cloaks and helmets were offered for sale,
besides great numbers of skins of red birds, the iwipolena. Meanwhile Captain Cook, accompanied by the surgeon
and the artist of the expedition, and a numerous train of natives, took a walk up the valley, and visited a heiau, of
which he gives a description and a drawing.
On the 22nd a southerly storm with rain set in; and the next day, as Captain Cook endeavored to change his
anchorage, his ship was driven out to sea. Being unable to regain the Waimea roadstead, he ran down to Niihau,
and after cruising around for several days anchored off the west coast of that island on the 29 th.
After he had left Kauai, a young chief of high rank, together with his wife, came off in a double canoe to visit
Captain Clerke of the Discovery, and exchanged presents with him.
The two ships remained off Niihau, collecting water and provisions till February 1 st, 1778, when they landed
three goats, a boar, and a sow pig of English breed. They also brought on shore seeds of melons, pumpkins, and
onions.
On account of the stormy weather and high surf, Lieutenant Gore and twenty men had been detained on shore
for two nights, where they were hospitably treated by the natives. The next day, February 2 nd, both the ships sailed
to the northward in prosecution of their voyage. They left behind them diseases, unknown before, which spread
through the group, causing misery and death to the people.
*
The Hawaiians were left in a state of the utmost wonder and perplexity in regard to the character of their
strange visitors.\fn{A note reads: The majority or them looked upon Capt.Cook as an incarnation of their god Lono, who, as they
supposed, had now returned in fulfillment of an ancient prophecy, and upon his crew as supernatural beings. Others pronounced them to be
foreigners, haoles, from Kahiki or other mysterious lands to the south. } Messengers were sent to Oahu and Maui to inform the

chiefs there of the arrival of these wonderful beings. The messengers said:
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The men are white; their skin is loose and folding; their heads are angular; fire and smoke issue from their mouths;
they have openings in the sides of their bodies into which they thrust their hands, and draw out iron, beads, nails, and
other treasures; and their speech is unintelligible. This is the way they speak: a hikapalale, hikapalale, hioluai, oalaki,
walawalaki, poha, etc.

*
Having explored the coast of Alaska, Bering’s Straits, and the Arctic Ocean until he was stopped by the ice
fields, Captain Cook returned to spend the winter in the sunny isles which he had discovered at the beginning of
the year. He arrived off the northeast coast of Maui on the 26 th of November, and beat to windward around the east
end of the island.
*
Kalaniopuu, the aged king of Hawaii, was then at Wailua in Koolau, engaged in war with Kahekili. Attended
by several of his chiefs, he visited the ships, and his nephew, Kamehameha, spent the night on board of the
Resolution, returning in his double canoe in the morning.
*
Captain Cook then approached Kukuipaliu in Kohala, where he lay off and on for a time, trading for
provisions. When the natives saw the sailors smoking and eating watermelons, they exclaimed:
Gods indeed! They eat the flesh of men, and the fire burns in their mouths!

Captain Cook spent the month of December beating around the eastern and southern sides of Hawaii, and
finally anchored in Kealakekua Bay January 17th, 1779. Immense crowds of people collected there from the rest of
the island, and the bay presented an extraordinary sight. During the king’s absence the chiefs Palea and Kanaina
kept order among the people.
*
An aged priest named Koa came on board with them, and saluted Captain Cook with the utmost veneration. He
then threw a piece of red kapa\fn{A cloth as fine as muslin and made from the bark of the paper-mulberry tree; nothing like a loom
was known in Polynesia.} over his shoulders, and stepping back made an offering of a pig, while he recited a long
prayer. The same afternoon Captain Cook, with two of his officers, accompanied the priest on shore, where the
people retired or prosrated themselves at his approach. On landing he was conducted to the heiau of Lono, near a
pond north of the village of Napoopoo, where various ceremonies took place, the object of which was to solemnly
acknowledge and install Captain Cook as an incarnation of the god Lono.
He was first stationed in front of the sacred images, where he was robed with red kapa, and long prayers were
addressed to him by two priests, while a dead hog was offered to him. Similar ceremonies were repeated on other
parts of the heiau, after which he was anointed with the chewed kernel of a cocoanut wrapped in a cloth, and
regaled with awa,\fn{Kava, a stupefying, narcotic drink.} baked pork, etc.
A few days later, when he visited the priests’ residence at Napoopoo, they conducted him to the Hale of Lono,
or house of Lono, where he was worshiped with nearly the same ceremonies as before. Whenever he went on
shore one of the priests accompanied him with a wand in his hand, ordering all people to prostrate themselves,
and sacrifices were offered to him.
A site for an observatory was selected near the heiau, where tents were set up and instruments erected, and the
priests effectually tabued the place by setting up white rods around it. The party on shore received from the priests
every day a liberal supply of hogs and vegetables, while several canoe-loads of provisions were daily sent to the
ships, for which no return was ever made or asked.
*
On the 24th Kalaniopuu arrived from Maui, and a strict tabu was immediately put upon the bay, no canoes
being allowed to leave the shore.
On the 26th the king made a grand ceremonial visit to the ships, with three large canoes, attended by chiefs
wearing their feather cloaks and helmets, and armed with spears and daggers; and by priests bearing gigantic idols
of wicker-work, covered with red feathers, with eyes made of mother-of-pearl and mouths set with double rows of
sharks’ teeth.
After paddling around the ships, chanting prayers or hymns, they went toward the observatory, where Captain
Cook landed to receive them. On entering the tent the king placed his own magnificent feather cloak upon Captain
Cook’s shoulders, and a feather helmet on his head, and laid five or six other beautiful cloaks at his feet. He also
presented him with a number of large hogs and a large quantity of cocoanuts and breadfruit, after which the
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priests made offerings and prayers to their supposed patron divinity.
In return Captain Cook took the royal party on board of the Resolution, and presented the king with a linen
shirt and a cutlass. The English officers were afterward feasted on shore, and.entertained with boxing and
wrestling matches. On his part, Captain Cook gave an exhibition of fireworks, which the natives took for flying
spirits.
*
After the first ten days, the natives began to tire of their guests, and to show them less respect. Their violations
of tabu and their abandoned conduct were such as to disgust even heathens, while the lavish contributions levied
upon the people for their support began to be felt as a heavy burden..
On the 2nd of February Captain Cook, being in want of fuel, concluded to take the fence around his heiau, and
offered the priests first two and then three hatchets for it, which they declined to accept. His men, however,
carried off not only the railing of the temple but even the twelve idols within it, upon which the chief priest
meekly requested that at least the central image should be restored.
About this time an affray took place between the natives and a party from the Resolution, who had been sent to
bring off the rudder. Quarrels in trade and thefts became more and more common.
On the 3rd of February, the day previous to the departure of the ships, Kalaniopuu presented Captain Cook with
an immense quantity of vegetables, a large herd of swine, and an extensive collection of kapas and red and yellow
feathers. Captain King says:
We were astonished at the value and magnitude of this present, which far surpassed anything of the kind we had
seen at either the Friendly or Society Islands.

They finally sailed February 4 th, but the joy of the people over their departure was unfortunately to be of short
duration.
*
Captain Cook’s intention was to survey the Leeward Islands, and to lay in a supply of water before sailing for
the Arctic. But off Kawaihae the ships encountered a violent gale, in which the Resolution sprang her foremast. It
was therefore decided to put back to Kealakekua Bay, in order to repair it on shore. They arrived at their old
anchorage on the morning of Thursday, February 11 th.
An ominous silence everywhere prevailed, and not a canoe was to be seen.

A boat which had been sent ashore brought back word that Kalaniopuu was absent, and had left the bay under
tabu. Toward night a few canoes came off with provisions, but the behavior of the natives plainly showed that
their former friendship was at an end. Almost the only articles in demand were iron daggers, which Captain Cook
had ordered to be made for barter.
The next day (Friday) the damaged masts and sails and the astronomical instruments were landed at the former
camp, and the friendly priests tabued the place as before.
*
On Saturday afternoon, matters rapidly went from bad to worse. At length some of Palea’s retainers stole a pair
of tongs and a chisel from the armorer of the Discovery, leaped into their canoe, and paddled with all haste to the
shore. Several muskets were fired after them in vain, and a boat was sent in chase.
Palea, who was on board, offered to recover the stolen articles, and followed in another canoe. The thieves
reached the shore first, beached their canoe, and fled inland. Mr. Edgar, the officer of the boat, undertook to seize
this canoe, which belonged to Palea, who refused to give it up, protesting his innocence of the theft. A scuffle
ensued between them, in which Edgar was worsted, when a sailor knocked Palea down by a heavy blow on the
head with an oar. Upon this the whole crowd of natives looking on immediately attacked the unarmed seamen
with stones, and forced them to swim off to a rock at some distance. Palea, however, soon recovered from the
blow, dispersed the mob, called back the sailors, and restored the missing articles as far as he could.
The following night the large cutter of the Discovery was stolen by Palea’s people, taken two miles north, and
broken up for the sake of the iron in it. Captain Cook then determined to bring the king on board of the Resolution
and to keep him a prisoner until the stolen boat should be returned—a plan which he had tried more than once
with success in the South Seas.
Accordingly, on Sunday morning, the 14th, he landed with a lieutenant and nine marines, proceeded to
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Kalaniopuu’s house, and invited him to come on board and spend the day with him. At the same time a blockade
was placed upon the bay, three boats, well armed and manned, being stationed at equal distances across the
entrance to cut off any communication by water.
While Captain Cook was trying to decoy the aged king on board, a canoe came from Keei wjth two highchiefs, viz., Kekuhaupio, a famous warrjor, and Kalimu, Palea’s brother, who knew nothing of the blockade. They
were fired upon from the boats, and Kalimu was killed, upon which Kekuhaupio made all haste with the sad news
to the king, who was on his way to the shore.
An immense crowd had collected, many of whom now armed themselves with spears and daggers. The leading
chiefs held the old man back, and refused to let him go any farther. One warrior approached Captain Cook with a
dagger, saying that the foreigners had killed his brother, and he would be revenged. Captain Cook fired at him, but
without effect, and ordered Lieutenant Phillips to withdraw the marines to the shore. The instant they began to
retreat he was hit by a stone, and perceiving the man who had thrown it, shot him dead.
The marines and the people in the boats then opened fire, upon which the chiefs rushed in before they had time
to reload, and killed four of the marines. The rest escaped by swimming to the boats.
Meanwhile Captain Cook turned for a moment, and waved his hat to the men in the boats to cease firing and
pull in, when a chief from behind stabbed him in the back with an iron dagger, which passed quite through his
body. The captain fell forward with his face into the water and expired. Lieutenant Phillips then drew his sword,
and engaging the chief whom he saw kill Captain Cook, soon dispatched him, after which he swam off to the
boats.
Lieutenant Gore, of the Resolution, perceiving with his glass what was going on, fired several round shot into
the middle of the crowd, and both the thunder of the cannon and the effect of the shot caused a sudden retreat
from the shore to the hills. Seventeen natives, five of whom were chiefs, including Kanaina, were killed in this
affray.
*
There is reason to believe that Kamehameha took an active part in it.
*
The camp on the other side of the bay was also attacked, but the guards took their station on the heiau, and
kept the natives at bay until they were reinforced from the ships.
*
About noon the Resolution’s foremast, with the tents, sails, and astronomical instruments, was safely brought
on board. Afterwards, Lieutenant King was sent to demand the bodies of Captain Cook and the marines. The body
of Captain Cook, however, was carried to a small heiau above the pali or precipice, where the regular funeral rites
were performed that night; the flesh was removed from the bones and burned, and the bones were tied up with red
feathers and deified.\fn{A note reads: Part of the bones were kept in the temple of Lono, on the east side of Hawaii, and worshiped by
the people until 1819, when they were concealed in some secret place.}
On Monday night two friendly priests secretly brought off part of Captain Cook’s body, which had been
allotted to Kau, the head-priest of Lono. On Wednesday a watering party from the ships was attacked by the
natives and another fight took place, in which six natives were killed, and deplorable acts of cruelty were
perpetrated by the sailors. The Discovery fired round and grape shot into the village of Napoopoo, and a cocoanuttree was lately standing near the landing place, with a hole through it made by one of the cannon-balls fired on
this occasion. The sailors set fire to the village, and the houses of the friendly priests, with all their effects, were
consumed.
On Thursday a high-chief, Eappo, was sent by Kalaniopuu to sue for peace, and on Saturday he delivered up
part of the bones of Captain Cook. A tabu was laid upon the bay, and on Sunday, the 22 nd, the remains of the late
commander were committed to the deep with military honors.
The ships finally sailed on the 23rd, passing to the leeward of Lanai and along the windward side of Oahu.
They anchored one day off Aialau, and then proceeded to their former station at Waimea, Kauai. Here they
procured a supply of water, not without annoyance from the natives, and called at Niihau for yams, finally leaving
the group for Kamehatka and the Arctic Ocean on the 25 th of February, 1779.
*
Such was the impression made on the civilized world by the tragic death of Captain Cook, that no foreign
vessel touched at the islands for over seven years. During this period Hawaii was rent into three independent petty
kingdoms, while all the other islands were brought under the sway of Kahekili and his brother Kaeo.
*
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The dissensions which led to the breaking up of the kingdom of Kalaniopuu seem to have begun before the
close of his reign. About the year 1780 he held a great council of the highest chiefs of Hawaii in the valley of
Waipio to settle the succession, at which Kauikeaouli Kiwalao, his son by the tabu Maui princess Kalola, sister of
Kahekili, was proclaimed heir to the throne, or to the title of Moi. The second place in the kingdom was awarded
to his nephew Kamehameha, together with the charge of the ancestral war-god Kukailimoku, and of his
heiaus.\fn{A note reads: Some months later, as Kiwalao was about to offer up the corpse of Tmakakoloa, a rebel chief, to this war god,
Kamehameha interfered and performed the ceremony himself. This bold assertion of his prerogative excited such hostile feeling that the
old king advised him to leave the court in Kau, and retire to his hereditary estates. Accordingly he returned to Kohala, where he spent more
than two years in quietly cultivating and improving his lands, building canoes, and fishing. Several of his public works are still to be seen,
such as a tunnel by which a watercourse is carried through a ridge in Niulii, besides a canoe-landing in Halaula, a fish pond, etc. He was
at this time forty-five years of age.}

*
Kalaniopuu died at Wai-o-Ahukini, near the south point of Kau, in the spring of 1782. After the period of
mourning had expired, about the month of July, Kiwalao, with his half-brother, Keoua Kuahuula, his uncle,
Keawe-mauhili, and other chiefs, prepared to bring the bones of his father to be deposited in the famous Hale o
Keawe in Honaunau, South Kona.
It had long been the custom after the death of a Moi to redistribute the lands of the island in a grand council of
chiefs, a custom which had often led to civil war. Kalaniopuu and Alapai had each gained the throne by successful
rebellion.
At this time the western side of Hawaii (Kona) was held by four powerful chieftains, who were closely allied.
These were the twin brothers Kameeiamoku and Kama-nawa, their half-brother Keeaumoku, and Keawe-a-heulu.
In view of the weak and irresolute character of the young king, the grasping and overbearing disposition of his
uncle, and the fiery ambition of his brother Keoua, they had good reason to be alarmed for the security of their
possessions.
Accordingly they sent Kekuhaupio of Keei, the greatest warrior of his time, to persuade Kamehameha to
leave his retirement and put himself at their head. Convinced by his arguments, Kamehameha quickly assembled
his retainers, and accompanied him back to Kaawaloa.
Meanwhile Kiwalao had sailed for Honaunau in his double canoe, with the remains of the late king lying in
state on another double canoe, attended by a large number of chiefs and armed warriors. Each party distrusted the
other, but neither wished to go to war. The conflict was brought on at length by the mad rashness of Keoua.
On arriving at Honaunau, the young king crossed the bay and called on Kamehameha, who received him with
all due respect and courtesy. After the usual wailing was over, Kiwalao frankly said,
“Where are you? It is possible that we two may die. Here is our aged uncle pushing us on to war. Perhaps you
and I only may be slain. Alas for us two!”
On the next day, after the funeral ceremonies were over, Kiwalao came out on a platform adjoining the Hale o
Keawe, and declared the last will and testament of his father, which simply confirmed the decision of the council
held at Waipio, but did not suit the Kona chiefs. During the next few days the important business of dividing the
lands of the kingdom was taken in hand, in which Keawe-mauhili of Hilo and his favorites received the lion’s
share. Keoua was entirely neglected, and was told that he must be contented with the lands he already possessed.
*
Upon this he went off in a rage, armed his retainers, and proceeded to “run amuck,” as it were. They first went
to Keomo and cut down cocoanut trees (which was a challenge to war), and then to Keei, where they picked a
quarrel and killed some of Kamehameha’s people. Their bodies were taken to Honaunau and offered in sacrifice
by Kiwalao, who thus assumed the responsibility of the war and put himself in the wrong.
For several days there was desultory skirmishing, while the two parties were mustering their forces, and finally
a pitched battle was fought, called the battle of Mokuohai.
*
The City of Refuge at Honaunau was crowded with the women and children of both parties. During the hottest
of the fight Keeaumoku was tripped up by a long spear, and severely stabbed by his enemies. Kiwalao, seeing it,
called out to them to save his ivory neck ornament, niho palaowa, from being smeared with blood. At this critical
moment Karnanawa came to his rescue, and Kiwalao himself was struck down by a sling-stone. When
Keeaumoku saw him fall he crawled up to him and cut his throat with a dagger armed with sharks’ teeth.
The king’s party was completely routed. Keoua tied to his canoes and embarked for Kau, where the people
acknowledged him as successor to his brother. Keawe-mauhili was taken prisoner, but escaped during the night
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and crossed the mountains to his own district of Hilo.
*
After making extensive preparations by sea and land, Kamehameha renewed the war against the two allied
chiefs, who held the windward side of the island. Landing in Puna, he marched first to the crater of Kilauea (in
order to prevent a junction of his enemies), and thence to Waiakea, where he encountered Keawe-mauhili’s force,
aided by a body of warriors from Maui. Kamehameha’s forces were totally routed and forced to flee to their
canoes, after which he retired to Laupahoehoe.
This is known as the kaua awa, the bitter war.
He next made a raid along the coast of Puna, where he had a skirmish with a party of fishermen, in which he
was beaten over the head with a paddle, and narrowly escaped with his life. After this he returned to Kohala, and
devoted himself for a considerable time to peaceful pursuits.
*
In 1785 he again invaded Hilo, but without success (the war of Hapuu). It was about this time that he married
Kaahumanu, the daughter of Keeaumoku.
In 1786, taking advantage of Kahekili’s absence on Oahu, he sent an expedition under the command of his
younger brother, Kalani-malokuloku, to retake the districts of Hana and Kipahulu, Maui, which had been
conquered by Kahekili four or five years before. He met with little resistance at first, and by his kind treatment of
the people gained the surname of “Kelii-maikai,” the good chief, by which he was ever after known.
Kamohomoho, a younger brother of Kahekili, was speedily sent with a force to drive out the invaders. He
found them in Kipahulu, and after much hard fighting utterly defeated them, and forced the remnant that escaped
to flee back to Kohala. Keliimaikai himself was obliged to lie hidden until nightfall, when he obtained a passage
over to Hawaii.\fn{A note reads: Thus far Kamehameha had fought his battles with only the rude weapons of ancient times, and had
met with no great success since the battle of Mokuohai. At a later period he was enabled to enter upon a new career of conquest by the
assistance of foreigners and by the possession of firearms.}

*
Kahekili, who had ruled over Maui and Lanai since the death of his brother Kamehamehanui in 1765, was a
master of intrigue, stern and taciturn in manner, and crafty and cruel in disposition. He made himself peculiar by
having one side of his body tattooed so as to appear almost black, while the other side was left its natural color.
He had thus far successfully resisted the attacks of both Kalaniopuu and Kamehameha.
Peleioholani, the great king of Oahu who subdued Molokai, was succeeded by an incompetent son, Kumuhana, who was deposed by his chiefs, and returned to Kauai about 1778. They then elected Kahahana, a young
chief who had been brought up at the court of Kahekili, and had married his half-sister. Kahekili consented to
their going to Oahu on condition that the sacred land of Kualoa in Koolau and the palaoa pae (the whalebone and
ivory drifted ashore) should be ceded to him.
After Kahahana’s installation the council of Oahu chiefs refused to ratify this cession of the national emblems
of sovereignty to Kahekili. This latter, however, dissembled his resentment, for he was only too glad to receive
their help in his sanguinary wars with Kalaniopuu. Meanwhile he labored to poison the mind of Kahahana against
his wisest counselor, the priest Kaopulu-pulu, whom he secretly accused of having offered the throne of Oahu to
himself (Kahekili). The weak and credulous prince believed the slander, and caused Kao-pulupulu to be
treacherously assassinated at Puuloa. He was already unpopular, and this murder still further alienated the minds
of both chiefs and people from him.
Kahekili then considered that his time had come, and recalled the auxiliary troops he had sent to Hilo. In the
year 1788 he mustered all his forces at Lahaina, and without warning sailed for Oahu, landing at Waikiki. A
decisive battle was fought in Nuuanu Valley, in which Kahahana’s army was routed, and he and his wife fled to
the mountains. After hiding for a year, he was betrayed by his wife’s brother Kekuamanoha, and his body was sent
from Ewa to Waikiki for sacrifice.
Molokai and Oahu were now subject to Kahekili, who used his power without mercy. His cruel and rapacious
conduct caused an extensive conspiracy—of the people of Oahu, aided by several Maui chiefs, who sympathized
with the unfortunate queen or were dissatisfied with the division of the lands. Their plan was to kill Kahekili and
his principal chiefs on one and the same night in the different districts of Oahu. The secret, however, leaked out in
time to save all except Hueu, who was massacred with all his retinue at Waialua.\fn{ Kahekili’s vengeance was horrible.
The native Oahu chiefs were nearly all exterminated. He ravaged the Kona and Ewa districts, massacring men, women, and children. The
streams of Niuhelewai in Pajama and of Hoaeae in Ewa are said to have been choked up with the corpses of the slain. A house was built of
human bones in Moanalua. Kaiana and a few other chiefs escaped to Kauai in 1785.}
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Soon after this, disturbances broke out in Kula, Maui, and Kahekili sent his son Kalanikupule with some of his
best warriors to settle them. They were just in time to repel the invasion of Maui already mentioned.
*
The narrative of Captain Cook’s last voyage showed what profits might be made by purchasing furs from the
Indians of the northwest coast of America with pieces of iron, beads, blankets, etc., and selling them for cash in
the Canton market. Accordingly several expeditions were fitted out in England, America, India, and China to
engage in this profitable trade. Nootka Sound in Vancouver Island became the general rendezvous of the fur
traders on the coast. After disposing of their furs in China, they often took cargoes of tea for England or for the
United States.
*
The first ships that visited the islands after the death of Captain Cook were the King George, commanded by
Captain Portlock, and the Queen Charlotte, under Captain Dixon, which sailed together from London, and arrived
off the coast of Hawaii May 24th, 1786. Both of these commanders had served under Captain Cook in his last
voyage. They touched at Kealakekua Bay on the 26 th day of May, but as the natives became insolent and
troublesome, they left for Oahu and anchored in Waialae Bay June 3 rd. Here they remained four days, buying fresh
water, at the rate of a sixpenny nail for a two-gallon calabsh full. Captain Portlock noticed that nearly all of the
iron daggers sold by Captain Cook at Hawaii were now in the hands of Kahekili’s warriors, having probably been
captured in war. They next touched at Niihau for yams, and proceeded thence on their way to the Northwest
Coast.
*
About the same time, May 28th, 1786, La Perouse, the famous French explorer, with his two frigates, anchored
off Honuaula, East Maui, where he spent one day in friendly intercourse with the people, and sailed for Alaska.
*
Portlock and Dixon again visited the islands in November, 1786, and spent the winter, mostly at Waialae,
Oahu, and at Waimea, Kauai, where they laid in ample supplies of provisions, wood, and water, in exchange for
nails, beads, and pieces of iron hoop. They touched at these places again the following year on their way to China.
*
Many other vessels engaged in the fur trade followed their example and visited the islands, generally in the
winter season, or on their way to China. Among the first of these was Captain Meares, who arrived at Waimea,
Kauai, in August, 1787, in the snow\fn{A square-rigged vessel, now [1934] rare, differing from a brig only in having a trysail mast
close behind the mainmast. } Nootka, and spent about a month there. He took the famous chief Kaiana as a passenger to
Canton, where he remained three months, and received the greatest kindness from the English residents.
Captain Meares then fitted out two vessels, the Felice and the Iphigenia, for the fur trade, taking Kaiana and
three other natives as passengers on the latter vessel. Kaiana’s friends at Canton put on board of each vessel
several cattle, goats, and turkeys, besides lime and orange trees, and a large assortment of presents for him.
Unfortunately the ships made a long trading voyage along the American coast, during which all of the livestock
perished before visiting the islands.
The Iphigenia, Captain Douglass, arrived off the coast of Hana December 6 th, 1788, and proceeded to
Kealakekua Bay, where Kamehameha came off in state, with twelve large double canoes, beautifully adorned
with feathers, and was honored with a salute of seven guns. As Kaiana learned that Kaeo, king of Kauai, was very
hostile to him, he decided to accept Kamehameha’s offers and to enter his service. Accordingly he was landed
December 29th, 1788, with his extensive collection of foreign goods, tools, and firearms, which made him
immensely rich, in the estimation of the natives.
Captain Douglass afterward brought Kaiana’s wife and child and his brother Namakeha from Kauai, and was
persuaded to present Kamehameha with a swivel cannon, which was mounted upon a large double canoe, besides
some muskets and ammunition. He touched again at Kealakekua in July, 1789, on his way to China, when he
narrowly escaped a plot of the principal chiefs to massacre him and his crew.
*
For about four years the islands remained at peace, the chiefs and people being all eagerly engaged in trade
with their foreign visitors. The two harbors most frequented were those of Waimea, Kauai, and Kealakekua Bay,
and it is probable that Kamehameha and his chiefs received the lion’s share of this traffic.
*
About the end of the year 1789 Captain Metcalf, an American fur-trader, in command of the snow Eleanor,
visited the islands on his way to China. His son, only eighteen years of age, commanded a little schooner called
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the Fair American, which had been detained by the Spaniards at Nootka Sound.\fn{ A note reads: A plot was formed by
Kaiana and other chiefs to capture the Eleanor, but was prevented by Kamehameha, who went on board and ordered the treacherous
chiefs ashore. After this Kameeiamoku, a high-chief of Kona, was insulted and beaten with a ropes-end by Metcalf for some trifling offense,
on which he vowed to revenge himself on the next vessel that should come into his power .} Near the end of February, 1790, the

Eleanor crossed the Hawaii Channel and anchored off Honuaula, Maui. There Kaopuiki, the chief of Olowalu,
with his men, stole a boat one night from its moorings at the stern, and murdered the sailor who was sleeping in it.
It was then broken up for the sake of the nails in it, after which the thieves returned to Olowalu.
When Captain Metcalf found that the guilty persons had come from Olowalu, he proceeded thither in the
Eleanor, and after a certain tabu was over, resumed trade with the natives. A great number of canoes from far and
near had crowded around his ship, when suddenly a broadside of cannon and musketry was fired upon them, and
the waves were covered with the dead and dying. Over a hundred were killed and many more were wounded.
After this cruel and wanton massacre of innocent people Captain Metcalf returned to Hawaii, and lay off and
on near Kealakekua Bay waiting for the tender, which arrived about this time off Kawaihae.
Kameeiamoku went off with a fleet of canoes as if to trade, and while the young captain was off his guard
threw him overboard and killed all the crew except the mate, Isaac Davis. The vessel was hauled up on shore and
stripped of its guns and ammunition.
On the same or the next day (March 17th) John Young, the boatswain of the Eleanor, who was on shore, found
himself detained, and all canoes tabued by Kamehameha’s orders lest Metcalf should hear of the loss of the
schooner and the death of his son. The Eleanor lay off and on for two days longer, firing signal guns for Young’s
return in vain, and finally sailed for China. Young and Davis were treated with great kindness, presented with
valuable lands, and raised to the rank of chiefs by the king and in return they fully repaid him by their services
both in war and in council.
They were, however, for a long time closely watched whenever a foreign vessel was in sight. They mounted
the small cannon obtained from the Iphigenia and the Fair American on carriages for land service, and trained a
small body of troops in the use of muskets.
*
Kamehameha considering himself now strong enough to renew the invasion of Maui, sent a summons to
Keoua of Kau and to Keawemauhili of Hilo to furnish him men and canoes for the war. Keoua flatly refused, but
his uncle sent a large force commanded by his own sons.
In the summer of 1790 Kamehameha crossed the channel with his fleet, landing first in Hana and then in
Hamakualoa, where he defeated the advance-guard of the Maui forces in a hard-fought battle. He then moved his
fleet to Kahului, and marched to the Wailuku Valley, where he met the Maui army under Kahekili’s sons, and
drove them up the valley. The two field-pieces managed by Young and Davis, and the musketry, struck terror into
the hearts of the Maui warriors, and decided the victory in his favor.
No mercy was shown to the vanquished. They were driven over precipices and chased to the high peaks and
crags of the mountains, where they were starved into surrender,\fn{ A note reads: It was said that the brook Tao was choked
with the corpses of the slain, whence the battle was called “Kapaniwai” (the damming of the waters). }
Kalanikupule, with his brothers and the other chiefs, escaped through the Olowalu Pass, and sailed to Oahu.
*
Kamehameha did not, however, make any permanent conquest of Maui at this time; for in his absence Keoua
had invaded Hilo, slain Keawe-mau-hill in battle, overrun Hamakun, and cruelly ravaged Waipio and Waimea.
On hearing this news, Kamehameha immediately sailed with all his forces from Molokai for Hawaii and
landed at Kawaihae. Keoua retreated to Hamakua, where he awaited the attack, and fought two bloody but
indecisive battles near Paauhau, in which Kamehameha’s firearms gave him the advantage. Keoua fell back to
Hilo, while Kamehameha returned to Waipio to recruit his losses.
*
In November, 1790, Keoua, having divided the lands of Hilo between his chiefs, set out for Kau by the
overland route that leads past the volcano of Kilauea. His followers encamped there two days, during which the
crater was very active. On the third day, as they were on their way to Kau in three divisions, a terrific earthquake
took place, after which an immense black cloud rose out of the crater and shut out the light of day. An enormous
quantity of black sand and cinders was thrown to a great height, and came down in a destructive shower for many
miles around. The rear body, which suffered the least, after the shower had passed over hastened forward,
rejoicing at their escape, but they found the middle party all dead, some lying down, and others sitting up and
clasping their wives and children in a farewell embrace. They did not dare to linger, but hurried on to overtake the
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advance company at their place of encampment. This disaster convinced Kamehameha that the goddess Pele was
on his side, and must have discouraged Keoua.
*
During the following year (1791) the great heiau of Puukohola at Kawaihae was built in honor of the war god
Kukailimoku, by the advice of the priests, to secure to Kamehameha the kingdom of Hawaii. Kaiana was sent to
Kau, where he carried on the war against Keoua without success.
*
Meanwhile Kahekili and his brother Kaeo, king of Kauai, combined their forces for an attack on Hawaii. Kaeo
took with him his nephew Peapea, his favorite gunner, Murray, and several large, fierce dogs. Stopping awhile at
Maui on their way, the two fleets proceeded to Waipio, where they landed and committed many wanton outrages
on the people.
Kamehameha sailed from Kona to meet them with his fleet of double canoes and the schooner Fair American,
carrying several small cannon, which were under the charge of Young and Davis. The two hostile fleets met off
Waimanu, where a bloody battle was fought\fn{Called ka pu-waha-ula (the red-mouthed gun).} in which Kamehameha’s
superiority in ftrearms gave him the victory. Kahekili and Kaeo returned crest-fallen to Maui with their shattered
fleet.
*
Toward the end of the year 1791 two of Kamehameha’s chief counselors, Kama-nawa and Keaweaheulu,
were sent on an embassy to Keoua at Kahuku in Kau. Keoua’s chief warrior urged him to put them to death,
which he indignantly refused to do.
By smooth speeches and fair promises they persuaded him to go to Kawaihae, and have an interview with
Kamehameha, in order to put an end to the war, which had lasted nine years. Accordingly he set out with his
most intimate friends and twenty-four rowers in his own double canoe, accompanied by Keaweeheulu in another
canoe, and followed by friends and retainers in other canoes.
As they approached the landing at Kawaihae, Keeaumoku surrounded Keoua’s canoe with a number of armed
men. As Kamakau relates:
Seeing Kamehameha on the beach, Keoua called out to him, ‘Here I am,’ to which he replied, ‘Rise up and come
here, that we may know each other.’

As Keoua was in the act of leaping ashore, Keeaumoku killed him with a spear. All the men in Keoua’s canoe
and in the canoes of his immediate company were slaughtered but one. But when the second division approached,
Kamehameha gave orders to stop the massacre. The bodies of the slain were then laid upon the altar of
Puukohola as an offering to the blood-thirsty divinity Kukailimoku. That of Keoua had been previously baked in
an oven at the foot of the hill as a last indignity. This treacherous murder made Kamehameha master of the
whole island of Hawaii, and was the first step toward the consolidation of the group under one government. But,
as Fornander says,
We may admire the edifice whose foundation he laid, but we must note that one of its cornerstones is laid in blood.

*
Among others, a sloop called the Princess Royal, which had been seized by the Spaniards at Nootka Sound,
visited the islands in March, 1791, under Spanish colors. Kaiana, whose mind seems to have been constantly
directed to the seizing of every small vessel that arrived, formed a plot for the capture of this sloop, but was again
prevented by Kamehameha.
In October of the same year, Captain Kendrick of Boston, in. the sloop Lady Washington, left three sailors at
Kauai to collect sandalwood and pearls against his return from New England. This was the beginning of the
sandalwood trade with China.
The three visits of Vancouver form an era in the history of these islands, and his name is justly cherished as
that of a wise and generous benefactor to the Hawaiian people.
*
Captain George Vancouver was sent by the British Government to receive the cession of Nootka Sound and the
adjoining country from a commissioner of Spain; and to make a complete survey of the northwest coast. He had
under his orders the ship Discovery and the armed tender Chatham, of one hundred and thirty-five tons, under
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Lieutenant Broughton. They first reached Hawaii March 2 nd, 1792, and sailed slowly along the Kona coast.
Kamehameha was on the other side of the island, probably engaged in dividing up Keoua’s late dominions
among his followers. Kaiana visited the ships, and was well received, but, strange to say, could not speak a word
of English. Vancouver uniformly refused to sell any firearms or ammunition, but he gave Kaiana and Keeaumoku
orange trees, grapevines, and other useful plants and seeds. He told the chiefs that the ship and all it contained
belonged to King George, who had tabued all firearms and ammunition. Kaiana falsely represented himself as the
equal of Kamehameha, and as sovereign of the three southern districts of Hawaii.
Captain Vancouver then touched at Waikiki, Oahu, where he learned that Kahekili and Kaeo, with most of their
chiefs and warriors, were at Hana, Maui, to repel an expected invasion by Kamehameha.
He next proceeded to Waimea, Kauai, where he remained a week. The ships were visited by Inamoo, the
regent, and Kaumualii, son of Kaeo, a lad of twelve years of age, who greatly pleased Vancouver by his superior
intelligence and amiability. The young prince was always accompanied by a guard of thirty men, armed with iron
daggers, and carrying thirteen muskets made up into three bundles, with calabashes containing ammunition.\fn{ A
note reads: Vancouver was everywhere struck with the evidence of the decrease in population since Captain Cook’s visit in 1778; and with
the insatiable desire of the natives to obtain firearms.}

*
The store-ship Dredalus, under Lieutenant Hergest, arrived off Waimea, Oahu, May 7 th, 1792, and sent a small
party ashore to procure fresh water. This party was attacked by a lawless band under one Koi, who killed
Lieutenant Hergest and Mr. Gooch, the astronomer, who had gone farther inland than the rest. The others escaped
to their boat and fired on the natives, but did not succeed in recovering the bodies of the unfortunate officers. The
Dredalus then sailed for Nootka Sound to join Vancouver.
*
Vancouver returned from Monterey, California, and anchored off Kawaihae February 14 th, 1793, where he
landed a bull and a cow (the first of their kind on these islands), as a present to Kamehameha. On the 21 st
Kamehameha visited the ships, accompanied by John Young and by his favorite wife, Kaahumanu.\fn{ A note reads:
Presents were liberally distributed among the party, and the king received a showy scarlet cloak, in which he displayed himself on deck to
his admiring subjects.}

The next day the ships anchored in Kealakekua Bay, where Kamehameha made them a grand state visit,
wearing his feather cloak and helmet, with a fleet of eleven double canoes, and presented Vancouver with four
feather helmets, ninety of the largest swine, and an immense quantity of fruit and vegetables. In return Vancouver
landed his remaining livestock, consisting of five cows and three sheep, which he gave to the king. The rival
chieftains, Kaiana and Keeaumoku, could not repress their jealousy and avarice.
On the 4th of March Kamehameha entertained his visitors with a sham battle between one hundred and fifty of
his best warriors, in which he took an active part himself, and showed wonderful dexterity in the spear exercise.
Vancouver, in his turn, gave a grand display of fireworks in the evening. The object which he had most at heart
was to bring about a lasting peace between Hawaii and the leeward islands. Having thoroughly discussed, and, as
he thought, settled the conditions of peace, he sailed for Maui March 7 th.
*
The ships anchored off Lahaina on the evening of the 12 th, and were visited first by Kamohomoho and then by
Kahekili himself. Captain Vancouver discussed with him and the other principal chiefs the two objects for which
he had made this visit.
The first was that of bringing to justice the persons guilty of the murder of Messrs. Hergest and Gooch, of the
store-ship Dredalus, committed at Waimea, Oahu. To this Kahekili replied that three of the murderers had already
been executed by his orders, and that his brother Kamohomoho would accompany Captain Vancouver to Oahu
and see that the rest of them should be duly punished.
The second object was to put a stop to the war which had so long continued between Kahekili and
Kamehameha. The island of Maui had not yet recovered from the effects of the cruel ravages committed by
Kamehameha’s men during the last invasion. Besides, a large army had to be kept up in Hana, which was a
heavy drain on the resources of both Maui and Oahu. This the chief admitted, and proposed to send Kaeo as
ambassador to Hawaii on Vancouver’s ship to negotiate a treaty in his presence.
As Vancouver could not spare the time for this, he proposed to write a letter to John Young, to inform
Kamehameha that the Maui chiefs had consented to the terms of peace. This was done, but the chief bearing the
letter was attacked and obliged to flee for his life without delivering it.
*
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Having presented Kahekili with some goats and a large assortment of useful articles, and given a display of
fireworks, Vancouver sailed for Oahu with Kamohomoho on board, and anchored at Waikiki on the 20 th.
Three men were then brought on board who were charged with the murder of Lieutenant Hergest, and several
witnesses testified to their guilt. On the 22 nd they were placed in a double canoe alongsipe of the Discovery, and
shot by a chief, who is called “Tennavee” by Vancouver. This man afterwards confessed that they were innocent
of the murder, although guilty of certain offenses against the tabu.
*
About this time a revolt had broken out in Kauai against the tyranny of Inamoo, which had been put down with
the aid of the foreigners on the island. On his way thither in mid-channel Vancouver met a fleet of canoes carrying
the news and prisoners to Kaeo, one of the canoes being sixty-one and a half feet long, made of a single pine log,
and beautifully finished.
*
th
On the 28 of March he anchored off Waimea, where he landed two young women who had been carried off by
Captain Baker in the Jenny the year before.\fn{A note reads: After taking great pains to secure land for them and to provide for
their future protection, he sailed again for the Northwest Coast.}
*
The “renegade white men,” as Vancouver calls them, on Kauai were charged with inciting the natives to acts of
piracy. They well-nigh succeeded in cutting off the brig Hancock, of Boston, by scuttling her under water. They
also urged Inamoo, the governor, to assert his independence, and fired on the messengers sent by Kahekili to
investigate these matters.
Accordingly, in October, 1793, Kahekili, notwithstanding his advanced age, took passage for Kauai with
Captain Brown on the ship Butterworth, and summoned Inamoo to give an account of his conduct. Inamoo,
however, seems to have convinced Kahekili of his loyalty, for he was allowed to retain his offices as governor and
as guardian of the young prince.
*
th
On the 9 of January, 1794, Vancouver, returning from the American coast, arrived off Hilo, Hawaii, where
Kamehameha was residing. Although the makahiki or New Year’s festival was in progress, he was persuaded to
take passage with Vancouver to Kealakekua, where the ships remained six weeks.
Vancouver and his men were regarded as the guests of the nation, and treated with unbounded hospitality. He
landed several more cattle as well as sheep for Kamehameha, and had a tabu laid upon them for ten years. On the
first of February his carpenters laid the keel of the Britannia, the first vessel ever built at the islands. Although
only thirty-six feet in length, she formed an important addition to Kamehameha’s navy.
Vancouver gave the king much valuable advice in regard to his intercourse with foreigners, the management of
his kingdom, the discipline of his troops, etc. He also told him of the one true God, Creator and Governor of all
mankind, that their tabu system was wrong, and that he would ask the king of England to send him a teacher of
the true religion. He also effected a reconciliation between Kamehameha and his favorite queen, Kaahumanu. He
strongly recommended Young and Davis to his confidence, and would have removed seven runaway seamen of
bad character, leaving only four white men on the islands, if the chiefs had consented to it.
*
On the 21st of February, 1794, a grand council of the chiefs was held on board of the Discovery for the purpose
of placing Hawaii under the protection of Great Britain. They reserved, however, the right to regulate all their own
internal affairs.
On the 25th Lieutenant Puget hoisted the British flag on shore, and took possession of Hawaii in the name of
his Britannic Majesty. A salute was then fired, and the natives shouted, “Kwnaka no Beritwne!” (“We are men of
Britain!”).
The next day Captain Vancouver sailed for Kauai, having promised the chiefs that he would return,
accompanied by missionaries and artisans, to civilize and Christianize them, under the protection and support of
the British Government.\fn{A note reads: The cession, however, was never ratified by the Home Government, and
no steps were ever taken to carry out Vancouver’s benevolent designs.
He anchored off Waimea, Kaui, March 9 th, 1794, where he was visited by Inamoo and Kaumualii, with whom
he left some sheep for breeding. He was entertained on shore by a dance performed by six hundred women,
dressed in figured kapas, and finally sailed for England on the 13th.
*
Kahekili died in July, 1794, at Waikiki, over eighty years of age. It is said that his bones were taken to Hawaii,
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and concealed in a cave at Kaloko, North Kona. After his death his kingdom speedily fell to pieces from the folly
and treachery of his heirs, and became an easy prey to Kamehameha.
While his son remained the sovereign of Oahu, his brother Kaeo continued to rule over Maui and the adjacent
islands. In November, 1794, Kaeo decided to visit Kauai and settle the affairs of that island, which were in great
disorder.
Accordingly he embarked with a large force of chiefs and warriors, leaving Maui nearly defenseless. When he
arrived at Waimanalo, Oahu, he found Kalanikupule’s warriors drawn up to oppose his landing. A skirmishing
fight was kept up until Kalanikupule arrived from Waikiki, and held a conference with his uncle, at which they
came to a friendly understanding.
After a short stay in Koolau, Kaeo and his men embarked again in their canoes, landing first at Waialua, and
then at Waianae, on their way to Kauai But while resting at Waianae he was informed that a formidable
conspiracy had sprung up among his troops, and that there was a plot to throw him overboard during the voyage
to Kauai.
“Better to die in battle,” said he; “many will be the companions in death.”
He immediately ordered his men to haul up the canoes on shore and prepare to march overland against
Kalanikupule. Upon this, the disaffection among his troops disappeared, and the people of Waianae and Waialua
flocked to his banner. He would no doubt have carried all before him if his nephew had not been aided by
foreigners.
*
Captain Brown in the schooner Jackal, accompanied by Captain Gordon in the sloop Prince Lee Boo, entered
the harbor of Honolulu, (which he had discovered and named “Fair Haven”), November 21 st, 1794. There Captain
Kendrick joined him in the sloop Lady Washington. Captain Brown sold Kalanikupule arms and ammunition for
the war. As Kaeo was victorious in the first encounters, and was rapidly approaching, Mr. George Lamport, the
mate of the Jackal, with eight others, agreed to assist Kalanikupule to repulse the enemy.
In the first battle at Punahawele, their native allies were routed, and one of the seamen was killed, the rest
escaping to the canoes.
After several skirmishes, during which Kaeo kept slowly advancing, a bloody battle was fought December 12 th,
in Kalauao, east of Pearl Lochs, in which Kalanikupule gained a complete victory. Kaeo himself was surrounded
and slain, fighting desperately to the last.
On the return of his men the next day, Captain Brown fired a salute in honor of their victory. A wad, as is
supposed, from one of the guns entered the cabin of the Lady Washington, and killed Captain Kendrick, who was
at dinner at the time.
His funeral service was the first ceremony of the kind ever witnessed on Oahu, and the natives supposed it to
be an act of sorcery to cause the death of Captain Brown. The Lady Washington then sailed for China, but Captain
Brown remained in port, on the most intimate terms with the chiefs.
*
Kalanikupule kept his promise to pay him four hundred hogs for his services in the war, and most of the sailors
were employed in butchering and salting them on shore. On the 1 st of January, 1795, Captain Brown had sent Mr.
Lamport with a boat and four men to procure more salt at the Kaihikapu pond in Moanalua, when Kamohomoho
suddenly boarded the vessels with an armed force, killed the two captains and made the rest prisoners. At the
same time, the unarmed seamen on shore were surrounded and overpowered by a. multitude of natives. Mr.
Lamport’s party were also attacked and cruelly beaten, but their lives were spared, and they were brought to
Honolulu.
Elated by the capture of these two vessels with all their guns and ammunition,.Kalanikupule and his chiefs
resolved to sail at once to Hawaii and attack Kamehameha. Mr. Lamport and several of the seamen were set to
work under a guard to fit the vessels for sea. On the 11 th the king had all his guns and ammunition put on board,
and embarking with some of his chiefs, had the vessels warped out of the harbor, and anchored off Waikiki.
Against Kamohomoho’s advice he had ordered that the soldiers should accompany him in a fleet of canoes,
reserving the vessels for himself and his train.
About midnight, at a preconcerted signal, the seamen in both vessels suddenly rose up and made a desperate
attack on the natives. They soon cleared the decks of them, and confined the king, queen, and a few attendants in
the cabin. They then set sail, and stood to the southward till daybreak, when they put the king, queen, and a
servant into a canoe which had been towing astern, and sent them ashore. They touched at Hawaii for provisions,
where they landed the three remaining women, and informed Kamehameha of all that had occurred, after which
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they proceeded on their voyage to China, touching at Kauai for yams.
*
Kamehameha and his counselors saw that the time had now come to conquer the leeward islands. Without any
delay, he ordered a levy of all the fighting men and war-canoes of Hawaii, and mustered the largest and best
equipped army ever seen in the islands. He had sixteen foreigners in his service, of whom Young, Davis, and one
Peter Anderson had charge of his cannons.\fn{ A note reads: A tradition reports the strength of his army at 16,000 men.—
Broughton.}
In the month of February, 1795, he sailed to Lahaina, which he completely destroyed, and West Maui was laid
waste. Koalaukane, who was in command, fled to Oahu without a battle. The great Armada next proceeded to
Kaunakakai, Molokai, where the canoes are said to have lined the beach for four miles.
Of late years there had been a growing jealousy and suspicion between the old Kona chiefs and the turbulent
Kaiana. As he was not invited to a council of war held at Kaunakakai, he concluded that his ruin or death had
been determined upon. Accordingly, during the voyage to Oahu he and his brother, Nahiolea, separated from the
main fleet with their followers, and landed at Koolau whence they crossed over to Nuuanu and joined
Kalanikupule.
In the meantgime, Kamehameha landed his army in Waialae Bay, and after a few days spent in arranging and
preparing his men, he marched up Nuuanu Valley, where Kalanikupule had posted his forces.
He encountered the enemy at Laimi and Puiwa, where the Oahu troops made a brave resistance until Kaiana,
their leader, was killed by a cannon ball, when they gave way. They were closely pursued up the valley, some
escaping up the ridges on either side, while others were hemmed in and driven over the Nuuanu Pali, or precipice,
north of the road. Kalanikupule for several months wandered in the Koolau Mountains, until he was captured in a
cave above Waipio, brought down and offered in sacrifice to the conqueror’s war-god at Moanalua. His brother,
Koalau-kane, escaped to Kauai.
*
This battle, which was fought about the end of April, 1795, made Kamehameha master of all the islands
except Kauai and Niihau, and was the beginning of a new era for the Hawaiian Islands. Although no wholesale
massacres were committed after the battle was over, the conquered people suffered the miseries of savage
warfare. All the lands were confiscated and divided among Kamehameha’s friends, while the immense horde that
followed his banner plundered the people without mercy or restraint.
*
After dividing the lands of Oahu among his followers, Kamehameha resolved to embark in an expedition
against the two remaining islands of Kauai and Niihau, in order to complete the conquest of the entire group.
Accordingly he set the foreign mechanics in his service to work in building a vessel of about forty tons, which he
proposed to arm with his four-pound cannons.
*
About this time, in February, 1796, Captain Broughton, commanding the British discovery-ship Providence, of
sixteen guns, arrived at Waikiki, Oahu, on his way to Nootka Sound. Kamehameha visited the ship, clad in a
European suit, over which he wore a splendid feather cloak. He made handsome presents to Captain Broughton,
and begged for firearms and ammunition, but met with a firm refusal.
Captain Broughton employed his men three days in making the first survey of the harbor of Honolulu. He was
much impressed by the misery and destitution of the common people, and with the rapid depopulation that had
been going on since his former visit with Vancouver. He labored in vain to dissuade Kamehameha from his
proposed invasion of Kauai, and says that the conquerors
seemed intent upon nothing but seizing everything that they could grasp.

He sailed on the 15th for the Northwest Coast, touching at the island of Kauai, which he found rent with civil
war between the adherents of the young Prince Kaumualii and those of Keawe, a grandson of Peleioholani.
Captain Broughton endeavored in vain to restore peace between the rival chiefs, and refused all requests for arms
or ammunition.
*
Kamehameha did not wait to complete his schooner, but after dedicating a heiau in Ewa with human sacrifices,
in April, 1796. He moved his army and fleet of war-canoes to Waianae. Thence they sailed for Kauai in the night
(as they steered by the stars), expecting to land at Wailua. But before the fleet was more than one fourth of the
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way across the channel, it encountered a tempest that wrecked many of the canoes, and drove the rest back to
Waianae. According to Captain Broughton, he had caused the whole stock of hogs on Oahu to be destroyed before
sailing for Kauai. A severe famine ensued from the general destruction of live-stock and the neglect of
cultivation.\fn{A note reads: Many of the people, to relieve their hunger, stole from the chiefs, and were cruelly punished, several being
burned alive to terrify the rest.}
Meanwhile Namakeha, Kaiana’s brother, who had remained in Kau, raised a. rebellion against Kamehameha,
and the former partisans of Keoua flocked to his support. At first he carried everything before him, and soon
overran the districts of Kau, Puna, and Hilo. In one battle a European was killed.
*
The following July, 1796, Captain Broughton, returning from Nootka Sound, touched at Kealakekua Bay for
water and supplies. He found that the cattle left by Vancouver had rapidly increased. On his arrival at Oahu, July
25th, Kamehameha boarded the ship and entreated Captain Broughton to take him and his principal chiefs to
Hawaii, a request which he was obliged to refuse.\fn{ A note reads: Queen Kaahumanu presented Captain Broughton with a
canoe in which she had lately eloped, and had nearly reached Kauai before she was overtaken and brought back.—Bingham .}
*
At Kauai, Keawe, who seemed to be in power, had tabued the sale of supplies, except for arms and
ammunition. He was afterward slain, leaving the sovereignty of the island to Kaumualii. Captain Broughton then
crossed over to Niihau to buy yams, and at first all appeared friendly. On the 30 th he sent the cutter ashore with
two armed marines to bring off the remainder of the yams. While off their guard they were suddenly attacked, and
the two marines were killed, the rest narrowly escaping to the boat. A strong armed party was sent to their
assistance, which burned the village and destroyed sixteen canoes. Four natives were killed in this sad affair, the
last of the kind that stains Hawaiian annals.
*
The snow Arthur, commanded by Captain Henry Barber, on his second voyage from Bengal to the Northwest
Coast, visited the islands in October, 1796. After taking in supplies at Waikiki he sailed for Kauai in the evening
of the 31st, and was wrecked off the point that bears his name. One of the boats was lost and six men were
drowned, the rest escaping to the shore.
Fortunately Mr. John Young was on Oahu at the time, and by his orders the natives saved a large part of the
ship’s stores and of the cargo of furs, which were taken to Hawaii in the king’s schooner. The king afterward
succeeded in recovering the ship’s cannon, which he kept for himself.
*
In August, 1796, Kamehameha embarked for Hawaii with the bulk of his army, to suppress the rebellion. He
met the insurgents at Kaipalaoa, in the district of Hilo, and gained a complete victory over them. Namakeha was
hunted down, and offered in sacrifice in the heiau at Piihonua, Hilo.
This was the last of Kamehameha’s wars. All opposition to his authority was now at an end.
*
The ancient system of government was radically changed by the conquest. Kamehameha’s great object was to
centralize all power in his own hands. All the lands in the kingdom he claimed as his by right of conquest, and
apportioned them among his followers according to their rank and services, on condition of their rendering him
military service and a part of the revenues of their lands. He broke up the old system of district chieftains by
giving land in detached pieces, scattered through the group, and by keeping the more restless and ambitious chiefs
about his person, obliging them to follow his court wherever he resided.
He employed numerous informers and female spies, who were always on the watch for disaffection, and he
appointed men whom he could trust as governors, kiaaina, over the principal islands. Thus John Young was
governor of Hawaii, and Keeaumoku governor of Maui. In making appointments, he regarded ability and fidelity
much more than rank. The governors, by his approval, appointed tax-collectors, heads of districts, and other petty
officers.
The four great Kona chiefs, who had raised him to the throne and aided him in all his wars were his chief
counselors, together with Kalanimoku, alias William Pitt, who acted as prime-minister and treasurer.
He now exerted himself to promote agriculture, to encourage industry, and thus to repair the ravages of his
wars. He took energetic measures for suppressing brigandage, murder, and theft throughout his kingdom, until, as
the old saying goes, “the old men and the children could sleep in the highways” unmolested.
As long as he lived he was a firm supporter of the ancient tabu system in all its rigor, and used it as a powerful
engine of state. The tabus relating to the person of the king were strictly enforced, and the ceremonial etiquette of
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the court was increased in severity.
His policy toward foreigners showed his superiority in wisdom to other chiefs. He always protected them, and
secured their trade and assistance by hospitality and fair dealing. He also showed his superior sagacity and insight
into character by his selection of foreign advisers, and was never imposed upon by worthless adventurers.
His head queen was Keopuolani, who was admitted by all to be the highest chief living, uniting in herself the
blood of the highest chiefs of Maui and Hawaii. Her children were heirs to the throne. But his favorite queen was
Kaahumanu, though she, like the rest, had to suffer from occasional outbreaks of his ungovernable temper.
*
Kamehameha remained six years on Hawaii, during which time the famous fleet of war-canoes called peleleu
was built in the forest back of Hilo for the invasion of Kauai. These were wide and deep canoes, with a capacity
for carrying men and stores on long voyages. Several small decked vessels were also built by native carpenters
under the direction of Mr. James Boyd.\fn{ A note reads: At this time certain fishermen of Puna, who had beaten Kamehameha’s
forehead with a paddle in a skirmish in the year 1783, were arrested and brought before him, together with their wives and children. The
king’s courtiers all advised that they should be stoned to death, but he forbade it, and protected them by a decree called Mamalahoa.}

About this time two foreigners residing in Lahaina built for the king a two-story brick house, which stood for
over seventy years, near the landing, on the site of the present market.
*
His heir, Liholiho, was born in 1797 at Hilo, Hawaii. When five years old he was proclaimed as heir-apparent,
and was carried to the temples to take part in the sacred rites.
*
A great eruption of lava took place in 1801 from a crater in Kaupulehu on the western slope of Hualalai, which
filled up the fish-pond of Paiea, and destroyed several villages and cocoanut groves. Many sacrifices were made
to the goddess Pele, and hundreds of hogs were thrown into the fiery stream, but in vain.
At last Kamehameha cut off part of his own hair (which was considered sacred), and cast it into the flowing
lava, which is said to have ceased to flow in a day or two after.
*
In 1802 Kamehameha sailed to Lahaina with his fleet of peleleu canoes, touching at Kipahulu and Kaupo,
where he consecrated several heiaus. He remained more than a year in Lahaina, making the “brick palace” his
headquarters, while he collected the taxes due from Maui and the three adjacent islands. He also consecrated
numerous heiaus at Lahaina and other places with the usual cruel rites, in which the little heir to the throne
officiated. At this time his old comrade, Kameeiamoku, died at Puuki in Lahaina, and was succeeded by his son
Hoapili.
*
In May, 1808, Captain Cleveland touched at the islands on his way from California to China, bringing with
him the first horses ever seen here. He landed a mare and foal at Kawaihae for John Young on the 24 th, and two
days later landed a horse and mare at Lahaina as a present to the king. Their beauty and mettle excited the wonder
and admiration of the natives. In spite of his advanced age, Kamehameha afterwards became a good horseman.
*
Soon after this Kamehameha proceeded on his way to Oahu with his fleet and army. According to Cleveland’s
account, he possessed at that time twenty small vessels of from twenty to forty tons burden, some even copperbottomed. In 1804 Mr. Shaler exchanged his brig, the Lelia Byrd, of one hundred and seventy-five tons, which
had been aground on the California coast and was leaking badly, with Kamehameha for his schooner and a sum
of money to boot. Mr. George McClay, the king’s carpenter, put in a new keel, and nearly replanked her in
Honolulu Harbor. She afterwards made two or three voyages to China with sandalwood, and finally sank near
Canton.
*
After Kamehameha had made vast preparations for the invasion of Kauai, and had collected an overwhelming
force, a pestilence broke out among his troops, which spread through the island and carried off half the
population. It was known among the natives by the name of mai okuu, and is believed by many to have been the
cholera. Kamehameha himself was attacked, but he recovered. All his chief counselors perished except
Kalanimoku.
Thus Kauai again escaped invasion.
*
In 1807 Queen Keopuolani was dangerously ill at Waikiki. A priest declared that her illness was caused by the
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gods, who, he said, were angry because certain men had eaten tabu cocoanuts.
Upon this ten men were seized as victims by the king’s orders, but as her alarming symptoms abated, only
three of them were slain and offered up in the heiau at the foot of Diamond Head.
*
Archibald Campbell, a Scotts sailor who arrived in Honolulu in 1809, and spent a year in Oahu, afterwards
published an interesting account of his experience.\fn{ A note reads: The village of Honolulu, which consisted of several
hundred huts, was then well shaded with cocoanut-trees. The king’s house, built close to the shore and bounded by a palisade, was
distinguished by the British colors and a battery of sixteen carriage guns belonging to his ship, the Lily Bird (Lelia Byrd), which lay
unrigged in the harbor. “At a short distance were two large storehouses built of stone, which contained the European articles belonging to
the king.” The king’s fleet of small vessels was hauled up on shore around Waikiki Bay, with sheds built over them. One small sloop was
employed as a packet between Oahu and Hawaii. Captain Harbottle, an old resident, generally acted as pilot .}

*
During this year Kamehameha’s younger brother, Keliimaikai, died, and Mr. Campbell was an eye-witness of
the frightful scenes that took place, the knocking out of teeth, the deafening wailing, etc., and the general casting
off of clothing and of all restraints of decency. When remonstrated with by the captain of a ship that lay in the
harbor, Kamehameha replied that such was their law, and that he could not prevent it. Mr. Campbell also
witnessed the makahiki, or New Year’s ceremonies.
Kamehameha sent a handsome feather cloak to England by Captain Spence of the Duke of Portland, as a
present to King George III, and dictated a letter to the captain, dated March 3 rd, 1810, reminding King George of
Vancouver’s promise that a vessel armed with brass guns should be sent to him.
*
Don Francisco de Paula Marin, from Jerez, Andalusia, Spain, who came to the islands in 1791, and died in
1837, deserves to be remembered for his services in introducing useful plants and setting an example of
industry.\fn{A note reads: As early as 1809 he was raising oranges. Figs, grapes, roses, pineapples and vegetables, making butter,
salting beef for ships, and making wine. He acted as interpreter for Kamehameha I until hIs death, and became wealthy by honest
industry.}

*
Kaumualii, the king of Kauai and Niihau, had justified the high expectations formed of him by Vancouver and
others who saw him in his youth. From his personal qualities, both of mind and body, he was the beau ideal of a
Hawaiian chief, and was universally beloved by his subjects and by foreigners. He was the only Hawaiian who
had learned to read and write the English language to any extent.
Although his warriors were well armed, he knew how inferior his forces were to those of Kamehameha, and
therefore caused a schooner to be built by the white mechanics in his service, in which, as a last resort, he might
escape from the island and seek refuge in some land to the west.
Several messages and presents had been interchanged between the two kings. At length Kaumualii sent his
cousin Kamahalolani to Oahu with presents, offering to acknowledge Kamehameha as his feudal superior. In
reply Kamehameha insisted on Kaumualii’s making the cession in person, and pledged his honor for his safety.
Remembering the fate of Keoua, Kaumualii hesitated, until Captain Jonathan Windship, a well-known
sandalwood trader, by leaving his mate as a hostage, persuaded him to visit Honolulu in his ship.
As soon as he arrived, Kamehameha went on board in state, and held a friendly interview with him.
Kaumualii offered him his islands, upon which Kamehameha told him to continue to hold them in fief during his
lifetime, on condition that Liholiho should be his heir.
Kaumualii then landed, and was hospitably entertained, although some of the chiefs urged Kamehameha to
have him assassinated, to which he would not consent. A plot was then laid to poison him at a feast to be held at
Waikahalulu, near the shore. Isaac Davis, however, warned him of it, so that instead of attending the feast he went
on board of the ship and sailed for Kauai. For this good act Mr. Davis was soon afterward poisoned by the
perfidious chiefs, and died in April, 1810.
*
It was during the period from 1810 to 1825 that the sandalwood trade was at its height. This wood was in great
demand for the Canton market, where it was sold for incense and for the manufacture of fancy articles. It was
purchased by the picul of 133½ pounds, the price varying from eight to ten dollars for the picul.
While it lasted, this wood was a mine of wealth to the king and chiefs, by means of which they were enabled to
buy guns and ammunition, liquors, boats, and schooners, as well as silks and other Chinese goods, for which they
paid exorbitant prices.\fn{A note reads: This trade greatly increased the oppression of the common people, multitudes of whom were
obliged to remain for months at a time in the mountains searching for the trees, felling them, and bringing them down on their backs to the
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royal storehouses.}

Great quantities of these costly goods, however, were never used, but being stored away in
unsuitable storehouses were allowed to decay.
*
The art of distilling was introduced by some Botany Bay convicts before the year 1800. It is said to have been
first practiced here by a William Stevenson, from New South Wales.
The root of the ki plant (Cordyline terminalis) was first baked for days in the ground, after which it became
very sweet. It was then macerated in a canoe with water to ferment, and in five or six days was ready for
distillation. The rude still was made of iron pots, procured from ships, with a gun-barrel used as a tube to conduct
the vapor. The liquor obtained in this way, okolehao, was nearly pure alcohol.
At one time almost every chief had his still. Large quantities of rum were also imported, and caused
incalculable injury to the people. Kamehameha, although at first he indulged in it to excess, was soon convinced
of the evil effects of the practice by John Young, and had the strength of mind to restrict himself to a very small
fixed quantity, and finally to abstain entirely.\fn{ A note reads: Near the end of his life he summoned all the leading men of
Hawaii to a great assembly at Kailua, at which he ordered all the stills to be destroyed, and forbade the manufacture of any kind of liquor.
His oldest son, Liholiho, however, and many of the other chiefs were in the habit of drinking to excess .}

*
On the 21 of February, 1811, John Jacob Astors ship, the ill-fated Tonquin, on its way to .Astoria, anchored
off Waikiki, and remained a week, buying supplies from Kamehameha. Twenty-four natives entered the service
of Astor’s company.
*
In 1811 Kamehameha returned to Hawaii for the purpose of receiving and disposing of the sandalwood that
had been collected for him on the Windward Islands. He first embarked in his own schooner, the Keoua,
accompanied by many canoes and other small vessels. The Keoua sprang a leak off Lanai, on which Waipa, a
native ship carpenter, leaped into the sea and nailed canvas over the leak, so that the vessel could be safely
brought back to Honolulu.
Kamehameha afterward sailed in Captain Windship’s ship for Kealakekua, accompanied by some of his
chiefs on board of another ship (commanded by Captain William Davis), Kalanimoku following on the Keoua.
From Kealakekua the king sailed to Lahaina and to Molokai to dispose of the taxes collected there. In
December, 1811, he sent a cargo of sandal-wood to China by Captain Windship, who brought him back a cargo of
China goods in return the next year.
*
Soon after this there was a famine in Hawaii, caused by the neglect of agriculture while the people had been
forced to spend their time in cutting sandalwood. Kamehameha set his retinue to work in planting the ground,
and also set an example of industry himself. The piece of ground which he tilled is still pointed out. As an
illustration of his foresight, it is said that he forbade the cutting of young sandalwood, and instructed his bird
catchers not to strangle the birds from which they plucked the choice yellow feathers for royal cloaks, but to set
them free, that other feathers might grow in their place.
*
His second son by Keopuolani, Kauikeaouli, was born August 11 th, 1818, at Keauhou.
*
About this time, Astor’s ship, the Lark, was cast away on the island of Kahoolawe. Kamehameha relieved the
wants of the crew, but claimed the wreck for himself.
*
Mr. Baranoff, the Russian governor of Alaska, seems to have had some idea of forming a colony on the islands
as early as 1809, when Archibald Campbell visited them in his ship Neva. In 1812 he established a fortified
trading-post on Bodega Bay, California, in defiance of the Spanish governor.
*
In the year 1814 Governor Baranoff sent the ship Attawelpa on a sealing voyage to the islands, in which she
was wrecked at Waimea, Kauai. The ship’s stores and cargp were left in the care of Kaumualii for the owners.
*
In 1816 Baranoff sent Dr. Scheffer to the islands on the American ship Isabella, to look after the property.\fn{ A
st

note reads: He landed with his goods at Kailua, where he was kindly treated by Kameahameha, until he obtained a passage to Kauai on
the ship Millwood. After landing his merchandise at Waimea, he built a storehouse there, and engaged in trade .}

Shortly after, the Discovery, a Russian ship in search of seals, arrived with thirty Kodiak Indians on board,
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who were left at Waimea with Dr. Scheffer.
Next, a Russian brig, the Elemenia, or Ilmen, which had been trading on the coast of Mexico, ran down to the
islands for repairs, and a Russian ship, the Myrtle, sent by Governor Baranoff, arrived about the same time.
The Myrtle anchored at Honolulu, where the Russians landed and built a block-house, mounting a few guns
and hioisting the Russian flag. As soon as he was informed of it, Kamehameha sent Kalanimoku with a large
force of chiefs and warriors, with orders to watch the Russians, and, if necessary, to resist them with arms.
*
On the night after their arrival at Honolulu, the Myrtle and the brig both sailed for Kauai, and remained some
time at Hanalei, where a breast-work was thrown up and a few cannon mounted.
It is said that Kaumualii had been persuaded to give Dr. Scheffer the valley of Hanalei. Dr. Scheffer
superintended the building of a fort at Waimea for Kaumualii over which the Russian colors were displayed, and
even proposed to Kaumualii to lease the whole island of him for a term of years.
*
Meanwhile, by the advice and under the direction of John Young, Kalanimoku proceeded to erect a fort at
Honolulu to command the harbor, which was commenced in January, 1816, and completed in a year. It was nearly
square, measuring three hundred to four hundred feet on a side, with walls about twelve feet high and twenty feet
thick, built of coral rock, with embrasures for cannons. It stood on the seaward side of Queen Street, and across
the lower part of Fort Street. About forty guns, six-, eight-, and twelve-pounders, were afterward mounted, and it
was placed under the command of Captain Beckley. Eight thirty-two-pounders were afterward placed on
Punchbowl Hill.
*
By Kamehameha’s orders, a messenger was sent to Kaumualii with orders to expel Dr. Scheffer. The latter, on
being informed of the order, sent his property on board of the brig, and sailed for Hanalei and thence to Honolulu.
Here again they were soon requested to depart, which they did without resistance. The ship Myrtle, however,
being old and unseaworthy, was obliged to return, and sank in the harbor. Her crew were kindly treated on shore
until they had an opportunity to leave.
Soon after the Russian sloop of war Diana touched at Waimea for supplies. The captain made some inquiries
about Dr. Scheffer’s conduct and his treatment, and appeared to be satisfied.
*
In October, 1816, John Ebbets sold the ship Albatross, of one hundred and sixty-five tons burden, to
Kamehameha I for four hundred piculs of sandalwood.
*
Captain Kotzebue, in the Russian discovery-ship Rurick, visited the islands near the close of the year 1816. On
his arrival at Kailua, November 24 th, there was great excitement on shore, until he assured the king that Dr.
Scheffer’s proceedings were not authorized by the Russian Government. After this he was treated with the utmost
hospitality, in return for which he gave Kamehameha two eight-pounder mortars, together with a supply of shells,
powder, etc.
M. Choris, the artist of the expedition, painted the only authentic portrait of Kamehameha in existence.
The king sent Manuia with Captain Kotzebue to carry messages to Kalanimoku and John Young.
*
On arriving at Honolulu the Rurick was towed into the harbor by eight double canoes, each manned by from
sixteen to twenty rowers. The port charges were remitted, and she was supplied with provisions gratis.
The next day a misunderstanding arose because the Russians in surveying the harbor had set up flags on shore.
The people resented this and were taking up arms, when John Young explained matters, substituting brooms for
flags, and tranquillity was restored.
Captain Kotzebue made an interesting trip to Pearl River, and a mock fight with spears was exhibited in his
honor, in which over sixty chiefs took part..
He sailed December 14th, 1816, exchanging salutes with the fort, the first time that this had ever been done.
*
Kotzebue had found in the harbor, besides the ship Albatross and other vessels, the brig Forester, which had
been purchased by the king from Captain Piggott in exchange for sandalwood, and her name changed to
Kaahumanu.
In March, 1817, Kamehameha sent her, under Captain Alexander Adams, with a cargo of sandalwood to
Canton, touching at Kauai to haul down the Russian colors and hoist his own, and returning October 17 th, 1817.
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The result was that the king lost about three thousand dollars by the speculation, partly because the Chinese
authorities would not recognize the Hawaiian flag. The Keoua had previously been taken to Macao by Captain
Davis, and never returned.
The Bordeaux Packet, a brig of one hundred and sixty tons, was purchased in 1817 with sandalwood.
*
In the early part of the year 1818 a suspicious-looking craft named the Victory, alias Santa Rosa, arrived at
Kealakekua Bay under the command of an Englishman named Turner. The crew, who spoke Spanish, were a
lawless set, and spent most of their time in carousing on shore. They had abundance of gold and silver, crucifixes,
candelabras, cups, and other sacred vessels, taken from Roman Catholic churches. Kamehameha purchased the
ship of her officers and crew, and renamed her the Liholiho, intending to send her to Canton with a cargo of
sandalwood.
*
At last, in September, 1818, a Spanish man-of-war from Buenos Ayres, the Argentina, commanded by Captain
Bouchard, arrived, and seized the Victory. The captain informed Kamehameha that its crew were pirates, who
during the war of independence had run away with the Santa Rosa, a sloop of war belonging to the province of La
Plata, had pillaged a town on the Chilian coast, and stripped the churches of their sacred ornaments and furniture.
Accordingly, the king jmmediately sent out his messengers, who captured most of the buccaneers and delivered
them up to justice. The greater part of the church ornaments were also recovered by his orders and restored to
Captain Bouchard, who appojnted Don Marin consul of La Plata.
Hearing that the first officer of the Victory had gone to Waimea, Kauai, Captain Bouchard sailed thither with
an order from Kamehameha to the chiefs of Kauai. The pirate was given up, and summarily tried and executed
on the beach at Waimea, after which both vessels laid in supplies at Honolulu, and finally sailed for California.
*
In 1817 the Argentina had cruised against the Spaniards, and captured a brigantine belonging to the governor
of Guam. In November, 1818, Captain Bouchard made a descent on the California coast, and sacked the town of
Monterey.
During this year three men were sacrificed at Kealakekua for petty violations of the tabu.
*
Kamehameha resided at Kailua seven years.\fn{ A note reads: It is said that at the end of his life he heard of the changes
that were taking place at the Society Islands, and asked some questions in regard to the Christian religion, but found no one who could
answer his inquiries.} He died May 8th, 1819, at the age of eighty-two years, and in the faith of his ancestors.

His work was done. He had consolidated the group under one government, put an end to feudal anarchy and
petty wars, and prepared the way for civilization and Christianity. His faults were those of the age and society in
which he lived, and both morally and mentally he stood far above the other chiefs of his time.
It is said that during his last illness, when the priests proposed that a number of human victims should be
sacrificed to his patron deity in order to prolong his life, he replied, “The men are sacred to the king,” meaning his
son, Liholiho.
The funeral rites observed at that time have been described in Chapter XII. As the district of Kona was polluted
for the time being, the heir to the throne had to leave at once for Kohala. The usual human sacrifice, moepuu,
seems not to have been offered, but the kuni sorcerers performed their incantations to discover who had prayed
the king to death.
The conduct of the people in general was such as forbids description. “According to custom, all law was
suspended and all restraints taken away.”
After the bones of the late king had been deified Hoapili took charge of them and had them concealed in some
cave in North Kona. The place of their concealment has never been revealed. …
1920
199.10 Excerpt from Song Of The Exile\fn{by Kiana Davenport (c.1960?- )} Honolulu, Honolulu County, Oahu
Island, Hawaii, U.S.A. (F) 23
1: Rabaul; New Britain, 1942
“Soon the twa bird will fly. Huge mammal waves will breach and boom. It will be Makahiki time. Autumn in
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my islands.”
She sits up quickly in the dark, taking her body by surprise. Her fingers roam her face, a face once nearly
flawless. She drags her knuckles down her cheeks.
Outside, electrified barbed wire hums. She feels such wrenching thirst, she sucks sweat coursing down her
arm. Then carefully she rises, gliding like algae through humid air. She listens for the sea. For that is what she
longs for—waves cataracting, corroding her to crystals. From somewhere, gurgling latrines. Even their sound is
comforting.
A kerosene lamp is steered into the dark. Sunny watches as dreamily it floats, comes down. A soldier’s hand,
the hand of memory, places it on the floor, revealing a yeasty, torn mosquito net. Inside, a young girl on a narrow
bed, so still she could be dead.
In watchtowers surrounding the women’s compound—twenty Quonset huts, within each, forty women—
guards yawn and stroke their rifles. One of them half dozes, dreamily composing an impeccable letter to his
family in Osaka.
“Mother, we are winning. The Imperial Japanese Army will prevail!”
He is growing thin. In one hut a young girl, Kim, pulls her net aside. Burning with pain, she crawls into
Sunny’s narrow bed, into her arms, and sobs. Sunny calms her, whispering,
“Yes, cry a little, it will help you sleep.”
“It’s hardest when the sky turns light. I think of my family who I will never see again. I want to run outside,
throw myself against the fence.” Sunny sighs, breathes in the smell of sewage, failing flesh.
“Kim, be strong. Think of music, think of books—normal things we took for granted.”
“I don’t remember normal things.” Kim scratches at her sordid legs, a girl of sixteen.
“I don’t remember life.” Sunny shakes her gently, feeling mostly bone.
“Listen now. When the whistle blows for mustering, we’ll stand up straight, eat whatever scraps they throw.
No matter how filthy the water, we’ll drink. With what is left we’ll bathe. We’ll do this for our bodies, so our
bodies will know we still have hope for a future.”
“What future?” Kim whispers. “Two years of this. I only want to die.”
“Hush, and listen. Death would be too easy, don’t you see?” Sunny sighs, begins to drift.
“In Paris now it would be cool. We would stroll the boulevards.” Her voice turns dreamy. “We might even take
a cab.” Kim looks up, asking softly,
“Will the drivers be rude again?”
“Oh, yes. And my French is so bad. Maybe this night we would go to Chez L’Ami Louis.”
“Oh! The food is rich, so excellent.”
Kim momentarily comes alive, for this is her favorite game. Imagining.
“What wine shall we order? The house Fleurie?”
“And pate. And oysters! Will you dip mine in horseradish, Sunny?”
“Of course. And I will scold you when you pocket the matches, such a tourist thing.”
Her voice softens. She thinks of Keo, their time in Paris. Rocking in lush geometries of morning light, nothing
between them but heartbeats. Then spinning under marble arches, through terraced parks, young and careless and
exiled. Not seeing Paris collapsing around them, not seeing their lives were crumbling.
“How happy we were. Grabbing each moment, so alive.”
“I have no such memories,” Kim weeps. “I never shall.”
“Of course you will! One day this will end. You will heal. Life will help you to forget.”
“Yes. Maybe life is waiting in Paris. Beauty and adventure. And shall we walk this evening down the Champs
Elysees? Shop for the softest kid gloves? And cologne? Or maybe take a café and wait for Keo. I’ll close my eyes,
pretend I’m there, just looking on.”
“Shh,” Sunny whispers. “Soon it will be daylight. If they find us together, they’ll beat us again.” She feels
tears come: hunger, torture, incessant pain, the knowledge that she and this girl—all of them—are dying.
“Don’t think so much. It will consume you. You will never survive.”
“Survive. For what?” Kim’s voice grows loud; girls sit up listening behind their nets.
“You talk of life. How can we face life after this? How can we face ourselves?” Sunny’s voice turns urgent.
“We must live. Or what have we suffered for? Will these years have been for nothing?”
Under her pillow is a makeshift map, drawn so she can remember where they are, where they were shipped to
months ago. Here is the town of Rabaul on the island of New Britain, east of Papua New Guinea, just north of
Australia. Here is the Pacific Ocean and, far to the northeast, Hawai’i. Honolulu, home. Farther out is the world,
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the great oceans. Far across the Atlantic, there is Paris. Yesterday. But, always, her mind snaps back to Rabaul.
Exhausted, weak beyond knowing, Kim sinks back on the filthy mattress, stale grains of rice matting her hair.
“I want to sleep, I want to dream. Oh, take me back to Paris, shops, cabarets. Tell me again how you and Keo
rode in a car with the top down.”
Paris, Sunny thinks. We were so innocent. Not understanding trains were already leaving stations, streets were
darkening with blood. She sighs, begins again, dreamily, and as she talks, girls struggle from their beds, move
down the aisle, brushing her mosquito net. Some so thin, their movements seem delicate, some so young they are
children, ghosts weaving through a scrim. Wanting only to listen and dream, they sit with arms entwined, heads
bowed against each other.
“I remember, French women were so chic, and arrogant, always rushing off to rendezvous. I tried to imitate
them, to be caustic and quick. It was not in my nature “
“And did you paint your nails each day?”
“And did you drink champagne?” She smiles wearily.
“Oh, yes. Sometimes we danced all night. Then stood on little bridges, waiting for the sun.” Kim curls against
her, like a child.
“Tell us again about your sweetheart. Was he always kind?” Sunny weeps a little, and they wait.
“He was an island man, very kind. And shy. A musician, have I mentioned? So gifted, he played in famous
cities. New Orleans. Paris. He was known.” Girls shudder and sigh, as if her words are talismans, miracles that
will transport them, save their lives.
“Keo was not my first, but he was my only. I thought I chose him, now I see I was the chosen. It’s so nice
when someone reaches for you. Try to imagine. A young man, not terribly handsome, not very tall. Dark, very
dark, and proud. Even at home in Honolulu, he always stood apart.”
2: Ke Alana; Awakening; Honolulu, Mid-1930s
Dawn coming purple over the ko‘olaus.\fn{Sawtooth mountain ranges; these separate the windward and leeward sides of
He strolled up Kalihi Lane, west of downtown Honolulu. A lane so narrow he could reach out his arms,
almost touch bushes on either side. A world remote, unspoken for, so modest there was the temptation to hate it.
There was the fear this was all he would know.
Wood-frame bungalows going to termites, their porch steps scalloped by generations. Each separated by wire
fences snaked with chenille plants, crown flowers, golden trumpet vines. The heavy scent of ginger, plumeria.
Each day he left this lane with the breath of an animal running. And each night he returned.
Some nights he felt the lane reach out to him, beautiful in moonlight. In every yard, chicken coops, orchids
rioting in lard cans, blue sobs of jacaranda. And mango trees drooping with lianas, shell ginger hanging like pink
jewels. Overhead, scraggly palms stretched back and forth across the lane, forming a feathery vaulted ceiling like
a long primeval foyer leading him into a forest of shy and friendly tribes.
Sometimes he stood very still and listened. Mr. Kimuro snoring on his left answered the piping snores of Mr.
Silva on the right. Mary Chang’s phone rang, and across the lane Dodie Manlapit sat up in bed: He heard the sea,
he heard its call. He laid his hand against a tree. I have not lived. At lane’s end, he stepped into a tiny yard, a
carless garage, climbed the steps of a bungalow, and quietly removed his shoes.
On a stool in the hallway his mother, Leilani, already astride the day. Husky-armed, mocha skin unwrinkled,
face flawless as a child’s, she sat gabbing on the phone with Aunty Silky, who worked the six-to-six shift at
Palama Women’s Prison.
“ … listen, girlie, was scarlet fever, no cholera, dat took her, so much coming at us in dose days. She nevah sat
up. Just blink and die. Oat’s when some buggah stole her crystal necklace. And what choo t’ink? Last year Milky
Carmel ita show up fo Pansy’s wedding wearing dem same damn crystals! Auwe! I near went die. Wait—here
come my son, da midnight owl.”
He stood in cool drafts, drinking guava from the bottle, then closed the Frigidaire and kissed his mother’s head
in passing. Sprawled in his tiny room, younger brother Jonah, his walls a grid of baseball mitts and rowing
paddles. Malia, his sister, in her room, snoring in a chair, eerie white face mask, head helmeted with pleated metal
meant to train her curly hair.
In their shared room, older brother DeSoto, on leave from his ship in the merchant marine. Keo pulled off his
waiter’s shirt and trousers, hung them carefully, and crawled into the bottom bunk. Listening to the faltering tenor
of his brother’s snores, he covered his face with a pillow, steeped in the distillate of enyy and frustration.
Oahu}
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He’s crossed the Pacific seven times. Seen Antarctica. Known women in Java. Manila. I’ve never been off this
rock. Just a guy who carries trays …
*
He could have been born blind, sight seemed so wasted on him. As a child, he fingered everything, not trusting
what his eyes beheld. Then, for years he walked with his nose up like a dog, relying on smell. When he was ten,
his ears became his eyes, his head always turned, an ear thrust forward, sounding out life. Folks thought he was
simpleminded.
In 1921, when he was eleven, Kamaka Ukulele and Guitar Works opened on South King Street. Keo ran
errands after school, fetching tea and Luckies for the workmen. One of them was deaf, a Filippino with his own
unique method of determining perfect resonance in constructing an ukulele.
“All in da fingahs,” he said, gently tap-tapping, sensing by his nerve ends vibrations of the sound box.
He covered Keo’s ears, placed his fingers on the box of a pineapple-shaped ukulele, then strummed. He did the
same thing on a standard guitar-shaped ukulele, so Keo could feel the difference: more mellow sounds of the
pineapple uke because of the internal volume of the box.
“Human ears not always accurate,” he said. “Sometime ears in fingah tips.”
When he was twelve, the deaf man gave him his first ukulele, selling it for five dollars. Keo sat in the dark and
stroked the thing, listening with his fingers. Sound came to him then, pouring into him like light. Within weeks he
could play any song heard once. But when he tried to go beyond himself, attempting wild variations on island
songs, Palolo, Leilehua, Hawaiian Cowboy, his playing was blundering and crude.
Keo did not know how to be moderate, to gently coax his instrument so it would hum and glow. Instead, he
corrupted its sounds into whining exhalations of stunned wood, playing so hard calluses grew on his fingers.
There was no one to guide him, to mesh his wild cogs, no one to help him articulate.
At fifteen, finding a worn-out radio, he rewired it and taped the crumbling shell. Each night, staring at
distempered walls, listening to truculent snores of his brother, Keo twisted dials until he heard a crackly reception
from the mainland. Choral groups. Concertos. Music called classical. Listening, he felt a keen, prehensile
yearning of his heart toward music he couldn’t comprehend. Currents passed through him, so strong his body
smelled like something scorched.
From ukulele and guitar it seemed a slow-motion glide to piano. Sometimes he slipped into the Y, where bands
entertained the armed forces. The crowd was mostly white, a few Negro soldiers on the side. Keo edged his way
toward the bandstand, trying to observe musicians—how they held their instruments, how they controlled their
breathing. Because he was civilian and local, MPs always shoved him outside.
One night he stepped into a room of punching bags, moldy leather gloves. Rank odor of sweat and sawdust.
Something massive in the corner caught his eye. That was how he discovered the Baldwin. He pulled off the filthy
canvas, opened the creaking lid, and wiped the keys. After that, several times a week he slipped into that room
and sat at the piano.
At first he didn’t care how it sounded, only cared how keys resonated to his touch. The thing was out of tune,
strings mildewed, felt hammers hung with insects. Still he got so he could play almost recognizable songs,
anything heard once. He played dregs of Bach and didn’t know it. Rachmaninoff. Ellington and Basie. He played
hour after hour, then dragged himself off to wait tables at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel. On his day off, he played the
Baldwin straight through the night and into the next afternoon. He didn’t know what he was doing. Such a torrent
poured out of him, his nose bled.
Each night after waiting tables he joined the band in the Royal Hawaiian’s Monarch Room, strumming ukulele,
fox-trotting with rich, lonely tourists. He was striking rather than handsome, but his dark, mahogany skin seemed
backlit, his impeccable presence was like something charged, and women were drawn to him.
Keo learned to tell by their perfume which woman would thrust her hips against him, wanting sex.
Imperceptibly he would move her across the floor to Tiger Punu, who women couldn’t get enough of, or Chick
Daniels, matinee-idol handsome, first ukulele in the Monarch Room. Or one of the other “golden men” whose
names had the ring of rampant health: Surf Hanohano, Turkey Love, Blue Makua, Krash Kapakahi, the
Kahanamoku brother.
Long-limbed, muscled, they strode Waikiki sands like laughing, bronzed gods. Beachboys in the daytime—
teaching swimming, surfing, paddling—serenaders at night, the “golden men” had even been immortalized in
Hollywood films, so that rich white women came seeking them out. At dawn they left women slumbering in their
Royal suites and drove home, exhausted, in rusty pickups. In working-class Kalihi, Palama, and Iwilei, they sat in
tiny kitchens, counting their tips.
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Keo stood apart from his friends. White women scared him. He imagined beneath that pale sensuality lay
ravening appetite. As if they’d come to collect scalps. He had no desire for them. Lately he had no thoughts of
women at all. His blood accumulated in the wrong places. All he wanted was the piano, his fingers on the keys.
One day while he sat at the Baldwin, a USA Volunteer entered the room. Blond and pale, she stood behind him
listening. Next time, she brought a Victrola and records. Avalon. When We’re Alone. Keo copied each song almost
note for note. Sometimes she hummed songs while he followed, stalking melody and tempo. Then he would play
each composition start to finish.
One day he found the piano tuned and polished. He sat down, bewildered. While he played, the woman locked
the door, spread something on the floor, and asked him to make love to her. She said she had never “done it” with
a native. She was thirty and divorced. He was nineteen. She said once, just once, for the experience.
He watched his dark, swollen penis enter her, like entering a pale flute, edged conch, blue veins spidering her
thighs. When he came, he thought his brain had burst, his skull detached and sizzling. He would die insane, stuck
inside a haole.\fn{A white person; literally, “one without breath”}He screamed, struggled to pull out of her, but she did
something with her hand and he was hard again. They were there five hours, moaning and bleating. He didn’t
even know her name. He never went back. By then it didn’t matter; he played soundless chords on any surface,
kitchen tables, his busing tray, sideways on his bedroom wall. His fingers drummed incessantly.
*
Moonlight on wet fangs. Dobermans flinging themselves against a fence trying to get at him. Keo snarled,
sending them into spasms. Inside the fence, dew turned lawns an orient of pearls. A tin heiress’s Indo-Persian
fortress on the sea past Diamond Head. To build the house more than two hundred men had labored a year laying
the foundation, excavating five acres of lava.
It had been like watching the construction of the pyramids—hovering dust clouds, hammering sun, age-old
calligraphy of heaving dark men. The actual house had taken several years, and during that time the heiress
refused to build toilets for local laborers. They were forced to relieve themselves in the wreckage where they
worked, wearing urine-soaked kerchiefs on their faces so they wouldn’t choke on dust. She named her fortress
Wahi Pana, legendary place. Locals called it Wahi Kukae, place for excreting.
Keo watched limos slide through her gates. Lights igniting the main house, several bands. All he had to do was
give the guards his name; she was expecting her “golden men” from the Royal. He looked down at his toe-pinch
leather shoes, knife-pleated trousers. He looked across the lawns. He had no business here. What he needed
wasn’t here. He turned away, remembering his mother, earlier, ironing his pants.
“Why you going dere? Dat rich wahine eat you boys alive, toss you out when she get bored.” His sister, Malia,
had argued in her studied, drawing-room English.
“Mama, that’s how it is with haole. The trick is, while they’re using us, to use them.”
Malia, becoming so chic she no longer fit. She had begun to sound like someone not local but not quite white.
Someone stuck in between. Their mother, Leilani, stopped ironing and stared at her.
“Girlie, you talk to me like dat again, I put dis iron smack on yo behind. You coming too high maka-maka.”
Malia leaned back as if struck.
“But you’re the one said pau Pidgin in this house. No more talking like kanaka. You said learn ‘proper’
English.” Leilani shook her head.
“True. But bumbye you coming too good fo us.”
Malia’s voice turned soft and weary. She held out scabby arms.
“Mama, look at this. Rash from cheap-starch uniforms. Chambermaid all day at the Moana. At night, dancing
hapa-haole\fn{Half-white} tourist hula for the same folks whose toilets I scrub at noon. Why shouldn’t I have airs?
I earned them.”
Malia, golden-skinned, verging on voluptuous. Polynesian features gathered into something just short of
beautiful. Only daughter, born between the first two sons, she was “cursed” with drive and cunning. Her drawers
full of French perfumes thieved from hotel guests. Designer labels snipped from hats and dresses, resewn into
hers. She was a fraud, but Keo loved her deeply. Something in his sister calmed him down.
“I’m proud of you,” he told her. “You going be somebody.”
“You.” She pushed him away.
“One day you talk Pidgin, next day ‘proper’ English. Cunfunnit, make up your mind!”
He smiled. In his youth he’d pushed himself, learning “proper” English. Even without university degrees,
Leilani vowed, her kids would sound educated, look educated, wear real leather shoes instead of flapping, rubber
slippers. Still, Keo always slid back to Pidgin; it kept him in touch with himself.
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Now he turned off Kalakaua Avenue, strolling the sands past the Royal. Farther down stood the U. S. Army
installation, Fort DeRussy. He moved up near the open dance floor of the officers club, watching couples move in
circles. The Negro military band played moony renditions of Body and Soul, You Are Too Beautiful, their eyes
tragic with boredom. One of the Negroes suddenly stood and pointed his horn at the ceiling, making it sob.
Couples stopped dancing and listened.
The song was still recognizable, but he played it like someone shaking his skin loose, he was so tired of the
world. He didn’t bob or sway, just stood apart in ancient grooves. Then at some crucial point the horn turned on
the player, the song and his wild talent grappled. He blew it slow, then fast, blew it so it screamed, then crooned.
It cursed, then turned docile and familiar. He must have felt too naked. The song eventually won out, flowed into
easy rhythms so couples moved round the floor again. Band taking a break, the man strolled out on the sand,
sweat pouring down his face. Keo approached.
“Say. You were great.”
“Naw. Great don’t reach this far. Not on this fuckin’ rock.” He turned, peered close, saw Keo was local.
“Oh, man, I’m sorry. Thought you was one of the boys from the base.” Keo laughed softly.
“I don’t mind. Is that a clarinet?” The soldier looked him up and down.
“You sure don’t know nothing. That’s a tenor sax.”
He walked back to the bandstand, returning with the horn, the thing shimmering and furtive like a weapon.
Keo touched its big primordial mouth.
“That part don’t mean much,” the Negro said. “Up here”—he danced the valves with his fingers—“is where
you make it happen.” He saw the reverence with which Keo stroked the thing, the way he listened.
“You like music? You play?”
“Uke, gultar … piano.”
“What you play on piano?”
“Anything. All I gotta do is hear it once.”
“Read music?”
“I don’t need to,” Keo said.
“Hey! You pretty hip for a cat can’t tell clarinet from sax. This I gotta see.”
He went back to the bandstand, leaned down to the drummer, and motioned for Keo to wait in the shadows. An
hour later they packed up their instruments.
“We’re jamming back of Pony’s Billiards, off Hotel Street. Just ‘dark’ boys. Want to sit in?” Keo stepped back.
“I’m not a pro. I’ve never played with strangers.” They laughed good-naturedly.
“Let’s see how good you listen. I’m Dew. This here’s Handyman.”
In that way he became a camp rat, following Dew’s band from base to base on weekends—Fort DeRussy,
Schofield Barracks, Tripler Air Base—and afterwards, all-night jam sessions in back rooms of billiard parlors and
bars. Still, he couldn’t screw up the nerve to play with them, awed by their dark, obverse nobility, the ferocious
investitures of their sounds.
“So this is jazz.”
“Jazz, ragtime—it’s all just torching,” Dew explained.
He grew to love their slang, their names, even their coloring—a wash of blacks, mahoganies, tans, jaunty
yellows, not unlike Hawai’ians. He studied the massed residue of sweat caught in smoky lamplight, washing
down dark faces like wet jewels, as one man stood and blew his horn in the softest, most elegant way. Telling of
lost dreams, lost realms, misguided innocence and honor. Another took the drums apart, took songs apart with
deafening crashes and wallops sliding into tom-tom rhythms, crazy cymbal flourishes, then put them together
again with brushes, gentle splishes and splashes.
Keo pounded tables, wanting to scream, wanting to tell them what it meant being there, being with them,
forever freed from silence. They teased him, wanting him to play. He wasn’t ready, knew he wasn’t good enough.
Still, his love of rhythm and tempo, and syncopation, his inability to express it, endeared him to them. They
adopted him, took him to taxi dance halls where Filipino bands mixed Latin rhythms with big-band sounds. He
still couldn’t read music, had no way to practise or improvise. He slept with the radio to his ear, absorbing all he
could get, even in dreams.
One day six husky Hawaiians staggered up Kalihi Lane, a lidless upright Steinway missing keys balanced
between them. His father, Timoteo, had found it in the dump behind Shirashi Mortuary, where he was head janitor
and coffin repairman. That night after work, Keo stood gaping. Warped hammers hung with leis, sprung wires
taped haphazardly, its dark, squat front reminiscent of a bulldog with missing teeth.
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He bought manuals and tools, repairing it one key, one felt hammer at a time. His hands took on the smell of
glue and lacquer. Neighbors heard the nightly whine of planing, wood shavings curling in air like flimsy locks.
His mother sat frowning at the black mass uglifying her garage.
“Why you need dis? Why you no just listen radio? Good kine music on Hawaii Calls.” He was patient.
“Mama. I’m going to be a serious musician. Not some joker playing hukilau\fn{Net-fishing party} for tourists.”
Sawdust settled on her cheeks.
“Then why you no play music of kahiko, ancestors? Real Hawaiian kine, wit gourds, skin drums.”
“I’m going to play jazz.”
“What kine music dat?”
He wanted to say it was like confession, and doing penance, a way of playing that exhausted each man’s
genius and dementia. He wanted to say that after jazz, all other music would be dead.
Some nights, brother Jonah passing him pliers, a wire cutter, he worked on the Steinway till dawn. Then he
walked down to the ocean. And he drank the sea he swam in, nourished and submerged. For that quiet time,
nothing martered. He had his dream. He had the sea. Wet peaks that soothed him, time untying him with salty
hands.
3: Rabul, New Britain, 1943
Rain. Incessant rain. Nets rotting, walls becoming mold. A girl is shot for trying to signal Allied planes. Doors
are bolted, windows painted over; there is little oxygen. Mustering at dawn, lining up for morning “bow” outside
each Quonset, only half the girls are strong enough to stand. Hands held at their sides, feet exactly side by side,
each girl inclines from the waist, remaining thus to the slow count of five. Others half squat or lean on sticks,
fainting while guards yell
“Bango!”\fn{The ostensible purpose behind this exercise is to honor the Emperor}
They count off in Japanese, “Ichi, nee, san, she, go, roku,” the strongest calling out for their weaker neighbors.
Caught bangoing for others, they are whipped, made to kneel on bamboo poles for hours. Nearly eight hundred
girls had been shipped to Rabaul-military bastion of more than a hundred thousand men, major supply base for
Japan in its drive to take New Zealand and Australia. Now, barely five hundred girls survive.
Those strong enough spend hours over washboards, scrubbing soldiers uniforms. Noses run from chloride of
lime poured into latrines. Some guards take pity, slipping into laundry rooms with potato tops, carrot skins, a
moldy slice of bread. One guard brings butts of cigarettes, forbidden matches.
“We not all mean,” they whisper. “We good, and bad, like everywhere.”
“Set us free,” girls beg. “Help us dig under the fences.” One day, half crazed with hunger, Sunny challenges a
guard.
“You’ve made us slaves. You starve us. You will hang.” The man steps closer.
“You stupid girl. Soon all peoples everywhere Japanese subjects.” He kicks her backside, knocking her down,
kicks her stomach and her face until he tires.
“You very big mouth! Next time, I cut off your tongue.”
Girls kneel and tend her, some so thin rags hang from them as if from nails. Still there is the daily grind: Six
o’clock mustering, lining up for “Bango!” Gray rice morning meal. The emptying of slop buckets, cleaning out of
Quonsets. Waiting in long lines for latrines. For those still able, there is “weekly exercise,” mindless trudging in
circles round the compound, swinging of arms, bending of backs to start up circulation. At dusk, the evening
“bow” to guards, to inspecting officers. Then again the shouting out for “Bango.”
“Ichi, nee, san, she, go, roku …”
Up and down the lines, women whisper news. Another Allied bombing of Tokyo, defeat of Japan’s navy in the
Coral Sea. Defeat at Corregidor, Midway. An Aussie in the men’s POW camp keeps a homemade wireless packed
in dirt beneath his cot. Once a week men gather, listen to broadcasts from Australia. Weeks, months later, news
reaches the girls in the compound half a mile across the base. Now a Chinese girl, three months pregnant,
knowing she will soon be shot, whispers news from the men’s camp.
“Allies have captured Guadalcanal … Admiral Yamamoto killed at Bougainville! Japs defeated at Lae and
Buna. Jap soldiers starving, eating their shoes … rumors of cannibalism.”
Jubilant, girls cover their mouths and laugh. They laugh at the slightest provocation, sometimes exploding with
mirth, so guards point bayonets. Words have become too difficult, tears too expected. Laughter is their only outlet.
Without it, they might kill themselves or each other. Laughter expresses everything—grief, pain, love, hate.
Sunny even laughs when she sees her face reflected in a piece of glass. Then quickly she turns away. It has been a
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year since she looked into a mirror.
And, because they are humans struggling to survive, even outlive each other, girls study one another—
Chinese, Indonesians, Malays, Koreans, Filipinas, Eurasians, even white women kidnapped from fallen cities—
Singapore, Hong Kong. There is enmity, snobbery among them. And in the total lack of privacy—public nudity of
the bathhouse, open latrines of planks set over concrete blocks that overflow—there is even hate.
The whites—British, American, Dutch—are thought of as slavers, imperialists, stupid and spoiled. Mix-blood
Eurasians are considered lazy whores. Indonesians, Malays, Filipinas are conniving thieves, sometimes spying for
guards. Koreans are sneaky, greedy, ruthless. Chinese, on the low rung, are considered squalid. The few Japanese
girls, former prostitutes, are the lowest of all.
“I wish them all dead,” Kim cries. “Everyone is so selfish. Charo, the Manila girl, hoards potatoes in her
mattress. At night I hear her fighting off rats. Su-Su won’t share a cigarette, not one puff. Maria stole an egg. She
ate it raw, even the shell, while we drooled. An egg! It has been years …”
Sunny holds her like a child. At twenty{our, she understands this is her motherhood. This is all there will be.
“Don’t you see,” she whispers. “They want us to hate each other, it keeps us weak. Keeps us from being
human.”
Yet in the crisis of each Quonset, women nurse each other, hold each other. Sunny has, in fact, witnessed acts
of such unalloyed tenderness, she had to look away. Sometimes she thinks she has never loved human beings so
devotedly as in these years imprisoned in this hut. She tries to memorize every detail, devour unique things about
each girl. She gives them what love and humanity she has in thanks for the miracle of their existing here with her,
suffering as she dies.
“What would it be if I were forced to endure this all alone?”
Tonight, tomorrow, they might die, but today they gaze at each other, promising to always remember. Girls in
each Quonset are kept apart, controlled by separate groups of guards. But at morning and evening muster, and at
chores throughout the day, they signal with shrugs, they whisper through walls. Some connection, some
coincidence: the same country, same city, same name! Even just the same shape eyes. Sometimes a note is passed,
a promise scribbled on a rag.
“Endure. Endure. If I escape, I’ll find your family, I’ll tell them you are brave, and well.”
Their voices drone on in the dark. Many are children, girls kidnapped so young—eleven, twelve—they’ve
never menstruated. This is all they know. For others, some nights grief rinses into remembrance. The beauty of
mountains overlooking mirror lakes. Beauty of bare feet on warm roads, running through grass with good, rough
dogs. Planting in a father’s field beside the father. Weeping in haystacks with lovers. The beauty of grace before a
meal. The luxury of thought. Symphonies. And reading verse. They talk of dreamed-of clothes, scented hair. Taste
of fresh fruit, coffee. They weep for the lost touch of a husband, a betrothed. Sunny listens, talking less, giving
less away as, more and more, she retreats.
“ … Up the road I race on my old Schwinn. Metallic blue and yellow. There on the left, Mr. Tashiro’s house,
wide front yard, smart new Ford. There on the right, the Nanakoas, handsome, husky folks. The son is tall and
flirts, though I am only thirteen. Up and up to purpling heights! Homes hidden by coco palms, ironwoods. The
hour stands still. If I hold my breath I hear blooming, fruiting things. And clattering mynahs full of evening,
making banyans burst with song …”
“ … Up, up toward Alewa Heights, slower as road steepens, legs aching, blood pumping in my head. Far
above, mountains, rain forests, far below, green valleys, and the sea. Dr. Hong checking his porch for termites. He
works with Father at the clinic, doesn’t invite him home because he’s Korean. Never smiles at me. There ahead,
Mama! Standing on the lawn. So graceful—Hawaiian, so beautiful. Sweet-smelling, like pakalana, Chinese violet.
She turns and floats to me …”
“ … Now I’m on King Street, friends beside me in a car. Look, there’s Casino Ballroom, dancing, jazz. We pull
in, rowdy as gangsters. Now I’m swaying on the dance floor. Heat. Rum and Coca-Cola. Someone in that crowd
will change me, save me from my narrow life. I wake up to his profile. Keo …”
She thrashes, calling out his name.
4: Ha ‘Ike Na’au; Revelations That Come From the Gut; Honolulu, mid-1930s
Saliva shaken from brass joints, men taking apart their instruments. Even when they finished playing, he sat
paralyzed, his body an organ of hearing. He wanted what they had—a future. Jazz. When they talked of mustering
out, going home to Memphis, New Orleans, Keo felt sick, something in him physically revolted.
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He watched his mother darning women’s prison uniforms, his father’s face tinted gray from years of breathing
formaldehyde. Younger brother Jonah, still in high school, part-time beachboy at the hotel where his sisters and
cousins were chambermaids. All stuck in a life of servitude. Jazz seemed his only deliverance.
The night before Handyman, the drummer, transferred back to Chicago, they gathered for an all-night jam,
sliding from blues to ballads, from ensemble choruses to solos. Keo tossed down drinks, working up his nerve,
finally approached the bandstand. These were pros, they could tell if a man had talent just by the way he cleared
his throat. The piano man stood, bowed him to the bench. Keo sat down.
“For Handyman.”
The band winked back and forth, then launched into Stardust, New Orleans style, everyone stomping, roaring
in together. They set, tied into Memphis style, establishing a theme in the first chorus, then each man taking a
solo, each executing his own variation. When his turn came, Keo inhaled, starting slow and cautious. Then he
went berserk, galloping through Stardust like a madman, on into Black Bottom and Sister Kate, thundering blindly
into Bach, Stravinsky, Chopin’s Etudes—music he had absorbed from a broken radio every night for months and
years. Music he couldn’t comprehend, like hot, slippery glass that dripped through the seams of his slumber,
marking him forever. The others leaned forward, stunned.
What Keo played was on the verge of being recognizable but was obliterated by left-hand explosions coming
out of nowhere. There were nervous seconds of fingers shimmying up and down keys, a dance that congealed into
a sleepy pause, a meditation, one finger tapping a key like a clock’s second hand. Then he went berserk again, like
two men playing different songs but sottlehow blending them, then staggering off in different directions. This
wasn’t music, it wasn’t jazz. They could not name what it was.
He played on, possessed, pounding out all he knew or felt. Then he invaded compositions from the here and
now—dance songs, pop melodies that screamed through his fingers as he slaughtered sound. Miraculously, by
way of tortured, twisted paths, he came back to Stardust, but the chorus shattered, haunted and brand-new. Sweat
poured down his face and arms, puddling the keys. His fingers slid off and fell into his lap. He picked them up
and played till he was blinded, lungs sobbing, his forehead on the keyboard. He had played nonstop for twentyseven minutes. They stared at him in silence. He raised his head, looking round.
“The truth. Am I … any good?” Dew cleared his throat, answering softly.
“Tell you what you ain’t, Hula Man. You ain’t ordinary.”
After that, nothing stopped him. He still couldn’t read sheet music, could hardly tell one wind instrument from
another, but he was learning. Musicians mustered out of the army, others took their place. Keo waited for them
outside Hickam and Schofield, then played with them all night in backs of barrooms.
Some nights he couldn’t sit still, felt the need to physically embrace sound. In the midst of a piano solo he’d
kick off his shoes, jump up from the bench, and dance. No one knew what he was doing—knee movements to the
Hawaiian War Chant, something from Kabuki, a matador’s ballet. He danced like he played, a thing unleashed,
leaping, darting, turning his body into the instrument. Somehow his crazy movements cohered, a necklace strung
with wild rhythms firing up the band. They blew until they were all but howling, then Keo flung himself back
down on the bench, attacking the keys.
Dew loaned him records, Jelly Roll Morton, Fats Waller. For background, the mythic ragtime sounds of King
Oliver. He bought a used Victrola. Neighbors sat out in the lane with folding chairs and fans, watching his head
bowed at the piano, trying to follow the music.
“What dis ‘ragtime’?” Mary Chang asked. Ricky Silva frowned.
“Must mean time fo put rag in yo ear. Strange kine music—sound more like car crash.”
Sometimes Keo hung his head for the ferocious miracle of Armstrong, playing his records until they were
warped. And this other genius Earl Hines, who played like no one he’d ever heard. Other men, stride pianists
mostly, were still locked into ragtime, seesaw rhythms. But Hines did anything he wished with beat, using single,
note stabs with his left hand, chords and long single, note lines with his right. What Keo was attempting, Hines
had already perfected. A whole new geography.
Keo aped his style. Breaking up passages of songs with double, time or out-of-tempo explosions while still
using a sort of metronomic beat. He decorated songs with tinsel sounds, small hesitations, then slaughtered them
with sharp attacks, sometimes ending them with what sounded like a vibrato on a vibratless instrument. He
practised until he couldn’t tell a Hines recording from his own rendition.
But here was the difference, and he knew it: he was copying someone else. It wasn’t original, wasn’t pure jazz.
He tried carving out his own idiosyncratic sounds, digging for the marrow of a song, the truer truth. After a
while something came, something a little of his own. He took a melody like Sunny Side of the Street and, wanting
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to understand the street, the weather, the mood of its folks, he let his mental eye wander until it stuck—a shaft of
sunlight, a rover that crossed over, someone’s worries left on a doorstep. He froze that detail, dissecting it, fingers
sweeping up and down keys, until it became the essence of the street, the land, scape, the meaning of the song.
Some nights Malia sat listening.
“I thought jazz was original. Seems to me you’re copying someone else’s style.” He stared at her.
“It’s my interpretation—” She waved her cigarette.
“Brother, you’re playing a song someone else composed, you’re interpreting it by miming this guy Hines. How
original is that?” He threw his hands up in the air.
“You want original?”
He laid into a monster boogie-woogie that slid into a Charleston of the twenties, then a throbbing tango that
dragged down to a dirge, the moans of dead things dragged from graves. Then back to the monster boogie-woogie
that had folks toe-tapping in the lane. Malia bent over laughing.
“You’re a wild one. But you’ll outgrow this.” Keo sat up, stunned.
“Outgrow jazz?”
“Piano.” She dragged on her cigarette, exhaling theatrically.
“You can’t really scream on piano. And you need to scream.”
He ignored her. She loved drama, loved saying things that threw him off. But one night he pounded the
keyboard so hard, he broke a finger. He couldn’t even wait tables. For days he haunted pawnshops, not sure why
until he saw the trumpet. He held it in his hands, smelling it, studying it. In a park, he put his lips to the
mouthpiece and blew. It sounded awful, like something being slaughtered. Still, it felt good, felt right, the right
size. He lay down, looking at the sky, the horn resting on his chest.
He dozed, hearing songs he and this horn would play, thoughts and feelings he would express, all the facets of
his life. The man who waited tables at the Royal. The “golden beachboy” catering to tourists. The jazz-driven
camp rat. He would explore all these men with this horn and, in time, he would abandon them. There would be
room for nothing but jazz. He would learn to play this horn so well, it would talk back to him, his fingers
following its urge before he knew what he was playing. He walked the streets of Honolulu feeling just-born, that
he could live forever. He had found a form of expression he could carry with him.
One day his older brother, DeSoto, took him out in his canoe. After hours of drinking beer and gutting ‘ahi,
Keo fitted the mouthpiece into place and blew his horn, tongue thrust carefully against his teeth, the force of air
expunged from his lungs making his gut tight. His sounds were dwarfed by the sea and—recalling his days at
Kamaka Ukulele, a deaf man teaching him how fingers could be ears—he concentrated on depressing valves,
lowering the pitch, “hearing” through nerve ends in each finger. DeSoto listened, then finally asked,
“‘Ey. Why you stop piano? Was beginning to sound real good.” Keo hesitated.
“This trumpet, well … it’s like it’s connected to my brain, my mouth, to what I want to say as soon as I feel it.
With piano, you have to wait till the message gets to your fingers.” He shook his head.
“Maybe I’m a fool.” DeSoto grabbed him by the arm.
“‘Ey! No need explain. Practise. Practise. One day you be on fire wit dat horn. I seen plenny bands in Tokyo,
Hong Kong. Big t’ing now, jazz. Folks talking Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, dat dead haole wit funny nameBig Spida Back.”
“Bix Beiderbecke.” Keo laughed, loving his brother.
“Tell you someting, Keo. Best place fo practise—best fo solitude—right here.” He pointed to the sea, mantas
soaring in the distance.
“Give you time build up—whatchoo call it, confidence. You take my boat out anytime, I give it you.”
Keo studied his brother. Prototype Hawaiian—husky, fearsome—brooding brow, wind-sculpted face of ancient
voyagers. A loner, always a little outside of time. Named after a dream car his father would never own because he
had had kids instead, DeSoto had left school at ten to help support the younger ones. His only language was
Pidgin, yet he had crossed the Pacific seven times, seen Antarctica, Bombay. When he was home, he spent his
days fishing.
“Brother,” Keo asked. “I always wondered … what do you think when you’re out here alone?” He shrugged.
“Tides, weathah, what kine fish I going catch. How I going cook it. Steam. Fry. How much gingah, how much
soy. How ‘ono\fn{Good} it going taste.” Keo tried again.
“What do you think of when you pau\fn{All done} fishing, pau eating?” DeSoto studied him.
“Whatchoo looking fo? Key to existence? Dis da key. Right now. Nobody own tomorrow.”
After that, he paddled out alone, far beyond surfers and fishermen. He would pull in his paddles, wipe his
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mouthpiece, and blast away with his trumpet. Some days he lost sight of land, canoe swirling in waters so deep
the ocean turned blue-black. Sometimes a whale followed, oboeing to his bleating horn. Even dolphins leapt,
answering him in click-song.
Days he played past exhaustion—spent lips, spent lungs—he would lie back, point the canoe toward shore, and
hope the tide would take him in. Some days he knew terrible thirst. After a while he got used to it, confused the
thirst with burning drive. Years later he would remember those days—exhausted, empty, half drowned by crashing
waves. And he would wonder if, in fact, he had been practising, or finding out how much he could bear.
*
Leilani swayed regally down the lane carrying a large empty bowl. She smiled up at the tofu man, breaking his
heart a little, his eyes going doggy because she was so lush, real old kine Hawaiian beauty. Brown skin burnished
with gold where the sun pulled out her cheekbones and fleshy shoulders. Black hair a waterfall. Eyes deep,
chocolate as kukui,\fn{Candlenut}teeth taro-tough and radiant. She leaned against his wagon, brooding. In large
Saloon Pilot cracker cans, blocks of tofu floated in fresh water. She dipped a finger midst the swirling creamy
squares, and saw her shivering reflection. The tofu man leaned down.
“‘Ey, Leilani. How Keo doing? Still playing strange kine music?” She flung her head back.
“You wait. My boy going come famous. Blowing horn mo modem dan manaka\fn{Boring} ukulele!”
She swayed back up the lane with her bowl of tofu, head high, afraid they were laughing behind her. She had
begun to dread the fish man, the poi man, neighbors in the lane. Even the sound of squid deep-frying, rice pots
chortling on stoves, conjured for her kitchens full of gossipers, folks whispering her son was pupule,\fn{Crazy;
insane} that he talked to his piano and screamed into a horn.
His finger healed, his lips grew sore, and for a while he went back to piano. Neighbors heard him muttering in
the nights, slapping at mosquitoes, pounding faulty keys. But now and then he played something they recognized,
played with such longing, such a going-to-pieces, in their beds folks turned and held each other.
Some nights he was aware of Jonah sitting in the dim garage. As a boy, Jonah had felt a rivalry with Keo,
motivated not by envy but by self-defense, a need to be recognized as more than “younger brother.” Now tall and
muscular in his teens, Jonah had become a star athlete, an honor student. Secure in himself, he grew closer to Keo,
almost protective. One night, sensing his presence in the shadows, Keo turned to him.
“Jonah. What you doing there?”
“Watching. Listening.”
“You understand this jazz?”
“No … but I like watch you go fo broke. Good example fo me.”
His admiration gave Keo strength. Someone was there, urging him on, halving his frustrations and fears by
sharing them. Some nights after he played to exhaustion, they walked down to the sea, arms round each other’s
shoulders.
Dew would soon be mustering out, headed home to New Orleans. Now he coached Keo on horn, helping him
read sheet music: how to decipher written notes, fill in gaps with proper chord sequences, take advantage of
conventional breaks—basic things that gave him direction.
“I can’t teach you to play. But I’ll tell you this—before you can be original, you got to know what’s traditional,
what rules you gonna break.” He took the trumpet and blew notes with such clarity, such seeming ease, Keo
almost hit him in the mouth.
“I thought you only played sax.” Dew laughed.
“I’m a musician. You better be one too, and not look down your nose at other instruments. You need them even
when you’re soloing.” He relaxed a little.
“What I just blew was nothing. One day you’ll dance all over that. You got fire in you, Keo. But don’t get
vain.”
He took him to Filipino dance halls, listening to bands from Manila. Keo found them excessive and flashy,
even the crowds were flashy, competing and fighting. During police raids, hundreds of knives would hit the dance
floor. But now and then someone caught his eye. A woman turned, hands on hips, willing to bear his weight for an
evening.
He was mid-twenties then, with normal drives. Some nights he’d take a woman to a hotel, pay what she asked,
make love, laugh, even stay a while. He was always considerate, always detached, caught up with his horn. It was
a kind of communion he shared with the thing, a love with no jealousy, no betrayal, a sense that whatever he
invested in it, it would give back. Sometimes he pressed his nose against the brass, inhaling, stroking the horn’s
flowing lines. This was his, his alone; whatever sounds came out of it could not be dulicated by another human.
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Some nights he propped up music sheets and played straight through without faltering. Then he laid the horn
down, studying little flags and squiggles that made him think of seahorses and bald, drowning men. He started
again, slower, with embellishments not in the score—sly skitterings, a swan-dive arpeggio. Sometimes it worked,
and sometimes not.
Still, he resented reading music. What he wanted was to blow out all his juices, let it go, never the same a
second time. He wanted to paint sounds of violent, dripping colors. Then he wanted his music to gentle down
from violent to penitent, from physical to felt, so folks would gasp,
“How on earth? How on earth?”
He wanted to exhaust them, so they would go home and forgive each other.
“Maybe Malia is right,” he thought. “Maybe I just need to scream.”
With most of his friends mustering out, he went back to taxi dance halls, studying the bands. In the late 1920s
Filipinos coming to Hawaii had brought, with their native music, rich Latin sounds, influence of four centuries as
part of the Spanish empire. This natural feeling of rhythms primed them for blues and jazz. They had evolved into
Hawaii’s first corps of dance musicians, now playing in ballrooms all over town. Keo backed away from it.
“Their playing is a joke. You were the one who said real jazz is mental. If it’s danceable—it isn’t jazz.” Dew
looked at him with real affection.
“Boy, you keep thinking that way, you’ll end up playing all alone. What these guys play isn’t ‘pure’ jazz, but
they offer exposure to new sounds. All us military guys so far from home—where you think we get our juice, our
inspirations? These Filipinos, and mainland bands. Dammit, Keo, stop picking my brain. Find your own
inspiration.” He answered softly, like a child.
“But you’re the best-"
“You mean ’cause I’m ‘colored,’ ’cause me and my friends were raised on pig-feet/whorehouse blues?” Keo
shook his head, unfazed.
“I’ve listened to you for two years now. Nobody plays blues or jazz like Negroes. King Oliver. And Armstrong.
That clarinetist, Bechet? They’re geniuses.”
“Which is what you ain’t. Yet. You just want to grab that horn and use it like a blowtorch. Boy, you got to learn
to be a team. man, build on what’s established, play with who’s around. You got to be generous with other guys,
harmonize and complement.” He hesitated, as if he were about to explain the afterlife, an incorporeal realm.
“Keo, you’ve never seen the big time—Chicago, Kansas City, New Orleans. Maybe you will, you’re good
enough. I’ll tell you one thing. You don’t respect the rules, those boys will wipe you off the bottom of their
shoes.”
Two weeks after Dew shipped out, Keo started playing part-time at Rizal’s Dance Hall, sitting in after
midnight when the second trumpet took a break. Filipinos were passionate, fiery; their exuberant sounds
introduced him to new points of view, new attitudes. He followed the rules, and began blowing brass duets with
the first trumpet, the band playing a jazzy sensual tempo couples danced to. It wasn’t the raw, improvisational
jazz he loved, but it was a form of blues, with enough surprises to keep him alert. He memorized his sheet music,
so he knew each trumpet arrangement by heart.
When the band struck up, he played the score exactly as written. But sometimes in rehearsals he skidded off
toward the edges, improvising, knowing he had gone too far when the bandleader narrowed his eyes. Because he
couldn’t blow wild, he began to concentrate on tone. In time a quality crept into his playing, something came out
of his horn he’d never heard.
Keo began soloing, with such restraint and intelligent phrasing, bandsmen looked at him with interest. One
night, playing I Should Care, he blew such sweeping, lilting arpeggios, couples stopped dancing and listened. He
played on, pulling truth into focus, the rhythm section sliding in—piano, bass, drums—adapting to his sound.
When it was over, the crowd applauded, shouting Keo’s name.
Eventually soldiers came to hear him, serious jazzmen. He wrote Dew, keeping him abreast. Records arrived
from New Orleans. Ellington, Basie. More Sidney Bechet. And wah-wah gutbucket sounds Keo hadn’t heard
before, blues and jazz played on horns muted with plates, cups, hats. He found the sounds ugly, unorthodox. He
thought of gutbucket as cheating. But as he listened, Keo began to like how a horn could be controlled.
One night he put a rice bowl over the mouth of his trumpet, palpitating the bowl while he blew, giving the
sounds a wavering, watery address. He switched to a derby hat, copying a photo in Downbeat. Excited by the new
sounds, he wrote Dew long letters—how he was absorbing and learning.
In the lane, Leilani held her head a little higher.
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5: Ho’onalu; To Form Waves, to Meditate
Nights at Casino Ballroom, listening to bands. One night a face stood out from the crowd, pale and arrogant,
yet somehow melancholy. She stared at him so long, he felt a slippage in his joints, his membranes burned. He felt
if he didn’t look away, all the rules would change; more would be required of him than he possessed.
A few nights later, blowing trumpet at Rizal’s, he saw her again. Staring as if she were shaking him down.
While he stood in the alley having a smoke, she suddenly appeared.
“I wanted to tell you how much I enjoy your playing.” Her voice low, almost shy.
“You follow jazz?” he asked.
“Not really. But I know when I hear excellence.”
Up close her face pierced him, it was so lovely. Soft angles in her cheekbones, slight fullness in her lips and
nose that bespoke Hawaiian blood. But in her slightly slanted eyes, straight black blunt-cut hair, he saw other
blood as well.
“What’s your name?”
“Sunny … Sun-ja Uanoe Sung.” Then he said a crazy thing.
“You have very good posture.”
Sometimes she came with friends from university. Then she came alone, and stood apart. He began to look for
her. One night, wet and wrecked, he came off the stage and she was there. They spent nights walking by the sea,
cautious, apprehensive. Keo spoke haphazardly, randomly, missing transitions. She described her life episodically,
in reverse. As if their lives had not unfolded from prior events.
He learned her father was Korean. As they grew closer, he saw how her skin seemed to go darker in sunlight,
her black hair turned slightly curly in rain. She confused him further when she relaxed, seeming almost playful.
Her lips grew fuller and there was a lazy glide to her gestures. Like all mix-bloods, she was complex, sometimes
seeming one way, then another, sometimes both bloods—Hawaiian and Korean—struggling to dominate, giving
her the benefit of neither.
One night, sitting on a bench, Sunny talked about her father, how he had never wanted her, how he abused her
Hawaiian mother. How being unloved sometimes made her feel invisible. She talked softly, wistfully, until she
talked herself to sleep. Carefully, Keo put his arm round her. How defenseless she seemed. Yet he remembered
how she looked when he first saw her—bold, casting her gaze at him recklessly, as if whatever he offered her
would not be challenging enough. Now he pulled her close, and talked about a gnawing at his heart, dread of
being mediocre. He talked about fox-trotting rich women, carrying their dishes, his fear that this would be his life.
“I’m more than that. I won’t end up a should-have-been. I’ll be the best—I just need a blueprint.”
The moon on her face made her look extremely young. He shook her awake.
“Sunny. You don’t belong with me. You’re a college kid—” She sat up slowly.
“Your father’s a doctor, you live in the Heights.”
“He’s a lab technician. And we don’t own our house.”
“Still. What are you doing here? Slumming?” She studied him.
“I know what slumming is. That is not what this is.”
“Then, what is it?”
“This is everything you told me. Everything we’ve said. I’m not afraid.”
She bowed her head like a young animal drinking at a trough, and brought his fingers to her lips. Her hair fell
forward, exposing her neck. He covered that place with his forehead.
*
She brought omens, exhilarations, she made him look up from his life. He learned that her good posture came
from dread, the constant surge of adrenaline.
“I’ve known the taste of fear from birth. It was in my mother’s milk.” And so she grew up testing her courage,
lying in the road at night while cars raced up the hill, holding her breath as headlights stroked her.
“I’d wait until they hit the brakes, then I would roll away. Mama thought I was suicidal because Papa was so
brutal. She didn’t understand I wanted to live! I was toughening myself.” She told him how she had stood on cliffs
in storms, fighting the wind, toes curled round the edges of her slippers.
“I was learning never to be afraid of things. I’d come home drenched, dazed, covered in mud, and Papa would
hit me, thinking I’d been rolling in the fields with boys.”
In summers she worked the canneries and clerked in stores. Her “proper” English and pale, honey skin should
have smoothed the way for promotions, but Sunny kept putting herself on the line for darker girls.
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“I watched how Hawaiians and Filipinas were shoved around. It made me angry. I organized little strikes,
wrote petitions, accusing bosses of favoritism.” She laughed.
“I’ve been fired from three jobs.”
She mentioned a brother, an engineering student at Stanford University. Her father wanted her to study
medicine.
“Is that what you want?” Keo asked.
“He doesn’t care what I want. That’s not the Korean way. Everything is kongbu Mera, kongbu Mera! Study,
study!” Then she frowned, trying to be fair.
“Papa says learning is a duty to our ancestors. He’s not a bad man, just harsh and fatalistic.”
“What about your mother?” Sunny hesitated.
“Mama’s forgotten how to run, or even walk barefoot. I pull thorns from my heart watching how he treats her,
wanting her to be a ‘lady.’ When she’s too local, too riff,raff, or when she talks Pidgin, he hits her. Then I want to
attack him. I have to leave the room he’s in. Sometimes I do things to distract him, so he hits me instead. Other
times he looks so sad I want to comfort him. I go as close as I think safe.” Keo shook his head.
“My father did that, I would knock him down, much as I respect him.”
“I’ve tried to take her back to her family in Waimanalo. But, you see, she loves him. His first wife died shortly
after they arrived here from Korea. With Mama—Hawaiian, uneducated—Papa feels he married beneath him. She
was young and beautiful, and he was alone.” Sunny hugged herself and sighed.
“Hard to explain. He couldn’t live without her. Yet he treats her like most Koreans treat their wives, never
calling her by name. It’s always Yobo!—Hey, you!”
Listening, Keo had the sense that he had walked into an empty room and there was this girl lit by desperation.
Wanting to save her mother’s life. He tried to translate that desperation, evolve it backwards to the girl herself.
Make her pieces fit. Maybe it was her life that needed saving.
She kept a tiny rented studio up near the university in Manoa Valley, a campus so small and rural, cows still
wandered into graduation ceremonies. The first time they made love, Keo felt he would do anything she asked. He
would give her his trumpet, his lungs, his life, for more of her, for all of her he could get. Weeks passed in a kind
of dementia. They moved on each other with a scratched-itch ecstasy. His kisses animal-mounting bites, him
lathered and wetted in her vagina that felt like a slick rolled-up tongue sucking him to incandescence.
Breathing. It seemed an achievement, coming out of her. Coming back alive. Or half alive, nothing left but
sweat, stunned marrow. Inflamed and semen-full, how beautifully she arched, how coming made her skin catch
fire. Even when they slept, exhausted, their joints sought out each other’s clefts, smooth and sly as water.
Sometimes they woke up shy again, almost like strangers, until their hungers combined to focus them. Then how
his lips sought out her nipples, how his teeth—oh, gently!—dented them. And she would shock him, coming at
him in blind heat, mounting his penis, seeming to soar.
“Carnal,” she whispered. “What we are.”
He hoped it was a good word. What they did together seemed ordained long before they met. Everything fit.
Organs, limbs, studs, and joists. Her perfect mouth accommodating him, his hardness, her jaw articulating. Even
when she felt she was going into labor in reverse—a human bursting into, not out of, her, trying to grow deeper—
everything fit.
She didn’t say she loved him. She didn’t understand the word. If what her parents shared was love, then it
meant eagerness to, punish. Be punished. It meant terrible deficits. Yet she moved into him. He breathed her, wore
her like a tight midday shadow.
Even his mother, Leilani, was drawn to her, her beauty, her mixed-blood confusion, the toughness riding her
fragile tremor. Only his sister, Malia, held back. Wearing a hat that looked like someone’s bladder, she sat in the
kitchen frosting a guava chiffon cake.
“That Sunny’s no good for him. High maka,maka college girl. She’ll break his heart.” Leilani stared at her.
“What you know about dis girl? Keo say her papa mean, beat da wife. I tink Sunny carry plenny scars.”
“Scars are contagious, Mama. Sometimes, hurt folks need to hurt.”
“Maybe you jealous, you like go university like Sunny.” She took her daughter’s hand.
“No need. I always say Malia going be somebody. You da one.”
She smelled detergent on her mother’s arms. Chinese parsley in her hair. She hugged her.
“I must admit, sometimes I’m lonely. Everybody poking fun.” Leilani stroked Malia’s cheek, touched her
finger waves.
“Dat’s what I worry fo. You so ambitious, got no time fo men. How you going find one husband? You treat
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local boys like dey real trash.” Malia lit a cigarette, holding it just so.
“Mama, everything takes time.”
On the crowded bus to Waikiki, she imagined life with a “local.” Shabby, bust-up rented house, kids in dirty
diapers, beer cans on the floor. She would drink rat poison first. So what if now and then loneliness drove her to
pick up a tourist? It was innocent, a drink, a conversation. In that way she got to study privileged whites—how
they used silence, how they could summon waiters with a glance.
So what if sometimes she stole trinkets from hotel guests—perfumes, designer labels cut from their dresses?
Schiaparelli, Fortuny, Chanel. Resewn into hers. It made her feel expensive, worthwhile. Made life a little easier
to bear. She thought of Sunny Sung, college girl who worked only in summers, never reduced to dancing hapahaole hula in cellophane grass skirts. Who never had to endure strangers mauling her.
*
“Take da ‘brella fa da rain.” Sunny heard her father’s slap, then the aftermath.
“Um-brella! English, speak English!”
Her mother weeping. Sometimes when he slapped her, he wept too, hating himself, hating his inferiority in the
eyes of the world, knowing it would outlast him. Unable to find work as a board-certified physician, he was
reduced to testing blood and urine, tracking bacteria in dots of human excrement. Nights when immense fatigue
blurred his perfect textbook English, he staggered round the house speaking garbled Konglish. When his wife
answered him in Pidgin, he went berserk. Sunny rubbed her mother’s bruises with kukui oil.
“Why, Mama? Why is he so violent?” Her mother sighed.
“Ovah-educated.”
Keo found her in her studio. Eyes swollen, exhausted from a fugue of grief, she spoke in the stuffed-head tones
of one who has wept long and copiously.
“If he hits her again, I will kill him.” He tried to comfort her.
“Don’t you see? He’s really striking back at those haole and Chinese doctors who won’t let him practise, who
still think Koreans are medieval herbalists.”
“Don’t excuse him!” she cried. “I see Koreans working as garage men. They serenade their wives, walk their
daughters to dancing school.”
She heard them at night—bed creaking, her father’s moans, forgive! forgive!—trying to erase the bruises,
destroy the evidence. Sunny vowed she would never enter into such a contract.
“So horrible, that Mama’s happiness, her entire life, depends on what he will, or will not, do.”
“I think it’s the other way round,” Keo said. “Your father depends on her to hide his humiliations. Pretty wife,
nice house. Kids at university. You’re his accomplishments in life.” Sunny laughed.
“I’m his nightmare. Mama says I have his temper. But it’s mine. All mine.”
He sat back, studying canvases on her walls, images that seemed to leap at him, made him want to cringe.
Human limbs metamorphosing into white vipers. A man on all fours wearing the dripping, bloody head of a deer.
“Scary stuff. What’s it about?” She looked at her paintings.
“Anger, I guess. At Papa’s obsession with his teas. He drinks them religiously. Albino-snake tea for longevity.
Yellow-python tea for neuralgia. Deer-antler tea for potency. Unfortunately, there is no tea for compassion.”
There was another painting—a faceless girl, repeated and repeated.
“Who is that?”
“The girl who my father—ohh, I’ll tell you by and by.” While she slept he studied the walls again.
*
Month after month, she sat watching him play, his deep concentration when other men soloed. Even his
stillness was eloquent. She felt pride—yes, that was it. Such pride, she occasionally shivered watching the faces
of the drummer, the bass, how they respected Keo. Not just his talent but the distance he left them when playing,
the space each man deserved as his right. It gave them hot energy, a wire of electricity connecting them.
Yet she suspected the space Keo left them wasn’t always out of courtesy, or manners, but the blind drive of
someone groping, wondering how far he could push himself without going too far. Curious to know how far was
too far. She was beginning to understand him, his ability to turn so easily from the world, to need no one but her.
Maybe not even her, maybe no one but himself. And maybe not even himself, but someone he prayed he could
become.
She was beginning to understand the word love, which really meant trust. An almost involuntary fusing. With it
came fear of loss of the object loved. Of one’s equilibrium. She thought somewhere in the future she would have
to fight for him, for his attention, and that excited her.
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Sometimes he waited until he thought she was asleep. Then he sat up in the dark and silently blew his trumpet,
reaching for new combinations, new sounds, in his head. He played until sweat ran down his chest and back, until
wetness spread across the sheet and touched her hips and shoulders, chilling her.
She lay still, imagining him searching, reaching, never satisfied. Sometimes she suspected he forgot she was
with him, forgot, perhaps, she was even in the world. He would return and focus on her almost in shock. And she
would be waiting, wondering what it was like to be so obsessed. When he reached for her, she felt frantic, eager to
grip him and know he was real.
One day she played a record just released from France. Belgian jazz guitarist Django Reinhardt. As they
listened, she carefully translated titles.
“La Tristesse de Saint Louis—St. Louis Blues. Le Thé pour Deux—Tea for Two. ]’ai du Rhythme—I Got
Rhythm.” Keo shook his head.
“Man’s a genius.”
He’d heard of Reinhardt, a Gypsy with two paralyzed fingers, the most brilliant jazz guitarist known. He
closed his eyes, imagining them playing together. Turning the record over, Sunny nonchalantly asked,
“Have you ever thought of Paris? The Hot Club. Club Saint Germain des Pres.” He smiled.
“I hear they’re breaking all the rules in jazz. It’s absolutely wild. Sure, I’ve thought of Paris. I’ve thought of
New Orleans. The moon.” She sat down facing him.
“Few weeks on a ship, that’s all. I’d go, if you wanted to. Once I knew Mama was safe.”
He thought of the vast differences between them. He was just a guy from Kalihi. She was a college girl from
the Heights, ready for anything, daring the world to call her bluff.
“Even if we could afford it, what could we do there? How would we talk to Frenchies?” Sunny laughed.
“Jazz is international. You wouldn’t have to talk. They’re all over there, all those guys you worship—Basie,
Hawkins, Buddy Tate.” She leaned forward, deadly earnest.
“Keo. You’ve peaked here. You can’t go any higher than dance halls. When big bands come to Honolulu, they
don’t hire locals. Even Ellington brings his own relief men. You’ve got to go where no one looks down on you.
Where you can expand.”
“And what would you do in Paris?”
“Find a job. And paint, which is all I’ve ever wanted. Imagine the museums! The galleries! Imagine seeing
Titians and Rembrandts in real life, instead of tiny reproductions in books.” Her hunger for life scared him a little.
“Your running off would shame your father, maybe destroy him. Do you hate him so much?”
“Yes, I hate him. And I love him. I hear him crying at night. But I can’t stand what he does to Mama. What he
has done to others.” She took his hand, holding it tight.
“It isn’t all Papa’s fault. He’s a victim of his history.”
She explained how, at the turn of the century, Japan and Russia fought for control of Korea. In 1905 Japan, the
victor, annexed and enslaved the entire country.\fn{ Actually, it was much more Japan and China that fought for control of
Korea. Japan and Russia fought for control over Manchuria:H}
“They burned Korean history books, forbade the Mother Tongue. Art and architecture were destroyed. They
slaughtered villages, infants and elders. And there was mass rape, the most profound shame for Korean women.
Thousands drank bowls of lye.”
She told how Koreans were turned into second-class Japanese, fingerptinted like criminals. Children were
made to take Japanese names.
“Papa’s parents were fishmongers. Their childless landlord discovered Papa was intelligent, and sent him to
university and medical school. When someone sponsored him to come to Honolulu and find a better life, he fled
Korea, changing ships in Shanghai. But many nights I hear him praying for his parents. At such times there is
throughout our house the smell of tidewater and raw fish. In the mornings, I smell his mother and father on his
breath.” She lay in Keo’s arms weeping like a child.
“That is who he is, what he has suffered. Even though he’s violent, and has never said he loves me, I cannot
really hate him.”
Keo wiped her face, thinking how her father’s history paralleled her mother’s. Hawaiians invaded, their
monarch crushed. Lands stolen, Mother Tongue forbidden.
“Yes,” she whispered. “I am twice engraved.” Then she sat up, something in her eyes.
“I will tell you one last thing. The wife Papa brought here from Korea didn’t die of illness. But of broken heart.
They had a daughter, Lili, born with a club foot. Not wanting to start a new life with a cripple, Papa abandoned
her, forced her on relatives in Shanghai. His wife went mad, and died within a year of their arrival here. My
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brother found letters, this is how we know.” She hung her head.
“O Sister, Sister … one day I will find you.”
6: Hele Wale; To Go Empty-Handed into the World
Keo’s Father, Timoteo, circled his tiny yard, watering orchids from rusty Shoyu cans.
“His only relaxation,” Sunny thought. “How he kills time between corpses.”
She watched his eyes when he looked at his wife, sheer adoration. She felt safe here with this family. Such
robust, handsome folks, it was like sitting in a grove of great dark trees, swaying and protective. Sometimes she
sat with Leilani in the garage, singing and eating crackseed while they cleaned ‘ahi, fish scales pelting their arms
and legs.
“You like cook wit yo mama?” Leilani asked. Sunny thought of her mother’s house, kept so immaculate she
asked permission to touch things.
“Mama doesn’t relax like this. She’s forgotten how.” With her tongue she dislodged bits of salty crackseed
from between her teeth.
“The truth is, Papa treats her like a maid. Sometimes when she starts to talk, he snaps his fingers meaning
quiet.” Leilani reared back, shocked.
“I know Papa suffers, too. Doctors at the clinic look down on him, they see him as merely an immigrant. 1
imagine them snapping their fingers when he starts to talk.”
Sometimes she coaxed her mother from the house, took her shopping at Kress’s for fabrics, eating ice-cream
floats and trailing their hands across the store’s black marble walls. Or they went to Chinatown for favorite char
siu duck,\fn{Bits of roasted duck} joyriding the trolley down King Street, its noiseless rubber wheels making it seem
a trip on air. Then her mother would look at her watch and panic, forgetting Sunny, forgetting everything, rushing
home to her life of genuflection.
Sunny spent more and more time with Keo’s folks, lulled by the steady seizure of laughter in this rollicking,
feverish, high-strung clan, each member so restless and full of dreams, it seemed the walls of the house bulged.
She brought dishes from her mother, stuffed squid sushi, jasmine-steamed opakapaka. Eventually she brought her
mother and watching her with Leilani—their affection instant and mutual—Sunny felt envious. She had inherited
that natural love of one Hawaiian for another, but it was diluted by her father’s blood. She wondered if that was
why she had been drawn to Keo. Inside his dark exterior, she found light, strong and verifiable, a sense of who he
was—congruous and proud.
Only Malia held back from her. The girl irritated her; she seemed to penetrate every room in their house.
”Do you find us so entertaining?” Malia asked.
Sunny studied her, her homemade dress, her earnest hat. She felt gathering affection for her.
“In fact, I envy you.”
“If you hurt Keo,” Malia said, “I will come after you.”
Hurt him? She wondered if she could ever mean that much to him, if any woman could. Yet because she was
the type of woman she was, with a confidence that remained steadfast to its choice—without requiring selfjustification, the approval of peers—Sunny’s loyalty became unshakable. Her university friends laughed at him:
professional waiter, fox-trotter. Onstage he was brilliant; in conversation they found him “dull.” Without his horn
he could be blinked away. Turning her back on them forever, she put herself entirely in his hands.
So little sheltered them, they seemed to live at the tips of their senses. He began to feel such a union with her,
it didn’t matter if they touched. He carried her touch with him. His feelings for her grew so intense, Keo felt
tremors in his body, felt he could look at objects and raise them to their feet. He felt even if he failed, Sunny
would still be there, urging him on, telling him to try again, that there was a future to live for, life ahead. One
night practising in the garage, moths swooping round a naked ligh.tbulb, something jolted him. Keo suddenly
envisioned three people. He, and Sunny, joined by the single form they made together, a form of perfect symmetry
that gave them human balance. In that moment he understood.
“I love her. I love Sunny Sung.”
It made him cautious, careful of her well-being. It made him more considerate of others. Each time she brought
up Paris, he brought up her father—how her leaving would demoralize him.
“He would be relieved,” she said. “But I need to take care of Mama first, give her back her life.”
“Sunny. She has a life. It’s what she wants, or she would leave him.”
“You don’t understand.”
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“Maybe I would if I met him. Don’t you think it’s time?”
“I couldn’t bear the shame.” Keo flinched, as if struck.
“I mean the shame of having you meet this man who threw a child away, who caused his first wife’s death. I
grew up lying in the dark waiting for him to come and hand me to a stranger. He wanted another son, not me.”
“I want to meet this buggah,” he said. “I want to look him in the eye.”
She refused, exhausting all his arguments. He turned away. One night she sat up in the dark.
“All right,” she said softly. “All right.”
Approaching her father’s house in Alewa Heights, he was so apprehensive, his shadow moved ahead of him.
Meeting the man, Keo understood for the first time how inscrutability was a tactical skill. Samchok Sung
experienced the shock of Keo with no discernible reaction other than mild glazing of the eyes, erasing from his
vision that which was to him obscene. For Keo was sure that “obscene” was how the man saw him—unschooled,
blasphemously dark, a sickness consuming his daughter.
Hair a helmet of smoky gray, his bronzed face rather handsome, he was almost Western-looking except for
extremely wide cheek, bones and long narrow eyes. Late fifties, lean and wiry, skilled in Tae Kwon Do. As Keo
approached and tried to shake his hand, he heard the man’s heart pounding much too hard for something that was
human.
Keo had intentionally dressed loud, aloha shirt, bright linen pants, flaunting “bad taste” to escape the criticism
of good taste. Yet he was so well dowered with quiet dignity, he achieved a composure that made Sunny’s father
detest him on sight. Still, he talked candidly about his life—waiting tables, playing trumpet—knowing the man
hated jazz. During the meal Sunny’s mother, Butterfly, chattered on about Keo’s surfing skills, his family, as if he
were an appliance she was trying to sell her husband. She talked until sweat ran down her forehead, until it
pressed her eyes shut.
Not responding, Mr. Sung clicked chopsticks, brought food to his mouth, chewed in a way that was
formidable. Keo leaned forward, addressing him, asking about his medical studies, his herbal teas. The man put
down his chopsticks, placed his fists on either side of his plate like a man clutching prison bars. He studied his
plate for long minutes, then took up his chopsticks again. In the silence Sunny jumped to her feet, knocking back
her chair.
“Yes, Papa, he is kanaka! So am I. I love him. Though you taught me love means punishment. You’ve made
me hate myself for all I lack. But Keo taught me I have value, I’m not fated, I can choose. I choose my own
existence. One day I will leave this house and go where there is kindness. And I. will live and live, until the last
day of my life!” Butterfly covered her face and rocked.
“Mama, I will never abandon you. I’ll take you with me.”
That night Keo dove into the sea, stroking with such fury, he felt sheared clean. Hours later when he struggled
from the surf, she was there. He imagined the scene with her father.
“I’ve put it behind me.” She grasped his hands like a child. “I’m going to be with you wherever you go. Maybe
we’ll suffer. I don’t mind.”
*
The year passed and they entered a kind of limbo, a period of waiting, looking for signs. Keo talked to
shipping agents, asking the cost of passage to San Francisco, a train across the U. S. mainland, another ship to
France. The cost was astounding—it would take years of saving. And now other things claimed his attention.
Honolulu teemed with military men, swelling Hotel Street brothels. Clubs were jammed. Each night he raced
from the Royal Hawaiian to Rizal’s Dance Hall with his horn.
In December 1937 Dew Baptiste wrote Keo asking him to come to New Orleans. Scrap-metal factories were
booming down south. Folks had more money to spend, and Dew was forming a jazz band. He wanted his Hula
Man on trumpet. Keo read the letter over and over. Cradle of blues and jazz. Home of Fats Waller. Armstrong. The
possibility of playing in that town, walking streets those men had walked, became an obsession. Yet, he felt terror.
“You must go. You must.” Sunny shook the letter at him, the thought of his not going appalling to her.
“As someone of small talents to someone truly gifted, I beg you.” He was shocked by her honesty.
“I won’t go without you.”
“I’ll follow you. As soon as I save some money, and take Mama home to her family. It will give you time to
settle.”
“What about Paris?”
“Keo. New Orleans is halfway there.”
“Swear it. Swear you’ll join me.” She handed him her life.
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“Can’t you see, I have to be with you. If you don’t take this chance, we’ll perish here.”
DeSoto arranged his working passage on a freighter through the Panama Canal. His friends from the Royal
took up a collection. Keo lost his nerve, returned the money, canceled all his plans. Malia sat beside him at the
Steinway.
“Sure, you can stay home. Grow old playing lu’au and weddings.” He spread his hand across the keys.
“Don’t you see, I’m scared. Suppose I don’t have it? I still can’t read music like the pros.”
“Our ancestors crossed one third of this earth with nothing to guide them but stars and tides. Don’t shame their
memory.”
“Would you go?” he asked. “All the way to New Orleans?”
“I would give an arm, I swear, to get off this rock. But I don’t have your talent. I’m not sure what I have.” Her
voice turned harsh.
“Brother, if you don’t do this—how will you live with it?”
One night his parents came to him, his mother weeping, his father so stricken, small movements in his throat
made him a child again.
“Best friend fo journeying is truth,” Leilani said. “Time you know tings, Keo. Sixteen my babies went die
before DeSoto, Malia, you. So much pilikia in dose days. Our queen trowed in prison. Haole steal our lands. No
mo food. Lungs coming puka-puka from tuberculosis. But Muddah God went breathe mana in forebirth and
afterbirth inside my womb. DeSoto born wit lungs like bull! Den Malia. Still we begging. Eating weed, mud,
pebbles fo make our stomachs full. We coming true ‘ai pohaku, stone eaters! Dat da reason you born so dark,
Keo. You full of earth. Lava. Born near-blind, eyes swimming mud and mucus from plenny dirt I eat. Later years,
when sight come, you no believe, no trust yo vision.”
He lay quiet, remembering the coming of sight, how he didn’t trust what his eyes beheld, how he kept his head
turned sideways, ear thrust forward, relying on sound.
“People tink you simpleminded,” Leilani said. “But I know you special. Someting in you meant fo greatness. I
see folks wipe dere eyes when you blow horn. You touching someting in dere pride. Now, you going far away,
break my heart a little. But you going find dat greatness.” They held him in their arms, rocking him.
“One year,” Timoteo said. “If you coming great, or not. One year, den you come home, son.”
“One year, Papa, maybe two. I swear.”
Much later he woke, hearing muffled sounds. He found Jonah sitting in the garage. His brother looked up
slowly.
“Shit. I going miss you, Keo.” Keo leaned over, punching his arm affectionately.
“Ey! Jonah, boy—remember plenny folks here love you, real proud of you. Athlete, good student. You going
university, be one doctor, judge. You Mama’s hope! You need advice, DeSoto’s always here for you.” The boy
shook his head.
“DeSoto always shipping out. You da one I look fo. When I competing—baseball, football—I always tinking,
‘Be one winnah! Go fo broke! Keo watching!” He looked away, embarrassed.
“Aw, Jonah.”
His brother stood, bronzed and muscular, four inches taller than Keo. Physically daring, yet generous, largehearted, he seemed born to be a champion. He grabbed Keo, hugging him fiercely.
“You going see da world. Important fo you. But no fo’get. Come home!”
*
His last night with Sunny. A clarity, as if her tiny room were floodlit. Her eyes like anthracite. Arms
outstretched, pushing back the hours. At first, they were leisurely with their bodies, as if there would be time for
rituals, a playing of nose flutes, clacking of stones, a pounding and staining of kapa. Then breath grew agitated.
Skin slapped in soft emergencies. She bit his chest. His tongue probed a dark ear-y channel, making her swoon.
Entering her, his entrance sheer.
Later they danced, steps mincing and effete. Run through with sadness, they danced themselves still. He
carried her back to bed, holding her painfully tight, wanting to melt her skin down to oils. He would drink those
oils, they would ride his blood. He licked her teeth, her eyes, chewed at her hair. He sucked her fingers as if trying
to steal her fingerprints. He wanted to swallow her nerve ends, blood vessels in her neck, so he could feel them
swell and pulse when he blew his distant horn. He wanted to take out his heart and leave it with her, buried in her,
his hammering, hers. He gentled down beside her.
“I’m going to take care of you. We’re going to see and hear and taste everything life has to offer.” She was
very still.
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“You want that, don’t you?”
“Yes. But I can’t turn my back on …”
Her mother. The sister she was haunted by.
“Sunny, you’ve saved my life. You’ve rescued me into the wotld. You can’t save everyone. Why do you need
to?” She sighed.
“Maybe it’s guilt. In many ways my life is good, even privileged. Then I think of my sister, a cripple. How
does she live? Begging? Selling produce in the streets? Someday I’ll find her, you’ll help me, won’t you? I’ll
bring her home. Surely Papa would love her. Surely, he would feel ashamed.” Keo shook her gently.
“Listen to me. You can’t fix everybody’s life. Undoing what your father did. You can’t fix him.”
“No,” she said thoughtfully. “I can’t. Even as a child, I played a game. Setting my room in order, setting all my
toys in order. Setting everything exactly right, so everyone was happy.”
“Maybe you just need to prove you’re not your father.” He turned her on her side and held her.
“From now on, promise me you’ll be a little selfish.”
“I promise.”
At dawn he dressed, his face crumpled and sordid. She ran bleating down the hall, dragging him back. When
he dressed again, she stood brave and formal. Only her lips moved.
*
DeSoto had found him a berth as general laborer on a freighter out of Singapore bound for New Orleans. Up
the gangplank, legs rubbery with fear. Parents waving, then burying their faces in their hands. Malia stood apart,
extremely proud. Slowly, as though engines were harnessed to elderly whales, the huge blunt-prowed freighter
crept out of Honolulu Harbor.
The Ko’olau Mountains were still behind them on the horizon, his islands sinking fast, when the first officer
laid down ship’s rules. No gambling, no liquor. The ship’s bridge and hold were off limits. His stomach rising and
falling with the shift of the sea, he stumbled up and down greasy metal stairways, swabbing decks, oiling
machinery, and when he could stand upright, scraping and painting filthy walls. Flung by the pitch and roll of the
ship, through endless weeks he worked his way from bow to stern and back again, his body adopting the
trembling of the freighter, his heart the drum-drumming of diesel engines.
Most of the crew spoke Malay and broken English, chattering about girlfriends, families, kampongs. Notorious
gamblers, they flouted the rules, rattling mah-jongg tiles, playing fan-tan in the shadows. The food was execrable,
tasting like garbage the ship had picked up in its travels—rancid oxtails from Penang, cabbage dredged up from a
Bangkok klong. Kowloon pigeon drowned in motor oil. He gagged his way through meals, staring across the table
at his cabin mates.
A wiry Tamil who trained slender snakes to slide into his mouth and out of his ear. A pink-eyed Javanese, pale
as a candle, who claimed to have wings enabling him to fly forwards and backwards. Tattooed Brit, tattooed
Australian, both silent and menacing. A tiny Hawaiian—Chinese named Hugh—pronounced Oogh—a human
whirlwind of a dwarf who spoke a skewered island Pidgin/English/French and claimed to be clairvoyant. He told
Keo he had seen him in a dream, in a city where pig-footed women with blue faces rode the backs of greyhounds.
Keo laughed, while Gogh continued.
“Yes, mon ami. One day you will wake in such a godless place. You will wear a tuxedo and play roulette, and
fondle a stranger’s broken heart.”
“And where is this godless place?”
“Ahh … Shanghai.”
Keo had stepped off his island, stepped out of his life. Now the ocean was his home, it was all he was sure of.
At night, legs spread on deck fighting for balance on the churning sea, Keo wiped his lips, lifted his trumpet, and
blew. He played without hearing, feeling only vibrations in his fingers. Whales heard his cries and swam in close,
responding, coursing alongside for miles. When they were gone—shadows diminishing like great thoughts
dispelled—he felt an emptiness, a caving in.
Drenched from blowing in a storm, one night he stumbled into the cabin. In the dimness Oogh opened his left
eye.
“Hula Man. I hear you playing in my sleep.”
“No one can hear me playing. I can’t even hear myself.”
“I hear. I see.” Keo moved closer.
“What do you see ?”
“Life, anew.” He knelt, so they were eye to eye.
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“Do you see me playing? Do you see success?”
“In time. One day you will blow and it will be the sound of diamonds.”
“If only.” Keo held his head between his hands.
“But you will pay. There will be grief. Ah, well—what is happiness? A coma.”
“Tell me, how should I prepare?” Oogh turned his head, so large it overwhelmed his body, yet his face was
perfectly symmetrical, an Oriental coin.
“Allow time’s passing. This is your rebirth. Everything began at sea, and so must you.”
After that, Keo blew his trumpet relentlessly, pouring out all he knew and felt, all he remembered and
imagined. He played in honor of a deaf Filipino at Kamaka Ukulele and Guitar Works, the man who had taught
him how to hold each instrument like a human, to feel each tremor in the wood as it inhaled and exhaled. Now he
held his horn that way, as if it were a child, a favorite pet. Weeks passed, he began to feel impatience, a longing to
hear his horn, not just feel it in his nerve ends.
He was unclear about their course across the Pacific, and how they would finally reach New Orleans. One
night while the Tamil lay in his bunk, a small emerald snake sliding into his mouth, then flicking its tongue and
peeping from his ear, and while the albino from Java hung in the doorway flexing its furry shoulder blades that
somewhat resembled a drake’s wings, Gogh sat down with Keo and pointed to a map.
“When you are old and looking back, you must know where you have been. You see, we are sliding down the
coast of Mexico, stopping here in Manzanillo for supplies. Then on to ports of call in Guatemala, El Salvador,
Costa Rica. Then, we will pass through the great Panama Canal.”
Keo stared at the map. The world was so large, so many weeks to reach one destination. And Panama. Here, it
looked slender as the stem of a vanda orchid, yet it separated the great oceans of the Pacific and the Atlantic.
What held those oceans back? What kept them from crushing Panama in their rush to flood into each other? He
could not sleep, afraid he would miss the passage out of his birth-seas, afraid it would all pass in a dream. Yet his
greatest fear was of arriving.
On cloudless nights he stood on deck wondering what lay ahead, how much it would change him. Longing
washed over him. He thought of Sunny, hours melding their breath in sleep. He thought of his big handsome
mother, arms damp from wrestling hairy tubers of taro. And younger brother Jonah, rubbing his surfboard with
paraffin sealing wax from his mama’s jelly jars. And DeSoto, smelling of the sea, bringing Waitaki tongues from
Auckland, a jaguar tooth from Davao. And Malia, with her English airs, her clothes of false labels.
He thought of his childhood, kids calling him hohe, coward, because he couldn’t swim, and keiki make, corpseboy, because his father was a mortuary man. He remembered deep shame for his fear of the sea, and for his father,
who smelled of formaldehyde. For years Keo wouldn’t kiss or hug him. Sometimes the man stared at him, a look
so sad, Keo did not think he could bear to go on living. He thought if he did not hug his father, he would die. This
man he did not want as a father touched something deep inside him. Yet there was the awful smell.
One night when he was ten, something woke him, took him by the throat. Keo rose and stood beside his
sleeping father.
“Papa,” shaking him awake. “Teach me to swim.”
They walked down midnight lanes until they reached the sea. His father floated facedown, put Keo’s hands on
either shoulder, and struck out for the deep. He was so powerful a swimmer, Keo felt the bulging of his muscles.
They swam through shallow blue, then black waters, out and out beyond the reef. Waves pummeled them,
mammals brushed against their thighs. Keo held on, gulping seawater.
“Papa! No need fo swim fo China!”
Timoteo laughed so hard, he took them under. The boy sank, and his father sank with him, patting his chest,
relaxing him. In time, air in their lungs took them slowly to the surface. His father held him for a while, so he
could gather strength.
“No need fear nutting, son. De ocean yo muddah. Listen what she say. Now, try move yo arms, like dis.”
And so they swam, side by side in darkness in a giving sea. They swam toward the beach and out again, waves
smacking them, stunning their cheeks. There was moonlight. And meteors. They swam in circles, then floated on
their backs. When Keo showed fatigue, his father took his small hand in a powerful one, squeezing it, pulling his
body close so he rested his head on his father’s chest. Hearing the thunder of the man’s heart, Keo looked into his
father’s face. And it was his face. The hand holding him was his hand. It was his very heart he heard. He felt then
that they could die out there, they were the only two who mattered.
In that moment Keo felt himself dive out of the world of the cowardly schoolboy, out of the world in which he
felt shame for his father. They swam in secret every night for weeks. Keo would become a powerful swimmer, a
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man whose great escape would be the sea. And the sea would always bring him back to this night when he came
to love his father wholly and completely, the two of them walking home hand in hand, the flap and drag of his
father’s rubber slippers echoing his own.
Again he thought of Sunny, who had never deep-dived with her father, never held her head against his chest to
hear his beating heart. He thought of a young girl lying in the dark, waiting for her father to come and hand her to
a stranger. He thought of their future, how she would lie beside him, how he would turn her on her side, and hold
her, and hold her.
7: Rabul; New Britain, 1943.
She sits stroking this brown, hard thing, all jagged edges and corners like broken pottery. Kim lifts her net,
crawling in beside her.
“What is it?”
Sunny holds it in her cupped hands like a prize. Then slowly presses it into a cup of filthy water. As it begins to
soften, its half-rotten scent enters the air. Their mouths water. They bend their heads down, breathing in. When it
is soft enough, Sunny tears it in two, gives half to Kim.
Kim puts it to her nose, and moans with pleasure. Then, very carefully, they slide it between their broken teeth,
and chew. They chew for hours, remembering. They chew until there is only saliva. Then they sit smelling their
fingers, the half-forgotten scent of orange peel. For days they will not wash their hands.
Two Quonsets over are six English and Dutch women, taken when Japan captured Hong Kong. One woman,
crazed from torture, bit a Japanese officer. At dawn, before the assembled women’s camp, she was beheaded.
Now Sunny recalls wet, heavy air, flies lining her lids like sequins. She recalls the officer with the bandaged
hand, Lieutenant Matsuharu, his uniform immaculate. She recalls the Englishwoman on her knees, arms tied.
behind her. Mad, half blind, she lifted her battered head and laughed. Life had already passed out of her, all that
was left was a shell breathing out of habit. Sunny saw the lieutenant foaming at the mouth. It wasn’t her body he
wanted to destroy, but her superior laugh.
He looked near Sunny’s age. There were rumors he was university-educated, a gentleman. But he had seen too
much combat. He was believed insane. In one year he had already cut off the heads of nineteen girls. Guards said
he was addicted. When too many weeks went by without taking a head, he grew depressed. Sometimes, strolling
through Quonsets in the women’s compound, he saw a certain neck and paused. Even when addressing superiors,
it was said, he studied the slope and thickness of a neck.
Sunny remembers his eyes, the ebony gleam of their facets as he bent toward the neck of the mad
Englishwoman. She remembers him pulling his sword from its scabbard almost casually, never quite raising or
swinging it. He seemed to merely draw it across her shoulders.
Now, three weeks later, Matsuharu summons Sunny to his quarters. She sponges herself: combs thin hair,
smooths her pathetic, ragged dress. She will go to her end with dignity. Girls sob, embracing her. Kim doesn’t cry,
she hugs her almost formally.
“If you go, I will follow.”
Palms rustle in sunlight, she feels blinded by the sudden clarity of things. Escorted by guards, she walks out of
the compound of Quonsets toward the lieutenant’s quarters.
“I shall not beg. Above all, I shall be hanohano.”\fn{Dignified}
Dignified. Matsuharu greets her with lethal politeness. She iooks left and right for the sword. There, in its
scabbard. He seats her, offers tea, never looking at her neck. She jumps to her feet, crying,
“Gomen nasai! Gomen nasai!” I’m sorry!
On entering, she has forgotten the ritual bow. Now she goes through the formalities, head bowed, counting
slowly one to five. He snaps his fingers, impatient. She sits again, as he passes a tray of porcelain bowls—tapioca
chips, sago biscuits, sliced pineapple. Her tongue becomes her heart, taking up her whole mouth so she cannot
swallow.
“What is your given name?” he asks. All girls are given Japanese names.
“Moriko.”
“You are …?”
“Father Korean. Mother Hawaiian.”
She is terrified, but also distracted. This is the first time she has seen him up close, without his military cap.
Something about him is eerily familiar. Matsuharu speaks softly in a cultured voice. He has heard she is educated
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and once lived in Paris.
“I myself attended the Sorbonne.”
He smiles, begins to reminisce—Montmartre, surrealism, Dada. Bateaux mouches on the Seine at dusk. A
strange dance called the Java. Foreign women, foreign tongues. The vaunted rudeness of Frenchmen. He shakes
his head.
“And what is left of such faubourg tyranny and pride?”
While he talks, he tenderly pats his bandaged hand where the Englishwoman bit him. Then he brushes invisible
dandruff from his shoulders. Patting, brushing, hands never still. She suspects he is nearing a breakdown. Night
falls, he closes blackout curtains. He lights candles, staring into corners.
“Fernet Branca in French cafés; debating Trotsky, Freud, Cine Liberte.”
He forgets she is there, drones on and on for hours. Hearing bombs, he goes to a window, pinches back a
curtain. Suddenly he turns to her;
“Why did you leave Paris? Were you called home as I was? Were you forced into combat, into filth, human
carnage? Well?”
She stutters, explaining how she left Paris to find her sister in Shanghai, to take her home to Honolulu.
“I wanted to know her. To reunite her with our father. I wanted to give her a decent life.” Matsuharu leans
forward, slaps her hard across the face.
“You wanted. You wanted. You Western women. So free, so indulged.”
He slaps her again, knocking her backward from her chair. He leans down, slapping her and slapping her until
she is unconscious. He sits in his chair, floats off again, remembering. French girls in Bugattis. Chestnuts marbled
amber in the Tuileries at dusk. Then one day his uncle Yasunari Seiko telling him he must go home to Tokyo and
fight for the emperor.
At dawn sirens wail. Allied planes, the whistling down of bombs. She has stayed on the floor all night,
watching him, listening to his ramblings. Now he counts explosions. He strokes his sword. After a while he points
her toward the door. Guards prod her with rifles, taking her back to her compound. Her face is ballooned with
bruises, eyes almost swollen shut. Yet her mind is inflamed, her body sings. She’s still alive.
Crossing the base, she sees giant plows leveling bombed installations, paws shoveling dead bodies. In the
distance, steel jaws gouge earth in the hills round Rabaul. Soon underground hospitals, bunkers, and barracks will
form a huge subterranean fortress. At night girls whisper back and forth.
“It means the tide is turning! Guards say there will be miles of underground tunnels. Japs will hole up there for
years, they’ll never surrender.” In the dark Kim asks,
“What of us? Will they take us into the tunnels? Will they set us free?”
The question haunts them, haunts their sleep and consciousness. Eating weeds, searching dead girls’ mattresses
for carrot skins, they wonder: What of us?
And always there is thirst, terrible thirst. Pipes are bombed, cutting off fresh water from mountain streams.
Wells are guarded. One night in a thirst dream, Sunny moans. In the dream, Lieutenant Matsuharu slaps her face,
then brings her water in a crystal glass. They are in a terraced park, and there is music. She wakes up haunted.
Still, at night girls emerge from behind mosquito nets, fluttering like half-dead moths round Sunny’s bed.
“Please, Sunny—tell us again about your sweetheart. Why did he leave you behind?”
“And did you suffer?”
“And how, oh, how did you find him again, so very far from home?”
She shakes her head, wanting silence, to be left alone. But three of these girls will soon die, she hears the water
in their lungs. Illusions, dreams, are all that is left them. She turns on her side, facing them. She sighs. And, in a
soft, mothering voice, begins.
“At home in Honolulu, I was hungry for a larger, richer life. But I was cowardly. That’s why I loved Keo. He
was brave. One day he picked up his horn and walked into the world, like a scout, eas8ing my way. Eventually I
would follow. But first he went to a city that is sacred to musicians. He was poor, he went with very little, earning
his passage on a ship. Through many weeks, stopping at many ports, he finally reached New Orleans. Imagine his
terror! An island man, crossing the great Pacific. Entering his first real city …”
*IDAHO*
149.3 Four excerpts from Cogewea: The Half-Blood\fn{by Humishuma aka Christine Galler (1885-1936)} “near
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Bonner’s Ferry”, Boundary County, Idaho, U.S.A. (F) 13
… Cogewea soon returned to the tepee in dry habiliments and with a show of her old gaiety. Seating herself on
the vacant buffalo robe, she spoke:
“Well! my little Stemteema, what is it to be—praises or a scolding? The Shoyahpee did not know that turning
the Swa-lah-kin would bring a storm and when I told him what he had done, he pitched the thing into the river
hoping to stay the Sun’s anger.”
The aged woman made no reply, but drew assiduously at the little stone pipe which Mary had filled for her.
She continued in silence until the kinnikinnick was exhausted and then stowing the pipe away, she began
impressively:
“My grandchildren! I am now old and cannot stay with you many more snows. The story I am telling is true
and I want you to keep it after I am gone.
“Green-blanket Feet was my best friend and she told me this tale after she came back to our tribe from the
Blackfeet. I remember her as a girl. How comely! How graceful. Eyes clear as the mountain stream; reflecting
innocence and the dreamer. Cheeks blooming as the dusky wild flower of spring, with hair in two braids, reaching
to her knees. Her feet were small and shapely. The pride of every Indian woman is the gift of a small foot. Hers
was a generous heart and a confiding nature. But wayward, of adventures in the deep forest she had many. Her
father and mother had died, leaving her no other protector but an old aunt, with whom she lived. This aunt could
not compel her to stay in the tepee and sit on her feet like the other maidens of her tribe. She was trouble-free
until she met her fate in the false Shoyahpee.
“My friend was at the spring in the woods, when she first saw the pale face. He carried a gun and had killed a
deer. He spoke with a soft voice, but the tongue was strange. His words she could not understand, but the signs he
made were pleasing. His eyes were afire with greed, but the young is ever blind. The buttons on his capo blazed
as the sun. She brought him to the lodge of the aunt, where he left the deer as a gift and then went away.
“The following sun the white man came to visit at the lodge near the spring, and many more sundowns was he
there. He planned until the girl gave her heart to him. She soon deserted her aunt, her people for the Shoyahpee,
who lived at the fort.
“Yes, my friend left her own kind to dwell with her white husband among the pale faces. After many moons, a
papoose came, a girl. She was glad to see the little Shoyahpee, nearly as white as its father. A snow passed and
another papoose came; this time a boy. The mother was now wearing the white man’s manner of clothing and was
eating his food. She often longed for her people. She sometimes visited them in their lodges and her children kept
warm her heart.
“The blow fell when her youngest child was two snows old. The white husband came to her while she was
making moccasins for he; little girl and said:
“‘Woman! listen well my words. I am called away; far towards the rising sun. It is from my Chief, whom I
cannot refuse. It is at his bidding that I go. If you want to care for our children, you can travel with me, but you
may never see your own people again. You can stay here, but I will take the papooses and go. I am not coming
back.’
“My friend’s head drooped and tears visited her eyes, the first since childhood. She now realized the true
gravity of taking a man not of her own kind, what it really meant to her life. She must make choice between him
and her own race, desert or cling to her own children. He was not good to her, but her little papooses! She could
not let him take them from her. She would go with him as far as he would permit.
“It was only a few more sundowns when the Shoyahpee with his wife and papooses rode away accompanied
by another pale face with a cayuse pack train. The woman had promised her people that she would never forget
them, that some day she would return. Her voice trembled as she said good-bye, then she rode swiftly away. The
youngest papoose, Robert, was laced on his cradle-board and hung to the horn of the saddle. Kitty, the oldest, sat
behind her mother, secure in the binding folds of a shawl. The names were those given the children by their white
father. I saw this mother ride away without once looking back. It was many moons before I beheld her again and
this is what she told me:
“‘When I went with my white man, I felt as if I were dying. Leaving my people was harder than had I let him
go back alone to his kind. Only for my children did I go. I was heart-sick! Every tree, every little bush spoke to
me; every stone called to me as I passed the nooks where I had first met the Shoyahpee. The birds sang in tones of
sadness and the water’s fret was wailing. But I clung to my little ones and followed my hated husband from
sundown to sundown; camping on the trail. I watched closely and learned the country as we passed. I might come
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back to my people.
“‘We traveled till the big mountains were crossed and we reached the wide, flat lands where there are no trees
and but little water. We were among strange tribes, enemies of the Okanogans. We saw buffalo roaming in great
herds. There was other wildlife which reminded me of the land of the Okanogans. Every sun, my mind grew
heavier until I could hardly endure to go farther. But when I looked at my papooses, I could not leave. them alone
with their white father.
“‘The Shoyahpee grew meaner to me as we trailed. He beat me! kicked me out from the night camps. One sun
I made my mind brave to turn back and I lingered behind the pack train. When he saw this, he called me to hurry!
I thought: ‘What shall I do?’ I whirled and rode hard back over the trail. I was flying to my people with my little
ones. But not for long was the race. The pale face followed, shooting. My cayuse fell, shot through the body and
killed. I pitched to the ground, stunned by the shock and unable to rise. The pale face came up and beat me with
his quirt. He kicked me where I lay and called me vile names. This made me hate him as a reptile of the dust.
“‘I now had to walk, carrying my baby on my back. Kitty rode behind her father and sometimes slept, bedded
and tied on one of the horse-packs. I was watched in every movement. I was made to walk ahead on the trail and
at night do all the work about camp. A few sundowns more of this, when I determined to run away in the dark
with my baby. I grieved to leave my little girl, but what else could I do! I had noticed the eye of the Shoyahpee
and he meant thus to treat me after bringing me from my distant home. He intended killing me when near the
journey’s end. Better to live with one of my children than die and leave them both. I could carry my baby.
“‘I remember the time! It was clear and hot, as we resumed our travel. Over the plain which seemed to have no
end, we hurried. I was tired when the evening came. I was glad for the chance to rest.
“‘I have wondered if other than the squaw mother can know the heartache and yearning for her young. I knew
that this was to be my last sundown with my oldest child. I talked to my papooses, talked in our native tongue.
Although Kitty, the oldest, had seen but three snows, she seemed to understand me. In her baby way, she cooed,
nestling on my bosom. I tried to impress her that whatever might come in the snows ahead while with her white
father, she should ever remember her Indian mother. I knew that it was not for me to attempt stealing her from the
pale face. I never could carry both children back across those wide, desolate plains. I feared for him to keep me
and the papooses. Bad tempered, he carried a gun and he slept but little at night. He forever watched until he
thought I was asleep.
“‘I recall the night! The evening was starlight, no moon in the sky. I lingered long at the campfire, playing with
my oldest child as a farewell. Kitty appeared to comprehend and clung to me as never before. I had settled my
mind to take my youngest papoose no difference what might come. At last Kitty fell asleep from exhaustion and I
sat holding her in my arms. Her father called to me angrily to bring her to bed which I did. I hugged her and
kissed her brow, although this is not the custom of our race as with the whites. I whispered in her sleeping ear:
‘Oh! my little child! Life from my own being! Do not forget your Indian mother.’ Kitty murmured in her sleep; I
could not catch the words. Was it a spirit’s voice? I gazed at her longingly for a moment, then went out from the
tent; dropping the door-flap behind me.
“‘I walked to the fire where lay my youngest papoose, ready wrapped on his cradle-board. He was sleeping!
Once more I turned hungrily to the white man’s tent—not for him—but for the child I loved as my life. But my
people! They were calling! as I stood by the dying embers out there on the boundless plain. I could hear their
voices coming to me from the Westland. I would go! for I was not wanted by the white man, who would sometime
kill me if I stayed.
“‘I had some food tied in a handkerchief, a very small amount. 1 took up my papoose and walked slowly out
from the dim firelight. When hidden by the shadows, I placed him on my back and threw my green blanket over
him. Then I ran swiftly away. Halish, a wolf breed dog that we had with us, came to me from hunting on the
prairie. I glanced back to see the two pale faces bounding from the tent, each with a gun. They made after me and
the fright, I think, caused me to drop into a badger hole large enough to shield me from sight. The dog stopped
over me and I pulled him down close to me. I was glad that he was the color of brown. Though half wild, he
appeared to know, for he lay perfectly still. The two men passed by, cursing loudly. I could have reached out and
touched my white husband, nor did he suspect my place of hiding. The Great Spirit must have favored me, for my
papoose did not move nor make a sound. I think, too, that he was awake.
“‘The pursuing pale faces fired their guns into the night darkness and threatened me, but to no effect. Then
they coaxed for me to come out from the shadows, but I was so afraid that I hardly breathed. Twice the wolf-dog
showed his gleaming fangs, but he did not growl. I did not tremble, but I knew what it meant should my
Shoyahpee husband find me. I had long known that he was keeping me only to care for our children and not that
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he had love for me. I was told by the other pale face that he had a white squaw far away, who bore him no
papooses. I had been lured from my own kind by this stranger with the voice of the wood-bird, but whose tongue,
like that of the serpent, was forked and false.
“‘The two men kept stirring all night and it was nearly coming day before I dared move. The great dog still lay
guarding me. My little papoose awoke at times, but I hushed him by taking him to breast and covering his head. I
partly raised from my crouched position and looked towards the tent. The Shoyahpee father was sitting by the fire,
rocking Kitty in his arms. Just then she put her little hand to her eyes and I knew that she was crying. I lifted
myself and thought to go back to the camp. But as I drew near, I heard the mean words of the man, concerning
me, what he meant to do should he ever catch me. I had lived with him long enough to understand his language in
part, and to know what he was saying. I was afraid to go nearer.
“‘I gazed yearningly at the group, then turned to the sunrise. I did not dare look back. I would fail, my heart
would grow weak in the resolution to leave if I again saw my child crying. The grave, faithful Halish was with me
as I tramped. The sun rose high and gleaming before I stopped to rest and watch back over the trail. The white
men might follow me, I thought; but I never saw them more.
“‘I walked and camped for many sundowns, till I came to a small bush, where we had stopped before and
where I knew to find water. I drank! as did the dog. It was so cooling from the hot sun. I determined to stay and
rest for a while. I spread my blanket and stretched in the shade. I bathed my papoose and self in the water. I
thanked the Great Spirit that He had protected me so far.
“‘But my food was gone. Oft-times I was hungry and would have starved, had not Halish caught rabbits and
brought them to me. I made sage brush fires by striking flints which I had found on the plain. At this bush camp, I
was roasting a rabbit on a stick stuck in the ground by the fire, when suddenly the wolf-dog jumped up and looked
keenly in the direction that I was to go.
“‘That made me look also and I saw a thick cloud of dust coming towards me; a big cloud. As it drew. near, I
heard a deep rumbling roar like a storm and at once I knew my danger. Halish barked, then lifted his head and
howled mournfully. I snatched up my papoose and ran out from the way of the stampeding buffaloes. My breath
was almost gone before I cleared their way. With lowered heads they passed so close that I could have struck them
with my hand. Halish, leaping, ham-strung a young bull and soon had it killed. Amid the turmoil and dust, I saw
the half naked Blackfeet riding hard upon the flanks of the herd; shooting and thrusting with the spear. I threw
myself down quickly, but Halish, who stood snarling with the front feet on his kill, was seen. I prayed to the Great
Spirit but He seemingly had forgotten me, for the Blackfeet came riding towards me. Halish sprang in front of me,
his back bristling and teeth bared. The leader of the Blackfeet raised his gun but before he could fire, I was
shielding the dog with my own body. The gun was lowered, when I had quieted my protector, and I was made
prisoner. When my captors saw the young bull killed by the wolf-dog, they were pleased and this, I think, caused
them to spare his life. I was surprised to see so many hunters. It was an annual hunt and their camp was not far
away. They took me! and I rode one of the ponies. I could not understand their language. Their tongue was
different from that of the Okanogans.
“‘I was brought to the Chief’s lodge, which was made of tanned buffalo skins, painted and decorated with tulle-men. The Chief, an old man, had seven wives, the youngest a mere child of fourteen snows. He called his
warriors and they had a council over me. This lasted for some time, but at last through signs, they made me to
comprehend my fate. A prisoner for life, I was consigned to the Chief’s lodge to wait on all his wives and
relations. I was a slave.
“‘I stayed with the Blackfeet one snow, till the sun shone warm again and the prairie grass was green. My
papoose was now walking, running about the doorway of the lodge. He resembled his sister and I loved him the
more for it. But I hated the memory of his white father, who had lured me from my people; who had brought me
all this trouble. To think of him was bitter.
“‘I was treated badly by the women of the Blackfeet. A slave for all of them, oft-times I had not enough to eat.
I used to steal pemmican for my papoose, when he would be crying with hunger. Much of this hardship, I think,
was because I had chosen a Shoyahpee husband instead of one of my own kind; that my child was half white. The
Great Spirit must have been displeased with me.
“‘One sundown when my child was playing in the tepee, he fell into the fire. His clothing, which I had brought
from the Okanogan country, was of the white man’s make and burned more quickly than buckskin. He fell! I ran
to him but it was too late. His hair was blazing and his little moccasined feet were roasted as meat. For only one
moment he clung to me, and then was gone forever.
“‘My heart was broken. I could have borne to live with the Blackfeet the rest of my life, if only my baby had
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been spared to cheer my days. For, were they not of the same race as myself? Though enemies of the Okanogans,
they were Indians and far different from the hated Shoyahpee, whose very touch was taint to our blood. Then I
reasoned that it was better that my child go, than to grow up a despised breed and a slave to an enemy tribe.
“‘Only a few sundowns passed after I had buried my papoose—buried him alone under a clustering thorn—
when I determined to leave the Blackfeet. All the young warriors were out hunting the buffalo and only a few old
men and women left in the village. There was one aged woman, the mother to the Chief’s favorite wife, who was
very cross to me. She usually sat on the opposite side of the doorway from me. I saw my chance. The sun had
passed the center of the sky, was on the downward trail and it was hot. All the women but this one were outside
the lodge shading themselves while I worked. I noticed my old enemy sitting across the way. She was nodding in
her sleep, a la-quhia in her hand. She had been eating dried meat soup. I glanced to the doorway before stepping
around the fireplace in the center of the lodge. I slowly took the la-quhia as she held it. I picked up her pot of
soup and ate as fast as I could. I was hungry! almost starving. Finally I left the la-quhia and drank from the pot.
When it was empty, I replaced it at her side, leaving the la-quhia as if she had dropped it. I then went back to my
own place.
“‘The old woman awoke to find her soup all gone. She looked at the pot, then at me; but she seemed not to
understand what had become of the broth. Soon she was again nodding. I reached to the back of the lodge where
were kept the Chief’s bow and arrows. His tokee-sten hung by he side of the war pipe. I threw the tokee-sten to
the ground. I stepped on it! Then I drew one big breath through the sacred pipe, but left it hanging where it was. I
took the bow and arrows for future use. Slinging the quiver over my back, I placed an arrow to the bowstring and
came out of the tepee painted with the Chief’s own tul-le-men. I ran for the river, then deep, swift and muddy
from heavy rains. I was a good swimmer and did not fear the water.
“‘The distance was not far and I heard the war whoops of the old warriors in pursuit and the women calling as
they followed after. Even the dogs joined in the chase. Turning, I let fly an arrow at the foremost man, striking
him in the shoulder. This checked the hunt and being a fleet runner, I kept well ahead of the enemy. I flew down
the slope as light-footed as the deer in our Okanogan forests. Gaining the river, I dashed into the flood. I was not
afraid! Brush was overhanging the current under a low bluff and I made a hurried dive for it. My Spirit protector
remembered me. I caught a limb and held there with the grip of renewed hope. I brought my head out of the water
under the bushes for breath. Three Blackfeet were standing on the bank above me talking. I was now able to
understand most of their language and I could hear them well. One said that I must be drowned, while another one
thought that I was hiding under the bushes. He walked onto the bush, almost over me, but it bent to the water and
he drew back. I do not know! Maybe he did not want to get his moccasins wet or was afraid of being drowned. He
backed up the bluff where they all sat down and watched for me till the sun was hidden in darkness.
“‘I was glad when nightfall came to my rescue. My hands were numb and my limbs stiff from the chill of the
water. My strength almost gave way but I called on my secret powers to aid me. I must reach my people, calling
to me from the land of the Okanogans. I drew myself from the flood by the bushes, but I lost the bow and arrows.
I was defenseless as I started for home, guided by the stars. I was off the trail that I had followed with the
Shoyahpee a snow before. I walked all night and all the next sun, before stopping to camp and rest. I traveled suns
and suns over the great plain and was often very hungry. Losing the bow in the river, I could shoot no game.
“‘I wished for Halish, but the mighty wolf-dog was dead. Some of the Blackfeet had gone far to hunt the
woods-deer and took him with them. A mountain lion attacked a young hunter and the dog fought for him. Both
dog and lion were killed, but the Blackfoot escaped, disabled for life. I missed my old companion’s help and
watchful guard.
“‘It was too late for the eggs of the prairie birds, but I dug roots and sometimes found a few berries. Once I
saw a great eagle swoop down and kill a young antelope not far from me, but could not fly with it. I fought the
savage bird and took the fawn of goodly size. It furnished me with food for some days. My moccasins were worn
out and I made new ones from the skin, cutting it with a sharpened stone. My awl was a pointed bone and the
sinew was thread. But the hide was tender and the jagged rocks often passed over, cut them to pieces. I was now
glad that I did not leave my green blanket behind when I escaped from the Blackfeet. I tore strips from it with
which to wrap my feet. I passed the tribes of the Pend d’Oreilles, Kootenais and the Flatheads. All were good to
me. They supplied me with dried berries and meat and I traveled on. I was going home!
“‘I was glad when I came in sight of the big river we love so well. I like the salmon better than I do the meat of
the buffalo. I love the wooded mountains more than I do the treeless plains so endless. The land of the Blackfeet
is not so fair as that of the Okanogans.
“‘But my heart is buried with my little papoose in the wakeless sleep; and I long for the child who went with
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her white father. But I am to blame! I preferred him to my own people and he drove me away. I pray to my Great
Spirit to favor me in seeing my child again. I now have children of my own kind, but they do not take the place of
my first born with its unknown fate.
“‘When I reached my people, they were all glad to see me. My feet were bare except for the worn strips of my
once fine four-point Hudson’s Bay blanket. This is why I am called by my tribe, Green-blanket Feet. The name
connects me with the false-tongued Shoyahpee of other snows. It is the strong, clinging memory—hated thing—
which recalls the face of the one I once loved; whose words I believed. The blanket was his gift when I first went
to him. Let the maidens of my tribe shun the Shoyahpee. His words are poison his touch is death.’”
The Stemteema’s story was finished; her audience had listened in rapt silence to the end. …
*
… A week had passed since the roundup outfit left the ranch. The lengthening days brought with them the
indubitable evidence of an early and short-lived autumn. The deep green leaves were transforming to mellow
golden and the blaze of crimson glory. The grass was sere, with no indications of the usually short, velvety aftercrop so peculiar to the arid range. The songbirds no longer trilled among the pines of the Pend d’Oreille. Flown to
the South land, their notes were supplanted by the discordant honk and scream of the migratory waterfowl,
echoing along the winding shore.
Densmore often went shooting on the big flats where numerous small lakes were in evidence. To the surprise
of all, he proved a successful hunter and bagged a goodly number of both ducks and prairie chickens along with
an occasional goose.
Badger, a noted wolfhound, and Bringo were his constant companions on these excursions, oft-times chasing
down the wily coyote and the fleet-footed jackrabbit. Densmore had also become handy with the rod, bringing
home fine strings of fish. Stemteema was kept bountifully supplied with these delicacies, nor did the sportsman
forego an opportunity of ingratiating himself in her favor. But the ancient woman received the gifts with stoic
indifference and with doubtful gratitude. Perhaps it was more to please Cogewea that she accepted the offerings,
regarding them as part of her daily food supply. The girl sometimes accompanied the donor in these presentation
visits, acting as interpreter. The keen witted grandmother discerned that her grandchild was growing more fond of
the hated Shoyahpee, and that she was also endeavoring to win her to regard him with greater favor. These
symptoms she noticed with increased perturbation and had spoken to Julia on the subject. But the older sister, who
had given the situation but scant or no thought during the press of summer work, was inclined to regard the
possible alliance in a different light. She, herself, had married a white man who was good and kind to her, and
consequently her racial prejudices were not so strongly pronounced.
Cogewea, in walking habit, stood gazing pensively from the window. She saw Julia, leading little Denny, enter
the low doorway of the smoke-browned tipi just as the well-proportioned form of Densmore emerged from the
bunkhouse. He carried two fishing rods and had a trap slung over his shoulder. Coming up the path, he stopped at
the gate, turning toward the house. …\fn{ Unlike the first and last excerpts from this novel, the middle two bear the marks of
having been internally edited. I have preserved these marks […] where I found them. According to an introduction, they are chapters of the
book; with the last excerpt being the last chapter thereof. H. }

Densmore was discoursing on the charms of city life as they passed the tipi door. Inside, Stemteema was
crooning an Indian lullaby, which intoned musically with the sleepy baby prattle of Denny. The song was hushed
suddenly. No bird carols greeted them as they approached the stream, and the squirrels and chipmunks appeared
too busy storing their winter hoards to notice the intrusion. Following the bank for a mile or so, they came to a
promising pool, deep and clear, at the base of an overhanging cliff. Here they prepared to cast.
“The kale that I land the first one,” challenged Cogewea as the two flies struck the water simultaneously.
“Taken!” was the quick acceptance.
Scarcely had Densmore spoken when his line cut the water in a straight drive, the reel spinning yard after yard
of singing cord. Far out in the stream a silvery form leaped, scintillating in a radiant curve, sending up a shower of
sparkling spray as the fish clove the water. The played-out line slacked and the fisherman reeled in, minus hook
and fly.
“King of the Pend d’Oreille!” exclaimed Cogewea. "How gamy! You—”
Her own line spun with a musical purr, and deftly handling the reel, she slowly brought the stampeding
salmonoid too, in a wide, sweeping circle. The battle was on, but with a skill attained only through experience she
finally landed a shimmering beauty of rare size.
“Lost! Shoyahpee!” she taunted. “Lost two ways: your trout and your wager.”
“I will lay an even five thousand against your hand that the next is mine,” bantered the Easterner as he adjusted
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a new fly.
“I fade you!” was the prompt acceptance.
Again they cast and again she won.
“Please ante!” laughed the girl, as with a dextrous movement of thumb and fingers, the catch was rendered
unconscious before removed from the hook.
“Would you have been as prompt in delivering, had I won?”
“An honest gambler is supposed to meet all obligations unequivocally,” was the evasive answer.
“Nor will the true sport deny to an unfortunate loser the opportunity of retrieving,” came the ready counter.
“Certainly! My digits and winnings against an even ten thousand.”
“You are mine!” was the confident response as the fly was twirled over the water for ‘luck.’ “Now listen for
the wedding chimes.” The game was growing wild and fascinating.
This time the Easterner lost only by the fraction of a minute.
“Betting is off!” declared Cogewea when Densmore proposed a still higher wager. “Those chimes are remote,
for I don’t believe that you could redeem even now.”
“There is where your reckoning is faulty,” a crafty light in his eyes. “I am nothing near my limit. I can make
good several such doubles.”
“Well, I make no more wagers today,” in a tone of finality. “My tahmahnawis tells me that the signs are bad.
Besides, we have enough fish already. There are still a few left of your yesterday’s catch and it is wrong and
wasteful to hook them just for misconceived sport. Indians take only enough for food and no more.”
“Wait a moment! I think there is a big shiner by that rock and I want him.”
“Aw! Come on and don’t be selfish. Leave a few for the next fellow who may really need them. Let’s rest on
this mossy log and watch the river as it glides on its way to the ocean. You can tell me something of interest.”
No further urging was required, and Densmore, reeling his line, joined her on the fallen forest giant. Spying a
small land toad, with the end of his pole he mischievously turned it over and over toward her. Noting the action,
the girl exclaimed in agitation:
“Oh! Alfred! Don’t do that to the poor little helpless thing. Besides, it will bring a storm sure. Indians claim
that if you place a frog on its back, it will cause a storm without doubt. There is an old legend which tells the story
of Swa-lah-kin the ‘frog woman.’ It is in connection with the sun; that if you turn the frog thus, she will look up at
the sun and flirt with him as in the beginning. He hates her so badly that he will wrinkle his brow and a tempest
gathers which wets the earth. This forces her odious flippancy to find shelter out of his sight.”
Densmore picked up a fragment of bark and getting the Batrachian on it, threw both into the stream with the
observation:
“I guess with that cold bath the little miss will do no more flirting for a while. Anyhow, it is too clear for rain
today.”
Cogewea glanced upward. The sky was blue and limpid with the exception of a single diminutive cloud which
appeared to draw nearer to the hot, blazing orb of day. Pointing to it, she admonished:
“I told you that she would bring rain. See that little cloud? It will unfold and spread until the heavens are
covered in no time. It is her! the Swah-lah-kin of the myth. She has flirted with the Sun and we will get soaked.
There will be a downpour swift and without warning. You have done the mischief and spoiled our afternoon.”
“I supposed that you were enough educated to know better than to believe all those ridiculous signs of your
people,” chided the Easterner.
“What if I am slightly educated!” came the retort with a tinge of resentment. “The true American courses my
veins and never will I cast aside my ancestral traditions. I was born to them!” …
“To the truly high minded there are no racial barriers. Why should you care to remain exclusively Indian?
What is the incentive?”
“I have my Stemteema and my sisters, besides other kindred ties. Then, there are the traditions of my ancient
race.”
“But you cannot exist on sentiment alone. With no vested or property interests to demand your continued
presence, you should feel at freedom to see something of the world. I take it that there are no such bonds.”
“Sure! Not only my allotment of eighty acres of the finest of land, but I have— Why do you ask?” she broke
off suddenly, lifting inquiring eyes.
He stood the scrutiny with calculating coolness. She had very unexpectedly increased in value. Taking her
shapely hand in his, he answered with apparent sincerity:
“I meant nothing. I am only anxious to make you happy. Listen! my little Injun sweetheart! I have plenty, all
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that you could wish for. I want to share my wealth with you. You won the wagers at fishing. Suppose we form a
partnership and call it settled by me doubling your winnings?”
“I would not sell myself!” was the scornful reply. “Money cannot bring happiness. Too often its heritage is one
of unfathomed misery.”
Densmore, realizing his mistake, retrenched hastily.
“You misunderstood me. I am but endeavoring to show you that I care deeply and am anxious to be to you all
that a husband should. If I could only hear you say that you care for me—that you love me ever so little.”
He was straining her to his breast and he felt her responsive form quiver. He attempted to lift her warm lips to
his own, but she held aloof.
“Cogewea!” he whispered, smoothing her raven tresses. “I love you to distraction! I am willing to meet you in
every way that you desire. I will be Indian. Tell me more about your tribal customs. That marriage ceremony …”
The girl, struggling free, started up in sudden fright. With arm outflung, she exclaimed in terror:
“Look! See how the frown of the Sun-god darkens the earth! He bends his shaggy brow over the portals of the
West Wind and hurls his anger along the sky! He breathes! and the air is thick with anguish! It is the Swa-lah-kin!
You did this!” she cried angrily. “You should not have turned the frog! Come! let us hurry home! We will be
fortunate if we escape with only a drenching.”
Densmore’s eyes followed her outstretched arm and he leaped to his feet in amazement. The western heavens
were overcast with a mighty canopy of black, billowing clouds, hurtling upward toward the zenith with appalling
rapidity. The onslaught was swift and terrible in its silence. Only the faintest hum, like the smothered chords of an
Aeolian harp struck by the softest zephyr, was audible. Never had the Easterner witnessed an elemental conflict of
such awe-inspiring grandeur. Seizing their effects, they hurriedly started for home.
Gathering momentum, the storm came sweeping onward with lowering front; the chaotic cloud-rack, a sable
wall blotting out the universe. The low, indistinct murmur increased in volume until the cadence became a
mournful dirge in the pine tops. This was but a prelude. Murky with misty shadows, the wind, in one fell swoop,
enveloped the fugitives, nearly carrying them off their feet. Clasping hands, they struggled in the face of the gale
now shrieking like a thousand Harpies about their bursting ears. Densmore’s hat went sailing out over the river,
while Cogewea’s broad-brim fluttering, was held secure by feminine anchorage. Bracing hard, they made but
slow progress and were still a considerable distance from home when the first spattering raindrops, like the
skirmish shots of a hostile army, struck them. When within a hundred paces of Stemteema’s lodge, the anguished
heavens were rent by a lurid tongue of lightning, followed by a crash which seemed to rock the very earth’s
foundations. The dreaded Thunder-bird was abroad on the storm and at the gleaming flash of his eye and the
booming crash of his ponderous wing, the rain descended in torrents.
“The tipi! The tipi!” screamed Cogewea above the roar of the tempest.
Densmore tore back the door-flap and completely soaked they stumbled through the opening. The interposition
of the canvas walls against the sudden gale was most grateful. It was solace to hear the deluge beating against the
swaying roof. The wings of the smoke-flue had been closed and the seemingly frail structure made entirely proof
against the onslaughts of Thor. Not only Julia, but Mary was there and, what, with the two children sleeping
among the blankets, the wigwam was well crowded.
Stemteema spoke to Cogewea, her tone sharp and emphatic. The girl answered at length in Okanogan and
without her accustomed blithesomeness. The little audience gave rapt attention as she narrated the frog incident
on the river bank. The grandmother and Mary cast looks of displeasure at the Shoyahpee, but Julia appeared less
impressed. The conversation was necessarily loud, because of the howling of the warring elements without, which
seemed to increase in momentary violence. However, the storm ceased as suddenly as it began and the sun shone
upon a drenched world.
After a futile attempt at gayety, Densmore departed for the bunkhouse, and the aged woman requested
Cogewea to go change her clothing and then return to the tipi. She had a story of the past which she desired to tell
her three grandchildren. …
*
… The streets of Polson bore an air of desertion, as Cogewea wended her way down the boardwalk in the early
morn, nodding to an occasional chance acquaintance. Indecision and anxiety suffused her usually serene face. The
girl felt at a loss and the question had come to her often:
“Why did you weaken to the importunities of the Shoyahpee against your better judgment?”
She seemed to accede to his overtures however ridiculous. The shame of the past evening when she agreed to
loan him money for the proposed elopement trip haunted her, but now it appeared too late to recede. She half
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wished that she had pointedly refused even though it broke her heart.
Thus meditating, Cogewea came opposite the bank as it opened its doors for the day. Crossing the street, she
entered and, stepping to the side desk, produced from an Indian beaded handbag a cheque book and wrote
feverishly. Glancing cautiously around, she handed the slip of paper to the cashier at the cage window. The
official scanned it, then read it the second time, before looking up in surprise to ask:
“A thousand dollars? Do you mean to draw all this—all this amount at one time?”
“Yes, that was my intention,” was the courteous reply. “Haven’t I enough on deposit to cover that cheque made
payable to myself?” …
Cogewea left the bank with a heavier mind than she dared admit. She hurried to her companionable, though at
times erratic, cayuse, left standing unhitched. Wanawish whinnied as she approached, and Bringo came forward to
greet her. But for once the girl gave slight notice to her dumb friends.
Cogewea mounted and scaled the steep Polson Hill. There she paused and gazed longingly back at the little
town nestling by the shimmering lake. She wondered when she would be permitted to see it again. Her feelings
were altogether different from those supposedly of the happy bride-to-be. As if to smother a rising sensibility of
her present questionable course, she abruptly turned Wanawish and raced down the sharp slope with reckless
speed. She galloped over the smooth prairie until in sight of the Pablo Buffalo Ranch. The pasture and the high
coral were alike empty. These recalled to her days passed, when she rode the range a carefree girl with no “sweet
love” weighing her down, when her heart leaped at the sensation of thundering on the flank of the stampeding
herd. But now, the vision of the dust cloud rolling up from the vast expanse brought only a pang of regret.
Reaching Mud Creek—a misnomer of a truly clear stream—Wanawish showed thirst and Cogewea gave him
the rein as he turned from the wooden bridge. While watching the horse take in the cool, mountain water, the girl
realized that she, too, was thirsty. Dismounting, she knelt and drank. As she rose, she spied two riders on the lofty
ridge overlooking the Buffalo Ranch. Mechanically she felt for her glass, only to find that in her haste it had been
left at home. Although the atmosphere was clear, the distance was too great to make out with the naked eye who
the horsemen were. They sat their mounts motionless and facing towards her. As she turned to Wanawish, the
thought of the money in her handbag at the saddle-bow came to her. Removing her gauntlets and gazing
cautiously around that no one was observing, she made a rent in her paddled saddle blanket. Into the opening she
shoved the crisp bills and then deftly closed it with a hair pin. Remounting, she swung into a steady lope for
Ronan.
Before passing from view, she glanced at the ridge where the two riders had been observed. Only one, sentinellike, was to be seen. Both the horse and the rider appeared as immobile as though cast in bronze. Apprehensive of
the missing horseman, the girl gave rein to Wanawish and sped furiously over the smooth-packed road.
Ronan was still some distance away when Cogewea came in sight of the tall elevator of the flour mill, with its
gray roof and the smoke belching up in a dark column through the clear air. …
Wanawish sped across the bridge, pressing hard on the bit as he was reined in at the hostelry. Cogewea sprang
to the ground and was met by Densmore. Ordering her horse stalled next to his own, he accompanied her to the
dining hall. He selected an isolated table and sat so as to command the door. His nervous movements and unusual
self-interest drew the attention of diners and there were low whisperings of:
“Somethin’ doin’ with them there couple!”
The meal over, Cogewea thought that Densmore exhibited unusual haste in mounting and being again off.
They galloped through the “Lane;” nor did they slacken pace until near Crow Creek, where they met a train of
“freighters” from Ravalli. The high seated wagons were piled with merchandise, and were strung along the road
for a considerable distance. Some had “trailers” and were drawn by six and eight horses. Passing these, the
elopers again quickened pace, coming to the big flat. Small lakes, where wild geese and ducks disported,
enlivened the scene. The long necks of the birds would momentarily disappear under the surface, as they groped
for food along the shallows. “Shacks,” the initial domicile of the energetic homesteaders, dotted the landscape.
Herds of cattle and bands of horses grazed about the plain; the latter sometimes disturbed by the flying pair. …
Down the lower road to Post Creek, the two rode at a slower pace. Densmore was far from being a perfect
rider, although greatly improved over the stranger who had come to the ranch some months previous. As the wind
blew aside his coat, Cogewea noticed for the first time the heavy six-gun holstered at his hip. A sun glint on the
polished grip had first caught her eye.
“Why, Alfred!” she exclaimed in surprise. “I did not know that you carried a gun. I thought you were a man
who never sported a weapon of any kind.”
“I—I thought we might need it,” he answered in embarrassment, drawing his coat in place. “Can never tell
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what might happen.”
“That is true! I had never thought of that! I came away so hurriedly that I brought only my little thirty-two in
my handbag.”
“Let me see your gun!”
Cogewea handed Densmore her pistol. He examined it minutely and then put it in his own pocket. Cogewea
laughed uneasily as she remonstrated:
“What do you mean? You are not a two-gun man, are you?”
“Now little girl,” he returned lightly, “you do not want to carry this thing! It might get you hurt.”
“I will bet that I can handle a gun far better than you can!”
“Don’t be too sure of that, my conceited young lady! I hope that I have not practiced target shooting all
summer to no avail.”
“But Alfred! Please give me back my gun! I do not like to be without it, especially at this time. It is hard telling
what may happen—and me with all the kale.”
“I will protect you!” he volunteered with a laugh. “And as head of the family, I am really supposed to handle
the purse, am I not?”
Seemingly to meet his banter, Cogewea spoke nonchalantly as the memory of the vanished horseman at the
rock flashed through her mind:
“Let me have both guns! I believe that I will be willing to trade you my handbag for the brace, even though
they do not balance properly.”
“That would depend! How much did you bring?”
“Oh! I can buy several such toys and still be a long ways from bankruptcy. Is it a go?”
“Why do you so want both guns?”
“Jim—he might follow us! You can never tell!”
“No danger! He and the boys had gone out for stray horses when I left the ranch. My excuse was that I was
going to Ronan and would not be back until late. They think that you are in Polson visiting friends. Nobody will
dream that we have eloped and after we are married, what’s the difference who cries?”
“Well, I do hope that they may not know until it is too late. I’m afraid there would be hell to pay if Jim gets
wise before we find a priest.”
“But why should you want both guns in case he did follow?” he questioned suspiciously. “You seem to think
more of that savage than you do of me.”
“I want your gun simply to prevent likely trouble should Jim trail us. He is too manly to ever shoot an unarmed
man in any personal altercation. He may be a savage,” she continued spiritedly, “but he has a great big heart and
that is a whole lot more than a goodly part of this highly civilized nation can boast. Too many of the so-called
white men are afflicted with the worst of black-heart.”
Densmore flushed deeply at this thrust, but he rejoined with an attempt at pleasantry:
“You may still maintain your torture stake if you will, but I prefer holding on to my gun so long as there is
such manifest danger of Injuns going on the war-path.”
Though ill at ease, Cogewea accepted the situation without further protest. So deeply engrossed had they been
in discussion, that their mounts took advantage and stopped at the creek to allay their thirst. After crossing the
stream, Densmore dismounted and drank. Leading his horse, he walked along the road for a short distance, to a
stock trail breaking into the brush. Here he paused, proposing that they stop among the trees and let their horses
rest for a time. Cogewea, still envisioning the horsemen at the rock, demurred; but when her companion pointed
out that the west bound train through Ravalli was not due until near seven o’clock and that it would be far better
for them to remain in semi-seclusion until near that time than chance detection and possible detention at the
station, she reluctantly acquiesced. Accordingly a grassy plot was sought just within the woods, where they drew
the saddles and, leaving the horses to graze at the end of the trailing ropes, sat down in the shade.
No definite plans had been agreed upon as to their future course, further than boarding the evening train west
at Ravalli. Densmore was for going to San Francisco, while Cogewea named a nearer coast city as their
immediate destination. Their ideas also differed as to time of return to the ranch. Cogewea was most anxious
about the Stemteema; to get back and make an early peace with her ancient parent was her deepest concern.
Densmore, scoffing at this, interposed:
“The Stemteema should be the least of our worries. Old age, like childhood, is susceptible of petting. 1 am
afraid,” he added with a short laugh, “of being shot up by a disappointed foreman.”
“You have nothing to dread from Jim once we are united,” assured the girl. “I know him to be a man, and he
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will never place a stumble in our way.”
From this, the conversation drifted again to the topic of destination; disclosing the amount of money which
Cogewea had brought. The Easterner expressed surprise that she had ventured to openly draw that amount and
carry it alone from Polson. Cogewea assured him that all the cowpunchers were her friends and that there had
been nothing to fear.
“Look!” she exclaimed, procuring her saddle blanket and removing the hairpin. "Nobody would have thought
to look there for money, even had they staged a holdup."
Densmore agreed that the hiding place would most likely have proven effective had he attempted the role of
bandit. He soon learned of her balance in the bank, which opened the subject of his deepest interest. He casually
asked about her livestock on both ranch and range and was astounded when informed that aside from the two
cayuses they were riding, she had none. Not fully grasping the import of this appalling declaration, he fairly
gasped:
“Why, don’t you own most of the stock at the ranch, and all the horses and cattle of the roundup, and those
sold? Were they not yours? Are not the boys working for you?”
“Those hooves all mine? Boys working for me? Who has been stuffing you, man?”
“Celluloid Bill and Rodeo Jack told me that you were a rich woman; that you owned practically all the stock
on the range and had vast tracts of land.”
“Bill and Rodeo? It was some of their wild pranks! They have lied to you! I am far from being a rich woman.
All the stock you saw at the ranch, belongs to my brother-in-law, John Carter. The ‘H-B’ brand is also his
property. The three thousand dollars I recently came in possession of was inherited. Aside from my eighty-acre
allotment, which hardly counts for much, this three thousand is all that I have.”
For several moments the Easterner remained speechless, scarce able to realize the full force of this astounding
revelation. After all, was his dream of golden wealth to be disenchanted as a mere halo of the rainbow of myth?
Surely the Indian girl was joking, merely testing his fidelity of purpose. His voice was husky when he again
spoke:
“Cogewea, you cannot mean that I believe all this, can you? This is hardly a time for jesting.”
It was Cogewea’s turn to be puzzled. What was the riddle? Was this polite and polished Shoyahpee after all, a
mere adventurer, a gross money hunter? This passed through her mind before she answered rather tersely:
“I am not jesting! You would not want me to deceive you, would you? I do not understand!”
“Then, if you are telling the truth, I have already been woefully deceived and that through you,” was the
savage retort. “Those boys never hatched such fabrications of themselves. They were made at your instance and
the only puzzle is just why you are now blocking your own game by thus prematurely disclosing facts. Your
obtuse intellect, being able to contain but the one idea, has been your undoing. But what else could be expected
from a nest of coppery vipers? Brazen blackmail, and I am tempted to turn you over to the proper authorities to be
dealt with according to the just laws of our land! You may be thankful that I am letting you off so easy.”
He had risen to his feet and before the astounded girl could divine his action, he had seized her saddle blanket
and ripping out the folded bank bills, pocketed them. With stunning effect the truth dawned upon her that she had
not only been betrayed, but was also being openly robbed by her professed lover and supposed protector. Enraged
and smarting with humiliation at such duplicity, she sprang up, laying a detaining hand on his arm. With an oath
he freed himself, dealing her a blinding blow in the face. Grasping her by the shoulders, he shook her viciously as
he warned in a low, menacing tone:
“You had as well understand at once that I am standing no foolishness from you! The more quiet you are the
better it is going to be for you. I am giving you unwarrnnted consideration. Many a man would deal with you
differently and my ultimate actions are going to be governed by your own. You can always depend on a desperate
man doing desperate things and perhaps if the truth was known you would find that I have not been too squeamish
on other occasions.”
“But you do not dare take my money like this! Liar! Thief! Robber! Blackguard that you are! The law—”
“Is absolutely helpless to help you!” he scoffed. “The law is of the white man’s make, interpreted by the white
man, made to talk by the white man’s money. With a comparatively small amount of this which you have so
generously bestowed upon me, I can make the law talk! You have no witnesses! It would be my word against
yours, a white gentleman’s against an Injun squaw’s. What would you do? Don’t think that I am not going to take
advantage of the situation.”
“I will have you arrested at Ravalli!”
“No, I hardly think so! If your horse should happen to have his leg broke—”
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“Oh, please Alfred! Take the money and go but do not hurt my Wanawish! I will promise not to attempt
following you. I will be only too glad to see you go! Oh, the ways of the Shoyahpee!”
“Your word would be great guarnntee!” he snarled mockingly. “I am taking no chance nor am I going to waste
further time in any palaver with you. Come on, and see how cleverly I can disable that fine steed of yours.”
With this, he jerked her rudely about and started toward the two horses, still grazing. Cogewea, apparently
resigned, moved unresistingly. Unaccustomed to the approach of man, Wanawish lifted his head in the air, and
with forward-pricked ears, emitted a shrill snort of alarm. Cogewea, alert, snatched Densmore’s hat with her one
free hand and hurled it at the animal, emitting at the same time a shrill scream. The startled horse whirled and
darted into a nearby thicket, where he was. lost to view. Cogewea laughed aloud.
“You damned ed—!”
Choking with rage, Densmore supplemented the vile epithet with another brutal blow in the face. Dragging the
now dazed girl, he secured his own horse, returning with it and his captive to where the saddles were lying. His
eyes were those of the murderer as he again addressed her:
“Now, my fine lady! another screech out of you and I do not promise what might not happen. Your little trick
has saved that horse of yours, but there is another way of playing safe. Maybe by the time you rest here a few
hours, perhaps a few days, in seclusion, you will have had time to ponder on the absurdity of contending against
your betters. You are in my power and I am certainly going to use it effectively.”
“Yes, you have me in your power, but how have you accomplished that boast? Give me back my gun! You may
keep your big one but I will not fear you, though I am a woman.”
Craven as he was, Densmore winced at this challenge. All the venom of his perverted nature found vent in his
retort:
“Bosh! you squaw! And to think that I was ordered from a smoke-dinged lair of your ‘breed!’ I am but half
squaring accounts; and when you get back to that dear old grandmother of yours, you can tell her how nice the
white man was in his dealings with you. You may then feel like talking, for that tongue of yours is now going to
have a rest, if I meet my guess.”
Cogewea loftily disdained reply to this tirade of abuse. Knowing the futility of resistance, she submitted
without a word of protest as he securely bound her to a cottonwood, twining the rope about her from neck to foot.
An effective gag was made from her own scarf. Completing his task to his own satisfaction, Densmore again
addressed her, assuming a mock air of apologetic politeness:
“Goodbye! little sweetheart! a statuette in bronze with a wild-wood setting! How superb! And the sun fast
sinking to rest. A merry time and pleasant dreams as you hear the coyotes squalling tonight. I tried to give you a
good time the past summer, and I feel that I am really entitled to this small pittance which you have so kindly
permitted me to appropriate. I hope that you are generous spirited enough to concede that you have had value
received. I am placing your toy gun here in your own pocket, the cartridges considerately extracted of course.
Give my regards to that coppery-hided lover of yours—should you ever see him—and know that with your
opportunity to convey this last message for me, I will be far out of the state and among really civilized folks. After
all, Densmore the ‘tenderfoot’ has not fared so badly financially, considering the few months that he has
sojourned in the wilds, do you think? Goodbye! Goodbye!”
Then hastily saddling his horse, he mounted and turned toward the highway, calling back over his shoulder:
“That you may retain your deep respect for my integrity, you will find this horse, which you have so graciously
loaned me, at the livery in Ravalli. Of course this is considerate of me and I know that you will appreciate the
courtesy. So long!”
Cogewea, her limbs already aching from the cut of the overdrawn lariat, heard the clatter of pounding hooves,
as the false Shoyahpee fled from the scene of his most hellish duplicity. …
*
… Two snows had passed and the birds, again returned from the warm-land, filled the river pines with their
old-time melody, while the buttercups flowered in radiance. The wild rose peeped coquettishly from its bud, and
the tender grass clothed plain and upland with shimmering green. The ermine cloak of winter, pursued by the
melting breeze, retreated still farther into the higher altitudes of the majestic Rockies. Earth was taking on new
life and the joy of living seemed with all—save one whose heart was emptiness—whose face was but a reflection
of her former self.
Jim stood at the door of the bunkhouse and watched the familiar figure on Wanawish ride over the ridge to her
favorite haunt. He muttered an oath as the cause of the blighted life came into his mind. He glanced at the sun
now past the meridian and going to the barn, threw the saddle on Bay Devil. He had determined to go to the
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village for the week’s mail in the hope of hearing from his mother, whom he had not seen for three years.
The foreman did not loiter on the way. Reaching the little town, he went directly to the post office where he
received a heavy ranch mail, but no missive from his mother. There was one, however, addressed to Cogewea,
from the Indian Agent of her old home in the Okanogan country. Some of the “boys” endeavored to prevail on Jim
to engage in a game of pool, or try monte at the Kootenai camp, but to all entreaties he turned a deaf ear. He
thought of the lonely, unhappy girl out on the solitary butte and the letter was an excuse for going to her. He had
never intruded on her sorrow, as much as he loved her. Aside from a tribal custom, he had felt that her grief was
sacred and that time was the only balm. But now, well, he would carry the letter to her, and if opportunity afforded
perhaps—
Cogewea lingered on Buffalo Butte, thinking of the days when all was happiness, of the many pleasant hours
she had spent on this isolated height. At her feet lay the old gray buffalo skull and broken arrow point. The
towering mountains greeted her vision, but not with the soul-awakening emotions of the past. Life seemed to hold
but little for her. Friends were not so familiar as of yore, and Jim held strangely aloof. Somehow she yearned for
his old-time companionship. She realized now that it was something more than a “sister’s love” which she had
borne for him. This new awakening was gnawing her very life away. He surely did not understand the true cause
of her despondency. After the first pangs of humiliating disappointment, her only feelings for the false Shoyahpee
were of remorse and bitter regret that their paths had ever crossed. In her generous heart, she pitied Densmore’s
weakness but detested his duplicity, and above all she devoutly thanked the Great Spirit for her timely
deliverance.
She recalled Jim’s many considerate attentions; his unselfish protective care for her, his fearless interference in
her behalf at the races, his graceful and manly acceptance of humiliating defeat at the social, the refusal of his
hand on this same spot, and the chivalry of his coming to her rescue among the cottonwoods, all came crowding
in upon her memory. She could not help wishing that he would—
The fall of an unshod hoof on the stony ground and the jingle of spurs broke upon Cogewea’s ears. She did not
look up, but intuitively knew who the horseman was. Her eyes dropped to the old skull. She started visibly! Could
she be deceived? A voice seemed to issue from its cavernous depths in the Indian tongue, a laudation of—
“The Man! The Man! The Man!”
Then it was accusing; a plea of pity that such deep and honorable love should be requited with nothing more
than insipid friendship.
The voice ceased as suddenly and as mysteriously as it came.
Jim was at Cogewea’s side silently holding the out-stretched letter. She missed the cheery old-time: “Hell-o
Sis!” With no word of greeting, she took the missive and broke the seal. Jim stood, arms folded and leaning
against the rock, gazing at the splendid panorama of the Rockies. She read the letter and he heard her murmur:
“The lust of gold and the mockery of money! The toil amid glaciers and the ghastly snowfields of the North!
The daddy we scarcely knew! The Shoyahpee barters his life, his very soul, for a heritage of death!”
Jim turned to see the old-time dream in the girl’s eyes, otherwise her face showed no emotion save that of the
sorrow to which he had grown accustomed.
“What is it, Sis?” he asked kindly.
“Nothing,” was the reply, “except that I have escaped a lot of trouble.”
“Some settlement of reservation of ’lotment ’fairs?”
“Not exactly! You know that we had not heard from daddy for over fourteen years. He was in Alaska and we
thought long ago that he was dead. This letter informs me that he only recently died, leaving money and mining
property worth several millions of dollars.”
“But you don’t call that missin’ a lot of trouble do you?” asked Jim, his eyes showing slight astonishment.
“Daddy had remarried, made a will bequeathing his three daughters twenty dollars each, and the remainder of
his fortune to his widow, a young white woman from New York!”
“Well, I bedam’! Your daddy, Sis, but a Shoyahpee to the last. My own father the same, only we don’t know
where he is or what became of him. He left my Indian mother many years ago, coverin’ his tracks completely. Too
bad that you and your sisters couldn’t a had some of that there dough.”
“It was all right!” Cogewea rejoined smiling, although her eyes were swimming in tears. “I don’t know that I
care! The curse of the Shoyahpee seems to go with everything that he touches. We despised breeds are in a zone
of our own and when we break from the corral erected about us we meet up with trouble. I only wish that the
fence could not be scaled by the soulless creatures who have ever preyed upon us.”
“I wish I had a killed that there da—”
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“Don’t Jim! Do not refer to the past! It never was! It’s only an impossible fearfulness! a dreadful hallucination!
a nightmare of lies! It is dead! buried and forgotten!”
Cogewea’s countenance had changed to something of her former self. Jim thought that she never had appeared
quite so beautiful and captivating. For a time he was silent and then exclaimed earnestly:
“Sis! I always did love you some, and now I like you like hell! S’pose we remain together in that there corral
you spoke of as bein’ built ’round us by the Shoyahpee? I ain’t never had no ropes on no gal but you.”
“Aw, Jim, quit yo’ kiddin’!” she answered, dropping into the easy vocabulary of the range. “I’ve tol’ yo’ that I
would be yo’ sister, but if yo’ don’t behave I’ll quit likin’ yo as—as a brother! Savey?”\fn{Understand.}
There was a banter in her tone which Jim could not mistake.
“Yes! I think I savey all right!” and he slipped an arm about the yielding form. “By gollies! little squ—Sis! Oh,
hell! That there don’t sound right to me no more. I—”
“Call me Cogewea! Your own little Cogewea!” she exclaimed, nestling her head on his deep chest like a weary
child.
For a long minute the transported Westerner held the girl closely and in silence. Then releasing her, he said
simply:
“Guess we better be hittin’ the trail! It’s late and night’s goin’ be chilly for you without no shawl.”
“Do not hurry! See how magnificent those grand old mountains are in the moonlight. Isn’t this a splendid
world?”
“Yes, it is jus’ ’bout right—when not too cold nor too hot—nor nothin’ wrong with the corral fencin’. But the
best rider of the Flathead ain’t a worryin’ ’bout this durn’ old world no more! And I sure do b’lieve in them there
hot rock signs of the sweat-house!”
“So do I!” laughed Cogewea, feeling the blood suffuse her cheeks. “But do let up on that ‘best rider’ stunt.
Maybe you will not want to ride anymore, only for fun. I forgot to tell you all that is in this letter. It transpired that
owing to a technical flaw in daddy’s will, we girls come in for a share in some of his fortune, amounting to a
quarter million dollars each. And say! Jim! Stemteema will now let me have that brooch, I told you I would wear.”
“Well! I bedam’!” ejaculated Jim, as they turned to go.
Cogewea paused, gazing intensely at the gray skull—listening! She heard the Voice as it comes only to the
Indian:
“The Man! The Man! The Man!”
The moon, sailing over the embattled Rockies, appeared to smile down on the dusky lovers despite the ugly
Swah-lah-kin clinging to his face.
In a cheap boarding house in an eastern city a few weeks later, a young man with a selfish mouth suddenly
turned pale as he read in a western paper an account of the settling of the great McDonnald mining estate in
Alaska, and the marriage of his two half-blood daughters. One of them a graduate of Carlisle, to the “Best Rider
of the Flathead,” also a half-blood. The younger daughter known as the “Shy girl,” had departed with her
husband, Eugene LaFleur, a polished and wealthy Parisian scholar, on a honeymoon tour of Europe.
1920
172.1 Excerpt from Leaving The Land: A Novel\fn{by Douglas Unger (1952- )} Moscow, Latah County, Idaho,
U.S.A. (M) 13
The years immediately following the war were fertile for weeds. There was a kind of plague of them. The
white fluff seeds of the Canadian thistle and of the milkweed and dogbane filled the air like an invasion of tiny
white parachutes. Hot winds swirled them through the streets so thickly that Marge gave up trying to pick them
off her dress. She walked down the main street of Nowell, collecting seeds.
She hated this town. She hated the way the sun blinded her, glaring off the white adobe storefronts. She passed
the high square wooden false front of the Baker Hotel and gazed up at five dark windows, one with an old white
head leaning on the sill next to a box of withering geraniums. Clumps of cheat grass made a shambles of the
sidewalk as they broke through the concrete and spilled in wild tufts toward the curb. Weeds scratched at her
ankles as she walked. Sharp seeds prickled under the collar of her dress. She would have to comb them out of her
hair like wedding rice.
White, she thought, white …
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Marge had trouble with her high heels as she stepped off the curbs, crossing unpaved sidestreets more like ruts
with manes of weeds. Houses along those streets were mostly white, save the few that were left an unpainted gray,
with rusted tin where they ought to have shingles. If she watched for them, she might see a yellow house with
black shutters, a small brown house with white shutters.
She hated the thought of houses. She passed the double doors of the municipal bar with its black-on-white sign
that read Nowell hung over the wide frames of screen. She glanced in at the men shooting pool. Somebody
hooted. She had no way to tell if that sound was meant for her, but whenever there was hooting she liked to
believe it was meant for her. She moved her body in a certain way when she heard it, not even sure there was
someone watching her in the street.
Marge didn’t believe in love. She hadn’t believed in love since Thursday. That was the day she decided to
accept Burt Cooney’s proposal for marriage. Now it was Monday. She was on her way to his mother’s house to fit
her wedding dress. She walked, alone in thought that love was over before it had ever been. She used to think love
was a feeling of romance. Both romance and what she had been taught to believe of love—that all love was
somehow the same as a spirit in her hands as she worked, as she curried the sides of a show heifer and shaved the
face just right, even when she was sure she couldn’t do anything right; or in her hands as they toughened with
other chores, getting the bum lambs through the last suckling weeks, working in the dust and swelter of the fields,
cooking her family’s breakfast when her mother was ailing. Years ago, she believed all love was the same as the
love in the rhythm of her mother’s sewing machine long into the nights, as in the early morning sound of her
father’s bootsteps amid the high, sirenlike whining of the cream separator. Years later, alone in darkness, she
discovered other meanings.
Burt Cooney was just a boy. All she had ever known were boys. He was like the boy she had gone to the
movies with and didn’t go with anymore because once he brought a jar of pig’s knuckles along and offered one to
her as if it was popcorn. He was like a boy at a party once who sat on the log next to her. He slugged down
whiskey out of a pint bottle. He stared down for a long time as if at the stitching of his cowboy boots. Then
mumbling into the firelight, he tried taking her hand, afraid to look her in the eye. And when she so much as
squeezed his hand back, he asked her to marry him. He was like the boy she used to cruise with from the blacktop
junction and back to the Dairy Freeze at least once a day, parking somewhere so he could cup her breasts, suck
her neck, ply her clumsily with his fingers. She might have gone all the way with him if he hadn’t told the whole
damn town it had already happened. He talked the way boys did of how many beers he’d had that day or he
offered to drive on out to the butte for a sloe gin screw under the northern lights. Or he told her for the umpteenth
time how he’d shot the front tire of his truck out from under him huntin’ jacks\fn{ Jackrabbits} or how next month’s
winner-take-all jackpot rodeo was gonna be another story, and on and on he went until she thought she was fit to
die of boredom. There was nothing better to do than give in to him, but only up to a certain point. She draped her
arms over his shoulders and kissed him. Her nostrils filled with the acrid odors of sweat and shaving lotion. Her
lips recoiled at the bitter tastes of beer, smoking, cheap whiskey. She carefully raised an elbow to protect her
breasts. She rested her head against his neck, wiping her lips on his shirt in the process. She felt a film of hair oil
on her face and hands.
“Shit,” Burt Cooney complained. “We been at this three months now, three damn months now, honey! What in
hell’s wrong with you?”
She gave in and kissed him again. They fought each other on the musty carseats. As much as she wished it
were different, her mind was always somewhere else.
She usually had him drive her home as early as possible. Then she lay awake in her bedroom, trying to imagine
her lover as almost anyone else. She imagined him with her in that small, orderly bedroom. Then he led her out to
some weedless pasture all high brome and crested wheat grass, and like in the movies, he spread his coat in that
deep rug of grass. She heard the high-pitched drone of the insects in waves of sound. There was a sudden, high
chattering as a covey of mourning doves exploded up out of the pasture. They lay down on his coat. He played a
kind of game in which he knelt over her and spread the long grass around her face, weaving it over her cheeks and
over her eyes.
She tasted it. She ate a little grass. He gripped her hands with a strength almost painful. He kissed her and it
was different, as if the sun shone with a summer’s wholeness in sunflower gold. She raised one bare knee,
imagined he set his chin there on it and eyed her deeply. Then the image dissolved, a palmful of chaff scattered in
the winds.
Sometimes he was comforting. Nights when the yapping chorus of the coyotes kept on because there was no
answering call. She had heard that sound all her life. But she found herself turning on the lamp to search her
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room, turning it off again to settle into her bedsheets, then a howl might burst out closer, just beyond the yard
fence, the family dogs in a sudden uproar, and she’d reach for the lamp again. Sitting up, she’d try to imagine her
lover there so she could hide her face in the muscles of his chest. She wanted anyone’s voice in that room, in that
old clapboard house where her father and mother slept, scratching themselves, tossing in their sleep. Sometimes,
it was enough to close her eyes and think he was with her, warm and holding her close into sleep, his voice a
comfort to her until he had gone.
Other times, nothing helped. She lost all vision of what it was she really wanted. She lay awake and dreamless,
filled with the unhappy sense that she would always be alone. Mornings after a night out were always the same.
She faced her parents.
“You been out some,” said her father. He was at the breakfast table, scooping eggs into his mouth with a spoon.
“You got home awful early.” He glowered up at her.
“You won’t get nobody, you come home so early.”
“There’s nobody to get,” she said. She picked the biscuit plate up off the table.
“You go on and say that now. You just go on and keep telling me that!:”
“There’s no more than that to tell,” she said.
“I don’t like you ’round here like you are.”
“Then I’ll move on into town.”
“Now that ain’t what I mean,” he said.
“You won’t have nobody to cook your breakfast!” she snapped.
She watched her father nod his head back toward his plate, using a knife to chase a fried potato through the
grease. She shrugged. She went into the living room to fetch her mother’s plate. Her mother held the plate stiffly
in her hands. Her head was laid on the chair back, eyes wide to the ceiling as if it might fall with the pressure of
the next rain.
“You can’t get a thing done here without me,” Marge told him. “Who’s going to help you herd them turkeys
out of the rain?”
“I expect that won’t make no difference soon,” he said.
“Well, it sure as hell better,” she said. “When I’m done sticking you in the grave, I want to have something.”
“Shiiiiiit.” Ben Hogan said, and laughed.
“I mean it,” she said.
“But that’s what O been telling you all along for, damnit!” he shouted.
“Well, then why don’t you try riding around with him!” she shouted back. “Go on now! You just try an evening
with Burt Cooney! Go on ! That boy doesn’t know scours from hoofrot! He’ll tell you about the way he rides, sure
he will. He couldn’t stay on a corral fence! He doesn’t know a solenoid from a voltage regulator! There just isn’t
nobody—”
Ben Hogan coughed and laughed at the same time.
“That’s what your own ma kept telling her folks about me, he said. “And all the while, we was spending nights
in her daddy’s harness shop. He’s all right, that Burt Cooney. He just needs feeding up some. He’ll show right.
Now you might have to teach him how, but he’ll take to it. Besides, I think I’m getting me a bit of the emphysema
—”
“You hush up,” she said. “We’ll do just fine on our own.”
“Marge.” Her mother’s cracked voice came from the living room. “Marge, you got the Gel-u-silil? …”
Ben Hogan sighed and rose from the table. He hooked the straps of his overalls up and over his shoulders, then
stretched and yawned. He caught his daughter by the arm on her way with the medicine.
“You be out in a minute and help with them turkeys,” he said in his gentlest voice, playfully slapping her
behind.
*
The Hogan family farm was a good farm. It had a tight board house that had once been a railroad station. Ben
Hogan moved that house on rollers eighteen miles from the town of Nowell. He built a high, shake-shingled barn
behind it, cutting the logs himself in the Black Hills, milling the logs into rough boards still covered with bark at
the edges and honing them into beams. He kept that barn painted bright red with white windowframes. One broad
side of it was half covered by his white-painted stock brand, ©®,. Sometimes, when he looked up at it doing
chores, or when it passed him as a hairy scar on the hips of his stock, he muttered it to himself, “lazy you are, lazy
you are,” as if that made him work all the more. Out drinking, he was known to complain,
“What I really wanted when I first homesteaded these parts was a brand a fellah could feel outright proud of.
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Now, that lazy you are ain’t too bad, it does have some kick to it. But that wasn’t the one I wanted. Old Sy
Lockhard beat me to it for the P over U brand. That’s the piss on you ranch, goddamnit,” he said.
“Then one time up in Aberdeen, I met a man like to sell me the 2 lazy 2 P brand, but it was registered by the
time I got smart enough to rustle me up some stock.”
The ©® brand was burned into the corral boards, into the sides of his cows, the hips of his horses, painted on
the wool of his sheep, clipped to the ears of his hogs. Wherever he walked on his place, it stared back at him. For
a time, it even stared back at him from Marge. She helped him brand one of the workhorses used to pull the
haysled in winter. They both fought the two-thousand-pound animal into the loading chute. They scotch-hobbled
it with ropes so that if it reared too much or tried to break through the chute, it would fall right on its nose. Marge
held the rope tightly, leaning out over the chute. When the horse smelled the hot brand coming in for its hip, it did
rear up and fall on its nose. Then instead of letting the rope go, Marge got her hand caught in it. She was pulled
down with the horse and in the confusion of smoke, dust, Marge screams, horse screams, Ben Hogan reached in
with the brand.
Marge’s two brothers chased her for a week to get a look at the welts. They finally caught her in the barn. They
wrestled her through the straw and stripped her clothes. She did a boom cha cha, boom cha cha dance for them in
the barn loft and the way her brothers treated her after that, she began to hope those red welts might stay for the
rest of her life, but they finally faded.
“That’s my daughter there,” Ben Hogan confided to his neighbors every chance he got. He pointed to the seat
of his daughter’s jeans. “I don’t have no bill of sale to prove it,” he said, “but I won’t have no trouble with the
state inspector once I get her in the ring.”
Ben Hogan ran a successful business. He kept his fences horse high, bull strong and hog tight. When he first
homesteaded, those fences only closed in a hundred sixty acres. But over the years, he avoided borrowing too
much money because of his talent for constructing new machinery from pieces of old machinery and because of
his foresight in raising beans when everyone else was raising corn, raising corn when everyone else was raising
beans, raising milk cows when everyone else was raising sheep, raising sheep when everyone else was milking
cows. So by the time the war came along, he had bought up three of his less successful neighbors who had gone
under during the Great Depression.
To buy those spreads, he had to borrow a lot of money from David Whitcomb at the First Bank of Belle
Fourche. But to a man with four hundred eighty acres of the finest gumbo in the county, the future looked
prosperous. He figured he had to gamble on his credit every once in a while.
Ben Hogan worked. He worked and never slowed. He bulled his way through the house before sunrise each
morning, growling to his sons to get out of bed and do the chores. Almost every morning of her youth, Marge
woke up to see his stubbled face press in to kiss her forehead as he grumbled,
“Where’s the goddamned breakfast!” Then he stomped around in his hip-high rubber boots, snuffling at the
pots and pans, shouting,
“Where the hell y’all hide my diggers! What in God’s name your good shoes doing where the mice can get
’em! For pity’s sake, can’t you make no damned coffee that don’t take the hair right off’n my tongue!”
He milked in the barn. He leaned his head against the cow’s flank and bellowed with some old song in his
mind, or with pieces of many old songs that he strung together. His hands squeezed and pulled in rhythm to that
horrendous hour or so of out-of-tune yodeling. When Marge’s pet hen exploded into a cloud of blood and feathers
in the old threshing machine, he made up a song about it. When she helped him milk, he sang that song for her in
a teasing tone of voice:
Cockle Doodle Dandy, my old hen,
laid her eggs in the thrashing bin,
Ohhhhh first she laid eight, and then she laid ten.
Ohhhhh poor old Cockle Doodle Dandy, my old hennnnnn

followed by a blast of that same out-of-tune yodeling.
She helped him separate the milk into skim and cream each morning before school with a machine he had
partly built himself. Then he fired up one of his tractors and headed into his fields. Ben Hogan had modified his
tractor engines to run faster than the normal RPMs recommended by the owner’s manuals, so he could plow or
disc or cultivate more acres per day than anyone else in the county. When Marge watched him build a fenceline, it
was like watching a dance. He dug holes with a double-bladed shovel. He lifted the blades up and pumped them
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down into the ground, spilling the earth in a pile beside the hole in the upswing, never breaking his rhythm, never
stopping despite the sun that made him glisten with sweat. The wiry muscles on his bare chest sprang and
trembled, the tight knots of muscles in his arms mottled with pulsing veins as the shovel blades came down again,
as he pumped them up and down for an entire day, stopping to rest only once, as was his custom, to eat dinner,
then stretch out to sleep through exactly the hottest hours.
His sons shared his working constitution. He and his sons could stack up to ten tons of hay in one day,
scooping it up with tractors, pitching it up onto the stack under a steady rain of dust and prickling leaves. He and
his sons could keep two hundred acres irrigated throughout the summer. They walked the earth to judge the
contours. They studied the slow curves of the muddy creek that bordered their land. Each morning, they dragged
shovels out into the fields and built earth dams across main ditches as wide as their outstretched arms, digging
networks of small connecting ditches as wide as their hands, each with a mouth trickling water down the rows of
corn. Like sharp tongues, those cornleaves stood out luxuriously with health. Ben Hogan and his boys moved
their system of ditches all summer long along the creek, over the wide, rolling sweep of their best fields. They
worked in water that steamed off the sun-hardened clay soil like off the floor of an adobe oven. They tasted their
cornleaves in passing. They sucked on the spade-shaped leaves of the great northerns, spit and chewed the sweet
purple alfalfa flowers like fragrant tobacco. They cut alfalfa tops for the evening greens. Then came the week
spent tinkering with the rakes, sweeps and mowers up to that morning when Ben Hogan stormed through the
house, brandishing a ripe sprig of alfalfa like a club. He announced the time:
“Get the hell out of bed! There’s hay out there! We got hay out there! It’ll likely rain before you get your shoes
on!”
Their machines moved out over the fields, the mower clattering, breaking down at least twice a day. The old
man stomped and swore. He nicked his hands replacing sharp steel teeth. The hay-rakes followed his mower, his
sons turning the dried hay into neat, continuous piles that looked like whorls of a huge thumbprint in the fields.
Ben Hogan and his sons moved like parts of the same machine to stack that hay in high, tangled mounds in the
stackyards. They ran from mower to rake to plunger to haywagon to pitchfork for four weeks straight, moving ton
after ton of dried grass and clover. There were times when they leapt on each other in the anger of frustration over
somebody screwing a wrong bolt in somewhere or some backward adjustment; and once, Mike Hogan
accidentally hooked a chain on the wrong sprocket so the gears of the haymower were sheared off with a highspeed shriek of disintegrating steel.
Marge watched the three men shouting. They wrestled each other on the stacks. They strained, vise-gripped
heads and privates, tangled in wrestling, then they rolled over the edge and tumbled down the long slope of the
stack. By then they were laughing, stretched out with chests heaving skyward, exhausted in the shadows until Ben
Hogan put his boys back to work again by telling them,
“You’re the laziest damned rednecks I ever laid eyes on. You’re the weakest goddamned mollycoddles I ever
seen!”
“A mollycoddle,” Ben Hogan explained, out drinking with his friends, “hell, that’s any man who sits down to
take a piss!”
*
Marge grew up mostly with her brothers. Summers, they smoked rolled cornsilk behind the barn. Winters, they
trudged over the snowcrust dragging wooden sleds to the manure hill by the corral. They tried bronco-busting
calves, sheep and each other. George was huge, with broad shoulders and a dark head of curls. Mike was thinner,
more like his father, and whenever he talked to anyone, his eyes were somewhere else. Marge hunted with her
brothers. One side of the barn was covered with the stretched white skins of rabbits they sold for about thirty cents
apiece at the wool exchange in town. Marge followed behind them, bundled up and doing the stiff snowshoe slide
over the snow-covered prairie.
Once, on purpose, the boys shot one of their father’s buck sheep with the twenty-two. They couldn’t find any
rabbits that day. She followed them as usual, punching at their shoulders from time to time to get a chance to
shoot. They spent the entire afternoon target-shooting at bits of brush that poked up out of the snow. It began to
get darker. She listened to the crunching sound of their snowshoes breaking through. Her hands were numb. She
curled them tighter into her pockets.
“I’m cold,” she moaned, trying to keep up with them. George was out in front with the rifle. Mike shuffled just
in front of her, peering around under his sheepskin hood to make sure she was keeping up.
“I’m cold,” she moaned agaIn.
“Hush up,” spat George. “We ain’t going back until we get us something.”
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“I’ll take her back,” said Mike. George stopped and glowered at them.
“Aw, the hell with you both,” said George.
They began the long shuffle back to the house, Mike leading this time with the rifle. They crossed two barbedwire fences. Dark, jagged post tops were all that showed above the snow, without sign of the wires connecting
them. Marge kept telling herself it was only one more fence to cross, just one more fence to cross and they were
almost home. Her feet were numb. She bent against the wind and let her mind fill with the rhythmic, crunching
sound of her feet.
“Well, if that don’t beat it,” said George.
Marge raised her head. George pointed to one of her father’s buck sheep, loose from the corral and in the
neighbor’s pasture.
“That sonofabitch has broke out again,” he said. He looked back at Mike, who stood silently, meekly holding
out the rifle.
“Best idea you’ve had in a week,” said George. He reached for the gun.
“Now, Petie,” he said. He always called her Petie or Margie-Pete when he wanted something. “Now, Petie,” he
cooed, moving close enough to take her by the shoulders. “You don’t tell nobody about this, you hear? We’re
going to do ourselves some target-shooting. I don’t aim to chase that buck back one more time, no, honey, I don’t.
You tell, and we’ll fix your ass but good.”
“That’s Papa’s,” she said.
“He won’t know the difference,” said Mike. “He’ll think the coyotes got it. Won’t he, George!”
She watched the young buck move slowly toward the pink line of the sunset. It broke through the snow to its
shoulders, then it jumped out of the hole and broke through the crust again. His wool was just a shade darker than
the snow. The shadows of the evening blue almost swallowed him whole. He was trying to run. He plunged up
and down powerfully, spraying snow out around him. He threw his front hooves up high, bounding through the
waves of snow. He stopped. He heaved a vapor trail and licked his nostrils. He turned his head toward them, the
ears raised. George knelt and dropped his gloves. He brought the rifle stock to his shoulder. The sound of the
gunshot was distant, muffled by the wind. The white body tumbled over itself and kicked dead in the snow.
When they reached the house, the first thing Marge did was tell on them. George and Mike got the whipping of
their lives. Ben Hogan chased his sons out of the house, smashing a chair thrown against the door. The boys didn’t
turn up again until the middle of the night, lips blue, their knuckles bleeding from trying to skin and butcher the
already frozen carcass of the sheep. They stood on the porch half frost-bitten and George in tears.
They caught up with Marge after breakfast. They took her out to the manure pile and buried her. For a month
after that, they refused to take her along with them to the movies in town. George and Mike were her only way to
get to town but for the schoolbus and the times she went with her mother, shopping. Getting to town was most
important to her then. Town was the place to buy things, or at least to try on outfits she couldn’t afford. It was a
meeting hall for the 4-H dances and the Grange. It was the place where the town kids lived. She often envied the
life of the town kids and did her best to make friends with them. But even when she was with them, in school,
they were always the same eighteen miles distant.
Her brothers had owned a car from the time George was sixteen. She had watched them build it from pieces of
old cars and had learned to hold the wrenches. It seemed that ever since they could talk, her brothers were holding
tools. They were always pounding at machinery. Mike even managed to kill her pet hen because of his interest in
machinery. One Christmas, the family gave her that hen as a present. She waited in her bedroom, imagining
clothes and records or something so large that she couldn’t possibly need it. For days, George and Mike had been
clucking their tongues at her as if that was some hint at what it was, then on Christmas morning, they made her
stay behind her closed door until it was ready. George opened the door and pushed his head in.
“It’s all yours, Pete!”
A hen circled the Christmas tree, bobbing its head, pecking at a can of corn set there for it. A long red ribbon
trailed from one yellow foot to a limb of the blue spruce. That bird was a gray leghorn, a breed with unusually
long legs and striped gray feathers, which had been sent all the way from England.
Marge fell in love with it immediately. It was the most beautiful bird she had ever seen. She cradled it for a
week, stroking the feathers, letting it peck at the disordered blond hairs falling down over her nose.
But that hen wouldn’t roost with the other hens. It preferred to build its own nest out in the cold, in an old
threshing machine behind the barn. Each morning, Marge climbed up over the bin and reached down through the
wooden spokes to collect the eggs. The hen complained at her, but if she talked at it like speaking at a doll, it
didn’t peck her hand. The eggs were usually brown. But sometimes, she found an egg that was green-speckled or
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bright orange. She brought them to the house and showed them to her mother.
“You just might win a prize at the 4-H with eggs like that,” Vera Hogan said. “They sure are curiosities.” She
held them up to the light to check for spots.
“Go on and see what they hatch into,” she said, putting them back in her daughter’s palm.
Marge began to imagine they had other meanings. She imagined that if the eggs were green enough times, it
was a sign she wouldn’t pass the sixth grade that year and if enough of them were orange, Ron Ballock would
discover that he had always loved her secretly. Come next summer’s Farmers’ Union picnic, he would want to
lead her into the willows.
Then one afternoon. Mike bought an old gas engine at a farm auction. He was excited to try it out, hooking up
a belt and pulley to the threshing machine, then pulling the cord. The bin heaved once, the wooden spokes clattering, spinning noisily around on their track. A tiny cloud of gray and white feathers drifted out of the chute. Mike
had forgotten Marge’s hen liked to roost inside.
He didn’t tell her right away. He waited almost until supper, when Marge was sent out for an extra egg for the
potato salad.
“Now, Margie,” he said, catching her on the back porch. He held out a small paper sack, heavy at the bottom, a
dark stain starting to show through the paper.
“Aw, I’m sorry, Petie,” he said, handing her the sack. “But it served that dumb bird right if you ask me.”
Walking out through the pasture behind the barn with the sack and a shovel, the shadows of the cottonwoods
long over the short green grass of the meadow in spring, the sunlight fading to an eerie yellow in the immense
rolling distance to the horizon, she was resigned to the loss. The family dog followed behind her, snuffling at the
bag until she swung the shovel at him. She had seen death since she was born—the dogs and cats that had died,
her father shooting his steers or the same bum lambs she had bottle fed through the winter, then hanging them up
and bleeding them out; and other deaths: the cow that had coughed hoarsely until it lay down and refused to eat,
and once, only partly remembered when she was a little girl peeking out through the screen door, the Reary boy
had been loaded into her father’s pickup after he caught his shoelace in a horse-drawn combine by the south
fence.
The birds were singing from the cottonwood undisturbed and took flight only when she started to dig, brown
explosions out of the half-bare branches. She cut a square in the sod, chopping through it, peeling it aside in one
heavy piece and then scooping into the dark soil, cussing at the tree roots in the way, dirt spilling over her heavy
shoes. She dug until she hit the hardpan, until she couldn’t dig anymore. She dropped the sack into the hole in a
lump, like a sack of peelings. On second thought, she reached down into the hole and opened the sack a little, not
wanting to look, feeling around inside until she pulled out a long gray striped feather. She filled the hole. She
found a small stone and weighed the feather down over the grave. Her family’s voices came in bits and pieces
across the field, carried on the breeze, her brothers hungry and too impatient to wait for her even with the stern
voice of her mother. She wondered what it would be like to grow up somewhere else, wishing she’d been born in
town.
George and Mike were always building something. It took them only two months that spring to build the car
that changed all their lives. Their car made it possible for Marge to go to town sometimes without her mother and
not only have that snot Carol Hinkle who lived just down the road as her only friend, someone she couldn’t talk to
except of kitchens. It was the car that made it possible for Marge to get close to her town friend, Rae Ott, who
could describe the desired subject even if she was a minister’s granddaughter. Rae swore it was possible to hold
her fingers out like witching rods and make boys fall over themselves in the school halls. Rae and Marge spent
afternoons talking about boys, trying out makeup and cigarettes. They positioned themselves at The Cove Café in
tight sweaters and jitterbug skirts. They pretended to ignore all boys. Then they made plans to flunk the seventh
grade so they could stay back with the boys they knew they loved forever. They spent weekend nights at each
other’s houses, sighing at the phonograph and at pictures of movie stars. Rae wasn’t allowed to go to most movies
due to a Calvinist streak in her family’s religion, so Marge described them to her scene by scene.
One Sunday, Rae switched a Star & Screen article Marge had brought to her for her grandfather’s sermon on
the rostrum. The article contained a full-page, smoky photo of Robert Taylor with his arms languidly draped
around the bare shoulders of Greta Garbo, Garbo’s expression a mixture of ecstasy and dying. The Reverend
Charles G. Ott normally delivered his sermons in a dry clear monotone as if reading directly from his notes. That
morning, as he took the rostrum and held out his arms over the assembled families of the Church of Christ
Reformed, the look on his face, the high cackling in his voice, made the girls sink down in the back pew, choking,
biting their lips. In short, Marge and Rae became best friends. And it was all because of her brothers’ car.
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She watched George and Mike building it piece by piece. George drew up a design with a crayon on a piece of
cardboard. He hung it over a window of the machinery shop, raving on and on about how they would paint that
car a gleaming silver so it would look like a fighter plane without wings. While George talked, laughing and
spreading his arms, jumping around over the scattered parts, Mike was busy quietly inspecting each part, holding
it close to his eyes and up to the light of the single bulb that hung from the rafters. He made a list of all they
would need. Ben Hogan paid out more than thirty dollars for parts because the boys had worked so hard in the
fields. It wasn’t easy for Marge to imagine all those pieces of scrap iron would ever look like George’s picture.
She came to watch them work on it every afternoon and fetched things for them. Sometimes, when the boys were
up against a tough adjustment and shouting at each other, the both of them sprawled under the chassis at crosspurposes, they stopped work for a while. They crawled out from under their gutted machine, covered with grease,
and partly to keep from slugging each other, partly for lack of anything better to do, they played catch with
Marge. She grew to love their playing catch with her, as long as they didn’t throw her high enough to hit the shop
beams.
Marge went to town sometimes with her mother, Saturdays after morning chores. Most of her chores were in
the kitchen with her mother. Vera Hogan had spent most of her life in the kitchen except for twice a week, when
she became like a whirlwind that moved through the house to battle the dust and manure tracked in by her family.
She was a stern woman who hardly ever spoke. Sometimes, when Ben Hogan came back from a night at the
Nowell municipal bar, she made him sleep in the barn, the kind of woman who could do this without uttering a
word. She owned two hats for town. The summer hat was black straw with a wide, flopping brim. She wore it
with a cluster of fresh flowers pinned to one side of the crown. The winter hat was made of stiff felt, with a short
brim like a bowler hat and with a square silver buckle in front as if to match the right angles of her face.
She was a heavy-set woman who had never been pretty, or had never seemed pretty to Marge, especially in
town among the women who dressed with style, who didn’t show a trace of dried mud on their fashionable shoes.
Marge tried to get her mother to take off her hats, but Vera claimed she didn’t feel comfortable without one. In
town, Marge felt embarrassed by her mother’s hats, that made her look somehow more plain than she was, older
than she was, and that made them both stick out unmistakably as hicks from the gumbo. As she grew older, she
began to feel sorry that her mother was the kind of woman who thought she had to hide under them.
Vera Hogan almost never complained, though she was ailing even as she cooked, cleaned, hauled, did heavy
lifting when her kids were in school and there was no one else to help her husband. She had had surgery several
times. Most people said the experience had touched her some. Marge eventually had to take on most of the house
chores, though her mother never asked her directly to do them. When her mother was ailing and wanted Marge to
help around the house, she took down her jar of gallstones. She claimed those gallstones were “the smallest and
most painful Doc Monahan had ever committed surgery upon.”
They were the size of coarse grains of sand and there were enough of those tiny mud-brown pebbles to fill a
small canning jar almost halfway. Vera Hogan used to spill them carefully out on the kitchen table and count
them. Her hand, which was like a pack of loose bones in an old leather purse, moved each gallstone slowly from
one pile into another. By the time the count was finished, Marge had already swept the carpet or cleaned the stove
or was hanging wet clothes on the line to dry. Her mother’s count almost never came out the same from one day
to the next.
“Will you look at that,” she said. “There’s a hundred twenty-two of ’em. Yesterday, there was a hundred thirtysix of ’em. I just can’t figure it. I keep thinking maybe one of you kids has been messing with my jar.”
Marge continued on about her work without answering. She watched her mother shake her head, then begin to
count the brown pebbles back into her canning jar. And as the years passed, Vera Hogan spent more and more
time ailing. Marge began to wake up early, leaving her mother sleep, to fix breakfasts of oatmeal, eggs, bacon,
sausage, pancakes, home fries, a whole tableful of food for the men. She washed up the dishes. Then if it was
summer, she made the bag lunches and sugared tea she brought out to her men in the fields. She spent afternoons
standing over a deep boiling kettle, dropping in jars filled from the garden and lifting them out according to the
clock. She tapped the shiny lids to make sure they were sealed. This sometimes went on long into the nights. But
there was a satisfaction at the end of the season in seeing so many jars packed onto the back porch shelves like the
ranks and files of a colorful army of fat glass soldiers on parade.
She didn’t mind cooking, cleaning and canning, would never have thought to mind it, but she felt imprisoned
by the kitchen as her men worked. She would much rather have been out there with them, working like a man, if
she couldn’t live in town. Ben Hogan thought it was unladylike for his daughter to work in the fields. He only let
her work out there if she was truly needed, during the four weeks of haying season. Marge drove the tractor that
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pulled the haywagon. She learned to use a pitchfork that toughened her hands. She grew to love it out there,
working with her brothers. Her brothers played catch with her, just resting. She chewed their tobacco. She felt
playfully at their jeans. She pestered them constantly for rides when they went to town. Then one day, she was
with her brothers when they shot that buck sheep on purpose and they refused to take her to town anymore. She
spent the next full month pretending she didn’t care. Then for her birthday, George and Mike built her a bicycle
from pieces of old bicycles so when the snow cleared she could get there on her own.
*
Pearl Harbor was bombed and war was declared. In remote South Dakota, a place where the chance passage of
an airplane still brought people out of their homes to marvel at the sky, the news of war was received with an
outward sense of calm. Many had been expecting war and out here, on what had once been a vast plain of buffalo
grass thousands of miles from the gravity of events, few doubted what the outcome would be. Lives changed
overnight, with crops, livestock and machinery left in the care of wives and daughters as men presented
themselves to defend Old Glory from the “yellow peril” and the “Nazi blitzkrieg.” Or so they viewed it, as simply
as that, like a mass boxing match with everyone cheering for the hometown boys.
George and Mike joined the service the week after Christmas and were soon shipped out to training camp. Ben
Hogan, unlike his neighbors, told them not to go, to stay and work the farm, they were surely eligible for
agricultural deferments. But nothing could keep them home. They saw a great adventure overtaking them.
Almost since the day the boys left the homeplace, things went wrong. The priorities of wartime farming gave
Ben Hogan the choice of raising either sugar beets or turkeys. He could raise enough corn to feed his turkeys and
maybe have enough left over for local sale, or he could plow his cornfields under and plant row upon row of
difficult sugar beets. He could have tried selling his corn at the local elevator so it might join the great rivers of
western grain pouring east and west through feedlots and mills. But the Department of Agriculture, which
claimed, “Victory is a question of stamina” in many wartime pamphlets, was struggling to provide enough meats
and sugars for the crisis overseas. The USDA recommended in its many wartime directives that the coarse gray
soil known colloquially as “gumbo” was best utilized when sapped by the gnarled, gray-brown roots of the sugar
beet. During the first year of the war, a huge government loan helped to expand and improve the Great Westward
sugar refinery in the town of Belle Fourche, forty miles away. The Nowell-Safebuy turkey processing plant,
eighteen miles away, had been steadily increasing production for years, before the war began.
Ben Hogan couldn’t figure it. There was supposed to be a corn shortage for the alcohol industry, alcohol
necessary for the manufacture of explosives. But the USDA kept telling farmers here that it was simply good
sense for a man to raise either beets or turkeys, since both could be processed right away, packed and made ready
locally for immediate use. A man was free to raise just corn or wheat or beans, or other livestock animals than
turkeys, free to raise many different crops at once in diversified farming, he really was, there wasn’t any law
against it. He just wouldn’t get much government subsidy money through the Farmers and Ranchers Stabilization
Board for those crops, and there were also certain priorities at the Belle Fourche & Western Railroad shipping
office. The rails were under strict government supervision. Sugar and canned turkey were already piled up on the
loading docks, and they were soon declared top-priority commodities. It was considered a waste of good boxcars
to ship corn that could be raised more efficiently elsewhere hundreds of miles to feedlots, mills and distilleries
before it could be turned into a finished product.
So if a man in Wovoka County wanted to keep raising corn, wheat, beans, beef-diversified crops—just as he
always had—he would have to wait several months or more before he could ship his harvest. He might have to
sell what grain he could to local turkey growers who didn’t have enough feed, then leave the rest to the chance
that it might take on too much moisture in storage, steadily growing worse in nutritional values and lower in price
per bushel until it was sold and, well, there was a war on. As Buster Hill, local manager of the Nowell-Safebuy
plant, said,
“The boys overseas need beets and turkeys to win this war.”
There were problems with beets. They grew up so thickly after planting that the rows had to be thinned, and it
was hard to cultivate them properly with tractors. A good beet crop required hundreds of hours of hand labor. So if
a man raised beets, he needed labor to thin the rows and hoe the weeds and to cut tops during the harvest. That
first year of the war, there was very little labor available. There were a few Brule Sioux up from the Rosebud
reservation and about a hundred or so Mexicans who came up all the way from Texas. But that ramshackle force
produced much less than the government expected. Something had to be done.
The first shipment of German prisoners of war came in during 1943, sent as top priority in fine Pullman
railroad cars. The seemingly endless rows of small, bushlike, green leafy plants could be finally thinned and
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cleaned of weeds by line after line of bluejeaned men sweating under the hot sun. At night, those men were kept
in a huge wire cage called the Orman Camp. They could be herded around like turkeys by the army guards,
mostly men not fit for combat, older men with years of service and a connection to get stationed stateside, or
younger men who were just lucky.
By the time the first shipment of prisoners of war was expected, Ben Hogan had decided to raise turkeys,
partly because he knew a lot of farmers who had gone with sugar beets and he had always been one to move in the
other direction. But the main reason he had decided to raise turkeys was that he didn’t want to have anything to do
with Germans. His son George was off fighting them. He didn’t want to have to look out in his fields and see the
enemy working there, eating his food, watching his daughter.
It was tempting, though. From a purely business point of view, the price of prisoner of war labor just couldn’t
be beat. He would only have to pay about eighteen cents an hour for every man, an extremely low price for farm
labor, and with that kind of a deal, he might really make out raising sugar beets. All he had to do was plant the
beets, irrigate, then he could sit back and watch the prisoners working his crop for a free lunch and a small check
at the end of every week made payable to the army’s provost marshal at the Orman Camp. And if anyone of the
prisoners didn’t want to work to Ben Hogan’s satisfaction, he wouldn’t have to feed him or pay for him.
Prisoners were something to consider, but Ben Hogan didn’t consider them for long. He decided he would
rather farm turkeys by himself, his daughter helping, if that’s what had to be done to win the war. He and his
daughter launched into the turkey business with a sense of purpose which people mistook for enthusiasm. As far
as Marge was concerned, she prayed for a quick victory overseas. Victory seemed like the only thing that could
save them.
*
When she finished working turkeys on summer days, after the sun drew in its orange scarves and sank into the
evening violet, her father sometimes let Marge out of chores so she could take the pickup into town. She spent a
good hour or more at The Cove Café relaxing, sitting in a booth listening to the jukebox or the radio among
crowds of women. She sipped at a tall iced tea and waved away the flies that used to plague that place during the
years when the Nilsen family owned it. Summers, this town was filled with flies. It was also filled with bats, tiny
bats about the size of a dimestore mouse. Bats swirled above the streets like whirling clouds of leaves. There was
a constant chattering through the nights. Rapid shadows flickered against the storefronts as bats dove down
suddenly under the six bare bulbs that were the only streetlights in the municipal lighting system.
Marge sat surrounded by women. It seemed that Nowell had become a town of women overnight. Most of
them had driven in from the farms the same as she had, after a long day’s work. They kept each other company,
dressed in their diesel-stained clothes smelling of sweat and turkey manure, some of them with unaccustomed
hands still bandaged from working in the fields. There were a few old Nowell farmers among them, a few old
range boys, but The Cove Café and the municipal bar were mostly filled with women. They drank and shot pool
just like their husbands. They talked ration tickets and government subsidies in the same careful tones as they
talked about changes in the weather. That talk was a comfort to them, as if they might stay close to the men who
had left them by living that way themselves.
This town was gripped by a pervasive fear. Everyone expected a telegram. Everyone listened intently to the
radio at The Cove.
There were four bodies shipped home during 1943. Marge went to the funerals, always with the sense that it
could have been her brothers. Mose Johnson, foreman at the Nowell-Safebuy turkey plant, usually helped to
organize the transportation. He commandeered an army bus to drive the hundred miles to the national cemetery at
Sturgis and sometimes he rode along. He dressed in his black pants and shirt, his brown dress Stetson, consoling
everyone, doing his best to support the grieving family along with the Right Reverend Charles G. Otto He was
one of the few men who stood in silence with the women, watching the coffin lowered into that green tailored hill
that was covered with white crosses as far as the eye could see.
It didn’t make sense to Marge the way some women turned their fears into lust. That was the word for it. She
could feel it happening at those funerals, was embarrassed some by it. And yet she often found herself wishing it
for them—that all their fear and grief, for most of them a grieving in anticipation, might turn to some momentary
passion for Mose Johnson or any other man. She remembered what her father had said about Mose:
“He couldn’t pour piss out of a boot if there was directions printed on the heel.”
But he was one of the only unmarried men, and she had seen it more than once at graveside, among that crowd
of women dressed in mourning. The color rose in their cheeks as Mose responded, his arm supporting them with a
gentle and stupid kind of innocence. She watched those women flushing at his touch and presence even as they
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muttered, wept, drew close around the grave. And as she stood on with them, she felt angry at Mose Johnson for
being the kind of man who would never know their needs.
Carol McCann, who was notorious for sacking with a half-breed drunkard like Charlie Gooch, with a dullwitted packing plant butcher like Dale Rynning, with a hopeless case like Sheriff Meeker or with any old fogy she
could find, the raunchier the better, a list of one-night stands as long as her arm, sat in The Cove talking on at
Marge in a wistful, sentimental tone of voice as if Marge’s youth somehow reminded her of her own. She talked
always of the first man she had ever loved, her husband Jody, away in the navy, and always in the past tense as if
he had already died.
Mary Wasiolek was a small, humble woman, gray at a young age and a woman who had long remained faithful
to her husband. She was so faithful that she even insisted on washing his GI socks. Every month or so, she
received a package of dirty socks in the mail and claimed that was one way she reminded herself she was married.
She washed those socks, wrote passionate letters and sent them back. Then Ben Wasiolek was killed in action. For
several months after that, Mary kept getting his packages of dirty socks in the mail.
Marge shared her grief. She sat across a table from her at The Cove Café. She held her hands and agreed with
her compassionately that there was nothing else a woman could do but keep washing her husband’s socks,
sending them back overseas. When the last package was finally mailed, Mary Wasiolek gave up farming two
thousand turkeys all on her own. She sold the Wasiolek family farm to the Nowell-Safebuy. She left town with a
traveling salesman for the Mason Shoe Company and was never heard from again.
Anita Foos, who in those days was pursued by every old boy in town, though it was well known she was
happily married to a man who settled scores, often spent her hours at The Cove passing around the one
photograph of her husband. Marge had always admired Larry Foos from a distance. He was that boy who had won
the state wrestling championships, that boy sure to make his mark as the best mechanic this town had ever seen.
During their senior year, Anita and Larry were voted the couple most likely to succeed.
Marge stared into the photograph. Larry was in a large group of marines, a suntanned face third row to the left
against a gray, numbered background. The only hint of where he might be was a single withered palm leaf
intruding into the top left edge of the frame. Anita kept telling everyone in a voice filled with celebration that
Larry was coming home soon. He had written two months ago that he might because he had malaria.
Nobody said anything. They let her go on believing that she hadn’t heard from him since because he must be
bound on some shipment home.
Marge sat among the women. She studied them, their work clothes somehow reminding her all the more of
what they looked like underneath. She was saddened by them.
At the same time, she began to resent her own treatment. They treated her like some favorite niece at The
Cove. The way those women talked to her, they made her feel too much like what she knew she was—a girl who
didn’t know any more about love than some boy pinching at her and fondling her hair. Or some old boy like Mose
Johnson joking with her how much he hated ponytails because they made him think of what was under a pony’s
tail. It might have been enough if she could just flirt with a man, take his arm as the jukebox went on raving its
love songs.
Mose Johnson, Charlie Gooch, Dale Rynning, anyone, but the times she had tried, it was always the same
reaction. She took Mose’s eyes on directly. He smiled. He turned away shyly, giving her a look she knew was
different than the one he might have given someone else. Then he always turned the conversation back to
working.
“How you been making out with them turkeys?” he’d ask. “You ought to have near three thousand pullets out
there. Some of the damndest ugliest birds I ever seen. But one thing I got to say for them. I ain’t never seen
turkeys grow as fast during the pullet stage. Ain’t that right? Has old Ben remarked how fast they grow?”
She gave up trying to flirt with him. She drank her iced tea, pumping nickels hopelessly into the jukebox. It
was getting impossible to hear the songs. There was too much conversation and the radio was usually on full
blast, the jukebox unplugged at the first sign of any news announcement. She couldn’t help but begin to hate that
crowd of women. It was even getting hard to go to the movies anymore; Thursday nights, when the film of the
week passed through on the Jack Rabbit bus lines, the Arcade Bingo & Theater was filled with the shouts, hoots,
and wolf whistles of women.
As Marge sat at The Cove sucking sugar off the icecubes from her glass, she wondered just what it was those
women knew of love that she did not. The way they talked, she began to doubt any of them had ever really loved.
She strolled out into the street. The nights were cool and there was a constant chattering overhead. She savored
the night air. But just savoring the night air was never enough. She picked up a dirt clod and threw it high into a
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circling cloud of bats. She watched the small dark shapes swarm in around the clod and follow it down in swift,
chattering dives as if not quite sure of what it was until it hit the ground. She watched the bare bulbs of the
streetlights swimming with insects. She continued on to her father’s battered pickup and drove the eighteen miles
home.
*
The third Christmas of the war, George and Mike each sent the family a photograph. Mike sent one of himself
in his tailor-made blues, leaning with one elbow against an engine and hefting a wrench as long as his arm.
George sent a photo showing a hill of burned treestumps and himself in a foxhole, arm over a buddy, both of them
wearing sunglasses, both of them presenting rifles with youthful smirks. Mike’s photo ran half a page in the
Nowell Enterprise after the U.S.S. South Dakota was bombed.
Later that summer, George was missing in action. His body was never found.
“Goddamn turkeys,” said Ben Hogan.
His old leather boots kicked out at clods of soil. He held the President’s yellow telegram, the news of George
crumpled in his fist.
“They got us chasing birds.”
She watched him say it with a tired voice. He stared out over his acre of white fluttering turkeys.
“I don’t think they ever would’ve done it,” he said. “Too much goddamned work in it for ’em. That’s right.
They never would’ve stood these turkeys. They always was that way. They’d've rigged up some kind of power
herder. You betcha … It ain't possible, no kind of power herder …”
The old car her brothers had built from pieces of other cars sat glaring under the sun, parked on a corner of the
meadow where they had left it. It didn’t run anymore. A pair of spurs dangled, rusting, from the rearview mirror.
Crumpled beer cans and an old stained horse blanket swirled in the back seat, gathering dust, and became the
home of mice and insects. The tires the boys had painted white cracked and flattened gradually under the sun.
Their gleaming silver car turned a uniform color of rust and sagged into the earth. On summer mornings, before
her father could drag himself out alone into his fields, he made a habit of tying his horse to the bumper, sitting on
one fender snapping the long lead rope into the swaying grass, talking to himself as if his boys were listening.
Marge’s mother drew circles in the flour dust on the table. Her mother scratched at the disordered hair over her
eyes and leaned into her palm. The yellow light from the ceiling lamps made her features look waxen, sharpened
as if they were carved out by a pocket knife. Chokecherry pies reminded her too much of her sons. She still hadn’t
cleaned the room where they had last left socks crumpled under the beds, their straw work hats scattered with a
pile of empty clothes.
“You get yourself married,” she said, with an expression hardened by realities. “Your papa can’t work this
place on his own.”
Marge sipped at her coffee without answering.
“I ain’t worth much no more,” her mother said. “I can’t do it for him no more.”
“I’ll fix me up some dresses,” Marge answered, finally, smelling the sweet, heavy odor of the pies.
*
Marge helped her father herd turkeys. They moved the flock out of the pens Ben had built in the barn, using
short poles to push the birds into the near pasture after grasshoppers. They walked through the cool grass
swinging poles, signaling to each other if small groups of turkeys wanted to split off and slip through or over the
barbed-wire fence. Then Marge was left to tend them while her father put up enough corn to feed them. They
were strange-looking turkeys, in Ben Hogan’s opinion—a pure White Holland variety that came in crateloads of
tiny squeaking poults from the Nowell-Safebuy every spring.
Ben knew something about turkeys. For many years, he had raised a few out back for family consumption,
mostly mixed range varieties—the dark gray Slate, the black English, the Narragansett with its bright coppery
plumage, the Bourbon Red and the Bronze. Marge grew up watching the tall scrawny toms chasing the hens
around the backyard, pinning them to the earth in explosions of feathers. But this new White Holland variety was
different. The poults grew to unbelievable sizes during the first few weeks, or at least the percentage of them that
survived to the pullet stage. The toms stood about waist high to Marge, gleaming white birds that thrust their
breasts out and strutted proudly in their pens.
She watched one in courtship. It danced. It spread its white wings and jumped up wildly, clawing at the dust. It
stretched its red neck high and called out to the hens. It slowly began circling, wings stretched out, and first one
wingtip then the other wingtip touched the earth with fast steady rhythm, lifting its body just a few inches off the
ground before it circled again, Marge thinking she could hear a farcical music in its dance. The tom turkey settled,
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huffed out its breast and fanned a pure white tail into the sun. It stood, head erect, proud.
Each day through the summer, Marge moved the turkeys out of their pens and into the pasture. She watched
the awkward way the pullets pranced around, bald red heads in constant motion as in some strange Egyptian
dance, the thousands of quick dark eyes like a small nation in search of food. In the fall, she helped her father load
the birds onto trucks and ship them off to town. That turkey check was “decent,” in Ben’s words—the mortgage
payment was made, the fuel bill, parts bill, seed bill, everything was paid up by Christmas with enough left over
for the winter.
Then when the creek began flowing in spring, Marge had to be up before dawn again working poults, repairing
pens. She vaccinated thousands upon thousands of feeble balls of gray down she could hold in the palm of one
hand. She put young chickens in the pens with them. Turkey poults could only learn to peck by watching
chickens. Without chickens, they stood in piles of grain and died of starvation.
They died in swarms anyway. She collected them in a disinfected box. She spent hours on her hands and knees,
scrubbing the pens with iodine and a wire brush. She burned the dead and quarantined the living. By summer, she
worked sunup to sundown tending the survivors. She let the pullets out of the barn to follow swarms of
grasshoppers through the fields. She had to keep that huge gobbling herd of pure white turkeys moving through
the fields by day and had to chase them back to shelter again before night brought out the foxes, skunks, wild
dogs and coyotes that had begun to develop a special appetite for turkeys.
While herding them, it was almost impossible to keep the flock together. Many of the stronger birds wanted to
lead groups through and over the fences as if to some strange attraction on the horizon. The flock might break up
into dozens of smaller flocks, all headed in different directions. And herding turkeys was difficult because many
of the more aggressive toms attacked whoever was making them move. They tossed their bright red crops around.
They pranced ridiculously and slashed out with their beaks, gobbling war cries as they launched right into Marge.
In the ensuing violence of her swinging pole and some clawing tom, hundreds of birds scattered in panic, flapping
in all directions through the fields, and it took up to several hours to round them all up again.
There was also a problem with cannibalism, the occasional turkey that ruthlessly attacked any bird that came
too close. Turkeys nearest the action rushed in to devour the victims and that soon caused a chain reaction until
the flock was mad with the smell of its own blood. Marge had to butcher or isolate any cannibalistic birds right
away.
Not only that: there were diseases, serious diseases. She had to check to make sure the manure of the flock had
the proper consistency. She wandered through more than an acre of pure White Holland turkeys. From time to
time she stopped, when she saw the gray-brown manure dribbling out from under a tail. She bent down and poked
the end of her pole into it, then raised it for inspection. She had to catch any signs of the turkey blackhead disease
right away. That disease not only might kill most of the flock; it could also infest the meat of the survivors. Then
the USDA might come in and ruin them financially by ordering them to slaughter and burn every turkey they
owned.
There was another disease called salmonella, which was even worse. That disease made turkeys suddenly drop
their necks to the ground, their bodies listing drunkenly as they struggled to walk while dragging their beaks along
beside them or between their legs. The entire flock soon grew too weak to hold up their heads and in a matter of
hours they died of green runny scouring and high fevers. Salmonella could also make a man’s family miserable
with the same symptoms, though few people ever died.
Then whenever it threatened to rain, Marge and her father had to rush out into the fields to herd their turkeys
back into the barn or under shelter quickly, because sometimes a whole flock might stop chasing grasshoppers to
stand in a kind of religious silence and watch the rain ball up in the dust. Looking hypnotized, turkeys peered
down at the bouncing raindrops despite someone beating at them to move. At first, they pecked cautiously at the
droplets as if they were insects. Then after the slow realization that it was water, not food, moving on the ground,
all of them, gobbling festively and testing their short wings, prancing a bit as if to brace themselves, that entire
flock in an incredibly orchestrated movement raised their scraggly necks from the ground, tilted their bald red
heads to face the sky, and opened their beaks wide to the falling rain until they drowned.
Marge would watch her father moving after his flock. He had begun to walk with stiffness in his legs.
Sometimes, he just sat down in the middle of a field for more than an hour, scratching the end of his pole through
the dirt, staring into the distance. Marge had never seen him sit that way before. It seemed as if each time he did,
it took him longer to stand up again and help her chase the scattered birds. Marge hated chasing turkeys. She
hated the sound they made, the whole flock screaming all at once when a hawk dove low or a dog barked too
close to them. At times she felt a listlessness in their mood affect her own.
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Nights, she worked for hours sewing clothes. She bought what new materials she could but there wasn’t much
available. She made one dress out of five and dime material. She dyed simple cotton sacking cloth and hemmed it
into skirts. Her mother watched over her shoulder, giving advice, helping to press stubborn edges home with her
knotty fingers.
“That’s good,” she told Marge as they sewed. “That’ll draw the eyes. I had me somethin’ like that once. It drew
me the eyes …”
Marge wondered who he would be. She talked it over with Rae Ott, who was already engaged to an army
corporal and was soon moving to California. She and Rae spent time searching the pages of the Ward’s, Sears and
Spiegel catalogues for bedroom sets, matching couches and loveseats for the living room, drapes, modern
appliances, things Marge was sure inside that she would never own. As they turned the pages of the catalogues,
Rae agreed with her that if Ron Ballock came home, he was the best choice. He had the welding trade and he
could farm. He had always made her laugh with his jokes, like how the old sheepherder wakes up every mornin’
with a cup of coffee and a piece of ewe; and as he said this he would laugh at his own joke and try to see how far
he could get with her.
But no matter how hard she tried, and even though she used to dream of him years ago, Marge couldn’t get
excited about Ron Ballock now. She told herself she would just have to learn to make him happy. He was still the
best choice. And if Ron Ballock didn’t ask her, there was always Burt Cooney. Burt Cooney, all weasel-like and
clamping his bony arms around her waist, jiggling her on his knee and telling her,
“Now, Margie, this here knee may be a joint, but it sure as hell ain’t no place of entertainment!”
Well, there’d be somebody. She was sure of that. There had to be somebody …
She began to have trouble sleeping. She’d usually been able to stagger in from supper, flop down in bed and
the next thing she knew, the cocks were crowing mercilessly into the predawn grayness. But as the war drew
closer to its end, it was harder to sleep. Her mornings seemed to pass much faster than she had ever remembered,
her afternoons much more slowly, her mind and body steadily grinding down into those nights when she lay back
not wanting to move. She could never tell how long it took until she fell asleep. She felt her back heating the
sheets and mattress. She shifted around uncomfortably, looking for a cooler strip. She closed her eyes but it was
no use.
She sat up and turned on her lamp. She smoked a long time, filling her ashtray with brown, unfurling butts.
She turned off her lamp. She closed her eyes and tried to imagine her lover there with her, but it was getting
harder each time. She turned on her lamp again and tried to drink herself to sleep. Carol McCann had bought her a
bottle that she used for that purpose, but she soon found that intoxication only seemed to keep her awake all the
more. She turned off her lamp again. She lay back remembering the sound at The Cove of the random, distant
radio station. … in valiant street-to-street fighting, the Allied forces captured the city of Caen today …
She stared off through the darkness … inflicting heavy casualties and firmly establishing the flow of men and
equipment into Europe …
She wished she had a radio of her own and could fade into the news or dreamlike violin music or even the
usual persistent static of the summer lightning … "Monty" announces that he’ll reach Berlin by Christmas …
She remembered how in the booth at The Cove, she had assured Anita Foos again that her husband was surely
coming home. All the while, Carol McCann had her arm around Mose Johnson. She had watched the front of
Carol’s overalls, barely hiding what Marge thought were humongously large breasts, slowly heaving in and out as
if powered by hydraulic overdrive. She lay awake wondering what that woman was doing now. She wished again
that she had a radio of her own and resolved to get one as soon as the war came to an end.
She slapped uselessly at the mosquitoes. She closed her eyes and tried to conjure her lover there again and
found she could no longer imagine him. She was terrified. She grew convinced, for the first time, that she was
doomed to live as a solitary woman for the rest of her life … meanwhile in the wake of victory all was quiet in the
Pacific … Admiral "Bull" Halsey reports the only activity on his screens this week was Hedy Lamarr …
*ILLINOIS*
133.133 The White Battalion\fn{by Frances Gilchrist Wood (1858-1940)} Carthage, Hancock County, Illinois, U.S.A.
(F) 3
An orderly ushered two officers of the Foreign Legion, young men in mud-stained khaki, through the door of a
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dugout back of the fighting line in France. As they entered the hut a French officer in horizon blue, equally
muddy, rose and returned the American’s salute.
“You will be seated?” He pushed camp chairs toward them.
A guttering candle, stuck in a bottle neck, veiled rather than revealed the sordid interior. The light flickered
across the young Frenchman’s face, threw gaunt shadows under his eyes emphasized the look of utter weariness
and—there was something more. The senior officer of the Legion, Captain Hailes, looked at him keenly.
“Major Fouquet, we report at headquarters in an hour, sir. Lieutenant Agor, commanding platoon at extreme
right contact platoon with your battalion, sir, reports we lost touch with the French forces between the advance
and the first trench. Thought it might have been his watch, but the timepiece checks up to a second.”
The captain hesitated uneasily
“We are not presuming to question, sir, but Lieutenant Agor says he saw—we felt there might have been some
cause, some reason that
did not appear, so we came—”
The Frenchman lifted his head in a stupid way altogether foreign to his usual manner.
“Merci, Captain Hailes. We were forty seconds slow in attacking the first trench, sir.” He went on mechanically
as if delivering a rehearsed report.
“Caught up and reached the second trench on time. Few prisoners besides the children. Enemy practically
wiped out.” He concluded heavily, a dazed look blotting all expression.
“There was a cause for the forty seconds delay, Major?”
Fouquet struggled up out of the curious apathy. He cleared his throat, made several attempts to speak and
finally blurted out”
“You won’t believe it—I saw it and I cannot! But there are the children—and a first-line trench full of dead
Huns—without a mark on them! Barres was flying over us—he saw the Battalion—knew them for old comrades.
The women—all of them saw the faces of their dead! I don’t believe it, sir—but how did we do it? The women
never thrust once in the first trench—the children haven’t a wound—that’s got to prove it!”
He stopped abruptly, looking from one to the other with a gesture of hopeless protest. The Americans regarded
him with puzzled eyes.
“Was it some new trick of the Huns? God knows they’ve given them to us in plenty! Can you tell us—it might
—”
Fouquet pulled himself forward, his knuckles whitening with his grip of the table edge.
“You know the history of the section of the Front the Avengers retook today?”
“No, Major Fouquet. We came in later, with the Canadians.”
“It began with the great retreat of 1914, sir, when the Germans were driving us back toward Paris. They had
crowded our army against the river. Between the slow crossing and their terrible artillery fire, new to us then, we
faced annihilation!”
There was a rustle at the door of the dugout and a whispered password. Fouquet did not pause.
“To the —nth Battalion was given the honor of acting as rear guard. Ah, sir,” his voice steadied, guttural with
pride and emotion, “our men stood like a barricade of rock against which the waves of German infantry dashed
themselves, only to break and be withdrawn for reformation. Each receding wave showed where it had bit into the
red and blue barrier, for we were wearing the old uniform then, but the bits slid together, closing up the gaps to
stand against the next flood. When the eroded wall went down, undermined and overwhelmed at last, the main
army of France was across the river and safe.
“Only two of us lived to rejoin our army, Lieutenant Barres and myself. Barres’s leg was shattered, hopelessly
crippling him for the infantry, but when the wounds healed—France could not spare so brave a man, so they
strapped him to the seat of a plane in the winged section of the army, where he is still fighting!”
The sharp click, click of crutches tapped across the floor as Barres of the Aviation Squad came into the fringe
of light. He saluted, then broke in upon Fouquet’s story.
“But you do not tell them, mon camarade, but for you I would have died with the rest! He does not tell you,
sir, that he put his own chance of escape into peril by dragging me—a helpless burden—with him!”
He looked at Fouquet with an anxious frown.
“I thought there might be enquiry about today. You are—?”
A look flashed between them, the love of men who have faced death together.
“Yes, Barres, I shall need you. It is the history of the Avengers I am telling—to explain—”
He turned to the Americans.
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“In the years of struggle that came after the retreat, our women of France have taken the places of men behind
the lines, while our soldiers held the Front. But when Russia freed herself the news filtered through the provinces
that the women of Russia when the revolution needed them formed themselves into the Battalion of Death. We
also heard that German women were in the army.
“Then the flame of a common inspiration touched the widows of the —nth. They sought and found each other
and petitioned as their right that they be entered and drilled as the —nth Battalion of Avengers.
“Military objections refused them again and again, but the women stood as firm in their purpose as their men
who had held the post of rear guard. Always they asked, Why should France be left a nation of sorrowful women
only? Let the widowed women of the —nth take the place of men in the chance of death—they would welcome it
—and so save men to France.
“At last they were accepted and trained. Each added to her equipment a small packet of cyanide of potassium
as her Russian sisters had taught her. One further request they made, that the position assigned to them might be
in the course of the advance to retake the ground held to the death by their men. To me was given the great honor
to be their commander.”
He drew himself up with pride.
“They have justified their petition for enlistment, sir, they wear the strap of a battalion commended for bravery.
We have been fully trusted to hold our share of the Front in safety.”
As if at the significance of his own words his head dropped, then lifted again grimly.
“It was for today’s work that this battalion was assembled and trained to invincibility. We need no one to
interpret the meaning of the Front to us, but to the women—to retake this strip of ground sodden with the blood of
the rear guard barricade built of their men, meant being given the denied rite of closing glazed eyes, the crossing
of arms on rigid breasts, the lighting of candles at head and feet and the last kiss on frozen lips. They were mad
for it—not in revenge but to right a wrong.”
Fouquet’s voice thrilled.
“That is the history, sir, and the temper of the Battalion of Avengers who held the trench at your right! When
the order came for attack today, they waited, taut as arrows in held bowstrings, at the foot of the ladders for the
signal to go over the top. Like shafts released they sprang up the sides of the ditch. There was sure death to the
Hun in every gripped bayonet as they bent to follow the barrage of fire across the craters and snarled wire of No
Man’s Land.
“No human sound comes through the hell of battle artillery and yet we knew the strangling gasp that ran the
length of the line as the protective barrage made its final jump, lifted and showed us the trench we were to take.
The. women stood as motionless as the corpses of the old —nth!
“Thrust shield-wise above the heads of the Huns, crowning the ditch as with protective spikes, frightened and
sobbing, cowering before us were hundreds of little children!”
Fouquet’s chair went spinning back as he leaned across the table.
“God! Men—they knew! The devil tells them! They knew this section was held by women! For us to hold the
Front—our share of the Front—these mothers must bayonet their way through crying, helpless babies!”
His groan found gasping echo.
“They were children of the French villages held by the Germans—we could tell! Some of them had been shot
by the last of our barrage fire after the Huns had shoved them over the top. It was hell to see the children’s torn
bodies writhing—we’re used to it with men! The smallest—babies—were clinging to the older ones—children of
five or six—trying to hide—between the Huns and-us!
“If we went on—took the ditch—these mothers must cut through a barricade of children! If we did not go on,
we betrayed our trust, lost our share of the Front—let the Huns behind the lines through a gap made by the failure
of the women of the —nth!
“We seemed to stand there for hours, but it was only a second. The Huns had thrust their guns between the
children, and were holding their fire—the devilish cat and mouse game!
“Then one of the women captains stumbled forward and made the sign of the cross. It is the voiceless battle
cry of the Avengers and signs supreme sacrifice for all the Front means. She lifted her right hand in the sweep of
victory—on her wrist was bound the packet of death they carry in case of capture by the kultur beasts—and fell,
for the Huns opened fire the instant they saw her gesture.
“But the message had gotten over! They could charge—they must—and the cyanide would erase the
intolerable memory forever! I looked at those nearest and saw they would go through with it, but men—their
faces were set with the look of the face of Christ on the cross!”
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He stopped, breathing heavily, and looked from one American to the other.
“You won’t believe it—I saw it and I cannot—but the proof is there! As the women gripped to thrust, leaning
forward as if to force rebellious bodies toward that barricade, there swept down upon us from the rear or above, a
sudden striding mist—a battalion of marching shadows in a blur of the old red and blue that outstripped the
Avengers’ advance. There was a flash of charging steel and the waving colors of the old —nth as they swept over
the untouched children into the trench.
“It’s all a blur, sir, I can’t tell you clearly, but they turned their faces as they passed and—we knew our dead.
You could see the women cry out and lift their arms, each to her own man as he halted an instant beside her.
Madame Arouet was sobbing as if caught by a bullet, ‘Jean—Jean! Ro have seen you again! Ah, my God!’ The
tall corporal, just beyond, threw herself with high piercing scream—arms outstretched—toward the smiling
shadow that was passing.
“The bravest man in the old —nth, where all were brave, dropped behind as he bent over the fallen captain.
There was a quivering smile of recognition just as the jerking heap settled into quiet; then, as if he waited for it, a
slender blur in horizon blue sprang to his side and swept forward with the Battalion—though the captain still lay
where she had fallen!”
Fouquet gripped his comrade, arm and crutch together, with a cry.
“Did you see our brave captain salute as he passed? Joyously I shouted as I fell into step beside him, but—I
dropped back, I could not keep that pace! Barres—Barres, you saw them? You must have seen them! It was the
old —nth come back to save their women from the last hellish trap set by fiends! We know they had the right.
This was their battleground where once before they had saved an army of France!”
Lieutenant Agor was leaning across the table with staring eyes:
“Then—that was what I saw, sir?” He turned to his commander. “I told you it was like the fog blowing in off
Frisco bay, and—”
Captain Hailes half rose.
“My lieutenant said he lost you when a mist obscured the contact platoon. He said he saw—Ithought it was
shell shock—I meant to send him behind the lines—”
Barres shook his head slowly as he caught Fouquet about the shoulder.
“Mon ami—I saw—I know! Very low I flew over the gap today when it broke and widened. I felt the White
Battalion first, rushing through the planes—then I saw them—a mist of the old red and blue with wondrous
swords!”
His voice sank low.
“From above I saw one who led them—a shining one who, even as we have read, smote the camp of the
Assyrians. It was the old —nth that followed. I knew them!”
His voice caught.
“Did you see the rascals in the third squad goose-stepping as they closed in on the Hun?”
With a break of unsteady laughter.
“It was always their final joke with the German, sir, before they got him. No one could break them of it!
Fouquet—we know! It was the old —nth, our White Battalion!”
“A White Battalion!”
Agor repeated the words slowly, still staring. The aviator shifted his crutch and drew himself erect.
“M es amis, the Huns fling the taunt that France has been bled white! To us it means a White Army—a
crowding host killed in battle—the red life of gallant youth given so gloriously that it cannot die! And France bled
white! We know,” the words halted, “the country for which we went to war is maimed—scarred—she can never
again be the same France, but”—his lifted face gleamed through the dim light—“our battle cry has changed! We
no longer fight ‘Pour la Patrie!’ but ‘Pour le Droit!’'—the right that is greater than country!”
With a sharp intake of breath he turned to his comrade. Fouquet’s protesting look was gone. With the sure
touch of reality he picked up the story.
“It was all over in a breath, sir—like a mist swirling along the trenches shot through with phantom steel, and
we knew our work was being done. When it lifted—the ditch lay motionless! The women had dropped on their
knees with their arms about the children. We passed the poor little ones through to the rear in charge of the
wounded. The first trench was piled with dead—unmarked dead! The communicating tunnels were cleared or
quiet; that was how we made up the forty seconds and followed the barrage on time to the second ditch.
“I looked down the line as we made ready for the second charge. Not a Hun cried ‘Kamarad!’ or tried to
surrender when they saw the faces of the Avengers. The second ditch was piled with nearly as many dead as the
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first—marked dead! The Avengers and the White Battalion had retaken the ground for which the —nth had given
their lives.
“That is all, sir,” the gaunt figure in mud-stained blue straightened, “excepting that the fouling Beast is going
in the end—we know! He cannot stand against the unconquerable dead. And when we march through Berlin, the
White Armies will march at the head of the column—“he lifted his hand in salute, “Pour Ie Droit!”
The crippled aviator balanced on crutches as he brought up his hand
“Pour Ie Droit!”
Noiselessly the men of the Foreign Legion pushed back their chairs and stood at salute. Silently they faced
each other in a long moment of understanding. The major in blue dropped his arm and with smiling eyes gripped
the hand of the man in khaki. He flung open the door of the dugout, humming the Song of France in marching
time. The young officers, French and American, fell into step together,
“Gentlemen—to Headquarters!”
The lilting voices filled the low room to the accent of marching feet:
Allons, enfants de la patrie,
Le jeur de gloire est arrivê

107.232 Papago Wedding\fn{by Mary Hunter Austin (1868-1934)} Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 2
There was a Papago woman out of Panták who had a marriage paper from a white man after she had borne him
five children, and the man himself was in love with another woman. This Shuler was the first to raise cotton for
selling in the Gila Valley—but the Pimas and Papagoes had raised it long before that—and the girl went with him
willingly. As to the writing of marriage, it was not then understood that the white man is not master of his heart,
but is mastered by it, so that if it is not fixed in writing it becomes unstable like water and is puddled in the lowest
place. The Sisters at San Xavier del Bac had taught her to clean and cook Shulewr called her Susie, which was
nearest to her Papago name, and was found of the children. He sent them to school as they came along, and had
carpets in the house.
In all things Susie was a good wife to him, though she had no writing of marriage and she never wore a hat.
This was a mistake which she learned from the Sisters.\fn{ The word is not capitalized in the text .} They, being holy
women, had no notion of the brujeria which is worked in the heart of the white man by a hat. Into the presence of
their God also, without that which passes for a hat, they do not go. Even after her children were old enough to
notice it, Susie went about the country with a handkerchief tied over her hair, which was long and smooth on
either side of her face, like the shut wings of a raven.
By the time Susie’s children were as tall as their mother, there were many white ranchers in the Gila country,
with their white wives, who are like Papago women in this, that if they see a man upstanding and prosperous, they
think only that he might make some woman happy, and if they have a cousin or a friend, that she should be the
woman. Also the white ones think it so shameful for a man to take a woman to his house without a writing that
they have no scruple to take him away from her. At Rinconada there was a woman with large breasts, surpassing
well looking, and with many hats. She had no husband and was new to the country, and when Shuler drove her
about to look at it, she wore each time a different hat.
This the Papagoes observed, and, not having visited Susie when she was happy with her man, they went now
in numbers, and by this Susie understood that it was in their hearts that shed might have need of them. For it was
well known that the white woman had told Shuler that it was a shame for him to have his children going about
with a Papago woman who had only a handkerchief to cover her head. She said it was keeping Shuler back from
being the principal man among the cotton growers of Gila Valley, to have in his house a woman who would come
there without a writing. And when the other white women heard that she had said that, they said the same thing.
Shuler said, My God, this is the truth, I know it,” and the woman said that she would go to Susie and tell her that
she ought to go back to her own people and not be a shame to her children and Shuler. There was a man from
Panták on the road, who saw them go, and turned in his tracks and went back, in case Susie should need him, for
the Papagoes, when it is their kin against whom there is brujeria made, have inknowing hearts. Susie sast in the
best room with the woman and was polite. “If you want Shuler,” she said, “you can have him, but I stay with my
children.” The white woman grew red in the face and went out to Shuler in the field where he was pretending to
look after something, and they went away together.
After that Shuler would not go to the ranch except of necessity. He went around talking to his white friends.
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“My God,” he kept saying, “what can I do, with my children in the hands of that Papago?” Then he sent a lawyer
to Susie to say that if she would go away and not shame his children with a mother who had no marriage writing
and no hat, he would give her money, so much every month. But the children all came in the room and stood by
her, and Susie said, “What I want with money when I got my children and this good ranch?” Then Shuler said
“My God!” again, and “What can I do?”
The lawyer said he could tell the Judge that Susie was not a proper person to have care of his children, and the
Judge would take them away from Susie and give them to Shuler. But when the day came for Susie to come into
court, it was seen that though she had a handkerchief on her hair, her dress was good, and the fringe of her shawl
was long and fine. All the five children came also, with new clothes, well-looking. “My God!” said Shuler, “I
must get those kids away from that Papago and into the hands of a white woman.” But the white people who had
come to see the children taken away saw that although the five looked like Shuler, they had their mouths shut like
Papagoes; so they waited to see how things turned out.
Shuler’s lawyer makes a long speech about how Shuler lovers his children, and how sorry he is in his heart to
see them growing up like Papagoes, and water is coming out of Shuler’s eyes. Then the Judge asks Susie if she
has anything to say why her children shall not be take away.
“You want to take these children away and giff them to Shuler?” Susie asks him. “What for you giff them to
Shuler?” says Susie, and the white people are listening. She says, “Shuler’s not the father of them. Thees children
all got different fathers,” says Susie. “Shuler—”
Then she makes a sign with her hand. I tell you if a woman makes that sign to a Papago he could laugh himself
dead but he would not laugh off that. Some of the white people who have been in the country a long time know
that sign and they begin to laugh.
Shuler’s lawyer jumps up. … “Your Honor, I object—”
The Judge waves his hand. “I warn you the Court cannot go behind the testimony of the mother in such a case.
…”
By this time everybody is laughing, so that they do not hear what the lawyer says. Shuler is trying to get out of
the side door, and the Judge is shaking hands with Susie.
“You tell Shuler,” she says, “if he wants people to think hees the father of thees children he better giff me a
writing. Then maybe I think so myself.”
“I will,” said the Judge, and maybe two, three days after that he takes Shuler out to the ranch and makes the
marriage writing. Then all the children come around Susie and say, “Now, Mother, you will have to wear a hat.”
Susie, she says, “Go, children, and ask your father.” But it is not known to the Papagoes what happened after that.
131.11The Believer\fn{by Madge Jenison (1874-1960)} Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 7
She was a peasant woman living a mile out of Arles to the northwest. She was sixty years old. She had
married, had children. She was of middle height, her bones showing everywhere in her frame. Her enormous
hands and feet seemed points at which she was held to the earth and her acts, as the roots of a tree hold by their
pull. She lived alone on a farm of five fields in a house of the country, of rubble and stone whitewashed. On the
windward side a row of cypress trees stood against the mistral. The red-tiled roof of faded pink that was rose and
orange that was rose took in the light because the tiles were grooved, purple, green, and red. Her husband had left
her five years before. He had gone away on a wagon passing their lane and she had never heard of him since.
Everything on the farm was a muddle and failure when he went, and she had brought order and honor into it. She
had cleaned up and husbanded it field by field, fence by fence, season by season.
When her husband left she was without money and so she went to clean at a big house in Arles. The cook told
her of some talk the butler brought down from the table. She meditated on what this woman said and she had
begun to raise very choice truffles which had before been only hunted in the forest by hogs trained to nose them
out. She made excellent cheese and rye bread, the native brandy, and a conserve of lemon. She made the special
wine of the country of pale rose—vin rose—a first pressing with great flavor of the grape. She kept goats and
geese and had a good breed of French poultry. She had bought a cow. A cow was a rarity in the district, and she
had an assured and lavish public for her butter.
Fine people had begun to come in to the province, establishing themselves on the old neighborhood properties,
and much money was being spent. She took to the great houses in her cart her bottles and pots, grapes laid
between damp leaves, green almonds, figs, and a full-bodied fragrant apricot which grew on espaliers on the south
walls of her house and barn. She took everything late in the afternoon, so that her wares went almost from her
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vines and furrows to the tables of her customers.
She was very solitary. Her husband had brutalized her sons, and as soon as each was old enough he had gone
away. She seemed to be an abstraction of woman, as if it were probable that hers was a character of only two or
three masses, with only two or three shapes within it—day night, work sleep, sowing harvest, order disorder,
clean not clean. She did only two or three things; and she thought only two or three things—to sow, reap, store,
and prosper. In the mornings she would stake her herd of goats out in the open country and go after them at
evening. All day she went from field to field, trellis to trellis, alone against the landscape. At night she drank big
bowls of goat’s milk or soup and ate hunks of black bread and went to bed.
All the marked events of this woman’s life were part of the earth. She had a relation to the great logical and
organic nature of matter, by which peat goes over into carbon, carbon into diamond, children are born, and the soil
opens and yields. Her life was on a planetary scale where the landscape, made of sky, the earth fat with oils strong
and fierce, the mistral, the river, were the events. She was not outside all that but part of the great thing, as if she
were only blocked from it and not yet wholly emerged.
The Rhone very shallow here, rushes up the earth and carries down boulders, so that the whole of the wild,
white Camargue is coated with rubble for thirty miles and rotten with rock. The unfenced tremendous stony plain,
the huge scene desolate, bold and grand, with salty plants that grow low over it, were something to which she was
related as on the mother’s side. Standing in the middle of a field sometimes with arms folded across her breast,
looking about, she did not exactly worship, but she had a bodily sense of what was there around her, as if she
passed her hand over the entire universe. Of all the year the strong cold winter evenings were the time she liked
the best. This is the time when the ground makes its liquors. The spring was just under there. It was not gone but
was ready to issue again. A little warmth, a tilt of some cup, it would come up through the ground along the roots,
in fire. When she went with her lantern to break the ice in the pond for the geese to get their water, as the winter
dusk came on, she partook of something, and made obeisance and received a vision.
Along the north end of her home pasture there was a rolling slope of land. The road to Arles curved here round
this low hill and a clump of lombardies. This roll of the earth and bend of road and clump of trees was something
she liked—the way the lombardies bent in the wind and went into a repeat forming one whole with her field and
the road. She often looked at this place. It was not a slope nor a bend alone. There was something firm and heavy
here that she wanted. Her eye would run along it and she would seem to lay her arm down on it and fit it into her
elbow. She did not merely look at this place. It involved her. Solidity was always something in which she was
involved. She dreamed one night that she had hands so big that she could reach out and they would cover the hills.
She owned from Bella, the cow she had bought, a herd of four. Her cattle had for her something the earth, the
sky, and river did not hold. She would take a variety of connections with a cow, its hulk and stoniness, so much to
hang on, projections. When the herd moved away from you, as they would step together in a line, they were a
single flow, and she noticed that always. As they wound slowly down in the winter afternoons, into the long
whitewashed barn with bulging roof and windows under the eaves and the dovecote on top, with each little bell
making a pattern, she saw them in great triangular blocks. Striding after them and lifting the big buckets of water
for them, some natureness and some bulk enclosed in the bony body of a cow was perfectly clear to her. Without
words, passing her hand across the back of her neck, she comprehended it and partook of it. Little calves and
colts, in spite of their tiny unsteady legs, were now what they would become to her—they were power in the
large. They could get up and walk away almost as soon as they were born. She always stopped to watch the wild
white Camargue horses, those stallions running free like flames, flying over the hills against the so-joyous blue
sky. They were part of what she knew. She went when she was able to the Crau to see the polished black bulls
raised there for the bullfights.
There was something else. When she walked into Arles to church, before she went into the ancient
Romanesque cathedral, she would stand close to the sides of the porch, looking up at spaces covered by scenes
from the Bible. They were not stories to her of Jezebel, Tobit, the kiss of Judas, the people of Israel crossing the
Red Sea. They were not stories nor stones. The. way they came out of the wall arrested her. Heights and depths in
seeing the world she knew. But these were higher and deeper by some trick that was left on her eyeballs. She
always stopped before the panels which divided the Evangelists from the Saints, and looked along the friezes, tier
on tier of shape, volume laid against volume, reason against reason. Over Saint Andrew three horses’ heads were
pressed close before one another solidly, and she always lingered at this detail of the portal.
She had scarcely any relation to Jesus or Mary. But her relation to the portal was active, heavy, and concrete.
When she went in and took the sacrament it was really the portal she was taking. Before the eyes of her bowed
head, into that kneeling woman came not the blood of the Pascal Lamb, but the richness of the nature of form of
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three horses flying before a mistral of 1086. In fact, she liked the cathedral best when there was no service, and
she could consider undistracted, if such a word may be used, what she saw. Sometimes she walked in the cloisters
or along the boulevard of Roman or Merovingian tombs. She had a natural relation to what men far away in the
first, sixth, and eleventh centuries had taken from that stone and left there. They had been part of the church they
had made, and she too was an actual integral part of it as she stood there as much as one of its own shadows.
She thought with her body, and would stand close to the figure or vine she liked best on the baptismal font or
the cornice. She would touch what she could reach and run her thumb along it. She liked shapes. Touch was what
made reality to her. The world was a thing you touched. She had touched her children. She had put her hand on
her baby’s head to feel the way the hair grows, and on Bella’s nozzle to feel the way the fur went in two
directions. She would take up her lemons and onions and roll them in her hand. She knew that they were round far
more than she knew that they were sour or savory. They were real by her standard not by their color and taste but
when she touched them.
There was a painting over the high altar of Saint Trophime\fn{ The first bishop of Arles; 3 rd century AD?} a stable
where the Infant lay, and a cow was eating from the manger. But it was a flat smoke cow without bulk, almost a
vapor, no size, no weight, and she seldom looked at it. She never thought in line. Everything was solid to her or it
was not solid. The profundity of existence for her was in the bulk and body of things. The reality of the geese was
the way they stood out against the water of the pond in the hollow. The shadow from the door of the old grain
barn falling on the straw, the sunlight and shadow when sun came in at the low window of the spring house, were
solid to her as the timbers that supported them; and this solidity was something that happened to her. She had
partaken of the profound and primal seeking toward form that there is in every process of the world. Even the
rustle of the corn was form that reached her as a whole, and the ducks that flew over her head, wheeling in a circle
toward the north, reached her as a whole. When the dry mistral went through the narrow cobbled streets of Arles
like an arrow it swept up a swinging center of rubbish. She always noticed that it was round.
One February morning as she went down to her fields at four-thirty an unusual circumstance arrested her. In a
corner of one of them she saw a man sitting with a board propped up in front of him. He was putting on it
something which seemed a matter of great haste and necessity She crossed the field and stood looking over his
arm watching what he did. He was making her cows as they came down behind her against the shoulder of the
slope. Except for the whitewash of the country spread on the stone of houses and barns, the Virgin and Child over
the altar, and the Mater Dolorosas and Trinities in the chapels of Saint Trophime, painting was unknown to her.
But she had seen oil and her mind fumbled with this combination of colored whitewash with something thick
which produced Bella and her field, in a way that looked like a field. She looked at the board on this man’s thumb
with its squeezed rank of colors and she smelled the tube he had laid down, trying to penetrate this matter with her
body.
The man had a wild, unnatural face full of cheekbone with eyebrows of red grass. The wide-mouthed gaping
ears were those of a striped clown. One eye feared you before it looked. Indrawn, suffering, it seemed to be
begging you to wait, to be merciful. The other in the shadow was bold and cool. It gazed upon you with a
disconcerting aggression, taking from you all you had. It was like being looked at by all the power and grief and
interest of life to be looked at by Van Gogh.\fn{Vincent Willem van Gogh (1853-1890), Dutch painter.}
She had no way to think about suffering. This man was almost as much the landscape to her as a barn was. But
when he turned his head she saw a prominence under his look. A bold man, very strong. She knew gentleness and
bad blood in animals. One eye of this man had the steely look of her great boar. But the other eye was like the
horse that always greeted her with a little neigh and lowering of the head. She was not afraid of the boar but she
closed with it always warily, watchful of her mastery.
At noon she went back to see what he was doing. He was making another drawing of Bella in a notebook, a
few lines before the brigade of her almond trees marching up the slope sugared with green, throwing their strength
every way over the meadow with a flying light low on it. The painting he had made in the morning he had thrown
down on the ground.
When she returned from the work of the day at seven he was gone. But she saw the canvas of her cow and the
swell of her home pasture lying in the corner of the field where he had thrown it. She picked it up and took it
home. Her first reaction was that of French thrift. She would clean the copper pans with this strong piece of cloth.
But when she looked at it as she walked on something ran along her back. He had painted the drama of sky which
had been about her all day—that whitest white of clouds building as if they loved their own form, so tangible,
more white, more delicate than white of egg. This was something she had already seen, only she had never
hitherto seen it so much. She saw it enlarged as if she saw it now three times. She stared at this landscape, red as a
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hen’s comb, yellow as a goose’s bill, with the mighty force there which can drive bean shoots and rye out of the
ground and push up tons of water. The surface of the canvas was cut under and lifted up, like the slope itself and
the way the horses came forward from the portal of Saint Trophime. A smile appeared on her face, half drowsy
and half sated. Here was something she liked as she liked the slope and the porch.
The next morning when she went down to her fields she saw that this man had already come. She crossed the
field at noon and stood by him again. She had brought him a pot of goat’s milk in return for the red of a hen’s
comb and yellow of a goose’s bill, and she set it down saying nothing, with the caution of the provincial which
never lets you know that it has been struck. It surprised her when she looked over his shoulder that what he was
doing was so different from yesterday. She looked hard at this Bella. It was the Bella she milked and fed with
good grain. Because the need of talk was very great for him and he was quick to make a mental relationship, he
began to talk to her when he had finished the pot of milk.
“Things are happening up there, Mother,” he said looking up at the sky. “The very heart of France is beating
here.”
He began to work at once. It had snowed for two days after he came, he told her, and there was much to paint.
Looking at the blot of shadow on the ground, watching him pour out of himself buckets of yellow .into the
shadow under Bella, she shook her head.
“It’s yellower,” she said. She simply uttered her thought. He was saying something that was not true and she
put it right as she would put right a grapevine that made a mistake. He looked at her with surprise, picked up his
field book and one of the crayons in the box beside him, and gave them to her, half bemused with the idea that she
saw something he could not see. But they did not mean to her—Draw. She shook her head.
She was sowing the spring sowing every day, and the third day as she was going up and down, throwing the
grain across with the full reach of her stride and her arm, she noticed this man there again. When she took him
milk at noon she saw that he had put her into his study. She was there, planted in her land, sunk into it, sunk into
her field, swinging her arm with the throw to get the right amount of distribution. Drawing his stool a little away
from her, he asked her to stand still, and she consented, passing her hand round her neck, taking off her hat, and
assuming the look of a headstone.
She began to take him milk every day. He tried to talk to her always when she came. His only connection with
her was a railroad timetable which had landed him in that section of the earth, and that he happened to see in her
field a cow with green under its nose. But since he was a man of sensibility, he saw at once that she deeply gave
back an attention that was not without but within her. She scarcely ever spoke. In many days she said only “Yes,”
“No,” and “What?” Her entire relation to others consisted, it seemed, of these three words. But once she had said,
“It’s yellower.”
She had noticed as if she saw them with her hand the way a cow is hung on the front and back and falls away
right through the middle. In the fields before the young were cast the big bulk was without shape and became part
of the whole landscape, and afterward she had a sense of separation in Bella or Franchonette as if each were there
an individual. One day when she looked over his shoulder she shook her head and said “No” so that the word
“No” seemed something that locked behind you. She ran her thumb down that part of his painting where the cattle
stood and took up the notebook and crayon he had given her some days before. But she could do nothing. She
drew two lines and laid the book down. Van Gogh glanced at them, and laid the book down too on the stool. Then
he looked across at the cow and took the book up again. She picked up a clod of the earth and tried to show him.
He took it from her and began to model a cow.
She went every day from this time to see what he did. If she could have been afraid she would have been afraid
of him sometimes in those days. His ugliness and wildness and bold singularity would have made a different
woman avoid him. He threw his hand out at times as if his head were jerked by a rope. Sometimes his lips drew
back from his teeth as he worked. But fear is the conscious part of a different nature from hers. She was too much
tied in the great order for fear, which is an outside element, to have any way of touching her. He was not terrible
to her. Watching him muttering, twitching, these movements and faces did not seem as real as the matters he
disclosed. It was only because he painted so red.
He found in her something to paint. The way her nose was set on her face was material for an artist. She was a
painter’s object instead of only an old woman in many skirts, the color by much washing ground into itself, so that
it had become texture; swinging her arm in a great sweep with her stride, the eyes faded with the sun, under a
scooped-out straw hat with a tired bow at the front. Or she moved before him, minding her cows, changing their
station slightly from time to time. Toward five they began to pull the ropes on which they were tethered, and then
to move together toward the barn. One trotted on in front.
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After some weeks he asked her to come to the studio and let him do a portrait of her. She did not go at once,
but one day when she went into Arles peddling she climbed from her cart at his house. There was no strangeness
in it. It was not different from her own house except for a floor of gorgeous red tiles. She had known this house
for sixty years. She saw the room in two blocks when she went in, because a blind had blown shut at one corner
and divided it by light and shadow. Then she saw the big easels at each end of the room and the platform and
modeling stand. She noticed at once as she looked about, the hundreds of canvases stacked against the walls. The
loose way the sketches were stacked was like the loose form of grain.
On the easel near the door stood a painting of the chair which was drawn up at the hearth. It was such a chair
as was drawn up to every hearth in every kitchen of the Arles countryside—a strong chair with butter-colored
seat. She looked at the painting of this thick chair with a pipe left lying on the seat and she went over at once and
sat down on it with her mind. As she looked at it a sudden feeling that she wanted to sit on it and occupy it
compelled her. She could not sit on the painted chair and she went to the hearth and sat in the real chair, seeking
what she looked at.
The number of the paintings amazed her. Amount pleased her with a peasant’s satisfaction in it. They bulked
against the wall as her grain bulked in the barn. Some of the paintings were nailed up where he could look at them
again and again, as she put up fine ears of corn. As he worked at the easel that afternoon, she sat with hands laid
on her knees and gazed about her. She gazed at a table of people eating potatoes; the bridge she crossed when
going to Montmajour; washerwomen on the built-out platforms of the Rhone, their yellow carts drawn up in a
line; old Jean with a cart of manure; a chum, a pot of soup, and some shoes, lemons and a bottle of wine, pictures
of the plain where the ground was the principal thing—everything whirling and rocking with creative flame in
color so intense that it almost bounded forward from the canvas. She went to the easel when she grew tired of
sitting still and looked. Van Gogh made a movement of rage and threw his palette under the table.
Roulin, the little postman, came. He brought a letter. Bills fell out of it. Van Gogh read the letter through twice
and then went away without speaking to her again. She followed him when she had seen that he was well ahead of
her and not looking back. She had her delivering still to do of her fowls and brandy. As she returned she met him
in the traffic of carts and horses on the Rue de la Calade, stopping to look with a happy face at prints in a window,
laden and doubled with canvas and paint and oils. Three boys were hooting after him the name of “the red fool.”
She drove them off, shouting a flow of stern words. She pondered it all the way home—the canvas, the paint, oil,
no food.
When she went to his house some days later he scarcely noticed her. He was painting the way a shoulder
breaks in a door. Something had fallen out of the letter beside bills. He was almost naked. He had thrown off one
piece of clothing after another. His brush moved like a sickle. On one impulse unbridled and rich, he threw the
paint to the canvas. Hunched over toward a sheet of cloth, dropping his brushes and picking up the palette knife,
working in the color with a quill, squeezing whole tubes of azure into the sky, or green under the nose below a
straw hat. Grave, powerful, massive, the chord of color advanced. The terrific shout and charge of his life ran off
his hand. Silence and painting. What was he doing?
She noticed that he was eating ship’s biscuit which lay on a chair he pulled toward him with his foot. She
brought him a piece of her cheese the next time. He swallowed it without laying down his brush.
She took from Van Gogh the idea that this making paintings was a crop. It was like the farm, work never done,
sowing, reaping, adding thereunto. A wall of new pictures was there every time she went. He would set up a new
still life as soon as the canvas of lemons was stripped off the frame and replaced. Watching the furious way he had
of working, tearing sheet after sheet from his field book, beginning again, it was the way she watered, spaded,
manured, covered, and the earth gave you back. The amount, the number of times he made Bella amazed her. So
many.
He stopped at her house sometimes for supplies on his way back from a day’s sketching. One evening he came
to her barn and followed her up the ladder where she was pitching hay. She had forgotten him, and when she
looked over her shoulder he was standing so close behind her that she felt suddenly the heat from his body. She
just moved the basket for the corn with her leg between them and pitched another sheaf with her fork.
When he saw that she was not in anyway afraid of him he talked to her about the sickness. When he was
working particularly well it always came. He saw it cut suddenly across a day like the fall of a wall. It seemed as
if in return for painting well you must go mad; and since you must go mad, you were in return paid by heaven
with the beatitude of painting. Painting was the recompense. Sometimes he talked to her strangely about it. In
lonely evenings it came.
“Outside the door it is waiting,” and he looked at the door as if he were about to throw himself with all his
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might upon what was beyond there waiting quick as lightning for him only to go to the easel.
Sometimes he could not get going. Turbulent, pursued, agonized, he was like a man hit who cannot rise. Bleak
despair, the hope passionately pursued found futile, disillusion.
“I am a man come home from the Congo and the Caribbees with a spoonful of sea water and a colored
handkerchief. But, oh, Mother! How inexpressibly beautiful that field of yours is.”
Then the immeasurable bliss of being a painter took him like a proud river. He would rush forward as if the
Rhone were under his easel. Impossible to be grateful enough for this heavenly visitation that makes a man more
than he is. He worked literally all day with a will fresh and bottomless. The factory was in full swing. He scarcely
took time to eat, and even would get up in the night after he went to bed to put something on the canvases.
“The requirements of painting are so great, Mother, that sometimes you must hammer it on the paper. You
cannot spare the tube,” and he squeezed whole roots and trunks from it. He had an irresistible desire to paint
thousands. One had not eyes enough to see nor hands enough to paint. There might be one thing more powerful
than all that threatened one, and it was painting.
In those brave days, she came to understand that “a man becomes a painter by painting.” She watched
rhododendrons grow on the easel with the leaves set in a whorl which vibrated as if it had just stopped turning;
cypresses in a light which increased them a thousand fold so that they scintillated on the heavy almond-laden air
as in the aurora borealis; landscapes where the sun and moon rose together in a night of stars big as signal fires.
Even the light round the green-shaded lamp was made of some sumptuous depth of fact. She looked closely at
them again and again, coming to apprehend something plus itself, which is inside every object. It was her first
introduction to passion and mental content. She was not herself an individual. What he did to her was not in her
vocabulary. She had known no feeling other than for a thing itself. When the mistral swept the plain she was tied
into what it did to everybody, a part of the landscape that was whipped by it. Her world had no individual
mountains. It was level, as if before Ararats and Matterhorns had hardened in it. But now for the first time she saw
an individual. She did not understand drama, but in this obscure woman was an audience for the scale of his
nature. She began to compare him with the marquis, the bank teller who hung his look so sadly on your face when
you pushed your book in through the cage window, with the captain of the Zouaves; and to make categories. What
Vincent Van Gogh meant as human being and as hero she discerned as if she moved back from him and placed
him against the porch, the city, the plain, the chemistry of cloud and sky.
She began to notice everything about him with a raised attention. Hostile, destructive, this thing that came was
because he was dying of starvation and he needed care. He needed the good soup, milk, wine, cleanliness, order.
The smallness of her equipment suggested these cures at once. From this time she began to appear regularly twice
a week at his house when she delivered in Arles, and to clean the room when she came. She would move across it,
through the disorder of drawing boards and portfolios, mahlsticks, cigar boxes full of empty tubes, all kinds of
moss and branches and birds’ eggs, all sorts of farmers’ tools and old caps, and the can at which he had thrown
things from across the room—cutting a clean swath of fastidious decency, disturbing nothing that was of moment.
She noticed that he always drew his chair to one place in the room, and she put it there. As he worked he drank
water from a big bucket, and she had this always filled when she left.
He saw what she was doing one day.
“Deuce take it, I am so thankful, Mother. It looks so real when it is scrubbed and clean. It is a young home in
full swing.”
Van Gogh scarcely ever smiled. Just to make him smile for a moment was a good thing.
He often talked to her, over her head, the powerful agility of. his mind which devoured every experience
discounting her entirely.
“I tell you the fault lies in the drawing, Mother. Drawing is the basic body. It must be drawn so that the signal
man in his smock, with his little red flag, will think ‘It is fine weather today.’”
She listened to him, getting what she had not been able to get in any other way. She often pondered as she
walked back to her farm along the white road things Van Gogh had said. She had never known anybody like him.
Indeed, in all the world, Fate had picked for her to know a being without a parallel.
One morning as she went early across her fields she saw him on the plain that went to ArIes. He was looking at
her slope and the curve of the Arles road. When she went back that way again at night she found him standing still
looking at it. It was the hour when what is sky comes down into the earth. The blue actually had come out of the
sky and spread on the plain, so that it was no longer separate and a curtain. Everything was becoming unreal, and
cooling, and passing into the dream.
He began to paint just as she went along the wall. Suddenly she recognized and realized his thought. What
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thought means came to her as if it were come out of her without being conceived. It was a matter of thinking then.
She too looked at the slope and the road. Constantly before, her life had been made of what was around her, like a
glacier with great thick edge rubbing against what it passed. But now from the great flow she was taken into the
work of making. It was the moment when experience takes a body and destination of its own, and passes into a
separate joyful boundless life. It had never until that moment occurred to her that what you experience you may
do. When she wanted to build a fence she had built a fence. She had reaped when she wanted to reap. She went
back across her field and hunted for the piece of clay she had thrown down the first morning, when she had tried
to show him how Bella was made, and took the clod home with her. It was an August night boiling with heat. She
sat down at once after she had bedded and watered the cattle and began to try to model Bella.
She had to be in the barn all night waiting for a new calf. The calf came, a new calf from the cow. Trying to get
on its legs under a corner of its mother, it almost stood up. She tried to shape it, the little heavy animal pulling
itself out of the earth. She did not look at what she was doing. She did not look at what she had. She stood with
her eyes fixed on the calf. She was looking not at what she had done, but at the way a calf tries to get on its legs.
She stood there, her knees sprung in her skirt, her legs set apart, making a triangle of herself like the black bulls of
the Crau against the sky, throwing big pieces upon the bulk before her, working off at her side, watching the calf.
As the little thing began to struggle up, her hands would close on the clay, forcing it to rise under the big bulk of
Bella in the corner. It was a strange calf whose body came out of the lump. It would not hold together. The loam
was too light.
She was bothered by it all night and first thing the next morning she went several times to look at it. She had
wares to deliver in Arles in the afternoon and she went back now and looked at the portal of Saint Trophime. She
looked at it carefully. The man who did three horses back in 1086 told her with his stone tongue that a shape is
governed by its volumes. After she had gone about a mile beyond Van Gogh’s house on the way home, she went
back to the studio, pushed the door open, and went in. He was not there, and she looked at the clay on the
modeling stand in the firelight without touching it and ran her hand round her neck. Then she took it home.
She had known that she should cover her calf with a damp cloth because she had seen Van Gogh do that. It was
too dry the next night to work on. But she did not care. She began another calf as soon as she had finished her
bedding and feeding. From a piece left of the clay she did Elaine, the old goose. She did not need to look at
Elaine. Elaine was in a fold of her brain the way her thumb was in the socket of her hand.
She began to work every night in the old grain barn by the dusty light from a lantern. She did the sow. She did
a foal of one of the wild white horses of the Camargue, its head turned a little toward her. She did the wild,
wheeling white stallions and the black polished bulls that are raised on the Crau for bullfights. She tried a cat but
she could not do a cat. She was tied down to shape. A goose is solid like a wax model. She could do a goose. But
a cat has paperiness and butter in its bones. As she saw the gathering of a cat for jumping, or the long
straightened-out line as it crossed the frosty field, she registered cat. But it had no character for her. She was
interested in the character of a solid. Form was the virtue of objects she had seen. The district raised race-horses,
and she often had watched these beautiful creatures being practiced in light sulkies along the white road. But they
were too evolved, on too fragile lines, and foreign to her. She could not do a swift horse.
The earthy body which had created form by waiting, which had bulked a child, baked other forms. She never
tried to do better. She never thought of mending what she had done. She looked again and began again. When she
would get into trouble she would leave off and begin another cow. She was not trying to do anything from herself.
She was trying to get It.
What did she mean by this? She could not make them like cows. They were terrible monolithic feeble cows
she made, come out of the void, too heavy at the ends, which fell apart the next day. She didn’t care. She was
really trying to make solidness, and this trying was as solid and beautiful to her as stone itself. She thought only
“That’s not It” or “That’s It”—pieces of thought which belonged to her mentally, and she put them on the bulk
before her.
She never took any of them into the house. But she liked them. She put certain ones up along the crossbeam of
the barn, along with certain ears of corn she picked out each year and hung there to handle and look at. Now she
picked the best of these, and from time to time she rubbed her animals on her sleeve as she would rub a fine ear.
She did not know it was sculpture. She never thought of showing them to anyone. She did not know that people
bought such things. She did not know she had a gift. She would go back each night happy when she could get an
adequate shape, finishing nothing.
In her nature something had begun to talk. The blankness, the uncertainty with which she worked at first
became a growth of control. What she felt and the way she worked was as far as possible from the terrific shout
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and race to the summit of Van Gogh. There was no battle. She did them as she sowed with her arm. Sometimes
she would feel happiness that made her joints sweet. Happiness was a new thing which she had known only in
bringing peace to the farm, and from her children when she had held them against herself, returning and melting
them into her own body.
The days and months of the summer went on. She was busy with her rye, fruit, the pressing of wine and oil.
She could not on some nights keep awake even for an hour. The seasons passed over this part of the earth. Winter
came and there was less work to do. The warmth of the big bodies of her cattle made her able to work in the barn
for some time. Then she had to go inside to work beside the fire. Sometimes she worked all night in the single
room of her house, the bent shadow falling across the table, the fire going out. She would rub her eyes. They
shone against the rising sun. .
She had trouble about clay. She tried chiseling in wood. A chisel had to her hand something good in it. She
tried cutting from the white stones which lay everywhere about. She had seen men work in stone with a chisel and
hammer. She could imagine the form into the boulder better than into clay. She liked the resistance of the stone,
and she would reveal a little sleeping foal half come out of this opposition. Her joy was great when she looked at
a boulder after that. A whole plain of stone. Enough stone to last until she died. This went on for almost a year.
She had passed beyond astonishment.
Van Gogh stopped at her house sometimes on his way back from sketching about the country, to get milk and
eggs. One March night he came very late. She had gone out to the stable where she had already begun to work
again. He went out there when he did not find her in the house. He looked along the beam from one to another of
her creatures—at her calf, the fifty cows, Elaine, the bulls, the sow, the foal. He took up in his hand the figure she
had on the shelf by the window, turned it round slowly, giving some sort of snort, and looked at her. An
expression came over his whole body that only one thing could bring there. His shoulders smiled and his legs
smiled.
“So, Mother, you also love God with the draughtsman’s fist,” he said gently. “What an artist is—that is very
curious … How deep it is. It is infinitely deep.”
54.98 Excerpt from Master Simon’s Garden: “The Edge Of The World”\fn{by Cornelia Lynde Meigs (1884-1973)}
Rock Island, Rock Island County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 5
… Old Goody Parsons,\fn{A note reads: The beautiful garden which Master Simon planted about his home in the New World
forms the background for a story covering three generations of his descendants. The book gives a splendid picture of a New England
colony from Puritan times through Revolutionary days. The selection given below is the first chapter in the book and tells how the garden
stands serenely for beauty, and against intolerance and rigid Puritanism .} with her cleanest white kerchief, her most sorrowful
expression of face and her biggest brown basket, had gone down through the village and across the hill to tell
Master Simon what a long, hard winter it had been and how her cupboard was as bare, indeed, as Mother
Hubbard’s own. Now, as she made her way up the stony path again, her wrinkled old face was wreathed in smiles
and her burden sagged heavily from her arm, for once more it had been proved that no one who came hungry to
Master Simon’s door ever went away unsatisfied. He had piled her basket high with good things from his garden,
his wife had added three loaves of freshly baked bread and a jar of honey, and his little daughter Margaret had
walked part of the way up the hill to help the old woman on her homeward road.
“Good-bye to you, little Mistress,” Goody Parsons called after her when they parted at last, “and may the
blessings on your dear father and mother be as many as are the good gifts in my basket.”
Margaret, since her father needed her, did not wait to reply, but scampered away down the path again. The old
woman stood on the hill-crest looking down at the scattered houses of the little Puritan town, at the spreading,
sloping meadows and the wide salt marshes growing yellow-green under the pleasant April sunshine.
“These hills and meadows will never look as fair to me as those of England,” she sighed, “but after all it is a
goodly land that we have come to. Even if there be hunger and cold and want in it, are there not also freedom and
kindness and Master Simon?”
The little town of Hopewell had been established long enough to have passed by those first terrible years when
suffering and starvation filled the New England colonies. There were, however, many hard lessons to be learned
before those who knew how to live and prosper in the Old World could master the arts necessary to the keeping of
body and soul together in the New. Men who had tilled the rich smooth fields of England and had followed the
plow down the furrows that their great-grandfathers had trod before them, must now break out new farm lands in
those boulder-strewn meadows that sloped steeply down to the sea. Grievous work they surely found it, and small
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the returns for the first hard years. Yet, whenever food or fire or courage failed, the simplest remedy in the world
for every trouble was to go in haste to Master Simon Radpath. His grassy meadow was always green, his fields
rich every harvest time with bowing grain, his garden always crowded with herbs and vegetables, and gay the
whole summer long with flowers, scarlet and white and yellow.
The old woman who had been his visitor today watched Margaret’s yellow head disappear down the lane, and
then turned to rest her basket on the rude stone wall, not because the burden was too heavy for her stout old arm,
but because she heard footsteps behind her and she did dearly love to stop a neighbor on the road for a bit of talk.
“Good morrow, friend,” she cried out, almost before she saw to whom she was speaking.
Her face fell a little when she discovered that it was only Samuel Skerry, the little crooked-backed shoemaker
who lived with his apprentice in a tiny cottage, one field away from Master Simon’s garden. A scowling, morose
fellow the shoemaker was, but Goody Parsons’s eager tongue could never be stopped by that.
“Spring is surely coming at last, neighbor,” she began, quite undisturbed by Skerry’s sullen greeting. “Here is
another winter gone where it can trouble old bones no longer.”
“Spring indeed,” snarled the shoemaker, in his harsh voice, “why, the wind is cold as January and every
keyhole in my house was shrieking aloud all last night! Where see you any spring?”
“I have been, but now, to visit Master and Mistress Radpath,” she returned, “and their garden is already green,
with a whole row of golden daffodils nodding before the door.”
“Ah,” answered her companion, “trust Master Simon to have some foolish, useless blossoms in his garden the
moment the sun peeps out of the winter clouds. Does he never remember that so much time spent on what is only
bright and gaudy is not strictly in accord with our Puritan law?”
“It was with herbs from that same garden that he healed you and many of the rest of us during that dreadful
season of sickness,” retorted Goody Parsons, “and did you not lie ill for two months of that summer and yet have
a better harvest than any year before, because he had tended your fields along with his own?”
“Aye, and preached to me afterwards about every nettle and bramble that he found there, as though each had
been one of the seven deadly sins. No, no, I like not his ways and I am weary of all this talk of how great and
good a man is Master Simon. I fear me that all is not well in that bright-flowering garden of his.”
The shoemaker nodded craftily, as though he knew much that he would not tell.
Goody Parsons edged nearer. She was grateful to that gentle-voiced, kind-faced Master Simon who had helped
her so often in trouble; she loved him much but, alas, she loved gossip more.
“Tell me what they say, good neighbor,” she coaxed.
Samuel Skerry was provokingly silent for a space.
“They say,” he said at last, “that in that garden—beyond the tulip bed—behind the hedge—”
“Yes, yes!” she gasped as he paused again.
“There is Something hid,” he concluded, “Something that no one of us ever sees but that neighbors hear,
sometimes, crying aloud.”
“But what is it?” she begged to know, in an agony of curiosity.
“Hush, I will whisper in your ear,” he said. “It were not meet to speak such a thing aloud.”
Goody Parsons bent her gray head to listen, and started back at the shoemaker’s low-spoken words.
“Ah, surely that cannot be true of so good a Puritan!” she cried in horror.
“You may believe me or not, according to your will,” returned the shoemaker testily. “You were there but now;
did you hear naught?”
Loyalty to her dear Master Simon and love of giving information struggled for a moment in the Goody’s
withered face, but at last the words simply burst from her.
“I did hear a strange cry,” she said. “Ah, woe is me to think ill of so good a manl Come with me toward my
house, Neighbor Skerry, and I will tell you what the sound was like.”
So off the two went together, their heads bent close, their lips moving busily, as they gossiped with words that
were to travel far.
Only Master Simon, his wife and his daughter, Margaret, knew the real reason why his garden and fields had
greater success than any other’s, knew of the ceaseless labor and genuine love that he expended upon his plants
and flowers. Margaret loved them also, and would often rise early and go out with him to weed the hills of Indian
corn, water the long beds of sweet-smelling herbs or coax some drooping shrub back to life and bloom. It was
pleasant to be abroad then, when the gray mists lying over the wide, quiet harbor began to lift and turn to silver,
when the birds were singing in the great forest nearby and the dark-leaved bayberry bushes dropped their dew like
rain when she brushed against them. Then she would see also mysterious forms slipping out of the dark wood, the
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graceful, silent figures of the friendly Indians, who also got up before the dawn and came hither for long talks
with their good friend, Master Simon. They brought him flowers, roots and herbs that grew in this new country,
while he, in turn, gave them plants sprung from English seed, taught them such of the white men’s lore as might
better their way of living and offered much sage counsel as to the endless quarrels that were always springing up
among them between tribe and tribe.
“It is strange and not quite fitting that those heathen savages should follow you about like dogs,” the villagers
used to tell him, a little jealous, perhaps, that he should be as kind to his red-skinned friends as he was to his
Puritan comrades. But Master Simon would only smile and go on his way, undisturbed by what they said.
When the long, warm evenings came and Margaret and her mother brought their spinning wheels to the doorstep that they might use the last ray of daylight for their work, Master Simon would labor beside them, tending
now the roses and the yellow evening-primroses before the cottage. And he would tell, as he worked, of those
other primroses that grew in English lanes, of blossoming hedgerows and soaring larks and all the other strange
beauties of that dear country across the sea. Sometimes Margaret’s mother would bend her head low over her
spinning to hide the quiet tears, as he told of the great, splendid garden where he had learned his skill with plants
and herbs, a garden of long terraces and old gray sundials and banks of blooming flowers. It was there that he and
she had walked together in the moonlight, and had planned, with hearts all unafraid, for the day when they would
be married and should set sail for that new land that seemed so far away. But there was no sadness or regret in
Master Simon’s heart.
“Some day,” he would say, straightening up from his work and looking about him with a happy smile; “some
day we shall have just such another garden planted here in the wilderness, at the very edge of the world that white
men know.”
This year, however, as he and Margaret planted the garden in unsuspecting peace of mind, there was strange
talk about them running through the village. Much as the good Puritans had left behind them in England, there
was bound to travel with them beyond the seas, their love of gossip about a neighbor. The whispered words of
Samuel Skerry had traveled from Goody Parsons to those who dwelt nearest her, and from them to others, until
soon the whole town was buzzing with wonder concerning Master Simon’s garden and that secret thing that lay
hidden in its midst. There were many people who owed him friendship and gratitude for past kindness, but there
was not one who, on hearing the news, could refrain from rushing to the nearest house and bursting in with the
words: “Oh, neighbor, have you heard—?” the rest always following in eager whispers. Thus the talk had gone the
rounds of the village until it reached the pastor of the church, where it fell like sparks into tow.
“I was ever mistrustful of Simon Radpath,” cried the minister, Master Hapgood, when he heard the rumor.
“That overbright garden of his has long been a blot upon our Puritan soberness. Others have their dooryards and
their garden patches, yes, but these sheets of bloom, these blazes of color, I have always said that they argued
something amiss with the man. He had also an easy way of forgiving sinners and rendering aid to those on whom
our community frowned, that I liked none too well. Now we know, in truth, what he really is.”
And off he set, post-haste, to speak to the Governor of the Colony about this dreadful scandal in Hopewell.
Trouble, therefore, was coming upon Master Simon on that pleasant morning of late May when Margaret went
out to swing on the white gate and listen to the robins singing in the linden tree. It was trouble in the form of a
stern company of dark-clad men, who came striding down the lane beneath the young white-blooming apple
saplings. There were the church deacons, the minister, the assistants, and the great Governor himself, come to
inquire into this business of the garden and its mysteries. Beside the Governor walked a stranger, a famous
preacher from Scotland, whose strictness of belief and fierce denunciations of all those who broke the law, were
known and dreaded throughout New England. Margaret dropped off the gate and ran full of wonder and alarm to
tell her father.
It seemed, however, that the thoughts of these sober-faced public officers were not concerned entirely with
Master Simon and his wickedness. The Governor bore a letter in his hand and was discussing with his friend from
Scotland, Master Jeremiah Macrae, the new and great danger that was threatening the Colony. The friendly
Indians, the peaceable Wampanoags, were becoming restless and holding themselves aloof from their former free
intercourse with the people of the settlements. Other tribes more fierce and savage than they were pressing upon
them and crowding them more and more into the territory occupied by the whites. The Wampanoags, it was said,
were being harassed by the Mohegans, old and often-fought enemies, while they, in turn, were being driven from
their homes by the terrible Nascomi tribes, who dwelt far away but were so warlike and cruel that their name had
ever been used as a byword to frighten naughtylndian babies into good behavior. Should such an avalanche of
furious red-skinned warriors descend upon them, what could the little Colony of Puritans, with its four cannon
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and only fifty fightingmen, do to defend their lives and the homes that they had built with such courageous toil?
It was small wonder, then, that all the beauty and freshness of the full-flowering spring could not arouse the
heavy thoughts of the Governor and his companions. Then, at the turn of the lane, they came in sight of a strange
group, so sinister and alarming that the whole company stood still and more than one man laid his hand on his
sword. Full in the way stood three tall, silent Indians, mightier of limb and fiercer of aspect than any the white
men had ever seen before, their hawk-like faces daubed with gaudy colors and their strange feathered war-bonnets
sweeping to their very heels. A trembling Wampanoag, brought as interpreter, advanced at the bidding of his
imperious masters and strove vainly to find words with which to repeat his message.
“Come,” said the Governor, speak out. What can these strangers have to say to us?”
The interpreter, after more than one effort, managed to explain as he was ordered. These Indians had come
from far away across the mountains and were of those dreaded Nagcomis, a branch of the terrible Five Nations.
They had heard of the new settlers and had come to look at their lands, intending, if they found them too good for
aliens, to return later with all their warriors and drive the white men forth.
“And true it is that they will do so,” added the Wampanoag, dropping from halting English into his own tongue
when he found that one or two of those present tould understand him. “There is no Indian of our tribe who does
not hear all his life terrifying stories of these Nagcomis, and of how, once in long periods of time, they change
their hunting grounds and have no mercy on those who dwell in the land of their desire.”
The Governor, in spite of the deep misgiving that all knew must be weighing at his heart, spoke his answer
with unmoved calm.
“We will have speech with you later,” he said through the interpreter, “for the present we have grave business
with Master Simon Radpath. If you wish you may follow and come afterward to my house where we will treat
further of this errand of yours.”
The Indians, with unchanging faces, turned and walked down the lane beside the Puritan company. They talked
together in their strange guttural language, pointing out this or that peculiarity of the white men’s dress and
seeming to regard them with far less of awe than mere curiosity. It was a short and bitterly uncomfortable journey
that brought the gathering of elders, in small humor for any kindness of heart, to Master Simon’s gate.
As Margaret stood beside her father, greeting these unexpected and disturbing guests, she happened to glance
across the sunlit field and saw Skerry, the shoemaker, and the boy who was his apprentice, standing before the
door of their cottage. The little cobbler was shading his eyes with his hand and watching the dark procession as
eagerly as though he had some deep concern in their errand. The tagged boy, however, seemed to have no interest in the matter, or no liking for it, since he stood with head turning away, staring down at the blue harbor and
the wide-winged, skimming sea-gulls. The little girl observed them for only one moment; the next, and all her
thoughts were drowned in wonder and alarm at the Governor’s words.
“It has come to our ears, sir,” he was saying sternly, “that you have here a garden too gay for proper Puritan
minds, a place too like tbe show gardens of the Popish monasteries, or of the great lords that dwell amid such
sinful luxury in England. In this Colony men and women have sat in the stocks for wasting precious hours over
what shows only beauty to the eye and brings no benefit to tbe mind and heart. But what is that?” he broke off
abruptly, sniffing suddenly at a vague sweet perfume that drifted down the May breeze.
“Please, sir, ’tis hawthorn,” said Margaret, who was losing her terror of the Governor in curiosity at the sight of
the Indians. “There was but a little sprig that Father brought from England grown now to a great, spreading bush.”
A sudden change came oyer the Governor’s stern face. Had he a stabbing memory of wide, smooth English
meadows, yellow daffodils upon a sunny slope and hedges sweet with hawthorn blossom in the spring? None of
the Pilgrims ever spoke of the homesickness .that often assailed their steadfast hearts; but, as the Governor and
Master Simon looked into each other’s eyes, each ~~w of what the other was thinking. It was of some much-loved
and never-forgotten home in England, perhaps, some bit of woods or meadow or narrow lane leading up a windy
hill.
The offending garden would have been in a fair way toward being forgiven had not the Scotch minister come
forward and plucked the Governor by the sleeve.
“See, see!” he said, pointing. “Just look yonder.”
Truly that was no sight for sober Puritan eyes! There beside the linden tree was a great bed of tulips, a blaze of
crimson and gold, like a court lady’s scarf or the cloak of a king’s favorite. Against the green of the hedge, the
deep red and clear yellow were fairly dazzling in the sunshine. The Governor scowled and drew back.
“Of what use,” cried the minister in his loud, harsh voice. “Of what use on earth can be such a display of
gaudy finery?"
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There were three members of that company who could answer him. The Indian ambassadors, laughing aloud
like children, dropped upon their knees before the glowing flower bed, plucked great handfuls of the brilliant
blossoms, filled their quivers, their wampum belts, and their blankets with the shining treasure and turned to gaze
with visible awe at the owner of all these riches.
“Do you not see,” said Master Simon to the minister, an unsubdued twinkle in his eye, “that there is nothing
permitted to grow upon this good, green earth that has not its use?”
“Such a flaunting of color,” said the Governor severely, yet perhaps with the ghost of a smile held sternly in
check, “has not our approval. Now I would see what lies behind that hedge.”
Little Margaret looked up at her father and turned pale; even Master Simon hesitated and was about to frame
an excuse, but it was too late. A shrill, terrible scream arose from behind the thick bushes.
“There, there, did I not tell you?” cried one of the deacons, and the whole company pressed forward into the
inner garden.
They saw, at first, only a smooth square of grass, rolled and cut close like the lawns in England. Four cypress
trees, dug up in the forest and trimmed to some semblance of the clipped yew that grace formal gardens, stood in
a square about the hewn stone column that bore a sundial. Quiet, peaceful and innocent enough the place seemed
—but there again was that terrible scream. Out from behind a shrub came strutting slowly the chief ornament of
the place, Margaret’s pet, Master Simon’s secret, a full-grown, glittering peacock. Seeing a proper company of
spectators assembled, the stately bird spread its tail and walked up and down, turning itself this way and that to
show off its glories, the very spirit of shallow and empty vanity. For pure amazement and horror, the Governor
and his companions stood motionless and without speech.
But. if the Englishmen were frozen to the spot, it was far otherwise with the Indians. They flung themselves
upon their faces before the terrifying apparition, they held up their hands in supplication that it would do them no
harm. Then, after a moment of stricken fear and upon the peacock’s raising its terrible voice again, they sprang to
their feet, fled through the gate and up the lane, and paused not once in their headlong flight until they had
disappeared into the sheltering forest.
The Governor drew a long breath, caught Master Simon’s eye, and burst into a great roar of laughter.
“You have done us a good turn, you and your silly, empty-headed bird,” he said, “though I was of a mind for a
moment to put it to death and to set you in the pillory for harboring such a creature of vanity. Yet for the sake of
his help against a dreaded foe, you shall both be spared. Now see that you order your garden more soberly and
that no further complaints come to my ears.”
He turned to go.
“If you please, may we keep the tulips?” begged Margaret, curtsying low, her voice shaking with anxiety.
“Yes, little maid,” was the gracious answer, “you may keep your tulips, since you cannot use them for gold as
those poor savages thought they could. And go, pluck me a branch of that hawthorn blossom that smells so sweet.
It grew—ah, how it grew in the fair green lanes of my own dear Nottinghamshire.”
With the sprig of hawthorn in his gray coat, and with a bow to Margaret as though she had been some great
lady, the Governor passed out into the lane, followed by all his company, deacons, assistants, and Master
Hapgood. Only the minister, Jeremiah Macrae, lingered inside the gate.
Suddenly he lifted both his arms toward heaven and spoke out loudly in his great, harsh voice. With his dark
cloak flying about him and his deep-set eyes lit by a very flame of wrath, he looked to Margaret like one of the
prophets of old such as were pictured in her mother’s great Bible. She trembled and crept nearer to her father;
“Think not, Simon Radpath,” the minister thundered, “that, although you have won the Governor’s forgiveness
by a trick, there the matter ends. Woe be unto you, O sinful man, unless you destroy the gaudy vanity of this
wicked garden. Change your ways or fire and sword shall waste this place, blood shall be spilled upon its soil, and
those who come after you shall walk, mourning, among its desolate paths.”
Margaret gasped with terror, but Master Simon, though a little pale, stood his ground undaunted.
“I, too, have made a prophecy concerning my garden,” he answered. “It is carved yonder about the edge of the
sundial, and the climbing roses are reaching up to cover the words, for it will be long before their truth is proved.
It may be that this spot will see flame and sword and the shedding of blood, for new countries and new ideas must
be tried in the fire before they can live. But my prophecy is for peace and growth, yours for war and destruction—
a hundred years from now men shall know which of us spoke truly.”
“A hundred years from now!” repeated the minister scornfully. “Think you that, after the half of that time,
there will be any man who remembers you, or your word, or your garden?”
He strode across the lawn, plucked aside roughly the trailing rose-vines at the edge of the sundial and read the
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words carved deep in the gray stone.. Then, with no comment, nor any word of leave-taking, he went out through
the gate and up the lane. Margaret stood long watching him as he climbed the steep path. His figure looked very
black in the clear, white sunshine, very ill-omened and forbidding even as it grew small in the distance and finally
vanished over the crest of the hill. …
136.110 Nobody Say A Word\fmn{by Mark Van Doren (1894-1972)} “on a farm near Hope [which is near
Champaign], Champaign County, Illinois,” U.S.A. (M) 3
After the children stopped asking she told them.
“I don’t know where your father is,’ she said quietly during supper on the sixth day. They were all at the table;
neither of the girls had gone to the kitchen for anything, and their small brother hadn’t bolted yet to resume his
playing in the yard. They sat, paralyzed, and listened.
“I simply don’t know.”
The strain of saying this was nothing to what it had been when Madie, the first evening he wasn’t there, kept
running to the door and reporting that he hadn’t come in sight yet up the walk; or when Arthur, always a hard one
to satisfy, had insisted every night when he went to bed:
“Papa’s on a business trip. He’ll be back tomorrow.”
He would say it the next night as if he had never said it before, and Margaret learned soon enough to nod and
say nothing, as if of course the child knew. But the worst thing had been the anticipation of what Madie asked
now. She was the directest of the three, though she wasn’t the oldest.
“What did he say, Mother, the last time he—what did he say?”
The worst thing was to have to answer, “Nothing,” for in a way it wasn’t true. George hadn’t ever said, “I'm
going, and I’m not coming back,” but she had always known he would leave her, and so he didn’t need to say so.
He knew she knew.
But here was Madie looking at her, accusing her of holding something back. And a deep, sudden blush was her
way of admitting that she had; only, what was there to tell, and how could it be told to these three? To Sarah most
of all, who never had really asked. Sarah was the serious one who didn/’t like things to go wrong or change. No
child does, said Margaret to herself; but the others had talked and Sarah hadn’t—except, of course, with her
strange large eyes. They had got larger every day, under the fine hair she insisted on combing straight back from
her forehead. Young as she was, she knew the effect of that—knew it gave her authority, as if she weren’t young
after all; and in a sense she never had been.
“He didn’t say anything,” said Margaret, “about not—I mean, about not ever—”
“Not ever!”
Madie was scowling in the odd way that made everybody love her. She looked near-sighted, though the doctor
said she wasn’t. She looked fierce; whereas she was the fondest of them all.
The words had given too much away. “Not ever” sounded—well, as fatal as the fact. And Margaret felt that she
must have grown all at once very pale, for the children stared at her with a new intentness, and Arthur barely
mumbled, “Papa’s on a business trip—we know that,” as if he had lost his confidence that this was so.
But Sarah’s face had altered less, and her eyes not at all. Did Sarah understand that some men did what George
had done? Some women, too? But the men. That father of five children, years ago when she was a child, that
meek neighbor man, she forgot his name, who did so poorly and was so apologetic—“No force,” her own father
said—who disappeared one day and didn’t come home for years. But he came home, and the town never knew
how he made it up with his family: what he said to them, or they to him, or whether there was bitterness and
quarreling. Not a sound or a sign from the house into which he walked one night and—well, what then? The next
day he was in his leather shop as usual, and nobody had the nerve to ask him where he had been. He had so little
nerve himself, it would have been torture on both sides.
Sarah had never heard of him, but she looked now as if she might have. Margaret was startled by the suspicion,
yet there it was: Sarah’s mind was on the same track as her own. She was even thinking—
Then she said it.
“When he does come”—Sarah closed her eyes a moment, imagining—“I know what we should do. Act just the
same as if he never went anywhere. No talk, no questions. Not a word. I know.”
Madie shook her brown hair out of her eyes.
“I couldn’t. I’d have to tell him “ was glad.”
Arthur merely stared down at his napkin.
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They were all trying to help, they were all trying to seem undeserted, unafraid.
“You wouldn’t have to tell him,” Sarah said. “Wouldn’t he know? He’d be glad. He’d like it best if none of us
said a word.”
At least, thought Margaret, motionless in her chair, it’s confessed now. They realize he did desert me—and
them. But me first of all. They are sorry for me. They are trying to be good children. And they are, they are.
Madie and Arthur, flying from their places across the table, reached her at the same moment. Neither one of them
had ever seen her weep like this.
But Sarah didn’t come. What was she saying? She had been right—she really had, except of course that
George would never—
What was she saying? The two others were so close about, it was almost impossible to hear.
“Listen! Mother, Madie, Arthur—listen! Nobody say a word.”
For there was George.
Sarah must have seen him out of the back of her head; the hall door was behind her. Margaret, facing him with
Madie and Arthur, started to her feet, but the two children clutched her closer and she sat down again, trembling.
They hadn’t looked up yet. When they did—
“Madie!” she managed to whisper. “You and Arthur—don’t say anything. Don’t go to him—not yet. Your
father’s come. He’s here.”
Now she had to clutch at them, they were so wild in her two arms. They all had to wait till Sarah spoke. Sarah
hadn’t been wrong about one thing. George couldn’t stay away. And her heart struggled with itself, not knowing
how the whole of her should feel. It was bad, it was good. She was still hurt, yet she was happy in a strange way,
as if she were asleep; in a bitter way, as if this new sweet taste—it might be so, it might—were the taste of poison.
The two children were quieter than she would have believed possible. They were minding her, they were
waiting for Sarah. Or was it because George looked so terribly tired? Standing in the door, his shoulders drooping,
he must have shocked them too. They seemed to want to look away; to close and stay closed; but they couldn’t.
They were for Margaret entirely, they saw no children there, no chairs, no table, no dishes, no clock.
“Hello,” said Sarah, turning halfway round. “You’re late. Was it a hard day at the shop?”
It was scarcely her voice they heard.
“Was Mr. Meeker mean, and kept you? Did somebody have an accident? You know, I was the one that set the
table and I counted wrong. You go wash up, I’ll fix a place.”
It was as if she were reciting from memory.
“All of us helped get supper, even Arthur. He mashed the potatoes—partly.”
But her father, if he listened to a single word, gave no sign that he did. His dark eyes traveled for a moment,
impartially, over the three young faces that separated him from Margaret, then returned to her where she sat, half
guilty because of her silence, in her walnut armchair that matched his across the room. His stood against the wall,
in shadow, as it had stood all week.
“Arthur,” she said, “get Papa’s chair for him.” She spoke slowly, as if it were a deep wrong to mention only
this.
“Go on.”
For the boy was staring at the man. A business trip, a business trip—he must be fighting the temptation to say
those words and prove he had been right. A business trip. But he looked sidewise at Sarah and said nothing; then,
embarrassed, ran to drag the armchair into place.
Madie’s face burned with excitement, and her body shook all the way down; Margaret’s arm felt the straight,
strong back trembling as if in terror. But it wasn’t terror. It was doubt that she ought to be where she was. It
wasn’t like Madie to keep this distance from someone she adored. She only said:
“Hello, Dad. We had a test in history today. I think I did all right. I’ll tell you about it later. Miss Martingale—
She stopped because he didn’t seem to hear. He hadn’t shifted a foot, he hadn’t twitched a finger, since he
came. Margaret thought: He’s a ghost, he isn’t really there. It’s like a game—all of us pretending to see him. It’s
like children who play family, and make up uncles and cousins. They’re making up a father. That isn’t him, that
isn’t George.
And suddenly she screamed—not loud, not long, but she knew she screamed. The sound was worse because it
was so weak—she was ashamed, and reached for Arthur who had jumped away. But he was already at his father’s
knees, and Madie, her face streaming tears, had hold of one of George’s arms, which she embraced as if it had
once been wounded in a war. It was veritable flesh. She hung upon it with all her weight.
Sarah came around the table, defeated, and stood while Margaret kissed her pale forehead.
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“All right, dear,” said her mother. “It was a good thing to try, even if I broke down. You go over there with
them. Quick, now.”
For still George had not said a word. His hands strayed over two young heads, then three; but even while they
did this they seemed to be thinking of the wife they had not touched. Never had touched, maybe, or else might
never touch again. As if she were the ghost.
Margaret settled it.
“All three of you,” she said, standing straight up at last, “go somewhere else now. Outdoors, or anywhere.
Don’t stay long, I mean, but—oh, I don’t need any help with Papa’s supper. Madie—really—I don’t need help.”
“Are you sure?” asked Sarah. She was so responsible.
“Yes, dear. You take Arthur.”
Sarah led them both out, never looking back, while Margaret waited for him to come close, to touch her flesh
with him, to make one sound she could hear.
He didn’t, soon enough. He was still all eyes, mournful and ashamed. He was still a man come out of a new
grave.
So she went close to him.
110.138 The Killers\fn{by Ernest Miller Hemingway (1898-1961)} Oak Park, Cook County, Illinois, U.S.A. (M) 5
The door of Henry’s lunch-room opened and two men came in. They sat down at the counter.
“What’s yours?” George asked them.
“I don’t know,” one of the men said. “What do you want to eat, Al?”
“I don’t know,” said Al. “I don’t know what I want to eat.”
Outside it was getting dark. The streetlight came on outside the window. The two men at the counter read the
menu. From the other end of the counter Nick Adams watched them. He had been talking to George when they
came in.
“I’ll have a roast pork tenderloin with apple sauce and mashed potatoes,” the first man said.
“It isn’t ready yet.”
“What the hell do you put it on the card for?”
“That’s the dinner,” George explained. “You can get that at six o’clock.”
George looked at the clock on the wall behind the counter.
“It’s five o’clock.”
“The clock says twenty minutes past five,” the second man said.
“It’s twenty minutes fast.”
“Oh, to hell with the clock,” the first man said. “What have you got to eat?”
“I can give you any kind of sandwiches,” George said. “You can have ham and eggs, bacon and eggs, liver and
bacon, or a steak.”
“Give me chicken croquettes with green peas and cream sauce and mashed potatoes.”
“That’s the dinner.”
“Everything we want’s the dinner, eh? That’s the way you work it.”
“I can give you ham and eggs, bacon and eggs, liver—”
“I’ll take ham and eggs,” the man called Al said. He wore a derby hat and a black overcoat buttoned across the
chest. His face was small and white and he had tight lips. He wore a silk muffler and gloves.
“Giver me bacon and eggs,” said the other man. He was about the same size as Al. Their faces were different,
but they were dressed like twins. Both were overcoats too tight for them. They sat leaning forward, their elbows
on the counter.
“Got anything to drink?” Al asked.
“Silver beer, bevo, ginger-ale,” George said.
“I mean you got anything to drink?”
“Just those I said.”
“This is a hot town,” said the other. “What do they call it?”
“Summit.”
“Ever heard of it?” Al asked his friend.
“No,” said the friend.
“What do you do here nights?” Al asked.
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“They eat the dinner,” his friend said. “They all come here and eat the big dinner.”
“That’s right,” George said.
“So you think that’s right?” Al asked George.
“Sure.”
“You’re a pretty bright boy, aren’t you?”
“Sure,” said George.
“Well, you’re not,” said the other little man. “Is he, Al?”
“He’s dumb,” said Al. He turned to Nick. “What’s your name?”
“Adams.”
“Another bright boy,” Al said. “Ain’t he a bright boy, Max?”
“The town’s full of bright boys,” Max said.
George put the two platters, one of ham and eggs, the other of bacon and eggs, on the counter. He set down
two side-dishes of fried potatoes and closed the wicket into the kitchen.
“Which is yours?” he asked Al.
“Don’t you remember?”
“Ham and eggs.”
“Just a bright boy,” Max said. He leaned forward and took the ham and eggs. Both men ate with their gloves
on. George watched them eat.
“What are you looking at?” Max looked at George.
“Nothing.”
“The hell you were. You were looking at me.”
“Maybe the boy meant it for a joke, Max,” Al said.
George laughed.
“You don’t have to laugh,” Max said to him. “You don’t have to laugh at all, see?”
“All right,” said George.
“So he thinks it’s all right.” Max turned to Al. “He thinks it’s all right. That’s a good one.”
“Oh, he’s a thinker,” Al said. They went on eating.
“What’s the bright boy’s name down the counter?” Al asked Max.
“He, bright boy,” Max said to Nick. “You go around on the other side of the counter with your boy friend.”
“What’s the idea?” Nick asked.
“There isn’t any idea.”
“You better go around, bright boy,” Al said. Nick went around behind the counter.
“What’s the idea?” George asked.
“None of your damn business,” Al said. “Who’s out in the kitchen?”
“The nigger.”
“What do you mean the nigger?”
“The nigger that cooks.”
“Tell him to come in.”
“What’s the idea?”
“Tell him to come in.”
“Where do you think you are?”
“We know damn well where we are,” the man called Max said. “Do we look silly?”
“You talk silly,” Al said to him. “What the hell do you argue with this kid for? Listen,” he said to George, “tell
the nigger to come out here.”
“What are you going to do to him?”
“Nothing. Use your head, bright boy. What would we do to a nigger?”
George opened the slit that opened back into the kitchen. “Sam,” he called. “Come in here a minute.”
The door to the kitchen opened and the nigger came in. “What was it?” he asked. The two men at thecounter
took a look at him.
“All right, nigger. You stand right there,” Al said.
Sam, the nigger, standing in his apron, looked at the two men sitting at the counter. “Yes, sir,” he said. Al got
down from his stool.
“I’m going back to the kitchen with the nigger and bright boy,” he said. “Go on back to the kitchen, nigger.
You go with him, bright boy.” The little man walked after Nick and Sam, the cook, back into the kitchen. The
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door shut after them. The man called Max sat at the counter opposite George. He didn’t look at George but looked
in the mirror that ran along back of the counter. Henry’s had been made over from a saloon into a lunch-counter.
“Well, bright boy,” Max said, looking into the mirror, “why don’t you say something?”
“Hey, Al,” Max called, “bright boy wants to know what it’s all about.”
“Why don’t you tell him?” Al’s voice came from the kitchen.
“What do you think it’s all about?”
“I don’t know.”
“What do you think?”
Max looked into the mirror all the time he was talking.
“I wouldn’t say.”
“He, Al, bright boy says he wouldn’t say what he thinks it’s all about.”
“I can hear you, all right,” Al said from the kitchen. He had propped open the slit that dishes passed through
into the kitchen with a catsup bottle. “Listen, bright boy,” he said from the kitchen to George. “Stand a little
further along the bar. You move a little to the left, Max.” He was like a photographer arranging for a group
picture.
“Talk to me, bright boy,” Max said. “What do you think’s going to happen?”
George did not say anything.
“I’ll tell you,” Max said. “We’re going to kill a Swede. Do you know a bit Swede named Ole Andreson?”
“Yes.”
“He come here to eat every night, don’t he?”
“Sometimes he comes here.”
“He comes here at six o’clock, don’t he?”
“If he comes.”
“We know all that, bright boy,” Max said. “Talk about something else. Ever go to the movies?”
“Once in a while.”
“You ought to go to the movies more. The movies are fine for a bright boy like you.”
“What are you going to kill Ole Andreson for? What did he ever do to you?”
“He never had a chance to do anything to us. He never even seen us.”
“And he’s only going to see us once.” Al said from the kitchen.
“What are you going to kill him for, then?” George asked.
“We’re killing him for a friend. Just to oblige a friend, bright boy.”
“Shut up,” said Al from the kitchen. “You talk too goddam much.”
“Well, I got to keep bright boy amused. Don’t I, bright boy?”
“You talk too damn much,” Al said. The nigger and my bright boy are amused by themselves. I got them tied
up like a couple of girl friends in the convent.”
“I suppose you were in a convent?”
“You never know.”
“You were in a kosher convent. That’s where you were.”
George looked up at the clock.
“If anyone comes in you tell them the cook is off, and if they keep after it, you tell them you’ll go back and
cook yourself. Do you get that, bright boy?”
“All right,” George said. “What you going to do with us afterward?”
“That’ll depend,” Max said. “That’s one of those things you never know at the time.”
George looked up at the clock. It was a quarter past six. The door from the street opened. A street-car
motorman came in.
“Hello, George,” he said. “Can I get supper?”
“Sam’s gone out,” George said. “He’ll be back in about half an hour.”
“I’d better go up the street,” the motorman said. George looked at the clock. It was twenty minutes past six.
“That was nice, bright boy,” Max said. ”You’re a regular little gentleman.”
“He knew I’d blow his head off,” Al said from the kitchen.
“No,” said Max. “it ain’t that. Bright boy is nice. He’s a nice boy. I like him.”
At six-fifty-five George said: “He’s not coming.”
Two other people had been in the lunch-room. Once George had gone out to the kitchen and made a ham-andegg sandwich “to go” that a man wanted to take with him. Inside the kitchen he saw Al, his derby hat tipped back,
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sitting on a stool beside the wicket with the muzzle of a sawed-off shotgun resting on the ledge. Nick and the cook
were back to back in the corner, a towel tied in each of their mouths. George had cooked the sandwich, wrapped it
up in oiled paper, put it in a bag, brought it in, and the man had paid for it and gone out.
“Bright boy can do everything,” Max said. “He can cook and everything. You’d make some girl a nice wife,
bright boy.”
“Yes?” George said. “Your friend, Ole Andreson, isn’t going to come.”
“We’ll give him ten minutes,” Max said.
Max watched the mirror and the clock. The hands of the clock marked seven o’clock, and then five minutes
past seven.
“Come on, Al,” said Max. “We better go. He’s not coming.”
“Better give him five minutes,” Al said from the kitchen.
In the five minutes a man came in, and George explained that the cook was sick.
“Why the hell don’t you get another cook?” the man asked. “Aren’t you running a lunch-counter?” He went
out.
“Come on, Al,” Max said.
“What about the two bright boys and the nigger?”
“They’re all right.”
“You think so?”
“Sure. We’re through with it.”
I don’t like it,” said Al. “It’s sloppy. You talk too much.”
“Oh, what the hell,” said Max. “We got to keep amused, haven’t we?”
“You talk too much all the same,” Al said. He came out from the kitchen. The cut-off barrels of the shotgun
made a slight bulge under the waist of his too tight-fitting overcoat. He straightened his coat with his gloved
hands.
“So long, bright boy,” he said to George. “You got a lot of luck.”
“That’s the truth,” Max said. “You ought to play the races, bright boy.”
The two of them went out the door. George watched them, through the window, pass under the arc-light and
cross the street. In their tight overcoats and derby hats they looked like a vaudeville team. George went back
through the swinging-door into the kitchen and untied Nick and the cook.
“I don’t want any more of that,” said Sam, the cook. “I don’t want any more of that.”
Nick stood up. He had never had a towel in his mouth before.
“Say,” he said. “What the hell?” He was trying to swagger it off.
“They were going to kill Ole Andreson,” George said. “They were going to shoot him when he came in to eat.”
“Ole Andreson?”
“Sure.”
The cook felt the corners of his mouth with his thumbs.
“They all gone?” he asked.
“Yeah,” said George. “They’re gone now.”
“I don’t like it,” said the cook. “I don’t like any of it at all.”
“Listen,” George said to Nick. “You better go see Ole Andreson.”
“All right.”
“You better not have anything to do with it at all,” Sam, the cook, said. “You better stay way out of it.”
“Don’t go if you don’t want to,” George said.
“Mixing up in this ain’t going to get you anywhere,” the cook said. “You stay out of it.”
“I’ll go see him,” Nick said to George. “Where does he live?”
The cook turned away.
“Little boys always know what they want to do,” he said.
“He lives up at Hirsch’s rooming house,” George said to Nick.
“I’ll go up there.”
Outside the arc-light shone through the bare branches of a tree. Nick walked up the street beside the car-tracks
and turned at the next arc light down a side street. Three houses up the street was Hirsch’s rooming house. Nick
walked up the two steps and pushed the bell. A woman came to the door.
“Is Ole Andreson here?”
“Do you want to see him?”
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“Yes, if he’s in.”
Nick followed the woman up a flight of stairs and back to the end of a corridor. She knocked on the door.
“Who is it?”
“It’s somebody to see you, Mr. Andreson,” the woman said.
“It’s Nick Adams.”
“Come in.”
Nick opened the door and went into the room. Ole Andreson was lying on the bed with all his clothes on. He
had been a heavyweight prizefighter and he was too long for the bed. He lay with his head on two pillows. He did
not look at Nick.
“What was it?” he asked.
“I was up at Henry’s,” Nick said, “and two fellows came in and tied up me and the cook, and they said they
were going to kill you.”
It sounded silly when he said it. Ole Andreson said nothing.
“They put us out in the kitchen,” Nick went on. “They were going to shoot you when you came in to supper.”
Ole Andreson looked at the wall and did not say anything.
“George thought I better come and tell you about it.”
“There isn’t anything I can do about it,” Ole Andreson said.
“I’ll tell you what they were like.”
“I don’t want to know what they were like,” Ole Andreson said. He looked at the wall. “Thanks for coming to
tell me about it.”
“That’s all right.”
Nick looked at the big man lying on the bed.
“Don’t you want me to go and see the police?”
“No,” Ole Andreson said. “That wouldn’t do any good.”
“Isn’t there something I could do?”
“No. There ain’t anything to do.”
“Maybe it was just a bluff.”
“No. It ain’t just a bluff.”
Ole Andreson rolled over toward the wall.
“The only thing is,” he said, talking toward the wall, “I just can’t make up my mind to go out. I been in here all
day.”
“Couldn’t you get out of town?”
“No,” Ole Andreson said. “I’m through with all that running around.”
He looked at the wall.
“There ain’t anything to do now.”
“Couldn’t you fix it up some way?”
“No. I got in wrong.” He talked in the same flat voice. “There ain’t anything to do. After a while I’ll make up
my mind to go out.”
“I better go back and see George,” Nick said.
“So long,” said Ole Andreson. He did not look toward Nick. “Thanks for coming around.”
Nick went out. As he shut the door he saw Ole Andreson with all his clothes on, lying on the bed looking at
the wall.
“He’s been in his room all day,” the landlady said downstairs. “I guess he don’t feel well. I said to him: ‘Mr.
Andreson, you ought to go out and take a walk on a nice fall day like this,’ but he didn’t feel like it.”
“He doesn’t want to go out.”
“I’m sorry he don’t feel well,” the woman said. “He’s an awfully nice man. He was in the ring, you know.”
“I know it.”
“You’d never know it except from the way his face is,” the woman said. They stood talking just inside the
street door. “He’s just as gentle.”
“Well, good-night, Mrs. Hirsch,” Nick said.
“I’m not Mrs. Hirsch,” the woman said. “She owns the lace. I just look after it for her. I’m Mrs. Bell.”
“Well, good-night, Mrs. Bell,” Nick said.
“Good-night,” the woman said.
Nick walked up the dark street to the corner under the arc light, and then along the car tracks to Henry’s eating881

house. George was inside, back of the counter.
“Did you see Ole?”
“Yes,” said Nick. “He’s in his room and he won’t go out.”
The cook opened the door from the kitchen when he heard Nick’s voice.
“I don’t even listen to it,” he said and shut the door.
“Did you tell him about it?” George asked.
“Sure. I told him, but he knows what it’s all about.”
“What’s he going to do?”
“Nothing.”
“They’ll kill him.”
“I guess they will.”
“He must have got mixed up in something in Chicago.”
“I guess so,” said Nick.
“It’s a hell of a thing.”
“It’s an awful thing,” Nick said.
They did not say anything. George reached down for a towel and wiped the counter.
“I wonder what he did?” Nick said.
“Double-crossed somebody. That’s what they kill them for.”
“I’m going to get out of this town,” Nick said.
“Yes,” said George. “That’s a good thing to do.”
“I can’t stand to think about him waiting in the room and knowing he’s going to get it. It’s too damned awful.”
“Well,” said George, “you better not think about it.”
136.64 The Hemlock Tree\fn{by James Vincent Sheean (1899-1975)} Pana, Christian County, Illinois, U.S.A. (M) 6
Rolfe was no specialist in simple pleasures. He went trout fishing just as he rode horses and swam and played
tennis, mechanically and from an unacknowledged sense of obligation. His secret impatience with these forms of
amusement manifested itself now and then in a little spurt of argument with his friends, a weary little flash of
disagreement. But in the general way his was no rebellious spirit; he was content to accept the routine of supposed
enjoyments offered a man if he happens to have been born a Rolfe of Westmoreland County in Virginia and has
enough money to fill the part.
To go trout fishing in unfamiliar country—to stand for hour after hour nearly waist-deep in the swift cold
stream awaiting some lapse of intelligence among the wary fish—had been a recurrent experience to Rolfe for
nearly thirty years. But, as he told himself in frank irritation, even with this overrated pleasure there were limits to
a man’s endurance. To fish all day in considerable discomfort and then get lost, totally, hopelessly lost, was
Rolfe’s idea of a limit overpassed.
“This is the last time,” he vowed to the pine trees and the deeply setting sun, “that I’ll ever try it unless there’s
a macadamized road and a comfortable car two inches away. From now on,” he swore to the inattentive ears of his
horse, “trout and I are strangers. I’ll stay at home and do jigsaw puzzles.”
He came over the ridge and looked down into a narrow hollow. The horse, aware in some obscure equine
sensibility that this might be a good place to rest, lifted his head and sniffed. There was a cabin in the hollow, near
the top, and there was wood-smoke coming out of a wide stone chimney.
“There’s no sense in this,” said Rolfe aloud. “Might wander around all night. Let’s see if we can’t get some
food and a bed and somebody to put us on the road tomorrow morning.”
The horse’s agreement with this program seemed complete, for he set out on the downward road with
heightened spirit. The road was little more than a path, except that some intrepid flivver wheels had at some time
or other struggled over it. It ran steeply down the side of the hollow, twisted through the brook at the bottom, and
rose again steeply on the other side to the very door of the providential cabin. As Rolfe passed through the brook
he looked up hopefully and was surprised.
For the cabin was by no means an ordinary mountain shack, all picturesque filth and neglect. It had been
placed with some care for its position: it stood just at the head of the ravine, with a bank of flowered hillside
behind it and a great shade tree—a tree which surely must have been, at some remote period, planted and cared
for—at its front door. There was a rosebush there too, growing not far away. Its pink flowers were lavishly
blossoming, ready to fall; they rhymed in color and consonance with the tangle of wild honeysuckle on the
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hillside behind the house. Beneath the shade tree, soon recognizable as an old hemlock, we’re a table and two
benches of pine logs. The smoke from the chimney, the table under the tree, and especially the glimpse of a
barefoot girl vanishing into the house, gave Rolfe assurance that he would at least not go supperless. His irritation
dwindled.
“Upon my word,” he told himself, “it’s a little paradise. You wouldn’t think these mountain people had sense
enough to build a cabin in such a nice place. Long table, big family … hello, here’s Pap in person. “Ware the
shotgun.”
He urged his horse up the hillside and straight toward the hemlock tree. When he reached it, and the point at
which his road apparently ceased to exist, he dismounted and walked to the cabin. The man in the doorway, with a
double-barreled shotgun held in the crook of his right elbow, had not moved.
“Good evening,” said Rolfe. “My name is John Rolfe. I’ve been trout-fishing up the mountain there and got
lost. I’m staying at Oak Hill, Major Trumbull’s place down in Henry County, but there’s no way of getting there
tonight. Could you let me have supper and place to sleep and somebody to put me on the right road tomorrow
morning?”
The man in the doorway shifted his position slightly, and at the same time shot a surprising quantity of
tobacco-juice towards the roots of the rosebush.
“You say you been trout-fishin’?” he asked, allowing his eyes to pass from Rolfe’s lean and weary figure to
that of the horse. “Major Trumbull with you?”
“He was,” said Rolfe. “He was downstream; I was upstream; we were to meet at a certain marked poplar tree,
and I got lost. Stupid of me. But there’s no use spending the night going round in circles. Couldn’t you give me
supper and a place to sleep?”
The man’s eyes continued to study the stranger. Although Rolfe was no authority upon these mountain counties
of Virginia, he was at least familiar with their chief industry: this man was unquestionably a moonshiner. And like
other moonshiners, he suspected all the rest of the human race of being in league with the malevolent law.
“I’m pretty tired,” said Rolfe with the most illegal smile he could muster. “Trumbull’s a demon trout fisherman
—had me up at three o’clock this morning; and except for a little rest in the middle of the day, I’ve been at it ever
since. I come from Richmond, and you know we city folks aren’t much good at anything in the hills.”
The universal joke about city folk and country folk did not fail of its immemorial effect upon the mountaineer.
His lined and anxious face softened with a grin; his lips even parted a little, so as to reveal spaces formerly
occupied by the black thin teeth of mountain people. A loud bellow came from between those half-jocular lips.
“Bud!” the man bellowed. “Bud! Come hyah and git the stranger’s horse!”
The boy who came out of the cabin at this summons was slim, dark, sullen, perhaps eighteen or nineteen years
old, with shoes on his feet. He led off Rolfe’s horse without a word. The man in the doorway put his shotgun
down, leaning against the side of the door, and extended what was perhaps meant to be a hospitable hand toward
the table and benches under the hemlock tree.
“Sit down,” he said, “and rest up a little. We’ll git some supper before long.”
And as if the duties of the host had been, by these words and gestures, more than amply fu1fiIled, he turned
and went into the cabin. Rolfe, determined to make no claims upon the doubtful good will of the mountain people,
did as he was told and sat down on one of the benches under the hemlock. Presently Bud returned to the cabin
from some hinter region in the general direction of the bank of wild honeysuckle. There was an appeal in the look
of the boy which Rolfe, to his astonishment, could not help feeling with inexplicable urgency. But the difficulty
with all these wild creatures of the mountain was, he had discovered more than once in previous expeditions, to
get them to talk.
“Bud!” he said now, obeying the urgency of the appeal which he did not in the least understand, “tell me—er—
tell me something. Your father—at least I suppose it was your father—?”
“Yeh,” Bud said awkwardly with brown hands dangling, “that’s my daddy.”
“Well,” said Rolfe, nearly as ill at ease as the shy animal before him, “he didn’t say what your name was. I
wondered.”
“Hit’s Larkin,” the boy said, looking up suddenly with dark eyes full of terror. “Larkin, our name is.” He
turned round and went into the cabin in a hurry, as if he had made some particularly shameful admission.
Rolfe lighted a pipe and sat over it meditatively for a bit. Mountain people were no novelty to him; at one time
or another in the thirty years of his adult life he had experienced their curious sauvagerie in the high counties of
Virginia and elsewhere. Dirt, and poverty and extreme isolation, inbreeding and a peculiarly inflexible diet
struggled in these people against the natural advantages of the mountain life, developing in them a combination of
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high physical fitness and low intellectual capacity which had perennially fascinated Rolfe by its persistence. You
got fewer downright morons and cretins in the backwoods of the Blue Ridge than in, for example, Switzerland;
but the average was lower here than there. It was partly a question of minerals in the water, he supposed. But then,
what was unanswerably puzzling was the evidence here offered of the widest possible variation in human
development from the same stock. Was not he, John Rolfe of Westmoreland County, a Virginian? And were not
these shy, wild satyrs of the Blue Ridge also Virginians? And, what was more, from the same stock? One part of
the original settlers had remained in the opulent lowlands, had owned slaves and prospered, had maintained its
relationship to the outside world, to New York, London, and Paris. Another part had climbed the blue hills and
perched there. And today he, John Rolfe of Westmoreland County, had no more resemblance to these fawn-like
imbeciles than a nightingale has to a jaybird.
So his thoughts ran, complacent and contemplative and assured, as was right for a gentleman of his age and
distinction. He was comfortably aware of his acres, his historic house, his handsome wife and his three beautiful
daughters: no vagary of the mountain people could conceivably touch these. And although, sitting under the
hemlock tree with his pipe, he could speculate upon the degree of relationship which might exist between him and
these Corsicans of the Blue Ridge, in reality he must seem to them very much like a man from Mars. The great
war had conscripted thousands of silent giants from the mountain counties, and those who had returned were no
longer quite like their fathers; but in this heavenly hollow, among these Larkins, it was hard to suppose that war
had ever stretched its avid fingers.
Among the Larkins …
The name suddenly acquired weight and significance in his mind, and he almost dropped his pipe in surprise.
The Larkins! Why, this must be the very family—it would be in this very part of the hills of Floyd County that the
Larkins dwelt in their sinister celebrity. Of course! No Virginian needed to be told who the Larkins were: they
were as famous in their way as the great families of the lowlands, the Randolphs and Cabells and Byrds to whom
Rolfe traced his own relationship. Only that day Major Trumbull had been telling some long tale about one of the
Larkin feuds, in which seven murders had been expiated at last, after an orgy of perjured testimony and
intimidation, by a riotous hanging. The Larkin Trial—that was it: the Larkins and some other mountain clan,
Draper or some such name, brought to trial by due process of law at Christiansburg, until the sleepy little
mountain capital had been invaded by the whole population of the blue hills round about, and martial law was
proclaimed, and the militia brought in.
Rolfe got up uneasily to knock his pipe out against the hemlock tree. He was not a timorous man, but it did not
make him happy to reflect that his host for the night was a resolute and acknowledged murderer. Even though
these people used murder purely in the service of the higher virtues—justice, or loyalty, or independence—the
thought did not cause Rolfe any particular pleasure. He thought of his host’s double-barreled shotgun, poised so
suggestively in the crook of his right elbow, and wondered how often the weapon had done service in the
lingering disagreements of this romantic glen. The sun had altogether gone by now, and in the red glow of its
departure even the wild honeysuckle on the hillside took on a savage and sinister look.
Rolfe knocked his pipe all out, slowly, and stood looking at it stupidly. If he had known a little earlier …
But it was too late. His own muddleheadedness had got him into this; and now there was nothing to be done
but stay the night. He was in no conceivable danger, and the sensible thing to do was to forget, if possible, that he
had ever heard the name of Larkin in his life.
A slight noise behind him made him turn jerkily. It was only the girl—a Larkin, of course—the same barefoot
girl whose heels he had seen vanishing into the cabin as he came up the glen. She was beside him now, putting out
plates and dishes on the pine table under the hemlock tree. She did not even look up at him after the first
frightened glance, but performed her duties hurriedly and then ran into the cabin again. She might have been
fourteen or fifteen, perhaps a little more; a stringy, dark-eyed little creature in a clean print dress. Her skin was a
fine, even brown, her hair as black and smooth as paint. She would have looked coarse and gipsyish in town
clothes. In the rudimentary garments of the hill people she was as natural as the wild honeysuckle and had
something of the same growing grace. Rolfe tried smiling at her when she came out again.
“I hope I’m not making you a lot of extra trouble,” he said.
She mumbled a phrase or two which defeated him altogether; he was never an adept at understanding the
speech of the mountain folk, and her accent was thickened by shyness and alarm.
“How many are there in your family?” he asked, determined to extract a word he might recognize.
“Five,” she said, leaning suddenly on the table and looking up at him. “Five is all ’tis. Four’s daid.” To this
unexpected statement she added not a word but vanished into the cabin again.
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Rolfe had seen the strongest resemblance between her look—an urgent appeal, it was—and the look of her
brother, Bud. But an appeal for what? The thing was grotesque. Were they all out of their minds, he wondered. Or
did they think he had something which might relieve their mysterious necessities? He gave it up and wondered
how long it would be before supper appeared.
He had not long to wait. An oldish young man who looked like Bud—another Larkin, no doubt—came up the
glen and lounged into the cabin. The toothless one, old Larkin, came out toward the hemlock tree, followed by the
young man and Bud and the girl. The girl carried a brown jug which she placed on the table. Old Larkin took it
and handed it to Rolfe with a glass.
“Drink, stranger?” he inquired. “It ain’t the same kind of liquor y’all drink down in Richmond, but I reckon
you’ve tasted it before now.”
His conversational powers seemed exhausted by this lengthy speech; he fell back into silence. Rolfe poured
himself a drink of yellow liquid and swallowed it, choking down the desire to cough. The stuff was raw corn
whiskey, fiery and irascible in the throat. Jug and glass passed from hand to hand until every person at the table
had had a drink. The girl, who was last, put sugar and a little water into hers. They all sat down at the pine table
and the food, at last, arrived.
It was brought out by the girl and her mother, whose acquaintance Rolfe thus made for the first time. She was a
dry, hard, silent woman, as thin and inexplicable as the rest of them, incredibly wrinkled. She did not speak to
Rolfe or look at him until they had all begun to eat. Then he occasionally caught her eyes upon him; the same
burning look was there, the look of urgency and appeal. He had seldom been so uncomfortable in the entire course
of his experience; what on earth, he asked himself impatiently, could he do for or with such people?
Supper consisted of the favored greens—“’poke salid,” it was called—with corn bread, hominy, green onions,
and a cold smoked ham, from which old Larkin cut great slabs as needed. The food was plentiful, coarse, and very
good; Rolfe discovered in himself an enormous appetite, and consequently the total absence of conversation did
not embarrass him. From time to time old Larkin or the woman or the girl would push more food at him, urging
him with word or gesture to eat more.
But aside from this there was no talk at all. The oldish young man, addressed as Steve, was the most silent of
the whole silent family. Rolfe found time to wonder what was going on in Steve’s long wooden head, but there
was no clue afforded. Occasionally the expressive dark eyes of the family—such eyes as Rolfe had seldom seen
before—hinted at conflicts of a desperate and impossible urgency: there was sullen terror, the plainest sullen
terror, somewhere in the relationships between them. Rolfe, made a little nervous by his recollections of dire tales
he had been told, tried to imagine what might be behind those glances, but when he failed to do so he admonished
himself severely.
“This is all imagination,” he told himself. “These people are like all the rest of the backwoods mountaineers,
shy and distrustful of strangers. They don’t talk, even among themselves. Why should they talk to me? Forget it,
Rolfe, forget it. You’ll be down in the valley tomorrow morning.”
When the meal was ended Mrs. Larkin and the girl carried the dishes away and did not come out again. Old
Larkin and his son Steve lighted corncob pipes. The boy, Bud, sat there looking at the crumbs of cornbread on the
pine table. Old Larkin made an attempt to speak about the weather. Rolfe, seizing the opportunity, talked with
enthusiasm for about five minutes. When he had finished and looked round for encouragement, the same stifling
silence had descended again. He gave up, filled his pipe, and leaned back against the hemlock tree to smoke it in
peace.
The brown jug went the rounds twice; old Larkin took what Rolfe would have considered a tremendous swig
out of it. The older brother, Steve, in the half-darkness which had now gathered could be seen to fix his eyes on
the younger brother, Bud. Rolfe had noticed that glance before: a melancholy, puzzled look containing something
deeper and more incurably mournful than mere trouble or dismay. No such glances between the Larkins were ever
returned: their eyes seldom met; whatever was at odds between them could not be communicated. The whole
thing filled Rolfe with an overwhelming desire to go to bed and sleep. In the morning, he told himself, the
behavior of the Larkins would seem altogether different.
It was quite dark now, and the new moon would be rising before long. Old Larkin got up and knocked his pipe
out.
“Come on, Steve,” he said, moving toward the cabin. “Bud—upsta’rs, and stay thar!”
Larkin and Steve went into the cabin and came out with their shotguns. The boy stood beside the door for a
moment, watching them turn down the hollow to the brook. It was too dark for Rolfe to see any of their faces, but
he imagined that the boy was going to speak to him. He half rose, but nothing happened; the boy slipped silently
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into the cabin, and the two elder Larkins disappeared into the hollow.
“Fine madhouse I’ve landed in,” Rolfe said to himself. “A nest of homicidal maniacs or half-wits. Why the
devil don’t they give me a place to sleep and let me forget ’em? And where am I to sleep, anyway? Damn, damn,
damn. If I ever go trout-fishing again …”
A long time passed, nearly an hour. The only sounds Rolfe identified in the darkened hollow were the leafy
whisper of the pine trees and the splash of a spring over rocks. A lamp was lighted inside the cabin and made a
square of dim light in the door. Rolfe, leaning against the hemlock tree, began to doze. He was awakened by the
sound of weeping from inside the cabin. It was not loud weeping, nothing but the quiet, hopeless snuffle of an
animal in a corner. He was wide awake in a moment. There were three people in the cabin, the old woman, the girl
and the boy. Which one of them could be weeping, and why?
He got up and moved uncertainly toward the house. He could not stand much more of this, he told himself; he
would go inside and ask Mrs. Larkin for a place to sleep, and then the crazy lot of them could weep and wander
all night long without disturbing him.
But before he reached the cabin the girl—Nancy, they had called her—slipped out and stood before him. It was
still dark in the hollow, although the sky was growing lighter over the ridges on both sides. He could barely see
the girl and her shining eyes turned up to him.
“Give my brother your horse,” she said in a clear whisper. “They won’t do anything to you. You can say he
stole it.”
He stared down at her, tried to make out her features in the darkness.
“What on earth are you talking about?” he asked in an ordinary tone of voice.
“Sh!” she said. “Don’t talk out loud.” She moved into the full shadow of the hemlock tree and he, now
definitely convinced that they were all insane, followed her.
“Why should I give your brother my horse?” he asked in an undertone.
“Hit’s Bud,” she said. Her whisper, barely audible to him now, sounded desperate: she was having trouble to
breathe. “My Daddy and Steve and all of them, the Larkins and Drapers, are over yonder, other side of the branch.
Trying him. They say—they say he—he’s the one that told about the stills and got the money. If he had your horse
he could get away.”
“Ah,” said Rolfe. “So Bud wants to run away; is that it?”
“No,” the girl said, gasping now. “I don’t know if he will. I reckon he might if I told him he could take your
horse. He’s got to. He’s got to do it.”
Rolfe was silent, trying to understand. Her thin hand reached. out toward his sleeve.
“Hit’s four Larkins been killed,” she said, bringing her face as close as she could up to his. Her eyes looked
enormous and shiny. “Four brothers. And hit’s five Drapers been killed. Nine in all. Seven shot, and two killed by
the law. And now they say ’twarn’t no other Larkins nor Drapers that did it ever, only Bud. And spent the money
on girls and movies and liquor in Christiansburg. He’s got to go now. He’s got to go quick.”
“I see,” said Rolfe slowly. “He’s to run away on my horse. You don’t give me much choice, do you? Well, I
don’t know. You sound scared. He can take my horse.”
“Gawdamercy,” the girl said violently. He could tell that she was weeping now; her hand on his sleeve was
shaking.
“You’ll git the horse back,” she said. “And nobody’ll do nothin’ to you. We’ll say he stole it. I reckon they’ll
believe that all right.” She vanished into the cabin again.
Rolfe returned to his place beneath the hemlock tree and sat there again for a long time, motionless. But this
time he was in no danger of falling asleep. The situation did not appeal to him in the least. If it was true that the
boy was an informer—had actually, if he understood the story at all, brought on the whole long war between the
Larkins and the Drapers—it was impossible to refuse the girl’s request. But what to believe, what not to believe,
among these incomprehensible people? He did not relish the prospect of facing old Larkin and Steve in the
morning. He wished he had told the girl that her brother ought to stay at home and take his punishment. After all,
whatever his father and brother might possibly do to Bud would be nothing in comparison to what they might do
to a total stranger who had interfered in their domestic arrangements. A little rough treatment was no more than
the boy deserved if his sister’s incoherent story had any sense at all.
But it had been, in spite of that, flatly impossible to refuse her; all the feeling of anxious entreaty which had
bothered Rolfe through the evening, as he imagined it in the eyes of the old woman, the girl and the boy himself,
had been concentrated into her few whispered sentences. In the leafy stillness of the glen, with the new moon
rising coolly over the hills, things suffered a fantastic enlargement and distortion. In the daytime Rolfe would
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simply have laughed at the girl, refused her request, sent her about her business. Now he obeyed almost without
question, and sat there waiting to see his horse—his only means of transport into the sanity of the valley—led off
into the dark by a frightened mountain boy.
But the boy did not come. The minutes ran on interminably and nothing happened. There were the faintest
sounds of talk from inside the cabin, perhaps from the upper room which Rolfe guessed must exist above the
kitchen. But no figure appeared in the dimly lighted doorway; the snuffling in the kitchen which must come, he
decided, from Mrs. Larkin, resumed after a while, and the moon rose high. By now it was possible to see the
whole exquisite contour of the glen, its dark shimmering chalice turned up to the light of the moon. Up from the
depths somewhere there appeared, at long last, the figures of old Larkin and his son Steve, walking slowly
towards the cabin. They approached it without haste, almost unwillingly. Rolfe thought the face of the son looked
stunned, insensible. Neither paid the slightest attention to the unwanted guest beneath the hemlock tree. Old
Larkin entered the cabin and bawled Bud’s name twice. There was a silence; then the clatter of shoes on wood,
and the boy appeared in the doorway. He looked questioningly at his brother, and all three of them turned down
again into the hollow. The only words Rolfe heard were old Larkin’s.
“Come on, Bud,” he had said.
The thing had by now decidedly unnerved Rolfe. He began to walk back and forth in the moonlight in front of
the cabin, smoking his pipe jerkily. What were these madmen doing, or about to do? What could he do, or should
he do? What evil chance had thrust him into their affairs anyway? And above all, where was he going to sleep, to
forget them?
The girl stepped out of the door and stood beside him.
“Don’t say nothin’,” she whispered to him. “Don’t tell my Daddy or Steve what I said to you a while back.
Don’t say nothin’ to them at all.”
“I thought your brother was going to take my horse,” Rolfe said irritably. “What’s the matter with you people
anyway? Where have they all gone?”
“I don’t know,” she said vaguely, her young eyes fixed on him. “They’ve … gone … Bud wouldn’t take your
horse. He wouldn’t go away. He ’lowed he’d better stay. You won’t say nothin’ to my Daddy and Steve?”
“No,” said Rolfe shortly. “I won’t. Where am I supposed to sleep anyway? I’ve had a long day and I’m tired.”
“I don’t know,” said the girl, expelling her breath in a sigh that was half a moan. “I reckon you’ll be sleepin’
upsta’rs. You wait until my Daddy comes back. And don’t say nothin’.”
She stood there a moment, slim and brown with her black hair painted shinily round her face: she had a kind of
archaic and nymph-like beauty for a few seconds in the still moonlight. Then she was gone again, a terrified little
mountain girl with bare feet, and Rolfe resumed his restless walking to and fro.
For a while he considered the advisability of taking the course Bud had refused: of looking for his own horse
—odd how it seemed like stealing his own horse—and escaping from this accursed hollow over the farther hills.
The place itself filled him with unreasoning apprehension. He smoked pipe after angry pipe, and was wider awake
than ever. The monotonous whippoorwill down in the glen, the screech owl in the pines, the clamorous tree-frogs
near and far, seemed to him to have acquired deafening power. What had been a singular silent evening now
shrieked along his nerves with all the night noises of woods and mountain. Pretty soon, if he did not get to sleep,
the mocking bird would wake to its indefatigable complaint, and a dozen midnight creatures would begin their
declamation.
As he turned the corner of the cabin a wandering breeze brought him a whiff of the odor of wild honeysuckle,
and it affected him like ether.
“Calm, Rolfe, calm,” he admonished himself. “You’re being a fool. There’s nothing at all the matter, nothing at
all.”
He came back to the front of the cabin, and just as he reached it a sound—two sounds—echoed mournfully
from the far hillsides. He stiffened in horror, stared into the calm moonlit blackness of the glen.
“What’s that?” he said aloud. His voice sounded half-strangled. “What’s that?”
The voice of the girl came almost from beneath his feet. She was crouched in the doorway in the dark; the
lamp inside had gone out.
“’Twarn’t nothin’,” she said. “’Twarn’t nothing at all. They’ve chopped down a tree, maybe. They work—they
work at night, sometimes.” She ended her words with a kind of choking noise, like a sob.
“A tree?” Rolfe echoed. “Sounded to me like a shot—two shots. Now see here. I want to know what’s going
on. Do you know what that sound was?”
“They work at night,” she said painfully, speaking aloud for the first time since supper. “Yonder. Hit’s—hit’s a
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still yonder. They chop trees. ’Twarn’t no shot you heard. My Daddy’ll be back soon.”
She got up slowly, like a little old woman, and went inside the house. Rolfe heard her murmuring inside
somewhere, and then all was quiet again. He returned to his place beneath the hemlock tree and stared fixedly into
the moonlit obscurities of the hollow. He did not know what he had heard, or what he would say to the wandering
Larkins when they returned. If he could find a bed and sleep, no doubt it would all seem very different in the
morning; but now it was all he could do to keep hold of himself, to keep from venturing off with or without his
horse into the hills, away from these terrors and these mysteries.
In another half hour old Larkin and Steve came up the road through the hollow and walked past the hemlock
tree to the cabin door. The old man looked bent and tired, the younger scarcely able to carry his gun. Neither paid
any attention to Rolfe. He moved out of the shadow of the hemlock tree and spoke.
“Where am I—”
He was going to ask them where he was to sleep, but they both turned on him at once, their guns ready. When
the old man recognized him he made a weary gesture with one hand.
“Come in, stranger,” he said. “I reckon we nigh forgot about you. Come in.”
Rolfe preceded them into the cabin, which he now entered for the first time in all these hours. The room was
square, large and gloomy, with the remains of the fire glimmering faintly in the great stone chimney at one end.
The old man turned up a lamp by the door, and Rolfe saw a table, two or three pine chairs, some guns, a rifle and
a mandolin hanging upon the wall, a double bed in a corner.
“Sue!” the old man bellowed. “Whar that jug?”
The old woman, who had been half asleep in the chimney comer, awoke and reached for the brown jug. Larkin
took it, drank deep, and passed it to Steve. Rolfe was about to ask something—anything—to put an end to his
uncertainty, when the figure of the girl became apparent to him in the chimney corner. Her eyes, glittering in the
lamplight, were fixed on his. They were imploring. “Don’t say nothin’,” he seemed to hear. He turned toward
Larkin and tried to speak quietly.
“I was wondering where I was supposed to sleep,” he said.
The old man wiped his toothless mouth with the back of his hand.
“Upsta’rs, I reckon,” he said. “With Steve. You take Bud’s place. He ain’t comin’ home tonight.”
The old man’s dark eyes were a warning and a defiance. Rolfe did not accept their challenge. He turned toward
the staircase indicated to him—a thin, ladderlike structure, leading straight up in a corner of the room to a square
hole in the ceiling. Steve shambled over towards this now and began to climb.
Rolfe followed him.
1920
110.222 Diary Of A Trip To California: May 21 to September 1, 1925\fn{by Horace Swanick Bradley (1903-2000)}
Sandwich, De Kalb County, Illinois, U.S.A. (M) 17
Thursday, May 21st—Dad still running true to form, wakes me up at seven bells.\fn{ In 1925, when my father would
turn 22 (November 8), the United States had a total population of about 115 million people. California’s share of that was roughly 4½
million. By contrast, some 7 million people lived in Illinois. The first census figures for Hawaii had been compiled only in 1900. There
were only 46 states in the Union when my father was born: both New Mexico and Arizona were admitted in 1912 .} Both of us went

down town about 8:20. A few odds and ends to arrange. While at the depot getting tickets I saw Marg Coleman on
her way to Chicago.\fn{Sandwich lies directly west of Chicago in the extreme southeastern corner of DeKalb County, about thirty
miles from the city. When my father was a boy, there might have been 1,500 people living in it .} I intended to ask her for that song,
and to find out how she braved the storm of parental wrath Wednesday morning, but as usual I forgot.
Had dinner at 11 o’clock. Andy failed to put in an appearance. How come? Dad is beginning to get feverish.
Consequently he had us at the depot 20 minutes early. Aunt Helen took us to the train—No. 9 at 11:50.
Jack Cox, Norm Williams and John Bruce met the train at Gailsburg. Gosh I was glad to see the old pals again!
Norm looks like a young giant.
As I am writing this we are leaving Creston, Iowa. We stopped 8 minutes. I went out on the station platform
and looked around a bit.
We have just stopped at Red Oaks.
I’ve enjoyed every moment of our ride through Illinois and Iowa. Thus far the country differs but little to that
of Illinois.
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It’s now 20 minutes to ten, and Andy’s asleep already. No doubt Dad and Mom are asleep.
Just hopped out to see what Red Oaks looks like. It’s a pretty town in the dark. It is rather oddly built—the
depot is on a high hill overlooking the town. The tracks pass directly above the main street.
*
Friday, May 22, 1925—Both of us were up at five bells this morning in time to see [two words?] itself. It’s a
nice little town. No [evidence?] of the radio station.\fn{ My father’s diary was hastily written with a blunt-pointed pencil,
usually on a train or at the end of the day just before bed. Occasionally one or two words are indecipherable; these are bracked thus: [ ]. }
Nebraska, the western part is as flat as a pan cake, and about as attractive. Mostly grazing land.
We were glad when we crossed into Colorado. Almost immediately it seemed the flat prairie lands gave way to
the rolling and hilly country of eastern Colorado. Now we would have long slopes rolling away into the distance,
sometimes interrupted by a small basin, and interrupted many times by barren stretches of sand, without a tree in
sight—only sage. Once in a while a jackrabbit scampers away. I also saw some pelicans, and one man said he had
seen an antelope.
My first glimpse of the Rockies came about 95 miles from Denver. At first I had some difficulty in
distinguishing between mountains and clouds. Gradually, however, they became more distinct, and by the time we
approached Denver, we could see them in all their glory. For one like me, who had never before seen a mountain,
they were awe inspiring.
At 3 bells we pulled into Denver.
We saw Mr. Calvin McKay, and then went to the Hotel. It was out in the residential section. It’s a peach of an
apartment Hotel. We got a room with twin beds and a little reception room in which was a desk and a davenport.
The davenport looked the best of any thing, Andy thought. He plopped down on it right off the bat.
Mustn’t forget to mention the [one word]. Gosh, they were beany.
7:30—Cal McKay and wife came over to the hotel and took us for a ride about Denver. It’s a beautiful place at
night, especially Curtiss Avenue. Afterward we went to “Bower’s Bay.” It was the keenest place I ever was in—
that is, for an ice-cream parlor. Andy got childish and ordered “Little Willie’s Dream.”
11 o’clock—light’s out!
*
Saturday, May 23.
Little slow in getting up this morning. 9 o’clock in fact. We went down town about 10 o’clock, and fooled
around for a while. A peach of a looking girl behind the counter knocked Andy for a row of street cars. She looked
an awful like Mard Coleman. My slim friend became so dazed that he bought a pair of bedroom slippers—which
did not fit!
About four bells we went around to Tom Bolteril’s and saw Gerald Blee. He looked fine and dandy. We had a
nice talk for half an hour or so. He invited us to come over to his Mission House Sunday night. He leads the
service. We intend to go.
Friday night Cal McKay gave us some tickets for the “Highlanders.” So after we left Gerry we went to the
Auditorium and [one word] them.
11:45—
We had a splendid dinner tonight out to Cal’s. He has a nice little home in Beverly Gardens, a suburb of
Denver, 7 miles out.
From his front door one has a considerable view of the Rockies. His house is on a hill which slopes down to a
beautiful valley of farm lands. Looking across it one can see incoming trains miles away, winding in and out
among the hills.
Just beyond the valley rise the Rockies. Mt. Long in the west is prominent of the peaks.
After dinner we went to [the] Auditorium. It’s an immense structure seating approximately 15,000
people.\fn{Perhaps six times the population of Sandwich in 1925 .} It has a huge stage [capable of holding] about 1500
persons at one time. The “Allinger Highlanders” is an organization of young boys from 7 or 8 to 12. There are
about 2000 of them in Denver. The man Allinger tackles the whole proposition—buys uniforms, guns, etc. Each
kid has about three or four different uniforms. During the summer months they have numerous camps in the
mountains. Each boy is compelled to bike 7 miles each day after school, winter and summer. The have three bands
totaling about 250 boys. At the end of the performance two of them played together. It was certainly wonderful. I
believe they beat any man’s band I ever heard.
12:15—Lights out!
*
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May 24, 1925—Sunday
Got up at eight o’clock this morning. Mrs. McKay came about 11 to take us on a picnic and ride about the
mountains.
About 9:30 we took a walk and visited St. John’s Protestant Episcopal Church on 16 th [Street]. The usher
showed us around it. It has been recently built at a cost of 1½ million—all in perpendicular Gothic. It is very
exclusive, which of course means it is very wealthy. Last Sunday the loose collection totaled $15,000!!!!! They do
things in Denver any way.
Mrs. McKay was waiting for us when we returned to “La Bonita.” We drove out through Beverly Gardens and
then through to their lot on a mountainside. The drive was magnificent, also the one from there to Lookout. It was
all so grand, and the “vistas” so wonderful, that they’re impressed indelibly on my memory. Especially the vista
from “The House [one word].” Also saw Buffalo Bill’s grave and signed visitors’ register. Mrs. McKay and I had
a [one word] at the pavilion. It rained a little on the way home.
Mrs. Mc gave is a peach of a lunch. After Cal drove us to Dr. Harry Cul[vr’s?] on 1234 S. Race.—I promised
Harriet to come down if we got back in time. Also met Mrs. Culver. We had a nice visit and then left about 11.
They urged us to say over a day and take dinner with them the next night.
12 o’clock—Lights out!
*
Monday, May 25, 1925
We piled out at 5:45. Number of things to do before train time—8:15.
We’re undecided about when to leave. We both want to stay in Denver. It’s a peach of a town. We finally
decide to go. Our day is starting out a little badly. No chair car, and the day coach is filled. We have to take the
smoking car. Both of us are sore. Andy wants to get off at the next stop and go back to Denver.
About 2:11 we entered the Royal Gorge, and believe me it is well named. We were lucky when we got into the
day coach to get on the right side—next to the Arkansas River. At the “Hanging Bridge” the train stopped ten
minutes, so all got out on the bridge.
Every thing is so huge: nothing is small. Except the train and its occupants. Walls on each side rise 3 and 4
thousand feet with wonderful and beautiful formations. By this time our ire of the morning has completely
disappeared.
I’m having quite a time keeping Andy away from a girl across the aisle. Gosh, how she can flirt. Andy is
gasping like a fish out of water. It happens that they are waitresses—her sister acts as a chaperone, it seems.
Ask Andy how much sleep he got that night.
11:30. Lights out for H.S.B.
*
Tuesday, May 26, 1925.
Arrived in Salt Lake at 12:45. We got located at the “Broadway.”
Afterwards Emerson Philips of Superior, Nebraska and San Francisco, and Luther F. Carleson of Los Angeles,
came up to the room. Later we all went out and toured the town. We went through the Mormon Square and heard
the demonstration of a pin drop in the Tabernacle. From there we went up to the Utah State Capitol. It’s a
beautiful building for such a state. From there we went out to the University of Utah—it has an exceptionally
beautiful campus with about 14 buildings.
After supper everybody came up to the room and fooled around. We got some old music from the landlady’s
daughter and Carleton played while we sang. He got his degree in music from Kansas. The other two left at 9:30
—trains to catch.
10:15. Lights out.
*
Wednesday, May 27, 1925.
Fooled around most of the morning and boarded [the] train at 2:15. Crossed the Great Salt Lake. The train had
to stop a minute so we hopped off to taste the water. My dark glasses accidentally slipped out of my pocket into
the lake, but fortunately caught on a rock. They had a good salt water ducking.
The lake is 23% salt, it tasted about 98%. Three pails of water yield about one pail of salt. We’re having lots of
fun with the old man from Louisiana. There are only about 10 in the coach and we’re having a gay old time.
Entered Nevada this morning. Our jolly lady friend got off at Rene Junction. Mr. Louisiana said if it was
Crown Point he’d get off with her.
The Nevada Mountains are beautiful. The country is barren and unpopulated—only 70,000 people.\fn{ The
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census for 1920 lists Nevada at 77,407.}

11:30. Lights out.
*
Thursday, May 28, 1925.
The train is a little late—an hour to be exact.
About 9:30 we crossed the California line. Boy, what a kick I got out of it. Sacramento is quite a place. Out
this way are the [one word] or [one word]. Great palms—some as high as the house itself. [one word] the lawns.
About 5 o’clock just coming into Oakland we hit a car, and carried it about a block. The car was demolished,
but the man didn’t seem to be seriously injured. I got out to see the excitement. Quite a crowd gathered. Train held
up half an hour. At Oakland we ferried to San Francisco—my first boat ride. As we approached the Frisco side,
the tall buildings loomed out first, then a hazy void, which gave way to the city itself.
My first impression of San Francisco was as I had [hoped] that it would be.
Outside the depot we were besieged by a half dozen men, or half-men, who tried to make us believe that each
of them had the only good hotel out of Chicago. We finally compromised and took the first man’s hotel—the
Laukushim. God a good room too.
About 7:30 we walked down Market Street—the main drag. It’s hard to believe that we’re in Frisco it’s so like
Chicago. There are four car tracks\fn{Cable car rail lines.} down Market besides parking and running space—quite a
town.
9:30—Lights Out.
*
Friday, May 29, 1925.
Up betimes—7:30 to be exact. Had breakfast at 9:30 and checked out. Great room, though, for a dollar. Fooled
around lobby and wrote letters. Still must write to Gerald Blee at Denver.
We went out to look for a room—mighty scarce. I went up on Russian Hill and had a wonderful view of [the]
bay. Gosh, the city seems to be built on a mountain. The street cars use cables going up some streets.
Quite by accident we wandered into Chinatown. I’ve heard about Chinatown ever since I was an infant. It is a
wonderfully interesting section, and we spent a long time gazing into the curious but beautiful shops, and the
strange people who kept them. Some of the buildings carried out the Chinese idea of architecture. Each of us
bought an ivory tooth pick for 10¢. We’re going back before we leave Frisco. I want to send Mom something
from Chinatown.
Expect to go to [a] show tonight. They are cheap here—10¢. We haven’t seen one since we left the old town.
11:30—Went to the “Granada”
11:35—Lights Out.
*
Saturday, May 30, 1925
Well, this is Decoration Day. Got up too late to see the parade. If we keep this up we’re going to be “up a
stump” on a farm when getting up at 4:30 is laziness!
We walked up Market Street after breakfast and watched the “madding” crowd. Every once in a while a crowd
of Shriners go marching up the drag, balling up the traffic. It looks cloudy—probably will rain.
Stalled around the hotel most of the time till 3 o’clock. Then went out and had lunch. It had stopped raining.
We planned to cross the bay and see the fireworks at “Neptune Beach” but the rain put a crimp into that. Went to a
show instead—[at] The Strand.
Still raining when we came out.
Andy’s eye for women has not lost its power, as evidenced in the ice-cream parlor!
Went to hotel and climbed into bed and read everything from the Chronicle to the Bible.
11:15—Lights Out.
*
Sunday, May 31, 1925
Got up about 7:30. Showered and fooled around.
We started to hunt [up] a Presbyterian church about 9:30. We found one at 10:45—the “Trinity Central”. Not a
very pleasant place. He sermon was the bunk. Walked the 2 miles back to the hotel.
After dinner we went out to the Golden Gate Park. It’s a beautiful place, with every kind of amusement.
We had our first real rain of the Pacific. Sat on the beach watching the waves for a long time. Got back to the
hotel about 6:30.
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Went to the “Warfield” later and saw Lon Chaney\fn{ American actor (1883-1930).} in “The Unholy Three”. It was
great. First time I’ve been to a Sunday show for a year or more.
We hope to land farm jobs in the morning. Then goodbye Frisco for a month.
11:30 Lights Out!—
*
Monday, June 1, 1925.
Got up at 9:30. Went over to employment agency to try to get job. Nothing looked very promising. Decided the
best thing to do was to get up early Tuesday and trot over pronto.
Fooled around most of the day—walked miles.
Went to a 10¢ show at night. Bed at 9:30.
9:30—Lights out.
*
Tuesday, June 2, 1925
Up at 6:30. Had a bite and tore over to Murray and Ready. Applied for a hay job—no luck—too light. Finally
got ahold of job at Dad Snyders Tavern at Cloverdale—Sonoma Co[unty]. Andy as waiter and me as dish washer
and cook’s helper!!!! Hot dawg!
We arrived at Sausalito at 2:15. As train did not leave till 3:50, we toured the town.
It’s built on a mountain side. All the streets went in and out among a maze of heavy trees and bushes. Not once
did we see a house on the street level, all were below or above it, and each nearly buried in shrubbery and flowers.
Only ting was [one word?] The only tree in the whole town that I recognized was the fir tree. All the rest were
unknown to me and there were hundreds of them it seemed.
I think it was the prettiest and most unique and most attractive little town I ever saw.
The ride to Cloverdale was pretty, all the country more or less mountainous. Up this way they grow the
oranges and chickens.
We found the tavern to be very attractive and “Dad” a pleasant fellow of 270 lbs.
Walked around town that night.
10:15 Lights out!
*
Wednesday, June 3rd 1925
Albert called us at 6 bells. Mattie the cook put me top work peeling onions. Worked steadily most of morning.
Had a peach of a dinner.
Got through with dishes at 2:30. Had till 6 o’clock off. Sat on front porch most of time talking to Dad.
Back to work at six. Hunted eggs from six chickens, and got 6 eggs. Loafed till 8 o’clock. Through at 8:45
with Andy’s help. Walked to the loop. Got laundry ready—then—
10:30. Lights out!
*
Thursday, June 4, 1925
Up at 6 o’clock and out in kitchen by 6:20. It makes me feel like a million bucks to get up so early.
Quite a job—mine. I like it though.
Took a walk after 8:20PM.
Bed later, about—
10:00. Lights out.
*
Friday.
Had a hard day. Worked like a nailer\fn{ I.e., a roofer.} till 3 o’clock. Scrubbed the floor—took till 3:30—not
feeling very well—stomach or something. Was sick rest of afternoon. I worked too hard I guess at the floor. Not
used to it, felt rotten.
Andy and Elsie helped with supper junk. Finished at 8:20. Took a walk down Santa Rosa Avenue. Full moon—
very pretty on all the shrubbery and architecture—dirt walks. Had a punk malted milk—no chocolate.
Wrote Charley a line.\fn{A letter.}
10:30 Lights Out.
*
Saturday, June 6, 1925.
Up at 6:15. Expected hard day, but was disappointed!? A little tired though by 2 bells. We took our customary
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walk. Every body stares at us like we were inhabitants of another planet—it’s funny.
Went down town after 8:30—nothing doing at all.
10:15—Lights Out.
*
Sunday June 7, 1925.
Got up at the usual time. Planned to go to church, but clothes all out of press. It’s pretty slow today. Dressed up
at 2:30. First time I’ve had a white shirt on since arrival. Read and talked with Mia—Dad is at the root-beer stand
across street. Same thing at night. Mrs. Danis took our names to send to her daughter in Willits. She’s going to
make us some walnut fudge—but why the [raisins?] Mrs. D. must have something up her sleeve!
Sat on the porch till 11 o’clock with Dad. That man’s a joke! I laughed more than I ever did before at one time.
He has nine girls—he’s quite a high player!
11 o’clock—Lights Out!
P.S. Waldo and friends drove over from Martine. His fine and wearing glasses. His girl had a ring—I
wonder????
*
Monday—June 8th 1925
Woke up early for some reason. Gbot up at 6I:30 and fooled around.
Work went as usual—Elsie is training Andy fast.
Got through work at two exactly; something unusual. It’s going much easier now. I’m sort of getting the hang
of things.
Had my first letter from home today. From Mom. Seemed mighty good!
Took a walk at night. The town is mighty pretty in the moonlight.
Lights out—10:15
*
Tuesday June 9, 1925
Nothing happened today. Elsie left for San Francisco.
Bed at 10 o’clock.
Lights out.
*
Wednesday June 10, 1925
Had an awful night. I can hardly sleep with Andy. Was awake half the night. He can make unearthly noises!
Pretty sleepy by morning.
Had my usual time off at 10:15—Matt is a fine fellow to work with, though he’s grouchy once in a while.
Nothing much to do today.
9:30—Lights Out.
*
Thursday, June 11, 1925
Work as usual. Nothing much happening today. Matt went fishing this afternoon—got a nice trout. A little late
in getting through tonight—8:45, and with Andy’s help too. It was a bit hot today: 93º at 3 o’clock at [several
words] The air is great up here.
10:15. Lights Blown!
*
Friday, June 12, 1925
Feeling great today—this morning air is some bracer!
Had an easy day—only 1 for lunch. Scrubbed the kitchen floor after 2:30—took half an hour. Believe me it’s
some hard work—especially when an old sea-tar is the instructor. Took a bath afterwards and it felt great.
Not many for supper.
Went to the “Senior Ball” at H. S.\fn{ High School?} We sat around like lumps on a log till 11:45 when a man and
wife introduced us to a couple of girls, a Miss Dominic and somebody else. I danced with the Dominic woman.
Had a nice dance. Nice girl, looks like Corinne Nash.
Matthew and we are giving a [one word] dance in two weeks. [one word] going I guess. Mrs. Matthews
reminds me of Jean Terry—only about 6 times as [one word]. Matthew gave us an invitation to spend a couple of
days at his ranch before leaving Clonerdale. Had to wake “Dad” to let us in. The old bum!
1:30 Lights out! Oh, you tomorrow mornings.
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*
Saturday, June 13, 1925
Got up a little earlier this morning.
I’ve started eating “Pep” for breakfast. It’s good.
Had a good bunch for dinner.
Matt was on a teara from 6 o’clock on. Mad about Elsie, I gueses. The rest of us have to listen to it all.
Hollering around like an old bull. Had a big crowd for supper. Matt still raring around. [One word} get out till 10
o’clock. I got so mad at the fathead I nearly quit. He culdn’t cow me and that made him worse.
10:30 Lights Out.
*
Sunday, June 14, 1925
Had a big crowd for breakfast.
Matt is still sore. This is getting to be a little more than a joke.
Andy protested to Dad. Dad told him to pass him by.
Ten for dinner—Same for supper.
Hd a little walk after 8:45—No moon, but the stars seem so much brigfhter than at home. This is caused by the
valley.
10:35. Bed!
*
Mondy, June 15, 1925
Gee, it was great outside this morning. I like to fill my old lungs to capacity.
The weather was quite mild today. If it weren’t for the darn flies, it would be perfect.
Matt was more his usual self. He makes me a little weary sometimes. He’s a peach of a fellow when he’s sane.
Not many for dinner or supper. Managed to get through by 8:30. It’s a great life if you don’t weaken, and I’m
not weakening. I like it all very much.
Andy and I took a walk down to the river—about half a mile from town. I’d never been down before. The
Russian River is quite a stream—and very pretty at night.
I’m not gaining much in weight. I hope to put on about 20 lbs. by the time I get home
The cop came in aafter we got back. Telling us of his experiences. Rather egotistical, but a fine man and
handsome. He’s a living picture of Uncle Jim.
Met a man who lived in Galesburg years ago. He went to Grinnell\fn{ Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa. Founded in
1846.}
10:45. Lights out!
*
Tuesday, June 16, 1925
Up at the same time.
Nothing much is happening these days.
Small crowd for lunch and dinner.
Bill took Elsie and Andy and I for a ride to Hillsburg, 16 miles south. Nice kid. When we got home, Andy and
I looked in on a box social at the Methodist Church. The minister’s wife caught us. Had a nice little chat with her.
11:15—Lights out.
*
Wednesday—June 17, 1925
Same old thing—up at 7 o’clock.
Sky was clouded this morning and the Coastal Range Mountains were entirely obscured by a dense fog which
had drifted in on the Pacific. Finally both clouds and fog gave way before the sun. It was a strange and fascinating
sight to watch the fog as it was dispelled from the mountains.
Matt seems to be treating me differently than before—I wonder why. He seems to have it in for Andy.
9:30 Lights Out.
*
Thursday, June 18, 1925
Nothing of any consequence happened today.
Each day in Cloverdale seems to be a repetition of the happenings of the day before.
Andy went for a ride this afternoon. It was 95º at 3 o’clock. At 6:30 this evening I could see my breath. This
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sure is an odd country!
10:15. Lights Out.
*
Friday—June 19, 1925
Gee, it was hard to get up this morning for some reason.
Matt is on a rage again. I can’t understand why he doesn’t land on me—He does on everybody else!
Some chickens came in today. I’ll have some job tomorrow. I don’t particularly relish it, but I can’[t help it! I
came out to California for the experience—I’m gettng it, all right!
Andy drove to Heallsburg this afternoon. I scrubbed the floor and helped Elsie finish her work. Andy has it soft
but I wouldn’t change places with him.
Not many for supper. Took a ride out to McKrag’s about 10 bells. It’s a nice resort and is a pretty ride.
11:10 Lights Out!
*
Saturday, June 20, 1925
Another day. Expected a big crowd for dinner but were “disappointed.” Better for supper.
Bill took us for a ride after 8:30. It was 103 this afternoon and so cool at night that I had to wear an over coat.
11:00 Lights Out.
*
Sunday, June 21, 1925
It is exactly one month from today that we left home. How time flies.
Swell Sunday crowd. Took Dora to McKays after 8:30 and had to bring her back to town. Then back to
McKays. Albert and elsie went along.
11:30 Lights Out.
*
Monday, June 22, 1925
Today was uneventful. A little rush for dinner. Tonight I managed to get through by 8:15. How did it happen?
Dad introduced us to two girls—Berniuce McPherson and —— Gray. M c lives here but Gray doesn’t. Both go
to San José College\fn{Probably San Jose State College (founded 1857).} Neither is exactly slim. We danced in the lobby.
Bernice is a peach of a dancer—also good looking.
Going to take us swimming Wed. I’m not crazy about the prospect!
12:30 Lights Out.
*
Tuesday—June 23, 1925
Gosh it was hot today. Our thermometer registered 109. I think it was 104 possibly. Bernice and Gray came
around this morning and told us to be ready to go swimming about 2:30. I was a little surprised when they drove
up with two other girls from Guyserville [one or two words] Bradbury and [one word]? Both peach lookers. So
Andy and I piled in with the four girls and away we went. Andy had to borrow one of Bernice’s suits. Gee he
looked puny. On the way back to the car Nita discovered a big pail of lemonade and a cup. That somebody this
they’d [one word] so we drank it all. Boy it was good.
We got back about 5 o’clock. The girls said they’d be back later tonight with a mandolin for Andy.
Art Johnson, a Stamford student out selling aluminum ware and Andy and myself fooled around. [One word]
most of thenight.
Matt went on a terrible rage at Andy because he left his pails uncovered. He told Dad that Andy had to get out
of the kitchen or he’d quit. He was mad enough to kill—Andy is in the dog house now. Matt and I get along all
right. He’s as nice as pie to me. Such is life!
10:30—Lights Out!
*
Wednesday June 24, 1924
Nothing unusual today, except the heat. Gosh it’s awfdul. The thermometer hit 110.
Art and I went down to Marie de la Beaulieu’s after supper and kidded the girl. The house set up the drinks.
Bernice and Gray came over after 8:30. I saw them first and slipped out unseen. Andy got caught and they
hung around till 10:30. Then I came back.
11:10. Lights Out.
*
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Thursday, June 25, 1925
Gosh, it was hot today. 111 was the highest and is still warm tonight. The kitchen was a fright—Matt was
voluble most of the day—due to 1½ [unknown sign].
Those two girls came around about 12—wanted us to go out—I told them I had to scrub the floor. They don’t
appeal to me. P.M. Spent most of the day at Marie de la Beaulieu’s—had a feed on the house. Art went home early
so I’m going to turn in.
10:00. Lights Out.
*
Friday, June 26, 1925
It wasn’t nearly as hot as yesterday—quite a relief. The two femalse came around again. I heard their voices
and dashed out into the vegetable house and hid. They looked all over and finally found me—Damn them. I told
them I had to scrub the floor again. I did. Andy ran into them in the afternoon—they wanted to go to McKray’s.
Art, Andy and I rode down but didn’t swim. Had quite a supper, but managed to get through by 8:445. Then
helped Andy.
10:45—Bed.
*
Saturday, June 27, 1925
Had a good day—40 for supper. Worked like a dog! I kept the dishes, silverware and glasses even with Andy
and Elsie. Mkatt said I was the best man he’d ever had here! The girls cacme around again. If theykeep coming
around I’m going to quit!
Art was over tonight about 11:00 P.M. We decided to go out to McKray’s Clubhouse. Not many were there and
Art and I danced together. Had a peach of a time. It’s some old rustic building built of cedar.
12:15—Bed.
*
Sunday, June 28, 1925
Up earlier than usual.
Had a fairly good day.
Art was over tonight and I did not see him this P.M. Slept from 2:30-5—dead tired.
Down to Beaulieu’s till bed time.
10:30—Bed!
*
Monday, June 29, 1925
Nothing happened today. We had Art all worried this afternoon (?) He didn’t know whether we were serious or
wqere kidding him. Later we went down and he taked ith Mrs. Beaulieu. ???!
Fooled around tonight as usual. Had a letter from [one word] today. Also wrote Bill. Dad and Mom’s letters
came this P. M. Glad to hear from home.
10:30—Bed.
*
Tuesday, June 30, 1925
Slow today. The days are getting a little tiresome. Art, Andy and I stalled around Marie de la Beaulieu’s most
of the night.
10:00—Bed.
*
st
Wednesday, July 1
Good night! Here it is the 1st of July. How the days are speeding past!
Had a letter from Mother. It was full of startling statements! Ken Woodby is married, and Colin is engaged!
“Clark Kent married Gretchin Sibly at Crown Point. My gosh, what next, and the best of all, Dave Coleman and
Mary Johnson are engaged! Good for Dave!
Millard Heineman and Max are to be married today. As I was peeling the spuds this morning I couldn’t help
but reminesse a bit. The fun we used to have playing dolls and knocking each other down! How I fell off the pile
of boards at home and injured my leg. The best joke of all was the orchestra we four had in the back yard. Hot
dog! Now, we were grown up and she’s to be married today in Sandwich—while I’m 2700 miles away in
California!
I’m sorry I can’t see her married.
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The best of luck, Mildred.
10:20 Lights Out.
*
Thursday, July 2, 1925
Up early—getting ready for the holiday crowds. Worked straight through till 2:30 and took a nap.
Got through with everything tonight at 9:30.
10:35. Bed.
*
Friday, July 3rd, 1925
Got up at 6 o’clock. Three heavy days ahead. Had to work straight through today. Slept from 2:30-5. I was
glad I did before supper was over.
Got out at 9:45.
Went out to McKray’s. Had a peach of a time.
*
Saturday, July 4th, 1925
Had an awful crowd for breakfast.
Dad was drunk all day, so we had to run the hotel. I typed the menus and acted as cashier. Andy and Albert
made reservations. It was a good thing business was not so rushing.
Went out to McKray’s again tonight. Art and I danced together most of the time. I was introduced to the
president of the Bank of Italy in Frisco, the largest bank on the coast. Also met his daughter and niece. I danced
with the niece. Talk about falling into San Francisco society. All are nice people. Especially Mr. Barnea, etc.
1:15. Bed.
*
Today was slow. Had a lot of fun just the same.
Matt was happily drunk today. He’s a joke when he’s tanked. He nearly caused our deaths when he hollered at
the doctor’s wife when she came out to ask for shoestring potatoes.
Fooled around Beaulieu’s after hours.
11:10.—Bed
*
Monday, July 6, 1925.
Expected a slow day, but were fooled. Had a big gang for dinner.
Slept in the P.M.
Bed. 10:30
*
Tuesday, July 7, 1925.
Terribly slow today.
Matt is feeling rotten—too much wine.
Went up to Marie’s after 8:30.
9:35—Bed.
*
Wednesday, July 9, 1925.
Feeling a little better and Matt feeling worse. Small crowd for lunch.
Andy helped me scrub the floor. It shines like a nigger’s head.
Art and I fooled around Boulieuk’s after 8:30. Nothing else to do.
Andy and I have definitely decided to go to Yosemite—[one word] part of the way.
10:35—Lights Out.
*
Thursday, July 9, 1925
I overslept this morning for the first time—It was 7:30 when I got into the kitchen. No bawling out though.
Matt was too sick to guess.
Matt tends to worry. I think the booze has him.
I went to bed this afternoon. Had quite a wash, too. Tomorrow I [two words].
Bernice camew around tonight. She has Nita and a girl from Berkeley with her. The girl is a [one word]
violinist from Mr. P. O. San Francisco. She wanted us to go for a ride. I refused—I need a haircut and I couldn’t
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face a clock with this sore on my lip.
About 10:45 they came back. I had to face them—This Berkeley girl is a peace. Too bad I’m so unpresentable!
They’re here till Sunday.
10:45—Bed. 12:45, Sleep!
*
Friday, July 10, 1925
One of the poorest days we’ve had—
Matt left this afternoon. No one cared much. Dad officiated at the stove till the new cook came at 6:20. I think
he’ll be much easier to get along with.
Bernice was over tonight. Art dropped in about 9 o’clock, and Bernice taught us the Carly-A and some other
steps. I got them fairly well.
11:15—Bed.
*
Saturday, July 11, 1925.
Up at 7:15. My hour of arising was a little late.
Albert, the new cook, seems to fit in quite well. He’s a good cook, too.—He can surely make a mean pie so
darn good in fact that three of us ate a whole pumpkin pie before noon! I had three pieces all day.
Got out late tonight—9:15. Fooled around Reynold’s tonight talking to the new waiters and a Santa Rosa
College\fn{Santa Rosa Junior College (founded 1918).} girl.
Art came around about 11 o’clock and we went out to McKray’s—no dance, however. Some girls tried to
entertain us in the hotel lobby.
12:15—Bed.
*
Sunday—July 12, 1925
Nothing of any import happened today. This afternoon Elsie and her father took us for a ride.
10:30—Bed.
*
Monday, July 13, 1925
Expected a slow day but it was about average.
Tonight we had a regular songfest. Art, Albert, Elsie and Andy sang while I tried to play. We had quite a time.
Afterward we went up to Reynolds and had dreinks. From then till 12 we made fools of ourselves in front of the
hotel.
12:20—Lights Out.
*
Tuesday, July 14, 1925
Not much doing today. I’m having it easier since the new chef came. Had another songfest tonight. Mrs.
Murray, a guest, set up the drinks. We had quite a [one word]. Mr. Ross, Art, Andy and I [three words] to History.
I like those kind of discussions—especially when there is one who knows a little about the subject.
12:15. Lights Out.
*
Wednesday, July 15, 1925
Hot Dog!!! Andy and I received a $20.00 tip apiece from our friend Mrs. Murray! Everybody else got $5.00.
We made a hit evidently. We found out afterwards that she is a multi-millionaire and one of the chief beneficiaries
of the Swift estate. One would take her for a wash-woman. The joke of it was forgot she’d given us the money,
and tried to do it again. We could have gotten $40.00 apiece out of her if we had wanted to. We didn’t. She tossed
out $110.00 in tips to the hotel employees in an hour. We hope she’ll come back!
*
Thursday—July 15, 1925
Slow again today. Hot as darn Hell, too—108.
Had quite a time tonight. Nita and Billy came around and we got up a gang including Betty Bentley and Serene
Gibson, alias [one word] Buttercup. Nine of us piled in a 5 passenger Hup[mobile]. Art weighed about 200 lbs., it
seemed. We went out by “Coxe’s Place”—broke up one old fashioned dance. All the music they had was a violin.
I played the piano until Buttercup came back with her music. We had some dance later!! Bernice wanted to go out
and get drinks, but Andy and I said no, so she went with another car not in our crowd.
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2:15—Bed.
*
Friday, July 17, 1925
Hot Dog only 2 more days then all aboard for [one word]! I’ll sort of bum today. Cleaned the floor this P.M.,
got up a big sweat and had a peach of a bath. It wasn’t very hot today. The thermometer had to struggle up to
100º!
Fooled around town tonight.
10:00. Lights Out.
*
Saturday, July 18, 1925
Well today is the 18th, the last day of work—officially. However will see Dad over Snday.
Nothing much of importance happened today. Went down to the river with Mrs. Beaulieu and her charges,
Sam, Betty and Irene today.
Bed 11:30
*
Sunday, July 20, 1925.
Thank heavens today was our last—spent most of the P.M. getting things in shape.
Tonight though we had the great [one word]. Art took us down to Reynolds. I noticed that Betty and Irene were
knock-outs in their finery, but failed to catch the connection. After a while Art began getting impatient and
suggested a ride. As this is our last night I got reckless and treated to some 25¢ bubblies. As we neared the hotel,
Art said he had to see Dad for a minute, so we all walked over. Bernice and a few were out in front and so we
stopped to chat a while with them. In a few minutes, Nita and Don drove up and piled out. Every body went inside
and Mrs. Gilbert played while we sang a bit. By this time all the girls had come down stairs and the fellows came
in. Andy and I began to wonder if we had intruded onto something, so he asked Dora. Then she told us it was a
surprise for us. A feather would have knocked us over!
We danced, sang etc. Art and I went up after Betty and Irene—that was why they were all dressed to kill!
We had a wonderful time. Those present were Betty Bentley, Irene Gibbins, Bernice McKisson, Litlearr Brush,
Hersley, Tom Cooper, Nita and Tom, Art Johnson, Andy and I. The older crowd was composed of Dad Snyder,
Dora Copeland, Mr. and Mrs. John Gillent and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gilbert. Miss Betty Carmachiel and Elsie
King. Art and I took Irene and Betty home.
1:30—Bed.
*
[Perhaps at this time my father’s boss presented him with the following poem—which he typed out in red on a
sheet of the same ruled paper the journal is written on. I have attempted to reproduce it exactly as it appears. It is
signed with black fountain-pen ink, in a large, flowing hand: “James A. Snyder. Father of this town.”]
CLOVERDALE THE GARDEN SPOT OF ALL CALIF
DAD SNYDER’S TAVERN THE PLAY HOUSE
When You are far away from HOME
right beside the OCEAN foam
And your thought’s wander back
to the with eyes as bright as
the stares at night as theypeep
the light that you see all night
from the heaven’y skeyabove
then you pack your gripsstart on
your trip tword home and the one’s
you LOVE.
Very Respt,
JAMES A SNYDER better known
as DAD.
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*
Monday, July 21, 1925
Oh, gosh it was hard to get up this morning. This 1:30-5:30 stuff is heck.
Had a little bite to eat and then we started for the Geysers. Dora Copeland, Betty Carmichael, John White—
Betty’s friend—Andy and I. It was a beautiful morning for such a ride.
The Geysers are 17 miles from Cloverdale and can be reached only by mountain roads. It took us an hour and
fifteen minutes to make it. The road passes through some very scenic country. The Sulphur Creek Canyon was a
knockout.
Betty became a bit seasick after about 8 miles and I don’t blame her. Up and down and around hairpin curves
every foot of the way. Gaah! We had our first view of the Geysers about 5 miles down the canyon, when we could
see the steam shooting into the air. The whole area of about 3 miles immediately surrounding the 5 chained
geyesers is a living "“ell"”and nothing else but!!! Everywhere hot water bubbles out of the earth, some big pools
and some not so large. Opne can feel the heat as one walks. A little farther along the pure slphur can be seen and
at one place I jumped a small hot water creek and tasted some epsom salt from the beds. The ride home was much
better than the one coming.
I ironed most of the afternoon. Saw Betty for a moment at the store.
Expected to get away at 4:20, but changed our minds. Helped Dad at diner—as the new help has not arrived.
Art came around after 8:30 and we folled around talking, etc. till midnight. Then we took leave. I wish Art
were going with us. He’s a peach of a fellow. He promised to come East next year if possible.
*
Tuesday, July 21, 1925
Got away at 7 o’clock. I was sorry and glad to get away. Had a nice bus ride to Santa Rosa. Husky happened to
drive.
Saw Luther Burbank’s home, and also Luther.\fn{ Luther Burbank (1849-1926), American plant breeder who by
hybridization produced over 800 new strains and varieties of plants. He established a nursery garden in Santa Rosa, which was to become
famous the world over and in which he was to carry on his experimental and creative work for fifty years—not in order to prove or test
scientific theories or to make scientific discoveries, but simply to produce more and better varieties of cultivated plants .}

The ride from Santa Rosa Valley was great especially going through the “Valley of the Moon”, the setting of
Jack London’s stories.\fn{Jack London (1876-1916), American author and journalist.}
Arrived at Martine at 5:30 and went to the Alhambra Hotel. Saw Waldo about 7:30. Had dinner and went to the
“Pepper Box Revue”—not so good.
Took a ride about the country.
10:30—Lights Out.
*
Wednesday, July 22, 1925
Up betimes—9:30.
Met Waldo and and Willis at lunch and arranged a trip to Oakland at 5:30.
Arrived Oakland in time for dinner. Afterwards went to the [one word]. Quite a theater. Finest in Oakland. Had
a winderful bill.\fn{Series of acts.}
Home by 3:00. The four of us fooled around the room till
2:30. Lights Out!
*
Thursday, July 23, 1925
Got up at 10 oclock, had lunch and drove to see Arlan’s Aunt Blanche. Drove home through Franklin Canyon.
Saw “Old Home Week” with [two words].—danced at a street dance, and then home and bed.
121:30. Bed.
*
Friday, July 24, 1925
Waldo waked us up at 9:30. Had breakfast and started for anywhere. We finally struck the “Morago Canyon”
and Morago Redwoods. The canyon was magnificent, also the road. Save a few Redwoods. We finally landed in
Oakland. Took a launch ride on Lake Merrit and left about 1:30 for Berkeley.
We couldn’t possibly go past “Cal” [two words].\fn{ The University of California at Berkeley (founded 1868) .} The new
stadium first. It’s a huge structure seating 70,000. Took pictures of it and the Campanile, Student’s Union and
several other buildings. The campus is a knockout with its beautiful lawns, flowers, shrubs and trees. The
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Berkeley hills make a lovely setting for the university. I’d surely like to go to school there. And girls—My gosh, I
never saw so many beautiful girls in so short a time as I did during that half hour. Waldo had to be at work at 11
oclock, so we had to cut it short.
1:15—Bed.
*
Saturday, July 25
Gut up at 7:30. Had a real light breakfast. The A. and H. Restaurant doesn’t whet my appetite. It’s the best in
town, so what am I going to do?
We got under way about 10:30 for Mt. Diablo. We reached the base about 2 oclock. We did not go direct. It
took about 1½ hrs to get to the summit and riding all the way.
Mt. Diablo is about 4,000 feet. An excellent road leads to the top.
After one reaches about 2,000 feet—getting above the foothills—the country for miles around spreads itself in
a beautiful panorama. On one side are [one word] far across the Santa Cruz foothills and mountain peaks—while
on the other side great orchards of pears, peaches, apricots etc. spread themselvevs in various patterns. It looks
like a giant quilt.
After we reached the top a little fog rather obscured the view. Nevertheless we could see a great way. We took
a few pictures and then started back.
Wells, Andy, Brian and I took in a wild show aftere supper—then—
Bed at 12:15
*
Sunday, July 26
We piled out about 7:30 this morning so as to get an early start for San José. It was a beautiful ride. We took
the Skyline Boulevard to Hayward. From this boulevard one can look over all Oakland, across the flats and into
the bay. At one point we could see the Campanile Tower of the University of California at Berkeley. We got to San
José about 1:15.
Milan was as glad to see us as we were to see him. We all went down town and had dinner and then started for
Santa Cruz—about 65 miles distant. There we took in the resort of which Santa Cruz is famous—and the
fisherman’s wharf. We saw the fishing boats unload.
The Casino has every thing in the way of amusement. We started home agout six oclock and stopped at the
“Big Trees”. They’re enormous!
The ride to San José from Santa Cruz was more beautiful at that time than when we came down. Great valleys
half hidden by the dusk while the high foothills covered by sage turn to an old rose color, and sort of a purple
lilac.
That ride home was a wild one. We drove like madmen—taking sharp curves at 25 and 30 miles per—when
the leasat little mishap would have sent us over the edge 700 or 1000 feet below! Such is motoring in California!
We had lunch at Milan’s [several words] We took in a show and left for home about 2:15 and landed in Marlinz
at 3:30.
All in all we had a wonderful day.
3:45—Light’s Out!
*
Monday, July 27, 1925.
Got up at 9:30. We had to pack so we could leave as soon as possible.
We left about 11:30 for Berkeley. Waldo has decided to return East with us and will meet us in San Francisco
Wednesday.
Rudy and I took [one word] of Cal again and got some great pictures.
We got across to San Francisco about 7:30.
10:30—Bed.
*
Tuesday, July 28, 1925
Fooled around most of the day. Had a call from Waldo about 20 minutes ago.
11:00—Bed.
*
Wednesday, July 29, 1925
It seems good to be back in San Francisco. We walked around most of the day.
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Called at John Gurley’s office this afternoon.\fn{ John Gurley is the grandson of Zenas Gurley, one of the founders of the
Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints (Reformed) .} He seems to be a fine chap. Asked us out to dinner for
Thursday.
Waldo came about 8 oclock.
10:30—Bed.
*
Thursday, July 30, 1925
Went up to John’s office at 11:15. He called me down for not calling up when we land[ed] in the city from the
East. I called myself down, too. He hired a big Cadillac sedan and took us out to the fisherman’s wharf—the
Legion of Honor and the Praesidio, and back to the Union League Club for lunch. It was a fine bit of entertaining.
I wish I’d known him longer. Ha! Ha!
Andy and I finished Chinatown and then got our tickets. He gave us very good accommodations. 1 st Cabin “B”
deck on the H. F. Alexander.
We jumped aboard at 4:15 and got settled. Our cabin was the nuts! All in walnut and containing a large
davenport, electric fan, thermos, etc. We got a big kick out of it.
We had a 6 course turkey dinner tonight. Hot Dog! The three of us walked all over the ship after dinner
singing, etc. Later a dance was held in the promenade deck with a 5 piece coon orchestra. After 10:30 we had a
dance of our own, and Waldo fell for a Mormon girl from Salt Lake. Both girls were from the University of
Utah\fn{Probably the University of Utah at Salt Lake City (founded 1850) .} and one [was] an Alpha Epsilon\fn{ I.e., a member
of a sorority by that name.}
We turn in at
12:45—Lights out. Kept the fan going full tilt.
*
Friday, July 31, 1925
Turned out early. 7:00 and went out on deck. Gee, it was great out there in the morning.
Had a 3 course breakfast and prepared to debark at 10:00
All of us were sorry to leave. We had a peach of a time.
The H. F. Alexander is supposed to be the fastest and largest passenger vessel in coastwise service. It’s 525 ft.
long, 63 ft. wide, 50 ft. deep and of steel construction. She is longer than the average city block and deeper than a
sixth story of an average building.
She is capable of maintaining 2300 feet a minute. Has accommodations for 655 first cabin poassengers and had
a crew of 200. Makes San Francisco to Los Angeles in 17 hours, a distance of 480 miles.
Fooled around town most of P.M. Saw [one word?] Finally landed at the auditorium Hotel.
10:15—Bed
*
Saturday, August 1, 1925
Things were a bit slow today.
We went out to Lincoln Park this afternoon. Had a boat ride.
Went to the College of Osteopathic Phys. and Surg.,\fn{ Physicians and Surgeons.} but it was closed for summer
vacation.
Saw the Los Angeles County Hospital. It’s not as large as the Cook County—is 3 rd in fact.\fn{Cook County
General Hospital; where, May 17, 1943, I was born.} Beautiful grounds and buildings.
Went to the “Rose Room” to dance tonight--2¢ a dance. Had a nice time.
1:15 Bed.
*
Sunday, August 2, 1925
Decided to go to church this morning. Heard a rather good sermon.
This afternoon we walked and rode miles looking for an address. Finally, located it and room and board for
$9.00 a week—each. Lovely room and separate beds. We move in in the morning.
Had dinner in the Hotel Monte Café.
Bed. 1:15 Ho! Hum!
*
Monday, August 3, 1925
Early up and away. Got out to 615 S. West Morland about noon.
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Loafed around rest of the day.
11:30—Bed.
*
Tuesday, August 4, 1925
Went out to Venice and Ocean Park this forenoon. Took my bathing suit along. All of us went in. The surf was
great. I got a big wallop out of bathing in the Pacific! It’s great sport to be buffeted about by the big white caps
and rollers. Just as they are about to strike, then leap up. We were on the beach from 11:30 to 2:30.
Met one of the girls from Dalt Lake that we met on the boat. Had a little chat.
Went to bed at 7 P.M. Waldo and I. ???
*
Wednesday, August 5, 1025
Ouch! Loafed around all day—mostly. Went through Hollywood and Beverly Hills this P.M. Got 4 letters
today—3 from Dad and 1 from La Vora. The folks are worried because we haven’t written for a week.
Went to the “Roosevelt” in Vermont tonight. Took [one word]. Saw “Just A Woman” Sarah and Claire Windsor.
Read in bed until—
10:30—Lights Out. Ouch!
*
My gosh my shoulders hurt. I wonder why. Ha!
Didn’t do any thing in particular this morning.
Andy and I went downstairs this afternoon. Sawa Zelia Faxon for a few minutes. She’s looking very well, a
little fat in fact. Stayed home this evening. Lay in bed and read quite a while.
11 P.M. Lights out.
*
Friday, August 7, 1925
Fooled around most of day. I woke up with 5 of my old face sores—they’re awful! They’re annoying, as well
as making me look ghastly! Doctored them all day.
Bed about 9:30.
*
Saturday, August 8th, 1925
Fell rotten today. Sores are awful—face looks like a balloon.
Andy and Waldo went to Long Beacxh. They sawa Dick. He’s worried –has a prize-fighter, more or less, for a
wife.
Stayed in bed till 6 P.M. No food till dinner time.
9:30. Asleep.
*
Sunday, August 9, 1925
Laid in bed till 8:30 and read the Los Angeles Examiner.
My face felt a bit better this morning, so we decided to go to Long Beach—to see Dick and the beauty contest.
Long Beach was crowded—approximately 300,000 persons saw or tried to see the parade. As luch would have
it, we managed to get ringside seats. There wre about 100 girls, some good looking and some not. Monte Blue
was master of ceremonies, while Clair Windsor was a judge. Long Beach is quite a resort but none of the
California beaches that I’ve seen can aproach Santa Cruz.
We took a car to Dick folks home, but found no one home, so we went over to Dicks own apartment—and no
one home there. I had Bill’s aunt and Norrin’s aunt to look up, but my face was in such a condition that visiting
was impossible.
We played the player piano and Waldo played the sax till 9:30—[one word] and then went to bed.
11:15 Lights Out
*
Monday, August 10, 1925
Mrs. Mc called us at 7:00. Had breakfast and were off.
The ride to Tuscon wasn’t so bad. The Imperial Valley was a knockout. Immense orchards of peaches, grapes,
apples etc. The desert, however, wasn’t so good. All windows were closed and the fans going full tilt. The
temperature was about 110º. At Calico we ran into a rainstorm. The firs train we’ve seen since leaving home. Boy
it seemed good.
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Arrived in Tuscon 5 A.M. next day.
*
Tuesday, August 11, 1925
Andy expected mo;ney from Jack—did not come—what to do?
I had 45¢ last all told, so I bought some rolls—we ate rolls till we rolled ourselves! At 1:30 A.M. I wired Dad
for help. Gee, I hated to! It wasn’t my fault that it was necessary. Dern the day!
The $ came soon after noon. We lolled around till train time. Tuscon is quite a town!
*
Wednesday, August 12, 1925
Left Tuscon at 2:15 A.M. for El Paso. Had a nice ride through Arizona and New Mexico, and arrived in El
Paso at 11:11 A.M. We did the polace in a short time. It’s a puny place in my estimation. Half of the population is
Mexican, and most of the stores’ signs are in Mexican. The stores, by the way, are less than mediacore!
We left at 1 oclock for New Orleans. I’m writing the diary enroute.
Thursday, August 13, 1925
Had a fine sleep last night. I found a double seat. Took the seats and placed them crosswise. Had a read bed. I
was awakened about 2:30 A.M. by a government official and questioned where we lived, where we came from,
etc. He saw the steamship labels on the suitcase. Evidently he was hunting someone. Texas is quite a state. We’ve
been crossing it for 72 hours.
Western Texas is rather desolate. South Eastern Texas—the country we’re passing through is quite productive.
All Texas needs is farmers. Stopped for a few minutes in San Antonio. Not a bad place.
Hit Houston at 8:30. Had a pleasant ride from Houston to El Paso. Texas is a great country. Too close to
Mexico for me, however.
Arrived in El Paso at 2:30.
We walked around the town. It’s old, of course. El Paso is cognizant of the old frontier days. Most everything
seems to be Mexican. Stores in which everything is in Mexican.
At 4:30 we left for New Orleans. We had good seats, though the car was crowded. The trip from El Paso to
New Orleans was as pleasant as any on our whole trip. No dirt, dust, smoke, or [one word]. The engine was an oil
burner and the road bed was well oiled.
11:30 Lights low.
*
Friday, August 14, 1925
We pulled into New Orleans about 8:30. We ferried across the Mississippi—the whole train in 3 sections.
Nearly every body got out of the cars.
We walked about 20 miles trying to find the “Montilione”. The heat was terrific—it was so damp and
oppressive. The “Montilione” is a snappy hotel.
We got settled and started to do the town—andy and I—Waldo lost us on the train going immediately to his
[one word] train—we walked a while and then went back to the hotel. The heat knocked us for a [one word].
In the afternoon we went down town. It’s old [one word?] market and down to the wharves. I had my glasses
fixed later and then had dinner.
We walked a bit after dinner and then
9:30—Bed.
*
Saturday, August 15, 1925
Left New Orleans at 8:30 A.M. over the Ill. Cent.\fn{ Illinois Central Railroad.} for Chicago. The ride was awful—
cinders and dust! Louisiana is just as I had pictured it. Heavily wooded, and verdent [one word]—damp—boggy
and hot!
7 P.M. we landed in Memphis, Tenn. I got out and walked around a while. Didn’t sleep much that night.
*
[Sunday, August 16, 1925]
Had lots of fun early Sunday morning watching a young couple in the seat back of us, through the reflection of
the window.
Passed through Champaign about 8:15. Old Illinois looked pretty good to the two wanderers.
Landed at the I.C. depot at 10:15. Called up Hazel.\fn{ His sister.} Nobody home.
We hopped in a bus and dashed over to the Union Station and caught the 11:00 for home.
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Called Dad from the depot—He and Allyn\fn{ My father’s older brother.} came down and met us. And so our
glorious trip to California ended.
*
Post Script:
I’m writing this last two days diary all week in late September. I’m beginning to wish I were back in Cal.
*
July 4th, 1927—
Andy told me yesterday that Dad Snyder had died—too bad. Betty Butler married—Mrs. E. Gardiner.
112.213 The Valiant Woman\fn{by James Farl Powers (1917-1949)} Jacksonville, Morgan County, Illinois, U.S.A.
(M) 4
They had come to the dessert in a dinner that was a shambles. “Well, John,” Father Nulty said, turning away
from Mrs. Stoner and to Father Firman, long gone silent at his own table, “You’ve got the bishop coming for
confirmations next week.”
“Yes,” Mrs. Stoner cut in, “and for dinner. And if he don’t eat any more than he did last year—”
Father Firman, in a rare moment, faced it. “Mrs. Stoner, the bishop is not well. You know that.”
“And after I fixed that fine dinner and all.” Mrs. Stoner pouted in Father Nulty’s direction.
“I wouldn’t feel bad about it, Mrs. Stoner,” Father Nulty said. “He never eats much anywhere.”
“It’s funny. And that new Mrs. Allers said he ate just fine when he was there.” Mrs. Stoner argued, and then
spit out, “But she’s a damned liar!”
Father Nulty, unsettled but trying not to show it, said, “Who’s Mrs. Allers?”
“She’s at Holy Cross,” Mrs. Stoner said.
“She’s the housekeeper,” Father Firman added, thinking Mrs. Stoner made it sound as though Mrs. Allers were
the pastor there.
“I swear I don’t know what to do about the dinner this year,” Mrs. Stoner said.
Father Firman moaned. “Just do as you’ve always done, Mrs. Stoner.”
“Huh! And have it all to throw out! Is that any way to do?”
“Is there any dessert?” Father Firman asked coldly.
Mrs. Stoner leaped up from the table and bolted into the kitchen, mumbling. She came back with a birthday
cake. She plunged it in the center of the table. She found a big wooden match in her apron pocket and thrust it at
Father Firman.
“I don’t like this bishop,” she said. “I never did. And the way he went and cut poor Ellen Kennedy out of
Father Doolin’s will!”
She went back into the kitchen.
“Didn’t they talk a lot of filth about Doolin and the housekeeper?” Father Nulty asked.
“I should think they did,” Father Firman said. “All because he took her to the movies on Sunday night. After
he died and the bishop cut her out of the will, though I hear he gives her a pension privately, they talked about the
bishop.”
“I don’t like this bishop at all,” Mars. Stoner said, appearing with a cake knife. “Bishop Doran—there was the
man!”
“We know,” Father Firman said. “All man and all priest.”
“He did know real estate,” Father Nulty said.
Father Firman struck the match.
“Not on the chair!” Mrs. Stoner cried, too late.
Father Firman set the candle burning—it was suspiciously large and yellow, like a blessed one,\fn{ In the Roman
Catholic sect of Christianity, as elsewhere, there are ceremonies of blessing for objects as well as people .} but he could not be sure.
They watched the fluttering flame.
“I’m forgetting the lights!” Mrs. Stoner said, and got up to turn them off. She went into the kitchen again.
The priests had a moment of silence in the candlelight.
“Happy birthday, John,” Father Nulty said softly. “Is it fifty-nine you are?”
“As if you didn’t know, Frank,” Father Firman said, “and you the same but one.”
Father Nulty smiled, the old gold of his incisors shining in the flickering light, his collar whiter in the dark, and
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raised his glass of water, which would have been wine or better in the bygone days, and toasted Father Firman.
“Many of ’em, John.”
“Blow it out,” Mrs. Stoner said, returning to the room. She waited by the light switch for Father Firman to
blow out the candle.
Mrs. Stoner, who ate no desserts, began to clear the dishes into the kitchen, and the priests, finishing their cake
and coffee in a hurry, went to sit in the study.
Father Nulty offered a cigar.
“John?”
“My ulcers, Frank.”
“Ah, well, you’re better off.” Father Nulty lit the cigar and crossed his long black legs. “Fish Frawley has got
him a Filipino, John. Did you hear?”
Father Firman leaned forward, interested. “He got rid of the woman he had?”
“He did. It seems she snooped.”
“Snooped, eh?”
“She did. And gossiped. Fish introduced two town boys to her, said: ‘Would you think these boys were my
nephews?’ That’s all, and the next week the paper had it that his two nephews were visiting him from
Erie.\fn{Ireland.} After that, he let her believe he was going East to see his parents, though both are dead. The
paper carried the story. Fish returned and made a sermon out of it. Then he got the Filipino.”
Father Firman squirmed with pleasure in his chair. “That’s like Fish, Frank. He can do that.” He stared at the
tips of his fingers bleakly. “You could never get a Filipino to come to a place like this.”
“Probably not,” Father Nulty said. “Fish is pretty close to Minneapolis. Ah, say, do you remember the trick he
played on us all in Marmion Hall!”
“That I’ll not forget!” Father Firman’s eyes remembered. “Getting up New Year’s morning and finding the
toilet seats all painted!”
“HAPPY CIRCUMCISION! Hah!” Father Nulty had a coughing fit.
When he had got himself together again, a mosquito came and sat on his wrist. He watched it a moment before
bringing his heavy hand down. He raised his hand slowly, viewed the dead mosquito, and sent it spinning with a
plunk of his middle finger.
“Only the female bites,” he said.
“I didn’t know that,” Father Firman said.
“Ah, yes …”
Mrs. Stoner entered the study and sat down with some sewing—Father Firman’s black socks.
She smiled pleasantly at Father Nulty. “And what do you think of the atom bomb, Father?”
“Not much,” Father Nulty said.
Mrs. Stoner had stopped smiling. Father Firman yawned.
Mrs. Stoner served up another: “Did you read about this communist convert, Father?”
“He’s been in the Church before,” Father Nulty said, “and so it’s not a conversion, Mrs. Stoner.”
“No? Well, I already got him down on my list of Monsignor’s converts.”
“It’s better than a conversion, Mrs. Stoner, for there is more rejoicing in heaven over the return of … uh, he
that was lost, Mrs. Stoner, is found.”
“And that congresswoman, Father?”
“Yes. A convert—she.”
“And Henry Ford’s grandson, Father. I got him down.”
“Yes, to be sure.”
Father Firman yawned, this time audibly, and held his jaw.
“But he’s one only by marriage, Father,” Mrs. Stoner said. “I always say you got to watch those kind.”
“Indeed you do, but a convert nonetheless, Mrs. Stoner. Remember, Cardinal Newman himself was
one.”\fn{John Henry Newman (1801-1890), left the Church of England on October 9, 1845; he was made a cardinal in the Roman
Catholic Church in 1879.}
Mrs. Stoner was unimpressed. “I see where Henry Ford’s making steering-wheels out of soybeans, Father.”
“I didn’t see that.”
“I read it in the Reader’s Digest or some place.”
“Yes, well …” Father Nulty rose and held his hand out to Father Firman. “John,” he said. “It’s been good.”
“I heard Hirohito’s\fn{The contemporary emperor of Japan.} next,” Mrs. Stoner said, returning to converts.
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“Let’s wait and see, Mrs. Stoner,” Father Nulty said.
The priests walked to the door.
“You know where I live, John.”
“Yes. Come again, Frank. Good night.”
Father Firman watched Father Nulty go down the walk to his car at the curb. He hooked the screen door and
turned off the porch light. He hesitated at the foot of the stairs, suddenly moved to go to bed. But he went back
into the study.
“Phew!” Mrs. Stoner said. “I thought he’d never go. Here it is after eight o’clock.”
Father Firman sat down in his rocking-chair. “I don’t see him often,” he said.
“I give up!” Mrs. Stoner exclaimed, flinging the holey socks upon the horsehair sofa. “I’d swear you had a nail
in your shoe.”
“I told you I looked.”
“Well, you ought to look again. And cut your toenails, why don’t you? Haven’t I got enough to do?”
Father Firman scratched in his coat pocked for a ill, found one, swallowed it. He let his head sink back against
the chair and closed his eyes. He could hear her moving about the room, making the preparations; and how he
knew them—the fumbling in the drawer for a pencil with a point, the rip of the page from his daily calendar, and
finally the leg of the card-table sliding up against his leg.
He opened his eyes. She yanked the floor lamp alongside the table, setting the bead fringe tinkling on the
shade, and pulled up her chair on the other side. She sat down and smiled at him for the first time that day. Now
she was happy.
She swept up the cards and began to shuffle with the abandoned virtuosity of an old river-boat gambler,
standing them on end, fanning them out, whirling them through her fingers, dancing them half-way up her arms,
cracking the whip over them. At last they lay before him tamed into a neat deck.
“Cut?”
“Go ahead,”: he said. She liked to go first.
She gave him her faith, avenging smile and drew a card, cast it aside for another which he thought must be an
ace from the way she clutched it face down.
She was getting all the cards, as usual, and would have been invincible if she had possessed his restraint and if
her cutting had been of a higher order. He knew a few things about leading and lying back that she would never
learn. Her strategy was attack, forever attack, with one baffling departure: she might sacrifice certain tricks as
expendable if only she could have the last ones, the heartbreaking ones, if she could slap them down one after
another, shatteringly.
She played for blood, no bones about it, but for her there was no other way; it was her nature, as it was the
lion’s, and for this reason he found her ferocity pardonable, more a defect of the flesh, venial, while his own
trouble was all in the will, mortal. He did not sweat and pray over each card as she must, but he did keep an eye
out for reneging and demanded a cut now and then just to aggravate her, and he was always secretly hoping for
aces.
With one card left in her hand, the telltale trick coming next, she delayed playing it, showing him first the
smile, the preview of defeat. She laid it on the table—so! She held one more trump than he had reasoned possible.
Had she palmed it from somewhere? No, she would not go that far; that would not be fair, was worse than
reneging, which so easily and often happened accidentally, and she believed in being fair. Besides he had been
watching her.
God smote the vinewsa with hail, the sycamore trees with frost, and offered up the flocks to the lightning—but
Mrs. Stoner! What a cross Father Firman had from God in Mrs. Stoner! There were other housekeepers as bad, no
doubt, walking the rectories of the world, yes, but … yes. He could name one and maybe two priests who were
worse off. One, maybe two. Cronin. His scraggly blonde of sixty—take her, with her everlasting banding on the
grand piano, the gift of the pastor; her proud talk about the goiter operation at the May Brothers’, also a gift; her
honking the parish Buick at passing strange priests because they were all in the game together. She was worse.
She was something to keep the home fires burning. Yes, sir. And Cronin said she was not a bad person really, but
what was he? He was quite a freak himself.
For that matter, could anyone say that Mrs. Stoner was a bad person? No. He could not say it himself, and he
was no freak. She had her points, Mrs. Stoner. She was clean. And though she cooked poorly, could not play the
organ, would not take up the collection in an emergency, and went to card-parties, and told all—even so, she was
clean. She washed everything. Sometimes her underwear hung down beneath her dress like a paratrooper’s pants,
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but it and everything she touched was clean. She washed constantly. She was clean.
She had her other points, to be sure—her faults, you might say. She snooped—no mistake about it—but it was
not snooping for snooping’s sake; she had a reason. She did other things, always with a reason. She overcharged
on rosaries and prayer books, but that was for the sake of the poor. She censored the pamphlet rack, but that was
to prevent scandal. She pried into the baptismal and matrimonial records, but there was no other way if Father was
out, and in this way she once had uncovered a bastard and flushed him out of the rectory, but that was the
perverted decency of the times. She held her nose over bad marriages in the presence of the victims, but that was
her sorrow and came from having her husband buried in a mine. And he had caught her telling a bewildered
young couple that there was only one good reason for their wanting to enter into a mixed marriage—the child had
to have a name, and that—that was what?
She hid his books, kept him from smoking, picked his friends (usually the pastors of her colleagues), bawled
out people for calling after dark, had no humor, except at cards, and then it was grim, very grim, and she sat
hatchet-faced every morning at Mass. But she went to Mass, which was all that kept the church from being empty
some mornings. She did annoying things all day long. She said annoying things into the night. She said she had
given him the best years of her life. Had she? Perhaps—for the miner had her only a year. It was too bad, sinfully
bad, when he though of it like that. But all talk of best years and life was nonsense. He had to consider the heart of
the matter, the essence. The essence was that housekeepers were hard to get, harder to get than ushers, than
willing workers, than organists, than secretaries—yes, harder to get than assistants or vocations.
And she was a saver—saved money, saved electricity, saved string, bags, sugar, saved—him. That’s what she
did. That’s what she said she did, and she was right, in a way. In a way, she was usually right. In fact, she was
always right—in a way. And you could never get a Filipino to come way out here and live. Not a young one
anyway, and he had never seen an old one. Not a Filipino, They liked to dress up and live.
Should he let it drop about Fish having one, just to throw a scare into her, let her know he was doing some
thinking? No. It would be a perfect cue for the one about a man needing a woman to look after him. He was not
up to that again, not tonight.
Now she was doing what she liked most of all. She was making a grand slam, playing it out card for card,
though it was in the bag, prolonging what would have been cut short out of mercy in gentle company. Father
Firman knew the agony of losing.
She slashed down the last card, a miserable deuce trump, and did in the hapless king of hearts he had been
saving.
“Skunked you!”
She was awful in victory. Here was the bitter end of their long day together, the final murderous hour in which
all they wanted to say—all he wouldn’t and all she couldn’t—came out in the cards. Whoever won at
honeymoon\fn{Honeymoon Bridge.} won the day, slept on the other’s scalp, and God alone had to help the loser.
“We’ve been at it long enough, Mrs. Stoner,” he said, seeing her assembling the cards for another round.
“Had enough, huh!”
Father Firman grumbled something.
“No?”
“Yes.”
She pulled the table away and left it against the wall for the next time. She went out of the study carrying the
socks, content and clucking. He closed his eyes after her and began to get under way in the rocking-chair, the
nightly trip to nowhere. He could hear her brewing a cup of tea in the kitchen and conversing with the cat. She
made her way up the stairs, carrying the tea, followed by the cat, purring.
He waited, rocking out to sea, until she would be sure to be through in the bathroom. Then he got up and
locked the front door (she looked after the back door) and loosened his collar going upstairs.
In the bathroom he mixed a glass of antiseptic, always afraid of pyorrhœa, and gargled to ward off pharyngitis.
When he turned on the light in hie room, the moths and beetles began to batter against the screens, the lighter
insects humming. …
Yes, and she had the guest room. How did she come to get that? Why wasn’t she in the back room, in her
proper place? He knew, if he cared to remember. The screen in the back room—it let in mosquitoes, and if it
didn’t do that she’d love to sleep back there, Father, looking ouit at the steeple and the blessed cross on top,
Father, if 9it just weren’t for the screen, Father. Very well, Mrs. Stoner, I’ll et it fixed or fix it myself. Oh, could
you now, Father? I could, Mrs. Stoner, and I will. In the meantime you take the guest room. Yes, Father, and thank
you, Father, the house ringing with amenities then. Years ago, all that. She was a pie-faced girl then, not really a
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girl perhaps, but not too old to marry again. But she never had. In fact, he could not remember that she had even
tried for a husband since coming to the rectory, but, of course, he could be wrong, not knowing how they went
about it. God! God save us! Had she got her wires crossed and mistake him all these years for that? That! Him!
Suffering God! No. That was going too far. That was getting morbid. No. He must not think of that again, ever.
No.
But just the same she had got the guest room and she had it yet. Well, did it matter? Nobody ever came to see
him any more, nobody to stay overnight anyway, nobody to stay very long … not any more. He knew how they
laughed at him. He had heard Frank humming all right—before he saw how serious and sad the situation was and
took pity—humming “Wedding Bells are Breaking Up that Old Gang of Mine.” But then they’d always laughed at
him for everything—for not being an athlete, for wearing glasses, for having kidney trouble … and mail coming
addressed to Rev. and Mrs. Stoner.
Removing his shirt, he bent over the table to read the volume left open from last night. He read, translating
easily: “Eisdem licet cum illis … Clerics are allowed to reside only with women about whom there can be no
suspicion, either because of a natural bond (as mother, sister, aunt) or of advanced age, combined in both cases
with good repute.”
Last night he had read it, and many nights before, each time as though this time to find what was missing, to
find what obviously was not in the paragraph, his problem considered, a way out. She was not mother, not sister,
not aunt, and advanced age was a relative term (why, she was younger than he was) and so, eureka, she did not
meet the letter of the law—but, alas, how she fulfilled the spirit! And besides it would be a slimy way of handling
it after all her years of service. He could not afford to pension her off, either.
He slammed the book shut. He slapped himself fiercely on the back, missing the wily mosquito, and whirled to
find it. He took a magazine and folded it into a swatter. Then he saw it—oh, the preternatural cunning of it!—
poised in the beard of St. Joseph on the book-case. He could not hit it there. He teased it away, wanting it to light
on the wall, but it knew his thoughts and flew high away. He swung wildly, hoping to stun it, missed, swung back,
catching St. Joseph across the neck. The statue fell to the floor and broke.
Mrs. Stoner was panting in the hall outside his door.
“What is it!”
“Mosquitoes!”
“What is it, Father? Are you hurt?”
“Mosquitoes—damn it! And only the female bites!”
Mrs. Stoner, after a moment, said: “Shame on you, Father. She needs the blood for her eggs.”
He dropped the magazine and lunged at the mosquito with his bare hand.
She went back to her room, saying: “Pshaw, I thought it was burglars murdering you in your bed.”
He lunged again.
115.119 Great Barrier Reef\fn{by Diane Laim Johnson (1934- )} Moline, Rock Island County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 9
1
The motel had smelled of cinder block and cement floor, and was full of Australian senior citizens off a motor
coach, but when we woke up in the morning a little less jet-lagged, and from the balcony could see the bed of a
tidal river, with ibis and herons poking along the shallows, and giant ravens and parrots in the trees—trees
strangling with Monstera vines, all luridly beautiful—we felt it would be all right. But then, when we went along
to the quay, I felt it wouldn’t. The ship, the Dolphin, was small than one could have imagined. Where could
sixteen passengers possibly sleep? Brown stains from rusted drain spouts spoiled the hull. Gray deck paint
splattered the ropes and ladders, orange primer showed through the chips. Wooden crates of lettuce and cabbages
and a case of peas in giant tin cans were stacked on the deck. This cruise had been J.’s idea, so I tried not to seem
reproachful, or shocked, at the tiny, shabby vessel. But I am not fond of travel in the best of circumstances—
inconvenient displacements punctuated by painful longings to be home. For J., travel is natural opium.
J. was on his way to a meeting in Singapore of the International Infectious Disease Council, a body of eminent
medical specialists from different lands who are charged with making decisions about diseases. Should the last
remaining smallpox virus be destroyed? What was the significance of a pocket of polio in Sri Lanka? Could
leprosy be finished off with a full-bore campaign in the spring? Was tuberculosis on the way back now via AIDS?
What about measles in the Third World? I had not realized until I took up with J. that these remote afflictions were
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still around, let alone that they killed people in the millions. A professor of medicine, J. did research on things that
infected the lungs.
He had always longed to visit the Great Barrier Reef, and afterward would give some lectures in Sydney and
Wellington, and we planned to indulge another whim en route—skiing in New Zealand in the middle of summer,
just to say we’d skied in August and as a bribe to me to come along, for I will go anywhere to ski, it is the one
thing. For me the voyage was one of escape from California after some difficult times, and was to be—this was
unspoken by either of us—a sort of trial honeymoon (though we were not married) on which we would discover
whether we were suited to live together by subjecting ourselves to the most serious of tests, traveling together.
A crewman named Murray, a short, hardy man with a narrow Scots face and thick Aussie accent, showed us
our stateroom. It had been called a stateroom in the brochure. Unimaginably small. J. couldn’t stand up all the
way in it. Two foam mattresses on pallets suspended form the wall, and a smell. The porthole was seamed with
salt and rust. Across the passage, the door of another stateroom was open, but that one was a large, pretty room,
with mahogany and nautical brass fittings and a desk, and the portholes shone. It was the one, certainly, that had
been pictured in the brochure.
“This one here, the Royal, was fitted for Prince Charles, Prince of Wales, when he came on this voyage in
1974,” Murray said.
“How do you book the Royal?” I asked.
“First come, first served,” Murray said. Australian, egalitarian, opposed to privilege.
Up on deck, thinking of spending five days on the Dolphin, I began to be seized by feelings of panic and pain I
couldn’t explain. They racketed about in my chest, my heart beat fast, I felt as if a balloon were inflating inside
me, squeezing up tears and pressing them out of my eyes and thrusting painful words up into my throat, where
they lodged. What was the matter with me? Usually I am a calm person (I think); five days is not a life time; the
aesthetics of a mattress—or its comfort—is not a matter for serious protests. A smell of rotten water sloshing
somewhere inside the hull could be gotten used to. Anyone could eat tinned peas five days and survive, plenty of
people in the world were glad to get tinned peas. I knew all that. I knew I wasn’t reacting appropriately, and was
sorry for this querulous fit of passion. Maybe it was only jet lag.
All the same, I said to J., “I just can’t,” and stared tragically at the moorings. He knew, of course, that I could
and probably would, but he maintained an attitude of calm sympathy.
“You’ve been through a rough time,” he said. “It’s the court thing you’re really upset about.” Maybe so. The
court thing, a draining and frightening custody suit, had been only a week ago, and now here we were a
hemisphere away.
The other passengers came on board, one by one or two by two. Cases clattered on the metal gangs. To me,
only one person looked possible—a tall, handsome, youngish man with scholarly spectacles and a weathered
yachting cap. The rest were aged and fat, plain, wore shapeless brown or navy blue coat-sweaters buttoned over
paunches, had gray perms and bald spots, and they all spoke in this accent I disliked, as if their vowels had been
slammed in doors. They spoke like cats, I thought: eeeoooow. Fat Australians, not looking fond of nature, why
were they all here?
“Why are these people here?” I complained to J. “What do they care about the Great Barrier Reef?”
“It’s a wonder of the world, anyone would want to see it,” J. said, assuming the same dreamy expression he
always wore when talking or thinking about the Great Barrier Reef, so long the object of his heart.
I hated all the other passengers. On a second inspection, besides the youngish man, only a youngish couple,
Dave and Rita, looked promising, but then I was infuriated to learn that Dave and Rita were Americans—we
hadn’t come all this way to be cooped up for five days in a prison of an old Coast Guard cutter with other
Americans—and, what was worse, Rita and Dave had drawn the Prince Charles cabin, and occupied it as if by
natural right, Americans expecting and getting luxury.
Of course, I kept these overwrought feelings to myself. No Australian complained. None appeared unhappy
with the ship; no satirical remark, no questioning comment, marred their apparent delight with the whole
shipshape of things—the cabins, even the appalling lunch, which was under way as soon as the little craft set out,
pointing itself east, toward the open sea, from Mackay Harbor.
After we lost sight of land, my mood of desperate resentment did not disappear, as J. had redirected, but
deepened. It was more than the irritability of a shallow, difficult person demanding comfort, it was a failure of
spirit, inexplicable and unwarranted on this bright afternoon. How did these obese Australian women, these stiff
old men, clamber so uncomplainingly belowdecks to their tiny cells, careen along the railings, laughing crazily as
they tripped on ropes? Doubtless one would fall and the voyage would be turned back. When I thought of the
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ugliness of the things I had just escaped from—the unpleasant divorce, the custody battle, the hounding of
lawyers and strangers—only to find myself in such a place as this, really unmanageable emotions made me turn
my face away from the others.
Dinner was tinned peas, and minted lamb overdone to a gray rag, and potatoes. J. bought a bottle of wine from
the little bar, which the deckhand Murray nimbly leaped behind, transforming himself into a waiter or bartender as
required. We sat with the promising young man, Mark, and offered him some wine, but he said he didn’t drink
wine. He was no use; he was very, very prim, a bachelor civil servant from Canberra, with a slight stammer, only
handsome and young by some accident, and would someday be old without changing, would still be taking lonely
cruises, eating minted lamb, would still be unmarried and reticent. He had no conversation, had never been
anywhere, did not even know what we wanted from him. Imagining his life, I thought about how sad it was to be
him, hoping for whatever he hoped for but not hoping for the right things, content to eat these awful peas, doomed
by being Australian, and even while I pitied him I found him hopeless. Even J., who could talk to anyone, gave up
trying to talk to him, and, feeling embarrassed to talk only to each other as if he weren’t there, we fell silent and
stared out the windows at the rising moon along the black horizon of the sea.
There didn’t seem a way, in the tiny cabin, for two normal-sized people to exist, let alone to make love; there was
no space that could accommodate two bodies in any position. Our suitcases filled half the room. With our summer
clothing, our proper suits to wear in Wellington and Sydney, and bulky ski clothes of quilted down, we were
ridiculously encumbered with baggage. It seemed stupid now. We were obliged to stow our bags and coats
precariously on racks overhead, our duffel bags sleeping at the feet of our bunks like lumpy interloper dogs. J.
took my hand comfortingly in the dark, across the space between the two bunks, before he dropped off to sleep; I
lay awake, seized with a terrible fit of traveler’s panic, suffocating with fearful visions of fire, of people in prison
cells or confined in army tanks, their blazing bodies emerging screaming from the holds of ships to writhe
doomed on the ground, their stick limbs ringed in flame, people burned in oil splashed on them from the holds of
rusted ships, and smells of underground, smells of sewers, the slosh of engine fuel from the hell beneath.
2
As is so often the travelers fate, nothing on the cruise was as promised or as we had expected. The seedy crew
of six had tourist-baked smiles and warmed-over jokes. There was a little faded captain who climbed out of his
tower to greet us now and then, and a sort of Irish barmaid, Maureen, who helped Murray serve the drinks. The
main business of the passage seemed not to be the life of the sea or the paradise of tropical birds on Pacific shores
or the balm water but putting in at innumerable islands to look at souvenir shops. J., his mind on the Great Barrier
Reef, which we were expected to reach on the fourth day, sweetly bore it all, the boredom and the endless stops at
each little island, but I somehow couldn’t conquer my petulant dislike.
It fastened, especially, on our shipmates. Reluctantly, I learned their names, in order to detest them with more
precision: Don and Donna from New Zealand, Priscilla from Adelaide—portly, harmless old creatures, as J.
pointed out. Knowing that the derisive remarks that sprang to my lips revealed me only as petty and complaining
to good-natured J., I didn’t speak them aloud. But it seemed to me that these Australians wanted to travel only to
rummage in the souvenir shops, though these were all alike from island to island: Daydream Island, Hook Island
—was this a cultural or a generation gap? I brooded on the subject of souvenirs: why they should exist, why
people should want them, by what law they were made ugly—shells shaped like toilets, a row of swizzlesticks in
the shapes of women’s silhouetted bodies, thin, fatter, fat, with bellies and breasts increasingly sagging ads they
graduated from “Sweet Sixteen” to “Sixty.” I was unsettled to notice that the one depicting a woman of my age
had a noticeably thickened middle. I watched a man buy a fat one and hand it to his wife. “Here, Mother, this
one’s you,” he said. Laughter a form of hate. It was not a man from our ship, luckily, or I would have pushed him
overboard. I brooded on my own complicity in the industry of souvenirs, for didn’t I buy them myself? The things
I bought—the tasteful (I liked to think) baskets and elegant textiles I was always carting home—were these not
just a refined form of souvenir for a more citified sort of traveler?
Statuettes of drunken sailors, velvet pictures of island maidens, plastic seashell lamps made in Taiwan. What
contempt the people who think up souvenirs have for other people. Yet our fellow passengers plunked down
money with no feeling of shame. They never walked on the sand or looked at the colors of the bright patchwork
birds rioting in the palm trees. Besides us, only the other Americans, Rita and Dave, did this. It was Dave who
found the perfect helmet shell, a regular treasure, the crew assured them, increasingly rare, protected even—you
weren’t supposed to carry them away, but who was looking? I wanted it to have been J. who got it.
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Each morning, each afternoon, we stopped at another island. This one was Daydream Island. “It’s love, isn’t it,
dear?” Priscilla said to me. “People like to see a bit of a new place, the shopping, they have different things to
make it interesting.” But it wasn’t different, it was the same each day: the crew hands the heavy, sacklike people,
grunting, down into rowboats, and hauls them out onto a sandy slope of beach. Up they trudge toward a souvenir
shop. This one had large shells perched on legs, and small shells pasted in designs on picture frames, and earrings
made of shells, and plastic buckets, and plastic straw hats surrounded with fringe, and pictures of hula dancers.
“I don’t care, I do hate them,” I ranted passionately to U. “I’m right to hate them. They’re what’s the matter with
the world, they’re ugly consumers, they can’t look at a shell unless it’s coated in plastic, they never look at the sea
—why are they here? Why don’t they staying Perth and Adelaide—you can buy shells there, and swizzlesticks in
the shape of hula girls.” Of course J. hadn’t any answer for this, of course I was right.
I wandered onto a stretch of beach and took off my shoes, planning to wade. Whenever I was left alone I found
myself harking back to the court hearing, my recollections just as sharp and painful as a week ago. I couldn’t keep
from going over and over my ordeal, and thinking of my hated former husband, or not really him so much as his
lawyer, Waxman, a man in high-heeled boots and aviator glasses. I imagined him here in these waters. He has
fallen overboard off the back of the ship. I am the only one to notice, and I have the power to cry out for his
rescue but I don’t. Our eyes meet; he is down in the water, still wearing the glasses. I imagine his expression of
surprise when he realizes that I’m not going to call for help. What for him had been a mere legal game, a job,
would cost him his life. He had misjudged me. The ships speeds along. We are too far away to hear his cries.
3
It was the third day, and we had set down at Happy Island. Here we had to wade across a sandbar. This island
had goats grazing. “This is the first we’ve gotten wet,” I bitterly complained. We stood in ankle-deep water amid
queer gelatinous seaweed. I had wanted to swim, to dive, to sluice away the court and the memories, but hadn’t
been permitted to, because these waters, so innocently beautiful, so seductively warm, were riddled with
poisonous creatures, deadly toxins, and sharks.
“Be careful not to pick up anything that looks like this,” Murray warned, showing us a harmless-looking little
shell. “The deadly cone shell. And the coral, be careful a’ that, it scratches like hell. One scratch can take over a
year to heal. We have some ointment on board, be sure to tell one of the crew if you scratch yourself.”
From here, I looked at the ship, and, seeing the crew watching us, I suddenly saw ourselves, the passengers, with
the crew’s eyes: we were a collection of thick bodies, mere cargo to be freighted around, slightly volatile, likely to
ferment, like dam grain, and to give trouble—difficult cargo that boozed, sent you scurrying unreasonably on
tasks, got itself cut on coral, made you laugh at its jokes. I could see that the crew must hate us.
Yet, a little later, I came upon Murray tying on a fishhook for old George, whose fingers were arthritic. Murray
was chatting to him with a natural smile. I studied them. Perhaps Murray by himself was a man of simple good
nature, but the rest, surely, hated us. The captain, staring coolly out from his absurd quarterdeck, made no pretense
of liking us, seemed always to be thinking of something, else, not of this strange Pacific civilization of Quonset
huts and rotting landing barges, and odd South Sea denizens strangely toothless, beyond dentistry, beyond
fashion, playing old records over and over on P.A.\fn{ Public Address} systems strung through the palms. You felt
the forlornness of these tacky little islands that should have been beautiful and serene. I even wondered if we
would ever get back to America. Not that I wanted to. America was smeared with horrible memories, scenes of
litigation. Why shouldn’t J. and I simply stay here? Why, more important, was I not someone who was able, like
the lovely goat that grazed on the slope never here, to gaze at the turquoise sea and enjoy the sight of little rosecolored parrots wheeling in the air? Why was I not, like a nice person, simply content to be, to enjoy beauty and
inner peace? Instead I must suffer, review, quiver with fears and rages—the fault, I saw, was in myself, I was a
restless, peevish, flawed person. How would I be able to struggle out of this frame of mind? Slipping on the sandy
bank, I frightened the little goat.
By the third day I began to notice a sea change on our shipmates, who had begun in sensible gabardines and print
dresses, but now wore violently floral shirts and dresses, and were studded with shells—wreaths of shells about
their necks and at their ears, hats embroidered with crabs and gulls. By now I knew a bit more about them. They
were all travelers. George and Nettie, Fred and Polly, had been friends for forty years, and spent a part of each
year, now that they were all retired, traveling in Europe in their caravans. Dave and Rita were both
schoolteachers, and Rita raised Great Danes. Priscilla was going along on this cruise with their brother Albert,
because Albert had just lost his wife. Mark was taking his annual vacation. Don and Donna were thinking of
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selling their Auckland real-estate business, buying a sailboat to live on, and circumnavigating the globe. J. told me
that George was a sensitive and sweet man who had lived his whole life in Australia, and only now in his
retirement had begun to see something of the world. “And he says that the most beautiful place on earth is some
place near Split, in Yugoslavia, and if I take you there, my darling, will you for God’s sake cheer up now?” But I
couldn’t.
Tonight we were dining ashore, in a big shed on Frenchie’s Island, a shabby tin building. Music was already
playing on loudspeakers. Groups of people from other ships, or hotels, strolled around carrying drinks. A smell of
roasted sausages, someone singing “Waltzing Matilda” in the kitchen at the back. The Dolphin passengers were
lined up at the bar and in the souvenir shop. IN the big hanger of a room little tables encircled a dance floor, and
at one end a microphone stood against a photo mural of the South Seas, as if the real scene outdoors were not
sufficiently evocative. The sun lowered across the pink water, setting in the east, and the water in the gentle
lagoon was as warm as our blood. “I wish a hurricane would come and blow it all away,” I said to J.
When the diners had tipped their paper plates into a bin, they began to sing old American songs. Sitting
outside, I could hear Maureen singing “And Let Her Sleep Under the Bar.” Then came canned music from a
phonograph, and people began to dance—the ones who were not too decrepit. I tried to hear only the chatter of
the monkeys or the parrots in the palm trees, innocent creatures disturbed by the raucous humans. J. was strangely
cheerful and shot some pool with a New Zealander, causing me all of a sudden to think, with a chill of
disapproval, that JH. Possibly was an Australian at heart and that I ought not to marry him or I would end up in a
caravan in Split. His good looks and professional standing were only a mask that concealed … simplicity.
It didn’t surprise me that people liked the handsome and amiable J.’ it didn’t even surprise me that they seemed
to like me. I had concealed my tumult of feelings, and I was used to being treated by other people with protective
affection, if only because I am small. This in part explained why the courtroom, and its formal process of
accusation, its focus on me as a stipulated bad person, had been such a shock. It was as if a furious mob and come
to smash with sticks the porcelain figure of my self. I had a brief intimation that the Australians, with their simple
friendliness, could put me back together if I would let them, but I would rather lie in pieces for a while.
The moon was full and golden. “What a beautiful, beautiful night,” said Nettie from Perth, the wife of George,
coming out onto the beach. Who cold disagree? Not even I. The ship on the moonlit water lapped at anchor,
resting, awaiting them, looking luxurious and serene. J. came out and showed us the Southern Cross. At first I
couldn’t see it, all constellations look alike to me—I have never been able to see the bears or belts or any of it.
But now, when J. turned my chin, I did see it, and it did look like a cross.
3
In the night I had another dream, in which the lawyer had said, “Isn’t it true that you have often left your
children while you travel?” He had been looking not at me but at a laughing audience. He was speaking over a
microphone. The audience wore fringed hats of plastic straw.
“Not willingly, no,” I had said. “Not often.”
“How many times did you go on trips last year and leave them at home?”
“Oh, six, I don’t know.”
“That’s not often?”
“Just a day or two each time. A man takes a business trip, you don’t call it ‘leaving,’ or ‘often.’” But I was not
allowed to speak or explain.
“We’re looking at how often you are in fact away from your children.”
Here I had awakened, realizing that it was all true, it wasn’t just a dream, it was what had happened—not, of
course, the audience in plastic hats. Even though in the end I had been vindicated in the matter of the children, I
still felt sticky with the encumbrance of their father’s hate. All I had wanted was to be free, and now I was so
soiled with words spoken at me, about me, by strangers, by lawyers I had never seen before, who had never seen
me. It didn’t seem fair that you could not prevent being the object of other people’s emotions, you were not safe
anywhere from their hate—or from their love, for that matter. You were never safe from being invaded by their
feelings when you wanted only to be rid of them, free, off, away.
4
In the morning I had wanted to swim, to bathe in the sea, to wash all this stuff off, splash; my longing must have
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been clear, because Cawley, the other deckhand, laughed at me. “Not here you don’t, love,” he said. “There’s
sharks here as long as a boat.”
The captain, Captain Clarke, made one of his few visits. He had kept aloof in the pilot cabin above, though he
must have slipped down to the galley to eat, or maybe the crew took him his food up there. Now he invited his
passengers two by two to the bridge. When people were tapped, they hauled themselves up the metal ladder,
steadied by Cawley or Murray, then would come down looking gratified. Albert, who went up alone, suggested
that he had helped avoid a navigational accident.
J. and I were invited on the morning of the fourth day, the day we were to arrive at the reef itself in the late
afternoon. I went up despite myself. Captain Clarke was a thin, red-haired man sitting amid pipes and instruments.
He let us take the wheel, and showed us the red line that marked our route through the labyrinth of islands on the
chart. His manner was grave, polite, resigned. No doubt these visits were dictated by the cruise company.
“But there are thousands of islands between here and the Great Barrier Reef!” said J., studying the charts.
“Souvenir shops on every one,” I couldn’t help saying. J. fastened me with a steady look in which I read
terminal exasperation.
“These islands are not all charted,” said the captain. “The ones that are were almost all charted by Captain
Cook himself, after he ran aground on one in 1770. He was a remarkable navigator. He even gave names to them
all. But new ones are always being found. I’ve always hoped to find one myself.”
“What would you name it?” J. asked.
“I would give it my name, or, actually, since there is already a Clarke Island, I would name it for my wife,
Laura—Laura Clarke Island—or else for Alison, my daughter.”
“Do you keep your eyes open for one?”
“I mean to get one,” he said.
5
When we went down to the deck again, Maureen was gazing at the waves. “It’s getting choppy,” she observed,
unnecessarily, for the boat had begun to rear up like a prancing horse.
“Right, we probably won’t make it,” Murray agreed.
“What do you mean?” I asked, alarmed by the tinge of satisfaction that underlay their sorry looks.
“To the reef. No point in going if the sea’s up, like its’ coming up—washed right up, no use going out there. If
it’s like this, we put in at Hook Island instead.”
Astonished, I looked around to see if J., or anyone else, was listening. No, or not worried—would just as soon
have Hook Island. They continued to knit and read along the deck, which now began to heave more forcefully, as
if responding to the desire of the crew to return to port without seeing the great sight.
“How often does it happen that you don’t go to the reef?” I asked Murray, heart thundering. The point of all
this, and J.’s dream, was to go to the reef, and now they were casually dismissing the possibility.
“Oh, it happens more often than not. This time of year, you know. Chancy, the nautical business is.”
“Come out all this way and not see it?” I insisted, voice rising.
“Well, you can’t see it if the waves are covering it up, can you? You can bump your craft into it, but you can’t
see it. Can you?”
“I don’t know,” I cried. “I don’t even know what it is.” But the shape of things was awfully clear; given the
slightest excuse, the merest breeze or ripple, the Dolphin would not take us to the Great Barrier Reef, and perhaps
had never meant to. I thought in panic of not alerting J., but then I rushed to tell him. He put down his book, his
expression aghast, and studied the waves.
The midday sky began to take on a blush of deeper blue, and now that our attention was called to it, the sea
seemed to grow dark and rough before our eyes. Where moments before it had been smooth enough to row, we
now began to pitch. The report of the prow smacking the waves made me think of cannons, of Trafalgar. In
defiance of the rocking motion, the Australian passengers began to move around the cabin and long the deck,
gripping the railings, looking trustfully at the sky and smiling. Their dentures were white as teacups.
“Christ,” said Murray, “one of these bloody old fools will break a hip. Folks, why don’t you sit down?”
Obediently, like children, the Australians went inside the main cabin and sat in facing rows of chairs. Despite the
abrupt change in the weather, the ship continued its course out to sea. J. and I anchored ourselves in the prow,
leaning against the tool chest, resolutely watching the horizon, not the bounding deck beneath our feet—a
recommended way to avoid seasickness. In twenty minutes the sea had changed altogether, from calm to a thing
that threw the little ship in the air. We felt as if we were slithering along the back of a sea monster that was toiling
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beneath us.
Soon the dread specter of seasickness was among us. The captain, rusty-haired, pale-eyed, as if his eyes had been
bleached with sea wind, climbed off the bridge and glanced inside the cabin at his passengers.
“Oh, please, they want to go, they’ll be all right,” I called to him, but the words were swept off by the wind.
The others were so occupied with the likelihood of nausea that they hadn’t grasped that the ship might turn back,
and they seemed rather to be enjoying the drama of getting seasick. Every few minutes someone would get up,
totter out to the rail, retch over it, and return to the laughter and commiseration of the others. The friendly thing
was to be sick, so I was contrarily determined not to be, and J. Was strong by nature. One of the Australians,
Albert, gave us a matey grin as he lurched over our feet toward a bucket. I looked disgustedly away, but J.
wondered aloud if he should be helping these old folks.
“Of course, they’ll use this as an excuse for not going,” I was saying bitterly. These barfing Australian senior
citizens would keep us from getting to the Great Barrier Reef. My unruly emotions, which had been milder today,
now plumped around in my bosom like the boat smacking on the waves. J. watched the Australians screaming
with laughter and telling each other, “That’s right, barf in the bin.”
“This is a rough one,” Albert said, and pitched sharply against the cabin, so that J. leaped up to catch him.
Murray, tightening ropes, called for him to go back inside.
“Tossed a cookie meself.” He grinned at J. and me.
“We don’t think it’s so rough,” I said.
“I’ve seen plenty rougher,” Murray agreed. “Bloody hangover is my problem.”
When the captain leaned out to look down at the deck below him, I cried, “Oh, we just have to go to the reef,
we have to! Oh, please!”
“What’s the likelihood this sea will die down?” J. shouted to the captain. The captain shrugged. I felt angry at
J. for the first time, as if he were a magnet. It was unfair, I knew, to say it was J.’s fault—the storm, the tossing
sea, the Dolphin, and, of course, the rest. J., who had signed us up for this terrible voyage, during which we would
be lost at sea, before reaching the Great Barrier Reef, whatever it was, and who had caused the sea to come up
like this. All J.’s fault. If I ever saw the children again it would be a miracle—or else they would be saying in after
years, Our mother perish don the high seas somewhere off Australia. What would they remember of me? The
sight of the boiling waves, now spilling over the bow, now below us, made me think of throwing myself in—just
an unbidden impulse trailing into my mind, the way I half thought, always, of throwing my keys or my sunglasses
off bridges. Of course I wouldn’t do it.
The ship pitched, thrust, dove through the waters. Yet we had not turned back. “Whoooeeee,” the Aussies were
screaming inside the lounge. Life was like this, getting tossed around, and then, right before the real goal is
reached, something, someone, impedes you.
“J., don’t let them turn back,” I said again, for the tenth time, putting all the imperative passion I could into my
voice. Without hearing me, J. was already climbing the ladder to the bridge. I looked at my fingers whitely
gripping the rope handle on the end of the tool chest. A bait locker slid across the deck, back, across, back, and
once, upon the impact of a giant wave, a dead fish stowed in it sloshed out onto the deck. Then, in the wind, SI
heard Murray’s thin voice call out. “It’s all right, love, we’re going to the reef, the captain says we’re going to the
reef!”
6
As abruptly as the storm had started, it subsided meekly, the sky once more changed color, now to metallic gray,
lighter at the horizon, as if it were dawn. Ahead of us an indistinguishable shape lay in the water like the back of a
submerged crocodile, a vast bulk under the surface. The captain had stopped the engines, and we drifted in the
water. “The reef, the reef!” cried the Australians, coming out on deck. I shouted, too. The crew began to busy
themselves with readying the small boats, and the other passengers came boisterously out of the cabin, as if
nothing had been wrong. “Ow,” they said, “that was a bit of a toss.”
“You’ll have two hours on the reef, not more,” the captain told us before we climbed again into the rowboats.
“Because of the tide. If you get left there at high tide, if we can’t find you, well, we don’t come back. Because you
wouldn’t be there.” The Australians laughed at this merry joke.
J. handed me out of the boat and onto the reef. My first step on it shocked me. For I had had the idea of coral,
hard and red, a great lump of coral sticking out of the ocean, a jagged thing that would scratch you if you fell on
it, that you could carve into formations dictated by your own mind. We had heard it was endangered, and I had
imagined its destruction by divers with chisels, carrying off lumps at a time.
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Instead it was like a sponge. It sank underfoot, it sighed and sucked. Looking down, I could see that it was
entirely alive, made of eyeless formations of cabbagey creatures sucking and opening and closing, yearning
toward tiny ponds of water lying on the pitted surface, pink, green, gray, viscous, silent. I moved, I put my foot
here, then hurriedly there, stumbled, and gashed my palm against something rough.
“Where should you step? I don’t want to step on the things,” I gasped.
“You have to. Just step as lightly as you can,” J. said.
“It’s alive, it’s all alive!”
“Of course. It’s coral, it’s alive, of course,” J. said. He had told me there were three hundred and fifty species
of living coral here, along with the calcareous remains of tiny polyzoan and hydrozoan creatures that helped to
form a home for others. Anemones, worms, gastropods, lobsters, crayfish, prawns, crown of thorns, other starfish,
hydrocoarls, the red Lithothamnion algae, the green Halimeda.
“Go on, J., leave me,” I said, seeing that he wanted to be alone to have his own thoughts about all this marine life,
whatever it meant to him. It meant something. His expression was one of rapture. He smiled at me and wandered
off.
I had my Minox, but I found the things beneath my feet too fascinating to photograph. Through the viewer of
my camera they seemed pale and far away. At my feet, in astonishing abundance, they went on with their strange
life. I hated to tread on them, so stood like a stork and aimed the camera at the other passengers.
These were proceeding cautiously, according to their fashion, over the delicate surface—Mark in his yachting cap,
with his camera, alone; the Kiwis in red tropical shirts more brilliant than the most bright-hued creatures
underfoot; even the crew, with insouciant expressions, protectively there to save their passengers from falls or
from strange sea poisons that darted into the inky ponds from the wounded life beneath our feet. For the first time,
I felt, seeing each behaving characteristically, that I knew them all, and even that I liked them, or at least that I
liked it that I understood what they would wear and do. Travelers like myself.
I watched J. keeling in the water to peer into the centers of the mysterious forms. Almost as wonderful as this
various life was J.’s delight. He was as dazzled as if we had walked on stars, and, indeed, the sun shining on the
tentacles, wet petals, filling the spongy holes, mad etchings sparkle like a strange underfoot galaxy. He appeared
as a long, sandy-haired, handsome stranger, separate, unknowable. I, losing myself once more in the patterns and
colors, thought of nothing, was myself as formless and uncaring as the coral, all my unruly, bad-natured passions
leaching harmlessly into the sea, leaving a warm sensation of blankness and ease. I thought of the Hindu doctrine
of ahimsa, of not harming living things, and I was not harming the. I saw—neither by stepping on them nor by
leaving my anger and fears and the encumbrances of real life with them. For me, the equivalent of J.’s happiness
was this sense of being cured of a poisoned spirit.
7
At sunset we headed landward into the sun, a strange direction to a Californian, for whom all sunsets are out at
sea. We would arrive at Mackay at midnight—it also seemed strange that a voyage that had taken four days out
would take only six hours back, something to do with the curve of the continental shelf. A spirit of triumph
imbued our little party—we had lived through storms and reached a destination. People sat in the lounge labeling
their film.
Maureen came along and reminded us that as this was our last night on board, there would be a fancy-dress
party. When we had read this in the brochure, I had laughed. It had seemed absurd that such a little ship would
give itself great liner airs. J. and I had not brought costumes. In our cabin, I asked him what he meant to wear.
Since my attitude had been so resolutely one of noncompliance, he seemed surprised that I was going to
participate in the dressing up. “I know it’ stupid, but how can we not?” I said. “It would be so churlish, with only
sixteen of us aboard.”
J. wore his ski pants, which were blue and tight, with a towel cape, and called himself Batman. I wore his ski
parka, a huge, orange, down-filled garment. The others were elaborately got up, must have brought their masks
and spangles with them. Rita wore a black leotard and had painted cat whiskers on her face, and Dave had a
Neptune beard. Nettie wore a golden crown, and Don a harlequin suit, half purple, half green. I drew to one side
and sat on the table with my feet drawn up inside J.’s parka, chin on my knees, watching the capers that now
began. “Me? I am a pumpkin,” I explained, when they noticed the green ribbon in my hair, my stem. It wasn’t
much of a costume, but it was all I could think of, and they laughed forgivingly and said that it looked cute.
J. won a prize, a bottle of beer, for the best paper cutout of a cow. I was surprised, watching him making
meticulous little snips with the scissors, to see how a cow shape merged under his hands, with a beautiful, delicate
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udder and teats, and knobs of horn. I had not thought that J. would notice a cow.
“I have an announcement,” Mark said, in a strangely loud and shaky voice, one hand held up, his other hand
nervously twisting his knotted cravat. The theme of his costume was not obvious.
“Excuse me, an announcement.” The others smiled and shushed. “I’ve had word from my friend—a few
months ago I had the honor to assist a friend with his astronomical observations, and I’ve just had word that he—
we—that the comet we discovered has been accepted by the international commission. It will bear his name, and,
as I had the honor to assist, I’ll be mentioned, too. Only a little comet, of course, barely a flash in the sky. There
are millions of them, of course. There are millions of the, but—”
A cheer, toasts. Mark bought drinks from everybody. The crew bought drinks for the guests, dishing up from
behind the little bar with the slick expertise of landside bartenders. They seemed respectful of Mark’s news. I
raised my glass with the rest and felt ashamed at the way I had despised Mark’s life—indeed, a nice life, spent
exploring the heavens with a friend. How had I thought him friendless, this nice-looking young man?
“Split, Yugoslavia, is the most beautiful place on earth,” George was telling me. “Like a travel poster. I’ve
been almost everywhere by now, except China, but there, at Split, my hear stopped.” My attention was reclaimed
from my own repentant thoughts; for a second I had been thinking that he was describing a medical calamity, and
I had been about to say, “How terrible!”
But now, he was describing a moment, an epiphany, the experience of beauty. He had the long, bald head of a
statesman, but he was a farmer, now retired, from Perth. I was ashamed that it had taken me so long to see that the
difference between Americans and Australians was that Americans were tired and bored, while for Australians,
stuck off at the edge for the world, all was new, and they had the energy and spirit to go off looking for
abstractions like beauty, and comets.
“let me get you another one of those,” George said, taking my wineglass, for a pumpkin cannot move.
“How long have you been married?” asked Nettie, smiling at me, I considered, not knowing whether I wanted to
shock them by admitting that we were not married at all. “Two years,” I said.
“Really?” Nettie laughed. “We all thought you was newlyweds.” Her smile was sly.
I felt myself flush inside the hot parka. The others had thought all my withdrawn unfriendliness was newlywed
shyness and the preoccupations of love. They were giving me another chance.
“It seems like it.” I laughed. I would never marry J., I thought. He was too good-natured to be saddled with a
cross person like me. And yet now I wasn’t cross, was at ease and warm with affection for the whole company.
Don and Donna were buying champagne all around, and the crew, now that they were about to be rid of this lot of
passengers, seemed sentimental and sorry, as if we had been the nicest, most amusing passengers ever. The prize
for the best costume was to be awarded by vote. People wrote on bits of paper and passed them to Maureen, who
sat on the bar and sorted them. There was even a little mood of tension, people wanting to win.
“And the prize for the best costume”—she paused portentously—“goes to the pumpkin!” My shipmates
beamed and applauded. In the hot parka I felt myself grow even warmer with shame and affection. People of good
will and good sense, and I had allowed a snobbish mood of acedia to blind me to it. There white, untroubled
smiles.
In a paper parcel was a key ring with a plastic-covered picture of the Dolphin, and the words “Great Barrier
Reef” around the edge of it. I was seized by a love for it, would always carry it, I decided, if only as a reminder of
various moral lessons I though myself to have learned, and as a reminder of certain bad things about my own
character.
“Thank you very much,” I said. “I’ll always keep it. And I’ll always remember the Dolphin and all of you—for
I thought, of course, that I would. J. was looking at me with a considering air, as if to inspect my sincerity. But I
was sincere.
“I know I’ve been a pig,” I apologized to him later, as we gathered our things in the stateroom. “These people
are really very sweet.”
“I wonder if you’d feel like that if you hadn’t gotten the prize,” he said, peevishly. I was surprised at his tone.
Of course, it wasn’t the prize—only a little key chain, after all—that had cured me, but the process of the voyage,
and the mysterious power of distant places to dissolve the problems the traveler has brought along. Looking at J.,
I could see that, for his part, he was happy but let down, as if the excitement and happiness of seeing the reef at
last, and no doubt the nuisance of my complaining, had worn him out for the moment, and serious thoughts of his
coming confrontations with malaria and leprosy and pain and sadness were returning, and what he needed was a
goodnight’s sleep.
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137.119 Desert Matinee\fn{by Jerry Bumpus (1937- )} Mount Vernon, Jefferson County, Illinois, U.S.A. (M) 6
The dust cloud followed the arroyo down to the valley and turned when it reached the highway, as Haskel
knew it would, fanning wide on both sides of the road and coming straight toward him.
Haskel pulled the truck off the road, cut the motor, and rolling down the window leaned out. He heard far off a
buzzing roar like a storm of hornets. He took out his teeth and put them in the breast pocket of his denim jacket.
Then rolled up the window and drove on slowly, half-off the road to give them plenty of room.
Still over a mile away he could make them out, thirty or forty abreast so they wouldn’t get their own dust. At
this distance they were giant insects.
For three days and nights they had been out here, and Haskel had watched them. (Now for the first time they
saw him—the, flanks of the wide line drew in and they came even faster.) He had watched with binoculars and
concluded that above all they were constantly in motion, even at night in their camp, jumping on their
motorcycles and riding off as if they all had been stung by the same dire impulse. Or they danced all night, and he
saw fights in the yellow light, and they rode round and around the bonfire, though in the distance it appeared they
rode into the bonfire and became the fire itself—out of existence on a dare and back again. In the light of day they
plunged headlong, whether down the highway, along a trail, or straight across the desert—they didn’t need roads.
They shot off hills, cutting through the air forward-leaning and furious, as if enraged with the passivity of space.
Five hundred feet ahead of Haskel they slowed. Now they would block the road. There were even more than he
thought—fifty, sixty. Women rode double behind some of them, lean long-legged women in jeans and leather,
their faces shrewd as chromium, their eyes rapacious but at the same time paradoxically indifferent—as though
their minds were elsewhere, or they were in fact elsewhere and these were their souls, fled to the desert. The men
were big, long-armed, etched with tattoos. Grinning, their mouths were slashed with the obscene eagerness of
wolves. Astraddle their bikes, revving the motors, they tightened a gauntlet down the middle of the road, and as
Haskel entered they leaned on the truck and pounded the fenders, grinning in at him.
Then he was through them. In the mirror watched them spread out again in a line. When they were at least two
miles down the road Haskel put his teeth back in.
He slowed at the arroyo road. Up there was their camp. After glancing in the mirror, Haskel drove by. If he
went up there, they might see his dust and come back.
He went down the highway to the dirt road that led to his place. And nothing beyond, but the canyon rim and,
over it, the first of two buttes staring at each other across forty miles. He called them the Big Ideas. Because they
looked sure of why they were here.
The truck bounced, tilted on the road, slowly climbing the canyon wall. Then he saw the cabin. A window,
crooked chimney, a shed out back. Beyond a narrow meadow, cut with a stream, a forest spread to the rim.
Haskel got out and held his breath, listening. Heard in the woods the crash of hard running. Then the dog,
gray-brown, quick and wolf-like except it didn’t have the absolute, improbable bigness of a wolf, came out of the
woods and into the meadow. Haskel squared off to meet it and it lunged against him and banged its jaws in his
face, just short of his nose. He choked it, it chewed his shoulder, they stagger-waltzed a big circle and crashed
against the truck. Haskel sat on the running board, panting, and the dog stood in front of him, panting too, tongue
out, eyes laughing.
“The motorcycle people,” Haskel announced.
The dog shut its mouth, ears pricked.
“All of them. We had a parley-vous.”
Haskel unloaded the supplies from the cab of the truck and went to the shed to chop wood. The dog wandered
off but came back when it saw Haskel walking from the stream toward the cabin with the bucket. They went in
and ate.
Later they went out front, watched the valley go down in purple. The sky became night. Abruptly the lights of
Lordsburg thirty miles away winked into being.
In the middle of the night the cabin moved. He sat up. The dog, sleeping on the floor beside the bed, stood and
yawned in the dark. Haskel went to the door.
Wind—huge and preoccupied—moved down the canyon shaking loose, changing. Haskel got the binoculars,
moved them slowly up the arroyo, looking for the yellow light of the bonfire.
“They’re gone,” he said.
The dog wagged its tail. He built a fire and put on coffee. The dog curled down and went to sleep. When the
coffee was ready Haskel cooked breakfast.
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“They’re gone for good,” he whispered. He ate some and put the rest down for the dog when it woke.
*
Motor and headlights off, down the long hill the truck rolled, silent except for the creaking of springs and the
skee of brakes. Haskel stopped short of the highway, staring at the dim corona above Lordsburg. He turned on the
radio and found what he liked—cat music, he called it, coarse and jangling, from Mexico and fading off in miles,
laced with static, then coming back louder than before.
An immense breath, change moved over the valley. First light. He switched off the radio, started the motor, and
pulled onto the highway. He reached the arroyo road as gray dawn opened the sky. The hills were purple-black.
*
He walked around the bowl where they had camped. The wind had scavenged footprints and tire tracks,
everything else it could take. Left behind a ripped-out beer case wedged between two bushes. And some cans
scattered here and there, half-buried. Haskel kicked through the remains of the bonfire—the charred carcass of
some huge beast they cooked whole and ate on the ground. He moved farther out, circled the camp. Snagged in a
bush he found a silk scarf, black and green. He sniffed it but already the desert had taken the smell of the person.
Instead of returning down the arroyo he drove out a trail they had cut with their motorcycles. It forked, then
crossed other trails. He turned onto one. And it crossed other trails. These were their streets, a city with no houses
or people. He swung a turn, topping a dune, the nose of the truck in the sky, and when it dipped Haskel slammed
on the brakes.
Two of them sat in the middle of the trail leaning against each other, a big one and a little one. Long hair, and
wore pants but not shirts. Their backs were gray. Maybe the big one was dead, the little one propping him up.
They turned. The big one had a huge sharp chin, making him devilish, self-sure. He stared at Haskel, seemed
to already start telling him what to do. The little one got up and helped him to his feet—and the little one was a
woman, a girl, her hair hiding her face and partially covering her breasts. The man put his arm over her shoulders,
leaned on her, and they came around to the side of the truck. Haskel rolled down his window.
She pushed her hair back with one hand. Her face was small and round. After looking at each other for a
moment, she and Haskel spoke at the same time:
“What are you doing out here?”—and she said,
“Take us.”
“To Lordsburg?” he said. The man lifted his head, his eyes bright black.
“No.”
“No,” the girl said to Haskel, her lips straight, smug.
“We got to stay awake,” the man said and swayed back on his heels.
“Away,” the girl said, grabbing him with both arms. “Away.”
“You’re staying out here?” Haskel said.
The girl stepped up on the running board. Leaning in, her face nearly touching Haskel’s, she whispered, her
eyes gleaming with excitement:
“Take Hopalong and me to your place.”
“My place?” He nodded. “Okay. Get in.”
She went around the truck with Hopalong and opened the door. She stood behind him and pushed to get him
up into the truck—and before he was even inside, sprawled knees wide apart, Haskel smelled blood and saw
Hopalong’s pants were soaked. The girl jumped in after him and slammed the door.
“I’m Lily.”
Haskel nodded and started the truck. Hopalong’s head thunked against the rear window. Lily stared across him
at Haskel, her face gray and without expression, her eyes like paraffin.
*
They helped Hopalong into the cabin and he shoved them away. He sat down at the table and grabbed up the
cards with which Haskel played solitaire. His big fingers fumbled with the piece of string tied around the deck,
then he shuffled the cards. Grinning fiercely, his bulging cheeks knotting his eyes, he rapped the cards on the
table.
“Stud,” he said slyly and winked at Haskel.
“Come on,” Lily said, tugging at his arm. She took the cards from him and pulled harder. “Over here. Come
on, Hopalong.”
He got up and when he looked away from Haskel his mouth fell open, as if discovering the cabin was vast,
infinite, with long corridors of light: far away, tiny in the distance, he saw a bed.
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He collapsed across it. Haskel was building a fire when he heard a splop and turned to see the bloody trousers
in the middle of the floor. With a piece of kindling he carried them out to the shed. When he returned, Hopalong,
covered with blankets, lay turned to the wall. Lily wore one of Haskel’s shirts, the sleeves rolled up. She was
frying bacon and when it was done she took it to Hopalong and whispered too low for Haskel to hear.
“Hopalong won’t eat.”
Haskel looked up. She stood beside him, her hands on her hips.
“He used to eat all the time—you know? He was almost famous, he ate so much. Now, nothing. What’ll I do?”
Haskel nodded.
“You came to the right man: I don’t know.”
He went outside. The wind was up, rushing down the canyon like a big reckless boy. Haskel ducked around the
corner. The sky scooped deep into the valley, a storm moving in. There would be snow, a great wall of snow.
The dog sailed around the corner on a gust of wind.
“She kick you out?” Haskel yelled and grabbed its tail. The dog snarled, jerked its head around and snapped at
him. When he let go it lunged away and barked. Haskel barked back, and the dog liked that, its eyes gleeful.
The food she cooked for Hopalong was on the table. Haskel sat down and ate it. Then he built up the fire and
got his pipe. He pulled up his chair and almost immediately was lost in the flames’ invention. He returned only
when, floating up from canyons, he put on another log.
The dog lifted its head, ears pricked. Slowly Haskel turned.
Lily wore only the shirt now, the shirt tail reaching halfway down her thighs. She tiptoed across the room and
leaned down to him. Then her face went blank, her eyes faded as if she had forgotten everything.
Hopalong is dead, Haskel thought. That was it. He didn’t need to ask her.
“I’ll sleep here,” Lily whispered.
He heard her making a pallet on the floor behind him. Then she was still, there was nothing but the fire and the
wind above the cabin. When he woke, the fire was down and the wind had lain. The sky had the dense silence of
snow.
He looked over his shoulder; she lay in a ball under the blankets, her head covered. On the edge of the pallet
the dog also lay in a ball, its eyes open, staring at Haskel.
*
Morning.
Haskel went out into a gray lull. A great drift buried half the cabin. Below, through thick air, the valley was
shallowed with snow and seemed so close Haskel could have climbed to his roof and jumped clear across it. The
woods had moved nearer during the storm, the trees immense and dour, shadows deep as caves hunkering under
the branches sagging with the weight of the snow.
Haskel tromped out to the shed and got the ax, logs. Scooped off the block and a place to stand, and swung the
ax. The log split with a sharp crack that shot down the hill, and Haskellooked up. Air quivered around the cabin.
The door slowly opened.
Roaring, Hopalong ran out naked into the snow, his back and shoulders brownish yellow, waxen. The roar
hung in the air. He ran hard, then stopped, bent forward, coughing.
Haskel ran down to the cabin, then onto Hopalong’s trail. He caught up just short of the woods.
“Hold it,” Haskel panted. Louder—“Hold it!”
Hopalong swung around, reared, rising and opening his arms like a bear turning on dogs, and Haskel saw the
huge wide chest, the stomach black with hair wedging down to the bush at the base of the stomach, as if pointing
to what Haskel didn’t see. For there was not the big thrusting cock Haskel expected. Instead, a gash grinned blood
over a white sprig of tendon. Running pumped fresh blood over what had dried on Hopalong’s thighs, ringing the
snow red around his knees.
Haskel looked up to the man’s face and could tell by Hopalong’s eyes that he didn’t know if Haskel had seen
or not, that Hopalong no longer knew. Had somehow forgotten what there was about him that another man would
find amazing. Hopalong’s eyes, large and baffled, hardly paused on Haskel, as if Haskel were just one of a crowd
floating before him in the gray light.
“Let’s go back,” Haskel said.
“Huh?”—and his eyes found Haskel.
“Back to my place. Come on.”
Slowly shaking his head, Hopalong made the noise again, the roar that was almost a word but just outside
meaning, louder and louder, and he clenched his fists and drew them up. Haskel backed but not fast enough,
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Hopalong was on him like a falling tree.
Numb deep in snow. Not thinking now. For minutes, maybe longer. Haskel was far away from himself, though
now he saw his hands, red with cold. His hands were pushing at the yellow sack of flesh that was the naked man,
and with strange easiness (maybe Hopalong was a huge yellow-brown bleeding balloon) Haskel pushed him
away.
Haskel sat up, breathing hard, and looked at the sky. His face was blunt numb, maybe he no longer had a face,
accepted the possibility that he didn’t: Hopalong had lost his cock and was going around taking faces.
Thirty feet away Hopalong and Lily sat side by side in the snow, their backs to Haskel. They were talking low
but in the silence Haskel heard them distinctly.
“To Phoenix,” she said.
“No. Nothing,” Hopalong said.
“Bubba’s there. And Nadine.”
“Is that Bubba?” Hopalong said and looked over his shoulder at Haskel.
“No,” Lily said. “That’s just him. We can sleep in his house.”
Hopalong got to his feet and moved away slowly, Lily calling to him. Haskel rose and started after him,
running easily, the snow carrying him on waves.
Hopalong entered the first line of trees and disappeared. Then Haskel saw him again, slipping in and out of
view, gliding deeper into the woods. Haskel followed, running hard, but looking over his shoulder he saw the
cabin below, a straight line of wood-smoke rising from the chimney.
Ahead, Haskel saw Hopalong down a straight corridor through the woods. Going downhill now, they flew
through luminous blue-green silence.
*
It would be a matter of minutes, an hour or two at most. The fire crackled excitedly, the flames danced.
“We can go to Albuquerque,” Lily whispered. Hopalong lay flat on his back. Lily leaned down, her hands on
his chest, her lips to his ear. Hopalong’s eyes were closed and he breathed heavily, his lips flubbering.
Then he was silent. Lily stopped whispering. Haskel turned. She sat on the side of the bed, her legs crossed and
her hands in her lap, watching Haskel with the corners of her mouth tucked up primly.
They dragged Hopalong out to the truck; nothing could get him there. Hopalong sat stiffly at the steering
wheel, ready to go. Haskel slammed the truck door and he and Lily went into the cabin. Lily sat at the table and
picked up the deck of cards and shuffled them. Haskel rolled her a cigarette and one for himself.
“Thanks,” she said and dealt. “My mom says, ‘Lily, someday you’ll get into something you can’t get out of.’ I
tell her, ‘Moms, don’t lose any sleep worrying about me.’ But maybe she’s right. Some people just don’t care—
you know? Bubba don’t care. He don’t give a shit for anything. When Nadine got busted in Cruces she called
Bubba and Bubba said, ‘Tough shit.’”
She was silent as they played the hand. She won. She took the papers and tobacco and rolled another cigarette.
Then she shuffled and dealt again.
“Mom says, ‘Lily, you’re crazy.’ She says that because of what happened to Frieda. Frieda’s my sister. Not my
little sister, her name’s Nadine. But Frieda’s my big sister that got killed in a crash on Looper Lane in Phoenix.
And Mom won’t let me forget, like it was my fault. So I tell her if I’m crazy it’s because she drove me crazy
talking about Frieda. That’s what Bubba tells me. Me and Bubba were doing Cunt City when I met Hopalong.”
She ground out her cigarette and stood. She pulled the shirt up and over her head as if it were a sweater. With
both hands she smoothed back her long hair, her breasts rising and slowly lowering. She came around the table
and stepped between Haskel’s knees. Putting an arm around his neck, she cupped a breast and put the nipple to his
lips.
“When Frieda got it she was riding back of Bubba. Bubba swerved to miss a Jag and went up the back of a
Mercury and jumped a Pontiac Le Mans and a Chevy van before they came down. Frieda never knew what hit
her, but she died with a smile on her face.”
Lily took off her trousers and lay naked on the bed. She crossed her legs, resting her ankle on the raised knee
of the other leg.
“Frankly, I can take it or leave it. Not like Nadine, who has to have it at least every ten hours and if she don’t
she gets nauseous. But Frieda was just the opposite. Doing it gave her gas, so she quit. She hadn’t done it for six
days when she racked up on Looper Lane.
“You got a nice one. You should’ve seen Hopalong’s. It was really what you’d call remarkable. That was why
the Motor Maniacs cut it off. Bunch of jealous little pricks—that’s what I told Hopalong. But it didn’t console him
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enough.”
As Haskel lay down, Lily jumped up. She ran across the room, turned, her arms spread wide against the wall
behind her.
“Ready?”
She squatted like a frog, her knees wide apart, and leaped. She sailed through the air and landed on Haskel.
Her hair hung down, framing their faces. She smiled brightly.
“There! Gottum Daddy’s whanger.”
Lily got out, slammed the door, and stood beside the road. Haskel scooted down, it would be a long wait.
But then he heard on the silence a flat gray hum. He looked. A dot wavered on the horizon. Then gradually
louder, the sound of a motor, tires on concrete. The dot became a car, its windshield glinting.. It came fast though
by now the driver could see Lily beside the road, thumb out, her other hand on her hip.
The motor cut, there was the strain of brakes and tires, and the car stopped beside Lily. The man at the wheel
sat looking straight ahead as Lily got in. The car accelerated, and Lily looked out, but not at Haskel. Her face
behind the window disappeared as the car smoothly sped off, two, three miles away, shrinking to a gray speck.
Haskel drove the truck onto the highway and headed the opposite direction, toward Lordsburg.
He hadn’t gone far when a caravan of cars pulling horse trailers passed him. When he came to town more cars
and trailers were parked along the street. He parked the truck on a side street. When he walked back, on the main
street twenty or thirty women wearing white ten-gallon hats and white leather jackets and pants with long fringe
were riding palominos. The women smiled and waved at the people. They rode two blocks down the street,
turned, and rode back.
Haskel bought supplies, then headed back out, driving slowly down the straight highway, looking off across
the plain widening with afternoon shadows.
*
He and the dog went to the shed to see how Hopalong was doing. He sat waiting in the corner. In a day or two
when the snow was off Haskel would put him in the meadow.
Haskel went into the house and ate supper. He sat at the table awhile, then moved across to the bed and was
asleep before sundown.
He woke to the wind, or maybe it was a coyote. But again he heard the dull clomp, snow-muffled. He went to
the window.
They came single file, a long procession, more than he had seen in town, all in white leather with fringe and
big white hats, all riding palominos shining in the night.
He backed away and stood in the middle of the room with his hands lifted. Then turned, grabbed up a log and
threw it on the fire. As he heard the shudder-snort of the horses just outside the door he reached for the coffee pot.
He had just banged it on the grate when the door opened wide and he turned to see the first of them leaning
forward to clear the doorway as she rode into the cabin. The horse’s eyes were huge, dazzled by the light.
131.48 Digging\fn{by Elleuora Beth Lordan (1948- )} Pekin, Tazewell County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 6
So one day a farmer—his name was Seamus Sullivan, and this was in County Mayo, not far from Knock,
where, when Seamus was fifteen, the Virgin had appeared—says to the wife, “I’m off up the field, then,” and he
goes off in his boots in the early afternoon with the dog at his heel and a shovel in his hand. His only idea is to be
out there, as far from the house as he can go without leaving his own bit of land, digging; what he wants is the
heft and smell and slide of his own earth at his command. He doesn’t wonder whether a man can own something
like land; he owns this field and the dirt within it, and the field goes straight down to the center of the earth.
So he goes after the roots of a furze bush. It’s the first edge of spring, and thin lips of yellow show here and
there on the bush. This digging is hard work, starting away from the thorny bush to make sure he’s beyond the
spread of the roots, but it’s a long day ahead with nothing else he need do, and he dedicates himself to it. He’s
forty-five, still strong enough to spend the whole day driving the shovel in and piling the good dirt out. But the
furze is a shallow weed, and after only an hour the excuse work is mostly done, the thorny bush as root-exposed
as if he were planting it instead of casting it out.
So he pulls it to the center of the field and sets it afire. Then he goes back to crouch beside his dug pit and roll
a cigarette with his dog lolling beside him while the bush burns. It’s a pitch-filled thing, a furze bush, so it burns
hot and fast. As he tosses the damp end bit of tobacco and paper away, he sees the wife standing down by their
house, shading her eyes to watch the last of the flames. Bridget is just a girl still after two years of being married
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to him, who’s older than her husband ought to be.
That’s enough; he stands and takes up his shovel again.
Maybe the sun comes out for a few minutes, and he feels so good, digging in the thin sunlight in his field, that
he wonders why he doesn’t do this once a week. His muscles are limber, the rhythm steady, and then his shovel
hits something not dirt. Even that, even the challenge of going now into the next layer of his land, where rocks
will complicate the digging—even that feels good. He moves the shovel back a few inches and drives it in again
and lifts up the dirt and sees there, mud-encrusted and bent, a chalice, the gold pale and shining where his shovel
has struck it.
So there stands Seamus, rubbing the dirt from the cup with his broad, callused fingers for a few seconds before
he looks guiltily down the slope to see if Bridget is still watching him. She isn’t, so he has a chance to decide:
Will he keep digging and see if he can find more? Will he take just this one thing? Will he have a good look and
then, tenderly, tuck it back where it came from and replace the dirt and pray for the grass to grow over it all?
In this same mid-afternoon, in Cork instead of Mayo, Mary Alice O’Driscoll comes hurrying along the road
into Clonakilty, tears in her pretty eyes. She’s nineteen and a strapping girl, tall and strong, and she has dreams.
This is a difficult situation, being a strapping girl with dreams, because nobody believes the combination is
natural.
Her sister Rosie is the beauty, and people assume she has dreams, but Mary Alice is sturdy, and her mother, a
practical woman, sees no reason for Mary Alice not to marry Jimmy Curtin, who owns his own boat and has the
hope of a house when his father passes on. He’s a hard worker and a decent man, and if Mary Alice would just be
reasonable, she’d see that decency is quite a bit to get in a husband, and Jimmy’s not that old, not forty yet, and he
fancies the girl.
Mary Alice is reasonable, so she has already abandoned any number of dreams without ever having mentioned
them to anyone—gracefulness, for example, and a piano, a quick wit in conversation, a holiday in Switzerland,
and a wedding in Saint Colman’s Cathedral, in Queenstown, the most beautiful thing she has ever seen and as far
from Rosscarbery as she’s ever been—but now her mother says she can’t go to the dance on Saturday in
Glandore. Missing the dance shouldn’t matter, given all those other things she knows she’ll never have, but it does
matter. Mary Alice believes her heart is breaking. So she’s on her way down the road to complain to her aunt
Margaret, who was the strapping sister herself and knows where you end up if you don’t hold on to some dream—
where she is, housekeeper to the priest.
So here’s Mary Alice, her head up so that the tears won’t spill, tapping at the kitchen door of the priest’s house,
tapping and tapping, and not until Father Moran himself, a book in his hand, pulls open the door does she realize
that she has come into town with her apron still on and her hair still in last night’s plait. Not that Father Moran is
tidy, standing there in his stockinged feet and his hair mussed as if he has just waked up and here it is almost time
for his tea.
“Oh, Father,” she says, “I’m sorry to bother you. I was looking for Aunt Margaret.”
“You were, of course,” he says, but because he has indeed only just waked from a doze in his chair, his voice is
much curter than he intended, and Mary Alice loses her hold on her tears, and they fall from her pretty eyes in two
silver lines down her face.
She has no idea how lovely she looks to Father Moran, who isn’t a young man but also isn’t old enough to be
her father. Father Moran himself hardly has any idea of how lovely she looks to him, at this dusky moment in the
kitchen when her Aunt Margaret isn’t there and he’s barely awake and can’t tell exactly who he is, priest or man,
but he manages to say,
“Here, now, what’s this all about?”
Mary Alice can’t say what it’s all about, not to him, not in his stockinged feet, and so she sobs four times,
trying to think of an appropriate thing to say to a priest, and says,
“I was thinking of Saint Colman’s Cathedral.”
Father Moran has seen Saint Colman’s Cathedral, so he almost understands why this girl—he has known her
name at some moment, though it escapes him now—weeps so hopelessly, and he’s touched by it, and moved to
transfer his book from his left hand to his right, and to reach his left hand out to touch and comfort her. He means
to pat her shoulder in a fatherly, priestly gesture, but his hand takes itself instead to her cheek, where the tears are
cool against her firm, warm skin.
As soon as she has spoken, Mary Alice begins actually to think of Saint Colman’s, its soaring beauty, and how
she’ll never be a bride there, never have a life that includes a piano or quick wit or holidays, all because her
mother won’t allow her to go to the dance in Glandore this Saturday night, where some young man might
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magically appear who would love her, and when the priest’s gentle hand touches her tears, she has no choice in
the matter; she covers his hand with her own and presses it to her face, and before either of them is quite certain
why or how such a thing could happen, his book is on the floor and their mouths are sweet together with salt tears
on all their lips.
By now Seamus has come in for his tea, with his chest full of his secret. Bridget sees that he has got something
going on, something that makes him feel big this evening, and she wonders about it as she cuts the bread. He’s
been nowhere, just up the field the whole afternoon, digging. She has her doubts about whether potatoes will grow
there in the second field, the sun’s so poor below the hill, but the potatoes are his business. What is hers is this
house, this empty house, with no child in it.
“Come up,” he says behind her, and she hears the dog clip from the corner and into his lap.
So, Bridget thinks. So. And she cuts the bread thicker. When she has finished, she cooks him a buttered egg
and brings out the last jar of her sister’s blackberry jam. Her sister has the five boys and two girls.
“Is it Christmas?” he asks when he comes to the table, but he’s gentle about it, and she smiles just a bit,
pouring the tea.
“The field’s ready, is it?” she says, and he says it is, nearly.
After the meal he goes out with the dog and smokes again, looking up at the field where the cup and four gold
bracelets lie hidden in the dirt, though he can feel their presence still behind his ribs. He has dug them a deeper
hiding place up there, and will leave them for now. He has nowhere to sell them, and no idea how to explain
where the money came from if he did. Besides, he thinks the gold isn’t that kind of treasure. It’s something else,
and he has spent the afternoon trying to get it figured out—how the gold stands for something ancient and
splendid and connected to him.
He has decided that when he’s got it straight in his head, the time will come and he’ll go to the priest and tell
him what he’s found, and ask him to write to the proper people so they can come and get it and take it to the
museum. They’ll make a card for it, he thinks, saying SEAMUS SULLIVAN, COUNTY MAYO. All day the idea
of that card has been growing in him, a weighted restlessness in his chest, as he’s been digging. He’ll plant
potatoes there when the time comes. It’s no sin, he’s sure, to take his pleasure privately now, thinking of himself
as a man with gold in his field. No sin either to turn to his wife in bed tonight and take that pleasure as well; and
when the time comes, when the washing up is done and the fire’s banked and the two of them sigh into their rest,
he does so, and she answers him gladly, a rare easy sweetness between them. As he falls asleep, his last thought is
of the shimmering power of gold hidden in a field; hers is that these moments may get them a child.
Before that happens, back in the kitchen in Clonakilty, Mary Alice, weak in the knees, and Father Moran,
utterly without a thought in his head, linger through the long moment of their kiss as if dependent for balance on
their joined mouths, as if suspended from each other’s lips, or from their hands on her cheek. And then, of course,
they hear a sound from somewhere, a reminder that Aunt Margaret hasn’t vanished from the earth, that priests and
girls with pretty eyes aren’t free to kiss in kitchens in this world, and they lurch apart. For a single second they
stare at each other, blankly, and then the horror gathers. She turns and flies out of the house and down the narrow
street of the town, eyes dry now and nearly blind. As soon as she’s free of the houses, she turns off the road and
sets out across the fields for home.
A mile or so along, as she’s walking more slowly but still not daring to think of anything, she sees below her
the ring of standing stones that people call the Druid’s Altar. The light is failing fast, and the stones take on the
look of giant shawled women, some standing, some kneeling. She takes herself down from the little ridge to them,
between them, into the center of the circle.
“I’ve kissed a priest,” she says aloud.
Maybe she sways with the enormity of what she has done, and it’s just an illusion that the stone women stir,
but Mary Alice O’Driscoll doesn’t wait to see whether the women are welcoming her or casting her out. She takes
to her heels, down across the fields in the twilight, and rushes into the kitchen, where her mother is getting the tea
with a scowl on her face. Breathless, she says,
“I’ll marry him, Mother—I’ll marry Jimmy if you say.”
What else could she do, a girl who would tempt a priest and bring stones to life by confessing it? If she didn’t
marry as quick as that, who knows what shame she might bring on them all?
*
So, say that was a Tuesday, in March of 1910. By Sunday, when the banns are read for Mary Alice O’ Driscoll
and James Patrick Curtin, Seamus Sullivan has been laid to rest (that weight in his chest was his heart failing, and
he never knew, dreaming of his neighbors thumping his back in congratulation when the gold came pouring out of
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his land, and he may be dreaming it still, if heaven is as it should be), and Bridget’s brother Pat has walked the
three fields and found them poor, Seamus’s plan for potatoes in the second field foolishness. He'll let it go back to
grass and put his own sheep on it. He does that, and takes Bridget to keep house for him half a mile away, and
when her son is born, in the winter, he’ll be the one who insists the child be named Kevin, for their father, instead
of Seamus, for his own. By that time, down in Cork, Mary Alice will be amazed to find herself a little in love with
Jimmy Curtin, whose awkward chatter covers a thousand apt generosities, and when their first child is born, the
next year, his name, without question, is James. Nor does the family hesitate when the chance comes for them
(three more of them now, all strapping children), through the death of one cousin and the emigration of three
others, to move to a small house in Galway. And of course the boys will follow their father and become
fishermen. In fact, the only question that ever disturbs Mary Alice arises when her James comes to her at the age
of fifteen and says,
“Mother, I’ve a calling to be a priest.”
“You have not,” she says, but he scowls and says,
“Why not? I’ve the marks, and Father Kennedy says …”
And what can she say but “I don’t care what Father Kennedy says, you’ll be no priest”? That’s as close as
she’ll ever come to allowing herself to remember the forbidden salty kiss in the kitchen, and that’s a story she’ll
never tell to a soul.
*
Seamus’s story of finding the gold never gets told either, and the gold is never found, so when Bridget dies,
with Kevin only eleven, his uncle Pat sees no reason not to take him off to America, where things will have to be
better than they are at home with all the mess there is now. It’s 1922, and who knows how things will turn out? So
off they go, leaving the two houses to fall down around themselves, and if South Boston doesn’t vault Pat into the
prosperity he expected, it does vault young Kevin into a world of street corners and movies and—once he leaves
school, at just fifteen—pubs and nicknames and fist fights. He’s one of a gang of fellows on the corner of E Street
and Bowen; they all live at home, work here and there on the docks and in the factories, fight about anything,
spend their money foolishly, and try to impress girls. When Kevin’s twenty, he falls mad in love with a girl five
years older, and before he knows what he’s about, he’s going to be a father. It’s 1931 now, and he sees no way to
avoid taking his bride back to the cramped flat over the barbershop and Uncle Pat’s vicious hospitality. He’s
twenty-one when his son, Lyle, is born, and twenty-two on Christmas Eve when, far gone in drink, he decides to
swim the icy Charles River to sober up before going home to the wife and kid.
*
This same Christmas Eve, 1932, back in Galway City, James Curtin, who has put away his wish to be a priest
as his mother once put away her wish to go to Switzerland, proposes marriage to Norah Silke, who turns him
down. Two months later he marries her sister Maeve. They have a daughter, Róisin, and then another daughter,
Mary, and then sons; before the sons are old enough to go out on the boat, which James has always hated, he sells
the boat and buys a poor bit of land. But he has no talent as a farmer, and when his children offer to leave—Mary
for America, one son to be a priest, another for Australia—he’s glad to have them go. He’s a harsh man, and real
poverty makes him more so; but he’s no worse than other fathers, better than some, which Maeve tells the
children so often that even she believes it.
*
So when Lyle Sullivan and Mary Curtin meet at last, in 1960, at a huge company picnic on Cape Cod, they
could have a load of stories to tell each other, but they don’t. Mary doesn’t work for the company; she has come
with a girlfriend who does, and the girlfriend insists that Mary’s perfectly welcome. Her whole life—she’s
twenty-four—Mary has worried about being where she doesn’t belong, and she has never quite figured out where
she does belong.
When she knew she was going to America, she was terrified and excited; once she got there, she was so
homesick that she’d have gone back if she’d had the money, and if the ones at home hadn’t needed the money she
sent. She can’t imagine living her whole life so far from home, but now that she’s been here a year, she can’t
imagine what life she’d be living if she were still there. So even here, at a picnic, she doesn’t dare go very far
from her friend and doesn’t join in conversations. That’s where she is when Lyle first sees her.
He doesn’t know that she looks a lot like his grandmother Bridget, who wore her long, dark, curling hair much
the way Mary wears hers, in a soft bun high on her head, and whose mouth had a similar sweet patience. He
doesn’t know what Bridget looked like because he has never seen the one photograph of her, which his mother
hoards, along with the eight other things that belonged to his father, Kevin, in a locked metal box in the back of
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her closet. He won’t even find that box until after his mother’s death, three years later; when Mary comes back
from Ireland to marry him, she’ll have cut her hair and taken to setting it on brush rollers for the bouffant effect
that is the American style in 1963. This day on Cape Cod all he knows is that she looks good to him. He doesn’t
even think of her as pretty, although she is, and it’s a good thing he doesn’t. Long ago he developed the
unconscious habit of avoiding anything that might distract him from his duty to his mother, so he never speaks to
girls he thinks of as pretty.
This isn’t his mother’s fault: she’s not old in her mid-fifties, not bitter or pitiful. True, she has always tried to
impress upon Lyle the dangers of drink and wild friends—but hasn’t she good reason for that, since drink and
wild friends killed her young husband and left her with a son to raise and no skills beyond laundry work, which
she couldn’t do anymore after she hurt her back, when Lyle was only seventeen? Not exactly her fault, or his, but
it has come to this: Lyle lives the life of a middle-aged husband, although he’s only twenty-eight. He’s good at his
office job with a hardware company, frugal, responsible. He likes some television programs, and he likes to drink
a beer or, more rarely, a little whiskey and play a game or two of hearts in the evening with his mother in the
oddly comforting cloud of her cigarette smoke. He’s not unhappy, and he’s not particularly eager to marry, but
still, this pretty day on Cape Cod, the girl in the dark skirt and soft blouse looks good to him, and he keeps an eye
on her, the way she’s shy but cheery, and when he passes almost accidentally near enough to hear her talking with
her friend, he hears that she’s Irish, and he’s a goner.
He doesn’t recognize that he’s a goner though. He has never been a goner before. As a teenager, back in
Vermont, he kissed a few girls and longed in a shameful way for others, and once, after he brought his mother
back to Boston to live, he dated one woman three times. But he hasn’t been a goner. He thinks he feels sorry for
this girl, so far from home, and that in itself is so unusual for him that it’s almost dusk, almost time for the
fireworks, before he finds a way to meet her.
She’s alone at last—her friend has gone to get them some more lemonade. She’s alone, crouching to spread the
blanket where she and her friend will sit to watch the fireworks, and dusk is coming on, and the ocean is stirring,
and she hasn’t the least hint how appealing she looks to Lyle. He sees the domesticity of her task, and remembers
the quick, dancing, foreign murmur of her voice. He isn’t given to imagining (Mary’s friend, who works in his
department, calls him rude and bossy), but he imagines that she might be lonely, and that’s what he means to ask
her when he comes up beside her—he means to say something like “You’re far from home,” in the sort of joking
tone he assumes men use with women they haven’t met yet. Instead he says, “Hello. I’m Lyle Sullivan, from
Production Control,” just as if it were a staff meeting. Mary gives a little leap, she’s so startled.
She has been thinking not of home but of underwear, actually—about the difference between Irish underwear
and American underwear in her admittedly limited experience. Her job is minding the children of the
Cunninghams, in Brookline, who lent her the fare to come over. The oldest of the Cunningham children is a girl,
twelve, rather pretty, who has been teasing her mother for pettipants; for days now Mary has been wondering in
odd moments just what pettipants might be, whether they’re something she ought to buy. In April she finished
paying her debt to the Cunninghams. She now sends half her small salary back to Róisin each month and saves
most of the rest, but she has a bit she keeps out for pleasure, and she’s wondering if the cost of pettipants
(whatever they are) would match the pleasure of them. That’s what she’s wondering when this fellow comes up
and startles her.
She blushes, because of the underwear and because he’s the fellow she noticed earlier and asked her friend
about and because he has recognized, as she knew someone would, that she has no right to be at the picnic.
He blushes, because he didn’t mean to startle her and didn’t mean to say such a stupid thing, but there they are.
Mary straightens up and puts out her hand.
“I’m Mary Curtin, from Galway,” she says, and she smiles, because she’s relieved at last of the dread of
discovery that has tagged behind her all day. “I don’t work for the company,” she says.
He’s handsomer than she thought, though she thought him handsome enough in the sunshine and from a
distance.
She’s lovely, looking up at him with that smile, and the quick, cooing way she says doon’t and coompany; he
nearly forgets to shake her hand.
Maybe the first of the rockets goes up then and bursts in gold and silver in the sky. Or maybe Lyle gathers his
wits and asks where Galway is, or where she does work, and they talk a little more before her friend comes back
and Lyle takes his leave. They won’t turn out to be the sort of couple that reminisces about their first meeting;
years from now, when their younger son, Jimmy, asks her bitterly, “How did you end up with him, anyway?”
she’ll just say, “I met him at a picnic.” If in saying that she remembers any of this—the fireworks, and how the
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crowd around her made a full, reverent chorus of their pleasure while she hugged to herself the thrilling certainty
that shy, handsome Lyle Sullivan from Production Control fancied her—she won’t say so.
It’ll be their older son, Kevin, when he’s about ten and curious, who asks his father,
“Did Mom used to be pretty?”
Maybe the question lurches Lyle back to this moment, standing in the dark beneath the brilliant, slow
explosions of light, studying how straight her back is; then she turns and bends toward her friend and something
in the tilting of her body wallops him with a desire so harsh he makes a sound. Maybe that’s why his answer to his
son is so harsh:
“What difference does that make?”
He can’t answer his son directly, can he? Or tell how he was utterly certain, talking to her, that if he put out his
hand and touched the spun darkness of the hair at her temple, her smile would only deepen?
So. No stories get told this night, and the story of this night will never be told, even between them, but it goes
on for all that. Lyle goes home a goner, Mary goes home just as bad, and then the waiting part begins, because this
is still 1960, long before young ladies began telephoning young men, and this is still Lyle, who hasn’t stopped
being cautious and mostly content just because of the way a girl he met says “It’s grand, so,” and makes him
imagine touching her hair. When he can’t get her voice out of his head but begins to be afraid that he doesn’t
remember it quite right, he still has to work his way around to finding out where she is, and that involves her
friend in his department, and with one thing and another it’s well into September before he telephones her and
asks her to a movie. She says yes, and says yes when he calls her again, although it’s October by then; this is the
pattern of almost involuntary patience she’ll never quite lose and he’ll never quite recognize as patience, which
will make him even more impatient with everyone else in his life, including his sons, who don’t practice it in his
behalf.
But by the time he calls her again, to invite her to Thanksgiving dinner to meet his mother (things have gone
that well, or that inevitably), she’s gone.
Years later she’ll tell stories of her childhood, of Irish people and Irish adventures, funny stories and inspiring
stories and now and then a sad story, but she’ll never tell the story of how she answered the doorbell and took the
telegram that was addressed to Mary Curtin and stared at it as if it weren’t her own name. She’ll never explain
how distant her own horror at herself seemed when she read the words MOTHER DYING and heard herself
thinking I’d be too late. She’ll never admit that she doesn’t know what she’d have done next if her employer
hadn’t come into the corridor then and asked what was wrong.
But she doesn’t have to know that, because Mrs. Cunningham does come into the corridor, so Mary does the
right things. She explains, she apologizes; she has the price of the ticket back in her savings; she must go; she
doesn’t know if she’ll come back. She does it all with dignity and calm, the telephoning, the packing, the leaving
itself, and not until she’s on the plane and night has fallen does the terrible thick guilt of it begin to squeeze her
across the chest.
She lands at Shannon, takes the Galway bus, and gets out in the still early morning in Oranmore. A man
happens to come up the footpath and sees her, and he says, “You’d be the Curtin girl, come back from America,”
and when she says, “Yes,” he says, “Sorry for your trouble,” so she knows, as she walks the last three miles, that
she’s too late, and she doesn’t need the black ribbon on the door of the house to choke her with grief and regret,
and she doesn’t need Róisin's bitterness to make her feel the tug of the halter of shame at the nape of her neck, but
she gets it anyway.
Róisin opens the door to her and turns back into the house without a word. It’s left to Mrs. Joyce, who has
come to help, to ask,
“Would you see her?”
So Mary steps unwelcomed and unembraced into the front room, still in her coat, and touches her mother’s
hand for the last time. She knows what her mother would say, what a load Róisin has carried alone this past year.
As she stands there in the cold, Mary accepts Róisin’s bitterness as just, and bearable. She believes that before
spring she’ll be back in America; if the Cunninghams don’t want to sponsor her again, Father Martin may find her
someone else. Or she can get some kind of work here and save.
But when she leaves that room, meaning to put her suitcase in a corner and take up some task in preparation
for the wake, her father has come in the house, and Róisin dries her hands to embrace her.
“I was taken strange,” Róisin says, “seeing you there so American in your coat. You’re welcome, Mary,” she
says, “you’re welcome home again. The tea is on.”
Mary’s mortally tired; she hasn’t slept for thirty hours. She kisses her sister and turns to kiss her father, who
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stands beside the fire.
“It’s good you’ve come,” he says, “with Róisin off in Galway City now.”
“Off?” Mary says.
“Oh,” Róisin says, with the breath of a laugh, “I didn’t write it to you, but Michael Joyce and I are being
married. In Christmas week.”
Mary stares, Róisin grins, Da folds his arms and snorts.
“Did you think you were away?” he says.
For just that one moment Mary believes they have killed her, but in the next moment she is simply lost,
unhappy, and at home.
Right then, without a cup of tea or a bit of rest, she accepts their tribal, intimate revenge, begins her penance
for the sins of abandonment, hope, desire. She takes on her mother’s work and then her sister’s, and protects her
heart with prayer and exhaustion. She doesn’t recognize the slow creep of hopelessness, doesn’t know she’s
sinking, settling into the suffocating bog of it, until Lyle’s letter arrives in mid-January and she finds herself
unable to breathe.
It’s only a letter, and rather short, though she reads it a dozen times. He writes about the weather, which is bad
in Boston this winter, and says he’s being promoted at work. He doesn’t mention that his mother has had a stroke
and that he spends his evenings now, after the nurse has gone, trying to pretend she isn’t drooling, trying to
pretend he doesn’t understand her demands for cigarettes he’ll have to hold for her. He never does tell Mary about
that first year, or the guilt that stains his relief when he finally puts his mother into a nursing home and lives alone
but still not free of her in the apartment they shared for so long. In the same way, Mary never tells him about Da’s
growing strangeness—the way he has taken to shouting up the chimney and hiding food and sometimes staring at
her as if he suspects her of something—or Róisin’s small, breezy cruelties. She writes instead of the weather and
farming in Oranmore; he tells her about Irish politics, and she tells him droll bits about Irish people; she wonders
about movies, and he tells her she’s missing little. After the first year she asks him about world affairs, and he
mentions his mother’s illness; he writes vaguely of hoping to travel, and she mentions her sister’s babies and her
youngest brother’s departure for work in England; she asks about his work, and he explains why buying a house is
more sensible than renting. The courtship is odd and awkward, but it sustains their hearts through a long dark
time.
And then one day in the third year, a week to the day after his mother’s death, Lyle drives to a travel agency.
His only idea is to be going somewhere, away from the empty apartment and the closet full of his mother’s things,
to be making arrangements, putting large and permanent things in motion and order. He writes a check; in four
days he’ll be on an airplane for Dublin, where he’ll get a train to Galway and a bus to Oranmore. He figures he
can take a taxi from there, or rent a bicycle, or walk if he has to. He doesn’t question the propriety of paying an
unannounced transatlantic call on a woman he has met only three times; he wants to see her, and she has always
said yes, and he has nowhere else to go.
At the same moment—though it’s late afternoon there on the small farm in County Galway—Mary is sitting on
her bed dabbing a wet rag on the cut on her cheekbone Da’s punch opened. She’s panting, but not as badly as she
was, and although she keeps a wary eye on her door, she isn’t really afraid. Still, something will have to be done:
she’ll clean herself up and walk to Galway and speak with Róisin. She can’t talk him past these sudden rages
anymore, and with nobody left at home except her, he’ll eventually knock down somebody who doesn’t love him.
Five days later, as two elderly gardai lean smoking against their car with her suddenly cooperative father,
Mary searches under his bed for the shoes he says he’s got to have if he is to go with the lads to Saint Bridget’s
Hospital. She finds a plate of moldy potatoes, two copies of Key of Heaven, three knives, and a sock stuffed full
of one- and five-pound notes. And the shoes. She runs to the car with the shoes, her heart pounding, and says,
“Da,” and he meets her eyes with his sly ones and winks. For an instant there in the thin sunshine he’s the father
of her best childhood mornings.
“Your mother made me them stockings,” he says.
“Did she,” she says.
“She did,” he says, yawning.
“Fine heavy stockings. I’m off, so,” he says, and throws the cigarette away.
She watches the car down the yard, and she’s crying, of course, but she’d hardly be human if some corner of
her heart weren’t preparing to wake into something new, if some corner of her mind weren’t calculating how
much money a sock could hold. So when she imagines that the fellow wobbling along the road now on a bicycle
looks like Lyle Sullivan, she tells herself, I’d not be human if I didn’t think of him now, but in penance for that
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humanity she stands a minute longer, waiting for him to pass by and prove her foolishness.
131.108 Red Moccasins\fn{by Susan Power (1961-

)}

Chicago, De Kalb County, Illinois, U.S.A. (F) 6

My niece Bern Ardine Blue Kettle, the one I called Dina, was thirteen—too old to be sitting on my lap. But
there she was, her long legs draped over mine and her feet scraping: the ground. Our fingers were laced together,
both sets of arms wrapped around her pole waist. My fou-year-old son was sitting on the floor, drumming a pillow
with my long wooden cooking spoon. He covered one ear with his hand and twisted his face to imitate the Sioux
singers he worshipped, old men who singed their vocal cords on high notes. He pounded his song into the pillow,
making the Sioux lullaby sound energetic as a powwow song.
“Dance for me,” I told Dina.
I wanted her to play along with Chaske. Dina left my lap and danced around her cousin as if he were a
drummer at the powwow grounds. She was serious, aware of her posture, light on her feet, tucking sharp elbows
into her sides. Max, my son’s pet owlet, watched Dina circle the room. He bobbed forward on the offbeat from his
perch atop the mantel clock. My husband had discovered him wandering through a prairie dog town.
“Look at Max,” I told the children. “You’ve got him dancing, too.”
But Max quickly tired of the game and used his long legs to turn himself around, so all we could see were his
feathered back and hunched shoulders.
I clapped and clapped when the song ended, and Chaske gave up the spoon so I could stir his supper, another
batch of the watery potato soup we’d been eating for weeks.
It was 1935 and a good portion of North Dakota had dried up and blown away. Grit peppered our food, coated
our teeth, and silted our water. We heard that cities as distant as Chicago and New York were sprinkled with Plains
topsoil. I thought it was fitting, somehow. I imagined angry ancestors fed up with Removal grabbing fistfuls of
parched earth to fling toward Washington, making the president choke on dust and ashes. We prayed for rain, and
when it did not come, when instead we were strangled by consumption, many people said the end of the world
had come to the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation. I was not a doomsday disciple. I wouldn’t let the world end
while my son, Chaske, still had so much living to do.
“Bet you can’t guess what’s for supper,” I teased Chaske, who was perched on Dina’s shoulders.
“Potato soup!” he shouted, delighted to be suddenly taller than me.
Dina rolled her eyes but didn’t say anything. She bounced Chaske up and down, stooped over and then lifted
on her toes like a horse rearing on its hind legs.
They looked like two opposites, like people with blood running from separate rivers. Chaske, whose baptism
name was Emery Batter, .Jr., after his German father, was sturdy and tall for his age, his powerful calf muscles
bulging like little crab apples under the skin. His hair was creamy yellow, the color of beeswax, and his eyes were
a silvery gray, so pale they were almost white.
I couldn’t trace Chaske’s Sioux blood or find evidence of his father in his features and coloring. It was as if he
came from his own place, having sidestepped all the family tracks laid out before him. Dina, on the other hand,
was a blueprint of the women in our family, long-legged and graceful, thick braids grazing her narrow hips. Her
little heart-shaped face was dark brown, the color of a full-blood, and her eyes black as onyx studs. Dina had been
with me when I delivered Chaske, holding my hand while old women assisted me. Dina was the one who placed
him in my arms, and I remember thinking, as she held him, that he looked like a bundle of sunflowers, yellow
against her dusky skin. I placed the children together in my mind, couldn’t imagine one without the other.
After supper Dina washed the dishes. It was so easy it was like a game to her because in my modern house, fit
for a white woman, she could pump water directly into my kitchen sink and watch it drain away. She didn’t have
to go outside and haul buckets. I pulled out my sewing basket and let Chaske play with a jar full of buttons.
“Have you finished my costume?” Dina called over her shoulder.
“You’ll be the first to know,” I said.
I laughed because she was so impatient, more impatient every day. I was sewing Dina her first complete Sioux
costume. Ordinarily a mother would do this, but Dina’s was the next thing to useless. Joyce Blue Kettle had never
gotten close enough to a needle to stick herself, let alone sew a costume. As a child she’d been restless and boycrazy, so she never learned to tan hides or do bead work. If her mother scolded her, saying, “Look at your little
cousin. Look at her fine headwork,” Joyce would puff out her bottom lip and squeeze round tears onto her flat
cheeks. She would say, “You know I can’t see right,” pointing to her left eye, which was crossed, permanently
focused on her nose. Of course, she managed to see well enough to paint her face and read movie magazines she
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swiped from the Lugers’ store. Joyce and I were first cousins, which in our tribe made us sisters, despite our
differences.
When Dina finished stacking the clean plates, I called her into the sitting room.
“I’m almost ready to start your moccasins,” I said. I traced the outline of her foot onto a scrap of cardboard so
that the soles would match perfectly her fine narrow feet.
“Will you make me rattlesnake hair ties?” Dina asked. I dropped the paring knife I was using to cut the pattern
from cardboard.
“Where did you see hair ties like that?” I was careful to leave the blade in my lap because my hands were
shaking.
“I’ve dreamt about the Red Dress woman,” she whispered. “And she had rattlesnake rattles tied in her hair. She
shook them at me. She told me I could wear my hair like that.”
“You can’t,” I said. I knew I sounded too angry. “When she comes after you, you should turn the other way.”
“Have you seen her?” asked Dina, staring at me.
“Yes. But I discouraged her from coming.” I didn’t tell my niece that at her age I had dreamt about Cuwignaka
Sa, Red Dress, my dead grandmother. I had heard her insistent voice. crackling with energy, whispering promises
of a deadly power passed on through the bloodlines from one woman to the next. I had seen her kneeling beside a
fire, feeding it with objects stolen from her victims: buttons, letters, twists of hair. She sang her spells, replacing
the words of an ancient honor song with those of her own choosing. She doused the flames.
“Could she really control people?” Dina asked.
“That’s what they say. But it didn’t do her any good. She spelled one too many and he killed her.”
My niece held her unfinished costume in her hands. She stroked the blue trade cloth material and pinched the
cowrie shells sprinkled across the dress and leggings. I’d hidden the beaded belt and the flour-sack cape covered
with inch-long bugle beads to surprise her with later.
There was a knock at the kitchen door. Dina’s father, Clifford Blue Kettle, poked his head into the kitchen and
waved at me.
“Come on in,” I said.
He shook his head and twisted the doorknob like he was trying to wring it loose. Black bangs hid his eyes.
“Dina here?” he asked me, so whispery he had to clear his throat and ask me again. Dina stepped into the
doorway between the sitting room and kitchen.
“Your ma says to get home now,” he told her.
“He’s so shy around you,” Dina said, laughing softly. I waved off her comment as if I disagreed, but she was
right; my cousin’s husband had feelings for me. When we were children, he had followed me everywhere, helping
me with my chores and bringing me little treasures he’d discovered: seashells, fool’s gold, ripe chokecherries.
One time he brought me a round glass eye he’d poked from the socket of his sister’s doll. It was too much for
.Joyce. She intercepted the gift, snatched it from the palm of my hand as I studied the green iris. She took Clifford
over the same way, ordering him around, demanding his attention, and because I didn’t love Clifford, I let her
keep him. It never seemed to occur to him that he could protest. He was amiable and slow-minded. He longed to
please. Even now he brought me little gifts or fashioned toys for Chaske, like my son’s first baby rattle, and I
could see he had something for me. One hand was hidden behind his back.
“What have you got there?” I asked. I walked to the door and tried to peek over his shoulder, which made him
grin.
“Got these in a giveaway. Know Joyce can’t use them.”
He handed me a mason jar full of red beads tiny as poppy seeds. I poured a few of them into my hand and
admired their rich color, scarlet as a fresh wound sliced into my palm. I spilled them back into the jar.
“Thank you. I can put these to good use.”
Having given me the gift, Clifford relaxed. He kicked the back steps with the toe of his boot.
“Come on now,” he called to his daughter.
Dina kissed Chaske’s plump cheek before she left, and he smiled at her, kissing his fist and popping it against
her arm.
I meant to stay up late to finish sewing Dina’s leggings, but Chaske started coughing. He clenched his hands
over his chest as if he had captured something between them, a sawing cricket or fluttering moth. I knew the odd
gesture was a way he dealt with pain, trying to hammer it down. I carried Chaske to my lumpy brass bed and
curled beside him. His coughing finally tapered off and he murmured,
“Max.”
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“Max is fine,” I said. “Go to sleep.”
I rubbed Chaske’s back, my hand moving in circles, unable to relax while I listened to his breathing. His hair
smelled like sweet grass, and his little body, changing too quickly from plump to wiry, warmed the bed. I guarded
his sleep, forcing my breath into a perfect rhythm as if I could breathe for him, and in the morning I was weary
but triumphant, having kept the world in orbit.
*
I had been a widow for two months, since the end of November. Dr. Kessler, a notorious alcoholic but the only
doctor on the reservation, had diagnosed Emery as consumptive and told him he should go to the white
sanatorium in Rapid City, South Dakota. .
“I better not,” my husband said, terse as always.
But after seven years of marriage, I could practically read Emery’s mind. He didn’t want to split up our family.
If I became ill, I would never be admitted to the hospital Dr. Kessler had suggested; I would be sent to the inferior
Sioux sanatorium where few patients recovered. And our son Chaske wasn’t really an appropriate candidate for
either place. Who knew where he would end up?
“We’ll take our chances,” Emery said, and so we did. Emery remained at home where I was to keep him well
fed and well rested. Consumption was rampant by this time, hitting nearly every family on our reservation, and no
attempts were made to quarantine the sick from the healthy. My husband was a successful rancher, in partnership
with his two brothers, and I couldn’t keep him from work for very long, In the end it wasn’t consumption that
killed him but a wild horse he called Lutheran. Emery’s two brothers brought my husband’s body to me,
stumbling beneath his bear weight. They were crying, promising me they would shoot that devil horse who had
thrown Emery and broken his neck.
“No!” I said, and they looked suddenly wary. They grabbed my arms as if they expected me to pitch forward.
“That horse did him a kindness.” I wanted them to leave so I could comb Emery’s hair and wash his face. “He
didn’t waste away from the consumption. He went quickly.”
Later that night I sat on the edge of Chaske’s cot. I told him that his sleeping father, laid out in the next room
on our brass bed, was having such good dreams he didn’t want to wake up.
“Is he dreaming about Max?” Chaske asked me.
“Yes," I said. “He’s dreaming about all of us.”
I panicked that night when I realized I didn’t own a single photograph of my husband. It wasn’t my memory I
worried about, but Chaske’s. He was so young I couldn’t trust that he would remember Emery, the shape of his
black beard, his tremendous wingspan and silent laugh. As Chaske slept I told him about his father, chanting our
history until it became a song-story I hoped he would follow in his dreams.
I told him about the day I met Emery Bauer. It was the winter of 1928, and I was eighteen years old. I had been
snowbound for several days in my family’s cabin and was desperate to be outdoors where I could work the
cramps out of my legs and fill my lungs with fresh air. I went for a long walk, fighting through high drifts,
pausing only to search for landmarks.
I wandered onto the leased land of the Bauer ranch, thinking I was heading toward town. I came to a shallow
frozen pond. The ice was uneven, marred by tangled clumps of weeds, but I noticed a man skimming across it as
if on a smooth pane of glass. He balanced on silver blades slim as butter knives, propelling his barrel body
forward and then magically backward, skirting the weeds and chiseling the ice with his skates. I had heard about
ice-skating, but I’d never seen it done. I’d never seen a man spin like a top. I hunched beside a frozen bush,
hoping he wouldn’t notice me. But I was framed in white and difficult to miss. The graceful man suddenly skated
toward me, stopping so quickly his blades spit a spray of ice. He towered over me, smiling, alternately fingering
his black beard and tapping the heavy work boots slung around his neck.
“You like to dance on water?” he asked me.
I shook my head. I didn’t know what else to do.
“I’m Emery,” he said. He waited, staring directly into my eyes, which made me uncomfortable.
“I’m Anna Thunder,” I finally answered.
“Now that’s a name to live up to.” He clapped his large hands together. “Come here, this will be fun.”
Emery removed his skates, which I saw were metal blades screwed onto a pair of work boots. He donned the
shoes he’d been carrying and knelt in the snow. Even down on one knee he was tall.
“Give me your foot,” he said.
He was the only white man other than the doctor and reservation priest I had ever spoken to, but I trusted him
completely. Ironically, I think it was his size that calmed me. He was such a giant he seemed uncomfortable in his
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body; his posture, an accommodating stoop, and his gestures, apologetic. Off the ice he shambled awkwardly. So I
did as he requested. I watched him stuff one of his mittens in the toe of each boot and then fit the skates on my
feet. He held my hands and pulled me across the ice. At first I was rigid and tottered on the slippery surface, but
eventually I relaxed and pushed off the blades, cutting the ice with confident strokes.
“God made you to skate,” Emery breathed in my ear.
Our courtship was an ice dance, and Emery’s wedding present to me was my own set of silver blades he’d
ordered from the Sears catalogue. He attached them to a new pair of ankle-high laced boots cut out of fancy thin
leather.
Emery and I married despite disapproval from both sides. Joyce Blue Kettle protested the loudest, flapping her
tongue so much I thought she might wear it thin as a hair ribbon. Joyce had been married for several years by that
time and was already a mother, but she was jealous.
“People will say you’re greedy,” Joyce confided to me the night before my wedding.
“What do you mean?” I only half listened, distracted as I was by the last minute details of polishing my shoes
and combing my damp hair with a clump of sage to scent it.
“They say you’re marrying him to get things. What about the seven new dresses, one for each day of the week,
he bought you? What about the horsehair sofa and the brass bed? Didn’t he even build you a house?”
Earlier that day I had taken Joyce on a tour of the new house. a neat clapboard structure made of planed
lumber. I felt guilty as we moved through the rooms, the number of my possessions suddenly overwhelming me.
All my life I had been taught that material goods were dispensable, things to be shared with friends and family.
We were not supposed to have more than we needed, so there were endless rounds of giveaways at our dances,
where people unburdened themselves of accumulated objects. But Emery was not Sioux, and his affection for me
resulted in lavish offerings.
Let them say what they want, I decided. I repeated this aloud to my cousin, Joyce, who was pinching the ivorycolored velvet fabric of my wedding cap.
“They know “Emery has different ways,” I said.
“Whatever you say.” Joyce shrugged her shoulders, and the next day when I pinned the elegant cap to my
newly bobbed black hair, I noticed sharp creases in the pile that no amount of smoothing could repair.
On our first wedding anniversary, Emery and I gave a feast for my Sioux relatives. I’d thought time would set
things right for Joyce, but she remained bitter about the match. She trailed after me at the feast. pretending to help
me in the kitchen where she sat idle, letting her mouth do all the work.
“Cuwignaka Sa was really looking out for you,” she said, fighting a sly smile.
She was referring to our grandmother, Red Dress. Joyce liked to tell people that Emery hadn’t fallen for me,
but for the old magic I had used to spell him. I ignored her, knowing that I’d never tested these powers. If they
really existed, I figured they must have atrophied like an unused muscle. Besides, I’d heard people say the same
thing about Joyce and her conquest of Clifford. I struggled for something pleasant to say.
“That Bernardine’s getting smarter every day, and Clifford looks like he’s doing real good.”
“That’s because I keep him happy.” Joyce smoothed a narrow hand across her wiry hair.
“You know, it works differently in my house,” I said. “Emery comes up with so many ways to please me.” I
ran my own narrow hand from my waist to the round edge of my hip.
Later, I forgave Joyce because when she heard about my husband’s sudden death she sent Bernardine to the
house to watch over Chaske. Clifford accompanied his daughter, offering to take Emery’s personal stock of two
horses and one cow to his own place where he could tend them. I was grateful to my cousin for letting her family
assist me.
Before his brothers buried him, I bathed Emery’s face and trimmed his beard. I filled his pockets with the
lemon drop candies he favored and the deck of cards we used to play gin rummy. Then I packed both pairs of ice
skates in the coffin so that he would be waiting for me by a shallow frozen pond, ready to strap skates on my feet
and take me ice-dancing.
*
The first day of February was mild, so I opened the windows to air out the house. I’d traded two of my dresses
for a scrawny chicken, and I was relieved to be cooking something other than potato soup. Max pecked at the
chicken’s liver, winking at me from his perch beside the stove.
I overheard Chaske talking to Max. “Atewaye,” my father, he called the young owl. I understood then that this
was Chaske’s way of keeping his father alive.
“Atewaye, look at this,” he said, holding up a blue-and-white-swirled marble. He chattered for a long time,
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disturbing Max’s sleep, until he started coughing. I moved to hold him, murmuring, “You aren’t sick,” because his
eyes looked afraid, round as the owlet’s.
He was racked by coughing fits most of the day, and his cheeks were flushed. By the time we finished supper, I
considered bundling him up and trying to get him to Dr. Kessler’s place, three miles away. But the wind changed.
The sky was suddenly a heavy gray, and it seemed to be lowering itself, ready to flatten our reservation. Without
the horses, I was afraid to set out on foot.
“Close the windows!” I shouted and felt foolish. I was the only one who could heed the command. So 1 sealed
our house against a kicking wind and a crushing mantle of snow. Chaske and i went to bed early. I slept through
the night for the first time in many weeks.
Chaske was worse the next day. The pain in his chest made him cry. I gave him castor oil, which Dr. Kessler
had recommended for my husband, but it didn’t seem to help. No one I knew had a phone, so I put on several
layers of clothes and started to walk the half mile to Dina’s place, thinking someone there could contact the
doctor. But I realized it would take a long time to make it through such deep snow. I couldn’t leave Chaske alone
for very long.
I told him stories to take his mind off the pain. I even unpacked the baby rattle he’d given up years before, the
rattlesnake rattle Clifford had made for him. I shook it beside his ear, punctuating my singing with its sliding rasp.
I sang him funny songs, even dirty songs, and when the pain had exhausted him, I sang the Sioux lullaby he had
so recently performed. He was too weak to raise his own voice, but he wielded the wooden cooking spoon in his
hand and hanged it against the wall. The brass bed rocked with our desperate rhythm, we churned the air with our
noise. For a moment, I wondered if I could save Chaske myself, summon a healing magic. But I remembered
Joyce’s futile attempts to cure her crossed eye, the hours she spent as a child pointing her finger at the offending
organ while staring at her reflection in a cracked mirror. I knew we did not have the healing touch.
The house was dark and my voice was almost gone when I heard a knock at the front door.
“Coming,” I croaked.
It was my Cousin .Joyce, standing on my porch. I could see Emery’s sorrel mare at the gate and Dina seated on
my slender palomino. I waved to her.
“I come about the costume,” Joyce said.
At first I didn’t know what she was talking about.
“There’s that powwow tonight,” she continued, “Up at the hall. Dina was hoping her costume was ready to so
she could wear it.”
“Chaske is real sick. He needs the doctor. Could you stop at Kessler’s place and tell him to come?”
Joyce promised to fetch him. She patted my arm. I returned to Chaske warm with confidence.
“Everything will be okay,” I crooned, my voice clear and strong again. I rocked Chaske in the brass bed, held
his body against mine as if I could absorb the tearing coughs. At least an hour passed. I was sinking into the dark
and feeling hope drain away. I could actually feel it, a trickle of heat on my hands.
All this time I had pictured Joyce driving the horse through wet snow as high as its chest. I could see the horse
swimming across snow fields to reach Dr. Kessler. But the picture changed. I saw my cousin and her daughter
break through snow walls, pound the flakes to slush beneath the horses’ hooves, but only as far as the community
hall. They were inside the flat building, their cheeks pink and fingers warming in their jacket pockets. They were
dancing together around the drum, their feet moving in a perfect mother-daughter symmetry. Then it was Dina,
dancing alone as her mother watched from the sidelines, tracking the girl with the eye she could control. Her lips
were pinched with satisfaction, she held herself stiff and straight in the wooden folding chair, proud. The picture
dazzled my eyes as I sat in the dark room, burned itself against the backs of my eyelids. I imagined I could even
hear the song that moved Bernardine’s feet. It swept across the snow and spilled its notes against the bedroom
window. The glass shrieked.
Finally I lit the lamp. I saw my reflection in the windowpane and noticed new lines etched in my face, drawn
from nose to chin. I lifted the lamp high to regard the rest of the room. I nearly dropped it. Patches of brilliant red
speckled the walls beside my bed and the faded quilts. My own hands were coveted with blood from Chaske’s
lungs. His eyes were truly white now, as if his spirit were the only thing that had given them pigmentation. I knew
I had lost him. But before I moved to wash his body, I poked my finger in his mouth, deep in a pool of black
blood. I swallowed the fluid because wherever he had gone I wanted to follow close behind.
*
My son’s coffin was carried to town and stored in an icehouse. The ground was frozen, so we couldn’t bury
him just yet. Joyce Blue Kettle showed up at my door with small pails of food and wet eyes. She said Dina was so
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upset she couldn’t get out of bed. I didn’t let her inside the house.
“Get away,” I said. I refused to open the door wider than an inch.
“I’m just sick about it. I didn’t know how bad he was.”
“You were dancing, weren’t you? You were dancing.”
Her eyes sparked and lit like a flash fire.
“Who do you think you are? If Dina was sick you know that doctor wouldn’t lift a finger to make it over here.
He’d tell me to bring her in. What makes you think he’d come for yours? Is yours better than mine?”
I left the door cracked open and went to my room. I removed every dress from the wardrobe, even stepped out
of the blue calico I was wearing. I rushed down the stairs in my cotton slip.
“Here!” I said, throwing the dresses at my cousin who waited, curious, on my front: porch. “You always
wanted them. Take them! Take them!”
.Joyce backed down the steps and hurried away. She nearly tripped over the skirt of one dress, the one I wore
at my wedding. I watched her run across the frozen yard, my five remaining dresses clutched to her chest.
I was as frozen as the ground, frost on my upper lip, my tongue a chunk of ice. My mind was numb, but my
fingers still worked. I dug out the red beads Clifford had given me. Originally I’d planned to find dark blue beads
as well, intending to decorate Dina’s moccasins with the two contrasting colors. But now I just wanted to finish
the slippers.
It took me three full days to bead the moccasins. I beaded the upper half, the sides, the leather tongue, even the
soles, using all but a handful of beads. The moccasins were pure red. In those three days, I didn’t eat a single
morsel of food. I kept my stomach filled with water. The pump had frozen so I had to drink gritty, melted snow. I
let Max pick at the meals the community had cooked for me.
I remember the night I finished heading Dina’s moccasins the way I remember stories I have read in books—
from a distance, from behind a barrier, perhaps a sheet of ice. I folded Dina’s costume and placed the moccasins
on top. Then I wrapped the bundle in a pillowcase. I dressed to go outdoors, wearing Emery’s work boots, and I
fastened Chaske’s baby rattle to my braid with a leather thong. I tossed the braid over my shoulder and heard its
warning rasp. It was after midnight, but I didn’t take a lantern; the moon was a chilly night-light. I picked up the
package and was about to set off when something stopped me, a sudden prick of heat deep inside my body. The
snow attracted my gaze as I paused in the doorway. It looked clean, as though it could deaden the spark. So I
covered my head and arms with snow, molding it to my thighs. I didn’t feel the chill or the moisture. I moved on
like a snow queen.
I can still hear my footsteps crackling through the drifts. I stopped several feet from the door of the Blue Kettle
place.
“Cuwfgnaka Sa, you help me now,” I implored. I hunched in the snow.
Bernardine, I called with my mind. Bernardine.
I didn’t speak aloud, but my head buzzed with her name, the syllables filled my throat. My teeth clicked her
name.
Bernardine.
She was wearing the flannel nightdress I’d given her for Christmas, and she was barefoot. She came right up to
me.
We must dress you, I said, still silent.
She was obedient, her eyes glazed and swollen from crying. She lifted her arms so I could remove the
nightdress. Her skin shriveled in the cold, but she didn’t shiver. I dressed her then, in the trade cloth dress and
leggings. I tied the belt around her waist and slipped the cape over her head. I smoothed her thick braids. Finally I
knelt before her and fit the beaded moccasins on her feet. I tied the laces.
“You dance,” I hissed.
The words were white smoke in the air.
*
No one will ever know how many hours Bernardine danced in the snow. She danced herself into another
world. Clifford found her the next day about a mile from their house, at the edge of a circular track she’d worn
through high snowdrifts. People said she was frozen to a young hackberry tree, embracing it as if she had given
up on her powwow steps and commenced waltzing.
I heard Joyce wanted someone to remove the shreds of leather and beads, all that remained of Dina’s red
moccasins. But the pieces were fused to her daughter’s skin. One old woman started to cut them off, slicing into
flesh, which was the moment Joyce stumbled out of her mind. So they left them on Dina’s feet.
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For two months she and my son, Chaske, rested side by side in the icehouse. People avoided me and my cousin
after an initial round of visits. But everyone turned out for the joint burial.
Joyce and Clifford and I stood near the open graves. I noticed everyone else had pulled back. I don’t remember
a single word uttered by the Catholic priest. I don’t even remember walking to the tiny cemetery behind the
church. But I can hear the sound of Joyce’s laughter. She giggled into a white handkerchief, tears rolling down her
flat cheeks. Her short hair was patchy, singed in several places, and I guessed that Clifford had tried to set her hair
with a curling iron. She looked years younger, her face smooth and empty, so different from my own face, which I
hardly recognized anymore. My skin was parched and lined as the bottom of a dry creek bed.
That spring, after the children were buried, I discovered that magic let loose can take on a life of its own. I had
made my niece dance, and there was no one to tell her to stop. Bernardine Blue Kettle was still dancing, this time
around my pretty clapboard house. I didn’t actually see her; I was too afraid to look, afraid I would see Chaske
riding on her shoulders. But I heard the stamp and shuffle of her steps. She never visited at the same time, teasing
me with her unpredictability, and there were no footprints in the dirt. But each time the noise ended and I found
the courage to step onto my porch, I saw the flash of red beads that had fallen on the ground.
I didn’t touch them. I kicked the dirt to hide their gleam.
I noticed that even the magpies, always greedy for shimmering objects, scavenged in some other yard. They
did not covet the sparkling red beads scattered outside my house.
168.5 Valets\fn{by Rattawut Lapcharoensap (1977- )} Chicago, De Kalb County, Illinois, U.S.A. (M) 6
It’s a slow night again. The other valets are out back playing petanque with the kitchen staff. I’m sitting with
Dang and Uncle Judo, watching the tour buses unload at Fai Mangkon on the other side of the Bangna-Trat
Highway, when Uncle Judo says what we’ve all been thinking for many months now.
He says it’s over. He says it’s time to find a new job.
“Just look at that,” Uncle Judo says, pointing at a group of Chinese tourists.
The Chinese wear matching green hats, pose for a picture in front of Fai Mangkon’s mascot: a six-metre
animatronic dragon that tilts its head, flaps its wings, emits actual flames from its mouth.
“Look at how happy they are. You know it’s all over when the competition’s got the Chinese.”
“It’s not the Chinese they’ve got,” Dang says. “It’s that fucking dragon.”
“How is that a restaurant?” I say. “How is that authentic Thai cuisine?”
“Don’t be so naïve.”
Uncle Judo flicks his cigarette into the gutter.
“Don’t think for a minute that we’re selling them food.”
I just blink at Uncle Judo, watch the Chinese disappear through Fai Mangkon’s replica Sukhothai-era gate.
Dang points to our wooden marquee.
“Last I checked,” he says. in my defence, “that sign still said ‘restaurant.’”
“That’s our problem, you see,” Uncle Judo says. “We persist in the illusion that these people are here to eat.
We’ve grossly misinterpreted our demographic’s demands.”
Ever since he started taking weekend classes in business and economics at Ramkhamhaeng University, Uncle
Judo’s been full of this talk. Supply and demand. Fordism and Taylorism. Management tactics and human
resources. Adam Smith and the invisible hand.
“Here we go,” Dang says. “Go ahead. Enlighten us, Professor.”
“It’s not the food they want,” Uncle Judo says. “What they put in their mouths is entirely incidental. It’s not the
dinner that matters—it’s the dining experience. That’s what the Fai Mangkon people understand. They understand
the dynamism of the free market. They understand that those tourists aren’t going to remember the food—they’re
going to remember the dragon. And now we’re going to lose our jobs.”
“Fuck the free market,” Dang says. “And fuck Fai Mangkon.”
“You’ve got to admire them,” Uncle Judo continues, ignoring Dang. “They’ve taken our model and innovated.
We, on the other hand, refuse to adjust to the market’s demands. It’s like we’re Sony, but a stupid Sony. We’ve
invented a portable cassette-player but keep producing them long after cassettes have become obsolete.”
“I still own a Walkman,” Dang responds. “Don’t call me obsolete.”
A white van turns into our parking lot then, pulls up to the valet area. Uncle Judo approaches the driver’s side
for the keys. Dang slides open the van door to reveal a half-dozen farangs\fn{Foreigners.} laughing inside. I bow at
them, give the customary farang greeting in English:
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“Welcome to Thailand. Welcome to Ban Kluaimai.”
The farangs stop their laughing, eye me curiously.
“Is this Fai Mangkon?” the Thai driver asks, rolling down his window.
Dang shuts the sliding door on the farangs. We resume our places in our chairs.
“You see that dragon?” Uncle Judo says to the driver, pointing across the highway. “The one that breathes fire?
That’s where you want to be.”
*
Ban Kluaimai was the first restaurant of its kind in the city, a testament to the General’s entrepreneurial
foresight and ingenuity.
In the early 1980s, armed with insider knowledge about the construction of an eight-lane highway through the
city’s south-east, the General purchased forty rai of seemingly worthless flood fields from a group of local rice
farmers. Within three months, the General’s men had converted the bog into a pristine lagoon. They erected thirty
traditional salas—open-air pavilions on stilts, all connected by an intricate maze of boardwalks. A floating stage
was built in the centre of the lagoon. Every hour—as soon as the sun set over the green fields of Samutprakan
behind the stage—traditional dances were performed while, in English, a narrator told diners about each number
through a state-of-the-art sound system. Men with caged sparrows offered customers the opportunity to release the
birds from captivity: good karma, they said. Women paddled in small canoes from sala to sala selling desserts,
local fruits, jasmine wreaths, commemorative T-shirts and buttons. Thousands of carp and catfish were bred in the
lagoon so diners could feed them scraps from their meals, watch the still water turn into a busy sheet of gaping
fish-maws.
But, above all, Ban Kluaimai was notable for its size. It was—until the advent of Fai Mangkon—one of the
largest restaurants in the world. Petitions were made to the Guinness Book of World Records. Ban Kluaimai could
accommodate up to 1,500 customers and in its heyday it had a hundred-strong wait staff that roller-skated the long
distances between the restaurant’s sixty-burner kitchen and its 400-odd tables. .
Royalty attended the opening ceremony. So, too, did the prime minister, retired generals, various actors,
singers and television personalities. A short film was screened about the General’s life: his humble provincial
beginnings, his illustrious military career, his philanthropy and visionary business ideas. The prime minister made
a speech about Ban Kluaimai’s role in the tourism industry, its importance to the economic livelihood of the city.
He called Ban Kluaimai a world-class dining facility. He said it made him proud to be Thai.
So older employees like Uncle Judo remember a better time. They remember bright and profitable years when
every table was occupied, every performance was applauded, every fish was fed, every caged sparrow was
released, every Singha- and Mekong-filled customer—farangs and wealthy locals alike—parted freely and easily
with tips. They remember sleeping like exhausted children, their pockets filled with the day’s meagre though
tenable earnings, instead of laying awake each night worrying about their jobs.
For there were things the General did not anticipate. He did not anticipate the green fields of Samutprakan
becoming pink condominiums towering over the floating stage. He did not anticipate the city’s brownouts,
plunging the restaurant into darkness every time it rained. He did not anticipate the carp and the catfish’s
decimation by disease, their bloated carcasses occasionally bobbing on the lagoon’s surface for all to see. He did
not anticipate the hyperactive farang child who climbed over the boardwalk’s railing and fell into the lagoon,
breaking his arm and nearly drowning. He did not anticipate the child’s parents filing a lawsuit that—though
unsuccessful—would blemish Ban Kluaimai’s increasingly spotty reputation.
And, finally, he did not anticipate Fai Mangkon. He did not anticipate its fire-breathing dragon flapping its
wings across the highway. And he certainly did not anticipate the headlines announcing the competition’s arrival
that week:
FAI MANGKON, one of the business papers declared, BIGGER AND BETTER THAN BAN KLUAIMAI.
*
We get a van now and again but the larger tour buses have deserted us for good. Traffic these days consists of
farangs with outdated guidebooks, middle-class provincials vacationing in the city and—every night without fail
—the General’s son Thanet and Thanet’s ridiculous friends.
Ever since the General retired to the south last year, Thanet has been responsible for running the restaurant. He
and his friends arrive now, a Mercedes-Benz and a BMW swerving into the parking lot, competing bass speakers
vibrating the night air.
We all check our uniforms, bolt from our seats to receive them. Uncle Judo opens Thanet’s door, bows to him,
while Dang opens the passenger side. A lithe, skinny woman gets out with Thanet, her face and her hair
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fastidiously arranged. She’s not a woman we’ve seen before. They rarely ever are.
“Good evening, sir,” we all exclaim, bowing again.
“Okay,” Thanet says, hooking the woman’s arm in his own, running a few fingers through his thick and shiny
hair. “Enough already. Go take care of my friends.”
Uncle Judo drives Thanet’s Benz to its place in the lot while Dang and I tend to the BMW. Three young men
emerge from the sedan: buffed leather shoes, neatly pressed pants, sunglasses, watches, amulets on gold chains.
They’re a little like their car-sleek surfaces, glinting corners, gilded edges.
“Oh, boy,” one says to Dang. “It’s you.”
“Watch this one,” says another.
“Listen,” says the driver seriously, handing Dang the keys. “Be careful this time.”
“Of course—”
“Don’t speak. Just do your job. Be careful with my car.”
I worry the hem of my uniform. I can sense Thanet watching from behind, smell his cologne souring the air. I
turn briefly and see his pale face smiling wryly under the lights, his thin lips pulled back from his perfect teeth.
“You hear me?” the BMW’s driver continues, gesturing with his chin at Dang. “Do your job properly for
once.”
“Yeah,” says one of the others. “Don’t dent the car this time.”
“But I didn’t dent it,” Dang says, looking bewildered. “I never dented your car.”
“Hey,” Thanet interjects, pointing at Dang. He walks towards his friends, the woman still on his arm, her high
heels stabbing the asphalt. “Is there a problem here? Are you arguing with the customers?”
Dang shakes his head. lie looks at the ground, grips the BMW’s keys in his hand.
“You idiot,” says the driver before suddenly, inexplicably, shoving Dang in the chest with both hands. Dang
stumbles backwards. One of the men catches him before he falls, holds him up by his armpits, and the look on
Dang’s face as he’s held there—surprised, panicked, helpless—makes my stomach lurch.
The driver leans over Dang. Their faces nearly touch.
“I was joking,” he whispers, smiling. “I know you never dented my car.”
They all laugh and guffaw then, even the woman on Thanet’s arm. Dang collects himself, smooths his
shirtfront with both hands, smiles weakly along with the men. Thanet takes a twenty-baht bill from his wallet.
“You’re a good sport,” he says, offering Dang the money.
Dang shakes his head. He won’t take it. He refuses again and again. In the end, Thanet simply shrugs, puts his
money away, and Dang disappears to park the BMW; leaving me with Thanet and his friends.
Thanet puts a hand on my back.
“Tell those guys to come by our table later. Tell them I want to buy them a drink.”
I nod. I pretend to busy myself with the arrangement of our chairs. It’s all I can do not to look at Thanet’s
alabaster face, at his hair gleaming under the lights, at his friends still laughing and patting each other on the back.
“And you should come too,” he adds, before they all climb the gangplank into the restaurant. “You look like
you could use one.”
*
Uncle Judo’s not really our uncle. We call him that because he’s worked here so long: he’s one of Ban
Kluaimai’s original staff.
A few other “uncles” and “aunts” remain from that first generation—Uncle Chiap in the kitchen, Aunt Bua
from the dance troupe, Uncle Wirot from the wait staff—but their numbers have dwindled significantly since
cutbacks began a few months ago. Uncles and aunts were often the first to go then. Judo’s the only uncle left
among the valets.
“We’re like an endangered species,:” he said one night. “We’re like pandas and manatees. I’m like the last
dodo.”
Judo’s not his real name. Nobody knows what it is. We call him Judo because he used to be a nationally ranked
judo master. At least once a week, when conversation’s slow, he’ll produce a small black-and-white photo from
his wallet.
The photo shows his younger self in a white judo outfit, the national flag embroidered on its lapels. He’ll tell
us then about the Olympics, how he almost made it to the ’76 Games in Montreal. He’ll tell us how he was ranked
second in the country that year, how everybody considered him an automatic selection. He’ll tell us how, during
qualifiers—which were only supposed to be a formality—a clumsy seventeen-year-old amateur sent a strong heel
ploughing through his right knee, shattering the kneecap, tearing every cartilage, ending his judo career. He’ll roll
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up his pants and show us the surgery scars and he’ll tell us about the long years after the injury, how all he could
think about was that boy’s heel hitting his knee—its blunt, surprising force—its crushing, sickening sounds—and
the way his balance had fled him like air from a deflating balloon. He’ll say that for years it seemed he never got
up from that judo mat. All he could think about was the past. The future no longer existed.
But things are different these days, he’ll say. After fifteen years of parking people’s cars at Ban Kluaimai,
there’s finally been a change. The future’s back again. And as soon as he finishes his business degree he plans to
find out what it’s like.
Though we’ve heard it many times before, Uncle Judo tells his story again. It’s his way of consoling Dang.
“The lesson here,” he concludes, “is forget about the past. Stop dwelling on your injuries. Focus on the future.”
“I’m not dwelling on my injuries,” Dang says. “I’m dwelling on theirs. You know, if he wasn’t the General’s
son—”
“But he is. So there you are.”
It’s nearly ten-thirty. Traffic on the Bangna-Trat Highway has thinned. We watch a few more tour buses turn
into Fai Mangkon, the animatronic dragon tilting its head, flapping its wings, spewing its ribbons of propane
flames. Floodlights send Fai Mangkon’s logo twirling across the night sky. According to their promotional
materials, Fai Mangkon diners will soon be treated to a laser-light show chronicling the country’s history. There
will also be a modern jazz interpretation of the Ramakien, a fireworks display and—at the end of the night—a
restaurant-wide singalong of We are the World.
Then they will go home satisfied.
Over here, meanwhile, we’re staring at a vast ocean of cracked asphalt. There aren’t even a hundred customers
inside.
I tell Uncle Judo and Dang about Thanet. I tell them he wants to buy us a drink. Dang shakes his head, mutters
under his breath, says it’s another trick. But Uncle Judo wants to go.
“Don’t be senile,” Dang scoffs.
Uncle Judo doesn’t say anything. He simply grabs one of his business textbooks from under his chair, pulls out
several sheets of handwritten notes from its pages, and hands the papers to Dang.
“I don’t need your study notes.”
“They’re not study notes,” Uncle Judo says. “They’re a business proposal.”
Dang and I just stare at him.
“A business proposal for Ban Kluaimai,” Uncle Judo explains. “A proposal for our future. I want to give this to
Thanet. I want to tell him my ideas for renovating the restaurant.”
Dang thumbs through the papers for a while.
“This is crazy.” He hands them to me. “Please tell him this is crazy.”
Uncle Judo peers at me brightly while I look at his papers.
“We’re being mismanaged,” he declares, gesticulating with his hands now. “We’re going to lose our jobs. If
implemented correctly, however, my proposal might save us all.”
“You might feel mismanaged,” Dang says. “I just feel abused.”
I try to read Uncle Judo’s proposal. I can’t make sense of any of it. There are eight pages written in his
cramped, meticulous hand. The writing’s been organized under a series of general headings:
INNOVATION AND INGENUITY
MARKET-SHARE ANALYSIS
DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
FISCAL RESTRUCTURING
MAXIMIZATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES

There are tables and charts, drawings and diagrams. There’s even a bibliography: Adam Smith’s Wealth of
Nations, Karl Marx’s [Das] Capital and John Maynard Keynes’s General Theory of Employment, Interest and
Money are all listed as sources.
“Uncle,” I say, handing back his papers. “This is very impressive. But Thanet’s not going to read it. He’s not
going to listen to you.”
“He’ll listen. That boy may be cruel, and that boy may be a petulant drunk, but above all that boy’s a
businessman. Any self-respecting businessman would see the sense in my proposal. Remember that he’s the
General’s son. Remember that business is in his blood.”
“That’s not business in his blood,” Dang says. “That’s spite. That’s cruelty. Egomania. Whisky.”
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Uncle Judo dismisses Dang with a wave of a hand.
“And besides,” he says to me, “he’s seen me around since he was a child. Surely that has to count for
something.”
*
The other valets—Samak, Worachai and Piak—return from playing petanque with the kitchen staff. They’ve
pocketed thirty baht tonight—a good haul—but there’s little joy when they tell us about their victory.
“I didn’t sign up for this,” Samak says, settling into his chair. “I didn’t sign up to gamble and play petanque. I
didn’t sign up to sit around and chat with you monkeys. I signed up to work, damnit. I signed up to fetch people’s
cars.”
Nobody says anything for a long time. We just sit there smoking, fidgeting in our seats, watching freight trucks
motor down the Bangna-Trat Highway. A pack of stray dogs ambles across our parking lot, pausing here and there
to sniff the asphalt before moving on to scavenge elsewhere. Fai Mangkon’s fireworks start blooming in the sky
then, throwing their lurid lights on to our faces, filling the air with their syncopated reports.
“Okay, killjoy,” Piak mutters, producing a pack of playing cards.
We quickly rearrange our chairs into a semicircle.
“Rummy. Five baht a hand.” After a few rounds, Uncle Judo, Dang and I leave to see Thanet.
“Let’s go get humiliated,” Dang says, sighing, while we’re walking up the gangplank.
“Don’t come then.” Uncle Judo tucks his business proposal into his back pocket. “Go back. Disobey Thanet if
you want.”
“No thanks,” Dang says. 'I've already been personally humiliated tonight. From now on, I prefer team
humiliation.”
“Nobody is going to be humiliated,” I say. Uncle Judo smiles at me gratefully.
“We’re just going to have a drink. We’re just going to give him the proposal.”
Dang looks at me sideways, shakes his head. I share his reservations, of course, but the old man’s enthusiasm
prohibits us from saying anything more. We’re going for Uncle Judo.
Inside, it’s another night at Ban Kuaimai. The customers sit scattered all over the thirty salas. Wait staff stand
sentinel over them, leaning against the rails, shuffling in their roller skates. Onstage, the band and the dance
troupe perform a traditional north-eastern dance number—the men on one side, the women on the other, a
member of each intermittently flirting in the middle—all of them bored beneath their make-up and their bright
silk outfits. The English narrator’s voice crackles the sound system. No one is really watching.
A few women paddle their boats listlessly, drift around the lagoon with their racks of unsold wares. We see a
young farang boy releasing a cage of sparrows. He slides open the cage door but the birds only fly a short
distance to twitter on the roofs of the restaurant.
“Go!” the boy screams at them in English. His parents urge for calm. The other customers turn to look.
“Be free!” he continues, flapping his arms. “Fly away, stupid birds!”
Thanet and his friends are sitting in the southernmost sala. During the silence between dance numbers, their
gruff voices echo around the lagoon. As always, an all-female wait staff tend to their needs—bringing them their
food, clearing their dishes, replenishing their drinks. There’s a feast of half-eaten entrees on the table: fish curry,
crab fried rice, stewed pork leg, oysters simmered in egg whites.
“Look who it is,” one of Thanet’s friends says, pointing at Dang when we arrive.
“What do you need?” Thanet asks us, frowning. He has a thick arm slung around the woman’s shoulders. He’s
flushed from the liquor, the mottling on his neck and his cheeks a pink frame around his pale face.
“I’m very sorry, sir,” I say, bowing to them all. “But you said you wanted to see us. You said you wanted to
buy us a drink.”
Thanet's friends chuckle, twirl the ice in their whisky tumblers. Dang and Uncle Judo shift from foot to foot. I
realize then how ridiculous I must sound, how ridiculous the three of us must seem.
Thanet eyes us silently for a long time, tucks a stray hair behind an ear. It’s all I can do not to flee from the
General’s son. But then he says,
“Of course. I almost forgot. Take a seat, gentlemen.”
He gestures to the waitresses to bring us chairs. As we’re sitting down, Thanet’s friends tease Dang some more.
“I never dented the car!” one of them squeals, cowering theatrically, but Dang just stares abstractedly over the
sala railing.
Thanet silences his friends with a look. He leans towards the three of us, his hands clasped before him.
“As you all know—” His voice is serious. He takes a few deep and insincere breaths. “As you all know, there
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have been some cutbacks around here lately—”
I feel light-headed, nauseated, stupid; my body seems to constrict into a small, hard knot. But Uncle Judo
interrupts the General’s son before he can finish his sentence.
“Sir.” He holds his proposal aloft. “I have something for you, sir.”
Thanet stares at the document hovering between them, the pages rustling from Uncle Judo’s shaking hand. The
mottling on Thanet’s cheeks spreads across his features, his face a fruit ripening before our eyes.
“It’s a business proposal, sir,” Uncle Judo says.
He deposits the papers on the table, shoves his hands inside his trouser pockets.
“A proposal for Ban Kluaimai. My colleagues and I”—he gestures at Dang and me—“we wrote the proposal
together, sir, after many long months of study. I think you’ll find it of interest.”
“You think I’ll find it of interest.”
“Yes, sir,” Uncle Judo says. “Yes, I do.”
Thanet purses his lips, squints at Uncle Judo. He picks up the proposal. The woman peers over his shoulder
while he glances quickly through the document. Every now and again, Thanet’s face twitches with disgust.
“This,” he says, “is fucking ridiculous.”
He tosses the papers on to the table. A corner lands in the fish curry.
“Don’t tell me how to run my business.”
Uncle Judo blanches.
“Oh, don’t be so mean,” the woman says to Thanet. She picks up the papers, tries to clean the curry-stained
corner with her slender, manicured fingers. “I don’t think it’s ridiculous.” She smiles at Uncle Judo, offers back
his proposal. “I think it’s very cute.”
Thanet grunts. The woman immediately leaves the proposal on the table again. For a long time, Uncle Judo
just sits there staring at the papers, his face vacant, ashen, crestfallen. Beneath the table, I see him clenching and
unclenching his hands. Dang, meanwhile, plays with his nails, shakes both his legs, keeps staring over the railing.
The waitresses pretend to busy themselves with the ice, the spare ashtrays, the arrangeIllent of condiments and
spices.
“Wait,” one of Thanet’s friends suddenly declares. “I have a business proposal too. I propose we go across the
highway and destroy that fucking dragon. See if business doesn’t pick up then.”
“Now that,” says another, “is a business proposal.”
They all erupt with laughter then, raise their whisky tumblers, their voices high and excited.
Thanet smiles for the first time since our arrival. He leans back in his chair, puts his arm around the woman’s
shoulders again, seeming to relax, though still squinting at Uncle Judo the entire time.
“You should thank my friends,” he says finally. “I was going to fire you all tonight, but now I’ve changed my
mind.”
“Thank you,” Uncle Judo says, his voice barely audible. “Thank you so much, sir.”
“Oh no. Don’t thank me yet, old man.”
The General’s son rises from his seat. He gestures for everybody to do the same.
“Let’s go and destroy that dragon,” he says, grinning. “Let’s go and do that first. Then I’ll let you keep your
jobs.”
*
The other valets pause when they see us approach with Thanet and his friends. We stand there trying not to
meet their bewildered gazes before they go to retrieve the cars.
“Don’t look so worried,” the BMW’s driver says, ushering us into his leather back seat. Thanet and the others
get into the Mercedes-Benz. “This will be fun.”
Across the Bangna-Trat Highway, Fai Mangkon has closed. Their floodlights are off. The tour buses have
finally gone. For once, their parking lot is as dark and as empty as ours.
During the two-kilometre drive north to make our U-turn, I consider tossing myself out of the speeding car. I
think that I might actually do it, but then I notice Uncle Judo gripping my hand. His grip is strong, hot and slick
with sweat. He’s gripping Dang’s hand as well, staring at the empty highway ahead, moving his mouth silently all
the while, and for a moment I wonder if he’s praying or if Uncle Judo has simply lost his mind.
Dang produces Uncle Judo's business proposal from his shirt pocket. He must have picked it up before we left
Thanet’s table. He offers it to Uncle Judo now in the air-conditioned darkness of the BMW: Uncle Judo lets go of
our hands, stops moving his mouth, blinks at the proposal for a while.
“We’ll be okay,” he finally responds, smiling sheepishly.
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He takes the proposal from Dang, pats us both on the knees. We nod. For some reason, it’s nice to hear his
voice again.
“You’re good boys,” he says. “Wonderful people.”
“What’s that, old man?” the driver interjects through the rear-view mirror.
“I wasn’t talking to you,” Uncle Judo responds. “I was talking to my friends. So keep driving. Follow your
orders. Get us where we should be.”
*
At Fai Mangkon, Thanet and his friends emerge from the Mercedes-Benz. The woman stays in the car. When
we get out of the BMW, the driver retrieves a golf bag from the trunk.
“Go ahead,” he says, handing us each a club. “Get to work.”
We stand there staring at the dragon for a while, the clubs heavy in our hands. The polymer grip feels snug in
my palm. I’ve never held a golf club before. Its weight is strange—natural, even, like a metal extension for my
arm. There’s a tuft of sod clinging to the sleek, knobby club head like a toupee over a bald spot.
The dragon looks much smaller than it did across the highway. Its wings are folded, its mechanical head
slumped against its breast. It looks like a sleeping chicken, in a way, and briefly I think that the dragon might be
real, that if we rouse it from its slumber it might incinerate us with its breaths of flame.
“Come on!” one of Thanet’s friends yells.
“Get going,” says another.
Somebody shoves Dang in the back. He careens forward, totters on his feet, nearly falls to the ground.
Somebody shoves Uncle Judo and me as well. When we regain our balance somebody shoves us again. Soon, it
seems a thousand hands are at our backs, pushing us towards the dragon, and it’s all we can do to remain on our
feet, keep the world correct, while the young men’s lunatic laughter peals across the Fai Mangkon parking lot.
I hear Uncle Judo yelling. I hear his golf club clattering the concrete. I see him grab one of the offending hands
and with a quick quarter-turn of his body tossing the hand’s owner to the ground.
They cease their shoving and their jabbing then. The men fall silent. It’s Thanet on the ground—his body
writhing, his pale face contorted, his shiny hair splayed across the gravel.
“You’re fired,” he croaks, pointing at Uncle Judo. “You’re all fIred.”
It’s only then that Uncle Judo picks up his golf club and heads for the dragon. He moves slowly, deliberately,
weighing the club in his hand. When he finally arrives at the dragon, he cocks back the club and smashes it into
one of the dragon’s wings.
Sparks fly. The clanging sound echoes across the Bangna- Trat Highway. Uncle Judo hits it again and again,
each time with more force, and the racket is so loud that it wouldn’t surprise me if he’s woken up people far down
the highway in Pattaya. The wing starts to loosen at its joints, exposing cables and wires, and Uncle Judo’s not
only hitting it with the club any more, he’s also kicking and tearing at it with his one free hand.
Dang and I run over to join him. Dang takes the other wing while I climb up the dragon’s back, thinking I
might try its fire-breathing head. As I make my ascent, hooking my fingers into the dragon’s iron scales for
leverage, I can feel my compatriots’ fury jangling my spine, vibrating the monster beneath me, the air thick with
their cacophony.
I’m at the head now, sitting astride that dragon’s neck. Thanet and his friends have disappeared. I see
policemen’s lights rolling down the highway. So I lift up my club and give that dragon everything I’ve got. I hit
that dragon until my arms burn, until my back aches, until I’m dizzy from the pain.
We’ve lost our jobs. We’re going to be arrested. But at the station later tonight we’re going to learn Uncle
Judo’s name.
*INDIANA*
138.53 Excerpt from Ben Hur; A Tale Of Christ: “How Quintus Arrius Defeated The Pirates”\fn{by Lewis
Wallace (1827-1905)} Crawfordsville, Montgomery County, Indiana, U.S.A. (M) 5
… Every soul aboard, even the ship, awoke. Officers went to their quarters. The marines took arms, and were
led out, looking in all respects like legionaries. Sheaves of arrows and armfuls of javelins were carried on deck.
By the central stairs the oil-tanks and fire-balls were set ready for use. Additional lanterns were lighted. Buckets
were filled with water. The rowers in relief assembled under guard in front of the chief. As Providence would
have it, Ben-Hur was one of the latter. Overhead he heard the muffled noises of the final preparations of the
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sailors furling sail, spreading the nettings, unslinging the machines, and hanging the armor of bull-hide over the
sides. Presently quiet settled about the galley again; quiet full of vague dread and expectation, which, interpreted,
means ready.\fn{We are on board a Roman war-galley apparently part of their Northern Fleet, somewhere in the English Channel; our
protagonist (a young Jew named Judah Ben-Hur) is one of the galley slaves manning the oars. This book was written in 1880 by a man who
served at the age of 19 as an officer in a volunteer regiment during the Mexican War, attained the rank of Major General during the Civil
war, presided as one of the tribunal of judges over the fate of the assassins of President Lincoln, served as Governor of the Territory of New
Mexico (1878-1881) and Ambassador to Turkey (1881-1885). It has exercised a peculiar attraction for Americans, being made into a play
in 1899, and two motion pictures (1926 and 1959, each one a memorial for the generations succeeding that of the author): H }

At a signal passed down from the deck and communicated to the hortator by a petty officer stationed on the
stairs, all at once the oars stopped.
What did it mean? Of the hundred and twenty slaves chained to the benches, not one but asked himself the
question. They were without incentive. Patriotism, love of honor, sense of duty, brought them no inspiration. They
felt the thrill common to men rushed helpless and blind into danger. It may be supposed the dullest of them,
poising his oar, thought of all that might happen, yet could promise himself nothing; for victory would but rivet
his chains the firmer, while the chances of the ship were his; sinking or on fire, he was doomed to her fate.
Of the situation without they might not ask. And who were the enemy? And what if they were friends,
brethren, countrymen?
There was little time, however, for such thought with them. A sound like the rowing of galleys astern attracted
Ben-Hur and the Astrœa rocked as if in the midst of countering waves. The idea of a fleet at hand broke upon him
—a fleet in manœuver—forming probably for attack. His blood started with the fancy.
Another signal came down from the deck. The oars dipped, and the galley started imperceptibly. No sound
from without, none from within, yet each man in the cabin instinctively poised himself for a shock; the very ship
seemed to catch the sense, and hold its breath, and go crouched tiger-like.
In such a situation time is inappreciable so that Ben-Hur could form no judgment of distance gone. At last
there was a sound of trumpets on deck, full, clear, long-blown. The chief beat the sounding-board until it rang; the
rowers reached forward full-length, and, deepening the dip of their oars, pulled suddenly with all their united
force. The galley, quivering in every timber, answered with a leap. Other trumpets joined in the clamor—all from
the rear, none forward—from the latter quarter only a rising sound of voices in tumult heard briefly.
There was a mighty blow; the rowers in front of the chief’s platform reeled, some of them fell; the ship
bounded back, recovered, and rushed on more irresistibly than before. Shrill and high arose the shrieks of men in
terror; over the blare of trumpets, and the grind and crash of the collision, they arose; then under his feet, under
the keel, pounding, rumbling, breaking to pieces, drowning, Ben-Hur felt something overridden. The men about
him looked at each other afraid. A shout of triumph from the deck—the beak of the Roman had won! But who
were they whom the sea had drunk? Of what tongue, from what land were they?
No pause, no stay! Forward rushed the Astrœa; and, as it went, some sailors ran down, and plunging the cotton
balls into the oil-tanks, tossed them dripping to comrades at the head of the stairs: fire was to be added to other
horrors of the combat.
Directly the galley heeled over so far that the oarsmen on the uppermost side with difficulty kept their benches.
Again the hearty Roman cheer, and with it despairing shrieks. An enemy vessel, caught by the grappling-hooks of
the great crane swinging from the prow, was being lifted into the air that it might be dropped and sunk.
The shouting increased on the right hand and on the left; before, behind, swelled an indescribable clamor.
Occasionally there was a crash, followed by sudden peals of fright, telling of other ships ridden down, and their
crews drowned in the vortexes.
Nor was the fight all on one side. Now and then a Roman in armor was borne down the hatchway, and laid
bleeding, sometimes dying, on the floor.
Sometimes, also, puffs of smoke, blended with steam, and foul with the scent of roasting human flesh, poured
into the cabin, turning the dimming light into yellow murk. Gasping for breath the while, Ben-Hur knew they
were passing through the cloud of a ship on fire, and burning up with the rowers chained to the benches.
The Astrœa all this time was in motion. Suddenly she stopped. The oars forward were dashed from the hands
of the rowers, and the rowers from their benches. On deck, then, a furious trampling, and on the sides the grinding
of ships afoul of each other. For the first time the beating of the gavel was lost in the uproar. Men sank on the
:floor in fear, or looked about seeking a hiding-place. In the midst of the panic a body plunged or was pitched
headlong down the hatchway, falling near Ben-Hur. He beheld the half-naked carcass, a mass of hair blackening
the face, and under it a shield of bull-hide and wicker-work—a barbarian from the white-skinned nations of the
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North whom death had robbed of plunder and revenge. How came he there? An iron hand had snatched him from
the opposing deck—no, the Astrœa had been boarded! The Romans were fighting on their own deck?
A chill smote the young Jew: Arrius was hard pressed—he might be defending his own life. If he should be
slain! God of Abraham forfend! The hopes and dreams so lately come, were they only hopes and dreams? Mother
and sister, house, home, Holy Land—was he not to see them after all?
The tumult thundered above him; he looked around; in the cabin all was confusion—the rowers on the benches
paralyzed; men running blindly hither and thither; only the chief on his seat imperturbable, vainly beating the
sounding-board, and waiting the orders of the tribune—in the red murk illustrating the matchless discipline which
had won. the world.
The example had a good effect upon Ben-Hur. He controlled himself enough to think. Honor and duty bound
the Roman to the platform; but what had he to do with such motives then? The bench was a thing to run from;
while, if he were to die a slave, who would be the better of the sacrifice? With him living was duty, if not honor.
His life belonged to his people. They arose before him never more real; he saw them, their arms outstretched; he
heard them imploring him. And he would go to them. He started—stopped.
Alas! A Roman judgment held him in doom. While it endured escape would be profitless. In the wide, wide
earth there was no place in which he would be safe from the imperial demand; upon the land none, nor upon the
sea. That which he required was freedom according to the forms of law, so only could he abide in Judea and
execute the filial purpose to which he would devote himself; in other land he would not live. Dear God! How he
had waited and watched and prayed for such a release! And how it had been delayed! But at last he had seen it in
the promise of the tribune. What else the great man’s meaning? And if the benefactor so belated should now be
slain! The dead come not back to redeem the pledges of the living. It should not be—Arrius should not die. At
least, better perish with him than survive a galley-slave.
Once more Ben-Hur looked around. Upon the roof of the cabin the battle yet beat; against the sides the hostile
vessels yet crushed and ground. On the benches, the slaves struggled to tear loose from their chains, and, finding
their efforts vain, howled like madmen; the guards had gone upstairs; discipline was out, panic in. No, the chief
kept his chair, unchanged, calm as ever—except for the gavel, weaponless. Vainly with his clangor he filled the
lulls in the din. Ben-Hur gave him a last look, then broke away—not in flight, but to seek the tribune.
A very short space lay between him and the ladder of the hatchway aft. He took it with a leap, and was halfway
up the steps—up far enough to catch a glimpse of the sky blood-red with fire, of the ships alongside, of the sea
covered with ships and wrecks of the fight closed in about the pilot’s quarter, the assailants many, the defenders
few—when suddenly his foothold was knocked away, and he pitched backward. The floor, when he reached it,
seemed to be lifting itself and breaking in pieces; then, in a twinkling, the whole after-part of the hull broke
asunder, and, as if it had all the time been lying in wait, the sea, hissing and foaming, leaped in, and all became
darkness and surging water to Ben-Hur.
The influx of the flood tossed him like a log forward into the cabin, where he would have drowned but for the
refluence of the sinking motion. As it was, fathoms under the surface, the hollow mass vomited him forth, and he
rose along with the loose debris. In the act of rising, he clutched something, and held to it. With a great gasp he
filled his lungs afresh, and, tossing the water from his hair and eyes, climbed higher upon the plank he held, and
looked about him.
Smoke lay upon the sea like a semi-transparent fog, through which here and there shone cores of intense
brilliance. A quick intelligence told him that they were ships on fire. The battle was yet on; nor could he say who
was victor. Within the radius of his vision, now and then ships passed, shooting shadows athwart lights. Out of the
dun clouds farther on he caught the crash of other ships colliding.
The danger, however, was closer at hand. When the Astrœa went down, her deck, it will be recollected, held
her own crew, and the crews of the two galleys which had attacked her, at the same time, all of whom were
engulfed. Many of them came to the surface together, and on the same plank or support of whatever kind
continued the combat, begun possibly in the vortex fathoms down. Writhing and twisting in deadly embrace,
sometimes striking with sword or javelin they kept the sea around them in agitation, at one place inky-black, at
another aflame with fiery reflections. With their struggles he had nothing to do; they were all his enemies: not one
of them but would kill him for the plank upon which he floated. He made haste to get away.
About that time he heard oars in quickest movement, and beheld a galley coming down upon him. The tall
prow seemed doubly tall, and the red light playing upon its gilt and carving gave it an appearance of snaky1ife.
Under its foot the water churned to flying foam.
He struck out, pushing the plank, which was very broad and unmanageable. Seconds were precious—half a
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second might save or lose him.
In the crisis of the effort, up from the sea, within arm’s reach, a helmet shot like a gleam of gold. Next came
two hands with fingers extended—large hands were they, and strong—their hold, once fixed, might not be loosed.
Ben-Hur swerved from them appalled. Up rose the helmet and the head it encased—then two arms, which began
to beat the water wildly—the head turned back, and gave the face to the light. The mouth gaping wide; the eyes
open, but sightless, and the bloodless pallor of a drowning man—never anything more ghastly! Yet he gave a cry
of joy at the sight, and as the face was going under again, he caught the sufferer by the chain which passed from
the helmet beneath the chin, and drew him to the plank.
The man was Arrius, the tribune. For a while the water foamed and eddied violently about Ben-Hur, taxing all
his strength to hold to the support and at the same time keep the Roman’s head above the surface. The galley had
passed, leaving the two barely outside the stroke of its oars. Right through the floating men, over heads helmeted
as well as heads bare, she drove, in her wake nothing but the sea sparkling with fire. A muffled crash, succeeded
by a great outcry, made the rescuer look again from his charge. A certain savage pleasure touched his heart—the
Astrœa was avenged.
After that the battle moved on. Resistance turned to flight. But who were the victors? Ben-Hur was sensible
how much his freedom and the life of the tribune depended upon that event. He pushed the plank under the latter
until it floated him, after which all his care was to keep him there. The dawn came slowly. He watched its growing
hopefully, yet, sometimes afraid. Would it bring the Romans or the pirates? If the pirates, his charge was lost.
At last morning broke in full, the air without a breath. Off to the left he saw the land, too far to think of
attempting to make it. Here and there men were adrift like himself. In spots the sea was blackened by charred and
sometimes smoking fragments. A galley up a long way was lying to with a torn sail hanging from the tilted yard,
and the oars all idle. Still farther away, he could discern moving specks, which he thought might be ships in flight
or pursuit, or they might be white birds a-wing.
An hour passed thus. His anxiety increased. If relief come not speedily, Arrius would die. Sometimes he
seemed already dead, he lay so still. He took the helmet off, and then, with greater difficulty, the cuirass; the heart
he found fluttering. He took hope at the sign, and held on. There was nothing to do but wait, and, after the manner
of his people; pray.
*
The throes of recovery from drowning are more painful than the drowning. These Arrius passed through, and at
length, to Ben-Hur’s delight, reached the point of speech. Gradually from incoherent questions as to where he
was, and by whom and how he had been saved, he reverted to the battle. The doubt of the victory stimulated his
faculties to full return, a result aided not a little by a long rest—such as could be had on their frail support. After a
while he became talkative.
“Our rescue, I see, depends upon the result of the fight. I see also what thou hast done for me. To speak fairly,
thou hast saved my life at the risk of thy own. I make the acknowledgment broadly; and, whatever cometh, thou
hast my thanks. More than that, if fortune doth but serve me kindly, and we get well out of this peril, I will do thee
such favor as becometh a Roman who hath power and opportunity to prove his gratitude.
“Yet—yet it is to be seen if, with thy good intent, thou hast really done me a kindness; or, rather, speaking to
thy goodwill”—he hesitated—“I would exact of thee a promise to do me, in a certain event, the greatest favor one
man can do another—and of that let me have thy pledge now.”
“If the thing be not forbidden I will do it,” Ben-Hur replied.
Arrius rested again.
“Art thou, indeed, a son of Hur, the Jew?” he next asked.
“It is as I have said.”
“I knew thy father …”
Judah drew himself nearer, for the tribune’s voice was weak—he drew nearer, and listened eagerly—at last he
thought to hear of home.
“I knew him, and loved him,” Arrius continued.
There was another pause, during which something diverted the speaker’s thought.
“It cannot be,” he proceeded, “that thou, a son of his, hast not heard of Cato and Brutus. They were very great
men, and never as great as in death. In their dying, they left this law—a Roman may not survive his good fortune
—art thou listening?”
“I hear.”
“It is a custom of gentlemen in Rome to wear a ring. There is one on my hand. Take it now.”
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He held his hand to Judah, who did as he asked.
“Now put it on thine own hand.” Ben-Hur did so.
“The trinket hath its uses,” said Arrius next; “I have property and money. I am accounted rich even in Rome. I
have no family. Show the ring to my freedman, who hath control in my absence; you will find him in a villa near
Misenum. Tell him how it came to thee, and ask anything, or all he may have; he will not refuse the demand. If I
live, I will do better by thee. I will make thee free, and restore thee to thy home and people; or thou mayst give
thyself to the pursuit that pleaseth thee most. Dost thou hear?”
“I could not choose but hear.”
“Then pledge me. By the gods—”
“Nay, good tribune, I am a Jew.”
“By thy God, then, or in the form most sacred to those of thy faith, pledge me to do what I tell thee now, and as
I tell thee; I am waiting, let me have thy promise.”
“Noble Arrius, I am warned by thy manner to expect something of gravest concern. Tell me thy wish first.”
“Wilt thou promise then?”
“That were to give the pledge, and—blessed be the God of my fathers! Yonder cometh a ship!”
“In what direction?”
“From the north.”
“Canst thou tell her nationality by outward signs?”
“No. My service hath been at the oars.”
“Hath she a flag?”
“I cannot see one.”
Arrius remained quiet some time, apparently in deep reflection.
“Does the ship hold this way yet?” he at length asked.
“Still this way.”
“Look for the flag now.”
“She hath none.”
“Nor any other sign?”
“She hath a sail set, and is of three banks, and cometh swiftly—that is all I can say of her.”
“A Roman in triumph would have out many flags. She must be an enemy. Hear now,” said Arrius, becoming
grave again, “hear, while yet I may speak. If the galley be a pirate, thy life is safe; they may not give thee
freedom; they may put thee to the oar again; but they will not kill thee. On the other hand, I—”
The tribune faltered.
“Perpol!” he continued resolutely. “I am too old to submit to dishonor. In Rome, let them tell how Quintus
Arrius, as became a Roman tribune, went down with his ship in the midst of the foe. This is what I would have
thee do. If the galley prove a pirate, push me from the plank and drown me. Dost thou hear? Swear thou wilt do
it.”
“I will not swear,” said Ben-Hur firmly; “neither will I do the deed. The Law, which is to me most binding, O
tribune, would make me answerable for thy life. Take back the ring”—he took the seal from his finger—“take it
back, and all thy promises of favor in the event of delivery from this peril. The judgment which sent me to the oar
for life made me a slave, yet I am not a slave; no more am I thy freedman. I am a son of Israel, and this moment,
at least, my own master. Take back the. ring.”
Arrius remained passive.
“Thou wilt not?” Judah continued. “Not in anger, then, nor in any despite, but to free myself from a grateful
obligation, I will give thy gift to the sea. See, O tribune!”
He tossed the ring away. Arrius heard the splash where it struck and sank, though he did not look.
“Thou hast done a foolish thing,” he said; “foolish for one placed as thou art. I am not dependent upon thee for
death. Life is a thread I can break without thy help; and if I do, what will become of thee? Men determined on
death prefer it at the hand of others—for the reason that the soul which Plato giveth us is rebellious at the thought
of self-destruction; that is all.. If the ship be a pirate, I will escape from the world. My mind is fixed. I am a
Roman. Success and honor are all in all. Yet I would have served thee; thou wouldst not. The ring was the only
witness of my will available in this situation. We are both lost. I will die regretting the victory and glory wrested
from me; thou wilt live to die a little later, mourning the pious duties undone because of this folly. I pity thee.”
Ben-Hur saw the consequences of his act more distinctly than before, yet he did not falter.
“In the three years of my servitude, O tribune, thou wert the first to look upon me kindly. No, no! There was
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another.”
The voice dropped, the eyes became humid, and he saw plainly as if it were then before him the face of the boy
who helped him to a drink by the old well at Nazareth.
“At least,” he proceeded, “thou wert the first to ask me who I was; and if, when I reached out and caught thee,
blind and sinking the last time, I too had thought of the many ways in which thou couldst be useful to me in my
wretchedness, still the act was not all selfish; this I pray you to believe. Moreover, seeing as God giveth me to
know, the ends I dream of are to be wrought by fair means alone. As a thing of conscience, I would rather die with
thee than be thy slayer. My mind is firmly set as thine; though thou wert to offer me all Rome, O tribune, and it
belonged to thee to make the gift good, I would not kill thee. Thy Cato and Brutus were as little children
compared to the Hebrew\fn{Abraham is meant.} whose law a Jew must obey.”
“But my request. Hast—”
“Thy command would be of more weight, and that would not move me. I have said.”
Both became silent, waiting.
Ben-Hur looked often at the coming ship. Arrius rested with closed eyes, indifferent.
“Art thou sure she is an enemy?” Ben-Hur asked.
“I think so,” was the reply.
“She stops and puts a boat over the side.”
“Dost thou see her flag?”
“Is there no other sign by which she may be known, if Roman?”
“If Roman, she hath a helmet over the mast’s top.”
“Then be of cheer. I see the helmet.”
Still Arrius was not assured.
“The men in the small boat are taking in the people afloat. Pirates are not humane.”
“They may need rowers,” Arrius replied, recurring possibly to times when he had made rescues for the
purpose.
Ben-Hur was very watchful of the actions of the strangers.
“The ship moves off,” he said presently.
“Whither?”
“Over on our right there is a galley which I take to be deserted. The newcomer heads towards it. Now she is
alongside. Now she is sending men aboard.”
Then Arrius opened his eyes, and threw off his calm.
“Thank thou thy God,” he said to Ben-Hur, after a look at the galleys, “thank thou thy God, as I do my many
gods. A pirate would sink, not save, yon ship. By the act and the helmet on the mast I know a Roman. The victory
is mine. Fortune hath not deserted me. We are saved. Wave thy hand—call to them—bring them quickly. I shall be
duumvir, and thou! I knew thy father, and loved him. He was a prince indeed. He taught me a Jew was not a
barbarian. I will take thee with me. I will make thee my son. Give thy God thanks, and call the sailors. Haste! The
pursuit must be kept. Not a robber shall escape. Hasten them.”
Judah raised himself upon the plank, and waved his hand, and called with all his might; at last he drew the
attention Qf the sailors in the small boat, and they were speedily taken up.
Arrius was received on the galley with all the honors due a hero so the favorite of Fortune. Upon a couch on
the deck he heard the particulars of the conclusion of the fight. When the survivors afloat upon the water were all
saved and the prize secured, he spread his flag of commandant anew, and hurried northward to rejoin the fleet and
perfect the victory. In due time the fifty vessels coming down the channel closed in upon the fugitive pirates, and
crushed them utterly; not one escaped. To swell the tribune’s glory, twenty galleys of the enemy were captured.
Upon his return from the cruise, Arrius had a warm welcome on the mole at Misenum. The young man
attending him very early attracted the attention of his friends there; and to their questions as to who he was the
tribune proceeded in the most affectionate manner to tell the story of his rescue and introduced the stranger,
omitting carefully all that pertained to the latter’s previous history. At the end of the narrative he called Ben-Hur
to him, and said, with a hand resting affectionately upon his shoulder:
“Good friends, this is my son and heir, who, as he is to take my property—if it be the will of the gods that I
leave any—shall be known to you by my name. I pray you all to love him as you love me.”
Speedily, as opportunity permitted, the adoption was formally perfected. And in such manner the brave Roman
kept his faith with Ben-Hur, giving him happy introduction into the imperial world. The month succeeding Arrius’
return, the armilustrium was celebrated with the utmost magnificence in the theater of Scaurus. One side of the
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structure was taken up with military trophies; among which by far the most conspicuous and most admired were
twenty prows, complemented by their corresponding aplustra, cut bodily from as many galleys—and over them,
so as to be legible to the eighty thousand spectators in the seats, was this inscription: …
TAKEN FROM THE PIRATES
IN THE GULF OF EUFRIFUS
BY
QUINTUS ARRIUS
DUUMVIR

107.233 Excerpt from Penrod: “The Boy Penrod”\fn{by Newton Bruce Tarkington (1869-1946)} Indianapolis, Marion
County, Indiana, U.S.A. (M) 11
1
… Penrod sat morosely upon the back fence and gazed with envy at Duke, his wistful dog.
A bitter soul dominated the various curved and angular surfaces known by a careless world as the face of
Penrod Schofield. Except in solitude, that face was almost always cryptic and emotionless; for Penrod had come
into his twelfth year wearing an expression carefully trained to be inscrutable. Since the world was sure to
misunderstand everything, mere defensive instinct prompted him to give it as little as possible to lay hold upon.
Nothing is more impenetrable than the face of a boy who has learned this, and Penrod’s was habitually as
fathomless as the depth of his hatred this morning for the literary activities of Mrs. Lora Rewbush—an almost
universally respected fellow citizen, a lady of charitable and poetic inclinations, and one of his own mother’s most
intimate friends.
Mrs. Lora Rewbush had written something which she called “The Children’s Pageant of the Table Round,” and
it was to be performed in public that very afternoon at the Women’s Arts and Guild Hall for the benefit of the
Colored Infants’ Betterment Society. And if any flavor of sweetness remained in the nature of Penrod Schofield
after the dismal trials of the school-week just past, that problematic, infinitesimal remnant was made pungent acid
by the imminence of his destiny to form a prominent feature of the spectacle, and to declaim the loathsome
sentiments of a character named upon the program the Child Sir Lancelot.\fn{ I was also an unwilling victim of an
ambitious step-mother, who volunteered my services to provide the local chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star with piano entertainment
during one of their weekly programs. Why married women do this sort of thing remains a mystery to me, for I knew that nobody could
possibly be interested in my inarticulate fumblings with a piano keyboard. But she would not be put off; the day of my public misery
arrived; and I dutifully murdered Mozart, to a smattering of weak applause. When we got home, she blistered my soul with a rage about
how I had publicly embarrassed her in front of her friends, that it was all my fault for not practicing enough, etc., etc. Some of us are just
not destined for stardom—and know this to be unalterable fact practically from day one. Mothers, it is said, know best; but this one, at
least, was no official part of me:H}

There was no escape; and at last his hour was hard upon him. Therefore he brooded on the fence and gazed
with envy at his wistful Duke.
The dog’s name was undescriptive of his person, which was obviously the result of a singular series of
mésalliances.\fn{Bad matches.} He wore a grizzled mustache and indefinite whiskers; he was small and shabby, and
looked like an old postman. Penrod envied Duke because he was sure Duke would never be compelled to be a
Child Sir Lancelot. He thought a dog free and unshackled to go or come as the wind listeth. Penrod forgot the life
he led Duke.
There was a long soliloquy upon the fence, a plaintive monologue without words: the boy’s thoughts were
adjectives, but they were expressed by a running film of pictures in his mind’s eye, morbidly prophetic of the
hideosities before him. Finally he spoke aloud, with such spleen that Duke rose from his haunches and lifted one
ear in keen anxiety.
I hight Sir Lancelot du Lake, the Child,
Gentul-hearted, meek and mild.
What tho I’m but a littul child,
Gentul-hearted, meek, and—Oof!

All of this except “oof” was a quotation from the Child Sir Lancelot, as conceived by Mrs. Lora Rewbush.
Choking upon it, Penrod slid down from the fence, and with slow and thoughtful steps entered a one-storied wing
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of the stable, consisting of a single apartment, floored with cement and used as a storeroom for broken bric-àbrac, old paint-buckets, decayed garden-hose, worn-out carpets, dead furniture, and other condemned odds and
ends not yet considered hopeless enough to be given away.
In one corner stood a large box, a part of the building itself: it was eight feet high and open at the top, and it
had been constructed as a sawdust magazine from which was drawn material for the horse’s bed in a stall on the
other side of the partition. The big box, so high and towerlike, so commodious, so suggestive, had ceased to fulfil
its legitimate function; though, providentially, it had been at least half full of sawdust when the horse died. Two
years had gone by since that passing; an interregnum in transportation during which Penrod’s father was
“thinking” (he explained sometimes) of an automobile. Meanwhile, the gifted and generous sawdust-box had
served brilliantly in war and peace: it was Penrod’s stronghold.
There was a partially defaced sign upon the front wall of the box; the donjon-keep had known mercantile
impulses:
The O. K. RaBiT CO.
PENROD ScHoFiELD AND CO.
INQuiRE FOR PRicEs

This was a venture of the preceding vacation, and had netted, at one time, an accrued and owed profit of $1.38.
Prospects had been brightest on the very eve of cataclysm. The storeroom was locked and guarded, but twentyseven rabbits and Belgian hares, old and young, had perished here on a single night—through no human agency,
but in a foray of cats, the besiegers treacherously tunneling up through the sawdust from the small aperture which
opened into the stall beyond the partition. Commerce has its martyrs.
Penrod climbed upon a barrel, stood on tiptoe, grasped the rim of the box; then, using a knot-hole as a stirrup,
threw one leg over the top, drew himself up, and dropped within. Standing upon the packed sawdust, he was just
tall enough to see over the top.
Duke had not followed him into the storeroom, but remained near the open doorway in a concave and
pessimistic attitude. Penrod felt in a dark corner of the box and laid hands upon a simple apparatus consisting of
an old bushel-basket with a few yards of clothes-line tied to each of his handles. He passed the end of the lines
over a big spool, which revolved upon an axle of wire suspended from a beam overhead, and, with the aid of this
improvised pulley, lowered the empty basket until it came to rest in an upright position upon the floor of the
storeroom at the foot of the sawdust-box.
“Eleava-ter!” shouted Penrod. “Ting-ting!”
Duke looked suddenly haggard. He pawed the basket feebly again and, upon another outburst from on high,
prostrated himself flat. Again threatened, he gave a superb impersonation of a worm.
“You get in that el-e-VAY-ter!”
Reckless with despair, Duke jumped into the basket, landing in a disheveled posture, which he did not alter
until he had been drawn up and poured out upon the floor of sawdust within\fn{ The text has: with.} the box. There,
shuddering, he lay in doughnut shape and presently slumbered.
It was dark in the box, a condition that might have been remedied by sliding back a small wooden panel on
runners, which would have let in ample light from the alley; but Penrod Schofield had more interesting means of
illumination. He knelt, and from a former soap-box, in a corner, took a lantern without a chimney, and a large oilcan, the leak in the latter being so nearly imperceptible that its banishment from household use had seemed to
Penrod as inexplicable as it was providential.
He shook the lantern near his ear: nothing happened; there was no sound but a dry clinking. But there was
plenty of kerosene in the can; and he filled the lantern, striking a match to illumine the operation. Then he lit the
lantern and hung it upon a nail against the wall. The sawdust floor was slightly impregnated with oil, and the open
flame quivered in suggestive proximity to the side of the box; however, some rather deep charring of the plank
against which the lantern hung offered evidence that the arrangement was by no means a new one, and indicated
at least a possibility of no fatality occurring this time.
Next, Penrod turned up the surface of the sawdust in another corner of the floor, and drew forth a cigar-box in
which were half a dozen cigarettes, made of hayseed and thick brown wrapping paper, a lead-pencil, an eraser,
and a small note-book, the cover of which was labeled in his own handwriting:
English Grammar. Penrod Schofield. Room 6, Ward School Nomber Seventh.
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The first page of this book was purely academic; but the study of English undefiled terminated with a slight jar
at the top of the second:
Nor must an adverb be used to modif—

Immediately followed:
HARoLD RAMoREZ THE RoADAGENT
OR WiLD LiFE AmoNG THE
ROCKY MTS.

And the subsequent entries in the book appeared to have little concern with Room 6, Ward School Nomber
Seventh.
2
The author of Harold Ramorez, etc., lit one of the hayseed cigarettes, seated himself comfortably, with his back
against the wall and his right shoulder just under the lantern, elevated his knees to support the notebook, turned to
a blank page, and wrote, slowly and earnestly:
CHAPITER THE SIXTH

He took a knife from his pocket, and, broodingly, his eyes upon the inward embryos of vision, sharpened his
pencil. After that, he extended a foot and meditatively rubbed Duke’s back with the side of his shoe. Creation,
with Penrod, did not leap, full-armed, from the brain; but finally he began to produce. He wrote very slowly at
first, and then with increasing rapidity; faster and faster, gathering momentum and growing more and more
fevered as he sped, till at last the true fire came, without which no lamp of real literature may be made to burn.
Mr. Wilson reched for his gun but our hero had him covered and soon said Well I guess you don’t come any of that
on me my friend.
Well what makes you so sure about it sneered the other biting his lip so savagely that the blood ran. You are nothing
but a common Roadagent any way and I do not propose to be bafled by such, Ramorez laughed at this and kep Mr.
Wilson covred by his ottomatik.
Soon the two men were struggling together in the deathroes but soon Mr. Wilson got him bound and gaged his
mouth and went away for awhile leavin our hero, it was dark and he writhd at his bonds writhing on the floor wile the
rats came out of their holes and bit him and vernim got all over him from the floor of that helish spot but soon he
managed to push the gag out of his mouth with the end of his toungeu and got all his bonds off
Soon Mr Wilson came back to tant him with his helpless condition flowed by his gang of detectives and the said Oh
look at Ramorez sneering at his plight and tanted him with his helpless condition because Ramorez had put the bonds
back sos he would look the same but could throw them off him when he wanted to. Just look at him now sneered they.
To hear him talk you would thought he was hot stuff and they said Look at him now, him that was going to do so much.
Oh I would not like to be in his fix
Soon Harold got mad at this and jumped up with blazing eyes throwin off his bonds like they were air. Ha Ha
sneered he I guess you better not talk so much next time. Soon there flowed another awful struggle and diezin his
ottomatick back from Mr Wilson he shot two of the detectives through the heart Bing Bing went the ottomatik and two
more went to meet their Maker only two detectives left now and so he stabbed one and the scoundrel went to meet his
Maker for now our hero was fighting for his very life. It was dark in there now for night had fallen and a terrible view
met the eye Blood was just all over everything and the rats were eatin the dead men.
Soon our hero managed to get his back to the wall for he was fighting for his very life now and shot Mr Wilson
through the abdomen Oh said Mr Wilson you — — — (The dashes are Penrod’s)
Mr Wilson stagerd back vile oaths soilin his lips for he was in pain Why you — — you sneered he I will get you yet
— — you Harold Ramorez
The remainin scoundrel had an ax which he came near our heros head with but missed him and ramand stuck in the
wall Our heros ammunition was exhausted what was he to do, the remanin scoundrel would soon get his ax lose so our
hero sprung forward and bit him till his teeth met in the flech for now our hero was fighting for his very life. At this the
remainin scoundrel also cursed and swore vile oaths. Oh sneered he — — — you Harold Ramorez what did you bit me
for Yes sneered Mr Wilson also and he has shot me in the abdomen too the — — — —
Soon they were both cursin and reviln him together Why you — — — — — sneered they what did you want to
injure us for — you Harold Ramorez you have not got any sence and you think you are so much but you are no better
than anybody else and you are a — — — — — —
Soon our hero could stand this no longer. If you could learn to act like gentlmen said he I would not do any more to
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you now to injure your own self when you go to meet your Maker Oh I guess you have had enogh for one day and I
think you have learned a lesson and will not soon atemp to beard Harold Ramorez again so with a tantig laugh he cooly
lit a cigarrete and takin the keys of the cell from Mr Wilson pocket went on out
Soon Mr Wilson and the wonded detective manged to bind up their wonds and got up off the floor — — it I will
have that dasstads life now sneered they if we have to swing for it — — — — him he shall not escape us again the low
down — — —
CHAPITER SEVENTH
A mule train of heavily laden burros laden with gold from the mines was to be seen wondering among the highest
clifts and gorgs of the Rocky Mts and a tall man with a long silken mustash and a cartigde belt could be heard cursin
vilie oaths because he well knew this was the lair of Harold Ramorez Why — — — you you — — — — mules you
sneered he because the poor mules were not able to go any q
uicker — you I will show you Why
— — — — — — it sneered he his oaths growing viler and viler I will whip you — — — — — — — you sos you
will not be able to walk for a week — — you you mean old — — — — — — — — — mules you
Scarcly had the vile words left his lips when

“Penrod!”
It was his mother’s voice, calling from the back porch.
Simultaneously, the noon whistle began to blow, far and near; and the romancer in the sawdust-box, summoned
prosaically from steep mountain passes above the clouds, paused with stubby pencil halfway from lip to knee. His
eyes were shining: there was a rapt sweetness in his gaze. As he wrote, his burden had grown lighter; thoughts of
Mrs. Lora Rewbush had almost left him; and in particular as he recounted (even by the chaste dash) the annoyed
expressions of Mr. Wilson, the wounded detective, and the silken mustached mule-driver, he had felt mysteriously
relieved concerning the Child Sir Lancelot. Altogether he looked a better and a brighter boy.
“Penrod!”
The rapt look faded slowly. He sighed, but moved not.
“Penrod! We’re having lunch early just on your account, so you’ll have plenty of time to be dressed for the
pageant. Hurry!”
There was silence in Penrod’s aerie.
“Penrod!”
Mrs. Schofield’s voice sounded nearer, indicating a threatened approach. Penrod bestirred himself: he blew out
the lantern, and shouted plaintively:
“Well, ain’t I coming fast’s I can?”
“Do hurry,” returned the voice, withdrawing; and the kitchen door could be heard to close.
Languidly, Penrod proceeded to set his house in order.
Replacing his manuscript and pencil in the cigar-box, he carefully buried the box in the sawdust, put the
lantern and oil-can back in the soap-box, adjusted the elevator for the reception of Duke, and, in no uncertain
tone, invited the devoted animal to enter.
Duke stretched himself amiably, affecting not to hear; and when this pretense became so obvious that even a
dog could keep it up no longer, sat down in a corner, facing it, his back to his master, and his head perpendicular,
nose upward, supported by the convergence of the two walls. This, from a dog, is the last word, the
comble\fn{Zenith.} of the immutable. Penrod commanded, stormed, tried gentleness; persuaded with honeyed
words and pictured rewards. Duke’s eyes looked backward; otherwise he moved not. Time elapsed. Penrod
stooped to flattery, finally to insincere caresses; then, losing patience, spouted sudden threats. Duke remained
immovable, frozen fast to his great gesture of implacable despair.
A footstep sounded on the threshold of the storeroom.
“Penrod, come down from that box this instant!”
“Ma’am?”
“Are you up in that sawdust-box again?” As Mrs. Schofield had just heard her son’s voice issue from the box,
and also, as she knew he was there anyhow, her question must have been put for oratorical purposes only.
“Because if you are,” she continued promptly, “I’m going to ask your papa not to let you play there any—”
Penrod’s forehead, his eyes, the tops of his ears, and most of his hair, became visible to her at the top of the
box. “I ain’t ‘playing!’” he said indignantly.
“Well, what are you doing?”
“Just coming down,” he replied, in a grieved but patient tone.
“Then why don’t you come?”
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“I got Duke here. I got to get him down, haven’t I? You don’t supposes I want to leave a poor dog in here to
starve, do you?”
“Well, hand him down over the side to me. Let me—”
“I’ll get him down all right,” said Penrod. “I got him up here, and I guess I can get him down!”
“Well then, do it!”
“I will if you’ll let me alone. If you’ll go on back to the house I promise to be there inside of two minutes.
Honest!”
He put extreme urgency into this, and his mother turned toward the house. “If you’re not there in two minutes
—”
“I will be!”
After her departure, Penrod expended some finalities of eloquence upon Duke, then disgustedly gathered him
up in his arms, dumped him into the basket and, shouting sternly, “All in for the ground floor—step back there,
madam—all ready, Jim!” lowered dog and basket to the floor of the storeroom. Duke sprang out in tumultuous
relief, and bestowed frantic affection upon his master as the latter slid down from the box.
Penrod dusted himself sketchily, experiencing a sense of satisfaction, dulled by the overhanging afternoon,
perhaps, but perceptible: he had the feeling of one who has been true to a cause. The operation of the elevator was
unsinful and, save for the shock to Duke’s nervous system, it was harmless; but Penrod could not possibly have
brought himself to exhibit it in the presence of his mother or any other grown person in the world. The reasons for
secrecy were undefined; at least, Penrod did not define them.
3
After lunch his mother and his sister Margaret, a pretty girl of nineteen, dressed him for the sacrifice. They
stood him near his mother’s bedroom window and did what they would to him.
During the earlier anguishes of the process he was mute, exceeding the pathos of the stricken calf in the
shambles;\fn{The slaughterhouse.} but a student of eyes might have perceived in his soul the premonitory symptoms
of a sinister uprising. At a rehearsal (in citizens’ clothes) attended by mothers and grown-up sisters, Mrs. Lora
Rewbush had announced that she wished the costuming to be “as medieval and artistic as possible.” Otherwise,
and as to details, she said, she would leave the costumes entirely to the good taste of the children’s parents. Mrs.
Schofield and Margaret were no archeologists, but they knew that their taste was as good as that of other mothers
and sisters concerned; so with perfect confidence they had planned and executed a costume for Penrod; and the
only misgiving they felt was connected with the tractability of the Child Sir Lancelot himself.
Stripped to his underwear, he had been made to wash himself vehemently; then they began by shrouding his
legs in a pair of silk stockings, once blue but now mostly whitish. Upon Penrod they visibly surpassed mere
ampleness; but they were long, and it required only a rather loose imagination to assume that they were tights.
The upper part of his body was next concealed from view by a garment so peculiar that its description becomes
difficult. In 1886, Mrs. Schofield, then unmarried, had worn at her “coming-out party”\fn{ Which was the term used in
middle-class circles to replace “debutante ball” (at which, at the age of eighteen, the female offspring of the upper-classes were “introduced
to Society” at a party at which they were the guests of honor. The custom has largely died out .} a dress of vivid salmon silk which

had been remodeled after her marriage to accord with various epochs of fashion until a final, unskillful campaign
at a dye-house had left it in a condition certain to attract much attention to the wearer. Mrs. Schofield had
considered giving it to Della, the cook; but had decided not to do so, because you never could tell how Della was
going to take things, and cooks were scarce.
It may have been the word “medieval” (in Mrs. Lora Rewbush’s rich phrase) which had inspired the idea for a
last conspicuous usefulness; at all events, the bodice of that once salmon dress, somewhat modified and
moderated, now took a position, for its farewell appearance in society, upon the back, breast, and arms of the
Child Sir Lancelot.
The area thus costumed ceased at the waist, leaving a Jaeger-like and unmedieval gap thence to the tops of the
stockings. The inventive genius of woman triumphantly bridged it, but in a manner which imposes upon history
almost insuperable delicacies of narration. Penrod’s father was an old-fashioned man: the twentieth century had
failed to shake his faith in red flannel for cold weather; and it was while Mrs. Schofield was putting away her
husband’s winter underwear that she perceived how hopelessly one of the elder specimens had dwindled; and
simultaneously she received the inspiration which resulted in a pair of trunks for the Child Sir Lancelot, and
added an earnest bit of color, as well as a genuine touch of the Middle Ages, to his costume. Reversed, fore to aft,
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with the greater part of the legs cut off, and stripes of silver braid covering the seams, this garment, she felt, was
not traceable to its original source.
When it had been placed upon Penrod, the stockings were attached to it by a system of safety-pins, not very
perceptible at a distance. Next, after being severely warned against stooping, Penrod got his feet into the slippers
he wore to dancing-school—“patent-leather pumps” now decorated with large pink rosettes.
“If I can’t stoop,” he began, smolderingly, “I’d like to know how’m I goin’ to kneel in the pag—”
“You must manage!” This, uttered through pins, was evidently thought to be sufficient.
They fastened some ruching about his slender neck, pinned ribbons at random all over him, and then Margaret
thickly powdered his hair.
“Oh, yes, that’s all right,” she said, replying to a question put by her mother. “They always powdered their hair
in Colonial times.”
“It doesn’t seem right to me—exactly,” objected Mrs. Schofield, gently. “Sir Lancelot must have been ever so
long before Colonial times.”
“That doesn’t matter,” Margaret reassured her. “Nobody’ll know the difference—Mrs. Lora Rewbush least of
all. I don’t think she knows a thing about it, though, of course, she does write splendidly and the words of the
pageant are just beautiful. Stand still, Penrod!” (The author of Harold Ramorez had moved convulsively.)
“Besides, powdered hair’s always becoming. Look at him. You’d hardly know it was Penrod!”
The pride and admiration with which she pronounced this undeniable truth might have been thought tactless,
but Penrod, not analytical, found his spirits somewhat elevated. No mirror was in his range of vision and, though
he had submitted to cursory measurements of his person a week earlier, he had no previous acquaintance with the
costume. He began to form a not unpleasing mental picture of his appearance, something somewhere between the
portraits of George Washington and a vivid memory of Miss Julia Marlowe at a matinée\fn{Afternoon performance.}
of “Twelfth Night.”
He was additionally cheered by a sword which had been borrowed from a neighbor, who was a Knight of
Pythias. Finally there was a mantle, an old golf cape of Margaret’s. Fluffy polka-dots of white cotton had been
sewed to it generously; also it was ornamented with a large cross old red flannel, suggested by the picture of a
Crusader in a newspaper advertisement. The mantle was fastened to Penrod’s shoulder (that is, to the shoulder of
Mrs. Schofield’s ex-bodice) by means of large safety-pins, and arranged to hang down behind him, touching his
heels, but obscuring nowise the glory of his façade. Then, at last, he was allowed to step before a mirror.
It was a full-length glass, and the worst immediately happened. It might have been a little less violent, perhaps,
if Penrod’s expectations had not been so richly and poetically idealized; but as things were, the revolt was
volcanic.
Victor Hugo’s\fn{Victor Marie Hugo (1802-1885), French poet and novelist .} account of the fight with the devilfish in
Toilers of the Sea,\fn{Les Travailleurs de la Mer, 1866.} encourages a belief that, had Hugo lived and increased in
power, he might have been equal to a proper recital of the half hour which followed Penrod’s first sight of himself
as the Child Sir Lancelot. But Mr. Wilson himself, dastard but eloquent foe of Harold Ramorez, could not have
expressed, with all the vile dashes at his command, the sentiments which animated Penrod’s bosom when the
instantaneous and unalterable conviction descended upon him that he was intended by his loved ones to make a
public spectacle of himself in his sister’s stockings and part of an old dress of his mother’s.
To him these familiar things were not disguised at all; there seemed no possibility that the whole world would
not know them at a glance. The stockings were worse than the bodice. He had been assured that these could not be
recognized, but, seeing them in the mirror, he was sure that no human eye could fail at first glance to detect the
difference between himself and the former purposes of these stockings. Fold, wrinkle, and void shrieked their
history with a hundred tongues, invoking earthquake, eclipse, and blue ruin. The frantic youth’s final submission
was obtained only after a painful telephonic conversation between himself and his father, the latter having been
called up and upon, by the exhausted Mrs. Schofield, to subjugate his offspring by wire.
The two ladies made all possible haste, after this, to deliver Penrod into the hands of Mrs. Lora Rewbush;
nevertheless, the found opportunity to exchange earnest congratulations upon his not having recognized the
humble but serviceable paternal garment now brilliant about the Lancelotish middle. Altogether, they felt that the
costume was a success. Penrod looked like nothing ever remotely imagined by Sir Thomas Malory or Alfred
Tennyson;—for that matter, he looked like nothing ever before seen on earth; but as Mrs. Schofield and Margaret
took their places in the audience at the Women’s Arts and Guild Hall, the anxiety they felt concerning Penrod’s
elocutionary and gesticular powers, so soon to be put to public test, was pleasantly tempered by their satisfaction
that, owing to their efforts, his outward appearance would be a credit to the family.
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The Child Sir Lancelot found himself in a large anteroom behind the stage—a room crowded with excited
children, all about equally medieval and artistic. Penrod was less conspicuous than he thought himself, but he was
so preoccupied with his own shame, steeling his nerves to meet the first inevitable taunting reference to his
sister’s stockings, that he failed to perceive there were others present in much of his own unmanned condition.
Retiring to a corner, immediately upon his entrance, he managed to unfasten the mantle at the shoulders, and,
drawing it round him, pinned it again at his throat so that it concealed the rest of his costume. This permitted a
temporary relief, but increased his horror of the moment when, in pursuance of the action of the “pageant,” the
sheltering garment must be cast aside.
Some of the other child knights were also keeping their mantles close about them. A few of the envied opulent
swung brilliant fabrics from their shoulders airily, showing off hired splendors from a professional costumer’s
stock, while one or two were insulting examples of parental indulgence, particularly little Maurice Levy, the Child
Sir Galahad. This shrinking person went clamorously about, making it known everywhere that the best tailor in
town had been dazzled by a great sum into constructing his costume. It consisted of blue velvet knickerbockers, a
white satin waistcoat, and a beautifully cut little swallow-tailed coat with pearl buttons. The medieval and artistic
triumph was completed by a mantle of yellow velvet, and little white boots, sporting gold tassels.
All this radiance paused in a brilliant career and addressed the Child Sir Lancelot, gathering an immediately
formed semicircular audience of little girls. Woman was ever the trailer of magnificence.
“What you got on?” inquired Mr. Levy, after dispensing information. “What you got on under that ole golf
cape?”
Penrod looked upon him coldly. At other times his questioner would have approached him with deference,
even with apprehension. But today the Child Sir Galahad was somewhat intoxicated with the power of his own
beauty.
“What you got on?” he repeated.
“Oh, nothin’,” said Penrod, with an indifference assumed at great cost to his nervous system.
The elate Maurice was inspired to set up as a wit. “Then you’re nakid!” he shouted exultantly. “Penrod
Schofield says he hasn’t got nothin’ on under that ole golf cape! He’s nakid! He’s nakid!”
The indelicate little girls giggled delightedly, and a javelin pierced the inwards of Penrod when he saw that the
Child Elaine, amber-curled and beautiful Marjorie Jones, lifted golden laughter to the horrid jest.
Other boys and girls came flocking to the uproar. “He’s nakid, he’s nakid!” shrieked the Child Sir Galahad.
“Penrod Schofield’s nakid! He’s na-a-a-kid!”
“Hush, hush!” said Mrs. Lora Rewbush, pushing her way into the group. “Remember, we are all little knights
and ladies today. Little knights and ladies of the Table Round would not make so much noise. Now children, we
must begin to take our places on the stage. Is everybody here?”
Penrod made his escape under cover of this diversion: he slid behind Mrs. Lora Rewbush and being near a
door, opened it unnoticed and went out quickly, closing it behind him. He found himself in a narrow and vacant
hallway which led to a door marked “Janitor’s Room.”
Burning with outrage, heart-sick at the sweet, cold-blooded laughter of Marjorie Jones, Penrod rested his
elbows upon a window-sill\fn{In the hallway.} and speculated upon the effects of a leap from the second story. One
of the reasons he gave it up was his desire to live on Maurice Levy’s account: already he was forming educational
plans for the Child Sir Galahad.
A stout man in blue overalls passed through the hallway muttering to himself petulantly. “I reckon they’ll find
that hall hot enough now!” he said, conveying to Penrod an impression that some too feminine women had sent
him upon an unreasonable errand to the furnace.\fn{ Most public buildings—and virtually all private homes not possessed of
fireplaces—at the time this novel was first published (1914) were heated by coal-fired furnaces .} He went into the Janitor’s Room
and, emerging a moment later, minus the overalls, passed Penrod again with a bass rumble—“Dern ‘em!” it
seemed he said—and made a gloomy exit by the door at the upper end of the hallway.
The conglomerate and delicate rustle of a large, mannerly audience was heard as the janitor opened and closed
the door; and stage-fright seized the boy. The orchestra began an overture, and, at that, Penrod, trembling
violently, tiptoed down the hall into the Janitor’s Room. It was a cul-de-sac; there was no outlet save by the way
he had come.
Despairingly he doffed his mantle and looked down upon himself for a last sickening assurance that the
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stockings were as obviously and disgracefully Margaret’s as they had seemed in the mirror at home. For a
moment he was encouraged: perhaps he was no worse than some of the other boys. Then he noticed that a safetypin had opened; one of those connecting the stockings with his trunks. He sat down to fasten it and his eye fell for
the first time with particular attention upon the trunks. Until this instant he had been preoccupied with the
stockings.
Slowly recognition dawned in his eyes.
The Schofields’ house stood on a corner at the intersection of two main-traveled streets; the fence was low, and
the publicity obtained by the washable portion of the family apparel, on Mondays, had often been painful to
Penrod; for boys have a peculiar sensitiveness in these matters. A plain, matter-of-fact washerwoman, employed
by Mrs. Schofield, never left anything to the imagination of the passerby; and of all her calm display the scarlet
flaunting of his father’s winter wear had most abashed Penrod. One day Marjorie Jones, all gold and starch, had
passed when the dreadful things were on the line: Penrod had hidden himself, shuddering. The whole town, he
was convinced, knew these garments intimately and derisively.
And now, as he sat in the janitor’s chair, the horrible and paralyzing recognition came. He had not an instant’s
doubt that every fellow actor, as well as every soul in the audience, would recognize what his mother and sister
had put upon him. For as the awful truth became plain to himself it seemed blazoned to the world; and far, far
louder than the stockings, the trunks did fairly bellow the grisly secret: whose they were and WHAT they were!
Most people have suffered in a dream the experience of finding themselves very inadequately clad in the midst of
a crowd of well-dressed people, and such dreamers’ sensations are comparable to Penrod’s,. though faintly,
because Penrod was awake and in much too full possession of the most active capacities for anguish.
A human male whose dress has been damaged, or reveals some vital lack, suffers from a hideous and shameful
loneliness which makes every second absolutely unbearable until he is again as others of his sex and species; and
there is no act or sin whatever too desperate for him in his struggle to attain that condition. Also, there is
absolutely no embarrassment possible to a woman which is comparable to that of a man under corresponding
circumstances; and in this a boy is a man. Gazing upon the ghastly trunks, the stricken Penrod felt that he was a
degree worse than nude; and a great horror of himself filled his soul.
“Penrod Schofield!”
The door into the hallway opened and a voice demanded him. He could not be seen from the hallway, but the
hue and the cry was up; and he knew he must be taken. It was only a question of seconds. He huddled in his chair.
“Penrod Schofield!” cried Mrs. Lora Rewbush angrily.
The distracted boy rose and, as he did so, a long pin sank deep into his back. He extracted it frenziedly, which
brought to his ears a protracted and sonorous ripping, too easily located by a final gesture of horror.
“Penrod Schofield!”: Mrs. Lora Rewbush had come out into the hallway.
And now, in this extremity, when all seemed lost indeed, particularly including honor, the dilating eye of the
outlaw fell upon the blue overalls which the janitor had left hanging upon a peg.
Inspiration and action were almost simultaneous.
5
“Penrod!” Mrs. Lora Rewbush stood in the doorway, indignantly gazing upon a Child Sir Lancelot mantled to
the heels. “Do you know that you have kept an audience of five hundred people waiting for ten minutes?” She,
also, detained the five hundred while she spake further.
Two minutes later the curtain rose on a medieval castle hall richly done in the new stage-craft made in
Germany and consisting of pink and blue cheesecloth. The Child King Arthur and the Child Queen Guinevere
were disclosed upon thrones, with the Child Elaine and many other celebrities in attendance; while about fifteen
Child Knights were seated at the dining-room table round, which was covered with a large Oriental rug, and
displayed (for the knight’s refreshment) a banquet service of silver loving-cups and trophies, borrowed from the
Country Club and some local automobile manufacturers.
In addition to this splendor, potted plants and palms have seldom been more lavishly used in any castle on the
stage or off. The footlights were aided by a “spot-light” from the rear of the hall; and the children were revealed in
a blaze of glory.
A hushed, multitudinous “O-oh” of admiration came from the decorous and delighted audience. Then the
children sang feebly:
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Children of the Tabul Round,
Lit-tul knights and ladies we,
Let our voy-siz all resound
Faith and hope and charitee!

The Child King Arthur rose, extended his scepter with the decisive gesture of a semaphore, and spake:
Each littul knight and lady born
Has noble deeds to perform
In thee child-world of shivullree,
No matter how small his share may be.
Let each advance and tell in turn
What claim has each to knighthood earn.

The Child Sir Mordred, the villain of this piece, rose in his place at the table round, and piped the only lines
ever written by Mrs. Lora Rewbush which Penrod Schofield could have pronounced without loathing. Georgie
Basset, a really angelic boy, had been selected for the rôle of Mordred. His perfect conduct had earned for him the
sardonic sobriquet, “The Little Gentleman,” among his boy acquaintances. (Naturally he had no friends.) Hence
the other boys supposed that he had been selected for the wicked Mordred as a reward of virtue. He declaimed
serenely:
I hight Sir Mordred the Child, and I teach
Lessons of selfishest evil, and reach
Out into darkness. Thoughtless, unkind,
And ruthless is Mordred, and unrefined.

The Child Mordred was properly rebuked and denied the accolade, though, like the others, he seemed to have
assumed the title already. He made a plotter’s exit.\fn{ Which is to say that he crept off in a sneaky crouch, black cape thrown
over the lower part of his face. Theatrical convention of the day .} Whereupon Maurice Levy rose, bowed, announced that he
highted the Child Sir Galahad, and continued with perfect sang-froid:\fn{Self-possession.}
I am the purest of the pure.
I have but kindest thoughts each day.
I give my riches to the poor,
And follow in the Master’s way.

This elicited tokens of approval from the Child King Arthur, and he bade Maurice “stand forth” and come near
the throne, a command obeyed with the easy grace of conscious merit.
It was Penrod’s turn. He stepped back from his chair, the table between him and the audience, and began in a
high, breathless monotone:
I hight Sir Lancelot du Lake, the Child,
Gentul-hearted, meek, and mild.
What though I’m but a littul child,
Gentul-hearted, meek, and mild,
I do my share though but—though but—”

Penrod paused and gulped. The voice of Mrs. Lora Rewbush was heard from the wings, prompting irritably,
and the Child Sir Lancelot repeated:
I do my share thought but—though but a tot,
I pray you knight Sir Lancelot!

This also met the royal favor, and Penrod was bidden to join Sir Galahad at the throne. As he crossed the stage.
Mrs. Schofield whispered to Margaret:
“That boy! He’s unpinned his mantle and fixed it to cover his whole costume. After we worked so hard to
make it becoming!”
“Never mind; he’ll have to take the cape off in a minute,” returned Margaret. She leaned forward suddenly,
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narrowing her eyes to see better. “What is that thing hanging about his left ankle?” she whispered uneasily. “How
queer! He must have got tangled in something.”
“Where?” asked Mrs. Schofield, in alarm.
“His left foot. It makes him stumble. Don’t you see? It looks—it looks like an elephant’s foot!”
The Child Sir Lancelot and the Child Sir Galahad clasped hands before their Child King. Penrod was
conscious of a great uplift; in a moment he would have to throw aside his mantle, but even so he was protected
and sheltered in the human garment of a man. His stage-fright had passed, for the audience was but an
indistinguishable blur of darkness beyond the dazzling lights. His most repulsive speech (that in which he
proclaimed himself a “tot”) was over and done with; and now at last the small, moist hand of the Child Sir
Galahad lay within his own. Craftily his brown fingers stole from Maurice’s palm to the wrist. The two boys
declaimed in concert:
We are two chuldrun of the Tabul Round
Strewing kindness all a-round
With love and good deeds striving ever for the best,
May our littul efforts e’er be blest.
Two littul hearts we offer. See
United in love, faith, hope, and char—Ow!

The conclusion of the duet was marred. The Child Sir Galahad suddenly stiffened, and, uttering an
irrepressible shriek of anguish, gave a brief exhibition of the contortionist’s art. (“He’s twistin’ my wrist! Dern
you, leggo!”)
The voice of Mrs. Lora Rewbush was again heard from the wings; it sounded bloodthirsty. Penrod released his
victim; and the Child King Arthur, somewhat disconcerted, extended his scepter and, with the assistance of the
enraged prompter, said:
Sweet child-friends of the Tabul Round,
In brotherly love and kindness abound,
Sir Lancelot, you have spoken well,
Sir Galahad, too, as clear as bell.
So now pray doff your mantles gay.
You shall be knighted this very day.

And Penrod doffed his mantle.
Simultaneously, a thick and vasty gasp came from the audience, as from five hundred bathers in a wholly
unexpected surf. This gasp was punctuated irregularly, over the auditorium, by imperfectly subdued screams both
of dismay and incredulous joy, and by two dismal shrieks. Altogether it was an extraordinary sound, a sound
never to be forgotten by any one who heard it. It was almost as unforgettable as the sight which caused it; the
word “sight” being here used in its vernacular sense, for Penrod, standing unmantled and revealed in all the
medieval and artistic glory of the janitor’s blue overalls, falls within its meaning.
The janitor was a heavy man, and his overalls, upon Penrod, were merely oceanic. The boy was at once
swaddled and lost within their blue gulfs and vast saggings; and the left leg, too hastily rolled up, had descended
with a distinctively elephantine effect, as Margaret had observed. Certainly, the Child Sir Lancelot was at least a
sight.
It is probable that a great many in that hall must have had, even then, a consciousness that they were looking
on at History in the Making. A supreme act is recognizable at sight: it bears the birthmark of immortality. But
Penrod, that marvelous boy, had begun to declaim, even with the gesture of flinging off his mantle for the
allocade:
I first, the Child Sir Lancelot du Lake,
Will volunteer to knighthood take,
And kneeling here before your throne
I vow to—”

He finished his speech unheard. The audience had recovered breath, but had lost self-control, and there ensued
something later described by a participant as a sort of cultured riot.
The actors in the “pageant” were not so dumfounded by Penrod’s costume as might have been expected. A few
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precocious geniuses perceived that the overalls were the Child Lancelot’s own comment on maternal intentions;
and these were profoundly impressed: they regarded him with the grisly admiration of young and ambitious
criminals for a jailmate about to be distinguished by hanging. But most of the children simply took it to be the
case (a little strange, but not startling) that Penrod’s mother had dressed him like that—which is pathetic. They
tried to go on with the “pageant.”
They made a brief, manful effort. But the irrepressible outbursts from the audience bewildered them; every
time Sir Lancelot du Lake the Child opened his mouth, the great, shadowy house fell into an uproar, and the
children into confusion. Strong women and brave girls in the audience went out into the lobby, shrieking and
clinging to one another. Others remained, rocking in their seats, helpless and spent. The neighborhood of Mrs.
Schofield and Margaret became, tactfully, a desert. Friends of the author went behind the scenes and encountered
a hitherto unknown phase of Mrs. Lora Rewbush; they said, afterward, that she hardly seemed to know what she
was doing. She begged to be left alone somewhere with Penrod Schofield, for just a little while.
They led her away.
6
The sun was setting behind the back fence (though at a considerable distance) as Penrod Schofield approached
that fence and looked thoughtfully up at the top of it, apparently having in mind some purpose to climb up and sit
there. Debating this, he passed his fingers gently up and down the backs of his legs; and then something seemed
to decide him not to sit anywhere. He leaned against the fence, sighed profoundly, and gazed at Duke, his wistful
dog.
The sigh was reminiscent: episodes of simple pathos were passing before his inward eye. About the most
painful was the vision of lovely Marjorie Jones, weeping with rage as the Child Sir Lancelot was dragged,
insatiate, from the prostrate and howling Child Sir Galahad, after an onslaught delivered the precise instant the
curtain began to fall upon the demoralized “pageant.” And then—oh, pangs! Oh, woman!—she slapped at the
ruffian’s cheek, as he was led past her by a resentful janitor; and turning, flung her arms round the Child Sir
Galahad’s neck.
“Penrod Schofield, don’t you dare ever speak to me again as long as you live!” Maurice’s little white boots and
gold tassels had done their work.
At home the late Child Sir Lancelot was consigned to a locked clothes-closet pending the arrival of his father.
Mr. Schofield came and, shortly after, there was put into practice an old patriarchal custom. It is a custom of
inconceivable antiquity: probably primordial, certainly prehistoric, but still in vogue in some remaining citadels of
the ancient simplicities of the Republic.
And now, therefore, in the dusk, Penrod leaned against the fence and sighed.
His case is comparable to that of an adult who would have survived a similar experience. Looking back to the
sawdust-box, fancy pictures this comparable adult a serious and inventive writer engaged in congenial literary
activities in a private retreat. We see this period marked by the creation of some of the most virile passages of a
Work dealing exclusively in red corpuscles and huge primal impulses. We see this thoughtful man dragged from
his calm seclusion to a horrifying publicity; forced to adopt the stage and, himself a writer, compelled to exploit
the repulsive sentiments of an author not only personally distasteful to him but whose whole method and school in
belles lettres he despises.
We see him reduced by desperation and modesty to stealing a pair of overalls. We conceive him to have ruined,
then, his own reputation, and to have utterly disgraced his family; next, to have engaged in the duello and to have
been spurned by his lady-love, thus lost to him (according to her own declaration) forever. Finally, we must
behold: imprisonment by the authorities; the third degree—and flagellation.
We conceive our man deciding that his career had been perhaps too eventful. Yet Penrod had condensed all of
it into eight hours.
It appears that he had at least some shadowy perception of a recent fullness of life, for, as he leaned against the
fence, gazing upon his wistful Duke, he sighed again and murmured aloud:
“Well, hasn’t this been a day!”
But in a little while a star came out, freshly lighted, from the highest part of the sky, and Penrod, looking up,
noticed it casually and a little drowsily. He yawned. Then he sighed once more, but not reminiscently: evening
had come; the day was over.
It was a sigh of pure ennui.\fn{Boredom.} …
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51.139 Excerpt from Downright Decency: “The Former Time”\fn{by Caroline Dale Snedeker (1871-1956)} New
Harmony, Posey County, Indiana, U.S.A. (F) 8
… When the white fire of New England life sprang up along the Massachusetts coast, a spark of it blew far out
to sea and became—Nantucket.
Here was to be seen, as in a diminishing glass, a tiny New England, delicately outlined—intensified—in a
word, islanded. Here were the New England character and hardihood, its God-fearing and mental eagerness, yet
all sensitively changed, individualized, so that they became Nantucket and no other. Instead of the stony fields of
New England, the Nantucketers plowed the wide ocean, and at this period of their history, their harvest was
gathered from pole to pole. By its industry, this low, sandy island, eighteen miles long, produced enough whale oil
to light half the cities of the world, including London.
Clearly defined smallness on the one hand, world wideness on the other, made the Nantucket life different
from all others.
The legend of Nantucket’s founding is a twice-told tale, but it is so true to the character of the Island as always
to need retelling. How Thomas Macey of Salisbury, Massachusetts, gave shelter overnight to three fleeing
Quakers, how for this act of humanity he was fined, questioned, and hectored by the Puritan authorities, until the
New England in him rose in wrath against New England; and taking an open boat, he, with two others, put out for
the small island off the coast. All Puritanism was a protest, but Nantucket was a protest against protest.
Later on, mainly through the inspiration of one powerful woman, Mary Starbuck, Nantucket became almost
entirely Quaker. Imagine it, the tiny gray island clothing itself in gray, unafraid of austerity because of the colorful
spirit within.
In this little and complete world, the Coffins had lived since 1660. At one time there were five hundred persons
of the name of Coffin living on the Island—“not countin’ the Coffin family that wa’n’t real Coffins”—that line
being founded by a Portuguese cabin boy whom a Coffin captain adopted.
Tom Coffyn was, needless to say, of the genuine variety. He spelled his name with a y as did the first Coffyn
founder. He it was who afterward was to become Dionis’s father. Lydia Severance, afterward her mother, had
always lived there, she and her ancestors before her.
Their meeting was at meeting. To say that they first met there is hardly true, for they had seen each other,. as
all Island young folk did, at sheep-shearing, at corn-huskings, or passing in the street. But Tom Coffyn was of the
First Congregationalist Church and Lydia Severance of the Friends’ Meeting on Pleasant Street. So they went to
different schools, and the youthful acquaintance was slight. Love at first sight, then, this encounter might be
called, a thing not unusual in Nantucket, where happy meetings followed the four-year loneliness of the whaling
voyage. From such a voyage Tom Coffyn had just returned when on that First Day morning he chose to go to
Quaker meeting with his voyage comrade, Caleb Severance.
Into the gray room filed the gray and silent people, the women on one side, the men on the other, with certain
honorable ones facing the meeting from a row of higher benches. The room was perfectly bare save for the
candlesticks set at intervals along the walls. The large windows let in all the glare. Only this morning a poplar,
golden with autumn, standing outside in the sunlight, threw its glory into the place and filled the gray room with a
spell of gold.
Tom did not at all recognize the maiden who seated herself third from the aisle in the fifth row. She must be
from Rhode Island or perhaps the “Continent.” There she sat among the drab and quiet sisterhood.
“Heavens!” thought Tom, “how futile to dress the women all alike when one can shine out from the rest so
star-like and distinguished.”
He must have forgotten in the long four-year glimpses of heathen women how beautiful a woman could be,
how wide-set and sweet her gray eyes, how rosy and demure her mouth. In what way Tom managed to see all this
across the straight-seated rows is a mystery. But he did so manage.
The Quaker silence began. So many people sitting together not communicating with each other by any word,
but waiting—waiting for something outside of themselves. There was awe in the silent room. Obedience made
visible. Tom could hear the poplar rustling softly in the sea wind. And once a solitary pedestrian passed in the
street, was heard from far, coming, and his footsteps persisted a great distance toward town. Still the Quakers sat.
Gracious, that girl was beautiful, with her downcast eyes and folded hands. There seemed an actual light in her
face. Tom decided that he approved of this Quaker silence. Was there always such happiness in it? he wondered.
The Divine love was played upon by a tender human dawning until both were roseate together. Now he saw the
girl sway in her seat—ever so slightly, like a flower in a breath of wind. Her hands moved, she blushed slowly
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red. By Jove, he had been staring. He must stop it.
But the honored ones who faced the meeting knew well the signs of one whom the Spirit moves. Lydia
Severance had never spoken in meeting before. A faint stir of expectation could just be felt in the deeps of
meditation.
Lydia rose, swaying flower-like as before, her hands, touching the rail in front of her, passed back and forth
softly as willow branches touching the,. grass. Then, star-tlingly upon the silence, her voice began—an inner
voice, nothing earthly about it. Ah, surely she was “in the Spirit.”
“I feel drawings in my mind to thank Thee, O Lord, for the return of the White Wave. Lord, only Thou didst
bring her out of the stormy seas and cruel hurricane. Only Thou didst know the preciousness of her souls to bring
them home.”
The White Wave! Tom’s own ship. But this was a miracle. Why on earth was she doing it? What was she
saying?
Her speech was not speech but chanting. All of the sentences on one tone save the last word, which dropped
strangely to almost a tone below. Then, suddenly, a sentence began a delicate third higher, as though some new
impulse of the Spirit had sent it up, and slowly dropped again to the original chanting tone. Singing, no less!
Exquisite music denied by the rigid creed of their sect, yet finding its way unmarked to their very holy of holies.
And all her chanting was of the White Wave and her return from perilous seas.
Tom was lost in wonder. Like a flickering light, her blessings ran from bow to stern of the ship, from keel to
masthead. At her touch, the sordid things grew sacred—the filthy ports they had made and escaped from, the
storms they had ridden out swearing at the bitter effort, the very whales they had cught—all these were, somehow,
in her prayer. As the meeting broke up with shaking of hands and solemn greetings, Tom pulled his comrade’s
arm.
“Who is that wonderful girl over there—fifth row?”
Why, his voice was actually trembling!
“That one with the brown eyes?” asked Caleb. “Abigail Folger—yes, she’s—”
“Heavens, no! The gray-eyed one—the one who spoke.”
“Oh, that one! Lydia, my sister.”
Even yet, Tom thought the “speech” was for him. “Then I know her,” he exclaimed.
Without more word, he shouldered his way across and caught up with her at the door. He put out his hand. The
golden poplar was not brighter than his smile.
“Good-morning, Miss Lydia. Do you know who I am?” he asked.
“Yes. Tom Coffyn. But thee didn’t know me at first.”
“How did you know I didn’t? You must have been looking at me in meeting.”
The rogue! He was delighted with the confusion this caused under the Quaker bonnet.
“May I walk home with you?” he pleaded. “I’d like to very much!”
“It’s quite out of thy way,” she began.
“No, it isn’t. Your way couldn’t be that for me.”
Truly a forward youth!
He did not go into her house that day. Sabbaths, or First Days, were not congenial for visiting or pleasures. But
the next day he called upon her and stayed to supper, too. The next day and the next he was there. At the husking
he sat by Lydia—saw no one else in the barn. He even took her to a quilting party in the middle of the afternoon.
He scandalized the Congregationalists by going to Quaker meeting three Sabbaths in succession.
Lydia bloomed like a wild rose under the sudden adoration. Bloomed though she spent many prayerful hours
trying to stem the tide that was carrying her along. Marrying out of meeting was the supreme wrong in Quakerism. She would be disowned. The sorrow and disgrace of it would spread through all her kith and kin.
“Lydia,” said her mother severely, “how long is thee going to accept the attentions of Lias Coffyn’s son? Are
there not enough good boys of Friends’ Meeting to please thee? Soon I shall have to forbid him the house.”
Lydia tried her best. But what could she do? She could not shut the door in Tom’s face—that bright and
laughing face that seemed to bring the very sunshine in with it. And if she went down town on any errand, he was
sure to find her and accompany her home. All too soon came the fateful evening.
All the family and friends were invited to Cousin William’s, who had just returned from a whaling voyage.
Lydia stayed at home for conscience’s sake, knowing that Tom would be there. She had out her spinning wheel
and paced before it, holding the outstretched thread in the warm firelight. Oh, she was trying to still her thoughts
—trying not to dream so happily—when the big brass knocker knocked on her heart louder than on the door.
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Trembling, she opened the door.
Of course. it was he.
“You didn’t come to the party,” he said, as they came into the room. “I’m glad, for I’d rather see you here.”
He was scared, too. Mark how his dear hand trembled, holding his hat. Why, she had forgot her manners.
“Will thee give me thy hat?” she ventured, with outstretched hand. But he dropped his hat, caught her hand in
both of his, gazing into her eyes until her soul drew out to his.
And what is he saying? Oh, the dreadhll, doomful words, for Lydia cannot marry out of Meeting, throw herself
into outer darkness, almost damnation. It would break Mother’s heart, and, oh Father’s wrath when he comes
home from sea! Impossible—impossible!
“Oh, no, no!” Lydia cries it out with horror and shrinking. “I can’t marry you—I can’t.”
“You don’t love me,” said Tom fatally. “I—I never thought you could—an angel like you giving yourself—to
me.”
He stooped blindly to pick up his hat—his tall best beaver, worn for her sake—even that touched her. He
would go now, that was best. Why couldn’t she keep still? But he must not go. He must not go away thinking that
lie.
“I do love thee, Tom. Oh, Tom, I do.”
Then she cannot help it. He has her in his arms, sweeping her into heavenly places and spaces. Oh, surely it is
wrong to kiss like that. For she must not marry him. No—no—!
After this fateful evening, Lydia did not even go abroad on the street. She would not see Tom when he came to
the house, and only the severe Mrs. Severance met him at the door. Her brother Caleb was no help.
“Of course, Lydia’s all right,” he declared. “I don’t wonder thee likes her. But she’ll never marry out of
Meetipg—Lydia won’t. She’s the most pious of all the family.”
Tom was desperate. Ten days passed, and he did not even see her face. He was sure Mrs. Severance took his
letters, for he received no answers. Darkness settled on his soul. He was sure he would die.
Mrs. Severance, looking out at the side wihdow, said, with exasperation:
“There’s that Coffyn boy going by again. I should think he’d be ashamed. He looks as though he were condemned to the gallows.”
And Lydia tangled her thread on the distaff—tried and tried to untahgle it. But who can untangle a thread
through blinding tears?
She even stayed home from meeting, for her headaches were not feigned. Sorrow and imprisonment are not
healthful exercises. But she had to go into the garden for the vegetables, and one day, Tom, passing along the
fenced lane, saw her among the pumpkin vines. He leaped over the high fence at a bound: He had not climbed the
shrouds on the high seas for naught.
Lydia stopped, rooted to the spot, holding the pumpkin like a full moon in her arms.
“Lydia, how could you!” he cried. “How could you hide from me!”
For a moment she could not speak. To see him again! It somehow made such a commotion, such a glare of
happiness.
“I don’t dare,” she whispered. “Oh, Tom, if I see thee, I—I—”
“Lydia, I couldn’t throw you over for anything. What if I am a Congregationalist? I’d love you if you were a
Fiji—if you were a—a—oh, heaven, I can’t imagine your being anything I wouldn’t love. I love you, love you.
I’ll love you till I die.”
She closed her eyes, overcome with the sweetness and pain of his words. Oh, dear, would he throw his arms
about her there in the garden, pumpkin and all? But she wanted him to. She longed for him just to touch her hand.
“I’ve told Mother,” she spoke falteringly. “She is in deep grief over me. She says the wrong is mine, not thine,
and it is—it is. They would read me out of Meeting. Oh, Tom, why did thee come here?”
“Lydia, they need not despise me, these Quakers. I am a good man, Lydia. At least, I’m not wicked.”
“Oh, Tom, haven’t i known that from the beginning?”
“Most people don’t think so,” he acknowledged. For Tom’s gayety sat not well in the pious community.
“But I know!” she answered. Great heaven, the faith of her. Great heaven, the trust of her in him. He’d be good
now, if he never saw her again.
“Do you want to break my heart?” he asked.
She could not answer this.
“Do you love me, Lydia?”
Her head bowed and he saw her shoulders quiver; though there was no sobbing.
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“You said so once. Won’t you say it again?”
“Yes, Tom. Oh, yes—yes. But I would be wicked to love anyone better than God and the true worship of God,
And, oh, oh, I must not, I cannot be read out of Meeting.”
“You would be disgraced. of course.”
“Yes,” she breathed.
“Are you quite sure it is not the disgrace that’s holding you back? You know that God can be truly worshipped
anuwhere and by any true soul. Didn’t your George Fox\fn{ The (English, 1624-1671) founder of the Society of Friends, or
Quakers, who believed that all human action should be directed by inner contemplation and a social conscience inspired by God .} say
something like that? Couldn’t you love God and me too, Lydia?”
Tom had thought out all these arguments. Had he not lain awake nights thinking them? It was all so clear to him.
But well he knew the stone wall of Quakerism against which he beat. That stone wall was here now.
He was astonished at the horror with which she looked up.. The pumpkin slid from her arms down to the path.
Then she hid her face in her two hands.
What had he done? Had he offended her so deeply as that?
But Tom asked none of these questions. They faded before he could speak them—faded because, somehow, he
knew she was suddenly separated from him, by a great gulf—a trance of the spirit. In his far voyages he had not
been farther away from her than at this moment.. It was all over with him. She would never marry him, now.
Would she never speak to him? Must he go away?
But now quietly Lydia lifted her head.
“Thee has shown me my error,” she said in a small clear voice. “And the Lord has shown it me too. It was
pride, not faith, that held me from thee. I shall marry thee, Tom Coffyn, whatever comes.”
The unexpectedness of it! The dizziness of it! Tom seemed to be hurled upward like an arrow from black depth
into bewildering light.
“Lydia—you don’t mean—” He stumbled at it like an astonished boy. “Lydia, you darling saint!”
“Tom, oh, thee mustn’t,” she protested. “They’ll see thee from the windows.”
“Tell them it’s your future husband kissing you,” he answered rapturously.
Tom came to his senses and picked up the pumpkin.
“Shall we go in and tell them?” he asked.
“Yes,” she answered steadily. But somehow the very joy in her eyes showed him the depth of her renuncia-tion
—the stark courage with which she meant to face her kith and kin.
“You sha’n’t marry me out of Meeting, Lydia,” he told her.
“Yes, I shall. I have decided.”
“Bless your dear plucky heart. But you’re not going to marry me out of Meeting. I tell you, I’m a Quaker now.
From this moment I’m a Friend.”
“Tom Coffyn.” She drew away from him. “How dares thee jest at sacred things?”
“I’m not joking. I’m serious. I’m going to join the Quakers.”
“But thee cannot become a Friend that way, just—just for love.”
“Why not?” he demanded.
“Tom, Tom!” she cried in real distress. “Thee cannot do it to gain an end.”
“But, Lydia, I’d gained the end beforehand. Look here, are you trying to drive me away from your faith?”
Something in his voice touched her with his real meaning. Tom had seen her religion in action. What did it
mean, that deep withdrawal into the Unseen and the return with certain knowledge? A knowledge so wise, so
happy for himself? It was real—that thing. It awed him.
And only think, last night he had made up his mind to test Lydia’s love. Let her give up her Quakerism, if she
loved him. If not—well, Tom had been angry. How crude that all seemed now.
“Yes, I’m a Friend,” he said quietly. “We’ll be married in Meeting, Lydia.”
137.96 Cincinnati And I\fn{by Emily Kimbrough (1899-1989)} Muncie, Delaware County, Indiana, U.S.A. (F) 4
Not long ago, I returned from a six-weeks lecture tour, and, looking back on it, I feel that two facts emerge
emphatically: first, that I am what my Grandmother Kimbrough used to call “not right sharp” about schedules,
and second, that Cincinnati and I are not happy together.
On this tour, I had my second lecture date in Cincinnati. My first was in 1946, when I arrived there on
February 26th at 8:30 a.m. from an engagement in Pittsburgh the night before. That time, I stayed at the
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Netherland Plaza. This season, I was at the Hotel Gibson. I can understand, in view of my demolition of a portion
of the Netherland Plaza, why the lecture bureau should have put me in another hotel on my second trip. But until
the morning of October 31, 1947, I thought that the grotesque 1946 Cincinnati incidents were only a kind of threeday northeaster that had blown itself out there. In the light of what happened this year, I am inclined to believe
that Cincinnati is a storm center for me and that hereafter I will do better to skirt around it.
The 1946 grotesqueries actually began nn February 25th, on the day train from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh. I was
well along in a six-weeks tour. It had been strenuous but, on the whole, pleasant and uneventful. I had had a weekend interim at home in Philadelphia, and was starting out on the middle lap of the tour, rested, and comfortably
settled in my parlor car seat. I was, I remember, knitting when I first smelled smoke,
Craning my neck around toward the back of my chair, I sniffed. I could not smell any smoke there, and none of
the passengers were sniffing, so I went back to my knitting. Then I smelled it again, and this time I was sure that it
came from burning leather. I summoned the porter and said to him that I didn’t wish to alarm either him or the
other passengers, but did he smell smoke? He chuckled reassuringly, but stopped abruptly to point to a thin line of
smoke that was drifting up from the mouth of my black suede handbag, which I had wedged between my chair
and the window. It was a bag I kept out of sight as much as possible—a difficult thing to do, considering its size.
The bag had been made in Hollywood at a famous suede shop, and it wasn’t finished until the day I left for the
East and the lecture tour. I had ordered a pouch-style bag, with suede drawstrings long enough for me to wear
over my shoulder. It was to be eight inches wide and ten inches deep, but when I went to the shop to get it—one
of the fifteen last-minute errands that day—I found the saleslady holding it in her hand and looking at it in awe.
At the sight of me, she said,
“Miss Kimbrough, I don’t know if you’ll want this. We’ve got a new cutter, and I think she’s exaggerated.”
We measured the bag, and it was twenty-two inches wide and twenty-seven inches deep. I took it, because
there was no time to have it changed, but I kept it out of sight whenever I could.
The porter grabbed the bag and turned it upside down in the aisle. Besides the ordinary things any woman has
in her bag—purse, compact, lipstick, cigarettes, Kleenex, handkerchief, theater-ticket stubs, shopping lists, and
swatches of material—there was a large tin of Postum and a folding spoon. I do not like to admit that I cannot
drink coffee, and the suede pouch had seemed a good place to hide the Postum I always carry with me. This time
it didn’t work. The tin rolled all the way down the aisle to the men’s room.
The last thing to come out of the bag was a book of blazing matches that had burned through a corner of the
lining and into the suede. It took a great deal longer to gather up the items shaken out in the aisle than it did to
stamp out the fire, although the other passengers pitched in and helped. After I had thanked them all and explained
about the Postum and the size of the bag, I was glad we were coming into Pittsburgh.
The clerk at the desk of my hotel sniffed a little while I was asking about my reservation, so I felt that I had to
explain the episode to him. The bellboy, too, wanted to know about the smell, so I held the bag up for both of
them to see. Once in my room, I bathed, dressed (formal evening dress requested, it said on my contract; women’s
clubs are always explicit), had my dinner sent up, and was called for at half past seven by the chairman of the
evening and her husband. He was, he told me, in charge of the backstage arrangements, and he proved to be very
genial. I constantly marvel at the patience and cooperation of the husbands of women’s club ladies. This
Pittsburgh husband delivered me and his wife at the door of the auditorium and joined us backstage after he had
parked the car. He asked me how I wanted the lights, and since I know nothing whatever about lighting, I said that
I thought overhead and footlights would be just right, and he said that those were exactly what he had turned on,
which I had noticed. His wife interrupted us with the announcement “If we wait for latecomers, the early ones get
restless,” and strode onto the stage. I followed her.
We got off to a fine start. Her introduction was hearty, and she remembered it. “It gives me great pleasure—”
she ended, and we bowed each other into reverse positions, she to the chair I had quitted and I behind the lectern.
About three-quarters of the way through my lecture, I had occasion to illustrate a point I was making by
holding up my hands on either side of my face, like blinders, and in doing this I leaned my elbows on the lectern.
There was a ripping, crunching sound, and the lectern disintegrated under me. The rim, breaking up into pieces
that looked like the kind of kindling wood that is full of nails, flew down into the front row, where the unhappy
people dodged in surprise. For a moment, it looked as if I would join them there. As the lectern sank to the floor,
its component parts spreading out at my feet, I lost my balance and gave every appearance of an inexperienced
diver about to plunge reluctantly over the footlights. But by rotating my arms vigorously—though I was hampered
by the tightness across the upper arms of my off-the-shoulder dress—I brought myself back to an upright position.
I had, however, lost the thread of my lecture, and so had the audience. I made a few efforts to find it but it seemed
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better just to wish them good evening and leave the stage. Their sportsmanship brought me back to take a bow.
The janitor accompanied me, and after my bow we both squatted down while he helped me paw out from the
rubble my handkerchief, gloves and bag—not my knapsack but a small evening bag that was harder to find. He
helped me to my feet and glared at the audience.
“I told you ladies to tell your speakers not to touch that lectern!” he shouted. “It’s got worms in it.”
The chairman and her husband were garrulously distressed all the way back to the hotel. He said she ought to
have warned me, but she said that because she’d noticed I didn’t carry notes, she’d thought I probably wouldn’t
lay a hand on the thing, and hadn’t wanted to make me nervous.
*
I boarded a late train that night, slept fitfully, and rose early to get out at Cincinnati at seven-thirty. Following
the redcap who had my bag, I stepped briskly along the corridor that leads from the train sheds into the main
waiting room. The floor of this corridor is smooth white marble—or something like marble—and felt slippery. It
dips down decidedly the last few yards before you get to the waiting room, and when I reached this incline, I
veered to the left impulsively to walk on a black band about two feet wide that extends the whole length of the
corridor. I thought it was a rubber carpeting put down as a safeguard against slipping, but it was of the same kind
of stone—apparently just a decorative note.
I had hardly set a tentative foot on it when something caught me behind the knees, upended me, and carried me
on it smoothly down the slope and into the waiting room, my feet in the air and my hat over my face. I heard
running footsteps behind me and a man’s voice calling indistinguishable words. As I was slowing down to a stop a
hand grabbed my arm and pulled me to my feet. I pushed up my hat and looked into the anxious face of a Marine.
He was out of breath, but he apologized and explained in a rush of words that his bag here—he pointed to the
piece of luggage on which I had just been recumbent—was so heavy that when he saw the incline ahead he had
set it down, hauled off, and given it a big boot. Then I had crossed over without warning in front of it … And if
there was anything he could do … He hoped I knew how bad he felt to have done such a thing …
I think he was going to offer to see me to my hotel, but as I was assuring him that I was not hurt, a lady’s
troubled voice interrupted us.
“This is Miss Kimbrough, isn’t it?” She injected a nervous giggle. “I was just sure it was.”
After she had introduced me to two friends on the hospitality committee who had come with her to meet me, I
turned back to the Marine, but he had gone. We four ladies rode together to the Netherland Plaza in a car
belonging to one of them, who drove. I was put into the back seat with the lady who had claimed me, but the
driver and her friend in the front seat were so interested to know how I had “ever happened to come down into the
station on top of that big black bag” that they kept turning around, in order not to miss any of the story. I am
always nervous in a car I’m not driving myself, even behind the most skillful of drivers, which this one was not,
so I was tired when we reached the hotel. The ladies said that they would come back for me about half past twelve
to take me out to their club for the luncheon before my speech. The driver interrupted with a suggestion that if
they came a little early, she could point out the sights as we drove along, and perhaps take in one or two places not
directly on the route. In the face of their enthusiasm, I could hardly say that if I were given my choice, I would
prefer to start out right then on foot, however far the club might be. I promised to be ready when they came, and
they drove off, waving.
The luncheon was no more shrill than any women’s gathering. The hostesses were charming and hospitable.
My speech passed off uneventfully, and we had tea afterward. My ladies would have taken me out to dinner,
rounding up some of the other “girls” to go along, but I told them about my Great-Aunt Wilmina, who lives near
Cincinnati and was coming in to have dinner with me at the hotel, so they drove me back to the Netherland Plaza.
When I left them, I said emphatically that I wouldn’t dream of allowing them to go to the inconvenience of
driving me to the train; I was leaving early in the morning for Louisville, and it would be much simpler for
everyone if I got a taxi. They were prettily reluctant, but I was firm, and we parted with a rondo of good-bys and
thank-yous.
Aunt Wilmina came to dinner, and I saw her off in a taxi at nine-thirty. When I got back to my room, I was
tired, and very thirsty after a day of talking. I felt that I could drink an entire quart of ginger ale, and perhaps two,
so I telephoned for two quarts, and a waiter brought them. I asked if he had an opener, and he told me there was
one in the bathroom.
After he left, I found the opener in the bathroom—a metal lip an inch and a half long, fastened with two screws
to the frame of the medicine cabinet. One of the screws was loose and the opener sagged, but, nevertheless, I
slipped the cap of the ginger ale bottle underneath it and pulled down. Nothing happened, so I took a firmer grip
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on the bottle, inserted it again, and gave a quick jerk with all my strength. The opener came away from the
medicine cabinet and fell into the washbasin. So did the quart of ginger ale, and with such force that it split the
washbasin into two parts. One part toppled over into the toilet and splintered. The other dropped against the side
of the bathtub and broke into four large chunks. The ginger ale bottle was not even nicked, but the cap was
loosened enough to send the liquid in a thin, powerful stream toward the ceiling and all over my head. It shot up
with such violence that I couldn’t pound the cap on again. I covered the top of the bottle with my hand, but the
liquid squirted out over my dress, legs and feet. Ginger ale is sweet and sticky, and there is more of it in a quart
than I had ever dreamed.
When the last of it was out of the bottle, I mopped up as much of myself and the floor as I could with the one
towel the ginger ale hadn’t reached. Then I went into the bedroom, called the desk, and asked the clerk if he could
spare the time to come up for a moment, because something had happened that I found difficult to explain over
the telephone.
When he arrived, another man was with him, but the clerk did not say who he was. I took them to the door of
the bathroom and pointed to the empty ginger ale bottle, which I had set down on the shelf above the toilet,
thinking that if I started with the bottle, I could perhaps describe the accident step by step, and thus make it sound
credible. The strange man picked up the bottle and held it all the time I talked. He kept looking at it, and then at
the walls, where the ginger ale was dripping, and at the floor, where the remains of the washbasin lay.
When I had finished my story, the clerk said that nothing like this had ever happened in the Netherland Plaza
before. This did not surprise me. He also said there wasn’t another room available in the hotel and that they
couldn’t get the washstand replaced that night, which also did not surprise me. He would send up a chambermaid
to sweep up, he said, and to give me fresh towels. The other man was still holding the ginger ale bottle when they
left. He hadn’t spoken at all.
The chambermaid wanted to know what in the name of conniption had happened, and when I explained it to
her, she said that it didn’t seem to her it could have happened that way. But she telephoned the linen room to send
me a box in which to pack the clothes I was wearing, because, she said, I certainly couldn’t wear them again
before they had been cleaned and couldn’t pack them with my other clothes; the best thing would be to mail them
home. She got the bathroom pretty well mopped and swept, and she brought me fresh towels. But she cautioned
me not to step on the floor in bare feet, because there might still be a lot of chips around.
As soon as she had left, I got out of my clothes and into the tub and washed my hair. It took three separate
washings and rinsings to get all the ginger ale out. My hair is long, and it was three in the morning when I had
finished drying it. I put in a call to be waked at seven o’clock, because I was afraid I might oversleep and miss my
train for Louisville. I caught the Louisville train by running up the incline at the station and all the rest of the
length of the marble corridor.
When I reached home, a couple of weeks later, I found a letter from the Netherland Plaza Hotel. It read:
Dear Miss Kimbrough:
On February 26, while you were a guest at the Netherland Plaza in Room 2522, it appears that you broke a lavatory
in the bathroom. The cost of replacing this lavatory is $55.17. We trust that we will receive an early reply.
Yours very truly.

I replied, protesting the charge, because, I explained, the accident had been caused by a defective opener that
was the property of the hotel.
“I do not therefore feel responsible,” I wrote, “though I regret exceedingly that it happened.”
A week later, I received a courteous answer canceling the charges for the broken lavatory. One more letter
from me, thanking them for their understanding and generosity, presumably closed the incident. This year, though,
as I said, I was booked at the Gibson Hotel, and I do not know whether it was by request of the Netherland Plaza
or because of a delicate sense of consideration on the part of the man in the lecture bureau who makes my
reservations.
*
I think I shall remember for a long time that I arrived in Cincinnati for my lecture there this season on
Thursday, October 30th, at 6:20 p.m. I spent that evening at the theater, where I met some old friends who were in
Cincinnati for a brief visit. They were at the Netherland Plaza and were sorry I wasn’t staying there. I said only
that I was comfortable at the Gibson and had stayed at the Netherland Plaza on a previous trip. They insisted on
taking me back to their rooms after the play, and I looked wistfully around the familiar lobby as I went in.
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I did not leave them until long after midnight, and found, when I got outside, that it had started to rain. My taxi
driver said he would just as soon it rained hard for the next twenty-four hours, on account of its being Halloween
the next night. He explained that the whole downtown district of Cincinnati was always turned over to Halloween
celebrations. Everybody came out, either in costume or just to see the sights, and the crowds were so heavy that
taxis weren’t even allowed on some of the streets. He said it seemed like anywhere you wanted to go, it took you
ten blocks out of your way to get there, and, what with the crowds, you couldn’t get through anyhow. But that was
the way Halloween was in Cincinnati.
I was very sleepy the next morning. I had breakfast in my room, got into a gray wool dress that, with gold
necklace and earrings, was as near as I could approximate what was stipulated in the contract as “short, formal,
daytime dress.” I glanced at my lecture bureau schedule hastily to make sure of the hour and address. It read,
“Friday, November 1, Cincinnati, Ohio, Southwest Ohio Teachers’ Association, 9:30 a.m., Scottish Rite
Auditorium.” By rushing, I managed to get to the Scottish Rite building at nine-twenty. It is a very large place,
and I had some difficulty in finding the way to my auditorium, which was a lesser one. I had particular difficulty
because there seemed to be no one else going there. I came upon it eventually, through a door that took me onto
the stage, and found myself alone, except for a janitor who was sweeping one of the aisles. I asked him what was
going on, and he said nothing, as far as he knew. He was irritated, because his back had been turned to me when I
called him, and he said I had made him jump. I had no trouble finding my way out of the building, but it was hard
to get a taxi. It was still raining and there were puddles on the sidewalk. I was wearing thin, black suede, opentoed slippers, and the water splashed in the toes and up over my insteps.
As soon as I got back to my hotel room, I telephoned Mr. R. W. Cadwallader, whose name, as Executive
Secretary of the Southwestern Ohio Teachers’ Association, was on my contract. Mrs. Cadwallader answered the
telephone. She didn’t know where Mr. Cadwallader was, she said. Had I tried the auditorium? I told her I had.
Well, then, she said, she didn’t know where to find him, he was so busy with these meetings. Up to this moment, I
had been calm, I think, but now I became a little high-pitched. Could she tell me, then, I demanded, where I was
supposed to be? My lecture engagement was at nine-thirty and it was now quarter to ten.
“Wait a minute,” she said, and left the telephone. In a moment, she was back.
“I’m looking at my bulletin,” she told me, “and you are speaking at the Scottish Rite Auditorium tomorrow
morning at nine-thirty—Saturday, November 1st. I’m reading it right here.”
“I’m sure my schedule says Friday, November 1st,” I said, and I think my voice was trembling.
Mrs. Cadwallader was patient.
“But Friday isn’t November 1st. Today is Halloween—you know, the thirty-first of October. Tomorrow is
November 1st.”
I was sitting on the edge of my bed, and after I had put down the telephone, I kept on sitting there for some
time. I felt suddenly overdressed in formal daytime dress at 9:50 a.m. in a hotel bedroom, and I had twenty-four
hours to go. Of course this was the thirty-first of October! The taxi-driver’s talk about Halloween the night before
should have warned me. But it was Friday. I looked at my schedule again. It read,
“Friday, November 1.” I took out my pencil and corrected the schedule to read,
“Saturday, November 1.”
It was too late to do any good. I should have checked and corrected my dates long before, especially since, on
a previous tour for the same lecture bureau, I had got to Shreveport, Louisiana, three days ahead of time. But that
mixup was my own fault. This at least was one-half the fault of the lecture bureau. I studied the schedule again
and tried to figure out why I had been rushed from Mansfield, Ohio, the day before if I was to have a twenty-fourhour wait in Cincinnati. I had had to leave Mansfield in the middle of lunch after a morning lecture and drive
fifteen miles to catch a New York Central train at two-ten, in order to reach Cincinnati at six-twenty on Thursday,
October 30th. They knew I had a great-aunt near Cincinnati. I had written about her. They thought I would like to
see her. As simple as that!
It suddenly occurred to me to wonder whether my Pullman ticket for the train that was to take me to my next
engagement might not be wrong, too. I got it out of the leather folder in which I always keep my tickets, with the
schedule and my lecture contracts. It was for New York Central train No. 405, leaving Cincinnati for Chicago at
3:20, p.m., Saturday, November 1st. They knew, then, all along, at the lecture bureau, that I was speaking on
November 1st, and that it came on a Saturday. Friday was just a slip of the typewriter—or a Halloween prank.
I know now that it is not enough to read my schedule carefully; it is necessary to check it with the railroad
accommodations. I evidently learn one thing at a time. It has taken two visits to Cincinnati to show me that that
city and I do not blend.
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110.190 Lead Her Like A Pigeon\fn{by Mary Jessamyn West (1902-1984)} Vernon, Jennings County, Indiana, U.S.A.
(F) 4
It was deep in May. Fingers had lifted the green strawberry leaves and had found fruit beneath them. The bees
had swarmed twice. Cherries, bright as Christmas candles, hung from the trees. Wheat was heading up. The wind
was from the south and sent a drift of locust blossoms like summer snow, Mattie thought, through the air.
She left her churn on the back porch and stood for a minute by the springhouse with uplifted face to see how
locust snow felt; but the wind died down and no more blossoms fell, so she went back top her churning.
She counted slowly as she moved the dasher up and down. She was keeping track of the least and most strokes
it took to bring butter. This at any rate was not going to be a least time. “Eighty-eight, eighty-nine …” Josh and
Labe were putting horsehairs into the rain barrel to turn into worms. The hired man stuck his head out of the barn
door, saw her, and directly pulled it in again.
“Mattie,” called her mother, “get finished with thy churning and ride over to the Bents’ with some rocks.”
Mattie could smell the rocks baking: raisins and hickory nuts all bedded down together in sweet dough.
“Lavony Bent’s as queer as Dick’s hatband,” her mother called above the slap and gurgle of the dasher, “Half
Indian and a newcomer. She needs a token to show she’s welcome.”
Listening, Mattie slowed her churning. “Bring that butter humping,” her mother said. “Thee’ll have to get a
soon start or it’ll get dark on thee.” She came to the kitchen door, rosy from the oven’s heat, bringing Mattie a
new-baked rock. “Day fading so soon,” she said. Mattie looked at her mother because of the sadness I her voice,
and felt uncertainty and sorrow herself.
“There’ll be another to match it tomorrow,” her mother promised. “Its equal or better, Mattie. The red sky’s a
sure sign.”
The butter was slow coming—only five strokes short of the most she had ever counted. “Thee’d best go as thee
is, Mattie.”
“In this?” said Mattie.
“Who’s to see?” asked her mother. “None but Bents and hoot owls at this hour.”
Mattie wouldn’t have named them together—hoot owls and the black-haired, brown-faced boys she had
watched walking riverward with fishing poles over their shoulders.
“Once thee starts combing and changing, it’ll be nightfall.”
So Mattie rode as she was to the Bents’, barefoot and in her blue anchor print which had faded until the
anchors were almost as pale as the sea that lapped about them.
She carried the rocks in a little wooden box her mother intended to make into a footstool. So far it was only
painted white, with cranes and cattails on each side. The brown cattails were set onto the box with so much paint
that they curved up plump as real ones beneath Mattie’s exploring thumb.
Old Polly walked like a horse in a dream—slow—slow. Tonight, a short way on the pike and then across the
woodlot. Mattie ate a rock, pulled down a limb to see it spring back in place, remembered what she had heard
about the Bents.
“Never seen a more comfortable sight in my life,” here father called one day, and there on a padded chair was
Sile Bent riding down the pike in his manure wagon, sitting and reading like a man at ease in his parlor.
“Wonderful emancipation,” her father said. “Thee mark it, Mattie. The spirit of man’s got no limitations.”
Sile Bent read and farmed. His boys, all but Gardiner, fished and farmed. “Gardiner’s a reader like his pa,” said
Mattie’s father. “Off to Normal\fn{ Normal School; the name for early teacher-training colleges. It is not capitalized in the text .}
studying to be a teacher. He figures on getting shut of the manure wagon and having just the book left.”
But the day she rode through meant more to Mattie than her destination. In the woods it was warm and
sheltered and the sun, setting, lay like butter on the new greener leaves.
At the far edge of the woods she stopped for a minute at the old Wright place. A little white tumbling-down
house, empty for years, stood there—a forgotten house; but flowers still came up about it in the patterns in which
Mrs. Wright had planted them. It was a sad, beautiful sight, Mattie thought, to see flowers hands had planted
growing alone in the woods with not an eye to note whether they did well or not: the snowball bush where the
front gate had been, spice pinks still keeping to their circle by the steps, and white flags, gold-powdered now at
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sunset, by the ruined upping block. A pair of doves, as she watched, slid down from the deep shadows of the
woods and wheeled about in the sunlit clearing as if coming home.
Mattie stretched a hand to them. “Thee don’t act like wildings,” she said.
She slipped down from fat old Polly and, carrying her box of cookies, went to pick some flags. These flowers
and buildings have known people far too long, she thought, to be happy alone. They have grown away from their
own kind and forgotten the language of woods and doves and long to hear household words again. To hear at
bedtime a woman coming to the door for a sight of stars and saying, “There’ll be rain before morning. A circle
around the moon—and hark to that cock crowing. It’s a sure sign.” Or a man at morning, scanning the sky as he
hitches up his suspenders, “A weather breeder. Have to hustle the hay in.”
Mattie talked for the house and flowers to hear as she gathered the flags and laid them across the top of the
cookie-filled footstool.
“If it’s a dry summer I’ll bring thee some water,” she said. “I couldn’t bear to lie abed a hot night, and you
parching here. I’ll carry buckets from the branch if the well’s dry, and some night I’ll come and light a candle in
the house so it’ll look like olden times. I’ll sing a song in the house and it’ll be like Mrs. Wright playing on her
melodeon again.”
“Sing now, why don’t you?”
She was bending over the flags, but she wasn’t frightened, the voice was so quiet. It was as young man’s voice,
though, and she dropped the flags in her hand onto her bare feet before she turned to face him. “No human would
enjoy my singing—only maybe an old house that can’t be choosy.”
“I’m not choosy either.”
“No, I’m on an errand to take some rocks to Lavony Bent. I only stopped to pick some flags.”
“Well, I’m Gard Bent,” the boy said, “and I’ll walk along home with you. What’s your name.”
“Martha Truth Birdwell. Only I’m mostly called Mattie.”
“Martha Truth Birdwell. That’s as pretty as any song. If he had known you”—and Gardiner Bent held up the
book he was carrying—“he’d have written a poem called ‘Martha Truth.’”
Mattie awe the name on the book. “He mostly writes of Jeans and Marys,” she said. Now maybe this Brent boy
wouldn’t think she was a know-nothing, barefooted and talking to herself. “Thee take the rocks on to thy ma. I’ve
dallied here so long it’ll be dark going home through the woodlot.”
“No, I’ll walk back with you to the pike. Ma’d never forgive me if I let you go home with your box empty. The
boys have been on the river this afternoon. They’ll have a fine mess of catfish. Can I help you onto your horse?”
Mattie would dearly have liked being handed onto her horse had she been rightly dressed and old Polly
saddled, but that would have to wait for another time. She would not be hoisted like a sack of meal, plopped
barefoot onto a saddleless horse. She stood stock-still, the flags covering her feet, and said nothing.
“I’ll get the rest of my books,” the boy said.
While he was gone Mattie led old Polly to the upping block and settled herself as sedately as if she were riding
sidesaddle, one bare foot curled daintily beneath her.
Old Polly stepped slowly along in the dusk down the back road that led to the Bents’, and Gard walked beside
her. There wasn’t much Indian about him, Mattie thought, unless it was his black hair and his quiet, toed-in walk.
But his hair wasn’t Indian straight, and his eyes weren’t black at all, but the color of the sandstone in a go-tomeeting watch fob. It was a pleasing face, a face she did not tire of regarding. Her eyes searched its tenderness
and boldness in the May dusk.
“I thought thee was away at Vernon, studying at the Normal.”
“I was—but it’s out.\fn{The term is over.} Now I’m studying to take the teachers’ examinations. I’ve got the
promise of the school at Rush Branch when I pass. That’s why I come to Wrights’—to study where it’s quiet. If it
gets dark on you, you cold see our way home by the fireflies, they’re so thick,” he finished, as if ashamed of
telling so much of himself.
“Fireflies. Is that what thee calls lightning bugs?”
“Elsewhere they’re known as fireflies.”
It was full sunset before they reached the Bent place. Lavony Bent was cleaning fish on a stump at the edge of
the yard. Sile Bent was on the back steps getting the last of the light onto the book he was reading. Two blackhaired boys were rolling about on the ground wrestling; a third was trying to bring a tune from a homemade
looking horn. There weren’t any flowers or grass about the Bents’ house. The yard was trodden flat and swept
clean.
Gard called out, “Ma, this is Martha Truth Birdwell come to bring you some cookies.”
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Mrs. Bent didn’t stop her fish cleaning, but looked up kindly enough. “Light down, Martha Truth, light down. I
knowed hour folks years ago when we’s all younger than you are now.”
Sile Bent closed his book on his finger and walked over to Mattie. He was a little, plump man with a big head
of red hair and a silky red mustache. “If it isn’t Spring!” he said. “Spring riding a white horse and with flowers in
her hands.”
Mattie was too taken aback to answer, but Gard laughed. “She’s got a box of cookies under the flowers, Pa.”
Mattie handed the box of cookies and the white flags to him. “Spring for looks and Summer for gifts,” said
Sile Bent, and took a rock in two bites, shaking the crumbs from his mustache like a water-drenched dog. Mattie
was afraid to talk to this strange man who carried a book as if it had been a pipe or a jackknife, and spoke of her
as though she were absent, or a painted picture.
Mrs. Bent took the head from a still-quivering catfish with a single clean stroke. The boy with the horn started a
tune she knew, but he couldn’t get far with it. “Lead her like a pigeon … Lead her like a pigeon …” he played
over and over. Mattie’s ears ached to hear the next notes, to have the piece played through to its ending, not left
broken and unfinished. Her mind hummed the tune for him:
Lead her like a pigeon,
Bed her like a dove.
Whisper when I’m near her,
‘You’re my only love.’

But the horn could not follow. “Lead her like a pigeon,” it said once more, then gave up.
The wrestlers groaned and strained. They turned up the earth beneath them like a plow. A catfish leaped from
the stump and swam again, most pitifully, in the dust.
“I’ll have to be turning homewards.” Mattie spoke suddenly. “Could I have my box? Ma’s fixing to make a
footstool of it.”
Mrs. Bent sent Gard into the house to empty the cookies; then she lined the footstool with leaves and filled t
with fish.
“There’s a mess of fish for your breakfast,” she said. “Tell your ma she’s so clever at sharing I can’t hope to
keep pace with her.”
As they went out of the yard, Mattie once more on old Polly, and Gard walking beside her, Sile Bent called
after them, “Persephone and Pluto. Don’t eat any pomegranate seeds, Martha Truth.”
“What does he mean?” asked Mattie. What Mr. Bent had said didn’t sound like English to her.
“Persephone was a girl,” Gard said, “the goddess of spring, and Pluto, another god, stole her away to live
underground with him. And while she was gone it was winter on earth.”\fn{ He might have added that the pomegranate
was the ancient symbol of fecundity; but he many not have known .}
“She’s back on earth now, ain’t she?” Mattie asked, watching the wink of lightning bugs among the dark leaves.
“Yes, she’s back again,” Gard said.
They parted at the edge of the woods, where Mattie cold see the lights of home glimmering down the road.
Supper was over when she brought her box of catfish into the kitchen, and the dishes half washed. “Sit down,
child,” her mother said, “and have thy supper. What kept thee?”
“The Bents all talk a lot,” said Mattie. “It didn’t seem [polite to go and leave them all talking.”
“They’ll not be hindered by thy leaving, never fear. Eat, eat. Thy food will lose its savor.”
“I can’t eat,” Mattie said. “I don’t’ seem to have any relish for victuals.” She got the dish towel from the rack
and started drying.
“Was thee fanciful,” asked her mother, who never attributed fright to anything but fancy, “crossing the
woodlot?”
“No. Gardiner Bent came with me.”
“The Normal-School boy?”
“Yes,” said Mattie. “He’s learned. Flowers. Fireflies. Poetry. Gods and goddesses. It’s all one to him,” she
declared ardently. “He can lay his tongue to anything and give thee a fact about it. Oh, he’s full of facts. He’s
primed for an examination and knows more than he can hold in.”
Mattie made the plates she dried fly through her hands like thistledown—as if they were weightless as thistles
and as imperishable. Her hands were deft but they had not her mother’s flashing grace, and they were silent; they
could not play the tune she envied, the tinkling bell-like song of her mother’s wedding ring against the china; the
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constant light clatter of gold against glass and silver that said, “I’m a lady grown and mistress of dishes and
cupboards.”
Behind were the dark woods, the shadows and bosky places and whatever might slide through them when the sun
was set; here the kitchen, the stove still burning, sending a wash of light across the scrubbed floorboards, the
known dishes in their rightful stacks, and Ma’s ring sounding its quick song of love.
Mattie hummed a little.
“What’s thee humming?” her mother asked. “Seems like I’ve heard it.”
“Lead Her Like A Pigeon,” Mattie said, smiling.
“Play-party tune.” Her mother held her hands above the soapy water and looked far away. “Weevily wheat.
Once I was tempted to lift my foot to that.”
Lift her foot! Mattie looked at her mother, the Quaker preacher, whose foot now never peeped from beneath
her full and seemly skirts. Once tempted … The wedding-ring music began again, but Mattie was watching, not
drying. A long time ago tempted; yes, thee was something in the way her mother would bury her face in a cabbage
rose, or run to the door when Father’s spring wagon turned off the pike, that showed her the black-haired girl who
once listened to that music.
“Who does the Bent boy favor, Mattie?”
“His mother, I reckon. But handsomer. He’s got a face to remember,” Mattie said earnestly. “A proud, learned
face. He’s got eyes the color of sandstones. When he walks there isn’t any up and down.\fn{ I.e., he walks in such a
manner to carry himself evenly over the ground.} It’s a pleasure to watch him walk.”
Mattie’s mother put a washed skillet on the still-warm stove to dry. “After a good heart,” she said, “the least a
woman can do is pick a face she fancies. Men’s so much alike and many so sorry, that’s the very least. If a man’s
face pleasures thee, that doesn’t change. That is something to bank on. Thy father,” she said, “has always been a
comely\fn{Handsome.} man.” She turned back to her dishpan. “Why, Mattie,” she said, “what’s thee crying about?”
Mattie would not say. Then she burst out: “Pushing me off. Pushing me out of my own home. Thee talking
about men that way—as if I would marry one. Anxious to be shut of me.” She cried into her already wet dish
towel. “My own mother,” she sobbed.
“Why, lovely,” her mother said, and went to her, but Mattie buried her face more deeply in her dish towel and
stumbled up the back stairs.
“My own mother,” she wailed.
“What’s the trouble? What’s Mattie taking on about?”
Eliza Birdwell looked up at her husband, filling the doorway from the sitting room like a staunch timber.
“Well, Jess,” she said, “I think Mattie got a sudden inkling of what leaving home’ll be like.”
“leaving home?” asked Jess. “Getting married? Thee think that’s a crying matter, Eliza?”
Eliza looked at the face that had always pleasured her. “Thee knows I don’t, Jess,” she said.
Jess smiled. “Seems like,” he said, “I have a recollection of some few tears thee shed those first—”
But Eliza would have none of that. “Tsk, tsk,” she said, her wedding ring beating a lively tattoo against the last
kettle, “tsk, tsk, Jess Birdwell.”
“Thee happy, now?” Jess asked, smiling.
Eliza wouldn’t say, but she hummed a little reveling of a song.
“Seems as if I know that,” Jess said. “A long time ago.”
“Like as not,” Eliza agreed, and handed him the pan to empty.
Jess went out with it, trying the tune over. “Tum-te-tum-te-tum. I can’t name it,” he said when he came back,
“but it runs in my minds I know it.”
“Thee knows it, Jess, never fear,” Eliza said. She took the empty pan from him, her wedding ring making one
more musical note.
133.124 La Bataille Des Fleurs\fn{by Anthony Ostroff (1923-1978)} Gary, Lake County, Indiana, U.S.A. (M) 6
It was a damned shame she had to be sick today, their first day here and the day of the parade besides—
He had carefully lost the thought in the problem of finding the bureau de poste, debating for blocks whom to
ask, choosing first a woman walking ahead of him, then not speaking as he passed her because she didn’t have a
regard sympathique and because he feared calling her Madame, and Mademoiselle seemed rather absurd; then
giving up an attractive young couple who stood on a corner he approached—it would be too complicated to
address two people (did you address the man or woman first, and just one, or both?); passing next a man who
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appeared too intent on some thought to be stopped. Finally he had asked a woman carrying a bag of groceries, and
after he had gone as far as he could on what he understood of her directions had found a postman to ask. The
building had been in sight.
Now, walking in the direction he thought would lead him to the sea, he allowed himself again to think of his
wife: It was a shame.
He wished to think of her illness of today as only a minor shame—like a stomach ache or one-day flu which, to
be sure, made one feel wretched enough, but which passed. So she wished him to consider it; and, in fact, the
doctors had never been able to make a definite diagnosis.
“Wait,” they had said. “Travel. Try a change if you can, and we’ll see.”
He rembered all too well that last interview in Chicago, Anne sitting there calmly, listening with him to the
doctor’s perfect ambiguities. When the doctor had finished she had turned to him with her warm, amused smile,
as if it had been composed against the dull, autumnal light from the office window behind her.
“Well, darling,” she had smiled, “I think that what he means is that I have delicate health.”
He had feared a good deal more than that at the time—but now it did seem that she might be perfectly all right,
that whatever had been wrong had simply been one of those strange ailments that alarmed a little while and then
went away by itself—just as the doctors had suggested it might prove to be. Certainly she had hardly been ill at all
for the four months since their arrival. No, it was wrong to become consumed with worry all over again; the thing
today would surely pass; in a day or two it would be gone. He would think of it no more.
But even as he made his resolution he began to enjoy the afternoon, which changed things in his mind. The day
had become beautifully clear and mild. He found he had to remove his overcoat as he walked down—it was rue
Rossini; strange, the names—toward the Promenade des Anglais which breasted the blue Mediterranean and along
which the parade would be—or was being now; it might have started; three o’clock already! He began to feel a
slight anxiety about the parade. He had no interest in it for himself, but Anne had urged him to go and he
considered it his duty to be her proxy. Yet, he could not quite bring himself to hurry. The deep illumination of the
day did not seem consistent with haste.
He looked at the sky, which appeared a great dome of silence. Nothing, not a bird nor even the faintest shred of
cloud disturbed its perfect, imaginary contour. Surely, he reasoned, there was no need for haste on such a day and
amid these quiet, nearly deserted streets.
As he continued along his way an idleness seemed to have settled upon the world, as if all things that took
place happened remotely, at a great distance, and he and Anne were part of an enormous, lazy fiction. In passing a
tiny court with palm trees in it, he paused to gaze for a moment at the trees; then at the buildings, which were a
light sand color. Most of the buildings of the city seemed some shade of tan or yellow. He recalled a French friend
who had visited California explaining that though America was as beautiful as any place else in the world the light
was cold there; in the Mediterranean it was warm. That was why France had produced so many fine painters and
the United States almost none.
He himself had decided in Paris that the light had nothing to do with it, that it was what the light struck—the
buildings were all so old in Europe, and all stone and plaster; something about the effect of weathering softened
and warmed the stone. But here, he could not say. Whatever the reason, the color here—in the light touching
everywhere, even under eaves and in the deep shadows of garden corners, was a great theme of warmth.
As he walked on he began to feel a strange, detached excitement—they were, after all, really on the Riviera.
Against all the past and the future, they had got here, and it was different from any place else, strange, almost
splendid in its aging, sunlit way.
The buildings all seemed lovely to him. Their color, the air of worn ornateness about them which permitted
each to be a little different from all the others at the same time all were alike—it was very nice. And with the
sunlight, all the light, enough to have both sun and shade, warm and cool, so different from the gray, northern
winter—Anne should be with him, she would love it so.
There were more people now and he could see, he thought, crowds at the end of the street several blocks away.
As he drew nearer the crowd was definite and he could occasionally see, above the bunched forms, the tops of the
floats passing down the avenue. He felt more pressed, as if the parade might end before he could see it all, and
now he knew he really wanted to see it. He feared it might be over—there were too many people on the walks
now, where he was, still a few blocks from the seaside. He had to leave the narrow sidewalk and walk in the street
so that he could hurry. The tops of the floats still passed, though—one, then, for a while, nothing, then another,
then nothing again. At the beginning of the last short block there were little booths where tickets were sold. He
bought the cheapest kind—100 francs, Promenoir—and hurriedly crowded through the press of people entering
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and leaving by the narrow channel of the street.
The movement had caught him, and the air, actually filled with the fragrance of flowers—with so much air, air
over the whole Mediterranean before him, there must be millions, billions—flowers everywhere to do it.
A man tore a corner off his ticket and directed him to his proper entranceway. A moment later he had burst out
from the shadowed street into the bright sun, the wild profusion of color, light, flowers, people, smiles. He felt
stunned at first, standing near the corner of the street by which he had entered, in the swarm of people pressing
against the stake and wire fences that had been erected to hold them off the pavement. Just across the street the
boulevard was filled with people in chairs—the more expensive section, though no better really—and beyond
them, the other half of the street, and then the beach walk, also filled with the crowd. And the pavement—strewn
with flowers as far as he could see. But where were the floats?
Band music blared suddenly from somewhere nearby and looking down the street to his left he saw what
looked like the front of the parade. And sure enough! It moved toward him, and soon he could see it all. The floats
began passing, one by one, slowly—often stopping for moments, then jerking ahead, pink, red, white, yellow,
green, blue—all flowers, covered with flowers, even the wheels. And the girls in the floats, young and old,
standing, sitting, laughing, smiling, all throwing flowers at the crowd as they passed; the crowd returning the
barrage so that the air was thick with flying blossoms, tiny bouquets. Extraordinary! Wonderful!
And Anne.
Suddenly, as if a mirage had ended, he felt stricken with despair. Where was she, that she was not here? He
looked about himself frantically, seeing nothing, fear around him like a darkness.
One of the thrown flowers struck him in the face. He closed his eyes and jerked his head down reflexively,
then blinked in time to see the flower falling, tumbling down his coat front in little somersaults and cartwheels
and then leaping off into space and plunging—almost floating—to his feet. It seemed, in his confusion, to take a
long time to fall. He watched it lying at his feet, then stooped, in the narrow space the crowd permitted him, to
pick it up. It was a tiny pink blossom, round as a berry. He had never seen one like it before.
He held it down in the palm of his hand in the shade between himself and the high wall of people’s backs in
front of him. It was not understandable. Angrily, he moved his hand to toss it aside, when a sudden twinge of
shame made him hesitate. How severely Anne would have spoken! Whatever their worries, they must make no
difference, she had said. He could never believe in the stern tone she tried to adopt at such times, except that it
was somehow the integrity of her loveliness—something he could never quite understand—that spoke through her
grave voice. What she said, he always believed when she said it.
He raised the tiny blossom and held it up by its stem so that its petals became translucent, radiant in the
sunlight. Beyond the magic foreground it made, the carnival moved—equally enchanted.
It was wonderful, he said to himself. For all the flying specks against the blue, and the thousands and
thousands of people, which should mean only chaos—especially its being Nice and Mardi Gras where the
newsreel confusion always became hysteria—for all that, it was quiet, dignified, like a tone of Anne.
He looked on, awed by the buried troubles to which it seemed tribute. Each float was a carriage, all were
drawn by horses, and the drivers sat, mostly old men in long white coats, with solemn expressions, gently
directing their beasts down the long course between thronging spectators, touching them now and again with
black carriage whips to start them after pauses to allow the procession to keep its dignified slack. And in the
carriages, the women, all prettily dressed—like Easter. Everyone was dressed for Easter, in Easter best—the
women in the carriages, the people on the streets, women, men, even children. The older women with hair prettily
fixed and with summery hats—even they threw flowers from the floats; and the young women threw, too. With
bare arms, curving bosoms, smiles—everywhere smiles—in long gowns and short, lights and darks, pastels and
deep, rich flames of color, they stood and tossed blossoms, geraniums, roses, mimosa, hyacinth, marigold—there
was no end. And the only sound beside the band, was laughter—but pure, happy laughter.
So far as he could see, there wasn’t even anyone drunk. The crowd did not talk much: They watched; they
smiled; they caught the flowers and threw them back, and caught them again and threw them back again. Now
and then when two or three people would reach for the same sailing sprig of color, they would laugh and the one
who won would shyly lower it to his side, to toss it back soon at the next float, or to add to a little bouquet. The
women were beginning to save some of the blossoms, in little gay bunches, to remember. And everywhere
everyone smiled.
He stood and smiled too, forgetful and unembarrassed for the time, smiling at the people who smiled and were
handsome, and at the flowers on the wheels going sedately and gayly round and round, and at the sun and the sky
and the white buildings facing the sea, at the floats going past and away and around and back down the other side
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of the boulevard. It was very nice, really very nice, worth seeing, worth coming for.
As his pleasure swelled, a sense of his wife swept over him, filling him, as if matching the day and the
carnival, joy for joy, beauty for beauty, until, in its spreading revelation, he realized the celebration was for her,
that she must be with him, see the whole thing. It was so obviously made for her, so greatly more than for himself,
that she had to come, to be there!
But even with his decision to return for her he feared it might be too late—the procession might end at any
time, and he was so far from the place they were staying.
He noticed then a float he had seen before. He remembered it because the girl in it threw kisses instead of
flowers. She stood with an ardently playful look of regret, smiling—“I have no flowers; kisses instead”—and
threw beseeching kisses at the crowd. It was all right, though not quite true to the rest when she could have done
as the others. But her reappearance meant that the floats made the complete circuit, and if they had gone around
more than once, they might continue—go around again, and again, and many times more! Perhaps there was yet
time!
He set off through the press of people, just finding space to force himself along the inner edge of the broad
sidewalk. Up the Promenade toward the Boulevard Gambetta on which their building was located. He moved with
difficulty in the crowd but always as fast as he could, thinking again, intensely, of Anne until at last he reached the
place where the carriages turned to go back along the outer side of the boulevard. Here the stave and wire fences
curved out onto the boulevard into a maze of all the guard fences. There were only a few people, but he could not
see the way out and hastened to one of the gendarmes posted around the area.
“Pour aller, monsieur?”
The gendarme looked puzzled and said something rapidly, which he couldn’t understand. “Pour aller?” he
repeated.
“Pour sortir-partir? Sortir!”
The gendarme spoke rapidly again, but this time he pointed. He thanked him and hurried off in the indicated
direction, finding at last the way out. He had hoped by miracle to locate a taxi, but there were none. And it would
have been hard to tell one where to go. He couldn’t remember the name of the cross street at the corner their
building was on—some Russian name that should have been easy to remember; it was gone, though. He went
striding anxiously up the Boulevard Gambetta, worrying more and more about the time as block stretched into
block.
He wondered how far it actually was—farther than he remembered already; but maybe he was nearly there.
Still, not a familiar thing. But what was familiar? He couldn’t remember anything as landmark and realized he
wouldn’t know he was near their building until he saw it, when he would be there. Still he had to hurry, hurry—
He could feel the sweat on his back and chest and beginning to soak into his clothes at his belt, and wished to
slow down. He wanted to avoid getting wet and then being chill when they returned, catching cold, perhaps, for it
wasn’t a wholly warm day for all the sun and clear blue sky. But he had to hurry on.
A trolley passed, going in his direction. He started to run after it, to chase it down at its next stop, but after a
few steps slowed to his quick walk again. It was no use running. The trolley might not stop for blocks; he’d never
catch it.
It didn’t stop within catchable distance, but in following it with his eyes he saw a railway trestle far ahead. He
had forgotten that. Their apartment building was just a block beyond. Too far, but quickly anyway!
Rapidly though he walked there seemed to be time to memorize every face he passed, every shop window,
every crack in the sidewalk. He hated everything he saw, as if each perception meant a delay. The apartment was
simply too far, that was all. He thought angrily of Madame Durand, wishing to blame her for inviting them to a
place in that location. All that distance! If they’d come by themselves and stayed in a hotel they’d have been
better off. Except they couldn’t have afforded to come at all. He blamed himself for ingratitude and tried to
quicken his pace still further.
The street commanded his attention. It clanged with people and traffic. He could not understand what made it
so different from the night before when he had gone out, after their arrival, searching for a Tabac that was still
open, and had looked forward to seeing it by day. Just the daylight after all—or the hurry, that he might have
spoiled everything by delaying to go to the post office, by lingering too long at the parade.
He saw their building at last. He was not sure of it until he was nearly opposite the corner on which it stood. It
was enormous, modern in appearance and balconied at each story. Its strangeness made even his memory of it
seem unreal to him. It looked like a hospital.
The building disappeared above the palms in the courtyard as he crossed the gravel drive and entered the large
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glass and iron doors.
He took the stairs to the second floor two at a time. After nearly a minute fumbling with the huge key he
finally got it into the lock and opened the door. He paused in the hallway to let his breathing quiet a little, then
went to their room. He opened the door a crack. It was night inside. The shutters had been stuck shut—something
always broken in France; a little sad.
“Are you awake, darling?” he softly called. No reply.
“Darling?” She murmured something.
“Anne, I’m going to turn on the light. I’m sorry, but I have to.”
He waited a moment for her to cover her eyes or turn away if she wished, then flicked the switch. He had
gathered a tiny bunch of flowers while hurrying along the parade course, snatching them from the sidewalk and
gutter, a wilderness of neatly dressed legs and feet. Some were crushed and dirty, and the whole little bouquet was
slightly bedraggled, but it had been something, in his mind, in case she should still be sick, too sick to come—and
maybe even something if she could come but they arrived too late.
He had lost faith in them now, but even so he held them forth as proudly as he could.
“Voila!” he said.
He tossed them on the sheet beside her head. She rolled over and looked at them, took them in her hands,
smiling sleepily. He asked if she felt better.
“I was asleep,” she said. She blinked and gazed up at him, still smiling faintly.
“Yes. I think I feel a little better—I’ve been asleep ever since you left.”
Hastily, he began telling her about the carnival—it was wonderful, really beautiful; not, as he had somewhat
expected, just another parade. He hadn’t been particularly interested in going—he hadn’t thought it would matter
at all if they missed it, though it would have shocked Madame Durand if they had; but now—now he had seen it,
and really, if she possibly could, she must go back with him. Even if she were still sick—however sick she was—
she must go. They might be too late, but they had to try.
As he talked, delight crossed her face at the vision of all the flowers and the day having turned clear and
beautiful. She interrupted once to say he shouldn’t have tried to come back, he should have stayed to see it all. But
as he explained how it worked, the procession going round the long boulevard—that he had in a way seen it all
and that it was simply something she had to see, that it was much more important for her than for him—she
looked worried. She was out of bed, dressing, issuing minor complaints and fears mixed with exclamations of
gratitude and regret for his having come all the way back for her, while he goaded her on with remarks about how
far it was back, how it might be over now, and guesses at how long it would take to walk there, whether they
could catch a trolley or maybe find a taxi.
They were lucky. A trolley going in their direction stopped beside the railway overpass just as they approached
it. He ran ahead to board it, as if he might thus slow its departure, even without being able to speak to the
conductor. But other passengers were crowding on and delayed the trolley long enough for her to catch up and
board it with him. They stood together on the back platform, crowded by people who got on at further stops and
by people coming out of the car to get off. But it would be better to stay there, he said, in case they had to get off
quickly—he didn’t know whether the trolley went all the way to the coast drive where the parade was or turned
off before. If it turned in the right direction they would stay on for a bit—perhaps it would take them right to rue
Rossini where they could enter—
She looked pale to him and he asked if she felt all right, was it warm enough?
She was fine, she said.
He hoped they would be in time, he said. They had to be. Such luck, catching the trolley! Maybe it would
make up for all those they had missed. Or maybe it wouldn’t—it would be more consistent that way. She
reproached him but he smiled and shrugged the reproach away.
The trolley turned in the right direction. After what he guessed to be the distance he had walked parallel to its
new course, they got off. It was the right corner, too—though this time, he congratulated himself, as much his
judgment as luck.
But there were so many people in the street—and people seemed to be thronging out of the entrance/exit place
where the little street ran into the course of the parade. With a sinking feeling, he realized it must have just ended.
A wave of terrible bitterness swept over him. It was their luck at last. He felt the heavy lump of disappointment
dispersing through his veins, weighing him down everywhere. They lived in a sea of endings.
But no!
A plume of flowers from one of the floats came into view, waving in the air over the heads of the people and
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the board fence that blocked off most of the street. Excitedly, he pointed it out to her just as it jerked on and
passed out of sight. They could still see one, anyway, he said, if they were lucky.
She held tight to his hand and he could see excitement in her eyes—so eager. Like a child she was, so keen, so
alive! He told her to go ahead; he would buy the tickets and catch up with her at the gate. Should he get the cheap
ones or the others? Before, he had bought himself only a one hundred franc ticket, but now—
Oh, he must only get the hundred franc ones, she told him. They would be fine, just fine.
There was only one woman in front of the booth to which he went, but he had to wait minutes it seemed while
she received change from her five-hundred franc note. Then he had his tickets and raced to Anne. She stood in the
middle of the street, in a little clear space her own, turned toward him uncertainly, waiting. The music was playing
again. It must still be going on. She would see it! She would see! he said. He directed her toward one of the
promenoir gates and they entered.
They were on the corner across from where he had entered before. Here there were even more people than
where he had been and he had to urge Anne to push through along the walk to a place where she could see better.
She would have been content, he could tell, simply to stand where they had come in, seeing what she could
between the heads of people in front of her.
The parade was still going on, moving slowly, amid smiles and laughter, with flowers everywhere. The flowers
on the pavement were now, in the center, matted down, smashed almost into a paste—with mostly the yellow of
mimosa—from the procession. But along the edges of the pavement there were still full blossoms and tiny
bouquets everywhere, and the air was still speckled with them being thrown from crowd to floats and back again.
As they stood and watched, he wondered how long it had been going on, how many times they had gone
around. He thought of the time that had passed since he had first seen them—and the time they had perhaps been
going before that: one hour, nearly two? They must be very tired, making the same circuit again and again,
standing or sitting, throwing flowers at the same people over and over. He thought he could see signs of strain
beneath the smiles of some of the girls in the carriages, and wished Anne could have come earlier, before, with
him, when it was perfectly new.
Still, the flowers flew and were beautiful and fresh on the floats, here making an umbrella over a carriage,
there outlining a guitar, on another forming a gay green and gold arbor. And the smiles on the girls were all real.
And certainly the crowd’s pleasure was the same. And Anne—he scarcely dared look at her, her pleasure was so
great.
Everyone now had saved bouquets from the fragrant ammunition and he busied himself trying to catch some
flowers to make a fresh bouquet for Anne. She laughed at his efforts and disappointment when he missed the first
ones he tried for, thrown just out of his reach, then turned her attention again on the parade. He managed to catch
a few sprigs of mimosa and some green, and then other blooms. In between carriages he tried to recapture his
previous sense of liberation. But it was not quite the same now.
It would end soon—it must. He hoped it would not end until Anne had seen the whole procession.
It was, yes, very nice. Everyone a little tired, but still smiling, laughing, happy, with no harm; and the flowers
on the floats, faithfully fresh and beautiful; like no parade he had ever seen; a convocation of flowers, for flowers,
everyone come together with the solemn, happy duty of admiration, pledged until the end of the delicate, really
fragile cause of their coming together.
The end was near. There was no official sign, but in the bruising of the flowers thrown and rethrown, and those
trampled in the street, one knew it must come—as if the bruising of the petals were some sort of sacrifice, a
consummation. And yet the end would come, when it did, quietly, quietly.
But now the band played, and still the carriages moved, and gaiety reigned. He looked at Anne. She was to him
beautiful—perfectly beautiful, standing in lovely perfection, gazing raptly at the procession, wonderful light in her
eyes. She had turned to him once or twice, when he had asked if it weren’t truly marvelous, and he had seen her
almost in tears with happiness at the spectacle. And other times she had looked at him—when he had refused to
acknowledge to her that he knew it—as a child will look to an adult both for reassurance that his miracle is real
and to make sure his guardian sees it.
Now he looked down on her smooth, delicate profile beside him. She was looking on at the parade, smiling—a
complete, quiet smile, her lips just parted, her brow clear—fascinated, like a child who had come to see a miracle
and whose expectations were fulfilled.
He wished never to look away.
131.32 The Secret Of Cartwheels\fn{by Patricia Henley (1947- )} Terre Haute, Vigo County, Indiana, U.S.A. (F) 6
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The winesap trees along the road were skeletal in the early evening light. I stared out the school bus window
and cupped like a baby chick the news I looked forward to telling Mother: I’d decided on my confirmation name.
“What’s nine times seven?” my sister Jan Mary said.
“Sixty-three,” I said.
Joan. That was Mother’s confirmation name, and I wanted it to be mine as well. She’d told me it was a name
of strength, a name to carry you into battle.
“I tore my corduroys,” my brother, Christopher, said. He stood in the aisle, bracing himself with one hand on
the chrome pole beside the driver, who wore a baseball cap and a big plaid mackmaw.
The bus driver sang,
“Don’t sit under the apple tree with anyone else but me.” I knew we were nearing our stop, the end of the
route, when the driver sang this song. We were the last ones on the bus. Although the heater was chuffing hard,
frost in the shape of flames curled along the edges of the windows.
“Sweet dreams,” the driver said, as we plodded down the slippery steps of the school bus.
Aunt Opal’s pale green Cadillac was parked at an odd angle near the woodshed. I knew something was wrong
—she never drove out from Wenatchee to visit in the winter. I remembered what our mother had told me the night
before. Before bedtime we all lined up to kiss her good night, and when my turn came, she said,
“There are signs in life. Signs that tell you what you have to do.”
Her voice had frightened me. I didn’t want to hear what she had to say. Jan Mary said,
“Who’s that?” Her knit gloves were soggy, her knees chapped above slipping-down socks.
“Aunt Opal,” Christopher said. His voice was dead, and I knew he knew and understood.
Our breath came in blue blossoms in the cold, cutting air, and a light went on in the living room. I didn’t want
to go in, but I kept trudging through the snow.
Inside, everything was in its place, but our mother was gone, which made the house seem cold and empty.
Four-year-old Suzanne stood on the heat register, her grubby chenille blanket a cape around her shoulders. Her
hair had been recently brushed, and she wore plastic barrettes—a duck on one side, a bow on the other. When I
remember those years at home, this is one of the things I focus on: how nothing ever matched—not sheets, not
barrettes, not cups and saucers, not socks. And sometimes I think the sad and petty effort to have matching things
has been one of the chief concerns of my adult life.
Aunt Opal perched uneasily on a ladderback chair, with the baby, Katie Jean, on her lap. Katie Jean, eyes
roving, held her own bottle of milk, and when she saw me, her look latched on to me and she stopped sucking and
squirmed and kicked. Her plastic bottle clunked onto the floor. Aunt Opal’s white wool pant suit stretched tightly
across her fat thighs. Her teased hair stood hard and swirled. Ill at ease, she shifted her weight gingerly, as though
she might get dirty. I thought I saw pity in her eyes, and I looked away. Christopher and Jan Mary hung back by
the kitchen door, Christopher banging his metal lunch box softly against his leg.
“Where’s our mother?” I said, scooping up Katie Jean.
“Now, I hate to have to be the bearer of bad tidings,” she began. “I know this will be hard on you children. I
don’t know what your mother was thinking of.”
She got up and stalked over to Suzanne, her spike heels dragging on the linoleum.
“Just tell me where she is.”
The baby stiffened in my arms. This was the first time I’d ever issued a command to a grownup, and I felt both
powerful and worried. Without our mother there, I was suddenly older.
Aunt Opal took a few seconds to adjust one of Suzanne’s barrettes.
“At the V.A\fn{Veterans Administration.} hospital,” she said. “She’s sick. Surely you must have known? She needs
a rest. She’s gone away and left you.”
Meek as old dogs, Christopher and Jan Mary went into the living room and turned on the television. I snugged
the baby into her high chair, tucked a receiving blanket around her bare legs, and began peeling potatoes for
supper. Suzanne sat in her miniature rocker, holding a Dr. Seuss book upside down and mouthing the words she
knew by heart. I remember thinking that if we could just have an ordinary supper, do our homework, fold the
laundry, say our prayers, then we could manage with Mother away. We might feel as though she’d just gone
through the orchard to visit a neighbor, and that she might return at any moment.
“You’ll have places to go, of course,” Aunt Opal said, lighting the gas under the stale morning coffee. The
sulfurous smell of the match lingered.
“Places?”
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“Christopher can stay with Grandma and Grandpa. Janice will take the baby.”
“We’ll stay here together,” I said.
“Roxanne,” she said, pouring coffee into a flowered teacup. “You’re too young to stay here alone with all these
children.”
I remember feeling small and powerless then, and I saw that I still needed to be taken care of—in fact, wanted
to be taken care of—but I did not think I would be. I had no trust in anyone, and when you are a child, feeling this
way, every day becomes a swim through white water with no life jacket. Many years went by before I allowed
myself to wonder where my father was during this time.
“How long will we be gone?” I said.
“It’s hard to say,” Aunt Opal said, sighing. “It’s really hard to say.”
*
I was thirteen, Christopher twelve, and Jan Mary eight. We went to St. Martin’s and rode the public school bus
home, aware of our oddity—Christopher's salt-and-pepper cords instead of jeans, the scratchy scapulars against
our chests, the memorization of saints’ names and days and deeds. The week before our mother went away, I had
stayed home from school twice, missing play auditions and report-card day. She had written excuses on foolscap:
Please excuse Roxanne from school yesterday. I needed her at home.
Our father worked in another state. The house was isolated, out in the country; our nearest neighbor lived a
mile away. During the summer I loved where we lived—the ocean of apple blooms, the muted voices of the
Spanish-speaking orchard workers, the wild berries, like deep black fleece along the railroad tracks. Winters were
another story. We heated with wood, and the fine wood ash smudged our schoolbooks, our clothes and linens, our
wrists and necks. The well was running dry, and we children shared our bath water. By my turn the water was
tepid and gray. Our mother fed the fire, waking sometimes twice in the night to keep it going, and her hands and
fingers were cracked, swollen. I wanted to cry whenever I looked at them. The loneliness was like a bad smell in
the house.
In the evening, while the others, the younger ones, watched I Love Lucy, she sipped Jack Daniel’s from a jelly
glass and told me her secrets, plucking me from childhood’s shore. Very late, when the others had gone to bed,
she’d curse our father in a whisper. One night, when she had filled that jelly glass for the third time, and wanted
company, she told me about her true love, a woman she’d known in the WACs\fn{Women’s Army Corps.} during
the war, when they worked together in the motor pool in Dayton, Ohio. You can learn too much too soon about
your mother’s past. The weight of her concerns made me turn from her and wish that something would save us
from the life we shared with her. I couldn’t make the wish while I was watching her split and bleeding hands light
a cigarette. But later, lying confused and rigid in the double bed I shared with cuddling Jan Mary and Suzanne, I
wished that our mother would go away.
*
All of the moving took place at night. Aunt Opal drove Suzanne, Jan Mary, and me up the Entiat River to
Entiat Home, a place local people called the orphans’ home, though in truth the children there were not orphans
but children whose parents could not care for them. The frozen river glittered in the moonlight. The fir trees rode
in dark procession along the far bank. I sat in the front seat, a privilege of the oldest. The car was vast and
luxurious and exotic. Most of the way, no one spoke. Finally, from the cavernous back seat, Suzanne said,
“Where’s the baby?”
Don’t ask, I thought, don’t ask. I tried to send this silent message to Suzanne, but she didn’t get it. Blood beat
in my head.
“Katie Jean might need us,” she said.
“Katherine will be fine,” Aunt Opal said. “Fine, fine. She’s with your cousin Janice, who has another baby for
her to play with.”
Her jolly voice made me feel as though someone were hugging me too hard, painfully. When we’d left
Christopher at Grandma and Grandpa Swanson’s, I’d felt sick to my stomach, not because I would be separated
from him—no—but because I wanted to stay there too. I wanted to cling to Grandma Swanson and say, Take me,
keep me. But I was the oldest. I didn’t cling and cry.
I would miss Christopher. We had fallen into the habit of sitting in the unfinished knotty-pine pantry, after our
baths and the dishes were done, listening to the high school basketball games on the staticky radio. We knew the
players’ names and numbers. Together we had anticipated the mystery of going to high school.
Aunt Opal turned slowly into the uphill drive, which was lined with billows of snow. The dark was my comfort
—I didn’t want to see everything at once. We parked in front of a red-brick house with two wrought-iron lamps
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beside the neatly shoveled steps. Silence leaped at us when Aunt Opal shut off the engine. The place seemed a last
outpost before the black and convoluted mountains, the Cascades, which, I imagined, went slanted and ragged to
the sea.
Then quickly, nimbly, a man and a woman came coatless down the steps and opened the car doors, greeting us
as though we were their own children returning home. The woman was thin and wore pearls and a skirt and
sweater. The man had hair as black as an eggplant. Their voices were cheerful, but they kept their hands to
themselves, as though they knew we would not want to be touched by strangers.
One moment we were in the dark, the car, the winter mountain air; the next, all three of us were ushered into a
blinding white place that was like a hospital room, with white metal cupboards, white metal cots, and everything
amazingly clean and shiny under the fluorescent lights, cleaner even than Grandma Swanson’s house.
We sat on the edge of a cot without speaking to one another. Snow dripped in dirty puddles from our saddle
oxfords. The floor was black and white like a checkerboard. In the hallway, out of sight, Aunt Opal spoke with the
man and woman—“Well behaved,” I heard her say—and then she departed with all the speed and indifference of
a UPS\fn{United Parcel Service.} driver. Through a tall window in the room I watched her headlights sweep
across the cinnamon bark of a ponderosa pine. From some place far away in the house came Christmas carols,
wreathed in pure recorded voices. My body played tricks on me: my head hurt, and my stomach knotted in an acid
snarl.
Suzanne growled in a baby way she had when she was tired or angry. I pulled her onto my lap and she sucked
her thumb. Consoling her was my only source of reassurance. Jan Mary stamped the dirty puddles with the toe of
her shoe.
“How will we get to school?” she said.
“We’ll go to a different school.”
“I don’t want to.”
“We don’t always get to do what we want,” I said, shocked at the way I parroted our mother.
The woman in the pearls came into the bright room and leaned over us, one arm around Jan Mary’s back.
“I’m Mrs. Thompson,” she said.
Her words were stout with kindness, which seemed a warning to me, as though she could hurt me, and she
smelled good, like flowery cologne. She’s someone’s perfect mother, I thought.
“You’ll need baths before bedtime, girls,” she said. She strode to the oak door across the room and opened it,
and then switched on the bathroom light. “You have your own pajamas?”
“Yes,” I said, nodding in the direction of the cardboard Cream of Wheat carton that held my clothes. Each of
us had packed a carton with our best things.
“You can help your sisters bathe, Roxanne,” she said. “Then I’ll check your heads for lice.”
“Our mother wouldn’t allow that,” I said.
“What did you say?”
“Our mother wouldn’t allow us to have lice,” I said. My voice seemed inordinately loud.
“It’s just our policy,” she said. “Now get moving. It’s late.”
We bedded down the first night in that same room, on the single cots made up with coarse cotton sheets and
cream-colored wool blankets with a navy stripe around the edge. The light from the hallway bridged the high
transom of the closed door, and I didn’t sleep for a long time. Our presence there rebuked our mother, and I felt
that humiliation as keenly as though I were she. I kept thinking, We’ll be better when we go home—we’ll work
harder, knock down the cobwebs more often, check Jan Mary’s homework, throw out the mismatched socks.
Keeping domestic order was, inexplicably, bound up with being good, blessed. The fantasies that lulled me to
sleep were of cupboards packed with thick folded towels, full cookie jars, an orderly abundance, like perpetual
fire against the night.
The next morning I lay there, warm but wet, with the covers up to my neck. Suzanne and Jan Mary were still
asleep. A cat meowed urgently in the hallway. The windows were long and divided into panes of wavery old glass.
Outside it was snowing, the dry, fine net of winter. An old cottonwood tree in the yard had been struck by
lightning some time ago. The split in the main trunk had been girdled with an iron band; it had healed, and now
the scar tissue bloomed over the edge of the metal ring. I wondered what time it was and what would happen next.
The procedure of moving, being dropped off like a litter of kittens, had been bad enough, and now I had to admit I
had wet the bed. I dreaded telling someone, but wanted to get it over with.
I thought of Mary in The Secret Garden and the way her spite protected her. I remembered the places I’d read
the book: on the school steps at recess in second grade, under the cooling arms of a juniper tree when I was
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eleven. My own spite and anger could not protect me. They were repulsive feelings I couldn’t bear to admit to
myself, because then I’d have to admit them to the priest. I’d told him once that I’d wished our mother would go
away. I’d wished it for my birthday, which seemed to magnify the sin. He did not understand the power of wishes,
and for penance he gave me a mere five Hail Marys. Now our mother was gone, and I tried to imagine her inside
the V.A. hospital, but I could only picture the rusted iron bars, the flaking pink-stucco walls. The hospital was
down by the Columbia River. The summer I was ten, a male patient people called “a crazy” had deliberately
walked into the river and drowned.
The door opened, Mrs. Thompson peeked in, and Jan Mary and Suzanne sat up in their cots, their choppy hair
all askew, eyes puffy with sleep.
“Time to get up, ladies,” Mrs. Thompson said. She wore a robe of some soft peach fabric.
“Snow,” Suzanne announced.
I threw back the covers, and the cool air sliced through my wet pajamas and chilled me. I forced myself to
slither across the floor.
“Mrs. Thompson,” I said officiously, as though I spoke of someone else, “I’ve wet the bed.”
“Oh?”
“What shall I do?”
She stepped into the room and closed the door.
“Does this happen often?” She walked to my cot, with me close behind.
“Roxie wet the bed, Roxie wet the bed,” Jan Mary sang. I flung her a murderous glare, which silenced her at
once.
“Sometimes,” I said vaguely. By this time I had no feelings in the matter. I’d killed them, the way you track
down a mud dauber and squash him. Mrs. Thompson quickly jerked the sheets from the bed and carried them into
the bathroom, holding them at arm’s length from her peachy robe.
“Please,” I said. “Let me.” She dumped the sheets in the tub.
“Run cold water on them. Add your pajamas. Rinse them good. Ask your sister to help you wring them out and
then hang them over this shower curtain. When they dry, we’ll put them in the dirty laundry.”
I felt I’d depleted whatever good will had existed between us.
The entire six months at Entiat I followed this routine. I managed to keep from wetting the bed four times in
those six months, by what miracle I could not tell. I tried prayers and wishes, not drinking after six in the evening.
Nothing worked. I lived in the Little Girls’ House, though my age was borderline—they could have assigned me
to the Big Girls’ House. And every day all the little girls knew what I’d done when they saw my slick and gelid
sheets hanging like Halloween ghosts in the bathroom.
Mrs. Hayes, the dorm mother of the Little Girls’ House, had two immense tomcats, Springer and Beau, whose
claws had been removed. They lived like kings, always indoors. Everyone called the dorm mother Gabby
Hayes\fn{A popular cowboy sidekick—to Roy Rogers—on the latter’s show during the 1950’s. He was old and grizzled and filled with
cantankerous wisdom born of excess whiskey and wifeless living beloved by teen-age boys and petty criminals everywhere. I always liked
him, but his was a “stock character,” as they say; Edwin O’ Connor describes his clerical counterpart, “”the old Galway-born pastor, cranky
but lovable, with the wisdom which seems to spring from arthritis.” (The Edge of Sadness, Little, Brown & Co., 1961, p. 106): H } behind

her back. She was in her fifties and smelled of gardenias and cigarette smoke. Her lipstick was thick and cakey,
the color of clay flowerpots. She prided herself on her hair—it was coppery and resembled scrubbing pads we
used in the kitchen. If someone broke the rules, she would announce to the group at large,
“That’s not allowed here.”
The chill in her voice always arrested the deviant.
Life in the Little Girls’ House was orderly, neat, regulated. Before school in the morning we did our chores,
young ones polishing the wooden stairs, older ones carting the laundry in duffel bags to the laundry building.
Some were assigned kitchen duty, others bathrooms. Everyone, down to the four-year-olds, had work to do. I was
impressed with the efficiency and equanimity with which work was accomplished. I wrote letters to our mother, in
my experimental, loopy left-hand slant, suggesting job charts on the refrigerator, new systems we could invent to
relieve her of her crushing burden.
The house sheltered twenty-three of us. Jan Mary and Suzanne naturally gravitated toward others their age.
They slept away from the oldest girls, in a drafty long hall near Mrs. Hayes’s apartment. Our family ties were
frayed, and I was genuinely surprised when I met Jan Mary’s musing blue eyes in recognition across the dinner
table. She seemed to be saying, How in the world did we get here?
The first day at the new school I was issued a pair of faded blue cotton bloomers for PE.\fn{ Physical education.}
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At St. Martin’s, PE had meant softball on the playground. At the new school the locker room was my personal
hell: the body smells, the safety-pinned bras, the stained slips, the hickeys, the pubic hair growing wild above our
thighs. Sister Michael had always told us not to look at ourselves when we bathed, to be ashamed and vigilant. In
the locker room we girls were elbow to elbow in the narrow aisle beside the dented pink lockers.
“What is your problem?”
“The F word. That’s all he knows these days.”
“My mother won’t let me.”
“Bud’s getting a car for his birthday.”
Their conversations shimmered around me like a beaded curtain. We couldn’t help but see one another—our
new breasts, our worn underwear—but the talk kept us on another plane, a place above the locker room, where we
could pretend we weren’t totally vulnerable, absolutely displayed.
Georgia Cowley, a squat, freckled woman, ruled that class with a cruel hand. When I entered the gym for the
first time, she waved sharply in my direction and I went over to her.
“Name?”
“Roxanne Miller.”
“We’re tumbling, Roxanne Miller,” she said, writing something on her clipboard. “You ever tumbled?”
“No, ma’am.”
I looked at the girls casually turning cartwheels, blue blurs, on the hardwood floor. My hopes of fading into the
wrestling mats for the hour fluttered like a candle in a storm.
“Come out here with me,” she said. I followed her to the red mat in front of the stage.
“We start with forward rolls. Squat down.”
I squatted, glancing desperately around to find someone I could imitate. All motion had wound down, and the
girls were gathered in gossip knots, chattering and watching me with slitted eyes. I remember staring at Miss
Cowley’s gym shoes and noting a splat of dried tomato seeds on the toe of one of them.
“Tuck your head. Now one foot forward, hands on the mat.” She gave me a little shove to propel me forward. I
fell sideways, my pale thigh plopping fishlike on the floor. The girls giggled, and hot tears swelled in my head.
The seconds on the floor expanded, seemed to go on forever.
“Get up,” she said. “Sit over there on the bleachers for a while and watch. You’ll get the hang of it.” Then she
blew her chrome whistle, and the girls lined up to do their forward rolls. On the bleachers a Negro girl from
Entiat, Nadine, slid next to me, sighing hard.
“Got the curse,” she said. “I’m sitting out.”
“You can sit out?”
“Sure ’nough.” She scratched her skinny calf. “You know the secret of cartwheels, Roxanne?”
“No,” I said, interested, thinking her words might contain some secret I could learn, some intellectual
knowledge that I could translate into body knowledge.
“Catch yourself before you kill yourself,” she whispered, as she retied her sneaker. "Catch yoself.”
And then she leaped up and turned a few, flinging herself into them with her own peculiar flick of her pink
palms above her nappy head.
“Jefferson,” Cowley barked. “Sit down and keep quiet.”
For the rest of the gym period Nadine and I wrote messages on each other’s backs, using our index fingers like
pencils through the scratchy blue blouses.
At Christmas we were farmed out. I don’t know how these decisions were made. Certainly I don’t remember
being asked where I would like to go for Christmas. Suzanne went with Mr. and Mrs. Thompson. Jan Mary was
taken by Aunt Opal. I went to stay with the family of Darla Reamer, who had been our neighbor for five years.
Darla was two years older than I was. When I’d been in fifth grade and Darla in seventh, we rode the school bus
together and wrote love notes to each other using a special language we’d developed, a lispish baby talk in
writing. Later that year she chose another girl as her best friend and left me miserable. Going to spend Christmas
with her and her family, enduring their charity, was like an arduous school assignment I had to survive to attain
the next grade.
Her mother gave me a Shetland sweater and a jar of Pacquin hand cream. Her father took me out in the windcrusted snowy field to see his apiary. We went to church, and those brief moments kneeling in the oak pew and at
the altar, with its star-like poinsettias, were the only familiarity and peace I experienced. Darla spent many hours
on the telephone with Julia, the one who’d taken my place.
I was relieved when Mr. Reamer drove me back to Entiat on Christmas night. Many girls were still away and
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Mrs. Hayes let me stay up late. I drank hot chocolate alone in the dining room and wrote our mother a letter full of
false cheer and fantasy about the future.
In our sleeping quarters, after lights out, under cover of dark, some girls took turns revealing fears, shames,
wishes expressed as truth. When this talk began, their voices shifted from the usual shrill razzmatazz repartee
about hairstyles, boys at school, and who’d been caught smoking. They spoke in church whispers.
“My mother tore my lip once. I had five stitches.”
“My father’s coming to get me on my birthday.”
I didn’t participate in this round robin but instead lay on my stomach; my pillow buckled under my chest, and
watched the occasional gossamer thread of headlights on the river road. Night travel seemed to involve so much
freedom and purpose—a will at work. Their talk was sad and low, and I, in my isolation, dreamed of going away,
of having the power, the inestimable power, to say I’m leaving. Boys could somehow run away and make it,
survive. But everyone knew that a girl’s life was over if she ran away from home—or whatever had become
home, whatever sheltered her from ruin. Some nights, if we heard the rush of Mrs. Hayes’s shower, we would sing
in our thin voices a maudlin song that was popular at the time, “Teen Angel.” One night the community of singing
gave me courage, and after the song faded, I said,
“I saw my mother hit my father with a belt.”
As one, they sucked in their breath. Then Nadine said,
“No wonder your mama in the hospital, girl.”
They laughed, a false, uncertain snicker. I hated Nadine at that moment, and felt heartbroken in my hate. I’d
always tried to be nice to her, because our mother had said they were just like everyone else inside.
On Valentine’s Day we received a crumpled package wrapped in a brown grocery sack and tied with butcher’s
twine. Inside was a cellophane bag of hard candy hearts stamped “Be Mine” and “I Love You.” Our mother had
enclosed three penny valentines, and on mine she wrote,
“I’m home now with Katie Jean and Christopher. See you soon.”
She was home! I’d given up on mail from her, but I’d kept writing. I tried to imagine her there with
Christopher and the baby, without me to help her, and the thought made me feel invisible, unnecessary in the
world. Don’t think about it, I said to myself, and I began then the habit of blocking my thoughts with that simple
chant. Don’t think about it.
*
In April we were allowed to go home for a weekend.
“Your neighbor’s here,” Mrs. Hayes whispered in my ear, early that Saturday morning. “Help your sisters
dress. I’ll give him a tour while he’s waiting.”
I had a great deal to be excited about: seeing Christopher, going to our old church, being with our mother. Our
mother. Her life without me was a puzzle, with crucial pieces missing. I had high hopes about going home. Our
mother was well; everyone—Mrs. Hayes, Mr. Reamer—said so.
We met him by his pickup truck. His khakis were spattered with pastel paint; he said he’d been painting his bee
boxes. We fell into silence on the drive home. The thought surfaced, like the devil’s tempting forefinger, that
though we were only an hour’s drive from our mother, we hadn’t seen her since that morning in December when
we went to school not knowing life would be irrevocably changed by the time we returned home. Did she know
that morning that she wouldn’t see us for four months?
Spring was alive down in the valley. The daffodil leaves were up along the driveway, though the flowers were
still just pale shadows of memory, tightly curled and green. Mr. Reamer parked his pickup truck and sat hunched,
arms folded across the steering wheel, waiting for us to get out.
We were all shy, bashful, and I hung back, urging Jan Mary and Suzanne forward with little pushes on their
shoulder blades. Jan Mary flinched and said meanly,
“Don’t push.”
“Don’t spoil it, now,” I said.
And we three walked forward in a solemn row down the gravel drive toward the house. We wore our next-best
dresses. Mine was a taffeta plaid with a smocked bodice and a sash, and I’d worn my cream-colored knee socks,
saving my one pair of nylons for Sunday morning. I hadn’t wanted to go home in nylons—they were a new
addition to my sock drawer, and I was afraid our mother would say I was growing up too fast.
The house looked the same, sagging at the corners of the roof, the gray paint blistering along the bottom of the
door. It was a sunny day. Darla Reamer’s cocker spaniel came yapping out the drive, flipping and bouncing .the
way cockers do. As we drew near the house, I saw that Darla was sitting with our mother in that small patch of
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grass in front of the house. Someone had put a wooden cable spool there for a table, and Darla and Mother sat
near each other in lawn chairs. Darla was painting Mother’s fingernails.
“Here come my girls,” Mother said, waving her free hand. Music was on inside the house, and we could hear it
through the open window: “You made me love you.”
I didn’t know what to do with Darla there. I’d imagined our mother embracing us, welcoming us, with
significance. My heart shrank in disappointment, a rancid feeling, everything going sour at once. Suzanne, being
only four, went right up to Mother and slipped her little arms around her neck and kissed her cheek. J an Mary
said,
“Will you do mine, too, Darla?”
Katie Jean started crying from somewhere in the house. Mother, startled, rose part way from her chair and then
sank back, waving her wet fingernails and looking helplessly at Darla. A raw, clean smell filled the yard, like corn
silk when you go outside to shuck corn in the summer dusk. Darla looked older, in a straight linen skirt with a
kick pleat in the back. She had on slim flats and tan-tinted nylons. Her hair was in a French roll.
“I’ll get her,” Darla said, and she went into the house, letting the screen door slam. Suzanne was close on her
heels. Mother pulled me near, her arm around my waist.
“How’s my big girl?” she asked.
She’d had her black hair frizzed in a permanent wave and her nails were painted fire-engine red. With one
hand she shook a Lucky from the pack on the table. A glass of whiskey and melting ice was on the ground beside
her chair. Her knuckles looked pink, but the cuts and splits were healed.
“Fine,” I said.
“Darla’s been helping me,” she said.
I held my breath to keep from crying. I felt exhausted, not the clean exhaustion of after-dark softball but a kind
of weariness; I was worn out with the knowledge that life would be different, but not in the way I had imagined or
hoped. I didn’t want to forgive her for being the way she was, but you have to forgive your mother. She searched
my eyes and tried to make some long-ago connection, sweet scrutiny, perhaps the way she’d looked at me when I
was a new baby, her first baby.
I looked away. Jan Mary gnawed delicately at her cuticles. Christopher came around the corner of the house
swinging his Mickey Mantle bat, his leather mitt looped on his belt. The new spring leaves were so bright they
hurt my eyes.
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